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THE COM!IISSIONEll OF EDUCATION. · 

REPORT. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF EDUCA'l'ION, 
ltVashington, D. 0., November 15, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit my third annual report: 
The work of this Bureau during the year has been ofextreme interest. 
However clearly its duties were defined in the minds of the eminent 
educators and statesmen who cooperated in its establishment, there 
were many teachers, and even school-officers, as well as citizens of the 
country, who waited to see an illustration of its work before giving it 
their approval, or making use of its facilities. The increased interest 
in the office, in the past year's experience, has been largely due to the 
increa-se in the number who have come to understa:p.d the place which 
the Bureau of Education seeks to occupy among the educational forces 
of the country; and to understand how it can and should do just what 
can be done nowhere else, and t.his, too, without interfering with, but 
greatly aiding, the other efficient educational forces. 
Rigorously limiting all that it undertakes to do by the law under 
which it is established, it is found that, according as its duties are faith-
fully and efficiently administered, they touch every spring in the 
welfare of the public, every interest Qj each individual in the nation.* 
The inquiries coming here this year are specially gratifying. They 
give greater assurance than ever that the thought of the counti-y is 
turning more and more to those subjects most essential to the preser-
vation of our liberties and the elevation of ot1r individual and nationa,l 
cbaracter. 
CHANGES IN NATIONAL INQUIRIES. 
The supremacy of nations has long been determined by their power 
to win in the shock of battle. All efforts to ascertain national statistics. 
were, t,herefore, formerly determined by this view. They counted only-
the material of war. Our fathers even, as will be seen by the censuses. 
taken by the Colonies, only report (as for instance in the Massachusetts 
census of 1765) _the number of dwelling-houses and families, number aJ?d' 
sex of white persons, negroes, and Indians, distinguishing in the case 
if The general and special work-of the office, as defined in the law, is: P.i1'st, ''To 
collect such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress of education 
in the several States and Territories :" Secondly, "To diffuse such information respect-
ing the organization and rpanagernent of schools and school-systems, and methods of 
teaching, as shall aid the people of the United States iu the establishment and main-
tenance of efficient school-systems, and otherwise promote the cause of educa,tion. 
throughout the country." 
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of the whites the number of each-sex, and the number above and heJow 
sixteen years of age. 
But if the supremacy of nations is to be determined by any other 
test, the inquiry in regard to statistics must be turned in tha~ direction; 
and in proportion as nations have advanced in civilization, it will be 
seen that they have been taking into the account of their strengt~ 
those facts and conditions which test intellectual power, moral power!. .. 
commercial and industrial power. 
Figures, however dry, are now called for in every department of 
inquiry relating to the material indications of human progress. No 
statesman can exclude them from biB consideration. 
Ih 1840 the United States, for the first time, in taking the census, 
recognized facts bearing upon 1.he intelligence of the people. The prog-
ress toward this step is well deserving careful study. Going back to the . 
pass~.ge of that colonial law in ~ew England which required _the select-
men of the town to know the facts in regard to the iusttuction of children, 
and to enforce attention to them, it will be noted how, in addition to the 
care of the town-officers over the subject, it became necessary to call in 
tlw cooperation of the chief authority of the colony. 
As the Colonies became States, and States multiplied, it will be 
noticed that the mere passage of a law by the State, providing the 
manner in which the local communities could act for the education of 
their children, proved insufficient; that it was found necessary for the 
State to take some observation of the manner in which the communities 
administered the law; in other words, that school statistics should be 
gathered. This action, increasing and extending itself from 1825, re· 
ceived a special impulse from the revival of education between that date 
and 1840, when it culminated in demanding that the nation should in 
its census take some cognizance of these facts, so primary and essential 
in every adequate account of its forces. 
But however much could be made out of the census in this particula.r, 
it was taken only once ·in ten years ·; and the conviction grew on the 
part of educators tha,t more frequent observations, and a summary of 
this class of facts, as occurring throughout the country, were absolutely 
necessary to a proper knowledge of their duties as educators, and the 
establishment of this Bureau naturally followed. 
Few things, if any, in the census are more perplexing to its Superin-
tendent than educationa~l statistics. Indeed, nothing can desctibe either 
the confusion in which these statistics were found when the work of their 
annual generalization was undertaken in this office, or the perplexity 
connected with any statement of them which should be useful in guid-
ing the educational affairs of the country. 
It will be een bythosewhotake up thisreportforthepurposeofstndying 
it tatistics that we have endeavored to use all the trustworthy sources 
of information within our reach. Fir ·t, we have drawn upon the census; 
econclly, we have rna ses of. tatistic:s reported directly to this office from 
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS. III 
institutions of learning, and State and city systems of instruction. But as 
any one undertakes this labor, he is at once met with the inquiries: What 
shall I aim to ascertain~ What principles of subdivision and arrange-
ment shall I adopt to secure my object~ Looking over the entire field, 
be finds apparently little to aid and guide him; he observes that the edu-
cational statistics in few countries are satisfactory, and that, with all 
their differences, as compared with the United States, he has to exercise 
the most careful discrimination in adopting methods and principles for 
application in this country. He reflects that if the statesman takes -up 
the figures thus presented, he will inquire chiefly for the great generali-
zations of the facts in regard to intelligence, which show its relation to 
the questions in political economy, w:hich establish its power to increase 
the production of wealth-generalizations which show how culture of 
mind and character affects all the elements of progress that a nation_ can 
bring to its aid in overcoming the obstacles in the way of its advance-
ment, whether within itself or thrown in its path by nations around. 
He reflects, too, that while the educator, the teacher, or school officer, 
may find the same generalizations of great value in enforcing the obli-
gations of the community to education, and in determining the amount 
which each shall do in thi1:j direction, there must be included for their 
purposes all those details which go to determine the fitness of methods, 
the construction of buildings, the choice of furniture, the sources of tax-
ation, and the minutire of organization, instruction, and discipline. 
EDUCA'l'IONAL S'l'A'l'ISTICS. 
It should be observed also that those who are interested in this exam-
nation of the entire relations of the questions of education to the public 
welfare can not be limited to those classes of persons who are chosen to 
rnake laws, either in the national, State, or municipal councils, or who 
are selected to administer the laws or to adjudicate cases under them. 
These questions have a direct interest for every citizen, whatever his 
rank or position or occupation, and he has a direct responsibility in ref-
erence to their solution. Every dollar of property in a city or State, or 
in the nation, is interested in the burde-ns to be imposed upon it by 
way of taxation for the support of pauperism, for the punishment of 
crime, and for the correction of the manifold evils which are the sources , -
of these burdens. E,~ery dollar of value, therefore, is interested in the 
education of the people, as the great and almost the only process of 
prevention in the power of civil government to employ, to reduce the 
expenses resulting from crime and pauperism, as well as other and 
numerous e'-:ils, which are avoided or diminished by the universal applica-
tion of intelligence and virtue on the part of our citizens. It should be 
recognized as a fact, therefore, that every citizen, whether as an owner 
of property, or solely on account of his rights and immunities as a 
citizen, is deeply concerned in striking the balance between the benefits 
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of education and the evils '. of .ignorance and vice in his city, in his 
Sta.te, in the nation. 
And when we have a record of these considerations, which should 
~ command the profoundest attention of the statesman and the patriot, 
we are dealing with th,e same princip'les of political economy which 
must be apprehended by the humblest citizen as the guide of his con-
duct. 
Each is alike interested in the question whether the nation is growing 
better or worse, whether property is increasing or diminishing, whether 
life is shorter or longer, and whether he himself is contributing to the 
_ one result or the other. And when this circle of inquiries has been 
traversed, should it be found that all questions of method and forms of 
government, of expediency in political economy, and all solutions of 
problems of civil government, come together and are rletermined by 
the methods adopted in the instruction and training of the young, and 
the extent and faithfulness of their application, of what supreme and , 
primary importance will the universal voice of mankind pronounce all 
inquiries into educational statistics? 
:Moreover, as the American citizen contemplates the movements 
among the nations of the earth, and recognizes the changes that are 
entering into the conditions which determine national progress, be can-
not·'fail to rejoice in seeing the greater and greater extent to which the 
fundamental ideas of his own Government are having weight among 
the peoples of the earth. He sees all the Ol'pressions of tyranny and 
caste yielding to the alembic of enlightened reason; he sees imperial, 
. royal, and aristocratic councils stooping to consider the quality of men 
as a factor in the problems of political economy; be observes in all , 
civilized countries mere physical force going down before brain-power 
, and moral power ; that reason and truth and right are showing their 
influence in proportion as light is shed among communities and nations; 
that changes in science and intelligence are followed by corresponding 
changes, even · in the ·appeal to arms. The warrior, in measuring his 
foe, the merchant in trusting his correspondent, the mechanic or artist 
in looking at his comp.etitor, and the capitalist in considering the value 
of the laborer, mm:;t estimate the other's intelligence and training. 
Unfortunately, we have no tests entirely satisfactory; 'those of read-
ing, writing, or both, only having so far been generally applied. But 
all facts showing the opr>Ortunities for . education, and the extent to 
which they are improved, have their value; and for the United States, 
year by year, the reports of this office are reaching more nearly to 
·ati 'factory results. Slowly, according to the inadequate means fur-
ni heel us, and impeded by the chaotic condition of -statistics and 
reports out of which correct conclusions are to be reached, we are com-
ing into posse.ssion of that knowledge which may be a fair test of our 
capacity as a nation, and the metb,ods by which our excellence and 
greatness may be increased and the welfare of our people promoted. 
FACTS DERIVED -FROM THE LAST CENSUS. v 
By the courtesy of General Francis A. Walker, Superintendent of the 
Ninth Census, and his assistants, it was made possible to include in the 
report of this office for the year 1871 some of the lessons of the census ·· 
of 1870 most · important to educators. By the delay of the present 
report we are able to use the completed results of that census, the 
elimination of the educational items having required a great amount of 
labor. The main facts thus brought out in relation to the entire coun-
try will be found in ten tables among the accompanying documents. ' 
LESSONS OF THE CENSUS. 
From the census we ascertain for each State and Territory the num-
ber of its square miles; its population; their nativity, race, sex, and 
parentage; its total valuation of property and the average of individual -
wealth; the number of illiterates between certain ages, and the percent- · 
age of illiterates to the populatiop. of corresponding ages; the number · 
of universities, colleges, schools of theology, law, medicine, science, art, 
agriculture, and music; schools for the blind, the deaf -and dumb, and 
idiots; schools of mining and of technology; private schools, normal 
schools, and public schools of all classes, with the number of professors 
and instructors, and the amount and sources of income for each class; 
the libraries a~d number of volumes; the numlJer of periodicals of a.U 
classes, illustrated, political, religious, &c.; the number of persons pur-
suing some one of the various learned professions; the number of pau-
pers and the number of criminals. And still further, to aid in the use 
of the materials of the census, a summary of the leading items bearing 
on education is given in the abstract of material from each State, ·hop-
ing thus to add something, if possible, to the effect of itl:! educational 
lessons, which it is difficult for the ·different State educational officers 
to work out for their own use. 
In Table .A, from the census of 1870, in the appendix to this report, we ' 
have the area, the number, nativity, race, and sex of the population, and 
the number of inhabitants to the square mile. The following are the 
numbers for the whole country: 
Area in square miles ...... ·--- ...•.. -------··· ..•••• ---··----· ...•...• 
Total population. ____ .. _ •.•.....••.... _. __ .........•.. _ •.............• 
Population to the square mile ....•.. ------ ...• --·- .... ·--··· .......... . 
N urn ber of native males ...•••.••••..............•........•............ 
Number of native females ............................................. . 
Total number of native inhabitants ................................... . 
Number of foreign males .............................................. . 
N urn ber of foreign females ...•......... : . ....................•......... 
Total number q.fforeign inhabitants ............................ . ...... . 
Number of white males ....••....•• : •........••...............••.....•• 
Number of white females ............................................. . 
Total number of white inhabitants ................................... .. 
Number of colored (unmixed) males ................................... . 
Number of colored (unmixed) females ................................. . 
Total number of unmixed colored inhabitants ........•••....••......... 
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Number of mulatto females ..•..•....••...••.....•..•.....•......•..••• 
Total number of mulatto inhabitants .•••••............................• 
Number of Chinese males .... ---- ------· ..•.•..................... ------
Number of Chinese females ...........•..........•...•.......•..•....••• 
Total number of Chinese inhabitants .................... -~---- ........ . 
Number of Indian males* .. ~ ........................................... . 
Number of Indian females* .............•...•..•................•.••••• 









Census Table B (appendix) includes the parentage and total 
wealth of the population, the average wealth per capita, and the special 
nativity of the foreign-born population. The following numbers were 
born-
In British America .....•..•.•....• ·•. . .•.••....•......•.•.........• 
In England a,nd Wales .........•...........................•.....• 
In Scotland ...... -............................•....................• 
In Ireland...... . . . . . . . ................................•.........• 
In Great Britain and principal dependencies .........•.•.....•...••• 
In France .............•..••...................................•...• 
In the GermanEn1pire ....•....•........•...•••.............•.....• 
In Austria., Bohemia, and Hungary .........•.•....•.•...•...... _ ..• 
In Sweden, Norway, a.nd Denmark ....•......•...•••..........•...• 
In China and Japan .....•.....•...........•....••................. 
In all other foreign countries .......................................• 
Number of inhabit.ants of entirely native parentage .....•...•.•.... _ 
Number of entirely foreign parentage ........ ~_ .......•......•...••• 
Number of half-native parentage ..•.•..............•.....•.........• 
Total wealth ...........•..... ~ .....•..•.......••..... _ .. ___ ... _ ..• 

















F_or the facts necessary to comparisons between States and sections, 
attention is invited to the tables themselves. 
Having before us the population of the country, with the race, sex, 
nativity, and parentage, with the square miles they occupy and the 
wealth that they possess, it is natural to inquire in reference to the 
degree of their intelligence. By computations requiring ·much time and 
care, we have the following exhibit, deserving the profoundest consider-
ation of ~very citizen and statesman : 
Total population in 1870, 10 'years old anu over .................•........ 
Illiterate population, 10 years old and over...... . • . . . . . . . .............• 
Male population, 10 years old and over ......................... · ........• 
Illiterate males, 10 years old and over---- ...... ---------.- ... ---- -.----
}'emale population, 10 years old and over ...•.•.....•..•...•.....•...•.• 
l1literate females, 10 years old and over ............•............... ~ .... 
P ercentage of total illiterates to total population of same age ..........• 
Percentage of male illiterates to ma.le popula.tion of same age ...•...•...• 
Percentage of female illiterates to female population of same age .....•.• 











"Only those Indians forming part of the constitutional population are here included. 
The total Indian population of the Union is reported as 3 3,712. 
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Illiterate population, 10-21 years old ....•. , ...•...•.....•.... ~ ....•...• 
Male population, 10-21 years old ....•............................. - ... . 
Illiterate males, 10-21 years old ................... -... --. -- . --- ........ _ 
Female population, 10-21 years old .••.•...•.. --- .. -- .. - ---- . --.- ..... ". 
Illiterate females, 10-21 years old--- .. --- .... ---- .. -.-. -.---- ... -- ... --. 
Percentage of illiterates, 10-21 years old, to population of same age ..... . 
Percentage of male illiterates to male population, both 10-21 years old .. . 
Percentage of fema~e illiterates to female population, both 10-21 years old. 
Total male adults, 1870 .........•.•..•• ---- -- .. ---- ... - • ---- .. ---- ... --
Male adult illiterates ...........................................•. ...... 
Total female adults ...................................... - ..... - .. - -.. . 
Female adult illiterates ....... . . -.............. --.- ........... - ....... . 
Percentage of male illiterate adults to total adults .... ---·-- .... -- ..... . 
















. We ha-ve, in this exhibit, several results most significant and instruct-
ive. Who can speak boas tingly of American intelligence, with ·a knowl-
edge of the fact that over 17 per cent. of the adult males of the country, 
who are essentially all voters, are illiterate, and that nearly one-fourth 
of the adult females (over 23 per cent.) are in the same condition~ But 
the amount of intelligence in the country, as tested by the capacity to 
read and write, is not limited to these adults. The census gives those 
who can not write, 10 years old and over; and those from 10 to 20 . 
certainly should not be e;x:cluded in an eftort to ,estimat~ accurately 
the intellectual power of a pet>ple. Even those from 5 to 9, inclusive, 
though not a great direct power in this particular, yet, as being able 
to read, may be a medium of information to parents and other adults 
around them, and we may, therefore, include them in the reckoning. 
The census does not give those under 10 who can not write or can not 
read; but we may make an estimate on tbe basis that the same per-
centage holds good as in the case of those over 10. With thesP. con-
siderations for our guidance, we have, from the :figures, the following 
results: ' 
Total population of all ages __ .................................... _ ..•.. 
Number under 5 years old ........... ------ ........................... . 
Number 5 years old and over .............•.....•••.....•.. _ ....... _ .. . 
Number 10 years old and over .............. · ........ ----·----···------~-·-
Number 5-9 years old, inclusive .. --·- .....• ---·------ ............ -----· 
Number of illiterates 10 years old and over ............................ . 
Estimated number, (20 per cent.,) 5-9 years old, inclusive, illiterate .... .. 
Estimated number, 5 years old and over: illiterate ..................... . 
So that the number 5 years old and over, not illiterate, is ............... . 
Per cent. of illiterates 5 years old and over to population of the same ages 
Per cent. of non-illiterates 5 years old andover to population of same ages 
Per cent. of illiterates 5 years old and over to population of all ages ....•. 
Per cent. of non-illiterates 5 years old and over to population of all ages .. 















From t~ese figures it will be seen that out of the 38,558,371 of the popu-
lation of the United States of all ages, 12,135,799, or 31.47 per cent. of the 
total population, must be excluded from any estimate which would ascer-
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, tain the number who are able, through reading and writing, to exchange 
information with others for the guidance of their conduct. How many of 
the remaining 68.53 per cent. of our entire population who can read and . 
write have any instruction in reckoning, or know anything of the gram-
mar of our language, or the history or geography of our country, or how 
many have completed the course in our high schools and academies, or 
how many have received a collegiate or professional education, we can 
not tell as yet.* 
The relation of ignorance to poverty, or of intelligence to wealth, is so 
impressively set forth by two colored maps published in the census, 
that. I have obtained permission from General Walker to include them 




TABLE I FROM THE CENSUS. 
The total number of persons in the United States pursuing various 
* J. C. Welling, LL.D., president of Columbian College, D. C., in attempting to 
ascerta.in the number of college graduates in the Congress of the United Sta.tes, p<·esents 
the following interesting results, (Proceedings National Baptist Educational Conven- / 
tion 1872, p. 194.) 
It is proposed to take the last three Congresses of the United States, and to estimate 
the degree in which even a nominally educated mind may be said to have pervaded 
. their deliberations. 
The following statistics are consolidated from Dr. Welling's text: 
40th Congress. 41st Congress. 42d Congress. 













Ul f!l Ul f!l Ul f!l 
-- ---- -- ------
Total number of members ................. . 53 188 241 72 239 311 74 243 317 
Number of college graduates . ............. . 25 61 86 33 75 . 108 34 77 111 
Per cent. of college graduates ............ .. 47 32 31 46 31 34 46 31 35 
==== ====- ===== =====::::::: = ====== ======= ===== ==-~ 
Numberofllarvardgraduates............. 1 1 2 2 2 3 
Number of Yale graduates................. 5 1 9 
Number of Princeton graduates . .. . .. .. .. .. 4 2 7 3 4 
Total of these three colleges ......... . z 10 12 12 17 10 16 
.According to her triennial catalogue of the year 1868, Yale College had at that 
time 3,645 living alumni. .According to her triennial catalogue of U:l69, Harvard Col-
lege then had 2,974 living alumni. According to her triennial catalogue of 1869, 
Princeton College then had 2,446 living aJumni. The average ratios of Harvard, Yale, 
and Princeton graduates in Congress to the total number of living graduates belonging 
respectively to those colleges at the elates of 1866, 18~8, and 1870, when elections were 
held for members of the popular branch of Congress, are as follows: Yale, 1.508; Har-
vard 1.145; Princeton, 1.5'06. 
President Welling does not enter into a discussion of the relation of the educated 
classes to our civil service except in Congress. In reference to the naval and military 
ervice, it will be noted that the officers of the Army and Navy, respectively, are ex-
pected to be drawn from the graduates of the Military and Nrwal.Academies. 
STATISTICS OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. IX 
learned, P,rofessional, or artistic occupations, according to the census of 
1870, is 316,638, there being in-
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 403 
Arkansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2, 999 
California....................... 6, 342 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 7 40 
Delaware........................ 842 
Florida...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 899 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 952 
Illinois.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 671 
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 439 
~ow a . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 12, 022 
Kansas ............... _ . . . . . . . . . . 3, 951 
Kentucky . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 845 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 108 
Maine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 07V 
Mary land .............. ·.. . . . . . . 5, 841 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 15, 945 
Michigan ........................ 10, 507 
Minnesota................... . . . . 3, 625 
Mississippi ...... ~..... . . . . . . . . . . 4, 662 
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 14, 662, 
Nebraska........................ 1,142 
Nevada .... .... ....... ...... .... 475 
New Hampshire ..............•.. 3, 939 
New Jersey. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 642 
New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 322 / 
North Carolina . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 4, 630 
Ohio ............................. 25,742 
Oregon .......................... 1,086 
Pennsylvania...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 27, 082 
Rhode Island.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2, 025 
Sontll Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 3, 005 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 325 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 5, 787 
Vermont ........................ 3,444 
Virginia .. ~ ...................... 7,389 
West Virginia................... 2, 354 
Wisconsin....................... 7, 915 
The Territories ... .'. ... . .. . .. .. . • 3, 600 
TABLE F FROM THE CENSUS. 
Educational institutions and schools, as such, including all grades from 
the elementary to the superior and special, professional and technical, 
must do their work exclusively upon the population from 5 to 24 years of 
age, inclusive. How much these institutions are doing, and at what ex-
pense; for how many students, male and female; by how many instructors, 
male and female, will appear in the following snmma1~yof Census Table F: , 
~ Income . . s 
~ §;.§ ~ .: • ..!.. 
'S ~ 
<l) .... p 
0 ~~ ~ .. ~ "' ~~ ~~ I>< A ~Wb.O <l) .;g.-o~ 0 ~.~ ,::l s <l) s ~ '"§ g i s 0 s s >=l >=l p 8ce.g 0 0 ......-( -~ .. ~rnc.J+=' 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ E-1 
Classes of institutions. 
Colleges .................................. . 507 $2,275,967 $582,265 $4, 248, 143 $7,106,375 
Academics .........................•...... 1, 518 206,885 211, 589 4, 800, 132 5, 218, 606 
Schools of law .............. ... .......... . 26 11, 127 8, 957 108, 164 128, 248 
Schools of medicine ..................... _, 65 44,672 42,870 6::13, 126 780,668 
Schools of theology .. . ..............•..... 92 558,900 1, 477 469, 489 1, 059, 866 
Schools of agriculture and science ....... . 16 93, 17"7 199, 722 99, 988 392; 887 
Commercial schools ...................... . 134 23,575 1, 192 783,216 807,983 
Schools of art and music ................. . lCO .............. 3, 000 408,331 411, 331 
Blind asylums ........................... . 21 9,192 400,779 33, 154 443, 125 
Deaf anu dumb asylums .................. . 33 51,091 708,023 113, 151 872,265 
Asylums for idiots ................... .•... 7 ... .. ........... 151, 139 31, 915 183, 054 
3 .. ........... ' 23,600 23,600 . -..... ~ .... -... Schools of dentistry ...................... . 
Schools of milling ........................ . 3 2, 600 2, 000 4:3,290 47,890 
Other technical schools .................. . 20 48, 817 7, 237 143, 955 200,009 
Other private schools .................... . 14, 025 163,249 570,282 12, 9u2, 615 13, u96, 146 
Normal schools .......................... . 120 15, 306 300,980 2:31, 108 547, 394 
Other public schools .......... · ........... . 124, 939 129,227 58,554,527 4, 799,525 63,483,279 
---
""3.66:1, 785,61, 746, 039 
---------
141, ti29 29, 992, 902 95, 402, 726 Schools of all classes . . . . . . ........ . 
~ 
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Instructors. Students. 
Classes of institutions. 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. 
Colleges . .......... ............... 2, 973 929 3, 902 49,692 24,152 - 73, 844 
Academies ........................ 2, 598 3,592 6,190 59, 741 69,663 129, 404 
Schools of law ................... : 78 . 78 1, 667 6 1, f-73 
Schools of medicine .............. 590 9 599 6, 609 137 6, 746 
Schools of theology ...........•.... 357 357 4, 045 50 4, 095 
Schools of agriculture ............ 140 149 1, 573 217 1, 790 
Commercial schools ...... ......... 453 25 478 17,472 1, 691 19, 163 
Schools of art and music ....... ., .. 202 238 440 2, 743 7, 755 10, 498 
Blind asylums .................... 66 81 147 710 693 1, 403 
Deaf and dumb asylums .......... 141 91 232 1, 989 1, 563 3, 552 
Asylums fo~· idiots ................ 2 26 28 374 312 686 
Schools of dentistry ... ... ...... ... 22 22 170 --···--·--·· 170 
Schools of mining . ................ 30 30 114 ................ 114 
Other technical schools ............ 114 115 1, 911 141 2, 052 
Other private schools ............. 11,389 13,688 25,077 353,134 373,554 726,688 
Normal schools ................... 245 337 582 7, 533 11, 059 18,592 
~ther public schools .... ·: ........ 73,929 108,687 182, 616 112,519 3, 096,949 6, 209, 468 
------ ·---------------
Schools of all classes ..•..... 93,329 127,· 713 221,042 3, 621,996 3, 587,942 7, 209,938 
I 
It will be seen that out of the 17,389,784 persons between 5 and 
24, inclusive, there were under instruction for that year, according to the 
census, 7,209,838, or over one-third. But the number over 21 who were 
under instruction must be very limited, perhaps not enough to affect 
the general result by any appreciable percentage. The population 
between 5 and 20, inclusive, numbers 14,507,~58, or a little more than 
double the entire number reported in all the institutions of learning. 
The total wealth of the country was $30,068,518,507 ; the total in-
come of, and we may safely say the total expenditure for, schools was 
$95,402,726. 
TABLE G FROM THE CENSUS. 
What is accomplished through the various activities of the country, 
outside of the schools, to promote the increase of individual and general 
intelligence we can not ascertain. But the census gives us interesting 
information in regard to the aid extended to culture through the news-
paper press and libraries. From the seventh of the accompanying 
tables, drawn from the census, we learn the following particulars in 
regard to libraries : 
Total number of libraries, public and private .. __ .. _ .....• _.. . • . • . • . .. • • . 164, 815 
Total number of volumes in same ........... _ .. __ ._._ ............... ___ • 45,528,938 
N uru her of private libraries ........... _ .. _____ .. _ . __ ..•.... _ ..... ___ . . . . 108, 800 
Number of~ volumes in private libraries ......... _ ... _ ........... __ .. _ .... 26, 072, 420 
Number of libraries other than private ....... --··_._ ............• _...... 56,015 
Number of volumes in same ......... _ .......... _ ....... __ .. __ ...... ___ . 19,456,518 
Of these libraries" other than private" there belonged-
To the General Government ............ -..... -- ...• 
To tate and territorial governments ........•.....• 
15-with 
53-with 
305, 185 volumes. 
653, 915 volumes. 
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:.To cities, 'towns, &c...... . . . . .• . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 101-with 1, 237, 430 volumes. 
To courts, &c...... . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 073-wfth 425,782 volumes. 
To colleges, academies, &c.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 375-with 3, 598, 537 volumes. 
To churches and Sabbath-schools ..... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . 38, 058-with 9, 981, 068 volumes. 
To historical, literary, and scientifie societies...... 47-with 590,002 volumes. 
To charitable and penal institutions . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 9-with 13, 890 volumes. 
To benevolent and secret associations...... . . . . . . . • 43-with 114, 581 volumes. 
To circulating libraries.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 1, 241-with 2, 536, 128 volumes. 
TABLE H FROM THE CENSUS. 
From the eighth of the same tables we learn the following facts in 
~ relation to newspapers and periodicals: 
Number of all classes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 5, 871 
N un1 ber of daily .....•...•.•...•...••. - . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 57 4 
Nutnber of tri-weekly................................................. 107 
,Number of semi-weekly .......................................... ·.... .. 115 
Number of weekly.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • ................ 4, 295 
Number of bi-weekly.................................................. 96 
Number of monthly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . •. . • • 622 
Number of bi-monthly ...................................... ·........... 13 
Number of quarterly. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . 49 
·~echnical and professional. ........... ---~--................................. 207 
Daily ...........•...•........•....•.........•.•...•.....•.•..... 3 
vV eek ly ........•..............•........• -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40 
Sen1i-monthly ...•.....•.•.........•................ ~ ........ ·.... 11 
Monthly ..................... ~ . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • 130 
Bi-monthly ............•............. , . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 7 
Quarterly....................................................... 16 
I 
Illustrated, literary, and miscellaneous . • . • .. . . . .. .. . . . .. • . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 503 
vV eekly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 303 
Monthly .. . • • • .. . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158 
Other ...........•.• ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 42 
Political ............•......................•.••...•...............•...•...... 4, 333 -
Daily ....••...................• ·-··............................. 553 
Tri-,veekly. ...•.• ...•.• ...•.• ...••• .... .... .... .. ...• .... ...•••. 101 
Semi-weekly.................................................... 100 
vVeekly...... . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 3, 565 
Other .............................. ,............................ 14 
ReUgious .........•..••...................... ·...• • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . 407 
Weekly ...•....................•. . .............................. ". 208 
Semi-'\veekly ...... .....• .•.••• ...... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 40 
Monthly •.•••.........•..•.....................•.........•......•. 141 , ' 
Other ...•.. ·..•. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 18 
Advertising, 79; agricultural and horticultural, 93; benevolent and secret socie-
ties, 81 ; commercial and financial, 142; nationality, 20; sporting, 6.... . . • . • . 421 
TABLE J FROM THE CENSUS. 
Table J from the census sho·ws that the whole number of paupers sup-
ported during the year ended May 31, 1870, was 116,102, at a cost of 
$10,930,429. The actual numbers supported at the date of taking the _ 
census were 22,798 foreign, 44,539 white natives, and 9,400 colored 
natives, or 76,737 in all. 
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The nun)ber of criminals reported in prison Sune 1, 1870, was, of 
foreign nativity, 8,728; native white, 16,117; native colored, 8,056, 
making a total of 3~,901, while the wtwle number convicted during the 
. year ending on the same date was 36,562. 
FACT'St FROM STATISTICS COLLECTED BY THIS BUREAU. 
It should be kept in mind, in any comparison made on the basis of 
this report, that the material in it drawn from the cerisus relates to the 
year 1870, and that the facts in the tables prepared from the material 
collected by this office are brought down to the latest date possible, and 
inserted in the report as it goes through the hands of thi' printer. As 
a rule, .these facts are furnished to us by the officers in charge of insti-
, tutions or systems, and reported in answer to inquiries sent out from 
this office. They are, therefore, at least two years later than those of 
the census, and, as a rule, more recent than the material presented under 
abstracts of information from States; and, as a whole, they afford a 
more complete summary of facts for the investigation of education in 
the United States than any previous collection of this character . 
. So far the office bas sought to come into an acquaintance with all 
the different classes of educational institutions, and to bring these insti-
tutions into an acquaintance with each other, and to present with regard 
to each as many important items as might be necessary for the basis of 
a correct judgment, and possible in ge!Jeralizations comprehending so 
many details. Holding up steadily the three great subdivisions of .in. 
struction, as re~pects grade-ele entary, secondary, and superior-the 
office has left the respective institutions to place themselves. · The 
endeavor bas been to make the tables as flexible as possible, and to seek 
on a few most essential points a nomenclature under which the largest 
number o.f facts possible could be generalized; and, wherever necessary, 
by notes and otherwise, to allow speCial statements and explanations. 
Yet, with all this capacity for variable statement, many institutions will 
find it difficult to bring themselves into any direct comparison with others. 
I can not doubt, however, the utility of these investigations; and I am 
happy to observe the unanimity of feeling upon this point among those 
interested in giving a more solid foundation to our educational theories. 
Probably there is no one, whether an officer of' a college, or the ad-
ministrator of a school system, who attempts to study these su.bjects, who 
is not surprised at the lack of records.* 
"For instance: The president of a new college is called· upon to decide whether the 
college shall ~rect and control dormitories, or leave them to private enterprise; and on 
looking a.round be can find only three or four recorded opinions to assist him, notwith-
standing there are behind us in this country nearly two and a half centuries of ex-
perience on this point. 
It is worth while to note what some of the college presidents have just now to say 
upou the subject, in answer to a letter of inquiry from this office. 
Pre ident Eliot, of Harvard University, s~ys: "Dormitories a.re a. simple necessity 
for us; without them our students could not get rooms at rea.sona.ble prices. vVo luwe 
huilt four new ones within three years/' 
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TABLE I. 
A glance at Table I will show the condition of the account which the 
respective States are able to give of the children of school age. It re-
veals the points of superiority and the qeficiericies in the different State 
systems of instruction. 
The total school population of the 34 States reporting was 12,740,751; 
that of the 7 Territories being 88,097; and the grand total 12,828,847: 
The enrollment in the 34 States reporting was 7,327,415; in the 7 
Territories, 52,241; total, 7,379,656: The average attendance in the 28 
States reporting was 4,081,569; in 4 Territories, 28,956; total, 4,110,525. 
The number not registered in the 34 States reporting was 4,569,127; in 
6 Territories, 39,676; total, 4,608,803. 
The number attending private elementary shools in the 18 States re-
porting in full was 356,691; in 5 Territories, 7,592; total, 364,28.'3. The 
number of teachers reported in 33 States was 216,062; in 7 Territories, 
1,177; total, 217,239. 
In the column of school ages it appears that from 6 to 21 is the legal 
school age in Illin.ois, Indiana, Louisiana, North Carolina, Pennsylva-
Presidep t Barnard, of Columbia College, New York, says: "I wrote strongly, nearly . 
twenty years ago, ~tgainst the 'dormitory system,' as it is called, for colleges. Having 
tried the other sy&tem since, I am not now so stroug as I was then in the views I put 
forth." 
Dartmouth College provides dormitories as far as possible for her students, and Presi-
dent Smith favors this course for the following reasons : "1. Students are not subject 
to tbe exorbitant rents demanded by private individuals. 2. Rooming in college-
buildings facilitates a proper supervision of the students. 3. It favors a proper esp1·it 
de corps and tends to the creation of a literary atmosphere. 4. The college life, properly 
so called, becomes more distinctive and more intense." 
Bowdoin College, Maine, has three such lmildings, and the erection of a fourth is 
c<mtemplated. President Chamberlain is decidedly in favor of the system. 
President Chadbourne, of Williams College, Massachusetts, thus states the change in 
his views upon the subject: "I formerly held to the opinion that it would be Letter 
for the students to be distributed among the people of the town; but careful observa-
tion for some years in this college, and in the University of \Visconsin, bas convinced 
me that the students rooming in the college-buildings do better in all respects than 
those who room in town iu buildings over which the college can have no control." 
President Brown, of Hamilton College, New York, thinks that "though dormitories 
are in some respects an evil, and an expensive addition to the apparatus of a college, 
yet for a college in the country they are a necessity." . 
President Anuerson, of Rochester University, New York, as the result of twenty 
years' experience, expresses the opimon that "dormitories are on the whole not 
desirable." 
Repeated inquiries have failed to discover any boo;ks or documents containing a 
thorough discussion of this question to the present date. 'rhe late Dr. Bethune, in an 
a duress delivered at Yale Cnllege, criticised very severely the dormitory system, 
denouncing it as barbarous. Dr. Wayland, some years ago, published a little book on 
colleges, in which be declared against the dormitory system. President Porter, of 
Yale College, briefly touches upon the subject in his book on American Colleges; and 
President Barnard, of Columbia College, in his" Letters on College Government," dis-
cusses the question. This appears to be the sum of the literature r elating to tbi~::~ 
subject. 
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ni~, West Virginia, and Arizona; from 6 to 20 in Kentucky; 6 to 18 in 
Nevadaand Texas; 6 to 17 in the District of Columbia; 6 to 16 in 
· South Carolina; 5 to 21 in 13 States and 3 Territories, namely, .Ala-
bama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missis-
sippi,' Missouri, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Virginia, Colorado, Dakota, 
and Idaho; from 5 to 20 in Maryland, Michigan, and Vermont; 5 to 18 
in New Jersey; 5 to 15 in California and Massachusetts; 4 to 21 in 
Florida, Maine, New Hampshire, and Washington Territory; 4 to 20 in 
Oregon and Wisconsin; and 4 to lq in Connecticut and Utah; Rhode 
Island admits all children below 15 yea1~s of age. 
It will be seen that ~1\labama, Qonnecticut, _Florida, Georgia, Illinois, 
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massaehusetts, Miehigan, Mississippi, Mis-
souri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia, Arizona, Montana, New 
J\'Iexico, Washington, Wyoming, and _Indian Territory did not give the 
sex of the sehool population. Kentueky, Oregon, Tennessee, .Arizona, 
J\iontana, New Mexico, and Wyoming ean not tell the number of children 
enrolled in schools. 
Arkansas, Delaware, Plorida, N ebra.ska, North Carolina, Tennessee, 
Vermont, Wisconsin, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, vVashing-
·ton, Wyoming, and Indian Territory ean not give the average attend-
ance; and the number registered, the average absence of the enrolled, 
-and the average total absence in these States can not be given. 
The number -of schools and school districts is not reported in Califor-
nia, Tennessee, Arizona, New Mexico, and Wyoming. The num bel? of 
pupils in private elementary schools is not reported in Alabama, 
Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maine, Maryland, Missouri, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, l\1ontana, New 
Mexico, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, and Indian Territory. 
The period of duration of schools is not given in Arkansas, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Texas, Montana, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Indian Terri-
tory. 
The number of children in public schools is not given in Delaware, 
Kentucky, Oregon, Tennessee, Montana, New Mexico, Wyoming, and 
Indian Territory. The average salary of teachers is not giYen in 
.Arkansas, Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, New York, Tennessee, Texas, 
Vermont, Wisconsin, 1\'lontana, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, and Indian 
Territory. 
TABLE II. 
On looking at Table IT, which is intended to be the balance-sheet of 
educational receipts and expenditures on the part of the States and Ter-
ritories, it will be seen how few can give a full and fair account of them-
selves. What statesmanship is safe in legislating with so imperfect 
material as a basis of action as is furnished in these respective common-
wealth,~ 
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Neither Alabama, Delaware, Nebraska, Tennessee, Montana, New 
Mexico, Utah1 Wyoming, nor Indian Territory can tell the amount 
derived from taxation for school purposes ; while Delaware, Tennes-
see, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, vVyoming, and Indian Territory 
show no total of income for school purposes from any source. And 
as regards expenditure, neither Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, New Hampshire, Tennessee, l\!fontana, New Mexico, Wyo-
ming, nor Indian Territory can give any details; and Delaware, Florida, 
Georgia, North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Montana, New .Mexico, 
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming Territory can not give the total 
amount expended. . 
The total income from taxation in all the States and Territories, from 
which it is reported, is $55,889,790.31; and the total income from all 
sources is $72,630,269.83. The total expenditure for all educational 
objects is $70,891,981.83. Assuming that the States reporting the total 
aid expend the amount raised for school purposes, the total expenditure 
would be $71,810,304-.27: 
In the 31 States, having a permanent school-fund, the total amount 
is reported at $65,850,572.93 . 
.As a deduction from the material in Tables I and II, it appears that 
the public-school expenditure in the several States and Territories per 
capita of population of legal school age is as follows : 
Pttblic-sclwol expenclittwe in the several States and Territories p er capita of population of 
State or Territory. 
Massachusetts ......... . 
Nevada ............... . 
California ...........•.. 
Connecticut ....... · ..••. 
Nebraska ............. . 
New Jersey ........... . 
Pennsylvania ......... . 
Iowa . . . . . ............ . 
Illinois ....•............ 
Michigan .............. . 
Rhode Island* ......... . 
Vermont .............. . 
Texas ...•.............. 
New York ............. . 
Ohio .................. . 
New Hampshire ....... . 
Indiana ............... . 
Minnesota ............. . 
Wisconsin ............ . 
Maryland .............. . 
Kansas .....•.... _ ..... . 
legal school age. · 
State o.r Territory. Amount. I Year. 
----- 11------------------1 
$20. 050 1872 




8. 932 1871 
8. 540 1872 
8. 528 1872 
8.521 1872 
7. 355 1871 
7. 160 1872 
6. 772 1872 
ti. 398 1872 
6. 393 1871 
6. 352 1872 
6. 056 1872 
5. 636 1872 
5. 504 1872 
4. 588 1871 
4. 399 1871 
4. 303 1872 
Oregon ...•. _ . __ • . . __ .. 
:Maine ........ _ .... __ .. . 
West Virginia ---- .... . 
Mississippi .. ___ .. ____ . 
Missouri. ...... __ . _ ... . 
Kentucky.·----- ..... . 
Virginia ----- _ ....... . 
Arkansas .. _ •.•... _ ... . 
Louisiana ... _ .... _ .. .. 
Florida ... _ . __ < ••••••• 
Alabama----! •.... -~--
South Carolina ..... _ .. 
Georgia . . . . . ..... _ ... . 
North Carolina. ____ ... . 
Colorado Territory ... . 
District of Columbia .. . 
Idaho Territory __ . . : .. 
Dakota Territory ..... . 












































* Tht> 13JC;penditure in Rhode I sland is assumed to be for a school population from 5 to 15 years old. 
-
·, 
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The average monthly wages of public-school teachers in the United 
States are as follows: 
I . 
State or Territory. Male. Female. State or Territory. Male. Female. 
Ala llama . . . . • . . . . . . $42 50 . $42 50 New Jersey........ $57 34 $32 43 
-Arkansas ................. ---- ......... . ~ew York .......... ------ ............. . 
California........... 74 58 60 69 North Carolina..... 25 00 20 00 
Connecticut....... .. 66 56 32 69 Ohio ......... ··-··· 42 00 29 00 
Delaware .... · ... ~ .. --··-· ....... .. ................. Oregon ............. 50 00 40 00 
Florida ............. 30 00 30 00 Pennsylvania ....... 41 71 34 60 
Georgia ............ 55 54 38 37 Rhode Island ....... 39 72 39 72 
Illinois ............. 50 00 39 00 South Carolina ..... "35 00 35 00 
- Indiana ........ ·,···· .................. .. Tennessee .... ~ ........................ . 
· Iowa .•... .. . . .. .. .. . 36 04 29 32' Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... - . . ...... - . .' 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 20 31 50 Vermont.... . ................. ___ ..... · 
Kentucky ... • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ........ . Virginia.... .. . . .. . 30 32 28 21 
Louisiana . .. . . .. . . .. 65 00 65 00 West Virginia_..... 34 95 32 15 
Maine ............. . 33 17 14 40 Wisconsin ........................... .. 
Maryland .. -- - .... .. 45 83 45 83 
Massachusetts ..... . 85 09 32 39 Arizona Territory .. 100 00 75 00 
Michigan .... -..... . 49 92 272 1 Colorado Territory .. 69 00 54 00 
Minnesota ......... . 37 39 24 57 Dakota Territory ... 55 00 32 00 
Mississippi ......... . 58 90 58 90 District Columbia, . 109 50 70 00 
;Missouri. ......... .. 35 00 35 00 Idaho Territory .... 162 50 162 50 
Nebraska ........... . 38 50 3:3 48 New MexicoTer ....................... . 
Nevada ........... .. 116 53 88 73 Utah Territory .
1 
...................... . 
New Ha~pshire .... . 37 56 24 33 Washington Ter .... _ 36 00 30 00 
RESUME OF FACTS RESPECTING STATE SYSTEMS. 
In connection with these statistics of State school-systems, reference 
is also made to the abstract of State and city reports on education in 
the first part of the appendix to this report. 
Only the briefest notice can be given' here of the progress upward or 
downward of the systems of public instruction in the various parts of 
the Union. 
Maine has abolished county supervision, but increased the tax-levy 
for schools. Massachusetts has not yet effected a levy of a tax by the 
State, nor is there any school supervision, save that in the cities and 
larger towns, subordinate to that of the secretary and other agents of 
the State board of education. In Connecticut a compulsory school-law 
has "9een enacted, and this is believed to be producing a favorable 
effect upon school attendance. The q,bolition of tuition fees in Ne" Jer-
sey bas continued to add greatly to the efficiency of public instruction. 
In Delaware there has been increased agitation upon the subject of edu-
cation; but this State has not yet effected any change in legislation, 
and ba · no State supervisjon, nor as yet any legal provision for the edu-
cation of colored children. l\1aryland appropriatetl, by her last legisla-
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ture, $50,000 for the education of colored childreu in the State, outside 
of Baltimore, leaving Delaware and Kentucky the only States that have. 
no provision for the education of this class of children. The progress in 
Virginia* has been great in the majority of counties, and deserves care-
ful study by all the States in the South still laboring under similar 
difficulties. In North Carolina, t South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennes-
see the inaction in country districts is deplorable. In the towns and 
centers of population some important progress has been made; that 
in Atlanta, Georgia, Knoxville, Tennessee, and Jacksonville, Florida, 
being especially noteworthy. 
Correspondence with this office indicates a very considerable increase 
of individual interest upon the whole subject of education, especially in 
regard to those features looking toward universal elementary instruction. 
In Tennessee:j: it is hoped that the agitation of this subject will pro_ 
duce more satisfactory legislation, probably restoring the State system, 
and the means of State and county supervision, and some measure of 
State aid to county effort. In Kentucky~ the increase in educational 
interest has been very great. Special acts have been passed by the 
legislature providing for the education. of colored children in Louisville 
and some of the other cities. Alabama has remained in about the same 
condition as for several previous years; but, as there is no authority for 
sufficient local taxation, there seems to be no adequate provision even 
for elementary instruction. In Arka.nsasJJ the sc.hool-system has not 
maintained the encouraging auspices with which it was inaugurated. 
Mississippi has made good progress. 
*The State superintendent stimulates to still greater effort, informing the people that 
they spend about twenty millions a year for whisky and dogs, while only one million 
is asked for education. 
t Rev. N. B. Cobb, in an address at an educational convention in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, February 12, quoting from a report of the State superintendent, Hon. Mr. 
Mciver, gave the amount of $155,393.96 as expended for public instruction in that 
State during the year ended September 30, 1872; and stated that the estimated number 
of dogs in the State was 200,000, or, as some thought, 153,000, whose average cost was 
fifty cents per month, or $6 per year, making a total expense of $!HS,OOO, or about six 
times the entire expenditure for education. in the public schools of the State .. 
:j: Education in Tennessee has met with a great loss in the departure from the State 
of Rev. C. F. P. Bancroft, principal, and Mr. C. C. Carpenter, superintendent, of the 
Lookout Mountain institution. . 
The" Jubilee Singers," a company of colored students of the Fisk Univer.sity, led 
by Mr. White, treasurer of the institution, have cleared by their concerts in the past 
two years $40,000, which is for the erection of college buildings; they go to Europe to 
prosecute their labors. 
As this report goes through the press, informati<:m is received that the legislature has 
passed a new school-law, containing the pro'visions above referred to, and. that Ron. J. 
M. Fleming has been appointed State superintendent of public i"nstruction. 
§ A bill bas been under consideration ia the legis::.~ture providing for the education 
of the colored children throughout the State, but its passage is considered doubtful. 
",Hon. A. P. Searle, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, superintendent of the_ eighth jpdicial dis-
trict (comprising seven counties) of the State of Arkansas, writes:. "There is a . marked 
liE 
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In Louisiana, for a considerable portion of the year, progress was 
favorable. Texas, the last of the Southern States to act, in spite of ap-
palling obstacles, has made great advancement; but the opponents of 
universal education threaten to overthrow all that has been done.. In 
'·IFlorida, while nothing has been accomplished in some sections of the 
,State, in several localities excellent schools have been sustained and 
iconsiderab1e progress has been made in educational sentiment. The 
!revised school-law is successfully going into effect in Illinois, and the 
State school superintendent has advised a check upon the tendency ,to 
large investments in school-buildings, counseling moderation. 
It is surprising that the school-system in Missouri should stiU remain 
in peril after all it has already accomplished for the State; but its friends 
are hopeful that none of the efforts to secure legislation which shall 
destroy its efficiency can finally prevail. 
A lack of means is an obstacle universally encountered by the friends 
of education .in the South, and somr, of the most successful enterprises 
there, like that at Wilmington, North Carolina, and the various institu-
tions aided by the American Missionary Association and other benevo-
lent organizations, are due to outside, northern liberality. 
Among the effective cooperative instrumentalities is the. Peabody 
fund, disbursed under the wise supervision of that eminent educator, 
Rev. B. Sears, D. D., LL. D. 
It is gratifying to observe, on the far-off Pacific coast, t-he signs of 
excellent progress. The course of education in California is steadily 
· forward. Oregon has put its school-fund in better shape, and created a 
State board of education, and provided for a State superintendent of 
public instruction. Hon. S. C. Simpson has been appointed to this 
office. This leaves Delaware the only State in the Union without any 
provision for State supervision of education.* 
change in the people of these mountain-counties during the last two or three years in 
regard to schools. Until 1868 free schools were almost unknown. They are now 
established in every county of the district, and the interest manifested by the people is 
far beyond my most sanguine expectations. They have raised funds to carry on schools; 
and, in some of the more remote portions of the district, where the population is not 
sufficient to maintain a school, children travel several miles, carrying provisions with 
~hem, and return at the end of the week. The scholast;i.c population of the district is 
17,639. Of this number about 15,000 attend schools. The attendance of 1872 is double 
that of 1871. The number of teachers is 323. One of the greatest difficulties encoun-
tered in the organization of schools is the distinction that is made between white and 
colored children. 
"Owing to the prejudice on the part of thew hites, separate schools have to be main-
tained in some districts, doubling the expense; while, if this distinction were not made, 
one teacher would be sufficient for the whole number of pupils. The prejudice of the 
people against free schools is fast dying out. Where, a year ago, it was almost impossi-
ble to find teachers willing to take charge of them, the best teacher~; are now offering 
their services. This has had a marked effect upon the people. Public examinations of 
teachers are held twice a year, and teachers' institutes have been held with success." 
• While this report is going through the press, this office is notified of the ·passage of 
a compulsory school-law in the State of Nevada. 
NEVADA EDUCATIONAL REPORT. XIX 
THE TERRITORIES. 
In the District of Columbia there has been no change in the form of 
school organization. The same inconvenient and illogical division of 
authority between four independent boards of tru~tees (having juris-
diction respectively over the white schools of W a,shington and the 
white schools of Georgetown, the colored schools of both cities, and: all 
the schools for the rest of ~he District) yet remains. It is true that 
so;ne of the evils of administration as regards the white schools in the 
two cities have been obviated by the wise appointment of one superin-
tendent for both systems. By this arrangement, for which Ron. Henry 
D. Cooke, governor of the District, should receive credit, the schools of 
Georgetown have for the past year received the able supervision of 
Hon. J. Ormond Wilson, superintendent of the Washington schools. 
But the benefits of efficient supervision should ,be guaranteed- by law 
to this compactly-settled, small territory, and should not depend on the 
good-will of indepen&ent authorities. 
The second biennial report of the superintendenb of public instruction for the State 
of Nevada was received too late for insertion in its proper place. • 
The report states that during the biennial term just cloE~ed there has been a notable 
increase in the permanent fund, an addition of nearly 1,000 to the school population, 
and in several respects a proportionate improvement in school accommodations. In 
several counties there has been unusual activity in educational matters, resulting in 
the building of new school-houses, the purchase of new furniture, and the employment 
of better qualified teachers. The great defect of the present school system is presented 
in these words: ''Not one-half of our schools approximate excellence in either the 
extent or quality of instruction furnished." This is ascribed not to a lack of qualified 
applicants, but to the facb that school trustees are entirecy irresponsible in the matter 
of making appointments. "With a maximum of taxable property and a minimum of 
school population; with less than 5,000 children of school age .and a distributive fund 
amounting during the past year to nearly $100,000, the ability of Nevada to provide 
for her schools exceeds that of all other States; and there ought to be more tuition, 
and of a better quality, than is enjoyed elsewhere on the .continent." 
The State school fund amounted December 31, 1872, to $104,000. The apportionment 
from this fund was, for 1871,$17,823.70; for 1872, $22,613.74. The total expenditure for 
school purposes for the school year ending August 31, 1872, amounted to $98,468.82; 
leaving a balance on hand of $12,493.86. The number of children in the State between 
6 and 18 years of age is 4,950. The whole number enrolled in public schools is 3,372, 
of whom 135 are under 6 years of age. The ni1mber attending private schools is 439. 
Number between 6 and 18 reported as not attending any school, 1,410; Average dura-
tion of schools, 8 months and 10 days. Twenty-six schools were maintained over 9 
months. Number of male teachers employed, 29; female teachers, 59; total, 88. The 
highest monthly compensation paid to any male teacher is $175; to female teachers, 
$150; lowest monthly compensation of male teachers, $75; of female teachers, $40. 
Number of school districts, 58; number of school-houses, 50; number of schools 76, 
including 1 high school, 8 grammar, 6 intermediate, 9 primary, and 52 unclassified. 
Value of school property, $69,413. 
Only two counties maintained schools for a full school year, (10 months;) three 
counties gave 8 months and less than 10 ; six counties 6 months and less than 8; 
and two conn ties less than 6. Short terms are invariably occasioned by want of funds. 
This occurs only in thinly-settled aistricts, and is the necessary result of the pro-1·ata 
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During the past year, commodious and beautiful school buildings 
have added to the attractions of the Washington schools, white and 
colored, and have contributed to their increased success. 
This has been done without any assistance from Congress. Indeed, 
the District schools have not been favored by any grant of public lands, 
or other national aid, though subjected to peculiar demands from the 
large floating population drawn from other places, paying no taxes 
here, and not even claiming the District as their legal residence.* 
In New Mexico, although the agitation upon educational subjects has 
increased, very little~ practically, has been accomplished. In Arizona 
important improvements have been made. t 
plan of the distribution of public moneys. It is recommended that either the districts 
be consolidated, or that a different plan of distribution be adopted. 
Practically the children of all citizens are now free to attend the public schools. 
The statute yet discriminates against the children of colored citizens, but by decision 
of the supreme court, rendered in January last, the section excluding negroes was 
declared unconstitutional. 
The superintendent urges immediate and careful attention to the interests of the 
university and agricultural and mechanical college. The small number in the State 
likely to seek an advanced education does not seem to justify the immediate establish-
ment of the institution under the provisions of the national grant of lands. 
An academy, or preparatory department, is, however, a desideratum, and would 
doubtless achieve immediate success, and largely advance educational interests in the 
State. It is recommended that it be open to pupils of both sexes. It is a gratifying 
fact that generous offers of sites and buildings for the university,. froru different parts 
of the State, have already been received by the board of regents. 
It is considered of the highest importance to make some provision for the normal 
instruction of those desiring to prepare themselves for teachers. On account of the 
smallness of the population, the immediate esta.blishment of a State normal school is 
deemed impracticable. Au appropriation' is .asked to support a certain number of 
pupils in the normal school at San Jose, Caiifornia. 
The superintendent recommends. that the powers of county superintendents be 
enlarged, that a State board of examiners be provided for, and that first-class Stwte 
certificates and normal-school diplomas be recognized as valid testimonials of fitness 
for the profession of teaching, and that the issuance of county certificates to the hold-
ers of such be authorized. 
*The statistics of private institutions in the District have been compiled ·by T. C. 
Grey, esq. 
A most wise movement has been set on foot in Georgetown, by the superintendent, to 
harmonize the use of certain private benefactions with the action of the public-school 
authorities. This will~ it is hoped, result in the erection of a much needed school 
building, in the establishment of a high-school department, aud the openiBg of a 
library and laboratory for the use of the young. 
A considerable increase in the number of trustees in charge of the colored schools 
of Waahington and Georgetown has been authorized by act of Congress, in response 
to a recent expression of public opiBion. 
t The following interesting extract from a letter from the governor of the TerritoryJ 
to whom great credit is due for his educational labors, contains the latest information: 
~ * * * .,. 
"Yon will observe by the amended law, that the tax for schools has been :fixed. I 
found, when left optional with boards of suliervisors, that there was constan-t dangeT 
that the monQy would not be raised, and consequently the schools would have to stop. 
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Alaska lies entirely outside of all org~nized efforts for education, and 
presents the singular fact of being an integral part of the boasted most 
progressive nation in the world, and yet without the least possible pro-
vision to save its children from growing up in the grossest ignorance and 
barbarism. No report has been received by the office from the two 
schools which the Fur-Seal Uornpany is bound by its contract to sup· 
po_rt among the Aleutians. 
In different parts of \Vashington, Wyoming, and Idaho Territories, 
very commendable advancement is reported. In studying the difficul-
ties existing in the Indi~n Territory and Utah, it is very surprising 
that profound statesmanship has paid so little attention to education 
as the most efficient means for their solution.* 
The legislature, in addition to the revenue provided for in this law, appropriated 
$6,:)00 out of the general fund, and divided it equally among the counties of the Ter-
ritory, for school purposes. I anticipate that, with the money on hand, and what we 
shall realize from the taxation provided for in this law, we shall raise for school pur-
poses in the next two years about $40,000, and with this sum we can support a few 
schools for at least six months eaeh year in every school district in the Territory. 
" Very respectfully, yours, 
"A. P. K. SAFFORD, Gove1·nor." 
*By the courtesy of Ron. J. P. C. Shanks, chairman of the Committee on Indian 
Affairs of the House of Representatives, I have ,.received, in advance of publication, 
some interesting facts in reference to the education of the Indians in the Indian 
Territory. 
Among the Choctaws it is stated that schools have been in operation more than :fifty 
years. Manual-labor schools were instituted among them by the missionaries long 
before their removal from Mississippi. Their educational system at the present time, as 
stated by their superintendent, provides for neighborhood schools, in which the ~le­
mentary branches are taught, and for academies and seminaries for more advanced 
pupils. There is also a law providing for sending eertain more advanced pupils from 
these higher schools to :finish their education in the States. 
A school superintendent and a district superintendent ar~ elected by the national 
eouncil, and each neighborhood elects a local trustee. 
The higher schools are under the immediate supervision of the council. 
There has been no enumeration of children of school age since about four years ago, 
at which time there were 2,220, of whom only about three-fourths were attending any 
school. The superintendent states that when he entered upon his duties there were a 
good many primary schools but no academies. He observed that the great need was 
more money for school purposes ; that the establishment of two large schools had 
reduced the number of primary schools ; that the schools were formerly kept ten months 
annually, but now, on the average, only about five months. 
'l'here is no tax levied for school purposes, all expenditures for education being from 
the income of school funds. 
The sckools among the Chickasaws were also introduced by the early missionaries, 
when they met with great opposition from the Indians, though education is now much 
favored by them. The great want now is sufficient money to support the sehools. 
They teach chiefly the primary branches in what are called neighborhood schools, which 
are kept open for ten months of the year. 
· The legal school age is from 6 to 25, but the usual age of attendance is from 6 to 18. 
From ten to fifteen of these schools are reported as in operation, in which the Engli sh 
is the language of instruction. Tile teachers are paid so much pe1· capita for the pupils 
in attendance. The available funds for educational purposes amount annually to 
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A ·FREE-SCHOOL POLICY FOR UNITED STATES LAND GRANTEES. 
A letter received by this office from Rev. George H. Atkinson, D. D., of 
Po~tland, Oregon, containing suggestions for a free-school policy for 
United States land grantees, and afterward printed in circular form by 
order of the Secretary of tha Interior, has been forwarded to the differ-
ent railroad corporations in the country possessing land-grants from 
Government, with a letter requesting their opinion of the policy sug-
gested. · Mr. Atkinson's letter sets forth the importance of the early 
establishment of free graded schools in the growing cities and towns of 
the West, and strongly urges upon railroad corporations owning lands 
granted by Government, the, policy, both upon patriotic and pecuniary 
grounds, of setting apart school lands in aU new cities and towns laid 
out by them. 
-Replies to this circular and letter received from United States land 
grantees and others to whom it was sent, all express a cordial sympathy 
with the plan proposed, and state that their practice has heretofore been 
in acpordance with it. The president of the · Iron Mountain and Cairo 
and Fulton Railroads says that these corporations "not only give lots 
for school-houses and churches, but also aid the people in erecting the 
buiidings by furnishing transportation for material at reduced rates or 
entirely free." The Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company ''bas uni-
formly granted the application of school districts as well as of all 
religious denominations for sites for school-houses and churches." This 
company "will be pleased to harmonize its action in this direction with 
any suggestions which would improve the course it has pursued." This 
company, it is stated, also permits the fi.·ee use of their emigrant receiv-
ing-houses (which they have established in all the principal towns) as 
public school-houses during the winter months when they are not needed 
for the use of emigrlituts. A response from Jay Cooke & Co. states 
that the Northern Pacific Railroad pursues the policy of' making ample 
provision for sites for churches, schools, and seminaries, as fast as towns 
and cities are laid out by them, and adds that " there will be no diffi-
culty in carrying out, under certain restrictions, all · and more than all 
you hint at in your publication." 
The president of the Mobile an_d Ohio Railroad Company approves the 
policy suggested, and adds: "It will afford us pleasure to cooperate 
with some organized plan for its accomplishment." 
EDUCATION IN CITIES.-TABLE III. 
The tendency to concentration of population in cities adds special 
interest to all in~estigations into facts connected with their educational 
$40,000 or $50,000. Some 60 pupils are receiving instruction in the States, at an annual 
co t of 21,000. 
The children of tbe freedmen in this nation are entirely without any provision for 
education, save as made at the expense of their parents. The testimony shows a simi-
larly deplorable condition of facts among the children of the colored people in the 
Choctaw Nation. 
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progress. It will be noticed that there are in this country 326 of these 
centers of population that may be classed as cities. Their total popula-
tion, according to the census of 1870, was 8,036,937, or more than one-
fifth of the entire number of inhabitants in the Unit~d States. Of these 
onl.v 295 reported the number of their school population, these having 
a total of 2,121,889 persons of school age. 
Only 318 of these cities reported their enrollment in the schools, giv-
ing 1,215)897 as under instruction. 
In looking at the question of enrollment it should be noted that 102 
cities admit pupils between the ages of 6 and 21 ; 8 between 6 and 20; 
10· between 6 and 18 ; 2 between 6 and 17 ; 2 between 6 and 16; 1 be-
tween 6 and 15; 100 between 5 and 21; 27 between 5 and 20; 12 be-
tween 5 and 18 ; 3 between 5 and 16; 19 between 5 and 15 ; 17 between 
4 and 21 ; 12 between 4 and 20; 1 between 4 and 18 ; 6 between 4 and 
16, and 4 do not report the school age. It appears that 125 of these 
cities do not admit pupils under 6 years of age, and from the fore-
going summary it will be noted that 121 report 41,445 children enrolled 
under 6, so that practically we have the number of children under 6 
year-s of age in the public schools of 246 of these cities. 
The school age in 31 cities terminates at 16, and 205 give the number 
enrolled over 16 at 29,750; so that practically we have the age at which 
school attendance ends in 236 cities. 
The average attendance is given in 298 cities as 787,860; 292 report 
the number of schools as 7,917, and 315 report the number of teachers 
as 21,194; and the number of scholars in 306 is 1,026,634. 
Special attention is invited to the following summary, drawn from the 
tables of cities, found in the appendix: 












.Alabama............................ . ....... 4 45, 114 23, 344 6, 749 40 
Arkansas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 12, 380 4, 959 1, 650 80 
California ............................ ........ · 5 195, 411 40, 809 33, 199 
Connecticut. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 5 117, 909 24, 067 13, 705 1, 050 
Delaware ...... . .. . .. .... . . ................. . 
District of Columbia ... .............. . - . . .. . . 
Florida .... ... .............................. . 
Georgia ..................................... . 
illinois ..................................... .. 
Indiana ....... . . . ............ ~ .............. . 
Iowa .......................... .... .......... . 
Kansas ........................... ........... . 
Kentucky ................................... . 
Louisiana ...................... . ............ . 
Maine ....................................... . 






































27, 946 . 
11,583 
21,445 
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Massachusetts ............................ - . - 1!'i 624, 439 
Michigan .. ---------·-.--- ... ------ .. .... ------ 24 208,592 
Minnesota ......... . ........ . .. - .. - - ... - .... . 10 65,655 
Missouri. ... - .... -- -- . -- .. - . -- - . - .. ---- -- ... . 11 396,393 
X ebraska ......... -......................... . 2 22,133 
Nevada ...... - -.. - .. ---- - - - - -- - - -- - - -. -- . -- - - 2 5, 237 
New Hampshire---------------- .. ____ ------. 55, 614 
New .T ersey .............................. . .. . 13 327,430 
New York---------- - -------- - ------ -- - ------
Ohio---------------------------'------------- · 
20 1, 878, 517 
30 573,508 
Oregon ............ .... .. ....... ___ .. _ . . _____ . 8, 293 
Pennsylvania .... ---- ... ----- ........ ------ .. 
Rhode Island ... . -------· ..... ------- .. ---- .. . 
17 997, 653 
103,405 
South Carolina ......................... _ ... _ . 48,956 
Tennessee .......... --. - - - . -. - . - ............ . 2 66,091 
Texas ...... --- ... ----------- ----------·- --- .. 4 30, 733 
Utah---------------------------·-----------·· 3 3, 752 
Vermont.----- ... --- -- ----.----------- - ---- .. 
Virginia . _ .... . , ...................... _ ._. . __ . 
W est Virginia------ .... ____ -- .. : ....... ___ .. 2 
Wisconsin-----· ___ .------·_._.·---·-- __ . .. __ 
Total .......... -..... - - ......... -..... . 326 
'd .-d "' '0 ~
0 
"' ... 1'1 ~ 
"' <l) ... h 
<l) ~ .a s fa 
:::l 1:-
l!i 0 
Number of cities reporting ........... . 205 
---
Alabama ....... . . .... -...... --- -- . --------- . . 45 
Arkansas ..... .... .. -.. - .. - . - -. ---- -- . - . . . . . 120 
California . ............ - - . ---- - - - - - -.. -- -- . . . 397 
Gonnecticut ...... - .. --- -- - - - -. -- --- . - ------ -. 278 
Delaware---------------·····---------------- 72 
District of Columbia .... -- .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
Florida ........ -.. - - ... - - ... - - .. --- . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Georgia .......... -- .. - .. --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153 
Illinois ....... -............................... 879 
Indiana ............ -....... -.. - .. .. . . . . . .. .. . 1, 617 
Iowa ... -....... -..... -- ... - ... -....... · ·--- .. 884 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296 
Kentucky ... ...... ..... --------- .. .. ·........ 82 
Louisiana ................ _ . ....... __ .... _ .. _ . .... _ .. __ . 
Maine ............. __ ... __ .. _ ...... __ ........ 1, 141 
Maryland ..... -- ------------- ....... --------- 450 
Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 695 
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Missouri _ .. ___ . _ ..... _ ... _ ....... _ ..... _ .... - 4, 169 · 54, 889 
Nebraska ... ----- __ ------ ____ .. _. ___ . _____ ... 100 I, 500 
Nevada .................•. _ .. _ ..... _____ ... _. 4 204 
New Hampshire ... ___ ..... : ... _... . . . . . . . . . . 150 6, 070 
New Jersey_ ..... _ ..... _ ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302 30, 491 
New York .......... -----·- ___________ .. ___ ._ 2, 702 87,271 
Ohio _ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . .....•.. __ .......... _ 3, 657 62, 712 
Oregon_ ..................... _ ...........• _ .. _ 124 1, 649 
Pennsylvania _. _ ....... _ .. _ .•• _ .. .. _ .. __ .... ~ 1, G05 110, 031 
Rhode Island ..... ... _. _ . ___ ...•.. _ ... ____ . . . . 96 11, 573 
South Carolina ...... _ .................. -..... _ ........ - -.......... . 
Tennessee ..•......•........ _ ...... __ . _ . . . . . . 48 4, 871 
'l'exas ..•... .•.•.. . ... .................. . ..... 14 1,232 
Utah......................................... 30 647 
Vermont. ........•.......... _ ... __ ----. ___ .. ..... . : . _ .. 
Virginia .................. _............ .. . . . . 332 
West Virginia .. .•.•.... .......... _.......... 200 
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1,129 55, 755 
52 2,411 
6 282 
150 ' 5,189 
838 35,315 
5, 967 276, 401 
1, 625 71, 940 
63 1, 649 
2, 385 118, 597 
442 15, 896 
67 2,103 
140 5, 611 
70 3, 338 
15 800 
22 1, 50(:) 
193 8,109 
97 4, 299 
229 12,086 
23, 194 1, 026, 634 
By looking carefully at the tables of cities in detail it will be found 
that Wilmington, Delaware; Savannah, Georgia; Ce.qjiralia, Dixon, 
Galena, Sterling, Springfield, and Quincy, Illinois; Columbia, Kendall-
ville, and Wabash City, Indiana; Cedar Rapids and McGregor, Iowa; 
Rochester, Minnesota; Concord and Manchester, New Hampshire; 
Utica, New York; Mansfield, Newark, and Toledo, Ohio; Allentown, 
Erie, Harrisburgh~ Meadville, Philadelphia; Pittsburgh, and Williams-
port, Pennsylvania; Providence, Rhode Island; Jefferson and San 
Antonio, Texas; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin, do not report population 
of school age in 1872; that Hartford, Connecticut; Dixon and Sterling, 
Blinois; Madison and Wabash City, Indiana; Paris, Kentucky; Ne-
braska City, Nebraska; and Houston, Texas, do not give the enrollment 
in schools for 1872; that Marysville, California; Hartford, Connecticut; 
Bushnell, Galena, and Watseka, Illinois; Wabash City, Indiana; Iowa 
City and Oskaloosa, Iowa; Emporia, Kansas; Biddeford and Hallowell, 
Maine; Flint and Lapeer, Michigan; Nebraska City, Nebraska; Orange, 
New Jersey; Cohoes, Elmira, New York City, Ogdensburgh, and Utica, 
New York; Fremont, Mansfield, and Sandusky, Ohio; Charleston, 
South Carolina; Houston and San Arttonio, Texas; Kenosha and L~ 
Crosse, Wisconsin, do not report the average attendance for 1872; thart 
Huntsville and Selma, Alabama; Little Rock, Arkansas; Stockton, 
California; New Haven and Stonington, Connecticut; Galesburgh, Ma-
comb, Peoria, and Rock Island, Illinois; Madison, Indiana; Clinton 
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and Council Bluffs, Iowa; Lawrence and Topeka, Kansas; .Auburn, 
Maine; Flint, Michigan; Hastings and Saint Anthony, Minnesota; 
Dover, New Hampshire; Atlantic City and Camden, New Jersey; Bing-
hamton and Elmira, New York; Dayton, Springfield, and Mansfield, 
Ohio; Allegheny City and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Providence and 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island; Peters burgh, Virginia ; Green Bay ana 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, do not report the number of schools in 1872; 
that Selma, Alabama ; Stonington, Connecticut ; Lawrence and Topeka, 
Kansas; Paris, Kentucky; Auburn, Maine; Saint Anthony, Minnesota; 
Dover, New Hampshire; Atlantic City, New Jersey; Mansfield, Ohio; 
Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, do not report the number of teachers; 
, and that Selma, Alabama; Hartford and Stonington, Connecticut; 
Galena and Macomb, Illinois; Madison, Iowa; Emporia, Lawrence, and 
Topeka, Kansas ; Covington, Kentucky; Auburn, Maine; Lapeer, 
Michigan; Saint A.nthony, Minnesota; Dover, New Hampshire; Atlan-
tic City and Orange, New Jersey; Mansfield, Ohio; Allegheny Oity, 
Pennsylvania; and La Crosse, Wisconsin, do not report the number of 
pp.pils.* 
Before passing from Tables I, II, and III, it is important to observe 
the necessity, here suggested and enforced, of having some standard of 
school age as a basis of comparison. It is not necessary, of course, that 
the legal school age in any two States or cities should be the same for 
this parpose. If it should be agreed by city or State officers to report 
all persons between the ages of 6 and 16 inclusive, and then by years 
whatever num er there might be below 6 to the lowest limit of school 
age, and the number by years of those above 16 to the upper limit 
of school age, and following the same principle in regard to enrollment 
and average, all of the conditions necessary for purposes of comparison 
would be secu•red. 
*The necessity and desirableness of more attention to industrial education in connec-
tion with our city systems are receiving more consideration. Capital invested in manu-
factures can hardly find for itself a more appropriate investment than in the direction 
of furnishing those aids to the young which shall make all our cities the producers of 
skilled industry in all departments of the arts and trades. 
In Toledo, Ohio, Mr. J. W. Scott, a pioneer settler, has ginn one hundred and 
sixty acres of valuable land, one mile west of the city, as a site and for the use of a 1 
university of arts and trades; and Mr. Raymond, an old resident of that city, has 
pledged $20,000 to endow a department of mines and mining. As a beginning, a build-
ing bas been bought and is being fitted up in the city, for library, lecture-rooms, and 
apparatus, until buildings can be erected on the grounds given by Mr. Scott, and ample 
arrangements made for a school for scientific and techn'ical education, and the practical 
application of science to the useful arts. 
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.-TABLE IV. 
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Alabama .. ............. 5 14 ------ ··-- -- .......... ------ ------ .......... ... ........ ........... ............ 
Arkansas .............. 3 40 1 ........... ------ ------
California ........ ...... 181 ....... .. .. ------ ------ ------ ...... ...... . ........ .. 
Connecticut .... ..... . .. 5 149 1 ------ ........... 
Delaware : ...... ............ 10 35 ........... .. .......... ............ 
District of Columbia ... 6 38 1 1 1 
Tilinois ................. 47 635 4 4 3 4 5 
Indiana ............... 1 10 96 ----- - ··- --- ·- --- - ------ ------ ............ 
Iowa .. · ........ . ........ 3 12 325 ··---- ..... ~ .. - 1 
Kansas .............. .. 2 12 195 1 ------ 1 
Kentucky .............. 3 6 30 --- --- ......... 
Louisiana .............. 1 4 14 1 ------ ------
Maine ----------··-··· 4 41 251 3 3 
Maryland .............. 2 14 352 ----;·! 1 1 1 2 2 
Massachusetts ......... 62 1, 032 4 2 3 2 3 
Michigan .............. 296 1 1 
Minnesota ............ . 3 23 388 2 2 2 2 
Mississippi ... -------· 2 9 134 2 2 2 1 2 
Missouri ..... --------- 36 724 2 2 2 2 
Nebraska .............. 5 105 
New Hampshire ....... 1 7 102 1 1 1 
New Jersey ............ 2 20 230 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
New York ............. 10 131 1, 749 7 2 6 2 7 
Ohio ... ................ 11 83 1; 734 8 9 8 5 4 7 
Oregon ................. 1 7 5 1 1 
Pennsylvania ... ....... 72 1,111 6 2 5 5 2 5 li 
Rhode Island .......... 17 130 .. . .. .. ·-----
South Carolina ......... 92 ------ ------ ------ ------ 1 
Tennessee ······-··· ·- · 3 21 236 3 -----· ....... ------ 1 2 
Vermont . . ............. 3 1a 253 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 
Virginia ......... ...... 2 19 286 2 2 2 2 2 
West Virginia ...... .. . 5 27 443 3 4 2 3 4 
Wisconsin ............. 33 373 2 3 3 3 3 
-------------------------
Total. ......... .... 101 773 11,778 66 16 74 51 45 52 32 57 70 
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.-TABLE IV-Continued. 
Number of normal schools supported by-
State. County. City. All other. 
<Ii o; <Ii .,; 
States. 
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Alabama............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 14 
Arkansas . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 1 40 
California........ .. ............ . . ...... 1 
Connecticut... . .. .. ........ . ... . . . .. .. . 1 
181 ....... . ..•... . .. ....... ... .. .. ...... ....• 
149 .......... ... ... ................ ......... . 
Deb,ware .................. ....... ...... .. .... .. .... ...... . .......... ........ , .. ,.. 1 10 35 
Distr:ict of Columbia............................. ...... . ... . .. . ..... . . ... .. .. .. .... 6 38 
Illinois ... · ..... ......... . ............. , 2 17 282 2 9 182 1 5 64 4 16 107 
Indiana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 10 96 .. ... . .. ... . : . . •..... . ......... . .......... 
Iowa................................................................. .... .... ...... 3 12 325 
Kansas.............. ...... ............ 2 12 195 .. ... .. ....... . .. ... ......... .. ... • ...... 
Kentucky...................... . . .. .. .............. . .. . ... . ... .. .. . . . ... . .... ... .. 3 6 30 
Louisiana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Maine .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 14 111 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 27 140 
Maryland.............................. 1 122 . .. . . ... ...... . ... . ... ..... . 1 5 230 
Massachusetts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 37 459 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 3 25 573 ..... : .. ... -- -
Michigan ...................... _ . . . . __ . 1 9 296 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · 
Minnesota··························· ·· 23 ass ........ · ·· ··· ... ....... ... ..... .. . . 
Mississippi ..... . . .... ... ..... . .. ... . _. 1 79 .. .. .. ....... ....... ....... . 1 55 
22 521 ............. . 84 Missouri....... .. . ..... ..... .. ..... .... 2 
Nebraska.... ...... .... ....... . . .... . .. 1 105 ..... .. . ·· ··· · ... ..... ······ ... . ... . ······ 
New Hampshire .... .. ... . . .... ... .. ~ . . 1 7 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ..... . 
New J ersey............................ 2 20 230 ... ........... .. .. .............. ... . .... .. 
New York............................. 8 101 1, 749 .... .. .. ..... . 1 28 1 2 
Ohio .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . 60 10 78 1, 674 
Oregon . _ . _ . . ___ ................. ___ .......... _ .... __ .. _ .. .. . __ .... _ _ . ___ .. . . __ . . _ .. . . .. ___ . _ .. _ . . .. _ . 7 5 
Pennsylvania................ .... ...... 5 68 1, 080 .. .. .... . ..... .. .. .. .. ...... 4 31 
Rhode I sland . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 17 130 ... .... .......... ... .. ...... . . ..... ... .. --
South Carolina ................................. .... .................... .'. .. .. . .. .. . 1 3 92 
Tennessee ............ ... .......... . ...... .. ... . ......... ... .. ........... ... ... . _. . 3 21 236 
Vermont............................... 3 18 253 .. ............................ .. 
Virginia .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 19 286 
West Virginia......................... 3 23 314 . ... ... . ...... .... .... ...... 2 129 
Wisconsin .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3 28 315 .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 58 
Total ................. . .......... '48 '454 7,157 2'19182 7 72 -816-f44 248 3,623 
From the above it will be seen that there are reported this year 101 
normal schools in the United States, with 773 instructors and 11,778 
student . Of these, 48 schools, with 454 instructors and 7,157 students, 
are upported or aided by States; 2, with 9 instructors and 182 students, 
by countie ; 7 school , with 72 instructors and 816 students, by cities; 
44, with 248 instructors and 3,623 students, are connected with other 
educational in titutions. ln 66 of these schools drawing is taught, and 
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1_6 have collections of models, easts, apparatus and examples for free-
hand drawing; vocal music is reported as taught in 74, and instrumental 
music in 51; 45 possess chemical laboratories; 52 philosophical cabinets 
and apparatus; and 32 have calJinets of natural history; 57 normal 
schools have model sehools connected with them, and 70 confer normal-
school diplomas and certificates upon students completing the course. 
Ten States, namely, Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Iowa, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Ohio, Oregon~ South Carolina, and Virginia, report no State 
normal institution. While these figures are more complete than it 
has been possible to secure before, it is still a matter to be regretted 
that they are not absolutely so. The study of Table IV, in which 
these details may be found, will furnish many important inferences 
which it is impossible to note here. While they show the steady growth 
of normal instruction as an element in our educational system, they 
reveal most strikingly the entire inadequacy of all the instrumentalities 
now provided for the training of teachers for the instruction of the young 
in the eountr,y. 
It will be remembered that we have already given the number of 
ehildren between five and twenty, inclusive, in the United States, as 
14,507,658. Some children under five years of age, and some persons 
over twenty, are receiving instruction; and it would not be far out of 
the way, therefore, if this number be considered as due at school. 
If we take forty as the average number of pupils to a teacher, we find 
there were only teachers enough to instruct 8,841,680 of the 14,507,658 
persons of school age, or, in other words, there were of these persons 
5,665:978 for whom no teachers were employed. But the inadequacy of 
the normal training in the country, according to this, the fullest 
statement we have yet been· able to make, is further seen if we suppose 
the co.urse of instruction in the normal schools reported embraces three 
.years, and that the whole number enrolled do actually go through the 
entire curriculum. There then would be graduated annually, it may be 
said, in round numbers, 4,000 trained teachers. 
The inquiry here naturally arises, How many new teachers are required 
each ;year~ If the number of pupils allowed to each teacher should 
be fixed at forty, it would require 362,691 to instruct the entire 
14,507,658. 
It has been estimated, by able educators, on the records of certain 
localities, that teachers do not continue in service, on the average; more 
than three years. There would be, therefore, 120,897 new teachers 
demanded each year, against which the normal schools reported can fuF-
nish only 4,000. 
I can not, at this point, pause to enforce the desirableness and neces-
sity of having well, instead of poorly qualified, or, rather, unqualified 
teachers. Not can I delay here to consider the circumstances which 
might be introduced to modify these figures, such as the number who 
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instruct two sets of pupils. The truth of the utter and appalling inade-
quacy of normal training remains. 
True, educational journals, works on teaching, teachers' conventions, 
teachers' institutes, lectures by able educators, and the efforts of many 
able supervising school officers in the country, are accomplishing much 
good in extending a knowledge of the art and science of education ; it 
is true, also, that all good schools are so far promotive of the prepara· 
tion of, good teachers for the profession; and yet when all these aifls and 
others have been brought into requisition, the fact remains that a great 
body of our children have no teachers employed for their instruction, 
and that a large proportion of those who are employed as teachers are 
entirely without the special and proper and necessary preparation for 
their responsibilities. 
Nor is there yet provided any adequate remedy for these evils. Nor 
should it be forgotten that so far there is provided no special training in 
the methods of teaching for those who become professors in our colleges, 
schools of science, of }law, theology, or medicine, and as a result many 
professors in our colleges indulge in the most unfortunate methods of 
instruction, methods that would n~t be tolerated in any elementary school 
under the charge of any intelligent board of school officers. 
Much, however, is done to remedy these evils in connection with some 
institutions by discussions among the faculty or by the supervisory care 
of the presidents or the chief ·professor in the respective subjects of in-
struction. 
In spite of .the inadequacy of all provision for normal training, there 
remains in many quarters gl'eat opposition to normal schools. This is 
having a good effect so far as it arouses educators to record, collect, and 
publish the facts which enforce the necessity for these institutions, .and 
the best methods of imparting normal training. 
The following tablf~, taken from· :the report of Professor William F. 
Phelps, principal of the State Normal Sch~>Ol at Winona, Minnesota, 
shows the per ·capitcCJ allowance of the several States named therein to 
their respective State normal schools. These have no reference to the 
cost of buildings, since investments of this kind are permanent, and yield 
a return to the State in all respects as real and valuable as though they 
were loaned at a paying. rate in dollars and cents. All the States named 
have buildings for normal schools. 
The per capita accounts are stated in round numbers, fractions being 
omitted, as follows : 
Locality. r.ocality. 
Fredonia,New<York . .. . ... 141 $24,000 $ l70 F ramingham, Mnssnchus' t s. 
Toronto, Ontario_. .. .. . . ... 172 23, 645 137 Oshkosh, Wisconsin .. .. . .. . 
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New Britain, Connecticut .. 133 $12,000 $90 Emporia, Kansas .......... 171 $11, 500 $67 
Westfield, Massachusetts .. 12, 541! Potsdam, New York ...... 
I 
140 89 (*) 18,000 ...... 
Peru, Nebraska .. ....... ... . 90 7, 500 83 Cortland, t New York .. ... 370 23, 712 64 
Englewood, Illinois .... .... 147 12,000 82 Terre Haute, Indiana . . ... 158 10, 000 63 
Bridgewater, Massachus'ts. 150 12, 091 80 Trenton, New J ersey ..... 204 12, 000 60 
Ypsilanti, Michigan ........ 250 20,000 80 Peoria, t Illinois .. ....... . . 86 4, 600 53 
Whitewater, Wisconsin . . , . 186 13, 695 74 Expenses, 
Providence, Rhode Island .. 140 10, 000 71 Millersville, Pennsylvania. {*) 44,420 ··----
Oswego, New York ........ 260 18, 000 69 Expenses, 
Sn1em, Massachusetts ...... 160 10, 894 68 Edin borough, Pennsylvania (*) 12, 797 ·-----
Brockport, New York ...... (*) 18, coo ·-- -- - Saint Cloud, Minnesota .... 79 6, 000 76 
N or·mal, Dlinois ............ 460 31, 369 68 Mankato, Minnesota ...... 204 9, 000 44 
*Unknown. 
tlncluding an extra appropriation of $5,424.24. 
t This is a county no:r;mal school, and its support 'is reported as not yet adequate to its needs. 
As illustrating the growth of a normal school when supported by the 
State, the following statement concerning the First StateN ormal School 
at Winona, Minnesot~, for which we are indebted to Professor Phelps, 
will be found interesting. The table shows the total enrollment and ap- . 
propriation for each year since its re-organization, toget~er with the_per 
capita amount of these appropriations from 1864 to 1872, inclusive. As 
in the foregoing table, fractions of the dollar are disregarded : 
Date. Date. 
----------1---/·-- --11----------1-------
1864.... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 $3, 000 $94 186!).... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 185 $5, oco 
]865. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 50 4, 000 80 1870 ....... ··· ··· ...... .... .. 216 5, 000 
1866 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 5, 000 62 1871. . ...... .... .... - . . . .. . . . 250 8, 000 
1867...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 5, 000 57 1872 ....... ······ ·-···· ...... 301 10,000 
1868...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 5, 600 41 
Average amount per capita appropriation, $38 annually. The enroll-
ment for 1871 and 1872 includes 62 soldiers' orphans, who have been in-
structled entirely gratuitously during these two years. "It is assumed 
that the only just basis upon which such an institution is · entitled t{) 
claim support, other things being equal, is that of the number properly 
instructed and benefited therein. As these numbers increase, there-
fore, its :financial res;ources should increase so that it shall not be forced 
to do its work for less than cost." · 
Ron. J. P. Wickersham, State superintendent of Pennsylvania, in 
his report for 1871, suggests the ''wisdom of including in the schools of 
practice attached to normal schools a kindergarten, in order to secure 
teachers well trained· in object-teaching; and, also, that the standard 
for admission be greatly elevated, so that the instruction of the gram-
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mar school need not be repeated after entering the normal school." In 
his report for 1872, he observes in regard to the effort to increase the 
number of normal schools: "If unduly multiplied, they will be likely to 
fail for want of support, and the State be compelled to pay dearly for 
th~ folly of encouraging their establishment in greater number than its 
educational interests require. A few strong schools will accomplish 
more good than many weak ones. It is important that the State Rhould 
adopt and adbere to some broad, general principles in making appro-
priations to the schools; favoritism, if persisted in, will in the end 
cripple the whole system.'' He calls attention to the "danger of mak-
ing the administration of these schools narrow, and more disposed to 
seek private than public ends. This is the weakness of the system, and 
from this it -bas suffered.'' 
Ron. Thomas W. Harvey, common-school commissioner of Ohio, says: 
''A commendable feature in some of our private schools is the attention 
given to normal instruction. In the absence of other efficient means and 
facilities for progressive training, their efforts to supply a manifest want 
merit encouragement and reward." He also says: "The normal school 
should be a purely professional school. Ac~demic instruction, except 
such as may be incidentally given in the illustration of methods, should 
be dispensed with, that the science of education and the art of teaching 
may receive exclusive attention." 
In this connection may be notep_ a remark of Professor Phelps upon 
the existing necessity of academic teaching in normal schools. He says: 
''The quality of work done in our common schools is very poor, and a 
large majority of the students entering the normal school come ve;ry 
poorly prepared. So much loose, vague, and inaccurate teaching is still 
done in elementary schools that at least nineteen-twentieths of those who 
enter the normal school must go back to first principles. Not only are 
they ignorant of the very beginning of common-school studies, but they 
have no power of expressing what they know." 
Professor George P. Beard, principal of the South Missouri State Nor-
mal School, observes: " Something is evidently wrong in our common-
school system of education. The majority of students entering our school 
we find know more of arithmetic than they know of all the other sciences 
taken together, and it is with great effort that they are induced to take 
any interest in other subjects. Tlie design of the normal school, there-
fore, should be to remedy these irregularities in the common schools." 
A letter from John D. Pierce, in the Michigan Teacher of January, 1873, 
in Qorrecting a misstatement respecting the graduates of the Michigan 
State Normal School, gives the names and present occupation of about 
ninety graduates of that institution, who now are, or have been since 
their graduation, engaged in important and responsible positions in the 
educational field in that and other States. Of the fifty-four gentle· 
men included in this number, one has been president of a university, 
eleven have been county and city superintendents, and thirty··four have 
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been principals of high schools. Of the lady graduates, thirty-two have 
been teachers or principals in coJleges and in high and normal schools. 
An important feature connected with normal training in the country 
has been the establishment of normal schools in cities, under the auspices 
of school-boards. The great ability and eminent efficiency of many of 
the city superintendents of instruction are steadily improving the quality 
ofinstruct.ion in a large number of our cities. Normal schools in such 
cases enjoy special advantages, gathering and centering in themselves 1 
all the excellences that are around them. 
BUSINESS COLLEGES.-TABLE V. 
There is a manifest and increasing demand upon public-school systems 
for instruction in trades, and for an opportunity to be taught at · other 
times than the regular six hours of school. School officers have too -
often yielded to these demands with reluctance, if at all. The business 
colleges of the country have come forward and measurably furnished a 
supply. 
Mr. S. S. Packard, president of Packard's Business College, New York 
City, informs me that, in his opinion, not less than twenty thousand 
young men enter the business colleges of the country annually, and that 
he bel~eves there is a constantly growing tendency toward the educa-
tion which they propose to impart. A summary of these institutions 
contained in the annual report of this office is the only one yet published. 
On consulting Table V, Appendix, it will be seen that this' year sixty-
six of these schools have made returns to this office, having 263 teachers 
an·d an enrollment of 8,451 pupils, as follows : 
State. 
00 ... 





.?J 00 .s ~ 0 Q ~ ~ ::I ~ 
'1:1 0 
~ '1:1 ~ State. 
.Q 
~ g .~ 
"" "" 0 0 "" "" "" "" 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
~ ~ 
0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ·~ ~ 
California ..................... . 2 14 411 New Hampshire .............. 3 335 
Georgia ....................... . 2 8 182 New Jersey ................... 6 323 
Dlinois ....... .. .......... . ... .. 4 15 218 New York .................... 12 49 1, 572 
Indiana ............ : ...... -- -.. 2 10 171 North Carolina ................ 2 ·----- ~ -....... 
Iowa .................. - ...... -. 11 440 Ohio ................ -~ ........ 5 23 1, 274 
Kentucky .. ................... . 2 8 223 Oregon ........................ 1 1 31 
Louisiana ........ .. ..... --- .. -. 11 250 Pennsylvania ................. 8 30 1, 059 
Maryland ............. -.---- . . .. 468 Rhode Island. __ .... _ ... _ ...... ........... . ......... 
Massachusetts .....•... --- -- .. . 230 Tennessee ............. ------ .. 1 2 24 
Michigan ...... __ ............. . 206 Virginia .. __ .. _ ................ 5 9 195 
Minnesota .. ------ ...... ------.. 7 110 Wisconsin ........ __ .. __ .. _ .... 12 353 
Mississippi........... .. • .. . .. .. 16 150 District of Columbia ... .' ..... . 2 2 84 
142 ------Total. ........ _ •... _ ...... 66 263 8, 451 Missouri ........... ----- ------ - 2 
' 
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SECONDARY INSTRUCTION.-TA~LE VI. 
The examination of city and State reports will reveal a very inade-
quate subdivision of the instruction reported in respect to different 
grades. The line of demarkation between elementary and secondary, 
and between secondary and superior instruction is not very distinct, 
if drawn at all. Yet; in judging whether the amount of instruction fur-
nished is sufficient to afford the· opportunity for the cultivation of the 
intelligence and virtue adequate to conduct the affairs of individualR, 
communities, and States, the aid of this factor is absolutely essential. 
Indeed, it is undoubtedly true that our only universally applied test of 
intelligence, the ability to read or write, or to do both, has uncon-
sciously, but nevertheless actually, served to give prevalence to a judg-
ment of the intelligence of our people more favorable than the facts 
; will warrant. 
This office, endeavoring to aid educators in drawing these lines of 
discrimination in instruction as respects grade, has continued its 
attempt to report institutions of secondary instruction. The result of 
inquiries in this direction will be found in the appropriate table, of which 
the following is a summary: 
.... .;, .s 0 <lJ Instructors. Students. ~ ........ "' <lJ a <lJ ~ 
·State. .0 <lJ - ~ ~ S'"O D ;g ;:l g Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. '0 z Ol f> 
----------
Alabama .. .. ... ..................... ~1 10 11 605 323 282 3, 760 
Arkansas ............................ 29 351 88 263 650 
California ......................•..... 7 45 22 l 5 1, 800 750 1, 041 3, 320 
Colorado Tl3rritory ................... 2 18 11!0 120 1, 350 
Connecticut .. . ....................... 36 178 72 93 4, 309 2,016 2, 293 12, 097 
Delaware ............................ 29 16 13 528 330 198 1, 250 
District of Columbia ................. 31 67 21 46 1, 525 244 487 476 
Floritla .... ... ..................... .. 26 3 9 543 70 473 990 
Georgia .............................. 17 72 27 17 1, 754 931 823 1, 950 
· Illinois ...... ......... . .............. 38 279 68 124 4, 939 1, 663 2, 909 13,060 
Indiana ...................... ....... . 11 67 12 30 1, 836 508 1, 328 4, 850 
Iowa ... . ...... ............. ........ 3 22 3 19 558 231 327 1; 200 
Kansas ........... ...... .... ····-- ··.· 38 24 11 550 359 191 1, 502 
Kentucky ..... ...................... 18 156 15 35 1, 880 160 1, 479 10,509 
Louisiana ............................ 9 70 16 32 955 400 555 1, 918 
Maine ...... ........................ . 32 120 57 63 3, 285 1, 611 1, 494 7, 607 
Maryland ... ......... .. ............. . 19 96 22 9 1, 271 666 G05 8, 510 
Mas!lachusetts .......... ... .... ... ... 43 221 117 98 5, 254 3, 247 1, 980 28,067 
Michigan ...................... .... .. 38 5 11 1, 000 160 783 2, 855 
Minn sot.c'l. ................ ..... ...... 22 104 15 16 3, 016 681 1, 480 750 
Mis~:~issippi .......................... 23 7 641 196 445 200 
Missouri . ........................... . 24 158 51 80 2, 454 625 815 5, 604 
.. ~ew llampshire .................... . 25 103 55 48 2, 756 1, 474 1, 282 19,192 
N wJersey ......................... . 13 117 49 35 1, 239 662 527 6, 950 
Kcw Mexico Territory ........... . .. . 10 10 120 120 500 
N "'w York .. ........................ . 221 1, 309 551 698 33,886 10, 533 10, 366 157, 529 
£ orth Carolina ..................... . 12 37 17 20 1, 291 794 497 1, 200 
Ohio ...•............ . ................ 47 294 99 100 5, 903 2, 791 3,112 20,535 
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Summary of Table VI-Con_tinned. 
State. 
..... 00 , . .s 0 Q) Instructors. Students. 
S3 ·s (/) p:, a;> .... .=>a;> s ce 8'0 ~E 
~ ~ 1.'otal. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 0~ P> 
---------------------
Oregon ... . . _ ... ·· ··- - -- -- --- ... .. --· 13 15 10 5 243 196 47 1, 780 
Pennsylvania ___ ......... .. ......... - 44 272 . 77 83 5, 015 2, 501 2, 214 26,600 
Rhode Island ............... -- .. --.- - 5 32 13 12 714 355 359 5, 500 
South Carolina . _ .. .. _ ........... .. . . ;~3 2 11 237 30 120 375 
Tennessee _ . . ~ .................... -.-- 4 22 11 444 183 261 '180 
Texas _ ..... _ .. .. .... ......... .. -- - - .. 9 69 16 1, 206 37 1, 169 700 
Vermont ........ ..... _ .... ---- ...... . 33 159 58 101 3, 864 1, 741 2,123 14,384 
Virginia ...... _ ....... .. ........... - 19 62 27 25 1, 122 472 4go 1, 559 
- Washington Territory __ .. _ ..... . .. . . 3 ........... . .......... 60 60 50 
West Virginia, --·· · -·-·-··· ···· -···-- 26 25 673 278 395 1,100 
Wisconsin . __ ___ .. _ ....... _ ... _ .... .. 57 34 23 982 651 281 8, 200 
Wyoming Territory .... . ... .. .. . .. . . 3 . ......... --- · ----
------------- ·-------
Total. ..... . .. ..... ........ .. . . 811 4, 501 1, 589 1,.968 98,929 37,957 43, 794 3'78, 809 
Students. 
State. 
---------.1---- ----------- ------- ---------
Alabama . ..... ... ... . 490 







13 . ·-. ···-· . ·.· .......• 
3 -------~-- ... ... .......... . .. . 
California .... _. ..... . 295 159 139 80 60 11 2 14 
Colorado Territory .. · .......................... : ............ ... --- .... . ... -.... - ....... - .. -.. -- .... . 
Connecticut.......... 2, 042 612 201 226 44 36 · 8 67 " 
D elaware .......... .. 376 105 
District of Columbia. 697 50 
Florit1a . ..... . .. .. .. _ 271 29 
Georgia .... :. .......... . 612 81 
Illinois ............... 1, 584 137 
Indiaua ........ .. ... . _ :n9 67 
Iowa ............. ... . 330 78 
Kansas ... ......... .. 155 57 
Kentucky ............ 254 87 
Louisiana .... . . ..... . 35 5. 
Maine .. .... ........ . 968 320 
Maryland ...... ---- - . ...... ........ .. .. ....... 
:Massachusetts ....... 2,.594 988 
Michigan .... · ........ 406 95 
Minnesota ... _ .. ..... 165 7~ 
Mississippi .......... ................ 5 
Missouri ....... . . ... _ 1, 044 165 
N ew Hampshire .... . 1, 047 916 
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New Mexico Ter ....... .. ... .......... --- ~ ---··· .................................• . ....... .. ...... 
NewYork .......... 11,968 2,681 2,116 1,289 310 377 71 2,356 
NorthCaroliua....... 869 162 28 32 ....................................... . 
Ohio ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 547 390 702 159 63 29 6 21() 
Oregon.. ............. 94 41 30 8 8 2 1 
Pennsylvania . ....... 867 122 99 70 32 28 22 409 
Rhode Island .......... ~......................... 15 2 15 
South Carolina ...... : 87 22 8 1 . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
, Tennessee...... . .... 259 3 ·1 20 2 . ........ . 
Texas................ 253 l9 55 ..............•......•................. 
Vermont .. . . ......... 1,437 380 122 145 40 22 12 142 
Virginia............. 620 86 49 28 10 1 . . .............•.... 
W ashingtonTer ................................................... .. ............................. . 
West Virginia·. ...... 514 32 37 6 ........ . . 2 .................. .. 
Wisconsin ....... ... . 712 167 362 74 24 19 53 16 
Wyoming Territory ......................... . ........................................... -·· ...... . 
·Total .... ........ a:i,6'24 -8,517--7, m ~ -ggz -ti56~-m- -5,772 
By a comparison of the corresponding table in my report for 1871 
with that in the present report, it will be seen that gratifying progress 
has been made in the value of these statistics. Instead of 638 acade-
mies and high schools, as given in the previous report, we now have 
811, employing 4,501 teachers, of whom, so far as the sex is given, 1,589 
are males and 1,968 are females, having under instruction 98,929 pupils, 
of whom, so far as specified, 37,957 are males and 43,794 are females, 
with 3,444 preparing for a classical courne in college, and 992 for a sci-
entific course. Of the whole number, 33,624 are reported as studying 
the English branches, 8,517 are pursuing a classical course, and 7,277 
are studying modern languages. 
These institutions report in their libraries 378,809 volumes. From 
their classical departments 5, 772 have entered college since their organ-
ization; while since the close of the previous year 1,172 have entered 
college, 856 in classical courses, and 316 ~n scientific courses. 
To complete the representation of this grade of instruction, contained 
in thi report, there should be added here the work done in the high 
school , as given in the city tables, ~:o far as it is not included in the 
a ove summary. There may be fitly included in this grade of instruc-
tion, the work done in the preparatory departments connected with col-
lege , and the instruction in the normal schools; indeed, very much of 
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that given in what are termed female colleges, is not above what is ap-
propriate to this grade. 
The census of 1870 gives 1,518 institutions as academies, or 707 more 
than have as yet reported to this office to be included in this table. 
The whole number of pupils of this grade in the census is 129,4:04, against 
98,929 reporting here. ' 
It is impossible to include here the course of study pursued in these 
institutions. Indeed, I can not enter now upoi;t the question of the work 
done by them, nor can I attempt as. yet to answer the question so often 
asked," V\-7 hat ought they to do~" 
I must confess my surprise, however, that so many are either hesi-
tating in supporting this grade of instruction in our public systems of 
education, or opposing it outright: Apparently they know little of what 
is done by it, and reflect less upon what it ought to do. 
Omitting all the facts not yet ascertained in regard to studies pursued, 
years occupied, or results secured, let them in their doubt .or opposition 
suppose that this grade of instruction is for the benefit of those :fifteen, 
sixteen, and seventeen years old. According to the last censns there 
were, of these .ages, in round numbers, 2,455,000 persons, of whom 
1,214,000 were males and 1,241,000 were females. Of course there are those 
younger and older receiving this instruction, and some of these _ ages 
are in the elementary schools and some in the superior scQ.oo1s. But 
they have reported by the census enrolled in institutions of this grade 
only 129,404 persons, and, undoubtedly, 200,000 would be a large esti-
mate of the whole number in any way re~eiving this instruction. Here 
are then only 200,000 youth thus benefited, against 2,455,000 that ought , 
to have at least so much aid in their start upon the race of life in a land 
where each man is a sm;.ereign citizen. 
What excuse, therefore, min be offered by any one with any cl:;tim to 
patriotism for opposition to a work which is not reaching one person in 
twelve of those who need its benefits~ 
Here is a fact which, if used by the teachers and school officers 
especially interested in this grade of .instruction, may aid them in inform-
ing public opinion an<l creating a sentiment which will result in keeping 
their pupils longer under instruction. 
As a rule, we are a people whose opinions and actions are subject to 
modification by the facts within our knowledge. If it is true that our 
youth are prone to rush into the responsibilities of affairs too early in 
life, or with too little preparation, this collection of the facts will at once 
indicate the tendency and furnish the best means for its correction. 
In the absence of all records upon the subject, and as indicating that 
I have not overestimated the number due to secondary institutions, I 
should add that in a Circular of Information, published by your order,* 
there were statistics collected by this Bureau in ·regard to 5,306 alumni 
of four prominent colleges, between the years 1836 and 1860, and that 
-If The Circular of March, 1872. 
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their average age on graduation was a little tnore than twenty-two years, 
making their age at entrance upon college life a little over eighteen. 
This would indicate that I should have been justified in adding to the 
number above included, as due to secondary institut.ions, all those per-
sons eighteen years of age, which would greatly increase the exhibit of 
the work they ought to do and do not do.* 
EXAMINATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO COLLEGE. 
No attempt has been made this year to col1ect statistics upon the sub-
ject of examination for admission to academies or colleges; the only 
table of this character is that showing the examination for admission 
to the Naval and Military Academies. Special attention is invited to 
*In an address before the Teachers' Association of Minnesota, Professor Horace. Good-
hue, jr., of Carleton College, gave some interesting opinions from college presidents in 
regard to the work done in preparing persons for college by academies and high 
schools. He quotes President Kitchell, of Middlebury College, as saying: 
"One-half of our in-coming class this year are from the sehigh schools." President 
Chamberlain, of Bowdoin, says : " In 100 of our latest admissions 38 fitted at the high 
schools, 59 at the academies, and 4 private." The secretary of Harvard University 
!'jays: '' Of the class that was admitted a year ago, 38 per cent. were from public high 
schools and the remainder fi:om academies and prl.vate tutors." President Buckham, of 
the University of Vermont, says: "I should say that about 30 per cent. of our students 
come from the high school and 70 per cent. from the academy." President Smith, of. 
Dartmouth, says: "Out of those who are already examined 33 are from academies and 
14 from high schools." President Chadbourne, of Williams, says : " We think that not 
more than one-sixth of our students come from our public high schools. I think it 
would be 'more correct to say that not more than one in ten comes from the public high 
schools." 
Professor Goodhue continues: "The total in all the colleges reporting who have fitted 
at the high. school is 584; at the academy, 1,355; or 30 per cent. at the high school and 
70 per cent. at the academy. 
"The widely extended reputation of the late Dr. Taylor, of Andover, is no surer 
proof of his commanding ability than is the remarkable history and present prosperity 
of Phillips Academy. This year it has graduated sixty-one students, ,fifty-one from 
the classical course and ten from the English, and sends upwards of forty to college. 
In the past ten years it has graduated over 500, 400 of whom haYe entered college. 
Single-handed and alone it is able to feed an average college. I know of no high 
school, unuer whatever favoring circumstances, which has any such record for one 
year, or for ten, in the amount or the quality of the work done; and if any friend of 
the hi.gh school has knowledge of such an instance, we hope to learn it. 
"This institution for twenty-eight years, ending with 1861, sent over 1,000 to college, 
while it took the Boston L~;tin School forty-six years, ending with the same date, to 
send 600 ; nearly twice as long to send a little more than ba1f as many. 
"Consider also the result accomplished by Williston Seminary, which has been in· 
corporated only about thirty years. During the last ten years it has graduated about 
::iOO and sent 200 to college. 
"Again, Kimball Union Academy, now nearly sixty years old, yet never having had 
more than one-fifth of the endowment of vVilliston, has a record worthy of our atten-
tion. Its graduates number 1,200. In the last ten years it has sent out 350, one-half 
of whom have entered college." 
* * ... * * * 
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this, as showing the condition of instruction in the elementary English 
branches in different parts of the country. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUC1'ION-T.A.BLE VIII. 
Passing to superior instruction, attention is invited to the following 
summary from the table of colleges: 
Year& in course. 
State or Territory. 
-----------1--- -- -------- --- --- - - - ----
Alabama .................... . 







California.................... 13 10 7 9 
Connecticut ............. ~. .. 3 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Delaware.... . ............... . .. . ...... --
Florida ........................................ ... : .. ...... . -----
Georgia...................... 5 3 2 4 3 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 16 2 18 6 
Indiana................ . ..... 16 
Iowa........ . .... .... .. ..... 13 
Kansas...................... 5 




Massachusetts .............. . 
Michigan.................... 6 
Minnesota................... 3 
Mississippi ................. . 
Missouri. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 17 































2 2 2 
2 2 ........... . 
8 4 8 1--------
1 . -- ... 
2 
7 2 15 3 
5 12 1 
·2 10 1 . . .. 2 
4 2 4 1 
6 2 
2 2 2 . --- ... . 
3 ........... . 
2 2 7 
2 6 
10 




I -··· ---· ...... 
2 
Nevada~ ....................................... ------ .......................................... .. 
New Hampshire............. 1 1 ...... ...... 1 ...... ...... ...... .... .. ........ .. 
NewJersey ............... _... 3 3 ...... ...... 3 1 2 
New York · ........ ·.......... 21 15 17 2 2 15 
North Carolina.............. 5 ...... ...... 5 4 .......... .. 
Ohio......................... 28 . 24 23 6 24 
Or-egon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1 ........... . 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 22 21 5 10 5 6 17 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ........ . .. . 
South Carolina. .............. 2 2 4 2 2 4 .......... .. 
T ennessee .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 13 10 3 8 7 6 4 7 6 .......... .. 
Texas........................ 6 3 2 5 3 . 2 2 2 
Vermont................ .... 3 3 ...... ...... 3 ...... ...... .... 3 .......... .. 
Virginia ......... ........ . .. . 
West Virginia ............. .. 4 
Wisconsin .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 10 















3 3 5 1 ........ 
2 2 
2 
Colorado ................... - ..... _._ .......................................... ---- .............. .. 
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Years in course. 
-----------1-~-1--------------------
NewMexico .............. .. . 1 ...... ...... 1 1 ...... .. ... .... . 
Utah ....................... . ...... ...... 1 .... . . 1 .... .. . . .. . . . . 1 . .. : ... . 
Washington ...•............. l ...... 2 2 2 1 . .......... . 
No. of students. No. of females. ,§ Degrees conferred ~ 
Q in course. >-. 
.& .-d • • ~.,; ~ .,; 
] i i ~ i ~ ~~ J ~ 
. 'S ~ ~ jt ~ j ~ A.B. A.M. 'S 
~ ~ £ 8 £ 8 ~ ~ 
State or Territory. 
-------------------------------- ---
.Alabama .............. . 





3;:,7 42 .........• .... 4 ·•·•·• 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 127 1, 129 504 60 27 7 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . · 87 795 . . . . . . . . 4 50 173 33 35 
Deln.ware.............. 93 12 48 ..................................... . 
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ ..... . 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 7 105 548 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 78 15 3 
Illinois........ . . . . . . . . 191 230 2, 179 1, 441 548 190 98 54 
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157 366 1, 038 1, 001 218 125 55 13 
Iowa................... 122 172 1, 044 542 364 121 46 3:2 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 119 143 90 46 .... . ........ . 
Kentucky ............ . . 
Louisiana ...... ·: ..... . 
Maine ...... .. ........ . 
Maryland ............. . 
Massachusetts ........ . 
Michigan ............. . 
Minnesota ........... . 
Mississippi. ......•.... 
Missouri .............. . 


















378 1, 427 
48 
Nevada ................... ... . 
Now Hampshire . . . . . . . 33 
New .Jersey . .......... . 47 175 
New York ............ . 330 741 2, 349 
North Carolina ....... . 28 9 112 
Ohio ........... : ...... . 236 529 2, 580 
Oregon ............... . 21 148 315 
Pennsylvania ......... . 293 R34 1, 208 
nhode l eland ......... . 11 . ........ - ... . 


































11 204 115 17 
165 96 9 73 12 8 
87 11 .........•..•....... -........ . 
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State or Territory. 
I 
~ Degrees conferred ~ 
No. of females. 'g in course. P.. 
1--,------,----:---.---1 ~ . 1---.,.-----1 ~ 
t- ci rs~ 8~ 
~ ~ A~ _g ~ 
~ "bb '0 A. B. .A.. M. 'S 
~ ~ j 0 
~ 0 ~ z 
..::J & <l) 
$ 1 
0 .... 
~ o:l .... "bb 
~ 
o:l 
A ~ <l) 
>:l .... 0 p ~ Q 
No. of students. 
--------~---,---~---,------ - -- - - ---·----
Tennessee·------------ 110 · 667 972 372 
T exas ... __ . ____ . __ . ___ . 44 423. 115 155 
Vermont-------------- 27 ........... -------- 128 
Virginia--------------· 89 155 1, 078 
West Virginia .. _...... 27 186 l76 174 
Wisconsin . . .. . .. .. . . . . 104 130 928 384 
District of Columbia . . . . 70 60 303 143 
200 33 ·-----
6 ------
-------- .................. 5 
15 -------- ------













Colorado . _ ......... _ ........... --- . - . - - .. - - .. ----- -- . - ------ --- --- ·. · ·---- - -- · ----- · ------ - - ·-----
New Mexico------- .. .. 4 51 ------------------------ -------------- ---------- ........ ------
Utah------ ........... . 8 . -.--- 355 12 . ----- - - .. - • - . - ... ---. -. . - -- . ...... . -- . . . --- --
Washington----------- 5 56 48 ------·· ... ..... ... . .... ------ -·---- ..... ... .. .. ------
Total ____________ ~~ -;~~-;~~---;,~~~ ~~--1,;-- -·;:;~ 
It/ will be seen that of the 298 institutions reported, 225 report the 
date of their charter, and 73 do not thus report; 30 report only prepar-
atory students; 217 report collegiate students; 121 do not report stu-
dents by classes; 124 do not report the degrees conferred in course; 
69 do not report their libraries. 
It should be noticed that there are reported 3,040 instructors; th~t 
there are 6,694 unclassified students; that 19,476 students are in pre-
paratory course&-; that there are 19,260 in collegiate courses, and that 
. 198 are reported as resident, or post-graduate students. 
There were conferred at the last commencement day the degree of 
A. B. in course upon 1,963 individuals, the d0gree of A. M. in course 
upon 7 46, and various honorary degrees upon 341. 
Connected with these institutions there are reported 4,261 female pre-
paratory students; and in the collegiate departments, 1,419. Of these, 
10 only are in New England colleges. . 
With reference to the number of years in the courses of study, 48 do 
not make any report ; 209 report 4 years ; 9 report 3 years ; 7 report 2 
years, and 25 report over 4 years. These last evidently include both the 
preparatory and collegiate courses. 
Iri Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, Minnesota, Nebraska, 
Nevada, Oregon, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Washington -
Territory, no institutions are reported to have conferred the degree of 
A.B. 
Tracing the difference of work done in various States, it will be ob- . 
served that in California the 132 persons reported as embraced in col-
lege faculties had under instruction 127 unclassified· students, 1,1~9 
preparatory students, and 504 collegiate, and that only six persons 
received the degree of A. B., while in Connecticut 87 college professors 
. ' 
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bad under instruction 795 collegiate students, and graduated 173 with 
the degree of A. B. 
If the \Yhole number-19,249-reported aR in the collegiate courses 
of instruction completed that course, there should be conferred annually 
about 4,800 degrees of A. B., instead of 1,963, as now reported. 
The summary here attempted, of the results of this grade of instruc-
tion, it is hoped, can be repeated until completeness is secured. What 
a commentary do these figures furnish upon the disposition of Ameri-
can youth to terminate their course of study ! How they emphasize 
the necessity of elevating our conceptions and standards of culture, 
and increasing and multiplying the motives to induce the young to ex-
tend the period of their study. 
In the midst of the ignorant boasting of the intelligence of the 
·American people, (and we all have sufficient inclination to boast of our 
country' s merits,) the best informed have felt deeply the inadequacy of 
instrumentalities and results in the direction alike of elementary and 
higher education. It will. be seen by a careful examination of .the data 
already given how well-founded are these apprehensions. Shall light 
increase or diminish~ Shall we as a people go forward or backward~ · 
An able and very suggestive writer observes: "A large part, a very 
large part, of the world seems to be ready to advance to something 
good-to have prepared all the means to advance to something good-
and then to have stopped and not advanced. India, Japan, China, al-
most every sort of oriental civilization, though differing in nearly all 
1 other things, are in this alike. They look as if they had paused when 
there was no reason for pausing; when a mere observer from without 
would say they were likely not to pause.'~ 
Shall a similar record be m~de of the United States~ vVhether 
there shall or not turns up~m the consideration given · this subject of 
education. Shall elementary, secondary, and supljrior instruction be 
made enough in quality and amount ··to assure the stability and prog-
ress of this great· people~ The opportunity is before us as a nation. 
We have the extent of territory, the variety and richness of soil, and 
the diversity and salubrity of climate, and intermediate oceans to saYe 
us from interference by others. The expectation and the coming of all 
other nations are toward us. 
The nature of our institutions and -the incentives to personal and 
associated .effort afford conditions of success not possible elsewhere 
under other forms of government; but, if the result is to be attained, 
this one purpose must penetrate every grade of mind. 
The multiplied forces that may contribute to this end must be har-
monized and rendered active. The citizen must never expect to escape 
from this responsibility in reference to education, and his appropriate 
contribution to that of others must go on till the day of his tleath. 
The higher he rises in position and trust, the greater (not the less, as 
some seem to think) is his responsibility. 
' · OPINIONS OF PROFESSOR AGASSIZ. XLIII 
The advanced student in our colleges must be so instructed as to 
encourage him to thoroqghly complete the collegiate curriculum, and 
the curriculum itself must, as time goes on, assume the form, include 
the studies, and become prepared to furnish the culture which our in-
stitutions and modern times unite in demanding. Original iavestiga-· 
tion in science, in history, and in political and social economy must be 
fostered, and the devoted and self-sacrificing investigators of these sub-
jects must be encouraged by sympathy, respect, and substantial sup-
port. It is by these means a1one that our political institutions can be 
improved; tl!lat our seats of learning can continue to flourish; that our 
vast material prosperity can hereafter gain proportionate advances. 
Our distinguished and venerated citizen, Professor Louis Agassiz, of 
Cambridge, l\1assachnsetts, expressed opinions, in the course of a con-
versation in this office, which I have his .permission to publish, and to 
which I would call attention in connection with these statistics: 
The question is how to manage education so as to elevate the character of the 
nation. 
There are t.hree elements in which you are equally interested. One is to bring out 
this class of States, where there is a practically ignorant population; though I am not 
as much interested in that class of efforts, I see that no effort in the higher walks of 
knowledge can be really sustained unless \Ye can remove entirely this dead load by 
dragging the low stratum to a higher level. vVe must not allow such a distinction 
to become permanent-of States where schools are nothing, and those where they are 
well provided for. 
Another element is to take ·care of the pubHc schools. I am telling my friends in 
Massachusetts a very bitter thing, and I have become bolder and bolder in saying that 
I am under the impression that the whole system of popular education is super-
annuated; that what is taught is no longer the food whicll the rising generation really 
wants · most; and that the very knowledge that is taught is not the best. So that I 
would change both the substance and the methods of our popular schools. 
And then, 'thirdly, our higher institutions of learning are utterly inadequate to give 
our young men that kind of instruction which will place them on the highest level of 
culture, and enable those that have not the means to go abroad to get an equally good 
education at home. We should neverbe st1tisfied until our institutions have attained 
such a superiority that European students shall find it necessary to come here. 
if if if 7' * * 
I o-rant that the lowest ~:~trata from Europe are at once raised by coming to the United 
Stat~s, but our colleges are of an inferior chara.cter. It is a mistake to suppose th~t 
this is a necessity of slo'w growth. Oar institutions of learning can be called into 
existence very rapidly. * * 
The very fact that there is no university in the United States, the intellectual inter-
ests of which are managed by professors, bnt al n-ays by a corporation out3ide, shows 
that we do not understand what a university is. The men who are in it mu~:~t know 
better what are the wants of an institution of learning thau outsiders. I believe there 
iS no scientific man who will concede that there cau be a university managed to the 
best advantage by anybody but those interested in its pursmts, and no body of trustees 
can be so interested. 
Not only do material restrictions hamper the instructors, but who is the man who 
knows what is best to teach' And · you see every organization, every college which is 
got up by outsiders, has to prosecute a curriculum and the professors have to teach 
that. That is all wrong for a university, but not fqr a high school. Aud t.hat is why 
we have no univorshy and no students of a higher order coming to us from the Old 
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World. That is as plain as daylight. Those are the essential conditions of a uni-
versity. 
Again, among teachers there are two classes of men, those who know what they are 
teaching just as well as anybody else, but who have not the natural disposition or 
qualification to increase the knowledge of mankind, and those who devote their lives 
to t.he production of new knowledge, and who are at the same time able to teach. 
But many of the most productive thinkers are not teachers at all; they are a class of 
men whom the country does not recognize; they are men of original research who are 
~ot born teachers, but find they must assume the duties of instruction in order to ob-
tain recognition. We slwuld .learn the conditions of success; and a condition of suc-
cess in this matter is not to put a man with one power to do that \vhich requires 
another power. "' * * * lf 
Professor Henry says the resources of the Smithsonian Institution are too small for 
the work to be done. Some gentlemen think the income of the institution ample. I 
thoroughly agree with Professor Henry, that its resources are entirely inadequate. For 
one solitary department at our museum of zoology we spend annually more than the 
sum total of the income of the Smithsonian Institution, which is to cover publications, 
the scientific, archreological, and zoological department~ and which is to provide for the 
museum, the preservation of the collection, and the printing of the investigations 
as submitted. 
We deal with one solitary subject, zoology, and for that department, for the last five 
years, we have spent annually sixty-five thousand dollars. 
And the sum total of the income of the Smithsonian Institution is forty-five thou-
sand dollars. 
We have only $10,500 annually derived from the income, the rest is the result of my 
uegging from private individuals, and the legislature, and all aronn~l. * 
Improve the character of the teachers, and let the teachers have a little more to do 
with teaching than simply hearing recitations, so that the teacher shall be a teacher, 
and not a mere machine to hear recitations. 
The following opinions of Professor John Tyndall, furnished by him-
self at my request, are quite harmonious with those expressed by Pro-
fesRor Agassiz : 
This is the core of the whole matter, as regards science. It must be cultivated for 
its own sake, for the pure love of truth, rather than for the applausl3 or profit that it 
brings. And now, though my occupation is gone, still I will bespeak your tolerance 
for a few concluding remarks in reference to the men who have bequeathed to us the 
/ vast body of knowledge of which I have sought to give you some faint idea in these 
lectures. What was the motive that spurred them on f What the prize of their high 
ca,lling for which they struggled so assiduously f What urged them to those battles 
and those victories over reticent nature, which have become the heritage of the human 
race f It is never to be forgotten that not one 'of those great investigators, from Aris-
totle down to Stokes and Kirchoff, had any practical end in view, according to the ordi-
nary definition of the word "practical." They did not propose to themselves money 
aH the end, and knowledge as :1 means of obtaining it. For the most part they nobly 
r eversed this process-made knowledge their end, and such money as they possessed the 
means of obtaining it. * * * 
To many of their contemporaries it would have appeared simply ridiculous to see 
men, whose names are now stars in the firmament of science strainino- their attention 
to ob erve an effect of an experiment almost too minute fo~· detection~ .,. * * 
That scientific discovery may put not only dollars into the pockets of individuals, 
but millions into the exchequers of nations, the history of science amply proves, but 
the hope of its doing so is not the motive-power of tlle investigator. It never ca.n be 
hi motive-power. I know that I run some risk in speaking thus before practical men. 
I know what Do Tocqueville says of you. "The man of the North," he says, "has not 
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only experience but knowledge. He, however, does not care for science as a pleasure, 
and only embraces it with avidity when it leads to useful applications." * * 
Surely no two terms were ever so much distorted and misapplied with reference to 
man in his higher relations than these terms useful and practical. " it * 
People sometimes speak as if steam had not been studied before James Watt, or elec-
tricity before Wheatstone and Morse; whereas, in point of fact, Watt and Wheat-
stone and Morse, with all their practicality, were the mere outcomes of antecedent 
forces, which acted without reference to practical ends. * * * 
Strip a strong arm and regard the. knotted muscles when the hand is clinched and 
the arm bent. Is this exhibition of energy the work of the muscles alone 1 By no 
means; the muscle is the channel of an influence without which it would be as power-
less as a lump of plastic dough. At the present time there is a cry in England for tech-
nical education, and it is the expression of a true national want, but there is no outcry 
for original investigation. Still, without this, as surely as the stream dwindles when 
the spring dries, so surely will their technical education lose all force of growth, all 
power of reproduction. 
To keep societ y as regards science in healthy play, three classes of workers are neces-
sary: First} the investigators of natural truth, whose vocation is to pursue that truth, 
and extend the field of discovery for the truth's own sake, and without any 1·efer-
ence to practical ends; secondly, the teacher of natural truth, whose vocation is to 
give public diffusion to the knowledge already won by the discoverer; thirdly, the 
applier of natural truth, whose vocation is to make scientific knowledge available for 
the needs, comforts, and luxuries of life. These three classes ought to co-exist and 
interact. Now, the popular notion of science, both in this country and in England, 
often relates, not to science strictly so called, but to the application of science. Such 
applications, especially on this continent, are so astounding-they spread themselves 
so largely and' umbrageously before the public eye-as to shut out from view those 
workers who are engaged in the profounder business of discovery. 
Take the electric telegraph as an example, which has been repeatedly forced upon 
my attention of late. I am not here to attenuate in the slightest degree the services -
of those who, in England and America, have given the t elegraph a form so wonderfully -
fitted for public use. Assuredly they earned a great reward, and assuredly they have 
received it. But I should be untrue to you aud to myself if I failed to tell you that, 
however high in particular respects their claims and qualities may be, practical men 
did not discover the electric telegraph. The discovery of the electric telegraph implies 
the discovery of electricity itself1 and the development of its laws and phenomena. 
Such discoveries were not made by practical men, and they never will be made by 
them, because their minds are beset by ideas which, though of the highest valne from 
one point of view, are not those which stimulate the original" di!:Jcoverer. The ancients 
discovered the electricity of amber; and Gilbert in the year 1600 extended the force to 
other bodies. Then followed other inquirers, your own Franklin among the number. 
But this form of electricity, though tried, did not come into use for telegraphic pur-
poses. Then appeared the great Italian, Volta, who discovered the source of electric-
ity, which bears his name, and applied the most profound insight and the most deli-
cate experimental skill to its development. Then arose the mau who added to ' the 
powers of his intellect all the graces of the human heart, Michael Faraday, the dis-
coverer of :the great domain of magneto-electricity. Oersted discovered the deflection 
of the magnetic needle, and Arago and Sturgeon the magnetization of iron by the 
electric current. The voltaic circuit fin·auy found its theoretic Newton in Ohm; while, 
at Princeton, Henry pushed forward the course of exp~rimental inquiry. Here you 
have all the materials employed at this hour in all the forms of the electric telegraph.· 
Nay, more, Gauss, the celebrated astronomer, and Weber, the celebrated· natural phil-
osopher, both professors in the University of Gottingen, w.ishing to establish a rapid 
mode of communication between the observatory and the physical cabinet of the uni-
versity, did this by means of an electric telegraph. The force, in short, had been dis-
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covered, its la ws investigated and made sure, the most complete mastery of its phe-
nomena had been attained, nay, its applicability to t elegraphic purposes demonstrated, 
by men whose sole reward for their labors was the noble joy of discovery, and before 
your practical :inen appeared at all upon the scene. 
Are we to ignore all this? We do so at our peril. For I say again, behind all your 
practical applications there is a region of intellectual action to which practical men 
have rarely contributed, but from which they draw all their supplies. Cut them off 
from this region and they become eventually helpless. * *. * ,. 
You are familiar with the writings of De Tocqueville, and must be aware of the 
intense sympathy which he felt for your institutions; and thi!'! . sympathy is all the 
more valuable from the philosophical candor with which he points out not only your 
merits but your dangers. 
He wrote some tllree and twenty years ago, and perhaps would not write the same 
to-day; but it will do nobody any harm to have his words repeated, and, if neces-
sary, laid to heart. In a work published in 1850 he says: "It must be confessed that, 
among the .civilized peoples of our age, there are few in which the highest sciences 
have made so little progress as in the United States." 
De Tocqueville evidently doubts the capacity of a democracy to foster genius as it 
was fostered in the ancient aristocracies. "The future," he says, "will prove whether 
the passion for profound knowledge, so rare and so fruitful, can be born and developed 
so readily in democratic societies as in aristocracies." * * * * 
It rests with you to prove whether these things are necessarily so; whether the 
highest scientific genius cannot find in the midst of you a tranquil home. I should be 
loath to gainsay so keen an observer, and so profound a political writer, but since my 
arrival in this country I have been unable to see anytlling in the constitut ion of society 
to prevent any student, with the root of the matter in him, from bestowing the most 
steadfast devotion on pure science. If great scientific results are not achieved in 
America, it is not to the small agitations of society that I should be disposed to ascribe 
the defect, but to the fact that the men among you who possess the genius for scien- . 
tific inquiry are laden with duties of administration or tuition so heavy &.s to be utterly 
incompatible with the continuous and tranquil meditation which original investigation 
demands. I do not think this state of things likely to last. I have seen in America a 
willingness on the part of individuals to devote their fortunes, in the matt er of educa-
tion, to the service of the commonwealth, for which I can not tind a parallel elsewhere. 
This willingness of men to devote private fortunes to public purposes requires but 
wise direction to enable you to render null and void the prediction of De. Tocqueville. 
Your most difficult problem will be not to build institut,ions, but to make men; not to 
form the body, but to find the spiritual embers wllich shall kindle within that body a 
living sonl. You have scientific genius among you; not sown broadcast, believe me, 
but still scattered here and there. Take ttll unnecessary impediment s out of its way.* 
CULTURE, AND ITS PRACTICAL USE IN INSTRUCTION. 
But while it is true that original investigation may not be sufficiently 
encouraged, we have to confess many other deficiencies in respect to 
superior instruction in our country. 
The genius whicl1 leads in unfolding the secrets of material nature for 
the use of mankind must indeed be fost ered, but no less that geniu~ 
which leads the activities of men in right directions ; that common sense 
*Professor Tyndall sought practically to caiTy out hi!! own suggestion, and set apart the net proceeds 
of his lectures in this country, delivered at Boston, Philadelpl1ia, Baltimore, W ashington, Brooklyn, 
N'ew llaven, and New York, amounting to $13,000, and conveyed the samo in trust to a committee, com· 
posed of Professor Joseph Henry, General Hector Tyndall, n.ucl Professor E. L. Youm~tns, who may ex· 
pen.d the inoomo in aid of students who devote themselves to original research. 
PRESIDENT ANDERSONiS CHAPEL-TALKS. XLVII 
and personal integrity essential to the highest results in £he multifarious 
affairs in which the American citizen is called to act. 
Undoubtedly students must, for the ;years of instruction, withdraw 
themselves from all active pursuits to secure the full advantage of con-
centrated atteD:tion, so as to put all the elements of mind in the health-
iest condition of growth_:.of acquisition and discipline-yet there may 
be a seclusion which will totally unfit them for active affairs. ' Whatever 
there is of hot-house life, which renders growth in the sunshine and air 
that nature provides injurious or fatal, should be avoided in the school. ' 
The student, as he penetrates the depths of science and literature in 
the author or text-book which is furnished, or to which reference is 
made, can, with tact on the part of the teacher, be brought to apply his 
thoughts with equal dis~iplinary effect to the characters and events of 
to-day, to the current developments of science, history, and literature, 
with advantage to his enthusiasm and the appropriate application of his 
discriminations and principles of judgment to qu-estions of duty when he 
assumes the responsibilities of active life. 
There are here and there in our colleges excellent illustrations of what 
I believe could be easily made universal, to the advantage alike of our 
country and of our superior instruction. 
An eminent illustration is presented in the chapel-talks of M. B. An- _ 
derson, LL. D., president of Rochester University. 
I have obtained from Professor J. ·H. Gilmore a description of these 
''talks." 
It would be impossible to give an adequate idea of the nature of those " talks" or of 
the influence which they have in educating, restraining, and ennobling our "boys." 
They aTe, emphatically, "talks "-not lectures, sermons, or orations. Very rarely, I 
think, does the doctor make the slightest preparation for them. Oftenest-and 
always when at their best~they are impromptu. Some passage in the Scripture which 
he is reading flashes a new light upon his soul; or some paragraph in the morning's 
paper comes back to him wrth an application to the young men before him which he 
had not thought of when he read it; or his intense desire for the welfare of his charge 
reminds him of tendencies which be may have detected in a wrong direction-and he 
finds himself talking before be is aware of it. 
The theme may be anything you please, almost. Some movement in European poli-
tics, the significance of which is likely to be overlooked, or misconstrued, by those who 
forget that history in making is as interesting as history made; the death of some 
great man, or the discomfiture of some little one ; a question of practical morality or 
personal religion; the claims of the age on its edncated men, and the way in which 
those claims may be met; incipient tendencies in college to indolence and insubordi-
nation-all is fish that comes to the doctor's net. Two or three days ago he defended 
the thesis that the reason why some men of splendid endowments and substantial 
attainments failed of the very highest success, was that they lacked the faculty of 
adaptation to the demands of their fellows. When Henry J. Raymond died, be gave 
ns an estimate of the value of education to the editor, and the kind·of education which 
the editor ought to have. The assassination of James Fisk suggested the thought 
that roguery always comes to grief in the ·long run. "Disestablishment" in Ireland, 
communism in France, railway monopolies in our own country, are all themes which 
were discussed when at their freshest, and with such reference to fundamental princi-
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ples, with illustrations so apt and so various, that I am not certain that the doctor's 
colleagues were not the most int,erested of his bearers. 
The doctor's manner in the chapel is, of course, familiar and unpretending, as a 
man's manner is_ likely to be who hardly kt1ows that be is talking at all-much less 
thinks ·that be is talking well. He rarely speal{s over ten or :fifteen minutes. 
His English is of that terse, vigorous, idiomatic kind which gives his hearers fa~th 
in their mother-tongue. His illustrations are frequent and thoroughly effective. -
Often, in his chapel-talks, be rises to a uegree of eloque'nce which I have never beard 
him attain on the rostrum or in the pulpit; but it is the eloquence of downright scorn 
for all that is mean, and hearty sympathy with all that is pure and manly. 
Sometimes he is learned-always he is characterized by that practical good sense 
'Which has made him, to my mind, the :first of American educators. With less of 
refined culture than some, and less of minute scholarship than others, be has a 
breadth of information, a grasp of intellect, and a depth of sympathy, which make 
him just the man to help college-students, by his chapel-talks, to refer current events 
to scientific categories. 
That confidence in his mental affluence which leads him to scatter his gifts with such 
a lavish hand-never holding himself in reserve for" a suitable occasion"-is, after 
eight years of intimate acquaintance, what, perhaps, impresses me most in President 
Anderson. His suitable occasion is when be can get face to face with even a single 
man whom he can help in any way; and nowhere is that fact more apparent than in 
his chapel-talks. 
Of course, after what I have said, you will see that any formal statement with refer-
ence to this feature in our course at Rochester is out of the question. It would, doubt-
less, be as effective an agency for good in every· college as here. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION OF FEMALES.-TABLE IX. 
The number of these institutions reported is 175, with 1,617 instruct-
ors, of whom 449 are male and 1,168 female, and a total of 11,288 
students. 
The number of institutions in each State is-
In Alabama ............ 8 In Massachusetts ...... 6 In Oregon ............. 1 
In California .........• 3 In Michigan .......... 3 In Pennsylvania ....... 14 
In Connecticut .... 4--. 4 In Minnesota ......... 1 In South Carolina ...... 1 
In Delawar·e ........... 1 In Mississippi. ........ 5 In Tennessee .•.... .... 8 
In Georgia ...........•. 16 In Missouri ........... 5 In Texas .... . -- .. -.. -.. 3 
In Illinois ...... -.......... --. 10 1n New Hampshire .... 3 In Vermont ........ ··-· 1 
In Indiana ............• 3 In New Jersey .......• 3 In Virginia ...•........ 13 
In Kansas ............. 1 In NewYork .......... 25 In West Virginia . --- .. 2 
In Kentucky ........... 7 In North Carolina ..... 9 In Wisconsin .......•.. 3 
In Maryland ..........• 3 In Ohio ....•. ............. 13 
The institutions are distributed denominationally as follows: 
Presbyterian ........... 17 Protestant Episcopal ... 11 Christian .............. 2 
Baptist ................ 20 Congregational ....... 5 U. Baptist ............. 1 
Roman Catholic ...... 18 Lutheran ....•........ 3 Reformed ...........••. 1 
Methodist Episcopal .... 14 Moravian ............. 2 Undetermined ......... 67 
Methodist . . . . . ........ 12 Union . _ ...........•.• 2 
Attention is directed to the remarks in connection with secondary 
instruction. 
Those who are desirous of consolidating the statistics of superior 
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instruction for males and females, will observe that the 473 institutions 
reported of both classes have 4,657 instructors, and 56,905 scholars~ 
SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE.-T.A.BLE X. 
Schools of this character present a gratifying gain, as will be seen by 
bringing the following summaries, drawn from the tables of these insti-
tutions, into compariso:n with the similar summaries for the previous 
year. Opening in some measure a new field of instruction in this coun-
try, they are helping in the solution of all questions of special education. 
The cost of their apparatus must be much greater than. that so far 
used in aid of classical training. 
The practice essential to their success is expensive, and it may be 
that the interests of culture will require that further aid be judiciously 
bestowed Qy the General Government. The promotion of any depart-
ment of learning is likely to work advantage in the end to ail culture. 
It is gratif:ying to observe the rallying of private wealth .to the sup-
port of scientific and industrial education. 
It should be remarked -that while, for the present, these institutions 
are necessarily classed together in the tables from which the following 
facts are drawn, that there is among them great diversity of aim and 
method. 
I regret that any States have yet to be reported as without organiza-
tion under the grant of land by Congress for this purpose. 
In some St,~tes, however, where no students are reported,, the organi-
zation is now rapidly approaching completion, aud by another year no 
doubt a considerable attendance can be reported. 
Statistical aumm_ary of schools of science endowed by the national grant of lands. 
States. 
Alabama ..•..•.... .' ..•. ~--- .•.•.......... 
Arkansas .....•.....................•.... 
California ....•••.....•.................. : 
Connecticut ................... ...... ... .. 
Delaware ....................... . ...... .. 
Florida .................. - .......... .' ... . 
Georgia ................................ . 
illinois .................................. . 
Indiana ................................ . 
Iowa ................................... . 
Kansas ................................ .. 
Kentucky .............................. .. 
Students. 
-------------1--~-
8 *103 ............................... . 




*95 . .............................. . 
156 16 .......... 23 
22 1 ..................... . 
ao ................... ... ............................. . 
b1 
1 27 386 2 .................... ~. 






201 1~ .......... .. 
27 ....... ~ -· 170 ........... . 
*217 ..... : ... . .................... .. 
Louisiana.......................... . .... bO ................................................... . 
Maine . ................................. . 71 .............. · .. . .. . 5 
• Students unclassified. a Not yet established. b Scientific school not yet organized. 
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Statistical summary of schools of science-Continued. 
States. 
Maryland .••......•.•.•...•.. · •....•...... 
Massachusetts . • . . . . • • . . . ...• •....•..... 
Michigan .•....••..••.....•......•.••••.. 
Minnesota .............................. . 
Mississippi. ..•••...••...••••.•.••.•.•••••• 
Missouri ................................ . 
Nebraska ............................... . 
Nevada ................................. . 
New Hampshire ........................ . 
NewJ'ersey ....................... : ..... . 
.New York ...................... ~ ....... . 
North Carolina .......................... . 
Ohio .................................... . 
Oregon ................................. .. 
Pennsylvania ........................ ... . 
Rhode Island ........................... . 
South Carolina .. .' ..................... .. 
Tennessee ...... , ....................... . 
Texas ................................... . 
Vermont ............................... . 
Virginia ...... .......................... . 
West Virginia .................. : ....... . 
Wisconsin ............................. .. 






























































13 ......... . 
35 
13 
d ............................... . 
c ............................... . 
a ............................... . 






a ............................... . 
b ............................... . 
22 .............................. .. 




c .............................. .. 
d .............................. .. 
b .............................. .. 





2 .................... .. 
64 378 228 
*Students unclassified. t Including 1 honorary. t Including 2 honorary. 
a Not yet established. b Scientific school not yet organized. 
cNo students reported. dSee Table VIII.-Colleges. 
eBlacksburgh Agricultural and Mechanical College; ~tudents not reported; just organized. 
Statistical summa1·y of schools o{ science (including collegiate departments) not endowed by 
nat·ional land-grants. 
States. 
California. ............... .' .............. .. 
lllinois ................................. . 
Indiana . ... . ...... . ..................... . 
Iowa ................................... .. 
Maine . .. . ............................. .. 










a Students unclassified. 
Student~. 




44 .................. .. 
53 
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Statistical surnrnary of schools of science, (including collegiate departments )-Continued. 
States. 
Michigan ............................... . 
Missouri ............................... . 
New Hampshire ...................... .. 
New .Jersey ............................ .. 
NewYo~k ............................. .. 
Ohio ................................... .. 
Oregon ................................. . 
Pennsylvania ........................... . 
Tennessee ............................. -. 












































12 · .............................. .. 











4 H., 224' 
4 H., 402 
a Students unclassified. bReported in" partial course." c Includes 48 unclassified students. 
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.-T.A.BLE XI. 
The whole number of theological schools reported is 108, with 435 
instructors and 3,351 students. The schools are distributed among the 
different denominations as indicated by the following table : 




.... ... '!:: ~ ~ ~ <ll ·§ <P .s $ <P $ 'd 8 0 'd Denomination. 0 E Denomination. ... ~ ~ "" ~ 112 p., 112 p., ..... ..... ~ ..... ..... ..... 0 0 0 0 0 
d 0 0 0 0 0 
l2i l2i l2i l2i l2i ~ ----
Presbyterian ................... 15 69 608 Free Baptist .................. 2 10 32 
Baptist ........................ 17 58 552 Evangelical Lutheran ......... 2 7 28 
Roman Catholic. __ ............. 15 84 501 Union Evangelical. ....•...... 1 8 27 
Congregational . _ .. _ .. . ........ 7 47 324 Moravian .................... 1 3 25 
Lutheran ...................... 11 28 316 Unitarian ......... · ............ 7 22 
Methodist Episcopal ........... 8 26 272 United Bretheren ............. 11 
Protestant Episcopal .......... 9 39 239 .African Methodist EpiscopaL. tl 
Christian ... . .................. 2 5 136 New .r erusalem ... ..... ...... 4 .......... 
Reformed ..................... 5 12 105 Unknown ..................... 3 5 19 
United Presbyterian .......... . 13 81 ------
Univer~:~alist ................... 2 9 45 Total .................... 108 435 3, 351 
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Of these seminaries there are-. . 
In Alabama ................••.. ----~- 1 In New Jersey ....................... 4 
In California ........•................ 2 In New York ........................ 12 
In Connecticut . .. . . ... . . .. . •. . .. . . . . 3 In North Carolina........... . ........ 1 
In Georgia ............ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 In Ohio .............................. 12 
In Illinois .............•............. 10 In Pennsylvania ..................... 14 
In Indiana.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In South Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
In Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4 In Tennessee ................ : . . . . . . . 2 
In Kentucky ........... ·...••. . . . . . . . . 6 In 'rexas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Louisiana....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In Vermont.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Maine............................ 2 In Virginia.......................... 5 
In Mary land.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • 3 In West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Massachusetts .............. . ..... ; 7 In Wisconsin........................ 4 
In Michigan ....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 In District of Columbia ............. : 2 
In Missouri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 4 
LAW SCHOOLS.-TABLE XII. 
There are forty-two law schools in the United States, with one hun-
dr~d and fifty-one instructors, and 1,976 students. 
The number of schools in each State is as follows: 
In Connecticut ........................ 1 In New York .......................... 5 
In Georgia... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In North Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 In Oh1o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
In Indiana ........................ - . . . 3 Iu Pennsylvania ... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
In Iowa....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 In South Carolina .................... 1 
In Kent ucky .........•..•............. 1 In Tennessee .•...................... 2 
In Louisiana . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Massachusetts... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 In Virginia. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
In Michigan . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 In District of Columbia ............... 4 
In Missouri.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
MEDICAL, DEN'l'AL, AND PHARMACEUTICAL INSTITUTIONS.-TABLE XIII. 
The table of medical and kindred schools gives a total of ninety-two 
institutions. Of. these 61 are known as regular, with 607 instructors 
and 4,887 students; 3 as eclectic, with 25 instructors and 259 students; 
there are 9 dental schools with 58 instructors and 199 students; and 13 
pharmaceutical schools with 36 instructors and 650 students. Of those 
denominated regular, Alabama, Connecticut, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, 
New Hampshire, N~rth Carolina, Oregon, Texas, and Vermont have 
each one; California, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, _Massachusetts, Mich-
igan, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia, two ; Georgia, Illinois, 
and West Virginia, three; Pennsylvania, four; Missouri, five; Ohio, 
six; and New York, nine. Of the eclectic, Illinois, New York, and Ohio 
have one each. Of the homreopathic, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, 
New York, and Ohio have each one; Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, 
two. Of he pharmaceutical, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Mas-
sachu ett , Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania, 
and the District of Columbia have each one, and North Carolina, two. 
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS-LIBRARIES. LIII 
ACTION OF THE NEW YORK LEGISLATURE RESPECTING MEDICAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 
In observing the indications of progress during the past year, the 
action of the legislature of New York with regard to medical diplomas 
should not be omitted. The act was passed May 16, 1872, providing 
that " the regents of the University of the State of New. York shall ap-
point one or more boards of examiners in medicine," of seven members 
each, "who shall have been licensed to practice physic and surgery in 
the State." The examiners are required to examine faithfully all candi-
dates ';referred to them for that purpose by the chancellor of the uni-
versity, according to each of the systems of practice represented by the 
several medical societies of the State, aud report to him· in writing the 
questions and answers of each examination, which reports, and the 
opinions of the examiners,. are to be ~orever a part of the public records 
of the university. 
''Any person over twenty-one years of age, of good moral character," 
on applying to the chancellor for an examinati<,m, and paying thirty-five 
dollars into the treasury ofthe university, can receive an order to that 
effect, if he shows that he has a competent knowledge of the branches 
taught in the common-schools of the State and of the Latin language; 
that he bas studied medicine diligently under the direction of one or 
more physicians, duly qualified, for three years, and that he has been 
licensed, on examination, by certain specified authority. 
The regents of the unh-ersity, on examining the reports of the exam-
iners, and finding that not less than five members of the board of exam-
iners have voted in favor of a candidate, shaH issue a diploma to him or 
her, conferring the degree of M. D. of the university of the State of 
New York, to practice physic and surgery. 
Attention is respectfully invited to an opinion expressed in an article 
on "Medical Education in the United States," among the papers accom-
. panying the report of this :Bureau for 1870, in which it was strongly 
urged that, in the matter of conferring degrees, the ruliug power of the 
State should hiwe enough interest to insure the proper action by medi-
cal colleges, not in order to discriminate between the different systems 
of practice, but to such an extent as "to insist that every person, regu-
lar, eclectic, or homreopathic, who practices medicine or surgery, shall 
have studied a specified time in a specified way, and passed a specified 
examination before board~ selected by the executive." 
LffiRARIES.-T.ABLE XIV. 
In the reports of this Bureau for 1870 and 1871, in recognition of the 
educational importance of libraries, attempts were made to include infor-
mation of the principal ones as far as possible. During the past year 
a much more extended inquiry has been made upon this subject, and 
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the results are correspondingly more satisfactory. The following is a 
summary of these, upon the leading points of inquiry: 
No. of libraries. ·~ d d .~ 0 ~ :.:> ~ ~ 
~ o:i ~] '"i3 
States. bll q) biJ ~ :.:> ... Q 1':1 Q ci .s ~ A ... ·s ·S :;3 § Q .,; 'F:: 0 1':1 ~ "' ;;::1 ;jj A p, I» C'il ... "' J ~~ 
;;;l ~ '"i3~ ... '"i3 A ::: 
Q "' ~ Q ~ >l Q) "' ~ .::: ... <D ... ~ 0 I!: <D E-t 0 ~ Q P; ~ ~ ~ 
-------~ 
1 
Alabama ....... ...................... ..... .............. .................. ........................ . 
Arkansas...................... 1 . ••..•.. . .•. 1 1, 800 20 1 50 
California...................... 8 6 2 . . . . 119, 86!> 2, 208 2 5 4, ~50 
Connecticut.................. . . 11 8 2 103, 896 6, 050 52 1, 809 
Delaware . • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . 1 11, 000 200 500 
Florida .•...••....••..••..••.•..••••......•...... ·.·•· ..••..••.....•.........•...•.................. 
Georgia . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • . • • • • . 1 1 15, 000 . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ••..... 
Illinois ..•......•••.....•••••.•. 8 5 3 
Indiana .••.•.•.•.....•.•.•••.•. 5 2 3 
Iowa .•....•...•....•..••.•.•.•. 5 3 2 
Kansas ..... .......•.......•... 
Kentucky .....• ., ....••..••... 3 2 
Louisiana ......•......•..•••... 2 
Maine ..•......••.••..••..•••.•. 10 7 1 2 
Maryland .••.•.•..••..••.••..•. 3 3 
Massachusetts .•••.......•••.•. 65 48 7 10 
Michigan .....••..••..••..•..•. 7 5 2 
Minnesota .....•.....•..••.•••. 2 
Mississippi ....•.•.•..••.•.•... 
Missouri ..•...•...•......•••... 5 2 2 















1, 400 6 




























Nevada ..........•.... · ............................................................................ . 
New Hampshire .••. .•. •..••... 14 10 2 2 736,000 4, 234 25 11 2, 472 
New Jersey .............••.•••. 6 4 2 
New Yor.l!: ..................... 34 20 10 
North Carolina ..•..••.....••... 2 2 
Ohio .....•...••...•..••...•.... 20 14 6 
Oregon ....••. ...•.........•.... 1 
Pennsylvania ..•.•....•..•••.•. 33 21 
Rhode Island ........•... · ..•.•. 16 14 
South Carolina ..... · ............ 4 2 2 
Tennessee .••........••........ ·1 
Texas ..................•...•... .......... .... 
Vermont .....•...... · ........... 6 5 1 
Virginia . ...................... 6 4 .... 
·--· 39,200 








1 1, 200 





2, 500 2 259 
714 21 16, 961 




83, 406 5, 996 17 9, 844 
17,358 11 2, 512 
200 5 ............... . 







West Virginia .. _ ................................................................................. . 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 ... . 
District of Columbia. .......... 15 5 10 ... . 
30, 705 27, 275 200 
414,350 71, 775 2, 029 5 
56 
968 
Colorado .............................. _ ........................ _ ..•......................... _ .... .. 
New Mexico ...................................... . . . ............................................. . 
Utah .............................................................................................. . 
Washington ...•...•......••... 1 ........ 1 ... . 5, 000 1, 000 . ·· · ··-· 
Total.................... 306 206 79 31 4, 977, 164 904, 542 14, 035 180 93,900 
In addition to the replies to the direct inquiries sent from this office 
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during the pa,.st year, the lists of the previous reports have been exam-
in_ed, and information obtained from all other available sources, with 
the foll9wing result: 
.Altogether. Per table . Per list. 
States. 
~ 
Ill ~ al Q) ] .0 ~ 'S s ~ :::1 0 p. :z; p. 
11 30, 96@ 11 30,960 
1 1, 800 1 1,800 ... ...... .. ................. 
23 165,669 8 119,869 15 45,800 
31 278,096 11 103,896 20 174,200 
7 60,254 1 11,000 ' 6 49,254 
104,920 5 51, 000 18 53,920 
Iowa.......................................... 22 87,258 5 33,608 17 53,650 
Kansas ...............................•....... .' 10 23,530 1 8, 500 9 15,030 
Kentucky...................................... 19 99,749 3 15,589 16 84,160 
Louisiana .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . S 23,M5 2 6,045 17,500 
Maine....................................... ... 30 159,380 10 91,166 20 68,214 
Maryland...................................... 33 285,962 6 158,222 27 127,740 
Massachusetts ............ .... ........... :..... 144 1, 479,934 65 1, 008,394 79 471,540 
Michigan .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. 25 139,724 7 65,894 18 73 830 
Minnesota .................................... ; 8 31,850 2 n; 100 6 20,·750 
Mississippi .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. • . • . .. . . . . . . . -6 28,140 1 15,000 5 1:9,140 
Missouri . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 28 196,925 5 106,570 23 90,355 
Nebraska...................................... 2 7, 314 5, 314 2, 000 
Nevada ............. .. .......... .. ~ ............. .................................................. .. 
New Hampshire................................ 26 808,386 14 736,000 y2 72,386 
New Jersey.......... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . 18 135, 410 6 39, 200 12 96, 210 
New York ................................... .. 152 1, 313,906 34 789,654 118 524,252 
North Carolina ................................ .. 14 73, 000 · 2 19,000 12 54,000 
Ohio .......................................... . 87 474,300 20 2.'38, 201 67 236,099 
Oregon ......................................... .. 5 14,530 5,330 4 9, 200 
Pennsylvania ................................ .. 117 888,364 33 478,953 84 409,411 
Rhode Island ............................... ........ . 
South Carolina ............. ~-----------·~ ....... : 
29 217,887 16 147,137 13 70,750 
10 99,613 4 63,613 6 36, 000 
Tennessee ........................ .... ............. : il6 95,000 1 18, 00(1 15 77,000 
Texas ......................................... .' 6 22,344 1 1, 200 5 21,144 
Vermont ................................. ~ .... . 17 73,020 6 50,585 11 22,435 
Virginia ....................................... .i 26 161, 155 6 69,480 20 91,675 
West Virginia .......................... , ..•.. ~ 4 12,105 ... .. .. .. . ...................... 4 12,105 
Wisconsin .................................... : 26 113,760 3 30,705 23 83,055 
District of Columbia .......................... . 24 472,850 15 414,350 9 58,500 
Colorado . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... • 3 4, 700 . . • • • . .. .. . . . .. • .. 3 4, 700 
New Mexico ..................................................... .. ................... · ............ .. 
Utah........................................... 2,205 ...... ........... . 1 2,205 
Washington .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 1 5, 000 .............. .. 
Total ........................ ~........... 1, 076 8, 514, 843 306 4, 977, 164 770 3, 537, 679 
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I have included in the appendix to this annual report a full list of the 
institutions referred to as far as reported to date ; it is hoped that it 
can soon be given to the public in a separate and improved form. 
Thus far ~t has been impossible for this office to take any cognizance 
. of, and much less to include in its publications, the name and location of 
the numerous libraries in the country having less than a thousand vol-
um~s each. The great good they are accomplishing, however, is thor~ 
oughly appreciated. A reference to the library statistics from the cen-
sus of 1870, to be found in the appendix to this report, will show how 
numerous and how important the smaller libraries of the country must 
be in the culture of the people. The following extracts are from a sug-
gestive letter of the Rev. S. Ketchum, of Bristol, N. H., dated December 
10, ,1872: \ 
I can not suppose you have overlooked the fact that by much the larger part of all 
the books in libraries to which the people have free access are in the possession of 
churches and Sunday-schools. 'I'hey are, to be sure, in small coliections, comparatively 
insignificant in themselves; b~t when taken in the aggregate, doubtless surpass all 
the other libraries put together, and are used -by vastly more persons. Take this town 
for an example, containing 1,500 inhabitants, having three churches. In the libraries 
of these churches are probably not less than 1,000 or .1,2.00 volumes, consisting largely 
of standard works on history, biography, travels, theology, homiletics and exegesis. 
Nor is this an exceptional town for the population. When, therefore, you take into 
the consideration the thousand or more churches in the State, you will perceive that 
they present library facilities that exceed all the other library facilities in the State. 
'f * . * 'I 
Then, again, the number of small, local, free or circulating libraries is large. In 
this State of New Hampshire-which is, perhaps, behind all the other New England 
States-there are probably a hundred or more of these, ranging, from two hundred to 
two thousand volumes each, small collections, but which, ·taken together, would ex- · 
ceecl the library of almost any college in the country, save Harvard or Yale, and used 
by numbers exceeding from five to ten times the numbers who use tho libraries of such 
great institutions. 
In fact, hardly any short statement can include even a bare enumer-
ation of the benefits which even very small collections of judiciously 
selected books can confer on their readers. 
4s an instance of what practical use such libraries may be in num-
berless directions, I would respectfully call attention to the following 
statement of the library enterprise of the American Seaman's Friend 
~ociety of New York City: 
The American Seaman's Friend Society has been engaged for several years in sup-
p.lying sea-going vessels with libra,ries for the special use 'of the men in the forecastle. 
These libraries are made up of_hetween forty and fifty volumes, in a neat case, with 
lock and key, and are loan~d to the ship, (a receipt being taken for th'e same from the 
person having the library in charge, usually the captain,) to be returned after six, 
nine, or twelve months, according to the voyage, when they are refitted and reshipped 
upon similar conditions. 
The books in these libraries are carefully selected, and of such as promise te interest, 
educate, and improve seamen, and to excite within them a love for reading, being to 
this end largely of adventure, history, natural science, with an arithmetic, geography 
and atlas, &c. Something on the subject of temperance, always a Bible, and sundry 
attractive works of a moralizing and evangelical character; and all adapted to the 
ascertained capac~ty and known nationality of the crew. 
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Over four thousand of these libraries have been sent to sea (nearly eight hundred 
of them on United States naval vessels)1 containing at least 185,000 volumes, which in 
their frequent reshipment have been accessible to probably 180,000 readers; and this 
at a cost to the society of about $6,.000. Of new and refitted libraries the society is 
now sending to sea an average of fifty per month ; i. e,, about 2,000 volumes are in this 
way circulated monthly :for the use of seamen abroad upon the oceans of the world. 
The amount of good accomplished through these libraries is beyond computation. 
Sea-captains pronounce them indispensable help in administering the ship discipline, 
while seamen acknowledge their personal obligation for what this work has done to 
ameliorate and elevate their condition. It !).as wrought in some instances the reforma-
tion of the entire crew, and everywhere abroad under its influepce intemperance, pro-
fanity, and ignorance give way to ·intelligence and morality, foreshadowing for our 
sailors a br1ghter future through a better informed and a more hopeful life.* 
M;USEUMS.-~.ABLE XV. 
The educational influences of museums have been recognized in some 
form from time immemorial. Their value as aids to education, however, 
has of late greatly increased in appreciation in this. country. During 
the pas~ year an attempt has been made to bring into view the facilities 
furnished by the different museums in our country. The resuU,·though 
imperfect, is more satisfactory than was anticipated: 
The Acad.emy of Natural Sciences in . Philadelphia, founded in 1812, 
and occupying a high position in public and scientific estimation, has 
the oldest reported mul:)eurn. 
But all other collections in this country are surpassed in comparative 
zoOlogy by Professor Agassizrs great museum at Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. Indeed the hope is confidently cherished that it will excel all 
competitors in this department in the world. Embodying, as it does, 
the ideas of tliat eminent scientist, it already commands the admiration 
of scientific men among all civilized nations, and is having a most salu-
tary effect upon all attempts to collect representations of the material 
universe, or to comprehend the organization and development of animal 
life. This museum has hitherto peen well supported by the public and 
private munificence of Massachusetts, but the income of the present 
endowment is so inadequate to the expenses of the collection that meas-
ures should be 'taken to put it on a permanent foundation, commensu-
rate with its services to seience. 
The collections of Professor Henry A. Ward, of Rochester University, 
A. R. Spofford, esq., Librarian of Congress, to whose charge has been confided the sole authority to 
grant copy-rights for the United States, reports that in compliance with the new cop,y·r·ight law there 
were during the year 3,175 volumes of books, and 2,728 pamphlets and periodicals ueposited in the Li-
brary. 
Alluding to the prospective growth of the Library he gives some figures of its recent increase, which 
it is well worth while to bear in mind. He says: " The Library of Congress bas twice doubled within 
twelve years. In 1860 there were 63,000 volumes in the Library; in 1866 there were 100,000 volumet>; 
and in 1872 there are 246,000. • 
"Without calculating upon any specially large accessions, it is r easonable to assume tbut by the ordi-
nary additions to its stores from copy-right and from all other sources it will reach 700,000 by t he 
year 1900 ; one million and :1 quarter by 1925; 1, 750,000 by 1950; and 2,500,000 by the year 1975, or abottt 
a century h ence." 
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New York, are also notable as containing important series of specimens 
for scientific culture, and have been most successfully applied in assist-
ing other individuals and institutions in perfecting their collections. 
The following extract is taken from a letter written to this office by 
Professor Ward. It succinctly states one of the ~iffi.culties encountered 
by us in the prosecution of this inquiry : 
There is one question in your circular which, more than any other, will bring you 
most unreliable and erroneous answers. This is the "total number of specimens in 
natural-history museum." Very iew persons know this, even approximately, and their 
guesses and estimates will be wild in the extreme. Nothing is more common than 
to hear cabinets in our second-rate colleges cited as containing "20,000 specimens,'' 
"50,000 specimens," "100,000 specimens.n Sometimes they state that they have more 
species of minerals or shells or birds than the entire number known to science. 
Their statements may be literally true when they speak of mdividual specimens 
although these are always estimated, never counted. 
Certainly no man .cau tell within 100,000 specimens how many specimens our Roches-
ter (University) cabinet contains unless be takes hold and counts the contents of each 
box of small corals or brachiopod shells, each vial of foraminifera, each package of 
sharks' teeth. Nothing in the way of enumeration gives a practical idea of the size of 
a cabinet· save a statement of the number of labels, or, if not labeled, (which is the case 
in about three-fourths of our cabinets,) the number of specimens large enough to be 
labeled separatP-ly. To this should be added the number of species present, and then 
(more important than the size) we might learn the range and scope of the cabinet, its 
availability in an educative and scientific direction. ' 
The following summary of the table in the appendix exhibits the class 
of facts collected by the office. It will be observed that from twenty-










Iowa .................................. . 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Michigan.............................. 1 
New Hampshirtl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Now York ..............•.............. 
Ohio ...............•...•............... 
Pennsylvania ......................... . 
Rhode Island ..................... .... . 
South Carolina ........................ . 
Vermont .............................. . 
Wisconsin ............................ . 
-3 
Q Endowment. Annual income. 
-5 
-~ 
rc::! ai b:i: b( 
.25 a:> ~ 
~ Q bl) ~ a:> a:> "' ~ ..... 0 § 0 ~ ~ P< P< .. 0 a:> a:> p 
Q "' 0 "' 0 0 0 s 0 s 
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1 $150, 000 ... -.- . -..... --. 
1 ........................... , ... . 
3 
10 375,061 4 $83,800 
1 ····· · ....... . ................. . 
6 18,200 



























6, 600 ............... . 
2 450 
100 
District of Columbia.: ................ . 4 ...... ······ ·· ···· .... 3 21,500 3 7,500 
Total ........... ............ ..... --;-----;- --8 525,061 I-;~~~~. 550 
Total of New England . .......... ==: ~ ===: ~=~= =;:c= ==: ==;;~ 
EDUCATIONAL BENEFACTIONS. LIX 
Museums of I Art muse- Arcbreological Medical mu-
natural history. urns. museums. seums. 
States. 
-------------t---1-----t--- --------------
Connecticut ......................... . 
Indiana ............................. . 
Iowa ......................•......... 
Massachusetts ...................... . 
Michigan ........................... . 
New Hampshire ................... .. 
New York .......................... . 






































2 3, 040 
Pennsylvania .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. 400, 000 188 1, 200 ............ .. 
Rhode Island . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . ................................... .. 
South Carolina....................... 1 900 . .. .. . . • .. .. . . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . . 1 900 
Vermont............................. 3 14,000 .............. -~---- .......... 1 500 
Wisconsin ........................................................................................ . 
District of Columbia................. 3 532, 155 . • . . . . . • .. . • . . 50, 000 14, 868 
Total. ......................... ~---=-313,104 _6 ~~~~-9 ~ 
----------------------
Total of New England........ 12 2, 864,000 2 10,057 7 38,010 3 1, 700 
EDUCATIONAL BENEF.A.CTIONS.-T.A.BLE XVI. 
Among the educational benefactions which have become known to 
the public during the year, some have been specially noteworthy in view 
of the objects they seek to promote. 
Ron. George Bancroft, the well-known historian and present Ameri-
can minister plenipotentiary at Berlin, in a communication dated July 
4, 1871, addresses President Eliot, of Harvard University, as follows: 
It has long been my wish to raise a memorial to one of your predecessors, John Thorn-
ton. Kirkland, to requite benefits received through him, and most emphatically to 
acknowledge my indebtedness to that eminent college officer. 
A little more than fifty-three years ago, Edward Everett, then Eliot professor of 
Greek literature, in one of his letters to President Kirkland, developed the idea that it 
would be well to send some young graduate of Harvard to study for a while at a Ger-
man university, with a view to his being called to a place on the college board. 
The president approved the suggestion, and the choice for this traveling scholarship 
fell upon me. 
Accordingly, in the early summer of 1818, being then in my eighteenth year, I pro-
ceeded to Gottingen. After remaining more than three years in Europe I returned to 
Cambridge, where I held the office of tutor for one year. 
I wish, therefore, to found a scholarship on the idea of President Kirkland, that the . 
incumbent should have leave to repair to a foreign country for instruction. Merit must 
·be the condition of election to the scholarship; no one is to be elel:)ted who has not 
shown uncommon ability and uncommon disposition to learn. Of course, the choice 
should fall on some one who needs the subsidy. 
The scholarship should be held by no one for more than three years, and during that 
time should be renewed from year to year, but only on evidence that the scholar is 
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fulfilling the purpose of the endowment. I leave to you and to the corporation to 
circumscribe, if, from the considerations already referred to, you think best, the objects 
of study to which the incumbent should devote himself. Bnt for my own part, I am 
willing the scholarship should be given to any young person likely to distinguish 
himself in either of the learned professions, or in any branch of science, or in archi-
tecture, sculpture, painting, music, or letters. 
· For this purpose he devotes the sum of $10,000, to be safely invested, 
the income to be given for the benefit of the scholar. The scholarship 
is to bear the name of John Thornton Kirkland. 
With a view to inspire the "in cum bents of this scholarship to grateful 
services, he concludes~ ".I thus, in advance, charge them to imitate 
my example in rendering aid, through Harvard College, to the cause of 
arts ahd letters, of science and learning." 
Dr. Joseph M. Toner, of Washington City, an able and sQholarly phy-
sician,' active in promoting the advancement of his profession, on the 
13th of April, 1872, conveyed to five trustees-himself, the chie-f officer 
of the Smithsonian Institution, the Surgeon-General of the United States 
Army, the Surgeon-Geileral of the United States :Navy, and the presi-
dent of the Medical Society of the District of Columbia-real and per-
sonal property amounting in value to $3,000, ninety percent. oftheinterest 
of which is to be applied for at least two annual memoirs or essays 
by different individuals; and, as the fund increases, as many more as 
the judgment of the trustees justify, relating to some branch of medical 
science, to be read in the city of Washington at such time and place as 
the trustees rimy designate, under the name of "The Toner Lectures." 
Each of these lectures must contain some new truth, fully established 
by experiment or observation, and must be critica.Uy examined and ap-
proved by persons selected for that purpose by the trustees.. Such 
memoirs or lectures as may be approved shall be published in such 
maimer and. through such channels as th6 trustees may determine. The 
lecturers are not to be confined to any section of the country. 
New directions for charities and new devices for their mallagement 
are doubtless necessary to meet the varying educational wants of a 
great and growing people. But it may be seriously questioned whether 
some of the donations made in our country are not greatly limited in 
their useful effects by the unfortunate conditions attached to theni by 
their dono-rs-c.onditions, too, which doubtless would not have been at-
tached had their donorE? been better acquainted with the administration 
of charities. 
]'or a nation so young it is apparent, from the record we are able to 
present, that we already excel in the benefactions of individuals· for 
educational purposes.* 
• The followmg extract from a letter from Judge R. Hawes, of the Bourbon County 
court, dated Pari , Kentuck y, December 19, 1 72, are worthy of attention : 
THE GAHTII FUND OF D URDON COUNTY, KE~TUCKY. 
Some y ar :J.go William Garth, a mo t e timable and intelligent gentleman of this 
county, de i&ed a fund of about .. 45,000, which he directed to be used to endow a pro-
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Any one who has sought to collect the statistics in these cases must 
be familiar with the difficulties that beset the effort. . 
On · consulting the table of educational benefactions, it will be seen 
that the sum total reported to this office was $9,957,494.28. For colleges 
and universities the whole amount was $6,282,461.63, distributed among 
the several States as follows: California, $90,000; Connecticut, $44,600; 
Delaware, $700; Illinois, $112,000; Indiana, $224,000; Iowa, $86,840; 
Kansas, $31,736; Kentucky, $36,136; Maine, $10,125; Massachusetts, 
$1,916,995.48; Michigan, $43,594; Minnesota, $22,796 ;. Mississippi, 
$35,000; Missouri, $60,000; New Hampshire, $96,500; New Jersey, 
$532,000; New York, $1,450,944.15; North Carolina, $15,000; Ohio, 
$1597000; Oregon, $20,000; Penns,Ylv<tnia, $464,450; Rhode Island, 
$60,450; South Carolina, $20,000; 'fexas, $22,000; Tennessee, $159,050; 
Vermont, $1,500; Virginia, $220,025; West Virginia, $41,300; Wis-
consin, $45,360; Colorado Territory, $107150; District of Columbia, 
$250,000. 
The educational benefactions for theological institutions amounted to 
$1,155,856.53 among the States, as follows: California, $18,000; Illinois, 
$135,950; Kentucky, $1,500 ;· Maine, $23,900; Massachusetts, $113,750; 
New Jersey, $75,000; New York, . $657,689.53; Ohio, $12,145; Penn-
sylvania, $7_8,200; South Carolina, $29,722; Vermont, $10,000. 
The benefactions of law schools were $10,000 in Connecticut. For 
schools of medicine, $1,000 in Kentucky, $1,422.13 in Massachusetts, 
and $8,000 in New York; making a total of $10,422.13 .. 
For agricultural and scientific schools the benefactions were $482,000: 
In Georgia, $3,000; Indiana, $75,000; Maine, $18,500; Massachusetts, 
$143,000; Missouri, $100,500; Pennsylvania, $100,000; Virginia, 
$41,420.99. 
fessorship in a college in this county, on condi.tion that the county would proYide 
$100,000 for the college; and if the county failed in raising the $100,000, that the fund 
deyised by him should be safely.invested by the county court of .Bourbon County, a 
majority of the justices concurring, and said court should expend the anuual interest 
of the fund in education of such poor, worthy: and energetic young men of said county as 
in their judgment might be selected as beneficiaries. The county failed to appropriate 
the $100,000, and the charity devolved on the county court. About four years ago the 
fund was invested in bank stocks of this State, which, after paying expenses, &c., pay 
about $3,300 interest. This haH been applied to the education of from ten to :fifteen . 
young men, who are chosen by a committee selected by the court, which examines all 
applicants and recommends to the court such as are considered the most worthy and 
energetic among the poor applicants of the county. Some of the young men are pro-
vided with the means of boarding, clothing, books, and tuition, while others are 
allowed tuition alone. 
The court does not confine the locality of the school or college, except to require that 
the young man shall not go out of the State. 
The charity has worked well so far, and several very prominent young men have 
been prepared for active and valuable positions in life. The greatest difficulty in the 
~atter is in a proper selection; and there is a tendency in a court of sixteen men to 
mdulge in a diffusiveness in the application of the fund to the largest number in differ-
ent sections of the county. This latter difficulty will probably prevent the training of 
thorough scholars. Upon the whole, however, the result has been quite beneficent. 
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For the superior instruction of females the benefactions amounted to 
$689,993: In Alabama, $1,500; Georgia, $2,000; Illinois, $30,000; Indi-
ana, $42,250; Kansas, $15,000; Massachusetts, $425,000; Michigan, 
$9,000; Missouri, $20,000; New York, $85,000; Ohio, $6,000; Penn· 
sylvania, $~6,000; Tennessee, $5,000; Texas, $11,243; Virginia, $1,000 ; 
Wisconsin, $9,000. 
The benefactions for libraries and normal schools were, in Massachu· 
setts, $10,000; Pennsylvania, $1,000,000; Kansas, $10,000; making a 
total of $1,020,000. · 
To academies the benefactions were $306,040: In Connecticut, $21,500; 
Maine, $2,380; Massachusetts, $93,000; New Hampshire, $89,160; 
Rhode Island, $100,000. 
Beyond all these there are doubtless numerous and, in some cases, 
large benefactions to education, individual and denominational, of which 
this office has no specific information. 
EDUCATION OF THE BLIND.-1'ABLE XVII. 
This subject has been continued in thechargeofSan:iuel G. Howe, LL.D., 
president of the Perkins Institute for the Blind, at Boston, Massachu· 
setts; and reference is made to his article and to the statistics in the 
appendix. 
Particularly interesting is the tendency shown of late to concurrence 
of opinion respecmng the importance of mental culture in the training 
of the blind, even when the scholar is destined for mechanical pursuits, 
and as to the advantages of conforming the methods of teaching the 
blind as nearly as possible to those used with ordinary children.* 
The number of blind at present under instruction ih institutions in 
the United States is 1,856. The total valuation of property owned by 
such institutions is $3,986,678.71. The aggregate of appropriations by 
the several State legislatures for last year was $444,985.64, against 
$403,412.46 in the preceding year. The amount of money paid in wages 
to blind persons was $35,247.67, again~t $26,542.11 in 1870. ·The insti-
tutions are distributed among the different States as indicated by the 
table on the following page : 
*Professor William Chapin, superintendent of the Pennsylvania Institution for the 
Instruction of the Blind, at Philadelphia, in answering certain inquiries from this 
Bureau, takes occasion to state that the demand for books for the library is confined to 
so few persons that only small editions have been printed; but the prospect is becom-
ing more and more favorable; and what is still most needed is the necessary means to 
furnish a supply of text-books in the raised print, and a liberal number for the iudigt:Jnt 
who can not buy them. · 
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Professor Edward A. Fay, acting president of the National Deaf-Mute 
College, has prepared the article and revised the table relating to this 
interesting class in the United States. The following is a summary by 
States of the statistics in the appendix: 
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Alabama ...•....••.•........... 4 56 Missouri. ..................... 2 211 
Arkansas ..•................... 4 69 Nebraska .....•.............. . 1 2 29 
California ...................... 1 4 64 New York .......••.....•..... 3 42 721 
Connecticut ..........•....•.... 2 19 294 North Carolina ........••...... 1 8 132 
· Georgia ........................ 5 61 Ohio .................•...•.•.. 20 397 
Illinois ...•...........•....•.... 15 306 Oregon ...................••••. 2 24 
Indiana .......•................ 14 304 Pennsylvania ..............•.. 2 16 319 
Iowa ........................... 6 119 South Carolina ..•..........•.. 1 3 22 
Kansas ••...•...............•.. 5 69 Tennessee ............••..•.•. . 7 108 
Louisiana ...................... 4 54 Texas .................•....... 1 3 30 
Maryland ........•.......••.... 1 9 97 Virginia ...................... 7 8!1 
Massachusetts ......•.......... 2 100 West Virginia .•..........•.•. 4 56 
Michigan ..•.......•.......•... 11 159 Wisconsin ............•..•••.. 2 19 182 
Minnesota . ..........•......... 4 60 ------
Mississippi •....... ~ .....•••... 
United States .•••.•••••.. 36 267 4,337 
3 41 
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YOUTH WITHOUT HOME CARE. 
It is, so far, impossible to obtain accurate data in regard to all youth 
• without home care; yet, no doubt, all preventive and remedial agencies, 
whether under State or private control, must more and more direct their 
attention and efforts to those children who are without proper home 
care, either on account of orphanage or parental neglect or abuse. It 
is impossible to summarize what there is in r~ga,rd to these classes, scat· 
tered through tbe accompanying paper~. The evils connected with 
these unfortunate youth ,find their way, in some form, into every com· 
munity, but are most recognized in our cities.* They may be set down 
as constant and universal, and the theories and agencies .of our com-
munities should be shaped accordingly. 
Yet as evils, they are only touched here and there ; only inadequately 
met at best; nor can they be better encountered until better understood. 
The information of the office in regard to these classes is stea.dily in-
creasing. Year by year it is hoped to gather such facts from the worthy 
workers in this field throughout the country as will aid in the solution 
of the questions involved. · 
Of those gathered into orphan ·homes and reform schools some defi-
nite note can be taken. 
State. 
Connecticut ................... . 
illinois .. ...................... . 
Iowa .......................... . 
Louisiana ..................... . 
Maine ....................... . 
Massachusetts .............. .. 
Michigan ..................... . 
New Hampshire ..... ~ ....... .. 
















376 New Jersey ................. .. 
212 New York .................. .. 
104 Ohio ......................... . 
126 Pennsylvania ............... .. 
134 Rhode Island ................ . 
426 Vermont . ................... .. 
217 
97 
United Stat.es .......... .. 
oi 
co 





4 88 1,192 
4 39 494 
2 23 403 
16 211 
16 118 
26 331 4, 230 
*Any one, however familiar with the facts connected with orphanage or neglected 
children, should not consider his reading on the subject complete until he has exam-
ined a recent and valuable book by Mr. C. L. Brace, entitled "The Dangerous Classes 
of New York." 
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ORPHAN ASYLU.M:S.-'l'ABLE XXI. 
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California ..................... . 30 340 New York ..................... 30 402 5,444 
Connecticut ................... . 6 120 Ohio .......................... 2 25 275 
lllinois ........................ . 4 28 114 Pennsylvania ................. 61 669 
Indiana ...................... . 8 40 Rhode Island ................. 26 278 
Kentucky ..................... . 4 22 South Carolina ................ 28 246 
Maine ........................ . 3 20 Vermont . ..................... 14 72 
Maryland .................... . 26 394 Virginia .. : ................... 6 40 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 49 495 West Virginia ................ 12 68 
Mississippi...... .............. 1 5 56 Wisconsin ................... 2 15 111 
Missouri....................... 5 55 747 District of Columbia .......... 4 23 412 
26 361 ------United States ............ 77 852 10,324 New Jersey................... 4 
PATENTS FOR SCHOOL-FURNITURE, ET0.-1'ABLE XXII. 
The United States Patent-Office contains a record, year by year, of an · 
interesting measure of educational progress. I am indebted to General 
M. D. I.~eggett, Commissioner of Patents, for the list issued under this 
division during the past year. The total number reached 143, of which 
number there were, from California, 2; Oonnecticut, 1; Georgia, 3; Illi-
nois, 5; Indiana, 7; Kentucky, 3; Louisiana, 1; Maine, 1; Maryland, . 
1 ; Massachusetts, 18 ; Michigan, 3 ; Minnesota, 4; Missouri, 3; New 
Hampshire, 1; New Jersey, 6; New York, 49; Ohio, 14; Pennsylvania,, 
11; Texas, 1; District of Columbia, 6; Canada, 2. 
Of thAse patents there were, respecting desks and seats, 21 ; pens, . 
pencils, and cases, 24 ; paper fasteners, files, and holders, 12 ; ink and 
inkstands, '12; ventilation and construction of buildings, 9; hand-
stamps, &c., 6; slates, &c., 6; book-cases, stands, and holders, 6; black-
boards, &c., 5; chart-holders, 4; copying-presses, 4; erasers, &c., 4 ;, 
and 21 are for improvements in miscellaneous articles. 
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.-TABLE XXIII. 
It would be useful, in noting the annual progress of education in the· 
country, if an exact statement could be made of the new or revised text- . 
books published in the year. This can not yet be done. But this report .. 
bas a more complete list of these publications up to date than ever be-
fore made, as will be seen by the following summary of Table XXIII: 
Number of firms reporting ........... _ ........ _ .•.... _ ...... _.. 69· 
Number of books in table ..... _ ................................. 447 
N urn ber of readers ............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 22. 
Number of spelling-books ........................ ....... :......... 7, 
VE 
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Number of geographies ......... , ..................... .'. ......... 13 
Number of histories .................. , .................. . -... 50 
Number of arithmetics, algebras, &c~........................... 28 
Number of drawing-books . . . . . . . . • ................... - .. . . 17 
Number of books in ancient languages ........................ "'" 18 
N urn ber of books in modern languages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Number of books on science .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Number of books on theology .......... . ................. -..... 31 
Number of books on law....................................... 9 
Number of books on medicine.................................. 15 
Number of dictionaries, books of reference, &c .................. 189 
LIBRARY OF THE BUREAU. 
The library of this Bureau has continued to increase in size and 
value, both by purchase and donations, and now numbers about 1,700 
bound volumes and 5,500 pamphlets. 
CIRCULARS OP INFORMATION. 
During the year the demand for elaborate treatment of special sub-
jects has greatly increased. In view of this large demand, and th_e . 
value of the material coming into our bands;with which we are enabled 
in a measure to answer the public inquiries, I have deemed it important 
to recommend for publication, by your order, several Circulars of Infor-
mation, and three thousand copies of each of the following have been 
i::;sued since the date of the last report: 
(1.) Methods of School Discipline, pp. 14, November, 1871. 
(2.) Compulsory Education, pp. 17, December, 1871. 
(3.) German and other Foreign Universities, pp. 43, January, 1872. 
(4.) Reports on the Systems of Public Instruction in Greece, the Argentine Republic, 
Chili, and Ecuador, with statistics of Portugal, and an official report on technical 
educa.tion in Italy, pp. 77, February, 1872. 
(5.) I. Ab Inquiry concerning the Vital Statistics of College Graduates. II. Distri-
bution of College Stuqents in 1870-'71. III. Facts of Vital Statistics in the United 
States, with tables and diagrams, pp. 86, March, 1872. 
(6.) The Relation of Education to Labor, pp. 125, April, 1872. 
(7.) Euncation in the British West Indies, pp. 22, June, 1872. 
(8.) 'fbe Kindergarten, pp. 62, July, 1872. 
Also a pamphlet of six pages, "Suggestions for a Free-School Policy for United States 
.Land Grantees." 
The view of the public, and especially of the educators of the country, 
upon the e points, may be seen by the action of the National Teachers' 
A ociation in the adoption of resolutions "congratulating the country 
on the great usefulness of the National Bureau of Education, and recom-
mending to Congre s the furnishing of increased facilities for the pub-
li ation of Circular of Information, and the issue of a much larger 
·editio of the annual report for di tribution among the teachers and 
chool-officers of the country." · 
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DISTRIBUTION OF DOCUMENTS. 
Publications of the office to the amount of 5,000' volumes and 23,000 
pamphlets have been distributed during the year, and nearly 6,500 
publications of States and cities have been distributed to libraries, 
associations, and prominent educators. 
OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE. 
From November 15, 1871, till November 15, 1872, about 2,300 letters 
have been received at, and 3,500 have been written by, this office, an 
increase of more than one hundred and fifty per cent. in this branch of 
the office business. The permanent records of correspondencf>, &c., 
alluded to in my last report, have been kept up and improved during 
the year. 
An extensive corrMpondence pas been carried on with presidents of 
universities and colleges, scientific and professional schools, State, city, 
and county superintendents of schools, as well as with mayors of cities 
and chiefs of police of cities, wardens and chaplains of penitentiaries 
and jails, superintendents of alms-houses, reformatories, and others. 
Six thousand schedules of inquiries and 6,000 printed letters have been~ 
sent to the various educational, refo:rmatory, and other institutions and 
persons interested. The results of the labor will be found in the papers 
and tables accompanying this report. 
As illustrative of the character of the inquiries and communications 
coming to this office, I can instance only the following from letters 
received: 
A professor who wishes to aid his students in obtaining an insight 
into the objects and efficiency of the various school systems, writes as 
follows: 
* * * ~ * I am about to print a work in which I shall desire to compare 
the efficiency of the several systems of popular education, viz: 
1. Where every parent is left to provide for his children such instruction as he can, 
without governmental interposition. 
2. Where the Government undertakes to assist the indigent alone, leaving the vest of 
the community to shift for themselves . 
. - 3. ·where the Government gives partial aid to all, leaving each some additional ex-
pense to bear in the shape of a tuition fee or otherwise. . 
4. Where the Government provides, at the common charge, for the elementary.inBtruc- 1 
tion of all classes. · 
Can you assist meT 
An influential member of the public press desires aid from this office 
in collecting facts relative to-
1. Youthful vagrancy. 
2. Compulsory State school laws. 
3. Truancy ordinances. 
4. Pen al reformatory institutions fo:t: the young in cities. 
5. Industrial schools, not governed by -trades-union principles. 
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From John E. Toole, county school co~missioner, La Grange, 
Georgia: 
From your report of 1870 I have gathered much valuable and important information, 
which would have been otherwise unattainable. That volume alone, generally eircu-
Iated, would do much, in my judgment, to arouse a spirit of confidence in the public 
mind as to the success of a well-regulated common-school system; especially would it 
.have such an effect here in the South, where so comparatively little is even known of 
the great system of popular education. 
Our people are becoming alive to the necessity of schools for all, but entertain mis-
givings as to the ways and means of their support. 
The information contained in your report establishes the fact most clearly that, while 
a public-school system is a plant of slow growth, it nevertheless is certain to yield an 
abundant crop of pure, ripe, and healthful fruit, the beneficial effects of which will 
c·ontinue to inocease with every passing decad,e. 
From Feodor Thurm, secretary of the central committee of the . 
German·American Teachers' Association: 
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY. 
There is in this country a wide-spread tendency toward the improvement of schools, 
and the liberality of our people in endowing schools, and especially normal and pro-
fessional schools, is worthy of all praise. There are also many native teachers who are 
theoretically acquainted with the excellences of the Pestalozzian system and with Froe-
bel's "kindergarten" idea, and who are desirous of becoming thoroughly versed in its 
practical application in normal and model schools. 
" * * * * There is among your fellow-cWzens of German birth quite a number 
of "rational teachers" of the best epoch, who feel t-hey could exemplify their science 
and art, and thereby raise the standard of general education in this their chosen coun-
try, and thus help to confer a benefit and lasting token of gratitude to the same. Their 
hope in this respect rests in you and your noble efforts to improve our schools. 
From J. E. L. Smith, curator of Berkshire Athenamm : 
Should your circular of inquiries be repeated another year, I hope to be able to reply 
by full detail. It must furni::;h aid, instruction, and encouragement to officers of insti-
tutions like ours. Their recognition by a Government Bureau gives both to the library 
and the museum a dignity which they would not otherwise have in many eyes. 
From Count de Broel-Plater, of Russia: 
The immense development of public instruction, (in the United States,) this basis of 
the wealth and peace of nations, makes us follow all the movements of the Republic 
with the closest attention. We wish to become better acquainted with those admira-
ole institutions which have been founded by the most generous patriotism of those 
citizens who, with so much courage and perseverance, work for the power and glory of 
their country. * * * * * 
The Republic perhaps possesses a complete history of all the donations made by 
generous citizens. If there is such a work, which can tell future generations of the 
services rendered to their country by P eabody, Vass:1r, Cornell, Bussey, Walker, S. Van 
Rensselaer, Thayer, Bowman, Adams, Gray, Hooper, and many others, I woul<l be de-
lighted to get it. If no such work exists, these few words might possibly be the cam;e 
of producing a book of this kind. Nothing would be more honorable for America, 
more in tructive for Earope and for the future civilization of all nations. 
From J. M. Munoz, consul-general of Bolivia: 
The government of Bolivia, desirous of re-organizing the general educational system 
of the republic on the most perfect basis, espr-ci~lly the rural and primary schools, bas 
instructed this consulate to obtain all possible information respecting the organization, 
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management, and methods of teaching which have brought the school system of the 
United States to its present state of efficiency. 
I therefore take the liberty of requesting from you a copy of your valuable'' Report 
to the Secretary of the Interior" for the year 1871, as well as the synopsis filn school 
legislation referred to in said report. 
From Joao Antonio Ooqueiro and others toW. H. Evans, esq., United 
States consul at Marauham, Brazil: 
The committee of the society "Onze d' Agosto" in acknowledging the receipt through 
you, sir, of the report written by the Commissioner of the Bureau of Education in the 
United States of America, in answer to their letter of inquiry about modes of teaching, 
and of your accompanying dispatch, cannot but express themselves gratefully thankful 
for the masterly manner in which the entire "school machinery" is tbere so beautifully 
developed and explained. * "* * * 
They, therefore, would feel obliged by your conveying to the Hon. John Eaton, esq., 
Commissioner of Education, the expression of their most sincere thanks for the atten-
tion and care with which he acceded to their wishes. 
From Emile de Laveleye, professor of the University of Liege: 
I take the liberty to send you a volume on popular instruction, as a token of my 
sincere admiration for your interestiug report on education. I would ask yon to send 
me in future, through the Belgian legatiou at Washington, all the reports yon publish. 
From J ugoi Arinori Mori, charge d'affaires of J-apan: 
The article on education which has been sent to me from your office I have read with 
great pleasure, and I propose to print it without delay for circulation in Japan. * * 
Taken as a whole the article will be read with great interest, and will do much good, 
and I thank you very cordially for the labor you have bestowed upon it. 
From Count D. Tolstoi, imperial minister of public in~"truction, St. 
Petersburg: 
It has given me a real pleasure to receive the reports of the United States Bureau of 
Education for the years 1870 and 1tl71, for which I beg you to accept my best thanks 
as well as the assurance of my highest esteem. 
The imperial ministry of public instruction will willingly institute an exchange of 
its publications with those of the Bureau of Education of the United States. I regret 
only that I can offer but a very limited collection of the publications of preceding 
years, which will be sent to you at once. 
From Ron. James R. Partridge, United States minister, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil: 
I return you iny thanks for having sent me these very interesting and valuable re-
ports, &c., which I will at once transmit to the "Sociedade Auxiliadora da Industria 
Nacional," and to Professor Jose Manoel Garcia, who will be delighted with them and 
take the greatest pleasure in securing for them tb.e most available use. 
The society above mentioned has established free night schools for adults in this city 
with great success, and it will be by their example, and, as I do not doubt, through the 
influence of these volumes that a new impulse will be given to the cause of general 
and common-school education in Brazil. 
It is very agreeable to know that they look to the United States to find the model 
and examples for their success. 
INTERESTING INCIDEN1'S. 
In the history of the work of tbe year many incidents of great inter-
est have occurred. I must not omit to record one or two of these. 
Some months since llis excellency Senhor Borges, minister to the 
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United States from Brazil, called at the office and stated that the peo-
ple of a Brazilian city had proposed to build a monument indicative of 
their re!-lpect for the Emperor, and that he, on being informed of their 
purpose, replied that ~he most agreeable form of this expression of 
regard would be the erection of a school-house for the education of their 
children. 
Senhor Borges showed me the ground plan of the proposed building, 
-as well as a communication from his government instructing him to 
secure plans for the interior of the building and furniture, according to 
the most approved ideas prevalent in the United States. 
His excellency, having obtained here the necessary information, was 
able to carry out the commands of his government. 
At the time of the visit of the Japanese embassy to our Government, 
a commissioner from their department of education was duly accredited 
to this office, at the requst of the chief embassador, I wakura, by the 
following letter : 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
. Washington, March 9, 1872. 
SIR: At the instance of the embassador extraordinary, permit me to introduce to 
you Mr. Fourzinflar Tanaka, chief clerk of the educational department of Japan. 
He is desirous of obtaining, by personal observation, full and reliable information 
in regard to the internal organization of the Bureau under your charge, and I shall be 
obliged if you will afford him proper facilities for the accomplishment of his object. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your ~bedient·servant; 
JOHN EATON, Jr., Esq., 
Commissioner of Education. 
HAMILTON FISH. 
Mr. Tanaka's visits here, accompanied by ari interpreter, and other 
gentlemen of prominence in the empire, were repeated .day after day 
for two weeks, during which time as. full a statement as possible of the 
origin and development of education in this country was made in an-
swer to his inquiries. Visits were also paid to the different educational 
institutions in this District. 
Afterward, at his solicitation, a plan for a tour of inspection in this 
country was furnished.* 
CHINA SEEKING MODERN EDUCATION. 
An account of the plan of the Chinese government to educate certain 
youths in this country is furnished by the following notes and extracts 
from communications of members of the imperial commission.t 
* .A.s this report is in the course of preparation, the Japanese minister resident here 
calls upon me with a copy of the official bulletin of his government, establishiiig a 
sy tern of schools, compelling the attendance of all children, male and female, of all 
cla es, between c rtain ages. 
David :lurray, Ph. D., late professor of mathematics in Rutgers College, New Bruns-
wick, . J., has b n employed by the J apanese educational department to a·ssist in 
th organization of chool and colleges under this decree. 
t mmi !::ion r Chan Lai un was educated at Hamilton College, New York, and 
n r Yung Wing at Yale College, Connecticut. 
CHINA SEEK:ING MODERN EDUCATION. LXXI 
Commissioner Chan Laisun, after alluding to the earlier intercourse 
of China with other nations-Hiudustan and Japan at least 1000 B. C., 
the Roman Empire in the second and third centuries of our era, the 
papal court and France in the thirteenth, Persia in the fourteenth, and 
Russia in the eighteenth centuries-thus remarks on the later vicissi-
tudes of his country: 
In 1840 England declared war; this is commonly called the "opium war." A treaty 
of commerce was subsequently concluded, in which opium was made a contraband 
article. In this treaty the English plighted their word, faith, and honor, that opium 
should be excluded ; but we know very well how they carried out that clause of the 
treaty. Iu 1860 another war was declared by Great Britain, in which the capital of the 
empire was threatened with capture. Another->treaty of commerce was concluded 
in which, after twenty years of obstinate·resistance to the legal introduction of opium, 
the imperial government was obliged to reverse the Vermillion pen, and to sanction the 
diabolical traffic. 
After alluding to the wide-spread injury inflicted on his country by 
the opium trade, Chan Laisun continues: 
Self-defense is the first principle of life. Our country has been laboring under very 
great disadvantages since the introduction of opium. In order to prevent war, we· 
must be prepared for it. In order that we may not be imposed on by other nations we 
must learn their arts and sciences, their tactics, milit,ary and naval, and the interna-
tional laws which bind nations in their intercourse. 
Commissioner Yung Wing writes as follows : 
The plan taken up by the Chine$e government for the education of a limited num-
ber of yormg students in this country was determined upon by the late Viceroy Tsang 
Kwoh Fan, Li Hung Cheong, the present viceroy of Chihli proyince, and ex-Gov-
erno·r Ting Jih Tsheong, in the latter part of the summer of 1870. It was approved of 
by the Peking government, and sanctioned by imperial decree in September, 1871. 
It contemplates the thorough education of one hundred and twenty boys, who are to 
come in four successive installments, of thirty every year, the first of which arrived 
here in September, 1872; these, through the energetic and prompt efforts of the Hon. 
B. G. Northrop, were distributed, two by two, in the most cultured families in Connec-
ticut and Massachusetts, where they have been cordially received and are being cared 
for and judiciously instructed. 
For the better execution of the plan, the Chinese government had established a pre-
paratory school in the port of Shanghai, to wt.ich the young cand~dates, both Tartars 
and Chinese, from ail parts of the empire might go to be examined for admittance. 
The conditions of admittance required are, that the candidates must have gone 
through the analects of Confucius and the works of Mencius; that they must be of re-
spectable parentage; their•.constituti ons strong and free from disease; that they are 
apt to learn; and their age, for the youngest, must not be below ten, and for the old· 
est not above sixteen years. 
Their parents or guardians are to sign an agreement, by which they are vittually 
and voluntarily to yield up their sons to the government to be sent abroad to be edu-
cated for future usefulness in China. While in this preparatory school the successful 
candidates are taught English in the forenoon, and Chinese in the afternoon, for the 
period of a year before leaving China for this eouniry. 
Their education in this country is intended to cover a peri6d of fifteen years, during 
which each student is expected to study for a profession-the ministry alone being ex-
cepted. Those who can finish their education sooner are at liberty to ret1nn to China 
before the expiration of the fifteen years. But during their edueational course they are 
not allowed either to become citizens of the United States, or to remain here permanently; 
they are expected not only to retain their national costume, but also their knowledge of 
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the Chinese language, both spoken and written ; aud, above all, they are to keep up 
their faith in Confucius. No students are allowed to stop short in the middle of their 
studies to follow their own private ends, either here or in China. The persons appointed 
by the Peking government to supervise the education of these young students are two 
commissioners, two Chinese tutors, and one translator. 
It is gratifying to observe witla what cordiality this mission has been 
received by our citizens, and the favor it has won from all with whom 
the members of the mission have come in contact. 
It is also interesting to know that the imperial government has es· 
tablished a university at Peking for the instruction of selected students 
/ in modern languages and scie-nce. The following extracts from a letter 
of the president,: W. A. P. Martin, D. D., contain a detailed account of 
the enterprise: 
The importance of our nascent university is not to be estimated by the number of 
its students or faculty. It occupies a strategic position of great moment at the chief 
seat of one of the oldest civilizations in the world, a civilization which must be quick-
ened by the infusion of new elements or perish. It has the disadvantage of being in 
advance of public opinion, but it represents the intentions and policy of the imperial 
government, or, to speak more strictly, of the more enlightened party in that govern-
ment. 
Organized about five years ago, it came very near being stifled in its cradle by the 
opposition of the old conservatives, who, in memorials to the throne, charged earth-
quakes, famine, and other calamities which visited the empire, to the sin of introduc-
ing such an innovation as the science of the West. I was at that time on a visit to 
the United States. 
Returning to China in the fall of 1869, I was appointed to the presidency, Prince 
Kung and the ministers for foreign affairs assuring m~ of their sympathy and aid in 
my efforts to revive and develop the institution. 
At that time it contained but forty students, and no instruction was given in any 
science except a little in mathematics by a native professor. We now have an attend-
ance of eighty-two students, who are under the inst,ruction of ten professors, four 
native and six foreign. 
The institution is divided into two departments, viz, of languages and of science. 
In the former are taught English, French, German, Hussian, and Chinese; in the latter, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, anc:l medical science. 
This last chair is newly established and involves a daring innovation on the preju-
dice of the people. We regard it but as one step toward the formation of a medical 
department, which shall send forth a body of well-trained physicians to supersede the 
empirics who now impose on the credulity of the public. In the course of the present 
year we expect to add to our faculty a professor of astronomy and a professor of civil 
and military engineering. 
'l'he duty of giving instruction in international law and political economy devolves 
on the president; but our students are not yet prepared to take up those subjects; 
they come in course for the next year. 'l'he number of our st,udents is liruited by the 
circumstance that they all receive a government stipend, and are supposed to be in 
training for the government service. The present limit is one hundred, which will be 
filled up next spring by the admission of a fresh levy. 'l'hey are selected by competi-
tive examination ; and after matriculation compete for increase of pay as well as 
academical honors; the monthly allowance ranging from $6 to $16 beside their board-
ing, which i provided by the college. 
It is not pr po ed tv re trict the number permanently to this limit, uut it can not 
advance much beyond it uutil both government and people become more fully awake to 
the importance of the" new education." 
UNIVERSITY AT PEKING. LXXIII 
Of this there are not wanting premonitory symptoms. Not to speak of others, the 
fact1s that the demand for scientific· publications is on the increase, and that leading 
men in the government are beginning to take an intelligent interest in the affairs of 
the college, are certainly hopeful indications. 
The influence of the college on its pupils is scarcely more important than that which ' 
it exerts on its illustrious patrons. 
In conclusion, I may say that it seems to be established on a permanent basis, and 
its prospects for the future are better than at any previous time in its brief hi$t.ory, 
but everything like a rapid growth for such an institution in such a soil is not to be 
anticipated. 
Something in the way of professorships, cadetships, or buildings, is added from year 
to year, the latest addition' being a government printing-office now in process of erec-
tion on the university grounds, and intended to answer the purposes of a university 
press. 
UNPUBLISHED WORK OF OFFICE. 
Among the important objects occupying a considerable portion of the 
time of the office during the year, and not appearing in its publications, 
may be mentioned-
First. A comparison of the wealth, population, and industrial re-
sources of the different States of the Union, with the illiteracy of their 
people, never before published. 
Seeond1y. A.n elaborate presentation, as the basis of comparison, of 
schools, teaehers, pupils, legal sehool-age, sehool-houses, amount .of · 
school revenues, and expenses of maintaining schools. 
Thirdly. The manner of assessing school taxes, and the amount col-
lected, in the different States of the Union for school purposes. 
Fourthly. The supervision and control exercised over edueation by 
the respective States. 
Fifthly. Showing the election or appointment of the respective school 
officers, with their duties and salaries. 
Sixthly. A.n extended statement of methods of instruction in the 
United States furnis-hed to a corps of teachers in South America. 
OFFICE FORCE .AND ROOMS. 
The pro\ision by Congress for a chief clerk and statistician, taking 
effect July 1, last, has considerably relieved the embarrassment of the 
work in the office. 
It gives me great satisfaction to have occasion to commend the ability 
and meritorious efforts of all my assistants. In some degree I have been 
able to assign them integral parts of the work and hold them responsi-
ble as never before.. In every such case, as in that of statistics, great 
improvement in results has been manifest. 
Only partially yet, however, can I subdivide the work of the office, and 
hold individuals responsible for specific divisions of labor, and the work 
can never be done satisfaetorily till the force is sufficient to allow its 
business to be thus conducted. 
The several removals of the office have been impediments to its suc-
cess. Time bas been lost and confusion created. Besides, the rooms 
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occupied have been either inconvenient or inadequate. Your recent 
order for removal, however, has given us rooms sufficient in numbe~, 
commodious, and fitted to make work agreeabl_e. 
THE WORLD'S FAIR AT VIENNA. 
The Austro-Hungarian government, two years ago, officially an-
nounced that a general exhibition, of very great extent and complete-
ness, would be opened in Vienna in May; 1873, under the auspices of 
the Emperor, to which all nations were cordially invited to send what-
ever in their progress or culture was most remarkable, for the mutual 
benefit and improvement of all. 
One of the twenty-six permanent groups in the Exposition is entitled 
"Education, Teaching, and Instruction." 
Genocal T. B. Van Buren, United States commissioner-general to the 
Exposition, the Ron. John Jay, United States minister at Vienna, the 
Secretal'y of State, and Baron de Schwarz-Senborn, have written earnest 
letters, requesting the cooperation of this Bureau in fully representing 
American education at the Exposition.-
Deeming the hearty cooperation of all persons interested in the sub-
ject throughout the land essential to the success of this undertaking, I 
invited the superintendents of public instruction of the States and 
larger cities of the Union to meet at this office for consultation, on the 
13th of the present month. 
A meeting of educators was accordingly held on that day; letters 
were received from some who could ,not be present. The conven-
tion unanimously recommended that the effort be made to represent 
American education at Vienna, and passed resolutions calling upon the 
various State and city sttperintendents, and collegiate and academic 
officers, to cooperate to that end by forwarding their reports, statistics, 
&c., to this Bureau for examination, assortment, and consolidation. The 
convention further proposed that the annual report of this office should 
be furnished as representing the present condition of American educa-
tion. Copies of the report for 1872 will accordingly- be sent to the Ex-
poRition. 
This Bureau can undertake no responsibility in the premises save 
that which is imposed upon it as a national agency or medium to facili-
t <.tte or stimulate the e:fl'orts which institutions or systems may see fit to 
make. 
In accordance with the urgent requests and favorable action of the 
educator of the country, it will cheerfully cooperate with the dis-
tingui b d gentlemen up riutending our State and city sJ·stems, and 
our coll g · and other !n titution of learning, to make the educational 
xhibi f our country a ucce 'ful as po sible.* 
THE VIENNA WORLD'S FAIR. LXXV 
APPROACHING CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION. 
In my last report I called attention to the International Exposition 
to be held in Philadelphia during the year 1876, in commemoration of 
the one hundredth anniversary of our national independence. I would 
respectfully renew the suggestions therein made. 
My efforts to aid the Exposition at Vienna are made with the hope 
that the plans devised and tried may furnish educators in different parts 
of the country some practical views of what can be done at Philadel-
phia to show progress in American education. The stimulative efl'ect 
upon every State, county, city, and town, school, academy, colle~e, or 
university, to gather its history and record its present condition, can 
not fail to produce most excellent results. In the correspondence with 
this office of the commission in charge of the Exposition, there is evi-
dence of arn earnest purpose to give all educational interests _their 
appropriate place. It is not too early for each system of education 
and each institution of learning to begin its preparation. If the Cen...-
tennial serves as the occasion for putting into permanent shape for 
preservation the abundant educational history in this country, much 
of which is now unwritten, a great service will be rendered to man-
kind.* 
General T.· B. Van Buren, United States commissioner to the Exposition, consisting 01 
the following gentlemen: Hon. J. P. Wickeri!bam, Harrisburgb, Pennsylvania; Hon. 
M.A. Newell, Baltimore, Maryland; Hon. T. W. Harvey, Columbus, Ohio; Hon. Newton 
Bateman, Springfield, Illinois; Hon. W. H. Ruffner, Richmond, Virginia; Hon. J.D. 
Philbrick, Boston, Massachusetts; Hon. J. 0. Wilson, Washington, D. C.; Hon. Duane 
Doty, Detroit, Michigan; Hon. W. T. Harris, Saint Louis, Missouri; and Hon. Henry 
Kiddie, New York City. 
A Circular of Information, containing the progress of, and other information respect-
ing, the Exposition, was issued and widely distributed. 
The gentlemen of the committee just mentioned, who were able to be present, spent 
a day in considering the best plan for the representation of an American school-house 
or school-room, and agreed on the following conclusions, as best under the circum-
stances: 
1. A school-room with single desks and single seats for forty-eight pupils, the room 
to be 33 feet long and 27 feet wide by 14 feet high. 
2. The room to be arranged as a room for co-education, to include two entrances and 
two cloak-rooms, with all the usual appliances of a school-room. 
3. The committee approve, if General Van Buren is able to secure it, a builuing upon 
the plan proposed by Mr. Philbrick, suggesting that it would be better to have a 
ground-plan of thew hole building. If this can not Le done, the plan upon the forego-
ing principles is recommended; or any harmony of the two plans or medium between 
them. 
These opinions were conveyed to General Van Buren. 
This Bureau bas sent out 12,000 mail packets, composed of 17,{)00 pamphlets and let-
ters, respecting the Exposition. The result bas been more extensive than was at first 
anticipated, and furnishes a gratifying suggestion of what is possible to do at our Cen-
tennial Exhibition in 1876. 
*In view of the fact that woman bas derived such great benefit from the freedom of 
conscience and individual act, directly traceable to the spirit of the immortal Dec-
laration of Independence, and believing that she should properly give expression · 
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A census by the United St.ates, with special reference to the prepa-
ration for the Centennial, would be exceedingly useful to the interests 
of education. 
THE GREAT FIRES IN THE WEST AND IN BOSTON. 
It is gratifying to obRerve, as described elsewhere, to what an extent 
the educational interests in those western localities which were visited 
last year by terrible conflagrations have already recovered from the 
effects of them. In Chicago, where were destroyed fifteen school-build-
ings, accommodating 10,000 children, nearly one-third of the total en-
rollment, as Superintendent Pickard's report informs us, there scarcely 
remains to-day a trace of the fire upon the schools, and the school year 
closes with only about two per cent. less attendance than at its begin-
ning. This result, it should not be forgotten, is due largely to the 
earnestness and self-sacrificing devotion of superintendent and teachers, 
who, amidst the desolation of those few first days, decided that, with or 
without money, the schools should be continued. 
Mr. Pllilbrick writes that the recent great fire in Boston destro;yed no 
pn blic-school buildings, and will not dh;turb the pay of the teachers, or 
interrupt, for any length of time, the even tenor of the schools. 
The effect of the calamity upon th_e university at Cambridge is more 
severe. It sustains a loss of property worth $560,000, the annual income 
from which was $38,000. This is the heaviest blow from which the colfege 
has ever suffered. Her appeal for aid in this crisis is responded to by 
graduates and friends in all portions of the country. "We have re-
ceived," writes President Eliot, "$85,000 during the past week toward 
repairing our losses, and the prospect is good that the whole loss will 
be covered by subscription. How many sacrifices, and how much devo-
tion and hard work, simply to regain lost ground! But I do not forget 
that a defeat redeemed is sometimes better than a victory." It is to be 
hoped that the receipts may soon equal the losses sustained. 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, though losing compara-
tively little directly, suffers from the fact that many of its friends have 
been crippled by the fire and are compelled to devote all their energies 
and means to retrieve losses. 
The Boston University loses all but one of the fine buildings of the 
estate devised to it by its lamented founder, I saac Rich, esq., the loss, 
over and above all insurance, being estimated by the trustees of the 
estate at $200~000. A granite block of stores, which cost $250,000 to 
build, being an investment of a portion of the funds of the theological 
school, wa al o entirely destroyed. By a circular letter issued by the 
corporation of thp, univer ity, an appeal is made to all who appreciate 
to her appreciation by directly ident ifying herself wi th work preparatory t o, and 
60 with the Expo iti nit lf, the women of Ph il adelphia, lead by Mrs. M. E . Bronson 
lark, prop . an rganizati n fo r thi purpo e, with which all t he women of t he land 
are to be invit to cooperate. 
DISEASE AMONG THE SCHOOL POPULATION. LXXVII 
the highest education, and have means to assist in promoting it, for 
aid. Not less than $50,000 a year, for the next ten years, it is stated 
will be required in order that the university may continue in operation 
upon a scale worthy of its name and birthright.• 
f 
THE HEALTH OF THE SCHOOL POPULATION. 
The effects of healthy training on the growing mind and body 0f the 
youth, and the influence of school-life in preventing, correcting, or pro-
ducing disease, are subjects so vital to the public welfare, that every 
teacher should be awake to the importance of understanding them. 
The census of 1870 reported the following number as dead at the 
ages mentioned: 
Between 1 and 4 j'ears old . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 203,213 
Between 5 and 9 years old ................................ ~ 26,329 
Between 10 and 14 years old . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 15,979 
Between 15 and 19 years old . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,262 
Between 20 and 24 years old ............... - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 25,981 
So that the total mortality of the population below 25 years of age was 
291,764, and the mortality of those who are fit subjects for elementary, 
secondary, and superior instruction·, between 5 and 24 years of age, 
wai 88,551.t But the mortality is orily an indication of the amount of 
disease prevalent; and the diseases incurred during school-life, or aggra- , 
vated by it, prepare many victims for lingering illness in later life, and 
contribute largely to the mortality of the adult population. Beside 
this, many troublesome complaints, not of perceptibly fatal character, 
are often contracted in school. It has been discovered, for instance, 
that cases .of myopea, or short-sight, increase in frequency and in degree 
as the course of instruction carries children from elementary up to sec-
ondary schools, and youth from academies to colleges and professional 
studies. / 
Headache, bleeding at the nose, .diseases of the eye and th!3 spine, 
dyspepsia, affection of the ·bronchial tubes and lungs, exanthematous 
fevers, diphtheria, and many other complaints, have been undoubtedly 
induced or aggravated by the collection of numerous children in school ' 
under unfavorable conditions as to ventilation, light, heat, cleanliness, 
exercise, and habits of study. School-furniture is responsible for much 
curvature of the spine. Bad print, bad light, and bad position of the 
*But a few days after the great calamity at Boston, information was received of 
the total destr~ction by fire of the Illinois Fema.le College, at Jacksonville. No less 
than three times, during the last ten years, has a similar misfortune befallen this in-
stitution; ~nd since upon each of the two previous occasions the college arose from its ' 
ashes to a new and more efficient life, it is not doubted that the present sad event will 
be attended with a like result, arrangements having been already m·ade for the re-
buiMing of the institution. 
t 'fhe mortality statistics of the Eighth and Ninth Censases, with illustrative dia-
grams, by J. M. Toner, M.D., of Washington, D. C., were published in the Circular of In-
formation of this Bureau for March, 1872. 
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head while studying, continually cause distortion of the eye, and result· 
ant trouble. But neither time nor space will permit of further detail 
here. The material collected on this subject will be published at an 
early date.* 
NECESSITY OF PUBLIC S.A.NI'l'.A.RY MEASURES. 
School management, proper in kind and degree, good buildings, sci· 
entifically constructed furniture, and clearly printed text-books, will 
obviate much of 'this trouble. The enlightened interest and cooper-
ation of the medical profession are also much needed, and their 'advice 
should.be sought and followed by all interested in the health of schools. 
But we must finally go behind all schools, and, prior to the entrance of 
children upon instruction, see that the infant offspring of the poor in 
all crowded centers of population is put in proper conditions of health, 
and is supplied with pure air, wholesome food, sufficient clothing and 
lodging. The awful mortality of ('hildren before school-age points to the 
still more dreadful amount of disease. Beside the 203,000 children 
which the census reports as dead between one and four years of age, 
countless thousands of -little sufferers pined in dark rooms, wasted their 
young life in exhausting diseases, and lived on innutritious food. Of 
these n9 account can possibly he taken by the decennial census; nor 
is there any instrumentality for their record. 
PUBLIC PARKS .A.S SANITARIUMS. 
While many important measures for the preservation of public health 
will be found imperatively necessary hereafter, I can not aYoid point-
ing out here the great and immediate importance of sanitary appliances 
for the children of our cities. The following suggestions from the pen 
of Joseph M. Toner, M. D., late president of the Medical Association of 
the District of Columbia, are taken from a letter to this office, dated 
June 3, 1872 : 
.A.n examination of the published annual reports of the boards of health of our dif-
ferent cities for many years, reveals the fact that more than one-half of all the deaths 
occurring in them are of children nuder five years of age; and a study of the reports 
with reference to the causes of death, shows that a l ar~ percentage of them occur 
during the months of J nne, July, August, and September, and are attributed to cholera-
in fan tum and kindred diseases, produced by the heats of summer. 
Whenever the thermometer rises and remains for any considerable number of days 
above 80° Fahrenheit, unless the greatest care ls taken, deterioration in the quality of 
all fre h animal food takes place, even where it i kept on ice; and when such has to 
be nsed by infants already weakened by meager diet, and by such protracted and 
exhan tive heats, their delicate digestion is sure to be dama,ged, and a class of diseases 
t~et np de tructi veto young chilrlren compelled to live in na.rrow courts and crowded and 
' lJadly ventilated rooms. The poor, with the most active parental solicitude, can not 
* V a.lnable suggestions on this subject, contained in an article by the celebrated Dr. 
Virchow, of Berlin, were published by this Bureau in the Circular of Information for 
Angnat, 1870. 
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overcome these evils and inconveniences in cities, or provide from their limited 
· incomes the best quality of food, even in times of sickness, for their familia@. 
It has long been the habit of physicians to send cbild,ren under three years of age to 
the country during the summer when their digestion becomes seriously deranged, (if 
their parents can afford the expense,) with the cou:fident expectation that they will 
recover, and without medicine. 
It is said the poor have no friends; at all events, so far no health-restoring springs, 
rural boarding-houses, or cool summer resorts have been established for the special 
accommodation of the needy poor. The impecunious condition of vast numbers of 
h eads of families in large cities 1~enders them utterly unable to remove their children 
to the country during the summer months, no matter bow urgent might be the neces-
sity for such a change to save their lives. Children iu this sphere of life, in vast num-
bers, in spite of all the physicians can do for them in the city, gradually waste away 
and die. To counteract this waste of life, I conceived the project, and have to some 
extent promulgated the idea, that the founding by cities of one or more large free parks 
or camping grounds, as a resGrt for school children and their mothers and nurses during 
the summer months, might save the lives of many children who would otherwise 
perish. 
Such parks or sanitariums ought to be lo.cated on elevated wooded lands, above the 
line of malaria, where there is good drainage and an abundance of spring water. 
The site ought to be selected with special reference to its accessibility, on a line of 
railroad or a steamboat route, ancl within a couple of hours' run from the city, and 
where provisions and the necessaries of life are cheap. 
In the United States every 300 feet of altitude above sea -level secures a teD;lperature 
of about the equivalent of one degree of north latitude. 
The grounds should be improved by the removal of all underbrush, the planting of 
shade, fruit, and ornamental trees, the laying out of walks and drives, and by the 
erection of cheap summer cottages and boarding-houses every way comfortable and 
suitable for the purposes of the institntion. Those who could not obtain cottages 
should be permitted to erect can vas tents on particular parts of the grounds, and all 
be permitted to live in such style as might be suited to their means, proTided they 
did not violate propriety, and observed a proper regard for the rights of others. 
Play-grounds, gymnasiums, school-houses, and chapels ought to be provided, so as 
to secure as much healthy and refined horne influence as possible for all. 
The whole institution should be governed by liberal rules, so as to obtain the great-
est amount of health and comfort to the greatest number, with the least. constraint, 
but with due regard to the rights of all. A medical and civil police should have the 
immediate supervision of the est abHshment, to insure order and preserve a proper 
regard for the laws of health and the salubrity of the park .. 
In my report for 1870 I called attention to the value of parks in an 
educational point of view. I am happy to state that the legislature of 
New York passed, May 23, 1872, an act a-ppointing seven commissioners 
of parks . . 
THE "TIMES" FUND FOR POOR CHILDREN. 
One of the interesting reliefs undertaken for the young of the city of 
New York, and . of the most salutary character; was carried forward by 
the managers of the New York Times newspaper. Mr. George F. Will-
iams, who was especially active in managing the fund from first to last, 
furnishes the statements from which the following facts are drawn for 
the information of those in other cities who are studying methods for 
ameliorating the sufferings of the poor and young : 
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During the nine weeks of the pic-nic movement, eighteen excursions were given, 
with the following att.endance : 
If 
Number of excursion. 
1st ..•. . ............• _ .••..•..... _ ••........ 
2d .... -·· ................ ··---·· .......... · ... 
3d ----·· .. : . .............................. . 
4th ...•..........•........ ·-·····-·· ....... . 
5th .. ~--· .. ··-· ........................... .. 
6th ...•..•••..• ·----· ......•.•••...••....••. 
7th . .•.•.....•...... -.••.....•............• ·. 
8~h ....•.... - .... - . - .•. -- -.- •. - • -......... -. 
9th ....•...... ~.-- •....... - •.....•...... -•.. 
lOth . ...............••.....•..•.... : ........ . 
11th .........•.•....•..•....•.............. .'. 
12th - . - - . - . - - .• - ..•.•... - ...•...• - . -- ... - - -.. 
13th .•.. - •.•....•••.••..•.•. -............... . 
14th ...•. ···••· ............ ·-·· ............. . 
15th . - ......•.....•... - .•.•• - ........... -... . 
16th ..................... - ••••....•....• - . - .. . 
17th ........................................ . 
18th ....•....•..•......••.•...•••...•........ 
Total ................................. . 
Number attending. 
Adults. Children. Total. 
45 560 605 
64 860 924 
122 1,103 1,225 
65 722 787 
65 862 927 
85 862 947· 
200 5S7 787 
45 602 647 
103 904 1, 007 
61 1,323 1,384 
161 1,439 1, 600 
91 838 929 
72 609 681 
103 1,245 1, 348 
227 1,652 1, 879, 
43 1,407 1,450 
27 1,507 1,534 
174 1,489 1,663 
----- ---------
1,753 18,571 20,324 
The amount of money subscribed from July 4th to September 11th, inclusive, was 
nearly $19,400, of which about $15,920 were expended, and a balance of about $3,480 
· remains deposited with the National Insurance Company of,New York City, subject to 
the order of the trustees of the fund, Messrs. George Jones,· Charles H. Marshall, and 
Ed ward King. 
The expenses of the eighteen excursions amounted to about $10,714, or about 52 cents 
for every person entertn,ined. The following supplies were consumed: 6,840 loaves of 
bread, 22,828 large sponge-cakes, 185 hams, 192 tongues, 1,445 pounds of beef, 635 
pounds of butter, 2,914 quarts of ice-cream, 2,585 quarts of mil1r, 35,000 pounds of ice, 
19 boxes of lemons, 2,Q25 pounds of sugar,, and 550 pounds of candy. 
One special railway train was offered free of expense, and two special railway trains, 
fourteen barges and tugs, and one large steamer were chartered for the purpose of 
carrying the children out of town. It required the paid· services of from 10 to 14 
persons to serve the food to the children. A band of music accompanied every excur-
sion, its services being twice gratuitous. Mauy hundred plates, mugs, saucers, spoons 
&c., were also purchased. 
A l'elief movement was also organized and carried out simultaneously. Under its 
operation 63,139 domiciliary visits were made by 176 volunteer visitors under the 
direction of the district superintendent. 
There were 2,217 medical visits to sick children; the lives of sixty-three infants were 
tbns saved, and in addition, a very marked reduction of the average mortality of those 
w~cks was observed; 3,715 families, comprisiDg R.,970 individuals, were relieved. The 
expenses of the relief branch were about ·5,216. 
Edward Jarvi , M.D., in a communication to the Massachusetts State 
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Board of Health, brings out statistics showing an important relation of 
education to health: 
The infant's life is in the care of the mother, and its safety depends upon the intelli-
gence and discretion tha.t she can give to this responsibility. There is no record that 
discriminates between the intelligent and ignorant of the mothers, showing the num-
ber of each class. Nor is there any record of the deaths of the infants of these edu-
cated and uneducated parents. But there is an approximation to these facts on a large 
scale in t.he registration reports of England. _ 
In England, every person when married is recorded, and required to sign the regis-
. ter; and if unable to write, the bride and p:room must make their mark. 
The reports show the numbers and proportions of both grooms and brides in each 
district who wrote their names or made their marks. 
The same records show the births and deaths at each age. For the purpose of show-
ing the connection between the education of the parents and the life of the1r children, 
the records of twenty-five years, including 3,362,742 marriages, have been analyzed and 
divided into several classes, according to the proportions of the brides who wrote their 
names in the register. 
In the most intelligent class, there were 648,260 marriages, and 20 to 30 per cent. of . 
the women made their mark. In the least intelligent class, there were 661,929 mar-
riages, and 60 to 70 per cent. of the brides made their mark. In the first class there 
were 2,231,959 children: born, and 327,040, or 14.65 per cent., died under one year old. 
In the last class 1,776,547 children were born, and 439,359, or :24.87 per cent., died before 
they passed their first year. .As often as 1,000 died in their first year, in the more in-
1relligent class, 1,698 died in t.he least intelligent class among the same number born in 
each. 
These classes are both large; each include city and country, commercial, mining, 
manufacturing, and agricultural districts. The only difference apparent is the diverse 
proportion of the mothers who cou,ld write their names. 
It is not to be supposed here that the simple fact of inability to write caused the 
death of the infants. But the inability to write is a representative fact. It represents 
a want of education and intelligence, a lower degree of discipline and thr~ft. ·with 
these mental and moral conditions are associated more poverty, and even destitution; 
the more frequent want of means of support and the comforts of infant life, a more 
careless and indiscreet management, more intemperance, and neglect of children. In 
the best class 20 to 30 per cent. could not write, and in the worst class 3Q to 40 per 
cent. had this accomplishment, but' if these could be excluded, and none but the edu-
cated be in the first, qnd none but the ignorant in the last class, the difference in the 
chances of infant life would be found to be much greater. 
VETERINARY INSTRUCTION . 
• 
The epidemic which lately visited the horses of the country has 
awakened the public mind to the necessity of a class of well-educated 
veterinary surgeons. In this respect we are far behind the countries of 
Europe. Indeed, what is there connected with the rural economy of the 
01<1 World, from which we may so profitably learn a lesson, as in secur·-
ing skillful medical and surgical treatment" for domestic animals~ The 
twenty-five veterinary colleges in Europe of which we have information 
are measurably due to the lessons enforced by the prevalence of . de_ 
structi-ve diseases among animals. In this country the business of a 
'~horse dt>ctor" is almost universally spoken of in a tone of contempt. 
The late epidemic has given an unusual value to the services of persons 
skilled in tren,ting the diseases of those animals. If this appreciation of 
VIE 
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veterinary skill shall prove in any degree permanent, the epidemic, with 
all its evils, will not be unprOlluctive of benefit. 
The whole number of horses in .the United States is estimated at nearly 
9,000,000; representing the value of $700,000,000 or $800,000,000. It is 
within bounds to say that the portion of this amount annually lost by 
want of skillful medical treatment is not less than $15,000,000. The 
opinion has been expressed that for want of proper knowledge the 
e:ountry, in the purchase-and losses of horses during the late war, incur-
red expenses to an amount greater than would have been required to 
maintain a national veterinary school or college for half a century. These 
considerations alone might be sufficient, but when added to these iB the 
danger of such disaster as bas lately fallen upon the country, entailing 
incalculable injury, not oply in the actual)oss of horses but in the hinder-
ance to travel, delivery of mails, &c., and the almost total stagnation of 
many kinds of business, involving heavy losses, the necessity of sorr.e 
measures to prevent a recurrence of such a calamity is apparent. The only 
remedy lies in the establishment of veterinary scliools, or of departments of 
veterinary science, in conn~ction with existing institutions. The formation 
of a veterinary medical association in each State will do much to enhance 
the dignity of the profession. Educated veterinary surgeons, thoroughly 
sci,entific men, will occupy a position very different from that of the 
ordinary farrier or charlatan. Hospitals for clinical instruction should 
also be established, managed like similar institutions at the veterinary 
colleges in Europe. Very much the same kind of knowledge is. acquired 
by the student of veterinary as of human medicine; the difl:erence lies 
in the field of practical application. It were as reasonable to look with 
contempt upon the scientific man who inquires into the causes,of the 
potato-rot, or the blighting of a wheat crop, as of the one who studies 
the diseases of domestic animals upon whom depends so large a portion 
of our wealth and comfort. Besides this the study of the best means 
for preserving the health of animals often develops facts and principles 
of no slight value in reference to the health of the human system. Some· 
of the most serious di.·eases to which man is subject are found in amaz-
ingly near the same form in horses, and need essentially the same treat-
ment. If anything will war~ant the expenditure of public money for 
educational purposes, surely a sufficient warrant will be found in a case 
which involves the protection of so vast an amount of property, in the 
pre 'ervation of which the whole country has, if not an equal, at least a 
very great uirect or indirect pecuniary interest. Let men be educated 
for tbe bn ' ine , a in Europe, at the expense of the state. 
It i · gratif.ring to notice already indications of progress in some quar-
ter . The 1rfa achu tt Agricultural College bas a professor of veter-
cience, Prof r Clark, for even y<:'ars as i tant professor with 
iz. la orator ha been e tabli hed, and the lectures are given 
a un ant illu tn tion . The Veteri~ary College of New York, 
wbi ·b, it m •mb r ·laim, i th only regular college of this kind in the 
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United. States, was chartered in 1857, and _its importance and usefulness 
are recog·nized by the leading members of the pro_fession in that cit,y. 
Last year it had thirteen student~. A free scholarship in this college is 
placed at the disposal of each State agricultural society. The college is 
maintained entirel,y hy private subscription. Concerning the Pennsyl-
vania Veterinary College, at Phildelphia, the statements are.so conflict- ~ 
ing that it is difficult to determine its status. 
Mr. James Law, professor of veterinary science -in Cornell University, · · 
writes me of the effort already made there to furnish this instruction. ' 
He also sends specimens of papers prepared by the students in their ex: 
aminations upon the subject, showing commendable interest and eftort; 
A recent convention of agriculturists in Indianapolis, in view of the 
growing importance of the live-stock interests of the country, passed a 
resolution urging the establishment of an efficient professorship of veter-
illary practice in each agriCl~ltural college. 
These special objects, it should not be forgotten, will be greatly pro- . 
ruoted by the increase of intelligence among the farmers. 
I 
ART TRAINING. 
There appeared in London, in 1869, a book entitled "Hiatt1s-the 
Void in Modern· Education ; its Cause and Antidote," in which· ,the 
author says: " It is sufficiently evident that the prevailing deficiencies 
in our present plan of education are deficiencies in point of fine art and 
emotional susceptibilities to certain unfailing .influences, derivable, 
though not always derived, from the survey of natural pheuomena; 
beauty being the chief of th'ese influences." . : · 
The deficiencies in American education in this particular are widely 
felt and acknowledged. The increased attention given to drawing in 
our schools is tending to multiply the means by which the better under--
standing of .the language of art is possible. The knowledge of draw-
ing may be said to bear the relations to art in certain aspeets that the 
knowledge of A B C does to poetry, but more, much more, than 
instruction in drawing is ahke possible and necessary. vVhatever sus-
ceptibility to the enjoyment of the beautiful is possessed -by any soul· 
should be developed. How essential this to the most beautiful indi-
vidual or national life! It is much to produce names great in art, and 
instruction .that win. accomplish this ·is not in vain. While American 
education should be consistent with this result, nay, productive of it, it 
should also seek to make universal the discovery, appreciation, and en-
joyment of the beautiful. With a view to aiding whatever impulses' 
there may be ·here and there toward this result, I have secured, and , 
publish among the accompanying 'papers, a short article adapted to 
meet, if possible, the present condition of things, prepared by Martin 
B. Anderson, LL. D, the eminent president of Rochester University, 
New York~ whose personallabors for himself and his university are illus-
trative of what is possible under our present disadvantages. 
I I 
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For statistics of.museums of a.r£ reference is made to the table of mu. 
seums in the appendix to this report. It is a matter of deep regret that 
it has been found impracticable to make these statistics more complete.$ 
THE SUPERVISION OF EDUCATION. 
The history of the development of educational supervision by each 
State in the Union is a study full of interest and instruction. It indi-
cates conclusively that the American people have almost universally 
come to the conviction that no State cau expect an efficient system of 
euucation for its children which has not a competent officer devoted to 
the supervision of this important interest. 
The following table will show-
The title and salary of State executive school officers. 
States. Title. Arn't. 
,Alabama . . . . . . . . . Superintendent of public instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 000 
Arkansas ................. do .........•.... do .... ·.....• . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3, 500 
California . . . . . . . . . ....... do .............. do ............••.•...... ~ . . . . . . . 3, 000 
Connec.ticut .. 0 • • • Secretary of the State board of education . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3, 500 
Florida.. . . . . . . . . . Superintendent of public instruction . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . State school commissioner . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . Superintendent of public instruction . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 
, Indiana ............. , .•.. do ............... do ........ 0 ..•....• ~ ...•.. 0..... 1, 500 
Iowa .. 0. • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• do .............. do .......... .'.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 200 
Kansas .. ·. . . . . . . . . . ....... do 0 ••••••••••••• do ........ 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 200 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . ........ do 0 ••••••••••• ••• do. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Louisiana ...... ... ....... do 0 ••••••••••••• do ............ 0 ••••• 0 •• o· •• 0. • • • • 5, 000 
Maine ............ Superintendent of common schools .. 0.. ... .. . . .. . . . . . .. . 1, 800 
Mary land ... 0 • • • • President of the board of State school commissioners. 0 •••••••••• 
Massachusetts . . . . Secretary of the State board of education.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 
Michigan ..... _-... Superintendent of public instruction 1• 0 •.••........ 0..... 1, 000 
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . ....... do 0 ••••••••••••• do .............. 0 ••••• 0. • • • • • • • • 2, 500 
Mississippi .. . . . . . Superintendent of public education . . . ... . . . . .... . . . . . . . . 3. 000 
Missouri . . . . • . . . . Superintendent of public instruction ........ _..... . . . . . . 3, 000 
Nebraska. . . . . . . . . . ....... do 0 •• •• •••••••••• do ...... 0 ••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 000 
Nevada ... ....... ........ do ....•......... do ....... _...................... 2, 000 
New Hampshire .......... do .............. do.............................. 1, 2~0 
N w J er y.--- ........ 0 •• do 0 ••••••••••••• do. 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 2, 000 
New York ................ do .............. do. o .................. o···-- .... 5,000 
T orth Carolina ... 
1 
........ do ...•.•........ do ....•......... 0 ......... 0..... 1, 500 
hio ........ - ... 0 State cbool commis~ioner ................... _.. . .. . .. .. 2, 000 
r gon ...... - . . . . The governor ex officw ....••. 0 •••••• 0 •• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* It i · prop r to record in thi~ place the r cent acquisition, 1 y the New York Museum 
of Fin rt of th unique and pri le collection of statuary gathered by General 
di · n la, nited tate con ul at Cypru . 
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Title and sctlary of State executive school ~tficers-Oontinued. 
States. Title. I A~'t. 
-----------I-----------------------------------1----
Pennsylvania..... Superintendent of common schools . . . . . . . . . .. . . •• . . . . . . . . $3, 500 
Rhode Island . . . . . State school commissioner . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 
South Carolina . . . Superintendent of public instruction ............ ~. . . . . . . 2, 500 
Tennessee . . . . . . . . The treasurer ex officio ...••...••..••.•.. . ..•...• . ••.......••••• 
Texas...... . . . . . . Superintendent of public instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2, 500 
Vermont . . . . . . . . . Secretary of the State board of education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 
Virginia .......... Superintendent of public instruction . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .... 2, 000 
West Virginia . . . . General superintendent of free schools....... . . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 500 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . Superintendent of public instruction ...... . ............. 
1 
...... . 
Since the laws from which the above information was drawn were 
examined, Oregon has passed an act providing for the State supervision . 
of public instruction, and T.ennessee is expected to do the same by its 
present legislature. 
It will be observed that two States, New York and Louisiana, 
pay their chief executive school officers $5,000 each; three States, 
Arkansas,* 001;:mecticut, and Pennsylvania, $3,500 each; five States, 
Alabama, California, Massachusetts, Mississippi, MisRouri, $3,000 each; 
:::;ix States, Georgia, Illinois, Minnesota, Rhode Island, South Oar~lina, 
and Texas, $2~500 each; one, Iowa, $2,200; seven States, Florida,* 
Kentucky, Nebraska, "Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, and Virginia, $2,000 
each; one, Maine, $1,800; three, Indiana, North Carolina, and vvr est 
Virginia, $1,500 each; four, Kansas, New Hampshiye, Vermont, and 
Wisconsin, $1,200 each; and one, Michigan, $1,000. Tennessee and 
Oregon pay no salaries for services as superintendent.t In Maryland 
t~e expenses of the board of edueation are paid. 
The quality of service demanded of these officers is the very highest. 
They must be men of ability and attainments, of high character, up with 
the times in their professiou, and successful in the administration of 
affairs. The discharge of their duties touches every child in the State. 
No other class of officers has equal direct responsibility in molding the 
character of future generations; yet it will be seen that, in a consid-
erable portion of the States, their pay does not equal that expected by 
a clerk of fair ability, whose only duty is to sell groceries or calico by 
retail. What can be more scandalous· than that the State of Michigan 
should pay to the superintendent of public instruction only $1,000, or 
Wisconsin only $1,200, or Ohio, in which the disbursement for educa-
tion approaches $8,000,000, only $2,000~ 
,. Payable in State scrip, which is variable in value. 
t Since the above was written 1'ennessee has passed a law giving her superintendent 
$3,000, and Oregon pays $1,500. 
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- It will be interesting to extend this examination and include the facts 
connected with the compensation for the services of the presidents and 
professors of our college8, an<l 8uperintendents qf our cities, and a large 
~hare of the best literary labor in the country. 
In acldjtion to the administrative work of a school superintendent of 
State or city, or t,he president of a college, it will be found, by looking 
through this report, what a vast amount of other labor is performed by 
them of a literary character, particularly in the production of text-
books and the delivery of addresses. 
Many of these men are expected to do all that can be required of a 
scholar, or scientist, or orator, and at the same time all that could be 
expected of the administrator of most multiplied and important affairs: 
Very often they have no one to assist them with head or hanrl. Great 
relief wouid be afforded, and efficiency added, by giving a superintend-
ent or college president appropriate clerical aiel. The limited extent to 
which these ov-ertasked and underpaid men avail themselves of the aid_ 
. of short-hand writers is surprising. 
CONCLUSION. 
No one can be more sensible of the omissions rendered necessary by 
the great size of this voiume, than I am. Many subjects of great in-
terest are hardly alluded to, and many others not noticed at all.* 
* A short note respecting a. few of these topics is here inserted. 
The article on kindergarten progress is necessarily omitted. Miss Elizabeth P. Pea-
body, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, still devotes herself enthusiastically to kindergar-
ten culture. Mr. John Kraus, so long connected with this office, will, in New York, do 
his utmost in the same direction. The benefits of this training for children between 
the nursery and the school are becoming better appreciated. In Boston, Saint Louis, 
Detroit, Cleveland, and other cities, considerable effort has been made to use something 
of Froebel's methods in connection with the public systems. Great gooc.l, no doubt, is 
to arise from the modifications of borne training which it is fittest to promote. 
Miss Matilcla H. Kriege's kindergarten training class in Boston is temporarily discon-
tinued. 
The Poppenhusen Institute, at College Point, Long Island, was established by Mr .. 
Conrad Poppenhusen for the benefit of his employes. Miss Jahn, a graduate of the 
normal school at Berlin, is the present teacher. 
Dr . .A.dolfDonai, author of works upon kindergarten training, is now a't the head of 
a kindergarten school in Newark, New Jersey. 
Miss Marie Fritsche is principal of an excellent kindergarten connected with the 
normal school at Des Moines, Iowa. 
Mi s Maria Bo lte, a pupil of Frederick Froebel's widow, is principal of the kinder-
garten of ... ew York City. This lady has also a" class for mothers." 
A kindergarten has just been established at Montclair, New J er ey, with Mi~s 
laec.lawiel as principal. 
Mi Emma larw del has opened a kindergarten in connection with her school for 
phy ical culture iu W a. hington, District of Columbia. 
:Mr . John Ocrden is to open a kindergarten at Columbus, Ohio. 
All p cial tr atment of female education must be omitte<l; all facts gathered in 
r gard t co-education, a well as a large amount of information collected by Mrs. 
, _ 
CONCLUSION. I.JXXXVII 
I have the honor to make the following recommendations: 
First. An increase of the permanent force of this office commensurate 
with the increasing amount of wor.k to be done. 
Secondly. An appropriation sufficient to pay for suitable cases for the 
books and records of the office, and for preserving· the modeis of sch0ol-
apparatus, &c., presented to it. 
Thirdly. Additional funds for the publication of Circulars of Informa-
tion to meet the increasing demand for the same. 
Fourthly. The enactment of a law requiring that all facts in regard to 
national aid to education, and all facts in regard to education in the 
Territories and the District of Columbia, necessary for the information 
of Congress, be presented through this office. For the purpose of en-
abling the Government to meet its responsibilities with respect to the r 
education of the people in the Terrjtories, I recommend that the office 
.of superintendent of public instruction for each Territory be created, to 
be filled by the appointment of the President, and his compensation to 
be fixed and paid as in the case of other Federal appointees for the Ter-
ritories. · 
Fifthly. In view of the appalling number of children growing up in 
ignorance on account of the impoverished condition of portions of the 
country in which slavery has been lately abolished, and in view of the 
special difficulties in the way of establishing and maintaining therein 
schools for universal education, and in ·consideration of the imperative 
need of immediate action in this regard, I recommend that the whole or 
a port.ion of the net proceeds arising from the sale of public lands shall _ 
be set aside as a special fund, and its interest be divided annually, pro 
rctta, between the people of the several States and Territories and . the 
District of Columbia, under such provisions, in regard to amount, allot-
ment, expenditure, and supervision, as Congress in its wisdom may deem 
fit and proper.* 
Julia H. Holmes in New York City, for the Bureau, showing the relation of woman's 
education to her industries; also, an interesting account of the traii1ing of women as 
nur:ses in Europe, and of the efforts of Julia F. Gould and others to introduce simi-
lar measures in connection with the hospitals in New York. 
Moreover, there must also be omitted any special trea~ment of the evils of the sub-
district system, or of the advantage of instruction in music and in drawing in public 
schools. 
"The Committee on Education and Labor in the Honse of Representatives, of which 
Hon. L. W. Perce is chairman, during the late session of Congress reported a bill 
with essentially this purpose of aid in view. After careful debate it passed that body 
and was sent to the Senate last February. 
The National Teachers' Association, at their late annual meeting in Boston, with rep-
resentatives present from all quMters of the country, and of all differences of opinion 
on other than educational subjects, adopted a resolution "approving the bill now 
pending in Congress, for the appropriation of the proceeds of the sales of the public 
lands to educational purposes." 
In a letter rece~tly received from Rev. Barnas Sears, D. D., agent of the trustees of 
the Peabody educational fund, he says: "Nothing more important, nothing more con-
o ' I 
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Sixthly., I need not more than allude to the fact that the extra work 
and extra expense for stationery and clerical assistance, &c., entailed on 
this Bureau by the endeavor to show thoroughly the methods, progress, 
and advantages of our public-school system at Vienna, will need an 
additional appropriation available this winter. 
Seventh1y. It is strongly urged by many educator~ in the country that 
the General Government should make adequate appropriations for the 
expenses to be incurred in representing . American education at the 
. Vienna Exposition, including the cost of preparing a common-school 
house, and its transJ!ortation, with other material-books, apparatus, 
&c.-necessary to illustrate the conduct of American common schools; 
and also the preparation of a report upon the educational lessons of the 
great Exposition for the benefit of American educators, and I earnestly 
recommend that this item of expe~e be included in whatever general 
appropriation Congress may see fit to make in aid of American repre-
sentation at this Exposition. 
Eighthly. I respectfully recommend that such provision as may be 
seen best in the wisdom of Congress, be made for the publication of ten 
thousand copies of the annual report of this Bureau, immediately on its 
completion, to be put at the control of the Bureau for distribution among 
its correspondents and the educators of the country, however many may 
be ordered for distribution by members of the Senate and House. 
My thanks are due to the thousands of educators in different parts, 
who have cordially cooperated in aiding the work of the office, and also .. 
to the Commissioner of Patents, the Superintendent and Acting Super-
intendent of the Ninth Census, the Commissioner of the General Land-
Office, the Congressional Printer, the Chief of the llureau of Statistics, 
and the Commissioner of Agriculture, for valuable information. 
It is very agreeable, at the close of another year, to have so abundant 
occasion to renew the expressions of my obligations to the Assistant 
Secretary and yourself, and to the President, for wise direction and 
hearty cooperation in the performance of the duties of this office. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. C. DELANo, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
JOHN EATON, JR., 
Oornm issioner. 
ciliating could be done by Congress for t he Southern States, t han to make a liberal 
appropriation for the public free schools. The white population generally feel the 
neces ity of educating t he colored race as well as their own children ; lmL almos t the 
whole burden falls upon themselves, as t he colored people ordinarily have but a slight 
poll-tax. Mr. Hoar's educational fund 'bill meets the case substantially, and would 
undoubtedly be acceptable to t he people, with the exception of a limited number of 
party men." 
imilar te timony comes from the remote Territories as well as from many sections 
of the different States. 
ANNUAL STATEMENT 
OF TH.l!: 
PROGRESS OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

*APPENDIX. 
ABSTRACTS FROM THE OFFICIAL REPORTS OF THE SCHOOL OFFICERS OF 
STATES, TERRITORIES, AND CITIES, WITH ADDITIONAL INFOR-
MATION FROM VARIOUS SOURCES. 
AILABA~Jf.A. 
LF rom report of Ron. Joseph HodgRon, State superintendent of instruction, for the scholastic year 
commencing January 1 and ending September 3D, 1871.j 
SCHOOL-FUND. 
'l'he school-fund for the scholastic year, as certified to this department by the State 
auditor, was derived as follows: · 
Interest on sixteenth-section fund, from December 1, 1869, to October 
1, 1870. __ ........ _ ..•.. _ .•......•.. -... -.- ... - ....... -- ... --- ..... $115, 268 8G 
Interest on valueless sixteenth-section fnnd, fi:om December 1, 1869, to 
October 1, 1870 ....•... , .....•.•........ _. _____ •...........•..•.... 
Interest on surplus revemie . _ •.•..................... - ... -.......... --. 
One-fifth aggregate revenue .. - ....... -..... - ............... -- ......... . 
Poll-tax ........ _ ....... _ ......... - ....................... _ ... __ ..... . 






Total. ............... _ ........................................ _.. 581, 389 29 
The school-fnnd for the scholastic year commencing October 1, 1871, and ending 
September 30, 1872, as certified to this department by the State auditor, amount.s 
to $604,978. GO. 1 
Financial statement. 
Pnblic-schoolfnnd for 1851. ... - . -- .•.................. -............... . 
Public-school funcl for 1856 ... __ .....•........•...................... _ •. 
Pu blic-scboolfund for 1857 ... · .......•..... __ - .. _ ..........•.. . .. _ ..... . 
Public-school fund for 1S69 ..... : . . _ ..... -- ..............•........... - .. 
P n blic-schoo l fund for 1870 ................... -- ....... - .•. _ .....••..... 
Public-schoolfund for 1871. .. -- ....................•.• -•............... 
'!he increase of school-fund for 1871 over that of 1870 amounts to ....... . 
Cost of administration in 1870 ...... _ ... _ ...................... . r ••• •••• 
Cost of administration in 11371 .. _ ......•....................•.•......•. 
Decrease ... ............................ ~- .................••••.• 







$86, 123 HZ 
44,588 21 
41,535 61 
Total available fnnd for 1871-'72 ......................•....•....•...... $640,627 83 
Already apportioned to schools ...................................... _.. 560,000 00 
Balance unapportionetl ...... : .................................. . 80,627 83 
.. The statistics of cit.v scho~ls, tabulatcu from the figures g iven by the city superintendents, as well 
n.:-~ the names of the presidents and tho statist,ics of the higher educational institutions of each State, 
will be found in their appropriate place among the statistical tables at the end of this volume. These 
t.n.!Jles of tho schools antl colleges embody the information given, in response to the circulars of inquiry 
liPnt out from t his Bureau, by those in charge of tho institutions. Owing to want of space, reference will 
b.e made in the text only to institutions from which the Bureau possesses printed or written informa-
tiOn relating to matters of special interest. 
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The n,bove apportionment is at the rate of $1.33-} to each child, which is the s~m~ as 
l<).St J'ear. A brge amount has been reserved in order that the necess~ry appropnat10ns 
may be made for the improvement of t.he State university, the csta,blishment of normal 
schools, and the correction of previous errors, by which several towns have been 
deprived of interest upon their sixteenth-section funds. "'Whatever balance may then 
remain will be apportioned thereafter. 
NEW SCHOOL CODE. 
At their last sesRion, the members of the board of eclnca,tion did much to reform the 
public-school system, but the code of laws which they then enacted ha,s been proved 
by the experience of the last year to be faulty in severn.l important respects. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The law provides for teachers' institutes, but makes no provision for their enc~urag;e­
ment. Dnring the past year institutes have been held in nen.rly all the couut1es, for 
the first time in the his tory of public instruction in Alabama. Tile result has been 
most satisfactory. . 
The superintendent thus writes: "The board of educa,tion should designate certam 
central points and convenient times at which several counties mn.y unite iu institutes, 
and thftt, a competent teacher, trained in a norrnn,l school, be cmployell to give instruc-
tion to the teacher& on such occasions. I am satisfied that in this wn.y onr teachers 
of public schools would become far more efficient a,t a V0fY small cost to the State. 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
"As au auxiliary to tlle teachers1 institutes, I organized in .July a State association of 
teachers. It was largely attended by leading educators from a,U parts of the State, 
aud for three days the addresses and debates elicited unflagf>'iug attention. 
"I would suggest, inasmuch as it is expedient for connty s~1perintendents to visit the 
capital at least once in each year to adjnst accouuts, that they he empowered to 
attend the n.nnual educational convention, and that a small appropriation be made t:<' 
pay their expenses. Nothing would go fnrther to n.dvauce the cause of pubhc 
instruction than a, convention of county superintendents once a year. 
THE STATE UNIVEHSITY. 
"The State university was re-organized by the board of educn.tion, sitting as a. board 
of regents. It ball fallen into bad repute, and was without students. The board se-
lected au · able faculty, equal in ability to any who had preceded them. Notwith-
standing the difficulties with which the university has been oblirrecl to contend for 
. everal years, its 1)l'esent session opened with most flattering pros1~ects, n,nd the corps 
of cadets nnml)ers nearly as many as before the war. It is unnecessarv for me to call 
the attention of the people to the importance of sending their sons to u.·n institution of 
tlleir own. 
NOR;\1AL DEPARTMENT OF TilE UNiVERSITY • 
. "In this department, which is designed for the preparation of teachers, inHtruction iH 
gtven by each professor as to the be::;t manner of imparting a knowledge of the sub-
jects taught, and at stated times tlle pupils are required to practice the principles 
taught by teaching a class, under the immediate direction of the professor. The 
president of the univer .. ity will deliver a course of lectures on the art of tcaclling and 
~onducting school., with spec ial reference to discipbue. Certi-ficates of proficiency, 
Hetting forth their qualifications, will be given to those who leave the university for 
the purpose of teaching, wllich certificates will at once admit them, without further 
examination, into the pnLlic schools as teachers. 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANICS. 
1
' It will devolve upon the general assembly to appropriate to some institution of 
learning the ~nnnal interest of ~he fund now Leing realized from the congressional 
lancJ-rrrant. :\wo hnnclred and forty thousand acres have been gi von to the State for 
an endowment to agricultural and scientific l:lchools. This h~nd bas been sold by tho 
.'tat ·ommis ioners for $218,000, and will realize us au a11nmtl revenue of about 
'17,000. Ilerc, then, we have foe our own State the means of setting on foot a system 
of in traction which will ext •n<l to onr laboring population the great benefits which 
hav been d rived from similttr in titutions in Europe. If such polytechnic school for 
training in th practi ·al arts are euconra.ged by the tate government, I confidently 
,_-p ·ct to see th0 mo. t important re. ults at nodi tant day." 
ALABAMA. 
SCHOOL ATIE.NDANCE. 
Number of pupils enrolled, male ........................... -.- .. 
Number of pupils enrolled, female .... -- ------ ........ ------ ... . 





Average number of mn.le pupils in attendance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :~4, 180 
Average number of female pupils in attendance ................. . 32, 178 
Total average attendance ... _ .....•...... _ ....... .. --.. . . . . 66, :15f:l 
Increase in attendn.nce since last year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 395 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS. 
Number of primary schools._ ................................. . 
Number of intermediate schools .. - ... .. ...................... . . 
Number of grammar schools .........•......................... 
N 11m ber of high schools . _ .............................. ... .... . 
Totn.l ..•.......... _ .. _ .................... _ ..... ___ ... ~ .. _ 
NUMBEH OF PUPILS IN DIFFIWENT BHAXCHES. 
Pupils studying orthography. __ ............................ - .. 
PupilR studying reading ...... _ ............................... . 
Pupil& studying writing ........... __ ........... ..... ...... ... . 
Pupils stud,yi ng arithmetic ................................... . 
Pupils studying geography ................................... . 
Pnpils studying grn.mmar .................................... .. 
TEACIIEBS. 
Number of teachers, male ..................................... . 
N urn ber of teachers, female ................................... . 




















Average monthly pn.y of teachers .. ... . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42 15 
Average duration of schools, 3 months 8-} days. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Total enrollment, 1Sil .............. _ ..................................... . 
Total average attendance ........... . _ .................................... . 
Total increase in attendance since last year. ......... _ ......... _ ........... . 
Total number of schools .................................................. . 






























At the conclusion of his report, the superintendent says : "In submitting this report 
I would call the attention of your excellency to the fact that a large proportion of the 
public schools during the past year diu not cease opcrastion as soon as the public fnnd 
was exhausted, but were continued by private contribution. Thns the public funn 
has been made a most valuable auxiliasry to the educational interests of the State. It 
has pasicl more than half the tuition of nearly all the children of tho State, and all the 
tuition of, by far, the greatest number." · 
TI-IE PEABODY FUND. 
From tho report of Dr. Sears, superintendent of this fund, we make several extracts to 
show the aid that has been extended to the educational interests of the State. 
To an inquiry respecting local taxation, the superintendent replied, March 28, 1872: 
".~o local taxes a,ro levied in this St:-1te for school purposes, except in the counties and 
Cities (two of each) mentioned in my report; but such taxes may be levied, as you will 
see from the law. Thus, while the State is unable to raise money enough by a general tax 
to snpport the schools for a period much beyond three months, the people are so averse to 
~ocal taxation that they will not, in this way, supplement the State funds. An attempt 
18 made to meet this difficulty by requiring, as t:'tr as practicn.ble, the school funds to 
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ue supplemented to an a.mount sufficient to continue the public schools in operation for 
at least five months. It would seem that the additional money is to be raised by vol-
untary contribution, and that au agreement must be entered into by the contributors 
to ma:ke the schools free, and to place them under the supervision and con~rol of the 
public-school a,uthorities. This may be the best th::tt can be dono; but, as light dawns 
upon the people, they will see that they n,re paying dea.r for their prejudice a.gainst a 
school-tax. The plan can be viewed only in t.he light of a tmnsition to a, better state 
of things. 
GREE~SBOROUGH. 
''It was hoped that the schools of Greem:borough would ha,ve become this ye:_tr sel~-S~lp­
portiog; but, the superintendent wrote, March 12, 1872: 'The prospects ot recmvmg 
State aid are so gloomy that I feel constrained to req nest the continuance of the saome 
assist::tnce that you lmve so kindly given for the past two years. Our schools arc fuller 
than ever before.' The dona.tion, $1,000, was renewed. 
SEL~'fA. 
"The president of the board of education of Selma wrote, August 5, 1871: '~hen I 
last saw you I thought we should ue able by this time to keep our free school w1thot~t 
further assistance from the Peabody fund; hut we have been disappointed. There IS 
a provision in our city charter which limits the amount of our school-fund from the 
city tax to 10 per cent. of the gross revenue of the city. vVo endeavored, at the l~st 
session of the legislature, to remove this restriction, but met with opposition, whwh 
defeated the measure.' The former donation of $2,000 was continued. 
MONTGOMERY. 
"The superintendent of Montgomery wrote: 'Your generous gift assisted us so m?-c_? 
lust year that we Lad hoped to carry our schools through the ,year without any nsslStr 
ance from outside; but the State treasurer is unable to pa.y the State apportionm~nt, 
abont ~~,500, and we . must close at once, unless we can obtain help.' V{e prom1sed 
$1,500, on condition tuat the schools be continued through the year. 
"Altogether there has been expended from this fnnd in tho State $91200." 
ALABAMA TEACHEI:S' ASSOCIATION. 
The second annual meeting of tllis association was held at Montgomery, July 9th, 
lOth, anclllth. 
Addresses were delivered by Hon. Joseph Hodgson, president ::tn(l State superintend-
ent of public instruction; uy Professor Keuned.Y on the "best incentive to study;'~ by 
Hon. E. R. Dickson on the "best method of diffnsing educ:1tion; " by Colonel Memfee, 
county superintendent of Pike County, in behalf of popular educa.tion. He was 
followed by Rev. Dr. Andrews, president Southern University, Grc0nsborough; Mr. 
·Goodwin and Dr. Stout, of Atlant:.; Mnjor Davis, of Louisville ; Mr. Calvin, of 
Augusta. Rev. Mr. Cook, Professor Hale, Professor Hogg, and Rev. D. C. B. Connerly 
ttml others also made addresses upon practical snbj ects, and all earnestly in sympathy 
with the movement for sustaining a system of public schools. 
Professor Lupton, president of the State university, expressed himself as in full 
accord witb tho pnulic-scbool movement. Tllough he saw difficulties in the way, be 
thought tbe.v would be overcome. It was only necessary to show t.ho people the good 
to ue derived from the results of the system. 
All the discussions dnriug the meetings of the a.ssociation demonstrated that 
Ala.hvma. ha many able workers in the cause of public Rchools who are striving to 
lay the foundations of a progressive system of public education in tho State. 
INSTITUTI01: S. 
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF ALABAMA. 
The circula.r of this institution for theses ion of 1872-'73 contains the following record 
of its progress and present condition: 
At tbc ses ion of the college for 18fi -'69 there were 22 students, 4 of whom graduated 
at the close of tbe es. ion. Tbe next year, or the session of 1869-'70, there were 25 
students, of whom 7 graduated . Tho next session 54 stndents attended the lectures, 
15 of whom graduat •tl. At the la. t se sion, that of 1 71-'12, there wore 91 studenta 
and 37 grrtfluate. . Tbus tho institution has had a. steady and uniform growth. 
The system of free lectures still continues. 
ALABAMA. 7 
REASONS FOH MAK(NG THE LECTURE COURSE FREE. 
The building was erected by the State, and presented to the trustees as a free gift. 
The city of Mobile presented a museum and complete chemical apparatus, at a cos~ of 
$80,000. . 
At the close of the war it became apparent that many of the students were una.ble 
to pay the customary charges for tuition. The faculty, therefore, decided to make the 
lectures free, and charge fees only sufficient to meet the ordinary running expenses of 
the institution. In the opinion of th~ faculty1 the plan aceon::plishes all that; was 
desired. They do not object to the endowment of the various chairs, but claim to have 
adopted the present system as the plainly indicated want of the times. 
Tile faculty also urge their friends to foster the institution, and to con·tribute their 
moral support to its sustenance upon the plan adopted. 
TALLADEGA COLLEGE. 
This institution is the outgrowth of the work carried on by tl1e American Missionary 
AEsociation, and is still under its supervision, and partially maintained lJy it. lt is 
intended by the foum1ers to build up an institution complete in all its departments, 
commencing with preparatory and normal departments, and developing into a college. 
A building, sixty by one hundred feet, erected before the war, surronnded by forty acres 
of land, was, with tbe ·assistance of the Government, purchased in 18G7. In honor of 
one who contributed large~y, it is called Swayne HalL In the summer of 1870 ::1 second 
building l'{as completed, 'at a. cost of $20,000. This building, in testimony of the liber-
ahty of Rev. L. Foster, uf Blue Island, Illinois, is namell Foster Hall. The advantages 
of the school are extended to both sexes, and to all without distinction of sect, race, 
or color. 
In addition to the preparatory and normal departments, now in operat.ion, collegiate, 
ladies' higher, and professional schools are to be organized as soon as there· shall boa 
demand for tbem. A t-heological department was opened at the commencement of the 
session of 1872-'n. The college also sets forth its pressing need of funds to expand 
its work. 
ALABAMA INSANE HOSPITAL. 
The eleventh annual report of the officers of the Alabama Insane Hospital, Dr. Peter 
Bryce, supermtenclent, contains some facts interesting to educators. 
The number of recoveries in proportion to the admissions is greater than last year, 
and the deaths have correspondingly diminished. 'l'hese facts are, in the opinion of t!Je 
cnperintendent, the more remarkable from the fact t.bat an unusually large number of 
incurable and feeble patients were admitted. In the appendix to the report, among 
o~herl:l, are the tables given below: 
Social1·elations of patients 1·eceivecl du1·ing past ten yem·s. 
-----.------------·--
Men. Vvomon. ~'otal. 
--------------------------------1------------ ----
Married ............................................... - ---.-- . - - -.. - . . . 
Single .. ........... .. .... ................. ... .......... ............. ... . 
vVidowed .............................................. - ........ --- .. . 






14 3~ I 
-----------------------------~------------
Education of patients 1·eceived du1·ing past ten years. 
I Men. I Women. _T_o_t_a_l._ 
----~----·---------------- --1-----------------
Jteceiveu a liberal education ........................................... . 
}i:~~~f~~~i ~ {f~~~e~~~J~~~t~o;; ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~::::: 
Tieceivcd no education ................................................. . 
















~ From this it appears that out of the 702 patients under treatment for the ten years from 18Gl to 1871, 
OJJly 177 had received a good educ::ttion. 
SPRING HILL COLLEG1~. 
This college was incorporated in 1836 by the Stat.e of Alabama, with all the rights 
and privileges of a universit.y, and empowered to confer academic honors. Tho college 
building was burned io 1869, but bas been rebuilt on an improved plan. The course 
is divided into classical and commercial departments. Tbeso are preceded by a 
preparatory course. 
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HOWARD COJ.LEGB. 
The o;·ganh:atiou of this colleg~ is sa.id to l'c siruibr to that of Washington an.d 
Lee University. There are ten urfferent uepartmeuts, and eacll student may ch?OSe 
which of these be will attend, but be is required to attend at least fifteen recitatiOns 
per week. The uepartments are: 1. School of Latin. 2. School of Greek. 3. School 
of modern lano·uaO'es. 4. School of English. 5. School of moral science and theology. 
fi. School ofm~th~matics. 7. School of chemistry, geology, and mineralogy. 8. School 
of natural philosophy and applied mathematics. 9. School of civil engineering. 10. 
Bnsiness school. 
The degrees conferreu are t.hose of J?a?helor .of Philosophy, Ba~helor of Scie~1cc 
B:tehelor of Arts, Master of Arts, and C1v1l Engmeer; for the attamment of which, 
certificates of proficiency in varying combimttions of the different schools are prereq-
uisites. 
MAlUON FEl\IAJ~E SF.l\:IJNAUY. 
This seminary is claimed to be one of the oldest schools of [1 high grade, for the edu-
cation of females, in the State. 
The scholastic year embraces nine months. 
TUSCALOOSA FE:HALB COLLEGE. 
Large additional built1ings have been erected recently for study-halls, recita~ion­
l'oom, music and art departments. The school embraces primary, intermedmte, 
academic, auu collegiate departments. A normal department is also announced. 
FLORENClC SYNODICAL l?E:"IfALE COLLEGE. 
This institution embraces a primary ~wd a collegiate department. The collegiate 
course extends over fonr years. 
DEATH 01<' REV. WILLIAM U. MITCHELl .. 
Rev. William H. Mitchell, D. D., president of the :F'lorence Synodical College, died 
Oetober 3, 1t;72. 
He was born at M:onogban, Ireland, September 7, 1812. He received a classical edn-
ca,tiou, a.nd afterward stmliedlaw with his fa,ther. In his twenty-sixth year he m~trried, 
antl shortly after came to Montgomery, A1ab:ulia, where he taught school for seveml 
years, and was licenseu to preach by the presbytery of East Alabama in 1<'343. He wa~ 
settled al'l pastor at \Vctnmpl;:a for seven years. He removed to :F'lorence in 1850, where 
he was settled as pastor till 1871. In 185fi he became president of the college. . 
He was possessed of ~reat executive powers ~Ls presidinO' offteer and as teacher. H1s 
influence for good over his pupils was most marltecl. In all the relations of life he bore 
himself in such a manner as to win the confidence ancl respect of the entire commn- . 
nit-y, aml his death is deplored as a pnblic calamity. 
1<'.\.CTS J<'R0:\1 TIU: UNITED 81'.\'rES CE~SUS 
Al'ea cwcl pop.nlation.-In 1870, Alabama was the l'lixtcentb State in popul:.Ltion, 
haYing 996,!JOi inhabitallPts, in an are;t of E0,722 sqnare miles, an average of 19.6f) 
person to the . quare mile. This popnlation consisted of 521,384 whites, 475,510 
negroes, and 9 Indians; 9d7,0:{0 were natives of the Uuite<.l States, 0,9()2 were foreign-
born; of the native residents of the ·state, 3G9,G:JG whiteR, 374,418 blacks, and 9:J 
Indians, were born within its bordcr:3; of the foreign residents, 2,482 were born in 
Germany, 3,893 in Irclauu, a.ncl 1,041 iu Englantl. 
' chool altcndance.-Accordiug to Ta\,le IX, vol. 1, of Ceu~us Report, 77,139 persons of 
all !lCTCS attended chool in the State in 170; of these only 4 were foreign-born. The 
w1J1te male~:;cholars unmbcrcd :31,09 , antl the white female scholars 30 '226 · the colored 
mule' :cholars 7,:J02, antl th ·o1ored female scllolars 8,:n:3. ' ' 
IllilerafeH.-Tbe 1mm lwr of persons of all races 10 yc·ars ol<l and over unable to write 
wa, !3 :3,01:l of whom ~m~y 70 wer forcign-bor~. ' 
_lge, su, and rw·e of tlhtcrates.-Of th white illiterates 10 to 15 years old 13 214 were 
m~1es Ullllll,OlG were females · of tbose from 15 to 21 y~ara old, D,€42 wefe ~ales and 
B.tJ1 wcr fpmal·. ; of tho. e 21 year old ancl ov ·r 17 4~0 were males and 31 001 were 
f< male . f th colon~ll illit{'rate., 10 to 15 y ars oid 24 301 ,...,. re males a~d 22 615 
w re fi·mp.l · · of tho. e15 to 21 y<'ar old, 25,Ghj were ~aids and 2 ,915 were females; 
of tho. <• 21 Y •:trH ol<l anct o,- ·r, 91,017 w ro males and 98.344 were females; 55 illitN-
at ·s w •r Incliaw;. · 
ALABAMA. 9 
Educational instittdions.-A'"Ccording to Table XII, vol. 1, of Censns Report, the total 
nnrn ber of educational institutions is 2,969; these had 2,372 male and 992 female 
teachers. The public institutions numbered 2,812, with 2,173 male and 8:55 female 
. teachers, 33,390 male and 33,873 female scholars. 
Amount ancl som·ce of educational incorne.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $976,351, of which $39,500 were derived from endowments, $471,161 
from taxation and pnblic funds, .and $465,690 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The income appertaining to the public (normal, high, grammar, 
graded. and ungraded common) schools for educating these 67,263 pupils, was $629,626, 
of which sum . $8,000 were derived from endowments, $447,156 from taxation aml 
pnblic funds, and $174,470 from other sources, including tuition. 
Colleges.-Thf1 8 colleges reported, with 42 male and 21 female teachers, contained 
1,0.i!6 pnpils, and had a to~al income of $}08,800. 
Acadernies.~The 46 academies had 132 teachers, 3,086 pupils, and an income from 
tuition, &c., of $142,750. 
Private schools.-The 83 (private) c.lay and boarding schools had 97 teachers, 3,129 
pupils, and an income of $70,870, of which $2,000 were deri\' ed from taxation or public 
funds. 
Libraries.-The libraries of the State were: Public, 298, with 26,577 volumes; ' 
private, 1,132, with 490,305 volumes; making a total of 1,430 libraries, with 576,882 
volumes. 
The press.-Eighty-nine periodicals, with an aggregate circulation of 91,165 copies, 
n.nd an aggregate annual issue of 9,198,980 copies, were reportec.l. 
Clmrches.-Of the 2,095 church organizations in the State, 1,958 batl erlifices, with 
510,810 sittings; the church property was valued at $2,414,515. 
Pauperisrn.-The paupers reported numbered 687, of whom 354 were native whites, 
327 native blacks, and 6 foreigners. 
Cr·iminals.-Of the 593 prisoners, 149 were native whites, 436 native blacks, and H 
foreigners. · · 
Age and sex of popttlation.-Of the total population of .A..labamn., 342,976 persons were 
from 5 to 18 years old, of which number 17:~,273 were males and 169,703 were females. 
The number 10 years old and over was 706,802, of whom
1
340,984 were males and 3G5,8l8 
fi3males. 
Occupations.-Two hundred and seventy-five thousand six hundred and forty malm; 
and 89,618 females of these ages were engaged in various occupations; of these 
365,258 employed persons 291,628 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, 42,125 in 
professional and personal services, 14,435 in trade and transportation, and 17,070 in 
manufactures, mechanical and mining industries. . . 
.Age ancl sex of working popnlation.-Of the 365,258 reported as employed, 34,059 males 
and 14,068 females (a total of 48,127 persons) were between 10 and 15 years old; 
220,699 males and 72,858 females (equal to 29:3,557 persons} were between 16 and !i9 
years of age; and 20,882 males and 2,692 females (or 23,57 4 persons) were 60 years old 
and over. 
LIST OF SCHOOL OFFICIALS IN ALABAMA. 
Ron. JOSEPH H. SPl~ED, super·intendent of public instruction, ·Montgomery. 
County. 
~~l~~~~~:::::::: :::::::::: : : : 
Baldwin----·--···· ........ . 
Barbour .................... . 
Bibb ........................ . 
Blount ... _ ................. . 
Bullock ..... _ .......... _____ _ 
Butler ..... _ ....... . .... ___ . _ 
Calhoun ..... ___ .... ____ .. ___ . 
Chambers .................. .. 
Cherokee . . .. . .......... _. _ .. 
Choctaw ................... .. 
Clar·ko ....... .. .............. . 
m~&u·;~~::::: :·:::::::-: :'::::: 
Coffee ....... _ ........ _ .. ___ .. 
Colbert ........ _ ....... _ . __ .. 
Conecuh . ............ _ ..... .. 
Coosa ................. ___ . _ .. 
~~::Sff~~-:::::: : :::::::::::: 
Dale ....................... .. 
Dallas _ ... _ .. .... ______ ... _ .. 
Name. 
G. L . .Alexander. ___ ................. _. 
.T. L. Williams----· .. --------- ..... --· 
H. Hall, sr .......................... .. 
B. B. Fields .......... . ........ - ...... . 
~: ~-LH~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ttt~!~1~7t~:::_- •• :.::•:::::• 
W. H. Lawrence ..................... . 
V. R. Williams ....................... . 
M.Egell ............................. . 
.A.. vVillin,mson ....... - .. -- .. ------.--. 
~it~li1~~~~.::::: :: ~:: ~:::::: : : ~::: ~ 
M. C. Bird ...... -····-···-·-·· ....... . 
W. J.Lcdkins ....................... .. 
N.D. Moore .... .' ................... . 
E. G. Mancill ........ __ ............. .. 
. J. J. Bremson ......... - ............. - . 
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List of school officials in Alabama-Continued. 
County. 
DeK::Ilb ..................... . 
Elmore·····---~----········· 
Escn,m1Ji::t . .................. . 
·Etowah ... ............ .... .. . 
F ayette ..................... . 
Franklin .......... . .... . .... . 
Geneva ..................... . 
G reene ...................... . 
Hale ... . ....... ............. . 
Hemy ...................... . 
Jack~;on .................... . 
J cfferson .................... . 
:L::tntler<l ale ................. . 
La wren co ..... ............ . .. . 
Lee ......................... . 
Limestone ... ...... ......... . 
Lo\vndcs . .... . ....... . ...... . 
Macon .. .................... . 
Madison .................... . 
Marengo . .......... . ........ . 
Marion .. ................... . 
MarshalL ................... . 
Mouilo ... . .. .. . ............. . 
Monroe ..................... . 
Montgomery ........ ........ . 
Perry ....................... . 
P1ckcns . . ................. .. . 
Morgan ..... .. .. .... ........ . 
Pike ........................ . 
~~~~clllp~::::::::::::::::::::: 
S:tn t od ...... . .............. . 
Shelby ...................... . 
Saint Clair ... ...... . ........ . 
Snmter ... . .. .. ....... ...... . 
Talladega ........ ........ .. . . 
Tn,llapoos:t . ................. . 
TuRcaloos:l. . ....... .......•... 
Walker .............•........ 
W ashington .... . ........... . 
Wilcox . . .... ..... . ..... .... . 
Winston .. .. ... .. ....... .. .. . 
City . .... ................... . 
City .....•.................•. 
Name. 
P. B. Frazier ......................... . 
W. P. Hannore ...................... . 
l. '!'.B. Ford .. ......... . ..... ..... ... . 
R.J. C. Hail ........... . ... .... ....... . 
B. F. Peters .. ........................ . 
I. J. Hogers .......................... . 
I. H. Heese ........... .'. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
W. C. McCracken .................... . 
U. H. Ycrl.Jy .. ..... ......... .. ........ . 
I. W. Fostet· ........................ .. 
J. J . Brown .......................... . 
J. R. Rockett .. . ........ . .. ..... . . ... . 
J. W. Weems ....................... .. 
Peter White ... ....... . ... . . ........ .. 
J. F.Yarborough ............. ... .. . .. . 
T. S. Malone ......................... . 
H. W. Coffe.y, M. D ........ .' .... ..... . 
H. C. Armstroug . .......... ....... .... . 
A. W. McCullough ..... ... ... .. ...... . 
G. F.Ellic> ... ... ...... . ...... . ..... . . . 
P.M. R. ~paun .............. ... ... .. . 
A. ,f. McDonald ............ ......... . . 
E. R. Dickson ........................ . 
'1'. J. Emmons .. .. ..... . ..... ...... ... . 
J. Fitzpatrick ........................ . 
J. ll. Houston ........................ . 
J. Somerville ......................... . 
T. Morrow ...................... : .... . 
W. C. :Men pffe ........... ... _ ........ _ . 
J.l\I.K. Gwinn ...................... . 
J. U. Brannon .... .......... .. ....... . 
'b.~--~ ;!l~~~~~ ::::: :::: :·::: :: : :::: :: 
F. Dillon ......... . ................... . 
M. C. Kinnard ...... _ .... ... . ... ...... . 
W. L. Lewis .... . . ..... ....... ..... . .. . 
SamuclC. Oliver ..................... . 
R. S. Cox . ......... . ... ............... . 
J. C. Scott .................. .. ....... . 
A. J. Richardson .. .. ...... ........... . 
E. D. Moriell ....... .. .. . ..... .... .... . 
C. vV. Hanna .......... ......... --· ... . 
H.:;\;'[. Bush .... .. ........... ....... .. . 















































In the absence of any official report, the following letter of tbe Stato superintendent 
of public instruction to the United Stat.cs Commissioner of Education is given, as 
furnishiJJg the only official information of the condition of education in this State now 
in the possession of this Bureau : 
"OFFICii: OF SUPEIU:KTENDENT OF PUBLIC I rTSTll UCTION, STATE OF AHKANSAS, 
"Little Rode, Arlwnsas, Deccm.ber 11, 1872. 
"DEAR Sm: Your communication of the 22tl ultimo, with respect to furnishing 
school statistics in our State, to be embodied in your forthcoming report, has been 
received, an<ll have dela.yed answering until now, hoping that r eports might come in 
which ·would enable me to comply, at least to some extent., with ;your request ; !Jut in 
this I have !Jeen disappointed. I have long !Jeen waiting for tlle circuit superin-
tendents to furnish .ne with the necessary data to enable me to make out my ui ennial 
report to the governor and general assembly, but as yet nothing of consequence has 
been recei ' red. 
"In conse<]ucnce of the action bad at tlle last session of the lcgisbture iu making 
State scrip receivable for school ta,xes, and the restrictions laid upon locn,l taxation in 
school dist·ricts, onr school s,ystem has been very mnch crippled in its operations 
•luring the past two years. 
"Owing to the depreciation of the scrip, t.bc funds \\-ere not sufficient in a majority 
of the school districts to defray the expenses of a three months' school. The teachers 
were cli sheartenecl, and a large uuml.Jer of the best qualified have loft tbo State. Iu 
some of tbe cities and towns where they llavc l.Jcen able to realize a consicleralJle 
amount from local tax we have bad good schools, and the system is worlting ·well. 
"The people, who had become quite :l~tvorablc to the free-school system, are now 
totally discomaged, and <.lemantl a radical change in the system. Unless better 
counsels shall prevail in the coming legislature than in the past, our free-school 
system will exist only in name. 
"The im1notrial university, wllich is intimately connected with our free-school 
system, is in snccessful operation, with about two hundred students, nncl is having 
un apparently healtlJy growth. · 
"I have thus gi von yon a few points, which will indicate somewhat onr condition 
odncationally iu this State, and show wb;y the excellent progress made during the first 
two years has not !Jeen continued. 
''I cxceetliugly regret what I llave had no power to remedy . 
. "V cry respectfully, 
. "Hon. JOHN EATON, Jr., 
"Commissione1· of' Education, Washington, D. C." 
PEADODY FG~D. 
"THOS. SMITH, 
" Superintendent . 
Dr. Sears, the agent, says of Arkansas: "There has been a retrograde movement in 
this State, the nature of wliich is tllus indicated in a Jetter of the superintendent: 
'The lust general assembly passed an act authorizing the issue of treasurer's certifi-
eates and maldng them receivable for school taxes, and the result was that litt le else 
than these certiilcates was paid into the sclwol-funcl, and they ranged at a discount of 
from fifty to twenty-five cents on the dollar, and in country places were difiicult to 
convert into money at any price. The legisla,ture also passed an act limi ting the 
amount of local school taxes in the several school districts in country piaces to one-
half of one per cent., and three-fourths of one per ceut. in cities a,nd towns. Under 
these provisions not more than one in teo of the school districts tlmmghout the State 
eould support a scbool for a term of three months during 'the year.' 'l'he cities seem 
to have suHi:lred less from tbese dnrangements tban the conntry towns. 
"The aid fnrnished bas been-to Litt.le Rock, $2,000; Helena,, $1,000; Camden, 
~1,000; Fort Smi1 h, $1,500; to seven other places, sums varying from ~BOO to $300; 
~w<l for the Journal of Eclncation, ~p200; a total of $8,950. 
"Tbe superi utendcnt of H elena writes: 'There is a. much better feeling in the com-
munity in regard to pnblic schools. More iuterest is taken in the subject by the 
eitizens general ly.' The superintendent of Little Rock sr1ys of tlJe schools, 'All 
dasses of citizens now patronize tllem freely.''' 
COKIHTION OF SCHOOLS L~ LITTLE H.OCK. 
The whole number of sittings in aU the school-buildings is 1,316, while there are 
1,650 pupils eurolle<l, which haa been the canso of much dissatisfaction during the year. 
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German and French have been introduced into the high-school course on an equality 
with tlle other branches. The examination showed the schools to be in a highly satis-
factory condition. 
SAINT JOHN'S COI-LEGE. 
This institution founded by the masonic fraternity of Arkansas, was chartered as n. 
military college, ~nd such it will continue to be1 for the military di~ci_Plin.e p~·oclnces 
the happiest effect upon the general conduct of th~ students. Th1s mst1t~t10n was 
re-opened October 1, 1867, (it having been closed durmg the war,) and has smce then 
1Jeen in successful operation. 
ARI\ANSAS DEAF-MUTE INSTITUTE. 
:E'or nearly two years this school was conducted on the slender means that t,be ci~y 
was able to ·appropriate. In 1868 it was incorporated as a State institution. Since th1s 
incorporation there has been appropriated the sum of $26,000 for its annual expenses, 
and the sum of $300 per annum for the expenses of each pupil. For building purposes 
no appropriation was made; but the board of directors erected a large frame house at 
less expense than one year's rent. This, after a time, proved inadequate, and the sub-
stantial brick edifice now occupied was erected. The capacity of this buildi_ng is about 
exhausted, and the legislature has been petitioned to make an appropriation for build-
ing purposes. . 
The limit prescribed by law for admission is between the ages of nine and thnty. 
It is estimated that there are at least two hundred and fifty deaf-mutes in this State 
under thirt,y years of age. There is also a large number of colored deaf-mutes i~ ~he 
State, entitled to tlle same privileges of education as the white, for whom no provisiOn 
has been made, and with the present accommodations of the institute, it is impossible 
to receive them. There are no hospital accom.modations, and should an epidemic break 
out, there is no place to which the sick can be removed. 
ARKANSAS INSTITUTE FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
In1868 this institution was ren10ved from Arkadelphia to Little Rock, and thoroughly 
re-organized. 'l'he trustees recommend an appropriation of $30,000 for the support of 
the institution for the next two years. 'l'he worksllop has profited greatly by the 
change of location, and during the last two years has been self-supporting. 
ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL UNIVEltSITY. 
This institution is establislled in accordance with an act of Congress making a grant 
of land as an endo'Nment for its benefit, and in accordance with an act of the general 
assembly of the State carrying out the object of the grant. Besides the grant of land 
made by Congress, amounting to 150,000 acres, the State legislature has appropriated 
$50,000 for the benefit of the institution. The donation of $130,000 proposed by the 
county of Washington and town of Fayetteville, upon condition of the location of the 
institution in the latter place, has been secured by its location. Several hundred acres 
.of land have been donated by private individuals . An experimental farm bas been 
provided for agricultural and horticultural purposes. 
According to the act of the general assembly, a normal department has been estab-
lished in connection with the university. Those who desire to enter this department, 
ttnd will enter into a written obligation to teach in the public schools of the St.ate for 
two years after completing their course, will Le aumitted without payment of tuition. 
A prepara,tory departtnent has been established as auxiliary to the higher depart-
ments. There will be provision made for 219 beneficiaries, entitled to four years free 
tuition, and apportioned among the several counties according to their respective 
populations. Pro'lision will be made for instruction in military science and t.actics. 
An unexpected difficulty in procuring the agricultural-college scrip to which the uni-
versity is entitled bas caused delay in the establishment of a full agricultural c·onrRe. 
FACTS FR0:\1 TJIE UNITlm STATE. CEN 'US . 
..1~·ea and JJOP_nlatio!t.-In. 1870 Arkansas wa · the twenty-sixth State in population, 
ha-vmg 4 4,47lmbabltants man area of52,19 square miles, an averao·e of 9.30 persons to 
the sqnare r:uile. Thi population consists of 362,115 white , 122,169 ~10grocs, 89 Indians, 
and 9 'l~mesc;. 470,445 were natives of the nited Stntcs, f1,o:w were foreign-born; 
of the natl\·e rewleuts of the tate, 170,39 white , 62,46!3 blacks, antl 21 Indians werP 
horn within it border ; of the foreign residents, 1,563 w reborn in Germany 1 42 in 
Irelaml, and 52G in England. ' ' 
clwol alt nclancc.-Acc?rdinCY ~o Ta~)le JX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 62,572 persons of 
all ag .s att ndcd cboolm tbe tate 10 1 70; of the e only 26 were foreign-born. Tho 
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white male scholars nm'nbered 30,13R, and the white female scholars 26,650; the colored 
male scholars numbered 2,930, and the colored female scholars 2,854. 
llliterates.-The number of persons of all races, 10 years ol<l and over, unable to 
•vrite was 133,339, of whom only 293 were foreign-born, 4 Chinese, and 18 Indians. 
Age, sex, ancl1·ace of illUerates.-Of the white illiterates 10 to 15 years old, 7,985 were 
males and 6,814 were females; of those 15 to 21 years old 6,703 were males and 7,21:3 
females; of those 21 years old -and over, 13,610 were males and 21,770 were femal~s . 
Of t.lle colored illiterates 10 to 15 years old, 5,352 were males, 4,982 were females; of 
those 15 to 21 years old, 5,863 were males and 6,655 were females; of those 2l years 
old and over, 23.6d1 were males and 22,68!) were females. 
Educational institutions.-Accordin g to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
uumber of educational institutions was 1,978; tllese had 1,653 male ~nrl 644 female 
teachers, anc141,939 male and 39,587 female pupils. The public institutions numbered 
1,744, with 1,458 male and 508 female teachers, 37,103 male and 34,942 female scholars. 
Amount anclsouTce of ed-ucational income.-The total income of all tlle ed ucational in-
stitutions was $681,962, of which $7,300 were derived from endowments, $555,331 from 
taxation and public funds, and $119,331 from tuition and other sources .. 
Publio schools.--The income appertaining to the public (normal, high, grammar, 
graded and ungraded common) schools for educating these 72,04G pupils was $552,461; 
of which sum $7,300 -were derived from endowments, $529,881 from taxation and pnblie 
funds, and $15,280 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges. - The :3 colleges reported, with l:l male and 2 female teachers, contained 235 
pupils, and had a total income of $7,700. · 
Aoadernies.-The 30 academies l1ad 61 teachers, 2,144 pupils, and an income from tn i-
tion, &c., of $21,837, and from taxation and public funds of $3,550, making a total 
income of $25,387. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 187 (private) day and hoarding schools had 241 teachers, 6,818 
pupils, and an income of $67,214, which was derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libmries.- The libraries of the State were: Public, 293, witll 54,332 volumes; private, 
t!B8, with 81,232 volumes; making a total of 1,181libraries, with 135,564 volumes. 
l'he JJJ 'ess.- The 56 periodicals issnecl in the Sta.te had an aggregate circulation of 
29,830 copies, and an aggregate annual issue of 1,824,860 copies. 
Churches.-Of the 1,371 church organizations in the State, 1,141 had edifices with 
264,225 sittings, and the church property was valued at $854,975. 
Paupe1·isrn.-The paupers numbered538, of whom 288 were native whites and 202 na-
tive colored, also 48 foreigners. 
Criminals.-Of the 362 prisoners reported137 were native whites) 184 native colored, 
40 foreigners, and 1 Iudian. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population of Arkansas 165,492 persons wero 
fr9m 5 to 18 years old, of which number 84,645 were males and 80,847 were females . 
The number of persons 10 years old and over was 341,737, of whom 175,194 were males . 
and 166,543 were ferpales. 
Oocupations.-One hundred and twenty thousand one hundred and fifty-three males 
and 15,796 females of these ages were engaged in various occupations; of these 135,949 
employed persons 109,310 were engaged in a-gricultural pursuits, 14,877 in profes-
t:donal and personal services, 5,491 in trade and transportation, and 6,271 in manu-
factures, mechanical and mining interests. 
Age ancl sex of working population.- Of the 135,949 reported as emplo.ved 7,335 males 
and 1,979 females (a total of 9,314 persons) were between 10 and 15 years olU; 107.540 
males and 13,402 females (a total of 120,942 persons) were between 16 and 59 years 
ol<l; and 5,278 males and 415 females (5,693 persons) were 60 years old and over. 
LIST OJ.<, SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Ron. THO:\IAS S:\HTH, State 81tper-intendent of public inst.rnction, Little Bock. 
CIRCUIT SUPERINTENDE~TS. 
_ Judicial district. I Name. 
~y~~~~~l:-:-:-:-:-:-:: :::::::::::::::1 ~~~: ~.t. ~~,;:~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fourth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ron . A . S. Prather _____ . _ ........ ___ ______ . __ _ 
11'ifth . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llon. E. E. Henderson._ ..... . .... ___ . ___ . _____ . 
Sixth .. -.......... _.... ... . .. Ron. W. A. Stnart. ___ ...... .... _. ______ ___ . ___ . 













Anm1al salary of State superintendent. __ .. __________________ __ __________ ________________ .____ _ $3,500 
Aun ual salary of circuit superintendents, to be paid from the State treasury ______ ... ... . . . . . . 3, 000 
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[From report of Hon. 0. P .Fitzgerald, State superintendent of public in struction. for tho scho1:t8tic 
year ended June 30, 1871,.and from otb.cr somces-preparctl b y Mrs. S . .D. Cooper.] 
l;'INANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Total r eceipts from all sources for school year, 1871. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $ l, 884, 586 84 
Total expenditures for school year ended J nne 30, 1871 •.•. _.. . . . . . . . • . 1, 713, 430 97 
Total valuation of school property ......................... _ .. . . .. .. .. 3, 362, 580 18 
ATTENDANCE. 
Population, United.States census of 1870 ................................. .. 
Scholast ic population, (between 5 and 15) ....................... ...... ... .. 
Number of pupils enrolled in school. ... _ ... _ .............................. . 
Average attcntlance .......................... _ ......................... .. -
Number of children in private schools .. _. _ ................................ . 
Number of chihlren in Chinese schools ..................................... . 
Number of cllildren in Indian schools ............................ . ......... . 
TEACHEHS. 
Number ofma.le teachers ........... .. ................ _ . .... ... __ ......... .. 
Number of female teachers ............... . ..... ... ........................ . 
Number of teachers who at.tendefl county institutes .................. .. .... . 
N urn ber of vol urues in t eachers' librnries .......................... . ....... .. 
Number of visits made by county superintemlen ts ............. ....... .. . .. . . . 
SCHOOL DISTIUCTS A:"\D SCHOOLS. 
Number of counties in tho State . ........... . ..... . _ . ......... . .... ........ . 
Number of school districts ...... __ ................................... . .... . 
Number of public schools ................................................. .. 
Number of schools maintained nine nwnti.Js anJ. over . ........ . .... . ..... . .. . 
Average number of months of all schools iu the State ... ......... ~ .......... . 
GKNJmAL PllOGHESS OF ED l;CATI ON. 
G60, 247 
















'£he educational development of the ~tate keeps pace with ita growth in wcn.1th awl 
population. The increase in tho number of children atteudiug school is more than 20 
per cent. in two yna.rs. The increase in the value of school property is about 20 per 
eent. for tho same period. The enormous amount added to tho valuo of school propert,y 
is the result of voluntary ta.xation voted directly by tbe people themselves. But while, 
in the centers of wealth and popula,tion, the children have the advantage of a. fu~l 
Hchool-year's in truction, with tbe best facilities for learning, tllc present system 1s 
totally inadequate to meet the wants of the more remote and sparsely-settled d istricts. 
Mauy districts can maintain schools only from three to six months of the year. The 
remedy for this grea.t evil um1 injustice lies in taxing all tho property of the State to 
cdncato all tho children of the State. "Let not tbo hardy pioneers wllo lead the 
marrh of Amelicau civilization, exteud the area of freedom, subuuo tbe wilderness, anc1 
incur the hardsllips and dangers of frontier life, pay tbe pena.lty of seeing their chil-
dren grow up in ignora.nco aH the reward of their enterprise, energy, and conrage. The 
chief recommendation of tho public-school system is, that it secures the advantages of 
education to those who c.m be rcacberl in no other way. If it fails in this, it fa,ils 
essentially to accomplish itR highest encl." 
FEATUTIE OF 'fJIE .\ :\m~DED .'CIIOOL LAW. 
The Sf'hoollaw, a amencled hy the last legi . laturo, provides that "in nJl counties 
<:ontaining 2(1,000 inbahitauts or npward, the superintendent shall devote his wholo 
tim<' t >ill· npf•rvis icm of schools in his county;" that" certiHcatcs of tho first grade 
halluc grant d to those ouly who havo pas ed a. satisfactory xaminatiou in indus-
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trial drawing, in addition to the studies before designated;" that "all examinations 
shall be conducted partly in writing and in part orally; the standing in each study to 
be indorsed upon the diploma or certificate, otherwise it is not valid;" :tlso, tha.t aU the 
school-grounds shall be adorned, as far as practicable, with ornamental.and fruit trees 
and shrubbery. 
''THE CALIFORNIA TEACHER." 
The California Teacher continues to be the official organ of the department of 
public instruction. Under the present efficient editorial management it is in a flour-
ishing condition, and contains much valuable educational matter, both original and 
selected. It is sustained mainly by the St.ate subscription of $4,000. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Since the year 1861, a State teachers' institute bas been held annually in the city of 
San Prancisco. The special feature of the session of 1871 was a debate ou the true 
theory of a public-school system. This debate, while it developed a great variety of 
opimons as to t.he best method of giving to all tile children of the State the advantages 
of a full term of public-school instruction, showed that all were agreed that these ad-
vantages should be more equaJly distributed, and that the time for action had arrived. 
Of county institutes, Superintendent Fitzgerald says: ''In some counties the first 
real impulse to the cause of education dates from the first institutt'ls held in them. 
They have done incalculable good, not only in enlarging tile ideas and exciting the 
enthusiasm of teacheTs, but in awakening the interest of the public generally in the 
cause of popular education." The number of county institutes 'held during the last two 
years is largely in excess of the number ever held during any like period prevtously. 
We regret to learn that au act bas been recently passed abolishing these important 
agencies for improvement in the work of teaching. 
C0)1:PULSORY EDUCATION. 
At the last State teaobers' institute the subject of compulsory education was con-
siqered, and resolutions were passed requesting the next legislature to provide for tl1e 
maintenance of a free school for ten months, in each district in the State; and declar-
ing the meml1ers of the institute in favor of a law "compelling the education of all 
children in those branches taught in the public schools." 
SALARIES. 
Superintendent Swett calls attention .to tlle low salaries paid to pr;ncipals and vice-
principals of grammar schools, and recommends that the salaries of the former be 
raised to $2,400, and of the latter to $1,600. He also says: "The salaries of experienced 
and capable women, ·teaching the various grammar grades, should be increased. Good 
scllools cannot be kept up without good teachers, and the best teacllers cannot be re-
tained unless they are paid a fair compensation for their labor." 
EDUCATIONAL WORK AMONG THE CHINESE. 
The main clifiicnlty in . the beginning of the educational work among the Chinese 
was to find teacher'! who were able to use both tlle English and Chinese languages 
with sufficient facility to give instruction. It was finally determined to connect with 
the regular religious service of the churches a school for the instruction of the Chinese 
in onr language. as well as our religion. Nearly every Protestant denomination now 
Las at least one Chinese mission-school in successful operation. There are twelve in 
good working order. The number of students enrolled is between 1,500 and 1,800. The 
a,verage attendance is about 1,000. In addition to tlle regula,r exercises on Sunday 
afternoon, eacll cllurch has one night in the week set apart for extra instruction in 
English. · 
CIIINESE CHARACTER AND EDUCATIONAL ATTRIBUTES. 
The dhinese attending these schools are generally docile, tractable, brigllt of appre-
llension, and eager and zealous in their efforts to learn. But they are set and detei'-
mined as regards the manner in wllich they shall be instructed, and each one demands 
the exclusive attention of a teacher. If any attempt is made to form a class of several 
memh~rs, there is immediate discontent and audibly expressed disapprobation. This 
necessitates a very large number of teachers, and the mission-schools find it their 
greatest obstacle. Chinese pupils a,re given to wandering from one school to another, 
thus retarding their own progress. This inclination is being gradually overcome, and 
ea?h year sLows a more steady average attendance. There are many and conclusive 
ev1~ences that they arc willing to learn and follow our ideas in the religious, moral, and 
soc?al orde_r .. But the work must necessarily be gradual. lts surest agency lies in the 
Cbmese miSSIOn-schools. 
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MISSIONS AMONG THE CHINESE. 
P1·esbyterian mission.-This is the pioneer mission, esta.blished in 1852, under the 
care of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. It is under the snperintenden~e of 
Rev. A. W. Loomis. Rev. J. M. Condit is llis associate. There are three other assocwte 
teachers, one Chinese assist.ant, and three native colporteurs. As most of the Chinest> 
who avail themselves of etlucational privileges are occupied during the day, sch?ols 
are held for their accommodation in the evening. A clay-scl.lool was kept open for four 
months, bnt the attendance being sma.ll, it was discontinued. The aver~ge att~ndance 
at night is 73, though the enrollment is much larger. A school for Chmese gnls and 
women is in successful opemtion under the care of Mrs. Cole. . 
The nineteenth anniversary of this mission was held during the past year. One of 
the local papers spoke of it as follows: "The singing of the school was remarkably 
good. The performances npon the organ evinced much genuine talent as \Yell as care-
ful study. Computations in mental arithmetic were performed with much accuracy 
and rapidity. In grammar the pupils displayed great proficiency, parsing with ease 
both simple and compound sentences. In geography they s1wwed familiarity not only 
witll different countries, but also with the peculiarities of governments, peoples, cus-
toms, and arts. The most remarkable feature of the occasion ·was the examination 
of Foug Noy~ a very intelligent Chinese, not only in the branches above named, but also 
in natural philosophy, chemistry, astronomy, and algebra. The most abstruse qn.es-
tions were answered with an evident comprehension of the subject and an originahty. 
of expression that indicated something far higher than a mere technical knowl~dge ot 
the subjects. ThiA was the more remarkable from the fact that l!""'ong Noy is employed 
all daf, devoting his evenings only to study, and a portion of these is dev.oted to 
learning t<tlegraphy." 
A branch school of the Presbyterian mission is now in successful operation at San 
Jose; and much work has been done besides in Chinese Camp, Stockton, Sacramento, 
and lone City. 
Methocl'ist lt]Jiscopal m.ission.-This sc'lool occupies three rooms in San Francisco. H 
is in charge of Rev. Otis Gibson, and is supported by the Missionary Society of the 
Methodist Episcopal church. A nominal charge of$1 per month is made, but the pay-
ment is entirely optional with the scholars. About three-fourths of the average num-
ber in attendance pa.y promptly: The enrollment is about 100; the average attencl-
a.nCA2 42. The progress of the scholars is remarkable, when it is remembered that nll 
~re emplo:y-ec~ during t.he d?-y, and can only study at night. This school ha~ steadil~· 
mcrcasedm mterest smce 1ts first openinrr, in J:;tnua,ry, 1871, to tho present tw1e. 
Baptist mission.-This mission has scho~ls in San Francisco, Oakland, Brooklyn, an<l 
i-:iacramento, with 300 pupils and about 100 te~chers. A house, va-lued at $3,500, hns. 
recently been purchased for tile school in San Francisco. There is an evening class of 
40 scllolars; and an afternoon class is to be formed for the instruction of CllineAe 
females. The superintendent is Hev. John Francis recently of Brooklyn, New York. 
The most encouraging feature of this work is, that all tlJe converts at once become 
te:lCh<·r ·, and tlJeir intlueuce on others of theif race is rrreater than that brought to 
hear directly by the mission. 0 
INDIAN SCHOOLS. 
Colonel B. C. Whiting, superintendent of Indian affairs in California, -furnishes the 
following tati tics of schools at the reservations: 
At the 'rule River ngency the population is 374. The chool, when in opemtion, 
had an attendance of 37. It is now discontinued for want of a. sui table building, which 
is in proces of erection . . The teacher reports satisfactory progress. 
At Hoopa, the popu~atwn is 725. There is one school in operation, with 74 pupils. 
Fair progrc s it~ reported. 
At Round ~alley there. are many tribes; the total population is 1,700. There is but 
one school, With 110 puptls. The teacher reports satisfactory proO'ress. 
The total number of male pnpils in these three schools is 1l0; total numbflr of 
female pupi.ls, 111; t?tal ~n all the schools, 221. Tho schools are under the auspices of 
the Methodist denommatwn, and all supplied with female teachers. 
EDUC.\TIO:x OF TIIE OLDIEn OI•' nm UNITED STATES ARMY. 
Til • r f!Ort from h~aclquarter Military Division of the Pacific, General Schofield, com-
lllaoclcr. 1 sub tn.nttally the arne !ls that emboflied in tho repm:t of 1871. Affairs in 
tl~e. Indian . ·ountr{ hav r. n<lerccllt almost impossible to carry out any definite sy tom 
ot mRtrnctJOn. 'I be gan·1. ons aro so small that the services of all are in constant de-
mand for s tat ·d <l.ntie ! ancl for the suppression of difficulties which arc of frcqnent 
o_ecnrrenc , pc •JalJy 10 th valley of the olorado. There i::; at each post a small 
Hmtry an<.l a supply o£ n ·w. paper , aml such as have leisure may avail themselves Qf 
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these; but the perpetual fatigue and exposure incident to the life of a soldier in such a 
country in no small degree unfit and incapacitate him for anything like a regular 
course of study. 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. 
At the close of the academic year the president of the university, Henry Durant, A.M., 
resi~ned that position, and Professor D. C. Gilman, of Yale College, was elected presi-
dent, to date from September 1., 1872. 
During the session of 1871-'72 the legislature passed an act appropriating $6,000 per 
month for the pay of professors and tutors, and $300,000 for the building-fund. Tbe 
original endowments of the university were valued at $420,000-not including 150,000 
acres of land, but a small part of which bas been located. A contract bas been let for 
$126,000 for the completion of the university building commenced at Berkeley in 1870. 
From December, 1869, to January, 1872, the recejpts were $283,720.33, and the disburse-
ments $270,304.58, leaving a balance on hand, at that time, of $13,415.75. 
By an act of legislature five scholarships have been established, each of the value of-
$300 a year, for four years, to be competed for by candidates for the fourth class. They 
will be again open to competition in 1874, at the beginning of the university year. 
PREPARATORY CLASSES. 
In order to extend the benefits of the fifth class, or preparatory department, and pro-
vide feeders in all the most populous localities, the regents have empowered the facnlty 
to grant· licenses to such instructors as may be found qualified, authorizing them, with-
out charge upon the funds of the university, to organize fifth classes in any of the 
counties of tbe State, to be conducted under snch general rules and regulat.ions as the 
faculty may pre·3cribe, for the purpose of preparing students to enter the university; 
Five branches of the fifth class have already been established in different parts of the 
State, and the number will soon be largely increased. The conditions of admittance 
to the college of letters have been so modified as to permit pupils to enter without ::my 
knowledge of Greek. 
MILITARY DISCIPLINE. 
Measures have been taken to carry out the provisions of the act creating the uni-
versity in respect to military instruction and discipline. Professor Walker and Pro-
fessor Soule, graduates of the \Vest Point Academy, have organized a battalion of the 
university cadets. All able-bodied male students are required to attend the military 
exercises. The State asks this alone in return for the privileges afforded by the uni-
versity-that the students shall qualify themselves to serve the State and the nation i.u 
the hour of their peril. 
LECTURES. 
Arrangements have been made for the delivery of special courses of lectures by res-
ident and non-resident professors. These lectures will not be restricted to any classes, 
but the students will be expected to attend RO far as may be prescribed by the faculty. 
During the winter season a course of lectures is given in connection with the Me-
chanics' Institute of San Francisco, in behalf of the mechanic arts college of the uni-
versity. 
LITERARY AND ART DONATIONS. 
During the past year large and valuable donations have been made to the libraryr 
which now numbers over 3,000 volumes, including choice sets of foreign and scientifie 
works. Mr. Pioche, a resident of San Prancisco, left, by will, tJ the university an ex-
tensive collection of paintings, sketches, engr::tvings, and many rare objects of art, a 
library, and a mineralogical, geological, and concbological cabinet. The bequest aloo 
provided $5,000 to cover the first c0st of arranging them. Ron. Edward Tompkins has 
also presented the university with a gift of land valued at $50,000, to found a profes.s-
orship of Oriental languages and literature. In view of the growing business relatiG>ns 
between California and Asia, he considers it of the utmost conf:lequence that young 
men preparing for lives of business activity shall be instructed in the languages and 
literature of Eastern Asia. The professorship is to be known as the "Agassiz profess-
orship of Oriental languages and literature," as a recognition of the debt of humanity 
to the great and good man who bears that name. Mr. Tompkins also desires that this de-
partment may be utilized for the education of such young men as may come for tllat 
purpose from Asia. He says: "As a Californian, I feel deeply the humiliation of seeing 
them pass by us in almost daily pn>cession to the other side of the continent, in searcll 
of that intellectualllospitality that we are not yet enlightened enough to extend to 
ili~~ . 
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
The corner-stone of the a.gricultural-college building at Berkeley was laid with ap-
propriate ceremonies October 9, 1871. The building committee was authorized-to build 
2E 
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a greenhouse at an expense not to e:Xceed $500, and emp1oy a competent gardener at 
an expense not. exceeding $100 per month. · 
The university, now in the fourth year of its existence, promises to. fulfill the most 
ardent expectations of its friends and supporters. Its instruction is without charge; 
women share its advantages on equal terms with men; its facilities for thorough e?uca-
tion are complete, and its faithful and competent faculty pledge their best energws to 
its successful working and development. 
L.'TAUGURATION OF PRESIDENT GILMAN. 
Daniel C. Gilman, A.M., was inaugurated president of the University of Californiai-. 
November 7, 1872. Tho exercises were held iu the Congregational Church of Oakland, 
opening with prayer by Rev. George Mooar, D. D., followed by a.n address of welcome 
by Nathan Newmark, of the senior class; address on behalf of the academic senate of 
the university, by the retiring president, H. Durant, A. M.; address on part of the 
regents, with the delivery of the charter and keys of the university to tho new 
presiden.t, by Hon. Edward Tompkins; Presi¢lent Gilman's inaugural address. 
President Gilman was born in Norwich, Connecticut, 1831; graduated at Yale 
C0llege 1852; studied a year at New Raven and Cambridge, then speat two or three 
years in Europe; was librarian of Yale College 1856-'65; professor in · the Sheffield 
Scientific School1863- '72. He was also several years superintendent of the city schools 
of New Haven, and afterward secretary of the Connecticut State Board of Education. 
Pr.esident Gilman took for the theme of his inaugural address "The buildil'lg of the 
l.miversity.'' 
After a brief review of the changes in regard to the purpose and scope of the 
university course, and of the rapid r,trides of scientific training as an integral part of 
university culture within the past quarter of a century, he asks the design and 
1p.urpose of the State of California in e~tablishing this State university: 
WHAT IS TO BE BUILT f 
·"'Tw.o things are settled by the charter of this institution, and are embodied in the 
,v;ery name it bears : 
"First. It is a 'university,' and not a high school, nor a college, nor an academy of 
,sciences, n()r an industrial sc;:hool, which we are charged to build. Some of these 
.features .may, indeed, be included :in or developed "ith the university; but the 
university means more than any or all of them. The university is the most compre-
hensive t erm which can be employed to indicate a foundation for the promotion and 
diffllsion .of knowledge-a, group of agencies organized to 'advance the arts and 
scien()(ls of. every sort, and to train · young men as scholars for all the intellectual 
.callings of life. Universities differ widely in their internal structure. The older 
institutions.are .mostly complex, including a great variety of faculties , colleges, chairs, 
balls, scholarships, anti collections, more er less closely bound together as one estab-
lishment, endowed with investments, privileges, and immunities, and regarded as 
indispensable both to· the moral and material progress of the community, or; in other 
words, as essentia l both to church and state. In this country, the name js often 
misapplied to a simple college, probably with that faith which is 'the substance of 
things hoped for, and t he evidence of things not seen.' vVe must beware lest we, 
too, have the name without the reality. Around the nucleus of the traditional college, 
which bas been well ·maintained since the earliest days of this State, we must build 
the schools of advan6ed .and liberal culture in all the great departments of learning, 
just as fast as may bc ,possible, and we must at least begin to recognize the , -arious 
sciences by chairs which may each be the nucleus of a school or department. 
"Second. The charter and the name declare that this is the 'University of Cali-
fornia.' It is not the University of Berlin nor of New Haven which we are to copy; it 
is not the University of Oakland nor of San Francisco which we are to create; -but it 
is the University of this State. It must be adapted to this people, to their public and 
private schools, to their peculiar geographical position, to the requirements of their 
new society and their undeveloped resources. It is not the founcla.tion of au ecclesi-
a tical body nor of private individuals. It is 'of the people and for the people'-not 
.in any low or unworthy sense, but in the highest and noblest relations to their 
.intellectual and moral well-being. 
"Bearing, then, in mind that this is to be a 1mivcrsity, and that it is to be the 
tUniver ity of California, our n xt inquiry is this, 'What have we to build upon ~' 
* ~ * * ~ ~ * 
"Among those things which are required to make a university, an ancient writer 
places fir t, 'a good and plea ·ant site, where there is a wholesome and temperate 
con tituti~n of t!Je air; ?omposed with waters, spriugs or wells, woods and pleasant 
fields; .wbtcb b mg obt~m <1, those commodities are enough to invite students to stay 
and ab1de there.' All tb1s, and mnohtiUor.e, is included in your !:lite. You have a good 
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system of popular instruction, of which 'the university is to be the crown; you d'\veU 
in a community largely composed of educated men, and are under a.State government 
which, like a generous parent, .has made to the university a generous commencement 
~& ' . 
"Besides, we must not fail to note that a vast amount of scientific and . literary 
work, of a very high order, bas' been performed in California-good, not only in itself, 
but as the seed-corn of future harvests. The work of the United States Coast Survey 
on the Pacific, for example, in its careful study of the hydrography, its accurate 
delineations of the harbors, its investigation of the tides and currents, its solution of 
astronomical and geodetic problems, has ga.ined renown for California science, not in 
our own country only, but in Europe, and has h elped prepare the way for a complete 
triangulation of the national territory. Kindred services have been rendered by the 
engineers of the Army. There is the geological survey of the State, which sur-
passes in thoroughness ariel completeness any like undertaking in the country, and 
is the delight and prid~f all men of seience who take au interest in the accurate and 
carefnl investigation of the natural characteristics of the land, either for its own sake, 
or regarded as a bn:;is for social and political growth. Growing out of this work, 
though beyond the limits of the State, and under the national authority, are· the 
surveys of the fortieth parallel, by a party of civilians attached to the corps of Army ~ 
engineers. Binding all the men of ·science together, as a brotherhood of scholars, is 
the Academy of Sciences, whose publications and collections are already of great 
value. A young society \Yhich has clone so well will be an important supporter of tho 
young university. 
WIIO ARE TO BE THE BUILDERS f 
"Can we now, like master-workmen, distribute the parts of the building among all 
the orders of the craft, so that the various toilers will recognize their tasks ~ . L et _1.1s, 
at any rate, make the attempt. 
"It is on the faculty more than on any other body that the building of a university 
depends. They give their Hves to the work. It is not the site, nor the apparatus, nor 
the halls, nor the library, nor the board of regents, which draws the scholars- it is a 
body of livi.ng teachers, skilled in their specialties, eminent in their calling, loving 
to teach. Such a body of teachers will make a university anywhere. Agassiz, wher-
ever he goes, is surrounded by a company of disciples; Whitney would have his class 
in language at Berlin or Benares. Such men will draw not pupils only, but the books 
and the collections. they require, as naturally as of old Orpheus drew the rocks and 
beasts. The genius loci, the spirit of the place, will be tho spirit of the faculty. If 
truth and culture are their aim, truth and culture will flonrif:lh in the college where 
they toil. If sordid motives or unworthy jealousies spring up among them, the trust 
they bear will be in peril. A university requires rpore than anything else a large and 
vigorous staff, so that the various sciences a.nd languages may have their devotees, 
young men of different tastes and characters may find fit guides, and the idiosyncrasies 
of one school or chair may lle modified and counterbalanced by the qualities of 
another. It is now difficult, both in Europe and this country, to secure enOl>lgh 
teachers of eminence, for other callings are better paid and are held in equal honor; 
let, then, no opportunHy be lost to enlist strong men of attainment or of promise. · 
"The regents or trustees of a college have the great responsibility of appointing the 
body of teachers and of providing the funds. They are the power'behind the throne, 
unseen in the daily work 0f the college, but never for a moment unfelt. l)pon their 
wise choice of instructors, their careful guardianship of moneys, their construction of 
buildings, their development of new departments and schools, their mode of presenting 
the university to the public, will depend the confidence ::mel Hberality of the community. 
On them the shafts of criticism may be often inconsiderately l~urled, but in the long 
run they will add the gratitude of the State to their own consciousness of fidelity and 
self-sacrifice in behalf of learning and the country . 
. "The State authorities, executive and legislative, have also a great part to perform 
m the supl?ort of this l:llliversity, not by overmuch legislation, nor by hasty action in: 
respect to 1ts development, but lly steady, munificf'.nt, and confiding support. ·' ·Quick 
to help and slow to interfere,' should be their 'Yatchword. * * * 
l\fETHODS OF INSTRUCTIOX. 
"The recognition of Divinity, humanities, and science-God, man, and nature-gives 
great co~prehensiveness to a modern university; indeed, there is nothing ldt which 
could be melncled. nut practical difficulties are not avoided by such general state-
ments .. Reg~rding each individual scholar, regarding each programme of studies,_ the 
J?erpl~x1ty anscs, not what branches rnay be, but what branches must be included m a ' 
certam course .. The perplexity will never be avoided, but the practical question will 
:1lways be put m some such forms as these: What is the relative importance of diffl3r-
ent branches, and what studies most deserve encouragement Y Shall literature and 
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lan·guage; the traditional cla'ssical course of our colleges; be made first iti rank f or 
shall the place it bas held be given up to scienee in its theor~tical and prac.tical aspects f 
Are the modern languages to be chosen rather than the anCient? Shall history and po-
litical science, with the study of the Roman law and the theory of the states, be pre-
ferre·d? or shall mathematics be the dominant theme? Is the acquisition of knowledge, 
or the acquisition of discipline, as it is called, the end of instruction? Shall general 
studies which may be presumed to have an equal value in all the varied callings of 
life, or special studies which have decided reference to· a professional or technical career, 
be commended to the youthful student ? Shall lectures, or shall recitations, or shall 
literary and scientific research, he the method of education? Shall universal freed?m 
of choice and of work be permitted, or shall collegiate restrictions and control be lll-
sisted on? These and a score of kindred questions are now nuder discussion in ' the 
various colleges of this country, and will long require our most serious attention. 
"A part of the difficulty disappears when we distinguish the requirements of young 
scholars, like those who have just left the high school and th academy, from those of 
adva.nced students, whose tastes, talents, and wants are specialized. Give the former 
prescription, give the latter freedom; but let prescription vary with the varying pecu-
-liarities of individuals, and let the freedom allowed be the freedom which is governed 
and protected by law. College work for college boys implies daily guidance und~r 
prescribed rules; professional work implies voluntary, self-impelled enthusiasm m 
the a cquisition ofknowledge. 
"Another difficulty arises from the vast expansion of science, so vast that it is im-
possible for a.ny one, were he gifted as Leibnitz or long-fived as Humboldt, to master 
the details of modern researches. 
THE PLACE OF THE NATURAL SCIEXCES IN THE UNIVERSITY. 
-"I take it for granted that in the State of Cali:f0rnia there is no occasion to ma~e a 
plea for the study of modern sciences. The need of civil, mining, and mechanical en-
gineers, of expert geologists and mineralogists, of devoted naturalists and physicists, 
of chemists and metallurgists, of geologists, topographers, and ma.p-makers, of agri-
culturists, mechanics, manufacturers, and merchants, well trained for their various 
callings, is now so obvious that"! need not advocate the importance of science in edu-
cation. Its place is acknowledged. The question is, bow to secure the best sort of 
instruction, the fittest sequence and relation .of studies, the most eminent teachers, the 
most complete laboratories, and the best apparatus; and, likewise, how to encourage 
that special proficiency which is indispensable to success in modern scientific profes-
sions with that literary culture which makes a scholar and befits a gentleman. Health, 
wealth, popular intelligence, and the spread of Christian civilization are so dependent 
upon the discoveries of science, and the appliqations of these discoveries to a thousand 
useful arts, that a young and still undeveloped State may well afford to be liberal in 
the encouragement of this class of studies. " . " " " " 
"At an early day I hope to have an opportunity of discussing more fully the recent 
progress of scientific. and t ecbnical1instruction with reference to the wants of this State. 
\iVc sba.ll find it worth while to note the experience of the Lawrence and Sheffield 
Scientific Schools, of the Rensselaer Institute, and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nelogy, of West Point and Annapolis, and of the various colleges of agriculture and 
the mechanic arts which the congressional grant has created. '\Ve may learn, in some 
respects, even more from the experience of France, Switzerland, and Germany. " ,. 
THE PLACE OF HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE. 
''But while nature and its laws, in all their various aspects and applications, are 
thus engrossing, Man and all his experience and achievements are likewise of tran-
scendent importance. Above all matter is man; above both matter and man is the 
' Divinity that shapes our · ends, rough hew them as we will.' So that the individual 
~r the institution that regards only t he natural forces of this globe, wit1wut observing 
likewise the intellectual and spiritual forces which are also_ at work, r,;ees only half the 
worla · 
" Give us more and not less science; enconrage the most thorough and prolonged 
search for the truth which is to be found in the rocks, the sea, the soil, the air, the 
~un, and the stars; in light and beat, and magnetic forces; in plants and animals, and 
m the human frame; but let us also learn the lessons which are embodied in language 
and literature, in laws and institutions, in doctrines and opinions, in historical progress 
and international relations. Let language, history, and literature, oratory, poetry, and 
art, still form a chief part ofliberal culture, while mathematical, physical, and natural 
sci ences are admitted to the rank from which they have long been excluded . 
.,.. ff if *' * if 
·' But Cal!forni~ is not o?Jy the central of a group of young States; it is the State 
through wh1ch distant natrons are becoming acquainted with American institutions. 
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Its influenc~ in the organization and regenerati0n of lands beyond the sea is unques-
tionably but just begun. 
"There.fore, I say that the study of history-not as dry annals, but as the record of 
living forces and human experience-the study of politieal economy, of'social science, 
of civil liberty, and of public law, sboald be made attractiYe by the voices of original 
and profound teachers, who know how to gather up the wisdom of the old and apply 
it to the requirements of the new generations. ' 
THE PLACE OF LANGUAGE. 
"In the study of humanity and history, language is the master-key whi.ch unlocks 
all doOl's. Time is wasted in questioning whether ancient or modern languages are 
most important. In the uniYersity, both groups must be taught; the more any incli-
vi-clual has, the richer will be his life. Certainly, the st.udy of English, which every 
o-ne of us employs as the instrument by which we think, and by which we communi-
cate our thoughts to others, should be carefully promoted. In these days, when so 
much that is new and important :first appears in German and French, no system of 
education can be called liberal, as it has well been said, which does not include those 
tongues. Greek and Latin are not only of yalue for the literature and hist0ry they 
embody, but for their important relations to more modern tongues. On this coast, 
there are special linguistic requirements. Spanish certainly should be taught in the 
university. It is a praiseworthy forethought on the part of one of the regents which has 
led him to provide among us for the study of Chinese and Japanese. His presence bere 
can not restrain me from now rendering a public tribute of gratitude for this wise and 
timely munificence. Let us hope that his generous purposes will, ere long, be realized. 
To complete the instructions in Oriental tongues, at least two other chairs will 1>(( 
needed-one to be for Hebrew and the Semitic languages, which, perhaps, some other 
citizen will be glad to establish; and one for Sanskrit and the comparati v:e philology 
of Indo-European tongues, the group to which the chief languages of Europe belong. 
The world of letters would also rejoice, if, ere the last of the Indian mces disappears 
before the progress of civilization, encouragement could here be given to some scholar 
to gather up and perpetuate the knowledge of their speech. In all our linguistic study 
we need to get beyond and above mere grammatical drill, and to think of speech as 
one of the chief endowments of human nature, and ' of every language as a concrete 
result of the working-out of that capacity, an institution of gradual historic growth, a 
part of the culture of the race to which iL belongs, and handed down by tradition from 
teacher to learner, like every other part of culture ; and hence, that the study of Ian-· 
guage is a historical science, to be pursued by historical methods.' 
"In the teaching of both history and language, as well as of science, the university 
may well be guided by 'the comparative method,' which has yielded already such 
good results. It is thus characterized by an able historian : 'The comparative 
method in philology and mythology-let me add, in politics and history, and the whole 
range of human thought-marks a stage in the progress of the human mind at least as 
great and memorable as the revival of Greek and Latin learning. It bas put the 
language and the history of the so-called" classical" world into their true position in 
the general history of the world. By making them no longer t.he objects of an exclu-
sive idolatry, it bas made them the objects of a worthier because a more..reasonable 
worsbip. It has broken down the middle wall of partition between kindred races and 
kindred studies; it bas swept away barriers which fenced off certain times and lan-
guages as" dead" and" ancient;" it bas taught us that there is no such thing as "dead n 
and "living" languages, or" ancient" and" modern'' history; it bas taught us that the 
study of language is one study, that the study of history is one study. As man is the 
same in all ages, the history of man is one in all ages.' 
THE PLACE OF :RELIGION IN THE UNIVERSITY. 
" The State, as a body-politic, protects the assem bliP-s and the worship of all religious 
bodies; it favors none. How shall it be with the university and tho public school, 
which perform the service of the State in the education of the young' Shall religious 
teaching be excluded from the university, or shall it have a covert and an apologetic 
place; shall it be an organized force, or a silent and all-pervading influence' Shall 
its spirit be narrow and sectarian, or shall it be catholic and free~ The difficulty is 
not felt in California alone. It is involved in the toleration of the modern Christian 
state toward all forms of religious belief, :wd in its generous provisions ior the promo-
tion of education. · · 
" In meeting the difficulty it may be well to bear in mind that religion includes four 
different elements-worship, doctrines, precepts, and spirit. A religious spirit no one 
objects to; it is the spirit which looks 'outward and not inward, upward and not 
downward, forward and not backward, and which lends a band;' it is the spirit which 
'loves justice, shows mercy, and walks humbly before the Lord;' it is the spirit of 
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t;uth, of faith, of hope, and of chaTit.y; it is the spirit of 'lieace on earth, good wiJl 
to men.' \Ve may say, as we say of science, the more we have of the genuine the 
better for mankind. Whatev-er precepts will tend to cherish this inward spirit and 
the outwa,Td uprightness and unselfishness which proceed from it, all good men will 
indorse. When we begin to formulate doctrines into creeds and symbols, then come 
controversy and difference; the right wing against the left wing, the conservative 
ag,ainst the liberal, so that an attempt to enforce the doctrines of this or that ecclesias-
tical body will be sure to. come grief. The university is no place for sectarian con~ro­
versy or denominational zeal. ·It is a school of learning. But as a school oflearnmg 
it must teach the history of opinion and belief, it must teach the rise and growth and 
decay of institutions, it must show how Christian civilization has overcome p~gan 
practices and belief, n,nd has purified the home, the State, and the relations of natiOns, 
·modif_ying laws, usages, manners, and language, establishing charities, reforming 
prisons, securing honesty, virtue, and justice. All this should be taught by scholars, 
and not by partisans. If the body of teachers and students, imbued by this spirit ·of 
truth and charity, will daily assemble of their own accord to acknowledge t.heir de-
pendence upon divine wisdom, to chant the Psalms of David, and. to join in the 
prayer which the Master taught his disciples, wl10 can doubt that such commun_ion of 
worship will elevate the character of all '\l'ho engage in it, and of the institutiOn to 
which they belong~ So far as this I "';ould Lave our university go, forcing none .to 
attend upon such religious worship, drawing all to it by their own consciousnes~ of Its 
value. 
"But many would go further than thifl. Many parents, many religious teachFs, 
many churches, desire and insist that youth at the critical period. of college lifo sliall 
be surrounded by positive, outspoken, and persuasive religious influen ces. They are 
afraid of a, State university, and long for an ecclesiastical co1lego. He,nce como the 
many attempts to promote tho, higher education , when one united effort would hardly 
be adequate. But it eeems to me that the end in view might be secured by better 
methods. Why may not any religious body or association, or private individual, de-
sirous of protecting the young men from temptation, and encouraging them in the 
higher life, establish, in connection with . the university, a home, or ball, or college, 
which should be controlled according to the founder's views, which should be a 
privileged residence, should be endowed perhaps with prizes and purses f I can 
imagine on the slopes at Berkeley a group of .students' houses, bearing honorable 
names, and made attractive by tbe convenience of their arrangements, tho good-
fellowship within their walls, the privileges of the foundation. I should hope they 
would ,not be barracks, or dormitories ; but homes, with rooms of common asse.m-
bly and private study. I should hope the bath-room and the dining-hall wonlll be m-
cluded in the strncture; and jf any would go so far as to have a place for light amuse-
ment and recreation, I for one should not object. Within such college halls the love 
of learning would reign, bad. morals and ill-manners would be excluded, and priceless 
associations would be cherisbecllikethoseof Harvard and Yale, Cambridge and Oxford. 
Here, under right guidance, the best of moral and religions influences might be pro-
moted. What church, what association, or what generous individual will be the first 
to establish such a ball V 
"In these convictions, which are the result of anxious thouO'ht and familiar confer-
ence wit-h many of the most liberal and the most conservative leaders of education and 
opinion , I am strengthened by the utterances of the president of Princeton College, 
(the Rev. Dr. McCosh,) who has studied, in Great Britain and Ireland, a kindred 
difficulty. He suggests in his inaugural the question, 'How is r eligion to be grafte.d 
on State colleges, open to all, whatever their religious profession~' and be answers It 
~y the ~lear declaration, confirmed by examples: 'Let the State provide the secular 
mstructwn, and the churches provide the religious training in the homes in which the 
students reside.' 
THE REAL VALUE OF THE UNIVERSITY. 
"~b~ .state, 1Jefore renewing its endowments, the national Government, before re-
p atmg 1ts ~rant, the m.en of weal~h, b0fore founding new professorshipSJ, and the fathers, 
before scndmg us their boys, will often ask, 'What for?' Let us have our answer 
ready. Let us trace the influences which have proceeded from Athens, where Soc;rates 
~nd Plato taught-tea~hers whose words still nurture our statesmen and theologians; 
fr~m Bologna and Pans, where students dwelt by thousands; from 0:1\:ford and Cam-
br.Idge, where. so many of the foremost leaders of Anglican literature, politics, and. 
SCIC~ce '~ere fitted for their career; from the seats of learning in Germany, now sur-
pa mg rn number 'of teachers and students the universities of every other state; from 
the colleO'~S of New England and the Atlantic sea-board; let us study such examples, 
and say w1th_ courage and hope that the University of California shall be a place where 
all tb x:per1ence of past generations, so far as it is of record, and all that is known 
of the law of nature, shall be at command for the benefit of this generation and those 
who come after us; that here shall be heard the voic-e of the wisest thinkers, and here 
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shall be seen the examples of the most diligent students in every department of sci-
ence. Let us say that here high-minded youth, while they train their powers as in a 
gymnasium, may also fit themselves with armor for the battle qf life, and may study 
examples of noble activHy. Let us see to it that here are brought together the books 
0f every nation, and those who can read them; the collections from all the kingdoms 
of nature, and those who can interpret them; the instruments of research and analy-
sis, and those who can employ them; and let us be sure that the larger the capital we 
tlius invest, the greater will be the dividend. . 
"What is the university fod It is to fit young men .fou high and noble careers, satis-
factory to themselves and useful to mankind; it is to bring before the soaiet~· of to-
day the failures and the successes of societies in the past; it is to discover and make 
known how the forces of nature may be subservient to mankind; it is to band down 
to the generations which come after us the torch of experience by which we have been 
enlightened. 
''It is wisdom that the university promotes; wisdom for individuals and nations1 
for this life and the future; a power to distinguish the useless, the false, am1 the fra-
gilt;~, from the good, the true, and the lasting. There was a wise man of olden time 
who figured its value as well as a:-;y of the writers of to-day, when he said: 'Happy 
is the man that nndeth wisdom, arid the man that getteth understanding, for the mer-
chandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof than fine 
gold;' and his estimate of post-graduate instruction deserves our assent: 'Give iB-
struction to a wise ma.n and he will get wiser; teach a just man and he will increase 
in learning.'" 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
A. magnificent square of nearly 20 acres, in the heart of the city of San Jose, was do-
nat~d to the State as a site for the normal school. The building, when completed, will 
compare f;worably with the l>est school edifices of other States. The arrangements for 
heating and ventilation are nearly perfect. The number of graduates for the past year 
was 21 ; whole number o~· graduates since organization, 253. 
The legislature bas appropriated $3,000 for the purchase of additional apparatus, and 
$1,000 for the purchase of reference-books, maps, and diagrams. Tuition is free, but 
pupils f1:1rnish their own text-books. Books for reference are supplied by the school. 
PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 
The total number of colleges and private schools in S::m Francisco is 71, of which 15 
are under the control of the Catholic denomination. Total number of children between 
the ages of 6 and 15 who have attended private schools during the 3·ear, 4,824; number 
under 6 who have attended in infant schools, 950; number attending higher private 
schools and colleges, 1,100. , 
It must, however, be noted that many of the institutions classed under the bead of 
colleges are but preparatory schools, but they do a good work in :fitting pupils for the 
university, or other high institutions of learning. 
CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY. 
This was the first military institution on the Pacific coast. The course of study em-
braces the English branches, the classics, the modern languages, and a commercial 
course. The military system qas been adopted as the best means of securing physical 
culture and mental discipline, and it is obligatory upon every student to attend the 
daily drill and perform the duties of a cadet. 
MILLS SEMINARY. 
The associate principal of this seminary is Mrs. S. L. Mills. This was the :first young 
ladies1 seminary in California. The past year has been one of unexampled prosperity. 
An art room is being added to the building, and a chapel, a short distance from the 
school, will soon be completed. 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. 
This college, in its plan and government and relation to the Presbyterian Church, 
closely resembles Princeton College, New Jersey. Candidates for the ministry receive ' 
instruction in the academic department without charge, and have free access to the 
medieal lectures . . Those who have the foreign missionary work in view, whether as 
preachers or physicians, arc received into the medical department witliout tuition fees. 
The institution during the past year has been in a very flourishing condition. 
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PAGIFIC !lffiTHODIST COLLEGE. 
Since the last repol,'t this institution h~s been removed f~om ~acaville to ~ts present 
location, Santa Rosa, Sonoma County. It 1s under the guardianship of the Pamfic annual 
conference of the Metnodist Episcopal Church :::louth. The college is opm~ to both sexes, 
and about an equal number of each attend. A thorough preparatory tmini?g i~ a 
feature of this institution; students leaving it are ready to enter the State umverstty 
or eastern colleges. 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC. 
- The ;number of graduates from this university during the past year was '4. Du.ring 
the year the university has occupied its new and commodious building ~m t?-e untver-
sit.y grounds. The two schools known. as the college and the female mst1tute have 
been consolidated, and equal advantages are now offered to males and females. Rat~s 
of tuition have been considerably reduced. Ladies are accommodated with homes m 
the, family of the president. 
W ASHI~GTON COLLEGE. 
This college was opened July, 1872. The building is large u,nd capable of ac:ommo-
dating 100 pupils. The college is open to both sexes. The course of study IS so ar· 
ranged as to accord in its main features with that of the State university. 
CALIFORNIA COLLEGE. 
This college was incorporated in 1871. The value of the buildings and grounds is 
$25,000. Students preparing for the ministry are received free of charge. The college 
is open to both sexes. A theological department is to be connected with this institutio_?· 
SAINT JOSEPH'S ACADEMY. 
This institution, conducted by the Christian Brothers, is a prosperous and well-
·managed school for boys. 
HESPERIAN COLLEGE. 
This college was incorporated in 1869. The average attendance is 193. Cost of col-
le~e .building, $20,000. This is a female co_llege, under the control of the Christians or 
DISCiples, but con<lucted on the broadest principles of religious toleration. 
SACRAMENTO SEMINARY. 
The average attendance at this seminary is 125. The seminary embraces three de· 
partrnents-juvenile, academic, and collegi,ate. 
OAKI.AND SEMINARY. 
In u,ddition to the reg~lar ~ourse of study at this seminary, there will be one adapi;e<l 
to tl;at of the Stat~ um.vers1ty .. The plan for this course has been prepared by the 
pre~1dent of .t~e umvers1ty. W1th the consent of the faculty and regents, the .young 
lad'l.es are pnv1leged to attend the regular course of lectures in all the natural scwnces. 
NAPA LADIES' SEMINARY • 
. The e~tire ~i~tory of this instit:ntion has been one of progress. A new and commo-
dwus edifice ISm process of erectwn. Publie examinations are held semi-annually. 
SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE. 
This college is under the care of the Christian Brothers. Besides tho preparatory 
cla es, there are three departments-classical, scientific, and commercial-fully organ-
ized and in excellent working order. 
COLLEGE OF SAINT AUGUSTINE. 
This college has just closed its fourth year under encouraging auspices. 
SANTA CLARA COLLEGE. 
This co~ege is nnder. tb.e mana&ement of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus. It is 
report cl !-fi a very flounsh.mg cond1tion. The course of s~ndy in both the clasRical and 
commercu1l d partments IS complete. Instruction is given in chemical analysis and 
assaying; also in telegraphy and phonography. 
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SAINT Vli~CENT'S COLLEGE. 
Incorporated, 1869. Average atteudance, 50. In fair working order. 
SAINT CATHARINE'S ACADEi\fY. 
This institution, conducted by the Sisters of Saint Dominic is one of the most suc-
cessful educational enterprises in the State. 
SACRED HEART PRESENTATION CONYENT. 
-The building will accommodate 900 pupils. The free school connected with this con-
vent was orgauized in 1869; These schools are exclusively for girls. No charge is made 
except for music. The schools rely entirely on voluntary offerings for their support. 
SAINT IGNATIUS COLLEGE. 
The scientific departm~nt of this college is furnif'hed with a very extensive and choice 
collection of apparatus, mtJ;nufactured to order in P.:Lris. It has also a; museum of min-
eralogy and natural philosophy. 
SAINT MARY OF THE PACIFIC. 
This is a boarding-school for young ladies. It is designed tbnt it shall ultimately be 
cared for by a board of trustees, having for its president the bishop of the diocese. It 
occupies a whole block of land in the central portion of the village, and the grounds 
are in a high state of cultivation. 
SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
This seminary is under the management of a board of directors elected by the syn0d 
of the Pacific, and under the care of the general assembly of the Presbyterian Church. 
Rev. W. A. Scott, D. D., LL.D., is president of the board of directors, and professor of 
menta.! and moral science and theology. The prospects of the seminary are in every 
way encouraging. 
PACIFIC THEOI.OGICAL SEMINARY. 
The seminary is under the care of the Congregational Church. Its property is valued 
at $50,000. It has two endowed professorships, ano a commodious building with eight 
acres of ground, for which it is still in debt $25,000. Tuition is free. The American 
Education Society will render aiel to needy pupils who take the full course. The 
amount bestowed will be $80 or $100 a year, in currency. 
The Golden Gate Academy is a school for boys, located at the seminary. Young men 
desiring to prepare themselves for the ministry, but not able to take a full college 
course, caa receive special preparation for the seminary in this school. 
MEDICAL COLLEGES. 
There are two medical colleges in San Francisco, the Toland Medical College and 
the Medical College of the Pacific. The latter was, until 1872, the medical dep::-.,rtment 
of the University of the Pacifie. It is now the medicaldepartruentof Ur:iversity College. 
Both institutions have a very able corps of professors. The attendance is not large, yet < 
both are continued with good assurance of success. 
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. 
'.fhe oldest institution of this kind in the State is the Protestant Orphan Asylum of 
San Francisco. During the year it has given a home to 256 children. Of this number 
54 have been removed by their friends, 32 have been placed in families, 11 have been 
adopted, leaving the present number of inmates 159. Of this numher_138 att.end school. 
rrhe common English branches are taught, and no child is allowed to leave the asylum 
until capable of reading, and writing a legible band, unless removed by friends or 
adopted. 
PACIFIC HEBREW ORPHAN ASYLUM AND HOME. 
This institution was organized in 1871, for the protection of orpb:m children and for 
the care of aged Israelites without adequate means of support. During the past year 24 · 
orphan children hava-been under its care. An active movement is on foot for the erec-
tion of a fine building for the use of th~ society. 
LADIES' PROTECTIVE AND RELIEF SOCIETY. 
At the close oflast .year 175 children remained in this home at San Francisco. Dur-
ing the year 128 have been received and 143 dismissed. There are now remaining 160. 
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The children receive a good common-school educatio:·:, and are tangbt to work. At the 
recent nineteenth annual meeting of the society a.n examination of the children showed 
the thoroughness of the ins+ruct.ion given. The. secretary, in a late report, suggests 
the ingrafting upon the pubEc schools some features of the polytechnic system, so that 
apprenticeship shall be recognized as part of the system of public instruction; so far, 
at least, as to t.each boys the rudiments of a trade and the use of t<:>ols, that they rna.y 
be prepared to enter the workshop on small wages, by an arrangement mutually profit-
able to master and apprentice. · 
ROM:AN CATHOLIC ORPHAN ASYLUM:. 
Location, ~an Francisco. Organized, 1851. U ncler the care of the SiRters of Charity. 
Value of property, $45,000. Number of inmates, 320. A building, erected in 1859, ac-
commodates 550 clay scholars. A farm at Hunter's Point, for the accommodation of 
very young children, is a branch department of the asylum. 
SAN FRANCISCO INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 
An earnest effort is being made to secure State aid to pay off a debt of $38,000 which 
· hangs over tllis institution. The appropriation callell for is $100,000. 'l'he Stat.e super-
intendent, in his last biennial report, says: "Very properly, the State makes liberal pro-
vision for the wants of those who inherit physical disabilities-the deaf, dumb, :wcl 
blind. Is. not a still stronger claim presented by those doubly unfortunate children 
who inherit moral disabilities and conditions~" 'l'he secretary of the prison commis-
' sion, in his last annual report, speaks very highly of tl1e improvement in the school 
during the last two years. A new branch of industry has recently been introduced-
that of trunk and valise making. About 15 boys are employed in this. W~ole numb~r 
of inmates, 243. With the present superiutendent, Mr. Pelton, the jail idea is suborcb-
nate to the home and school idea, and the institution has mor·e of an industrial than of 
a .pena.l character. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF, DUMB, AND BLIND. 
This institution was organized in 1860, by an association of ladies, aml opened with 
four pupils. It received State aiel in 1865, and is now entirely under State auspices. 
The cost of building and grounds is about $180,000. The institution will accommodate 
about 150 persons. The benefits of the institution are free to all resident dea.f, dumb, 
or blind persons of sound mind between the ages of 6 and 25. The exercises of these 
pupils before tho State Teachers' Institute on several occasions were fully equal to those 
' of the best grammar and high schools. 
CALIFORNIA PRISON CO.MMISSION. 
From tho annual report of the secretary, Rev. James ·woodworth, we gather the fol-
lowing information concerning educational efforts in the State prison. Divine service 
is hold in tbe chapel every Sabbath morning, about 300 attending, of their ow11 free 
choice. After the service about. 200 of the prisoners remain for school. They are 
instruct ed by the more intelligent of the convicts in reading, ~riting, and arithmet~c. 
Some also study the Li.gher branches, and a few attempt ma.thematics a.nd languages, 
ancient and modern. The school exercises are occasionally followed by compositions 
:md essays written by the pupils. The library contains over 3,000 volumes. About 
1,600 are loaned every month, the more solid works being generally preferred. Of t he 
400 who £ave attended the school since its organization, a. year and a half ago, 180 
have learned to rea<l and write. A significa1<1t f:::oct in this connection is that, though 
many of those who have attended t-he school have been discharged, only two or three 
have been returned as prisoners. The secretary suggests that the board of managers 
be, in part, composed of women. 
MECIIANICS' IXSTITUTE. 
Organize€} MaTch 29, 18S5. The objects of this institute are the establishment of a 
library and reading-room, the collection of a cabinet, scientific apparatus, and WQrks 
of art, and other lit~rary and scientific purposes. The library contains 19,000 volumes, 
including many r:trc scientific works. Within the past fourteen years this institute 
has pre entcd to the State seven exhibitions, all of which were a.ttended with the most 
complete succc s. The property of the institute is estimated at ~150,000. 
PUBLIC LIBRARIE, • 
The stati tics of the public libraries of the State will be found in tho appropriate 
tn.l>le at the end of this volume. 'everal of the hotels of an Francisco are provided 
with large and intere!<>ting collections of books for the use of the guests. Oile of these 
libl!aries contains 7,000 volumes. 
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SAN FRANCISCO. 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES AND BUILDDW-FU:ND. 
The estimated cost of school-bui ldings to accommodate the children now seeking ad-
mission to the scLools is $:357,000, for which purpose there will remain a bal:1nce of 
$180,721.82. Superintendent Widber remarks: " The board of education · bas, there-
fore, at its disposal only about one-half of the funds required for the erection of school-
b·aildings. But if for a few years iu continuance it can Lave a like amount for a 
building fund, a sufficient number of school-houses can be erected to at least save the 
department from paying rent for rooms and buildings, aml provide all children attend-
ing the schools with capacious and well-ventilated class-rooms. The legislature has 
relieved the school fund of the amount annually transferred to the sinking and interest 
fund of schoc· 1 bonds, now amounting to about $80,000, by providing that such transfers 
shall be made from the general futJ.d of the city and county, instead of from tho school 
fund. It bas been owinp; a lmost entirely to this heavy draft upon the school fund that 
a deficit Las occurred each year, a.nd the legislature has performed a very essential act." 
COXSOLIDATION OF Plli.i\fARY SCHOOLS. 
Until r ecently the primary system included six grades, each occupying six months, 
whil e tbe grammar course consisted of four grades, each req!.iring a year. The big best 
primn,ry grade, tLerefore, grad1~a.tecl pupils into the lowest grammar grade twice as 
often as the latter was ready to receive them. By r educing tlw number of prima.ry 
grades, and extending the time of each through one ~·e::tr, t!Je examinations and pro-
motions are made coincident with those of the grammar grade. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
Upon the recommendation of principals of the primary schools, French's First Les-
sons in NnmberEO, as a text-book in mental arithmetic, was adde<.l to the primary 
course. The principa ls also indprsed the recommendations of the deputy superin-
t endent to teach decimals in connection with whole num uers in the lowest grade. 
In the grammar grades sorile of the less essential studies have been clropped; and a 
ma.tcri al reduction rnacle of the amount reqnired in those rctaiuRd. The new course 
cun1bers pupils wit!J fewer ta~ks, but secures fa.r greater tLorougbness and a higher 
· quality of eclucatio!1. 
CO.XDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
Deputy Superintendent 8\vett, in his .last annual report, sa.ys: "Tho educational coni 
clition of the scbools will best be shown by the results of the thorough and critical ex-
aminations at the end of the school year. The expecta.tio11 that the cutting down of the 
course of study to somethin g like sensible limits would be productive of good results 
has been fulJy realized. The class of 254 graduates from the grammar schools is the 
largest and, witLout doubt, the best fitted class ever sent up to the high schools. In 
most of the lower grades at least four-fifths of the pupils were regularly promoteu. 
But the new course of study, though an improvement, still has some .serious defects. 
In fact, so long as teachers tlepend ma.inly on t ext-books, ~nd so long af:l some of the 
inferior school books forced on the city by the Sta.te board a.re continued in use, it is 
utterly impossible to adopt a practical and rational course of instruction. It is to be 
hoped, now that the State uniformity law is repealed, that during the next two years 
some gradual changes may be effected, and that the course of study may be revised 
and improved." 
The examinations in French and German were satisfactory; but Mr. Swett remarks: 
"It is evidently too heavy fL burden for a pupil to learu two languages and carry the 
English course at the same time." · 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
T!Je la.w compelling cities to adopt the State series of text-books has been repealed: 
Tbe deput.y superintendent, while favoring the repeal, advoca.tes local uniformity as 
indispensable. 
EXAMINATIONS OF TEAOHERS. 
T!Je quarterly competitive examinations of teachers have proved conclusively tho 
utter incompetence of some candidates claiming, and supposed tu be thoroughly quali-
fied, and the imperative need of thorough examinations by competent ancl impartial 
persons. . . . , 
In an adc.lress delivered before the National Education Association, held in Boston in 
August of the present year, Deputy Superintendent Swett said that he considered the 
-, 
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present system of examining teach~rs, in most cas~s, a ~ere farce. "Of .the 3,00,000 
school-teachers in this country only one-tenth are professwnal; a fact which w1lL re-
main unchanged so long as communities fail to retain their teacl;wrs longer tha)l a 
single year and refuse to give them proper remuneration." 
NEED OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM. 
Mr. Swett deprecated the election of school boards by political parties and the fre-
quent changes caused thereby among school officers and teachers. "Gradually, but 
surelv, the schools are coming to be considered as legitimate party spoils of the vict0rs." 
* * 'v "There has been a great deal of talk about reform in civil-service appointments, 
but the country stands in greater need of reform in the manner of making educational 
' appointments." * * "There are only a few States that ha-ve any system of profes-
sional examinations by means of which a public-school teacher can secure a professional 
life-cliplomp,, and thereafter be exempted from the humiliation of periodic examinations 
by petty school offiCials. And even if a life-certificate oan be secured, as in a few Stat~,s, 
such as Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, or California, it is of no legal value outside of the State m 
which it is granted. California is the only State that recognizes by law the State 
diplomas and certificates of other States, by placing them on an equal footing with her 
own. No State, except California, recognizes by law the normal-school diplomas of 
other States; in fact, many of ~be States fa;i.l to recognize by law the diplon1as given 
to graduates of their own normal schools." 
LIFE-DIPLOMAE'. 
"There ought to be,ine-veryState, a State board of examination, made up exclusively 
of professional teachers, including the State superintendent of public instruction, hav-
ing power to issue life-diplomas to experienced teachers of the highest rank, and cer-
tificates of lower grades to younger teachers ; these diplomas and certificates to be 
issued only upon actual examination in writing, and the record of examination to be 
indorsed upon the certificates. There ought, then, to be a system of broad and liberal 
legislation, in all the States, by means of which a professional teacher, holding a diploma 
or certificate in one State, should be guaranteed a legal recognition in all the other 
States. In addition to a State system of examinations, an efficient system of city, county, 
or township examinations is indispensable. The examining boards should be made up 
of each city, county, or township superintendent, together with from three to five pro-
fessional teachers, themselves holders of high certificates, They should have power to . 
issue, on actual written examinations, certificates of different grades, valid for periods 
of time ranging from two to ten years. These boards should be paid for their work; 
otherwise it will not be well done; and they should be composed exclusively of prac-
tical teacl~e~s, for the s.ame rea~on that only lawyer's can legally examine legal students, 
only phys1mans exannne medlCal students, and only clergymen decide the :fitness of 
theological students to enter the ministry. Until there is a reform in this defective 
point of our. school system, there can be no marked and permanent improvement in the 
public schools as a whole. That ~o little has been clone in this direction, can only be 
accounted for from the fact that mne-tenths of t)le men and women engaged in 'keep-
ing school' are intending to get out of the business as soon as they can, otherwise 
they would never submit to the humiliations imposed upon them.'1 
Mr .. Sw.ett conclude~ his rema~ks by presenting a series of propositions relating to the 
exammatwn and appomtment of teachers, for the consideration of teachers, educators, 
and legislators. • 
He was made chairman of a committee appointed to consider the matter of teachers' 
examinations, and report at the next annual meeting of the association. 
EVENING NORi\fAL SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS. 
This school, which was discontinued for two years, has been recently revived. It 
meets one evening each school-week, continues two hours, is conducted by competent 
teachers, under the .direction of the deputy superintendent as principal, is numerously 
attencled, and prom1ses welL 
INCREASED PAY OF TEACHERS. 
The pay of.grammar assistants h~s been.raised from $810 to $840 a year, gold coin; 
and the salanes of female head ass1stants m grammar schools ha-ve been raised from 
Sl,OOO to $1,200 a year; and their title changed to vice-principal. 
EVENL."{G-SCHOOLS. 
The board has recently adopted these school~ as a permanent feature of the public-
schocl system. They are free to aJl per ons over ten years of age, and are continued 
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the same number ~f months as the day-schools, with the same :vacations. Pupils at-
tending day-school are not admitted except for instruction in drawing. The classes :ln 
architectural and mechanical drawing have been very successful. The schools· are 
graded. 
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOLS. 
In these schools-in which-the French and German languages are taught in addition 
to the regular English course-there are 5,396 pupils. In the primary department the 
pupils are required to study one language from one to one and one-half hours -per 
day. In the grammar department both languages are pursued, and the time given is 
two hours per day. The demand for instruction in these languages, particularly Ger-
man, was so great, that when special teachers were appointed in two schools, more 
than four-fifths of the pupils immediately began the study of one or both languages. 
DRAWING. 
When the study of drawing was introduced into the public schools, instruction was 
limited to tlHI first and second grades. In the primary schools, though there was a 
little drawing on slates for amusement, there ·was no systematic training. A skillful 
teacher has now been assigned to teach drawing in the primary schools. All grades 
below the :fifth are to use Bartholomew's cards. Drawing is now regularly taught · by 
specially qualified teachers in all the grades. 
CO-EDUCATION OF THE SEXES. · 
Of the thirteen grammar schools of San Francisco, three are for girls alone, three for 
boys alone, and seven mixed. The preference of parents can thus be gratified in the 
selection of a school. Public opinion obviously favors the natural ordeF. Deputy Su-
perintendent Swett, in his last annual report, makes copious extracts from prominent 
educators, all favoring the co-education of the sexes, on the ground that economy is 
thus secured, discipline and instruction are improved, and individual development is 
far more sound and he'althy. 
OAKLAND. 
GROWTH OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The first public school in this city was organized in July, 1853, with 16 pupils. The 
first grammar school was organized in November, 1867. In twenty years the depart-
ment has increased from one lmilding, with 16 pupils, to buildings containing 36 
rooms and 1,500 pupils. Two additional buildings are to be erected.· The board of 
education estimates the expenses for the fiseaL. .. year of 1872-'73 at $50,000, exclusive 
of building fund. The course of study is the same as in the San Francisco schools. ' 




In San Jose, the course of study requires eight years below the high school. The 
high-school course occupies two years. The course of study is so arranged as to com-
pel semi-annual examination-s aud promotions. The city superintendent recommends 
the erection of a spacions building, to be devoted to a high a.nu cosmopolitan school, 
in which there shall be a practical business and commercial department, where 
telegraphy a.nd phonography shall be taught; also the principal modern languages, and 
where a sufficient knowledge of Latin and Greek can be acquired t0 enter the college 
of letters in the State university. He recommends the support of the public schools, 
on the ground of economy. "It costs, on an average, $1,200 to convict and punish 
each criminal, while the schools can be maintained at a cost of not more than $200 for 
each child . School-houses are cheaper than jails or penitentiaries." Value of school 
property, $86,450; cost of tuition per pupil, $21.80. 
DEATH OF HON. EDWAllD TO~iPKINS. 
Hon. Edwanl Tompkins, of Oakland, California, who gave $50,000 for the endow-
ment of the professorship of Oriental l.anguages and literature in the University of Cal-
ifornia, died at his residence on the 19th of November, 1872. He was a lawyer by pro-
fession, and a scholar, and had bee·::J. for some time a member of the State senate, aucl 
was always a devoted friend of learning. 
.. klahoma Stc.te Libra~. 
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FACTS Ii'ROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ea mid population.-In 1870 California was . the twenty-fourth State in population, 
havinO' 560,247 inhabitants within an area of 1tli:l,981 square miles; an average· of 2.29 
perso~s to the square mile. This population consisted of 449,424 whites, 4,272 colored, 
7 241 Indians, and49,310 Cpinese. Of these numbers 350,416 were natives of the United 
States, and 209,831 were foreign-born. Of th~ native residents. o~ t~e State, 162,0_93 
whites, 1,074 colored, 6,251 Inchan.s, ancl486 Chmese were born w1thm1ts borders, whiJe 
of the foreign residents 29,701 were born in Germany, 54,421 in Ireland, and 17;699 m 
England. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, Census Report, 91,176 persons at-
tended cchool, and of these 3,578 were foreign-born. The white male scholars num-
bered 46,539, and the white female scholars 44,091, (an aggregate of 90,630 white schol-
ars.) The colored male scholars numbered 203, and the colored female scholars 170, 
.(an aggregate colored attendance of 373 ;) 25 Ipdian males, and 32 females, (an aggre-
gate of 57,) attended school; also 114 male and 2 female Chinese, (an aggregate of 116.) 
Illiterates.-The number of inhabitants of all ra,ces, 10 yoars old and over, unable to 
write was 31,716; including 2,853 Chinese and 1,789 Indians. Of these 22,196 were 
foreign-born. 
Age, sex, anclt·ace of illiterates.-Of 1,941 whit-e illiterates from 10 to 15 years of n~e, 
1,092 were males and 849 were females; there were 2,018 white illiterates between t.he 
ages of 15 and 21, of whom 1,179 were males and 839 females, while of 22,199 wh1te 
illiterates 21 years old and over, 12,362 were mal<~s and 9,837 females, making an aggre-
gate of 26,158 white illiterates for the State. Of 45 colored illiterates reported between 
the ages of 10 and15, 24 wel;'e males an,d 21 females. Of 64 colored illiterates from 15 
to 21 years old, 30 were males and 34 females; while of 807 colored illiterates of 21 
years old ancl over, 468 were males and 339 females. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol.1, Census Report, the total num~ 
ber of educational institutions was 1,54tl, having 1,054 male and 1,:390 female teachers, 
with 45,217 male and 40,290 fem::tle pupils . 
..1mount and soui·ce of edtteational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $2,946,308, of which $59,057 were derived from endowments, $1,669,464 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,217,787 from tuition and Gther sources. 
Publ-ic schouls.- '£be income appertaining to the public (normal, high, grammar, 
graded and ungraded common) schools for educating their 75,G27 pupils, was$1,627,733, 
of which sum $357 were derived from endowments, $1,519,348 from taxation and public 
funds, and $108,028 from tuition and other sources. 1 
Colleges.-The 17 colleges reported, with their 156 teachers and 3,046 pupils, hu4 a 
total income of $595,tl86 . 
.Acaclemies.-The 5 academies reported, with 21 teachers aBel 198 pupils, bad a total 
income of $24,000, derived from tuition and other sources. · 
Pt·ivate schools.-The 154 (private) day and boarding schools, with 267 teachers and 
4,601 pupils, possessed a total income of $243,589 from tuition and other sources. 
Librw·ies.-Tbe libr::1ries of the State \\ere: Public, 744, containing 159,625 vol-
umes; private, 873, containing 314,674 volumes, making a total of 1,617 libraries, with 
474,299 volumes. 
TheJJress.-Tbe 201 perio'dicals issu~d in the State had an aggre<Tate circulation of 
491,903 copies, and an aggregate annual issue of 47,472,755. o 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 643 church o~ganiza.tions, 532 had edifices, with 195,558 sittings, 
an(l the church property was valued at $7,404,235. 
Pauperism.-The paupers numbered 991, of whom 351 were native whites, 3 native 
colored, and 637 foreigners . 
C1·in~inals.-Of the 1,574 prisoners 662 were native whites, 6 native colored, and 
906 were foreigners. 
Age and sex of population.-Ofthe total population of California, 137,129 persons were 
from 5 to 18 years of age; of these, 71,086 were males and 66,0·13 were females. The 
number of persons 10 years old and over was 430,444, of whom 283,740 were males 
and 146,704 were females . 
. Occupations.-Two hundred and twenty-four thousand eight hundred and sixty-
eight males and 13,780 females of these ages were engaged in various occupations; 
of the e 238,648 occupied persons, 47,863 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, 76,112 
in professional and personal services_, 33,165 in trade and tmnsportation, and 81,508 in 
manufactures and mechanical and mining industries. 
Age and sex of working pop1Llation.-Of the 23 ,648 employed persons 1,585 males and 
62!:> females (a total of 2,214 persons) were between tho ages of 10 and 15; 219,777 
males and12,972 female (a tetal of 232,749 persons) between the acres of 16 and 59, 
and 3,506 males and 179 females (a total of 3,685 persons) were GO yca;'s old and over. 
CALIFORNIA. 
LIST OF SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Hon. H. N. BoLANDEn, State supm·intcndent of pnblic instruct:ion, Sacmrnento. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Couuties. Name. 
Alameda .............. ...... . 
Alpine ....... . .... . ... . .... . . 
Amador ... . . .. . ........ . .. . . 
Butte . ... ......... .... ... .. .. 
W. F. B. Lynch ... ....... ..... ..... . 
~~~~ f.(fh~tgg~ .·:: ::.·::: :::::::::::::::::: 
H. T. Batchelder ......................... .. 
Colusa ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... . . E. J. Ed wards .. . .... ..... ................. . 
Contra Costa ................ . H. S.RaYen .. ... . ... ..... .... . . ... ... ..... . 
ElDorado .................. . Whitmn.n H. llill ......................... . 
Fresno ...................... . '1'. 0. Ellis ........... ........ ..... ... ..... . . 
Humboldt ............ ... ... . James B. Brown . ... .............. ..... ... . 
~lr~ : ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~ :::: : : ~: : ~ ~::: John W. Symmes .................. .... .. .. J. H. Cromwell. .... ....... .......... .. ... .. 
Klamath ....... .... .. .. .... .. A .Hartz .. ..... ... .............. .. .... .. . . . 
Lake ............ . ... .... ... . Mark Mathews .......................... .. 
Lassen ...................... . Z. N. Spaulding .. ... . ~ .................... . 
~oa~-~~~~~~~:: :: ~ :: :::::: :::: W. M. McFadden ......................... . Samuel Saunders ......................... . 
Mariposa ...... . ....... .... .. 
Mendocino ........... . ...... . 
M erced .. ....... ... . . . .... ... . 
David Egenbotl' .......................... .. 
~: fv: ~~i{~'l~t~~-::: ~: : ::: :::: ::: ~::::::: ~:.: 
Mono .... . .... . ...... . .... . . J . S. Kikenclale . ....... ..... .............. ,. 
Monterey .. ..... ...... .... .. . 
~;~:a·~::::::~::::::~::::~~~: 
S.M. Sheaver ............................. . 
G. vV.Ford . .. .......... ... .. .. ............ . 
-.Watson ........... .. ... . . . ....... . ..... . 
Placer ............ ... ....... . John 'I'. Kinkade ........................ .. 
Plumas ............ . ... . . . .. . J.A.Edmau .. . . ..... .. .... . ........ .... . . . 
Sacramento . ... ........... .. . S. H . Jackman .. .. ... . .................... . 
San Bernardino ........ . .... . 
San Diogo ................. .. 
San Francisco .............. .. 
,John Brown, jr ...... . ... ............... . .. 
~ .. ~-wi~~:;~-~!.:::: : :::::: :: ::::: : : :: ::::: 
San Joaquin ....... ...... .. .. 
San Luis Obispo ... ....... .. .. 
·San Mateo . ................. . 
W . R. Leadbetter ..... .. . ...... .. ..... ... .. 
P . A. Forrester ..... .. .............. .... .. .. 
H. E. Jewett . ............ : . .. . : ... . : ... : .. . 
Santa Barbara ..... ......... . J.C. Hamer .. ... . ... ... ........ ........ .. . . 
Santa Clara ........ .... .... .. G. F. Baker ......... . ............ ..... . . · .. . 
Santa Crnz ................ .. 
Shasta . . ....... ... ..... .. .... . ~-l,~~;ti!n_e_~:: ~: ..... _ ... .' . . _: :: : ::::::: :::::: 
Sierra .... ...... .. ... .. ...... . A . M. Phalin ... .... .. ........ . . ... ... ..... . 
Siskiyou ......... . .......... . 
Solano ........ .. . .... ....... . 
Sonoma .. ................ . .. . 
Stanislaus . ..... . . ......... .. 
Sutter .................... . . . 
~lti~<itc;~y:~: :: ::~: ::::: :~:: ·.: :: ::~ ~ ~ : 
George W. Jones ........ .... ............ .. 
James Burney .... ............. .......... .. 
J\'L C. Clark ............................... . 
Tehama .......... . .. . ...... . F . .A. VestaL ............................. .. 
Trinity .................... .. 
Tulare ........... . .... . . ... . 
Tuolumne ......... .... .... .' 
William C. Lo\·ett ........ .... . ........ ... . 
S. G. Creighton .......................... .. 
R .De Haveu . .. . . . ....... . . ....... . .. ..... . 
Yolo ............ ... .. .... ... . G. N. Freeman ................... ......... . 
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CONNECTICUT. 
[From report of Ron. B. G. Northrop, secreta.ry of State board of education.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Capital of school funu ....•.............................•............ $2, 048, 375 G2 
Revenue of school fund distributed PelJruary 28, 1871 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 128, 468 00 
, Diviuend per child from school f11n<l...... .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 09 
FINANCIAL .STATEMEKT, 
Received from school fund .......................................... . 
Received from town deposit fund .................................... . 
Received from town tax· .....•.•..... ; ............................. .. 
Received from district tax .... _ ..................................... . 
Received from local funds ............... . ... ........... . ........... .. 
- R~ceived from voluntar~ contributions ............................. .. 
Received from other sources ........................... ............. . 
Total receipts for public schools from all sources ..................... . 
Increase over last year .............................................. . 
Amount for each child .................... · ............. ............. . 
Amount expended for teachers' wages .............................. .. 
Increase over last year .·.--··.· ...... :.,.·.---.-- ....................... . 
Amount expended for fuel and incidentals ........................... . 
Amount expended for new school-houses ..........•..•. · .............. . 
Amount expended for repairs ........ _ ................. _ .... ... _ .... . 
Amount expended for libraries and apparatus ...•..................... 
Amount expended for other school purposes ......................... . 
Total expenditures for public schools .... _ ........................... . 
Decrease for the year .. ·: : ............................ .. · .............. . 
ATTENDANCE. 
Scholastic population ........................................... ~ .. .. 
Number of pupils registered in winter schools ........................ . 
Number of pupils registered in summer schools ....................... . 
Whole number of different scholars registereu for the year ............ . 
Increase over last year .......................... _ ................... . 
Number registered over 16 years of age ............ .' ................. . 
Number in other than public schools ....... . .. _ ..................... . 
Number betwee~ 4 and 16 not attending school .................. · .... . 
Whole number m schools of all kinds .. · .................... .. ·.: ...... . 
Average attendance in winter schools ............... _ .............. .. 
Average attendance in summer schools .............................. . 
Percentage of scholastic population registered ....................... . 
Percentage of children in schools of all kinds . ............. _ . ...... _ .. 
Percentage of scholastic population registered in winter ..... . ........ . 
Percentage of scholastic popalation registered in summer ........... . _. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Number of teachers in winter: males, 699; females, 1,721 ..... . ....... . 
Decrease of males for the year, 3; increase of females for tho year, 51; 
total increase . ........... . ............ _ ... . ...................... . 
N urn ber of teachers in summer : males, 186 ; females, 2,194 . .. . ........ _ 
Increase for the year: males, 1; females, 53 ......................... _ .. 
Number of teachers continued in the same school .................... . 
N um'Qer of teachers who never taught before ........................ .. 
.A verago wages per month of mnJe teachers ......................... .. 
Average wages per month of females ............. _ .................. . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCllOOLS. 
~:;:mber ofto~ns in the State ....................................... . 
~nmber which have made returns ........ _, __ ...................... .. 













. 370,369 n 
70,005 64 
7,458 97 




























"T~o new towns, Beacon Falls and Newington, formed in 1871, have no separate school report till the 
f.ollowmg year. 
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Number of school districts in the State ....••.•.•...•.•..... l .••..•• ··· ' 1, 535 
Decrease for the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 1 20 
Number public·schools ........ .............• -.- .......... --.- ..••.• - - 1, 63G 
Decrease for the year ...... . ............... - ... -... ---- ---- -- .... --.. 14 
Number departments in public schools ........... --· .. ---.- ..•...• ---- 2, 290 
Number schools of two depari>ments ............................ ·...... 109 
Number schools of more than two departments ...••... - •......•.... --· 116 
Whole number of graded schools . -..........•.......... - . --- . -- .. --- - 225 
Increase for the year ..........•.....•..........•.•.•..... -------.-.--- 8 
A ,-erage length of winter schools in days . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 78 
Average length of summer schools in days . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 71. 63 
Average length of schools for the year ......... ....... . ............... 8mos.12tdays 
Increase for the year ............................ - .....•...... -.. . . . . 4 days 
SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Number new school-houses erec~ed ~ the ye~r ....... · ................. . 
N urn ber school-houses reported m good conditiOn .... ... .......... - .. . 
Decrease for the year ..... .......................................... . 
N urn ber school-houses rept>rted in fair condition ...................... . 
Increase for the year ......................................•......... 
N urn ber school-houses reported in bad condition ..................... . 
Decrease for the year ...•.•....•.....................................• 








During the last ten ·years the increase in the number of children enumerated was 
19,426; in the amount raised by town tax, $563,297.56; in the amount raised by district 
tax, $306,765.11; in the amount from all sources, $1, 101,430.22. Ten years ago the 
amount raised per child was $3.61 ; now it is $11.70. The amount paid for teachers' 
services lias advanced very rapidly within the past six years. During the past year 
the amount raised by town taxes has largely increased, while the amount raised b.y 
district taxes has proportionally diminished. The taxes which are now levied b.y 
districts are principally for the building or repairing of school-houses. The amount 
expended for these purposes for the year now reported was about $440,000., a sum 
greater by over $70,000 than in any other year, except the one next previous, when the 
amount expended was about $fi58,000. In consequence of this diminished expenditure 
for school-buildings, the total expenditure is considerably less than it was the previous 
year, though greater by $218,000 than in any other year. 
LENGTH OF THE SCHOOL YEAR. 
The increase of four days in the average length of the schools for the last year is a 
movement in the right direction. The school year now avera.ges 8 mouths 1~~ days, 
which is longer that that of any other New England State, and, wHh one exception, 
the longest in the country. But while many of the towns maintain their schools as 
long as is desirable, in others the terms are still too short. Some only meet the de-
mands of the law. The majority of the children in the _public schools are under 12 
years of age. This is the best period for sc,hool drills, a:ad the one least fitted for farms 
, or factory labor. While as yet they can do least at work and inost at school, their 
t erms ought to be extended more than thirty weeks, the longest period required by 
law. 
ATTENDANCE. 
During the last three years the number of children enumerated in the State increased 
by 4,818, or 3.9 per cent, The gain in attendance over that ib. enumeration was 9,380. 
"With an increase of over 3,000 in the enumeration of the past year, it is a matter 
of congratulation to :find an increase of only 60 in the number 1 in no school.' Relatively 
this is a marked decrease. With an increase of over 6,000 in the enumeration during 
the last two years, there has been a decrease of over 1,500 in the number 'in no school.' 
The majorjty of these non-~tttendants. are either under 6 years or over 14 years of age. 
Our new laws in regard to truants, and to the employment and schooling of children, 
have helped increase attendance at school. The enhanced interest of parents, the 
quickened educational spirit of the wbole people, and the improvement of the schools 
bave all contributed to this result/' 
TRUANC'Y AND ABS.ENTEEJ;SM. 
Indifference, neglect, and truancy still remain. The report shows that there are 
11,947 children between 4 and 16, not attending school. After making due allowance 
for invalid children, and for those between 4 and 6 whom .Qlany wise parents deem too 
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young for ~chool, and for those between 14 and 1.6 who a.!e .~t work in factories or at 
trades there remain far too many who are growmg up m 1gnorance. "The truant 
laws ~hould be more ·generally enforced. Truancy should be regarded as incipient 
crime. Facts too numerous and familiar prove it to be a fruitful source of juvenile 
ifumorabt.y. It is h1ghly contagious. One bad case makes many more." "Absentee-
ism from scboolmay usually be traced to parental indifference; intemperance, or some 
other evil home influences." - · 
The report of t.he board of education comments upon the very great irregularity of 
attendance in many towns; the average attendance being only about 70 per cent. of 
the enrollment. The rate of attendance is shown to range in the different towns from 
88.5 to less than 56 per cent. No sufficient cause for so wide a diversity among the 
, towns can be discovered. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
The secretary frankly remarks that his former objections to obligatory attendance 
were fully removed by observations recently made in Europe; and with growing faith 
in moral suaRion as our main reliance in preventing absenteeism or reclaiming truants, 
he still contends for the authority of the law, to fall back upon in extreme cases. 
"Where parental pride, interest, or authority fail, and juvenile perverseness· is other-
wise incorrigible, legal coercion should be employed." 
The principal objections to• compulsory law in Connecticut are that it interferes 
with the liberty of parents, arrogates new power by the government, is un-Aillf'rican 
and unadapted to our free institutions; and that it is monarchical in its origin and 
history. Common as this impression is, it is erroneous. Connecticut may just.ly claim 
· to be one of the first States in the world which established the principle of compulsory 
euucation. The code of laws adopted in May, 1650, contained stringent provisions for 
compulsory attendance. These provisions remained, with some modifications, chiefly de-
signed to give them greater efficacy, until the revision of 1801. Public opinion 80 heartily 
indorsed this principle, or rather so thoroughly believed in the nec~~ssity of universal 
education, that attendance lost its involuntary character. ''Our past history illustra.tes 
the ad vantages and working of the principle. Its re-enactment here, with the modi-
ficu.tions suited to present exigencies, will impress the legiRlation of the country. This 
is the most important school question of modern times. It is now up for discussio1,1 in 
many American States. In establishing this principle for herself, Connec-ticu.t will 
help settle it for the country/' . 
. The agent of the board of education, who l1as mingled familiarly with both the man-
ufact.urers and workmen in all parts of the State, no":here encountered any opposition 
,to the new compulsory law. 
VACCINATION. 
At the request of the superintendent the attention of the members of the New Haven 
Medical Association was called to this subject and their opinion asked. The report of 
.t"he committee appointed to investigate the question contains a recommendation that 
•vaccination be made by law the prerequisite for admission to the public schools. 
SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
·1Ji'he ,greater attendance consequent on the organization of free schools, and the 
growing interest of the people in education, have prompted the buildino· or enlargement 
;Of man;v s.chool-houses. During the last four years $1,688,563.46 have b~en expended for 
.building .and, repairing scho0l-houses, while the amount for the fifteen previous years 
was $1)07 4,352.t:l2. 
Among the superior houses erected last year may be named one at South Manches-
ter, (built sol~ly at the expense of the Cheney Brothers,) the high school at Danielson-
ville, and the.C.:harter OJ.k school, in Hartford. Nowhere in the world can there be 
.found a. school-house for the children of operatives surpassing the Charter Oak. The 
new ~.forgan school-edifice at Clinton was dedicated in December last. The build'ing 
and ground .cost $60,000. There is an endowment fund of $50,000. The whole is the 
gift of .Charles Morgan, of New York, who also provided a liberal supply of ma.ps, 
charts, ap,.Paratu ·, and reference-books. No town of its size in Connecticut can show 
a school so well provided in this respect. 
TEACHERS' IN, TITUTES. 
In con equenoo {)f the ab ·ence of the secretary in Europe, t.he number of institutes 
ba beep fewer than usual, .aud only '1,600 were drawn from the State treasury for that 
~nrpo e. Th~ re!!Ular s s1on w re hell during the months of March and April in 
fmu town w1tb an aggrt'gate attendance of 696, or an averao-e of 174. This is a laro-er 
anrag than in any iorruer year. The interest and attencl"'ance of the citizens w~re 
I' 
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equally remarkable. The largest halls and churches available were well filled. In 
Midrlletown, when more room was needed, the president of Wesleyan University wel-
comed the institute to the Wesleyan chapel, where the remaining sessions were held. The 
interest taken in the proceedings, both by t.he preside11t and professors of this institu-
tion, was a pleasant recognition of the mutual inter-dependence of the coHege and the 
scholill. The presidents and some professors in each of our collegas have assisted at our 
educational meetings. 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-sixth annual meeting of' this association was held at Bridgeport on the 
17th and 18th of October, 1872. The president, Henry E. Sawyer, in the chair. 
Professor N. T. Brown, of Boston, gave a lecture on " Charles Dickens as a reader," 
after which Professor R. G. Hibbard, of Middletown, read several selections, to the 
great satisfaction of the audience. 
A paper, entitled ''Practical versus Theoretical grammar," was read by Mr. Mark Pit-
man, of New Haven. This subject was discussetl at length by Messrs. Ralph Park, 
W. B. Dwight, and others. 
The next topic was the question, "What. proportion of teachers should be ladies, ani 
bow ought their salaries to compare with those of gentlemen~" Mrs. Olympia Brown, 
the first speaker, said, in answer to the question, that committees should get the beet, 
·without reference as to sex. To get. a good article is always the best economy. Money 
will buy good things, even good teachers. Teachers to-day teach for money, and they 
need money in order to teach well. 
If ladies teach as well as gentlemen they certainly should be paid as well. Her ad-
vice to committees in closing her remarks was, "Get the best teachers and pay the best 
prices, and make no distinction of sex." 
To lady teachers she advised the best preparation for teaching, and then the demand 
for the best pay. 
Ron. Porter B. Peck thought if ladies were paid less than gentlemen, it was probably 
because the results were less; if they wished equal pay, they must secure equal results. 
The audience expressed disapprobation of this sentiment. Mr. Randall Spaulding, of 
Rockville, Mr. F. F. Barrows, of Hartford, Mr. Ariel Parish, superintendent of schools, 
New Haven, and others, discussed this question at length; the general expression 
being that public sentiment needed educating on the subject of salaries for female 
teachers. Mrs. Brown joined in the discussion, and in response to the suggestion that 
results determine the matter, (which was as much as to say that the work of the ladies 
was not so good,) sbe asked, "Why do committees cheat the community. then, by em-
ploying them~ If, when ladies h~we properly prepared themselves for teaching, they 
cannot obtain suitable wages, let them wash, become milliners, or raise small fruits, or 
do any honorable thing, rather than teach for small pay." 
The next question discussed was" Is it unwise for teachers to make a practice of de-
taining pupils after school-hours for study, as a punishment~" Mr. Carlton objected to 
the practice because it was annoying and exasperating to parents; it is unhygienic to 
both teachers and children, tending to make the mind stupid for want of proper cpange 
of scene; often creates a party spirit, which is very injurious to the school. Altho~1gh 
not prepared to offer a substitute, he believed that the true remedy lies in the teacher's 
creating an interest in study: and in having personal enthusiasm enough to ¥ender this 
kind of punishment unnecessary. 
Mr. D. P. Corbin and Mr. A. Morse, of Hartford, expressed views· in opposition-to 
those of Mr. Carlton, the former claiming that the practice is philosophical, and that 
parents had often requested him to detain their children until their work was done.· 
Mr. Morse also read a paper on the "Promotion of pupils from grade to grade/' after 
which the discussion of the quest.ion of detention of pupils after school WftS resumed, 
and, among others who gave their views upon it, Hon. B. G. Northrop ~aid he COQ· 
curred most heartily in the views of Mr. Carlton, who opened the deb~te. Success in 
teaching depends upon preoccupying the children by interesting them. In no case is 
long detention after school to be allowed. In such cases the spunk of the teacher has 
quite as much to do with it as the spunk of the child. But be liked that kind of de-
tention which was simply for the purpose of aiding the pupils and the explanation of 
a difficulty ; but even this should uot be frequent nor long. The discussion ·was prq-
tracted to a great length, and on taking a vote on the question a large majority pro-
nounced. in favor of detention. 
An address was then given by Mr. Ariel Parish on "The relations and mutual duties 
of parents and teachers." In this matter, he said, the cnmmunity is in such a condi-
tion that parents will not take the lead in bringing about a wholesome intercourse 
between themselves and the teachers. If teachers will endeavor to bring about a , 
mut~al understanding there will be gratifying results; there will be f~ller .schoo~­
mcetmgs, better funds, better apparatus, and teachers will be better sustawed lll their 
labors. 
The last session was held in the North Congregational Church, in the evening, atr 
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which th~re we1:e several aP.dresses by Ron. Mr. Northrop, Mr. W. B. Dwight, Mr. J. 
D. Ferguson, Rev. Mr. Brooks, and others. . 
Among the resolutions adopted was one that an effort should be made to secure an 
increase of the sabries of the lady teachers. 
The officers elected were, president, Henry G. Davis, New Haven; secretary, Ralph 
H. Park, New Haven; treasurer, D.P. Corbin, Hartford. 
About five humlred teachers were in attendance, and the exercises were regat1:ded as 
highly profitable. 
STATISTICS. 
The statistics of our reports furnish an effective argl).ment in favor of free schools. 
Aside from this, tl).ey exert an important local influence. More than one town bas been 
reminded thatjt is not creditable to its liberality and public spirit to l:le last in ~he 
county and the lowest in tlie w:hole State in eyery point of comparison. The town 
which, for some years, held that bad pre-eminence has lately been thoroughly aroused 
and started on a better career. 
REVISION OF SCHOOL LAWS. 
· · The school laws were revised by the legislature of 1872. The educational c:ommit~ee 
emoodied more than usual culture and school and legislative experience, Vi;'hich IIi-
creased their efficiency and influence. This revision shoul1l favor great permanency iu 
our school laws. The practice of rotation in the membership of the general assembly 
has been t.he leading cause of change in school legislation. New members are most 
forward to urge new laws. The boar:d of education has favored permanency, and ad-
vise~ few changes, except those connected with free-school law. , · 
THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
'il'hc report of the board of education for the year 1868 contained a brief statement 
of educational principles, termed "'fhe Connecticut common-school platform.1' This 
summary was proposed by Professor Daniel C. Gilman. It occasioned much discussion, 
and, though unanimously adopted by the State Teachers' Association, encountered 
earnest opposition from some then unfriendly to the State board of education. But 
these ·questions seem now to be settled. The very principles most opposed have bee_n 
approved by the people, and ratified in the platform's of both political parties. This 
platferm, with some modifications by its author and others suggested by prominent 
.educators in different States, has been indorsed by the presidents of more than twenty 
of our leading -colleges, by the school superintendents of a still larger number of States, 
and by many other distinguished educators. Out of over one hundred of the promi-
nent gentlemen addressed, but one dissented and refused his signature. This paper, 
thus sanctioned by the most eminent thinkers in the land, may properly be called the 
American system of public instruction. Though in its present form, prepared at the 
· request oL Mr. A.rinori Mori, for circulation in Japan, it has both a present a,nd 
historic value for Connecticut. 
EDUCATION AND INVENTION. 
It is plainly due to the former excellence of the schools, and the universality of edu-
cation .among the people, that Connecticut has always taken the lead in the number, 
variety, and value of its inventions. Manufactories ar:e relatively more numerous and 
more di:versified in their processes and products than those of any other State. The 
ingenuity .a.nd inventive talent of the people have e \·er been remarkable, as is shown 
by the ·statistics of the Patent-Office. During 1871 the number of patents granted to 
citizens ef Connecticut was one to each 806. The nearest approach to this was in the 
District of Columbia, where there was one to each 770. The pre-eminence of Connec-
ticut in this matter has continued for many years past. 
NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The people now recognize the value of the normal school, and each year p:1nltiplies 
its friend . Its re ults have turned mauy honest opponents to warm supporters. The 
members o:f the institute class and many others remain but one term. Most of them 
had been previously engaged more or less in teaehing. It is recommended that the 
salaries of the normal-school teachers be increased. 
Th""DUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS. 
The last has been the most successful year ill the history of this important institu-
tion. The number of girls now in the school is nearly 80. In most of them a marked 
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improvement is noticed, both in conduct and study. Sixty per cent. are orphans. In 
nine cases out of ten their parents had been criminals or intemperate. Their early 
associations and surroundings were vicious and corrupting. The results prove the 
necesshy of such an institution. -
STATE REFORM SCHOOL. 
The whole number of boys who have been in this school since its opening is 1,811. 
Results show the necessity· of the recent enlargement of the buildings. The school 
work of the year, with improved rooms and additional teachers, has been unusually 
satisfactory. Financially, the school is very successful. The net earnings of the boys 
in the chair-shop and on the farm were about $1'2,000 for the last year. This does not 
include the large amount of work done in the · shoe -and tailor shops and the -various 
departments of domestic work. While some of the boys after leaving this school have 
returned to evil ways, the majority have been reformed, and the success of the school 
is all that could reasonably be expected. 
THE CONNECTICUT SOLDIERS' ORPHAN HO:i\iE. 
There have been 6f:! children in the Home during the year. The branches of study 
are the same as are taught in the public schools, and, like t1wse schools, it is under the 
supervision of the school visitors, receiving its share of the public money. 
SCHOOL IfOR IMBECILES. 
1'wenty of the pupils of this institution are beneficiaries of the State to the amount 
of $:3 per week. There are now on hand 63 applications for admission. The scheol 
has been prosperous and the work of instruction very successful. It is estimated that 
there are over 1,000 imbeciles in Connecticut, and it is urged upon the State to make 
further provision for the wants of this class. 
THE AMERICAN ASYLUM FO"? THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
This was long the only institution of the kind in this country. It is now not only 
the oldest, but the most truly national. It is supported in part by each of the New 
England States, and during the year has had private pupils from New York, New Jer-
sey, Pennsylvania, and California. Of the pupils of the .last year, the State of Maine 
suppo~ted 59; New Hampshire, 22; Vermont, 19; Massachusetts, 109; . Rhode Island, 
10; Connecticut, 60. Nearly two thousand pupils have been trained in this institution 
during the last fifty-six years. Instruction in articulation and lip-reading has been 
regularly given during the last year to a class of twenty-five semi-mutes. 
SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE. 
This school has never 1:ad so large a number of scholars as during the present year. 
Its funds are gradually increasing; there has also been an increase in th,e number of 
professors, and the library and various collections have been enlarged. A gift of £5,000 
has been received from an English lady, for the chair of dynamic or mechanical engi-
neering. Mr. Joseph Slwffield has added largely to his previous gifts in money, and 
has begun the erection of a second building for the use of the school. Its estimated 
cost, aside from the land on which it stands, is not far from $100,000. A generous gift, 
has been made by Ron. 0. F. Winchester, by which au observatory for astronomical 
and physical researches will be established in connection with Yale College, the advan-
t ages of which will be shared by the Sheffield Scientific School. , 
CONNECTICUT COLLEGES. 
In the colleges and professional seminaries of Connecticut there are 1,'137 students, 
coming from thirty different American States and Territories and six foreign countries. 
There are in colleges 791, in theological schools 130, and in other professional schools 
196. Only 125 sons of Connecticut are reported in colleges out of the State. In pro-




The tcrritori~l enlargement of the school district, by the annexation of Fair Haven, 
is an important event in our school11istory, and increases largely the number of pnpils. 
Twenty rooms have been ~ompleted dnring t.he year, eighteen of which have been occu-
pied. The increase of seats, however, is hardly equal to the increased number of 
scholars. 
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SUPERVISION. 
The change made during the year in t~e syste~ of supervisio:n marks a new era in 
the administration of the schools. The mstructwn of tbe grammar schools has been 
left chiefly to a female teacher, thus leaving the priu~ipa~ at liberty to devot~ himself 
£o the duties which he alone can perform, not only m his own school, but mall the 
schools in his district. 'fhe new vigor infused. into many of the schooh; fully warrants 
a continuance of this arrangement. 
DRAWING. 
The system of drawing, commenced sever_al years sinoe, has been steadily pursued 
with most satisfactory results. · · 
The upper classes in the grammar school have reached the higher numbers of Bail's 
charts. Steadiness of band and accuracy of eye have been gen~rally note~orthy, and 
in many cases quite remarkable. Profess01~ Bail has prepared a manual for teache.rs 
which makes the method of teaching so plain that one with the least e:x::perience w1ll 
be able to direct a class. 
EVENING-SCHOOL. 
The character of the mem hers of this school for stability, earnestness, and application 
to their studies a.ppears to improve each year. Some remarkable cases of proficiency 
have occurred. One man over thirty years of age, who did not know a letter of the · 
alphabet when he began, was able to read with considerable fluency by the end of the 
term. During the last half of the winter session, Professor Bail gave (without cbarg~) 
a course oflessons in drawing to the young men engaged in mechanical pursuits. Th1s 
is the fourth series he has given. 
UNGRADED SCHOOL. 
A little more than a year has elapsed since this school was opened, and the results 
have been such as to leave no doubt of its usefulness. 
The number of cases wbich, under former regulations, would have resulted in "sus-
pension" has been reduced to about half the number of the previous year. The num-
ber of cases of truancy has been less than the previous year, though the daily attend-
ance was one thousand greater. The number of "subordinate" pupils has diminished. 
A considerable number of boys out of employment have voluntarily come into the 
school and imp~oved their time, and many who, but for fear of arrest, would never 
have been seen m school, have attended quite regularly. 
HARTFORD. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
The schools are, on the whole, in a very satisfactory condition. The truant law is 
doing a vast amount of good in the central schools, and in several instances officers 
have been sent into the rural districts with most beneficial effect. 
GERMAN. 
A very earnest wish e:x::ists among the German citizens to have the German language 
made one of the regular studies in the larger schools. In the Brown Scho,ll, Ger-
man. has been taught for ~he past three a!J.d a half years, with very gratifying resHlts. 
Dnnng the year 240 chtldren, 92 of wbom were American and the rest Germa,n 
children born ~ this country, have studied German in this school. 
EVENING-SCHOOLS. 
An appropria ion of 2,000 was made by the town for the expenses of an evening-
school. A econd chool is entirely supported by Messrs. Chenev Brothers. The statistics 
of the e schools show that th y are no longer a,n experiment~ The number in attend-
ance ha been much larger, the average attendance much higher, and the progress 
gr ater han v r b for . A valuable addition to the studies of the evening-schools 
would be a cla s in m cbanical drawing. 
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MERIDEN. 
TRUANCY AND ABSENTEEISM. 
'I'he school visitors say our schools continue to suffer from irregular attendance. 
HarcUy a day passes in which children may not be seen patrolling the streets in school 
hours, wasting theirtime and preparing their minds for the growth of th@se crimes 
which are the offspring of idleness and evil companionship. Excuses, frivolous and self-
contradictory, are offered in endless profusion and apparent variety, but most of them 
indicating the same feeling, that the least important of all duties that may devolve 
upon childhood is regular attendance at school. 
DRAWING. 
This branch bas had a place in our programme of studies nearly two years, but its 
progress has been unsteady and unsatisfactory. The inequalit,y of teachers, in impart-
ing instruction in this department, is probably greater than in most other studies, 
because less time has beeu given to drawing, inasmuch as this has not, till recently, 
been regarded as one of the required branches of school study. Miss Loring came tere 
last year and visited all our schools, and gave a course of practical introductory lessons 
in drawing, creating considerable enthusiasm among the scholars. In February of 
this year, Miss Mary J. Dyer, an excellent teacher of drawing, visited our schools and 
explained the Bartholomew system of teaching drawing. In order to mak"' drawing 
a successful study, it is necessary that we should have a competent drawing-t11acber 
to give.instruction to teachers and scholars. · 
SINGING. 
Singing is taught successfully in some schools; in others there are great deficiencies 
and a corresponding want of interest. It is so because many of our teachers are 
ignorant of singing and insensible to the advantages of music. We are convinced 
beyond a doubt of the satisfactory influence of music, and strongly recommend its 
further culture in every scb.ot:>l. 
EVENING-SCHOOLS. 
The evening-school in the town-hall met sixty evenings, from 7 to 9 o'clock. The 
aggre-gate attendance was 75; the average, 50; the avera.ge age of pupils was twenty 
years. The bra-r;rches taught were reading, spelling, writing, and arithmetic, tQ all 
pupils; book-keeping to ~5, English grammar to 5, and algebra to 1. Perfect order 




The board say in regard to this that the idea shouJd constantly be kept before the 
child that attendance on the school is not to cease until the prescribed course shall be 
finished, and that t.bis is just as important as to r emain through a whole term, or to 
be faithful in attendance during a single day. In this expectation the pupil will b e 
less uneasy, more studious and obedient, and will come to regard education as the 
pr0per business of youth. . 
Tbe example, once set, will have a powerful influence upon others. Our schools would 
thus be increased in dignity and excellence, and the money and labor expended in this 
field would produce a more bountiful harvest. 
VOCAL MUSIC AND DRAWING. 
The board renew their expressions of confidence in the study of vocal music and 
drawing, not merely as accomplishments, but as furnishing a part of educatioa that 
can be turned to great pro!lt in after lite. It is to be regretted that the past year bas 
not been marked with much suecess in the study of music, and that no systematic in-
struction has been given in drawing, but the arrangements now made for the ensuing 
year promise to give greater opportunities than any before offered for the prosecution 
of these studies. The board urge parents t@ give their ehilclren all the facilities and 
encouragement possible for their improvement in these branches, with the belief that 
the results will afford them the highest gratification, and prove to be of great value. 
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NEW LONDON . 
. ATTENDANCE • 
. The average attendance in the sc~ools has been continually improving. An oppor-
tunity will be afforded during the present year to note the eftect of a compulso.ry sys-. 
tem of eduqat.ion, since the ·new law provides a penalty for pa~ents and guarchans .of 
children between the ages of 8 and 14 years who neglect or refuse to cause such chil-
dren ~o attend school at least three months in the year. 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. 
In regard t0 this subject the school visitor says: "In a former report I suggested tbe 
giving of oral instruction upon subjects other than those of the text-boo~s. Some 
qnite succeE!sful attcmptshave been made by some of the teachers. The obJects to be 
aimed at by the teacher in any such course of instruction are to awaken the percept-
ive and observing faculties of the cllildren and to put them in possession of valuable 
information to make them observant and intelligent. 
"The teacher must be fully prepared to explain the topics di::;;cnssed with the scholars, 
"' so that the_y will be completely understood. Visible objects brought in by the scholars, 
or pictures of objects, should be made use of as much as 'J1>0Ssible. Compositions may 
be written· npon the subjects by the older scholars. There should be some l'egula.r 
syst.em adopted by all the teachers. . 
"I would suggest the use of Hooker's Child's Book of N atnre, a work that bas durmg 
the year been put into nearly alJ't,he school libraries. A half-hour each week may be 
thus employed more profitably and more pleasantly than any half-hour now given to 
t.he regular studies." 
INSTITUTIONS. I 
YALE COLLEGE. 
The statistics of the college and its variou'l departments will be found in their ap-
- propriate tables at tlw end of the volume. 
The departments of instruction are comprehended under four divisions, as follows: 
the faculty of theology, of law, of medicine, of philosophy and the arts. Under the 
last-named faculty are included the courses for graduate instruction, t.he unde~-gr~~l­
uate academical department, the under-graduate section of the Sheffield Sment1fic 
School, and the school of the :fine arts, each· having a distinct organization. 
The instruction of grad nate and special students having become a marked feature of 
Yale College, the following summary of these courses of instruct.ion is taken from the 
la.St catalogue: 
College graduates, and other persons of liberal education, are received for longer 
or shorter periods, with or without reference to the attainmont of a degree. An ex-
ecntivo committee, designated by the faculty, has a general oversight of the students 
in this de1Jartment. Instruction is given partly by lectures, partly by recitations a r.1d 
by oral and written discussions, partly by directing courses of reading, and partly by 
work in tho laborator ies and with instruments. 
The fees for instruction in the scientific school are $150 per annum; in the other sec-
tious of the department, $100 per annum. _ 
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is given to those who, having already taken a 
Bachelor's degree, engage as students in this department for not less than two years. 
A satisfactory exan1ioation must be passed, and a thesis presented which must gi:Ve 
evidence of high attainment in tile studies pursued. A good knowledge of Latw, 
Gorman, and .French must be acquired . 
The courses of instruction given in the department may be groupeu as follows: 
I.-Political science, history, philosophy, and English literat-ure. 
President Porter will instruct in psychology and philosophy, in the history of philos-
ophy and in ethics. 
Ex-President Yvoolsey will instruct in special cases in international law. 
Profe ·.or Hadley will give a course oflectnres on Romam law. 
_ ~rofes or Wheele~ will instruct ~n the constitutional history of England and the 
.mted tate , an~ m the general h1 tory of Europe in the sixteeuth, seventeenth, and 
e1gbteeo h centunes. 
Prof or 'umn r ~i~l instruct in political economy. 
lr. H. A . .Beer w11lm truct in Anglo- 'axon and tlle history of English 1iterat.nre. 
. 'on~· .t>s of lector will b giv n this year by Mr. Davi<l A. Wells, on special topic~ 
m political economy, and by Mr. E. L. Gottkin, on social science. 
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p.-Philolog!l· 
Professor Thacher will g-ive instruction in La.tin authors not usually read in col-
lege; and, in particular, will go over selected plays of Plaut;us and Terence, with special 
reference to earl:v Latin forms, constructions, and meters. 
Professor Hadley will teach the structure of the Greek language, as viewed in the 
light of comparative philology. He will instruct in special Greek aut.hors, as Pin<lar, 
Aristophanes, Theocritus, Plato, and Aristotle; also, in Gothic grammar and the Bible 
version of Ulfilas. 
Professor Whitney will instruct in the first year in the general principles of linguis-
tic science, and in the second year in the comparative philology of the Indo-European 
languages. He will also teach the Sanskrit language, in a course of stndy extending 
through both years. 
Professor Packard will instruct in the Greek tragic poets and in the history of Greek 
literature. · 
Mr. Van Name will teach the elements of the Chinese and Japanese languages. 
Professor Lounsbury will gi~e instruction in the Anglo-Saxon language, and in the 
early forms and literature of English. 
Professor Coe will teach the relations of the modern Romanic languages, especially 
the French to the Latin, and will give assistance to students of the old French lan-
guage and literature. 
The Hebrew and other Semitic languages may be pursued under Professor Day, of 
the theological department, either in connection with his regular classes or otherwise. 
IlL-Mathematical and physical science. 
For the instruction given to graduates and special students iu the Sheffield Scientific 
School, (see college catalogue, pp. 61, 62.) The courses there specified may be variously 
combined with those here announced, or the student may occupy himself in either 
section exclusively, according to his circumstances and plans. 
Professor Loomis will teach meteorology, with especial reference to the making and, 
reducing of meteorological observations. 
Professor Dana will instruct in crystallography. 
Professor Newton will instruct, the first year, in the calculus, in analytic statics, and 
in the dynamics of a particle; the second year in the lunar and planetary theories and., 
in the higher geometry. 
Professor Gibbs will instruct in the law~ of vibratory and undulatory motion, with: 
especial reference to light anu sound; in the combination of observations by the method. 
of least squares; in the potential function; with its application to the theories of elec-
tricity and magnetism; and in capillarity. 
Professor A. W. Wright will instruct Ill heat, light, and electricity, with practical 
instruction in the management of apparatus. 
IV.-Fine arts. 
In drawing, painting, and modeling, the school offers a systematic course of instruc-
tion.. It affords the special art student a thorough acquaintance with the theory and 
practice of art, and combines with this a knowledge of its history and philosophy. 
Its museum contains a large and increasing collection of casts and paintings, and 
the collections are open to art students, for purposes of art. stndy, at all hours. In 
connection with the practical instruction of the sehool, lectures on the theory, prac-
tice, and history of art will be delivered in regular course by its professors. The noble 
art building is in every way well adapted to its pmpose. 
The statement made by the executive committee of the society of the alumni, dated 
J uue 1, 187·2, shows that in every department there had been progress during the year, 
and also that in addition to the speeial ::tnd so far successful effort making by tlJe 
alumni to raise the "Woolsey fund," so named in honor of ex-president Theodore D. 
Woolsey, D. D.: LL.D., for which the sum of five hundred thousand dollars is sought, 
and which is to be applied to the general uses of the college in all its departments, 
there have been many generous special gifts to the various departments. 
To the academical department, Mr. Buchanan Winthrop, of New .York, of the class of 
1860, gave $5,000 as a fund, the income of which is to be given in two prizes to the 
members of the junior class who, at the annual examination to be held in the third 
term of the collegiate year, shall exhibit the most thorough acquaintance with the 
Greek and Latin poets, six months' previous notice being giv-en of the authors required, 
which shall be chiefly selected from those not used in the college course, and particu-
lar attention being paid to elegance of scholarship and appreciation of the spirit of the 
poetry. Mr. Morris W. Lyon, ofNewYork, has made a fourth gift of$1,000,-theincome to 
be used for paying tuition of indigent students. Mr. Samuel Holmes, of Montclair, New 
Jersey, has given a scholarship fund, the income to be paid to students from certain 
specilied towns in Connecticut. 
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The cbapetfund bas been increased by several generous gifts to $80,000. 
The Sheffield Scientific School has received toward its 1-mdowment fund $151,800. 
In addition to this, certain gifts to meet current expenses, and in the way of certai:u spe-
cified annual income for from one to five years, have been received, amountmg to 
$12,113.82, and also, for special purposes, $5,76~.10 . 
The Riggin professership, included in the endowment fund, was endowed with $28,000 
by Mrs. Susan K. Riggin, widow of the late Robert Riggin, esq., of Liverpoo~. 
Mr. Thomas R. Lounsbury, of Ovid, New York, (Yale, 1859,) has been appomted pro-
fessor of English, and Mr. Oscar D. Allen, Ph. D., of Hebron, Maine, (Sheffield Scient1fic 
School, 1861,) professor of metallurgy. 
Mr. Joseph E. Sheffield has begun the erection of an additional building for the use 
of the school, at an estimated cost of $100,000. 
- The theological department has celebrated ihe fiftieth anniversary of its establish-
ment as n. separate department of Yale College. Steps have been taken to proc~re the 
erection of an additional building similar to the elegant one erected two years smce. 
A small but beautiful chapel bas been erected and finished, at an expense of $~7,234, 
the whole sum contributed by Frederick Marquanu, of Southport, Connecticut. 
Mrs. Mary A. Goodman, a colored woman, left her entire property, from four to five 
thousanu uollars, to the scholarship fund of the school, to aid young men of color to 
prepare for the ministry, if any such uesired; if no colored students are in the school, 
the income may be used for other stu(tents. 
Valuable donations of books have been made to the library, and also portraits of 
three deceasecl.professors, Rev. Drs. T~tylor, Fitch, and Goodrich. 
In t~e la.w department the faculty has been increased by the appointment of ;Ron. 
Frane1s Wayland. New courses of lectures have also been delivered by Ex-Pres1~ent 
Wo.olsey, Hon. Charles McCurdy, LL.D., Professors Hoppin, Hadley, Bacon, a~d ~a1ley, 
wh1eh courses are to form hereafter a part of t.he regular scheme of instructiOn ~n the 
departlllent. Sixteen thousand dollars have been contributeu to t.he library fund for the 
purchase of new reports and the completion of sets, which will mn.ke it n.n excellent law 
library. 
The college library has received additions by gift of 1,234 volumes and 4,860 
pamphlets, and by purchase of 1,224 volumes, the latter mostly from the sums 
sp~ciaUy domt~ed for particular purchases by Professor Salisbury, (the Salisbury 
onental collectwn, ~50 volumes,) and by Mr. Charles Astor Bristed, (340 volumes to 
the department. of classical philology.) 
The class of 1872 contributed $2,000 as a clas~ fund to the library, anu two young 
deceased graduates bequeathed, one $5,000, the other $2,500 . 
. The two society libraries were transferred a year ago to the control of the college 
hbrary. A new catalogue is being prepared and printed of the united libraries. 
The museum of natural history has received most important gifts, especially from 
the Yale exploring expedition, undertaken in the summer of 1871 under charge of 
Professor Marsh, and, like that of the previous year, composed of ten recent Yale 
graduates. They visiteu Kansas, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, and California. Not less 
than 15,000 specimens of fossil vertebrate remains were secured, including some 
seventy-five unuescribed species. Large collections of recent animals and very 
valuable ethnographical specimens were also obtained. The results of this expe-
<~ition may fairly be considered .as representing a gift to the museum of not less t.han 
4,0,000, and the same moay be sa1d of that of the previous year. These two collectHms 
ot extmct vertebrates place the Yale museum in this respect far in advance of any 
in this country. 
The collection in osteology has been enriched by more than 200 skeletons of recent 
animal . 
A valuable series of fossil animals from Greece has been received in exchan~e from 
tb ·niver ity of .Athen~ through Mr. Robert B. Keep, (Yale, 1865,) late Unitect State 
consul at the Pirreu , Greece. A valuable series of vertebrate fossils from the 
tate of Oregon has been pre ented by Rev. Thomas Conuon, of Dalles Cit.y, 
Ot·~>gon. Thirty thousand five hundred and ninety-nine specimens have been added, 
of wbi b only 2,275 were by purchase. 
In a!chreology the museum has been enriched by important acquisitions. A la~ge 
collection. of very p rfect stone implements of prehistoric age from Scandinavm; 
1,2 ~mhan, stone 1mple~ents from Ohio; vases, E~tatues, images, pottery, and stone-
v•·ar from Central Amenca; po.ttery from Peru, and Indian implements all:d weapons 
from reg n and Alaska. compnse some of tlte articles. In a.ll, 1,483 spec1mens have 
b cu add ·1. 
Iu z~ology the Yal .mu urn will receive a complete series of the collection in the 
Atlanfl ·'~ate , mad· .m c~m?ecti~n with Professor Baird and his party during ~h sum-
yr va a.two a~ountmg, 1t 1s e tlmated, to orne 15,0 specimens. Many spee1mcnsof 
uml , ammal , m ct , and reptiles have been received from California, New Zealand 
and. 'oath Africa. 
Iu tll cbool of fin arts tb hair of tb profe or hip of drawin~ has be n 
endowed, aud Profi · or Job H -i meyer ha been elected to the position. The 
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"J arves collection" of old Italian paintings has been purchased for the school. Many 
desirable ' casts have been obtained. An art library and a collection of '' autotypes" 
are very much ,wanted for this school. 
Since the publication of the statement from which the above facts have been 
compiled, professorships of political and social science, of German, of 'molecular 
physics, of political economy, have been founded and appointed. A fellowship of 
$10,000 has also·been added. 
Finances of the cc;llcge. 
[From the abstract of the treasurer's report for the finauc1al year ended May 31, l.S72.] 
I.-Funds of the academical department: 
1. Six endowed professorships, the lowest endowment being $6,500 and 
the highest $50,000 .................................................. $133, 376 72 
2. Funds, the income of which is payable as prizes or scholarships ..... ·.. 102,932 44 
:~. Funds for the increase of the library. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 942 33 
4. Miscellaneous fnnds. __ ................... ------.--- ... --.--- ---. .... 10,500 00 
5. Accumulating funds, interest of which is not available at present, but 
is added to the princi.pal...... . . . . . . . . . • .. . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70, 626 38 
6. General fund, income available for any purpose ...................... . 
Deduct unproductive real estate ....................................... . 
371,275 38 
102,352 31 
Productive portion of general fll'nd..... ...... ...... .... ...•.. .•.... .... 268,923 07 
H.-Funds of Sheffield Scientific School: 
General and special funds ........................... ~ .. . . • . . . .. .. . • . • .. $267, 225 0@ · 
III.-Other funds of philosophical departmen-t: 
Professorships of Sanskrit and comparative philology ...............•... 
Professorship of botany ........ ...... ................................ . 
IV.-Funds of theological department: 
50,000 00 
24,000 00 
Five endowed professorships, lowest endowment $10,000, highest $27, 049.45 97, 775 49 
General fund ...................................... "... . . .. .. . . .. . . . . ... 126. 576 fi5 
Other funds........................................................... 82; 099 47 
V.-Funds of medical department: 
General fund ...•................•......•...•....•........ : ..•........• 
In the academical department n,lone, the income from all sources for the 
year ending May 13, 1872, was ............. _ .......•........... _ .... . 
Tbe expenditure was ............. · ...................................... . 
Leaving a deficit of ................................................... . 
21,332 57 
113, 196 98 
131,444 97 
18,247 99 
The savings, which at one time amounted to $25,853.55, have been gradually drawn 
upon, so that there is no further surplus left in the treasury. 
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 
Tills iuititution permits students not desiring to enter the regular departments of 
the college to take select courses of study, reciting with such classes as their qualifica-
tions permit. They thus have an opportunity of pursuing an extended course of English 
study, in connection with Hebrew or the modern languages. They are subject to the 
general rules of discipline. Tbe statistics of t.he university will be found in their ap-
propriate tables. The geological cabinet has been recently enriched by the addition 
of Professor Ward's casts of fossils. 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
It has been proposed to take the l:Jeautiful grounds of the college for a public park 
\ for the city of Hartford, enn,bling the college to build larger buildings on a new site. 
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The libraries of the literary societies have been rece~tly added to the college library. 
The reading- room is well supplied with American an·d English newspapet's and periodi-
cals. 
An announcement is mace that, in a.ddition to tlae studies of the regular course, the 
professors in the several departments assign more advanced work to such of the students 
in. each class as prove themselves eompetent tilerefor. 
BERKELEY DIVINITY SCHOOL. 
This institution is located at Middletown. All candidates for priests' orders with 
full qualifica.tions, according to the canons of the Protestant Episcopal Church, are 
admitted. · 
Tuition is free; so also are the rooms in the school-building, where provision is made 
fQr about thirty students. Aid is extended to perso~s who need it, on terms made 
known by applying to the dean. 
The alumni of the institution, from 1850 to 1871, number 148. 
FITCH'S HOME FOR SOLDIERS' ORPHANS. 
This institution, located at Darien, was founded by the liberality of Benjamin ]<'itch, 
esq. It snpports and instructs thoroughly in the fundamental English branches, Latin, 
French, and al~ebra·, some fifty children. The Home is in charge of a lady principal. 
A few day-scholars are received from families in the town, who pay a small tuition. 
A gallery of fine paintings, many of them by the best European artists of the modern 
school, collected by the founder when in Europe, is attached to this institution. 
WIDPPLE HOME SCHOOL FOR DEAF-MUTES. 
In regard to this institution, the secretary of the board of education says: "The 
family school of the Whipples, in Ledyard, has attained great success in teaching de!1f-
mutes by articulation. Jonathan Whipple, the grandfather of the present principal, 
de erves the credit of being the first successful teacher of this method in Amenca. 
1Jig son, a deaf-mute, is a remarkable illustration of his father's drill and the va.ln~ 
of the sy tern. The grandson, either by inheritance or culture, seems to have ra.re 
adaptation for this work. The legislature, at its last session, authorized t,he governor 
to contract with this school for the education. of deaf-mutes who had been :five years 
residents of the State, under the same general conditions as were already required for 
the education of indigent deaf-mutes." · · 
DEATH OF REV. H. M. COLTON. 
Rev. Henry Martyn Colton, A.M., died of brain-fever at his home in Middleto\"n, 
June 2, 1 72. • . 
He wa born at Royalton, New York, November f), 18'26; graduated at Yale College, 
1 4 ; studied a year in the school of philosophy and the arts, then entered the tbeo-
ogical eminary, and gradnated 1852; ordained pastor Cougregational Church, Wo~d­
stock, near the close of 1852 ; established a clas~:>ical school in Middletown, May, 18<>7, 
wilere be taught eleven years; opened the "Yale School for Boys" in New York Cit.y, 
S~ptember, 1868, where he labored with great success until prostrated by the fatal 
d1 ea·c. 
lie belonged to a. family eli tinguished for intellectual ability and scholarly culture, 
four g<'nerations of which were clergymen and graduates of Yale. He and his fiye 
brothers were directly connected wit,h the college for twenty-eight consecutive years. 
An nthusiastic, receptive, persevering student through his whole life; acute, thorough, 
and lo¢cal in his inve tigations; fearle s and conscientious in tho pursuit of truth, a 
~an of po ·itivc convictions and independent character; he sought by constant traiu-
J~ and drill to induce in hi pupil right habits of mental action, and lay the fonnda-
tlou for high culture. ~y devoting himself to the personal training of a comparativ_ ly 
mall number for a ene of yean;, he hoped to contribute his share toward elevatmg 
tile cbolar hip of the country. 
Hew~ ~ond of social intercourse, and delighted in athletic sports. If his pupils 
f?und bn~ Ill tb cbool-room stimulating, exacting, impatient of idlene s and dec p-
tiOn and mtolerant of meanne , they knew that in the gyrnna ium, on the river, or tile 
play-ground, he wa the enthu ia tic yet wi e 1 ader the genial and inf:ltructive com-
panion. 'l:'h ·beauty of hi life in th home circle, hi; tender ympathy for tile snff r-
mg and 111. lab rs for he ignorant a.nd the unfortunate were such as miO'ht be ex-
p ·cted wh n one naturally amiable and generous is c'ontrolled and animated by 
Christian faith and lo-ve. 
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DEATH OF MR. JOHN P. BRACE. 
John Pierce Brace, A.M., died-in Litchfield, Octob~r 18, 1872. He graduated at Wil-
liams College in 1812, with high honors; was fitted thoroughly in the studies of the 
three professions, law, medicine, and theology, and could have entered arny one with 
honor; was learned in ancient and modern history; in mineralogy, botany, entomology, 
and various other branches; was for several years editor of the Hartford Daily Courant. 
~e never wrote any scientific or seholastic work, such as he easily might, but left his 
record and work in the minds of thousands whom he educated, and who still love his 
memm~ · 
As teacher in the famous Litchfield Academy, and afterward (1832) as principal of 
the Hartford Female Seminary, which, under his guidance, became ~qually celebrated, 
he trained many young ladies who have since become leading women in society, chari-
ties, or literature throughout the land. One of them, Mrs. H. B. Stowe, says: "Mr. 
Brace was one of the most stimulating and inspiring instructors I ever knew." 
The last nine years he spent on the ol(l homestead, in Litchfield, enjoying the treasures 
of his ample library and the society of friends. 
DEATH OJ<' PROFESSOR JAMES HADLEY. 
In the comparatively early death of this great scholar and teacher, not only Yale 
College, but American scholarship, suffers loss. · 
This summary of his life and works iR taken from the appreciative notices of Presi-
dent Noah Porter, D. D., and Professor ·william D. Whitney, Ph. D., LL.D.: . 
"James Hadley was born in Fairfield, Herkimer County, New York, March 30, 1821. 
His father was at the time professor of chemistry in the flourishing medical college at 
that place. At seven years of age, young Hadley entered the academy at Fairfield, 
under the charge of Rev. David Chasse], D. D., and continued until he entered Y,ale 
College. When he was nine years old he was a:ffl.icted with a white swelling upon his 
knee, the result of a casual injury, which was followed by a year and a half of severe 
suffering, and disabled him for life. . 
"From that time his life was that of a systematic and energetic l'!cholar. He did not 
abandon play. Nothing could repress the exuberance of his spirits or the force of 
his bodily activity. He soon learned, with or without his crutch, to perform feats of 
surprising agility. But his papers show that as ea,rly as fourteen he began to map 
out the work of his days and weeks, and that his scheme of study was most liberal and 
involved severe effort. He edited a literary newspaper, furnishing the matter for en-
tire numbers himself, and writing these out in the fair chirography which he acquired by 
self-schooling. These papers are still preserved , and abound in various and sprightly 
j enx d'e.sp1·it in prose and verse, on topics humorous and grave, such as all boys delight 
in. At the age of fifteen he picked up a Hebrew chrestomathy, and, with some help, 
taught himself the elements of the H ebrew language. At about this age he occasion-
ally beard the recitations of his own class, and the scene is well remembered when this 
slender and delicate boy sat upon the knee of one of his classmates and heard the les-
sen through. None of ns can doubt that he heard it thoroughly and keenly, and boldly 
scrutinized the work of his stalwart associates. A little later Dr. Chassel made him 
his assistant in hearing some of the classes. The next three years he se:::ved acceptably 
as a regularly elected assistant in the school. At the age of nineteen and a half be 
entered Yale College. * ;, of He applied for admission to the junior class. 
President Woolsey examined him in Greek, and aJter hearing him read a little and 
asking him a few questions, expressed his entire satisfaction. When the examination 
was finished he told him that be could -take a:ny position in the class which he might 
desire. Little did be think at that hour what a blessing had come to the college in 
this modest stranger who knocked at her door at the sixth hour; how this youth should 
be stimulated and refreshed by his own example and scholarship, and take the torch 
of Greek and other learning from his own band to transmit it new-trimmed and replen-
ished to another generation, so that when he should die he himself should say of him, 
"He was a great scholar, great for any part of the world." While in college, be pur-
sued special studies in almost every term; in one term German, in another Spanish, in 
another the calculus, in another Hebrew, but was foremost in his class, which gradu-
ated in 1842. He remained a year as resident graduate, devoting himself especially to 
mathematica,l studies. During this year his attention was drawn to certain difficult 
problems in the mathematical journal then conducted by Professor Peirce, of Cam-
bridge. The'se problems he solved with such ingenuity as to attract the attention of 
the distinguished professor, who has repeated the remark more than once, that he coulU 
not forgive Yale College for making the man professor of Greek who should have been 
the first mathematician of t,he country. The year following he entered the theological 
seminary, and remained two years, except that from September, 1844, to April, 1845, he 
acted as tutor in Middlebury College. In September, 1845, he became tutor in this 
college, and held that office tiH August, 1848, when he was appointed assistant pro-
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fessor of Greek. In July, 1851, when President Woolsey resigned the professorship of 
Greek, he was elected his successor, ·and was marrie€1 t.he 1~th of August. In 1864 he 
was called to a severe afflietion in the death of his brother, Professor Henry H. Hadley, 
a man of kindred. genius, whom he greatly loved. In February, 1865, he was prostrated 
by an insidious disease which required release from all active service. In September, 
1!::166, a surgical operation became necessary, which was followed by long-continued 
debility. In January, 18613, he began his college work again, perfectly restored as he 
thought, but with somewhat lighter labors. Early in the last college year he suffered 
from a cold, inducing a partial relaxation of the vocal organs. Early in the present 
year he suffered from a similar attack; but he regarded it as temporary, and still 
insisted that his const.itutional force and capacity for work were unabated. A few 
weeks since a more active disease assailed him, to the repeated onsets of which he at 
last yielded, and on Thursday morning, November 14, he gent.ly breathed away his life. 
These are the brief records of a most honored and useful career, in which has been 
matured and manifested a character of marked eminence and peculiarities. 
"As a scholaT, Professor Hadley was remarktble for the extent of his acquisitions. 
The enumeration of the many languages which he completely mastered, and the many 
others with which he was more or less familiar, is decisive of this. In the Greek and 
the He brow he was an auept. He was familiar with the Latin, and the principal moll-
em Janguagues_. including the Swedi~h; with Arabic ::mel Armenian; with several Cel-
tic languages, as Welch, Gaelic, and Irish; with the Sanskrit., and the different forms 
of the Gothic. Of late years he bas given special and continuous attention to the 
sonrces and early forms of the English. It was no uncommon thing with him to devote 
a few weeks to the special study of the grammar and vocabulary of a language bef?re 
unknown, and thus appropriate valuable material for his general studies in com}HtratiVe 
philology. To most scholars the complete mastery of a single language is the work ~f 
many years and clistiugnisbes the life. To it every other study is auxiliary at least, 1f 
not secondary. But for Professor Hadley to acquire a language was so easy, and the 
ends for which he studied language were i)O broad and comprehensive, that he seemed 
to be equally at home in many tongues, and to appropriate from many others all that 
was ~eqt~ired for his purposes. In respect to every language which he commeuced,..IJe 
was mclmed, however, not to stop with the amount of kuowledo-e which would suffice 
for any immediate objrct, but to proceed to the mastery of whatever could be known. 
Wo hanlly ~eecl add. that in this extent of linguistic stud~,. he was uniformly exnct. 
''The vanety of ·h1s knowledge was as remarkable as its extent. He was not only 
equally at home in seventl languages, each af a different family and type, which 
in itself is uncommon, but he was equally master of other branches of knowledge, 
some ~f them remote from language and philology. In the pure mathematics he hafl 
a spcCJal delight-being as a leamer and teacher singularly rapid in his insight, clear 
i~ his di ·criminations, and ingenious in invention. At an eaTly period of his public 
hfe, as we have seen, it was almost a matter of qnestion whether he was not as well 
fitted for this science as for philology. In the multitude of his lingnistic stuuies, he 
never abated his interest in the mathematics, u,nd never forgot any problem which he 
had mastered. He watched with close and interested attention the progress of mathe-
matical physics, and kept himself fa.miliar with the decisive movements which have 
mark~d the progress of each of the sciences of nature. In chronology and history he 
1Hl sm~~l~rly pre-eminent. This was not surprising in view of his prevailing tast s 
and actlvtties. it ., "' it it it * 
"Of the American Oriental ociety he was an acknowledged pillar from the first, 
and for the la t two year ha been its president. In the PhiloloO'ical Associatiou the 
Yal'iety of his acquisitions and the reach and SaO'acitv of his r~flectiODS in diverse 
sphe.r :S W re IDO t CODSJ?iCUOU . Whatever pap~r might be read, whether on the 
em1tic tongues or any of the Indo-Europeaulangua(Tes, ancient or modern, wh ther 
on Anglo- 'axon or the later Engli h, whether the PaPer concerned matters of fact or 
attempted ambition and fanciful speculation, whether the snbject was known to haw 
b ·en familiar to him for. ear or seemed remote from the range of bis special stud i.e~. 
whenever Profe sor Hadley . poke, he spoke with authority and was listened to w1tL 
d •fcren?e, b can e h spoke from certain knowledge and mature thought. " it " 
'' ar~et:v of knowledg doe not always jndicate breadth of mind. Not a£ w men 
ba.\' C .xten 'ive, xact ~n~ ~arion knowledge, who are narrow-minded men, ina much 
a · th 1: w~ll-grou~ded po. ttlvene s within certain spheres seeml'l to disqualify tb •m front 
apprt~ctatmg.tb fact ~r truth which lie beyond. )fen of erudition and m n of ci nee 
ar · ~qually hable to th1 ·. ·on equence of special tndies, even when such studies cover 
a WJU ·.range. That P~ofe or Hadley wa in every ense a wide-minded man is cvid nt 
f~·on;t hJ · ~nally arrac_wu_ compr hension of scientific truth, and sympathetic appr -
CJ.a tJOn ?f htPrary p t'f chon and 1J auty. Hi mind re ponded as readily to the splen-
did acb1 vem nt of 1: arada~ :u to the refined ntimeut and the finished. diction of 
-r:enny~on. !fi kuowl ·d ' · of En ·~i ~ literature in its most recent phases and procluc-
tJ n ·, 1nclnd10 the ~ · . wor~. of tictwn, was exhl\.u, tiv . In critical judgment, exact 
memory, and a.pprec1 t1 ·e EmJoymeut of odern Engli h writerl3, he was surpa sed by 
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few to whom literature is a specialty. His powers of poetic composition were of no 
mean order. His judgment on questions of common life, and his sympat,hies with men 
of humble acquisitions, both ilh:strated the same breadth of character. His knowledge 
of the many-sided and many-shaded tendencies of modern speculation, as well as of the 
grave questions of theological truth and practical duty, and his wise and well-con-
sidered conclusions in regard to these topics, were all significant of the same. His ca-
pacity to decide upon the proprieties of controvArsial discussion and his selection of 
felicitous diction were equally conspicuous. * * * . , " *. 
'·'Had Professor Hadley been brought in contact or comparison with European philolo-
gists he wonld have taken rank among the foremost scholars of his generatio~. We infer 
this from what we kuow of the acquisitions and works of philologists, living and dead, 
from his unquestioned competency to appreciate and criticise these works, and from 
the honor which he received from those American scholars who have achieved a Euro-· 
pean reputation. * ·If * * * .,. * * . 
"Professor Hadley, moreover, did not follow the German method of introducing him-
self to the world of scholars. He wrote no book for many years, and his grammar is 
avowedly based upon that of Professor George Curtius. Brief essays and papers, how-
ever able, do not readily attract the attention of foreign readers. Professor HacHey, 
like many of the scholars of England, preferred to acquire the knowledge which be 
desired to possess, rather than to recast it for tb.e few English-speaking readers who 
were scarcely advanced enough to receive it. Moreover, he was so pressed with his 
duties in training his classes in elementary Greek, and now and then directing the re-
searches of a more advanced pupil, that for years he had not the leisure to write a 
treatise. * * " " * " * * 
''Much was expected from him in the work of revising the New Testament, to which 
he applied his hand in a few pencilings as the last work of his life. Great importance 
was a.ttached to his comprehensive knowledge of Hebrew and Greek, his scholarly in-
sight, his candid and comprehensive judgment, and his mastery of compact and lucid 
diction. The suggestions which be would have made in the progress of this work 
would have testified to the scholars of the Old World that at least one great scholar 
and critic h ad been furnished by the New. 
"The special :field of his usefulness and of his fame has been as an instructor. In 
this :field he has expended his best energies for others, and impressed himself strongly 
and permanently upon many thousands of young men. This was his chosen field, not 
merely because he was distinctly called to it as the appointed work of his life which 
be accepted as laid upon himself by his great task-master, but because he embraced it 
as the noblest calling to which he might aspire. The remark bas often been made-
what a pity and what a waste that a man like Professor Hadley, one of the foremost 
scholars of the country, should be doomed to teach element:uy Greek to successive 
freshmen classes, when, if things were as they should be, he might have expended the 
treasures of his wisdom upon a few appreciative students, and the rest of his time in 
making fresh acquisitions. Not so judged Professor Hadley, clearly as he would have 
prized the leisure, and heartily as be w0ulcl have enjoyed the al>preciative S~7mpathy 
and the forward zeal of maturer scholars. He knew the needs of young students and , 
the defects of their elementary training too well ; he estimated the !lOwer of his own 
personal faithfulness and influence too justl~· to be willing to forego this opporttmity 
of usefulness as long as his strength would· allow him to do elementary work. It was 
a great thing for this college that year after year, so long as he was the only professor 
of Greek, so many young men in the :first term of their college life were brought in 
contact with a teacher of such splendid gifts . and such exemplary thoroughness; a 
teacher who, though he might seem hanl and exacting at :first, was sonn seen to be no 
more rigid than the truth of the science which he taught, and in whom the most 
exemplary fairness was always conspicuous; a teacher who was himself a copious 
fountain of exact knowledge, and whose dealings wit.h his pupils exemplified the 
imperial attractions of impartial justice. As these pupils knew him better from week 
to week, their impressions of his wholesome rigor faded away, and love and honor took 
their place. When they came a second and a third t erm under his instructions, those 
whose esteem was worth posse8sing honored him as all ingenuous and earnest souls 
honor gentle wisdom. The few wbo, from tia.Je to time, enjoyed his special intimacy 
by reason of their advnnced studies, sat at his feet with admiration and delight. 
Among these were Rome of onr most eminent philologists, who weep with tears which 
they would not restrain, that he who was to them both brother and friend is snatched 
fi·om t·heir sight. · 
" Tot. only bave his :fidelit.y aHd patience been most useful to his pupils, but they have 
been wholesome in t.heh· indirect bearing upon his fellow-instnwtors, who could not 
but bo reproved by bis exemplary thoroughness, if they were not inspired by his 
unselfisbn s . Directly ancl indirectly they have taught _tbe graduates of this college 
one of tbe most important lessons for this generation, that in the institutions of leM'n-
ing, patiently ancl skillfully to teach the elements of knowledge is a service to which 
distinguished genius and. learning may be wisely and honorably devoted, and that to 
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disdain such service, or to seek to escape it, may indicate a spirit which is as super-
ficial as it is selfish. Professor Hadley gave the sanction of his example most fully t.o 
the precept, 'He that is greatest among you, let him be your servant.' In this he 
li!howed both his greatness and his goodness. ~< "' " " 
"He was a practiced student of history; he was a consummate philologist. He was 
familiar with all that had been written by the most learned and the: most acute of the 
modern antagonists of Christianity. He had been a student of theology, and was at 
home among the speculative objections of those who would assert or insinuate that 
no sensible man, who is abreast with modern thinking, can accept the supernatural 
Christ of the Christian history. I shall never forget, on an occasion when there was suu-
mitted to him an argument for his revisal, how emphatically and positively he assented 
to the position taken, that modern criticism must force the historic student to say: 
The Christian history is ~:,enuine or, at least, enough of it to oblige the critic to accept 
the alternative that the Christ of history, if not supernaturally commissioned, was 
either a conscious deceiver or romantically self-deceived. " * " 
"'fhe loss is indeed irreparable. None can feel this more sensitively aud bitterly 
than myself, in the manifold responsibilities to which I have been called. I speak for 
my colleagues as well, who feel as keenly that one of the wisest and kindest of our 
ci·rcle has been taken from the sphere of activity which we had hoped he might fill fur 
a score of years. It will be long before we forget him, or cease to remember him with 
tender and reyerent affection. He has been with us for more than thirty years as a 
student and instructor. His is one of the brightest names among all those which this 
college has enrolled upon its annals. May his example and spirit remain with us for 
another generation! " • * " * * * 
"Such a loss is not one to be passed with a brief word of notice. Professor Radley 
was one of the very foremost men in this community, of whom it had most occasion to 
be proud, and whom it has most reason to mourn; indeed, he was one of the foremost 
intellectual men of the time. In the departments where his strength lay he has not 
left his equal in the whole land, or anywhere among people of English speech. In 
every branch of mental labor to which he had turned his attention he excelled. Iu 
mathematics, which was the first subject of his college teaching, (at Middlebury,) ~e 
1 showed abilities which would have put him in the front rank of mathematician!:!; .h1s 
studies in Roman law bore fruit in a series of lectures which were given with the h1gll 
approval of educators here and at Harvard, and had been made part of the regnlar 
course in our law school; and he was under engagement to discuss the foundation s of 
jurisprudence in one of the other schools of post-graduate study. But upon philolo.gy be 
bad concentrated most of his labor, and here he was without a rival among Amencan . 
Hi range of study was of the widest. Outside the ordinary circle of tile classical 
and modern languages, Hebrew, Arabic, Sanskrit, Celtic, and Armenian were among 
tho e which he had acquired; in Hebrew, especially, he was a profound scholar. And. 
the e were with him no merely nominal and barren acquisitions. He was master ?f 
the methods and the main re ults of comparative philology, and he brought all h_u; 
varied learning to bear upon any point in language that he would discuss, with a facil-
ity and philosophic power peculiarly his own. He had a most capacious, retentive, ancl 
ready memory, in both great and small; nothing he had onee put away seemed ever to 
become lost or mislaid. Nor were his critical sagacity and his coolness and soundness 
of judgment le conspicuous; no man's opinion on a doubtful or controverted ma~ter 
conld carry greater weight with those who knew him. All this richness of learmng 
~nd p~wer of mind he brought to the aid of his specialty, tLe teaching of Gr~ek. I t 
1 no dt paragement to the many other excellent works of its class to say that h1s Greek 
grammar was the best and greatc t ever produced in this country, if not in the world. 
A an in tructor, he won the deep respect and affection, often the reverence, of tho~e 
who came under his care; and not more for his extraordinary scholarship than for biH 
kindne of heart and real intere t in the improvement of his pupils. " * " 
. "The lo s to the public of such a teacher and thinker, cut off in the very fullness of 
h1 .manhood, is great indeed; to the college it is immense and irreparable. ~e wa a 
mam fHlpport and ornament of the institution to which his labors bad been gtven for 
mor than a quarter of a century. " ;. * * " 
'·In connection with the chools of post-graduate study, to which he was more and 
mor d v?tinrr him e~ he ~eem~~ to he euter~ng upon a new and high r sphere of 
work whJCh would giVe b1 abibty and acqmrement a scope worthy of them; ancl 
th ere wa not a univer. ity in the world that might not have envied Yale its Greek pro-
fe r. He will be hardly l e . mi sed in the PhiloloO'ical As ociation, of wllica he wa 
~ v i · -pre id :nt. and at wh meetings his voice .;as heard among the oftene t and 
h ten d to w1th tL • m ·t r p ct; and in the Oriental Society of which he had beeu 
for two years the pr id nt.'' ' 
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FACTS FROM THE UN:ITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Connecticut was the twenty-fifth State in population, hav-
ing 537,454 inhabitants within an area of 4,750 square miles, ::m ~wera.ge of 113.15 persons 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 527,549 whites, 9,668 colored, 235 Iu-
Etians, and 2 Chinese. Of these 423,1:315 were natives of the United States, and 113,639 
were foreign-born . Of the native residents of the State, 344,254 whites, 6,091 colored, 
anc1153 Indians were born within its limits, while of the foreign residents, 12,443 were 
born in Germany, 70,630 in Ireland, and 13,001 in England. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 99;663 persons 
attended school throughout tlie State, and of these '4,2R2 were foreign -born. The white 
male scholars numbered 50,69£, and the white female scholars 47,792, an aggregate of 
91:3,488 white scholars. The colored male scholars numbered 5tl0, and the colored 
female scholars 564, an aggregate colored attenc\ance of 1,144; 14 Indian males and 
17 females (an aggregate of 31) ttlso att:mded sch ool. -
Illi terates.-The nnmber of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old aud over, unable to 
write was 29,616, (including 28 Indians,) and of these 23,93:3 'vere foreign-born . 
.Age, sex, and ?'ace ofill'iterates.-Of 2,530 white illiterates reported, from 10 to 15 years 
of age, 1,339 were males and 1,191 females; there were 2,710 white illiter::J,tes, between 
the ages of 15 and 21, and of these 1,266 were males and 1,444 were fema,Jes; of 22,673 
white illiterates, 21 years old aml over, 8,990 were males and 13,683 were females, 
making an aggregate of 27,313 white illiterates for tbe State. Of 131 colored illit-
erates reported, between the ages of 10 and 15, 69 were mal es and 62 were females; 
of 21:3 colored illiterates reported, between the ages of 15 and 21, 1:33 were males and 
130 were females; of 1,331 colored illiterates, 21 years of age and over, 627 "vere 
males ::mel 704 were females; giving ·an aggregate of 1,675 colored miterates for the 
State. Of the 28 Indian illiterates, 2 females were between the ages of 10 and15, 2 
males and 2 females between 1G and 21, 7 males and 15 females, 21 years old and over. 
Educational instit~t,tions.-Accordiug to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of eel ucational institutions was 1,917, bavin g 695 male and 2,231 female teachers 
to instruct their 51,307 male and 47,314 female p upils. 
Arnount and source of ecl'Ucational income.-Thc total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $1,856,279, of which $140,887 -were derived from endowment, $1,227,889 
from taxation and public fnnds, and $487,50"3 from tuition and other sources. 
P1tbUc sclwols.- 'l'be income a.ppertaining to the public (normal, high, grammar, 
graded and ungraded common) schools, for educating tlleir 88,449 pupils, was $1,426,846, 
of which sum $409 were deriYed from endowment, $1,216,789 from taxation and public 
funds, and $209,648 from tuition and otller sources. 
Colleges.-Tbe three colleges reported, with their 46 teachers and 765 pupils, had a 
total income of $134,643. 
PTivate schools.-The 265 (private) day and boarding schools, with 430 teachers, 7,292 
pupils, possessed a total income of $1G4,220, from endowment, tuitiou, and other sources. 
Lib-raries.-The libraries of the State were, public 63, containing 285,937 volumes; no 
return of the private libraries was made. 
The press.-The 71 periodicals issued in the State bad an aggregate circulation of 
203,725 copies, an d an aggregate annual issue of 17,454,740 copies. 
Churches.-The 826 church organizations repot ted in tbc State possessed 902 edifices 
with 338,7:35 sittings, and .the church property was valued at $13,428,109. 
Pauperism.-The paupers reporteu numbered 1,705, of whorn1,123 were native whites, 
114 native colored, and 468 foreign~.;rs . · 
Criminals.-Two lmudred and fifty persons ":ere convicted during the year ended 
June 1, 1370, and 430 persons wexe iu prison, June 1, Of whom 278 \\·ere native ::mel 
1&2 foreign. 
Age and sex of population.-Of tbe total population of Connecticut, 69,807 males and 
69,155 females (13tl,9G2 aggreo-ate) were from 5 to 17 years of age, (inclusive.) The 
numbex of persons 10 years old and over was 425,896, of whom 209,120 were males and 
216,776 were females. 
Occupations.·-Of these ages, 159,460 males ancl 33,961 females (193,421 in nll) 'Yere 
engaged in various occupations. Of these 193,421 occupied person:;, 43,653 were enga,gecl 
in agricultural pursuits, 38,704 in professional and personal services, 24,720 in trade and 
tran portation, and 86,344 in manufactures and mechanical auJ mining industries. 
Age ancl8ex of w01·king population.-0£' the 190,421 employed persons, 3,657 males and 
1,993 females (5,650 in all) ~ero between the ages of 10 alHl 1Q; 144,239 males and 
31,014 females (175,253 in all) were between tbc ages of Hi and f>U; and 11,564 males 
au<l 9.:>4 females (a total of 12,518 persons) were 60 years old and upward. 
MEMBERS OF TilE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION. 
Ex officio. 
His excellency Marshall Jewell, llartford. lli~ honor Morris Tyler, New HaYen. 
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By appoi.ntment of general assembly. 
George M. Woodruff, Litchfield. 
Elisha Carpenter, Hartford. 
Scc1·ctm·y of board. 
Thomas A. Thatcher, New Haven. 
William H. Potter, Mystic River. 
Binlsey Grant Northrop, New Haven. 
CITY SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
City. Name. Title. 
Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. C. R. Fisher. .............. Acting visitor. 
New Haven. .. . .. ................. Ariel Parrish................... City superintendent. 
Waterbury .. .. ................... C. B. Merrill and C. F. Elliott ... Acting vil'!itors. 
~7ddi~~~~~---.-.-.-.-.-.~·.:::: :::::::::: ite~c~li~-~~:v::::: :: : ~ : :: :·.:::: ±~U~~ ~i~l~~: 
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DELAWARE• 
This State still remains without a superintendent of education, and there is no State 
official report of any matters connected with education, except the auditor's statemeut, 
printed in the journal of the house, which gives the details of the distribution of t11e 
school-funds to the several school districts. This distribution is still made upon the 
basis of the census of 1830. The legislature meeting but once in two years, the l~test 
published statement is for the year 1870 ; but as there is little variation in the nnm ber 
of school districts, or the income arising from the fund, the statements are substan-
tially the same from year to year. 
The auditor, in his report of the distribution for 1870, evidently did not regard his 
account as being of any general interest, as he refrains from giving any totals, so that, 
whoever wishes to ascertain the facts, must laboriously add up the columns of figures 
extending over many pa.g:es of the report . 
The school laws of the State, an abstract of which was given in the Report of th4il 
United States Commissioner of Education for 1871, leaves to each school district full 
and entire control of the educating of the children of the district; the only limitation 
beinO' that a minimum amount of school tax, or contrilmtion, as it is called, must be 
voted by the district, in order to entit.le it to receive its quota of. the State school-
fund. All other matters relating to the schools are left absolnt~ely with the inhab-
itants of the district, who have a school or do without one, as they choose, the effect 
being, as it is claimed by the progressive friends of public-school education in the 
State, that in those districts wllere the standard of education is low and the interest 
in schools small, there is no possibility of improvement, as there is no way of increas-
ing the interest of the inhabitants in having better schools; so that, while Wilmington, 
a growing city, is making mpid advances in all matters th:tt relate to free public 
Rchools, and while the same is true of other towns and communities, still ·many 
of the rural school districts in other parts of t.he State show little or no improve-
ment during the past tbirt;y years. The ratio of representation being also based 
upon t.he census of 18:30, and being equally divided among the three counties of 
the State, aflords little opportunity for the direct influence upon tho general legislation 
of the State by the citizens of any one county, so that, notwithstanding the great in-
crease in the population of New Castle County, which includes the city of Wilmington, 
its representation in ·the State legislature remains as established forty years ago. Any 
immediate improvement in the general State laws or Rystem of education seems, thflre~ 
fore, improbable. The city of Wilmington, having procured a charter for a board of 
education two years ago, has been rapidly developing and perfecting :i,ts system of 
public schools. 
THE SCHOOL-FUND. 
The school-fund of the State is derived from the inc0me arising from the investment 
of DE.Ilaware's share of the "surplus revenue" distributed by the United States t,o the 
several States, together with a portion of the proceeds arising from certain State fees 
and licenses. 
The auditor's r eport in 1871 gives the following statistics for 1870: 
In New Castle County there were raised, by contribution_._._ ... __ ...... _. 
Received from St.ate school-fund ..... ____ ... ___ .... _ ... _. __ ..... _ ..... _. 
Number of districts·----··--·-· ........ ·-----------·-----·----- .... ----
Number of schools in operation·----· ____ ·----------·-----· ..... , .... . . . 






Iu Kent County there were raised, by contribution .. ___ .... __ .... _ .... _. , $19, 987 25 
Received from State school-fund, ....... ___ .. _ .... __ ......... _.. . . . . . . . . $8, 499 57 
Jumber of districts .... ·----·,------ ........... --· ........ _ ..... ___ ..... 115 
N urn ber of schools in operation. ___ ..... __ .. ___ •....... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
N urn ber of months in operation .. _ ...... _ ......... __ .... ___ . 800 months and 27 cbys. 
N urn her of scholars _. _. __ .. __ .... ___ . . ____ ..... _ ... _ ..... ___ .... _ ..... _ &, 044 
~ 
In Sussex County there were rai ed, by contribution .. ___ ............... _. $9, 7 40 13 
Received from State school-fund . ___ ..... _ ...... _. _ ................... _. $11, 500 20 
Number of districts .. __ ...... _ .... _ ................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177 
Number of schools in operation .. __ .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156 
Number of months in operation .......... · . .. ... . ... _ ........ 648 months and 22 days. 
Number of scholarl:l .. __ ...... __ ...... _ ...................... _.. . . . . . . . . 6·, -!G2 
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WILMINGTON. 
EXTRACTS FROM ImPORT Ol!~ PRESIDEXT OF B OARD OF EDUCATION. 
The following o:s:tracts are from the report of Dr. William R. Bullock, president of 
the board of education, presented to the board March 25, 1872: 
"GENTLEMEN: With the termination of my a-ppointment as presiding officer recurs 
the <luty of presenting a brief statement of the condition of the schools and of the OlJer-
ations of the present board. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
"The number of school-houses is fourteen, the same as at the last report. 
" The number of seats in all the buildings is 4,268, being an increase of 418; of these, 
the number of seats in the gmmma.r schools is 862, an<l in the primary sclJOols 3,406. 
The increased number of seats is due to the greater accommodation afforded by the 
new building No. 1. The room in the old building, formerly occupied by school No. 1, 
has remained vacant since the removal of the school. 
"The average number of pupils belonging to all the schools is 3,503; of these, 566 are 
in the grammar schools and 2,937 in the primary schools. 
''The follo\ving statement wm afford an idea of the ages of the chil<lren attending 
school-correct for the time at which the inquiry was made: 
'• Prom six to twelve years of age, (inclusive,) 2,813; from thirteen to fifteen years, 
(inclusive,) 550; from sixteen to eighteen years, (inclusive,) 72. 
" The largest monthly average of pupils belonging to all the schools (October) was 
3,678, and the sma1lest monthly average for all the schools (June) was 3,305. 
"The average percentage of attendance in all the schooLs was 90. For the gram-
mar chools the average percentage of attendance was 94, and for the primary 
schools 89. 
"l'hc need. of more ample school accommodation in the southern and sout.hwestern 
parts of the city continues as at the last report. The board has not, however, been un-
mindful of these requirements, and has purchased a lot in the Second ward, south of 
the Christiana, for the sum of one thousand dollars. A building committee is charged 
with the provision of a plan for a building to be erected thereon. A suitable location 
-in the southwestern part of the city has been carefully sought for, but as yet without 
J.cfinite result. This subject wili remain an important one in charge of the succeed-
ing board. 
"The new school-house No.1, on French street, was occupied on the 9th of October, 
Lil. The total cost of tbe building was $28,208.10, and the cost of furniture and <~P 
paratus $2,409.20; all of which was defrayed from the proceeds of a loan authorized by 
the legislature at its last session. This building, as the most recent and brgest of our 
school edifices, has attracted general interest. It was sought to combine in it as ma!JY 
of the advantages which experience has suggested as conducive to the health of 1ts 
occupants and the convenience and facility of conducting the exercises as a dne rcgaul 
to economy would allow. The furniture has been carefully selected with a view to 
cJurabHity, comfort, and sightliness. The number of seats provided is 546. Tbe lower 
floor is occupied by a primary school for girls, the second by a grammar school for 
girl , and the third by a grammar school for boys. Apartments in the front of the 
lmilcJing afford a repository for the books and stationery belonging to the board and a 
convement office for tho superintendent of the schools. 
' GRAD! 'G OF SCHOOLS. 
"That the hoard might be informed at all times of the literary status of the childre.n 
uncler it charge, tht grading of the schools was a matter of primary importance. Tb1s 
could not be effected without establishing a definite system of instruction for all the 
fir·hool . A pro"'ramme of study was to be made out, demanding careful thought and 
r·xperiencc t~at no time should be lost while carrying forward the instr~wtio?- i_n 
ar·cordancc w1th the he t known methods and the r equirements of the pupils. Th1s 
Ficbedule of studv i. now in the hands of all the teachers . 
. 'niformity of studies involves, of course, uniformity in the books and apparatus of 
t aching u. ed · tbc schools. 
''A knowlccl..,.e of the attendance of both t eachers and scholars, of time lost by l::tte-
n~· . or ah. nee from t>ickne: or other cau es, can lJe had only by a detailed and y -
t ematic r ·cord ma.d up from report furnished by all the schools. The forrns forth' o 
r. port aml th , cbool r cords to corr • ·pond, were to be malic out and put in op ra-
tion. The monthly report. of the superintendent to tile board are the evidence of the 
f'l ~'~:es fol wor ·irw of tbi. arrao<Yemcnt . 
.. B ide · tbC! attendance r port, tatemeuts arc render r1 C]Uarterly of the property 
nnllcr the care of th · teacher of each sehoul, and of its con<lition. 
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TEACHERS' INSTITUTE AND NORMAL SCHOOL. 
"As the succeRs of the school must depend upon the teacher, the jmprovemeut of 
teachers in scholarship and in the art of instruction baR also received especial attention. 
A tettcbers' institute and a normal school were early established and have continued 
in successful operation. 
"In the former, methods of teaching are discussed .in a familiar manner; questions in 
great variety are proposed' and answered, and essays are read on educational subjects. 
"In the normal school, opportunity is given for the further prosecution of study in 
whatever branches may be desired by those who attend it. 
"The institute is attended by all of the teachers, and the normal school by a consider-
able number. 
"The advantages to be derived from the institute :mel normal' school are already ap-
parent in the school-rooms of those who attend them: better order, greater interest 
and attention on the part of the pupils, greater vivacity and efficiency on the part of 
the teacher. 
"I think it may be truly said that. at no time in the history of our schools has there 
been so great a. desire and effort for improvement on the part of a considerable propor-
tion of the teachers. 
METHOD OF APPOINTING TEACHERS. 
"That the schools, and the community through thein, shonld not suffer from the slack-
ness of teachers, the board very wisely determined to effect a radical change in the 
mode of appointing them. It is plain that, apart from moral fitness, scholarship and 
aptness in teaching and discipline are the proper criteria in the selection of t.eacbers. 
It is accordingly ordered that re-appointments shall be made only after examination 
in the manner prescribed by the rules. Thus the studious and energetic may have the , 
opportunity of obtaining the position to which honest effort and merit entitle them. 
"The number of candidates examined for the position of teachers during the past year 
is seventy-seven. Of these thirty-one passed and eighteen were appointed. Of those 
appointed twelve were from our own city and six from other places. · 
"When teaching is looked to as a profession, it is the most mistaken economy to enter 
upon it without a broad and solid foundation upon which to build in the future. This 
premature action may cause many to remain in the primary departments and leave 
few to rise to honorable and useful positions in the more advanced grades. It is hoped 
that the competitive examinations, co-operating with the institute and normal school, 
will elevate the character ofinstruction in all our schools. 
BOYS' GRAMMAR-SCHOOL. 
"The new grammar-school for boys in school-bouse No.1, under the charge of a gen-
tleman (Mr. Barnum) as principal, is another new feature in the proceeuings of tho 
present board. This school, which is progressing favorably, is expected to aftorcl, aacl 
does afford, an opportunity for study in departments beyond the scope of instruction 
in the other schools for boys. In it may now Le pursued a course equal to that fol-
lowed in most private academics, while it is capable of meeting any requirements 
likely to be made upon it hereafter. 
GIRLS' GRAMMAR-SCHOOL. 
"The excellent condition of the girls' grammar-school in school-house No.4, under the 
direction of Miss Miller, also calls for a moment's attentiou. The studies of the first 
div ision of this school are of a grade equal to that adopted in many girls' high schools 
and normal schools in our country. I 'vould mention, as worthy of the attention of the 
next board, the fact that. the number of the pupils under a single teacher in this divis-
ion is greater than in any of the other schools. 
" I feel that we ought also to bear in mind the responsibility laid upon our superin-
tendent in arranging the details of the changes desired by the board , a.nd the la.bor ::mel 
attention :reqll.ired to execute them, and desire that the hands of the superintendent 
may be upheld by the Rympatby and assistance of the board in the proper execution 
of all the duties imposed upon him. 
NIGIIT-SCHOOLS. 
"On the 28th of November, 1854, a permanent organization of citizens wa.s formed for 
the purpose of carrying on a night-school, which bad for so1pe time previous been in 
operation. From the above elate until last fall the association bad continued in oper-
ation, quietly but usefully conducting through every winter a school which bas boeP 
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numerously attended by young men whose daily pursuits debarred them from 'the ad-
vantages of the public schools. '£he expenses of the night-school were defi·ayed from 
voluntary contributions of benevolent citizens, aided by a small charge made to ea.ch 
pupil, and by a yearly contribution from the board of public education. 
" The teachers had at all times been mainly derived from the corps of teachers of the 
public schools, aided by the pen:onal attendance and assistance of members of the as-
socia,twn. The ranks of the generous contributors have, however, been thinned by 
death, while age, infirmity, and pressing occupations have lessened the number of act-
ive participants from among the members. It was, therefore, highly opportune th:.tt 
during the past winter a proposition should have orig inated in the board to establish 
night-schools in different sections of' the city, and to assume the control of the one 
which had been so long in operation. 
"With the growth of the city, and especially its manufacturing interests, increases 
rapidly the number of those to whom the night-school would prove a blessing, and it 
is eminently proper that the board of public education should extend to them the ad-
vantages of its means and its organization. 
"Of the night-school associa1!ion the board has a-lways been the generous ally, and 
will, I doubt not, prove more powerful and efficient as its successor in its field of labor. 
J!'0ur night-schools, under the charge of· a special committee, have been conducted for 
varying periods during the past winter. They were held respectively iu the basement 
of the Wilmington Institute, Pusey & Scott's building, (corner of Third and Tatnall 
street ,) Phamix engine-bouse, (corner of Twelfth and King streets,) and Madley Cha:rel, 
(south of the Christiana.) It is proper also to recognize in this place the geueros1ty 
which placed all of these buil<lings free of expense at the service of the committee. 
"The committee report the number of pupils registered in all the night-schools as 275. 
Total estimated expense __ ___ ____ __ . . ___ _ . . ___ _ . . .. __ .. ........ __ .. .. . .. • .. $685 40 
Ca h received for use of books ...... .. .. _ ... .. __ .. .. __ __ . ___ .. __ .. .. .. . . .. . 259 :25 
Cost per pupil, (approximative) .. .. ........ .. .. .. __ .. __ ••. _ ... ____ . .. .. . . .. 2 49 
"The pupils manifested much interest in all efforts to improve their minds, and the 
t eachers deserve commendation for the manner in which they performed their duties. 
"The cost of tuition for each pupil, calculated upon the actual number of pupils in our 
schools at the present time, and including cost of books, fuel, repairs, interet<t, &c., bas 
been for the past year $12.77. The cost of tuiLion simply, including books, $9.80; cost 
to each pupil for miscellaneous e:s:penses
1 
$2.97. Total value of city school property, as 
e t imatecl by the treasurer, $173,395.20.' 
Dr. Bullock, from pre::! ure of private business, declined a re-election to the board. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION. 
The new board of public education electe<l Colonel Arthur H. Grimshaw president, 
an<l Joseph L. Kilgore, e q., secretary. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
When Mr. David W. Harlan was first appointed superintendent of schools he was 
re•1uired, in addition to his duties as superintendent, to act as principal of school No.1, 
and a ecretary of the board of education. As the members of the board gradually 
r alized the importance and the amount of the work devolving upon the superintenc~­
en t, they have relieved him from all other cares, leaving him at liberty to devote h1s 
whole time to the duties inci<lent to his position. 
NEW PRIMARY -SCIIOOL BUILDING. 
During tb year the new school-building south of the Christiana, referred to in Dr. 
Bullock' report, ha been oomplete<l, and will IJe open d for use Jan nary :w, 1 73. 
Thi i a primary cbool, and will accommodate 300 pupils. This inc.ceases the num-
ber of public school to 15. 
INCREA E 01<' TEACHERS' SALAIUES. 
n De mber 9 1872 the board voted to increase the alarie of the lower grade of 
t aclJ r · tb alary f ~2 being rai. ed from :·aoo per annum to 360, and that of 9 from 
~:30 to_. 360. The qu ·tion of increru;ing other alaries was postponed for future con-
suleratwn. 
The atnrday normal chool has had an average weekly attendance during the year 
~f 3:3 tea her., the wh le numb ·r enrolled being 63. The interest and attendance are 
1u r ing. 
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SCHOOL NO. 1.-SCIENTIFIC LECTURES. 
When the girls' school No. 1 was moved to the new building in French street, 1n 
Oct{lber, 1871, a boys' department was added, and the number of teachers increased 
from 2 to 9. The school possesses new and well-selected apparatus for illustrating 
physiology, natural philosophy, and chemistry. 
A series of lectures upon natural philosophy and chemistry was delivered cluring the 
winter by Colonel A. H. Grimshaw, president of the board of education, and a series 
of lectures upon botany was given in the spring by William Canby, esq. 
FREE-IIAND DRAWING TAUGHT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
. -
During the past year Bartholomew's system of free-hand drawing bas been taught 
in all the public schools of Wilmington. 
MUSIC. 
Lessons in vocal music have also been given on one day in the week at each school, 
by Mr. J. N. Clemmer, who has received from each scholar one cent a week as compen-
. sation. The board have not yet decided to place vocal music upon the list of regular 
studies, and have made no provision for it other than having permitted Mr. Clemmer 
to teach in this way the past few ~onths. · 
PRIZES OFFERED TO GRAMMAR-SCHOOL PUPILS. 
Three prizes in each school, for excellence in scholarship, were offered to the scholars-
in the girls' grammar &clwol and in the boys' grammar school. The value of these 
are $20, $18, and $12. They are awarded at the end of the summer term, and are to be 
given, for three years, by Mr. J. T. Heald and Mr. H. B. Seidel, citizens of Wilmington . ." 
The improvement of the schools of the city bas been most gratifying during the 
·past year. 
DOVER. 
The academy which the Methodist Episcopal conference decided last year- to build-
at Doyer, upou land given by some of the citizens, has not yet be~n built, but the pur-
pose is still held, and $35,000 of the proposed $100,000 have already been subscribed .. 
A meeting in regard to it is now to be held, and a charter is to be asked from the legis-
lature this winter; the trustees expect to be able to commence building during the 
coming year. 
NEW CASTLE. 
A brief account of the common lands left by William Penn and his heirs to the town 
of New Castle, for the purpose of the education of its inhabitants, was given in the 
report for 1871. · . 
The statement of the trustees of tbe New Castle common bnds, from March 2G, 
1871, to March 25, 1872, shows an annual income of about $10,000, with direct ex-
penditures for school purposes during the year ended March 25, 1S72, of $3,175 . . 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 
The statistics of the Delaware College at Newark will be f-mnd in the table of college 
statistics at the end of this volume. 
There are quite anum ber of chartered academies, and of private, select, and classical 
schools in the State; indeed, except in the grammar schools of Wilmington, there is 
little other opportunity for the children of the State to obtain any training above that 
of the district schools. 
The list of such of these academies and private schools as have been obtained wm 
be found in the statistical tables of institutions of secondary instruction. 
EDUCATION OF COLORED CHILDREN IN DELAWARE. 
No provision is made for the education of colored children by either the State or town 
authorities. 
A benevolent society, called" the Delaware Association for the Moral Improvement 
and Educatien of the Colored People," whose headquarters are at Wilmiogton, bas. 
been for the past few years aiding the efforts of the blacks to obtain schools for their 
children. The following account of the work of the society during 1872 has been pre-
pared for this report by the efficient actuary of the society, Miss Abbie Peckham, of 
Wilmington. 
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STATEMENT. 
The withdrawal of assistance by the Freedmen's Bureau at Washington, as well as 
by the friends of general education, (including a donation, continued for some years, 
from the patrons of the cause in England,) has been felt seriously in ca.rrying ou 
our work for the past two years. Almost entirely cut off from all the sources from 
which our income had hitherto been drawn, we have been obliged to depend, in a 
great measure, upon localities where schools already existed, or have since been estab-
lished, for their pecuniary support . . 'vVe have, however, received an appropriation from 
the city of Wilmington, through the board of public education, to the amount of $1,000, 
during 1872. 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN CHARGE OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
The past year, eighteen schools, including the Howard School at Wilmington, 
have been under the supervision of this association. They were located as follows: 
Wilmington, Seaford, Smyrna, Christiana, Odessa, Milford, Laurel, New Castle, :Mil-
ton, Newark, Summit Bridge, ~ilount Pleasant, Dutch Neck, Slaughter Neck, Frederica, 
Fieldsborough, Middleton, and Concor(l. 
The length of the school term varied in different localities from two to nine and one-
palf months, according to the pecuniary ability of the people and their interest 
in education. · 
Twenty-one teachers were employed, all females except one, and all colored except 
the principal of the Howard School in Wilmington. 
WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
This association bas aided in the selection of teachers, provided a supply of suitable 
school-books at cost prices, and paid toward the salaries of teachers, outside of Wil-
mington, sums varying from :3 to $8 per mont.h, according to tbe need of schools at 
<lifferent localities. In Wilmington, salaries of the teachers of the Howard School 
~ave been paid ent·i:ely by the association. 
NUMBER OF SCHOLARS 
In the month of January, 1872, the total enrollment in all our schools was 984, and 
the average attendance 858. 
9f the. total enrollment, 824 were reading and spelling, 756 writing, 445 stu~ying 
anthmet1c, 445 geography, 63 grammar, aud only 160 were in the alphabet and pnrner. 
Estimating the changes which h:we occmTed on our rolls, we find that ttbout 1,500 
different pupils have been taught in our schools the past year. 
Of thi::~ number, about two-thirds were males, and nearly one-half were over sixteen 
years of age. 
Except in a single case, the actuary has visited each school at least once during the 
term. Those most convenient have been seen more frequently. 
Th? amount collected and expended by the association for teachers' and actuary' 
~a~ane , rent of office, purcllase of school-book·, &c., has been about $2,500. . 
Tho amount collected and expeuded by the colorerl people for the board rmd snlartt> 
-of teachers, and the purchase of school-books, bas been about $2,400, which doe · not 
aocludc incidental expen. es of fncl, repairs on school-houses, &c. ; the tot<Ll expendi-
;ture for the year in the prosecution of the work being over $5,000. 
:U'CREASED IXTERE T L.' ~CIIOOLS SHOWN BY COLORED PEOrLE. 
The colored people have manife ted an iucreased willingness and ability to a i tin 
he !IPPOrt of their schools, the amounts volnntarily contributed by them toward the 
alar~cs .of teachers having shown a gradual iucrease. At the commencement of th 
a ·octatlon' labors in 1 7, they paid notlling toward salaries, and in some ca e not 
the t~acber 'board. They now, in all ca ·es, pay the board and part of the salary, their 
contnbution having ri. en from a range of, ·u to 9 p r school per month in 1 70-'71 
t a pre ent range of 6 to . '15. 
Throughout the 'tate there is a marked decrea e of unfriendliness towa.rcl our work 
exhibit d by the whit people. This is evident from tho lllOre fi'iendly feeling mau i-
fe ted toward our teacher.- ancl by an increa ed di position to as i t the colored p opl 
in securing their port~on of he fund nece ary. 
1-"..W . FJ!O)I TilE .. -ITED TATES CE • US . 
.A:ea and_popul~tion.~In 1 tO . <::!aware was the thirty-fourth State in population 
havlllg 12b,Ol5 ruhab1tanto wnhm an area of 2,120 square milel'l, an a-verage of 
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58.97 persons to the square mile. This population consisted of 102,221 whites anu . 
22,794 colored. Of these 115,879 were natives of the United States, and 9,136 were 
foreign-boru. Of the native residents of the State 74,540 white and 20,214 colored 
personl:l were born within its bor<lers, while of the foreign residents 1,142 were born 
in Germany, 1,421 in Bngl::wd, ~tml 5,907 in Ireland. 
School attenclance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census ·Report, 19,965 persons 
attended school, and of these 205 were foreign-born. The white male scholars num-
bered 9,862 and the females 8,908, (an aggregate of 18,770 white scholars.) The col-
ored male scholars were 663, 'and the female 5:12, (an aggregate of 1,195.) 
Illiteracy.-The numuer of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 23,100; of. these 2,469 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and mce of illitemtes.-Of 1,878 white illiterates reported, from 10, to 15 
years old, 1,045 were males a,nd 833 wme females; 1,370 illiterate whites between the 
ages of 15 to 21 (inclusive) were reported, and of these 718 were males and 652 
were females; of 8,032 illiterate whites reported, 21 years old and over, 3,466 
were males and 4,566 were females. Of 1,785 colored illiterates, from 10 to 15 years 
old, 925 were males and ·860 were females; of 2,065 colored illiterates, 15 to 21 yea,rs 
old, 1,054 were fema,les and 1,011 were females; and of 7,970 colored adult illiter::ttes, 
3,765 were m£tles and 4,205 were females. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vo1. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 375, having 147 male a,ml 363 female teachers, 
(total, 510 teachers,) a,nd a total of 19,575 pupils, 9,093 males and 10,482 females. 
Amount ancl sow·ce of educat·ional income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $212,712, of which $120,429 were derived from taxation and public 
funds, aml $92,2Cl3 from tuition and other sources. · 
Public schools.-The 326 public schools, with 0i:i8 teachers, (107 male and 281 female,) 
possessed an income of $127,729 for the education of their 16,835 pnpils, (7,694 male 
and 9,141 female,) of v<hich income $120,429 were derived from taxation aud public' 
funds, and $7,300 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-'fhe two colleges reported, with their 15 teachers (7 male and 8 female) 
and 137 scholars, (17 male and 120 female,) had a total income of $18,350, derived 
from tuition and ot,her sources. 
Acaclemies.-The 9 academies, with 48 teachers (25 male and 23 female) and 722 
pupiL, ( 463 male and 259 female,) had a total income of $35,200, derived from tuition 
and other sources. 
Private schools.-Tbe 14 private (day and boarding) schools, with 24 teachers ( 4 male 
and 20 female) and 48~ scholars, (2~3 male and 259 female,) hacl a total income of 
$11,572, derived from tuition and other sonrces. 
Librarics.-There 'vere 252 public libraries, containing 92,275 volumes, and 221 
private libraries containing 91,148 volumes, making a total of 473 libraries, contain-
ing 183,42:3 volumes. 
The press.-The 17 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 20,860 copies, 
and an aggregate annual issue of 1,607,840 copies. 
Clmrches.-Of the 267 church organizations reported, 252 had edifices with 87,899 
sittings, and the church property was valned at $1,1323,950. 
Pq,upm·ism.-Four hundred and fifty -three paupers were reported, of whom 223 were 
native whites, 180 colored, (na,tlve,) and 50 foreigners . 
C1·ime.-Of 66 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 13 were native whites, 44 colored 
natives, and 9 were foreigners; 145 criminals were convicted during the year. 
Age ancl sex of zJopulatio11.-0f the total population of Delaware, 39,807 p~rsons ·were 
from 5 to 17 years old, (inclusive ;) of these 20,185 were males and 19,622 females; 
9-2,586 persons were 10 years old and over, and of these 46,274 were rua,les, and 46,312 
fenmles. · 
Occupcttions.-Forty thousand three hundred and thirteen persons of these ages 
(34,306 males and 6,007 femalef:l) were engaged in various occupations; 15,907 males 
aud 66 females (15,973 perf:lons) were eugaged in agricultur:tl pursuits; 11,3f:l9 persons 
(.6,615 males a,nd 4,774 ferrmles) in professional and personal services; 3,347 males and 
90 females in trade and transport[ttion; and 9,514 persons (8,437 males and 1,077 
females) in manufactures :mel mechanical and mining industries. 
Age ancl sex of wuTlcing popi~lation.-Of these 40,313 employed p ersons (2, 181 ma.lcs and 
1,231 females) a tota,l of 3,412 ·were between the n.ges of 16 and 59, iuclusive, and 2,575 
persons (2,32;) males and 252 females) were 60 years old a,ncl over. 
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FLORIDA. 
[From report of Ron. Charles Beecner, State superintendent of public instruction, for the year 
ended September 30, 1871.] 
PROGRESS OF FREE SCHOOLS. 
The year between September 30, 1870, and October 1, 1871, may be described as, on 
the whole, a year of progress, in spite of checks and hinderances; The system of free 
schools on its adoption the previous year appeared, in the language of Mr. Chase, then 
superintendent, "to have reconciled, for the first time in the history of the educational 
legislation of the South, the extreme views of conflicting parties and interests." 
PRESENT OUTLOOK OF THE SYSTEM. 
Instead of fifteen counties that failed the year previous to levy a school tax, we have 
to report but four. Instead of thirteen counties wanting organized boards of public 
instruction, we have only one. Instead of eleven counties wauting superintendents, 
all but two are now supplied. Instead. of 250 schools, with 7,500 pupils, we report 331 
schools, with 14,000 pupils. Such au all vance would be creditable in a year when 
circumstances were favorable; much more, occurring in a year wl1en such serious 
causes of hinderance existed. 
The conduct of the people of the State in regard to taxation for schools has been 
praiseworthy. Although the law limited the rate of taxation to one mill, several 
cnuntie assessed a tax of one and a half mills, and the pe.ople paid cheerfully. Al-
tl.Jough the subject of taxation has been misunderstood, though financial embarrass-
ment, losses, an d impoverishment have weighed heavily upou the community, yet 
there appears to Lave been a willingness on the part of the people, with comparatively 
fl'w exceptious, to be taxed for the support of schools. The returns from the several 
counties are incomplete. 
SCHOOL TAXATION AND REVENUE. 
The amount collected is shown to be about 82t per cent. of the amount assessed. 
Allowing the same rate of loss in collecting the State tax of one mill, o.r 17t per cent., 
we have ~2 ,516.43 as the approximate amount. Adding this to the amount raised by 
the counties, we have a total of $70,284.07 raised by taxation for the support of 
bChools. In addition to this, much has been done to aid the work by private contri-
bntions among the patrons, of which our reports are very meager. In e1ght counties 
the sum of$ ,777 has been thus given, over and above the taxation-either in land, 
rent , board. of teachers, or money. 
SCUOOL POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
The whole nu~ber of you~h in the State between the ages of 4 and 21 is 62, 6D. The 
num~er enrolled m chool 1s 14,000. Four-fifths, nearly, of those between 4 and 21 
remam as yet unreachecl by the system. Iu a State like Florida, however, the proper 
·cbool age would be between 5 and 17. On this basis the proportion enrolled in schools 
woulrl probably be much greater, and considering the ne·wness of the ystem, the 
spar ene . of the population, and tho limited means at our ditSposal, it is encouraging 
to haYe already reached with the benefits of education one-fifth of the children of the 
ta~e .. At the same time the spectacle of four-fifths of the youth of the State growing 
up m 1gnorauce should spur us on to greater efforts, and demonstrate to all the ab o-
lute nee sity of providing for the payment by the State of the interest on the school-
fund. 
LENGTH OF SCHOOL-TEACHER ' SALARIES. 
The average duration of school has been four and two-thirds m(jnths. The average 
alary of teacher , ·30 per month. 
SE)riiNARIES. 
It w?ulu be p~ a ant to peak of the prosperous condition of the schools now in 
operation, pe 1ally of th E t and We t Florida seminaries now so ablv conduct d 
by experienced instructo 1 and numerou,sly attended. Wear~ compelled, ·however, to 
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defer these until onr next report. The attention of the legislature is called to the fact 
that the seminary at Tallahassee is now under the care of the Leon County board of 
public instruction, while the other, at Gainesville, is independent of the State system. 
It is also to be stated that when the West Florida seminary closed, previous .to pla.c-
ing itself under the county board of public instruction, the trustees were unable, 
from causes beyond their control, to pay the instructor~'!' salaries.. Much inconven-
ience and suffering have been the result, to a corps of teachers of b1gb character, who 
bad faitllfully discharged the duties assigned them. It is recommended that an ap-
propriation be•made to pay these claims in full. 
SCHOOL LA Wl WI'l'H PROPOSED AMENDMENTS. 
The school law, as a whole, has worked well, and bas commended itself increasingly 
to the confidence of the people. A few slight amendments have been suggested as de-
sirable to obviate defects and perfect the system. 
1. It is recommended that county boards of public instruction be limited to three 
members. Thus their efficiency will be increased and expense diminished. 2. It is 
recommended that the census of youth be taken by the sup~rintendent of schools once 
in five years. This will fall in with the regular duties of the superintendent, leading 
him to a more thorough visitation of the county, and will diminish the expense, while 
giving more reliable results. 3. It is recommen.ded that the clerk of the court be re-
quired to report quarterly all fines to the superiutendent of schools, and in case of 
neglect or refusal, be made to pay a fine equal to the whole amount. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Great difficulty has arisen from the want of a uniformity in the text-books used. The 
regulations provided for the use of a graded series of text- books, but the trouble has 
been that many families were too poor to provide their children with suitable books. 
The consequence has been that tbe pupils bring to school a most miscellaneous collec-
tion. There is no uniformity observable in the use of any work, except perhaps vVeb-
ster's Elementary Spelling-Book. The question arises whether, in this condition of 
affairs, it is not incumbent upon the State to furnish the .text-books tor the use of 
pupils in need of snch aid, leaving those who desire to . do so to furnish their own 
books. 
The following additional facts are from the report of the Ron. Charles Beecher, 
superintendent of public instruction, for the year ended September 30, 1872: 
INCREASING INTEREST IN SCHOOLS. 
"During the past year many circumstances have existed unfavorable to the progress 
of education. The failure of the crops, the imperfect collection of revenue, the inade-
quacy of legislative appropriations, the excitement of the presidential and State elec-
tions, with other causes which need not be mentioned, have tended in some degree to 
embarrass the efforts of the friends of common schools. 
" It is an evidence of the inherent vitality of the system, and of the increasing bold it 
is gaining upon the popular mind, that, in spite of these obstaeles, a manifest advance 
has been made, both in the numb<~r of schools, the aggregate of pupils, and in the 
number and qualifications of the teachers employed. 
SCHOOLS AND ATTENDANCE. 
"In my last report, the whole number of schools in the State was given at 331. The 
establishment of 113 additional schools raises this number to 444, an increase of more 
than one-thircl. The aggregate of pupils bas also increased from 14,000 to 16,258. rrhe 
r atio of pupils enrolled in the common schools last year was about one-fifth of the 
youth between 4 and 21. This year it is over one-fourth. If it is saddening to reflect 
that three-fourths of the youth of t,he State are yet unreacbed by the educational 
system, it is surely encoura~ing to know that the ratio is so rapidly changing. A sim-
Har rate of increase, could It be secured, would in less than twen.ty years enroll every 
child in the State in the public schools. 
SCHOOL-FUNDS. 
"The interest on the common-school fund apportioned among the several counties ihe 
pa t year amountfld to $15,784.53. It is impossible to say what the warrants for this 
amount have realized. If 60 cents on the dollar be taken as the probable average 
value, the amount would be $9,470. 0. From the extremely defective character of the 
return , it is impossible to state with precision the amount raised by taxation in the 
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several counties. Including the one mill constitutional t ax the amount may be e ti-
mated at about ............ ....................•............ . .......... $75,000 00 
Add to this private contributions, about...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
Received from the Peabody fund............ . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. 7, 350 00 
Interest on school-fund.............. . ................................. 9,470 0 
And the total amount is ................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101, 820 0 
"This divided among all the children of the Sta te is at the rate of $1.64 per head . 
.AID FROM THE PEABODY F UND. 
" The aid derived from the Peabody fund is of peculiar value, because it is so distrib-
uted as t o sustain schools for about ten months in places where they become models 
of what good schools ought t o be. The following is a list of places so benefited: 
~:\~!h~~!e~s~~~~ -- ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ S~; g~~ 
Gainesville ............................... . •............................... 1,000 
~~~~:f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~: ~ ~ ~: ·.: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ::: ~ 1, ~~~ 
Pensacola .. · ......................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 
Lake City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
~~fu~; ·. ·_ ~-~ ·. '_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ~: ·. ~ ·_ ~ ~: ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~: ·. ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~: ·_:: ~ ~: ·_::: ·_: ~: ·_ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~3~ 
Ocala .............................. : ........................... . . . .... . .... 300 
Appalachicola ......... . .................. ··--·· .... .. .. .. . ... .. .... .... .. .. 200 
7,350 
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
" On the 20th day of March , 1872, in accordance with the law establishing t he Florida 
State Agricultural College, approved February 17, 1872, Hon. Charles Beecher, Ron. J . 
T. Walls, Hon. W . D. Bloxham, Hon. Robert Meacham, Hon. J ohn Varnum , and J . . 
Adams, of the corporators named in said act and constitut ing a majority thereof, a -
sembled in the office of the superintendent of public ins truction , in the capitol, at 
Tallahassee, and perfected the organization of said corporation by electing officers a 
follows : 
" Hon . . Charles Beecher was chosen president , Hon. vV. D. Bloxham was cho en vice-
president, J. S. Adams was chosen secretary and treasurer, and J. 8. Adams, J ohn Var-
num, Robert Meacham, J. T. Walls, and Peter Knowles were chosen to serve as an ex-
ecut ive committee." 
EAST FLORIDA STATE SEMINARY. 
This seminary comprises .three departments- primary, preparatory, and collegiate. 
Tuition in all the departme~ts is free. The male department is arranged with a view 
of giving young men a practical education, and preparing them to enter the freshman, 
sophomore, or junior class in any college or university. 
PEABODY FUND. 
The sixth report of the a,o-ent of the f und contains the following with regard to 
Florida. : "The public-school system of this State, during the three years of its hi tory, 
ha had unusual di:fficultie to contenc1 with . The simple fact that it survives the• ·e 
l1in<lerauces, and even makes steady advances, is in itself a proof of its excellenc~ a 
well as vitality. The number of vupils is nearly twice as many as it was t.he prcvwu 
y ar. Tbt' number of counties which failed to levy a school tax is only four, \Yher as 
it was fifteen the year before. Some counties taxed themselves two or three tiDJes a 
much a· the law required, yet there wa no complaint. The total amount of taxes 
actually collectec) wa a little over '70,000. Besides this, about $60,000 interest on tbe 
chool-fund ha~e been nominally distrilmted to the counties, uut it was in the ta.to 
bond , which are worth only 3:3 cent on the dollar. 
".AttendancP.-The number of children of school age is 67,869, of whom a little more 
than one-fifth are enrolled in the public ·chools. The average length of the e school , 
33-1 in numb r, is 4-i months. 
1 ExpenditureJJ.-DuriDf! the past year something over $7 000 was expended from the 
fund in aiding tb . chools of twelve cities and towns." ' 
The uperinteoden of K y We 't writes: "The cbools bn.ve done much towarc1 
raclicatinrr tbe pr judice formerly exbting among the better classes ag[tinst the y:-
tem of free school!;." 
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WASHINGTON COU~TY. 
A letter from W. Lumpkin Ra1y, of Vernon, Washington County, contains the fol-
lowing statements in regard to education in that county : 
"The board of public instruction for this county was orga.nized in July, 1869, and a 
county superintendent was appointed by the governor. This officer traveled over the 
county and reported sixteen sites where schools could be located. The board then 
attempted to start schools under the direction of Mr. C. T. Chase, then State superin-
tendent.. It lwwever proved impracticable, until the boarrl of county commissioners 
announced that they would raise money to pay one-half the tuition for the first three 
months, leaving the patrons to pay the other half. The next impediment was a wnnt 
of teachers, (something yet needed.) About half the schools in the county started 
under these auspices. 
"No pul>lic money was received for distribution during the next year-1870-aud the 
course of the schools dragf{ecl heavily on . Mr. Chase died, and public schools began to 
be spoken ef as a farce. Only two or three schools were kept up in this county, and 
tlwy by t.he patrons alone. 
"In the spring of 1871,·after the Rev. Charles Beecher entered upon the duties of his 
office as State superintendent, the board again met, new inducements and reasons for 
encouragement were held out, and the educational interests of the county assumed a 
new aspect. 
"Up to the time at which this account commences, there had never been anything 
meriting the name of academy or normal school. The schools were kept in small 
cal.>ins, ont-houses, and sometimes in dwellings, by itinerant teachers, who scarcely 
ever professed to teach anything higher than Webster's spelling-book, and arithmetic 
as far as compound numbers. In 1869 the first fram<:3 school-house in Washington 
Couuty was built, near Vernon, the coun,ty· seat, and another at the village of OraDge 
Hill. Iu these schools arithmetic, geography, and kindred branches are taught. Two 
ncaclewies are now in process of erection. Several young mel'l, natives of the county, 
who have obtained an education in neighboring counties, expeet to t.each in the schools 
of our count.y." 
FACTS FHOM THE UNITED STATES CE~S'lTS • 
.A1·ea and populafion.-In 1870 Florida was the thirty-third State in population, b:w-
ing 187,'148 inhabitants within an area of 59,268 square miles, an average of 3.17 per-
sous to the square mile. This population cousisted of 96,057 whites, 91,689 colored, 
aud 2 Imlians. Of these, 182,781 \verb natives and 4,967 were foreign-born. Of the 
native residents of the State, 52,59,1 whites, 56,960 colored and Indians were born 
withi.n its borders; while of the foreign residents 597 were born in Germany, 399 in 
E11gland, and 737 in Ireland. 
School attenrlance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 12,778 persons 
attended school, and of these 21 were foreign-l..>orn. Thew bite rna.le scholars nurn bered. 
4,195, and the females 4,059-total, 8,254. The colored male scholars numbered 2,241, 
and the fem ales 2,283-tatal, 4,524. 
Illiteracy.-The number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years olcl n.nd over, unable to 
write, was 71,803, of whom 568 were foreign-horn. 
Age, sex, ancl mce of illiwmtes.-Of the 18,904 white illiterates reported, 5,083 (2,691 
males and 2,392 fema.les) were from J.O to 15 years old; 4,345 (2,146 m!itles aud 2,199 
females) were from 15 to 21 years of age; and 9,476 (3,876 males and 5,600 females) 
were 21 years old and over. Of the 52,894 colored illiterates reported, 7,703 ( 4,190 
males and 3,513 f0malcs) were from 10 to 15 years old; 10,3:33 ( 4,957 males and 5,376 
females) were from 15 to 21 years of age; and 34,858 (16,806 males and 18,052 females) 
were 21 years old and over. Five malo Iudia.u illiterates, 21 years old and over, were 
also reported. 
Educational institutions.-Accorc1ing to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the 
total number of educational iufltitnt;ions was 377, having 482 teachers, (254 males aud 
228 females,) and a total of 14,670 pupils, G,788 "being males and 7,>382 females. 
Amo'ltnt and sou1·ce of e<lucalional income.-The total income ( f all the educational 
institutions was $154,569, of which $6,7GO were derived from endowment, $73,642 from 
taxa.tion au<.l public funds, and $74, li'7 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 226 public schools throughout the State, with 265 teachers, (169 
males and 96 females,) possessed an income of $76,:389, for the education of t.ncir 10,132 
pupils, (4,674 males and 5,458 £males,) and of tbis income $4,000 were deri>cd from 
endowm~nt, $61,552 from taxation and public funds, and $10,807 from tuition and other 
sources . 
.il.cademies.-The 10 academies reported, with 32 t eachers (lfi male ancl16 female) and 
5 0 pupils, (318 males and 262 females,) had a total income of $11,005, of which $2,100 
were deriYed from endovnnent, $4,870 from taxation and public funds, n.nd $4,035 from 
tuitiou and other sources. · 
• 
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Private schools.-The 135 private day and boarding-schools, with 167 teachers t'67 
males and 100 females) and 3,403 pupils, (1,633 males and 1,860 females,) had a total 
income of $61,015, of which $7,220 were derived from taxation and public funds, and 
$53,795 from tuition and other sources. 
Libm?'ies.-There were reported 75 public libraries, with 25,374 volumes; also 17 
private libraries, with 87,554 volumes, making a total of 253 libraries, containing 
112,U28 volumes. 
The press.-The 23 periodicals issued had an aggregate circulation of 10,545 copies, 
with an aggregate annual issue of 649,220 copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 420 church orgauizations, 390 had edifices, with 78,920 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $426,520. 
Pa·upm·ism.--Oue hundred and forty-seven paupers were reported, of whom 80 were 
native whites, 62 native colored, and 5 fereigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 179 persons in prison June 1, 1tl70, 20 were native whites, 156 native col-
ored, and 3 foreigners; 335 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population of the State, 63,897 persons were 
from 15 to 18 years of age, and of these 32,873 were males and 31,024 females; 131,ll9 
were 10 years old and upward, and of these 65,673 were males and 65,446 were female . 
Occupati01;s.-There were 60,703 persons of these ages engaged in various occupatiOJ) ·, 
and of these 50,877 were males and 9,826 females ; 42,492 persons were engaged in ag-
ricultural pursuits, and of this number 36,944 were males and 5,548 females ; 10, 97 
were engaged iu professional and personal services, 6,892 males and 4,005 females; 
3,023 were engaged in trade alld transportation, 3,016 male and 7 femal es ; 4,291 were 
engaged in manufactures and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 4,025 were 
males and 266 females. 
Age and sex of wm·lcing popttlation.-Of these 60,703 employed persons, 4,107 males aud 
1,100 females (5,207 in all) were from 10 to 1G years old; 44,262 mules and 8,,150 females 
(52,712 in all) were from 16 to 59 years old; and 2,508 males and 276 females (2,784 in 
all) were 60 years old and over. 
RCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Hon. CHARLES BEECHER, State superintendent of schools, Tallahassee. 
COUNTY SUPERI NTENDENTS. 
County. Superintendent. 
~!1.~~~~--~~~: ~: ~v ~Ii~~~I~~ ·~~: : 
Bradford .... . .J. R. Richard ... . .. 
Brevard ..... .James Paine, sr ... . 
Calhoun . . . . . H. J. Yearty . ..... . 
Clay . . . . . . . . . 0. Buddington . .. . . 
Columbia ... . A. H. Hutchingson. 
Dade . . . . . . . . Octavius A.imar ... 
~~;~~ bi~: ::: "f.. P.p9g:~7. ::::: 
Franklin ..... F. B. Wak field .. .. 
Gadsden . . . . . Samuel Galloway .. 
llamilton .... Samuel Mcinnis .. . 
H~rnando... '1:. S.,C~~er ...... . 
Hillsborough. W. ll. w mte . ..... . 
Holmes ...... W. W . Brown .... .. 
Jackson .... . D. L. McKinnon .. . 
. Jefferson .... R. C. Loveridge ... . 
La Fayette .. W . D. 'ears ....... . 
























Levy ... .... . 
Liberty .. .. . 
Madison ... . 
Manatee ... . 
Marion . .... . 
Monroe . ... . 
Nassau .. .. . . 
Orange ..... . 
Polk .. ..... . 
Putnam . ... . 
Santa Rosa .. 
Saint .Tobn's. 
Sumter. ... . . 
Suwannee .. . 
Taylor ..... . 
Volusia .. . . . 
Wakulla . .. . 
Walton .... . 
Washington. 
Superintendent. Post-offi<-c all· dress. 
W. A. Shands ...... Bronson. 
Niel Black, jr.. .. . . Blue Creek. 
D. Ea.gan .......... Madison. 
.John l!'. Bartholf... Manatee. 
H. W. Locke ... .... Ocala. 
.James W. Locke ... Key West. 
.J. C. Emerson ...... Fernandina. 
N. W. Ptinco .. ..... Orlando. 
W . B. Vam ..... .. . Bartow . 
E. R Chadwick .... Pilatka. 
0. Bronson . ... . .. .. St. Au go. tine. 
.Jam es A . Chafiin ... Milton. 
A. P. Roberts . .... . Lcesl.)llrJ!b. 
M. M. Blackburn ... LiYC Oak. 
.J. H. Wentworth.. . bady Gro'l'e. 
C. H. Spencer...... Port qrang: 
.J. S. Moring . . . . . . Crawfordsville. 
Duncan G. McLeod. Ucbcc Anna. 
Thomas Hannah ... Vernon. 
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GEORGIA. 
[From the report of the State school commissioner, Ron. G-ustavus J. Orr, made July 17, 1872.] 
CONDITION OF EDUCATION. 
The commissioner says: "The utter lack of school-funds and that provision of the 
school law, passed at the last session, which postpones the decision of the question of 
local taxation till. the fall term of the respective superior courts, have prevented the in-
auguration of schools very generally throughout the entire State." 
SCHOOL I,AW.-
The commissioner, after a statement of the condition of the school finances of the 
State, proceeds to consider the defects of the present school law. Some of the changes 
in the school-law recommended by the commissioner are as follows: "Let a new sec-
tio~ be prepared, giving to the county board of each county the power to authorize the 
levy of a tax upon the property of the county, for the support of primary schools, that is 
schools in which there shall be taught the following branches of learning: spelli11g, 
reading_. writing, English grammar, arithmetic, and geogra.phy, and making it their 
duty to authorize the levy of said tax, whenever they are satisfied, by having submitted 
the question to a popular vote, or in any other way, that the people of the county desire 
the tax to be levied. 
"For supportiug a system of graded schools ranging from the primary to the classical 
and mathematical high school in any sub-district of"a county, let the same board have 
the right of authorizing the levy of a tax upon the property of the sub-districts: to be 
exercised when satisfied, by the same means as has already been suggested in the case 
of the primary schools, that it is the wish of the people of the sub-districts. And when 
pupils residing without the limits of the sub-district may attend such a school let them 
be required to pay such rates of tuition as may be fixed by the county board. 
"This provision will fully meet the wants of the villages and larger towns, and render 
special legislation unnecessary, except in the case of the large cities. 
"Let the same section provide also for the building of school-houses, giving the county 
board authority to have them built, either by the voluntary labor of the citizens of the 
sub-district to be served, or by a tax on the property of the sub-district. 
"And when the latter method is adopted, let the lawprbvide that any tax-payer may 
work out ~he amount of his tax, if he desires to do so, at such rates of compensation 
for his labor and under such supervision as the county board may prescribe. 
''As indicated in the foregoing recommendation, I allll firmly persuaded that to make 
our public-school system successful, it must be mainly sustained by local taxation, 
levied by the voluntary aGtion of the people. 
A GENERAL PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
"I think it our true policy to make the public-school system as general as possible 
throughout the State, and am not inclined to recommend anything that would militate 
against that policy. If th.e general assembly should think that there are localities in 
the State where it. i~:~ altogether impracticable to establish public s~hools, it would per-
haps be advisable to give the county board the power to levy a tax iu such counties 
for the education of tl.Je indigent; to decide, from the best sources at their command, 
who shall be the beneficiaries of this fund, aud to fix the compensation which the 
teachers shall receive for their services. It would also be well to require private teach-
ers in such cases to sta.nd the same examination and have their accounts accredited in 
the same ma,uner as tlie law prescribes in the case of the teachers of the public schools 
beiore they shall be entitled to receive compensation for their services. 
PREJUDICES TO BE REMOVED. 
"I know that there are prejudices in the minds of many of the people of our State 
against the public·school system. Yet I feel confident, if the general assembly will 
frame and adopt a new law, retaining whatever is goou in the old, and incorporating 
the improvements herein suggested, that we shall be able gradually to introduce and 
establi~:~h a system which will be found practicn.hle and adapted to the condition of .our 
people. Organization, supervision, and the advantag~ arising from gradin&" pupils, 
will make the public schools so much better aud cheaper than any system of privn,te 
schools can be, that they will assuredly, by their intrinsic merits, work their. own way 
to successful establishment, if we can only have the patience to give them a fair trial. 
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Objections have been made, and will still be made, on the ground of the taxation neces-
sary to sustain the system; but when men are brought to understand that in the great 
increase in the value of property in all communities where good schools are established; 
in the di minuti0n of crime, and the consequent lessening of the cost of providing 
the appliances for its punishment and suppression; in the increased security of the 
rights of property wherever intelligence is generally diffused; in the vastly iucreaseu 
.productiveness of every kind of labor, resulting from educated skill in tho laborer, anu 
in the stability and perpetuity of political institutions rest ing upon the basis of virtue 
and intelligence in the people, the property-holder is interested, and in exact proportion 
to the aruount of property owned, these objections will cease to be raised." 
PEABODY FUND. 
Of this State the agent of the fund writes as follows : · "The school laws have 
been modified the present year, but they are still imperfect. A competent judge said 
in a letter written soon after the change was made: 'Our legislators were much behind 
the general sentiment of our people on the subject. But we shall have a good law 
and good schools soon.' The commissioner; in an official paper issued April 17, 1872, 
represents the school fund as in a very unsatisfactory state. Of the $327,000 which 
bnd been paid into the treasury October 1,· 1871, $242,000 were diverted from the legiti-
mate object. The policy ofincurring a debt of more than $300,000 to esta.blish schools 
was adopted. 'The counties,' he says, 'may rest a.ssured that there is no hope of aid 
in school operations the present year from the State.' 
"We reported last year that the public schools of Savannah had become self-sup-
porting. ·we can now :aay the same of Columbus.· Such examples show that the Pea-
body fund does not tend to perpetuate the want which it seeks to relieve. The 
schools of Atlanta, Augusta, and Brnnswick have been assisted with $5,600 ; the sum 
of" 00 has been given to the colored normal school at Atl::mta; and two districts have 
received $300 each; making $7,000 in all." 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF LINCOLN COUNTY. 
The first impression of public opinion in this county was decidedly favorable to the 
cau e of public education. But when it was discovered that the State only proposed to 
maintain the schools three months iu the year, with the probability of not being able 
to do even that, many were disposed to deprecate the meager allowance and to treat 
the whole system with contempt. A change, favorable to the system, is takiug place 
among the people in r efere11oo to taxation by tho county, and the county board has 
recently levied a tax of 50 per cent. on the State tax. 
The fir. t and most important reform needed is goocl and comfortable school-bon ·es, 
which arn wanted in nearly all the districts. The difficulty of procnnng sufficient 
competent teachers will be for some time an impediment to the success of the system, 
aml tbb fact honld urge the legislature to establish one or more normal schools in the 
• tate. The necessity and obligation of extending the means of education to tbe black 
race are begiuning to be very generally appreciated, and in most of tho districts the 
tru tees are preparing to open schools for their benefit. 
WE LEYAN FE;,\fALE COLLEGE. 
Thi institution was formerly known as the Georgia Female College. In 1844, under 
a reorganization, the name wa changed to Wesleyan Female College. The ·whole 
number of graduates since organization is 912. 
GREE. "E, BOROUGII FE:\IALE COLLEGE. 
The course of instruction includes four departments-primary, preparatory, acad mic, 
aud collegia~c. Youug Ja<lies not de iring to gra<lnatc may pursue an eclectic cour e. 
LE VERT COLLEGE . 
. LeV ·r F~male Con. g bas been in snccc!""~ful operation , ince 1856. It is endowed 
'.\'Jtll autltonty ~o c~m1 :r degree. ·, audpo es·cs all tberightsandprivilegesofthemo t 
favored £·male 10 tltutwn . . 
OvTHER~T FE:\IALE COLLEGE. 
Thi jg one of the old in titution of its cla sin the South . There have been 230 
gralluat in·· th fir.·. or rant-.a~tion . Tho collcg building were destroyed by :fire iu 
1 ~fi:1 hnt th: or~amzatwu of the college' was kept up, 11otwithstanding seriou c~Jba~­
Ja ment:, t11l 1 71, wh(·n tlu: vrc. ut collcrre edifice wa ·erected. This institut10n1s 
cou uctcd a a priyate ent ·rpri c. 
0 
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MOORE'S ATLANTA ACTUAL BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
The object of this institution is to qualify young men for the duties of actual busi-
n ess life. The time required for the coruplete business course is from eight to sixteen 
weeks. 
GEORGIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The progress of the pupils is highly satisfactory, and the institution is in a flourish-
ing condition. Limit of age of pupils, 7 to 27. Time allowed for course of instruction, 
six years. It is recommended that where pupils display special ability, they be allowed 
an additional course of four years. 
ATLANTA" MEDIC.AL COLLEGE. 
The trustees and faculty announce that this institution enters upon its fourteenth 
annual session under the most fla.ttering auspices, and its success and permanency are 
now assured. . Under the provision of a law of the State, by which a donation was 
made toward the building and apparatus of the college, one student from each con-
gressional district of the State is admitted free of charge for professors' tickets. The 
t:wulty has determined to extend this gratuity to one additional young man from 
each congressional district of Georgia, and to one from each congressional district of 
other States. 
SAVANNAH MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
The charter of this college is most ample in its provisions, and will confer on its 
graduates every privilege which any institution is capable of granting. 
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGU. 
The trustees and faculty, in announcing the commencement of the forty-first session 
of the college, refer with pride to the high status attained by the class of last session. 
'l'here has been a large annual increase in the number of students since the war. The 
college museum is one of the most extensive and valuable iu the United States. 
EMORY COLLEGE. 
Emory College is the joint property of the North Georgia, South Georgia, and Florida 
conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church South. While it is Methodist in ·its 
organization; it is not exclusive or sectarian. The interest of the Williamstfund of 
$5,000 will be used in paying the tuition of young men of limited means who are pre·-
paring for the Christian ministry. 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA. 
This university has four departments-preparatory, academic, State college depart-
ment, (embracing agriculture, engineering, and chemistry,) and the law department. 
The preparatory department, organized as the university high school, is designed ior 
the purpose of training the younger pupils for the academic department of the uui-
versity. A professorship in the school of agriculture has been endowed by Dr. Terrell, 
of Georgia. Feeling that the great interest now pervading the public mind on the 
subject of an improved agriculture calls for special efl'orts in this department of the 
university, the trustees have adopted such measure3 as seem calcnhtted to meet the 
pnblic wants. Agreeably to the terms of the Terrell endowment, tllese lectures will 
be free to the public. It is proposed to establish, in connection with the State college 
of agriculture and the. mechanic arts, which constitutes a part of the University of 
Georgia, an industrial museum, representing as far as possible all inclt:strial interests. 
Young men of limited means, to the number of 50 annually, are admitted without pay-
ment of tuition fees. As a remuneration to the State they will be expecte<.1 to engage 
in teaching in some school i.u the State for a term of years equal to tlle time they may 
have enjoyed the advantages of the university. 
ADDRESS BEFORE 'THE U£\IVERSITY OF GEORGIA. 
The annual address before the Dcmosthenian and. Phi-Kappa literary societies of the 
University of Georgia was delivered by Emory Speer, esq., who presented in a most 
able and convincing manner "The duty of the State to educate the People." 
To the inquiry," Should the State educate the people f" he replies: "To deny this is 
to mistake the very object for wllich government was designed. What is the object of 
5E 
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tbe soeial bond~ Protection to life, liberty, and property; organized encouragement to 
morality and virtue. Does ignorance further these oujects ~ If uot, tuen surely gov-
ernment, the constituted guardian of societ.y, should wage an eternal warfare wtth 
iguorance. 
EDUCATION VERSUS CRD'IE. 
"The State should educate the people a,s a preventive of crime. The sta,tistics of all 
countries show that the majority of criminals a1·e entirely uneducated. Tho~c eouotrie~ 
w hero there is the least education among the masses show tbe greatest degree of crime; 
auu in proportion as the people are educated they ~tre fi·ee from cri111e. SiB invari-
ably follows ignorance, while thrift aud morality arc tlte inseparable eompauions of in-
telligence. 
INTELLIGENT PRODUCTIVE POWER. 
"The State should educate the people, to increase its agricultural and mechanical 
productive power. The increase of productive power is a proulem of the most gigautic 
importance. An intelligent man can do more work than an ignorant. man. Intelli-
gent minds are more inventive than ignorant minds. Increase iutelligei)ce and you 
multiply inventions. Almost every industrial pursuit i s now dependent npon science. 
If government will diffuse knowledge among the people, it pours iuto their laps r~ 
_ cornucopia of substantial blessings. 
EDUCATION THE PRESERVATIVE OF LIBERTY. 
"ThP. State should educate the people, that they may preserve inviolate the holy 
rights of civilliuerty. The necessity of popular education to destroy the despotism of 
ignorance is nowhere so manifest as in that State where the people enjoy what are 
ralled free institutions, based upon the right of universal suffrage. Intelligence and 
virtue are, of all tbiJJgs, the most indispensable to the success of republican forms of 
govemment, and since ed ucation is the only universal means of imparting these, the 
uecessity of geHPral education will l1e admitted. The admission is. very well, but it 
amounts to uuthing if jt gives birth to no action in the cause of education. 
INTELLIGENT JURIES. 
"The State should educate the people, to preserve that ancient bulwark of per-
onal rfght and freedom-tdal by jury. Lord Brougham tells us govcrnwent itself 
dt>pend upon twelve gooa men in a box. lt is an iuherent right of the citizen to be 
tried by his peers. Let the law, then, make all men peers in the noble aristocracy of 
iutellect, and we will bear no more of ignorant juries and unfair trials. 
EDUCATION IN GEORGIA. 
"\Vhat ha Georgia done for the cause of education~ The State bas attempted great 
things, but h;;ts accompli bed very little. ~.ystcms of public instruction h:w~ incum-
hered our statute-books. They have been aban<lonecl and forgotten. Appropriations 
have been maue for educational purposes, and county officials have JJot thought 
t:nough of the cause to apply to the treasury for the county funds. In 1849, a law 
rxi.ted giving .-·20,000 to be di vi1led among the several counties of tho State, to estab-
h h sc·bools for poor children. Thirt~'-two conutics failed to make any retum of their 
poor children, thereby voluntarily relinquishing their claims on the State. 
CO:\fPARATIVE ILLITERACY. 
. ~' ThP- Bnreau of Education has published a map showing the comparative degree of 
1lhtera ·yin tbe tates of the American nion . On this map the tMe of Georgia pre · 
. ~mts a Yer~' omber appearance. In 1 :;o, 20 per cent. of tho " ·hite adult popula.-
~J~n w re unable to read and -write. In I 60 the population ha.cl increasecJ, am~ the 
1lhteratcs were reduced to al>out 1 per cent. Tbe State ha · a-t times, appropnatcrl 
. nm.· of money to thi can e; but the smallne. s of the appropriations and the indiffcr-
e~ce of the P ·opl~ have hitherto confounded the designs and abashed the hopes of ti.Jc 
!neud .of educat10n, aucl we have had no sy.tem of common school . The school law 
1 ·no~· m ~eband of the le ri 1ature for revision, and -we, wHh jnstice, may hope that, 
t.be time w~ll oon come wbeu every ciJild in Georgia will enjoy the priceless boon of 
fref! e<lucatwn. 
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THE RULE OF IGNORANCE. 
"The University of Georgia furnishes an example of the disastrous results of the gov-
ernment of ignorane.e. In the year 1784, the revolutionary statesmen and soldiers of 
Georgia set apart 40,000 acres of land as a permanen~ endowment to this university, 
and declared that these ln.nds should never be appropriated to any other purpose what-
ever. In 1795, the college was chartered. In 1798, the constitutiOn of tlw State made 
it the imperative duty of the. legisln,ture to provitle for the permanent endowment of 
the university and for the permanent Becurity of its funds. These duties have mwer 
been performed, and the university to-Jay only receives from the State the interest 
on certain funds loaned to the State by the college. In 1815, the legisbture sold the 
collecre lands for $150,000. Tbey took $50,000 of this to reimburse theniseh·es for t,heir 
a(lva~ces to the college. The remaining$100,000 were invested in bank stock, which 
the legislature took and bound themselves to pay the interest to tl!e university. This 
has been done. Had the lands remained in possession of the university, the chances 
are that sl.Ie now would have rejoiced in an endowment of $1,000,000. Is this the 
liberality toward the cause of education which our f~tthers intended~ Yet this is the 
'Empire State' of the South. 
THE POWER OF EDUCATION. 
"Listen to the words of an illustrious son of Georgia, the Ron. Herschel V. Johnson: 
'Education is the friend of the St,ate. It will elevate the people. It will diminish 
crime and the expense of executing the law. It will dignify and open new cl!anntlls 
for capital. It will disinter the mineral wealth of the State, and adcl millions to the 
productions of agriculture. Away, then, with that narrow stinginess which Legrndges 
a dollar to such a cause, while it is often wasteful of thousands upon objects tha,t 
possess little or no merit.'" 
ATLANTA. 
INAUGURATION OF THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
An act passed the legislature of Georgia September 30, 1870, empowering the mayor 
and council of the cit.y of Atlanta to est~tblish and maintain a system of public sohools 
-within said city, and to impose and collect the requisite taxes, and to issue and nego-
tiate the requisite bonus, or otherwise employ the resources of the city to raise revenue 
for the establishment of the system of pulJlic schools. 
In accordance with this act, an ordinance passed the- council of the city of Atlaut.n, 
November, 1870, by ':\'hich the entire control of the whole s,Y'stem of public schools 
within the city was placed in charge of tl!e board of education. 
For providing the requisite school-houses, furniture, and apparatus, the sum of 
$100,0UO in 7 per cent. bonds of the city was appr.opriated. Said bonds were made 
payable twenty years after the 1st of Januar.v, 1871, wi.th interest payable semi-annu-
ally in January and July. Under the provisions of these acts, the board appoiuted B. 
Mallon, esq., superintendent, and on the 15th of November, 1871, he entered upon the 
duties of the office. 
TilE CHANGE TO THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
At this time there were in operation in the cit,y thirty-five or forty private schools 
for white children, in which were taught, as nearly as can be aseertained, 1,200 scholars. 
These schools were all more or less ungraded, and wanting in proper l.mildings, aud 
ttppliances, and supervision, and permanency of character. These continued till J~n­
nary, 1871, when, after an interval of one month, they were superseded by the public 
schools. The suddenness and completeness of the change from t,he voluntary schools of 
the past year to the public schoolE> of tho present are unprecedented in the history of 
the public-school movement in this country. 
EXAMI.l~ATION OF TEACHERS. 
The examination of applicants for the position of teacher in the public schools was 
held on tl!e 6th and 7th of December. Eighty-three applicants-sixty-six ladies antl 
seventeen gentlemen-were examined, ana of these, twenty-three ladies and six. gen-
tlemen were elected. The applicants for the place of assist:mt teacher jn tllo gram-
ma_r. scl!ools were examiued in grammar, arithmetic, geography, reading, spelling, 
w~·1tmg, and the theory and practice of teaching. In addition 1,o these subjects, ap-
plicants for the high schools and principa.ls of grammar schools were exam\n0d in 
Latin, algebra,, and geometry. 
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ESTABLISHME~T OF SCHOOLS. 
Between January 31 and February 29 seven public schools were opened, viz, two 
high schools and five grammar schools for white children. On the 1st of February the 
board assumed charge of two colored schools, hitherto supported chiefly by, and under 
the control of, northern missionary societies. This made a total of nine schools under 
the control of the board. The schools were continuously in session, with the exception 
of a vacation of one week in May, until the last Friday in June. 
NORMAL INSTITUTE. 
A teachers' institute was held in the rooms since occupied by the girls' high school, 
commencing Monday, January 8, and continuing every day during the week. The 
mo.rning sessions were devoted chiefly to the methods and principles of education and 
to direct instruction. During the evenings lectures and aduresses were delivered by 
distinguished gentlemen. 
This was the first teachers' institute ever held in Georgia. About fifty teachers were 
in regular attendance; besides many visitors. 
NORMAL CLASS. 
The weekly meetings of the teachers on Saturday mornings in the normal class, as it is 
called, have been kept up without interruption since the opening of the schools. All 
the subjects taught in the schools are discussed here, with special .reference to the 
best method of teaching them. The influence of these meetings bas been felt through-
out the schools. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
The course of study for every grade of school is clearly defined. The course in the 
grammar schools embraces reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geogra-
phy, elementary physic.'S, history of the United States and England, elementary draw-
ing, and the reading of simple music. 
In the boys' high school the course is: In mathematics, algebra, geometry, and 
arit.bmetic reviewed; in language, Latin, (usual preparatory course,) Greek, (optional,) 
and German; in science, physical geography, natural philosophy, chemistry, and 
astronomy; in English, rhetoric, composition, and English grammar reviewed. 
In the girls' high school the course is similar to that in the boys' school, except that 
Greek is wholly omitted and French added-a choice being given to the scholars ?e-
tween French and German. The course is also considerably extended in tho directwn 
of English literature and literary criticism. 
FUND. 
The city council agree to furnish to the board of education $75,000 in cash, in place 
of the $100,000 of bonds which tl)e legislature bad authorized the city council to issue, 
for the purpose of building school-houses and inaugurating the public-school ssstem. 
This amount has been expended, but has been insuffi cient to provide tho school-bon es 
immediately needed. A uew grammar school and an aclclitioual school for colored 
children are wanted at once. 
EFFECT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Tho establishment of the public schools has directly affected the interests of all cla ses 
of citizens, and jt cannot be expected that all should be at once satisfied. It is e sential 
~o th highest succe of the public schools that the entire community should bo united 
lD their support. Divided as the people are in social life, in politics, and in religion, 
~·e need just ncb a bond of union as the public schools will form and perpetun.te. It 
1!:! almo t the only ground that can be made common to all clas es. 
SAVANNAH. 
EDUCATIONAL LEGISI,ATIOX . 
• ~n act" to estab1i h a permanent board of education for the city of Savannah, and 
to wcorporat the ·ame, and for other purpose ," pa sed the legi lature of Georgia, and 
':as approvrd b tb go-:erno! March 21, 1 66. An amendment, extending all the 
nght and p . We't · v te<1m this board to the county of Chatham, was assented to, De-
c ru her 1 , 1 66. Tb purpo e for which the lJoard is created is stated to be " to de•i e. 
stabli ·b and modify from time to tim a plan and system of education for white chil-
dr n between th ag . of 'i:x and ighte n year ." 
The Catholic school were al o placeu under the supervision and charge of this board 
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COURSE OF STUDY. 
The course of study or the city schools is liberal, embracing (for the common schoo1s) 
geography, reading1 spelling, writing, arit.hmetic, English grammar, and history: to 
which are added in the high schools, Latin, Greek, physical geography, rhetoric, En-
glish literature, natnral philosophy, chemistry, algebra, geometry, Fren?h, and German. 
GROWTH. 
At the inception of the school system, the board was fortunate in being able to 
avoid the great expense of erecting school-buildings. In the infancy of the work in 
SavannaL, two buildings, constructed for educational purposes, were placed at the dis-
posal of the board; sul>sequently, Chatham Academy, affording fourteen large rooms for 
schools, office for the meeting of the board, and comfortable quarters for the janitor, 
was again transferred to the board. ·when the Catholic schools were consolidated with 
the public, two large and well-appointed buildings came into the possession of the city. 
In the original construction of these buildings little attention was paid to ventilation, 
and this defect is n 1w exciting the attention of the proper authorities. 
HOME TEACHERS. 
The board also congratulate themselves that they are independent of any foreign 
aid both as to modes and means of teaching. This' is chiefly attributed to the fact that 
the changed condition of the southern people at the close of the war led many well-
educated ladies in their midst to seek positions in the schools. A normal class has 
been sustained through the year, which has bad the effect of increasing the efficiency 
of the teachers and inspiring them with zeal in their work. · 
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS. 
The experience of these schools has demonstrated the great importance of written 
examinations as a test of the true attainments of scholars. Such written examina-
tions are made the basis npon which the diploma of graduation is awarded. 
The annual public examinations afl'ord parents an opportunity for showing their 
interest in the schools. The examinations for 1872 were largely attended; indeed, so 
great was tile pressure at the closing exercises of the girls' high school that it was 
found necessary to adjourn to the theater. 
OBSTACLES TO SUCCESS. 
Irregularity in attendance, too frequent recurrence of holidays, and the want of 
that elevating iu:fluence which comes from excellence and elegance in the appurte-
nances of the school-room, are the chief hinderances to the perfection of the schools of 
Savannah. 
COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 
The schools in the country do not compare favorably with those of the city. They a.re 
retarded by the sparseness of the population and the distance of many children from the 
scbool-honses, the impossibility of gradation, tho bad condition of tbc school-room s, 
and the fact that the meager compensation of the teachers is made to depend upon tho 
number of tl.teir scholars. 
It is a matter of congratulation that for the last two years no aid bas been needed 
from the Peabody fund. 
OOLORED CHILDREN. 
The subject of schools for colored children in the city bas long excited the interest 
of the boa.rd, but as the State has as yet contributed no fumls to the county for educa-
tional purposes, the board has been utterly unable to aceomplish anything iu this 
direction. 
FACTS FROM: TIIE UNITED STATES CENSUS . 
.A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Georgia was the twelfth State in population, having 
1,184,109 inhabitants within an area of 58,000 square miles, an average of 20.42 to the 
square mile. This population consisted of 638,926 whites, 545,142 colored, 1 Chinese, 
and 40 Indian persons. Of these 1,172,982 were natives, and 11,127 were foreign-born. 
Of the native residents of the State, 539,577 whites, 494,364 colored, and 21 Indians were 
Lorn within its limits, while, of the foreign residents, 2,761 were born in Germany, 1,08~ 
in England, 5,093 in lrela.nd. 
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School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 77,493 persons 
attended school, and of those 143 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 
67 ,142; of whom 33,796 were males, and 33,346 fema1es. The colored scholars numbered 
10,351, of whom 4,898 were males and 5,453 females. 
Illiteracy.-The number of inhabitants of all races 10 years old and over unable to 
write, was 468,593, of whom 1,090 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and mce of illiterates.-Of the 124,939 white illiterates reported, 36,497 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 19,843 were males, and 16,654 were females; 
26,012 were from 15 to 21 years of age, of whom 10,101 wen:• males and 12,911 were fe-
males; 62,430 were 21 years old and upward, and of tbese 21,899 were males, aud 
40,531 were females. Of 343,637 colored illiterates reported, 64,617 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 33,364 were males, and 31,253 were females; 66,108 were from 
15 to 21 years old, and of these 31,295 were males and 34,813 were females; 212,912 
colored imterates were 21 years old and over, and of these 100,551 were males and 
112,361 females; 7 male and 10 female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-.A.ccording to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 1,880, having 2,4:32 teachers, of whom 1,517 
wore males, 915 were females, and a total of 6G,150 pupils, of whom 32,775 were males, 
and 33,37G were females . 
Arnount ancl souTce of edttcational income.- The total income of q.ll the educational in-
stitutions was $1,253,299, of which sum $66,560 were derived from endowments, $114,626 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,072,113 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 24 6 public schools throughout the State, with their 327 teachers, 
1 0 of whom were males and147 were females, were attended by 11,150 pupils, 5,700 of 
whom were males, and fi,450 females. To educate these they possessed a total inr.ome 
of $175,844, of which sum $7,128 came from endowments, $59,293 from taxation and 
pu1.)lic funds, and $109,423 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-Tbe 28 colleges reported, with their 133 teachers, of whom 77 were males 
and 56 were females, were :1ttended by 2,593 students, of whom 973 were males and 
1.620 were females. For tbe education of these stuuents they possessed a total income 
of $148,866, of which sum $36,350 were came from endowment, $75 from taxation and 
public funds, and $112,441 from tuition and other sources. 
Academies.-One hundred and twenty-three academies were reported, having 226 
teachers, of whom 152were males and 74 females; they were attended by 6,558 scholars, 
of whom 3,384 were males and 3,17 4 females. They possessed a total income of $161,301, 
of which, ·3,950 were derived from endowments, $14,641:) from taxation and public fund , 
and $142,703 from t.uition and other sources. 
Private schools.-The 1,452 day and boarding schools bad 1,670 teachers, of whom 
1,060 were males, and 610 females; and 44,548 scholars, 21,965 being males and 22,583 
fentales . They possessed a total income of $662,933, of which $9,630 were derived from 
endowment, $21,610 from taxation and public funds, and $631,639 from tuition and 
other OlUCeR. 
Libraries.-There were 545 public libraries, containing 162,851 volumes; also, 1,190 
private libraries, having 304,381 volumes; making a total of 1,735 libraries, containing 
467,232 volumes. 
The pN·ss.-The 110 periodicals issuefl bad an aggregate circulation of 150,987 copies, 
with an aggregate anuual i sue of 15,539,724 copies. 
Clwrches.-Of the 2,873 church organizations 2,698 had edifices with 801,148 sittings, 
aml tho church property was value(T at, ·3,561,95fi. · 
Paupcrism.-Ono thousand eight hundred and sixteen paupers were reported, of whom 
1.270 were nati\·e "·bites, 507 native colored, and 39 foreigners. 
Crime.-Of737 persons in prison June 1, 1870,126 were native whites, 597 native col-
ored, and 14 foreigners; 1,775 person having been convicted during the year. 
Age amlsex of population.-Of the total popula1;ion of the State, 407,516 persons were 
from 5 to 18 years old, 206,026 being males and 201,400 females; 835,929 were 10 year 
old anclupward, and of tl.te e 401,Vt7 were males, and 434,382 females . 
. Occupatio1tB.-Tbere were 444,67 per ons of these ages engaged iu various occnpa-
!wn ·, ?f whom 329,1 5 were males and 115,493 females; 336,145 persons wore engaged 
111 aO'ncultural pur. nits, of whom 262,152 were male and 73,993females; 64,083 in pro-
~'" 10nal and personal service , of wbom 27,435 were males and 36,648 females; 17,410 
m. trade and tran porta.tion, of whom 17)336 were males, and 74 females; 27,040 in man-
ufactur and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 22,262 were males and 4,77 
female . 
~;J-~e and sex of 1cm"}:in{/ ~op1tlation.-Of.tbese 444,678 employed persons, 79,3~5 person 
(<>3,524 malP aod ~b ·ll~ fe~ale ) were from 10 to 15 years old; 339,182 were from 16 to 
59 yem .· old, of whom Z.J3 4. were males and 5,724 females; 26,131 were 60 years old 
and over, of whom ;22,203 were males and 3,9ZS females. 
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LIST OF SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. GusTAvus I. ORR, State school commissioner. 
COUNTY SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS. 
County. Name. 
Appling . ................ . ~.. E. M. Kennedy ........................ -. .. -
R~~~~~i-~ -- ~~ ~---_ ·_-_-_: :: :: ::::::: }~~~·r1~;~~~~~<i: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::)3anks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '1'. C. Chaudler . .... . ...... ........ .... .. · .. . 
Barrow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n. C. on:s:on .. .. .. ... . ... .. ........ , ....... . 
B errien...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .James F . Goodman . ....................... . 
Bibb.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. D. Williams ...... . ................... . 
Brooks_... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. C. D. Campbell ..... . ................ . 
~~!~~~ ~: ~ ~ ~: :::::::::::::::: . ~~ ~~~.~~:~t: ~~~]~:::::::::::::::::: ~::::: 
Butts_ ................ .... ... E. E. Pound . .. ....... .. . ...... .. .. ........ . 
Calhoun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. J. Beck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... - . 
Cam•len ...... _ .... .... ...... .J. M. Arnon .. ... .......................... . 
8~~-E~~~-: :::::::::::::: ::::: ~:'I: ill~~,;~:::::::: : :::::: ::::::::::: : :::: : 
Catoosa . .. ......... . ........ _ T. D. Fox: _ .. .... .. . ....... ........... . .... . 
Charlton ............ _........ R. C. McKinney .... ....... .. . . - ..... ...... . 
Chatham . ..... . ......... . ...... ... ........ . . . .... .. .......... ....... ------
Chattahoochee..... . . . . . . . . . . C. N. Howar·d ....... ... .. . ....... .... . ... . . 
g~~~~~e~a_._-_-_ -_ -_-_ ·_·_·_: ::::::::: ~·P;·cf::ff~: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Clarke ...... __ ........ _..... . Emory F. Anderson_ .. . ....... ........... .. 
gifJfi~: :: :: :~: :~ :::::::::::: ~~~it~~~~: ~ :::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::::: 
Cobb ......................... William .F. Groves ................ . ...... .. 
Coffee.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .......... . ....... .. .. .......... - ... .... . 
Columbia.................. . . E . S. F loreilctl ............................. . 
g~~{:{~t_ ._ -_ -_-_- ::::::: ::::::::: ~-rE~P~t~~~~~~~~::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: 
Crawford ........ · ............ .J. W. Ellis .... .. ........... .... ........... . 
D,tdc ............ ------------ .J.T. Sells ... .............................. . 
Dawson .. _ ...... ... . ... . .. _. .J . .J. BisJop . .. ........ . ..... .. .. ........ _ . . 
Decatur . .. ....... _ .... _..... R. W. Davis .. . ..... ... . .... .. ............ . 
Do Kalb ..................... W. 11. Strickland ............ ... . .. .... .. .. . 
~~if::F~/ ~~- i iiiiJ!i~~~~~r iEEii LE/i 
Echols .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .J.P. I>rcscott _ ........... .. .............. .. 
ig~~:::: ~ •  ::.•: :::: ~ ~ : ~ ~f~;f~~T: ;: : •.·: · ~::::;: • :::·; ·:  · 
~BiJ~:::: ::::::::::::::: :::: ~;lFi~1~~1:o~i: ~: :~ ~ ~~::::::::: ~: ~~:::::: 
Franklin ... ....... .......... . T. '1'. Dorough ................... ...... . . .. 
~il~od~-: ·_ --~ ~ ~ ~: ::::::::::::::: ~~~~-Os~':·r7;~~-ni-~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
8}~~~~~---·_·.- .·:: :::::::::::::: ~~~j-:3·:'TI:~~I:i~-::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::: ~ ~ -. 
Greene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John II. Seals_ ............................ . 
Gordon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II. C. IIunt . ... . .... _ ....................... . 
Gniuuctt .................... .J. N. Glenn .. ............................ .. 
Habersham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas .J. IIughos ......... ..... . ........ . . 
~~~c~-~k: ~::::::::::::::::::: w:·Jf: ~~~r~~~~~:::::::::: .- :::::::::::::::: 
llam!Rou .................... William J . Walton ...................... . .. 
llarris .............. ......... .Joel T.Johnson .................. .... .. .. .. 
llart ..................... .... Dr. C. A . Webb .......................... . . 
II card .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .John .J.Bledsor .... .. .................... .. 
ll~~~L;; :~ ~:::::::::: ::::: ~ ~: ~: ~- c~~~:C~ -_-_-_·_ ·_ ·_ ·_·_·_·_·_·_ :::::::::::::::::::: 
Irwin ........................ ·william 0. McRae ....................... .. 
J ackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . .J. N. Wilson . ..... ...... . .. ... ......... . 
.Jasper .................. ... .. --Birner .. .. ..... ........... ... ....... . 
~;;~~~~~~--~---_-_-_-_ ~ ~--·.·::::::::: ~~;·c~¥£~~k~: ~~~~-i~_s_:::: :::::::::::::.:::: 
.J one~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. IV. Lester .... . . .. . .... .. ... . .... . . . _ ... . 
~~~~-~~~-::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~.~aa1t?::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: 
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Co{;.Ilty. :X am e. 
Lowndes._ . . _.... .... ... .. ... A. J. Bcpent . . 0 ••• 0 ..... 0 ••• 0 ..... .... .. 0 ••• 
~~~tfnk~- ~ ~ :: :: ::: ~-- 0o:: ~ :~: :·_ 1 r. ~~3~o~;::: : : :~ ~::: :~ ~:: ::~:: ~::::::: : 
:Madison __ . _. _ .• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • Thomas P. Cleveland. 0 •••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• 
~a don __ ................ 0.. . J. H. Dunham..... . ... ... . .. 0 •• •••••• •• 0 •• 
~cDuffie .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. T. M. Stud ........................ 0 ..... --. 
:Mcintosh . _ ........... ... 0 • • • S. W. Wilson ... . .... .. .......... 0 •••••••••• 
:Meriwether.................. William T. RevilL.---- .. ---- .. -------- .... 
:Miller_ .. o- _ 0---. __ .... ------ M.D. Johnson. --o --- --------- ----·· ••• . • • •• 
:::\iilton.................. . .... Tboruas L. Lewis .. -.- ...... - ... -...... . -.-
::.:Iitchell. - ·o •• -- •• •• o• •• -- ••• M . . Poore ...... ---- - . . ------ 0---------.--. 
)Jon roe .. __ .. ______ ....... 0. E. M. Hooten ................ 0 ............. . 
i~Ji~T -:•: -: ••  •-: •: • ~~iti~:G;:-: / H:- _:: :::: •: •  • • 
~f1~~1~?~-:-:-:o:-:~:: :: :~~ ~ ::::: ~~~~~~m~~:~;~~:: :: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Pierce ·-- ·-- 0 oo··-- .... o- .... L H. Grcot.lcaf . 0 ·--· ------- • • • ---- ' 0 ...... .. 
Pike ...... __ ... . ............. A. P. Turucr .... .. ... .... .................. . 
Polk .... __ ___ .. _ ... ____ ........ A.. lluntin~ton ......... ..... ................ . 
Pulaski........ ............... J obn Laidler ........ .... ............... . .. .. 
Putnam ...... ------- ------ -- \Y. IV. Turner : ........................... 0 :. 
~~t\~a-~:::: ~ ~::::: ~::::: :::: ~~t~Pfil~cl:~~v- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _-:: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~:::: : :::: : 
jifci!~~t-.-_-_-_-_·::: ::: ~ ~: :::: ~~~i~!~:N-~~~~~~-:::: ~ :::::::::::::::: ~:: 
Rockdale __ . __ ......... ... .... --Summers ........................... . 
. :~~~1!~; ::::~ ~ :::::::::::::::: {-v~i~gt~he~~~-: : :::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
~p;~~~f ::: ~ ~::::::: ~:::::: ~: ~-t~:l~~i~~;: :::: ~::::::: ~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~::: ~ ~. 
:::luwtcr....... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. William A . Wilson ...................... .. 
Talbot.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. W. P. \Varthen __ .... __ ................. . .. 
Taliaferro .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . llcury D. Smith ........ __ ............... __ . 
Tatnall .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Dr. Robert F. Lester ...................... . 
:f~ria~~: ~: :::::::::: ::::::: ::: ±i:t: i~I>~ffi~:::::: : ~ ~: ~ ~: :::: ~: ~::: :: ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Terrell.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. )J. Lennard ............................ . 
Thomas ..... . . __ .... . __ . . . . . .. W. l!'. ll ubert __ _ . __ .. __ ........ __ . ..... _ .. . 
Towns.... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. W . R. McConnelL ____ .. __ ... __ ...... ____ .. 
Troup . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. John E. Toole .... __ .. __ ... .. ............. .. 
~~-~~r-:-:-:-:-: -:-:-:-:-:-:-: ~ ~:::: ~::: ~t~~!f~~c~i~~~~: ::::: :_:::::: ::::::::::::: 
Walker- -···· . .. ...... ......... D. C. Sutton.--- ··-----· ·---·-0· ---- ....... . 
~~~~0~::~~ :~ :::: ~: ::~: ~:::: : ~~~-('~~::l!~. : ~ ~:: :::: ~: :.- _-: ~:::: :: ~ : : ~: .· 
~~~~~1~~~~:::: :::: :::::::::: ~~:~~!-J1~~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Webster .. . ------------- ... -- R oY. J. ll. Cawood ..................... -·-- .. 
White ............. ____ ...... J. J. Mcthrin ____ . __ .... ________ ... __ .. ____ __ 
































































[From the ninth biennial report of l-Ion. Newton Bateman, State superintendent of public instruction-
comprising the years 1871 and 1872. ] 
COMMON-SCHOOL IrUNDS. 
School fund proper, being 3 per cent. upon the net proceeds of the sales 
of the public lands in the State, one-sixth part excepted.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . $613, 362 96 
Surplus revenue, Leing a, port-ion of t-he money received hy the State from 
tl1e General Government, under an act of Congress providing for the 
distribution of the surplus revenue of the United States, and, by act of 
legislature, made a part of the common-school fund...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 335, 592 32 
College fund, being one-sixth part of tho 3 per cent. fund, devoted to the 
establishment and maintenance of a State college or university... . . . . 156, 613 32 
Seminary fund, being the proceeds of the sales of the "seminary lauds," 
originally donated to the State by the General Government for the 
funneling and support of a State semi nary .... ~. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 59, 838 72 
County funds, created by an act of the legisbture, February 7, 1835, 
which provided that teachers should not receive from the public fnnd 
more than half tht. amount due them for services rendered the preced-
ing year, and that the snrpl us should constitute the principal of a new 
fund, to be · called the county school fund ............ ·- ---- . ....... __ 348,285 75 
Township funds, being tho net proceeds of tho sale of the sixteenth sec-
tion in each congressional township of the State, the same having been 
donated to the State for common-school purposes, by act of Congress, in 
1818...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 868, 5S5 01 
Total common-school funds of the State, September 30, 1872 .... _. 6, 382, 248 08 




Received from two-mill tax ............................ . $900,000 00 ~900,000 00 
Received from interest on school, college, and sentinary 
funds ............................................... . 54,564 93 54,564 93 
Received from ad valm·em tax ......................... .. 4,895,396 92 5,292,942 65 
Rccei ved from interest on township funds .............. . 420,218 36 528,1-311 47 
Rccei ved from district bonds .......................... .. 917,541 29 294,332 90 
Received from rents ................................... . 58,602 14 ............................... 
Received from sales of school property ............ .. .... . 16,1:31 17 11,207 86 
Received from :fiues and forfeitures ..................... . 10,733 02 12,946 06 
Received from interest on district funds loaned ......... . ----- .. --- ... - 82,352 37 
Received from other sources ........................... . 197,493 72 322,964 52 
------ ------




Salaries of male teachers ................................ $2, 073, 666 94 $2, 182, 641 75 
Salaries of female teachers ...... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . 1, 995, !J46 94 2, 156, 614 56 
Total paid teachers ............................... 4, 069, 613 88 4, 339, 256 31 
Sites, buildings, furniture, apparatus, &c ................ 1, 536, 998 54 1, 621, 343 81 
Fuel and incidental expenses . .. . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . 500, 827 10 613, 244 61 
Miscellaneous expenses .............................. ".. 1, 036, 847 89 1, 007, 044 51 
Total expenses for school purposes ................ 7, 153,287 41 7, 480,889 24 ' 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
Attendance, tfc. 
Population, according to United States census of 1870 ..•.••....••••...••.. 2, !139, 891 
Estimated present population...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . • . . .. 3, 000, 000 
Legal school age, 6-21. 
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1871. 187::!. 
Number of white persons of school age .......... __ ............... . 870,703 874,526 
Number of colored persons of school age .......•.....•.•.....•.... 7, 714 8, lUi 
Total scholastic population • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 878, 417 8 2, 69~ 
Total in 1870 ................•........................... _ .. . __ . . . . . 862, 62-t 
Increase ............... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 20, 069 
N urn ber of male pupils enroll eel ........................•........ 
Number of female pupils enrolled . ------ ....................... . 
35~,643 345,623 
319,144 316,426 
Total enrollment.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 672, 787 662, 049 
Total enrollment in 1870.... . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 652, 71[> 
Increase . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 3:34 
.A. verage daily attendance...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 341, 686 3~9, 799 
.A. verage daily attendance in 1870 ..............•••...................... ~ . 339, 540 
Decrease . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 9, 7 41 
Ratio of totaJ enrollment to scholastic population ..........••..... 
Ratio of average daily attendance to scholastic population ....... . 
Ratio of average daily attendance to total enrollment .... . ....... . 
Average number of clays' attendance for each pupil enrolled ..... .. 
.A. verage number of pupils enrolled in each schooL ............... . 
Cost per sdwlar. 
On school census .. _ ....•........•..............•................ 
On enrollment . ....................................•.••......... 
Ou average daily attendance ..........•........••.••..........•.• 
Teachers and teachers' pay. 
Number of male teachers ...........•....•..•..•.......•..•... • .. 













Whole number of teachers . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 20, 285 
Whole number of teachers in 1 70 ........•••.......•.... .... •....... 
Increase ••.......•••... ~ ••.....••....••....•••.••.•...• • .. . ........ 
Highe t monthly pay of male teachers ...........•..•..•...... - ... 
Higbe ·t monthly pay of female teachers .........•................ 
Lowest monthly pay of male teachers ...........................• 
Lowest monthly pay of female teachers .......................... . 
Average monthly pay of male teachers .......................... . 
Average monthly pay of female teachers ..........•......•.......• 









"urn ber of places w h re heM. . . . . . . • . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 435 
1.\nmhcr of examinations hc1<1 during the year ._....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 663 
Kumber of examination held in 1 70 .......... ____ ....................... . 
In ere a e .....•.•.....•...........•..••.•....••••...•.. .. - - : - - • - - ---
"umber ofmale applicant ..................................... . 
·umber offemale applicant . .................................... . 
,548 
10,875 
Total number of applicants examined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 19, 423 


































Number of male applicants rejected ........•...•.•.•............. 
Number offerna1e applic:wts rejected ..•.....•.................... 
Total number rejected ..........••.••...................... . 
Ce1·tijicates issued. 
In J 871. 1st grade. 
To gentlemen .......•.... , ............................•. 1,414 
To ladies .....................•......•....•.............. 1,024 
Total -•-. . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 438 
In 1872. 
To gentlemen ...•..... , . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 810 





















TotaL ......•••....••........•..................... 3,159 14,592 17,751 
Total forthe two years . . . ..• .. . . • . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. 5, 597 26,692 32,289 
E,xaminations in the natuml sciences up to October 1, 1872. 
N urn ber of teachers examined: 
Males ................. .......... - ... -.... - • - -. -• - - - . -- - - - - . - .. - - - - · -- - ·- · 
Pemales .......•........................•.•.........•.......•......... - .. 
Number successful : 









Ma1es ... . .... _. _ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 432 
Females ....••......•••.....•.•............ _ .............• __ .. . . • . • • . . . . . 427 
859 
Number of provisional certificates issued: 
To males .............................. --- ..... --- ..... -- ... ---- ·-- • · • • · • · 1,018 
56G To females . ..............................•.................•.••...•..•... 
1,584 
The number of teachers who have successfully passed the examination in the elements 
of natural science since the preceding table was made up is very l::Lrge. At the present 
rate of progress, 90 per cent. of all the t eachers in the State will hold full certifi-
cates under the new law, by the opening of the schools in the autumn of the present 
year, 1873. 
State teachers' certificates. 
Number issued to gentlemen .............................. . 
Number issued to ladies .................... ------ ...•..••.• 










Kumber ofinstitutes held ..............•••.......•.......... __ ...... 119 160 
Number h eld in 1870.... ...... .•.. ...• ...•.. ...... ....•.. ...... .... ..•• ...• 11D 
In crease. . .•.•.........••..••...•.••..•......•...... __ • . . . . • . • . . . . • • 41 
Aggregate clays' continuance .... ................•.•..• _.... . • . • . • • . . 476 866 
Aggregate in 1870 ........... __ . _ ...........••..... _. _ . • . . . _ .•.•.. _. _ . . . . . 463 
Increase .•.•••••..•..........•....... _ • • . • . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . • 403 
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Avera.ge days' continuance .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 5. 4 
Average in 1870 . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . . • 3. 9 
Increase . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1. 5 
Number of lecturers and instructors engaged...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 585 
Number in 1870 .•....••••............•...••...•.•.•....•.••.•.....••••.... 
Increase ...............•.......•.......••..•.•.••••••............... 
'Whole number of teachers attending...................... . . . . . . . • • • 7, 494 
Whole number in 1870 .....•...............•...•..•.......••...•........... 
Increase ..•.................••....•..............•.................. 
Visits of county superintendents. 
1871. 
Number of different schools visited...... . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 708 
Number in 1870 ...........•...........•.......•..•...............•.•...... 
I 
Increase ......•....••................................. - . - - - - - -- -- - - -
Number visited more than once ..•••....•....• -~.............. . • . . . • 2, 365 
Number in 1870 ....••.....•••.•.•••.••.•. • ••••.••••••••..•..••...........• 
Inerease ............••• , .....••••..•••••........••••.•..•........... 
Number not visited at alL.......................................... 1,189 
Number in 1870 ..••.•...••....•......•.............•...••..••...••.....•.. 
Decrease. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . .............•...........•...•..•.•...•...... 
Number of days employed in visiting schools . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 9, 237 
N urn ber in 1870 ..............•••.••••.••••...•.......•••.••.•............. 
Increase ........................................•..•............... -
Average number of da.ys spent in school visitation................... 91 
Average number in 1870 .•...•••..••••.•...••..•••..•.•.•.•••••••••....•... 
Increase ..••.........•.••..•.••. .• ...•...••.•....•.•.......•.......• 
School districts and schools. 
1871. 
Number of school districts...... . . .. • . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. • • • • .• • • • . 11, 112 
Number in 1870 ........................................................ . 
Increase .......•..••..•.•..........• " ..•••••.•........•...•.•....• 
~,.umber having school six mouths or more ........... " .......... 10,538 
Number in 1 70 ....••...•••..••..••••...•••.•••••.•••..•••••............ 






























... -urn 1Jer having school less than six month . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 356 275 
_·umber in 1870 ·····~ ....••....••...•.•.........•••.....••...•.. :.. . .... 551 
Decrease .....•.....•..•.•..•..•....•......... __ .••...•••..• __ • . . . . 276 
_,.umber having no chool...... ...•.. .. ...... ...... .... .. . •.••.• 218 1 9 
Number in 1870 .................... . ..•.. ...... ............... .•.•.. .... 276 




Number of public high schools ......•.•..•.••...•..•.....••..•.• 
Number of public graded schools .........•.•................... 





Whole number of free public schools............................ 11,156 












Number of private schools....................................... 460 436 
N urn ber in 1870 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . s:~o 
Decrease . . • . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . - • . . . - - ..•.. - - - . -.•.. - . - .. 
Number of pupils in private schools.......... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 883 
Number in 1870 ..•••........•......•...............................•...• 
Decrease .•.••.................•...............• -- •. -- . - - . - . - - - - -- -
Du.mtion of schools. 
1871. 
A vemge number of months of schools sustained...... . • . . . . . • • • . 6. 7 
Average number in 1870 ....••........••..•••............................ 
Increase ..••....•••.........••••.•••••.•....••.................... 
Number of districts having libraries ........................... . 
Number of volumes bought for same during year ........•....... 
Whole number of volumes in district 1i braries ...••........••... 





Number of districts having outstanding debts.................. 3, 617 
Number in 1870 ............ ······················• u·················· -·· 
Decrease ...••......••.•.•..••••••.••....•••••• -•.. - . --. -......... - -
Number of districts having surplus in hands of treasurer........ 6, 512 
Number in 1870 ...................•...........••.....•....••......••...• 




















Number of acres sold during the year ..•••..•••.••..•••• 
Number of acres remaining unsold ........•••....•.....• 











Aggregate principal of township funds ..•••.•••.••...... $4, 776, 444 92 $4, 868, 555 01 
Aggregate principal in 1870. ..... . . . • . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . 4, 643, 644 52 
Increa.se .•.•....•.••..•••...•••••••••.••.•.•••••.•........•..• 224,910 49 
Amount of same loaned ..•......•••...•••.••.••••••.... $4,707,239 31 $4,806,024 94 
Amount of same loaned in 1870.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 583, 086 86 
In crease . . • • . • . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . •.•..•••...•.•....•.•..••......•• 
Wnole amount of interest received............ . . . • • • . . . $420, 218 36 
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/ School-houses. 
1871. 
N urn ber of school-houses built during the year. ... . . . . . . . . 470 
Total cost of the same .................... ____ .... ____ ... $758, 564 69 
Average cost .. __ ......................... . ..... ......... 1, 613 97 
Average cost in 1870. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... __ . . .. 
Total number of school-houses .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 10, 979 
Total number in 1870 .......................................... . .... . 
Increase ..•••..................................•.............. 
Total apf)roximate \alue of school property. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18, 373, 882 
Total reported value in 1870 . ................... , ................... . 
Increase ...................................... ..... .... ..... .. 
THE NEW SCIIOOL LAW. 
1872. 
528 
$761, 62'2 :\9 
1, 442 ·16 
1, 517 G5 
-----






The twenty-seventh general assembly made more and greater changes in the school 
htw than bad been made by all preceding legislatmes since the free-scbool system of the 
State was first establisbed. One fact is worthy of notice- t he cbauges were not m:1de 
in a separate amendatory act, as had always previously been done, but incorporated 
with the respectivo sections of the old law, thus bringing the whole into one act. The 
com·cnieuce of this will be appreciated. The number of supplementary and amenda-
tory acts bad so increased as to make it difficult to keep them all in mind, and give to 
each its proper modi(viug efrect, while reading tbe body of the law. Considerable 
l)C!rple:s.ity au<l freq neu t errors of con~truqtion resulted. 'l'he new law is a codifica-
tion of the common-sclwol legislation of the State, complete and. entire in itself. Tbe 
changes iu the law may be considered under two general heads: Modifications, or 
dw.uges made iu the provisions of the old law, and. new provisions. The new law 
went into effect July 1, 1872. 
MODIFICATIONS. 
Apportionment of funds.-AU the school funds are now distributed in proportion to 
the number of chil<lren under 21 years of age, and all children are included without 
distinction of race or color. :Formerly, one-third of the school funds was apportionetl 
on territorial area, and white children only were included in the basis of distribution. 
Vi&italion of schools.-Conuty superin tendents, instead of being required to visit 
every school in their respective counties a:t least once a year, as heretofore, are to make 
such visitation o11ly when so directed by the county board. 
School elcctions.-The pecial requirements of voters on questions of raisiug money 
are removed, and any person having the qualificat.ions of a voter at a general election 
may vote on all school questions. Elections of trustees and directors are to be held. 
on 'aturday instead of ~Ion clay. The object of this was to utilize the Western en tom 
of ma~in,.,. • aturday a sort of holiday, ot half-holiday. It is believed tl.Jat the change 
will, upon the whole, very much suhserv-e tll.e public convenience, and insure a larger 
a~tet~dance and a fuller vote at school-llistrict elections, especially in the agricult11ral 
1h:tncts. 
J't11ure and n~sidence of t01cnsllip t1·easw·ers.-These now bold their office for one year 
h1stead of two, and are rec1uircd. to be re idents of their respective township ·, wllicb 
was not refJnirP<l by the old law . 
.dltcring di~Jtl'ict bounclarie.~.-Boards of trustees arc clepri ,-ed of all d.iscret.ionary 
JWWf!r in tl1i · ~atter, and. obliged to make only such clHmges as a majority of the 
·oter mav de,.,ue. 
Usr: of ~~~·ltool-lto,u1(;8.-Boarcl of directors are authorized. to grant the temporary u e 
of . chool-h?n··. s for r ·lir•ion. meetings and 'unday-scl.Jools, for evening- chools and 
ltt rary .·ocJetu~ ·, and for. ueh otll.er meetings as they may d.eem proper. 
'IIIJfody of cli81rict fui!cls .-Th town ·hip treasurer is d.eclared to be the only lawful 
( C'po_ itary and c~1 todian of all di trict. chool fnnds, as well as of all township fund., 
a po10t upon wL1ch th old law wa not explicit. 
Di.'ftrict scftoollaJ'.-Director are 11ot allowed to levy an annual tax of more than 2 
T>tr cent. for the upp rt of ·chool during the period fixHd by st~ttute. The old law 
impo. eel no re trictiou, hnt antl10rized. directors to levy whatever tax was found to be 
~tee· ary. 
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Dist1·ict bonds.-The amount that may be borrowed on district bonds is limited to 5 
per cent. of the taxable property of the district, including previous indebtedness. 
Duration of schools.-As a condition of receiving a. sh::ue of the public funds, every 
uistrict must support a free school for at least five months in the- year. The old law 
required six months. Heretofore directors could not extend schools by taxation beyond 
six months, without a vote of the district; the pre~ent law allows them to tax for a 
nine months' school, .provided the rate does not exceed 2 per cent. 
PaJ1ment of schednles.-The new law ueclares teachers' scaeuules to be payable 
monthly; and when not so pad, after having been duly certified and filed with the 
township tre,asurer, interest accrues n.t the rate of 10 per cent. per :1nnum from date of 
filing till pai(I. · 
The school month.-This, it is provided, "shall comprise twenty-two school clays, actu-
ally taught." This provision has caused great confusion throughout the State, with 
no apparent compensa,ting adva,ntages. Four weeks, of five days each, or twenty school 
days, should constitute the common-school month. A change in this provision of the 
law is urged on the general assembly. 
Compensation of school-officers .-Under the old la,w county superintendents received 3 
per cent. upon the amount of sales of school-lands, 2 per cent. upon the amount of ' all 
sums distributed, paid, or loaned out by them, and $5 a day for other official services 
actually rendered. Township treasurers received 2 per cent. upon all sums distribnted, 
paid, or loaned out by them. 'l'he new law provides that county superintendents slw1l 
hereafter receive, in full for all services performed by them, such compensa,tion as may 
be :fixe"d uy law; and that township treasurers shall receive, iu full for their services, 
a compensation to be fixed, prioe to their appointment, by the board of trustees. 
There are several other moditications of minor details. 
NEW PROVISIONS. 
In addition to the foregoing modifications of the old law, the law now in force con-
tains tho followiug new provisions : 
Consolidation of fra.ctioual townships.-This provides for the consolidation, for school 
purposes, of fractional townships with any adjacent township. , 
Township high schools.-Snch a school may be established in any township desiring it, 
by a majority of the votes at an election called for the purpose, upon petition of fifty 
voters of the township. 
Statistics of illiteracy.-School directors are required to collect and report the number 
and names of personA between the ages of 12 and 21 , residing in their respective dis-
tricts, who are unable to read and write, aud the cause of the neglect to educate them. 
Special powers and dt£lies of school clirectors.-It is made the imperative duty of hoards 
of di1ectors to prescribe what branches of study shall be taught, and what text-bo<5kR 
aud apparatus shall be used, in their respective schools, and strictly to euforce uniiorm-
ity C!Jf text-books; but text-books are not to be changed oftener than once in four 
years. They may suspend or expel pupil~::~ for bad conduct, and no action shaU lie 
against them for such expulsion or suspension . They are also authorized to provide 
that children under twelve years of age shall not be contined in school more than four 
hours daily. 
New branches.-Teachers are required to be examined in the elements of the natut'al 
sciences, phy'siology, and the laws of health, in addition to the branches previously 
prescribed. But, on the request of directors, certificates may be granted to teachers 
who are not able to pass an examination in the additional br::tnches. Vocal music and 
drawing may also be taught in the public schools, when deemed expedient by the di-
rectors or requested by the voters of the district . 
Removal of delinquent dircclo1's.-Any director failing to perform his duties according 
to law may be removed by the county superintendent, and an election ordered for a 
new director. 
Perversion of school-fnnds.-Tho appropriation of any part of any school-fund for 
·any sectarian or denominational pmpose is forbiclden in most emphatic language. 
T1 affic in school-books.-N o teacber or school-officer shall be inter~:;sted in the sale or 
profits of al!ly book, apparatus, or furnitme used in any school in the State with which 
he may be connected. A fine of from $Z5 to $100 and imprisonment for a period of 
from one to twelve months is the penalty attached. 
Election of boards of cclucation.-In all districts having a population of not less thau 
2,000, boards of educ~ttion with special powers shall be substituted for the ordinary 
boards of school directors. 
Re-organization ttncler the generalschoollaw.-This provides the manner in which schools 
now managed unuer special acts may be re-organized under the free-school law of the 
State. 
Schools in the city of Chicago.-A new provision of special importance is that prescrib-
ing the powers, rights, and duties of boards of education in cities of over 100,000 inhab-
itn.nts, or, in other words, in the city of Chicago, since no other city in the State con· 
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t.ains even one-haJf that number of inhabitants. The provision is general in form, 
tbongb specially designed for Chicago, in compliance with the requirements of the con-
stitution which forbid special legislation on the subject of common schools. It pro-
vides that in such cities the board of education shall Lave control of the public schools, 
and shall have power, with the concun·ence of the city council, to erect or purchase build-
ings suitable for school-houses, and keep the same in repair, to buy or lease sites for 
school-houses, to issue bonds for the purpose of building school-houses and purchasing 
sites, and to provide for their payment, and to borrow money for school purposes upon 
the credit of the city. In a!l other matters connected with the schools, the board of 
education shall have full control, independently of the city council. 
THE NATURAL SCIENCES. 
It is yet too soon to speak of the practical results of the measure requiring that the 
elements of natural science be made a part of the common-school course, as the plan bas 
but just been entered upon, but there are good reasons for anticipating from it large and 
substantial advantages. It is believed that the measure will prove beneficial to teach-
ers; to the schools, as such; to the pupils; to the public at large, and to the general 
cause of popular education and free schools. 
EFFECT ON TEACHERS. 
Public-school teachers-particularly the teachers of common district schools, who 
comprise more than three-fourths of the whole number-need t.he spur and inspiration 
of these new studies. The t endencies of the system under w bich the-y teach arc toward 
mental enervation. .All the famous seven branches of the old Illinois law may be taught 
in a mechanical, text-book manner, and there is allllost no necessity for effort on the 
part of the teacher. The law making the study of natural science a condition of licen-
sure produced a great awakening in the host of torpid and lethargic teachers. The 
common-school elements of society, so to _speak, were profoundly stirred everywhere, 
and a free-school revival, of extraordinary extent and power, was inaugurated. From 
the time the new law was fairly promulgated in .April last till the schools opened in 
the autumn the whole State became, as it were, one great camp of instruction. Special 
institutes were convened for the purpose, and the annual session of the State Teachers' 
Institute was chiefly devoted to the same work. Up to October 1, 1872, the number of 
teachers examined in the elements of the natural sciences was 3,975, of whom 3,114 
were successful; so that, in three months from the day the new law went into effect, 
nearly one-sixth of the whole number of teachers in the State had been examined and . 
duly licensed to teach the new branches. If those be added who were previously qual-
ified to teach the rudiments of science, the whole number capable of teaching the new 
branches the first day of tho present school year would be about oue-Mth of the entire 
teaching force of the State. The number is rapidly increasing, as old certificates ex-
pire, so that by the close of the school year the elements of natural science will be 
taught in nearly all the common schools of the State. Nearly every county in tho State 
has already taken some part in the movement. It is the testimony of the superintend-
ent of public school of Saint Louis, Mis ouri, that the effect, in a single year, of pre-
paring aud giving one exerci e of an hour per week in natural science had beeu to in-
crease the general efficiency and power of the teachers in that city at least 50 per 
cent. Thi is believed to be no exaggeration. Something of the same effect has already 
been noticed in many of the illinois schools. 
EFFECT UPON PUPILS. 
~early all the causes that have operated to depress and paralyse the energies and 
a puation of teachers arc equally cfl"ecti ve in the same direction upon ~Schol ars . The e 
new studies are in harmony with the instincts and ta tes of children, aml :::-waken their 
interest. In declaring that the clements of the natural sciences shall be iaught iu the 
pnhlic ·chool , tbe legislature bas recognized, and sought to utilize, the fact that tho 
· ·n e. are the pioneers of all knowledge, and that their cultivation and training should 
be made, for several :year·, the chief work of education . The value of a habit of quick, 
sharp oh ·ervation; the extent and certainty of its development by proper training in 
arly youth; the impo._sibility of fully ·ecuring it in after life, and the manifold b~ne­
fits and pl~asnre accruing all through life from its exerci e, are among the fo!CJble 
arf,rume!lt 10 favor. of the method of primary training which, it is hoped and beheved, 
will be IUtroduced mto our ·chools in connection with the nntural sciences. 
WIDER IKFL"CE~CES. 
The country with all it- intere. ts and indu trie , is deeply concerned in whatsoever 
t nds t mer ase th ~fficiency anc1 pow r of the pubbc schools. The stati tic of 
Europe and America demon trate the superior value of educated or skilled labor. It 
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bas been proved that in this country the educated laborer is worth one-fourth more 
than the uneducated laborer, aml that in most of the States this increase amounts to 1 
many times the entire cost of the support of the public schools. Every wise measure 
of education, every incentive to mental activity, is, therefore, a direct contribution to 
the productive resources, and so to the wealth, property, and aggrandizement of man-
kind. 
COMPLAINTS AGAINST PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
It is considered an undeniable fact that the confidence of the people in the public-
school syt>tem is in danger of being disturbed. Qnestionings and murmurs of discon-
tent, direct opposition, or appeals for reconstruction, are coming from every quarter of 
the Union, and these not alone from theorists, ahstractionists, misers, and chronic fault-
finders, but from men who are actuated by none but the worthiest motives, and who 
have no personal or se.lfish ends to subserve. There are allegations of inefficiency and 
failure which, if true, affect not merely the form but the substance of the school sys-
tem. A fact worthy of notice is that while there is the greatest variety of opinions 
among the representatives of different classes, there is, nevertheless, a substantial and 
surprising agreement in a few important particulars. Among the points which a com-
parison of statements shows to be held in common are the following: (1.) 'I' hat the 
course of study in the common ungraded schools of the country needs r evision, both as 
to the branches of study embraced therein, and as to the relative amount of time de-
voted to each one. (2.) That many of these schools are not doing their elementary 
work well; that the pupils rarely become good and sure spellers, or easy and flu ent _ 
readers, and are deficient in penmanship, and- especially in a knowledge of the primary 
rules pertaining to punctuation, the use of capitals, and the common proprieties of 
letter-writing and English composition. (3.) That the teaching is too bookish, P.arrow, 
and technical, being largely defective in metlwd, dull in manner, and therefore devoid 
of attracti veuess, inspiration, and zest. ( 4.) That there is too much isolation in schools 
and school-work; too little sympathy between the world within and the world without 
the school-house; too little apprehension of the fact tp.at schools are places of appren-
ticeship, wherein to learn the use of a few necessary tools and implements, wherewith 
to fight the battles of life and duty iu the world. (5.) Finally, that the attention 
paid to the morals and manners of the pupils is unsatisfactory. 
THREE IMPORTANT INQUIRIES. 
The foregoing facts and strictures seem to start three inquiries, viz: What should 
the public schools accomplish~ What are they accomplishing~ How may they accom-
plish more~ 
WHAT SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED~ 
In giving a standard of acquireme~ts, reference is had chiefly to the ordinary district 
school. Proficiency, not simply mechanical, but intelligent, in the elementary branches 
is insisted on,.and, in addition, that pupils should be able, in conversation and writing, 
to express their own thoughts in good English; that they should understand the rudi-
mental'Y principles of drawing and perspective, of vocal music and of natural history, 
and should know enough 0f their own physical and mental organization to enable them 
t€> take proper care of both their bodies and· brains. The influence, example, and pre-
cepts of the school-room should all t end to the formation of good manners and the 
encouragement of a high tone of morals. 
WHAT IS ACCOMPLISHED~ 
Testimony from various sources renders it painfully evi<'lent that the practical 
results! in some instances, at least, come short of the moderate and reasonable standard 
that bas been indicated. It is tn1e the instances cited are exceptienal, but it is also 
true that such facts ought not to be possible in any case; and it must be admitted thatt 
the tendencies have been and are too much in that direction. 
HOW CAN MORE BE ACCOMPLISHED~ 
,Four suggestions are made in reply to this important inquiry : There must be a large 
increase of well-qualified teachers, a closer aod more intelligent supervision, improved 
lllethods of instruction, and improved text-books. 
' HOW ARE QUALIFIED TEA-CHERS OBTAINED~ 
The superintendent says, "first, by simply demanding them." A teacher of at least 
fair abilities and qualifications can be had for eve;ry schCJ>ol in the State, if only he i f! 
6 E 
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wanted. But the fact is, such teachers are not wanted, because a slight additional 
salary must be paid to secure them. A demand for good teachers, with suitable sal-
aries, would at once bring into service th€llarge number of such teachers who are nuw 
unemployed, inferior and lower-priced teachers being engaged in their stead ; and it 
would induce large numbers of capable young men and women to enter upon a course 
of preparation and training for common-school work. 
ll'ACILITIES FOR TRAINING TEACHERS INSUFFICIENT. 
The normal schools are doing much to qualify teachers for the public schools, and 
they are doing their work well. Normal departments and classes in the universities, 
colleges, and high schools, are helping all they can. But not 10 per cent. of the teach-
ers of the State have had the benefit of any of these facilities, even for the shortest 
time ; and not 5 per cent. have taken the full course in those institutions. To reach 
the mass of teachers with the means of improvement, the main reliance bas been, and 
still is, upon the local institute. The value of this instrumentality has been very great. 
But all the available means of professional instruction combined are wholly insufficient 
to supply the urgent needs of the common schools. While the number of persons 
qualified to fill positions in the high and graded schools of cities is still insufficient, 
the most pressing need is in the ordinary ungraded district schools of the country. 
Information at hand warrants the statement that not more than one in three of the 
teachers in these schools is fit for the place he occupies. 
THE STATE MUST AID. 
To the work of qualifying teachers for these elementary schools the State should 
reach forth a helping hand. It can do this by undertaking, to a limited extent, the 
management and control of local institutes of instruction through the agency of com-
petent and suitable persons appointed or commissioned in such manner as may be pre-
scribed by law, who shall be directly responsible to the State for their acts and be paid 
by the State for their services. It should be the dnty of these men to organize and 
conduct a series of institutes for the instruction of teaebers,"and to instruct the people, 
by public addresses and otherwise, in respect to the nature and necessity of free schools. 
'fhe sum of $10,000 per annum would secure the services of four or five picked men 
for thi work, men of ability and culture, thoroughly acquainted with systems of pub-
lic education, n.nd experienced in the supervision, management, and instruction of com-
mon schools who would give to it their whole time. This plan would remove the 
elements of weakness and inefficiency from our present scheme of institute operations. 
In wbat other way can the district schools be so soon and so effectually supplied with 
qualified teacher or with teachers of improved qualifications~ How otherwise can 
the body of the people be so well iustructed in regard to the claims of public educa-
tion, the principles of teaching, the evils of miseducation, the elements and condition 
of succe ful instruction, and the general economy of schools ancl school management~ 
Is jt. een in what other manner the comparatively trifl.ing sum named could better 
be made to snbserve the purposes for which the State, in compliance with the require-
ments of the constitution, has established the system of free schools~ 
HORACE MANN IN MASSACHUSETTS. 
It eems to me that the plan should be adopted and fairly tried. It is not new. If 
one commonwealth more than another has laid the American people under obligations 
for valuable le ons in the theory ~mel art, the means and methods, of public education, 
that commonwealth is Massachu etts. And long before there was a free-school system 
in Illinoi~, the bills and valleys of that State were traversed, year after year, by 
trong, g1ftcd, and eloquent men, engaged in the very work that has here been 
~e ~ribed-instructing the teachers, addre sing the people, organizing and conducting 
~nst1t~tes, holding educational c~nventions, and mightily awakening and stirring tbe 
mhab1t_ant everywhere. The voice of Horace Mann was beard, from Cape Cod to the 
Berk hue Mountain , warning, entreating, expo tulating, beseeching the people, with 
the vehemence and power of one of the old prophets, to look to the education of their 
children. Hear him: 
"We all b ar witne that there is but one salvation for the State-the knowledge 
of dut , and the will to do it, among the p ople. Bllt what measures are we taking to 
can tha knowledge to prin~ up, like a new intellectual creation, in every mind; 
and to can e tba will t be qUJcken d into life in every breast~ We all arrree-the 
univ r al exp rienc and history of mankind being our authority-that, in~ nineteen 
ca · . out of -v_ery t_wenty, if _th~ hum~n mind is ever to be expanded by knowledge, 
ana Imbued w1th VIrtuou pnnc1ple , 1t mn t be done during the susceptible yen.rs of 
childhood and youth. Bot when we come to the sine qua non-to the w01·lc-to the 
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point where volition must issue forth into action, or it is valueless; when we come to 
the taxing, to the building, to the books, to the a~paratus, to the wh?le system of pre-
paratory and contemporaneous measures for .carrymg on and perfectmg the_ wor~ of 
education, where wishes, and sympathy, and verl;Jal encouragement are not~mg with-
out the effective co-operation of those muscles which perform labor and transfer money ; 
when we come to this point, then excuses teem, and the well-wishers retire from the 
stao-e like actors at the close of a drama. I gladly ackl'lowledge that there are honor-
abl~ ~xceptions, in all ranks and classes of men; and in no State in the Union are there 
so many of these exceptions as in Massachus~tts ; and yet even here, is it _not most ex-
tensively true, that when we appeal to the different classes and occupatiOns of men, 
we meet with indifference, if not with repulse~ " " * * 
"Will the great political and financial problems which now agitate the Union ever 
be rightly solved and permanently adjusted, while they are submitted, year after year, 
to voters who cannot even read and write~ Can any additional intelligence and 
integrity be expected in our rulers, witho~t a~ditio~al intelligence and integrity in 
the constituency that elects them~ Complam of President or Congress as much as we 
will, they are the very men whom we, the people, have chosen. If the country is an 
active volcano of ignorance and guilt, why should not Congress be a crater for the 
outgushing of its lava ~ Will Providence interfere to rescue us by a miracle, while 
we are voluntarily pursuing a course which would make a speedier interference, and a 
more stupendous miracle, necessary for our subsequent rescue? How much of time, 
of talent, and of wealth, we are annually expending-in legislatures, in political con-
ventions, through newspapers-to gn.in adherents to one system of policy, or its oppo-
site, to an old party or to a new one; bnt bow little to rear a people with minds capa-
ble of understanding systems of policy, when developed, and of discerning between the 
right and the wrong in the parties which beset and would inveigle them. What honors 
and emoluments are showered upon successful politici~ms! What penury and obscurity 
are the portion of those who are molding the character of a rising generation of sov-
ereigns! And here let not the truth be forgotten, that the weightieHt obligation to 
foster and perfect the work of education lies upon those States which enjoy the most; 
for to whomsoever much is given, of them shall much be required." 
With such words of truth, eloquence, and power, t.hat mighty apostle of common 
schools spoke to the people of Massachuset,ts, making of every village-crowned emi-
nence in the State a very Mars Hill to echo his grand appeals, onward through vale 
and hamlet, till every ear should hear and every heart be moved; while a select corps 
of accomplished men followed up the march of the orator, utilizing the profound im- / 
pressions left by his addresses upon the minds of the people, by gathering the teachers 
into institutes and conventions, unfolding to them the principles of education, anrl. 
instructing them in the true science and art ot t eaching. The voice of the orator died_ 
away among the hills of New England-his noble presence vanished forever from the 
shores of time, long ago; but the results abide-the common schools of Massachusetts, 
taken all in all, are the best in the Union and in the world. That the men and the 
agencies mentioned were among the most potential factors of this noble consummation, 
none can deny, and distant will be the day when the school-children of that good old 
commonwealth will cease to honor the name and revere the m6mory of their good and 
gifted friend. · 
Several other States have pursued the same course, with like beneficial results. 
Indeed, ours is the only leading State making: practically, no provision for the sys-
tematic prosecution of institute work. The public sentimer:t of the State needs to be 
stirred to a more earnest and intelligent appreciation of the wants of common schools; 
of their faulty local mallagement, a,nd especially the very serious effects of the low 
standard of 5cholastic and professional qualifications required of the teachers in un-
graded district schools. It is believed that the piau proposed will do for Illinois what 
It has done for other States. 
INSTRUCTION IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES. 
The time has come when the experiment of introducing the stndy of natural science 
into the common schools of the ~tate must be entered upon. It is assumed that school 
directors and teachers are acquainted with the requirements of the new law in this 
l'espeet, and that they intend, in good faith, to endeavor to comply with those require-
ments to the best of their ability. * * * What were the chief ends 
contemplated, the main results hoped for, by these changes in the school law? If I 
correctly interpret these new provisions of the statute, and rightly understand ~e 
sentiments of those members of the legislature who were chiefly interested in securing 
their enactment, the great end sought was to lift the schools of the State out of the 
grooves of a bookish routine; to redeem them from barrenness and leanness ; to pour 
mto them and through them the fresh breezes of life and nature; to enrich and fertilize 
them by the infusion of new ideas derived from the study of the protean forms and 
marvelous phenomena of the material world; to vitalize and strengthen them by 
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e:xercises requiring more intelligent observation and less mere memory; to turn them 
more from words to things, fr9m books to nature, from the unintelligent iteration of 
dead forms and phrases to a wide-awake observation and keen-sighted scrutiny of the 
multitudinous objects ofliving interest, grace, and beauty with which the outer world 
is filled. In this way it was hoped that the schools would be quickened and vivified, 
the boundaries of useful knowledge enlarged, and the youth of the State be familiarized 
with the elements, at least, of those sciences which are in themselves so ennobling and 
which are so closely related to the great industries of this commonwealth. 
What is the best method of teaching the elements of natural 1"cience in the public 
schools'? No doubt is entertained that it was the intention to put the elements of the 
natural sciences into all the public schools of the State, of every kind and grade, to 
make the study of them as common, as universal, as the study of the seven elementary 
branches previously required. It was assumed, correctly, I think, that any child of 
suitable age, and of sufficient mental rmd physical health and strength to attend a 
public school, might as well be set to learning about plants and animals, about the 
things on the ground beneath its feet, in the air above and around its head, in the 
waters of familiar streams and brooks, and in forests, orchards, meadows, and gardens, 
as about tho inanimate letters of the alphabet, the dry processes of word-making and 
spelling, the mysteries of pronunciation, accent, and emphasis, and the abstractions of 
tbe multiplication table. 
In the light of what has been said, it must be very obvious to all that the benefits of 
these new studies will be best secured by the method of oral lessons instead of recita-
tions from text-books. Indeed, if the t eaching of the natural sciences is to fall into 
the old ways, merely so many lines or pages of a book to be memorized and recited daily, 
the law might as well be repealed, for it will only enhance the very evils which have 
so long benumbed and stupefied tbe schools. 
Then with these new and living themes, let there be also new and living methods. 
Leaving and forgetting the beaten paths of book-answers to book-questions on 
bookish abstractions, enter the new path that leads out amid the manifold works of 
God and there gather treasures of knowledge ctt ji1·st hancls. If the subject of the lesson 
i a particular :flower, do not have the pupil read or recite what somebody else has said 
abottt that :flower, but ma,ke the :flower itself your text-book. It was written by tbe 
£nger of God himself, and is without blemish or mistake. Hs lines aro more perfect 
than were ever drawn by human hands; its colors have a richer and warmer :flush than 
brush of art.ist can impart. Take the beautiful thing in your hand, inspect its won-
derful structure, note its compouent parts, point out the rare delicacy and grace of its 
form and £nisb, tell its attributes and qualities, show wherein it is like and wherein it 
i. different from other :flowers of its class. Do all this in the presence of your pupils-
before their eyes; do it with the gentle enthusiasm and loving inspiration that ever 
touch the heart and pervade the soul of him who with honest purpose puts himself in 
communion with nature. Do this, and dull, indeed, must the little ones be if they do 
not respond with joyful interest to such instruction. 
Pursue the same course with each of the other sciences, so far as practicable. Teach 
orally; discard text-books almost wholly in all the earlier stages of the pupil's course. 
Above all, don't attempt too m1teh at a tirne. This is the danger to be specially avoided. 
Teach sy. tematically and methodically, but go little by little, step by step. Lay out 
the work beforehand for each week or month, and he sure to complete what .is thus pro-
crib d, b_n~ don't lay out too much. Let each lesson be short, very short, but give it with 
all the spmt and force you possess. illustrate with natural objects in all possible case . 
Te.·t the pupil's knowledge by frequent reviews, not by asking them to repeat what 
yon have said, but by requiring them to exhibit and illustrate objectively what they 
b_aYe lem·necl. Keep them close to visible, tangible, appreciable, material thi-ngs all the 
tim . Make it impos ible for them to advance a step without using their own senses 
ancl powers of observation. Cause it to be understood that mere words are of no value 
in them elve any more than the £gures or letters on a bank-note or on tho face of a 
"_-a ?h or on the scale of a thermometer; that it is, in each case, what is reJJresented or 
BI[J1 ified by the word or letter that con titutes its value; that as a parrot or an autom-
aton may be ?lade to utter words of grandest import and be but a senseless parrot or 
automaton stlll, so a child may memorize and give trippinO'ly on the tongue the whole 
nom nclature of a cienc and yet be utterly ignorant of its simplest facts and princi-
pl ; _and tha~, on the other hand, the little boy or girl who works np to the exact 
meanmg and 1mport of a few word ancl t erm , through the study and comprehen ion 
~f.the thing-:, idea. 1 or relation of which those words and terms are but the symbol, 
1 1'1:1 the. stra1ght path t true knowledge and learning . 
. 'tandmg at the bar of ature, the children, in this respect, are all equals. H r 
nc~e ·t trea _liTe . are for tho e of cle e t in pection, keenest insight, and m t 
patient and mt lltgent tudy, not for tho e who are merely the quickest to m moriz 
word . Every_ ob r:ant t acher knows how disproportioned is the nominal standing 
of m~ny a puptl to ~~ actual industry and vigdr of intellect, owing to tbe pos e ion 
of th1s power of rapid and ea y memorizing, and all such will appreciate the value of 
a truer and juster te of scholarship and rank. 
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A good and suitable text-book, in the bands of a teacher who knows how to use it,' and 
how to direct its use by pupils, is always a help-one never to be undervalued. And 
for advanced claE~ses in the natural sciences, text-books are a.lmost indispensable, even 
with the best teachers. But it cannot be denied that too close and servile an adher-
ence to what is put down in the book, no more and no less; mere text-book teaching, 
if teaching it can be called, is a prevalent and enormous evil in our common schools. 
It both bf'gets and fosters indolence and dullness in the teacher, and eliminates all 
life and interest from the recitation, reducing the work of the pupil to a mere exercise 
of memory. 'l'he effects of t,his practice in primary classes are particularly deplorable, 
repressing the child's inquisitive nature at the very outset; giving its faculties of 
observation and perception nothing to do, at the period of their greatest activity and 
alertness, and when the exercise of them is most attractive and beneficial. 
To break up this lamentable practice, and to bring a new life, a healthful and inspir-
ing element into our primary schools, if possible, I make this plea for oral instruction 
in the natural sciences. If earnestly and wisely pursued, it will not only awaken and 
animate the little school-children, redeeming the weary hours from dullness and apathy, 
but it will quicken and vitalize the teachers as well, infusing fresh power and vigor 
into all their work. Force is also added to this plea from the fact, elsewhere adverted 
to, that there is, as yet, a conspicuous lack of text-books adapted to these elementary 
stages of the work to be done, except perhaps in botany. 
The oral method will impose additional labor upon the teacher. No greater mistake 
could be made than to suppose it an easy thing to prepare and present an oral lesson 
in natural science; that is, if it is done as it ougb t to be, and as it must be to be of 
any worth. The loose, immethodical, aimless, and desultory school-room twaddle that 
too frequently pa-sses for oral instruction, cannot be too strongly condemned. It is the 
refuge of indolence, ignorance, and presumption, and has done much to bring the whole 
system of object-teaching into contempt. The most abject servility to text-book 
routine is better than such vapid, incoherent swash, for even the poorest books are 
constructed with some regard to order ,and method. 
I repeat, then, that if teachers hope to succeed in oral instruction, they must mark 
out for themselves a clear and definite plan, in accordance with which each science, 
an d every part of each science, shall be worked up and presented; and they must 
understand that nothing whatever can take the place of bard study and unflinching 
determination on their own part. Anything short of this will inevitably result in 
confusion, discouragement, and failure. 
TIME WASTED. 
From eight to ten years are devoted to spelling and reading, in school. That is, the pu-
pil is expected and required to prepare and recite one or more dail;y lessons in each of those 
things during nearly or quite the whole period of his common-school pupilage. About 
one-tenth of the extreme allotted span of human life, to learn to read, pronounce, and 
t>pell a few hundred words of the English tongue, in which he was born! Does it not 
seem absurd' The treasure is indeed precious~every child must possess it, cost what 
it may. But is it necessary to pay such a price~ No; not the half of it. It is confidently 
affirmed that, with proper instruction, every cllild of good health and fair natural 
abilities can and should, infouryearsor less, ofsixschoolmonthseach, beginning in utter 
ignorance of the alphabet, acquire such a practical knowledge of reading and spelling 
in his native English, that he may thereafter lay aside and dispense with both of 
those studies, so far as formal lesson-getting and recitation therein is concerned, and 
devote his time to other things. This opinion is expressed with deliberate confidence, 
as the result of experience and observation, both of which abundantly confirm the 
conclusions previously derived from a careful study of the nature and elements of the 
pr0blem itself. Indeed, I could conscientiously put the case in still stronger terms. 
A COMMON ERROR NOTED. 
It is a mistake to suppose that improvement in reading is to be measured only by 
lessons in the t ext-books, and that progress must cease with the class exercises. Those 
are not the only, nor even the chief, means of advancement, except at the outset. 
Every text-book in school, arithmetic, geography, history, or grammar, as portions 0f 
each may be read by the pupil from day to day, should be utilized for his improvement 
in reading; that is, every sentence that be has occasion to read aloud in school, from 
whatsoever book or paper, he should be required to read corTectly, and assisted in doing 
so when necessary. Thus, practice in reading, which is all the child needs after hav-
ing made tl~e suppo8ed proficiency, i&~ kept up and carried along incidentally, in and 
through all tbo other exercises and text-books of the school, on to the end of the 
course-while, meantime, he is not studying reauing at all, but giving his whole time 
to other things. 
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THE CASE OF ARITHMETIC BRIEFLY EXAMINED. 
Much precious time is also wasted upon arithmetic. It is believed that the a.vcrage 
common-school text-book in that science contains double the amount of matter neces-
sary or advisable, an<l hence that half of the time spent thereon, if not wasted, could 
be much more profitably devoted to other studies. 
There lies before me a popular school arithmetic, of about four hundred pages. It is de-
8erveclly popular, one of the best of which I have auy knowledge-in some important par-
ticulars, the very best. It is in use in hundreds of our common district schools-probably 
in thousands. It was made for common schools, the title-page so declares. Turniug 
- the leaves of this book, I note, at random, among the topics discussed at considemble 
length, the following ttsefttl and p1·actical matters: Least common multiple of complex 
fractions; duodecimals; repeating decimals; average of accounts; conjoined proportion; 
alligation, medial and alternate; square root and cub~ root; arithmetical and geomet-
rical progression; casting out the 91s in multiplica.tion and division; the metric system; 
commutation of radix, &c., &c. 
Now, no fault is found with these topics, per se. Some of them are necessary to a 
knowledge of higher mathematical studies; oth.ers may be of use once or twice in a life-
time, perhaps, to one business man in ten thousand; others are mere arithmetical curi-
osities; while of two or three, it may be said, that their being put into a practical arith-
metic at all, (or any other, indeed,) cannot be accounted for upon any rational prin-
ciples. But the marvel is that such an extraordinary list of arithmetical abstractions 
and wonders should pass unchallenged in this practical age-that they should have 
a.nd bold an honored place in thousands of common ungraded district schools, from 
which Latin or logic, and everything of that nature, would be peremptorily excluded, 
and properly, as unsuited to the needs of the masses, and useless. How many boys a.nd 
girls, whose pupilage terminates with the common-s.chool course, ever make the small-
est practical use of one of those formidable things-ever care for them, or think of them 
again, except with utter indifference or unavailing regret, in view of the time so fool-
ishly and irreparably wasted? 
The list given of topics which are of no actual, if imaginable, benefit to one common-
school pupil in ten thous~nd-viewed from the utilitarian stand-point-might be more 
than doubled. They aboubd in all the practical arithmetics of the country. They have 
come down to n., some of them, by a kind of inevitable literary descent, from a period 
I know not how remote. And these are the very subjects that require the most time. 
Among those enumerated, there are several the mastery of any one of which deman~s 
more time and effort than all the fundamental principles and operations of arithmetic 
put together; and, for any practical use, ninety-nine district school children out of every 
hundred might as well be set to gues ing conundrums. I knew a boy who spent all 
the pare time be could command for an entire term-more than an hour each day-
upon circulating decimals and alligation; and when he had mastered them, the poor 
child thought be knew something! and so he did, but 1vhat? He completed the district-
school course, shouldered his implements of toil, and went braYely out to earn his bread 
by the sweat of his face. Of N atnre .and her w0rks, her protean changes, her laws and 
force , her glori · and harmonies, be was ignorant : the 
" Primrose by the river's brim 
.A. yellow primrose was to him, 
And it was nothing more." 
But then, he knew all about repeating decima.ls, and a.lligation, medial and alternate t 
EFFECT OF ELL\UNATIO~ AND REVI ION. 
How shall these schools fincl time for the natural sciences? 
By a careful revi ion, recon tructioo, and abbreviation e£ their courses of study; "' .,. 
thu. bringing together and compr sing into a brief, rational space, those things, and 
tho e things only, which are indispen ably necessary to be known and under tood. 
Applied to the arithmetic h fore m , tbi process would reduce Hs pages from 400 to 
not more than 150, and, for district- chool purposes, enhance its practical value in the 
arn proportion, inver ely. Applied to roo t of the geogra.phies in common use, it 
woald hru h away the rubbi h of p tty details, which cumber and disfigure them,l a.v-
iug tho things only which di trict-school children hav time to learn, really n ed at 
t!Ji ta •e of their education, and may reaoonably hope to remember. Applied to the 
lead in~ text-book in En •lish grammar, it ·would so winnow thorn of chaff~ snrplu age, 
amplifi ation, ancl inconsequ utialities, that their authors and makers would aarc ly 
kuow them, whil teachers and pupils would rejoice. 
With qual or imila:r advanta •es, th liminating process might be applied to nea.rly 
overy other branch f th · mmou-scbool cour e, and there nlt would boa. s t of book 
adapt d to th gr at hod of the ungraded district schools of the tate, books fre from 
U>: le . re<lundaoci · . ·Yer pa '. of which would contain 1·elevant matter proper to be 
1 aroed, and susceptible of heJDg lt:arned within a. reasonable time-books, in hort, 
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adapted to the first stages of instruction, the .object of which is to secure to all the 
youth of the State the elements of a good common-sch~ol education. With such books, 
and teachers competent to use them, there would be t1me enough, and to spare, for t.he 
elements of the natural sciences, and the rudiments of vocal music and drawing, with-
out neglectinO" any of the old branches, but, on the contrary, with a clearer and more 
enduring gen~ral knowledge of each one of them. The need of such a revised and elim-
inated set of handbooks for the use of this great body of elementary schools, is so 
apparent that it ·will doubtless soon receive the attention of educators and authors. 
In the mean time, teachers in these schools must eliminate and revise for themselves. 
SPHERE OP THE STATE IN EDUCATION. 
How far should a State undertake to provide for the education of its children at 
public cost 7 Is the high school a proper and legitimate part of a general free-school 
system 7 To these questions I answer, yes; my judgment approving, and my whole 
soul most joyously assenting thereto. I believe that the very b,est and grandest thiBg 
a commonwealth can do for its cl.lildren is to educate them-that no other expemli-
tures of the public revenue yield such .rich and sure returns-that the question for en-
lightened statesmanship to a.sk is, not how little, but how much can be done for uni-
versal education. I would see every Amer·ican State add to the elementary school 
the grammar-school; to the grammar-school the high school; to the high school the 
State university; and to the St.at.e university, I would see the American Congress afld 
a grand national university, as tl.le fitting top-stone to the whole magnificent eelifi,ce. 
And I would have the whole /Tee-every door flung wide open, and the invitation re-
peated along the whole line, from one end .of it to the other: "Whosoever will, let him 
come.'' For every dollar given ·by the State or the nation to railroads, a hundred 
should be given to common schools; for every acre ofland bestowed in subsidy upon 
gigantic corporations, square miles slJOnld be granted to universities for the peoi;le. 
A fraction of the public domain surrendered during the last ten years to the insatiaule 
rapacity of monster monopolies, whose formidable power already enables them to plun-
der the people with impunity, and evea to de(v the Government itself, 'vould have 
reared in every State of the Union a. free university, with princely endowments, to 
bless the people, honor the Govemment, and ennoule the nation forever. These remorse-
less oliga.rchies have filch ed fi·om the nation its richest domain, and from the pect>le 
and posterity their just inheritance- and yet they clamor for more. Meantime the 
little that was saved in better uays, and consecrated to the education of the people, is 
0ften grudgingly allowed; the free universities and colleges are crippled for means, 
and a determined effort is made to force the States to call in their advanced free-sclwol 
outposts, close their high schools and colleges, and retire within the elementary lines 
of fift.y years ago. Against all this I protest in the name of the people, and of the mill-
ions of youth whom these men would remand to the beggarly rudiments of knowl-
edge. 
How can the laws of a State be known or understood by all unless they can be read 
by all its citizens 7 
Here, then, begin the duty and, of course, the right and power of the State in t.he 
matter of public education; upon this broad foundation abides, anu will ever al.Jide, 
the initial prerogatives of a commonwealth in r espect to the instruction of its people. 
It must teach i ts children to r ead . It must see that this key to almost all :1equisit.iou 
(ability to r ead) is in tbe hands of all it.s youth . It is a prim.al necessity ofits organic 
life, viewed from the stand-point of political philosophy and of history. Ant( as the 
achieven::ltent of this object is vital to tho State, and therefore cannot he left to tlle .ca-
prices and contingencies of in<.lividdals, or even of associated effort or enteqn:ise, the 
State itself must undertake and c::t.rry on the work. It is too gigantic for pri vattl capi-
tal, too momentous for the. mischances of private judgment. The commonwealtb, ia 
its strong and benign sovereignty, must stretch forth its arm and do this thing. 
Hence, the common disnict sehool, wL erein a knowledge of the ortbography and of 
the reading and writing of the vernacubr language of the conntry is the principal 
thing, to which are added the science and art of calculation and the few other rudi-
mentary branches properly related to the central study, and usually included iu the 
common district scbools of our couutry . Up to this point there is no essentittl differ-
ence of opinion that I ]:mow of amoug t.hose who believe in public educat.ion at all. 
Tbis much, it is conceded, the State can and should do for the education of her chil-
dren at public cost. 
TLe tate provides for all, at puulic cost, the rudirne~o1ts of an English education, be- · 
cane it is to he! interest to do ~o; beca.use so mHch, at least, of knowledge is essentiat 
to the welfare, 1f not to the existence, m the long run, of a popular form of govern- ' 
ment; and bccaetse experience proves that uch provision cannot safely be left to tb.e · 
voluntary action of the individual citizen. :By 1;arity of reasoning, t.l1e claims of puulio-
higb schools to a settled place in tho e~lncationalprovisions of the State are also estab~ 
lished. 
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BE~EFITS TO THE STATE. 
The commonwealth needs, through all her manifold industries and enterprises, many 
thousands of persons who have more than the ruuiments of knowledge. The supply 
of persons of such advanced culture, through the private institutions of the country, 
is not equal to the public need, and hence the State should interpose to supplement 
the work. The same may be said, with even greater truth and emphasis, of that pro-
founder learning, that higher and wider culture, which it is the province of the uni-
versity to bestow. The loss which nearly or quite all the commonwealths in this re-
public sustain, because so few of their young men are qualified to act as leaders in the 
discovery, development, and utilization of their wonderful natural resources, anu in 
lamping the people onward and upward toward a worthier and grander civili:6ation, 
is, I believe, simply incalculable. 
To do this on the grand scale of the whole body-politic, by providing common schools 
for all, and high schools and universities for as many as desire to enter them, were 
sound policy for the State. 
But, in addition to the argument derived from the nature and functions of the State 
as a supreme political r.orporation, the view that public education should not stop with 
the common district school is supported by other considerations. 
EFFECT UPON THE COM.t"VI:ON SCHOOLS, 
The common schools themselves are the better for the public high schools, and 
the high schools for the university. The high school is to the elementary what 
the upper classes of a graded school are to the lower-a sharp and perpetual in-
centive to a siduity and effort. I will not say that without the spur of the high 
school the common schools could not be kept up to a paying standard of excellence, but 
it is very lilafe to say that they would deteriorate in spirit and efficiency, even with 
greatly increased energy and vtgilance on the p..art ef the teachers. As quickeners of 
tho common schools, down thmugh all their varit:ms gradations, high schools arc of very 
great value, 
THE RIGHTS INVOLVED. 
As to the rights involved, I do not see bow the State can logically or equitably limit 
Hs provi ions to the rudimentary schools. To do so is to stop at precisely tho point 
where, to the poor man, the question of oxpense obliges him to arrest the further prog-
ress of his children. The cost of tnition and accessaries, in good private institutions, 
corre ponding in grade to public high schools, is, to the masses of persons in indigent 
circnm tances: simply prohibitive; so that to them the public bigll school is the only 
~ean of bestowing upon their children anything more than a mere elementary- educa-
twn. And when we come to the college and university courses, the doors are stillmore 
closely barred against them. 
And, then, the roor who have a little property pay t.heir share of the taxes. The 
amount may be small; bnt, in proportion to their means, it is equal to that paid by the 
wealthiest. Bnt there the analogy eea ·es. To the rich, the public high scl10ol is .a 
matt r of comparative indifference; the best private institutions are within the1r 
reach. But to the poor, the boon which comes with that pittance of tax is treasure 
indeed. Clo e the public high chool, and they are almost wholly without recour e. 
Th rei practically no danger that the number of high schools demanded will iucr ase 
so 11apidly a to alarm the economi t and the tax-payers. It is remarkable how steady 
the ratio remain between the number of high-school pnpils ancl .the whole number 0f 
cbolar in a given city or ' tate. De pite the exhaustless attractions of the high r 
walk of learning, and the increased opportunities of pursuing them, the percentage 
of tho e who choo e to enter them does not materially vary from year to year, taking 
as a. ba i the entire enrollment. But the point is that a very large propQrtion ofbigh-
<'?ool attendance is clear ga.in to the cause of learning, and to the country. That i , 
w1th~ut the public high chool, at least one-half (I believe three-fourths) of tho eat-
teodl~g ':ould have stopped with the rudiments; some from indifference, the most 
from mah1lity to enter private institution . 
OTHErt BENEFICIAL EFFECTS. 
There is another con ·id ration l)earing upon this question : The effect of public high 
cb ol · upon t he co ·t of tuition in pri>atc schools of like grad , and more e ·pecially 
upon th ir character and standard of excellence. This influence is very great, in both 
of tl.Jo e dir ction ; much gr atcr than is generally imagined. In fact, I am not sure 
bat the r et n ion of the public ltigh school might not be successfully argued as a 
me ure of public economy. nd utility, on those two grounds alone. 
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The cost, per capita, of education in the public schools is often criticised, and the 
smallness of the difference in cost between public and private schools is remarked upon 
'to the disparagement of the former. But abolish the public schools, and note the effect. 
An immediate and enormous advance of tuition and other expenses would certainly 
follow. Take away the ubiquitous ancl gigantic competition of the public schools, and 
the old monopoly prices would be restored as sure as that human nature will remaifi 
unchanged. · 
But even more potent and imperative hn,s been the effect of public schools, especially 
public high schools, upon the literary character of private schools of like nominal grade. 
It has swept through them like a hurricane, blowing the chaff and pretense to the four 
winds. Every good public high school takes the breath clean out· of half the sham 
academies and select private schools for miles around, and forces the rest of them to 
"new departures" in scholarship and thoroughness, with all speed. This is a great and 
positive public benefit-one with which we are all familiar, and which can not be ques-
tioned. · 
VALUE AND NEED OF SCHOOL SUPERVISION. 
I am persuaded that county supervision can not be dispensed with withont SeTious 
detriment to the free-school interests of the State. I believ.e that its benefits are so 
obvious and manifold, that it ought to have and will have a permanent place in the 
final adjustment of the working forces ill. every State school law-that experience has 
abundantly demonstrated its claim to be regarded as an indisp~nsable part of the true 
American system of school supervision. As stated by Mr. Wells, the late national 
educat.ional convention, in which the Government itself was represented by its able 
and efficient Commissioner of Education, and three-fourths of the States of the Union 
by their most intelligent and experienced educators, distinctly affirmed its concurrence 
iu this view, by its approval of the report on school supervision, presented by an emi-
nent teacher of Massachusetts, in which the place and value of the county superin-
tendency in every well-devised scheme of State education were clearly shown and 
forcibly argued. The tendency of the best thought and ripest judgment of educational 
men in this country is unmistakably in the same direction. It can hardly be doubted 
that the model system of school supervision, the ultimate system of the future, will 
embrace, as its essential parts, the State, the county, and the town. 
NOHMAL SCHOOLS. 
Iu view of the recent enlargement of the sphere of common-school studies, and the 
consequent extraordinary demand for more teachers of improved qualifications, the 
steady growth and prosperity of professional training-schools are noted with satisfaction. 
The school first established for the speei:fi.c purpose of fitting teachers for the common 
schools rests firmly upon assured foundations, and from its past ever-brightening his-
tory of :fifteen years looks forward to a long and useful future. Another institution, 
devoted to the same objects, bas been provided for by act of the general assembly, and 
the substantial and beautiful edifice designed for its use is rapidly advancing toward 
completion. Its early opening is demanded by the educational needs of Southern 
Illinois. 
The training-schools in Cook and Peoria Counties are doing their appropriate work 
with enlarged faciliti es and increasing success. No additional organizations, under the 
county normal-school act, are reported, but the conviction of the need and value of 
such schools remains unchanged, and it is expected that they will gradually be estab-
lished in other counties. · 
STATE NORMAL UNIVEHSITY. 
The condition and results of this institution are presented in an address by President 
Eel wards, delivered June 27, 1872. After mentioning with pru.ise the various persons 
who have been employed as instructors in the university, also the members of the board 
of education, he speaks cheerfully of the evidences of the permanence of the institution, 
and of its aims and purposes in the culture of t eachers, both in the knowledge.of the 
subjects to be taught and in the science or art of imparting instruction. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
President Edwards, in this address, gives an account of what has been done in pro-
moting and conducting educational institutes. Most of the counties in the State have 
h_een visited by some of the normal faculty for the purpose of lec turing upon educa-
tiOnal topics and giving instruction at inRtitutes. 1' he aggregate of this work is 349 
institutes and 503 addresses. 
There have been several sessions of the Illinois State teachers' institute, at which 
instruction has been given by the normal faculty and ?thers. The example has been 
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followed by mally of the counties, and brief "normal schools" have been held in 
various places, to the great improvement of the profession. Th0 last State instttute 
numbered about 300, and was chiefly devoted to the natural sciences. 
THE UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA. 
This has no legal force, and any graduate who h~s received it is liable to be ex;ami~ed 
and rejected by a county superintendent. In th1s way the power of the umve~s.1ty 
certificate is made to depend upon real worth, and not upon the tompnlsory provision 
of a legal enactment. 
COST OF THE INSTITUTION. 
There have been received from the State $279,740.63. But the pro.Pcrty now belong-
ing to the iustitu.tion, and owned by the State, is worth $:H2,000. Therefore,, the 
enterprise may be considered a profitable one. The amount of current expenses Since 
1857 has been $203,591.32. On this basis the average cost per pupil has been only 
$45.81 to the State. 
THE MODEL SCHOOL. 
In addttion to the foregoing facts, as submitted in President Edwards's address, his 
semi-annual report, in December, 1872, shows especially the amount of practice-teac~­
ng done by the pupils of the university, and the strict methods of its inspection, m 
order to determine the progress and improvement. Each pupil-teacher is required to 
keep a diary, detailing each day's work, the subject of recitation, the difficulties en-
couutered, and the methods employed in surmounting them. The writer is liable to 
be called on to read this record at any of the weekly meetings of the teachers, and the 
plan is found to be useful in many ways. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS NORMAL UNIVERSITY. 
The act to establish and maintain this institution was approved March 9, 1869, and 
funds are now asked from the general assembly to finish and furnish the new building. 
The amount required is estimated at $85,088.23, and if this is granted, the school can 
be opened for the fall term of 1873. 
COOK COUNTY NORMAL SCROOL. 
The prosperity of the Cook County Normal School is very marked. The success of 
its graduates in teaching is indicated by the fa,ct that the demand exceeds the supply. 
The school bas a complete and thoroughly organized training department. The 
pupils are required to spend the :first term receiving instruction in methods of present-
ing the elements of common-school studies. The second term they enter the training 
department, and each is required to teach from five to twenty 'days, having entire 
cha,rge of a room of a boat fifty pupils. In the evening the pupil-teacher is required to 
give to ihe training-teacher a full account of the day's work done and a rehearsal of 
that of the next day. In this way all the pupil-teachers keep up the same course of 
in tniCtion . 
.A. preparatory department is connected with the school, where pupils are admitted 
by declaring their intention to enter the normal school when qualified. 
The public school. of the district are organized in connection with the normal school1 
and are gradeu into high and grammar schools, with a model department. 
A club boarding-house i connect d with the school, where pupil may board at cost. 
The whole number of pupils since organization is 376; of graduates, 95. 
PEORIA COU -TY NORi\f.AL SCHOOL. 
The whole number of pupils of t.bis school for the four years since established has 
b en 300. In J_a~uary 1 2, it took po e sion of it1:1 n w building, in which both tha 
normal and trawmg departru nts are accommodated. The pupils of the latter belong 
to th primary d partment of the public schools of the cit,v, and receive instruction 
from the normal- chool pupils, under the direction of the trn.ining-teacher. 
The colll'Re of study embrace both common-school and higher branches, also methods 
of in trn tion and cbool manaaem nt, and practice in th trn.ining department. 
'l'he ben ficial r ult of th school ar se n in tho gr ater d sire of teacbers to fit 
h m lv for th ir work· in the nlarg d proportion of normal-school teachers; in 
the permanency of teachers, and in the better acquaintance among teachers. 
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EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS OF CHILDREN. 
The superintendent treats of the subject of compulsory education at length, ably 
advocating its adoption. In support of hi:s views he quotes fully from the argument 
of Hon. B. G. Northrop, secretary of the board of education for the State o'f Con-
necticut. Want of ' space compels the briefest abstract of Commissi'Oner Batema-n's 
arguments. 
In answer to the question how the youth of the State shall be brought into the 
schools, the ground is taken that the fault of absenteeism and, hence, tlie ev il of illit- , 
eracy lie at the doors of parents and guardians, and that a reforma·tory statute should 
be "not an act to compel the attendance of children at school, but an act to secure to 
children their right to a good common-school education." This right is not only nat-
ural, but constitutional and legal. It is "enumerated in the divine bill of rights in 
God's own gracious magna chm·ta-the moral constitution and conscience of the race." 
The right of all children to the panoply of knowledge rests upon the high law of love . 
and humanity, for they are all defenseless and impotent. "To send them forth without 
this preparation is cruelty; to neglect this duty is inexcusable; to refuse to perform it 
is a crime." 
In Illinois these rights are guaranteed by constitution apd law, and in conformity 
with theRe provisions there is a free-school system in successful operation. The ma-
chinery is complete. If those who have the custody of children neglect to avail them-
selves of these JVrovisions, let them be required by law to discharge their duty. It is 
competent for the general assembly to pass such laws, and it is also necessary and 
expedient. 
The admitted right of the State and of the community to tax all citizens for the sup-
por't of schools for the free education of all children, is held to be liable to the charge 
of unjustness unless it carries with it the duty of the State, after taxing its citizens for 
the education of the children, to see to it that the children aTe educated. That when 
the property of the citizen is taken for this purpose of education, on the plea that in ' 
this way the State best provides for the protection of the citizen's property, the citizen 
bas the right to claim that this pretended protection shall ,be made real. That to edu-
cate but a part of the children, leaving the children of the most dangerous classes to 
grow up in ignorance, iR to fail utterly. The right to tax for free common schools car-
ries with it the duty of compelling all p::trents to send their children to some school. 
He argues that this right is not tyrannical or anti-republican, but that it is based on 
the American idea of the b.est good of all. 
POPULAR MISAPPREHENSIONS OF THE SUBJECT. 
It is not proposed to drag children to school vj, et a?mis, as some seem to imagine. 
That is but a goblin of the fancy, and, like all qther phantoms of the brain, vanishes 
into thin air when closely confronted and interrogated. The proposed legal incentives 
to attendance, unfortunately callecl compulsion, belong to the simplest and most 
familiar category of legislative provisions. They are mildness itself compared with 
the penalties affixed to each of a hundred other statutes, to which the people have been 
accustomed all their lives, and which, though really so, they do not thiMk of as com-
pulsory at all. To illustrate, I quote the material sections of a bill, on this subject, 
introduced into our legislature last winter: 
~SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the people of the State of Illinois, ?'epresented in the general ussembly, 
That every person having under his control a c~1ld between the ages of eigbt and fourteen yeers, shall 
annually, during the COI1tinuance of his control, seJJCl such child to some public school in the school dis-
trict in which he resides, at least twelve weeks, if the public school of such rlistriGt so long continues, 
six weeks of which time shall be consecutive; and for every neglect of such duty the party offending 
shall forfeit to the use of such school district a sum llOt exceeding twenty dollars. 
SEc. 2. 'l'he penalty provided for in section one shall not bo imposed in cases where it appears, upon 
the inquiry of the directors of any school district, or upon the trial of :my prosecution, that the party so 
neglecting was not able, by reason of poverty, to send such child to school, or to furnish bim or'her 
with the necessary clothin.,: and books, or that such child bas been kept in any other school for said 
period of timo, or has already acquired the branches ofloarnin~ taught in the public schools, or that lJis 
o1· her bodil.v or mental condition bas been such as to prevent his or her attendance at scl::ool, or appli-
cation to study for the period required. 
I cite these portions of that bill merely to show the utter-almost ludicrous-ground-
lessness of tho popular notions about the nature and extent of the proposed compulsion. 
AN OBJECTION EXAM~:ED. 
It is said that such laws can not be enforced; that public sentiment is against them; 
tha.t for a legislature to take a position a thousand moral leagues in advance of public 
opinion, and attempt to pull the people forward by a legal tow-line, is as chimerical as 
for a man-of-war to essay to take one of the islands of the sea into port with cable 
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and hawser-that in the one case as surely as in the other, the lines will be snapped 
asunder by the strain, leaving the mass unmoved. That is partly a truism, and partly 
a begging of the question . So much of it as affirms that laws (admitting there may 
be such) to which a majority of the people are actively opposed can not be executed, 
is a truism ; like saying that a pyramid can not stand upon its apex. So much as as-
sumes that public sentiment is hostile to such legislation, begs the question. 
But when a great public issue, intrinsically vital, far-reaching, and aggressive, invit-
ing criticism and assault, is separately and distinctly set before the people for exami-
nation and discussion-when that issue is discussed, thoroughly and exhaustively, and 
the whole body of electors are made familiar with it, and choose their delegates to the 
legisla.ture with reference to it-and when a clear majority of the known friends of 
that measure are elected, and the contest is transferred from the hustings to legislative 
balls, and is again fought triumphantly through, and promulgated as the law of the 
lauu-that law is the will of the people; intrenched in their convictions, representing 
their moral sentiments, and challenging their respect and support-mul it will be en-
jm·ced. 
PERTINENT QUERillS. 
Now, bas this great question of securing to all children the rights of education ever 
been thu.~ canvassed before the people~ Has it ever beeu discussed in all its bearings, 
in conventions and mass meetings, in the press and on the 11 stump," from city to city, 
town to town, and school-house to school-house, as other exciting public questions have 
been~ If so, when and where f If not, how can it be said that public sentiment 
is opposed to it, or is not ready for it~ 
Mere politicians, as a class, know little and care less about public education, or its 
place down among the profoundest elements of national life. The utterancl3 of a few 
graceful platitudes, 11ow and then, where personal thrift may be served thereby, is 
about all that the average profe sional politician attempts, or is equal to, indeed. 
There are conspicuous and even illustrious exceptions, but they are exceptions. The 
indifference, apathy, and downright ignorance of the great body of partisan politicians, 
in re pect to the nature1 needs, operations, and possibilities of our systems of popular 
instruction, and of the paramount claims of the problem of universal education to tho 
most thoughtful study of every one who would know even the rudiments of true states-
man hip, are facts as conspicuous as they are lamentable-facts that astonish and 
bewilder the publicists of enlightened nations in Europe, and which are a just oppro-
brium to us in the eyes of the world. In confirmation I might here meut.ion instances 
occurring in high places, in the States and in the uation, that are simply astounding. 
Hence, when it, is considered how largely American public opinion receives its impulse 
and trend from political leaders, it is no marvel that the people are so slow to grasp 
these higher ideas of education, and so ready to doubt and disparage them. 
HOW TO TEST THE MATTER. 
Let the claims of public education be set before the country as they really are in the 
clear, honest, white light of history, of reason, and of facts; let it be affirmed, as it 
ought to be affirmed, that all other political questions arc dwarfed in the presence of 
the snpreme inquiry: How hall the youth of the nation be educated-fitted to be tho 
d po itari of the jewel of civil and religious liberty; the custodians of the national 
honor in art a1:1d in arms? Let the fact b~ everywhere proclaimed that the Govern-
ment of the e nited ' tate , with all the delicate equipoises of its Constitution a!Jd 
law ·-tho momentous que tions of peace a11J war, of finance and commerce, of tlJc 
myriad indu tries of the people-that this Government and nation, with its splendid 
history and traditions, and it garnered hopes and prophecies fGr the political fnturc 
of the nations of the earth, is, in very truth, in the bauds and at the mercy of electors 
·unable to read one word of its great Constitution, one word of its laws and their judi-
cial expo ition , one word of its illu trious history, one word cvea of the fateful ballot 
in their han<l -by whom, at any general election, it may be hurled from the path of 
national rectitude and honor, or precipitated into the gulf of anarchy; let it be sllown 
to what cnormou dim n ions the evil of non-attendance and truancy have grown, 
the incredible wa te of money and other educational rc ources thereby entailed, and 
the alarming fact tbat even in , tate where the schools are the best, and where the 
power of tbe voluntary principle have been mo t nearly exh:tusted, the ratio of ab-
enteei m bas not b en materially reduced; let ibe eyes of the people be turned toward 
the constantly augmenting ho t of ignorant young men annually crossing, in cea ele 
proc ion, the line of manhood and a umiug the ballot, and the superadded multi-
tncle of q ually ignorant el ctor recruited by naturalization from the teeming myriad 
IJOUring int the coon ry from the ld World from very quarter of the globe; let the 
ine,·itabl con. CJ.UCnce of the expo nr of this unintelligent and heterogeneon rna · 
of voters to the arts an wiles of unprincipled demagogues be portrayed; let these 
facts and impending perils be made the themes of powerful leaders in the great news-
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papers of the country, day after day, week after week, and month after month, as the 
comparatively paltry and ephemeral issues of partisan politics are; let them :find earnest 
thinkers and eloquent tongues in conventions, mass-meetings, lyceums, lecture-halls, 
and pulpits, and be thundered forth with vehement earnestness, pungent appeal, and 
:fiery rhetoric from every "stump" in the land, then see which way the tide _of public 
sentiment will set! In less than twelve months the people would be thunder,mg at the 
doors of general assemblies demanding compulsory laws, and opposition to their enforce-
ment would be as chaffbefore the storm. 
Unless we look more to the education of the people, to their intellectual and moral 
elevation, the time will come when we shall not bave a country of which any good 
man would care to be President. With an educated and upright people, we may defy 
the worst man whom God will suffer to be elected President-he cannot do much 
mischief; while, with an ignorant and depraved people, the best President that ever 
sat in the seat of Washington would be powerless. 
It is to be said, too, that the class that would be chiefly reached by compulsory laws 
are the very ones most in n eed of t.he rescue-t.he children of the avaricious and de-
praved, and of the teeming thousands from foreign lands. 
THE VERDICT OF STATISTICS. 
Finally, the expediency and present necessity of legislative interposition to shield 
the children of the State from the cJangers and the wrong of ignorance may be urged 
with unanswerable force from the statistics of absenteeism, truancy, and illiteracy in 
this country. It is an incontrovertible fact that the voluntary plan is but partially 
successful. The proof is as overwhelming as it is alarming. The evidence is compre-
hensive and cumulative. It pours in from every State and Territory, and from all the 
chief cities of the republic. The reports of State aud city superintendents, and of· the 
national Commissioner of Education, are burdened with the sad details. The number 
of absentees ::md truants in our chief commercial metropolis was reported, eight years 
ago, as a mighty army, 100,000 strong, and subsequent reports show little comparative 
improvement. Taking all the States from which reports are at hand, and the number 
who are even enrolled, in any given year, averages less than half the total school-
going population, while the average daily attendance is less than one-fifth of that 
population. 
But the fact that has most to do with the present inquiry is, that a comparison of 
the statistics of the last decade shows but slight imp1'0t•ement in the ratio of attendants 
to non-attendants, taking all the States, Territories, and cities into the account; w bile 
in many the change has even been for the worse-disproving the view that the evil is 
steadily abating, and that, with better teachers, better methods, and better schools, it 
will continue to decrease till the minimum is practically reached, without the inter-
vention oflaw. For in no preceding ten years of our common-school history has prog-
ress in the science and methods of teaching, and in whatsoever makes school inviti1;1g 
and effective, been so marked aud rapid. 
No; we are not "doing well enough" in this matter, as some affirm and try to be-
lieve. We must do a great deal better, and niake baste about it., too. With the best 
school systems, and, upon the whole, the best schools in the world, as I verily believe-
certainly the best jo1· us-yet lack we this one thing. And while we palter about im-
aginary infractions of Jilersonal liberty, and fancied assumptions of power by tlw 
State, and refuse to invoke the only arm that seems to have power to save, increasing 
myriads of native-born youth are growing up in illiteracy and vice, and the number 
is constantly augmented by still more ignorant masses from foreign shores. How long 
can the country entlure this accumnlatmg weight and strain without parting asunder, 
or settling clown into the furrows of tho sea~ The laws of cause and effect are inexora-
ble and sure. The means of safety are at hand; if we do not use them, no miracle will 
be wrought to avert oar destruction. 
CONCLUSION. 
Attention has now been invited to the general condition of the school-system as 
shown by statistics; to the leading provisions of the new school-law, and t.he changes 
effected thereby; to the changes believed to be beneficial, and to those from which un-
favoralle results are apprehended; to the large and excellent results anticipated, anc1 in 
part already realized, from making the rudiments of natural science a part of the 
common-school course ; to the condition and prospects of the State and couuty normal 
schools; and to the facts and arguments in favor of legal measures to secure the educa-
tional rights of children, and thereby to arrest the growing evil of non-attendance. It 
only remains to gather up, in a few brief sentences, the general results for tlle period cov-
ered by the r eport, and to restate the suggestions and recommendations that have been 
matle with a view to the improvement and increased efficiency of the system. 
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The schools.- There are in the State three hundred and eighty-five more public schools 
than there were two years ago, and, by the reports of county superintendents, 9,334 
more pupils in the schools. The increase in the number of scholars is in fact consider-
ably greater than the above, probably 10,000 or 15,000 more. For some unknown rea-
son, no reports of attendance were furnished, for 1872, from one of the largest cities in 
the State, outsi.cle of Chicago, and from three or four large villages. The actual in-
crease of pupils iu the two years is a.bout 25,000. The figures show a decrease of 9,741 
in the average daily attendance in 1872, as compared with 1870. This also, for the rea-
sons just given, is, in part, apparent only, not real. The missing reports would con-
siderably increase the exhibit of daily attendance, and possibly show a small increase 
over that of 1870 and 1871. But a decrease in this decisive test of school-work-aver-
age daDy attendance-may be looked for in the ·future, under the combined influence 
t)f the provision requiring the distribution of funds to districts without regard to at-
tendance, and the absence of all legal obligations touching the matter of attendance. 
The former provision was in effect but one month-September-of the school year, 1872, 
and its existence bad not probably become generally known at that time. Facts recently 
brought to notice render it certain that, if not repealed or modified, it will hereafter have 
a very depressing effect upon the element of attendance. The other cause of the lament-
ably small average daily attendance- absence of legislation in regard to absenteeism-
will of course con tim1 e to operate, and it is believed with increasing effect, until the proper 
correctives are applied . Is it not a very grave fact that of the 882,693 persons of la.w-
ful school age, only 662,049 were in the schools at all, in 1872; and that less than one-
half even of that number were in daily attendance~ It is noteworthy that the num-
ber of private schools is shown by the reports to have decreased 94, and the n urn ber of 
pupils in such schools 6,217, during the last two years. 'fhe whole number of private-
school scholars reported in 1872 is 34,784, an element of inconsiderable importance in the 
matter of absenteeism just referred to, when the entire school census of the State is 
taken into view. The number of districts sustaining schools for the full legal term of 
six months is 588 greater than in 1870, while the number failing to have any school at 
all is 87 less than it was two years ago. The increase in the number of teachers bas 
been, ladies, 510; gentlemen, 3~3; total, 843. There has also been a slight increase in 
the average monthly wages paid. 
There bas been no falling off in the average qualifications of teachers, nor in the 
amounL or quality of the instruction imparted. On the contrary, the period covered 
by this report bas witnessed a marked general advance in the average fitness and at-
tainments of teachers, in their methods of instruction, and in the avera.ge net results 
of their labors. Improvement in all these particulars bas been especially noticeable 
during the last school year, in which, as the figures show, the number of county insti-
tutes held, the average length of their sessions, and the number of teachers attending 
them, have been much greater than in any preceding year since the free-school system 
was e tablishcd. The report exhibits the very significant facts that 160 of these tem-
porary county normal schools were held in 1872, each one of nearly 5t days' average 
duration, or an aggregate of 866 working-days, equivalent to the continuous session of 
one institute for more than three years; and that nearly 8,000 difterent teachers were 
in attendance. These facts point significantly in the direction indicated-improvement 
in qualifications and teaching-force-because attendance upon institutes is not oblig-
atory, is always attended with more or less expense to the teacher, and, nuder the pres-
ent law, with loss of the time also. Hence tbe chief motive to a.ttendance can only be 
a de ire for professional improvement. It is asked how these facts and statements con-
Bist with the criticisms and strictures given in t.he former part of the report. It is re-
plied that they are both true and entirely compatible. The .allegation of graYe defects 
and short-comings is surely not negatived by the admission of improvement and prog-
re · . While re-affirming in the mo t emphatic manner the belief that the common 
school of the tate are not accomplishing what they should, either in the amouut, 
kind, or quality of the instruction imparted, and that they never will or can approach 
tb full mea ore of tlleir beneficent power and p@ssibilities until the means that ha.ve 
b en ugg ted for their greater efficiency are substantially adopted and carried into 
c~ ct, it i at the same time affirmed, on the ua is of known facts and .figures, that more 
and bett r chool work was done by the teachers of this State during the last sohool year 
than in any preceding one. It i not that we are retrograding, nor yet that we are not 
ad~an ing but that we are not advancing fast enough, that the present exposition of 
clef ct and complaint , with the pl a for immediate and radical measures of improve-
ill nt, ba b nmade. Th chool arenotfeeblerandpoorerthantheywerefifteenyears 
ago; tb y are trong r and better every way; but a different people sits in judgment 
upon tb m. that decade and a half the tate bas pas ed into a new era of public 
opinion and intelligence on the object of educatwn and schools. Much that once 
pa ed unchallen ed in school philo opby and practice is now confronted and interro-
gated by citiz n whoihaving giv n ome thought to the subject, have opinions of their 
own, and decline any onger to take everything of that nature on trust. 
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THE SCHOOL LAW-AMENDMENTS. 
Oonnty superintendents of schools.-In accord.anJe with the views advance~ in the pre:· 
cedinrr pages of this report, I respectfully advise and recommend the adopt10n and pur-
suanc~ hereafter of the following course in respect to county superintendents of schools: 
1. That they be considered and treated as officers or agents of the State, in connection 
with the free-school system, and not as county officers, in t~e ordinary sense; and t~at 
they continue to be elected by the people, as now, or appomte~ by the governor, with 
the advice and consent of the senate, as may, upon due reflectiOn, be regarded as most 
conducive to the efficient administration of the school system and to the best interests 
of public education. 
2. That, whether elected or appointed, suitable conditions be imposed, compliance 
with which shall be necessary in order to render a person eligible to the office of county 
superintendent of schools ; that the conditions and qualifications so imposed and re-
quired shall be just and reasonable; so prescribed and adjusted as, on the one hand, to 
insure the services of competent, faithful, and upright men, while, on the other hand, 
no really capable and suitable person shall be excluded from the office by reason of any 
unwisely a.rbitrary or inflexible rules. It is believed that such an adjustment of con-
ditions and qualifications is practicable. . 
3. That all county superintendents of schools, whether appointed or elected, be re-
quired to devote their entire time to the educational and general duties of the office in 
such manner as, in their judgment, the interests of the common schools in their re-
spective counties, and the general good of the system of public education, may seem to 
require. 
4. That the proper authorities of each county be required to provide and suitably 
furnish an office for the use of the county superintendent of schools. 
!). That authority to examine and license teachers of common schools, under the 
general school law, in each county, and to renew or revQke certificates, be vested in the 
county superintendent exclusively; all examinations to be conducted by him in per-
son, or through examiners by him appointed, and no county certificate to be valid 
without his official signature. 
6. That all commissions, percentages, ~nd per diem, now allowed county superin-
tendents of schools, by law, be repealed and abolished, and, in lieu thereof, that each 
and all of said county superintendents be pai<l a fixed and definite annual salary, the 
amount thereof to be designated and prescribed in the ~:>choollaw; which salary shall 
be in full for all official services rendered and a,ll official duties performed by them, of 
whatsoever kind, and sufficient in amount to properly remunerate and support, in each 
county of the St~;tte, a superintendent of. schools possessing the before-mentioned quali-
ficatioas. r 
7. That with reference to the salaries of county superintendents of schools, the 
counties of the State be divided into five or more classes, according to population, as 
shown by the Federal census of 1870, the superintendents in the several counties com-
JHising any given class to receive each the same salary, provided that th~ lowest 
salary allowed the several superintendents of any class shall not be less than one thou-
sand dollars, nor the highest more than three thousand dollars. 
8. That the salaries of each and all of said county superintendents of schools, after 
the same shall have been fixed and determined by law as aforesaid, be paid out of the 
State treasury quarter-yearly, on the warrant of the auditor of public accounts, from 
the school fund; ~Hld that the amount so paid to the county superintendent of each 
county be annually deducted by the auditor from the distributive share of the State 
school funds accruing to such county. 
The two-rnill State school-tax.-! respectfully advise and -recommend that the desig~ 
nation of a particular rate of school tax, to be levied by the auditor for the support of 
common schools, be discontinued and dispensed with, and that, in lieu thereof, a SP.e-
cific annual sum be appropriated by the general assembly for the support of comm~n 
schools, leaving the auditor to determine, from time to time, according to the aggre-
gate assessed valuation of property in the State returned to him, the rate necessary to 
produce the amount so appropriated. There are believed to be many good and suffi-
cient reasons for this change in the mode of raising the funds necessary for the sup-
port of common schools, and that the effect•would be in all respects favorable to the 
.educational interests Qf the State. I also recommend that the amount of common-
school revenue raised directly by the State be largely increased, so that the local dis-
trict school taxes may be proportionally diminished, and the burdens and benefits of 
the school system, :financially considered, more nearly equalized. I do not think it 
would be advisable to entirely relieve the inhabitants of the several school districts 
from the necessity of a supplementary local tax, but there is little probability of that, 
as it would require the State appropriation to be increased more than five times the 
present amount. I am of the opinion, however, that if the sum now appropriated by 
the State were doubled, it would prove a wise and beneficial measure . 
..tlpportionrnentof funds to school districts.-! further advise aud recommend that the 
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former rule for the apportionment of funds by boards of township trustees to school 
districts be restored; that is, that one-half of said funds be distributed to districts in 
proportion to the number of children under twenty-one years of age in each respective 
district, and the other half in proportion to the attendance certified in the schedules, 
as heretofore. 
The school month.-For the reasons mentioned in the preceding part of the report, I 
:recommend that twenty school days be established as the legal common-school month 
in this State; that the phrase "s·chool days" be held to mean all the days of the week 
except Saturday, Sunday, and the legal school holidays; that by "legal school holi-
da:vs" shall be understood the following, and no others: The first day of January, the 
fourth clay of July, the twenty-fifth day of December, and any day or days appointed 
or recommended by the governor of this State, or by the President of the United States, 
as a day of fast or thanksgiving; that teachers shan not be required to teach on auy 
of such legal school holidays, and that when any such holiday occurs during a term {)f 
school, it shall be counted in and as a part of such term of school, whether school be 
actually holden op. sa,id day or not. It is considered important, to prevent misappre-
hension ancl confusion, that these several points be explicitly determined and settled 
by law. 
Unlawfttl exclusion of pupils.-I recommend that more adequate penalties, and surer 
and speedier modes of redress. be provided in cases where boards of school directors, 
or boards of education, unlawfully neglect or refuse to furnish and secure to all children 
justly and legally entitled t.h ereto, the right and opportunity to an equal education in 
the free schools under the control of such boards. 
In stit1des for special and general instruction.- I ad vise and recommend that a system 
of institutes of instruction be organized, established, and put in operation during the 
ensuing two year , under State control, in such form as may be considered wise 
and expedient, the objects of which shall be to improve the qualifications of teacherR 
and those about to teach, and to enlighten the people in reO'ard to education, and arouse 
in their minds a proper interest in the subject; that, in fnrth erance of these ends, it 
be provided that instruction shall be given in such inst.itutes, to the teachers, in the 
art and methods of teaching; special attention being given to the branches of study 
usually taught in the elementary free schools, and more particularly to the rudiments 
of the natural sciences recently added to the common-school course of studies; and 
that addresses shall be delivered to the people on matters of education, science, the 
relations of the common schools to the arts, industries, prosperity, and happiness of the 
commonwealth, and any other subjects, the discussion of which will tend to increase 
the intelligence of the people, and attach them more closely and wisely to our grand 
system of public education ; and that, to meet the expenses of such institutes, the 
snm of ten thousand dollars per annum be appropriated, for the next two years, from 
the State treasury, to be drawn therefrom in such manner, and upon such orders and 
vouchers, as may be prescribed by law. Some of the consideratious upon which this 
recommendation is ba eel may be found in the preceding part of the r eport. I cannot 
adequately express my sense of tho importance of this measure at this time, nor my 
timate of the good results that would follow its adoption. It is again most ear-
n stly commended to the favorn.ble notice and enlightened action of the general as-
sembly. 
Educational1·ights of chilcb·en.-.And finally, it is respectfully advised and recommended 
that tho e who have the control of children be required, by appropriate legislation, to 
see that such children have the opportunity to acquire a good common-school eclur.a-
tion, ither by sending them to the public schools for the necessary period, or by pro-
viding for them, and ecuring to them, some other equal educational facilities. Some 
of the rea on for believing that such legislation is constitut.ional, necessary, and ex-
p dient, have already been given. 
With th e few amendnteut and additions to the school law, and to the working 
educational force of th tate, it may rea onably be anticipated that the free schools 
of Illinois will enter upon a period of greatly increased pro perity, efficiency, and u e-
fnlness. 
C RIC .AGO. 
THE FIRE. 
Th .late t hi t~ry of .the choo1s of this city includes the record of the great fire, a 
calamity to the dncational a w ll a bu ine iotere ts of the community. Before 
~i. misfortun both private and public institution of learning were in excellent con-
dtbo~. The fired tr yed fift en fine school-buildings, of which ten were owned by 
the c1 y. Tb 1 • of th e 1 t amounted to 249,780, and left 10,000 children without 
hool accommodation a~d 100 t acb rs out of employment. These were promi eel 
plac as n a vacanc1 • oc urred, and hence no examinations have since taken 
place, as no teacher have been needed b yond tho o already employed. 
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PUBLIC SPIRIT OF TFIE TEACHERS. 
While yet in doubt as to the extent ?f loss . by the fire and whe~her the .schools 
could be sustn.ined, t he teachers of the City umtedly offered to contmue their work 
till the close of the year, regardless of compensa~ion. ~he offer ~as accepted, and all 
the children, on application, were, as soon as possible, re-mstalled m some sehoul. 
EFFECTS OF THE FIRE. 
The examinations for the year, and especially for admission to the high school, have 
shown no appreciable difference ; and, although the progress of pupils has been affected 
by the frequent cllanges, the instruction has been as thorough as before. 
The year closed with only 2 per cent. less pupils than it begun, thouga the t each-
ing force had been rednced 20 per cent. 
'l'he schools have suffered most from irregular attendance, and also in the necessary 
withdrawu,l of many of the older pupils; yet this last is compensated for by the 
examples of heroism manifested in the struggles of some to complete their course. 
The eveuing schools have not been resumed since the fire. 
Genemus relief, both in money and clothing, was forwarded to the teachers and 
pupils from various sources, and carefully distributed among them. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION. 
An entire new board, consisting of fifteen members, was nominated by the mayor on 
the 1st of July. 
SCHOOL-BUILDINGS. 
Four of the burned school-buildings have been re-erected in the north division, ::mel 
another, in place of two which were destroyed, was expected to be completed by the 
1st of January. Four 11ew lmildings h::tve also been erected at a cost of $188,454.16 
for buildings and lots, :111d $7,958.85 for furniture. Additional accommodations are 
needed, especially on account of the increase of the mechanic and laboring population 
to rebuild the city. 
INCREASE OF SCHOLARS. 
There has been an increase of over 100 per cent. in the last seven years, and it was 
believed that the fall term would open with not far from 35,000 pupils. 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
Particular attention is paid to music, aud at· the close of the last year all the 
grammar grades were examined for the first t.ime in reading music at sight. German 
is very generally taught, and over 4,500 pupils of the public schools are studying that 
language. Greek, L atin, and French, in addition, are taught in the high school. 
TilE HIGH SCHOOL. 
Notwithstanding the disadvantages occasioned by the fire, the closing examina.tione . 
of this school compare favorably with those of former years. There were fifty-four 
graduates at the last anniversary. 
TilE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The normal department of the high school became an independent school in 1871. 
The first graduating class of the department consisted of one member; the.scho.ol now 
contributes about twenty-five teachers annually to the service of the city,. and these 
have Leen almost uniformly successful in their work. All .. but three of the alumni' of 
the normal school have taught in the public schools; 
A school of practice, consisting of divisions from one of the district schools, is 
located h1 the normal building, and the pupils of the normal school are required to 
teach in this at lea st two consecutive weeks before graduation, in Ol'der to acquire, 
under proper supervision, correct modes of, discipline and instruction. They are also 
frequently called into practice to supply temporary absences of teachers in the city 
schools. ' 
All applicants for positions in the public schools, whose qualifications are approved 
by the board of education, but who are without experience in terLChing, arc required 
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to spend some time in the departments of the normal school, there to demonstrate 
their ability for practical work . 
.A. higher standard of scholarsh ip is now required for admission than formerly, which 
is responded to by enlarged preparation on the part of candidates, and no falling off 
of numbers. 
Hereafter two classes will be graduated annually. 
JACKSONVILLE. 
THE PORTUGUESE ELEMENT. 
The few following facts are offered in answer to the many inquiries that have been 
made in regard to the Portuguese element in the city and schools of Jacksouville : 
It is about twenty years since a number of Portuguese, deiveu from their homes in 
the island of Madeira by religious persecution, fled to the United States. The pecu-
liar ad;-antages offered by Illinois induced them to settle in that Sta.te, dividing their 
numbers abont equally between Jacksonville and Springfield. The fh'st colony num-
bered about 300. Since then many more have arrived, so that there are now about 
1,9.00 Portuguese in Jacksonville. They were very destitute when they arrived, but 
through their iudustry and frugality uearly every family llas secured a comfortable 
home. They have established two Protestant churches, in which serv ice is conducted 
in the1r native language. The number of Portuguese children in the public schools 
is 230. 
STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY. 
This institution closed its fifteenth year in June, 1872. At the closing exercises of 
the term, the pre ident, in his address, stated that, since the founding of the institution, 
there ba.ve been in the normal school 2,617 pn·pils, making the admissions on a.n aver-
age 174t per year. But for the last two years tlie admissions have averaget1 266t per 
year. ln ·the model school the total attendance bas been 2,6~6. Over 700 pupils of the 
university are engaged in teaching, and of these 75 are acting as principals or superin-
tendents. The cost of education per pupil is $91.61. The number of graduates llas 
been 200 in the normal and 17 in the high school. 
FU!\"'DS DERIVED FRO:M: UNITED STATES GRANTS. 
The institution bas been mainly supported by the interest of the college and semi· 
nary fund. This has u ually been spoken of as a State appropriation . But it does not 
como as a gift from the State. It is the interest on a fund donated by Congress for the 
maintenance of a State institution of learning. The State is only a trustee of the 
fund. 
1\IODEL DEPARTMENT. 
The model department is divided into three grades-high, grammar, and primary. 
Tb perm:ment teachers are a si ted by the pupil-teachers from the normal school. 
The clas ical course i very thorough . Young men who have taken this course enter 
Harvard or Yalo without conditions. 
Au additional cour e of tudy bas been arranged to meet the demands of the new 
11 school law." All the student have an opportunity to take this course. 
MUSEUM AND LIJJRARY. 
The museum and library formerly belonging to the I11inois Na,tural History Society 
are in tbe uui\'ersity buildin~ and to the. e the students of tbe university have access 
under suitable restriction . The mu cum bas an exceedingly valuable collection, and 
tho contents are nearly all catalo,,.u din a manner most convenient for reference. 
PUBLIC EDUCATIO.TAL LECTURES BY TIIE FACULTY. 
President Ed wards stated in hi address that mo t of the conn tics iu the State had 
be n vi ited by orne of the normal facult , for the purpos of lcctnring upon educa-
tional topic and giving iu truction at in titutes. Altogether, 349 institutes have been 
ait n led and ·o:3 a<ldr e delivered. 
The condition of the liDi\'"er ity in every way leaves nothing to be desired. 
C K C m;TY ·oR:\1:AL ~m TRAINI.l"G SCITOOL. 
The number of differ nt pupil who have belonged to this school since its orrraniza-
tiou i 316. f th . 6 bav compl ted the course of study and received diplomas. 
~ormal tudent are requir cl to practice in the model-school from five to twenty days 
each year of their attendance at the school. 
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GERMAN-ENGLISH NORMAL SCHOOL. 
In this institution students are prepared to teach in either German or English schools. 
Its departments are norma.!, preparatory, academic, and a model-school. A class in 
horticulture receives theoretical and practical instruction. There are two libraries-
one German and one English. 
ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY. 
The grounds occupied by the university embrace about 623 acres. The new uni-
versitv buildinO' is one of the most spacious and convenient on this continent. It is 
214 feet in length, with a depth on the wings of 122 feet. This bnile1ing is designed 
whollv for public use. The library wing is fire-proof, and contains five large halls de-
voted.to the library a,nd various cabinets and museums. The new mechanical build-
ing and driH-hall is of brick, 128 feet in length by 88 feet in width. The barns a,nd 
greenhouses are extensive and valmtble. 
Besides these lands and buildings, which are, with furniture, library, &.c., valued at 
$300,000, the university owns 25,000 acres of well-selected lands in Minnesota and Ne-
braska. Its endowment funds amount to $364,000 ; other property is valued at $33,000. 
The State has appropriated $25,000 to the agricultural department.; $20,000 to the 
historical department; $25,000 for mechanical building and drill-room; $75,000 for the 
erection of the main building; $10,500 to furnish the chemical laboratory ; and $20,000 
for library and apparatus. · 
The university embraces the following colleges and schools: 1. The college of 
agriculture, subdivided into two schools-one of agriculture proper, the other of hor-
ticulture and fruit-growing. 2. The col'lege of engineering, subdivided into four 
schools-mechanical science, civil engineering, mining engineering, and architecture. 
3. The college of natural science, subdivided into two schools-chemistry and nat-
uml history. 4. The college of literature and science, subdivided into two schools -
English and modern literature and ancient languages a,nd literature. There is also 
a school of commerce, a school of military science, and a school of domestic science 
and arts. 
The studies are elective, but the completion of one of these courses, or of the equiva-
lents allowed in it, will be required to entitle the student to graduate. 
CO-EDUCATION OF THE SEXES. 
The purpose of the school of domestic science and arts is to provide a full .course 
of instruction in the arts of the household and the sciences relating thereto. The in-
struction in this school was to begin with the college year, September, 1872, and to be 
developed as fast as practicn.ble. Other schools, especially adapted to the wants of 
""omen, will be op~ned as fast as the means in the possession of the university \Yill per-
mit. Young ladies have free access to all the departments of the university, and sev-
eral a1·e already pursuing stndies in the schools of. chemistry, horticulture, architec-
ture, a,nd commerce. 
It is expected that the old university building will be thoroughly refitted and devo-
ted to the use of lady students and to the schools of domest-ic science and other scl1ools 
for worn n, when the new building is folly prepared a,nd occupied. But. a year must 
clapHe uefore the transfer can be effected. To meet the present want, arrangements 
aro in progress to open near the uuiversi t.y a boarding hall for ladies. 
Labor is not compulsory, hqt is furnished, as far as possible, to aU who desire it. 
SttHlcuts, however, can not count upon payiug more than one-half their expenses by 
working. 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. 
The small attendance at the law school of this university during the past year is 
owing to the fact of the law-school uuilding having been destroyed in the fire of Oc-
tober, 1 71, and the students scattered among the other schools. 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM. 
Large additions have recently been made t.o the library, museum, n.nd appamtns. 
The Hengstenburg library, containing about 13,000 volumes, and including one of the 
most valuable theological libraries in the country, is now put up in the university. 
A collection of 3,500 coins bas been presented to the university by Rev. Miles Sanford, 
D. D., of Philadelphia. 
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS. 
Among late donations of appara.tns, are a Ruhmkorff's induction coil, one of tbe 
largest ever imported, and a full set of the famous Geissler's tubes. The Dearborn ob-
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servatory, which forms the astronomical department of the university, contains the 
l argest telescope in the country. During the ye:1r arrangements were completed for 
the organization of a conrse in practical chemistry. Tho laboratory is quite new, 
and one of t.he best eqnipped in the West. 
To meet the wants of the different classes of students, arrangements have been made 
for in truotion in the branches necessary to a commercial educatiou. 
Students may reside at the university and pursue studios for a longer or shorter 
time, in any of the classes, at their own election: subject to the regulations of tho 
faculty. 
Tile site of the university was a gift of the late Sen:1tor Donglas. The accommocl a-
tious have lately been increased by the completion of the main building, 136 by 72 
feet. Tho cost of this building was over $117,000. 
The institution hitherto known as ·wayland University, located at Beaver Dam, 
vVisconsin, bas passed under the control of the university, and will hereafter be con-
ducted a a preparatory department of that institution. Tho nniversity has also leased 
the building recently erected at Winnetka, Illinois, 16 miles north of Chicago, for the 
purpo o of maintaining a preparatory department at that place. Those scl::ools arc open 
to both sexes. It is intended gradually to develop, in connection with the first named 
of the e schools, a complete collegiate course of studios for young ladies, graduates 
of which shall receive the diploma of the University of Chic:1go. 
SHURTLEFF COLLEGE. 
The departments of study are theological, collegiate, academic, and preparatory. By 
a late act of the board of trustees, the prep:1ratory and collegi:1tc departments are 
open to both sexes. The wisdom of this action has been successfully tested during 
the current year. Students who do not propose to pursue a regular course of studies 
can recite in any of the classes of tho preparatory and collegiate departments in which 
they can maintain an honomble standing. A phonographic department has been es-
tabli hed, under tbe care of a practical phonographic reporter. 
WIIEATON COLLEGE. 
Thi institution offers a ladies' course in each of its dep::ntments. A normal class 
and a commercial department :1re conducted in connection wi th ~he coll<"ge. 
As at 1Ionnt Holyoke and other like institutions, all the young ladief:! rc~iding in the 
building, in addition to the care of their rooms, will work one hour eaeh da y in the 
hon !-l hold. 
The new college building , erected at a cost of $50,000, have been completd, and 
were opened for students in September, 1872. 
SAINT IGNATIUS COLLEGE. 
This institution, conducted by members of the Society of Jesus, is regularly char-
ter ·d an l empowered to confer all the degrees usual in colleges and univen;ities. 
'I her- are two courses of study, cla ical and commcrci:1l. There is also a preparatory 
ucpartroent. 
ll..LINOIS WESLEYA T UNIVERSITY. 
Thi institution is under the joint patronage of the Illinois and Central Illinois 
annual con£ rences of th Methodi t Epi copal Church, which anunally appoint com-
mitte ' to supervise tbe examinations and general management of the in titution. 
Ladie.' and geutlemen arc admitteu on cr1ual terms. 
A ci ntific cour ·e bas been arranged for tho e wbo do not desire the regular co11ege 
conr. .. There i also a prepnratery department, offering the advantage of a :first-cla ·s 
academy. 
Tile endowment fund of the college is nearly $200,000. A now building, costing oYer 
'1 0,0 0, bas lately been completed. 
LO:\fBARD NIV1~R ITY. 
Thi. i. open to lJoth. exe . Ther are two department of instruction, collegiate 
au <l preparatory. Th collf!giate incluc1 · three cour es of study, cla sical, scientific, 
and literary. Each of these cour ·e occupie · four y ars. 
EUHEKA COLLEGE. 
FiT'e conr es of . tucly are offer d : collegiate, biblical, normal, commercial, and mu-
sical. The collegiat c1 partm nt compri. e. four cour es : preparatory, baccalaureate, 
cic~ntific, and acad mic. La<lie are admitt d to all the departments on the arne 
footi ng a: , ntlem n. Thr number of stuuents has averaged o\ r 200 annually since 
the or anization of the college. 
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MONMOUTH COLLEGE. 
This institution comprises four departments: a collegiate department, (including a 
classical and a scientific course,) an academical department, a musical department, and 
an art department. Ladies are admitted to all the courses of study. Instruction is 
given in H ebrew sufficient to enable the student to enter an advanced theological 
class. Students completing the normal course will be entitled to a teacher's diploma. 
The geological cabinet of the college is one of the finest in the State. 
WESTFIELD COLLEGE. 
This institution is under the control of the Illinois, Central Illinois, and Lower 
Wabash conferences of the United Brethren in Clnist. In addition to the classical 
and scientific courses, there is a teach.ers' or normal course, so organized as to meet the 
requirements of the new school law. Teacaers' certificates will be issu ed to students 
completing this course. Ladies and gentlemen are admitted on equal terms. 
EV A..~STON COLLEGE FOR WOMEN. 
The report of this college contains the remark, that" while it is true that many insti-
tutions are now nominally open to ·women, it is equally true that, without specia,l pro-
vision for convenient and economical residence, and for such stud ies a,s they ma,y wish 
to undertake, not found in the university curriculum, the advantage is often more 
nominal than real." This institution~ nuder the direction and control of a board of 
lady trustees, seeks to make these special provisions, and to aid the Northwestern 
University to accomplish the task H bas undertaken-the higher education of women. 
CONSOLIDATION WITH THE NORTHWESTEHN FEMALE COLLEGE. 
The history of the Northwestern F emale College, established at Ev:mston seventeen 
years ago, is inherited by the new college, which adopts as its own the alumni of the 
old college, and will use its building until n ext year, when its own will be completed. 
The students of the college receive the greater part of their instruction from the 
faculty of the Northwestern University. While the classical and scientific conrses of 
the university are open to ladies, who upon completing either will receive the corre-
sponding diploma, another course has ueen arranged for those who prefer to give t.o the 
modern languages and history greater prominence than to the classics a,ud higher math-
ematics. This course is shorter by one year than the courses of tlw university, aud 
gives more scope to the choice of the student. 'l'hb departments of music and the nne 
arts offer extraordinary facilities. The library of the Northwestern University, its 
reading-room and cabinet, are open to the students of the ladies' college. 
Evanston is the most important s.uburb of Chicago, and the location of the college 
is in every way desirable and advantageous. 
ILLINOIS FEMALE COLLEGE. 
In addition to the course pursuerl in :first-~lass academies, there are three depart-
ments: musie, art, and Lusincss. The college library is large and va,luable. 
ALMIRA COLLEGE. 
This institution is for young ladies. Tho collegiate course occupies four years, but 
pupils are encouraged to add another year to their course, that they may attain a 
higher culture in tbe langudges, fine arts, ancl literature. A preparatory department 
is connected. with tho college. 
ROCKFORD SEMINARY. 
This institution bas four departments : collegiate, (including a classical and scientific 
course,) preparatory, musical, and the department of drawing and paiuting. A norrnnl 
class is formed· when desired. The semin ary originated in connection with Beloit Col-
lege, and its founders designccl to make liberal provisions for tho thorough collegiate 
education of young ladies. Its charter gives full college powers. 
JE.r NINGS SKMINARY. 
The name was changed from Clark Seminary in 1869. There are five courses of 
study: classical, scientific, preparatOl'y, commercial, and musical. Equal advantages 
are offered to ladies and gentlemen. 
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FERRY HALL. 
Thi in titution was organized as the ''Ladies' collegiate and preparatory depart-
ment of the Lake Forest University." Since its inauguration, three years ago, it has 
met with the most gratifying success. 
The plan provides for a preparatory course, a collegiate course of four years, and 
tlwron•Th instruction in music, drawing, and painting. A university course, for the 
furthe1? pursuit of classics and the arts, will be provided for those who desire it. 
RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
Thi college announces its thirtieth annual course of lectures. The buildings of the 
college were destroyed in the fire of October, 1871. Temporary lecture and dissecting 
room are erected on the Cook County Hospital grounds. The Cook County commis-
sioners having decided to erect permanent buildings, the trustees of the medical col-
loge have concluded to erect a new building in connection with the county hospital. 
The proximity to the county hospital, which is the largest iu Cb.icago, offers superior 
ad vantages for clinical instruction. This is considered as more than a corn pensation 
for the great loss sustained by the destruction of the splendid college building. 
BENNETT COLLEGE OF ECLECTIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
Among the advantages of this in titutiou is a capital of $GO,OOO, free from all taxa-
tion. The old college building was destroyed in tho fire of October, 1871. A new and 
commodious building has since been pnrcbased. The course of instruction is complete 
and thorough in every department. The ~ystem of practice taught is genuinely eclec-
tic. A free dispensary is e tablished at the college, which affords opportunity for prac-
tice to tndeut , and they have access to Cook County Hospital, one of the largest auu 
best arranged in the counti'Y· 
THEOLOGICAL SEl\IL.~ARY OF THE NORTHWEST. 
Thi eminary is conducted nuder the auspices and in the interests of the Presbyte-
rioo. burch. The course of stm.ly occupies three years. The requisites for admission 
are, a connection with some evangelical church, and a regular course of collegiate study. 
GARRETT BIBLICAL INSTITUTE. 
Thi institution wa fir t e tablished for the benefit of young men of the Methocli t 
Epi. opal Church, but i uow open to all evangelical denominations. It is aided in 
the in:truction of it students by the Northwestern University and its preparatory 
s ·hool. The e institutions and the biblical institute are located together on the same 
ground . For tho e students who can study only a limited time, a partial preparatory 
and tb ological cou r e ba be n arranged. Both the institute library and the university 
lii.Jrary ar open to students of the in titute. Tuition is free. 
ILLINOIS Di TlTUTION FOR TilE EDUCATION OF TIIE BLIND. 
Tb bien?ia_l report for 1 69-70 states that the number of pupils bad increased to O, 
and the bmlcl1ng was crowded to its utmo t capacity. In .April, 1t369, the building wa 
dP.tr yed by fire. Another one was erected on the same site, but with only about 
half the capacity of the former one. The school i continued in all its departments, with 
a much advantage to the pupil as the limited room perm its. Many applicants have 
to he r~fu ed for want of accommodation. On this ground a strong appeal is made to 
the leg1 lature for funds to enlarge the building. 
HO}IE FOR TilE FRIENDLESS. 
Thi ben vol nt in titution, located in Chicago, make its thirteentH annual report: 
':fhc number of inm~te at tb lJ ginning of the year wa 77. The number admitted dur- . 
mg they ar wa _1,: 2, of whom 1,00 w re adults and 574 childr n; the number left 
1,140. f the cbi~dren, 5 hav gone to permanent homes and 31 have died. Th av-
nwe att nda?c m tb • ·chool-room bas b en about 4 . In tho indu trial departm nt 
hn!nh·-fiv gul b tw n th age of 13 and 17 have receiv cl in truction. Tbree-
f~urtb o_f tb in com of tb • ?me wa cut off by the ravages of the .fire of Oc~o?er, 1 11. 
~Jnonf!h 1 lef to p~y the rnnnmg xpcnses of tho school and mission, and thiS IS larg ly 
wcr ·a 1 hy donatwns. 
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CHICAGO REFORM SCHOOL. 
The guardians of this iustitut.ion make their last report: While regarding with 
satisfaction the good that has been accomplished and expressing profound regret at 
the combined circumstances which necessitated the discontinuance of the institution, 
they fullv indorse the action of the legislature in passing the " transfer hill," reliev-
in o- the clty of Chicago fi·om the expense of maintaining" convicted" juvenile offenders 
when the State has provided a school for that purpose. As the law now stands, the 
school, since the beginning of 1871, has been used as a prison, the commitments and dis-
charges beinrr in accordance with prison rules, and thengh the reformatory measures 
were not rel~xed, the guardians could: not consistently carry out all the duties imposed 
on them by the law. 
The total number in school during the year was 212; number discharged, 42; granted 
tickets of leave, 127; returned to care of parents, 12; escaped, 14; died, 1 ; transferred, 
15; whole number sent out, 212; the whole number of inmates received into the in-
stitution since its opening, November, 1855, is 1,284; number sent out, 1,254; died, 30. 
Of the whole number received only 217 were of American parentage; the average age 
of admission was 12 to 1 :~. Since the chauge in the law, during 1872, the average age 
of commitment has been 14 to 15. 
As a reformatory institution the Chicago Reform School has been a grand success. 
It well repayed the outlay of time and money until the adverse decision of the supreme 
cq,urt, by which the law giving the power to care in this way for the ignorant and des-
titute was declared null an<l void, and the institution was restrained from continu-
ing to perform the work for which .it was called into existence. In other words, the 
ignorant, idle, and destitute bad to become criminals before they could leg~lly be 
placed in the reform school. This left the board of guardians almost powerless to 
carry on the work of reformation to a succes&ful issue, for on the very day that a boy's 
sentence expired, then guardianship over him ceased. 
In 1871 the city agreed to remove the institution and deliver the grounds and im-
provements to the county for the sum of $50,000, and a bill was passed in the legisla-
ture providing for the transfer of the sentenced inmates to the reform school at Pon-
tiac. 
ILLINOIS INSTITUTION FOR THE ·EDUCATION OF FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN. 
'l'bis institution, which was inaugurated as an experimental school for the education 
of feeble-minded children, has been so successful in training this unfortunate class that 
at the last session of the general assembly it was organized upon an inclependen•t 
basis, and was incorporated as one of the permanent charitable institutions o{ the 
State. The education furnished by the institution will include not only the simpler 
elements of instruction usually taught in the common schools, when that is p-ractica-
ble, but will embrace a course of training in the more practical matters of every-day 
life. The improvement and progress of the pupils have been very encouraging. This 
is a State institution; uoard and tuition arc free during the school year of ten months. 
CHICAGO ACADEMY Qlr SCIENCES. 
The board of trustees bas determined ,to rebuild the academy on the old lot on W"a-
basb avenue. Work bas been commenced unon the buillling, and it is progressing 
r:tpidly. It is expected that the library-room of the academy will be ready for use very 
soon, and it will be prowptly occupied. . 
The officers of the board for the present yea;r are, Colonel J. W. Foster, president; 
Dr. Norman Bride, recorder. 
DEATH OF REV. S. FOSTER •. 
Rev. Samuel Foster diec1 at Washington Heights April1, 1872. 
He was born at Hartland, Connecticut, 1799; graduated at Yale College, 1828; studied 
theology at New Haven, and was licensed to preach 1830; commissioned by the Amer-
ican Home Missionary Society, and started for Illinois in tt buggy September 5, 1832; 
:urived at Springfield, over 1,200 miles, in just thirty traveling days; labored in differ-
ent places in the State, forming churches and establishing schools, with great <1evotion 
and success till deAth. 
DEATH OF F. A. LORD, 1\1:, D •. 
Frederick Augustus Lord, M. D:, Professor Physiological ancl Medical Chemistry, 
in Hahnemann Medical College, Chicago, died of fever, September 13, 1872. 
He was born at Lyme, Connecticnt, 183i ; graduated at Beloit College, Wisconsin, . 
1857 ; studied medicine with Dr. George E. Shipman, of Chicago, and attended the usual. 
course of me<lical instructiou at Ann Arbor~ Michigan; g!·aduated with high honors, andi 
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returned another year to take a special course in chemistry ; practiced four years suc-
cessfully at Sycamore, Dlinois; elected professor at Hahnernann Medical College, where 
he again distinguished himself by his industry, zeal, and thoroughness; also conduct-· 
ting an extensive and growing practice. His attainments as a scholar, his careful and 
thorough culture, his skill as a physician, his accomplishments as a gentleman, and his 
perfect integrity as' a man, all combined to render him one of the brightest ornaments 
of the profession. 
ILLL.~OIS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The eighteenth annual meeting of this association was held at Dixon, December 26, 
27, and 29, 1871. 
President J. H. Blodgett, of Rockford, gave a general account of school matters 
in his portion of the State; J. Wilkinson, of Lincoln, Jephtha Hobbs, of Shelbyville, 
and Matthew Andrews, of l\iacom b, gave statements of progress in educational work in 
their respective neighborhoods, after which the president gave his annual address. He 
spoke of the free public-school system as unknown in Illinois twenty-five years ago, 
and, after reviewing the progress in this and various other directions during that period, 
be mged that personal consecration to his work on the part of the teacher was the 
mo t important preparation for his duties. The times demand the multiplication of 
men and women devoted to exalted principles, with faith enough to work on in con-
sciousne s ofT.ight, without impatience to see the results which are sure to come. Colonel 
L. H. Potter, of Soldiers' College, l!~nlton, spoke on "Religion in the public schools." 
On tho second day the association was divided into sections-high-school, interme-
diate, and primary. In the high-school section a paper was read by Edwin P. Frost on 
'' Katt_tral sciences; to what extent shall they be taught¥" A discussion of the subject 
followed, which was generally participated in. 
Iu the intermediate and primary sectiens "Analysis in reading," " Course of study 
in geography,"" Oral instruction," ::mel'' Method in reading," were among the topics 
presented and discussed. 
- "The sclJoollaw of Illinois" was the snbject of an address by Hon. Newton Bateman; 
anf1 the" New departure in education" was presented in an address by D. L. Leonard, 
of Normal. 
Officers elected: President, J. B. Roberts, Galesburgh; secretary, William Jenkins, 
Ottawa; treasurer, P.R. Walker, Creston .. 
FACTS ,FROM· TIIE · UNITED STATES· CENSUS; 
Area and population.-In 1 70 Illinois was the fourth State in population, having 
2,5~·9, 91 inhabitants, ·within an area of 55,410 square miles-an average of 45.84 per-
sons to the square mile. This popuhtion consisted of 2,511,096 whites, ~ ,762 colored, 
1 Chine e, and 32 Indians. Of these 2,024,693 were native, and 515,198 foreign-born . 
Of the native re ·ideut.s of the State 1,181,106 whites, 8,387 colored, aucl 10 Indians 
wcr born within its uorders; of the foreign-born inhabitants, 203,766 were born in 
Germany, 5,3 i were uorn in En<rla.w1, and 120,162 in Ireland. 
chool allcndance.-According to Tallie IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 548,225 persons at-
tended school, of whom 25,~ 6 wero- foreign-born. The white scholars number d 
545, 97, of whom 284,0 4 were mal •s and 261,81:3 females. The colored scholars num-
bered 2,324, of wl.Jom 1,169 were males and 1,155 females. One female ancl3 male Indians 
were als-o reported. 
Illilel'acy.-Tbc number of inhabitau'ts of all races, 10 years old and over, unn.ble to 
write, wa 133,5t:!4, of whom 42,9"9 "·ere foreign-born. 
Age sex, and 1·ace of illitel'aies.-Of the 123,G24 white illiterates, 11,865 were from 10 
to 1:' years old, of whom 6,362 wer males and 5,303 females; 14,101 were from 15 to 
21 year of a c, of whom 7,20 were male, and R,893 females; 97,G5 were 21 years old 
and over, of nllom 40,.J01 w re males and 56, 57 (cmale . Of tlw 9,950 colored illiter-
at ·s, GGO were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 3iFi were males ancl 325 females; 1,230 
were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom G2.9 were males and 61!) females; ~,051 w re 21 
years old and upward of whom 3,060 were IMtles and 4.0 2 females. Five male :mel 5 
femal Indian: were al. o reported, 21 years old and ove1~. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Repurt, the total 
munhcn of educational institutions was 11, 3:-, having 24,0S6 t achers, of whom 10,411 
were male and 13,643 females; and 767,775 pupils, of whom 3 9,955 were males and 
3ii, 20 females . 
..lmou.nt ancl source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
s itution wa ··or 70 00 of which. '2:J2,G60 were derived from endowments, '6,027,510 
from taxation ancl puhlic fnncl·, and $3,6 U,030 from other sources, inclndinrr tuition. 
Public sclwobJ.-TlJe 11,05 pnhlic; choo] had ~0,097 teachcrs-8,971 male~ ancl11,:306 
f<·male:, wHh Gi7 G23 pupil: of whom :~4:3,445 wf•rc males and 334,178 female.. Tl.J y 
l>O e.- ·ctl a total iuconw of · ·7 ~10,2();), of which ,;5, ,5 ,249 were derived from taxation 
and J..mblic fund ·, and 1,052,01 from tuition and other sources~ 
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Colleges.-The 26 colleges had 223 teachers, 190 males and 33 females, and 4,657 stu-
dents, of whom 3,930 were m::tles and 727 females. They Lad a total income of$271,065, 
of w1li0h $109,210 were derived from endowment, $25,000 from taxation and public 
funds, p.n<l Sl 36,855 from tni.t.i?n a~d other sources. . 
Academies.-The 32 aca.dem1es bad 225 teachers, 64 males and 161 females, w1th 4,690 
pupils-1,:394 rna.lcs and 3,29~ females. They possessed an income of $257,643, of 
whicu $20,421 w·ere derived from endowruent aml $:!37,222 from tuition and other sonrces. 
Private schools.-The. 531 private day and boarding schools bad 1,526 teacl.Jers, 491 
males and 1,035 fermtles, with 41,456 pupils, of whom 21,414 were males and 20,044 
females. They possessed a total in come of $966,262, of which $5,000 were ·derived 
from endowment and $061,262 from tuition and other sources. 
Libm1·ies.-There were :3,705 public libraries, with 0:!4,545 volumes, n,nd 9,865 pri-
vate libraries, with 2,399,369 volumes; making 13,570 libraries, containing 3,324,m4 
volumes. 
The press.-The 505 periodica,ls bad an aggregate circulation of 1,722,541 copies, and 
an aggregate annual issue of 113,140,492 copies. 
Churchcs.-Of the 4,298 church organizations, 3,459 possessed edifices with 1,201,403 
sittings, and tbe church property was Vl'tlued at $22,G64,28:3. 
Pcwperisrn.-Of the 2,3!33 paupers, 1,213 were native whites, 41 native colored, and 
1,109 foreigners. 
Urirne.--Of 1,795 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 1,229 were native w-hites, · 143native 
colored, a.nd 423 foreigners; 1,552 persons were convicted during tlle year. 
Age a11d sex of pop~tlai'ion.-Of the total population, BW,766 persons were from 5 to 
18 years old, of whom 414,547 were males aud 404,210 fem ales ; 1,809,606 persons , 
were ten years old a.nd over, of whom 946,717 were males and 8G2,8o9 females. ; 
Occupations.-Tbere were 742,015 persons of these ages engaged in various occupa:.. 
tions, of whom 678,732 were males and 63,283 females ; 376,4H persons wer)3 epgaged 
in agricultural pursuits, of whom 375,407 were males and 1,034 females; 151,!::1:31 in 
personal and professional services, of whom 99,337 were males aml 52,59!1- ·females; 
80,422 in trade and transportation·, of whom 79,876 were males allC154G females;· ·133,221 
in manufactures and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 124,112. ' vere males 
and 9,109 femaJ<'s. 
Age ct11cl sex of w01·lcing population.- Of the 742,015 em ployed persons, 25,551 were 
from 10 to 15 ;years old, of whom 21,742 were males and ;),tlOJ fcn.lilles ; 687,:303 were 
from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 628,593 were males and 5H,'710 females; 29,161 "\Yere 
60 years old aud over, of whom 28,397 were males and 764 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Hon. NEWTON BATEMAN, State sttpm·intendent of public instrurt·ion, Sp1·ingjield. 
COUNTY SUPERIJ.'\TENDENTS. 
A dome ... . Con~ti~ ...... ..... I J obn H. Blao:n.p"intendon.· .............. . 
Alexander ....................... John C. ·white ......................... . .. .. 
~~~~e·.·_-_·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. :::: :::::::::::: ~ilii;!0rr~8n':;.h~~~~~: : ::::::::::::::::::: 
Brown ........................... II on. Jolm P. Richmond .................... . 
gf~~r~: ~ ~:: ~ ~::::::::: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:::: ~r~~ti~~~;ri:t~~~: :::::: :::::: :::::: : : : : 
Cass .. ........ ... ..... _....... . .. IIan·ey 'l'nte . .............................. . 
8G~~E~~g~-:::::::::::::::::::::: t~~Wi~'l~ ~-. ~~~~~i~~: : : ::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Clark ............................ ·william '.r . .A.d::uus . ..... .... .............. .. 
8~!~~~~::::::: ~:::::::::::: ~ ~:::: ~~~;~~l-!i{~~~~~i::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Cook .. ........................... .A lbert G. Laue ............................ . 
Crawford .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . Samuel .A. Burner . . . . . .................. . 
Cumberland ........ ... .......... ·william E. Lake ... ........................ . 
~~ ~\~ ::::::::::::: ::~: :::::::: ~~~;~~ ~1~-;~~~it~o:: :::::: ::::::·:::::: :::::: 
~~~~~.;:: :::: ..... :.····~:···· ~~!lfi\]i~~i~~················:···· · Effingham .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . Sylvrster F. Gilmore .......... _ ........ ... . 
~~i1~~-- ~:·.·_-_-_-_-_-_:::: ::::: .:::::: ~il'N;~i~c~~~o~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Franklin .... .......... ....... .... Robcrtn. I,ink ................. ......... .. . 
. Fnllon . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . IIoralio J. Ben ton ... ....................... . 
Gallatin··--·· ...... ...... _ ....... Nathaniel .P.llolderly ......... _ ........... . 
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COUNTY SUPERINTE~"'DENTS-Continued. 
Counties. 
Greene ......................... . 
Grundy ......................... . 
H amilton ....................... . 
Hancock ............ ........... . . 
Hardin ........ .......... ....... . 
H enderson ............... ...... .. 
Heury .......................... . 
Jroquois ....................... . 
Jackson ........ __ ....... _ ....... . 
~~it~~-~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~I:telvie58: : ::::::::::::::::::::: 
Johnson ........................ . 
Kooe ..... . .. . ..... .. .... ....... . 
Kankakee ... .. ................. . 
K endalL ............... ......... . 
Kuox ........................... . 
L ako ........ .... .... ........... . . 
La Salle ...... .......... ......... . 
L awrence ....................... . 
L eo ....... -- .... -- ........... ... . 
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~: :::::::::::::: 
Macoupin ....................... . 
Madison ........................ . 
Marion ......................... . 
MarshalL ................... .. .. . 
"Ma on .......................... . 
Massac ................. ........ . 
McDonough ..................... . 
Mcllenry ....................... . 
McLean ........................ . 
Menard ......................... . 
Mercer .......................... . 
Monroe ......................... . 
~~~~~~~~~~ ~ _-~::::.::::::::::::: 
Moultrie ........ . ............... . 
~~~~i~-:::::::::::::::::::. :::: : : : 
~?~[l. ~:: -_ -_ -_ -_-_-_ -_-_ -_:::::::::::: :: : : 
Pike .................. ..... ..... . 
~~1:ski: :: :::·.-.:: :::::::::::::::: 
Putnam ..... ................. .. . . 
~f?~~~~f: :::::~ :::::~:: :: :::::::: 
Rr1ck I!:!llllld ..................... . 
Saline ............ _ .............. . 
f:~bff;~~~-----·.-_·:::::: ::::::::::::: 
."rott .............. .... ....... ... . 
• hcll>y ... ....... . .. ......... .. .. . 
tark _ ......................... .. 
:lint Clair ..... ............ ..... . 
.-tephf'nson ..................... . 
Taz welL ....................... . 
nion ........ .... ... .... . .... ... . 
Vermilion ....................... . 
Waba h ------------------------ -
Warren ......................... . 
;~y~i~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::: 
White .... ..... ................. . 
·w11it sid s ----------------------
'\\' ill ............................ . 
William on ............. ·------ --
Winneb?.go ----------------------
Woodford ....... ............... .. 
Superintencl~nt. 
Caleb A . Worley .......................... . 
Hiram C. Goold ........................... .. 
~:~~1\.~~ii~b~Affi~ :: ::.:::::::::::::::: ~ :: 
John Ja<lk -----· ........................... . 
R. P. Raudall . .................. .... __ ..... .. 
i:e~r1r~~~~~~~~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.r ohn Ford ................................. . 
P. S. McLaughlin .......... _ . .. .... ....... . . 
George W. J ohnsou ....................... .. 
Charles H. Knapp ............ _ ......... . ... . 
~~g~~: :r~r ~:E~~~:::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: 
George B. Charles ....... _ .......... ____ ... . 
Rev. Frecleri~k W. Beecher __ .............. . 
John R. Marshall .. .. .. _ ................... . 
Frederick Christianer . . .................... _ 
Charles G. Tarbell ........................ .. 
g:f:~~ ~s~itb~~~~- :::::::::::::::::: : .: :::: 
James H. Preston ......................... .. 
II. H.IIilL ................................. . 
6:~!.:1-~~E:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fletcher H. Chapman ......... ..... ........ . 
John Weaver .............................. . 
f~~msa:rJ.~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~il~~:n:~s~~~c:::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: 
Lloyd H. Copeland .. ...................... .. 
G-ardner S. Southworth .................. __ . 
John Hull ................................. . 
William II. Berry. ____ .................... .. 
Frederick W. Livingston _ ............ . .... . 
Joseph W. Rickert ......................... . 
Rev. Hiram L. Gregory ..................... . 
Samuel M. Martin _ ........................ . 
David F. Stearns ........................... . 
EdwarclL. Wells ........................... . 
B.' ~-i:~t~t~~~~~~: :::::::: ::::::::::::::: · 
Ualeb A. Tatman---------- ----------······· 
John N . .Jewell ............................ . 
J~!~~o:ff. ~;~~:::: :::: ~:::::::: :: :~: :::::: 
A. W.Durley .............................. . 
¥g~;r6.~c~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::: ::::: 
Mansf10ld M. Sturgeon ..................... . 
Frederic F .. rob uson ...................... .. 
~~~~~~J3:R~~!~u::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Jam s Callano ............................. . 
~~:ilo~lll!r1~:: :.·:: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
,Tam s P. Slade .... ......................... . 
Isaac F. Klrckner ... _ .................... .. 
• teph n K.llatfi.eld ........................ . 
Pbilipli. Kroh .. ........................... . 
John W.Parker ............................ . 
JamcsL ds ............................... . 
James B. DonnelL ......................... . 
ldf•u C. IIillman ......................... .. 
\Villiam A. V rnon ........................ . 
Jam s.r. McClintoe ........................ . 
Mic-hael W. Smith ........................ .. 
alrocn 0. imonds .... ..................... . 
!~~~b~~d ~\rrg,~e::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::: 












































































[From report of Ron. Milton B. Hopkins, Stato iluperintendent, for tho scholastic years ending August 
31,18'11, and August 31, 1872.] · 
SCH@OL FUNDS. 
These are of three classes-productive, contingent, and non-productive. The pro-
ductive or interest-bearing fund comprises-
The congressional-township fund ...................... - .... -- .. -- .. .. 
The saline fund .............. -.- .... -- ................ -- .... - ...... . 
The surplus-revenue fund .......................................... .. 
The bank-tax fund . .....................•........................... 






Total-'-····-········-·--·-······-···-----···---··-······--·-·· 7,787,385 54 
These are classified as productive funds, because the entire amount of each fund, or 
nearly so1 is now bearing interest in favor of the schools. 
The contingent fl!lnd comprises the proceeds of fines, forfeitures, escheats, swamp-
lauds, and taxes on corporations. · 
The non-productive fund is composed of tile sixteenth sections (17,882 acres) that re-
main unsold . · 
These different funds form the principal of the 
COMMON-SCHOOL FUND. 
~~:~~~~!~~bJ~l ~~l~~s:::::: ::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ::: ~ ~::: ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~:::::: : ~: ~ 
Sinking-fund, (distributed,) at 8 per cent ........................... .. 
Congressional-township fund ...................................... .. 
Value of unsold congressional-township l~tnds ..................... ~ .. 
Saline fund ..............•.......................................... 
Bank-tax fund····································-···--·· .. . 
Escheatell estates ... _ ............................. _ .......... _ ..... . 
Sinking-fund, (last distribution) .................................... . 
Sinking-fund undistributed ........................................ .. 
Swamp-land fund ........... _ •.... _ ............ : ....... ............ . 
$3,591,316 15 
1,666,824 50 









Total ................ -..••....• -- ...... - ............. _. _.. . . . . 8, 437, 593 47 
====== 
The total gives a school fund larger by two millions of dollars than that of any 
other State in the Union. The fund waR increased during 1872 by the di stribution of 
$569,139.94, sinking-fund. There was a delay of about twelve months in the distrlbu-
ti<m of this money, caused by an application to the courts for an injunction restrain-
ing the distribution. The loss to tho schools by the attempt is not less than $53,000. 
SCHOOL REVENUE. 
Taxes ... - ..•. - - ........... - ...................... _ .. . 
Interest on common fund ............................ . 
~~qc~~f:ec;£!~~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : :: : : : : : 
Interest paid by State on bonds ................. _ ... .. 
Interest on congressional fund .................... _ .. . 
Amount of delinquencies .................. __ ........ . 
1871. 
$1,051,438 57 














Totalreceiptsforschools ....................... 1,669,155 45 1,717,443 341 
* This does not include the amount of delinquency for October, 1872. 
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ATIE~"'DANCE. 
~~~~ ~ha~~! ~f.es~h~~i -~g~ :: ~ ~: ~ ~ .-::: ~::::: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: 
"'White females of school age ............ . ............... . ............. . .... . ..... . 
Colored males of school age ......... . ............... ------ ...•... . . . .. ------
Colored females of school age .. . ...... . .......... . .................... . .. . .... -- - .. - .. 
Total scholastic population ................. .. ....................... .. .......... . .. ------
Number enrolled in primary schools ................................. . ........ - .. - .. 
N urn ber enrolled in high schools .......... . ....................................... . 
Total enrollment ....................................... · .................................. - .. - .. --
Average attendance in white primary schools . .... . ...................... .. ....... .. 
Average attendance in colored primary schools ........ . .. . .............................. -
Average attendance in high schools ............... . ............. . .. .. ...... . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS A}.TD SCHOOLS. 
Number of districts in which schools were t aught .................. . .... . ..... . . 
Number of districts in which no schools were t aught ... __ ........... . . . ...... . 
Total number of districts . ..... . ............................ . ..... . ......... .... ........ . .... . 
Number of districts in which colored schools were taught .............. .. . .. ... . .. . 
N ulll ber of district graded schools .......... _ .................................. . 
Number of township graded schools ...... . .... . .................... . ......... .. 
Average length of schools in days .................... _ ................... .. ... . 
TEACllERS AND TEACHE RS' PAY. 
White male teachers in primary schools, 1872 ..... -----· ........... . .......... . 
'White female teachers in primary schools, 1872 ..................................... . 
Colored male teachers in primary schools, 1872 ........ . . .. ............... . ...... . 
Colored£ malo teachers in primary schools, 1872 ........... ___ ... _ .. . ........ . 
Male teachers in high schools, 1872 .................. . ... _. _ ............. . ...... . 
Female teachers in 4io·h schools, 1872 ............... __ ........... _ ... .. . . ....... . 
Wltolc number of teachers, 1872 .......................... __ ........ . .. . ... . ... . 
Whole number of teachers for 1871.. ............... . ............... . ...... . ..... .. 
Pay of male teachers in primary schools per day .... _ ............ . . . . . .. . ..... . 
Pay of female teacher iu primary schools per day ......... . ........ . ......... . 
Pay of malo teachers in high schools per day . ........................ . ......... . 
Pay of female teachers in high schools peT day . ........... _. _ ............. . ... . 
N urn ber of teachers attending institutes, (32 count ies) ........... . . .. ... •... 

































Number of new school-bon e · lmilt in 18il ...•....•..............•... 
o. t of new school-houses built in 1 71. ........... . ............ _ ...... . .. .. 
Whole number of school-hou ·es in 1871 : stone, 125; brick, 834; frame, 
415 
$609, 105 67 
7,517 · ]o<T, 51~ .. . . . . ... .... .. . .... . ... _ .... . _ ............. __ . __ .... _ . .. . 
Total valuation of school property for 1 71 .. . ......... ------.---- . . .. , 
Knmbcr of 11ew chool-hou es built in 1872 ................ . .. :· .. .. . .. . . 
o t of new cbool-houses lmilt in 1 72 . .... . .. . . .. ___ ..... . _. _ ... .. _ ...... . 
Wlwle number of chool-bouses in 1 72 : stone, 88; brick, 877 ; frame, 
7,56 · Jog, 547 . .... . .. ... . . ...... ...... . . . .... .. . ------ ..... .. .. . ..... . .. . 
Total valuation of school property for 1 72 ...• _ ..•..•..•. _ .... _ ••.. . . 
l'>IEA...~S OF D\CREA ING SCITOOL REVE 'UE. 
8,9 9 
$7, 381,830 73 
393 
$561, 13 55 
9, 0 0 
;j39,199,4 0 15 
There is now in the custody of the different connties, as loaning agents, .,. 4,519,-
041.13. Of tbi a portion is loaned at 7 per cent. anc1 the l'emaiudcr at 8 per cent. It 
i recommend d that the entire fund held in trust by the counties be pl::lced at8 per cent. 
This would give an annual increa:e of '39,479.01. 
It i a1 or commended that th lcgifllatnre -pa s a law providing for the payment, 
in in tallm nt , of the ntire debt, 3 7] 9,016.10, dne the school fnnd by ti.J.e 'tate. 
The int ·re ·t (· 226,140.96 per annum) oftbi debt is paid out of the taxes. "It leaYe 
tb people as taxe., it return a school r v nue. What is this but prepayment of tu-
ition by the people." I i recommended that the money applied to the purpo e of 
paying this d bt be di ·tributed to the connti s as other fund~;, and loaned by them at 
per cent .. T~is will increa · . t~ chool revenue ·74,3 0.32. In support .of t~i r . c-
orumcndation JS quoted the opmwn of the State auditor, who" docs not believe 1t wiSe 
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for the State to adopt a policy looking to a permanent indebtedness; and recom-
mends legislation looking to the early payment of this debt and other investments 
of the proceeds." The auditor presents a pln.u of payment, an important and valuable 
feattue of which is that "not one dollar will be withdrawn from any county in the 
State for even a single day." 
Summed up, the whole matter presents itself in the simple question as to whether the 
people of the State shall pay about 10 cents per $100, or $620,409.66 per year for six 
years, and thus entirely free the State from debt, or pay nearly half that amount, 
$301,521.24 yearly, for interest, and leave the debt as a perpetual burden of $.301,521.24 
per annum. 
UNCHANGED PER CAPITA. 
It is considered a cheering fact that, while the scholastic population has increased 
8,821 in numbers, such has been the corresponding increase in tfue revenue that the pet 
capita remains unchanged; and the average duration of the schools has increased 17-! 
~ys. 
SCHOOL-HOUSES, ETC. 
Two provisions have been made by the legislature for the erection of these. The 
first authorizes the school trustees of the townships1 incorporated towns, and cities to 
levy a special t ax in their respective corporations, not exceeding 25 cents on each $100 
of taxable property, and 50 cents on each poll, in any one year. The second authorizes 
the trnstees of incorporated towns and the city councils of incorporated cities to issue 
bonds to the extent of $30,000. 
Under the operations of these two provisions of the law, school-houses have sprung up 
in all parts of the Statt3. The stone, brick, a.nd frame houses are gradually increasing both 
in number and value. Within eight years the rate of increase of the number of brick 
houses bas been 99 per cent.; of frameR, 31 per cent.; of stone, 35 per cent.; while log 
houses have decreased 51 per cent. The whole number of school-houses has increased 
23 per cont. in eight years, and the value of school property bas increased 140 per cent. 
iu the same time. The average cost of the school-houses built in 1872 was $1,429; but. in 
some of the larger cities buildings were erected at a cost offrom $30,000 to $60,000 each. 
The superintendent feels compelled to notice the fa ct that, " in the location, construe-
. tion, furnishing, warming, light ing, and ventilating of many of the school-buildings 
lit.tle attention bas been paid to the comfort, convenience, or even health of the pu-
pils." In particular, the importance ~f thorough ventilation i s strongly urged. 
Under the present limit of taxation t here are many townships that are not able to 
provide themselves with good school-buildings. The same evil is experienced in the 
largest cities. There is a demand for more room, but since the law limits the issuing 
of bonds to $30,000, it is impossible to provide the necessary accommodation. There is 
also an increasing demand for the erection of township school-houses for the use of 
graded schools, where a higher and better orderof education may be obtained than is 
usually furnished in district schools. As a remedy for these evils, it is recommended 
that tho present limit of issuing bonds be extended to $60,000, and that a law be passed 
authorizing township trustees to issue bonds to the amount of $20,000, subject to the 
approval of the county commissioner. 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES. 
In the townships, school trustees are elected by the people, at the biennial elections, 
aud arc trustees for civil as well as school purposes. In incorporated towns and cities 
they are appoiuted by ton-n boards and city councils, and take charge of the educa-
tional affairs exclusively . It is recommended that the office be made elective through-
out the Stn.te, that it shall be for school purposes only, that it shall be held for a term 
of three years, and that there shall be no compensation beyond the payment of actual 
and necessary expenditures incurred in the discharge of a trustee duty. 
Tho tenth section of the school law, defining tho duties of trustees, requires them to 
provide "a sufficient number of schools for white children." 
It is recommendec1 that tho word "white" be stricken out. Also that the section be 
so amended as to give the trustees power, "at their discretion, to employ competent 
superintendents for the thorough ol'ganization and efficient management of their 
schools." 
COUNTY EXAl\ITNERS, 
These are appointed triennially by the county commissioners. The compensation 
is · ~ per c1iem for the time actually employed, and $1 from each applicant foe license. 
The result of their work has been most satisfactory. They have demonstrated con-
clu ·ively tLat the "one thing needful" in our school system is to expanc~ the powers, 
duti es, compensation, and even name of school examiner to that of county superin-
tendent. This conclusion has been reached by the educators of the State with remark-
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able unanimity. There is a, deep-felt necessity for this change. Labor is misdirected, 
and much money i quandered for want of it. From every part of the State comes a 
request that this change be made at once. 
EXAl\IINATION OF TEACHERS. 
In these examinations heretofore there bas been great diversity. Each of the ninety-
two examiners fixed the standard of examination for his own county. Consequently 
there was no common standard. At the session of the State board of education, in 
June, 1 71, steps were taken for unifying t.hese examinations, and it was ordered that 
a series of twelve sets of examination papers be printed and sent monthly to the ex-
aminers of tbe several counties, with instructions to use them in the examination of 
teachers for public schools. This bas been done, and examiners have very generally 
accepted the questions, ~nd acted upon the instructions. The effect has been the ele-
vation of the general average of tLese examinations, and the influence has been felt 
throughout the schools . . The number of teachers licensed since the last .report is 8,293. 
COUNTY INSTITUTES. 
These are growing in popularity, efficiency, and usefulness, and are better attended 
every year. '!'hey cost the people about $4,000 per annum; but they are amply repaid 
in the improved work of the teachers. Teachers who attend institutes regularly com-
maud a premium. Some trust es refuse altogether to employ teachers who do not at-
tend. The Jaw does not require reports of trhese institutes, and they have been sent 
from only thirty-two counties. Those report sessions varying in length from~ to 30 days, 
and a, total attendace of 4,038. It is recommended that attendance upon au institute 
five days in tho year be made a condition of license to teach. 
EVANSVILLE . 
SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS. 
The superintendent states that the school accommodations are entirely insufficient. · 
Two new school-buildings, one with ten and the other with four Fooms, have been com-
pleted, but it is feared that these will not supply. all the room that is needed. 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
German bas been taught in the schools with most satisfactory results. The chief dif-
ficulty lay in the organization of the cla ses. The pupils consist of two classes, Amer-
ican children who either speak or read German, a,nd G.erman children who already 
speak the language and desire to read and write it also. It is evident that these two 
cla es cannot be taught profitably together, and that any classification which com-
bines the two mu()t bo very faulty. The difficulty in the case is the want of separate 
rooms. The introduction of drawing into the schools is strongly recommended. 
COLORED SCHOOLS. 
The colored schools exhibit a marked improvement, not only in scholarship, but in 
neatnes , cleanlines , and self-respect of the pupils. 
SHELBYVILLE. 
CO~'DITION OF SCIIOOLS. 
All the statistics show an improv ment over last year. The graded comse, adopted 
last year, bas been thorou~bly t steel and gives universal satisfaction. In the bigh 
school, p cially, its b neficial effects have been noticed. For the first time in ten 
year th r wa a graduat.ing class from the school. German is taught in the scbools 
with sa~i factory re ·ults. 
ELKHART. 
SCIIOOL PROGRESS. 
At the beginning of the ;year the schools were thorou~bly re-organized and graded, 
and tbe y ar bas be n one of uninterrupted progress. The grea.t-e()t hinderance to the 
pro p rity of the schools ba been irregular attendance. Increased accommodations are 
needed, and the erection of a, new building is recommended. 
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STATE 'NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This school is achieving the very best results for the State. There has been a regu-
lar and healthy increase in the number of its students each ye~r. It sent forth its first 
class of graduates at t he close of last year, and a large class w1ll graduate the present 
year: By an omission of the legislature, the board of normal trustees was uuable to 
confer professional degrees upon the late graduating class. It is recommended that 
this power be conferred. 
In compliance with the law, $5,000 have been deducted semi-annually from the 
school revenue of tht' State for the payment of tuition in the normal school. The labor 
has so increased that it has become necessary to procure additioual teachers. This 
will require a corresponding increase in expenditure for tuition in the institution. It 
is recommended that it be made the duty of the superintendent to deduct $7,500 semi-
annually from the State's school revenue for this purpose. The usefulness of the in-
stitution would be greatly enhanced by a library, apparatus, and the completion of 
the building. The institution is commended in these respects to the earnest attention 
of the legislature. 
During the period from September 7, 1870, to December 17, 1872, the number of stu-
dents enrolled was 238, of whom 103 were males and 135 females. The average age 
was twenty years and two and a h alf months; youngest, 16 years; oldest, 35 years. Of 
these there were educated in common schools, 173; in high school or academy, 47; in 
college, 18. Of the whole number, 68 per cent. held teachers' certificates on entering. 
The number of graduates, including the present class, is HI. 
The superintendent of schools of Saint Louis, in a letter to the State superintendent 
of Indiana, speaks in the highest terms of the quality of the work and of the discipline 
of this school. 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY. 
This institution was opened in 1824 and created a universi~y in 1839. Number of 
alumni, 600. 
The university comprises a collegiate department, a medical department, a law 
department. Tuition is free in all the departments of the university. 
Ladies are admitted to the collegiate course on the same terms as gentlemen, and 
are entitled to the same rights and privileges. A department of military science and 
civil engineering is connected with the collegiate department. Special attention is 
given to modern languages. 
Ext~nsive additions have recently been made to the apparatus and cabinet. The 
'latter has been increased by the collection of the late Dr. David Dale Owen, contain-
ing over 85,000 specimens. Additional room is needed for the display of this collec-
tion, and for the accommodation of the law department. · 
The university is in a most flourishing condition. The last year has been the most 
successful in its history. The brgest number of students .has been in attendance, and 
the greatest progress has been achieved. This is the result of the liberal policy recently 
inaugurated by the State toward this institution, and that the same policy should 
be continued is of the highest importance. . 
WABASH COLLEGE. 
This college comprises an academic department, a collegiate department, and a sci-
entific department. A mercantile course is coonectetl with the academic department. 
Several scholarships have been establis:.ed for young men intending to enter the min-
istry; also several intended to aid young meo, without respect to their choice of 
profession. Several sold iers' scholarships have been established, by which returned 
soldiers, their sons, and the sons of such as may have died in the Army, can have free 
tuition to the extent of these scholarships. 
AddWons have recently be.en made to the buil<J.ings. In one of the new buildings 
provision is made for military instruction and gymnastic exercises of all kinds, and 
for instruction in topography, architecture, bridge-building, and the advanced branches 
of applied mechanics. Donations have also been received of valuable drawings, books, 
and models. 
HAl.'TOVER COLLEGE. 
Th_is. is, with the exce:Ptio_n of the State U_niver~ity, th~ oldest college in Indiana, 
a_n~ It IS the fi_rst denommatwnal c?llege. It IS_the Immediate outgrowth of the neces-
Sities and actwn of the Presbyterwn Church m 1825. The" little grammar school" 
then establi bed under the name of Hanover Academy was the nucleus of both Hano-
ver College and Indiana Theological Semi,nary, now the Northwestern Theological 
Seminary, at Chicago, Illinoil:s. In 1833 the academy was chartered as Hanover Coilege. 
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It bas bad over 3,500 students, over 800 of whom have entered the ministry; n.ncl373 
graduates, about one-half of whom became ministers, and 50 others teachers. . 
The colleO'e property i worth $110,000. Its funds and endowment amount to $140,-
000. The d;bt of the colleO'e is being rapidly paid, a,nd its income meets its current e:s:-
}1enses. It is desired to il~creaso tho nnm bcr of the faculty, and to make additions to 
•the buildings. For this there is needed an addition of $100,000 to the endowment 
fund. 
The tuition is free to all, without denominational distinctions. The courses of study 
offered are preparatory, cla ical, and scientific. The classical course is in substance· 
the same as the undergraduate course of tho best colleges. 
The students comprise representatives of nine States ::tncl Canada. 
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME. 
This university was founded in 1842 by the congregation of the Holy Cross, and char-
tered by the State Jcgi lature in 1844, with power to confer all usual degrees. The 
courses of study are collegiate, Rcientific, and commercial. Prepamtory departments 
arc attached to the collegiate and scientific courses, making the full t erm of study in 
each course si:s: years. The commercial course occupies two years. There is also a law 
department; ahlo, a minim department, to which are admitted boys under ten years of 
age. Special advantages are offered for the study of the modern languages, music, 
painting, and drawing. An astronomical observatory bas been erected, in which is 
placed the fine instrument presented by the Emperor Napoleon. 
NORTIIWESTERN CITRISTI.AN UNIVERSITY. 
This institution includes four colleges: the college ofliteratnre, embracing classical, 
scientific, and academic department ; the college of law ; the college of business; and 
the mn ical department. Ladies are admitted to all the privileges of the institution. 
Tile law department has been re-organized during the past year, and has gained an envi-
able reputation for the thoroughness of its lectures. An appeal is made to friends of 
tho university for fuuds to complete the buildings and to finish the general endow-
ment. 
llOWARD COLLEGE. 
This institution makes its third annual report. The courses of study are classical 
and cientific; and there is also a normal department. The college is opeu to both 
sexe . A female boarding-bouse is copducted for young lmlies. The whole number of 
students tho past year is a gain on the previons year of nearly GO per cent. The pres-
ident being tate uperinteudent for public instruction, his duties will be performeu 
by tho vice-president, John 0. Hopkins, A. B., during his term of office. 
DE PA.UW COLLEGE. 
Thi college for young ladies is the property of the Indiana conference of the Meth-
odi ·t Epi, copal 'burch. It is free from debt and is soH~supporting. The buildings 
have within a few y ars pa t been enlarged and l'CillOd led, at an expense of $~0,000 . 
E.ARLII.Al\[ COLLEGE. 
This in titution was est::tbHsbed by the Society of Friends of Indiana yearly meeting, 
and i managed by tllat body. Ladies and gentlemen are admitted ou qual term , 
and receive similar testimonial or degrees. Tho com· e of study is arranged in three 
dcpartments-cla~'> ica1, scientific, aml preparatory. Sp cial attention is given to modern 
language . The funds for tho purchasC:I of the ground ancl the erection and furni bing 
of the college building were raisetl hy the Society of Friends. The interest of the 
amouut thus invc ted is applied to 1e en the price of board and tuition of Fri nels' 
cbildren, who, con equently, are charged Je ·s than those not members of tl.te Society of 
Friend. 
U 'IO~ CITRI TI.AN COLLEGE. 
Ladies are admitted to this colleO'o on tho same terms, and receive the same honors, 
as g-entlemen . ,'oldier who were li. n.bled in tlle Union Army during tlto rebellion 
recciYe tuition free. There are four departments, academic, clas. ical, ·ci ntific, and 
mu 'ic. The latt ·r departm ntis in a, very ilouri hing condition. A prominent feature 
of the in ·titution is vocal music, which is taught gratis. 
IXDL\Y .APOLIS FE:\I.ALE I~' TITUTE. 
This institution mo t advantageou ly located in the center of tho city, has lately 
been re-organized. Th coun:l of study now compri es three departments, primary, 
preparatory, and collegiate. The collegiate course occupies four years. Ample iil.cili-
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ties are offered for instructions in music a:nd painting. The internal management o~ 
the school is intrusted entirely to ladies. 
INDIANA INSTITUTE FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The superintendent reports both literary and musical branches of the school depart-
ment in the most satisti:wtory condition. The only drawback to progress in the musi-' 
cal depar~ment is the deficiency in facilities for piano-forte practice. The school is 
classified under six divisions or grades. Each of these divisions has its appropriate 
teacher, who not only teaches all the branches assigned to it, but likewise performs for 
its several members any needful ext.ra service in the way of reading, letter-writing, 
&c. In addition to the regular school exercises, the entire school, in two divisions, at-
t ends evening readings by the teachers. The pupils also receive daily drill in Dio 
Lewis's system of light gymnastics during the more inclement portion of the year. 
The musical department is under the charge of t.wo graduates of the inst.itution. TIJe 
industrial department continues to yield the most satisfactory results. The trustees 
call the attenLion of the legislature to the necessity of enlarging the buildings. The 
number of pupils who can be accommodated is not probably half of those in the State 
entitled to the benefits of the institute. It is urged that while liberal provision is 
made for the general education of children, the State should not be less generous to 
its blind wards. 
THE CONVENTION OF INSTRUCTORS OF THE BLIND. 
This convention, held in Indianapolis August 8, 9, and 10, 1871, was the result of a 
circular-letter, addressed by the superintendent of the Indiat~a Institute to the heads of 
the other institutions for the blind. Seventeen years had elapsed since the holding of 
the first and only previous convention of the kind in this country, if not in the world, 
and during that time many questions had arisen of great moment, as conneeted with 
the education and general welfare of the blind. Thirty-three officers of blind institu-
tions attended the convention. 
One of the leading problems presented to the convention for solution was that of 
simplifying and cheapening the production of books and school apparatus for the use 
of the blind. The conventiOn recommended books printed in type known as the Bos-
ton letter, and also those printed in the combined system of the capital and angular 
lower-case letter; also that the New York horizontal point alphabet, as managed by 
Mr. Wait, should he taught in all institutions for the education of the blind. 
Resolutions were passed declaring" it is not expedient to instruct the blind in the 
same institutions with deaf mutes;" that "blind deaf-mutes should be provided for in 
blind institutions ;" ''that for the proper organization of institutions for the- blind three 
departments are co-essential, viz: literary, musical, and mechanical;" that ''the aggre-
gate results warrant the great attention bestowed on the musical education of the 
blind." 
Resolutions were also passed disapproving of the plans for the establishment of a 
university and printing-house for the blind in Washington, District of Columbia; tbe 
convention regarding it as unnecessary, and recommending that "the efforts and contri-
butions of persons who desire to benefit the blmd be turned in some direction more 
likely to promote their welfare." A committtle of five was appointed to conf~r with 
S. P. Ruggles, esq., of Boston, MassachusetLs, who proposed, conditionally, to devote a 
portion of his time and capital to the benefit of the blind by furnishing books and 
school apparatus for their use. 
As the concluding measure of the convention, a permanent association of Ame-rican · 
instructors of the blind was formed and officers for the same were elected. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Indiana was the sixth St.ate in population, having 
1,680,637 inhabitants, within an area of 33,809 sqnare miles--an average of 45.tl4 per-
sons to the square mile. This populat.ion consisted of 1,655,tl37 whites, 24,560 colored, 
and 240 Indians. Of these 1,539,163 were natives and 141,474 foreign-born. Of the 
native residents of the State, 1,038,542 whites, 9,tl11 colored, and 22~ Indians were born 
within its limits. Of the foreign-born inhabitants, 7~,060 were born in Germany, 
9,945 in England, and 28,698 in Irelancl. 
School attenclanci'.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 395,263 persons 
attended school, of whom 3,73~ were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 
39'2,140, of whom 206,363 were males and 185,777 females. The colored scbola.1·s num-
bered 3,089, of whom 1,620 were males and 1,469 females. Thirteen male and 21 female 
Indians al o attended school. 
Illiteracy.-The number of inhabitants 10 years old and over unable to write was 
127,124, of which 13,939 were foreign-born. · 
Age, sex, and mce of iUitm·ates.-Of the white illiterates 10,361 were from 10 to 15 
years of nge, of whom 5,582 were males and 4,779 females; 14,418 persons were from 
15 to 21 yearR old, of whom 7,3~5 were males and 7,093 females; 93,932 wore 21 years 
old and over, of whom 36,331 were males and 57,651 females. Of the colored illiterates 
695 were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 347 wei'e males and 348 females; 1,200 were 
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from 15 to 21 year old, of whom 550 were males and 650 females; 6,363 colored illit-
erate were 21 year old and over, of whom 3,182 were males and 3,181 females. There 
were also 42 male and 73 female Indian illiterates. 
Educational institutions.-Accordiog to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
-number of edncational in titutions was 9,073, with 11,652 teachers, (6,678 males and 
4,974 females,) and 464,477 pupils, (237,664 males aud 226,813 females.) 
.Anwtmt ancl sonrce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was 2,499,511, of which $50,620 were derived from endowment, $2,126,502 
from taxation and public fund , and $322,8 9 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 8, 71 pnblic schools had 11,042 teachers, of whom 6,402 were 
males 1md 4 640 females. Tlley bad 446,076 pupils, of whom 228,189 were males and 
217, 7 females. To educate these pupils they possessed a total ineorne of $2,063,599, 
of which sum $2,002 052 were derived from taxation and public funds, and $61,547 from 
tuition and other ource . 
Colleges.-Sixtecn colleges were reported, "·ith 143 teachers, of whom 115 were males 
and 28 female , and having 3,102 pupils, of whom 2,4:31 were males and 671 females. 
They po se sed a total income of $162,250~ of which $48,5:20 were derived from endow-
ment, 17,700 from taxation and public funds, and $96,030 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Acadernies.--The 16 academies reported bad 125 teachers, of whom 26 were maJ.es and 
99 females. They had an atteoda.nce of 3,580 pupils, of whom 1,305 were males and 
2,275 female . They po essed a total income of $73,990, of which $1,000 were derived 
from endowment, S ,050 from taxation and public funds, and $64,940 from tuition and 
other sources. 
Private schools.-The 124 day and boarding schools had 201 teachers, of whom 58 
were male and 143 fi males. Tlley were attended by 6,296 pupils, 2,802 of whom were 
males aud 3,494 females. To educate these, the schools possessed a total income of 
$47,427, deriv d from tuition and other sources. 
Libmries.-Tbere were reported 2,333 public libraries, containing 627,894 volumes; 
al o, 2,96 private libraries, having 497,659 volumes; a total of 5,301 libraries, con-
ta.ining 1,1<!5,553 volumes. 
The press.-The 293 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 363,542 copies, 
with an aggregate annual issue of26,964,9 4. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 3,698 church organizations, 3,106 had edifices with 1,008,380 sit-
ting , and the church property wa valued at $11,942)227. 
Pa1tpcrisn~.-Tbree thousand six hundred ancl :fifty-two paupers were reported, of 
whom 2,583 were native white , 207 were native colored, and 8G~ were foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 907 person in pri on June 1, 1 70, 691 were native whites, 64 were native 
colored, aucl152 were foreigner ; 1,374 "Persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex ojpopulation.-Of tllc total popula.tion, 567,175 persons were from 5 to 1 
~·ear old; 2 7,357 males and 279, 18 females; 1,197,936 were 10 years old and up-
·ward, of whom 612, :32 were male and 5 5,104 females. 
Occupations.-Four hundred and :fif~y-nine thousand three hundred an d sixty-nine 
persons of the e acre wer engaged in various occupations, of whom 428,259 were 
males and 31,110 femal ; 266,777 were engaged in agricultural pmsuits, of whom 
2G6,349 were males and 42B females; 0,01 in personal and professional services, of 
whom 53)466 were males and 26,552 females; 36,517 in trade and transportation, of 
whom 36,371 were males, and 146 females; 76,057 in manufacture and mechanical and 
mining industries, of whom 72,073 were males and 3,9 4 femal es. 
Age a11d sex of 1v01·king population.-Of these 459,369 employed persons, 13,966 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 12,3H9 were males and 1,567 females; 422,60a persons were 
from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 393,455 were males ancl 29,148 females; 22, 00 per-
·ons were 60 years old and over, of whom 22,405 were males and 395 females. 
CHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Hon. MILTO ... B. HOPKINS, State S?tperintendent. 
S IIOOL EXAMINER 
Counties. Names. 
Adam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. D. II ill r .. .. .' ............ . .. ... .... .... . 
Allen. ....................... J. II . ."mart . ........................... .. . . 
Bartholomc•w . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ,Johu :U. ·wallace .. .. .......... .... ........ . 
lJ(·utou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }·rank '. 'as.·cll .......................... . 
r~~n:: :u:/ ii ; 1 f,~~i~f;~:'_-_u <> % y 














C1·awford ................... . 
Da.viess .... -- ....... . ....... . 
Dearborn ................... . 
Decatur .......... -- ........ . 
De Kalb .... -----· ...... -.. .. 
Delaware------- .... -- ...... . 
Dubois ...... ... ....... ... ... . 
Elkhart .......... ------ ..... . 
Fayette ..................... . 
Floyd ....................... . 
Fountain ................... . 
Franklin .................... . 
Fulton ...................... . 
Gibson ....... _. _ . _ .. _ ... . _ .. 
Grant ............... -- ...... . 
Greene ... --- ................ . 
Hamilton .... : ............. .. 
Haniso1,1 .................... . 
IIancock .................... . 
Hendricks .................. . 
IIonry ....... _ ... _____ . __ . _. 
IIoward ........... ... . . __ ... . 
~~~~~nn~~-~::~:: ::::::::::::: 
Jasper ...................... . 
i~~e~so~: ::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
i~~~~~~s: ::::::::::: ~ ~ ~: ::::: 
Knox ....................... . 
Kosciusko .............. . . .. . 
LaGrange ...... ...... ...... . 
Lake ........................ . 
La Porto .................... . 
Lawrence . .............. .. .. . 
Madison .................... . 
Marion------ .............. _. 
Marshall ... __ . .a _ ........... . 
~~~f.:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Monroe ..................... . 
~~!i~~~:~l~~:::::::: ~ ~::::::: 
Noble ....................... . 
0\rio ........................ . 
g~;~;~.:::::::::: ~::::::::::: 
Parke . .. ........... .. .... .. . . 
~fk~~:::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
Porter ......... - ... - .... ---- -
Pulaski .............. - .... - .. 
~~:~~:::::::::: : :::::::: ~ ~: 
~~1~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: 
Rcott ......... -- ... - .... -- -- . 
s~~~~~r: :::: :: ::::::::::::::: 
Starke . ..................... . 
Steuben . ........... . .... ... . 
~~\fi~~~s~~~::::::::::::::::: 
Switzerland ................ . 
Tippecanoe ... .... ....... ... . 
Tipton ..... ------- .. .... .... . 
Union ....... ............... . 
i a~~u~g~~~ :::::::::::::::: 
~~b~sh-:::.::::::::::::::::: : 
Warren ...... .............. . . 
Warrick .................... . 
Washington .... ..... --- .... . 
Wayne ............ ---------- · 
Wells ... ... ................. . 
White . . .................... . 




Alexander Sipes ..................... ------
George A. Dyer ........... - .......... -- . .. . 
M,yronHanes ............................. . 
IV. H. Powner ............................ . 
James A. llarnes .... ...................... . 
0. M. :rodd ....................... -........ . 
A. J. Strain ............ .. ................. . 
Valois Butler ............................ .. 
~- ~-~r~-~~~et:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
James IV.liarper ........................ .. 
William ll. Maddock . ..... - .... --- ........ ·. 
William ll. Green ........................ .. 
William T. Stilwell ...................... .. 
Thomas D. Thorp ........................ .. 
R. C. Hilbrun. __ .................. . ....... . 
~: ~: i~;:!:::: :::::: ::~::~: ::: ::::::::::~~: 
James A. New .............. : ............ .. 
A. J. Johnson. ____ ... __ . . . . . . . ... ..... ... . . 
Clarkson Davis .......................... .. 
Rawson Vaile ........... ......... ........ .. 
M. L. Spencer ... ....... .......... ........ .. 
James K. Hamilton .............. ........ .. 
S. P. Thompson .......................... .. 
Simeon K. Doll . ........................... . 
Charles W. All frey ....................... . 
~~lf ~~~~~ly:::::::::::::: :·:::::::::::::: 
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IOWA. 
An abstract of the biennial report of the superintendent of public instruction for 
1870-'71 was given in the last Ammal Report of the United States Commissioner of 
Education. 
The following account of various educational institutions in the State is taken 
from the catalogues and reports furnished to this Bureau : 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
This university comprises four separate departments-the academic, (or collegiate, ) 
the normal, and the departments of law and medicine. Ladies are admitted to all. 
The full course of instruction in the academic department occupies 5 years. The 
studies of the last two years are elective, and arranged under the heads of ,literary and 
scientific, constituting two courses of equal grade. The course of study in the law de-
partment is so arranged as to be ~ompleted within a single year. 'rhe normal de-
partment bas an advanced, an intermediate, and a shorter course. The two last named 
will be continued until their necessity is removed by the establishment of normal 
schools throughout the State; thereafter only such instruction will be given as is 
appropnate to an institution of the highest grade. 
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. 
The courses of study are academic, scientific, collegiate, and theological. It is in-
tend d to form a normal class and give especial attention to the .fitting of teachers for 
common schools. 
UPPER IOWA UNIVERSITY. 
Two regular courses of study, classical and scientific, are offered to gentlemen and 
ladies. Particular advantages are afforded for the study of the modern languages. A 
preparatory department and business college are connected with the institution. 
IOWA WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 
Tbi was organized in 1850 by the Iowa annual conference ofthe Methodist Episcopal 
Church, w bich body gave it its present name. The design of the university is: first, to 
provid a thorough collegiate course for both ladies and gentlemen; secondly, by means 
of other departments, to provide a thorough scientific basis for the professions, and also 
for the g neral industrial pur uits of the country. The departments already organized 
are tho e of cience, literature, theology, law, and pharmacy. Others wm be added a 
demands and mean may j nstify. 'rhe dep:utment of literature includes a commercial 
course and a course of modern languages. 
GRISWOLD COLLEGE. 
Thi college comprises four departments-preparatory, collegiate, scientific, a,nd theo-
logical. In the latter department tuition is free. 
IOWA COLLEGE. 
This conege comprises a normal and English department, an academic course of two 
year , a ladie ' course of three year , and a college course of four years ; tho latter in-
cludinrr a la ical and a cientific cour e. The course of study is arranged with pecial 
re£ r nee to th thorough education of ladies and their preparation for the work of 
teaching. Twenty- ix cholar hips have been established. Extensive apparato ha 
been manufactured in Germany e p cia11y for the college. The chemical apparatu i 
t~~ donation of Henry Lee, q., of Manchester, England; the philosophical that of 
c1t1zene of Iowa. 
COR..."'ELL COLLEGE. 
ounded in 1 57, and located at :fount Vernon, Iowa. The departments of the 
college are collegiate, cientific, and preparatory. Commercial and normal course are 
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also provided. Ladies are admitted to all the departments. Free tuition is given to 
soldiers and soldiers' orphans. This institution possesses one of the largest and best 
collections of minerals and fossils in the West. Five scholarships have been endowed 
with $500 each for the benefit of students preparing for the ministry. The institution 
occupies two fine brick buildings, one of which is devoted to the music department 
and boarding-hall for ladies. 
TABOR COLLEGE. 
This comprises a collegiate, preparatory, and ladies' department. The increasing de-
mand for well-qualified teachers in public schools has led the trustees to provide a 
"teachers2 course" of two years. From 40 to 60 graduates of this course engage in teach-
ingeach year. Special facilities are offered in the department of music. Students desir-
ing to lessen their expenses are furnished with remunerative labor. 
IOWA INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
An addition to the teaching force allows a better classification than bas ever before 
been attained. An experiment in the teaching of articulation bas not been entirely sat-
isfactory, though a few of the pupils have made marked improvement in the use of their 
vocal organs. The efficiency of the institution wop.ld be greatly increased by addi-
tional accommodations and an appropriation for apparatus, of which there has been 
heretofore a very insufficient supply. The age of admission is from 10 to 25. 
IOWA REFORM SCHOOL. 
The second biennial report states that the whole number received since the opening 
of the school has been 137-boys 133, girls 4. The average number for the past two 
years has been 63!. The average age of admission is 14 to 15. Most of those who 
have been discharged are doing well, and in many cases evidence is a:l;forded of com-
plete reformation. The great want of the school is proper accommodations 'for girls. 
The law provides for the reception of girls as well as boys, but for the want of suitable 
accommodations they have to l>e sent away when brought to the institution. The pres-
ent building will accommodate about 50 boys comfortably, and there are now 85. 
Another want of the school is· a library. An urgent appeal is made to the legislature 
for increased appropriations .. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Iowa was the eleventh State in population, having 
1,194,020 inhabitants within an area of 55,045 square miles, an average of 21.69 per-
sons to the.square mile. This population consisted of 1,188,207 whites, 5,762 colored, 
3 Chinese, and 48 Indians. Of these, 989,328 were natives of the United States and 
204,692 foreign-born. Of the native residents of the State, 427,224 whites, 1,383 col-
ored, and 13 Indians were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 
66,162 were born in Germany, 16,660 in England, and 40,124 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, ·vol. 1, of Census Report, 306,353 persons 
attended school, and of these 13,000 were foreign-born. The white male scholars num-
bered 160,269, and the white female scholars 14G,421, an aggregate of 305,690 whites. 
The colored pupils numbered 661, of whom 346 were males and 315 females. Two In-
dians were also attendirrg school. 
Illiteracy.-The number of inbahitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
writ,e, was 45,671, of whom 20,692 were foreign-born. . 
Age, sex, and race of illitemtes.-Of the 44,145 white illiterates, 5,858 were from 10 to 
15 years of age, and of these 3,401 were males and 2,457 females; 3,680 were from 15 to 
21 years old, of whGm 2,044 were males :md 1,636 females; 34,607 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 14,782 were males and 19,825 females. Of the l ,524 colored illiter-
ates, 70 were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 32 were males and 38 females ; 146 were 
from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 71 were males and 75 females; 1,308 were 21 years 
old and over, of whom 635 were males and 67:3 females. Two female Indian illiterates 
were also reported. 
Eclucational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions wa8 7,496, having 9,319 teachers, of whom 3,656 
were males and 5,663 females. They had 217,654 pupils, of whom 105,665 were males 
and 111,989 females. 
Amount and sou?·ce of educational income.-Tbe total income of all the educational 
institutions was $3,S70.093, of which $6:3,150 were derived from endowment, $3,347,629 
from taxation and public funds, n,nd $159,314 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 7,322 public schools, with their 8,866 teachers, of whom 3,381 
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were males and 5,485 females, were attended by 205,923 pupils, of whom 100,308 were 
males and 105,615 females. To educate these they possessed a total income of 
'3,245,352, of which 3,100 were derived from endowment, $3,241,752 fi·om taxation and 
public funds, and "500 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 21 colleges, with their 139 teachers-109 male and 30 female-were at-
tended by 3,061 student , of whom 1,685 were males and 1,376 female~. To educate 
these they pos es. ed a total income of $101,950, of which $54,000 were derived from en-
dowment, $10,000 from taxation and public funds, and $37,950 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Academies.-Tbe 34 academies, with their 103 teachers-46 male and 57 female-bad 
:m attendance of 2,333 pupils-1,019 males and 1,314 females-for the education of 
whom they possessed an income of $fi5,880, derived from tuition and other Gources. 
P.rivate schools.-The 100 day and boarding schools had 136 teachers, of whom 64 
were males and 72 female . They were attended by 4,872 pupils, 1,741 of whom were 
males and 3,131 female . These schools possessed an income of $38,550, derived from 
tuition and other source . 
Libra1·ies.-There w re 1,153 public libraries, containing 377,831 volumes; also 2,387 
private librarie , having 295,749 volumes, making a total of 3,540 libraries, containing 
u73,580 volumes. 
The press.-The 233 periodicals issned bad an aggregate circulation of 219,090 copies, 
with an aggregate annual issue of. 16,403,380. 
Chttrches.-0£ the 2,763 church organizations, 1,446 bad edifices, with 431,709 sit-
tings, and the church property was valued at $5,730,352. 
Pauperism.-Eight hundred and fifty-three paupers were reported, of whom 486 were 
native whites, 56 native colored, and 311 foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 397 person imprisoned June 1, 1870, 273 were native whites, 14 were 
native colored, and 110 were foreigners. Six hundred and :fifteen persons were con-
victed during the year. 
Age and sex of popnlation.-Of the total population 394,696 persons were from 5 to 
1 y ars old-201,531 males and 193,165 females; 837,1.!59 were 10 years old and up-
ward, and of these 445,064 were males and 392,895 femal es. 
OcCitpations.-Tbree hundred and forty-fo1n thousand two hundred and seventy-six 
per ons of these age were engaged 1n various occupations, of whom 321,150 were 
male and 23,126 females; 210,26i3 were enga.ged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 
209,907 were males, and 356 fema]es; 58,484 in personal and professional services, of 
whom 3 ,531 were mal and 19,953 femal es; 28,210 in trade and tranAportation, of 
whom 2 ,151 were mal and 59 females; 47,::H9 in manufactures and mechanical and 
mining indn trie ·, of whom 44,561 were males and 2,758 females. 
Age and sex of 'l.corlcing population.-Of these 344,276 employed persons, 13,232 were 
from 10 to 15 year old, of whom 12,1 8 were males aud 1,044 females; 316,627 were 
from 16 to 59 year old, of whom 294,739 were males and 21,888 females; 14,417 were 
60 years old and over, of whom 14,223 were males and 194 females. 
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KANSAS 
[From the eleventh annual report of the department of public instruction.-H. D. MoCarty, superin-
tendent.] 
SCHOOL PHOSPERITY. 
It is a source of very great pleasure and gratification to be able to state that the past 
year has l>een one of unusual actiYity and greatly increased prosperity in the public-
school work throughout the State. '£be teaebers have been, more faithful, their work 
in the school-room more successful, and better results have been achieved. The num-
ber of teachers' institutes, both county and judicial district, held, and the attendance 
on the same, both by teachers and patrons, have been much larger than during any 
other year iu the history of the State. A large number of costly and commodious 
school-edifices has been erected aud furnished with all the means aud appliances of 
heating, ventilation, and seating, that modern art can devise. -
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS. 
Number of school districts . ___ ... __ --. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . . .. . .. • • .. . 2, 647 
Increase for the year ... ................................. ···---.......... 579 
Number of reports from district clerks ........... - .. .. .. ... • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2, 138 
NumlJer of persons of sclwol age . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. 142,358 
Number of persons enrolled in public schools of the State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89,777 
Average daily attendance .. ... . . .. .. . .... .. .. .. . . . . . . .... ... ... ... •.. .. .. 52,891 
Average duration of schools . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . 5. 8 months 
Number male teachers employed.......................................... 1,453 
Number femu,le teachers employed ............ :.. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 625 
Average monthly wages paid male teachers .... .... ....... .... ...... .. .... .. $41.54 
Average monthly wages paid female teachers.............................. $31.75 
Numuer of log school-houses ......... _........ .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 266 
Number of frame school-houses ............................ _ ........... ___ 1, 197 
Number of brick school-houses ........ ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 61 
Number of stone school-houses ......... _.................................. 263 
Total number of school-houses ................................... _.... . .. . 1, 787 
Total value of school-houses.... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . $2, 024, 594. 33 
Total amouut of interest-bearing securities of permanent school fnnd 
deposited with the Stn,te treasurer ..... _.... . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $550, 575. 00 
COURSE OF STUDY AND CLASSIFICATION FOR DISTRICT SCHOOLS. 
The difficulties encountered in the classification and management of our district 
schools are exceedingly annoying and perplexing. But though these and many more 
difficu1t.ies are in the way, we must grapple with them manfully, and, under existing 
circumstances, make the best of them. 
LACK OF UNIFORMITY IN TEXT-llOOKS. 
One of the most embarrassing and perplexing things a teacher bas to encounter in 
the school-room is the multifarious and endless variety of -text-books found in the 
hands of the children. The time of the teacher is so much divided among such a mul-
tiplicity of classes that his best efforts are little else than time wasted. No evil con-
nected with our· public-school system calls lllore imperatively for immediate correction 
than the great variety and frequent changes of text-books. 
The superintendent urges stringent measures for the suppression of this evil. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
Upon this subject the superintendent, in the course of a long argument, quotes largely 
from the most eminent friends of education both in the Old World and the New. 
He urges trongly upon the State the counteraction of truancy and absenteeism1 and 
the promotion by all possible methods of an increase in attendance. 
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CONGRESSIONAL TOWNSHIP SYSTEM OF DISTRICTING. 
This is one of the great reforms essentially necessary to secure a harmonious and 
nniform operation of the public-school system in Kansas. No State whi~h bas o~ce 
t.ried it is willing to go back to the old independent district system. Vanous consld-
erations in its favor are presented. 
PERMANENT SCHOOL F1,JND. 
At the last session of the legislature a law was passed making it the duty of the 
school-fund commissioners to consolidate all State 'bonds now belonging to, or here-
after coming into the possession of, the permanent fund . These consolidated bonds are 
made payable to the permanent school fund of the Btate of Kansas, and have imprinted 
on their face the words "not transferable." 
KANSAS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
Not being able to give an abstract of the doings at the annual meeting of this asso-
ciation this year, we place on record the officers elected, u,s follows: Presitlent, General 
John Fraser, State University, L~twrence; vice-presidents, county superintendents; cor-
responding ecretary, President John Denison, agricultural college, Manhattan ; record-
ing ~:~ecretary, C. P. Isham, Council Grove; treasurer, Miss P. D. Bullock; executive 
committee, John A. Bonfield, Tt>peka ; J. N. Lee, principal ladies' seminary, Topeka; 
J. A. Barrows, superintendent Osage County, and Professor James B. Smith, of Hum-
boldt. 
KANSAS EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 
Since the first issue of this periodical it bas been doing au excellent work in inciting 
teachers to greater efforts in their cbosen profession, in disseminating a spirit of t.rue 
devotion to the cause of ed ncation, and in diffusing among the people that educational 
cnterpri e and energy found cropping out all over the State in the form of so many 
good chools and chool-built1ings. It is fu11y believed that no other instrumentality 
has been more influential in developing our educational institutions. 
ATCHISON. 
PUBLIC-SCIIOOL IMPROVEMENTS. 
The rapid growth of tbi city has greatly increased the demand for school accom-
mod~ltions. Grading bas occupied the la ·t year. Thit> work is still far from comple-
tion, yeL all£ l that v ry much ba been accomplishetl, and that the year bas been a 
sncce fnl on for our cbool . The city voted bonds to the amonnt of $10,000 to be 
expend <.1 iu the erection of two new scbool-hou ·es, one to be located in West Atchi-
son, and one for the colored chi luren of the city; and also in the enlargement of the 
outh Atchi on building. The e improvements will all be made during the coming 
ar. Takiug verything into consideration, the outlook of our schools betokens a 
prosperous fu tUI·e. 
LAWRENCE. 
CO~'"DITION OF SCHOOLS. 
rr:be superintende~t report an in.crease of seven per cent. in the daily attendance, 
:''btch spt>al~ w 11 for the populanty of the schools. It shows that the p ople are 
wt re. t d, anc1 unwilling to deprive th ei r cbi l::lren of educational advantage . 
Th .' ·up ·rintend ntmade, dming the ;year, four bnndred and sixty-two school vi. it . 
. Tbt · y ar th re w reno chang oft acber , except those caused by deatb, re igna-
tlOn, or trau ~·r. The results, a. · ·ompared ·with tqose of la t y ar, wben six or ev n 
·bang .. w •re DJad , prov tba.t permanency is a desirable obje t to b attained . 
Addttlou have be n. mad. to tbe chool-buildings, rendering thElm comfortable, 
plea ant, and compl te m tbe1r accommodations. 
EXA.UrATION' FOR GRADATION. 
The st m f gradation lately adopt d ba improved the condition of the chools 
and timulat ·d 1 bet •a ·~ ·rs to .a ju ·f em ulation. 'Iher are t n grades, and tb ·chool 
year has been changed from thuty-six to forty weeks. The grading inclnd s an xam-
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ination at the close of the school and all passing the fixed standard of proficiency are 
promoted, while those falling below it are retained in the former grade, or, if failing 
entirely, are sent to still lower grades. Cards of standing are issued wbich entitle t,he 
pupil to enter the grade indica.ted at the opening of the school. "This examination 
bas been an awakening, and aroused many fi·om a state of lethargy, causing them to 
realize tha.t to advance means work, and to build a noble superstructure the founda-
tions must be laid broad and deep." 
ELEMENTARY LESSONS. 
The superintendent recommends for primary schools a definite system of object les-
sons. Tbis course of teaching has been carried out to a great extent during the year, 
and t.hus both teaclwrs and pupils obtained not only a broader culture but a broader 
idea of culture, resulting in better teachers and more thorough scholars. 
GERMAN. 
This language has been successfully tanght during the past year, and all doubt of 
the expediency of introducing that study into the public schools bas been removed by 
the results of the experiment. At the examinations held it was demonstrated that, 
though the pupils of German parenta.ge excelled the others in conversational powers, 
the Anglo-Americans had learned the action and grammatical construction as well as 
the children of German parents. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
This professes to be a first-tlass school, with thoroughness for its aim and motto. 
The courses of study are classical and scientific, each comprising three years. Lessons 
in drawing, music, composition, and elocution are given throughout the entire course. 
Greek and German are optional. It is recommended that pupils who graduate with 
honor should have the preference for positions as teachers in the primary schools. It 
is said that some of the schools of the city are as good models as those connected with 
the best normal schools, and those of the graduating class desiring to t each can 
obtain a training there in methods of instruction, under the supervision of those hav-
ing the ntatter in charge. 
Philosophical and chemical apparatus, cabinets of specimens illustrating geology 
and natural history, and better furniture and conveniences, are needed to increase the 
usefulness of the high school. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
'nle report of the normal school at Emporia states that 80 per cent. of the students 
enrolled during tbe year are preparing for the work of teaching. Under a ]ate regu-
lation, no one is admitted to the normal class under 14 years of age, except on the pay-
ment of tuition at the rate of $:30 per annum. This bas had a most salutary effect 
upon both the normal and public schools of Emporia. The rapid growth of the school 
bas made additional buildings a necessity. The lack of room has compelled complete 
suspension of the model school. It is recommended that the legislature make an ap-
propriation for an additional building. The fam;tlty unite in recommending a double 
course of study-one of two years and oue of four-and the conferring of degrees in ac-
cordance with the same. A two years' course can be made to include all the branches 
taught in the rural districts and smaller towns, while a four years' course will satisfy 
the demand from the larger cities for attainments of a higher grade than can be given 
in a three years' course. Under the head of wants, the president names additional 
teaching force, additional apparatus, aud a library. 
In the Leavenworth normal school, the last graduating class numbered twelve. The 
course of study emLraces an elementary English course of two years and an advanced 
course of three years. The pressing want of the school is an appropriation sufficiently 
great to secure first-class teachers. Appropriations are also needed for text-books and 
a library. The report of the board of visitors speaks in unqualified commendation of 
the conduct of the school. 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. 
Ofthe several departments contemplated in the act of incorporation, only one has 
been as yet organized, viz, the department, of science, literature, and the arts. This de-
partment at present comprises three courses of instruction : A classical course, a sci-
~ntific c?urse,, and a course in civil and tol?ographical engineering. Other courses of 
JDstructwn w1ll be added as the growth ot the State and of the university may ren-
der advisable. A preparatory department bas been organized to supply the existing 
want of suitable preparatory schools in the State, but will not be made a permanent 
feature of the university. 
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During the year, more than 200 volumes have been added to the library. To the col-
lection of apparatus the following additions have been made, viz, a self-registering 
barometer, a lf-regi tering anemometer, and a self-registering rain-gauge for the de-
partment of meteorology ; a prismatic comet-seeker, with a six-inch object-glass, and 
a reflecting tele ·cope-mirror 12 inches in diameter, focal length 5t feet-for the use of 
students in astronomy; a large number of instruments for the use of students in lab-
oratory practice; and 250 graduaterl •models for tbe use of students in free -hand and 
mechanical drawing. The univer ·ity is open to both sexes. The number of acres of 
land owned uy the institut.ion is 46,130. Tlw estimated value of the property, including 
buildings, library, and apparatus, is $164,024.63. . 
STATE AGRICULTl:'RAL COLLEGE. 
The a_!!gregate of pupil , by terms, for 1871 was 293, a gaiu of 9 over the aggregate of 
1 70. The nmuber of uiil'erent pupils was 183, a gain of 28 over the number of 1870. 
Tbe e students repre eut 27 counties of the State, and seven other States and Territo-
rie . During the ye;u a cla s of five has graduated-four young ladies in the literary 
course and one gentleman in the agricultural and scientific course. 
The difficulty complained of by institutions in the older States is specially felt here, 
viz, that of keeping students regularly through their full course. The larger number 
of students at pre ent i in the preparatory department, and in seleeteu studies of the 
agricultural course. 
Wbile the in titnte, by its present method of loaning its funds, is greatly aiding in 
the formation of new school districts and the building of school-houses, tbns preparing 
tbe way for graded chnols that may in time do the work novT done by its preparatory 
department, it c~n not fortbe present, nor perhaps for some time to come-if it does the 
greatest amount of good to the State-abolish th.is department, or raise the standard 
of admi sion to it. 
During the year the people of Manhattan voted $12,000 in bonds for the purchase of 
additional lands for the coil ge farm. This gift has enabled the board to purchase 315 
acre of land, making tl.Je farm 415 acres; 315 acres of which aro under cultivation. 
Tbe farm includes the tl.Jree varieties of land common to the Sta,te, viz, high rolling 
prairie, creek bottom, and second bottom. 
The addition to the farm has caused some changes, not only in the curriculum of 
tudy but in the titles of the several chairs. It necessitated, also, several additions to 
th faculty. 
The reg nt a k for tate aid to the amount of $7'0,000. The present value of the en-
dowment is $37 ,542. 
WASHBURN COLLEGE, 
This institution is under the general auspices of the Congregn.tioual churchfs of 
Kansas. 'I he cour e of study embraces a collegiate department, a preparatory depart-
ill nt, and a cientific d partment. • 
nuri?g .tl.Je y ar '25,000 have been added to the permanent endowment, and $30,000 
of a bUJldmg fund secured. The permanent endowment now amounts to $55,000. The 
prop~r.ty of the in titution, including buildings, library, &c., is valued at $132,000. 
Tmtwn i free to the following cla ses of students: Children of borne mis ionaries 
of ~ll d nominations; p r on who served two years in the Union Army; children of 
mon soldi •r who w re kill u or died in the service; stur1ents :fitting themselves for 
the mini try; students of limited means desirous of obtaining an education. 
illGllLAND UNIVERSITY. 
Thi in titntion belongs by charter to tbe General Assembly of the Pre byterian 
burch. It i an outgrowth of foreign mi ionary work, and begun in 1 46, with the 
fir t ttlement of the country. It remained an academy until 1 70, but now offers 
the u ual college course. Ladies are admitted to all the privileges of the institution. 
SAl TT BENEDICT'S COLLEGE. 
This in titution wa found din 1....59, incorporated in 186 , and is nuder the uperin-
t ndence of the Father of the Order of aint Benedict. The plan of in truction m-
bracc two cour s, cla · ·ical and commercial. There is also a preparatory depart-
ru nt. 
COLLEGE OF TUE SI TERS OF BETIIA.t~Y. 
This wa £ rm rly known a the Epi copal F male eminary. Th coli g is the 
p1 p ~rt • of th Prot tant Epi copal Church, and is designed for the exclu i.ve instruc-
tion of girls. Fnll oll g power are granted by the charter. 
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BLIND ASYLUM OF KANSAS. 
The trustees in their fourth annual report, state that the number of pupils at present 
in school is 20~' There is room but for two additional pupils. The progress during the 
past year is entirely satisfactory. The b_o;ys are instructed in broom-making: The 
New York two-line poiut system of wntmg, recommende~ by the cou':"ent10n at 
Indianapolis, has been adopted. The trustees call the attentiOn of the l~g1~lature to 
the wants and necessities of the institution and ask for an increased appropnat10n. The 
hope is expressed that, should the institution be remo-yeJ. fr_om vVyandotte to the State 
capital, the error of locating it in the suburbs of the e1ty w1ll not be repeated. 
KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
This society aims at a thorough scientific exploration of the State, and 'hopes in 
time to build up a museum, cabinet, anJ. library, where may be found all the necessary 
material for a complete scientific know ledge of the State of Kansas. The society was 
organized in 1867, and held its first annual meeting in Sep~ernber, 1868. A_t ~he ~if­
ferent annual meetings fourteen papers have been read, mawly based on ongmalm-
vestigation. Collections have been made for the museum, but these remain in the 
hands of the coijectors for want of room to arrange them properly. 
W. E. RUBLE-OBITUARY. 
W. E. Ruble, teacher in Fairmount, died of typhoid-pneumonia at Topeka, while at-
t ending the State teachers' association, January, 1872. He removed from Indiana in 
the summer of 1871, and is spoken of by the Indiana SchoolJ ournal as "one of our most 
earnest teachers." 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea ancl population.-In 1870 Kansas was the twenty-ninth State in population, hav-
ing 364,399 inhabitants, within an are.:t of 81,318 sqnare m'iles, an average of 4.48 per-
sons to the square mile. This population consisted of 346,367 whites, 17,108 colored, 
and 914 Indians. Of these, 316,007 were natives of the United States, and 4B,392 
foreign-born. Of the native residents of the State, 59,062 whites, 3,797 colored, and 
462 Indians were born within its borders; while of the foreign residents, 12,775 were 
born in Germany, 6,161 in England, anc110,940 in Ireland. 
School attendance.- According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 63,183 persons at-
tended school, and of these 1,752 were foreign-born. The white male scholars numbered 
31,568, and the white female scholars 29,223, (an a.ggregate of 60,791 whites.) 1'he 
colored pupils numbered2,127, of whom 1,011 were males aud 1,11~ females; 265 Indians 
also attended school. 
Dlileracy.-The number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 24,550, of Whom 4,101 were forei~n-born. 
Age, sex, ancl mce of illilerates.-Of' the 16,978 white illiterates, 2,590 were from 10 to 
J5 years of age, and of these 1,491 were males and1:099 females; 2,219 were from 15 to 
"!21 years old, of whom 1,311 were males and 908 females; 12,169 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 5,994 were males and 6,175 females. Of the 7,213 colored illiterates, 
656 were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 342 were males and 314 females; 946 were 
from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 449 were males and 497 females; 5,611 were 21 years 
old and over, of whom 2,772 were males and 2,839 females. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of e<l uca•-ional institutions was 1,689, having 1,955 teachers (of whom 872 were 
males and 1,083 females) to educate their 59,882 pupils, of whom 30,493 were males 
and 29,389 females. 
Amount and sou1·ce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $787,226, of which $19,604 were derived from endowment, $678,185 from 
taxation and public funds, and $89,437 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schoiJls.-The 1,663 public schools throughout the State with their 1,864 teach-
ers, of whom 829 were males and 1,035 females, were attended by 58,030 pupils, of whom 
29,632 were males and 28,398 females. To educate these they possessed a total income 
of $660,635, of which $645,532. were derived from taxat.ion and. public funds, and $15,103 
from tuition and other sources. 
Collegas. -The 5 colleges reported, with their 27 teachers, 24 males, and 3 females, 
were attended by 489 students, of whom 260 were males and 229 females. To educate 
these they possessed a total income of $61,n1, of which $2,604 were derived from endow-
ment, $11,670 from taxation and public funds, and $47,457 from tuition and other sources. 
Acaclemies.-The 6 academies, with their 36 teachers, 6 male and 30 female, had an at-
tendance of 415 pupil~, 159 males and 256 females, for the education of whom they pos-
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sessed a total income of $14,900, of which $2,000 were derived from endowment, and 
$12,900 from tuition and other sonrees. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 4 day and boarding schools bad 4 female teachers. They were 
attende<l by 115 pupils, 44 of whom were males and 71females. These schools possessed 
an income of '225, derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libra1·ies.-rfhere were 190 public libraries, containing 92,425 volumes; also 384 pri-
vate libraries, having 126,251 volumes; a total of 574libraries, containing 218,676 vol-
umes. 
The p·ess.-Tbe 97 periodicals issued had an aggregrute circulation of 96,803 copies, 
with an aggregate annual issue of9,518,576. 
Chu1·ches.-Ofthe 530 church organizations, 301 bad edifices, with 102,135 sitt.ings, and 
the church property was valued at $1,722,700. 
Paupm·ism.-Three bul.)(1red and thirty-six paupers were reported, of whom 105 were 
native whites, 85 :native colored, and146 foreign ers. 
C1•imP..-Of 3~9 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 202 were native whites, 60 native 
colored, and 67 were foreigners. One hundred and fifty-one persons were convicted 
during the year. 
Age ancl sex of population.-Of the total population, 109,710 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old-55,669 males and 53,041 females ; 25R,051 were ten years old and upward, 
and of these 148,152 were males and 109,899 females. 
OccuJJat-ions.-One hundred and twenty-t.hree thousand eight hundred and :fifty-two 
per ons of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 117,343 were males 
and 6,50fl females; 73,228 were .engaged in agricuJtural pursuits, of whom 72,918 were 
males and 310 females; 20,736 in personal and professional services, of whom 15,286 
were males and 5,450 females; 11,762 in trade and transportation, of whom 11,786 
were males and 26 females; 1R,126 iu manufactures and mechanical and. :mining indus-
trie , of whom 17,403 were males and 723 females. 
Age ancl sex of w01·lcing population.-Of these 123,952 employed persons 3,216 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 2,830 were males and 386 females ; 117,235 were from 16 to 
59 years old, of whom 111,2~7 were males and 6,008 females; 3,401 were 60 years old 
and over, of whom 3,286 were males aDcl 115 females. 
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KENTU(:!KY. 
[From report of Ron. H . .A.. M. Henderson, State superintendent of public instruction, for the scho· 
lastic year ended June 30, 1872.] 
GENERAL CONDITION OF SCHOOLS, 
There has been an evident increase of educational activity during the year, and. the 
schools generally have made good progress. Of the 5,381 schools in the commonwealth, 
5,308 have been taught. The whole numberof children of school age reported is 416,763, 
a,n increase of 10,923. The fact that the number of children reported exceeds that 
of any preceding year, taken in connection with the,1Jlnprecedented number of schools 
taught, is sufficient to demonstrate that the system is growing in the regards of the 
people. 
SCHOOL REVENUE, 
The total amount of estimated receipts for the year ended June 30, 1872, was $968,-
176.80. At the beginning of the present school year there was a balance on hand of 
$26,872.77. The avaih1ble fund for Lhis year~ including the balance on hand, is $912,-
425.82. The appropriation for each child last year was $2.30. For the present year, 
ending June 30, H:i73, it is $2.20. 
SUSPENSION OF PAYMENT. 
A large proportion of the schools this year were half or entirely" taught out" by 
the lOth of January. This created such a rnn upon the treasury that the school ex-
chequer became exhausted, and numbers of matured claims had to lie over. The law 
for the collection of taxes allows the sheriffs until the first day of April to pay the 
revenue, while the school laws make the lOth of .January the day for disbursing the 
larger amount for school purposes. The lack of harmony in these two provisions is 
the cause of infinite troulJle and discontent. 
PAYMENT OF TEACHERS. 
As at present provided, no teacher can get any portion of his pay before the lOth of 
January. This provision makes it difficult in many districts, where it would be most 
convenient to have the school taught in the fall, to secure the services of a teacher. 
The bill now before the legislature provides a remedy for this. It contains also an 
amendment, providing for the direct payment of teachers by the commissioners. The 
existing h:Lw provides that the money due the teacht!rs shall be paid to the trustees of 
the several districts. Numbers of cases have beey reported where trustees have held 
back the school money from the teachers or bought their claims at a discount. To m~ke 
the commissioner the disbursing officer to the teachers would remedy these evils, &nd 
would greatly increase the confidence uf teachers in promptly receiving their pay. 
DISTRICT TAXATION, 
The opinion is expressed that "the common-school system cannot be enlarged except 
by granting to the people of the several districts the right of taxing themselves to ex-
tend the time and improve the character of the public schools." The endowment of the 
State and the general school-ta.x are, perhaps, suffidently large. What is now needed is, 
that a law should be passed permitting the people, without the necessity of securing 
special legislation, to supplement it by local enterprise and' direct taxation. "Counties 
that would probably vote against any increase of the general tax, because more than two-
thirds of it would be disbursed outside the county, would bewillingt.o submit to a tax in 
their several districts of twenty cents more, if tbe money ·was to be used within their 
own boundaries. All the States that have a well-developed common-school system 
have this provision. Our system can not develop the highest results until it is given 
room for growth." 
THE RATE AMENDMENT, 
Of this the superintendent says : ''A wider observation and more thorough in-
formation of its workings make me more firm in my opinion that it works damage, 
abridges the freedom of the system to the Yery class that most need the .aid of a pub-
lic school, and that it.ought to be repealed.'' 
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TRUSTEES. 
The chief difficulty experienced by tbe commissioners is in securing the reports re-
quired by law fi-om the trn tees. Where there are three to a, district, the responsi-
bility is shifted from one to tile other. The existing law provides for three; but the 
superintendent is strongly of the opinion that the work woul~ be better done by one. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Many more teachers' institutes have been held during the year than ever before. 
General institute were held in each of the congressional districts, and several of these 
were largely attended. The scboolla\'1' now before the legislature makes forfeiture of 
certificate the penalty for non-attenclance on the part of teachers, unless satisfactory 
excu e is rendered. The superintendent considers tllis the only means of securing a 
full attendance at the institutes, and expresses the hope that it may become a law. 
ST-\TE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The State teacher ' association was held in Frankfort, August 12 to Hi, inclusive, 
and was attended by many of the most accomplished educators in the State. The ex-
ercises were of a lligher character than form erly. The contingent expenses of the asso-
ciation had to be defrayed by the superintendent. The State formerly appropriatell 
$300 to publish the proceedings of the association and pay its incidental expenses. 
This has been withdrawn, in the exercise of undiscriminating economy toward every 
agency for good connected with the school system. 
SCIIOOL-IIOUSES. 
The superintendent speak strongly of the necessity existing throughout the State 
for better school-bon es. He bas seen many school-houses without a single window-
glas ; numbers of them are unchinked log-houses, and in vflry many the seats a,re with-
out back . The comfort aml health of the children demand better buildings, and if 
they are to be properly taught there must be improved faciliti es. Tile suggestion is 
made that good school-houses be immediately built, upon a, uniform pla,n fumishcd by 
the State board of education, under compulsory legislation, in every district in the 
'tate. The tax necessary to accomplish this would be small and t emporary, and the 
result incalculably good. 
NORr.IAL SCHOOLS. 
The superintendent cans attention to a scheme for the establishment of a State nor-
mal cllool, which he consider in(lispensably necessary to the success of the common-
school ystcm . It is e timated that, the buildings once furnished, the annual cost of 
su ·h au institution would not exceed $12,000. This would support a faculty of eight 
pro~ ·ors, who conld t ach 400 1mpils, and gradually provide a corps of trained in-
structor adequate to the wants of the sehoul . It is urged that such a school be im-
meuiately organized, or that a normal professorship, sustained b;y the State, be estab-
lished in each of the congre sional districts. 
ED CATIO~. OF TilE COLORED PEOPLE. 
The snperintendcnt declares him elf uncompromisingly opposed to mixed schools, 
or to any in,'asion of the school-fund rai.-ed by the taxation of the whites; but btl 
favor~ the inauguration of a separatesyst m, supported by taxes, ad valorem and poll, im-
po ed upon the colored people them elves. 
NATIO.o:-AL EDUCATION BILL. 
This bill is con ·idercd cntir ly fre from objection. "There is nothing in it which 
look like concentration of power. It yields to the Federal Government no control 
ove:r tho free achools in any tat or Territory." ''The only feature which conilitious 
the benefit oft be funds is that any, tate or T rritory muEt provide for the free ducatiou 
of all its children betw en tLe ag s f six and 'sixteen and make an annualr port to 
the ommi · iouer of Education in order to entitle it· lf to its portion of the national 
bonnty. ' ,. • * * " * *' * 
" f coor e if Kentucky p 1 i t in making no provjsion for the education ofth colored 
peop1 · be can not h pe to rec ·ive auy of tb benefit of this fund." A lett r from tbe 
Commu:sioner of Education states that ' the distnbutiou of $l,OOQ,OOO aunually, as now 
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provided, will give Kentucky $58,695." It is suggested that if this amount be devoted 
to the education of the colored people, two things will be accomplished, viz, the funds 
for the support of such a system will be provi.ded, and "the w bite system will be kept 
so thoroughly independent of ollligation to the National Government that upon no 
pretense can Congress interfere therewith." Attention is called to the fact that "the 
distribution of this fund for the £rst ten years is upon the basis of iliiteracy; and, on 
account of the large ignorant colored population, Kentucky's share is greater than that 
of any State north of the Ohio River." 
CHANGES IN THE SCHOOL LAW. 
The principal changes proposed in the bill now before the legislature are briefly as 
follows: 
It provides for the disbursement of what is known as "the bonded surplus of the 
coJUnties," and for the prevention of its future accumulation. 
It makes four payments to teachers instead of three, as now, and changes the time 
thereof. 
It gives the privilege to any common-school district desiring to improve the cbarac-
t3r or extend the time of the common schools in the State, upon the clearly-ascertained 
will of t.he people, to levy a tax not to exceed twenty cents on the $100 worth of tax-
able property·iu the district. 
It gives cities and towns the privilege of levying a tax, not exceeding forty cents in 
any one year, on the $1.00 worth of taxable property, for the purpose of establishing a 
system of graded free schools. 
It introduces two professional educators to the State board of education in addition 
to the secretary of state, attorney-general, anu superintendent of public instruction, 
as now constituted, and makes these experts, in conjunction with the superintendent, 
a standing committee to prepare rules, by-laws, and regulations for the government of 
tlle common-schools of the State. 
It provides for the building of school-houses ; it provides for the superintendent's 
bol<ling congressiona,l institutes; and attendance of teachers upon the county insti-
tutes is made compulsory. 
Various minor points are touched upon in the bill, but the efficient reconstruction of 
the school-system is embraced in those already mentioned. 
OWENSBORO UGH. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The public-school system has only been in operation one year in Owens borough. The 
report of the superintendent is very ·satisfactory. The stndy of German has already 
been introduced into the schools. Before the organization of these schools, a strong 
prejudice was entertained on the part of the citizens against the co-education of the 
sexes. This bas now been entirely destroyed, and the practice has become exceedingly 
popular. Objections have been made to tLe high rate of taxation for the support of 
schools-30 cents on the $100-a.nd a disposition is manifested on the part of many • 
citizens to vote it clown, anu thereby manifest a refusal to sustain a system of public 
education. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND, 
This instit.ution not only receives those who are totally blind, but those whose eye-
sight is so defective that they can not see to read are, when of suitable age, received 
and educated at the expense of the State. 
In oases of extreme poverty, inmates of the institution are clothed by the State. They 
arc instructed in the branches usually taught in public schools, and in music. The 
boys are also taught mechanical trades, and the girls to use sewing-machines and to do 
various kinds of fancy work. 
INSTITUTION FOR DEAF-MUTES. 
The age of admission to this institution is from 10 to 30. Pupils supported by the 
State are considered under obligation to remain five years ; if they display talent and 
industry, they may remain seven. Applicants must be in good health, of sound mind, 
and good moral character. . 
INSTITUTE FOR'PEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN, 
This is a school for the intellectual training of imbecile children, and not an asylum 
for the hopelessly idiotic. The St.ate pays all expenses for the incligent children 
· received, except transportation. The course of physical training unre~itt.ingly em-
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ployed is one of the ehief instrumentalities for strengthening the mental faculties, and 
i productive of most beneficial results. This ins~itution has fully demonstrated the 
possibility of improving the minds of imbeciles, and of making them competent for 
self-provision. 
KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY. 
The plan of the Kentucky University presents some peculiar features. It embraces 
several colleges, each under the immediate government of its own faculty and pre-
siding officer. The general supervision of the university is committed to the regent, 
who is elected from among the curators, is ex-officio chairman of the executive commit-
tee, and is the represeutati ve of the institution before the pnblic. 
The colleges of the university are the college of arts, with 9 professors and 173 
student ; the agricultural and mechanical college, with 10 professors and 217 stu-
dents; college of the Bible, with 3 professors and 104 students; commercial college, 
with 5 profe sors and 67 students; college of law, with 3 professors and 26 students. 
The number of graduates for 1872 was 52. It is in contemplation to organize a normal 
college and a college of medicine. 
In 1 65 the agricultural and mechanical college, established upon the grant by Con-
gre s of 330,000 acres of land, was made a part of the university, and the citizens of 
Lexington hn.ving rai eel 100,000 for the purchase of an experimental and model farm 
and the erection of buildings for the agricultural college, the university was removed 
to that place. The tract of land occupied by the agricultural college contains 433 
acres, and embraces "Ashland.," the homestead of Henry Clay. The endowment and 
1·eal estate of the university now amount to about $800,000. 
Students wi bing to reduce their expenses can labor at a reasonable compensation. 
on the farm or in the shop . During the year about 75 students have availed them-
selves of the" compensated labor system," working four to five hours a day, and have 
received. compensation at a rate exceeding that paiu by any other industrial institution 
in the United. States. 
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE. 
The medical department of the University of Louisville announces its thirty-sixth 
annual se sion. 'fhe university di pensary, which is upon the university grounds, 
and nuder the exclu ive control of the faculty, affords desirable facilities to students. 
Th law department of the university makes its twenty-sixth annual announcement. 
The number of gradnate. for 1872 was 19. Students in this department are entitled 
to attend, without charge, the lectures in the medical department on medical juris-
prudence. 
LOUISVILLE MJmiCAL COLLEGE. 
The roo t gratifying succe s has attended the management of this co11ege. The 
graduate have the privilege of becoming candidates for the position of resident grad-
uate at the Louisville marine lJO pi tal. These positions are secured by competitive 
exawinations. The number of grad.uates last year was 59. 
KENTUCKY MILITARY I TSTITUTE. 
Thi in titute is under the direction of a boa.rd of visitors appointed by the governor. 
The r port of the board shows the in titution to be in a mo t flourishing condition. 
The number of graduates for 1 7~ was 8. 
BETHEL COLLEGE. 
This institution was organized by the Bethel Baptist .Association of Southwestern 
Kentuck,v a a high school and wa incorporated. a a college in.l856. The endowment 
funu i 5,000, the uen ficiary fund ::tbout $6,000, and the real estate, exclusive of the 
college grounds anu buildings, i valued at $ 5,000. The institution is free from debt. 
.A. theological department is connected with the college. 
EMINE TCE COLLEGE. 
Thi college is open to both exes. Tl..te number of graduates for 1872 was 13. 
HOCKER FEMALE COLLEGE. 
The course of etudy is that u ually pursn din colleges for young men. 
CECILIAN COLLEGl<~. 
Thi college was chartered in 1 67, and is conducted under the an pices of the 
C Ltbolic burch. It i for the instruction of boys, and includes a scientific and a. 
OJmmercial department. 
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SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE. 
This institution is exclusively for the education of boys, aud is under the care of the 
Roman Catholic Church. It is divided into two departments, classical and commereial. 
KENTUCKY 'STATE TEACHERS' A~SOCIATION. 
This association met at Frankfort, Monday, August 12; and the sessior:s continued 
through the week. . . 
Dr. Henderson, State superintendent, was elected president, an6l B. N. Greham, sec-
retary. Besides the regular address of Dr. Henderson, an essay on " Natural punish-
ments" was read by G. E. Roberts; "Technical education in our schools," was tl'eated 
of by J. A. Brown; "Great men who do nothing," by B. N. Greham; "Philosophy of 
composition," by Noble Bnrter; "Primary schools," by Hiram Roberts; "Professions · 
and professors," by E. M. Murch;'' Jacob Brown," a poem, by H. S. Stanton; "Natural 
science in public schools,'' by vV. H. Lockhart; "Mental science," by Mrs. N. S. Roberts; 
"Sunlight anfl starlight," by W. J. Davis ; "Sphere of the educated woman," by the 
State superintendent, Hon. H. A. M. Henderson;" Liberal education," by Noah K. 
Davis; ''Malaria and ozone," by John Darby; "'Geology of Kentucky," by J. B. R~­
nolds. W. H. Bartholomew gave lectures on penmanship. '' How to win and retain the 
confidence of children," was a topic by T. J. Fish; Professor Jones demonstrated the law 
of falling bOdies; Daniel Hough gave a practical exercise in reading. 
About seventy-five t eachers were present, representing all parts of the Stat.e. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES IN KENTUCKY. 
During the past summer twelve institutes were held in the State of Kentucky under 
the general direction of the State superintendent of public instruction, Hon. H. A. M. 
Henderson. In the work of each institute, Dr. Henderson was assisted by Professor P. 
A. Towne, of Paris, Kentucky, and by such local force as was available. At each insti-
tute, except two, Dr. Henderson gave lectures on "Popular education" and on "The 
sphere of the educated American woman." 
The object of these institutes was to secure the permanent establishment of a strong 
organization for each county in the State. The superintendent reviewed the present 
sclwollaw of the State and indicated amendments that he hoped to see enacted. He 
advocated the establishment of at least one great normal school for the State. These 
iustitutes were called congressional instHutes, because they, theoretically, at least, 
were supposed to represent the congressional districts in the State. · · 
At Mayfield, June 3, Dr. Thompson, commissioner of McCracken County, presided. 
Five counties were reprasented by their commissioners and by forty-five teacllers. 
At Henderson the first institute for the second district was held June 10; R. P. Thorn-
berry, commissioner of Webster County, presided. 
The second institute for tl:.is district was helda,t Hopkinsville, June 17; G. A. Champ-
lin, commissioner of Christian County, presided. 
At Glasgow, June 24, the institute for the third district was held; Richard P. Collins, 
commissioner for Barren County, presiding, with over 1ifty teachers in attendance from 
:five counties. The institute for the fourth district was at Elizabethtown, July 1; Judge 
Bm;h, of Larue County, presiding, with more than seventy t eachers in at.t endance from 
six conn t ies. Professor Reagan, of Hamilton College, took an active part in tho meet-
ings of the institute. · 
'fhe institute for the eighth district was at Stanford, July 8; R. C. McBeatte, commis-
sioner for Wayne County, in the chair. D. vV. Coleman, commissioner of Casey County; 
J. K. West, of Garrard County; and R. F. Coldwell, of Boyle, represented those conn-
ties. S. S. McRoberts, commissioner of Lincoln County, was present. L. G. Barbou<~:, of 
I>anville; Professor J. B. Meyers, of Stanford ; and B. N. Greham, commissioner of Fa-
yette County, rendered valnable service. 
The institute for the ninth district was held at Manchester, July 15; J. E. White, 
commissioner of Clay County, presiding; twenty-five teachers were present, and several 
commissioners from adjoining counties. 
The institute for the seventh district was held at Carlisle, July 22; J. M. Chism, 
commis ·ioner ofNicholas County, presiding. All the sessions of the week were attended 
by the citizens en masse, and thel'e were more than four hundred p~rsons preseu t a,t the 
adjournment. Besides the addresses of Dr. Henderson, President Argobast, of the Wes-
leyan College at Millersburg, read an essay on "What and how to read;" Dr. Rey-
nolds, of Louisville, 1·ead one on "The mission of the teacher." The institute was 
regarded as a very profitable one. ' 
The institute for the t en th district was held at Maysville, July 29 to Augnst 2, in-
clusive; Judge E. Whitaker presi<led. Professor H. R. Blaisdell and Professor Smith, 
of Maysville, took an active part in the work of the week. Professor Yancy, of Augusta 
College, gave his method of teaching history. 
At Cynthiana, Au,gust 5, the imstitute for the sixth district was l>re~j\kq over by J. 
9E 
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F. Lcbn , commi ioner of Harrison County. More than a hundred teachers were _in 
attendance, being numerically the largest institute of the summer except that at Louis-
-ville, and the work accomplished wa very satisfactory. 
The fir tin titute for the fifth district was at Eminence, August 20; Ron. Z. F. Smith, 
late tate. nperintendent, presiding. The second institute for the district was at Louis-
ville, W. H. Bartholomew presiding. This was a very important meeting. 
REV. ROBERT JEFFERSON BRECKINRIDGE.-ORITUARY. 
Rev. Robert Jefferson Breckinridge, D. D., LL. D., died at his home, in Danville, 
December 27, 1 71. 
He wa a on of Ron. John Breckinridge, author of the Kentucky resolutions of 1798, 
and nlted States Attorney-General under PTesiclent Jefferson; born at Cabell's Dale, 
March , 1 00; studied at Princeton and Yale; grauuatecl at Union College, New York, 
1 H.l; admitted to the bar 1 23; practiced law in Kentucky nntil1831; member of the 
State legislature in 1825, 1826, 1 27, and 1828; united with the Presbyterian Church in 
1 29, and was soou after elected ruling el<ler;-stuclied a few months at Princeton, and was 
ordained pastor Second Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, Maryland, 1832; president or 
principal of J efferson College, Cannonslmrgb, Pennsylvania, and pastor of the church, 
1 45; pa tor First Presbyterian Cbnrch, Lexington, Kentucky, and State superinten(i-
ent of public instrllction, 1 47; professor of exegetic, didactic, and polemic theology in 
the Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Damille, 1853. 
_Dr. Breckinridge was a man of commanding influence in both church and state. 
His intellect was quick, piercing, powerful, with a grasp of thou5bt, a closeness of 
rea oning, and a fertility of illustration which few co.uld rival, rendering him equal to 
any amergency, wh ther to fill a theological chair, to add1·ess a promiscuous audience, 
to join in an extemporaneous debate, to preside over a literary institution, or sway 
the counC'ils of a political conveution. From his first public appearance in ecclesiasti-
cal matters in the Cindnnati convention, 1830, be was one of the leading minds in the 
Presbyterian Church, and in his later as well as earlier years took an ac.tive part in 
civil affairs. 
A a preacher, he was scriptmal, doctrinal, and closely argumenta.Live; he was great 
(and greatly) in controver y, but jt was in deliberative bodies that his powers ap-
peared to the greatest advantage. His acquaintance with judicial procee(lings, his 
elf-r liance, his peculiarly gentle but penetrating voice, his unsurpassed command of 
appropriate language, and his ability to bring his full strength to bear upon the qucs-
ti n at is ue, made him a most powerful advocate or a most formidable opponent. 
He wa a voluminous wTiter; published Papism in the Ninetee-cth Century in the 
Unit d tates, 1841; Travels in France, Germany, &c., 11;41; Memoranda of Foreign 
Travel, 1845 · Internal Evidence of Christianity, 1852; two large volumes of tbeolog,v, 
1 57 and 1 ·59, and innumerable pamphlets on slavery, temperance, Popery, Universal-
i m, Presbyterianism, .educatiop, agriculture, politics, besides editing several periodi-
cal . 
The value of his six years' service as superintendent of public instructiO'Il is grate-
fully acknowledged by his successors in that office. One of them, in his annual report 
for 1 fi9, ay that "to Dr. Brecklnridge, above all others, the people of Kentucky owe 
th e ta!Jli bm nt of our ystem of common schools. He found that system a l'Uin; he 
left it a majestic fabric; b found it a prey to the timiuity of legislation and the plun-
il·ers of party; be left it beyond lea-islation and beyond party, fixed immovably among 
the powers of government in the organie law of a great commonwealth." 
FACTS FROM: THE U Tl'l'ED ST!ATES CENSUS. 
Arl'a 011d population.-In 1 70 Kentucky was the .eighth State in population, having 
} 321,011 inhabitants, within au area of 37,6 0 square miles, an average of 35.33 per on 
to tbe square mile. This population consisted of 1,098,692 whitCQl, 222,210 colored, 1 
bin s , and 10 Indians. Of these 1,257,613 w.ere natives of the United State and 
63,3g were for ign-born. Of the native residents of the State 875,41!1 white , 205,5 3 
1 r d and 3 Indians wero born within its bor.ders, while of the foreign residents 
,31 w re born in G rruany, 4,173 in England, ~nd 21,642 in Ireland. 
cllool atl 11clance.-According to Table IX, vol. !l, of Census Report, 181,2'25 por ons 
att nd d chool, and of th e 1,162 wer foreign-born. 'The white male scholar num-
b red 91,225, and the white female scholar 2,27 , an aggr gate of 173,503 white . 
Tb.o color d pupils nnm r d 7 702, of w·hom :~;520 were nut.les and 4,1 2 femal . 
Th re w r al ·o 20 Indian -7 mal s and 13 females. 
fllitcl'acy.-'l.'b numb r of inhabitant of all races, ten years ·ol<il. anG. over, unable to 
write wa 33217 , of wh m 7,231 were£ r ign-born . 
.Aoe, Be7 and race of ilUtemteJJ.- f the 201,0i7 white miterates, 57,766 were from ten 
to fifteen ycart~ of age, :p1d of these 31,752 were males and 26,014 females; 36,760 were 
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from fifteen to twenty-one years old, of whom. 18,724 were males and 18,036 females; 
106 551 were twenty-one years old and over, of whem 43,826 were males and 62,725 
rem' ales. Of the 131,050 colored illiterates, 24,958 were from ten to fifceen years old, of 
,vllom 12, \:!1 were males and 12,0671-females; 24,926 were from fifteen to t\venty-one 
years old, of whom 12,157 were males and 12,769 females; 81,166 were twenty-one 
years old and over, of whom 37,889 were males and 43,277 females; 12 male and 37 
female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Educational instiMttions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, tbe total 
l'lumber of educational institutions was 5,149, having 6,346 teachers, of whom 3,972 
were males and 2,374 females, to educate the 245,139 pupils, of whom 125,.734 were 
males anclll9,405 females. 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $2,538,429, of which $393,015 were derived from endowment, $674,992 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,470,422 from tuition and other sources. 
Public sclwols.-The 4,727 public schools throughout the State, with their 5,351 teach-
ers, of whom 3,468 were males and 1,883 females, were attended by 21l:l,240 pupils, of 
w 11om 111,802 were males and 106,438 females. To educate these they possessed a total 
income of $1,150,451, of which $24,885 w~re derived from endowment, $604,9(}.) from tax-
ation and public funds, and $520,661 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 42 colleges, with their 223 teachers, 119 male and 104 female, were 
attended by 5,864 students, of whom 3,395 were males and 2,469 females. To educate 
these they possessed a total income of $431,4:37, of which $180,831 were derived from 
endowment, $3,999 from taxation and public lands, and $246,607 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Acaclmnies.-The 95 academies, with their 286 teachers, 146 males and 140females, had 
an attendance of 6,224 pupils, 3,049 males and 3,175 females, for the education of whom 
they possessed a totalincome of $254,498, of which $4,000 were derived from endowment, 
$9,148 from taxation and public funds, and $241,350 from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.-The 195 day and boarding schools had 302 teachers, of whom 128 
were males and 174 females. They were attended by. 7,948 pupils, 3,170 of whom were 
males and 4,778 females. These schools possessed a total income of $3~5,865, of whi0h 
$730 were derived from endowment and $335,135 from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-There were 1,172 public libraries, containing 318,985 volumes; also 4,!374 
rrivate libraries, having 1,590,245 volumes-a total of 5,546 libraries, containing 
1,909,330 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The 89 periodicals bad an aggregate circulation of 197,130 copies, with 
an aggregate annual issue of 18,270,160. 
Ohu1·ches.-Of the 2,969 church organizations, 2,696 bacl edifices with 878,039 sittings. 
and the church property was valued at $9,824,465. ' 
Patcperism.-One thousand seven hnndl'ed and eighty-four paupers were· reported, 
of' whom 963 were native whites, 704 native colored, and 117 foreigners. ' 
C1·ime.-Of 1,067 persons in prison June 1, 1870,525 were native whites, 443 native 
colored, and 99 foreigners; 603 persons were convicted during the year. . 
i:lge and sex of popttlation.-Of the total population, 454,-5:39 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, 230,491 males and 224,048 females; 930,136 were ten years old and upward, 
and of these, 466,762 were males and 463,374 females. 
Occvpations.-Four hundred and fourteen thousand five hundred and ninety-three 
persons of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 364,300 were 
males and 50,293 females; 261,0!:!0 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 
257,426 were males and 3,654 females; 84,0:t4 in personal and professional services, of 
whom 41,974 were males and 42,050 females; 25,292 in trade and transport~t.ion, of 
whom 24,961 were males and 3:31 females; 44,197 in mauufactures and · mecbanical 
and mining industries, of whom 39,939 were males and 4,258 females. 
Age and sex of w01·king population.-Of these 414,593 employed persons, 42,085 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 34,283 were males and 7,802 females; 348,190 were 
from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 307,718 were males and40,472 females; '4,318 were 
60 years old and over, of whom 22,299 were mules and 2,019 females. 
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The school ful'ld for t he scholastic year 1811, (from January 1 to December 31,) as 
far as can be determined from data recei vecl, was as follows : 
Balance clue from former school board .................................. $35,173 13 
Balance due from parish t reasurers .................... : ........ ·--~--... 23,266- 08 
Amount from State apportionments ............ ___ ..••••••.• ___ •....•.•• 420,574 74 
From corporate authorities .... . .................. _.. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . G1, 572 47 
From interest on sale of school-lands ............ . .. . . . . . .. . • • . .. . • .. • • • • 24, 387 28 
Total...... . . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . • • • • . . • 554, 973 70 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Previous indebtedness .................. . ..................... - •.••..•• 
Teachers' wa_ges ........•••..••••.....•.......•.••...•••..•••..••..•.•• 
Rent of school-houses ........••.....•...•.....•.......••.•.....•....••.• 
Rep::drs . ..............•...........•.•.....•.........••...••••.•.... . .. 
chool furnitnre ...................................................... . 
:Fuel and incidentals ....•• . •.••..........•..........••......•.....•••.. 
School apparatus ...••.•••••..••......•.....•....•......•••.•••••...•.• 
School-house sites .................................................... . 
Building school-houses ..................................... . .. · •... ----





18, 597 33 
1, 356 53 
690 00 
12, 337 02 
Total...... • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . 531, 834 'l5 
==-== 
N UMBER OF PUPILS. 
The State is divided into six school divisions. Tho number of pupils enrolled is as 
follows : 
Fir t division .........••...••.••.•....•..........•••. _. _ •• _ •••.••••.. _. .. . . • 3, 591 
Second division .................................................. . ......... 6,200 
~~~rr~:iJfv~~~~ ~ ~ ~::: ~:: ~ ~: ~::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::::: 1~: §~; 
~~~t (~~:f~f!·_-_._._. _. .-.-.-:::. :·:: .. _._._._._._. :.·.·. ·::::: .. _._._._._._.: _._._._._._._._._ ._._._._._._ ._._._._-.-_~~ ~~~ti 
Total ...•.. . .....•. _ •• .. ___ .......•....... _ ... _. _ •••. ___ .. ___ •• . . • • . . 44, 34 
.A. VERA<m DAILY ATTENDANCE . 
Fir t division . .... .. ................ · ...... . .. . ................... . .......... 2, 56 
• cond division ... __ ...••.. . .. • _ .. . ..•. . ........ __ ........ _................. 4, 396 
~~1l\~~~~~~:_ :_:_:_::_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:~_: _: ~-~_:_ ::_~:_:_:_:~_ :_: _:_:_:~_:_:_:_:_: _:_:_: _:_:_: _:_:_: _:_:  _:_:_:  ~ _:_: -~ ~ ~tHii 
Total ...... . ...... . ..................... . .... ·--- •...•....•. : ........ 20, 
NU;\ffiER OF TEACllERS EMPLOYED. 
Fir din ·ion · -- --· . .... . . •• . ..... .••......... . ... • .•. ____ ·----· • . ............ 104 
• ond clivi. ion ... . . ....... •. . .•.. . . _ . . .. . __ .••.. _ .• __ • _. ___ • _ .• _. _ •••• _. _. . . . 1~1 
Tbird divi ion . .. . .... . .. . ...... _ .................. ____ .. . .... . ..... . ........ . 2z1 
Fourth clivi. ion ......•..• : ....... . .... . .. ····-··------ ...... •• .. ____ ..... .. .... 130 
~l~tt ~~~l ~~~.' .'.' .' .'.'.'.' .'.' .' .' .'." _- _-_-_- _-_- _- .' .".'.'.' _-_-_-_-_-_-.' _-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_- _- _- ---~~-~e?~rti 
Total .. .. ... ............. . ... ... ...................................... .. 957 
.A. verage rated pay of teachers per month, $60.60; average duration of school , 13 m·ontb.s 
10 days. 
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NEW SCHOOL LAW. 
The school act of 1870 was not open to serious objections in its general features, bnt 
the agencies for carrying out its provisions were so cumbrous and complicated that 
amendments were necessary. 
In January, 1870, the State board of education, at its annual meeting, proposed such 
modifications of the schoo-l act as would remove the most formidable of the dif.ficulties. 
These vi~ws were submitted to the standing committee on public schools, and by them 
in the main approved and formally reported. The proposed amendments were adopted 
by both houses of the legislature, and on the 16th of March the act was approved by 
the governor and became· a law. By these amendments the former ward boards of school 
directors were abolished and the places of the old directors of parish school boards 
were vacated. The State board of education was oolled together and, as promptly as 
possible, now parish boards were appointed, together with lwards of directors for the 
various incorporated towns and cities of the State. 'l'he re-organization of the school 
work absorbed time, but the delay was amply· compensated for by the increased effi-
ciency of the amended law. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Under section 10 of the act approved March 16, 1870: the division superintendents 
are required to hold once in each year a teachers' institute in their respective divisions. 
In conformity with this regulation, and under the direction of the State superintend-
ent of public education, -four institutes were held during the year-at Amite in June, 
at Carrollton June 8, 9, and 10, at Franklin June 16 and 17, and at New Orleans May 
31 and June 1 and 2. 
These first teachers' institutes ever convened in the State excited the deepest inter-
est. In every case there was a full attendance of teachers and members of the school 
board, and the exeroises were varied and instructive. Papers on methods of teaching 
and discipline were read, and Miss Hattie M. Morris, from the Oswego training-school, 
gave in all the institutes lectures on the best methods of instructing in arithmetic, 
geography, grammar, and botany! and in the course practically illustrated the benefit 
to be derived from the proper use of th'e blackboard. 
The institute in the city of New Orleans was perhaps the most interesting. Three 
hundred and fifty-one teachers answered to the roll, and the addresses of Mr. Conway, 
the State superintendent, and of Mr. Carter, the division superintendent, were listened 
to with marked attention. 
The harmony of the meeting was somewhat disturbecl by a few persons in evident 
sympathy with that portion of the community hostile to the school system; but in the 
face of these ill-timed and senseless exhibitions, Mr. Carter testified to the increasing 
confidence felt in the schools, instancing several gentlemen who had fought against 
the Government during the late war, and who might at least be expected to be luke-
warm toward the school system, but who are ready to declare that the" closing of the 
public schools would be one of the greatest calamities that could happen to the State." 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The first germ of this valuable auxiliary to teachers' institutes is found in the second 
di vision, where the teachers of two parishes formed a·.society for mutual improvement. 
THE STATE UNIVERSITY. 
A communication received by the State superintendent from Colonel Boyd, snperin-
tendent of the university, gives a concise and comprehensive view of the wants au<l 
prospects of the institution. 
The wants as enumerated are : First, plenty of money to pay our debts ; second, 
more room for academis:: and other purposes, or an immediate reduction of the number 
of cadets; third, more app~ratus, a larger library, and five new professors, viz, of moral 
and mental philosophy, Greek, agricnltural chemistry, and natu-ral hi story; fourth, fer 
purposes of disdpline and better order, muskets for the corps of cadets. 
In connection with these want~, Colonel Boyd remarks that "t.he university must 
not depend on wanants; that if the State cannot pay· its quota of uni~rsity expenses 
in Uniteu States Treasury note. , then the nuiversity must either give up the State or 
ben ficiary cadets, or stop altoget]1or; q,nd that the tuition should be made absolutely 
free." He also heartily indorses the action of the Teoues;sec State legislature, asking 
Congress to pass the land~grant scheme for the l::ienetit of one, and only one, college or 
university in each State. 
kccompanying the communication was a form of scheme for donation, or raising an 
endowment for the university: For $100 the university pledges it eli~ through attacheu 
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coupons, to O'ive four year ' tuition. As the regular tuition fee is $80 per annum, the 
ad,antage of the offer are manifest. 
The total numb r of matriculates since September 1 1s one hundred and fifty-one; 
ten applicants were refused admission for inability to pass the entrance examination; 
and the total number of cadets now, present and absent, is one hundred and thirty-
two. · 
AGRICULTURAL A..."'{D L"fDUSTRIAL SCHOOl-S. 
The report calls attention to the fact that the scrip issued by the General Govern-
ment for the establishment of an agricultural college bas been secured, and urges im-
mediate action iu thi direction; and further hopes that the legislature may not adjourn 
without making provision for the establishment of industrial and evening schools. 
PEABODY FUND. 
The agent, Dr. Sears, in his sixth annual report, says: "Our mode of distribution in 
tbi tate is the same as jt was last year. We still have the valuable services of Hou. 
R. M. Lu her, as local agent, without salary. On his recommendation donations have 
been made to schools as follows: $7,550 distributed among twelve towns, iu stuns 
varying from '900 to 300; for 50 pupils in New Orleans normal school, $1,600; for 
model school attached to it, $300; for pupils in other normal schools, $300; in all, 
$9,750. Of this amount $750 belong to the appropriation made for last year.lJ 
PECULIAR CONDITlON OF CERTAIN RURAL DISTRICTS. 
In the parish of Livingston, in the first district, there are reported 18 male and 3 
female teachers. This disparity arises from the wilderness nature of the country, a 
great portion being covered with dense undergrowth, through which run bayous, 
creek , and swamps; in many instances teachers and pupils have to traverse several 
mile through marshes and bru h to reach the school-house; the school-buildings are 
generally log-buts, with the rudest furniture and apparatus. 
Within eventy-five miles of the Queen City Qf the South, yon find a population 
chiefl.v of French extraction, mostly descendants from the exiles of Acadia, with an ad-
mixture of pan ish, Portuguese, and Italian elements. Theh·languagc is a corruption of 
l!'rencb, hardly intelligible to an educated Frenchman, and their manner of living is 
that of a hundred years ago. If they build a house to-day, though in a land abounding 
in cypress lumber, it is invariably the "adobe" cabin, mud walls thatched with pal-
metto leaves. 
Th di trict in pector states that he visited a community of over 1,200 inhabitants, 
wh rea Christian minister had never been, except a Catholic priest, and he bnt once a 
J ar. He further a erts : "I do not believe six persons could be found (excepting 
thr e persons who had been sent in charge of schools) who could read or write in any 
language, or that a particle of printed matter, even a Bible, conlu be found i11 one of 
their bon e , exc pt the school-books that had been recently sent for the use of pupils. 
B ar in mind that thi people understand not a word of English, and that their chil-
dr n never hear it ave from their teacherR, and it wHl be understood bow the colored 
children have so much the advantage over thP.m." 
MIXED SCHOOLS. 
Mixed schodls exi tin every clivi ion in the State. In the first division 1,510 whfte 
children attend public chools to 4,690 colored. 'rhis disproportion arises from the fact 
that the poor white will not apply for the admission of their children into cbool at-
tended by colored children; tbe few white children found in the schools of this uivi ·i n 
:.uenuiversallythechildren fint lligentparents. AmongtheAcadians,inthcs cond 
di vi ion, v ry few color d people reside, and th se, with generous toleration, pr fer to 
·ud a great di tauce, ofteu from four to ix mile., rather than apply where they know 
they woulu be unwelcome. The schools, then, in these localities become by the nature 
of thing white ·cbool . 
In th third clivi ion tb subject of mix d schools has caus d no embarra menP 
whatcv r. The majority of th chools are eparate, from the choic of parents of all 
cla · hut in :orne localiti . childr ·n of both races are found in the same chool. 
In tb city of .~.:Tow rlean , ru; a g n ral thing, pnpils have preferred schools wb ro 
b ·ira ·ociat are of their own rae ; bnt in the instances where th school have be-
come to some xt nt mix d chool , no difficulty bas Leen xp rien eel . 
In tL Bi -'nville ·bool, under th pa !)iouate irnpul e of the moment, the whole 
numb r of whit cbildr n war; withdrawn upon tbc adrni ion of color ·u pupils. .All, 
however, suu equently return~, and the school proceeded barmoniou ly. 
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NEW ORLEANS. 
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION. 
Under the amended law the power of appointing school directors for the city of New 
Orleans was vested in the State board of education. It was hoped that the amended 
law, by bringing the board into harmony with the State authorities, would enable , 
those who succeeded to the control of the schools to remedy the evils resulting from _ 
the neglect of the former authorities, and end the dissensions with regard to the con-
trol of the schools which had existed for the two years previous. . 
The work of the hoard was distributed among tlle following standing committees: 
On teachers, on school-houses, on :finance, ou high and normal schools, on text-books 
and apparatus, on library, on rules and regulations. 
An estimate of the amount of money needed for the current year was made, as 
follows: For pay-roll of· teachers proper and for ordinary expenses, $360,000; for 
school-books and stationery, $25,000; for buildings and necessary repairs, $95,000; 
total, $480,000. Of this, the State fund was expeeted to furnish $130,000, leaving 
$350,000 to be provided by the city. This estimate was reported to the city adminis-
trators, who, in pursuance of law, were directed to have a tax for the above-named 
sum levied and eollected. Legal difficulties, which appeared to them insurmountable, 
led to a refusal on the part of the administrators; which refusal, being subsequently 
sustained by a decision of the supreme court, cut off from the board this legiti-
mate source of revenue. More than half the State apportionment was already Glue for 
services rendered prior to the creation of the present board, so that a lJalance of less than 
$70,000 was the only relia.nce of the board in the face of expenses estimated at $480,000. 
At this j nncture the State snperintendent of education genet'olli3ly advanced the prob-
alJle amount of the next apportionment of the State school-fund, thus placing 
$30.000 in the bands of the board for immediate use. 
SCHOOL-BUILDINGS. 
There are seventy-four buildings occupied by the public schools, of w)lich thirty-six 
are the property of the city, and are estimated at a total value of $553,000. Some of 
the leased buildings are raally unfit for school purposes, and both economy and an intel-
ligent rega.rd for the prosperity of the public schools demand the erection of suita:ble 
school-buildings. The estimated value of the school-furuiture belonging to the city is 
$42,000, and of school apparatus $8,000, which, acldetl to t!le value of the buildings 
owned., gives a total of$7031000 invested in school property. The schools are still v.ery 
deficient in the apparatus necessary to the highest success of the teacher. 
MODEL SCHOOLS. 
In response to a request from the State superintendent of education, two of the pub-
lic-scllool buildings of the city, vi~, the Washington girls'. school and tbe .Fisk !Joys' 
school, were placed at his disposal for the purpose of estalJlishing model schools. 
NORMAL SCHOOL AND COLLEGE. 
In conclusion, the report earnestly urges the establishing, in the city, .of a normal 
school for the training of teachers, and a free college in which graduates frQm the 
high sehools may complete their education. 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
This institution is very unfortunate in Hs pecuniary embarrassments and incomplete 
means of instruction. "The financial condition," says tbe superintendent, "is as lJad 
as it can be when :fifty cents must do the work of a. dollar." Notwit.hst::wding these 
drawbac]{s, the past year has been in many respects a successful one. The standard of 
scholarship, both for admission and grn.duation, has lJeen raised; importa,nt additions 
have been made to the apparatus, cabinets, a~td library, and tlle number of graduates 
-was unusually large. 
The course of stndy embraees a preparatory and an academic departmeut, a special 
school of civil engineering, and a colllmercial course. The academic department com-
prises a literary, scientific, and optional course. The preparat.ory department is de-
signed to be t emporary, and will be dispensed with as soon as the public and pri~'ate 
school throughout the State are sufficiently organized to become constant feeders to 
the university. The discipline is milita.ry. 
By act of tlle legislature, the professors of engineering, chemistr.v, mineralogy, geol-
ogy, and botany are r equired to make, jointly, a topographical, geological, and botani-
cal survey of Louisia.ua. To this duty they devote not less than fom· months of every 
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year. The third :mnual report of these professors has been published, and has attracted 
considerable attention in t.lle scientific world. The survey is now nearl.Y completed. 
Until t he relmilding of the college edifice near Alexandria, (c1estroye6l. uy tire Octo-
ber, 1 69,) the institution is temporarily located at Baton Rouge. Of tue 175 cadets, 
13f are State 'beneficiaries. · 
POLYTECII IC AND L.''\Dl_YSTRIAL INSTITUTE OF LOUISIANA. 
This movement rPceived its initial impulse in the New Orleans Academy of Sciences, 
on the 12th day of February, 1 72. Resolutions were unanimously adopted re~;ogniz­
iog the necessity for technical training iu the physical sciences, and instruction in the 
mechanical arts, recommending the founding of a polytechnic school in the city of 
New Orleans, and inviting tbe New Orleans Mechanics' Society to co-operate with the 
academy for the promotion of the enterprise. 
A convention was subsequently held at which auout fifty delegates, representing the 
diversified interests of the State, were present. A committee appointed to prepare a 
plan for a polytechnic and industrial school submitted theil,' report in the ensuing 
May. A charter has been obtained, and steps will soon be taken by the board of man-
agers for carrying out the plan adopted. 
SAINT CHATILES COLLEGE. 
This institution, incorporated in 1852, is conducted by the members of the Society of 
Jesus. The plan of instruction is the same as that of first-class academics, with the 
addition of a commercial course. 
NEW ORLEANS DENTAL COLLEGE. 
This college announces it sixth regnlar course of lectnres. The projectors sought in 
its establishment to meet the great nece ity, made more nrgent uy the impoverishing 
~sult of the late war, for such an eupcatioual institution in the South; and its success 
l'ias fully answered their expectations. The aim of the college is to give the highest 
order of instruction, not only in the dental art, but in its collateral sciences. The cur-
riculum i so arranged a. to compel each 'student to spend a larO'e proportion of every 
day in actual practice in the infirmary and laboratory. Twenty-two lectures are deliv-
ered each week, occupying about an average of four hours a clay. 
REV. CIIARLES S. DOD-OBITUARY. 
Rev. Charles S. Dod, born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1814, graduated at Princeton, 
1 3:3, died in the Presbytery of New Orleans, November 23, 1872. His father, Daniel 
Dod, .wa a ma ter-uuilder of steam-engin es, n.nd, being distinguisl!ecl for mathematical 
l~armng, wa offered, but declined, a profe sorship in H.utgers College in 1 11. In 1834 
lns son became cla ical tutor in the University of Georgia, and afterward principal 
of the Darien (Georrria) Male Academy; from 1 3 1Jo 1 40, professor of mathematics in 
Jeffi r on College, Caunousunrgh, Penn ylvania; 1 40 to 1844, principal again of Darien 
Academy, when h entered tbe ministry, in which he labored at p eriods as pastor of 
Pre byterian churcbesatAugust a, G •orgia; Holly Spring , Mississippi; Plaqneruine, Lon-
j iana; chaplain in the confedemte anny, with superintendence of the Macou, Georgia, 
l10 pital, and finally as ao evangoli ·t in the Teche (Loui iana) country. Between the e 
intervals he wa principal of tl10 Ro. well High School, CoblJ County, Georgia, 1 47 to 
1 49; pre ideut WestTenn ee College, 1 54 tol Gl; principal of PlaC)_nemine Pre-
byterian , eminary, 1 69 to ummer of 1 72. The continual demand for lJi s service as 
an educator is the be t te timony to his eminent worth and usefulness in that field. 
FACTS FHO:'II TilE U.~:'ITED TATES CE SUS. 
Area and population.-In 1 70 Loui iana wa the twenty-first Stn.te in population, 
having 726,915 inhabitants \Yithin an area of 41,:346 sqnare miles, an av rage of li.5 
per ons to the quare mil . Tbis population consisted of 36Q,06:' whites, 364:210 colored, 
71 lrine · , and 5G!.l Indian' . f the ·e 665,00 were natives of the nite(1 tate aucl 
61 27 w r for ·ign-born. f tb nativb residents of Lhe tate 237,453 whites, 26::3 95.6 
color d, 4:'3 Indian , and 2 Chin 3e were born within it uorclers; of the foreign re 1-
d ntr 1 ,933 wPre born io Germany, 2, 11 in England, and 17,06 in Ireland. 
1 clwol altcndance.-Accorcling to Table IX, YOL 1, of Cen us Report, 51,2::>9 per on at-
tended cbool, anfl of th G71 w re for igu-uorn . Of th 40,1 3·whit scholar , 20,542 
were male aud 1D,6.U female· . f tho 11,07() color d scl10lars1 5,467 were males arid 
5,60 female . 
1/literacy.-Tb numb r of inhabitant of all uce , 10 yoars old and o-ver, unable to 
write, wa.s 2tG,r , of whom i ,..'l ,. were foreign-'born. 
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.Age, sex, and ?'ace of illite?·ates.-Of the 50,7 49 w bite il1iteratcs, 13,525 were from 10 to 
15 years of age, and of these 7,130 were males and 6,395 females; 9,636 were from 
Vi to 21 years old, of whom 4,710 were males and 4,926 females; 27,588 were 21 years 
old and over, of whom 12,048 were males and 15,540 females. Of the 224,993 colored 
illiterates 33,~53 were fi·om 10 to 15 years old, of whom 16,978 were males and 16,375 
females; 35,591 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 15,873 were males and 19,718 
females; 156,049 were 21 years old and over, of whom 76,612 were males and 79,437 
females. 
Educational institutions.-AccC1Tding to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the tota;l 
number of educational institutions was 592, having 1,902 teachers, of whom 926 were 
males and 976 females, to educate their 60,171 pupils, of wbom 29,854 were males and 
3o,:n7 females. 
Amount ancl source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $1,199,684, of which $34,625 were derived from endowment, $564,988 from 
taxation and public funds, and $600,071 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 178 public schools, with their 459 teachers, of whom 122 were 
ma,les and 337 females, were attended by 25,832 pupils, of whom 12,0!:)5 were males and 
1:3,737 females. To educate these they possessed a total income of $473,707, of which 
$445,683 were derived from taxation and public funds and $28,024 from_ tuition and other 
sources. 
Colleges.-'I'he 8 col1eges, with their 100 teachers, 84 male and 16 female, were 
attended uy 1,f)67 students, of whom 1,139 were males and 428 females. To educate 
these they possessed a total income of $150,194, of which $31,750 were.derived from en-
dowment, $82,300 from taxation and public funds, and $36,144 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Aoadmnies.-The 28 academies, with 276 teachers, 33 male and 243 female, had an 
attendance of 2,690 pupils, 852 male and 1,838 female, for the education of whom 
they possessed a total income of $198,525, of which $2,525 were derived from endow-
ment, $2,300 from taxation and public funds, and $193,700 from tuition and other 
sources. · 
Private sohools.-Tbe 293 day and boarding schools had 548 teacp:ers, of whom 297 
were males and 251 females. They were attended by 16,332 pupils, 7,324 of whom ~ere 
males and 9,008 females. These schools possessed a total income of $193,692, of which 
$35.0 were derived from endowment, $2,905 fi·om taxation and public funds, and $190,437 
from tuition and other sources. 
Librm·ies.-There were reported in the State 480 public libraries, containing 2()3,266 
volumes; also 1,852 private libraries, having 584,140 volumes-making a total of 2,332 
libraries, containing t:l47,406 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The 9~ periodicals bad an aggregate circulation of 84,165 copies, with an 
agO'regate annual issue of 13,7551690. 
Chw·ohes.-Of the 6~8 church organizations, 599 had edifices, with 213,955 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $4,048,525. · . 
Paupm·isrn.-Five lmndred and seven paupers were reported, of whom 279 were native 
whites, 130 were native colored, and 98 were foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 845 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 460 were native whites, 3GB native 
colored, and 27 foreigners; 1,559 persons were convicted during the year. · 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 226,114 persons were from 5 tQ 18 
years old-112,5~0 males, 113,594 females; 52fi,392 were 10 years old and upward, and 
of these 261,170 were males and 265,222 were females. 
Occ-upations.-Two Lunch·ed and fifty-six thousand four hundred and :fifty-two persons 
of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 198,168 were males and 
5 ,284 females; 141,467 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 114,530 were 
males and 26,937 females; 65,347 in personal and professional services, of whom 36/83 
·were males and 28,464 females; 23,831 in trade and tra.nsportation, of whom 23,496 
were males and 335 femu.les; 25,807 in manufactures and meclumical and mining in-
dnstrie ·, of whom 23,259 were males and 2,548 females. 
Age a11cl sex of working population.-Of these 256,452 employed persons, 18,632 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 11,60(, were males and 7,032 females; 222,890 were 
from 1G to 59 years old, of whom 1J4,lf)O were males and 48,740 females; 14_,930 persons 
were 60 years old and over, of wliom 12,418 were males aud 2,512 females. 
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MAINE. 
[From report of Warren Johnson, State superintendent of instruction, for the scholastic year ended 
October 31, um.] 
FL.~.ANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Raised by direct taxation .......................................•.... -. 
New school-houses .................................................... -. 
Private tuition in and out of the State ................................ .. 
To prolong schools . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .............................. -,--
1 To pay superintending school committees ........................... : . . . 
Appropriation for county supervision .................................. . 
Appropriation for teachers' in&titutes ............................... -- .• 
Appropriation for normal schools ...................... · ..........•.... -. 
Expense of annual report, (7,000 copies) ................ : .....••••.. ---· 
Superintendent's salary, clerk, traveling expenses, &c ...•••............. 
Interest of permanent school fund ...................................... . 
Derived from local funds ............ ~ ................................. . 














Total valuation of State property ...................................... $224, 5851 325. 
Rate of aggregate school expenditure to valuation.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.5 mills. 
Rate of direct taxation ............................................ . . ,.. 3.3 mills 
Excess of taxation above amount required by law ....................... $132,213 00 
Amount raised per scholar by direct taxation ....... _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 29 
Expenditure for each census scholar .......... _ ...... _.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • 4 62 
Expenditure for each registered scholar................... . . . . .. . . . . . . . • 8 R9 
Expenditure for each average attendance.... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 11 07 
Maine takes high rank among those States that tax themselves lowest in aid of 
public instruction. If a saving could be efl'ected in other departments, and the same 
diverted into the common-school channel, a vast change for the better would ensue. 
ATTENDANCE. 
Whole number of scholars between 4 and 21 years of age ........••••.....• 
Number registered in summer schools ......................... .. ........ . 
Average attendance ............. _ ....................................••• 
Number regi tered in winter schools ................... ..... ............ . 
Average attendance .................................................... . 
P r cent. of average attendance to whole number .................. ~: ... . . 
Per cent. of average attendance to scholars registered ... ..................• 
Per cent. of average attendance to summer schools registered ............. . 
Per cent. of average attendance to winter schools registered .............. . 
Probable number of truants or absentees ................................. . 
Average length of summer schools, 5t days per week, 9 weeks, 3 days. 
Average length of winter schools, 5t days per week, 10 weeks. 
Average length of schools for the year, 19 weeks, 3 days. 











Number of districts...................................................... 4, 003 
Tumber of part of di tricts .......... _. _....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .• :X:O 
~umber of districts with graded schools .... .-.. .......................... 420 
Kumberof chool-bou es ...................... : ........ ·.................. 3,917 
~ ~~~e~ ~~ ct~~\~.t~~s~~ i;-ufi~ol~s~o~~!~i-~~ ~ ~ ~ ._ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ._:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ._::: ._: :: .. ::::: 2, ~ 
'o tof the ·allle.................... .............................. ...... 117,31.i-4 
B timat.ed value of all school-property .......... • .... : ...................... $2, 4 , 500 
TEACllERS Alill TEACHERS' PAY • 
.,.umb r of male tach rs employed jn summer... ... . . . . ..... ...••. ...... .... 119 
~umb rofmale tea h r empl _ycdinwinter ....... ........ .............. : .. 1, 01 
N urn ber of female teachers employed i.n , ummer. . . . • . . • . . • • • . . .. . • . • . • . . . . . . . 3, 790 
MAINE. 
Number of female teachers employed in winter ...•.....•..•..•...•.......•... 
Number of teachers graduates of normal schools ...........................••• 
Average pay of male teachers per month, excludi_ng board .. ......... -- ....... . 
Average pay of female teachers per week, exclndmg board ................... . 
Average cost of teachers' board per week...... . . . . . . . . . . . ...•..............• 







Since Jam.1ary, 1871, the following acts have been passed, modifying the educational 
legislation of previous years: Any city or town may annually make provision for g-iY-
ing free instruction in industrial or mechanical drawing, to persons over fifteen years 
of age, either in day or evening schGol~S . Towns may empower tb(} sehool district 
agents toe oy the teachers, instead of the superintending school committee. A tax 
of one mill r dollar is to be annually assessed upop. all property in the State accord-
ing to valuation, to be known as the mill tax for the support of common schools. The 
first distribntion of this fund shall be made January 1,1873. All of this fund not dis-
tributed or expended during the financial year shall, at the close of such year, be added 
to the permanent school fund. The amount to be raised by towns and plantations for 
the support of schools is changed from one dollar to eighty cents for eaeb inhabitant, 
according to the State census. Savings-banks stall be required to pay to the State 
one-quarter of one per cent. on all deposits, to be appropriated for the use of connnon 
schools. The act creating the office of county sRpervisor of schools has been repealed. 
SCHOOL REVENUE. 
The "school mill tax'' will amount to $224,530. This will be disbursed to the sev-
eral towns according to the uuru ber of scholars, in the same manner as the interest of 
the permanent school fund. Apart from the school moneys raised by the town, the 
above sources of revenue will give about $1.60 for each person in the State between the 
ages of 4 and 21. In her school expenditure pe1· capita of school population, Maine 
ranks the lowest of the Northern States. In this respect she holds the twe11ty-first 
position, while in wealth peT capita of total population her rank is the thirteenth. 
The gross expenditure is now about $1,000,000. It should be increased to $1,500,000 
at least. 
Although not yet qnite up to the full measure of duty and ability, the long stride 
made by the last legislature toward an even rank with sister communities is au en-
couragiDg fact to the friends of education. The school revenue bas been in a measure 
equalized, and increased more than one-third. In 1871, the school income required by 
law was about $625,000. In 1872, this sum bas been increased by legislation to 
$840,000. This affords an average of $3.75 (nearly) to each person in the State be-
tween 4 and 21 years. 
SCHOOL CENSUS AND ATTENDANCE. 
During the past ten years there appears to have been a gradual decrease in the num-
ber of youth between the ages of 4 and 21. The school population of 1861 was 
243,171. For 1871 it is 225,508. · The school age hegins too early and ends too late, 
and this presents our average attendance in an unfavorable and uujust light. The 
profitable limit of school age would be between six and eighteen, inclusive. If this 
term were adopted by 11 majority of the States, the comparative school statistics would 
present a nearer approximation to the truth than they do at present. 
The total school attendance has been less this year than last, while the average at-
tendance has nearly equaled that of last year. The average city attendance, .42, is 
much below the average in the State, .50. While we can not expect to gather into 
the public schoQl over 65 or 70 per cent. of the total number of youth, with the 
school age as at present established, we ought to secure a better attendance than 
at present, both in the total registered and in constant presence. A loss of 15 per 
ce:rit. in attendance is eqnivalent to a waste of $150,000 annually. The almost 20,000 
truants reported should be brougb t into the school-room by the compelling powu of the 
State. School committees throughout the State 11re almost unanimous in urging the 
importance of some legisl:ttive enactment to secure the educatiD.n of all the youth m 
our State. 
LE ' GTH OF SCIIOOL TERMS. 
The summer schools for 1 71 were the same as 1870 ; the winter schools one day 
shorter. With two exceptions (New Hampshire and Nebraska) Maine has the shortest 
schools of any of the Northern States. The school terms are of unequal length in dif-
ferent communities, the cities and villages enjoying mnch larger school privileges than 
the rural districts and remote towns. Tbis can not be perfectly balanced, but a grand 
approximation to it may be made by the abolition of the district system, by an equable 
schoolrevenuo, and by tho f1·ee high-school system. 
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GRADED SCHOOLS. 
The number of graded schools reported in 18i0 was 230. The tJ.uruber reported this 
year is 420, showinO' a large advance in the efforts of committees and supervisors to 
evolv order from the chaos of the "mixed schools" and to classify school-work. The 
general resnlt ba lJeen far above the possibilities of the old ungraded schools. The 
principal weak point now is the course of study. This problem is, however, receiving 
so much attention that we may hope soon to have a :fixed order of instrnction from 
the primary upward. The graded system exhibits better resnlts where the single 
superintendent holds positive sway than where the various schools are intrusted to 
the divided rule of sub-committees. 
N xt to a cbool sy tern and to graded schools comes system in the school. There-
ports of county supervi ors show a promising advance in this respect. The returns 
from orne teachers, however, still show an excessive number of daily recitations, run-
ning in orne instances as high as thirty-five. This, while occasionally· due to a lack of 
executive ability on the part of the teacher, is more largely owing to the variety of 
text-books in use. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Our people are greatly burdened with the variety of text-books and the frequent 
change made, a,nd many, in consequence, are entirely deprived of school privileges. 
The school-officers very generally suggest nniformity of text-books by legislative en-
actment, and in this the superintendent fully concurs. 
DRAWING IN SCHOOL. 
The privilege granted towns to provide for industrial drawing is an omen of good 
promi e. It behooves school officers to anticipate this branch of the work lying back 
of all our mechfmical industries, by introducing elementary and free-hand drawing 
into all our primary and mixed schools, both in the country and in Yillages. The im-
portance of this bran~h can not be too strongly urged. 
TEACHERS. 
The comparative ratio of male to female teachers remains nearly the same as last 
year. Tho number of male teachers employed in summer-schools is larger than last 
year, due to the fact that the principal hips of high and grammar schools are sought 
for l.Jy young men who propose to continue in the business of teaching. 
Th number of normal-school graduates reported as employed last year in our schools 
was 193; this year the number is 264. In 1 69 the number was only 136. upervi. ors 
and committees speak in tho highest terms of the labors of our normal graduates. The 
alarics of teachers have steadily increa ed in the State t!Je last three year , particu-
larly in the high-school divi ion of the graded schools andin the superior scboolsoftbe 
larg r villag . The law of cbool economics is simply this: As is the teacher so will the 
cbool be; as the wages, so the t acber; as the community, so the wages. In the li crht 
of this principle the advance-small but steady-in teachers' wages is :t significant 
fact and an encouragingpromi e, though Maine still pays tho lowest wages for teachers' 
service of any 'tate. Our teachers, under the stimulating and sugg stive influ-
ence of the normal school and the institute, are making rapid advances in the art and 
scien e of teaching. The tenclene-y in this direction augurs well ior tho future of 
t aching as a profession, and for the high rank which Maine teachers ''ill undoubt-
edly take. 
TEACllEl{S' INSTITUTES. 
The same division of instHute work bas been made this year as last, nam ly, town 
in titnte of one and two da.y ' duration, and county institutes of five day. each. The 
town in titutcs have been of great valu , r aching not only teacllers bnt par nt~ 
and cholar . More than forty county institute ltave been held duriug the )" ar, 
with an att,nclance of nearly 4,000 teacher. . Tb e institutes have b n conduct d 
ntir ·ly by our county nr>ervi or . Tb county institute work commenc '0 Angn ·t 1, 
ancl ontinucd without int rn1ption until r ov mber 24. Each week of this period, one 
to thr inAti utes wcr h ld in varion parts of the tate. Tho writt n xamination 
on the ·lo ing day of the in titute bas con tit..nted one of the cbi f £ atnre in tb iu-
titut work of tb pa · two year . Ther can bono doubt about the value f tlli x-
amination and the accompanying i no f grad d certificates. lore tLan 1 GOO grad <l 
rti!icat hav b n i ned during th year. , chool agents ancl committees are now 
b ginning to ask t acb rs to exllibit their record at tbe iustituto 'Xamination . 
Tb a.mouut appropriate for in titut s by the la t 1 ~i ·latur wa. . · OOCY. Le s 




The State teachers' association held its annual meeting this year in Portland, in the 
month of November. Over 200 teachers were present, representing nearly every part 
of the State. The session was one of the most interesting ever held in the State. It 
was voted to hol<l the next session in July or August, in the eastern part of the State. 
The association bas no funds. An appropriatio:m. of $500 for this purpose is recom-
mended. 
NEW SCHOOL-HOUSES • 
. One hundred and nineteen new school-houses aTe reported as having been built last 
year, at au average cost of about $1,000 each. The city of Auburn erected eight for 
rural districts a.nd prima.ry schools, at a cost of $6,000. Gardiner completed a very neat 
and convenient high-school edifice, costing $20,000. Skowhegan, consolidating four 
village districts into one, still further harmonized school interests by erecting on a lot 
donated for the purpose an elegant high-school building, at a cost of about $17,500. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS. 
The number of districts and parts of districts remains the same as last year. The 
better judgment of the "reasoning" portion of our people is decidedly favorable to the 
reduction of t-he present multiplicity of school districts, and even to the abolition of the 
system. The excitement kindled a year ago, by an apprehension of loss of "ancient 
rights" in the restriction of school-district privileges, has largely given place to consid-
emtion of the superior value of the town plan. Lewiston, Auburn, Lisbon, Orono, and 
a few other towns, have abolished the district system and adopted the municipal form, 
with the happiest results, and with especial advantage to the outlying rural districts. 
Such has been the consequence wherever the chan~e has been made-better school-
houses, superior teaching, longer schools. 
DISTRICT AGENTS. 
The district agents aro generally co-operating with committees and supervisors in 
tb~ selection of teachers, in advancing the salaries of the best instructors, in endeavors 
to secure good rather than long schools, and in promoting the general school interests. 
The apprehension of "loss of rights,'' the dread of " autocracy," &c., have yielded to 
the fact that in this country the people are always masters of the position. It is to be 
regretted that agents can not all agree that teachers shall be examined by proper au-
thorities prior to an engagement for school service. 
TOWN SUPERVISION. 
The town committees and supervisors have generally discharged their duties the 
past year with more discrimination than heretofore. The plan of fixing responsibility 
upon one set of officials recommends itself to the common sense of educators aud to 
the approbation of the public. There is a tendency to simplify this responsibility still 
further, by intrustin~ the inspectory duties entirely to one member of the board, the 
committee holding Within itself the full authority delegated by the people. This tends 
to unity of purp-ose and action, and to harmonize results. 
CITY SUPERVISION. 
In Maine, city supervision bas not yet received the attention, ~onsideration, or remu-
neration that it deserves. Of the fourteen cities, Calais, Bangor, and Lewiston are the 
only ones with recognized city superintendents. Calais pays a salary of $500; Bangor 
$1,000; and L ewiston $2,000, and $150 for horse and carriage. In a few cities one of tho 
committee is empowered to act as superintendent, but with a very small salary. In 
general it may be said that the inspection of schools ih the cities of Maine lacks thorough-
ness, unity of plan, defi.nit@ purpose, and comprehensive grasp. These deficiencies are 
the necessary attendants of poorly-paid services. 
COUNTY SUPERVISION. 
Among the benefits that have resulted from this agency, new in our State, but well 
established in other States, are the following: First. An increased interest among the 
people in regard to public education. Second. Systematic efforts on the part of educators 
::tnd chool-officers. Third. An improvement in the scholarship of teachers and in the 
quality of their instruction. The institute examinations of the past two years present 
::tn advance in scholarship ranging from 10 to 25 per cent. Fourth. More intelligent su-
penrision on the part of town committees. Fifth. A quick appreciation and promotion 
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of those who are likely to prove our be t teachers. Sixth. Increasing indirectly the 
average attendance of cholars. Three years ago it .w:as 42 per cent. of t~e ce~sus num-
ber; the pa t year it wa 50 per cent. Seventh. Ra1smg tb_e c~mpet~satwn of teachers. 
Eighth. Furni bing the tate with a number of competent mstltute mstructors. Three 
years ago there wa not a man in the State who bad sufficient experience and confi-
dence to take the conductor hip and in tructi~n of a five days' institute.. During the 
pa t year the in ti ntc ha.ve been ma.naged chiefly by the ?ounty supervisors. ~mth. 
The whole board of upervi ors, from their close contact with the schools, constitute a 
practical and efficient board of education to confer with the leg!sl~ti ve '1 committee. on 
education" to su(Yge t modifications of the school-laws, and to aidm the nnderstandmg 
of the sa~e by the people, and in their acceptance. Tenth. In elevating_ and sustain-
infT public sentiment, in a higher educational tone, a.nd, in general, quickenwg the whole 
body-politic to the mighty necessity of universal intelligence in a republican form 
of government. The repeal of the act by which .county supe~v:ision was estal;l-
li heel is greatly to be reg!'etted. The results desired and antiCipated from this 
afTency were iu a fair way to be reached; were already largely attained, and would 
h~ve been more widely appreciated if the agency had been longer continued with 
such modifications as time and experience might dictate. The annual cost of 
county super-vi ion was S16,0QO. This was assessed upon the entire valuation of the 
tate-$225,000,000. If but a tithe of the benefits claimed .above as accruing fr6m 
county supervision was realized, the investment was richly remunerative. It is to be 
hope<l that this agency will be revived in some form acceptable both to educators and 
to tho community. 
FREE HIGH SCHOOLS. 
In the report of last year the fact was presented tliat the academy system in this 
State, as in others, was in its decadence; that towns were asking for aid to establish 
high chool in place of academies; and that it was desirable to meet these appli-
cations on the ba is of some general rnle or principle. The plan then recommended 
has be n presenteu to a number of towns during the past year, and it seems to be gen-
erally acceptable. This affords superior education at the expen'Se of the town and of 
the State. 
ACADEMIES. 
In accordance with act of legislature (1871) inquiries have been addressed from the 
superintendent's office to the several chartered literary institutions in the State, in order 
to a certain their present condition and prospects for educational work, and consequent 
claims on the tate for sub tautial aid. Returns have been received from 37 institu-
tion . Th total number of such institutions is 67. An examination of these returns 
di elo es the fact that, while a few of the highest seminaries, fostered by denominational 
sympathy and aid, have developed to a vigorous and healthy existence, t.he great ma-
jority are in a feeble and precarious condition. Their resources are insufficient for the 
npp rt ~f the school , and their constant application to the State legislature for aid is 
a. confe Sion that they are unable to stand alone. The discontinuance of any further 
appropriation for the e institution is advised, and it is recommended tbat the academy 
system be absorbed or di placed by a general system of ii.'ec town high schools. 
1\fADA W .ASKA SCHOOLS. 
The moneys appropriated to this territory seem to have been properly diRtributed 
by the an-ent, the towns and plantations bave generally complied with t lw t rms 
required, the number of scl10ols has been more than doubled, two flomi. bing l.Jigh 
scli?<JlB for the educati<1n of teacher and for advanced pupils have been well ustained, 
while the people are not only ~rateful for the gratuities of the State, but express thcm-
lve as determined to do allm their power to reap the highest educational adYa.ntage 
from them. An appropriation of 1,300 i recommended for this district; ,. 1,000 a a. 
prop r appropriation, and , ::JOO to r •imbur e the people for an equa~ sum of which 
they were unjustly deprived last year. 
PORTLAND. 
C01\"'DITION OF SCHOOLS. 
. The ch_ool committee of this city announce that the condition of the public chool. i , 
m the mam, pro p ron , and not inii rior to that of any past period of their hi ·tory. 
Th y acknowl dg the a~ne t :tfort whi h many of the teacher have made to ] eya~e 
the tandard f cholar h1p and tor nder their in truc.tion more ffici nt and practi-
cal. Tb ~ acher , a a ~ody, take high mnk in intelligence and cultur , and many of 
them mamfe t an enthu 1a m for their work whieh is an e:Hlh.:St of futur succ s . 
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METHODS OF PRIMARY TEACHING. 
The primary schools have always been the refuge of incompetent teachers. In no 
department of public instruction has there been such an advance in the theory and 
practice of teaching within the last twenty years as in the lower primary grades. 
Object-teaching has been introduced into the primary departments. Reading is 
taught by the word-method, resulting, according to the principal of what is con-
sidered the best school, in a gain in time of at least 40 per cent. Spelling is taught by 
the sounds instead of the names of the letters. Oral instruction is followed to a great 
extent, and text-books are postponed till a later period. .All these improvements in 
methods of teaching mark a new era in popular education, and demand a higher grade 
of talent in primary-school teachers. 
SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS. 
Prominent among the questions deserving attention is the necessity of improved 
school accommodations. The condition of many of the school-houses is unfavorable to 
t.be health of pupils, and their internal arrangement is ill-adapted to the wants of the 
schools. The means of heating and ventilation are radically defective, and some rem-
edy for these and other evils is imperatively demanded. .A new school-house is also ' 
needed in the upper portion of the city. 
SUPERVISION • 
.A great Wft.nt of the schools is more constant and intelHgent supervision, which would 
be best secured by the employment of a competent city superintendent; but as this 
meets with disapprobation, an approximate result might be attained by uniting several 
schools in one building, under, the control of a head-mas,ter and as many assistant 
teachers as are necessary. 
POPULARITY OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The liberal policy pursued toward the public schools of the city has been justified by 
the high esteem in which they are held by all classes of citizens. They have not been 
regarded as schools for the poor alone, but as schools for the education of all the youth, 
wl.lich should be maintained at any sacrifice. It is believed that whatever money is 
needed for their proper sustenance will be freely given. 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
Drawing has been taught the past year in the primary and grammar schools b;v the 
regular teachers. The ·progress thus far made is encouraging, and the committee have 
given it a place among the required school exercises. 
A special writing-master is employed to give lessons in each grade of schools twice a 
week. Marked improvement bas attended silCh instruction. 
Vocal music has been neglected, but th~ employment of a competent teacher in this 
branch is recommended. 
TRUANCY. 
Among the symptoms of prosperity is the marked decrease of truancy within the last 
two years, which is mainly due to the efficiency of the truant officer, whose judicious 
course has yielded the most gratifying results. · 
THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
The per cent. of graduates of the high school is very large, averaging more than 43 
p er cent. of those who have entered for the last four years. The course of study is 
practical and liberal, making ample provision for those whQ are preparing for college 
course!', and yet not neglecting to furnish a thorough education to tho.se who will en-
ter directly upon active duty. A special teacher of recognized ability gives lessons in 
} rench four times a week to the .first class. It is hoped that this will pave the way; for 
special instruction in Spanish and German at no distant day. 
NORMAL CLASS TRAINING. 
Public opinion dem ands that the graduates of the high school should receive em-
ployment in the schools, and the interests of the latter require that proper facilit~es 
should!Je afforded these graduates to prepare themselves for their duties. The estab-
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lishment uf a training cla s for teachers should no longer be delayed. The plnn sng-
g sted is that a graduate of a normal school, who is acquainted with the most a.ppr:ovctl 
methods of primary educa.tion and school-work, should be employed at a salary of $d00 
to $1,000. The fir t year she shall devote two-thirds of her time to work in tbt dif-
ferent primary schools, with the regular teacher and pupils, taking charge of tile cl~sses 
so far a nece sary to illustrate her methods. She would also meet once or twiCe a 
week a cla s of such graduates of the high school as contemplate ~eacl~ing, wi~h a~y 
of the regular teachers wl10 might attend, for purposes of practical mstructwn m 
school work. Member of the class should have the privilege of accompauyi~g her tn 
the public schools to observe her methods, and teach classes under her directios. They 
would al o :fill vacancies im the schools, to test their capacity. It is believed that this 
plan, with the details properly a.rranged, would secure to graduates the a<lvautages of 
a normal school. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Maine has two normal schools; one at Farmington, the other at Castine. In these the 
State ha invested $14,325 only. In Castine, after June, 1872, the normal school will 
have no helter nnle the town offers its high-school building. The legislature of1870 
did indeed appropriate $15,000 "for the pnrchase or erection of a suitable school build-
ing for the Easteru Normal School," but not a dollar has yet been expended toward either 
purchase or erection. The school-grounds at Farmington never have been inclosed. 
No apparatus of any kind has ever been placed in either school by the State. The 
teacher · receive moderate salaries, and often the number is insufficient to perform the 
necessary duties. At least $50,000 are needed for each school. 
FARMINGTON NORMAL SCHOOL. 
At the close of the year a class of 19 was graduated, all of whom, with two excep-
tions, have taught or are now teaching in the State. The model school, as now organ-
ized, includes within its range the work of the first three years of school-life. The 
organization of such a model school as is found in connection with the normal schools 
of th We t would add greatly to the efficiency of our work. We are obliged at present 
to re trict the privileges of the model school mainly to the graduating class. Aml yet 
o.f the 700 pupils who have been connected with the scho.ol, not more than one in six 
has graduated. . 
The demand upon us for teachers is far in advance of our ability to supply. The 
~e ult of the mo t careful inquiry shows that in the history of our graduates success 
1s the rule, failure the rare exception. One superintendent writes: "Your teachers 
have revolutionized our primary schools." The Farmington Normal School loses noth-
ing when judged by the work of its pupils. 
EASTERN STATE NORMAL SCDOOL. 
The number of: different pupils who have attended the school during the four years 
that it has been in operation is 400, an average of 100 a year. Three classes have been 
graduated, numbering in all 54 members. Nearly all belonging to these classc haYe 
since taught, and, with but few Axceptions, their success has been excellent. The at-
t ndance during the past year wa 324. From the proceeds of a course of lyceum lec-
tur giv n la t winter, fifty dollar ' worth of l>ooks have been added to the library. 
The pa t year bas been one of healthy growth and prosperity. During the pring 
term onr accommodations were taxe<l to the utmost to make room for the large num-
ber of pupil . A soon as the new building is completed, it is propose<.! to have a mod l 
chool, though the excellent cbool of Ua tine have answer d, to some extent, the 
n ed. The governor and council h:1ve manife. ted a deep interest in the success of this 
cbool, ~nd. their presence, support, and advice have added greatly to its interest aU<l 
pro ·p nty. . 
COLBY UNIVERSITY. 
At th~ clo e of the anniver ary exercises of the university, the president, Rev. Dr. 
Champlm t od red hi re ignation, to take effect in six month . Dr. Champlin ba b n 
onn. ct d .with the univer. ity 31 year ; 16 years as professor and 15 year as pre id ot. 
In b1s clo mu addr he aid that when he 1> came pr ident, 15 y ars a.,.o, there we're 
'10,00 or ·1~,000 in the tr a ury; now tber i a permanent fund of o-ver 200,0 
b id prop rty giv n by th tat , valued at, '50,000. 1! ifteen year ago, the buildiJJIY 
were worth ab ut '17,000; to-day th y are valued at over '100,000, :1nd they are all 
paid for. 
The uuiver i y announc it intention of opening all its courses of study to ladies on 
the arne term a to young men. 
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MAINE STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS. 
The college has a pleasant and lJealthfnllocation, intermediate petween the villages 
of Orono and Upper Stillwater, and about nine miles from the city of Bangor. The 
college farm contains 370 acres of land, of great diversity of soil, and therefore well 
a<lapted for the experimental purposes of the institution. White Hall, the building 
first erected, contains 18 rooms, and the new hall 48. Tlte boarding-bouse connected 
with the college i~ now open to f:>tndents. In the new building desirable accommo-
dations are furnished for 125 students. 
Four full courses of study are provided, vi.z: agriculture, civil engineedng, mechan-
ical engineering, and an elective course. The studies of the several coursei:l are ~ssen­
tially the same for the first two years. Thorongh instruction is given in military 
Ecience. Students are required to labor a certain portion of each day, not exceeding 
three hours, for five clays in the week. Compemmtion is at the rate of 30 cents for 
three hGurs' labor. The collection of miner::tls llus recently been greatly enriched by 
n, donation from the Smithsonian Institut.ion. ContriiJutions to the library and cabinet 
are solicited. 
BATES COLLEGE. 
This college bas been in existence nine years, aml is named after Benjamin Edward 
Bates, esq., of Boston, Massachusetts. In 1870 a theological department was established. 
This is in charge of a special faculty appointed by the eollege r.orporation. There are 
ten State scholarships in tlle hands of the governor. In bestowing tllem preference 
will be gi""Ven to the children of deceased Union soldiers. 
Nine schools and academies in different States act as preparatory schools for this 
college. The principal of these, the Nichols Latin School, is located at Lewiston, in 
the immediate neighborhood of Bates College, and its students have the privilege of 
attendinp: the lectures and other college exercises. Pourteen graduates of the Latin 
school have been admitted to the .freshman class of the college. 
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
This is open to all denominations. Indigent students are aided to the extent of 
$100 a year. The number of alumni is 500. 
WATERVILLE CI,ASSICAL INSTITUTE. 
This institution is under the general direction of the trustees ancl faculty of Colby 
University. Its object is to fnruish a college preparator,y course, of great thoroughness 
and completeness, for young men, and a collegiate conrse of four years for young ladies. 
There is also an introductory course, preparatory for these courses. Ladies completing 
the course receive all the honors and degrees granted. by female colleges. 
STATE REFORM SCHOOL. 
The eighteenth annual report states that the number of inmates is smaller than 
usual, the commitments for the year not Laving been sufficient to make good t.!Jt:J places 
of those who have been discharged or allowed to go ont on trial. The new commit-
ments were 59, a falling off from the preceding year of 6, but quite up to the average 
of previous years. Nearly half of the whole number of commitments for the year were 
from Portland. There are reasons for believing tbat the statutory provision, rec1uiring 
cities and towns, in certain specified cases, to contribute $1 per week toward tllo sup-
port of boys committed to the school, has l1ad the effect of diminishing the numl;>er of 
commitments, especially from the ·country. Efforts to procure the discharge of boys 
drawing the weekly dollar are often made and persistently pressed, and the revenue 
from tb1s source is annually diminishing. In the early days of the school there was no 
such provision, and its wisdom and propriety bave always been doubted. Ly the 
friends of reformatory institutions. 
Much bas been accomplished in ibe school (luring the year; the discipline in each 
department was n exceptionaule, and a most excellent work bas been done. No com-
plaint of insubordination l1as been made against the boys from any quarter. 'rhe whole 
number of inmates during the year 1871 was 223, all of whom were under instruction 
in the schools. 'l'he nuDJber remaining December 1, 1871, was 134. Of the 59 com-
mitted during the year, 44 were natives of Maine. .Average age on corumHment, 131.o 
14. Boys are now sentenced during the term of minority. The whole number received 
since the opening of the institution is 1,281. 
The superintendent calls the attention of t)le trustees to the grade or family plan, 
which has been so successfully adopted in some ef the reform schools in other States, 
and sug~ests its adoption in the Maine school. 
lOE 
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1\IAI~E EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
Th sixth annual meeting of the Maine Educational Associa~ion was he~d at Bangor,, 
Octob r 22, ::!3, and 24; pre idont, 'l'homa Ta h, e !]_., supenntendent of schools of 
Lewiston. The -n-elcoruing a<ldre s was made by .Mayor Wheelwright. Hon. Theo . 
. Rand, chief superintendent of schools in New Brunswick, spoke on the "Sys-
tematic elevation of teaching;" Rev. Dr. Allen, president of the State college at 
Orono, on "Claims of in<lpstrial education," and Rev. H. F. Harrington, of New 
Bedford, Ma achusetts, on "The principles which should inspire the teacher." . 
.M:r. Rand advocated the application of thorough tests for atlcertaining the qualrfica-
tion of teachers; that sufficient salaries should be paid to induce those who are well 
qualiH.ed to make teaching a life-work; the furnishing of a fund by the State to pro-
vide for those worn out in tho service. 
Mr. Rand also gave an account of the method of supporting schools in New Bruns-
wick. Money is raised from three sources-the province, the counties, and districts, 
tho latter being for current expenses. That raised by counties is compulsory, and 
raised by an equal rate per capita. The school year begins the 1st of November, and is 
divided into two terms, suited to the climate of the province. There is a vacation 
during the first term of eight days in towns and ten in cities; the vacation of the sec-
ond term is from three to five weeks. The board of education examine, license, and 
classify teachers. In each county there is a grammar or classical school, free to all 
who can pass the examinatiou. · 
Rev. Samuel Dike, of Bath, read a paper on "Teaching illnstrated by language or 
grammar," and Mr . Abba G. Woolson, of Boston, read one on "Departmental instruc-
tion in graded schools," boLh of which were the subjects of discussion. 
Di cus ions were had upon a va,riety of practical topics, in which there was a very 
lively intere t manifested. The questiOn of "Town system vs. district system," was 
opened by Mr. C. B. Stetson, of Lewioton, and participated in by Messrs. Dike, of Bath, 
Lambert, of Lewi ton, tone, of Portland, Woodbury, of Farmington, and others, 
almo t all of whom advocated strongly the town system. 
"The educa,tional needs of Maine" was a subject that was also fully discussed by 
Mr. C. H. Ferralu, of Orono, Mr. Dingly, of Lewiston, Mr. Fletcher, of Castine, Mr. 
Barrell, of Lewiston, anu others. "Fr e t ext-books for free schools" and the" Principles 
which shoulu determine the character of text-books" were subjects that called out 
(JUite a uiscu siou, and the results of the u. o of free text-books in Lewiston were 
stated by Mr. Tash, the president. Mr. Dike explained the method of their use, the 
uook being in the care of the teachers, and the property of tho town or city. 'l'he 
teacher i held rcspon iblo for their careful use, an(l be in turn holds the pupi.l respon-
sil>le, and if a. book i lost or dest~oyed he must replace it. Tbo books throughout 
t l1 e ·chool where this practice has been adopted look far better than when furnisheu 
by the ehobr ·. 
"The demand for free high schools" was introduced by Mr. A. P. Stone, oft,hePortland 
high chool, who said that tho testimony of towns where snch schools are maintained is 
in variably to th effect that the result::~ are above those arising from aca,demie and 
private school . 
Officers elected: Pre id nt, C. B. tetson, of Lewiston; vice-president, G. T. Fletcher, 
of a tine; ecr tary and trea nr r, R. "\Voodbmy, of Farmington. The attendance 
upon tbe m etings wa good and the influence excellent, the exercises being intere ting 
and profitable. The forenoon of Wednesday was peut in an excursion to the Stat~ 
college at Orouo, on the invitation of President Allen. 
REV. T. C. UPIIA:\1.-0BITUARY. 
Rev. Thoma Cogg w 11 pbam, D. D., LL. D., forty-three years professor in Bo,vdoin 
College, di d of paraly is iu 1 ew York City, April 2, 1 72. H ''as born in eerfield, 
-
1
t'W Hamp hire, January 20, 17U9 · a puptl of Jared parks; graduatefl ::t Dartmouth 
Coll ge in 1 1 ; at th ological minnry at Andover, Mas achnsetts, l ti21; remain d 
t lr'O years a.t tb seminar.) as as i taut in true tor in sacred literature ; ordained ptlstor 
onrrregational church, Roche ter, New Hamp birP, 1 23; elected profes or of moral 
philo ophy and m tapby ics in Bowdoin Colleg , 1 24; re igned, 1 67; resid d at K n-
nehunkport, continuing th u of his peu; . pen the la t winter in N w York ity, 
publi bing his la t work " hri t in th 'onl;' strick n with paralysis 1arch 10, 
after which hi nly di tinct utt ranc wa , ' My sou] j with God." 
Dr. ·pbam publi. b d, in the cour , of hi li£, notl ssthan tw ntyvolum s ; and from 
fir ·t to la t wro for th periodical pre..;. articl s of great interest and valn . Hi: 
tran lation of Johns Biulical Arcbmolo r;y wa publi. bed in 1 23; Mental bilo opby 
2 vo ., 1 31 and • ou after a third volume on tho will; then followed in rapid ucce -
iou Ratio l>i ·civlin:£, 1, nual of Peace, and seycral works on religious c:xpcricuco and 
life. 
Though, for reasons more ·ati~factory to himself than to others, be felt constrained 
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to avoid public speaking, he ?ad great infiue~ce with individuals, great energy and 
persistence in pri"'9"ate efforts for the welfare of th~ colle&e, the church, and the com-
munity. In one crisis, if not mor~, the chartere?- nghts of the: college wer~ secure~ by 
his sole intervention; and when m town-~eetmg, th~ ques,~Ion was dec1ded agamst 
liquor license, the result was spoken of as' Upham s victory. 
FACTS FHOM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ca and population.- In 1870 Maine was the twenty-third State in population, having 
626 915 inhabitants within an area of 35,000 square miles-an average of 17.91 persons 
to tbe square mile. This population consis~ed of 024,809 ~·bite, 1,606 colored, 1 C?in~se, 
and499 Indians. Of these 5713,034 were nat1ves of the Umted States, a.nc148,881 foreign-
born. Of the native residents of the Sta.te 549,650 whites, 951 colored, and 28 Indians 
were born within its borders; while of the fo eign residents, 508 were born in Ger-
many, 3,650 in England, and 15,745 in Ireland. 
Sclwol attendance. -According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 155,140 persons at-
tended school, and of these 3,034 were foreign·born. The white male scholars numbered 
80,630, antl the white female scholars 74,314-an aggregate of 154,944 whites. The colored 
pupils numbered 186, of whom 109were males and 77 females. Ten Indian pupils were 
reported. 
Jllitemcy.-Tbe number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 19,052, of whom 11,066 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and moe of illitemtes.-Of the 18,874 white illiterates, 3,150 were from 10 to 
15 years of a,ge, and of these 1,782 were males and 1,368 females; 2,433 were from 15 
to ~1 years old, of whom 1,247 were males and 1,186 females; 13,291 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom fi,516 were males and 6,775 females. Of the 173 colored illiterates, Hi 
were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 1:3 were males and 3 females; 31 were from 15 
to 21 years old, of whom 17 were males and14 females; 126 were 21 years old and over, 
of whom 69 were males and 67 females. Two male and 3 female Indians we1·ereport.ed 
Bclucatiorwl institutions.-According to TaL1e XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institut,ions was 4,7~3, having 6,986 teacherR, of whom 2,430 
were males and 4,GG6 females, to educate their 162,6:56 pupils, of whom 77,992 were 
males and 84,644 females. 
A:nwunt and sonrce of educational income.-. The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $1,106,203, of which $98,626 were derived from endowment, $841,524 from 
taxation and public funds, antl $166,053 from tuiLion aud other sources. 
Public schools.-The 4,565 public schools, with their 6,625 teachers, 0f whom 2,261 were 
males and 4,364 females, were attended by 152,765 pupils, of whom 73,393 were males 
and 7!J,372 females. To educate these they possessed a total income of $84:3,435, of 
which $4,116 were derived from endowment, $809,941 from taxation and public funds, 
and $29,378 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 4 colleges, with their 27 teachers, (26 male and 1 female,) were attended 
by 296 students, of whom 295 were males and 1 female. To etlncate these they pos-
sessed a total income of $58,86G, of which $23,226 were derived from endowment, $~4,0{)0 
from taxation and public funds, and $11,639 from tuition and other sources. 
Academies.-The 44 academies, with their 158 teacbers, (76 ma.le and 82 female,) bad 
an attendance of 4,621 pupils, 2,445 males al!ld 2,1/6 jemales, tor the education of whom 
they possessed a total income of $ 9,659, of which $41,7tl4 were derived from endow-
ment, 7,033 from taxation and public funds, and $40,842 from tuition antl other sources. 
Pri'l?ate schools.-The 8i day and boarding schools bad 117 teachers, of whom 34 were 
males and 83 females. They were attended by 3,245 pupils, 1,:no of whom were males 
and 1,935 females. These schools possessed an incom·e of $35,594, derived from tuition 
antl other sources. 
LibmTies.-There were reported 1,462 public libraries, containing 5~~3,547 iVolumes; 
also 1,872 private libraries, lmving 4G0,963 volumes-a total of 3>334 libraries, contain-
ing 984,510 volumes. . 
The press.-'rhe 65 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 170~690 copies, 
with an annual aggregate i sue of 9,867,680. 
Chu1·cltes.-Of the 1,:528 church organizations, 1,104 hatl edifices, with 376,72B sittings,. 
and the church property was valued at $5,200,853. · 
Pattpe?·ism.-Three thousand six hundred and thirty-one paupers were reported, of 
whom 3,143 were native wbites, 39 native colored, and 4~3 foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 371 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 255 were native whites, 6 native col-
ored, and 110 foreigners; 431 persou~ were convicted dnring the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 175,588 per:o)ns were from 5 to 18' 
years old-89,233 males and 86,355 females; 493,847 were 10 years old and upward, 
and of these 245,704 were males and 24 ,143 females. 
Occupations.-Two hundred and eight thousantl two hundred aud twenty-five persons 
of these ages were engaged in various,..pccupations, of whom 179,784 were males and 
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28,441 female·; 2,011 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 81,956 were 
males and 55 females· 36,092 in per onal and professional services, of whom 20;683 
were males and 15,409 females; 28,115 in trade and transportation, of whom 27,880 
were males and 235 females ; 62,007 in manufactures and mechanical and mining indus-
tries, of whom 40,265 were males and 12,742 females. 
Age and Bru: of 'W01'7cing population.-Of these 208,225 employed persons, 6,354 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 4,319 were males and 2,035 females; 182,320 were 
from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 156,714 were males and 25,606 females; 19,~51 were 
60 years old and over, of whom 1 ,751 were males and 800 females. 
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MARYLAND. 
[From report of :M.A. Newell, president of the board of State school commissioners, :(or the scholastic 
year ended September 30, 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Received from State school tax ....................................... . 
Received from free-school fund ...............•.................. .. ..... 
Received from county tax ............................................ . 
Received from State donations ........................................ . 
Received from books ................................................. . 
Received from loans .................................................. . 
Received from other sources .......................... - ... -- .......... . 









Total reGeipts for 1871...... • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 782, 920 49 
FL.'UNCIAL STATE.l\1ENT. * 
Paid for teachers' salaries .....................................•.•...... 
Paid for building, repairing, &c ....................................... . 
Paid for books and stationery ......................................... . 
Paid for supervision and office expenses ..........•....•................ . 
Paid for incidental expenses of schools ......................•........... 
Paid for interest .........•.............................................. 
Paid for miscellaneous expenses ....................................... .. 








4, 611 40 
Total expenditure............................................... 727,111 69 
DECREASE OF EXPENSES. 
A decrease is shown in the items of building, repairs and furniture, books and sta-
tionery, supervision and office expenses, incidentals, and miscellaneous, amounting in 
all to $40,402.59 ; and an increase in the items of teachers' salaries, interest, and col-
ored schools, amounting to $39:445,73, showing a net decrease in the running expenses 
c.f $946.86. 
The decrease in building expenses is no evidence that the counties are now nearly all 
supplied with good school-houses ; it merely indicates that the available funds are ex-
ll:1Usted. It would be more satisfactory if the money that was actually needed could 
bo bad regularly year by year. The increased expenditure for interest is an unfa,vor-
able symptom. In part it is the result of bad :financiering; in part it is in consequence 
of the circumstances in which the school commissioners are placed, being obliged by 
law to keep the schools open for a certain number of months in the year, and not being 
able to control sufficient funds for the purpose without the consent of the county corn-
missioners. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
Scholastic population between 5 and. 20 ye~rs ............................ . 
Total enrollment for 1871 ......... ." ..................................... . 
Increase over last year ................................................... . 
Highest num her enrolled in one term of 1871 ............................. . 
Increase over last year ..... .... ..................................... ... . . 
Average number enrolled in 1871. ...................................... .. 
Increase over last year .................................................. . 
Average attendance .................. .-....•............................. 
Increase over last year ...... .......................................... .. 
N urn ber of schools .....•.................•.....•......................... 
Increase over last year .................................................. . 
Number of month schools were open .•.......•..•.. -~·- ................. . 
Number of teachers-male, 967; females, 724 ............................. . 
Increase over last year ......•...••••.••...............•.•••••.•••.•••.... 
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The slight apparent increase in average daily attendance shows an actual decrease 
for the year in proportion to the num her· enrolled . In o:der to keep up the sam~ r~te 
a ]a t year the increa e should have beeu over 1,000. E1ght counties r eport a dimm-
i bed daily attendance. We have one suggestion to make on this head, namely, that 
a part, say one-half, of the salary of the teachers should be made to depend on the 
awrarre daily attendance of the scholars. This has been suggested by the fact that 
when;' a fixed salary has been substituted for the "sliding scale" in the payment of 
teachers the attendance has fallen oft'. 
NUMBER OF PUPILS L.~ DIF.FE~ENT BRANCHES. 
Spelling ........................................... . ...................... . 
Reading ............................ , ...... _ .. _ . . . . . . . ___ . _ ............. . 
\Vriting .................................. ---· .......... ····•· ··-- ···· --·· 
Arithmetic .................................................... ------ ..... . 
• Geography .............................. . ......................•.........• 
English grammar ...........•.............................................. 
History ..• _ ............................... --.- --- ... --.-.- --- ... -.-- --- · · · 
Book-keeping ............................................... __ ........... . 
Algebra ................................. -........................... - .... --
~:1tnml philosophy ....................................................... . 











.At the annual mcetino- of the association of school commissioners, eighteen counties 
were represented. Great unanimity of sentiment prevailed, and the general opinion 
wa. that t.he present chool law, wlth a very few amendmc-mts, could be made entirely 
adeqnate to tho present want of the people. The changes asked for are as follows: A 
county tax of 15 cents on the hundred dollars, instead of 10 cents as at present allowed; 
the appointment of teachers to be giveu to tho county boards of school commissioflers, 
in 'feat! of the local boards as at present; some further provision for the education of 
·olor ·d children; the building of a suitable house. for the State normal school; the 
tran for of the academic donations to the several boa.rds of county school cornmi sion-
en;, for tbe purpose of e tablishing and maintaining a high school in each county. 
TEACHER ' INSTITUTES. 
The principal of the tate normal school bas held during the year teachers' insti-
t.utes in nine co untie , all well attended but one .... 
COLORED SCITOOLS. 
Th law requires that all tbe taxes paicl for school purposes by the colored people of 
any county hall be u <l for maintaining schools for colored children. But this 
amount i so mall as te be practically worthless. The law also authorizes the boards 
of couuty cbool comrui sioncr to appropriate ~uch additional sums as they may 
d em proper for thi purpo c. But the. boards have no surplus revenue. All their 
fund are n eded (and more arc urgentl.y demanded) for the snpport of the white 
cbool . Con equently the "additional appropriations" have been very small. The 
total amount r ported for the year is ooly $4,611.40. This amounts to but little more 
than nine cent a head for the colored school population. Baltimore City is excluded 
from this calculation, having fully organized a system of colored schools, and having 
appropriated for their upport during the year $30,000. The State school taxi di -
trihnt d to th everal countie in proportion to the population, white and color d, 
b . tw' n the aes of 5 and 20 · thu all the counties receive from this source '1.52 a year 
for very color d per on betwe n the specified ages, a sum which, if it could be spar d, 
w uhl b ·ufficient for the current expenses of such el mentary schools as would be 
JlCC ·ary at first. 
BALTIMORE. 
CO~ITIOX OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
ta.t tbnt the chools nod r their charge have nev r 




New school-houses have been erected and occupied, old ones have been remodeled, · 
and desirable improvements have been effected. There remains, however, mnch to be 
done in this direction. Many of the school-lmildings are so overcrowded as to inter-
fere with the proper instruction of the teachers, and to OJ>erate most perniciously upon 
the health of the children. This is a serious evil, and sliould be remedied as speedily 
as possible. 
SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS. 
The frequent changes in the representation of the board of commissioners is a mat-
ter of serious moment. To secure and retain the services of the ablest friends of the 
school system, for the longest time they may be willing to serve, should be the object 
most desired. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
The subject of compulsory education is one which should receive profound attention 
iu the very near future. As a matter of' wise economy, aside from the moral effects 
fiecured, it would be better to incur the expense of educating all the children of the 
com munity, with the hope of making them useful citizens, rather than subsequently 
ro be taxed for their maintenance iu almshouses and punitive institutions, whither 
ignorance will lead tllem. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
This subject is of deep importance, as affecting the future welfare of the children. 
Wllile engaged in developing the intellectual fac ulties and cultivating the mind, the 
training of the body is neglected . Some simple system of exercise during recess, in 
which all could participate, would be a great improvement upon the present method. 
DRAWING AND MUSIC. 
Drawing bas been taught in the puhli·c schools, but very irregularly. It is sngg~sted 
that the young ladies of the high school who have shown real proficiency in tlw art be 
employed aB t eachers. 
The progress of classes in music bas been very satisfactory. Even in the primary 
schools, singing by note is entirely successful , proving that it is better to commence 
with the elementary part of music in this department than to defer it until a later 
period. 
FEMALE HIGH SCHOOLS. 
The results these schools have attained have been most gmtifying to all who have 
an interest in the cause of public inBtrnction. It is asserted that the gracLuates ~vill 
compare favorably, in thoroughness of knowledge of tl:le subjects taught, with those 
of auy similar schools in t l.J e connt.ry: At tile last commencements the largest classes 
in the history of these iustituiious were graduated. 
COLORED SCHOOLS. 
In this department the (lesircd success bas not been attained, though there has been 
a small comparative increase of at,tendance. lt is urged that suitaule lmildings be 
erected, in differeut parts of the city, where the course of instruction may be extended 
so as to include all studies of the grammar school for the more advanced pupils. The 
erection of six buildings would secure all the benefits of education to this class of 
citizens. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF IN,STRUCTI<JN. 
The <:luties of this office have increased so greatly that it is impossible for him to 
perform the multiplied tasks irnpo eel upon him, though <lcvoting his wl1ole time to tile 
service of schools. The appointment of an assistant is imperatively required. 
BALTIMORE CITY COLLEGE. 
The college building still remains, 11 as a crumbling monument of withered hopes 
and blasted expectations." In connection with the subJect of establishing the college 
in a suitable building, which is urgently ne ded, there arises t.he consideration of en-
larging the sphere of its usefulness and elevating the course of studies, so that it shall 
be placed upon an equal footing with a first-class collegiate institution. 
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HOWARD NORMAL SCHOOL. 
In any ystematic effort that may be made for tho general .:ducation of the colored 
population, the Howard Normal School must play au important part. It seems neces-
ary that the teachers of tho colored p.eople, in the rur~.l di~tri?ts o~ Mar~ la?d., sho?ld 
'be of the same race. It i therefore fortunate that an mst1tut10n hke th1s lS m exist-
ence. The building is spacious and comfort.able. Each of the pupils pays from ten to 
fifteen dollars per year for tuition. The school is arranged in three departments: 
normal, grammar, and model. This institution is mainly supported by priva.te sub-
scription, the fees received fi·om pupils being quite inadequate to sustain it. 
STATE NOHMAL SCHOOL. 
This institution ha kept up its numbers and its reputation during the year. Eleven 
students graduated in May, and are teaching with great success. The number of grad-
lmte and under-graduates at present teaching in the State :is not less tnan 200. Two 
model- chool , one for boys and the other for girls, are connected with the norwal 
school. 
L."STITUTION FOR THE Dl~AF AND DUMB. 
The pupil of this school are divideu into six classes, properly graded, each under 
the charcre of a separate teacher. Articnlation and lip-reading are taught to about 
twenty-five pupils, selected from the different classes. It is proposed to extend the 
cour e of tudy so as to include the higher mathematics, book-keeping, andlangu.tges. 
)IARYLAND INSTITUTION FOR Tim INSTRUCTION. OF THE BLIND. 
Blind person of good moral character, between the ages of 9 and 18, are admitted 
to this insti tution on the payment of $300 per annum, which pays all expenses except 
clotlling. If par nts can not pay this amount the child may be educated at tlw .expense 
of the 'tate, by con nt of the governor. Of the entire number of pupils under instruc-
tion for tb y ar 1 '69, (the date of tho latest accessible inforruatiou,) all but two were 
free pupils. 
MANUAL-LABOlt SCHOOL. 
This clJ.ool has been established for 28 years. It is situated between the Washington 
and l''rederick turnpikes, a.nd bas attached to it a farm of 140 acres. It is snpported 
lJy annual subscriptions from regular patrons of tho institution, n.ided by State and 
city appropriations. 'fherc were in attendance during tho year GO boys, froru S to 19 
year of age, most of them orpbnn . The annual cost pe'l' capita is abont $105. When 
th pupil have r ceivecl a re pectable rud tmeutary education, they are apprenticed 
cith r to farmers or mechanics within the State of Maryland. 
HOUSE 01•' REFUGE. 
This i. at once a b nevo] nt, a. reformatory, aud an educational institution. It 
give. mplosm ut and in truction to 310 boys and 16 girls, most of whom, but for this 
'refucr ," would have b en either outcasts or criminals. It i to be hoped that tbo 
mov m nt now on foot for the cstabli hment of a similar "refuge" for colored youth 
will meet with ucce s. 
COLLEGE . 
Tb r ports from the several colleg are almndantly atisfactory. Saint John's and 
th A(Yricultural Coll ge, owing to th large preponderance of students on tate schol-
ar. hip·, may almo t be cousid r .cl a fre colleg . The cont.inuance of tat support 
to th •. e institution is claim d not a a boon to higher education, but distinctly on the 
ground hat it i ncces a.ry for the olution of the problem of primary duca.tion. 
)ollegiate ucation und r th au yices and at t.be expense of tho Stat , is tb ur' t 
guarantee of ample facilities for the lementary education of every child in tho State. 
MARYLA.."fD AGHICULT RAL COLLEGE. 
Th re are tbr vacant profe or hip , which, when filled, will malw the numb •r of 
tile faculty tw lve. A well-stock d and well-worked farm of:JOO acr s affords opportunity 
for iu trnctioo in tb heory and practi of a:,>Ticultur . ixty tndcnts--twelv from 
ach congre ional di trict-are r c iv d fl'ee of char e for tuition and u of book . 
Tbe military cour con i "t of stat d. drill and of lecture on tactic . The tra t s 
have in cont mplation tb tabli hment of t legraphic communication betw en tb 
·oil ue and th itie f Baltiruore and Wa hington, a convenience for the di patch 
of IJu ioe · , as well a an important educational ageucy. 
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ROCK HILL COLLEGE. 
This institution, conducted by the Brothers of the Christian Schools, was incorporated 
as a college in li:l65. In the collegiate department there are three cou~·ses-t~e com-
mercial, the scientific, and the classical. .A. preparatory depnrtment IS provided fur 
those students not sufficiently qualified to pnrsue any of the collegiate courses. 
SAINT JOSEPH;S CLASSICAL .AND COMMERCIAL ACADEMY. I 
This a preparatory school for Rock Hill College ; and is also conducted by the 
Christian Brothers. Connected with it is a commercial department, in which the Ger-
man language is made a specialty. 
WESTEHN MARYLAND COLLEGE. 
This institution, for ladies and gentlemen, is .under tl1e special patronage of the 
Maryland conference of the Methodist Protestant Church, but nothing sectarian is in-
troduced into the course of study. .A. preparatory department is connected with the 
college. 
BALTIMORE FEMALE COLLEGE. 
This college was endowed by the legislature in 1360. The painting gallery contains 
130 fine copies for tl1ose taking lessons iu painting and drawing. By the terms of the 
endowment, free scholarships are established~ upon which one pupil from each county 
in the State is educated without charge for tuition or books. For such as desire to 
qualify thei:.;sel ves for the work of teaching, a normal class is established. Of 210 col-
lege graduates, 82 have become teachers. Resident pupils receive instruction in 
housekeeping and sewing. 
:m;WOKVILLE ACADEMY. 
The object, of this school is not only to prepare pupils fur coller:;e, but also for busi., 
ness life. ·with this view, particular attention is paid to practical arithmetic and 
book-keepiug. 
FUEDEHICK li'EMALE COLLEGE. 
Wben the State legislature gra.nted the charter to this college, it also gave authority 
to mise $50,000 to purchase grounds a,ncl erect buildings. This money has been raised 
and appropriated in accordance with the provisions of the charter. 
UNIVERSITY OF MAUYLAND-SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. 
The sehoul of medicine in tbe University of Maryla.ncl completed its sixty-fourth 
sc sion in March, 1872. The university is a southern institution, dependent for patron-
age chiefly upon the South . .A.ll the members of the faculty belong to Maryland, Vir-
ginia, North and l:louth Carolina; and during the last session there were students from 
every State, with a single exception, from Delaware to Texas. In the plan of instruc-
tion adopted by this institution, clinical teaching constitutes a most important feature. 
The contiguity of the general hospital to the college buildings affords great facilities. 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY-SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. 
This institution has been organized since the war. It:s great prosperity is clue, in 
part, to the liberal policy and generous support of the State legislature. A limited 
number of beneficiary students is received. 
MARYLAND COLLEGJC OF PHARMACY. 
The officers of the eollege are authorized and empowered to confer, in the name of the 
college and under such regulations as may be csta.blishecl, the degree of doctor in phar-
macy, and snch other degrees and orders of merit as may conduce to the advancement 
of the science of pharmacy. The by-laws provide that an educational standard shall 
bee tabli sbed, a.pplicable to all persons proposit1g to qualify themselves as pharmacists 
by becoruihg students in this college ; also, that no diploma shall be recognized that is 
not basc<l upon four years' practical service with some reputable pharmacist. 
COLLEGE OF DENTAL SUUGEUY. 
This is the olde t dental college in the worlcl. Since its organization 664 students 
havo received the <legree of "doctor of dental surgery." The majority of the eminent 
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practitioners of dentistry in Europe are graduates of this coll~ge, an.d its dirloma is 
recogniz d in all civilized countries as a testimonial of profiCiency m the sCience. of 
d nti try. A new chair of ' clinical denistry" hafl recently been added .. All availa-
ble m ans are u ed to secure a complete course of instruction in the practice as well as 
in the theory of denti try. 
BALTD!ORE ORPHAN ASYLUM. 
This institution makes its seventy-fonrth annual report. During tho year 18 children 
have been received, and 14 have left the asylum. The numher at present is 93. The 
a . lum is not supported by any denomination, and its doors are open to all. The object 
in-binding children out is to find them goo<.~ homes in the country, where they may 
have religious training while being instructed in domestic economy. Cost of support-
ing the a ylum for the year, $6,418.97. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.. th·ea and population.-In 1870 :Maryland was the twentieth State in population, 
having 780, 94 inhabitants within an area of 11,124 square miles, an a,verage of 70.20 
per ons to the square mile. This population consisted of 605,497 whites, 175,391 
colored, 2 Cbinese, and 4 Indians. Of t.hese 697,482 were nat.ives of th-3 United States 
and 3,412 were foreign-born . Of the native residents of the State, 462,458 whites, 
167,420 colored, and 4 Indians were born within its borders. Of the foreign residents, 
47,045 were boru in Germany, 4, 55 in England, and 23,630 in Ireland. 
chool atlentlance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Censns Report, 105,435 persons 
attended school, and of these 1,505 were foreign-born. The white male scholars 
numllerecl 51,66 , and the white female scholars, 46,093, (an aggregate of 97,761 
white .) The colored pupils numbered 7,674, of whom 3,808 were males and 3,866 
females. 
lllitm·acy.-Tbe number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
writ , was 135,499, of whom 8,592 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and 1·ace ofilliteratP-s.-01' the 46,792 white illiterates, 7,927 were from 10 to 
15 years of age, and of these 4,274 were males and 3,653 fema.les; 6,099 were from 15 to 
21 year old, of whom 3,022 were males and3,077 females; 32,766 were 21 yean! old and 
ver, of whom 13,344 were male and 19,422 females. Of the 88,703 colored illiterates, 
13,645 were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 7,143 were males and 6,502 females; 
15,353 w re from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 7,075 were males and 8,278 females; 
5!>,70 ... w re 21 y ars old and over, of whom 27,123 were males and 32,582 females; 1 
Chine e and 3 Indian Hliterates were also reported. 
Educational institntions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, tho total 
number of educational in titutions was 1,779, having 3,287 teachers, of whom 1,498 
w r mal s and 1,7 9 females, to educate their 107,3 4 pupils, of whom 55,800 were 
mal and 51,5 4 femal s. 
Amount and BOU1'Ce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
in titution wa 1,90 ,21r::, of which ."21,697 were derived from endowment, $1,134,347 
from taxation and public fund , and 42,171 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-'fb 1,4 public !:ichools, with their 2,150 teactlers, of whom 933 were 
mal and 1,217 ferual s, were att ud d by 3,226 pupils, of whom 42,927 were males 
an 140,299 fi male.·. To educate the e they po ses ed a total income of $1,146,057, of 
which. 4/07 w re d rived from ndowment, $1,039,135 from taxation and public funds, 
and 102,415 from tuition and other source . 
Collegcs.-'fhe 19 colleges, with their 123 teachers-121 males a.nc12 females-were 
att nded by 2,154 students, of whom 1,782 were male~:~, and 372 females .• To educate 
the , they po.· e ed a total income of. 260,427, ofwbich$6, 00 were derived from endow-
m nt, 20,200 from taxation and public funds, and 233,427 from tnition and other 
~me . . 
..dcallenliu.-The 34 academies, with their 1 9 teacher -57 male and 132 femalo-hacl 
an at ndanc of 2,205 pupil .:.....1,009 male and 1,196 fi male-for the education of whom 
h y po. 'd a total income of. ·246,605, of which $1,500 were derived from endowment, 
6,10? from taxation and public fund , and $239,000 from tuition and other sources. 
Pru:ate scltools.~1he 15:3 day and boarding schools hn.d 332 teachers-of whom 106 
were mal and 226 female . They were attended l•y 6,072 pupils, 2,600 of whom were 
male and 3,472 f, male . The e·school po e sed a total income of $172,333, of which 
·2,64 were deriv d from endowment, 00 from taxation and public funds, and $169,193 
from tuition and other ~urce . 
~ibrari ~.--r:b re w~re 1,316 public lihraries, containing 570,945 volumes; also, .2,~37 
pnva.te llbran , havmg 1,142,538 volumes; a total of 3,353 libra-ries, contamwg 
1,713,4 volum . 
The press.-The p riodical i ued had an aggregate circulation of 235,450 copies, 
ith an aggr•gate annual i · ne of33,4 7,77 • 
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Chu1·ches.-Of the 1,420 church organizations 1,3R9 ha<l e<lifices, with 499,770 sittings, 
and the cllllrch property was valued at $12,038,u50. 
Paupe1·ism.-Of the 1,612 paupers, 781 were native whites, 566 native colored, and 265 
foreigners. · 
C1'ime.-Ofl,035 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 304 were native whites, 663 native 
colored, and 68 foreigners; 868 persons were convic~ed during the year. 
Age ancl sex of populai'ion.-Of the total populatwn, 244,454 persons were from 5 to 
18 years old, 122,932 males a.nd 121,522 females; 575,439 were 10 years old and upward, 
:mel of these, 281,294 were males and 294,145 females. 
Occnpations.-Two hundred and fifty-eight thousand five hundred and forty-three per-
sons of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 213,691 were males 
and 44,852 females; 80,449 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 79,197 
were males aod1,252 females; 79,226 in personal and professional services, of whom 
43,278 were males and 35,948 females; 35,542 in trade and transportf!,tion, of whom 
34,567 were males and 975 females;. 63,326 in manufactures, mechanical and mining 
industries, of whom 56,649 were males and 6,677 females. 
Age and sex of wo1·lcing population.-Of these 258,543 employed persons, 15,910 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 10,013 were males ancl5,897 females; 228,42B were from 
Hi to 59 year~ old, of whom 191,169 were males and 37,259 females; 14,205 were 60 
years old and over, of whom 12,509 were males and 1,696 females. · 
Counties. 
±~~%~tkciei::::::::::::::: 
Baltimore .................. .. 
Calvert ............. . ....... . 
Caroline .................... . 
Carroll.. . . ................. .. 
Cecil ........................ . 
Charles .. ................... . 
Dorchester .................. . 
Frederick ................... . 
Harford ..................... . 
Howard ..................... . 
Kent ... ..................... . 
~~~~~0Gee~lge;~:::: ~:: : ::::: ~ 
Queen Anne's .............. .. 
Somerset .................... . 
~~lb~~~~~·~::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~~~~-:::::::::·:::::::: 
Worcester ................. .. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 




Dr. Samuel Kepler ..................... .. 
Richard Stanfortll .. .... .. ............. .. 
Itev. Georg-e F. Beaven ................ .. 
J'. M. Newson ...................... . .... . 
Rev. J'ohn Squire ...................... .. 
~~~Jii~n~; f.1~r~~~:: : : ::::: : :::::::::::: 
J'ohu vV. Page ......................... .. 
Robert Henry ............ ... ........... .. 
Dr. William H. IIardey ........ .... .... .. 
Charles G. Ricaud .................. . ... . 
James Anderson ..... .................. .. 
Dr. M. J'. Stone ........................ .. 
~~~-ei:b·. i§:~~~~R~~~-: ::::::::::::::::::: 
J'. ·Frank Ford ... ..... . ................. . 
Alexander Chaplain .................... . 
P. A.. Whitmer .......... . ............. .. 
Georg-e W. M. Cooper .................. .. 
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MASSACHUSETTS. 
(From report of tlw board of education and secretary of the board for 1871.] 
CHOOL FUND. 
Amount offund Jannary 1, 1 71 ............ .................... ··:··· $2,211,410 77 
Received for premium on coin payment of $500 from the town of Provmce-
town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................... . 
Recei ve<l for premium on coin payment of . '124,000 .. ............... --. 
:Received for premium on coin payment of $50,000 from State of Massa-
r.husetts .................. ---- ............................ ---- .... . 
Received from treasury board of ecluc:.ttion ns nuexpencled appropriation 





Total fund January 1, 1872...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 233, 3GG 91; 
INCO~m l~RO:\! SCHOOL .l!'UND, 1871. 
Received in interest and cliviclenu ................................. ---. $177,496 46 
One moiety thereof to be eli tl'i bated to cities tond towns.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 88, 7 48 23 
One moiety to educational pnrposes ......... ...................•....... 






Raised by taxes for support of pubhc schools, including only wages, fuel, 
care of fires and school-rooms ................ _ ....................... $3, 272, 3:35 33 
I ncr a e for the year... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 147, 282 24 
Funds appropriated for public schools at the option of the town, as sur-
plu revenue and clog tax .......................................... . 
Voluntary contributions to prolong pnblic schools, or to purchase ~tppa-
ratus ............. - -... - - - .. · - · · · - - - · · - · - - · · -- · - · · - · - - - - - - - - • · - - - · · 




Local school fund , the income of which can l>e appropriated ouly for tlle 
upport ofschoC'ls and a acl mie ................ . ................... 1, 167,173 27 
Income of local school fund appropriatP<1 for hool and acaclemie::~... . . 75, 08 4 
Income of tate school fund paid to citic antl towns iu aid of pul>lic 
cllool forth yc:1T170-'i1 ................... ................. ..... 107,306 62 
aid for snperinteud nee of schools by school committees and for print-
ing school reports ......•........................................... 
• alarie paid superintendents of public ciJools ... ......... . _ ......... .. 
83,060 96 
39,026 50 
Aggr gate expen(led on public cbool alou<~, cxclu::.i ,.e of repairing aml 
recting school-bouse , and of scbool-l>ook ...... .... _ .............. 3, 520,510 3G 
I ncr a e for th year ............................... _ . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 215, 593 13 
• Urn raised uytaxe , (including income of Snrplm; l'C\' CllUe, &c.,) exclusive 
oftaxe for scboolbnildin rr. aucl uperint 'lHlence, for tbc education of 
ach child in the 'tate uetween 5 and. 15 years of age-per child ...... . 
!ncr a efor the year ....................... .. ....................... . 
Percentage of ·the valuation of 1 6'" :tppropriated for public school , in-
·ludiog only wag s of teacller , fuel, car of fire and scllool-roows, 





Amount of tax pn.id to maintain public ·cbools alone, exclu ive of co t 
of cbo 1-book ....... _ ................. _. _ .... __ ... ____ .. __ .. ___ .. 5, 4G2, [>2 4U 
r for each per on in the tat IJ •twc n 5 and 15 year of age....... 19 63 
r for each mao, womau, and cllild in tlle tate.................... 3 75 
r a perc ntarre on tb Yaluatiou of 1 6:-' f over .... _ . . _ ..... _.. . . . . 5 mill ·. 
Amount paid for p pular in truction of youth in the tat includiu(r tui-
tion in privat chool and academic, and exclu iv of~hat i expend-
• ed for coli giate and profe ional ucatioo and for chool-book ... _.. 6, 297, 010 !>1 
rfor acbpersonbetw n5andry ar of age.................. 2:2 ·3 
r for acb p r n of tb ntir population .........•.... ____ ...... 4 3:.. 
Or a p rcen tage on tb valuation of 1 65 of over •.••.••....•..•. _. . 6 mill . 
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.(\.'ITENDANCE. 
Number of ci·ties ancl towns* ............•........................... 
Number of persons in the State between 5 and 15 years of age, May 1, 
187u .................................................... _ .... . ..... . 
Increase for the year ................................................. . 
Total enrollment in p"F.lblic schools during the year ................... .. . 
Average attendance ........• . ................•....................... 
Increase iortbe yPar .................................................. . 
Ratio of a.vemge attendance to scholastic population ................. . 
Number of children under 5 attending public schools .................. . 
Decrease for the year ............................•................... 
Number of persons over 15 attending public schools ..........•......... 
Decrease for the year ................................................ . 
Average duration of schools, 8 months and 9 days. 
Increase for the year, 3 clays. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Number of male teachers during the year ............................ . 
Number of female teachers during the year .......................... .. 
Total number of ten.chers in public schools for the year .. _ ...... . ..... . 
Decrease of male teachers for the year ............................... . 
Increase of female teachers for the year .............................. . 
Total increase in number of teachers ................ . ................ . 
Average pay of nHtle teacher~; (including high-school teachers) per month. 
Average wages of female teachers per month ......................... . 
SCHOOLS ~D SCHOOL·HQUSES. 
Number of public schools ............................................ . 
Increase for the year ................................................ . 























such schools............................ . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. ... . . . . . .. 142 
Number of high schools in towns not required by law to maintain them. 39 
Number of evening schools........................................... 51 
Average attendance of evening schools . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . • • . . 3, 479 
Cost of maintaining evening schools . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . $36, 760 65 
Number of schools in State, charitable, and reformatory institutions.... 20 
Number of teachers in such schools...... .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . .. .. .. 30 
Number of different pupils............................................ 1, 531 
Average attendance . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . • . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . 898 
Number between 5 and J5 ... . .. . ... . . .... .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . ... .•. 573 
Number over 15 . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 413 
Expense of schools in such int~titutions...... . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . $9, 576 40 
Number of incorporated academies returned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Average numl.Jer of scholars .. .... .... ... ... .. .. . . .. .... ... ... .... .... 2, 94!l 
Increase for the year...... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 54 
Amount paid for tuit.iou .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . $115, 136 15 
Increase for tile year . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . $3, ~68 t;6 
umber of private schools and academies.............................. 4:.!8 
Decrease for the ~·ear.... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 38 
Estimated avemge attendance . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. 12, 443 
Decrease for the year................. ................................ 1, 473 
Estimated amount of tuiti0n paid...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. $406, 43:l l:!G 
Decrease for tbe year .. . . •. .... .. .... .. ... . . ... ... . . .. .. ... .. . ... . . . . . 73,248 33 
Amount expended in 1870 for erecting school-houses . .................. $1, 712, 073 91 
Increase for the year . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. $~58 766 33 
Amount expended ior repairing school-houses . .... ·................. . . . . $:i46, 779 39 
Increase for the year ........................................ __ .. . . . . .. $31,367 59 
Total expended for school-houses, 1870 ••.••••••••..••••....•••••.••••. $2, U58, 853 30 
SCHOOL FUND. 
The income of the fund applicn blc to educational purposes i~ absorbed by the present 
wauts of the s<:hool system, to wbjch must l>e added tile expenses of the new normal 
* .A 11 have made returns except Chelsea, and three towns newly incorporated, viz, .Ayer, Gay Head, 
and Ma_ynard. · . 
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 146 bis.-Tclegrarn.] 
]}[r. Moncrieff to M1·. TJlill'iamson. 
SAK Josf; April. 251 1874. (Received at Guatemala April25, 10.} a.m.) 
Detention of ship very detrimental. Large number of passengers. If no answer 
within twenty-four hours, will consider myself a,t liberty to sail. 
A. D. MONCRIEFF, 
Agent Pacific Mail Steamship Company. 
[Inclosure 3 in No. 146 bis.-Tc.legrarn.] 
M1·. Trilliamson to M1·. Moncl'ieff, agent Pacific Ma'il Steamship Company. 
UNITED STATES LEGATION IN CENTRAL AM~HIC.\, 
Guatemala, .Ap1··il 25, 187 4-11 a. pl. 
SIR: Your telegram just received. I know of no cause for detention of ship if Mr. 
Jose Maria Gonzalez is not on board. Should he be on board, I think his conduct has 
so placed him in outlawry, that he ought to be delivered up for trial acconliug to the 
laws of Guatemala. 
If it is considered necessary, I will immediately leave for San J os€. 
I am, &c., 
GEO. WILLIAMSON. 
[Inclcwre 4 in No. 146 bis.-Telegram.] 
M1·. Williamson to Mr. James. 
UNITED STATES LEGATION I:N CENTRAL AMJ~RICA, 
Gnatemala, Ap1·il25, 1874-11 a.m. 
Sm: Go on the steamer Arizona, and take the declaration of the captain, officers, 
::m.d pa.· engers in regard to the shooting of Dou Jos6 Maria Gonzalez, commandautc of 
bald port, and telegrapb substance of declaration without delay. 
Answer at once. Communicate facts in your knowledge without waiting for declara-
tion, but be ·nre to send declarations. 
I am, &c., 
GEO. WILLIAMSON. 
[I oclosure 5 in No. 146 bis.-Telegra:u.] 
M1·. James to Mr. Williams011. 
S.\.~ Josf:, April25, 1874. (H.eceived in Guatemala 2 p.m.) 
• 'm: The Arizona bas sailed. I was present aml aw everything. The captain u ell 
c,·ery exertion to preveut the hooting, but some of the passengers fired pistolH and mor-
tally wonnde(l Cnmmaodante Gonzalez. I nsed every exertion to prevent the outrago 
on :Mr. Marree. Will send details by mail. 
E. JAMES. 
lloclosure 6 iu No. 146 /Jis.-Telcf ra:n.] 
:Jh. Moncrieff to iJ.h. ll'illiam&on. 
• 'A. · Jo ·f;, .J.pl'il25. (Receiv 11 in Guatemala 2 p. n1.) 
• IH: Tbc Arizu.na ha :ailed. Mr. Jam ~has sbown great tact and energy, and thcr 
will b ·no uecc · tty for ~·our pre cnce here. 
A. D. 1\IONCRIEFF, 
..Jgenl Pacific; Mail Slewn!jhip Compant'· 
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[Inclosure 7 in Ko. 14G uis.j 
Mr. Magee to ,Jb·. Jeanes. 
S.\K J os.E, .dpril 26, l Si 4. 
DKm Sm: It is with most heartfelt tlJanks that I address yon these lines. to thank 
you for tlJc action you took in my l>ehalf in my late trou l>lo with Cornmn,ndantc Gon-
zalez. 
On board the steamer Arizona I beard it rumore1l tbat you had not exerted yourself 
as fully as yon might have done, but in the crit~cal posit,ion in which~ \Yas p~aced the 
prudence \Yith which ;you acted, at the same tunc that you really Jeopardrzed your 
own liberty, does you gr~at credib. . . . 
Had you acted precipitately, as many of the too-.Jnstly mdrgnant passengers on 
the Arizona were desil'ons that you shonlcl have acted, yon would have signed my 
death-warrant. 
The protest yon entered was stamped nnder foot 1y the commandante, an act of out-
lawry which proved the man's madness, and made it presumptuous to consider that any-
thing could l>e gaiued hy asserting the .respect due to a foreign power. 
Again I have to repeat that I am mdebted to your prudence, as well as to your 
constant and nntiring efforts, for my life; a de1t of gratitude which I shall never forget. 
BelieYc me, &c., 
J. MAGEE. 
He1· Britannic Majesf!J'S Vice-Consul. 
[Inclosure 8 in No. 14G uis.] 
Mr. Jame.s to M1·. Houben. 
SAN Jos-E, .Ap1·il 26, 18i4. 
Sm: On the arrival of the steamship Arizona at the port,, on tho morning of the 24tlJ, 
the chief officer of the ship came ashore to see Mr. Magee about discharging his ship. 
On his reil:lrn to the steamer he was met by the comandante on the bead of the pier, 
who told him he would not permit him to embark. The officer reported the case to 
me. 1 at once went to the comaudante, and told him he must not interfere with 
American sailors passing to anll from their ships; RO he let him off. An hour after I 
receiYed a message that Mr. Magee and Mr. Moncrieff were prisoners, and in prison, l>y 
orcler of the commandante. I went to tbecommandante to inquire what be had arrested 
them for. His reply was be wonl(l release Mr. Moncrieff, but he would give Mr. Magee 
five hundred lashes to-day, and to-morrow he would shoot him. His reasons: he bad 
sent for Magee to come to his house; Magee, having a sore foot: sent back word he could 
not come. The commandante then sent word to Magee to state llis reasons for not com-
ing in writing. 
Magee's wri tte'n reasons were he had a sore foot, and, besides, his position as British 
vice-consul exempted him from appearing. 
The command ante then sent a guard of soldiers to bring him; and if he would not 
come, to arrest him or shoot him. 
The soldiers went to the house of Magee and took him prisoner. Before lm1Ving his 
house Magee put a pistol in his pocket. On appearing uefore the comm~Lndante (who 
met him going up stairs) be asked him why be bad brought that pistol with him. Mr. 
Magee replied: "Knowing you to be a very violent mau, I carry this pistol to defend 
myself." The commandante then struck Magee several times in the face, anu told him 
to-clay be would give him five hundred lashes and to-morrow be would shoot him. 
This was about 12 o'clock, (noon.) · 
I did not think the commandante would dare to carry out his threats; uut I was very 
much mistaken, for at 4 o'clock p. m. the soldiers were formed, the bugles sounded, and 
Magee was brought up to be lashed. 
I at once went to my office and wrote a protest, in the tmme of the Unitec1 States, 
against such a disgraceful outrage against humanity, civilization, and all law, lmmau 
and divine; but he would not receive my protest or listen to me in any way. I was 
rudely pnt down stairs 1y the soldiers, and he carried out his shameful and infamous 
outrage on t.he person of a representative of a civilized and Christian nation. I tried 
to telegraph you several times during the day, but the comrnandante bad seized the 
telegraph, and would permit no commnnication on that clay, so I acted on my own 
ju~gment, and am responsible for all of my actions, and will accept any resnlt they 
may entail; ancl if my conduct lias exceeded my official duty, I can only say I will be 
satisfied with any action yon may concei \'e it your duty to take in reference to the 
whole course of this disgnweful affair. . 
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school are doing a great and noble work, they are not accomplishing all that might 
rea onably be expected of them. . 
If a portion of the time wa ted, and worse than wasted, in the attempt to memonze 
the endless and sen ele detail8 of geography an<l of history, the techniGalities of gram-
mar, at an age when they can not be understood, and long examples in mental arithm.e-
tic, which, with their complicated solutions, must be given with closed book, and m 
preci e, logical terms, could be given to sorne studies that would really interest the 
children, develop their perceptive powers, accustom them to the correct use of lan-
guage, and be of real practical value to them in after life, more satisfactory results 
than are now attained would be exhibite<l at the close of the child's school-life. 
The recent introduction of Hooker's admirable "Child's Book of Nature" into the 
grammar schools of Boston, Cambridge, Worcester, and several other cities and tow~s, 
is a step in the right direction toward a "consummation devoutly to be wished" m 
respect to an improved course of studies for our common schools. 
HIGH SCHOOLS. 
Doring the past year 179 high schools have been maintained in 165 cities an<l towns. 
Only three towns required by law failed to maintain a high school. Many of these 
schools are not what might be expected from the name; still, even in the poorest of 
them, greater advantages are presented than could be offered by t.he other schools in 
tlJe same towu; and in many of the large cities and towns an education iii! afforded, 
without expen e to the pupil, more extensive and complete than can be acquired in 
many colleges. "Their influence, when they are wisely and liberaUy supported, is in-
calculable. From them our colleges receive their largest, and often their best, sup-
plies." From the high school at Woburn, a town having a population of less than 0,000, 
twenty gradun.te<l la t .Jnne, five of whom were going to college. Including these 
five, there were twenty-eight members of the school studying with reference to a col-
] giate education. Nine others who were :fitted in this school were at that time in 
different colleges. 
THE HALF-DAY SYSTEM. 
There is one peculiarity in the management of this school which, for several reasons, 
is worthy of special con ideration. 'Fhe "half-day system," which hal:l been in opera-
tion there for everal years, requires the attendance of the pupil but one-half of each 
day, provided be has faithfully performed his duties. It is thought that this system 
h a good influence upon the character of the pupil, (as it cultivates a feeling of re-
spon ·ibility,) upon hi hea.ltb, and also upon his mind, as, undisturbed by the distract-
ing influences of a school, be cau accomplish much more in the same time. It is an 
economical arrangement al o. The pre ent hi~h-school house was intended to accom-
modate ninety pupil . With this system it w1ll accommodate just twice the number, 
one-half att ndingin the morning, the other half in the afternoon. "Hence it is to-day 
saving an expenditure of from twenty to thirty thousand dollars in the erection of a 
n w high-school building. 
11 There ult ofthi y tern are· so entirely satisfactory, and its advantages so obvious, 
tb~L I would comm nd it for adoption in those towns whose citizens are not prepared 
to Incur the expense of erecting new high-school buildings, or of enlarging existing 
one , to accommodn.te the increa ing number of pupils." 
"ORJ\IAL SCHOOLS. 
11 These most important institutions have been conducted during the past year with 
aJII their accustomed faithfnlne and success. In each of the schools a goodly num-
ber have entered upon the advanced cour e of study, for which provision bas b en 
made by the board. In two of the cbool , many during the :first year have determined 
to pur ue the full cour e of four . ears, and their studies are arranged with reference 
to tb.at; while in the others the advanced class is made up of those who have graduated, 
an~ m many in tances have been engaged in teaching. Experience only will pro e 
whwh of these methods will secure the most satisfactory results." 
.ADMI SION TO NORl\:UL SCHOOLS. 
The snperintendentfurtberstates-: "I have attended the examination of applicants for 
the normal chool , and have at ncb times generally ma<le a very careful and critical 
exami~ation and analy i of th r ult pre en ted in the papers of the applicant . An 
aualy 1 made at on f th se examinations i , I think, a fair specimen of all of them. 
The averag ag of the forty- ight xamined wa 1 years and 9 months. Tw uty-on 
of the 37 ladi examine w r graduate , or had b en members for som tim , of biiTb 
schools, 5 of academie , and 11 of grammar chools. Nine of the e bad taught cb l 
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for a period varyin()' from 12 to 143 weeks. 1'he questions were not auovc the avera.ge 
of those proposed t~ candidates for admission to our h igh ·schools: .There should have 
been an averaO'e of ttt least tlO per cent. of correct answers. OnJy 4, however, ba<l this 
~ve1:age, n,ud ~.nly 11 La<l 7~ n,ud 1~pwaru. Eighteen ha_d less than G? per c~nt. To 
n,ttam even thts result, tllen· reading had to ue taken wto account, for whteh they 
were marked much higbet tl.tan for their wri tten papers. With tllis, the general aver-
a<.,.e of correctness for all who were examined wail 62 per cent. ; without it, 59. Yet 
o~l_v 4 of the 48 were rejected. 
dA_n examination of tile papers of these applicants shows that in too many cases the 
·writers were allowed to take up the higlter branches of study in high schools and 
academics before thev bad thoroughly mastered tbo simple elententary uranches, which 
are the corner-stone of a good edhcation. Tlw papers of many wePe very faulty in 
respect to the correct nse of langnage, the construction of se1ltences, the. use of capital 
l-etters, and spelling. · 
"I have presente(l this topic thus prominently, to give emphasis to the recommenda-
tion that I would make, that a more thorough and exact knowledge of the common 
English studies should be required as indispensably necessary for admission to our 
normal schools than has heretofore been. I am deuicledly of the opinion, too, that it 
would be wiser to add a year to tlle minimum age required for admission, at least ior 
ladies, and not admit any under se,·enteen years of age. 'With a higber standard of 
scholarship for admission, and with greater maturity, physical and mental, of those 
admitted, I tbink we should secure a superior class of teachers for graduation, and 
thus elevate the character of om normal Hclwols. 
THAINING OF TEACIIEHS. 
"While the normal schools are performing a most valuable service iu raising the 
standard of teaching thronghont the whole commonwealt.h1 their capacity to educate 
trained teachers bas hardly kept pace with the increase of population, and is rapidly 
falling short of meeting tbe grent increase in the demand for such teachers. Some 
other system must be devised. 
"Two plans have been suggested. One contemplates the establishment of several 
normal schoolfl, with a course of three or six months, devoted to a strictly professional 
course of instruction in the art of orgn,niziug~ governing, and instructing st~bools . :From 
four to six L.ulldred teacllers could ue t.raiued yearly in each of these, at an expense not 
much greater than is now regnired at the normal schools, and tbcy ,,.oulcl be mnGh 
better fitted for their work than is the present large nnmber of teachers YdlO lack 
special training. Tbis plau Las uceu fully olaborated by one of the best ed ncators in 
onr country, autllris recomme]J(1a,tion is sufildcnt to entitle i t to the most careful con-
sideration. 
"There are fJome <1ecic1ecl adY:mtages in introducing normn.l instruction into tho biglt 
schools ancl academies. These schools are in successful operation in locations wlH:'ru 
the pnJ!il" li ve and the teaclterH arc needed. No acl<.litional expense won1d bo reqnircd 
for tlto conHt ruction and mainten:mce of the schools, aud a department for thi!S b1·anch 
of c·ducat.ion can be as wc·H mniutainNl there ns itt separ11.te f;chools. Seveml cities 
and townfl lt:we establi shed tmiuing schools. a.nxi liary to the high i:lcbools, audit is -be-
lieved thaL mauy of the academies wonld emplo:r c•1mpetent instructors and establish 
snch a course, provide<l reasonable Cl'lcouragemeut Eibould be proffered by the com-
monwealth." 
TEACIIIZ\'G OF DHA.WING. 
It is now :H1mitted by all wlw have examincc1 the sul.Jjcct that every one who cnll 
lcam to write can learn to draw, all<l that dra wiug is simpler in its clclllent.fl an1l more 
ea-sily acquired tllau \ITiting. Special instructors are no more required for drawin O' 
than for writ;iug or arithmetic. 'l'eachen; 111n~t learn a,ud'tea.ch elementary <lmwing :1~ 
they learn an<l. teach otlter brancht•s. 
In order to obtam the adv~tntages of the best methods of instrnction, the sub-com-
mittee to wltom tbe school committee of Boston hacl committed the snbjecL of art edu-
cation, early in the year opened a correspondence with gentlemeu in Engla.ncl, with the 
ohject of p10cnriug a gentleman ltaving tlw requisite qualificmtions to organize classes 
and condnct the department of drawing in ihe Boston schools, on the same c~encral 
plan that music is so successfnlly taught ill them. 'l'be correspondence resnlte~ in an 
invitation to \Vnlter SLUith, esq., tbe beacl-master of the school of art in L eeds, to accept 
tbe pof;ition. Befin·e dceiding tlle question of acceptance, Mr. Smith Yi.;it;ed this conn-
try, and aJtN a fnll confen\HCe witll the execut ive committee of tho tloarcl, the latter 
were satisiietl of the expediency of procm-ing the services of Mr. Smith for tlJe com-
lllOIH\'("alth, for such portion of his time as sltonld be agreed upon with the Bostm.1 
cornmitt,e. Returning to England, Mr. Smith was a.uthorized to expend $500, appropri-
ated by the board from tllo income of tho Tofl<l fund, in procnrinrr such mocleJs of art, 
drawings, en. ·ts, &c., as would be needed. Having procured by purclw.so, anll by the 
~:,rift of generous frieuds of mt culture in Engla.nd, a valuable collection of models, &c., 
llE 
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suited to his purpo e, :Mr. Smith returned to Massachusetts early in the autumn and 
commenced his work. 
In the city of Boston Mr. Smith is head-master and professo~ of art ed~lCn.tiOJ?. in the 
normal art school, and director of the night classes for drawmg, estab1w.bed 1~ com-
pliance with the law of 1 iO. Tho course of instruction, arranged by Mr. Snath for 
these free evening classes, comprises 'Yhat is u nally included under the term " me~han­
ical or industrial drawing." By the State Mr. Smit-h is employed as "professiOnal 
adviser and lecturer in the matter of art education." In this capacity be bas givelil 
lectures and teaching exerci es in the teachers' institutes, and has visi~ed and giyen 
instruction in those cities and towns required to maintain adult classes m mechamcal 
drawing. The lectures have been everywhere received with marked approbation. 
Nc" interest is awakened, and large numbers are flocking to the classes wherever they are 
established. Flourishing classes have been formed in all but two or three of tho towns 
and cities required by law to maintain them. 
It "ill be the duty of Mr. Smith, as soon as be can be released from the more imme-
diate calls of the towns, to spend as much effort as possible in the normal schools, with 
the view of giving the utmost efficiency to the inst.ruction in drawing given in them, 
to the end that competent teachers may, as rapidly as possible, be p1·epared lwth for 
tlJe public schools and for special classes. 
Mr. Smith ltas been greatly aided in his lectures and teaching by the collection of 
models before named, w l.Jich comprises models, casts, and apparatus in use in the schools 
of art in Great Britain, together with a set of the works of students in tho~e schools, 
illustrating a complete course of instruction in all the stages of art study. These are 
placed under the charge of a curator, who attends to their transportation and arrange-
ment, and who is al o a competent teacher of drawin<r, and does goo<l service in sup-
plementing the labors of .Mr. Stnith. This collection of models is to be deposited at 
the State-hou e in Boston. It will be lent for exhibition to any city or town engaged 
in forming free evening classes, and the director of art education will, ou request, 
attend per onally any conference of the school committee in the locality, and give, if 
desired, a public address on tho subject . 
.A.t tho annual meeting of t.he Massachusetts Teachers' Association iu October last, 
Mr. Smith delivered a very interesting and valuable address on "Art education and 
tho teaching of drawing in the public schools." 'l'his address was listened to with 
profound interest by a large body of the leading teachers from evary part of the State, 
and was published in the .r:ln ·sachusctts Teacher for November. It has also been 
printed in pamphlet form hy the board, and with it two valuable papers by Professor 
Thomp on. 
In tho ad<.lres , :Mr. Smith makes this declaration, which proves him to be pre-emi-
nently fitted for the work intrusted to him : "Though acf)uaiuted with tbe uational 
system of my own country, and of other European states, I am not commit.ted to, nor 
do I \\"holly approv of, any of them, but I belieYe in the construction of a system in a 
country where tlJe subject i new. We can adapt the good parts of all the old methods 
to the reqnir •ments of this country, and omit all the bad parts." Ho also says : "·while 
England i~ appropriating all the features of the Massachusetts system of general euu-
cation that arc worth anything, in Mr. Forstees scheme, we are borrowing fwm Great 
Britain, a· ,,. 11 a from otber count ries, the most valuable port.ions of their experience 
in tecbuical cdncation, and I venture to prophesy that upon a better general basis we 
. hall erect an infinitely bctt r supm·strncture, so soon as the development of public 
opinion in tbi country will furni~:~b us with tho means for its accomplishment." 
Pl':CIAL -oH~IAL DRAWING-CLASSES. 
The chief obstacle in th way of te~Jching drawing at present lies in the difficulty 
of procuring competent teacher . o fast as this obstacle can be removed, there iH no 
good r'asou wh.v tlle Jaw should not be extended in its scope so as to embrace all towm; 
having more than 5 000 inhabitant . Something can he doue, as heretofore, in the 
t acher ' iu titutes. • till more, however, might. be expected from special normal 
las ·e , to h opened at c ntral point.·, at such periods of the year as would best n.c-
comnt~datc the teacher of the vicinity. A pecial appropriation, to be u cd by the 
board l1l maintaining uch cla . e to a limited •xtent, would be of signal advantage. 
The ?re~ary tak s pl ·~ ur in pointing to an experiment in proof of the {; a ·ibility 
of tabl1 hmg ·nch pec1al la. es. In July, lu respon ·e to a circular i sued by tbP 
uperintencl~nt of public in truction in \Vorccster, a normal cJa. s of tw nty-threo 
wa op. n <~ 111 the rooms of the Worcester Free In titutc, and taught by tho profe. or 
of the 111 t•t.n!c, for three Wl"k., two les ons ach day. 'lbe pnpils paid a f, e of HI 
each for tmtwn, tho u: of the room being granted by the trnstc s free of charg . 
Profe or Thomp. on, of th. \Vorc . tor Pr e In titute, sa~'s of this experiment: ''The 
clas was not a largo a 1 would have been at any time except just at th clo o of 
the (.·chool) y • r, in hot w ather, wh n mo t peoplo rest or travel. That tho cla 
wa a. larg a i wa argues the n of it.' 
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 
A resolution "relating to technical instruction in schools" was passed by the last 
general court, by which the board of educ~~ion was directed to repor~ "a feasible pJan 
for crivinO' in the common scl10ols of the mhes a.nd large towns of th1s commonwealth 
addition:fl instrnction, especially ada.pted to yonng persons who are acquiring practical 
skill in mechanical or technical arts, or are prep~tring for such pursuits." The State 
has generously endowed the institute of teclmology in Boston and the museum of 
zoology in Camuridge; but though these two institmions. and the scie.ntific sch~ol in 
the latter place afford great advantages to those who mtend followmg t!le h1gher 
walks of industrial pursuits, they do not givo the pra.ctical instruction required to fit 
the mechanic for his daily work. 'They uea.r the same relation to schools for the 
technical education of mecbanicR that the college does to the high school ; each is 
:fodispensable in Hs place, but neither fulfills the fune't,ions of t.he other. 
The only school in the State where a technical etluca.tion in mechanics combined 
with practice can be obtained is the Worcester Conuty Free Institute of Industrial 
Science, in ·worcester. It wa~:> incorporated in 1865, and is a model institution, which 
has no superior in this couutry. The corps of instructors embraces profe:>sors of chem-
istry, mecuanics and ph~rsics, dra.wing, mathematics, civil engineering, French and 
German. There are H9 pupils, mostly from Worcester County. There are also 20 free 
State scholarships for tl1e benefit of pupils from other counties than Worcester, t.o be 
selected by the board of ed ncation. 
The value and importance of schools of this character are not understood or a.ppre-
ciatcd in this country. One who has devoted much time and thought to t.ue subject 
says that "provision for the prompt, speedy, and ample, or the better education of the~. 
mannfacturing or mechanic operaLivcs of Massachusetts, is not ouly an investment 
promising a vast pecuniary return, but is to-day a necessity of self-preservation for the 
State." :Four-fifths of all the industry of the State is dependent upon occupations for 
which tho training of these schools would be a prepa,ration. 
In this branch of education, as in many others, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and 
Belgium have taken the leacl, leaving EnglanJ. anti America f~tr behind. In the great 
exhibition in London in 1851, Englisll workmen excelled in nine-tenths of tue oM 
hundred departments, but in the l'aril:l Exposition of 1867 they excelled in only one-
tenth. During those sixteen years, artists, mechanics, engineers, and chemists, trained 
in tecunical schools, had entered the workshops of Europe, antl by means of their skill 
and knowledge bad tnmsferred to the continent the supremacy Eugland had so long 
enjoyed. England: alarmed at the report of her jurors at the Exposition, at ouce estab-
lished technical schools in many of her largest cities, and bas determined that here-
after her citizens shall at least be as well educated as tllose of continental Europe. 
The question for Ma~:>sachusetts to consider is, what position she '"ill take in the 
strife for the world's prizes. The broader devcloprnem which our free institutions 
give to tho individual man enables him to accomplish a greater amount of work; and 
if we only furnish a better technical educa.t.ion than is given abroad, we can contencl 
on an equal footing, and compete successfully with the markets of the world. , 
While the board do not think it feasible or advisable to give technical instruction 
in the common schools, other than drawi11g, they would suggest that the State author-
ize a.ll cities n-nd towns having a popnlation of 5,000 and over to est.n-lllish freo tech-
nical schools for instruction iu such branches of knowledge common to the leading 
indu:stries of the entire State as may from time to time be presvribed by the board 
of education. 
BOSTON. 
SCllOOI~ .ACCOMMODATIONS A..~D EXPENDITURES. 
The school accommodations of this city comprise 105 school-houses, most of which 
arc substantial and COUimodious edifices, with all the moclern improvements in school 
arcbitect.ure. The whole number of sittings is 4·1,192; and 1,000 teachers are employed, 
a.t. tho annual expense for salari es of more than $800,000. Tho annual expenditure for 
school purposes, exclusive of the cost of school-houses and lots, exceeds $1,000,000. 
The aggregate value of the school propert.y amounts to $5,891,747.15. Coucerniug this 
Htatement, the superintendent reruarks : "It is evident tlwre bas been no Jack of means 
in this city for the establishmen t and support of public schools. Chcnp sebools arc; 
usually poor schools. The great cost of our schools is not proof positive that t.lley a.re 
good, but the liberal calc on which they are condncte(l affords the best prnmmptive 
evidence iu their favor, for an intelligent community would not be lil ely to pay so 
high a price for a poor article." 
ATTENDA ' CE. 
The superintendent says : "Two things are nccessar,Y to make the cclncation of 1he 
people complete-good chools and good <Ltteudance. Neither will suffice without the 
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other. To Sf'cnre both is the problem of education." The whole nnmber of pupils 
belonging to public and private ~:;chools is 46,!-Jl:J, a, number larger by nearly 1,000 than 
that of tbe chil<lreu in tl.Je cit~' of f'chool age; but this number includes about 4,34~ 
over 15 years of age which, taken from t.he whole uumlJer, ]eaves the number under 
15 belouging to tile sclwols, 4:2,470 This number deducted from 45,970, the whole 
number of 1110 school population, leaves 3,500 still to be accounted for. The whole 
number of chil<lreu r, years of age is about one-tenth of the number bet,veen 5 and 15, 
and it is ascertained that i!5 p >r ceut. of the children of tllis age do not attend. school 
at all. Add to this the large nrnm l>er who le~we school at from 12 to 14, (half the num-
ber certai11ly of pnpil of that age,) and it leaves less than 500 children growing up in 
ignorance iu tl1e city . It appears, tlleu,from this statelll6nt, that the numuer of pupils 
between 5 and 10 years of age, in pnl.Jlic and private schools, is 92 per cent. of the 
whole unm IJ(·r in the cit~·; that qf tbe 7 per cent. not attending sclwoJ, six-sevenths are 
pretty well acconutf'd for, making 99 pe-1' cent. in srhool or accounted for, while 1 per 
cent. only remains unaeconnted for. 
I n this· connection the superintendent says: ''Dnring the past ten ye::trs, I do not 
remember to ha\'e met with tbe ease of a cllild who had resided iu the city until the 
age of 14 withon t learniug to read and write." He is also eouvinced that '' aruong the 
forces to be re1ie<1 on to secure the general atteudauce of children at school, the char-
acter of the schools is tho most imporlant." 
CLASSIFICATION. 
~ 
As an clement in determining the success of the school system, it is necessary to 
know not. only how many cbildreu are in sclwol, but also to what grades and classes 
they belong-. Tal<ing t!Je average whole number uelonging to the day-Hchools (:36,560) 
during tll · lwlf year ended January 31, 1Si2, as the l>asis of calculation, the percentage 
l>olongiug to each grade is as follows: 
Per cent. 
Cla ses. Number. 
1872. 1862. 
-------------------------------------------------1- ----------- ------
High schools .................. . ...... ·· - ·····-· ·· ........ 1,723 
Orammar Thools .. _ ............... . ......... __ ........ __ . 19, 605 







This table sl10w~ a very cons1<1 'ruble gain in tho percentage of ibo npper grades. 
For cnry 1,000 pnpils iu all the day-:clwob; there are 47 in the high schools, or a little 
les thau rJ p ·r ceut .; uut thi · iH 11ot the trne per cent. of tue pupils that. euter the high 
~-;chool. 'l'o get tiJi:-~, tlw time in the high sc!Joo1s a~; compared with the time in the lower 
bf'.hools shou1cl conw into 1be calcuhttiou . 'fhc nnmlJcr that entered t!Jc hi"h sclwols 
this year wa 19 per cent. of the uunJIJcr that entned tlJe grammar sdl(.)olt7 from the 
primar,\T, The following table shows the condition of the high schools for tbc half 
~·car ouded January 31, 187~: 
..... r:w • u; • 0 g~~ ~~ ~~ 
Schools. ""' I . " 
0 ,_~ 
,!)~ tr.= ~L~: sg t~ ,..... H ... :::: ... v"' ~~.;: 
1:; <.,:) < ------
rrx~·i;~\"l~:, ~~~~;: : : :: : : : H I m ~ ! 
Ri~hlancls hi;!h . ........... • ............. .. .. . . _ . . .. _ ... _. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . G :206 ;j-1. :1 
Dotchcotcr uigh .. . ......... -. _ ....... _......... . • . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 5 1 J :32 ~G. o4 
Totals .... . . . ................................ . ......... . .. .. ............. . ~~l,7;JJ ~--
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Latin ............................................... _ .. _ _ 23 27 33 25 11 9!J 
Englishhigh ..... .......... ........... --- --------------- 14 104 170 235 ...... ------------
~~~~~1~-~~~i~ft~~~~~~~: :::: :::::::.::::::::::::: ::: :::::: r~ 1!i 1~~ 2~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Dorch~~:Lt:~~l~-~--:~:~~~~~----~~~~:_-_-_-_-~~~--~~:::::~::·:~::~:: ~--~~- 3~: - 4:: - 6:: I_ .. ~~~ ---~~T---~~ 
Percentages ...... _._ ..... ___ ... __ .... _. __ .... _. __ . _,4:!) ""19.A
1 
28.7 38. 311.'11--6-~5.9 





1, 448 7 
2,349 12 ~~~~~~1l~~is~ ~-i~~l_e:"~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ._ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ::: ~ ~: ~:: ~ :::: 
Third class .................................. -- .......... -- .. --. ---. 2,99G 15 
FourLh class .... _. . . ............ .. ................................ . 3,273 17 
Fi fLh class . . . . . . ................. - .. - - - ... -- -- . -- - - - - ---- . - - --- --- - 4, 481 :i3 
Sixth class _ . _ ...... _. _ ... ......... . .. - ... - -- . -.- -- . :. - ........ ---- . 5, 075 2G 
Classification of p1·irnw·!J schools for lhe half yem· endecl January :n, 1872. 
Ulasses. 
First class, (highest).---·----- · .......... -----· ........ .. 
Second class .......... _ ....................... _ ....... _ .. 
Third elass .... _ ............................. _ .... _ ..... . 
Fonrth class ....... ------ ...... ------ .......... ------ .. .. 
Fifth class ..... ------ ------ ............ ---------- ... . .. .. 






















The relatiVe gn.in iu the nppcr classr.s of the primary schools dnring tbe past years 
bas been very gra.t,ifyiug. In 180:3 the first du.ss was only threc-:tifths of the sixth 
c1ass; now it is jour-fifths. It used to be said tba.t in tbo graded Rystern of primary 
buhools tho sixtll class mm;t a.lwr~pj ue quite <lis:,roportioua.te iu number to tho otber 
classes. Experience bas disproved thh; assertion . Tbo aggrogat.e percentage of the 
three upper classes is almost exactly the same as that of the three lower classes. This 
is a. most satisfactory showing. Tho average number of pupils to a teacher in the 
primary schools is 45.6; in tho grammar sclwols it is 46.3. 
XORMAL SCHOOL. 
Twenty years ago tbe school board established a normal school for tbe professional 
training of female teachers. 'l'hi~:~ institution was not merely a normal school in name; 
Jt was one in reality. It did not aim or pretend to bo anything else, aud it com-
menced its care ·r wilh the most ilatteriurr pro ·pccts of success. But ucfore it had 
h<'en in Op<'ration three years, the pnblic sentiment denJmHled provision for the higher 
Pdl~c:ation of girls who were uot intending to bc<'ome teachers. This demand was met 
hy cllanging tlw character of tho norm<Ll school so as to make it a high school for girls 
I 
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a well. Tru , it ba never entirely lost its norma,! cbaracteristi~l', but it ha~ been 
more of a high than a normal school. It bas rendered grea~ serviCe to the c1ty, es-
pecially sinco tho establi bment of the training department e1gllt years ago. 
Bnt the superintendent believes that far better results would have been accol'11-
p1i bed bv two ·epara.te organization as a tempomry expedient. It has been too long 
delayed. • Bnt the degree of unanimity witll which the l•loarcl La.s just now, a.fter long 
f!eli\.Jeratiou, voted to bav a separate high-school traming of fema.le teachers, leaves 
no room to doubt that the vexed qne tion is at length settled. The normal school 
·llould have, as an indi pensable part of its organization, a model and practiciug-
·chool connected with it, embracing all the classes of the primary and grammar sehoul 
grades. 
TEACHERS. 
Tho superinteudent think that better mgulations are needed in respect to the ex-
amination of teachers. ''In thi respect, instead of making progress, we llave lost 
ground. Latterly, t achers ltave in mo 't cases been appointed without any examina-
tion. I am fully per uaded that the best interests of the schools demand a reform in 
tllis re pect. W!Jy shoulcl we not grant certificates of qualification of different 
grade \Vby hould teachers r ceive the maximum salary before they have received 
a fir t-ela s certificat f Tbe pre ent practice of ignoring the examination of candi-
dates is not giving us the be t teacllcrs we might get for the salaries paid. What is 
needed, e pecially, is a fair chance for competition. 
"Iu selecting teachers, tho choice should not be between tact and scholarship. All 
candidates should be x ·lud d who !Jave not very good scbohtrship, and from the 
good ~:~cholar , tbose should be selected who show the most tact. .'l'eachers who ara 
not good scholar do not wear well, become more and more mechanical, and if tbey re-
main long in the service, becow incorrigible rontinists. 
"It i equally desirabl to have men of good education to fill the office of master; 
aud a nearly all master run t come fwm tile ranks of sub-rnasters and ushers, it is of 
the greate~>t importance that t!Je e should be good scholars. 
DR. LJUGII'S METHOD. 
"The lHst report stated that this method wa in successful use in the primary 
scuool of <>leveu di tricts. Duriug the last year it llas been introduced into some 
other districts. It ucce ~, whcrev r it !Ja been used, has been so decided, that it 
em desirable t.llat it should be made obligatory in all the districts. 
l!:Xl'E ' DITUllES FOR SCTIOOL . 
"For teo year., ending 1 51, the average rates of the school expenses, as compared 
with the total city tax, wer 27.6, while for the last ten years the rates a\'eraO'ed only 
16.G. o that if th chool exp use should be incr ased 50 per cent. and 1~10re, we 
hould only stand relativ ly wh re we stood 20 or 25 vears aO'o." This statement i 
not mad a a rea on for any . pccial incrc·a e of ontb~~ for schools, but as au answer 
to charges fre(]uently mado again t tl.Je management of the school committee with 
refi renee to conomy in tinaucial matters. 
WOBURr. 
ITOOL DUILOI G • . 
Woburn, with a chool population of only 1, 75, own 14 school-houses, aud in thi 
particular i au honorabl xc ption to tl.Je number of cities of wbo e limited school 
accommotla ions complaint isju tly made. 
CO 'DITIO~- OP SCUOOL 
They ar nd d lar ·h 1, 1 2, lla been one of grea.t prosperity. The ·choo1 gen-
erally eli . play a high d ·gr' of •xccllrnce, and th l.Ji<Th school is in aclvan o of mo t 
of it · cla . Its condition i o xce ciingl.v sati factory that it wa thought worth~· 
of sp cial noti e by th agent of tb Mas ·acbu tt · tate board of education. .Mor · 
than per cent. of all tb - pupils iu town attenfl th hiO'h schooL , ix p r cent. i a 
fait· averag for mo t oth r town.. Twent~r pupils graduat '(t nt the clo ·c of th t rm. 
Th · training chool fully upplie. th place of a normal school. The sn ·ce and 
P'>pnlarity of its grad nat~ · in otlwr town. are suflicient proo16 of its ·ffi ·i ·u ·y. At 
pr· ent but on graduate i · un mploy •d. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
CHANGE IN COURSE OF STU:E>Y. 
The grammar-school course bas been extended from three to fon years. This will 
afford pupils a better opportunity for preparing for the high school, and will adapt 
the course to the needs of that large class of pupils whose education does not extend 
beyond the grammar school. 
DRAWING. 
By vote of the board, drawing is to become a regular branch of instruction in every 
school. It bas already been taught in some of the lower grades during the past term, 
with good success. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
In very few schools are so few text-books required as in those of Wolmrn. No text-
book in written arithmetic even bas been in use-a custom nowhere else in practioo-
but instruction has been given entirely by means of the blackboard. 
SPRINGFIELD. 
SALARIES. 
This is a subject deserving more than a passing notice. The strife now taking place 
throughout tho country, to improve and perfect the public schools, has added greatly 
to the la.bor and responsibility of teacbers. School-teaching has become more of a pro-
fession, requiring talent, stndy, and preparation, and less of a temporary employment. 
Education is now regarded as tbe true safeguard of our liberties, and t lw best and 
strongest intellects are sought to improve tho character of our public schools, and, in 
proportion as we invest in intellectual capital, must we increase compensation, or it 
soon seeks other channels for better remuneration . If we do not wish to place our 
most sacred interests in the care of second or third rate teachers, we must employ the 
best talent, and pay for it. 
SCHOOLS AT INDIAN ORCHARD. 
The half-time school at the Orchard was suspen<led during the summer term, but 
was opeueL1 again in September. It numbers about thirty pupils, who are in school 
three hours eacll afternoon for five days in the week. The progress of many of them 
is very rapid. If the popnl:1tion of the villnge were sufficient to furnish another school 
of equal size ior a forenoon session, it would leave nothing more to be desireu'for such 
11. school. An eveoiug school, held at Indiau Orchard during the winter, numbers 
a'bout eighty pupils, and is open three evenings a. week. The expense of this school is 
consideraule, as it is necessary to send a. teacher out from town, but it is of gren,t 
advantage to the operatives in the mills, of whom it is largely composed. 
INDUSTRIAL OR MECHANICAL DR.A WING. 
Tho school for" industrial or mechanical c1rawing" commenced in December, 1870, 
and continued fifteen weeks. Tbe number attending was 104, of whom 37 were noder 
20 years of age, and 10 over 40. The school was an experiment, and a successful one. 
A room ca.pable of accommodating from fort.y to tifty persons bas been permanently 
rented an<l thoroughl.Y furnished, and tbis year the school was opened the middle of 
November. It will hereafter ue opened t.be first of October. The number this year is 
over 140. The school is so arranged t hat an aL1vanced class has two lessons a. week, 
a.nd, as vaca.ncies occnr in it, pr0motions are made, and new members are admitt.ed 
to the lower classes once a month. This school is no longer an expcrime11t; the wis-
dom of tbosc who proYidcd it is manifest; the appreciation of those wbo enjoy its 
henefit s is outspoken, and the remark is added, "We wisb it bad been <lon e before we 
were so old." 
DRAWING IN SCHOOLS. 
Free-band drawing bas now been taught rather more tuan a year and a balf. "I am 
more and more convinced of its utility and practicability i.n our common schools." 
WORCESTER. 
SCITOOL ACCOMMODATIONS. 
Tho necessity for increased school accommodations is seriously felt. Even with the 
relief afforded by tbe occupation of the high-sc hool building, tbc other school-houses 
will be immfficient suitably to accommodate the present nnmL>ers. Some of tho rooms 
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now occupied for school pnrpo e · are pronounced by physicians to be un~u;itable and 
uullcaltlly. Many rooms are greatly overcro,vded, and tile nnrnbers r~quu·mg sch?ol 
accommodation· ure ·tendily increa ·ing. Sixteen houses baYe been hmlt and <;>ccup1ed 
1tm·iu0' the last six or seven years, and the need for furtlwr room becomes dtnly more 
appar~ut. Tbc board bus been criticised for opening schools in new houses too soon, 
and it is. better to have them tboroull'hly con1pleted in every part before they are. ~sed; 
but 609 pupils the increase last yea~ must lt:tve room. l!'iveor six hnndred adchtwnal 
pupils are as s~re to come this. year 'as the ilood-tide. While the city gro\'i'S she mnst 
build. 
GHADING SCIIOOI.S. 
That our system of grading the schools was not perfect is seen from the attempts 1lo 
improve it. The single-class plan encounters the difficulty that pupils who e~ter at the 
beginning of tile year have not all tile , a me aLtainmeuts, nor the same capac1ty. Some 
are capabll' of ad vaneing more rapidly than tbe majority; others not flO fast; others 
are irregular in attendance, and, from tbis and other c:Lnses, fall behind. T.o the p_lan 
of two or three grades iu tbe same room, under one tt·acher, there are serwus obJeC-
tions, not tho lea:t being its effect upou the teacher, who ca.u not resist the iucliua,tion 
to spend the ruo.-t effort npon tbe best pupils, who really neeJ it least. Cnreful ob-
!lervl·r~ buvo noticed in these schools a strong tendeucy to the "cmrnming" process, 
wllich is the great evil of ou1· scllool system . 
To find a p 'rfect remedy is not ca '.Y· In seeking to improve the orgatJ.ization of t~e 
schools the cud songht to be outaiued by them mu~t not, be lost sight .of. This end 1s 
di cipliue, t1en:loprnent, mental gwwth, and culture, and can not uo reached by any 
mere system, however perfect. It may oven ue retarded by too rn.pi<l progress. No 
amount of stretching will produce healthy growth in :1 twig. The gradation of schools 
is ou1y an aid. 
Nor should a .ystcm be constructed in the interest of scholars irrcgnlar and fre-
quently absent. Tlleir number ought to bo rednced hy a law which will express the 
public &eut inwnt on tbe subject; and for the unavoidable ca,ses, provision might be 
made hy a special ~:>chool. 
TI~UANT SCHOOL 
Tile observations npon thor forrnatory character of thi s school and its reilex influ-
ence nlJon boJ·s in ·lin1•cl to truancy are continued by ;yea.l'ly experience. A system of 
n~wanlti for mcritoriom; condnct, b,v which :t lwy is able to rccluee his f'!eutence, has 
lJcPn put in practice to a limited extt~nt, with tho best results. Ouo boy has been par-
floul'd a." a rcwanl for ~ood conduct. 
By the influence of tbi ·school, ant1 the excellent diRcipline of the nngraflcd school, 
which is for oue cla,·s of )!llpih; <lllteC<'<lent to this, the discipline of all the pu hl ic schools, 
it is lwli .. ve<l, has IJecn greatly benefited. 'l'llere are records years back of wild insubor-
lliuatioll and resistance to tPaeher~ . BC'arcely a complaint of tb iH kind bas been made 
for a ,war. It has come to uc nnderAtood that the ,,-hole inilncnco of the sebool com-
mittel', the city govPmment, thu police, ancl the court, a,ncl, better still, of the public 
:cntilllt:ll!, wm su.t:tin tile tea ·ll ·rs iu the judieiom; cxerci8o of tLll nccJcu :1nthority. 
IJPn<·<', tiJat ::nthority is rardy questioned. 
But tbcrc i:; an evil growing moro iu idious, and, if unchecked, moro dangerous. 
Truants nwy bo cared ior; unruly pupils may bo subdued. '!'he children most smnod 
agaiu~.;t, :nul therefore most to b • feared lwrcaftcr, are such as arc not sent to school at 
all. To look after th~o and their moro guilty p<Lrcnts aucl employers, and attend to 
the tmant~ a!. o, i. more work than a siu,.lc officer can pcr.ic>rm. 
Dmiug the periocl co\·ered by this report tht- truant oflicer has atton<lecl to 2,400 
1·a. e of r ·port 'd truaney. H< ha.' returned to sclwoll,:~D7 pupils. Forty-ll.vc pcrsist-
l:nt truant. have been at'i'cStE!d and hrought before tbe mnnicipal conrrs. T,·.-outy-two 
l~.;n ~ l~l'f!ll seutenceu to the truant school. Tbe total expeuditurc for tho year w<U~ 
. • ,o.t.,.oo. 
'fA. 'UI•'ACTURETI S A. TD To;~IJ.>LOYEHS. 
At the ope1.i.n~ of tbc cn·ning ·choo]s in October, many children were di covcn·d 
who w ·ro <lc>tanH:d from sehool an<l employed contrary to law. Tho co-operation of 
m:wnfacturcr. :tll(l others wa ·&ought· in euiorcing the law, by means of a circular ad-
fin: ."Nl to all wlw werP lmown to employ childreu. In almost every instance they r '-
.'prmclc<l ·hcc·rfully and \\ ithou dch y. Ahont 100 children were forthwith . ent to 
chool in cou:NJ!ll~ncc: of thi,. circular, and the uum her now reaches 1;)0. Many of 
t], • • 1lc,.ircd of the .'llJlcdntcn<lcut penni ·ion to work till spring ancl then attend 




There are many persons even in the city of W orcestcr who look upon the enforce-
ment of the law con1pelling the education of children as an infringement of the nat-
ural rights of parents. While most will admit that children sbonld bo edncated, yet 
they arc entirely opposed to having a truant officer to e:s:ecnte the law. "They are in 
favor of the law 011 general principles, bnt are opposed to its execution." The idea, of 
compelling a chilt11 o read, write, and cipher is, to their mim1s, t.yrannical~ They shut 
their c;yes to the fact that the country swarms with vast hordes of chiluren, heirs Qf 
penury, ignorance, and crime, whose parcuts refuse to give them a chance of educa-
tion which the pulJlic schools offer, but who, nevmthAleRs, in a, few years demand and . 
obtain as fnll rights of citizenship as the oldest and wisest men among us. 
The State, in jnstice to itself, should demand of every person claiming the right of 
citizenship at least an elementary knowledge of his dut!es; and as tbis knowleuge must 
como from the volition of tbe parent and not of t.he child, the State should enforce the 
rights of the child from the parent. As for the child, his whole training has been com-
pulsory. Ho came iuto tho world without. liis choice; his parents have forced upon 
him starvation, vice, and misery. The State power, with its mysterious machinery of 
law and punishments, stands ready to grind him to pieces if ho infringe on them. 
All along it is compulsion. Yet it is t,yranny to use compul~ory measures by which he 
shall be made aLle, at least, to read the laws which at the penalty of bis life be must 
obey. 
The question is one which now touches nearly our national life. This country is the 
receptacle for the ignorant anf1 degraded frorn every land. It is for us to decide 
whether tboy ~:.ball be compelled to accept for their cbih1ren the be1p the State offers, 
to lift them to the level of intelligent Leings, or be suffered to leave, like breeding bar-
nacles, a weight and a mass of corruption npou us which may sink us at last. 
EVENING SCIIOOLS. 
Two new evening schools have been organized this year. There is an increasing 
demand for these Echools and the attendance is larger thau over before. The majority 
of pupils need instruction iu the most elementary stnc1ies. Many are children scarcely 
fifteen years old, '"ho work by day. These schools must soon receive much greater 
attention. Stricter laws for school attendance will soon be cnacte<1 . Then tbe ques-
tion of evening schools and half-time sclwol.s will become prominent. A better classi-
fication and. more teachers are necessary for tho higbest snccess of these schools. 
:FREE EVENING SCHOOL FOH INDUSTHIAJ, AND l\1.ECIL\NICAL DRAWING. 
This Echool was the first established under tbo Jaw authorizing such schools. It 
opened under tho most favoralJlc auspices, both because the Institute of Industrial 
Smcnce, located here, ful'llished aulo instructors, the necessary appamtus, and rooms 
fitted for the usc of tho school; and also because here, to a remarlmblo extcut, the cit-
izens, workmen and others, appreciated such a, school. It was therefore a ruo<lcl which 
other cities copied lar!!ely. The number of persous who entered at tho beginu iug of the 
present year was 254, of whom 201 were males and 58 fcmnles. There ages were: 7.G 
from 1G to 20 ; 1:{() from 20 to 30; :36 from 30 to 40; 6 from 40 to 60; and 1 over 60. Of 
machilJists there were 46; carpeuters :~3; teachers 33; and the balance is distribute<1 
among 41 different trades and profcr-sions. Fifty-two were members of last year's 
classes. Tho average nnrn her present is more than 200. Four classes were organizc_d; 
one adnmcecl class in mecl.Janical drawing- and two classes of lJ~ginn ers. Tl.Jeso classe~ 
were visi1etl in DecemLer hy Walter Smith, csq., art director for tho State. IIo com-
mended the intl·rcst and progress of the clafls, and spoke of an exhibition of the work 
done in this school and others in the Statc, to take place at some ceutrn.l point at t ho 
close of tho season. Ile also addressed tho whole body of tP:whers assembled for the 
pnrp(lsc, and imptuted a now impetus auJ a n ew interest to this study. 
DHAWING IN TilE SCII()OI.S. 
The attention bestowed upon drawing has brought to light many pu1>ils who have 
dccUed talent iu this direction, and all have made commendable progress. 
TEACHERS' DHA WING CLASS. 
During the snmmer vacation, applications were made by several teachers from this 
ci~y and ncighlJoring cities and towns for instruction in drawing. Prof~ssor Glad~in, 
of the tccbmcal school, consented to teach a class, and uotice to tha.t eflect was g1veu 
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through the paper . A number of teachers joined the class, which was maintained. at 
their expen e. In the autumn, a clas was formed. of thirty-four teacllers. Includmg 
tho e in tl.te evening clas es, which till continue, a.bont half tlle whole corps o.f teac?-
•rs are now perfecting them elves to tt>ach this study intelligently. Mere copy.mg w1ll 
oon be abandoned in the sc!wols. Each master bas already been furnished w1th a set 
of models for object-drawing, which will now become general. 
THE TORMAL AND TRAINING SCJ.IOOL. 
In organization, purpo e, and number in attendance, this school continues as last 
year. "Like all similar school , it has still to contend against the almost universal 
objection that young ladies bave to seeking a thorough preparat.ion before engaging 
in the work of teaching. Too often they prefer the crowded ranks of mediocrity ana 
small pay to tbe almost vacant eminences in the profession, more difficult of access, 
indeed, but ricb in salaries, honor, and extensive uRefnluess. This school is a constant 
prot st against. the ronnel of dull drill and humdrum routine into which teachers are 
so tempte<.l to fall, :1nd against the i<lea that inexperience and incompetency are toler-
able iu primary schools.'' All but five of the graduates of this school are employed in 
the city. 
DIGIT SCHOOL. 
Tho nnmber of pnpils during the year has been 379, a larger number than has ever 
before ueen 11rolled. Tile graduating class was larger than any within ten y!')ars. By 
the new arrangements of tlw grammar schools, access to this school is simple and easy. 
Admi ion is governed by tho pupil's record as well as his examinntion. 
Tho new building for tho high school, cledicated December 30, 1871, is perhaps the 
h t and most cxpen ivo school- hou e in Massachusetts. When completely furnished 
and quipped, it will cost not far from $:ZOO,COO. It is (lcsigned to accommodate 500 
pupil , and contains nine scbool-rooms, each abont 30 feet sqn:ue. Connected with 
tb 1 ctur -room on one side is a room for philosophical apparatns, and on the other a 
•h mical laboratory, wbere 30 pupil can work at one time. The audience-ball will 
at 700 people; and by opening the sliding doors to the ante-rooms, there are seats 
for 1,000. A fine-ton d bell, costing $1,000, a -eowcr-clock and t\vel vo electric clocks, 
al·o costing $1,000, and a grand piano, valned at $1.200, bave been preRented to the 
school. At tbe dedication of th building, adclr sses were made by Ron. John Eaton, 
Unit ·rl • tate · onmtis ioner of Education, Bon. Henry Barnnnl, ex-United States 
'ommi · ion r of Education, tbc mnyor of Worcester, tho principal of the bigh school, 
the superintendent of public schools, and others. 
TAUNTON. 
CONDITION OF SCTIOOLS. 
The progress of the schools during tb pasty ar bas been more tban usually sn.tis-
~actory. •'everal i~portant. hanges have been made; tb most prominent of wbicb 
JS a regular an<l umiorm s nes of promotions, thereby making tlle bigh school n. cle-
p_artmeut of the grade<.l flY t m. The practice of n1nrking 1be merits of daily recita-
twus bas been discontioue<l, and monthly ~ritteu examinations sub tituted, as a test 
of scholar hip. This cbang bas been attended with the bappiest results. 
DRAWlXG. 
Tbe introduction of instruction in and stucly of drawing in the schools is regarded 
favomuly by teacher , children, and people. 'lher is no doubt of its success if teach-
er can acquir the attainment · requi ite for ·ystematic in truction. 
The ·chool of in<lnotrial and m cbanical drawing was a succ ·s from the first, and 
ha b en fou:;"Jd the most b ·n ilcial and most popular of any ducational enterpri c 
c taul~bcd by the board, ·xc pting only the regular free <lay chools. 
EVF.Nll"G FAGTOHY SCIIOOLS. 
' bcre were f w r vnpil in tb e cbools iban last y ar, lmt th attendance W{L far 
more re,.ular, alJd 1b proilci nc. in scbolmship and gocd b<baYior m r sati -factory. 





During the year three buildings have been completed and occupied with schools, 
but the accommodations are still insufficient. White 5,786 pupils are registered, there 
are only 4,686 sittings. Owing to this want/of room, m<Yst of the :schools have been 
too crowded to produce the best results. 
»RA WING SCHOOLS. 
The fi·ee drawing school was opened in December, and continued 15 weeks. It was 
organized in three classes; one in mecbanical, one in architectural, and one in free-
hand drawing. The school bas been very successful. The class in mechanical draw-
ing numuered 69; that in archit,ectural drawing 96; these classes were made up chiefly . 
of mecbanics. The class in free-hand numbered 256, and was composed largely of 
teachers. 
FACTORY SCHOOL. 
The woltring of this school continues to demonstrate the value of the system. The 
plan of three months of consecutive daily attendance is considered to work better 
than half-time schools for six months. The success of this pioneer school is attributed 
in great measure to the he~1rty co-operation of the owners and agents of the mills, who, 
t.lwugh it may interfere with their business, have been ready to make the sacrifice. 
WORCESTER COUNTY FREE INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE. 
This school was established by the joint donations of John Boynton, a tinsmith, late 
of Templeton, Massachusetts, and Ichabod Washburn , a wire manufacturer, late of 
Worcester, Massachusetts. It has been thoroughly equipped, mainly through the lib-
erality of Hon. Stephen Salisbury, of Worcester. It is free to all citizens of the county 
of Worcester, and to twenty residents in the State outside the county. The twelve 
trustees are among the most substantial citizens of the county. The eight professors 
:n·e all young men, selected mainly with reference to their known excellence as 
tracbcrs. 
ORIGIN. 
" It arose," says Hon. George F. Hoar, "from the perception by its founders of two 
f~cts: First, that the occupation of the people of Massachusetts is hereafter chieflJ' to be 
the mechanic arts; secondly, that whatever is to be the occupation of this people must 
bereaftcr chiefly be the work of their brains." 
RESOURCES. 
The endowment of this school, including grounds and buildings, amounts to about 
~30,000 . Of this fund a portion is devoted exclnsively to the shop. Mr. Wash l:mrn 
gave the buildings and equipment, the sum of $5,000 for stock, and a fund of $50,000, 
the interest of which can be usAd for working capital. The earnings of the shop, 
added to the income from its funcls, just equal the cost of running H, nuder the present 
arrangement. It is found that the value to the shop of the unpaid labor of the appren-
tices is not quite equal to the loss incurred on their account, so that the shop barely 
pays its way. It is estimated that the general education of each student costs the in-
stitution about $200 a year, while his shop training costs $150 a year in addition. 
The institute occupies two buildings, Boynton Hall, of granite, 145 feet by 40, and 
the Washburn mach in e shop, 100 by 40, with a wiug 60 l>y 40 for boiler and engine 
rooms. These buildings arc fully equipped, anti are surrounded by an ample domaiu of 
:Lbont seven acres of land. 
GENERAL PLAN. 
ln its scope n,nd purposes this school is essentially like the technical schools of 
Europe, but gives special prominence to the element of practice. That is, it proposes 
that manual labor shall accompany brain-work, so fa.r as tho two can l>e made to 
be mutual ly helpful. For (IXample, the mechanic shall learn theoretical and applied 
mechanics in the school-room, and shall a.lso learn the uso of tools and the construction 
and management of machinery in the shop. The civil engineer shall in the same way 
carry into the field whatever knowledge of topography, road-building, and bridge-
building he bas acquired in school. Further, the art clement in technical training is 
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made prominent. All stndentB draw at lea t eight; hours a week ~hroughont the cou~sc . 
...A~ll pus i IJle knowledge of the modern langnagcs, ruathem:-ttws, aud the IJbyswal 
. cienccs i: al o imparted. The plan of the Hchoul may be bnefly stated thus: Ev.ery 
crradunto shall have n, crood English Cflncation, and shaH have enough practwal 
~cquaiotance w1th omo form of applied science to enable him to sup.por.t hirn~elf after 
liis gnttlnation. To guard against failure from certain sources, practice JS subJected to 
these three conoitious: 1. Tlw,t. it shall be a necessa.ry part of every week's work. 
2. Tbn.t it shall be judiciou ·ly <1istribnted. 3. That the student shall not receive any 
pecuniary courpensation for it. 
PLA .... '> OF ORGANIZATION Al\"D INSTRUCTION. 
The terms and time of admission nre identical with those of kindred institutions. 
Instruction is given uy recitations, lectnres, and practice. The first two metlwds are 
identical for all the studeut , nud present no novelty. The practice differs widely, 
according to the department chose11 by each .student., uut is strictly adapted to prepare 
tlJc s tud nt fclr professional li-fe. It occupies ten hours each week, and the wl!ole of 
the month of July. 
The practice of the mechanics presents the only difficulty. It is provided for in the 
foliowing mauum·: In February of each year an apprentice class is received, on pre. 
cisely tho same terms as those in S:::ptemb<!r. These students spend their whole tune, 
tou hours ~nlay, in tho sho'p, except. ten bonrs a week, which are devoted to free-hand 
•lrawing. They enler the rpgubr junior class in September without fnrther examina-
tion. At the end of the course 1 hey are expected to be as good jonrneyn1en as the uo~·s 
wlw have spent the whole tiwe in other shops, with the immense advantage of educated 
facnltics. 
'fhe grounds on ,.,..hich the expectation is bnscd arc these.: 1. 'fhe development of the 
sen. e of form and proportion in the 1lrawing-roorn is a powerfnl auxiliary i11 the train-
ing of an artisan. 2. 'fhe time each week is distributed in two periods of four hour · 
and OliO of two. 'fhc weariness of protracted work and the worthlessness of hasty 
work are thns avoided. :3. Apprentices are not kept doing tho drudgery of the shop 
for the lw11cfi.t of their cmploycrf!, though no part of tlwir training is omitted or neg-
lcctell. They a1lvancc a.f> fa st ::t8 . their knowledge warrants. 4. Bo~·s whose winds 
arc quickened by daily school <lrUL c:.tn learn 111orc at any kind of ll:wdicraft in auy 
gh·eu timo than thos~ who ha,·c no snell advantage. ;,: The shop is organized like 
any shop, and ca.ni1·d on strictly as a m:1unfact.uring concem . It employs the best 
jourucymcn, coutain· tho best machi11ery, uull is occupied in 1loing the best of work. 
It s uusinl' s amonnls to about .;·12,000 au11nall,y. The spced-bt.llC, designe1l aml !.milt 
tlwrc, took tho gold Jn('(lal at. the Baltimore fair of H36!), and both the cngine-latbeaud 
·pt•ed-lathc took first pn·minu1s at tho f;tir of tlw American Inst.itntc, at New York, 
1871. In bhort, the r; ttHknts receive• the fnll n<lvantage of unlimited nwans iu tbe 
~<;lwpc of tooh;, and in trndiou of the sonnclcHt and most practical character. 
Tho wccbanies in the ~r:uluati11g cl:1sscs of 1871 a nd ltl72 a.ro a1l e lllployed asjour-
twymeu or as draught men, with a Hiugle exception, in leading uutuufaet unng estal>-
lit:;bmeut . 
CO::\I:.\IENCE111ENT. 
The annual commencement of the institute occurs tho last \Vednosflay of .Jnly. Two 
full cia.· ·ps ha\·e gra<lnated. Addre ··es have lleeu <riven by Prof. \Villiaw P. Trow-
hrillge, of .~.· •w HaVt'n, Dr. A. 1'. Peabody, of Caml~·idg~", Hon. G. P. Hour, :UL C., of 
\VorCI'Ster, a lid tlte president of the boarcl· of trustees, lion. S. S:tlisbnry. 
Each graduate pre:cnts n. thesis, accompanied with drawings. These papers are 
c·arefully read and criticised h~· a eornmittee inYitcd from the community. Tho uam1' · 
of prom went profc: ·on; u nd uJaunfacturers appear ou the list of the coJJmittoes. 
liARV AUD NIVERSITY. 
TATI8TICAL S l\DIARY. 
Amount of genf'ral i·nvestmcnts _____________ .. __ --· ___ ·--. ____ .. ___ -· 
1 ntorru: from general investm uts . _____ . _____ . _____ . _____ . __________ _ 
.\mount of :pc<:ial ii·1vc:tmcnt _ ---- - · ·----· ·--- ·---·- ____ -----· ·-----
lul·utnc from. p1:ciul inYc ·tw(·nts. ______ --·. ___ . _ .. ___ .. : ___ .. ______ _ -
Total amouut of uui v n.ity fnuds . ________ . . ________ . __ ... ____ . __ .. __ 
XEW PROFJ, SOR. 'Il iPS. 
. '1, 712,464 61 
1~3, :NO 3:! 
71:3,246 tii 
fH. 492 4 
2, 4'23, 711 31 
The following 111: ~· profe sorRhips have 1Jcen stabl isb d: A profcssor.·hip of agricul-
tural ebcnd:try a profc· ·ot hip of modern language~, :t profc;.;sor:-;hip of politif•al co~l­
rny, a prof· or hip of horticulture, a professor hip of applied zoology, a prof • ··or lt1p 
of t<>pograpllical eugiuc ring. 
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The new apooin+.ments of tho last two yen.rs have increased the number of the faculty. 
Tho present ut1muer oi professord iu tue di.U'erent departments is as follows : College 
p:·opcr, ;35 professors; di vinit.~· scbool1 4 ~rofessors and 2 iustruct?rs; law school, 3 pro-
fessors and 5 lectnrers; Lawrence sewnt1fie, 15 professors and 2 Instructors ; school of 
mining, 10 profe~sors; medical school, .. ZJ .Professors and 5 lecturers,;. de~tal schoo}, ,10 
professort> aud 5 mstructors ;.school of agncnlture, tl professors and 6 mstniCtors; EpiS-
copal theological scbo,ol, 4 }lrofessors . 
NEW SCIIOLARSHIPS. 
The followiug new scholarships ha~e been established: In the law-school, 8 scholar-
ships~ of the ye,arly vztlne of $100; iu the c~oHege, 5 scholarships'; and in the uu iversity, 
tlte John Tbomtou Kirkla.ud fellowship, ionucled by the Hon. George Bancroft. This 
important gift IS the first of its kiocl made to the university, n.nd is what is called in 
Englautl a traveli ug fellowship. It is to be held by no one for more tha.n three yetus. 
Mel'i~ is the condition of electiou,;'•$10,000 com;titute the fund, the income of which is 
to be given to tho sLucle:ut. 
CIIANGE IN THE STATUTES. 
The only chango in the statntes during the ;vear was the repeal of the statntes for tbe 
JUedical scboo], which were atlopted March 2H. 1838. A cl'ause in these statutes pro-
vides that," to secure a r ecommendation to a <legeee, the candidate mnst pass a satis-
factory cx:~minat.ion in at least five of tbe uine departments.'' Tl10 repeal of this clause 
left the facult,y free to re(_]nire of every candidate a satisfactory examination in all the 
nine departments, which they immediately did . 
CHANGES IN TilE SCHOOLS. 
The yrnr l f:l70-'71 saw grent changes maclo, or planned for execntion in 1871-'72, in 
Reveral of tho professional schoolf-i, with a view of ntisiJJg the standard and hwreasing 
their efficiency. Tbe stn.ndard of admission to t.he divinity school has been gradually 
lowered, and in' 18GD it was announce(] that a knowledge of Latin and Greek would 
not be insisted on as a requ ir-J ite 1or tHlndssion. "There is reason to hope that in thn.t 
year the school touched bottom. Prom there it took a fresh start, and will speedily 
resume its proper p0sition as regards thoronghuess of work." 
Tl.Je regular period of resiclencc in the law sehool has been lengthened from eigl1teeu 
months to t\vo years. Dl~grees will hereafter be conferrell only upon those who ha'\·e 
remained throngh the t.wo yf'ars' coursP an(l passed satisfactory examinations at the entl 
of each year. lnstrtJCt,ion is IJOW given every year in all tlie prescribed studies of t.he 
two years' conrse. Tl.Jis is a change great ly for the better. 
In the medical school a COinplote revolution lws ucen made in tho system of educa-
tion . Thi i4 sy:->tem makes mnoh grca.ter <lel1laucls tball the old, both upon stntlents an<l 
teachers; all(! it. throws the schoU'l ont of n. ]ong-establisholl connection with t.Le other 
medical schools of the country. The co11rse of instruction will fill three years, and 
oYcry candidate i(n· a degree nuist bereaJter pass a Hatisfactory examination in every 
ono of the main Hnhjects of me<1ical instrnct iou. The facnlt.y, in mal\iug these chauges, 
feel confident of the snpport of the medical profession, wl.Jich has for ~L loug; time de-
manded Home chango for the better in 1l.1e established system of medical edncation. 
The La\\Tence Scienti fi c. School has hoen re-organized. Under the new organization 
the school ofl'ers: 1. A four years' course in ciYil and topographical engine<~ring . 2. A 
three yean>' comse in praeticnl aud t.heoreticnl C'.hemistry. 3. A ono year's conrso in 
the elements of nntnral history, chemistry, and ph,ysics, intenc1ecl especially f(n· tPach-
Pn;. 4. Thorough instmction for advauced students in physics, chemistry, zoology, 
geology, botanJ'• and mathematics. 
The organization of tho Bnsscy Institntion, begun in tho year 1869-'70, wns brought 
to a provi:-.ioual completeness iu 1870-'71. Tho n'!gnlar com·se of stncly will fill three 
year . 'l'he single object of the school is to promote and tliffnse a thorough knowledge 
of agricuhnre uncllwrticnlture. \Vom(•IJ may ba admitted to the courses 011 hortieul-
ture, agricultural cberni~:~t:I;y, and entomology. 
LA> TDS ADDED. 
The prinripal purcha e of Janel dnring the ~rear 1870-'71 was that of the "Holmes 
rstate," a traet of 5.3 acrcR, which lay betwc<'ll tl.Jreo parcels of land alrea1ly owned lJy 
the nniYcn;ity. This estate was bought for $55,000. 'rhreo small lots of land, adjoin-
ing tho gromHls of the obserYatory, have UllCU bought during the year; also a small 
piece of marsh, adjoiuiug the largo tmct gi ''on to the university last year hy Mr. Long-
fellow ancl other frieu<ls. The presout territory of the university within tho city 
limit~ is about GO acres. 
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11\!P.ROVKME:NT IN BUILDINGS. 
During the year a hou e bas been bought for the use of the dental school, a grow.ing 
department of the university, whicl.l hau previou!:lly no proper or permanent habita.-
tiou. Se\·erulnew buildings have l.Jeen erected on the university grounus, and exten-
sive alterations and repairM made in those already in use. 
REMISSION OF l~EES. 
In March, 1871: tho corporation voted to abolish fees for advanced standing. It is 
no lon (Yer the iu terel:lt of the uuiver ity to throw obstacles in t.he way of st.udents 
w l.lo a1~ well prepared to enter any department of the university in atlvance of the 
usual stage of udmission. 
LIDRARY FUND. 
The library fnnu , for the purchase of books, have largely increased during t~e 
last few year . The total ;yearly income, which ruu'lt be used to increase the library, 1s 
now $7,000. The number of volumes in all the libraries of the university is 192,000. 
MUSEUM 01" COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY. 
The mu enm, under the direction of Professor Agassiz, and enriched by his private 
collection, claim to mnk among the foremost institutions of its kind. In the new 
builtling now going np, it is intended, in tlw arrnngemeut, to make the musenru illus-
trate tile history of creation, a far a· the pre ·cut state of scientific knowledge reveals 
thut history. In one part of the building will be exhibited all the animals pecu1in.r to 
the dificrellt parts of tile world, in such ;.t manner as to show t heir actual ussociat.ion 
in natme. While in tho other part of tbe building will be shown the geographical 
distribution of animals upon the whole su rface of tho earth, and their various coml.Jina-
tion · all(l a soc iations iu different continents. Such twofold arrangement of collec-
tion has ucver yet been attempted iu any museum, not even in the largest and most 
prolllioeu t institll tions of t ile kind in E urorJe. 
R)'I!TIJ COLLEGE. 
The following in regard to this institution is gained from a prm.1pectus issued by the 
college an<l various item in the press : 
mith College is the result of a bequ est by Miss Sophi a Smith, of Hatfield, who 
appointed the trustees of the fnture college, defiued its Hcope, and determined its 
general icatnrcs. 
The fuud of this college now amount to three buuurell and fifty-eight thon~>and 
dollars. A ~t site for the college buil<lings, the trnstePs have purchased tbirteou 
acres in the town of Nortbamptou. .By t be 1.orms of tbe lJcqucst, not more than half 
of t iJ e snrn can be ~thsorbed by grou nds and buildings. It is designed tbat tllis 
in titution shall be for women what Yale a.nd Harvard are for the other sex, and th<' 
requiremeuts for admi sio11 aro to be sHu ilar to those of the highest iustitutions iu th • 
land. The cour e of study is not yet de!lnitely settled, but w ill comprise a Latin and 
re k course, as advanc J as tl1at of our best colleges, and a scientific course, which 
Bha.ll give prominence to chemistry, botany, and p hysiology. It i~:~ nnderstood tllat 
these are to be combined in th same curriculum. I t is probable that rcla.tively le · · 
attention will be paid to the higher mathematicr,; anu more to mental science and 
etilics. Th c.entral idea is to make the institution a woman's college, giving women 
the. arne kiud of tmining that coil ges g ivo men . Altilough this is its specific o!Jject 
it is exp •ct •d that, o far as may be required, opportunities will be oifercd to its 
. tud ·nts to tit themselves for all the higher professiOns and cm]Jloymeuts sought by 
women. 
The officer of the trustee are: Rev. \V. , . T~·ler, D. D., LL.D., pre id ut; lion. 
Edward B. Gillett, vice-president; lion. George W. Hubbard, secretary ; Rev. John 
M. Greene, trea urer. 
A.ll!Ell T COU~EGE. 
Tbi college ba a fnnd of. '65,000 the income of which is appropriated to aid young 
meu who are pr ·paring for the Christian ministry and need as istauce. l~ ifty. cbolar-
bips have been c tabli hed, varying in their annual income from, '40 to, '140; uiue ~f 
,these are cl · ·- cholar ·hip. . ev •ral other clru:. -s ·l.wlar hips hav been sta.bli b •cl ll1 
part, but the endowment ar not yet placed in the colkge treasury. 
The libra.rie. of the college and the lit rary societies contain about 36,000 volnm 
IUld he cabinets of na ural history conta.in ov r 100,000 sp cimens. 
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WILLIAMS COLLEGll:. 
President Cbat1bourne was inaugurated July 29, 1872, ha,ving been cltose1'1. to fill tho 
place left vacant by the resignation of President Hopkins, who for 3G years has been 
tho executive bead of the college, an<l llas been connected with it for 4·1 years. 
President Hopkins delivered his farewell address, and very briefly reviewed the 
history of the college during his connect.ion with it. "Thirty-six years ago its cllarity 
funds amounted to about .$14,000, and its whole productive funds difl not exceed 
~~30,000. Now its charity fnuds amount to more than $70,000, and its whole productive 
funds to more than $300,000. Then there were but 3 full professorships ; now there 
are 9, and there are no tutors. To have professors only was tt great step, involving 
the essential thiug in a college. A college is like a.ligbt-bouse; the structure may be 
mst, but if t.be light at its top be dim it is good for notbint;. The college has 
gl'aduated dm·ing these years 1,471 men, nearly one-thinl of whom either have ent.e1·ed 
or will enter the gospel ministry. In the future of the college, under the management 
of the presi<lent-elect, be felt perfect confluence." 
President Chadbourne, in his inaugural ~uldress, declared that in his judgment the 
instruction in Williams College bas, upon the whole, afforded as true a type of high 
education as that in. any college in the Janel. There would be no change, no reform. 
Tho college makes no claim to being a technical or professional school, and the 
pop ular movement by which colleges are being transformed into semi-technical 
~chools was considered matter for regret. 
ANDOVEH THEOLOGIC.U, S l~""II);ARY. 
The seminary is open to Protestants of all denominations. The full course occupies 
t.bree years. · The yearly t erm is nine months. Aid is given from the seminary fun<ls to 
students who need. it. 
NEWTON TIIIWLOGICAL INSTITUTION. 
The proximity of this institution to Boston secures great advantages to students. 
Indigent st,udents are assi~totl by tho Northern Baptist Education Society. 
SCHOOL Ol!' TliEOJ,OGY OF BOSTON UNlVEHSITY. 
The scholastic year of 1R71-'72 closed the first quarter of a century of the life of 
this inst,itution . Its location bas several times l>cen changed. Iu 1869 it was 
transferred to Boston, and during the last year has bec.omo a department of the 
Boston UuivPrsity. The scbool ot theology i~:~ couductecl under the auspices of the 
Methodist Episcopal Churcb. 
1\iASSACIIUSETrS INSTITUTE OJ<' TECHNOLOGY. 
The president, in his report, remarks that "the past year's work in all departments 
has been of the most satisfactory character." The facnlty of the institute bas been 
increased by the appointment of three new professors. 
About 2BO st,udents have attended tho sclloul of intluatrial !iCit>nce dur ing tbB year. 
At a meeting of the corporation in June, 1872, it was voted. to confer hereafter the de-
gree of " Bachelor of Science" instead of " Grad nate of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology." Also to establish advauced courses of study, and to confer the de<rree of 
"Doctor of Science," subject to certain conditions. "' 
Changes have recently been made in tho department of geology, mining, and metal-
lurgy, and considerable nd<litions made to the means of instruction in tbeso studies. 
The president is authorized by Hon. John Amory Lowell to announce that it is his in-
tention to establish .in the institute courses of instruction in designing, as applied to the 
industrial arts. 
WORCESTER ACADEMY. 
The courses of study are, first, a college prepar::ttory conrse for young men; second, 
a. ln.<lies' collegiate courso; third, a commercial course; ionrtb, a common-school course. 
LAWRENCE ACADEMY. 
This academy is open to both sexes. Twelve scholarship::; have been established in 
three colleges by the late Amos Ln.wl'euce, for the benefit of :stndents prepared at this 
academy. 'fhe library, containing 2,500 volumes, was a gift of Mr. Lawrence. 
HIGTILAND MILITARY ACADEMY. 
The full roo tine of a military post is here observed. The academy includes a scientifi{l 
a.nd a. commercial department. 
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l\lO~SO~ ACADE:~1Y. 
\Ybcn founded this academy received an endowment of half a township in Maine 
lauds. It €tmLraccs three <.lepartmeuts of iustrnctiou. 
WILLISTON &El\IINt...RY. 
llon. Samuel Wi1liston, the founder' of this seminary, h~t~ given ~~250,000 to the inst.i-
twhon. There are three conr cs of st.ud,r-English, sdcnLific, and classical. 
COLLEGE OF TilE TIOLY CROSS. 
This college was incorporated in 1863. It is conducted by the Fathers of the Society 
of Jesus. Tlle course of study em braces a period of seven years, three of which are de-
voted to the pr'eparatory and ,junior c1asses. The last year is devoted exclusively to 
the study of ra,tioual philosophy and natural sciences. 
MOUNT UOLYOKE l!'Ei\IAI;Ii; SEMINARY. 
The course of instruction occupies four years. A peculiar feature of this institution is 
the domestic department, in which all the member:> of the school aid to some extent. 
MAPLEWOOD YOUNG LADlE ' INSTITUTE. 
An extended course of instruction in music is a feature of this institution. 
ORK\D INSTITUTE. 
The course of si_ndy embraces a preparatory and collegiate department. Special fa-
cilities aro oilcrcd for in::~trnction iu drawing, painting, and music. 
ESSEX U'STITUTl~. 
Tllis iu. titutc was formed in 1848, hy the union of the Essex IIistoricnl and the Essex 
Couuty ' atnrallli r,tory Sotieti •s, aud located at SttlcnL Ap, now organized, the insti-
tute cou:ists of three d('partmeut : 1 he hi ·torkal, having for its ohject the collection 
and pre!Oel'\'ation of wltatrver relates to tl!e geograplly, :tntiqnitit>s, and history of 
E .. ·-· 'ounty; the natural hbtory, for tile fol'llHttion of a cabinet of natnrnl produc-
tions in ~cncral, and mon· particnlarl_y of those of the connty, and i(n· a library 0f 
t"lH1an1 works on tlw natural ~;ciences; tl.H.I horticnltnml, for pr'omoting u. taste fo1· 
the culti,·atinu of choice fmits and ilowers, and also for collectiug works on horticul-
ture atHl agricnlt nrc in connection with the generallibntry. 
The library 1·outai111:l al)ont 22,000 volnmes~ and also 50,000 pamphlets. The collec-
tiou. · of 1lw JJI1J.'<·Hm in some classes of the auimul ldngdom are inferior to Lut few 
otlH•r: in the couutr,y. 
The uH·<·titw of the institute arc as follows: stated quarterly meetings, regular 
moutltl~· meetiu~ ·,and field meetiugs tlnrin~ the fntmmcr monthH, at such times and 
]>laces as may 'he a~rwd npon. 'J'lwse iiel<l mcetin~s aro a peculin.r and interc ting 
fPatnrc of the institute. \mally •L· are hdcl each ~>eW'lOn in diffen•ut localities b the 
eounty. 'I'he fon·Jwon i ·devoted io ramlJlin~ in the woGd and fiddH or 011 tbc beach 
in que.t of natun:·. trca. nr ·:, or Yi!liting ~;ouw old historic or nnticpwrin,n relic. In 
the aftcmoou tlw attendants as:cmble iu some church, town-ltall, or school-bouse and 
<li cu. tlw nh,jects pre cnte<l to notice dnriug the day. The pnL]ic ttrc invite<l to be 
p1'1!;;Pnt, and to participate on thc.·e occasionl'l; and theflo HH'l'tingt~ arc popular and 
Jar~ely attc·mled. Evcuiug rncetingR arc also fully attcn<led during tho wiutcr months. 
'I he pre idcut of tlw m tituto i lion. liemy Wheatland. 
QL.\TIKE I..:. TIT TION !<'OR DEAF-::VIUTI::: 
T~1i. ill'titution i . pccially adaptccl £ r tlw education of scmi-<knf and emi-mute 
pup1l., lJ;~t c~tlw1:r; In:l~' b · rcc:civcd. I>upil: are admittell at 5 yeani of n~<'. The report 
f the prm<'tpal tatt·: that the cla. '(•. Ltuv made very satisfactory progress. lauy 
of the pnpil. have improYt!d grc•atly in sp •akiucr and iu their nse of lan;~nago. ln 
tho matter of articulatiou, .Ir. Bell't> sy~:~tem l1a~ lwcn pmsne<l 'vith the (']a:s of 1 i 1. 
\Yith oul,v twh elmu •nt of the ·y tent a: conld he comwuuicated to the teadJCrs in a 
fmv hour. hctt r r<'. ult have lJc ·u attaitwcl in tltn~c mouths than ever l><·fon· in the 
Frnue pcric.d oft in)(); aud iu the matter of ton<', colllpa. s, modulation, :m<l iuflection 
of th voic: ·, 1 ·•ult nc\'cr hcforo attaim cl at all. 1t is lJOIH'<l aud cxpt ctt-1l that the 
ti.torougll iu ttuctiou of tho tcacllcrE by h. Dell" ill add greatly incrc· cd facilitic. to 
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this department of instruction." The school committee "believe that the results of the 
years H370-'71, particularly in the matter of mental culture and development, were 
highly encouraging." 
PRIVATE INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF FEEBLE-MINDED YOUTH. 
Since the last biennial report 20 new inmates have been received into the ii1stitu-
tion, of whom 13 were entered as pupils. The number of inmates averages 60. Pupils 
are received from the age of 6 upward; but the superintendent suggests that an earlier 
age is preferable. The report states that "the schools have never been more pro~per­
ous, as indicated by interest and progress, and have never been filled with a class of 
:pupils averaging so high intellectually." The greatest attention is paid to physical 
development, and gymnastic exercises are considered of the highest importance. Con-
stant, active employment is the great remedy for that listless vacuity natural to the 
feeble-minded. 
MASSACHUSETTS NAUTICAL SCHOOL. 
Tb~ trustees, in their twelfth annual report, state that the frequent changes in the 
officers of the ships during the year ended September 30, 1871, have made it one of 
unusual trial to the institution. The number of boys in the school-ships, October 1, 
1870, was 216; committed during the year, 107; returned from probation and escape, 9; 
received from State reform school, 2; total, 334. Number discharged on probation dur-
ing the year, 101 ; shipped in the revenue or merchant service, 29; deserted, H; trans-
ferred to State reform school and other institutions, 51; remaining October 1, 1871, 144. 
The average age of boys committed during the year is 15.6 ~·ears. Of the number a(l-
mitted, 70 were of Awerican parentage. Of the number discharged, the average time 
on board the ships was 18.71 months. "The great depression of our commerce and the 
consequent large supply of adult seamen have made it difficult to ship boys on voyages 
at sea during the year. The sale of one of the school-ships made it necessary to concen-
trate most of the boys on the remaining ship; the ill-effects of this have been felt more 
or less through the year. Nevertheless the year's work bas been rewarded by good 
results." "The school-room is recognized as a powerful auxiliary in the work of ref-
ormation, and the work here has not been less satisfactory than heretofore." 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIO~. 
This association held its twent.y-eigbth annual meeting at Worcester, on Friday and 
Saturday, December 27 and 28,1872; the number in attendance being much less than 
usual, on account of the snow-blockade, whi~h prevented traveling to a great extent. 
The meeting was called to order by the president, Charles Hammond, of Monson, and 
opened with prayer by Rev. Mr. Stebbins, of Springfield. Mr. A. P. Marble, superin-
tendent of the city schools of Worcester, welcomed the association, and, in his response, 
President Hammond took occasion to give a sketch of the organizatiop. of the associa-
tion, and of some of the more prominent of the 85 teachers who first banded them-
selves together in 1845. He also referred to the organization of the American Institute 
of Instruction in Boston, in 1830, giving much credit to that and kindred associations 
for the educational work accomplished during the period of their existence. , 
Mr. A. H . Davis read a paper on ''English literature in our schools," in which be 
claimed that the study of the best authors should have a place in them, suggesting as 
the best method for their use, to give at least two hours a week in each school to a 
reading lesson from standard authors, interspersed with familiar conversation by the 
teacher and pupils; this plan being considered much better than the reading of extracts 
.from reading-books. Professor D. B. Hagar briefly spoke on the same subject .. This 
was followed by the discussion of the topic, "Latin as a branch of popular epncation," 
introduced by F. A. Hill, of Chelsea, who advocated a more thorough and careful study 
of the English language, and less Latin. He dispo~ed of the plea that the study of 
Latin is necessary for the proper understanding of English grammar and as an aid in 
English composition, by saying that grammar was only an aftertbouglJt, and that the 
idioms and beauties of the language can best be learned by a study of the English 
authors. In conclusion, he thought there should be a better blending of classical and 
scientific education. The classics can be learned by the many from the English laa-
guage, by the few, if they choose, from the Latin. 
W. C. Collar, principal of the Roxbury.high school, differed totally from the author 
of the paper. He considered the knowledge of Latin essential for an intelligent study 
of the languages of southern Europe, and also very useful to a proper understanding 
of the Englieh language. In his opinion, the chief value of a knowledge of the Latin 
language was the inculcation of what be called a mental conscience, the qualities of 
patience and veracity. 
Mr. D. C. Brown, of the Bowdoin school, Boston, spoke on both of the morning 
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topics, commending portions of both essa,ys as containing valuable suggestions, but 
without agreeing fully with either paper. . 
The di cu sion wa continued by Professor Harris R. Greene, of Worcester; Superm-
tendent B. :E'. Tweed, of Charlestown; and Messrs. Hill, of Chelsea, and Collar, of 
Boston. At half past twelve the association adjourned until tw? o'clock. 
Afternoon session.-After the appointment of several committees, Professor A. B. 
Miller, of Pittsfield, introduced a pa_per on the ~'~roper length of the: school day." He 
began by making the rather startling .prop~sttwn, t~at when pupils have. breathde 
·over the air in the school-room three times 1t was time to close the sesswn. The 
speaker devoted a large portion of his essay to the evil effects upon children of a de-
fective sy tern of ventilation, proving by mathematical demonstration that the average 
chool-room i illy-fitted for the healt.hy accommodation of a large number of scholars. 
The capacity of a child's mind for protracted effort was also considered as an argument 
.again t long essions. In summing up his position, Professor Miller said that, in his 
opinion, three hours a day are enough to confine young children in school-or, at 
mo t, four hours-divided into two sessions of two hours each. For older pupils five 
hour might be consi(lered the proper limit. 
Mr. D. B. Hagar followed on the necessity of proper ventilation, giving a scientific ex-
planation of th rea ons why a school-room should be yentilated at the top instead of 
near the floor. He also opposed the time-honored custom of securing a change of air by 
opening the windows at rece s, coutendi\1g that the pract.ice is dangerous to the health 
of pupil , especially in cold weather. In regard to the length of school hours Mr. 
Hagar argued that, given a suitable room and a teacher that could keep small children 
happily and profi.tabl.Y employed, they might as well be in school as anywhere else. 
The di en ion was continued, mainly as to different modes of ventilation, by Dr. Miller 
and Rev. Mr. tebbins, of Springfield. 
'rlw next paper was read by Snperintendent Emerson, of Newton, on the "Limits 
of school education." After alluding to the importance of the educational work of the 
public schools, he urged, without favoring any particular curricnlnrn, that no studies 
should be pnr ued iu tlw scl10ols merely for the sake of mental discipline, or as an 
ornament<Ll branch of knowledge. Superintendent Hale, of Cambri(lge, Messrs. Bub-
bard, of pringfield, Bunker, of Boston, aud Stetson, of Auburn, Maine, followed in 
bri f discu ions of the subject. 
Et·emng session.-In the even ing, Paul A. Chadbourne, LL.D., President of Williams 
Colleg , delivered a lecture before an audience numbering over two hundre<l. 
Pre id nt Chadbourne saitl that all wbo songht to teach needed a broad common 
on e. The intricate working of theories of edncation should have a wi<ler scope than 
the narrow world of the school-room. The character of the teacher is of importance 
a a molding as well a a moral power. Ther9 should be no misjudgments arising 
from pe uliar physical stat ; all effects of ill states of henlth must be "discounted,'' 
• ud the in trnctor must go to his work with a perfect equilibrium of spirit. 
In dealing with material things succes often depends on a narrowness of education 
which ruak an expert, but that power needed for the development of human charac-
ter i far different from whu.t is wanted in the mastery of a specialty. When we speak 
of an educat d teacher we must mean something broader than an education for any 
bu ine · . Tho teacher must grow faster in the knowledge of the world than any other, 
and hould be mea ured by hi power to do all things. ' 
If tb teacher is to take so fully, as under the present system, the place of the parent, 
he should have more pay for hi work. Still the profession is above pay. The teacher 
.may refo ·e to accept the conditions of labor offered him, but once entered on the work, 
to sliO'ht it becau e of little salary is a heavy sin. 
Tho peaker dw lt at some length upon the idea that the profession tended too 
much to draw it members from the average society of life, and lea<l them to give too 
much imp rtance to thing ·imply because they were important, dang-er growing with 
each yea~ of experience. The teacher mu t have a common-sense knowledge of the 
worlcl of men, as well as the world of books ; he is to fit the pupil for the active, busy 
world. With this acqnaintance with life as it i. in parlor, street, anu mart, and an 
earn t zeal, h comes into the clear light of a perfect work. 
. The lecture wa a brief one, occupying less than an hour, and at its close the a socia-
tion adjourned until morning. 
Saturday jorenoon.-The di cussions of the day were opened by J. G. Scott, of Wet-
n lcl, w.ho r ad a paper on'' ·what shall be includ din the study of English gram marT' 
Tb word grammar, said the speaker, originally included every thing pertaining to 
laognage, but b· b .n narrowed ?~ sig~ification until it now embraces only a knowl-
clg ot th con ·true wn of propos1t10n m a lanO'nag . 
fr. tebbin , of 'pringfield, fr. Twe d, of harle11town, and Professor Harris Greene, 
ofW r t , di en d the ·ubj ct at some length. 
Mr. icki on prio ·ipal of the normal cbool at Westfield, read a paper on the same 
sob,j ct, which gavo ri to fnrtber discn iou, participated iu by Pre ident Hammond, 
T.lL Kim,ptou, of Chicopee, and some of the llrevious speaker . 
,, ... 
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The question was then laid upon the table, and t he next to pi~ of discussion, "The 
proper use of text-books," was introduced by L . F. Warren, of West Newton. The 
speaker contended th<> ~ the use of text-books was, in most cases, especially in t he lower 
grades of schools, unnecessary and unprofitable. In history, ao books except a blank-
l.>ook, in which should be written the topics prepared by the teacher, were needed, and 
in arithmetic none excep t those containing simple examples and tables. The te~cher 
should supply t he rest. 
Remarks followed from S. H . Kimpton, of Chicopee; John P. Payson, of Chelsea·: · 
Superintendent Hale, of Cambridge; the president ; and Messrs. Dunton, principal of 
the Boston normal school, and Stetson, of Auburn, Maine. 
The meeting of the association was hardly a. success in point of numbers. The in-
tense cold weather, the snow-blockade, and the Christmas holidays, all combined to 
prevent out-of-town teachers from attending to any great extent. The discussions: 
however, were very interesting for the most part, and conducted with spir it and 
courtesy. ~ 
Two or three u.nimportant amendments to the constitntion were proposed for action 
next year. The treasurer's report for the last year showed receipts to the amount of 
$3,643.73, expenses $3,748.1:59, leaviug a balance of $105.16 due the treasurer. A letter 
from Rev. J.P. Coles, of Ipswich, one of the original members of the association, con-
taining words of greeting t o the teachers assembled, was read by the president. Offi-
cers elected: President, A. G. Boyden, of Bridgewater; corresponding secretary, E. 
Bently Young, of Boston .. 
HIGH AND CLASSICAL SCHOOL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The annual meeting of the Massachusetts H igh and Classical School Teachers' As-
sociaLion was held in Boston, April 1 and 2, 1872. President, W. C. Collar. 
The first topic discussed was "Book-keeping and commercial arithmetic." Mr. An-
derson, of Boston, thought too much time was given to teaching the logic of the matter 
and not enough to practice, and that the time spent on Colburn's Arithmetic was 
wasted . Mr. Woolson, of the English high school, Boston, agreed that arithmetic 
should be taught as au art rather than as a science; at least taught first, and ·the 
science later. Mr. Hogan, principal of the normal school at Salem, thought that there 
\Yas too much mental arithmetic in primary schools; bnt. cbildren should not reach 
the age of eleven before ueing called on to give reasons for arithmetical operations. 
Mr. A. C. Perkins, of the Lawrence high school, read a paper on "History in high 
schools.;' This paper advocated the acquisition of a good deal of knowledge of one 
period and one nation rather than the gaining a slight acquaintance with many na-
tions in every period. Thoroughness in one thing urings one into sympathy with all 
thorough men; and a habit of investigation gives one aptness that will apply to all 
pursuits. Mr. Howe, of Jamaica Plain; Mr. Anderson, of Boston; Mr. W illiston, of 
Cambridge, and others, discussed this paper at considerable length, with a general 
agreement in its main features. 
Mr. Charles Hammond, of Monson, presented a paper upon the" Utilit.y of grammar, in 
its relations to higher education," which was a clear, historical view of grammar and of 
philological study. In the discussion of this very able paper, Professor Crosby, of Salem, 
gave some account of his own early training in grammar, which came the first thing 
after the spelling-book. He said that the old-fashioned method of parsing, by looking 
out words in the dictionary, led to a book called" LeaviWs method of .finding out the 
parts of speech a word is when it is set down in the dictionary as being in several 
parts." But seriously, when properly ta,ught, he thought no study so well adapted to 
cultivate discipline and develop the mind. Professor Atkinson thought the same comse 
in gram war was not good for practic~l men and for learned men; it is generally intro-
duced too early, and is spoiled in its usefulness by endeavoring to reduce it to the 
comprebensiou of swall minds. · 
Mr. W. C. Collar, of Boston, read a paper on the question, "Should Greek be required 
for admission to college~, - Quite an animated discussion followed the ~eadiug of this 
paper, in which Professor Goodwin, of Cambridge; Professor Crosby, of Saleru; and 
Professor Atkinson, of Bcston, participated, and which was closed by President Eliot, 
of IIarvard College, who said tbat whatever colleges require, the schools set themselves 
to teach; therefore college requisites determine the organization of our schools. "What 
is the character of secondary education~" is a question of importance to professional 
school as well as college . Tbe secondary schools should train men for the profes-
ional schools as well as for colleges. For these, Latin, French, and German are neces-
sary. 
On Tuesday the :first pa.per read was on "The pronunciation of Latin," by Mr. S. 
Thurber, of Hyde Park, \Yhicb was discussed by Mr. Hammond, of Monson, who· ven-
tured the a sertion that the English language is to be the predominating language of 
the world, and we are under no obligation to say that the ancient sounds must rule. 
Good usage is not a constant quantity; and language were useless if it dif] not change. ~ 
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We are taught Latin pronunciation. by Germany ~ow; by and by we shall ?e the 
teachers. Mr. Willi ton, of Cambndge; Mr. Damels, of Boston; and Mr. Hills, of 
Lynn, continu d the di en ion. 
A p::~p r was read by }frs. A. G. Woolson, of Boston, on the" Depar~m~nta~ system of 
in tructiou," by which she explained thJ.t she mea~t any _of the vanatwns m ~he sys-
tem which a i~n to each teacher one or more special topics to be taught. T~IS pap~r 
called out Mr. tebbins, of Springfield, who thought the departmental system Impracti-
cable in the great majority of high schools. If teachers can teach many branches they 
are les likely to ex:erci e a distorting influence upon pupils. . . 
Mr. Philbrick, of Bo ton, claimed that Boston is perfectly unparalleled m the_va.r~ety 
of her high schools; the line of progress is by separation rather than by combmatwn. 
Mr . Woolson thought that the subdivision which excludes girls is carried too far. 
Girls ought to have an opportunity to fit for college, if they wish to. Besides, if they 
de ire pos1tions a a i taut in high schools, Boston can not fit them for it. Professor 
Charles D. Morris, of Peek kill, New York, read a paper on" The crude form system," 
as applied to the "ancient languages," for which a unanimous vote of thanks was ten-
dered him. 
Officers elected: President, W. C. Collar, of Boston; vice-presidents, C. Hammond, 
)f. C. tebbins, A. C. Perkius, and E. Smith. Recording secretary, W. P. Bradbury, of 
Cambridge. Correspontling secretary, N. E. WillisJ of Boston. 
REY. CHARLES BROOKS.-OBITUARY. 
Among the eminent persons who have died during the year, whose public services in 
promoting education have been long continued, earnest, and valuable, the name of Rev. 
Charles Brooks is prominent. 
Mr. Brooks was born October 30, 1795, in Medford, Massachusetts, where be spent 
the last year of his life, and where be died July 7, 1872, aged 76 years, 8 months, and 
7 days. He entered Harvard College in 1812, and was graduated, delivering a poem in 
Latin, in 1 16. He pnr ned his professional studies in the theological school of Harvard 
College, terminating them iu 1819J and soon entered the ministry at Hingham, Massa-
·bo ett. 
Mr. Brooks fir t introduced the use of anthracite coal in Hingham, and was the first 
to sugge t the e tablisbment of a savings-bank in the town. He was president of a 
peace society, vice-president of the American Colonization Society, and an ardent friend 
of the temperance cause. 
Mr. Brooks wa , as is well known, an early and earnest advocate of p9pular educa-
tion. As a member of the school committee of his town. and as one of the trustees of 
Derby Academy, he manife tecl a strong desire to do all that could be done to elevate 
th tandard of education and extend the usefulness of our institutions of learning. 
ln November, 1 33, he went to Europe, remaining nearly a year. He visited Eng-
land, cotland, Ir land, Fran e, witzerland, and Italy. He was fortunate in making 
the acquaintance of many di tinguishcd persons in Europe, among them, Rogers, 
ampbell, Word worth, Jefl'r y, Cousin, Arago, Schlegel, Mrs. Hemans, Miss Martineau, 
and many other of note. 
It wa during this visit to Europe be became interested in the Prussian system of 
ducation. His room-mate, on the home pas age, was Dr. Julius, of Hamburg, who 
wa eot to tbi country by the King of Pro ia, to collect information respecting our 
pri ·on , hospital , and school , so that Mr. Brooks, iu a passage of 41 days, learned 
~ncb about the Pru ian ystem, and he lost no opportunity of enlarging his informa-
tiOn by European corre ·pondence. He addre ed his people on th subject of normal 
~bools on Thanksgiving day, 1 :r. From that day forwarcl be lectured before cooven-
wu , on every opportunity, to advance the cause into which he bad entered with ·o 
much nthusia m. 
"He lectured in nearly one hunc1red different towns and cities; in every place where 
be wa invited. By invitation of the legislatures of Massachusetts, New Hampsbir , 
V•rmont, Rhode .Isl~nd, Connecticut, rew Jersey, and Penn ylvania, be delivered t.o 
crowde<l a ed:l bhe m each two or three l ctures, besid s speaking in mo t of the capi-
tals betw en oston and Wa bington." Thee tablisbment of the board of education 
and n?rt?al .chools in las acbu tt wa gr atly due to his labors. 
A dt tmgm bed ducator, who i cntir ly competent to ,judge in this matter, stat s 
t~at fr. B~·ooks, ' f~r hi long, di. inter t d, an<l unpaid labors in the can e of educa-
twn, p ·Ially for hi efforts to secure the stablishment of normal school and a board 
of educ tion i ntit1 d to be on. id red, more than any other individual, what he bas 
b n ·all cl tb ' • a.tb r of T ormal chool .' " 
U w~ mo 't influ ntial in . t· bli bing the normal school at Bridgewater. It was 
in 1 : that the eel br t ·d m eting of the "Plymouth County a o iation for th iru-
prov m nt of common cho L wu. held at Hanover, where brilliant sp ecbc were 
mal y Hora e .faun, Robert autoul, George Putnam, John Quincy Adam, and 
Daniel Web t r. 
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A powerful impression was made upon the public mind. It was on this occasion that 
Mr. Adams, after speaking of wliat monarchs had done to establish normal schools 
through their realms, exclaimed1 ''.Shall we be outdone by kings~" and closed a v~ry 
eloquent speech amid the acclamatwns of the assembly. Mr. W
01
ebster spoke, also, w1th 
his accustomed simplicity, directness, and power. "If," said he, "I h::td as many sons 
as old Priam, I would send them all to public schools." 
Mr. Brooks was present at this meeting, took the lead in the measures proposed, and 
much deference was shown him. . 
In 1838 he was elected professor of natural history in the university of the city of 
New York. This he accepted, with the concurrence of his parish, which adopted reso-
lutions on the dissolution of his connection, expressive of gratitude for his past labors 
a.nd bearty wishes for his future success. His pastorate ceased January 1, 1839. 
In November, 1839, be departed for Europe, where be remained upward of four 
years, and attended lectures on natural history in Paris, Versailles, Rome, Naples, and 
Geneva. He devoted his time to 8cientific studies, and collected such information as 
be deemed of importance to him in the professorship. On his return to this country, 
however, a failure of sight compelled him to resign that office. He retired to private 
life in Boston, and devoted his time and talents to the promotion of science, litera-
ture, and various philanthropic objects. He vms alwa.ys busy, and always seeking to 
do some good work. It is largely owing to his efforts that the society for the relief 
of aged and destitute clergymen was founded, and put in successful operation, still 
continuing in its good work. He was grea,tly interested in, and was an efficient officer 
of, the Sunday-school society. 
He was elected a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society, the State Histori-
cal Society of Wisconsin, and the Chicago Historical Society. He was also a member 
of the Boston Society of Natural History, and of many other scientific and philanthropic 
societies. He was for nearly forty years a member.. of the school committee in the 
places of his residence. 
Many of his sermons, essays, and tracts were published; he also contributed fre-
quently to the periodical press. He wa.s the author of a prayer-book, and of the Daily 
Monitor, an octavo volume of three hundred :1nd sixty-five sections, intended for use · 
in connection with his prayer-book. He published also a volume on ornithology, and 
a good history of the town of Medford. 
He passed the last years of his life in the old homestead at Medford, and died there, 
respected and beloved by the community. 
WILLIAM SEAVER.-OBITUARY. 
William Seaver was born in Northborough, Massachusetts, May 4, 1791. After thor-
onghly acquiring all the education furnished by the schools of his native town, which, 
even at that time, were excellent, be spent one year at L eicester Academy, and then, 
at the age of nineteen, commenced his professional life as a teacher. He taught twenty-
eight years in Quincy, fonr in Carubridgc, and a,bout fifteen in his native town, ma.king, 
in all, nearly fifty years of teaching. He was accounted, everywhere, a good discipli-
narian and a, competent and successful teacher, and was proud in his old age of showing 
the tokens of rega.rd received from his former pupils. 
He was present at the first meeting of the American Institute of Instruction in 1830, 
as well as mauy snbsequent ones; but regarding himself as a "country teacher," and, 
withal, Hot given to speech-making or debate, he seems never to have taken a very 
active part in its proceedings, though always an attentive listener. He spent the even-
ing of his life in agricultural pursuits on his own farm in Northborough, and died Feb-
ruary 19, 1872, in the eighty-first year of his age. . 
ALBERT HOPKINS.-OBITUARY. 
Albert Hopkins, A.M., LL.D., memoria-l professor of astronomy in Williams College, 
died May 25, 1872. He was born at Stockbridge, July 14, 1807; graduatea at Williams 
College, 182fi; elected tut.or in the same, 182f:l; professor of mattlematics and natural 
philosophy, 1829; natural philol:lophy and astrouomy, 1838; memorial astronomy, 1869. 
Professor Hopkins was one of the first in this country to apprehend the value of ob-
ject-teaching. This led him, with Dr. Emmons, to originate those scientitic expedi-
tions which have been continued, at intervals, since 1832; to visit Europe in 1834, and 
purchase apparatus for the college, though he was without means, except his salary 
of $700, and went chieily at his own expense; to commence, in 1B~5, the first astronom-
ical ob ervatory in the country, and builtl it mainly himself, having solicited funds iu 
Bo ton and elsewhere without success. He was active in promoting the study of nat-
ural history in all its branches; badl:ine taste and great interest in every thing connected 
with natural scenery; and these be sought to foster among the students. But for him 
the college grounds would not have been enlarged and beautified as they have been. 
As a teacller and. lecturer Professor HoJ kins was interesting and successful, but his 
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great power lay in hi moral and religious influence. This arose from the steady, even 
npremacy in him of the spiritual nature, from his manifest unselfishness, and the 
evident reality of his communion with God. For nearly forty years he was seldom 
ab ent from the noon prayer-meetin<Y, which be established in 1832,.and for a large 
part of that period be, ustaine(l a weekly religious meeting at his own J;louse. 
He was quiet and courteous in his bearing, and interested himsel~ I? all classes of 
people, especially in the poor. His philanthropy was thoroughly Cbnstwn and der~IO­
cratic. There wa al o an element of poetry and romance iu his composition, winch 
added much to the pleasure of personal intercourse, and gave him a powerful bold of 
some per ons, e pecially the young. 
Hi pre ence was always an element of peace; no cause of disorder or of dismpline 
among students ever originated from their relation to him. 
C.\LVIN CUTTER.-OBITUARY. 
Calvin Cutter, 1. D., died in Warren, Massachusetts, June 20, 1872. He was born in 
Jaffrey, New Hampshire, May 1, 1807, and until his majority lived with Lis parents, 
under the shadow of ~1onadnock. His early advanta.ges for education were limited; 
but uch books a be could obtain in that sparse settlement were read at night by tlle 
light of the pine-knot, or secretly taken to the field to be read behind a fallen treo 
during his noonday r st. In 1829 be began to study medicine; attended lectures at 
Bowdoin and ITarvard, graduating M.D. at Dartmouth; afterward stuui ed prin.tely 
with Valentine Mott, of rew York, and George B. McClellan, of Philadelphia. li'rom 
1 34 to 1841 he wa a successful pract.itiouer of medicine and surgery. In the late war 
he rendered efficient service as regimental and brigade surgeon, and surgeon-h1-cllief 
of the r inth Corp . 
But his special life-work was in the line of popuhtr ec1ucation. While a student of 
medicine, a youth died of hemorrhage, because his fellow-laborers on tho farm did not 
know bow to compre the severed artery till a surgeon could be obtaiued. This sug-
ge ted the id a of ducating the people in minor surgery aud the laws of llealth; and 
to this work his lifo ''as devoted. In 1842 he commenceu lecturing in anatomy, physi-
olo.,y, and hygiene, with the aid of manikins and other apparatus, before popular au-
dience , t acher.' institutes, schools, and r,olleges. This he continued for :Oftcen years, 
vi iting twcnty-1Jine State , 1 cturiug uaily, anu directing two or three students in 
similar labor . In 1847 lle wrote, and in 1tl70 rewrote, the pioneer text-book in that 
department, his well-known and widely-used "Anatomy, physiology, and hygiene." 
SYLVANUS TIIAYER.-OBITUARY. 
General ylvanns Thayer, LL.D., di d at his residence in South .Bra.intrec, Mas a-
hu. E.tt , September 7, 1 7"2, in the eighty-eighth year of his age. General Thayer was 
born iu Braintree, Ma acbu tt , June 19, 1785. He graduated with the highest honors, 
at Dartmouth Coll g , iu 1 07. The same year be enter d the United States Military 
Academy at \Ve t Point, from which, owing to his previous acquirements, be graduated 
h1 1 0 . IIe at once rec ived tho appointment of sccouu lieutenant in the Corps of En-
gine rs, and was entTarred for seyeral years in plauning, constructing, ancl inspecting 
important military works. 
l11 the war of 1812be was chi fengineeroftbe Northern army, under General Dearborn. 
} or distinguished and meritoliou services be was raised to the rank of brevet major. 
Aft r tbe war he spent two y ars in stndying military affairs · in Europe. From 1 17 
to 1 33 be wa superintendent of the Military Academy at West Point, where he ren-
dered mo tefficient , ervice . Under him tb academy "·as completely re-org~lnized, and 
H · pre eut efficiency is in a great degree dn to his effort!:!. After resigning bis po itiou 
at Tcw York he was for many year enrraged in dir ctiug works of defense aud harbor 
iroprov ment -particularly on the coa t of fassucllu etts. In 1863 be was placed ou 
tll retired li t, having been at that time "moro than forty-five years in service." At 
the time of his death be held the rank of hrevct brigadi r-genera.l. By a gift of '70,000 
be found d the Thay •r cbo l of Civil Eugiueering of Dartmouth College. lie al ·o 
gave large sums for the stauli llmcnt of an academy and library in Braintree. 
FACT FRO~! TilE UNITED STATES CEN US . 
.Llrea and populaticm.-In 1 0 Mas achu etts was the a venth State in popnbtion, 
having 1,457 351 inllabitant within an area of 7, 00 square mile -an average of 1 Ci. 1 
p rson to the quar mil . This population ccnsisted of 1,443,156 wllites, 13 ~47 
eolor <1, 97 'bioe ·e and 151 Indian . f the e, 1,104,032 w re nath· s of tb nitrcl 
• 'tat and :353,31 for ign-born. f th nativ resident of th tate 96,372 whit :. 
Ci, 19 color d, and 106 Indian were born wi1bin its bord rs, while of the foreign re t-
dcllt 130,702 w reborn io rmao. 34 99 in England and 216,120 in Ir land. 
'cltool attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1} of Census Report, 287,405 per 0113 
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attended school," and of these 17,086 we e foreign-born. The white male scholars 
numbered 143,779, and the white female scholars 141,755, (an aggregate of 285,534 
whites.) The colored pupils numbered 1,848, of whom 941 were males and 907females. 
IlliteraC'IJ.-The number of inh~1bitants of all races, 10 yen.rs old and over, unable to 
write, was 97,742, of whom 69,630 were foreign-born. I 
..dge, sex, and mce of illitemtes.-Of the 95,676 white illiterates, 4,35~ were from 10 to 
15 years of arre, and of these, 2,215 were males and 2,144 females; 7,407 were from J5 
to 21 years old, of whom 3,013 were males and 4,394 females; 83,810 were 21 years old, 
and over, of whom 30,920 were males and 52,890 females. Of the 2,148 colored illit-' 
erates, 59. were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom :29 were males and 30 females ; 223 
were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 76 were males and 147 females; 1,866 were 21 
years old and over, of whom 822 were males and 1,044 females. Eight male and 8 female 
Indian miterates were also reported, with 2 male Chinese illiterates. · 
Educat·ional institutidns.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 5,726, having 7,561 teachers, of whom 1,428 
were males and 6,133 females, to educate :269,337 pupils, of whom 134,777 were males· 
and 134,5GO females. · · . . . , ·. 
Amount and soiwce o.f educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitqtions was $4, 817,9::39, of which $383,146 were derived from endowment, $3,183,7!.14 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,250,999 from tuition and other sources. · · ' 
Public schools.-The 5,160 public schools, with their 6,140 teachers, of whom 753 were 
males and 5,387 females, were attended by 242,145 pupils, of wbo1p. 121,572 were mal!'lS: 
and 120,573 females. To 'educate these they possessed a tot.al income of $3,207,826, of 
which $27,315 were derivecl from endowment, $3,069,085 from taxation and pul.Jlic 
funds, and $111,426 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-Tbe 6 colleges, with their 137 male teachers, were attended by 1,290 male 
students. To educate these they possessed a total income of $408,12(i, of which 
$231,065 were derived from endowment and $177,061 from tuition and other sources. 
Academies.-The 50 academies, with 183 teacbers-83 male and 100 female-bad an· 
attendance of 3,543 pupils, 1,754 male and1,789 female, for the education of whom they 
possessed a total income of $285,325, of which $28,77G were derived from endowment; . 
$4,544 from taxation and public funds, and $252,015 fi·om tuition and other sources. 
PTivate schools.-The 468 day and boarding schools had 783 teachers, of whom 255 
were males and 528 females. Tlwy were attended by 13,315 pupils, 6,711 of whom 
were males and 6,604 fem ales. These schools possessed an income of $533,690, derived 
from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-There were 1,544 public libraries, containing 2,010,609 volumes; also 1,625 
private libraries, having 1,007,204 volumes-a total of 3,169 libraries, containing 
::!,017,813 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-Tbe 259 periodicals issued had an aggregate circulation of 1~692,124 
copies, with an aggregate annual issue of 1'2!:J,691,26fi copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 1,84H church organizations, 1,764 bad edifices with 882,317 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $24,488,285, 
Pa~tperism.-Of the 5,777 paupers, 5,323 were native whites, 73 native colored, and 
381' foreigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 2,526 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 1,152 were native whites, 139 
native colored, and 1,235 foreigners; 1,593 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 371,820 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old-184,640 males and187,180 females; 1,160,o66 were 10 years old and upward, 
and of these 554,886 were males and 605,780 females. . 
Occupcitions.-Five hundred and seventy-uine thousand eight hundred and forty-
four persons of these arres were engaged in various occupations, of whom 451,543 
were males and 128,30f females; 7~,810 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of 
whom 72,75G were males and 54 feruales; 131,291 in personal and professional serv-
ices, of whom 75,917 were males and 55,374 females; 83,07tl in trade and transporta-
tion, of whom 81,077 were males and 2,001 females; 292,665 in manufactures and 
mining and mechanical industries, of whom 221,793 were males and 70,872 females. 
Age ancl sex of working population.-Of these 579,844 employed persons, 18,479 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 12,180 were males and 16,299 females; 528,889 were 
from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 409,180 were males andl19,709 females; 32,476 were 
60 years old and over, of whom 30,183 were males and 2,293 females. 
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MICHIGAN. 
(From report of Ron. Oramel Hosford, superintendent of public instruction, for the year 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
The past :fi. cal year, by a change in the time of making the annual reports of the 
Stato finance , embrace but ten months. 
On hand at commencement of the year ....... ·----- .. -----·------..... $4~7, 939 23 
Two-mill tax .............. ____ .................... ______ ....... _. .. . 409,541 20 
Primary school fund ......... _ ...... _ . .. _ ......... __ . _ ....... _. __ . . . . • 182, 922 25 
Tuition of non-resident cholars ........... . ... _ .. _ ........ _. ___ .. . _. _ 26, 047 40 
District taxes to pay teachers._ ....... . .. _ ..... ___ .. _. _ ........... -- .. 1, 157, 549 43 
Other district taxes ........................... --· ... _ .•. ___ --- ... --·· 591,858 46 
Tax on dogs ..... __ •..... __ ... __ ... _. _ •.. __ • _. _ .. __ . __ .. __ .. _. __ .... _. 25, 608 46 
From all other sources . ____ . __ .•. _. __ .•. __ .. __ .... ___ .. _. _ •• . • . • • . . . . . 499, ri06 05 
Total .............................. ·---···-·--·---------··-·--· 3, 330,912 48 
Total receipts for 1 70 ........ __ ....... _ .. ___ . __ .... __ •• ___ • ____ . __ ••• 3, 151, 763 78 
Increase for 1871 . _. ___ ..... ___ ••••• ___ • _. __ ••• __ ... _. ____ . _. _ ••••• _. _ 179, 208 70 
Cost of admini tration for 1870 ____ .... _ •• _ ... ___ . ___ • __ ••••. _. __ • _. _ _ 3, 259, 843 24 
Cost of administration for 1871. ............ _ .•••.. __ ..... __ .••• ___ • __ . 3, 356,635 28 
lnerea.se in cost of administration .....••••..• ____ . __ ... __ ..• _ •.•...... 96,792 04 
=== 
Total interest from all educational funds, including primary school, uni-
versity, normal school, and agricultural college, for 1872. ____ . _ .. ___ .• 245, 009 11 
Total appropriations by legislature for 1871 and 1872 .. _. ___ •...••... _.. 344, 200 00 
The co t of tuition for each child in the State at large was au average of 56 cents 
per month; for each child in the districts was 58 cents per month, an increase of 10 
cents. 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE. 
Number of children in the State between 5 and 20 years of age . _ ... _. _. ____ . 394, 195 
Number of children subject to the law compelling attendance at school 'be-
tween 8 and 14 years of age ....... _ .... .. .. __ .. _. __ .. _______________ . ___ .. 175, 092 
Nom ber of children reported attending school . _. __ .. ____ .. ___________ . _ .. _. 292, 476 
E timated number unreported ...•. ____ ........ _. __ ... ___ •. ____ •.• ___ .•. __ . 14, 729 
Total ... _ .....•..... _ ..... _ ..... _ ..... __ .• _ . __ .. ___ •.....•. _ .•• ___ •. 307, 205 
I ncr a o in att ndance ov r 1 70 ........ ___ ...... ____ ..•.• _ .. _ .•... __ ... _.. 8, 000 
Attendance ~n proport~on to whole number of children, 1871. ____ .... ___ .. _.. 76t 
Attendanc m proportwn to whole number of children, 1870 .. ____ .. ____ ....• 7:2t 
Numb r of graded schools reported ...... ·---·· ....•..... ·-·---·-----.·----- 266 
Nnmber of di trict which Lad no school ........ __________ -----·-----·.____ 62 
Number with no choolless than la t year-----· ...... -----·------ .... -----· 11 
BRA "CIIE OF STUDY. 
Number of districts in which spelling is taught ...... _ ........ _._. ___ ._ .... . 
Number t•f districts in which reading i taught .. _ .... __ ...... _ .... _. _ ..... . 
Numb r of eli tricts in which writing is taught __ ......... _._ .... __ ---- .... . 
Number of district in which arithm tic is taught ......... ___ .. _ ........ ---. 
Number of di trkt in which mental arithm tic is taught·----- ...•. --------
.r umber of di trict in which g ography is ta-ught ........................ .. 
Number of di trict in which grammar i taught ........................... . 
NumlJ r of d~ tr~ct. ~u wh~ch algebra i _tau~ht ........................... .. 
umb r of d1stnct 10 wluch book-keepmg IS taught ..................... -.• 
Numb r of di trict in which geom try i tanght .................. ____ .... .. 
umber f di ·trict iu which natural philosophy is taught ....... _ .. -.. --- .. 
Numb r of di trict in which phy iology is taught .................... ------
Numb rofdi trict inwhichcbemi tryi taught. ......................... . 
TEACHER AYD TIIEIR SALARIES. 
Nomuer oft a ·h r, male ........................ --·- ................ ------
Numuer of tea hers,£ mala .... . ..... _ _ ............ -----· ...... ____ ..... . 


















Average pay per month, males .....•..........................•............ - $49 92 
Average pay per month, females ............................ -.... - . . . . . . . . . . $27 21 
Average number of months school.......................................... 7 
SCHOOL LAWS. 
During the year several amendments have been made to the school laws, principally 
to provide more effectually for raising the school-tax, and to. facilitate operations in 
the district boards. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES AND ASSOCIATIO~S. 
The spring and autumn series of teachers' institutes were held at 16 different towns~ 
with an attendance of 1,4:~2. From their number it was impossible to appoint all the 
autumn institutes at the most favorahle times, and the attendance was not as large a.S 
it would have been otherwise. The county superintendents continue to bold their in-
stitutes, severa.l having connected with them classes which they teach from four to six 
weeks. The testimony to the practical value of these institutes is universal. So great 
is their effect in enlarging the teachers' views of their own work, and opening the eyes 
of those who have had few advantages to their deficiencies, that several have left the 
school-room as teachers to enter anot.her as pupils. 
Teachers' associations have been held with advantage in several of the counties. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The unprecedented success of the schools during the year is greatly owing to the 
efforts of the county superintendents, especially to their endeavors in advancing the 
scholarship of teachers. Six thousand six hundred and twenty-one visits have been 
made by the superintendents, and 14,385 by directors. 
THE KINDERGARTEN. 
At Detroit is a kindergarten school, conducted on Free bel's system. Another at Lan-· 
sing is formed on the same general plan, bat the training is somewhat varied to suit 
the necessities of the children. So far the experiment has proved a complete success . .. 
STATE UNIVERSITY. 
The present prosperous condition of the university is most gratifying. A grant of 
$75,000 having been made by the legislature for the erection of an edifice to be called 
"University Hall," the corner-stone was laid in June. The building is now completed, 
furnishing a commodious audience-room and recitation-rooms. Duriug the year all tho 
departments were opened to female students, and 34 were registered. No discrim-
ination was made except in the medical department, where the ladies formed a sepa-
rate class, receiving the same course of lectures as the male students. L adies who 
applied were fully prepared to enter whatever classes they wished, aud at once took a 
position among the best of the class. One bas already graduated in law, one in medi-
cine, and: two in pharmacy. There is every reason to believe tbat the action of the 
university, with regard to co-education, will be attended with satisfactory results. 
Closer relations have been established between the university and the State high 
schools, and thus with the State system of education. 
The whole number of diplomas conferred during tte year is 302. The total receipts 
for the year were $104,096.44; total expenditures, $79,447.36. . 
The liiJrary bas been enriched by the addition of the large private J...ibrary belongiug 
to the late Professor R~Lu, of Heidelberg, presented by Philo Parsons, esq. , of Detroit. 
J. B. l::lteere, a graduate of the literary and law departments of the university, bas 
forwarded a valuable collection of zoological aud geological specimens from Bnt.zil. 
Botanical and archreological specimens have also been a.dded to the museum . 
.AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
An appropriation was made by the last legislature for building a laboratory. This 
is now completed, with accommodations for students in analytical, elementary, and 
higher chemistry. Additional buildings have been erected for tlle farm, and facilities 
for testing the worth of the science of agriculture, as applied to actual field-work, have 
been increased. It is b lieved that the college will at no distant day be rendered self~ 
supporting by the income derived from sales of land. 
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.ALBIO T COLLEGE. 
The financial condition of t.his college has greatly improved. The buHdings and 
ground have been put in better order, and an endowment of not less than $110,000 
ha been secured. 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE. 
To special changes have occurred in this college during the year. The endowment 
fund is $70,000. 
HILLSDALE COLLEGE. 
The general condition of this college is satisfactory. A larger number of ~tudents 
ha been in attendance tbau for several years past. The present endowment IS about 
$70,000. At the last meeting of the board of trustees, Rev. D. M. Graham was ap-
pointed president. 
ADHI.AN COLLEGE. 
Three years ago the south ball, occupied by ladies, was burned, and the college has 
not entirely recovered from the blow. It has, however, been attended with marked 
succes during the year. In addition to the classical and scientific course, a depart-
ment of theology and biblical literature bas been organized. 
OLIVET COLLEGE. 
The number of students attending this college has been larger than in previous 
years. Canva ing for an additional endowment fund is to be vigorously prosecuted, 
conditional pledges to the amount of $20,000 having already been made. 
STATE ~ORMAL SCHOOL. 
Steps have been taken to separate the academic work from the more fltrictly profes-
sional training of the cbool by reorganizing the model school, and making its high-
school department a regular academic or high sr.hool; and, in order to afford the 
normal scholar additional facilities for observation and practice, an arrangement has 
been made with the Ypsilanti school board, by which their union school is used for 
the e purpo es. 
STATE REFORM SCHOOL. 
Though the pa t year bas been, on the whole, a prosperous one, the necessity of sep-
arating boys committed for slight offenses from those who are depraved and incor-
rigible, b come more and mor pre sing. 
Lack of work ba eriou ly affected the income of the school; and on this account a. 
number of the boys wero employed in cutting wood for a portion of tho year. During 
the summer, and at the present time, the boys have been occupied in tho shops, farm, 
&c., without lo s of time. The band continues to fill a very essential place in the 
school work, th concerts b ing ufficiently remunerati ,.o to furnish means for additions 
to th hoy 'library and to make a beginning of au art gallery and museum. 
1\HCITIGA~ TATE TEACITERS' ASSOCIATIO:N. 
Tbi a ociation met in Detroit, December 27-29, 1871, with a good attendance; 
. uan • ot;y, pre ident. Addr~s e~ were given by A. A. Griffith, of Ypsilanti, on" Prac-
tiCal locution;" by J. M. W llwgton, on "The teacher's ideal." 
An e ay t1pon ''Our work" was real by Miss D. E . Henr,\', of Grand Rapids. H. D. 
Harrower read a paper upon "Our union schools;" D. C. Scoville read an elaborate 
e. ·ay upon 'Th manhood of strength and g ntleness ;" William B. Sibler gave an ad-
re · up n 'Educati n in parable from civilization ." The officers elected were: 
pr. id~ent, J. F. Nichol ; recording s cretary, Mi s M. Rose; corresponding ecretary, 
lrh E. F. Thowp n. 
fiCBIGAN A OCIATIO ' OF COUNTY SUPERrnTENDENTS. 
The tenth s mi-annual meeting of this a socin.tion was held in Port Huron, February 
20 and 2~, 1 i2. Tb firbt ·e ·sion was occupi d with r ports from the counti , and in 
the ev ~mg a publ.ic addre s w~ given by uperint ndent Duane Doty, of D .troit. 
A var1 ty of obJ ct appropnat to tbe work of the sup rintendents was ch co 'd. 
Officers lected: pr ·sid nt, uperintenuent Botsford · secretaries, 1e rs. Willard of 
~lonro , aud 'urti , of I auella. The next m eting ~as fixed for the lOth of epteru-
ber, at Lansing. 
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ALLEN J, CURTIS.-OBITUARY. 
Allen J. Curtis, .A.. M., formerly instructor in Kalamazoo College, and more recently 
assistant professor of rhetoric and English literature in the State universHy, died of con-
sumption, at Shelby, Macomb County, December ~8, 1871. H~ was.gra<luated a~ Kala-
ma.zoo College, 1860; pursued post-graduate studies at the umvers1ty; was obliged to 
resign his professorship in 1866 on account of failing health. He was only 33 years 
old, but had already accomplished much in literature and education. 
HENRY W. THOMPSON.-OBITUARY. 
Henry W. Thompson, principal of the Union school in Cambria, Hillsdale County, 
died at tha.t place of quick consumption, January 7, 1872. The Michigan Teacher 
says : "We know nothing of his professional characteristics or career; but his life de-
rived peculiar interest from the fact that he had been rescued from the 'little wander-
ers' in the streets of New York and brought to the West by the Howard Mis~ion." 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea. and population.-In1870 Michigan was the thirteenth State in population, having-
1,184,059 inhabitan ts witllin an area of 56,451 square miles, an average of 20.97 persons 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 1,167,282 whites, 11,849 colored, 
2 Chinese, and 4,!:1.26 Indians. Of these 916,049 were natives of the United States, and 
268,010 were foreign-born. Of the native residents of the State, 498,746 whites, 3,860 
colored, and 4,662 Indians were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 
64,143 were born in Germany, :35,051 in England, and 42,013 in Ireland. ·· 
School attendance.-.A.ccording to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census· Report, 264,217 persons at-
tPnded school, and of tht:se 24,352 were foreign born. The white male scholars num-
uered 13-6,607, and the white female scholars 125,754, (an aggregate of 262,361 whites.) 
The colored pupils numbered 1,483, of whom 769 were males and 714 females; 207 
male and 166 female Indians are also reported as attending school. . 
IlliteTacy.-The number of inhabitants, of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 53,127, of whom 30,580 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and 1·ace of illilerates.-Of the 48,649 white illiterates 8,022 wer.e from 10 
to 15 years of age, and of these 4,728 were ma.les and 3,294 females; 5,098 were from 
15 to 21 years old, of whom 2,973 were males and 2,125 females; 35,529 were 21 years 
old and over, of whom 17,543 were males anc117,986 females. Of the 2,655 colored illit-
erates 369 were from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 170 were males and 199 females ; 330 
were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 169 were males and161 females; 1,956 were 21 
years old and over, of whom 1,015 were males a.nd 941 females ; 791 males and 1,032 
female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-.According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 5,595, h aving 9,559 teachers, of whom 2,999 
were males and 6,560 females, to educate their 2u6,627 pupils, of whom 128,949 were 
males and 137,678 females. 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total inceme of a.U the educational in-
stitutions was $2,550,018, of which $81,775 were derived from endowment, $2,0:17,122 
from taxation and public funds, and $371,121 fi·om tuition and other sources. 
Pt{blic schools.-The 5,414 public schools, with their 8,977 teacllers; of whom 2,796 
were males and 6,181 females, were attended by 254,828 pupils, of whom 123,984 were 
males and 130,844 females. To educate these they possessed a total income of $2,164,489, 
of whicll $2,019,622 were derived from taxation and public funds and $144,867 from 
tuition and other source~:>. 
Colleges.-The 9 colleges, with their 88 teachers, (66 males and 22 females,) were at-
t ended by 1,704 students, of whom 1,122 were males and 582 females. To educate these 
they possessed a total income of $98,905, of which $55,442 were derivecl from endow-
ment, $6,464 from taxation and public funds, and $3G,999 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Academies.-The3academies, with their13teachers, ( 4maleaud9female,) were attended 
by 195 pupils, of whom 45 were males and 140 females. They possessed an income of 
$9,722, derived from tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 119 day and boarding schools had 218 teachers, of whom 58 were 
males and 160 females. They were attended by 4,577 pupils, 1,737 of whom were males 
and 2,840 females. These schools possessed a total income of $75,445, of which $1,000 
were derived from endowment and $74,445 from tuition and other sources. 
Libmries.-Tbere were 3,002 puulic libraries, containing 578,631 volumes; also 23,761 
private libraries, having 1,596,113 volmnes-making a total of 26,763 libraries, contain-
iug 2,174,744 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The 211 periodicals issued had an aggregate circulation of 253,774 copies, 
with an aggregate annna.l issue of 19,686,978. 
Churches.-Of the 2,239 cllurch organizations 1,415 had edifices with 456,226 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $9,133,816. 
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Pauperism.-Of the 2,042 paupers 768 were native whites, 85 native colored, and 1,189 
foreigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 1,095 per ons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 617 were native whites, _62 native 
colored, and 41G foreigners. Eight hundred and thirty-five persons were conviCted dur-
ing the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 35R,530 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old-1 1, 06 males and 176,724 females; 873,763 were 10 years old and upward, 
and of the e 460,408 were males and 413,355 females. 
Occupations.-Four hundred and four thousand one hundred and sixty-four persons of 
these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 346,717 were males and 57,447 
females; 1 7,211 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 187,036 were males 
and 175 females; 104,72 in personal and professional services, of whom 52,754 were 
males and 51,974 females; 29,58 in trade and transportation, of whom 29,493 were 
males and 95 females; 2,637 in manufactures and mechanical and mining industries, 
of whom 77,434 were males and 5,203 females. 
Age and sex of 1vorking population.-Of these 404,164 employed persons 9,341 were from 
10 to 15 year old, of whom 7,045 were males and 2,296 females; 374,216 were from 16 
to 59 years old, of whom 319,569 were males and 54,647 females ; 20,607 were 60 years 




Benzie ... ........ .... .. 
Berri n .............. .. 
Branch ............... . 
Calhoun ............. .. 
Cass .................. . 
Charlevoix . ........... . 
C}~n~~~~~~ .".'. ·.·.·. ·.:::::: 
Eaton ................. . 
encsee .... . ........ .. 
rand Traverse ..... . . 
Gratiot .............. .. 
llills!lale .............. . 
llou~hton ............. . 
llm·on ............... .. 
In~rham ............... . 
Ionia ................ .. 
IRn!Jella .............. .. 
Jackson ............. .. 
Kalamazoo ............ . 
Rent ................ .. 
Kew enaw ........... .. 
Lake ................. . 
taE1~C:~~~:: :::::::::::: 
Lenawee .............. . 
~~!~~~:: ::::::::::: 
:Manistee ............ .. 
:Marq nette ............ . 
Mason .. .............. . 
li co ta. ............. .. 
Midland ............. .. 
onroe .............. .. 
Montcalm ...... .. ..... . 
~:Ei~w~~:::::::::::::: 
ccana. ............... . 
ceola .............. .. 
Ottawa .............. .. 
, a!!inaw .............. . 
anilac .............. .. 
Shiawa ee ........... . 
aint lair ......... .. .. 
aintJo ph ......... .. 
Tu cola ... ........... . 
Van Durn ............ . 
Washtcnaw .......... .. 
~ ~~or~l. ·.·. ·. ·.:::::::::: 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
COU ' TY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Names. Post-office address. 
~~~lt¥-~s~~D~~i~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tl:~ltne. 
Frederick \V. Lankenaw .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. Bay City. 
..ArtlJUr '1'. Ca e......... ............ .. ............... Homestead. 
E. L. Kingsland .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. Benton Harbor. 
..A . .A.. Luce .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Gilead. 
Bela Fancher .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Homer. 
L. P. Rinehart....................................... Cassopolis. 
John S. Dixon .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Charlevoix. 
. M. Gerow . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Benton. 
'~~~l~~n~-.-.-.-.-.-.·.: ._._·_ ._: ._._ ~ :·. ~:: :::: ._ :::::::::: ~ ~ :: :: ~eW~:.!~picls. 
Cornelius .A.. Gower .................................. Fenton. 
Elisha P. Ladd ......... .................... .. .. ...... Old Mission. 
Dillis D. Hamilton................................... Pompeii. 
~~?1~~~1~· fi~~~1~~ie~: ·_::: ~:: ·_: ~: ~ ~::::::: :::: :::::: ~~~~~~~: 
C. B. Cottrell ................................. ·.... ... Port A11stin. 
ElmerNort,h . ........................................ Lansing. 
William D. Thomas .... .............................. Ionia. 
Charles 0. 'at-tis .................................... Mount Pleasant. 
j.f-J~-~~ft ~~~~-~t_t_ :~:::: :::::::::::::::: ·:::::: ::::: ~~1~:~~vo. 
~:(;~Y ~tt~~~:~.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~res~~~!a~: 
D. C. WaiTeD ........................................ Chase. 
J. ll. Vine nt........................................ Lapeer. 
'almon teel ........................................ Northport. 
Willard tea rna .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..Adrian . 
Peter Shields ........... ......... ....... ..... ........ ITowelL 
~~c;.y..A~· :~-~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: : ~~~istt~~.emens. 
Harlow Olcott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ma1·queUe. 
.J. Edwin . mith...................................... Ludington. 
ll. C. Peck. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Big Rapids. 
M. W. Ellsworth .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. Midland. 
Ela.m WiJlard. ....... ................................ . Monroe. 
Elijah ll. CrowelL.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. Greenville. 
. R. Burch . ........................................ Muskegon. 
M. W. '·ot .. ....................................... Newaygo. 
John (}n . Corbin ................................... Poutiac. 
:Marc.usn~t~ti ·;: ~ ~::::: ::::: :::~ ~:::: :::::::::::::: N;~ey. 
'har!Ps ,•. Faa tt.. ......... ........... ............. prinrr Lake. 
John . Goodman .. ...... .. ........ ... ............... East Saginaw. 
'eorg .Parker .................................... Port anilac. 
~-B~:~~t~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ti~~on. 
g~Ei~!.~li~i~i~~:~~ ::::_~:::~::~:::::::::: ::::::::: ~~t~~::~: · 
Let ·r R. Drown .......... .. .. ... .............. . ... -- ~ J{awsonville. 
E. J. Copley......................................... h rman. 
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From report of Ron. H. B. Wilson, superintendent of ]mblic instruction, for the year ended Septem-
ber 30, 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
This fund is derived from the proceeds of the sale of school lands. The r.eceipts 
are invested in State a nd national securities. Permits to cut timber on these lands are 
also sol<l at pulllic sale. 
Total amount invested ......•...........•...........................• 
Total amount in treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 




Total amount of permanent school fund, November 30, 1871............ 2, 544, U76 12 
Whole amount received from school fund, 1870 .....•.................. 
Whole amount received from school fund, 1871 .......................• 
Increase .....•..... , .............................•............ 
Amount apportioned from permament school fund, 1870 .....•.......... 
Amount apportioned from permanent school fund, 1871 ...•...........• 
Decrease ...........................•...................•...... 
Whole amount received from taxes voted by districts in 1870 ...•.....• 
Whole amount received from taxes voted by districts in 1871. ........ . 
Increase ..........................•..• ~ ..............•........ 
Whole amount expended for school purposes, 1870 ............•........ 
Whole amount expended for school purposes, 1871 .................... . 
Increase ..................................................... . 
Whole amount in district treasuries, September 30, 1871 .......•......• 











$792, 852 91 




Whole number of children in the State between 5 and 21 years of age, 1870 ... 155, 7G7 
Whole number of children in the State lletween 5 and 21 years of age, 1871. .. 167, 463 
Increase for the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 696 
·whole number of persons attending school in 1870 .......................... 110, 590 
Whole number of persons attending school in 1871 • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 113, 983 
Increase for the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3, 39:3 
Per cent. of attendance in 1870 .......................................... _ .. 
Per cent. of attendance in 1871 ......................................... ___ . 
Whole number of winter schools, 1870 .................................. _ .. . 
Whole number of winter schools, 1871. .................................... . 
Increase for the year ................................. ..... ......... . 
"Whole number of summer schools, 1S70 ...•.•..••......•..•••...•.... , . .. ... . 
Whole number of summer schools, 1871. ........•..•...••..•.......•.....•.. 
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TEACllERS .Ali.'D SAT,ARIES. 
Numb r of~ale teachers, 1870 ------ -----· ..... . .. -- - --- - - --·· . . .. .... ······ 
Number of female teacher , 1870 ... . . __ ... . . . ... -...... . .... . ... .. · ·- · · · · - · · 
Number of male teacher, 1871 ....... . .. -· ...... -· . . - · .. .. -· -- . . --- - -· -· -- -· 
Number of female teacher , 1871 . .... . ... . -· .. -.. . -· -· -· . . -- -· -- ------ .. ----
Average wages per month for male teachers, 1870.- - - .... -...... - -.- .. --.----
A. vemge wages per month for female teachers, 1870 . .. -- ••. . .• - -• . ----. ----- -
Average wages of male teachers per month, 1871. . . ... - - - -·. --- . .. . - ---.--.--
Average wage of female teachers per month, 1871.. -- -·.- - - - .. - -- - . . -- -·- ----











At the convention of county and city superintendents, it was recommended that_ the 
legislature authorize the superintendent of public instruction to divide the State mto 
5 in titute districts, and provide a suitable instructor to hold 5 training schools for 
teachers in each, these schools to be in session not less than 4 weeks. 
TEACI-illRS' INSTITUTES. 
During the past year 19 institutes were held in the State, with an attendance of 
1,2 9 teacher . In truction in methods of teaching was given by able and experienced 
per ons, both male and female, aml the interest as manifested by the attendance was 
greater than-in any preceding year. 
TEACllERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The State teachers' association held its eleventh annual meeting in Normal Hall, at 
Winona, Augn t 29, 30, and 31. Though the attendance was not as large as in former 
. ear , the proceeding were most important. Among the addresses made was one by 
. H. Berry, e q., calling attention to the fact that in 1851, when the territorial gov-
erum nt was about three years old, there were in Minnesota bnt 13 school districts and 
four chool-honse , and the whole appropriation by the State was $1,721.73; in 1869 
the number of school districts was 2,521, the number of school-houses, 1,9:29; and tho 
amount paid teachers, $:360,697.50. He stated that this rapid growth was owing in 
great mea ·urc to the land apnropriation, 363,100 acres of which have beon sold, making 
an accumulated fund of 2,371,199. 
Tho resolutions passed by the association evinced a spirit of progress in all educa-
tional matters. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
In orne localitie objections are raised against this office, but they are such as by 
their v ry xistence prove its u efulness. Though there are circumstances which in 
many ca make itirupos il>leto secure men properly fitted for tho position, yet the bene-
fit to the school- ystem as hown by the improvement in teachers, school-buildings, 
&c., arc incalcnlabl . The report recommends that an adequate salary be affixed to 
this o.ffic~ by law. 
CONVENTION OF OOUNTY .Ali.TD CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The convention of county and city superintendents held its annual meeting in the 
normal- chool building at Winona the last week in August, and was in session two 
days. About half the counties in the tate were represented. Many important qu s-
tions concerning the educational interests of the city graded schools, as well as tho 
ommon district school , were di cu eel. It was recommended that examination 
bonld be held as often as once a month in the public schools. 
PRIVATE SCTIOOLS. 
There bas b en a con iderable decrease in the number of these school durina the 
pa t y. ar. The high chools connected with the graded school sy t rn do the _wor~ of 
preparwg yonng men and women to uter cla e in colleges and the tate umver 1ty 
anp r nder private chools in a mea ure unnecessary. 
CARLTO.c~ COLLEGE. 
Tbi college i reported to e in a very flourishing condition. Their new building, 
erected within the year, is nearly ready for occupancy. 
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RED WING COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. 
This institution bas a commodious building, costing about $25,000. It is open to both 
sexes, and is intended to take a position between the public schools and university, 
preparing pupils for the latter. 
THE COLLEGE OF SAINT JOH~. 
This college was organized last September, and has only the preparatory department 
in operation. The Roman Catholic bishop of the diocese is· ex-officio president. 
FIHST NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This institution is in Winona. Its new building is not yet entirely finished or :fitted 
for occupation. The cost as it now stands has been $134,162.63. The school has had 
under instruction in its normal department since 1864 more than 600 young men and 
women; 114 have graduated, nearly all of whom are now engaged in teaching. Dur-
ing the year 34 pupils have graduated. The incre::tse of attendance for the year 
has been 25 per cent. In the institution are 70 orphans of fallen soldiers, pro-
vided for .Pa.rtly by the State and partly by individuals. The number of counties 
represented is 22. The cost of maintaining the school from September, 1870, to 
September, 1871, was $12,000. It has been only by the strictest economy that the 
expenses have been kept within this limit. 
SECOND NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The second normal school, at Mankato, has graduated 20 young men and women, all 
of whom are teaching in the public schools of the State. The number of counties 
represented the past year was 21. The average age of pupils training to become tea.chers 
is 19.7 years. Twenty-three pupils will graduate in June next. The educational ad-
:vantages of nearly all the pu{)ils have heretofore been very limited. In many cases, 
however, what is lacked in this respect is made up in earnestness and studious behav-
ior. The current expenses for the year have been $7,993.02. 
THIRD NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This school is in Saint Cloud. The basement story of a permanent building for t·he 
school was completed summer before l::>.st, at an expense of $9,495.55. The old build-
ing has been crowded from the first, and there is call for three times the room now 
afforded. It bas in two years had under instruction 115 normal students. It graduated 
its first class last' June, consisting of 15 young men an d women; 13 of these are now 
t eaching. The other 2 expect to begin 'ivork with the new year. A class of a:bout 20 
will graduate in June next. The current expenses for the year are $6,4;)3.32. These 
schools are all greatly in need of an additional appropriation, and that at Mankato 
was obliged to incur a debt of $2,000 in its current expenses during the past year. 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 
The past year has been the :first under tho new or modifiefl organization. The two 
courses offered in the Latin or preparatory school have been consolidated, Latin being 
made obligatory upon all who enter the school. Tbe :first tllree departments of the uni-
versity--the department of elementary instruction, the college of science~ literature, and 
the arts, and the college of agriculture and the mechanic arts-have been organized, 
and the first two arc in operation. The third is organized in two divisions, that of 
ag::iculture and that of the mechanic arts. The latter will be in operation from the 
begim1ing of tbe academic year 1872-'73, the form er as soon :c'<s the vacant professor-
sllip of ngricultnre can be fill ed. The other departments, a college of medicine and a 
college· of law, ·will be put in operation as fast as the means of the universit,y will per-
mit. The number of transient a,nd local scholars has much diminished, and the num!Jer 
of those intending to pursue a full course is largely increased. 
BENEVOLENT L.'\STITUTIONS. 
These are the State reform school, soldiers orphans' home, and institution for educat-
ing the deaf and dumu and blind. All have bad a prosperous and successful yea.r. 
Profes or Noyes, principal of the last-named institution, reports the Emnbers in attend-
ance : Deaf and dumb, 60; blind, 17; applications, 2o. Besides these the census shows 
55 deaf and dumb and blind children in the State of an age to attend school. 
PROFESSOR WILLIAM 0. HISKEY.-OBITUARY. 
Professor William 0. Hiskey, city superintendent of schools, Minneapolis, died of ap-
oplexy, October 3, 1871. · 
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Tie wa born at Lexington Ohio, May,1838; graduated at Otterville College, 1861; after 
preaching abont a year adopted the profession of teacher; was employed both as teacher 
ancl uperintendent at Davenport, Iowa; came to Minneapolis in 186fi; was two years 
principal of b igh chool; was superintendent of schools till his death; president 
Young Men Cbri tiau Association, and at the time of bis death superintendent Meth-
odi t Episcopal abbath-school; closely identified with the 1uissionary work on the 
line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and ever ready to assume any duty, no matter 
how laborious, for the advancement of religion. The cause of his death may probably 
be traced to xces ive labors imposed upon a constitution naturally weak. On his 
la ·t abbath he preached in the forenoon at Saint Anthony's, superintended Sabbath-
scbool at~ p.m., held open-air services at 5 p. m., and addrcsset.l the Sabbath-S{)hool 
concert at the entenary church in the evening. Arriving at home, he complained of 
feeling tin·d, and his wife suggested that he was trying to do too much; but he replied 
tlln.t he wa never so ha.ppy as wllen attending to the work his hands found to do. 
That night he died, in the mid t of what should have been his most useful years-died as 
many have died before, and as many will hereafter, for want of that self-control, that true 
temperance, which doe not sufi'er the mind to oYerwork the body. "No citizen of 
Minneapolis wa more universally respected, or more truly honored and beloved, than 
:Professor Hiskey. 
:MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The sixth annual meeting of this association was held at Minneapolis in August. 
Pre ident Folwell pre en ted a communication from a committee of the board of regents 
of the State univerl!ity in regard to the preparation of a course of study for the high 
schools of the State that shall have a proper rel::ttion to the university courses. 
op riutendent Burt read a paper ou the topic, "Can parents and guardians generally 
bo induced to give tb ir children the advantages for education afforded in our public 
schools witllont laws compelling attendance¥" 
uperiutend nt J. vV. Hancock read a paper on "Some of the benefits of county 
snperintcndcncy." nperintendent 'fhnrston presented a paper on "The best time to 
comm nee summer schools," preferring the 15th of May as the commencement and the 
25th of July a the close. Superintendent Thompson read a paper on the question, 
"IIow can the great evil re ulting from the appointment of unqualified men to the 
office of county superintendent be remedied¥" Superintendent Whiteman read a 
pap r ou the object, " hould the rate of compensation of teachers in graded school 
bed t rruined by the age and arlvancement of their pupilsV" Superintendent 0. V. 
Ton ·ly r >ad a paper on'' School examinations," and this and the other topics presented 
were fully discus ·ed. 
FACTS FRO:'II TilE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea ancl population.-In 1 70 Minnesota was the twenty-eighth State in population, 
having 4!39,706 inhabitants within an area of tl3,5!H square miles, an average of 5.26 
p r on to the squar mil . This population consisted of 438,257 white , 759 colored, 
and 690 Indian . f tb 279,009 were natives of the United States and 160,697 were 
foreign-born. f the native re id nt 125,759 whites, 115 colored, and 61i Indian were 
born w·itbin its border , while of the foreign residents 41,364 were born in Germany, 
5,670 in Engl• nd, and 21,746 in Ireland. 
chool attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 96,793 person 
attended chool in 1 70, and of the ·e 13,031 wore foreign-born. Of the white scholar 
50 13 were male and 4(),52!:! female , a total of 96,686. Of the 75 color d pupils 35 
w re males and 40 females. 'ixteen male and 16 female Indians w real o reported. 
Illiteracy.-Twenty-four thou. and four hundred and thirteen inhabitants of all race , 
10 y ar old and over, were reported as unable to write, of whom 18,tl55 were foreign-
born. · 
Age, sex, and race of illiterafes.-0£ the 23,941 white illiterates 3,~02 were from 10 to 
15 year ld and of th ~,122 wer males and 1,680 female ; 1,9 9 w re from 15 to 21 
:yea1 . old, of whom 1,014 w r males and 975 :D male ; 1R,150 w re 21 y ars old and 
over, of whom ,041 were males and 10,109 females. Of the 102 color d Hliterat s 6 
w re from 1 to 15 ars of a · e, of whom 2 ' ere males and 4 femal s; 15 were from 15 
to 2l J ar old of whom 11 w re males and 4 females; 1 were 21 years old und o\er 
of whom 44 were mal and 37 females; 178.male and 192 female Indians were also re-
port d. 
Educational institution~.-According to Tabl XII, vol. 1, of Ccnsu Report, the 
t~tal numb r of d~ca 1onal institutions wa 2,479, having 2, 6 teach r of whom 
!MJ w-ere mal· and J.,907 £ males, to ducate 107,26ti pupils, 55,166 of whom w r male 
aud 2 100 £ mal . 
.:!mount and source of ducational income.-The total income of aU the duca.tional in-
l<titutwns w s L, 11 7 of which sum ;..,000 were deriYed from ndowroent, 903,101 
f.:ow taxation aLd pubUc funds, and 8106,66 from tuition and other sources. 
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Public schools.-The 2,424 public schools, with 2,758 teachers, 919 male and 1,839 fe-
male, were attended by-103,408 pupils, of whom 5:3,171 were males and50,237 females. 
To educate these they possessed a total income of $895,204, of which $870,476 were de-
rived from taxation and public fuuds and $24,728 from tuition ancl other sources. 
Colleges.-The 4 colleges, with their 31 teachers, 27 ruale and 4 female, were attended 
by 524 students, of whom 376 were males and 148 females. To educate these they pos-
sessed a total income of $52,600, of which $16,000 were derived from taxation and public 
funds and $36,600 from tuition and other sources. 
AcaderniP,s,-The 3 academies, with 10 teachers, of whom 5 were males and 5 female::;, 
bad an attendance of 133 pupHs, 82 of whom were males and 51 females. They pos-
sessed an income of $3,145 from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.-Tho 23 day and boarding schools had 28 teachers, of whom 8 were 
male and 20 female, and were attended by 959 pupils-488 male and 471 female-to 
educate whom they possessed an income of $18,414, derived from tuition and other 
sources. 
Librm·ies.-Five hundred and eighty-seven public librariP.s were reported with 160,790 
volumes, and 825 private libraries ·with 200,020 volumes, in all 1,412 libraries, contain-
ing 360,810 volumes. 
The p1'ess.-Tbe 95 periodicals issued in the State bad an aggregate circulation of 
110,178 copies, and an aggregate annual issue of 9,543,656 copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 877 church organizations 582 bad edifices, with 158,266 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $2,401,750. 
Paupm·isrn.-Of the 392 paupers 120 were native whites, 6 native colored, and 266 
foreigners . . • 
C1·ime.-Of 129 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 65 were native whites, 8 native colored, 
and 56 foreigners. Two hundred and fourteen persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 142,665 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 72,657 were males and 70,00d females; 305,568 were 10 years old and up-
ward, of whom 167,456 were males and138,112 females. 
Occupations.-One hundred and thirty-two thousand six hundred and fifty-seven per-
sons of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 121,797 were males 
and 10,860 females. Of these 75,157 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of wboJD, 
74,6fi3werema.Jes and494 females; 28,330 in personal and professional services, of wb.om 
18,920 were maleR and 9,410 females; 10,582 in trade and transportatjon, of wh,orn 
10,559 were males and 23 females; 18,588 in manufactures and mechanical and miniug 
industries, of whom 17,655 were males and 933 females. 
Age and sex of tv01·king population.-Of the 132,657 employed persons 3,116 were from 
10 to 15 yea.rs old, of whom 2,218 were males and 898 fenmles; 124,961 were frow 16 to 
59 years old, and of theRe 115,195 were males and 9,766 females; 5,580 were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 4,384 were males and196 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. H. B. WILSON, State superintendent. 
Counties. 
.Anoka ............... - ...... . 
:Becker ..................... . 
:Benton ...... ... -........... . 
Blue Earth ................. . 
Brown ...................... . 
Carlton ............ .... ..... . 
Carver ........ ............. . . 
Cass ........................ . 
Chippewa·-- ·-- ............. . 
t~~t~E~·ooci: ::::::::::::::::: 
Cl.'l.Y-----------------· ·-·--· · 
g~k~:~-~:: ::::: :::::: ::::: 
~~~~!~;i : : ~ ~ ~ -~ ~: : ::: ::: :::: ~ 
Fillmore ____ ...... . ... ....... . 
:Fro born .... .. ............. . 
Goodbuo.- ---- .............. . 
~~:~~~::::::::::::::: :::: : 
Isanti._ .................. -- --
13 E 
*COUSTY , UPERINTENDENT. ·• 
Superintendents. Post·office address . 
Rev. J. B. Tuttle ... ...................... .Anoka. 
F. B. Chapin ........ . ... ................. Detroit City. 
Rev. Sherman Hn11. ..................... . SaukRapids. 
~;rYl~~ui~~~~~ _-.-::::::::::::::::: :·:::: rc:~v~~~~~rth. 
William Shaw ........................... Thompson. 
J. Thomas llel'lccr. ·--- ................. . Waconia. 
Charles A . Rufr'ee ... ............. . . ...... Leech Lake. 
Joscpl:! D. Baker ............... . __ ....... Montevideo. 
~: F.B!~ii~~l~:~::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~i~~~~alls. 
r~~ 8t~f~~~-~~ ~ ~::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::: i:~~~~~~t Paul. 
Smith Bloomfield ...................... .. . .Alexandria. 
R W. Richards ...... --- ... ---- .......... Blue Earth City. 
Rev. D. L. Kiehle ............ ------ ...... Preston. 
llenry'l'burston ..... .. ... ..... ..... ..... . Shell Rock City. 
Rev. J. 'iV. Hancock ... ·-·-······ ........ Red Wing. 
Charles Roaf! .... ... . ........ : ......... .. 
1 
Minneapolis. 
Dr. J. B. Lc .Blon<l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brownsville. 
Rov. Richard Walker .......... . ......... Spencer Brook. 
*Revised November 1, 1872. 
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Counties. 
Jackson .................... . 
Kanabec ................... . 
Kandiyohi.. ................ . 
Lake ....................... . 
Le Suenr ................... . 
t~~~~i p~~i~~: ::::::::::: ~ ~ -. 
~~f~~~:::::: :::::: :~~~~ ::::: 
.Mart.in ...................... . 
~eeker ..... ......... ....... . 
Mille Lac ..•................. 
Morrison ................... . 
Mower ...................... . 
~ icollet ..................... . 
Noble ............... . ....... . 
Olmsted ........ ............ . 
Otter Tail ................... . 
"Pine ........................ · 
Pope ........................ . 
.Ramsey ....... --·· .......... . 
Redwood ................... . 
Roovillo .................... . 
Rice ........................ . 
Rock ....................... . 
~~~ ~~-~i_s_ :::::::::::::::::: 
~herburno ................. . . 
s~~~~~8 ~::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::: 
steelo ....................... . 
~~~t ~8:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Todd ........ ...... ......... . 
Wabasha.w ........ .••. ...... 
Waseca .. ... ..... ........... . 
~!=?a~~-::::::::::::::::: 
Winona ..................... . 
fvh~~ :: ::~~~:~: ~ ::::::::::: 
Yellow Medicine ............ . 
Oo1mty superintendents-Continued. 
Supllrintendents. 
E. L. Brownell .......................... . 
Benjamin orton ...... . ........ ........ . 
J.H. Gates ............................. . 
Cbri tian Weiland ...................... . 
M. R. ETerett ...... . ................ . .. . . 
Rev. Ransom Wait ...................... . 
Eli B. Miller ........ .... ....... ......... . 
J. E. Cutter .................. .. .... ..... . 
ife"v~. ~~<}1~~:~: :::: ~::::: ~::::::::::: 
H. L. Wadsworth ....................... . 
~~:ai~~it~~~:~~d::: ~:::::: ~:::::: ~::: 
B. H. Randall .... ....................... . 
'.r. C. Bell ............................... . 
Sanford Niles ........................... . 
N. H. Chittenden .... ............ .... .... . 
Morton Bryan ................. .. ........ . 
i5~~.?ln!~~~-~ :_·:: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dr. W. D. Flinn .. ...................... . 
Carter W. Drew ... .................. ... . 
relifr~ I~~~I:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Jeromo Merritt ......................... . 
~~~~~~i!~-~~~-:: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~: ~:::::: ~ 
Thomas Boland ......................... . 
Bartbolome Pirz ........................ . 
Rev. George C. Tanner ................. . 
i: ~-:k~f!~d~~~ ~:::::~::: ::::::: ~: ::::: 
H. F. La bier ............ ............ ... . 
~~!:YT&~~~~b~~::::::::::::::::::.::::: 
.Alexander Oldham ..... ................. . 
i~~~a:Jrd~e:r~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.r. F. Lewis ..... ..... .................... . 











































Yellow Medicine City. 
MISSISSIPPI. 19.5 
MISSISSIPPI. 
[FBom report of Ron. H. R. Pease, State superintendent of public instruction, fol" the scholastic year 
en<led December 3, 1871.] · 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of the common-school fund, (including fund appropriated under 
the act of 1859, Chickasaw and sixteenth-section fund, regarded as 
available.) .......................... . ............. . ............... $1, 950, 000 00 
Amount of revenue received an:d paid into the treasury from the various 
sources provided by the constitution, and laws enacted since its adop-
i"ion, accruing to the common-school fund....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529, 464 29 
Amount of revenue by special county tax collected and paid into the 
com1ty t.reasury, reported.... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 683, 784 19 
Amount of the common-school income-fund apportioned to the several 
counties . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 172, 550 35 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Amount expended for school sites .................................... -
Amount expended for building and repairs ........................... . 
Amount expended for school furniture and apparatus .....•.•...••..... 
Amount expended for rent of rooms and buildings ....•......... . ..•.. 
Amot1nt expended for school-books ................................ , ..... . 
Amount expended for teachers' salaries ................................. . 








Total expenditures for the year ending January 1, 1872, (including miscel-
htneousexpenses) ...... ; ............................................. 869,766 07 
Expenditures since inauguration of school-system, (eighteen months). . . . . . 950, 000 00 
POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. 
White populat.Ion ..................•....•....................••....••..... 
Colored population ....................................................... . 
Scholastic population, (white) ................................. .. ........... . 
Scholastic population, (colored) .......................................... ~ . 
Total scholastic population ................................................ . 
Number €nrolled in public schools, (white) ................................ .. 
Number enrolled in public E!chools, (colored) .............................. .. 
Whole number enrolled in public schools ................................. .. 
Number enrolled in private scl10ols, (white) .............................. .. 
N urn bor enrolled in private schools, (colored) ............................. .. 
Whole number enrolled in private schools ................................ .. 
Grand total of pupils attending schooL .................................. .. 
Average attendance in public and private schools .............•.... .. .....•.. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHEHS' PAY. 
Number of white teachers, (males, 1,575; females, 681) .................... . 
Number of colored teachers, (males, ~53; fema.les, 146) ..................... . 
Whole number of teachers ................................................. . 
A vera.ge monthly pay of teachers .......................................... . 
Number of white teachers in private schools .............................. .. 
Number of colored teachers in private schools ............................ .. 
Total teachers in public aud private schools ............................... .. 
Number of certificates granted to white teachers ...............•...........• 
Number of certificates granted to colored teachers ......................... . 
Number of teaclwrs' institutes held during the year ........................ . 
Number of teachers attending iustitutes during the year ................... . 
SCHOOLS. • 
Number of public schools, (white, 1, 739; colored, 862) ...................... . 
Number of privat~ schools, (white, 381; colored. 53) ............. ~ ----- ..... . 
Whole number of schools, (in fifty-two counties) .......................... .. 
Number of ffraded schools, (in the State) ................................. .. 
Number of igh schools, (in the State) ..................................... . 
Number of evening schools, (in the State) . ............................... .. 
Number of normal or training schools, (in the State) ............ · ........... . 
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SCH OL- ITE A "D SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Numb r of ite pnrcha ed.. ------ ·----· ...... ------ . ........... ----·· -----· 128 
Number of ite donated ............ ---·- ----·- -----· ...... --· ------ ...... 177 
N um her of hou es erected, ( w bite, 230 ; colored, 252) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 482 
Number of building rented, (white, 355; colored, 264) .. . ..... .. -- ....... --. 619 
Number of school-bon es built iu the State since the inauguration of tbe 
chool-system .... __ .... _ ..... · . . ............... . ...................... _.. 600 
SCIIOOL FURNITURE AND APPARATUS. 
Number of school-houses provided with modern school-furniture. . . . . . . . . . . . . 265 
Number of chools furoi bed with blackboards. ....... . ........... ....... ... 976 
Number of schools furnished with wall-maps . ..............•..... - .. :. .. .. . . 131 
Number of chools furnished with globes .... ------............... .... ...... BO 
VALUE OF SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
Value of public-school property in fifty-two counties reporting ........... $426, 204 7 
Value of private- chool property in fifty-two counties reporting ...... . . . . 436, 700 00 
E ·timated value of public- chool property in the State. ... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 800,~00 00 
SCHOOL LAW. 
Of the choollaw adopted in 1870 the superintendent says: "From my experience 
in attempting to execute the law, I venture the assertion that in a ll the history of 
leo-i lation there never wa a statute enacted that was so difficult of construction, so 
ambiguous in it term , and so conflicting in itself and with other laws in force." 
At the la t es ion of the legislature cl3rtain modifications were enacted in the school 
law,makingitconform with other general laws. The law as it now stands contains many 
excellent ~ ature , but the ~y tern i too cumbersome and complicated. It fails in 1ts 
&cope, and lacks the . ential conditions of a permanent uccess, viz : a well-regulated 
y tem of rai ing and managing the school revenues, and a comprehensive plan of su-
p rvi ion. 
SCHOOL REVENUES. 
The law provides for a common-school fund, consisting of the proceeds of all lands 
belonging to the tate, fine , licenses, taxesJ &c. Thus a foundation is laid for the 
a cumulation of an imm n e school fund, which, if properly managed, will, in the 
cour e of time, afford revenue ufficient to support the schools without additional 
taxation. nd r the existing policy the schools recP.ive no benefit whatever from the 
fund, which alr ady amounts to nearly $2,000,000 ; and the school revenue is raised 
hi fly by local taxation, "a sy tern altogether impracticable, wrong in principle, antl 
in violation ofthe spirit, if not the letter, of the constitution." 
orne countie levy a tax ufficient to defray the school expenses, others levy none 
at all. In many ca es the chool tax levied has been ab olntcly burdensome npon the 
p pl . It is estimated that a two-mill tax levied upon the taxable property of the 
'tate would afford ample revenue to defray the expenses of the department and pay 
teacher . It is recommend d that this tax be levied, to be collected in currency. 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
The Government of th nited tq.tes ha , from time to time, since 1 02, donated 
laud to th tate for educational purposes, amounting in the aggregate to nearly 
1,000,000 acre . 
Tearly all of thi munific nt ndowment has been disposed of and the proceed 
quandered. Iuve tigations alr ady made show that thousands of acres of the c land , 
6 me of th ·m the most valuable in tb tate, are ll elu a,.nd occupied without th shadow 
of titl . It i the purpo e of th board of education to thoroughly investigate tbi mat-
t r anu recover all lands tbu ill•gally held. 
' Tb r ar no mean of arriving at a corr ct estimate of the value of the unsold. cbool 
land ·, but it can not be doubted that a very moderate degree of bouesty, econowy, and 
kill in h administratio11 f the laud donated by the General Goverument for school 
purpo e would hav produc d a revenue sufficient to have furni bed perpetu!ll and 
fiici nt free chools for all the p ple of both races in the tate to the full extent of 
tb ·ir u d forev r.' 
The following abl exhibit the amount of the proceeds arisiug from the ale and 
reu tal of chooi lauds: 
Amonn ari.ingfrow tb al of hicka awlands ....................• 
Amount held by the tate in tru t .. .... . ..... .. .......... . .......... . 
Amount of th pr ce ari ing fr m tho sale and rental of sixt enth-
tion land about ........ ........ . . . ..................... - ~ -- ... . 
Aggr rate amount f the pr ce ds ari iog from the sale and rental of 
chool land , n.bout ....••....••......... . .......••..........•.... .. 





Of the proceeds of sale and rental of sixteenth-section lauds, it is estim:.tted that at 
least $1,000,000 are a total loss, on account of the want of proper management. 
SUPERVISION. 
"Our system of State and county supervision is very defective. The law imposes 
the gmve responsibility of superintending the public schools and general educational 
interests upon the State superintendent, and requires a gu:.trantee of $20,000 for the 
faithful discharge of these duties, while yet, as it now stands, it gives him no positive 
control. He is made president of the State board of education, but with no voice 
except in the case of a tie vote. 
"The present system of county supervision is even more defective. Under the exiSt-
ing law, the office of county superintendent is pract,ically a nullity." There are now 
three distinct agents-the bo:.trd of supervisors, board of directors, and county superin-
tendent-employed in supervising the schools of the county, and t,his too at an enor-
mous outlay of time and money. The main source of complaint against the public-
school system arises from the inefficiency and burdensome cost of conducting the 
present system of county supervision. The county superintendent is president of the 
board of directors, but has no power or voice in supervision. "As a measure of econ-
omy, to say nothing of efficiency, the abolition of the board of school directors is 
recommended." . 
The salary allowed county superintendents is entirely inadequate. Many of the best 
superintendents have already resigned, and others will resign unless the present system 
of supervision shall be changed, and a reasonable salary paid for tl1eir senices. It is 
recommended that there be three gmdes of oalaries established, _based upon scholastic 
population: counties with a scholastic popullJ,t,iou not exceeding 3,000 to constitute the 
loweRt grade, those containing nt)t less than S,OOO nor more than 7,000 to constitute the 
second grade, and all with over 7,000 to constitute the first grade. It is also recom-
mended that the office of county superintendent be made elective, and that the State 
board. of education have the authority to remove any county superintendent for neglect-
ing to perform the duties of his office, or for any other just cause shown. · 
TEACHERS. 
"Our greatest present want is earnest, active teachers, skilled in ~he science and art 
of teaching. Of the whole number of teachers (upward of four thousand) employed 
in the public schools of the State, comparatively few are qua.lified for their work." . To 
remedy this three things are considered necessary: First, to establish normal or traiu-
ing schools for teachers; secondly, to provide for the organization and maintenance of a 
vigorous system of teachers' institutes; thirdly, to offer inducements, by means of lib-
eral salaries, to first-class teachers. The latter will do mncb to relieve the present 
pressure. The supedntendent recommends the establishing of a minimum and maxi-
mum monthly salary for each grade of the common schools : For the third grade, a 
minimum of $30 a month and a maximum of $50; for the second grade, a minimum of 
$50 aud a maximum of $75 per month; for the first grade, a minimum of $75 and a 
maximum of $12fi per month. 
It is believed that this plan will correct a wrong tb:tt bas been practiced to a consid-
erable extent in many counties-that of a very unjust discrimination between the 
white and colored teachers. 
;rEACHERS' I 'STITUTES. 
The superintendent says: "The establishment of teachers' institutes is the most 
practical measure to meet onr immediate wants." County superintendents were in-
structed to organize institutes in their respective districts, and organizations were 
effected in eight counties. It is recommended that the State appropriate from the 
school fund the sum of $3,000 for the maintenance of teachers' institutes in each 
county employing twenty-five teachers, and consolidate two or more counties when 
t hey employ less than that number. 
HIGH SCHOOLS. 
It is recommended that in each county containing a scholastic population' of 7,000 
there shall be established one or more high schools, with a normal department for the 
t raining of teachers for the primary schools. It should be made obligatory upon the 
county to furnish suitable buildings and meet the incidental expenses, the State to pay 
the teachers, and the salaries of the principals of high schools to be regulated by tho 
State board of education. 
UNIFORMITY OF TEXT-BOOK , 
Under the existing law, a uniformity of school-books is required in each county. It 
is made tho duty of tho board.s of school directors to prescribe the text-books to be used 
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in the chools. The law has been generally complied with, so far as the mere adoption 
of a chednle of text-book by the boards of directors is concerned; yet in a majority 
of the counties it is practically null; and, as the law now stands~ schoo~-officers are 
utterly powerle s to enforce the uniform use of books. Another senous ev1l.co~mected 
with the pre ent sy tern is the frequent change of text-books. Under the ex1stmg law, 
the boru:ds of chool directors may adopt a new series of books for every term, or as 
often a they choo e. It i recommended that when once a series of standard text-
books shall have been adopted and introduced into the schools, no change shall bo 
made for at lea t three years. 
SCHOLASTIC YEAR. 
'l'be superintendent recommends a change in the law regulating the school year. 
The scholastic year should commence September 1, a.nd terminate August 31. This 
change i deemed e ential to the sy tematic conducting of the business of the depart-
ment. Under the pre eut law the sbperintendent is virtually allowed only fifteen days 
to prepare his annual report. 
PUBLIC SENTIMENT. 
No feature of the new ystem of government met with more determined opposition 
at the out et than did the school system. "A majority of the wealthy and intelligent 
cla es, unable to divest themselves of irrational prejudices, contested the introduction 
of the people's schools with a determination that seemed, at time•, likely to overwhelm 
and de troy th m." A class of idle politicians and an unscrupulous press encouraged 
thi parti an ho tility, which at length culminated in open violence, particularly in 
the ea tern portion of the State. Many cases of incendiarism and of violence toward 
teacher and hool officers were reported. 
During the pa t y ar a most marvelous revolution has taken place in public senti-
ment. In many localities whore, at the outset, the people were most indifferent and 
tb greatest opposition prevailed, the free-school system has become popular, and those 
who were most prominent iu their ho t.ility are now earnest advocates of popular edu-
cation. 
THE PEABODY FUND. 
Of this State Dr. car says: ''Considering the great disadvantage under which 
public instruction bas been introduced and thus far carried on in t.his State, we must 
r gard the re ult as hi~hly encouraging." 
There ha been a rap1cl increase of public schools, accompanied with corresponding 
indication of increasing popular favor. 
The di ad vantages are carele and defective legislation, indifference to education, 
and oppo ition to free chools. These evils, it is hoped, will be temporary. With 
a. chool fund of nearly $2,000,000, the State will not long let it be possible for the 
up rintendent to report, as he does now, that" Under the existing policy the school 
d rive no benefit whatever from the fund." The school laws are incumbered with 
u ele and heterogeneous enactments. The county organizations in particular aro 
faulty, b ing at the arne time expensive and inefficient. 
Tb cbools of atcbez and Vicksburg have become self-supportiug. Jack ou 
rec ive , 1,500; urumit, 1,000; Hazlehurst, $1,000; Crystal Springs, $450; Kosciu ko, 
450; Yazoo ity, 750; Harp rville, $300; Hillsborough, $300. 
Tlle county superintendent ays of Harperville: "This school was opened in January 
for 11 month . The rc nlt ha exceeded my most sanguine expectations in the a.d<li-
tional number of pupil . Per on from ten miles round have rented houses for the 
purp of giving their children a more liberal education. A new chool-bouse, having 
a apacity for ~50. children, ha been built- by a voluntary subscription of the citizen , 
at a cost of , 2,500, including a donation of $500 from the tate." 
F r th n uing year arrangement hav been made for colored schools at Hazlehur t, 
Cry tal pring , and vVe on, allowing 200 to each. Th<'l county superintendent, in 
~kinga i tanc forthem, ay: "Webavethreecolored choolsinthisconnty,keptin 
op ration five month by the fr e- chool sy tern and five by private ub criptiou. 
Th y bav a daily averag att ndance of over 100 each. These schools merit your aid. 
I . hould bav rna le the r q ne t befor , but I believed it would be better for them to 
h thrown for a time upon tb ir own re!furces, that they mirrbt the mor fully appre-
iat the b n fit. ne of the chool 1 at Razlehur t, where there is a large ch ol-
h u built by th ·olored p ople th m lvc , without the aid of the county or tate 
1 ard of education." 
TATE ..:·OR:\1.\L CJI OL. 
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With insufficient room, and lacking necessary books, the normal school can not 
accomplish what it should. It is recommendeJ that the legislature make an appro-
priation for a building. If there was a room suitable for a library, a large number of 
books could be procured without expense to the State. 
County superintendents give encouraging reports of the thorough work done by the 
normal pupils. As the school has beeu in operation little more than a year, and the 
course of study embraces four years, no ·graduates have yet been sent out. 
TOUGALOO UNIVEHSITY. 
The agricultural department is a marked feature of this institute. A plantation of 
some 500 acres affords facilities for instruction in practical farming, and at the same 
time gives those who desire it an opportunity to pay part or the whole of their expenses 
by manual labor. In the normal department there have been 47 students during the 
year. The institution is partly under the auspices of the American Missionary Asso-
ciation. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The report of this institution states that" in six months from t.he appointment of the 
board of trustees the institution has been placed in complete order and successful 
operation, and is now at the service of the State.'' 
It was opened on the first day of December, and in a few days had a class of nine. 
An appropriation of $5,000 was made for the outfit of the institution, and it is recom-
mended that an additional appropriation of $15,000 be made. It is estimated that 
there are 90 deaf-mutes of school-age in the State. 
BLIND INSTITUTE. 
There have .been 29 pupils during the year, eight more than the previous year. It is 
recommended that the men's work-department be placed on a suitable footing, so as to 
render it efficient, enabli·ug the pupils to earn an honorable livelihood. 'I'he building 
i in need of repairs, and is not well adapted for the purpose. 
CENTHAL FEMALE INSTITUTE. 
During the eighteen years of its existence, this institution has had an aggregate 
attendance of about 2,000, and, unlike most southern literary institutions, it did not 
suspend its regular exercises, even for a single day, during the entire war. 
PEABODY PUBLIC SCHOOL. 
This school was called into existence little more than a year and a half ago by a 
donation of $1,000 from the Peabody fund. The first session of the school closed with 
142 pupils on its roll; the present closes with 229. Last year the average attendance · 
was 93; this year it bas been about 170. This increased demand for education, and the 
satisfactory progress made by the higher department of the grammar school, induced 
the directory to take the necessary steps for carrying out the ori~inal plan of organ-
ization, in attaching to the present grammar school a high sc.llool, where all the 
branches of an, academic course should be taught. In the organization of this higher 
department, the board determined, as a reward of merit, to pass, each year, three gids 
aud three boys, free of charge, from tbe graruruar school to the high school. For the 
present yea1· there has been received from the Peabody fund $1,500, and the town hn.& 
appropriated $2,000. The total expenditure for two years is $9,000. 1 
LAWRENCE BUSINESS COLJ"EGE. 
The great necessity for the establishment of a first-class practical college at this 
point led to the organization of this college. It is connected with the great chain of 
Bryant and Stratton's International Business Colleges, but has at the same time a 
eparate system and management of its own. 
PASS CHRISTLA ~ COLLEGE. 
This institution is in charge of the Christian Brothers, a society entirely devoted to 
the work of educating youth. Their system is founded upon the theory that education 
does not consist in a certain comp1ement of facts stored in the memory, but in 
conducting the intellect to the discovery of truth by the pure efforts of its own innate 
activity. Ther fore they regard the communication of knowledge as only of 
subor(linate importance when compared to the intellectual exertion made in the 
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end a-vor to acquire clear <1i tinct, and adequate notions of all facts submitted to the 
wind. To carry into eil' ct the e fundamental and crowning principles of an 
enlightened and practical educat.ion is the chief aim of the faculty and professors. 
1\11 ' 'I IPPI COLLEGE. 
In the general oonkruptcy of the South consequent. upon the war, this college lost 
a brge ndowment, but its buildings, thongh in a somewhat injured conc1itiou, 
tocrether with its apparatus and libraries, were saved. A debt of several thousand 
dollars had been incurred, on account of which a judgment had been obtained, and 
the execution wa about to be made upon the property. Such was the condition of 
the in t,itution when, in the fall of 1 67, the board of trustees resolved to resume the 
xerci e , which for four years bad been virtually suspended. Through the influence 
of the pre ·ident, Rev. vValter Hillman, money was obtained from the North sufficient 
to r pair in part the building and tay the threatened execution. Since that time 
the number of students has constantly increased. Measures have been ta.ken, with 
t>very pro pect of ucce , to raise money to pay off the indebtedness, and to re-endow 
the college and put it upon a more permanent basis. 
U IVER ITY OF 1\JJSSISSIPPI. 
It is the purpo e of the tru tees to erect a bnilding for the de!)artment of preparatory 
•tlucatioo. For the pre ent, the preparatory class will be continued as a substitute 
for the university high chool, :1ncl in this cla s cauuidates for the first year's study in 
the univer ity will be carefnlly trained. 'l'he school of medicine will be organized 
npon the plan pursued in the University of Virginia, which has proved eminently 
.-ucc sful. Students pr paring for the ·ministry of any cleuomination of Christians 
will be admitted into each cla s without t.nition fees. 'fhe sum of $5,000 has been 
appropriat ·<l to enlarge tbe library. A reading--room has been authorized by the board, 
to be fnrni lleu witll the leading Americau and foreign journals. 
FACTS FROM TilE UNITED TATES CENSUS • 
.Ar a and population.-In 1870 Mississippi was the eighteenth State in population, 
having 27,922 inhabitant within an area of 47,156 sqnare miles, an average of 17.56 
person to the squar mile. This population coo isted of 3!:l2,806 whites, 444,201 col-
or d, 16 bin '1 and 0~ Indian . Of these, 816,7!H were natives of the Unitecl Static 
an<l11,191 were for i "D-boru. f the native residents, 244,236 whit.es, 319,360 colored, 
and 546 Indian w rc l>orn within it~:; borders, while of the forei:...n residents 2,960 were 
horn in ermany, 1,01 in England, and :3,359 in Ireland. " 
'chool atteudancc.-Accordin~ to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report1 :39,141 per. ons attend d chool, a.nd of the e 56 were foreign-born. Of tbe white scholars li,13.9 were 
lllal' and 16 2(i4 ~ mal s-a total of 33,403. Of the 5,738 colored pupilSJ 2,7G were 
nt:tl<' and 2,970 ~ mule . 
Ill'temcy.-Thr e hundred and thirteen thou and three hundred and ten inhabitants 
uf all rar;e , 10 year old and over, were r ported as unal>le to write, of whom '27 
w re for ·ign·hom . 
..Jge, sex, and mce of illiteml .-Of tho 4 ,02 white illiterates, 14,729 were from 10 
to 15 years old and of tb o ,174 were ma.le~ and 6,555 females; 10,196 were from 
15 to 21 y •ars old, of whom 5,447 w re male and 4,749 female ; 23,103 were 
21 year old ancl over of whom 9,~357 were mal s and 1:~,746 females. Of the 
~64 902 colored illiterate", 46,6 :l w re from 10 to 15 years of ag , of whom 24,076 
were male. and 2~,G06 femal · 50,0 '3 w re from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 2:3,216 
were males and 26, 67 female ; 16 ,137 were 21 years old and over, of whom (1, 10 
wer mal . and 7 327 females. 
Educational instilution.9.-According to Tabl • XII, vol. 11 01 · JJsus Repo t, the total 
numb r of do ational institution was 1,564 having 1,72 lNtcbers, of whow 1,854 
w r mal and 674 female , to ducate their 4:3,451 pupil , 22,793 of whom were male 
and · 0 ti"' £ m. les. 
Amou11t and source of educational income.-The total in orne of all the educational in ti-
tntion wa. :7 0 3:m of which , 11 500 wero derived from endowment, '167,414 from 
taxation and pnbhc fund , and 6 1,425 from tnition aud o1.ber sourc .. 
Colleges.-Th 1 ·olleg :, with 64 tea her , 32 mal • and :32 £•male , w ro atten<lrrl 
hy J 292 ·tu<lent: of whom 500 were mal and 792 £ male . To educat tlw. • th<'y 
po ed a t tal in ·orne of ,_· 0,7 0 of whi ·h ·u,c:oo w re derived from eudowmt•nt, 
22,70 from ta_·. tion and public fnnd , and. 6 500 from tuition all(l oth r ·our· . 
Academy.-Th ne a ·aclemy, with teach •r , of whom 3 w ro males a.n<l 5 f male , 
had an att uclanc • f 123 femal pupil. . It po:. c .. ed }1 total income of '·1.450. of 
which · 50 were derived from taxation and pul>lic funds anu ·4,000 from tuition and 
oth r sources. 
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Private schools.-Tbe 1,542 day and boarding schools bad 1,640 teachers, of whom 1,018 
were male and 631 female, and were attended by -!1,965 pupils, 22,259 males and 19,706 
females, to educate whom they possessed a total income of $683,000, of 'vbich $133,325 
were der.ived from taxation a.ncl public funds and $549,675 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Librm·ies.-Five hundred and thidy-seven public libraries were reported with 
88,376 volumes, and 2,251 private libraries with 400,106 volumes; in all, 2,788 librariee 
containing 488,482 volumes. 
The pTess.-The 111 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 71,868 copies 
and an aggregate annual issue of 4,703,336 copies. 
Chu.rches.-Of the 1,829 church organizations, 1,800 had edifices with 485,398 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $2,:360,800. 
Paupe1•isrn.-Of the 809 paupers 413 were native whit.es, 380 native colored, and 16 
foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 449 persons in prison, June 1, 1870, 128 were native whites, 293 native 
colored, and 28 foreigners. Four hundred and seventy-one persons were convicted 
during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 278,999 were from 5 to 18 :rears 
old, of whom 141,412 were males and137,587 females; 5B1,206 were 10 years old an€1 
upwarcl, of whom 288,185 were males and 2()3,021 females. 
Occupations.-Three hundred and eighteen thousand eight hundred and fift.y persons 
of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 232,349 were males and 
86,601 females. Of these 259,HJ9 were engaged in agricultur:;t.l pursuits, of whom 193,725 
were males and65,474 fema.les; 40,522 in personal and professional services, of whom 
20,430 were males and 20,092 females; 9,148 in tmde and transportation, of whom 9,076 
were males and 72 females ; 9,981 in manufactures and mechanical and mining indus-
tries, of whom 9,118 were males and 863 females. 
Age and sex of working population.-Of the 318,850 employed persons 42,457 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 28,671 were males and 13,786 females; 258,913 were from 
16 to 59 years old, and of these 188,832 were males and 70,081 females; 17,480 were 
60 years old and over, of whom 14,846 were males and 2,634 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. H. R. PEASE, State sut>erintendent of public education. 
LIST OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County. Superintendent. 
Adams . . ............... ................... ........ . C. C. Wnlden ..... . ....... . 
Attala ...................•........................ I. H . Alexander .. ... ..... . 
Alcorn ..... ....................... · ........ . .... . · 
Amite ........................................... . ~.1i~f~'"d;:Kna ~:::::::::: 
Benton ........................................... . G. N. Dickerson .......... . 
Boli~ar .......................................... . B.K. Brnco .. ............ . 
Calhoun .............................. .. ......... . S.M.Roano . ... .. .. ...... . 
CarrolL ....................................... .. . . 
Chickasaw ....................................... . 
S.M. ~ykcs . ............. . 
A. J. Jamison . ...... . ... . . 
Choctaw ........ ..... .................... .. .. . ... . 
(llniborne ........................................ . 
Clnrk .... ........................................ . 
~.BD~~~i~~:::::::::::::: 
Rohort, Scales ... ... ...... . 
Coahoma .... .......................... ........... . • Tobn Cochrane ... ... .... . 
Colfax ........................................... . James Williams .. .... . .. . 
Copiah .. .................................... ..... . 
~~v~~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.-. ~ ·. ·. ·• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •. •. •. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: 
Franklin ......................................... . 
George J. Mortimer . ..... . 
E W. I.arkin ............ . . 
John Richardson ......... . 
I. Buckles .. . ............ . 
Groen . ................................. . ......... . J obn McGinnis .. ....... . . 
Grena<la ................................. . : ... ... . L. L. 'Williams ........... . 
Hinds .. .......................................... . I. C. Tucker....... . ..... . 
Holmes .......................................... . I. Burnl1am .............. . 
ii~J~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Issnquena .... .................................... . 
Itnwamba. ....................................... . 
B. Sones ................. . 
Caleb Lindsey ........... . 
I. F. Goodman . ........... . 
W. T. Elliott ... ...... ... . . 
Jackson .•.... ..................................... I. L. Osbome . .. . ......... . 
~ ~E~~~~:::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Jones .... ......•.................................. 
L. J. Bingham . ........... . 
Lemuel Long ............ . 
K.M. Watldns ........... . 
~i~~£~r:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Land rdnle ...................................... . 
La Fayette ....................................... . 
William Kellis ........... . 
W. f:i. Bng~ett , ........... . 
Ray lor Palmur . ....... ... . 
W. F. Elliott ....... ... ... . 
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L1 T OF COUNTY SUPERINTE.NDE.l."ffS-Continued. 
County. 
Lee- ----------· · ------ ----------------------------
Lawrence ....... ---------- .. ----------------------
Leake --------------------- · ---------------------· 
L eflore ......................................... -. 
Madison------------------------------------------
Marion.----------------- .. ------------ ...... ------
MarshalL ........ . .... . ........... __ ......... __ . _. 
Montgomery ........... ____ ..... ______ ...... ____ .. 
Monroe ............................. -- -- ......... . 
Newton . .................................. __ ..... . 
N e ho ba ................. __ ........... ____ . . . . .. . 
N oxubee . ................................. - --- .. .. 
Oktib beha __ .................................. . .. . 
Prentiss .............. ----------- .. --------- ------
Panola ........................ -- ......... -- ..... . 
Perry ............................................ . 
Pike . ............................................ . 
P ontotoc ................... --- .. -- ..... -... -- .... . 
Rankin ............ . ............................. . 
cott . ................. __ .... __ .. _________________ _ 
Simp on ...... --------- ----------------------·----
Smith ...... _ .......... __ .............. __ ....... _ .. 
un Flower ....................................... . 
Tishomingo .... .. ...... . .... ____ .. __ .... __ . _ ..... . 
Tippah .................. . ... ________ ........ ___ .. . 
Tunica ........................................... . 
Tallahatchee .................................... .. 
Union . ..... __ ......... ____ ............ _____ . __ ... . 
Warren .................. ------.----- ............ . 
~ ~~~~~~-- _- _. _. _. _.: _. _. _· _· _· _·: _.:: _. _. _.:: _.: _.:: _. _.: _. _. _. _. _. _. : : _. 
Wayne __ ......................................... . 
Wilkinson ................................... . ... . 
Ya2:oo .. . ............................ ____ ......... . 
Y. lnbusha .................................. __ ... . 
Sup.erintendent. 
E. D. Barton ............. '. 
C. C. Eivers .............. . 
H. H. Howard ............ . 
S. Upsbon ................ . 
John Williams .......... --
S . .A. Foxworth ........... . 
L. C. Abbott ............. . 
Walter Gould ........... .. 
~: t:l3~:~tie·.·_ ~ ~~~:::::::: 
G. H. Huddleton ......... . 
I. R. Moore ............. ... . 
David Pressley .......... . 
I. S. Thompson .......... .. 
H. I. Harding ............ . 
M. McCullum ........... .. 
W. I. Purcell.-~- ......... . 
St. Clair Lawrence ....... . 
S. J. Proctor .............. . 
I. W.Lack ............... . 
I. F. Alexander .......... . . 
L. E. Russell ............. . 
G. W. Bowles ........... .. 
I. T. Truman .. __ ........ __ 
'J'. B. Winston ........... __ 
Edmund Carter .......... . 
W. B. A very ............. . 
James L. Jones ........... . 
M. Gillman . . .......... . .. . 
C. P. E. Johnson .......... . 
I. M. Davis ............... . 








































[From report of Ron. John Monteith, State superintendent of public instruction, for the year 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Amount of public-school fund ... ___ ...... ___ ...................... . ...... $4, 689,423 
Income of school fund for the year .. . . .. . .. . • • . .. . . .. . • • . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . • 339, 568 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
H.eceived from State fund...... .. .. .. . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . .. • • • . • . . • $339, 568 
Received from county fund ........................ -- .••. ---. .. •••• .•• ••• 157,612 
Received from township fund .......... ·----- .......... -----·............ 188,644 
Amount of school tax collected ......... ---- .............................. 1, 001,750 
Total receipts for school purposes ...•.•••...••.•... ---- ............ 1, 687,574 
Expended for teachers' salaries ...••.............•.•••••..••.•..• - .....••• 
Buildings and other expenses ...•........ ·----· ......................... . 
$887,019 
862,030 
Total disbursements. • • . • • . • . • • • . . . . • . . .. . . . • • . • . • • . • • • . • . • • . • . • • . . 1, 7 49, 049 
Cost per scholar, based on enumeration ........................... ---- ...• 
Cost per scholar, based on attendance ................................... . 
ATTENDANCE. 
Population of the State ................ ---- .......... ---- .............. .. 
White scholastic population, (males, 309,035; females, 288,235) ........... .. 
Colored scholastic population, (males, 18,978; females, 18,195) ............. . 
Total scholastic population ............................................. . 
Number enrolled in pnblic schools, (males, 174,171; females, 155,899) .. _ ... . 
IncreaAe over last year ................................................. .. 
Daily average attendance .........•.•.........••..•..•••........•....•••• 
Number attending private schools ...................................... .. 
Number not attendi g any school, (males, 138,849; females, 136,126) ....... . 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Number of teachers, (males, 5,755; females, 3,061) ........................ . 
Increase over last year---· .......••..... ---- .... -------· ..••.......••••• 
N urn ber of white teachers .............................................. . 
Number of colored teachers .......................................... _ •.• 
Average monthly pay of teachers ...... ------ ...................... ·-----

















N urn ber of sub-districts reported . .. . . . .. • . • . .. • • . .. • .. . . .. . .. . • • .. .. • • • . • 7, 048 
Number of schools reported, (white, 6,730; colored, 212) .......... _........ 6, 942 
Increase over last year ...................... ..._ ~ .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. 1, 524 
Average time schools were maintained, (exclu~ye of Saint Louis) ......... .4t months. 
Number of new school-houses .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. ...... 703 
Whole number of school-houses .. . . . .. • . . .. . • .. . .. • .. . • • •• • .. • •• • • . . • .. • • 6, 387 
THE COMMON SCHOOLS. 
The reports of county superintendents show that the common schools have almost 
universally increased in the materials of strength, enlarged in size, and grown more 
a11d more in favor with t-he people. This prosperity is attributable in part to the im-
proved temporal condition of the people, but mainly to a growing appreciation of the 
importance of education. The obligation of property to sustain education is coming 
to be better understood ancl acknowledged. The relation between property and gen-
eral intelligence is more widely recognized. It is ascerta.ined, too, that property must 
pay for police to protect its safety, or for criminal prosecutions to bring offenders to 
ju tice, if it does not pay for education. 
"It may not be irrelevant to state, in this connection, that one county bas drawn 
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upon the State trea ury to the amount of over $3,000 for criminal prosecution! and 
during the same period paid its best teac~er but $30 a month, sup~or~ed but 1 pnvate 
and 15 public school , and returned an estimated value of school b~Ildm_gs and gr?unds 
amounting to '915, all told. Tbe us e.ssed valuation _of the land m ~h1s county IS _but 
'1.04 per acre, lower tbau that of any other county m the St~te, w1th one_excep~10n. 
Tbi it! not a mere coincidence. It can be demonstrated that m those portwns of the 
tate where crime is mo t abundant, where fugitives from justice in other States bave 
found the most welcome asylum, and where the power of the law is weakest, t~en~ is 
almo t no organized ystem of public instruction; aud here are found the most viOlent 
opponents of education." 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
The report of the board of education in regard to school lands states that in many 
of the counti"S the records, vouchers, and papers relating to the school funds, and to 
the dispo al of the sixteenth-section and swamp and overflowed lands, have been 
swept away in the late war. The records that remain furnish the following: 
Total county fund, (110 counties reported) ................•........... $2, 040, 646 1 
Total township fund, (110 counties reported)............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 110, 036 56 
Grand total, (110 count!esreported) .......................•......•... 
Deduct amount improperly secured or lost.~ ...............•.......... 
Total available fund .•.............................•..•.............• 
4, 1_50, 662 74 
H:lO, 202 72 
3,970,480 02 
The fund actually available is less than here reported, as all losses are not stated. 
The number of acres of swamp-land given to the counties of the State was 4,300,900. 
The area remaining unsold is 1,932,157 acres. This is probably in excess of the true 
iigures. Of the sixteenth-section lands about 536,2(;3 acres remain. 
The total number of acres of school lands now in possession of the counties does not1 
xceed 2,468,420. Had the original 4,300,900 acres been preserved for the objects to 
which they were appropriated, and their sales been honestly conducted and accounted 
for, the tate would now have a county-school endowment amounting to $12,000,000. 
This, added to the present State school fund, would p;ive a total of $14,000,000 . . 
The school endowment began to decay from the moment it was delivered into the 
hand of the county court . 'l'he board asks that all past legislation respecting t.he 
en 'tody of the school land and th funds arising therefi:om be corrected or repealed. 
They also recommend that the school endowment of each county be placed in the cus-
tody of a school officer, who shall give bonus for the proper use of this trust, and that 
thi officer be the county superintendent in each county; that in counties where school 
fund have been used for county purposes, tlle courts be required to provWe by special 
tax for th repayment of such sums; and that the attorneys of the State board of edu-
cation have power to institute proceedings in the proper courts, to ascertain the 
amounts thus taken from the school fund, and al:>o to collect by suit all overdue school 
bonds which are likely to be lost by reason of neglect on the part of those who now 
manage the coll ction of these funds. 
"As tho ca e tand at pre ent, the political influences that gather about those who e 
duty it i to pro ecute th e matters often induce an inactivity that allows the op]JOr-
tunity to pass by, while the people remain ignorant of the manner in which their 
children's greatest and most preciou patrimony is going to decay." 
SCIIOOL 'fAX. 
The rate of tax bas been 17 mill on the dellar, estimating the taxable property of 
the , tate at 75,000,000. Tlw rate o£ tax for teachers: wages is a lit.tle less than 9 
mill · on tbe dollar. "It i vident that tbe attention of the State should be turned to 
the recovery aud proper care and inYestment of the county and township school n-
dowment , rather than to the dimini bing of the present rate of taxation for school 
purpos . Another serious diffi ulty lie in the discrepancy between the as e sment 
and collection of taxe . The complaint of heavy taxation for school purpo sis larg ly 
:an. ed by the con tant accumulation of delinquent taxe . The pre ent system of pa -
mg ·cbool money through o many differ nt bands, with a commis ion deducted at 
ach transfer, i another ju t cau e of complaint. All things con idered, howev r the 
people are to be commended for their fidelity to the pecuniary interests of th chool . ' 
CH OL J.AW. 
. I ha b n the spe ial :ffort of tb d partm nt of education to aid tho lcgi latnre 
m the con tru ·tion of a cbool law which . ball be con i tent in all it part and m et 
the wants of different part of the tate. The lat nperintendcnt, Mr. ivoll, made 
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the suggestion that there should be a suspension of all attempts at school legislation 
until the opinions and wants of the people could be consulted, and he proposed mn,king a 
canvass of the State for this purpose. This plan bas been carried out so far as was 
. possible, and by this means the committees have been put in possession of such infor-
mation as is necessary to guide them in the drafting of an equitable and improved law. 
It is believed that the bill reported by the house committe~ on education, while it is 
not, in many respects, what the friends of education could desire, is, on the whole, a 
fair representation of the average opinions of the people, and, in several essential particu-
lars, a decided improvement over the present law, of which Mr. Divoll said, "The 
school law is a disgrace to the statute-book." 
What ]s most needed is a simple, plain law, without amendments, which the un-
practiced director can easily understand and apply. The following changes were rec-
ommended : that the feature of township boards be abandoned; the power of local 
directors to levy taxes for building purposes be-curtailed; the number of school direct-
ors be reduced, and that measures be adopted to increase the efficiency of county 
supervision. 
SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
A striking contraf'!t exists between the country and town school-houses of the State. 
"The school-house frequently indicates the measure of esteem in which education is 
held in the community. In the country sub-districts there exir;ts in many instances 
the log building without windows, except a lid held open hy a peg, making an aper-
ture, which solves the problem both of light and ventilation; without a floor save the 
ground; and with :'!-roof which, though it does not repel the Jain, furnishes special 
advantages for the study of astronomy." The remedy for this lies in the fusion of sub-
districts. 
Several :fine school edifices have been erected in the towns during the year. It is 
deemed necessary to give a ·caution against extravagance in the cost of town school-
houses. The people are, in some instances, by erecting school-houses of extravagant 
cost, weakening their ability to maintain thorough systems of instruction for the 
scl10ols. It is suggested that, fo1· the preRent, the people shall content thflmsolves with 
plain buildingA, and apply their means to securing better teachers, larger schools, and 
the best facilities of instruction. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Uniformity of text-books is not considered either practicable or desirable. Different 
communities require a different adaptation of books. Uniformity in the same school 
should be secured; and when once secured the law should forbid frequent changes. 
TEACHERS. 
The superintendent remarks that "so la.rge is the proportion of inferior teachers 
that the general average of competency is reduced to a humiliating point." A partial 
r emedy would lie in a more striugent application of the law in the licensing of teach-
ers; but there is fi:cquently uo choice between giving a certificate to an unqualified 
person and the deprivation of some district of a school altogether. In many cases the 
people fail to offer a remuneration suffictent to command the services of a competent 
teacher. Another difficulty is the tardiness wit.b which teachers' wages are paid, 
they being often compelled to wait a year, and sometimes t.wo years, tor their salaries. 
STATE CERTIFICATES. 
The department bas found it necessary to resort to a somewhat radical measure in 
regard to State certificates. Tl1e design of the law in establishing the State certificate 
was that it should stand above the uormal-sebool diploma, or any certificate of quali-
fication given in the State. A different impression, however, bas been allowed to pre-
vail, and a large number of State certificates are abroad t.bat have been given upou uo 
personal or written examination. As a measure deemed necessary to the very preserva-
tion of the certificate, and upon legal advice as to its legitimaey, a circular was issued 
revoking all State certificates issued prior to .January 1, 1871, the same to take effect 
July 1, 1872. 
TEACHERS' L~STITUTES. • 
Aside from the tvw normal schools, limited as yet in the reach of their influence, the 
county teachers' institute is the main dependence for the improvement of the great 
ma of teachers. The number of institutes held during the year was 84. ln almost 
every instance encouraging results have been reported. The chief wants of the insti-
tute arc, a sma11 fund to 1neet current expenses, and an obligation requiring all teach-
ers in the county faithfully to attend, with a corresponding privilege on the part of 
teachers to draw their wages for so much of the regular term as is spent in attendance 
upon the institutes. 
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DI TRICT PUBLIC- CHOOL CONVENTIONS. 
"Among the force at work in our State, ~ivin~ unity and stre~gt~ to our public-
school system, none is more directly and sensibly felt than that which IS .known as the 
<li trict convention. Iu these conventions all the conflicting elements m the system 
are discus ed and thrown off or harmonized, narrow tendencies become liberalized, and 
the bitter pr dudice of ignorance are often blown away by the first breath of enlight-
ened public sentiment." 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
The constitution of the State provides that "The general assembly shall have power 
to require, by law, that every child of mental anu physical ability shall attend the public 
chool during the period between the ages of 5 and 18 years, for a term equivalent to 
16 weeks, (annually,) unless educated by other means." It is questioned "whether this 
la t exercise of the law needs ever to be resorted to;" and it is believed that "the time 
has not yet come to enact forced attendance upon schools in Missouri." For the present 
it is considered better to "build school-houses, improve the system of instruction, and 
deepen and widen a henlthy educational sentiment," as the means of securing u.ttend-
ance upon the schools. 
METHODS 01!' TEACHING. 
"Improved teaching machines are demanded by our country districts as much as im-
proved agricultural implements." "It will be a prominent object of the department 
in future to look carefully to the interests of the country schools, with the excellence 
and economy of teaehing in view." It is :recorumcnded that the study of geography 
be greatly modified, if not entirely changed ; and it is suggested that the teaching of 
grammar shoulu have a better substitute. The present system fails of any practical re-
ult. It would be bettor to occupy the first few years of grammar in committing to 
memory orne of the best poetry (as is the custom iu Swiss schools) and selections 
from English literature, which not only interest, but form a correct taste and hal)it of 
expression. 
VOCAL MUSIC. 
It ba been objected a_gainst the introduction of vocal music into the schools that it 
i a mere uperfluit.y. This idea is earnestly combated. Music "i~:> an indispensable 
r li ef to th present starvation of the ordinary child-life." We need a new era in musi c. 
11 Every where in rural Missouri, men, wom<'n, and children sing, bnt every song is in the 
minor key. Ev..,ry country school hould be cheered by the liveliest of song; and who 
can t.ell bow soon, under tb I·apture of a new note from the voices of our children, we 
may forget the eli en ions of the pa t '?" 
THE DIBLE IN THE SCHOOLS. 
The hope that the controversy that has of late disturbed the peace of the schools in 
other tates would not return to complicate the condition of education in Mi onri 
has for tb. mo t p~rt been realized. A few instances only have occurred during the 
year, and m every 10 tauce the contest has been between opposing prejudices. His 
n ually nar~owed down to the question, "Who shall give up or back down f" Th 
cour e of Wisdom eems to be to recognize the distinctive character of the publi · 
. chools. They ar stablished solely for intellectual and moml training; not for relig-
ious purpo e at all. There is no authority in the constitution of the schools for the 
readiug of the Bible a a religious exerci e. "But if the public schoo~ is not the place 
where the reli_giou n e of the Bible may be insisted upon, eq.ually is it not t.he pla · 
where any instruction reflecting upon the Bible, or upon any sect, is to be tolerate<F 
PUBLIC-. CHOOL LIBHARIES. 
Tb e tablishment of public libraries is looked to as a potent instrumentality in cr -
ating ad maud for good school·, and in sustaining them when established. Tb qual-
j . y of in~truction in th chool will eldom ri e higher than the genemllevel of intel-
lJ<r>nce m th urrounding country. When public libraries are maintained as an 
inte rra:rpart of the public-school system, the latter wilt be in a fair wa:i' to reacl.1 its 
great st pos ible efficiency. 
HIGH A...~ GRADJ<:D . CHOOL • 
No ing1e ag ncy t nd more efficiently to a sist the chools of the rural di trict thau 
the grad din titution of the populous centers. Commonly th .Yare the normal chool 
for a wide regi n of ountry about th m. It is recommended that county superiut nd-
nt. cur in addition to the ·tati tical tab] of these school , uch a uarrativ 
stat ment a · shall bow the general management adopted and the methods pur ·n d. 
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COLORED SCHOOLS. 
The schools for colored children, where they have been efficiently conducted, have 
evinced on the part of the children and youth an eagerness and ability to learn with 
rapidity. The colored people in some localities meet serious obstacles in the way of 
securing schools. It is recommended that when the local board fails to establish such 
schools, the duty be laid upon the county superintendent, and be be required to secure 
for them equal advantages with those furnished to white children. The maximum 
limit of school-age for the colored people should he removed, and any person be per-
mitted to enjoy educational privileges who so desires. 
INDUSTRIAL AND REFORM SCHOOLS. 
The necessity of establishing schools specifically for the prevention and cure of crime 
in neglected and delinquent youth, has been brought to notice by the governor of the 
State, with well-chosen words and timely appeal. No subject lies more legitimately 
within the scope and duty of the public-school interest. A law under which reforma-
tories and industrial schools may be established can not be too soon enacted. 
SAINT LOUIS. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
The per cent. of school attendance on the average number belonging is 93; on the 
whole number enrolled, 67. There have been 27,031 cases of tardiness; 1,420 pupils 
have not been absent during the term of enrollment, and 17,117 have not been tardy. 
The public-school library has continued to flourish to a remarkable degree. It now 
numbers about 27,000 volumes, and bas 3,500 members. 
WARRENSBURG H. 
NORMAL SCI·IOO·L. 
The location of the State Normal School at this point, offering facilities for instruc-
tion in the higher branches, bas destroyed the necessity of a high school. 
LOUISIANA. 
PUBLIC-SCHOOL ATTENDANCE. 
Three buildings are used for school purposes, two of which are owned by the board. 
Number of rooms, 13; number of sittings, 720; v'1lue of school lots, $3,000; value of 
building and furniture, $22,000. Of the number enrolled in school, 102 attended less 
than 20 days, and full 500 children attended no school during the year; about 100 of 
this number are between 5 and 15 years of age. The annual cost of instruction, es-
timated on the average number belonging~ is $14.12 for each child; estimated on the 
total enrollment, the cost is $8.01 for each child. German is taught in the schools, aml 
the progress is satisfactory. 
KANSAS CITY. 
CONDITION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Four years ago the city was utterly destitute of school accommodations. The board 
of education elected in July, 1867, came into possession of no school property whatever. 
It has required the unremitting diligence of the board to overtake the large and in-
creasing demand for school accommodations; but, in spite of these and other disadvan-
tages, a system of public schools has been built up, which may justly be regarded with 
pride. 
The buildings now under the control of the board are capable of seating at least 50 
pe~ c~nt. of the scholas~ic population, and th.e value of the school property, including 
bmldmgs, grounds, furmture, and apparatus, IS not less than $190,00,P. During the past 
year the attendance has been more regular than in preceding years,· and there has been 
a marked improvement in discipline. 
MUSIC AND DRAWING. 
Some progress bas been made in the teaching of vocal music. The same can not be 
said of dr~wing, in w~i~h the instructio~ bas ?een far from satisfactory. The teachers 
bn.ve mamfested a w1llmguess to do allm their power, but, unskilled themselves, they 
can give but feeble aid to pupils. 
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TEACHERS' L.'\iSTITUTES. 
The attendance a.t teachers' institutes has been excellent, and the salutary effect upon 
the chools quite manife t. 1 
The cost of tuition, taking the average number belonging as the basis, is $14.42 for 
e. ch pupil. 
SAINT JOSEPH. 
COB1' OF SCHOOLS. 
The cost of sustaining schools in Saint Joseph is less than in most of the western 
cities. The expense for the last year was only $12.26 per scholar on the number en-
rolled, and 18.25 per scholar on the number belonging. 
TUITION FEES TO BE ABOLISHED. 
It i greatly regretted that circumstances have rendered it necessary to impose a tn!-
tion fee for at least a portion of the current year. The board had resolved to n.bolish th1 
fee, and make tho schools entirely free to resident pupils. But the increased number 
of pupils rendered it necessary to open three additional schools, and the wind-storm 
''Vl.JICh swept over tho city in the mouth of August, 1870, damaged two of the school-
house to such an extent. that nearly $2,000 were needed for repairs. There was a marked 
improvement in the schools during the months when they were entirely free. The fee 
ha not been oppressive, and no one has been excluded from the schools on account of 
inability to pay; nevertheless tl.te levying of this fee has furnished occasion for more 
complaints and dissatisfaction than any and all other causes combined. 
DRAWING AND MUSIC. 
The superintendent recommends that provision be made as soon as possible for regu-
lar and systematic instruction in drawing and music. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
The North Missouri Normal School, at Kirksville, had been in successful operation for 
three and a half years before the stablishment of the State normal schools. It was estab-
li h d and conducted with the expectation that it would eventually become one of a 
y tern of tate normal schools, and opened as a State school, January 1, 1871, with 
200 'tudents. The second normal school, at Warrensburgh, has not yet completed the 
second year of it hi tory. In view of the inability of these two schools to supply fbe 
d •maud for teachers, (at 1 a t 2,000 each yt>ar,) and of the great expense of establishinO' 
aud ustaining other normal school , it i suggested that boards of normal instructor · 
b organized in the remaining congressional districts, to hold a se~sion of three 
montlJ 'duration, at three different places within the limits of the district, each year. 
TIJ y could ea ily furnish 1,400 teachers yearly, from the seven districts, at an oxpeu ·e 
of.,. 2 ,000; while the yearly co 't of the same number of teachers under the permanent 
sy~tem would be 259,000. This plan is recommended to the consideration of th 
le1rislature, before any further expense is incurred for the establishment of permanent 
normal chools. 
LINCOLN IrTSTITUTE. 
Thi in t!tntion ha been sustain d almo t wholly by contributions and subscription. 
from the f:nends of the color d p ople. A year ago, the legislature made an a.onnal 
t ppropriation of, 5,000, and the in titute bas now become an integral part of th 
<·ducational system of the tate. The corps of teachers is an able one, and the instruc-
t inn thorough. 
Tbe idea. of Lincoln Institute originated with the Sixty-second Regiment nit d 
• 'tates 'olor •d Infantry. The r gim 'llt contributed, '5,000 to carry out their idea and 
the old i 'rs of the ixty-fifth Regiment addPd 1,3i9 to this sum. The work began in 
• 'rpt rub ·r 1 66, with two pupil·. In 18'70 th legi lature passed a bill to endow 
Liuc:oln In titnt a a tat normal bool for training colored teacher , ~llld in 1 il 
til <· bnil<liug now occupied was ompl t d. It i a substantial uri k building ·on-
trnc tNl a ·cording to the mo t modern and approv d plan. Cost of building, (includin" 
grou nd,) :·33,500. 
:\II . ·n1 n;. 'TIT "TE FOR TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
Tb rPport of this in titntion . bow it to be in a pro peron condition. Ev IJ' year 
a cla s of cl.tildren is pr euted who can not be received, as the law contemplat · only 
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the support of a school for intelligent deaf-mutes, and not of an asylum for imbecile 
and idiotic children. The importance of establishing an asylum for ·such children (of 
whom it is estimated there are not less than 600 in the State) is urged upon the legis-
lature. 
MISSOURI INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
The twentieth annual report of this institution states that the number of pupils 
during the year (88) is larger than during any previous session; and 32 were refused 
admission for want of room. The age of admission is fixed by law from 5 to 25. The 
progress of the pupils in the various departments has been very gratifying. 'At the last 
meeting of the general assembly an appropriation of $50,000 was made for the purpose 
of remodeling and enlarging the building. When this is done, there wm be accom-
modations for 200 pupils. The number of blind persons of school-age in the State is 
estimated at 288. The increase during the last decade has been more than 100 per 
cent. 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI. 
The report of the board of curators speaks of the year ended June 26, 1872, as a year 
of uninterrupted prosperity and growth in the various departments of the university. 
Among the items enumerated as indicating progress are: 1. The increased number 
of students, now nearly 300; 2. The furnishing and equipment of the new scientific 
building·, at a cost of about $50,000; 3. Enlarged instruction in different departments, 
as in drawing, in connection with engineering, in modern languages, and in the agri-
cultural department; 4. The enlargement o~ the library, by . the donation of n:iany 
rare and most valuable books; 5. The beautifying of the university campus; 6. The 
organization of the department of military science; 7. The opening of the law col-
lege ; 8. The cheapening of tuition, so that the whole expense for the entire year 
can not exceed the sum of $20. 
The plan of the university includes: 1. The collegiate course; 2. The scientific course;· 
3. The college of agriculture and mechanic arts, embracing a school of engineering, a 
school of analytical chemistry, and a school of mining and metallurgy; 4. A norma,l 
school ; 5. A law school; 6. A school of preparation.for the other departments. 
SCHOOL OF AGIUCULTURE. 
No time was lost in the establishment of the department of agriculture, after the 
location was made. The college had been in operation for more than a year before a 
single dollar from the agricultural fund, constituting its endowment, came into 
the hands of the board ; and even yet, and that very recently, only $3,000 have been 
received. The president expresses a fear that, in the ardor to meet the expectations. 
and wishes of the agricultural community, rather too much has been attempted. The· 
number of students the first year was 26; in this, the second year, the number is 58. 
By the act locating the agricultural college in connection with the university, Boone 
County was required, as a condition of the location, to give $30,000 in cash and 640 
acres ofland for the use of the university. 
THE SCHOOL OF MINES. 
The school of mines, though forming an integral part of the university organization, 
was, by act of the legislature, to be locatecl, under certain conditions, in the mineral 
district of Southeastern Missouri, and to receive for its support one-fourth part of the 
income from the agricultural-college land-grant. The school was required to be located 
in that county of the mineral district that should give the largest available amount of 
money and land for the purposes of the proposed school. Phelps County offered the 
value of $130,545, and. the school of mines was fi xed at Rolla, in that county, on the 
site known as Fort w·yman, one of the g-randest situations in the State, and in the 
midst of one of the richest mining districts m the world. The site consists of 130 acres 
for college buildings and grounds, and of 40 acres for practical and expe1·iruental pur-
poses. 
CO-EDUCATION OF THE SEXES. 
The arlmission of women students to the privileges of the university has been grad-
ual. At first they were admitted only to the normal department, to qualify themselves 
as teachers. "By degrees, and carefnll~:.feeling our wa.y, as though explosive material 
was all around us, we have come to admit them to all the· classes in all the depart-
ments, just as young men are admitted." The special want of the university to-day is 
a college-home for young women who wish to pursue university studies. 
The legislature has appropriated the sum of $166,000 for the university, and $35,000· 
for the school of mines. The former appropriation is simply the repayment, with in-
terest, of the seminary fund held in trnst by the Sta.,te for the university. The county 
system of appointment has been abolished, and the payment of an annual entrance of 
14 E 
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~10 admit all yonth residents of the State, between 16 and 25, .to the preparatory, prac-
twa1, scientific, and literary departn:1ents. The .board establishes the rate of charges 
for law student or tho e of other tnctly professwual schools. . . . 
Tl1C governor, in hi· annual me&:age, recommended a ·winter course m agncultnre 
aud science; al o, that scholarships in the university should be offered as a reward of 
excellence in high schools. . . 
Durino- the year the university has received several valuable don:1t10ns of hooks, and 
300 mod~ls of various kinds frou1 the Patent-Office at Washington. 
W.\STIINGTON UNIVERS ITY. 
This univer ity is an endowed institution, chartered by the State. The terms of 
the charter forbid all sectarian or party tests and discriminations. It can not, therefore, 
have a theological department, but otherwise embraces the wl.Iole range of university 
studies. It co1•1pri ·e fh-e distinct departments : the academy, the Mary institute, 
(tor yonug h:.d ;es,) the college, tho polyteclmic department, and the law school. All 
the departments are open to women. 
During the year a course of mining and metallurgy bas been established in connec-
tion with the polytechnic department, and is now in full workiug order. The free 
evening cbools of Saint Louis u.re the direct outgrowth of the polytechnic institute. 
E tablislted at first for purely technological instruction, they were soon extended to 
meet the pressing demand for general education. 
The course of study in the law school is designed to prepare yonng men to a degree 
far above the ordinary standards of admission to the bar for the practice of the profes-
Hion. l\Ioot courts are regularly held every week dnriug the term by the professors, all 
of whom are engaged on the bench or :tt the bar, thus securing fresh and familiar 
acquaintance with the art and science of law. The law library contains upward of 
~,500 volum . 
Twenty scholarship in tbe collegiate and scientific departments are open to students 
of the Saint Louis high school. A trust fund of $80,000 has been accepted by the nni-
ver ity from the We tern Sanitary Commission, for the establishment of twent.y free 
t>cholar hips, to be filled b,y desceuda.nts of Union soldiers in the late war. From the 
same source comeH a sustentation fund of $10,000; the income to be expenrled for the 
aid of indigent students, giving preference always to tho flescendants of Union sol11icrs. 
Ill March, 1871, the uniYersity reecived from Hon. Hudson E. Bridge a gift of $100,000 
for the endowment of a chauc ·llor 'hip and for the library fund, and $30,000 toward the 
erN:tion and furni bing of tho polytechnic bnilding. IL was voted that tho Qffice of 
f:haHcl'llor should receive tlw title of" the Bridge cl.Iancellorship." Ron. Thomas Allen 
lta · oii'ured tllc interest for five years, at 7 per cent., of the ~:~nm of $40,000 for the on-
dowment of a chair of mining ttnd metallnrgy. The present property and endowments 
of tllc uoiven;ity amount in value to $iOO,OOO, and it is free from debt. 
AINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY. 
Tbi univer ity was founded by members of the Society of Jesus, incorporated in 
1 :3~, and empowered to confer degrees and academical honors in all the learned pro-
fc. ion . It has experienced uninterrupted prosperity, aud offers every facility for 
aeqniring a liberal education. 
SAL "T VL "CE. "T'S COLLEGE. 
This in iitution, conducted hy the priests of the mis ion of Saint Vincent of Panl, 
wa. chartered. by the legislature in 1 43, with university privileges. A theological 
clepmtrueut i · connected with the college. 
~11GEE COLLEGE. 
Presl>yterian theological department is connected with this college; also a com-
nlCrciUl department. The college i~:~ open to both exes. 
MI .. OURI DENTAL COLLEGE. 
Thi college i connected with tbe Saint Louis M dical Colle(J'e, one of the oldest and 
large t m clical ·chool in the We t. The dental college anno~nce it seventh regular 
cour :e of lecturt> . The 1·cquisite.:; for receiving the degree of the college are that thC: 
candi(Jatc be :21 year of ag , of good moral character, and engag d in the tn<ly ot 
clenth,try two y ars, and that he shall have attended two full courses in this institu-
tion. Attendance on a. r 'gular cour ·e in some other a ·credited dental school will b' 
c·ou ider ·d as equivalent to one of the courses. He must al&o treat thoroughly some 
patient requiring all then ual dental operations. 
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I•'ACTS FROM: TI-IE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ca and population.-In 1870 Missouri was the fift}l State in population, having 
1 721 295 inhabitants within an area of 65,350 sqnare miles, an average of 26.34 persons 
t~ t,h~ sqnare mile. This population cou::;isted of 1,603,146 whites, 118,071 colored, 3 
Ch inese, and 75 Indians. Of these, 1,499,028 were natives of the United States and 
::2~2 267 were foreign-born. Of the native resitlents, 788,491 whites, 85,501 colored, and 
14 Indians were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 113,618 were 
Lorn in Germany, 14,31-t in England, 54,983 in Ireland. , 
School attendance.-Accorcling- to Table IX, vol. I, of Census Report, 324,348 persons 
attended school, and of these, 6,60:~ were foreign-born . Of the white scholars, 165,792 
were males and 149,468 females, a total of 315,260. Of the 9,080 colored pupils 4,557 
were males and4,523 females. Thirteen male and 5 female Indians were also reported. 
Illitcracy.-Two hundred and twenty-two thousand four hundred and forty-one 
inhabitants, of all races, 10 years old and overJ were reported as unable to write, of 
whom 15,584 were foreign-born. . 
Age, sex, and race of illitemtes.-Of the 161,763 white illiterates, 49,373 were from 10 
to 15 ,years old, and of these, 27,509 were males and 21,864 females; 271488 were from l5 
to 21 years old, of 'vhom 14,755 were males and 12,7:31 female!:l ; 84,904 were 21 yeart! 
old and over, of' whom 34,780 were males ::~,ud 50,124 females. Of the 60,622 colored 
illiterates, 10,497 were from 10 to 15 years of age, of whom 5,364 were males and 5,13:{ 
females; 11,536 vYere from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 5,:~55 were males aud G,181 
females; 38,589 were 21 years old and over, of whom 18,002 were males and 20,587 
fema.les . Ten male and 16 female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 6,750, having 9,028 teachers, of whom 5,157 
were males and 3,871 females, to educate their 370,337 pupils, 186,641 of whom wel'e 
males and 183,696 fem::tles. 
Arnownt and souTcc of educational income.- The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $4,340,805, of which $57,51)7 were derived from endowment, $3,0G7,449 
:from taxat,iou and public fnnds, and $1,215,789 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 5,996 public schools, with 7,:162 teachers, 4,411 male and 2,948 
female , were attended by 320,313 pupils, of whom 163,582 'vere ma.les and .156,731 
females. To educate these they possessed a total income of $3,0()2,733, of which $5,300 
were derived from endowment, $3,007,766 fi·om tax;;~tion and public fnnds, and $79,607 
from tuition and other sources. 
Colle,r;cs.--Tho 37 colleges, with 261 teachers, 179 males and tl2 females, were attended 
Ly 6,067 students, of whom 3,483 were males ~md 2,584 females . To eduoate these they 
y1osscssed a total income of $:323,855, of which $39,946 were derived from endowment, 
~t3,120 from taxation and pnblic fmH1s, and $275,'1'89 from tuition and other sources. 
Acaclemies.-The 45 academies, with 333 teachers, of whom 86 were males and 247 
females, l1ad an attendance of 5,031 pupils, 1,759 of whom were ma.les and 3,272 
fi1males. They possessed a total income of $<!0~-1,228, of which $521 were derived from 
eudowment, $2,000 from taxati•m aud public fnnds, and $201,707 from t,uition and 
other sources. 
Pri1;cde sclwols.-'l'ho 586 day aml boarding schools had 770 teachers, of whom 280 
were males and 490 fcmale!:l, ancl were attended by ~6,816 pupils-12,019 wales and 
14.797 females, to educate whom they possessed an income of $487,176, derived from 
tuition and other sources. 
Librm·ies.-Oue tho nt!ancl seven hundred and forty-two public librar ies wore reported, 
with 498,996 volumes, and :3,903 private libraries with 566,6<12 volumes; in all , 
5,645 libraries, containing 1,065,638 volumes. 
Tltc prcss.-Tbc 279 periodicals issued ha<l an aggrega.te circulation of 522,866 copie~, 
nlld an annual issue of 47,980,422 copies. 
Cl11wches.-Of the 3,229 church organizations, 2,082 had edifices with 691,520 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $9,709,356. 
Pauperisrn.-Of t he 1,854 paupers, 1,090 were native whites, 325 native colored, and . 
4:1H foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 1,623 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 893 were native whites, 324 native 
colored, and 406 fo1·eigners. One thonl:land five hundred ancl three person!:l were con-
victed during the year. 
Age and sex of pop1tlation.-Of the total population, 577,803 were from 5 to 18 years 
o!tl, of whom 294,316 were males and 283,487 females; 1,205,5ot; were 10 years old and 
nrwarcl, of whom 632,179 were males and 573,389 females. 
OcCU]Jations.-l'ive hundred and five thousand five hundred and nfty-six persons of 
these ages were engaged in va1ious occupations, of whom 466,845 were males and 
:1ts,7 ll females. Of these, 263,918 were engaged in agricultural pUl'suits, of whom 
2G2,595 were males and 1,323 females; 106,!:103 in personal and professional services, 
of whom 75,079 were males and 31, 24 females; 54,tl85 in trade and transportation, 
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of whom 54,5 3 were male and 302 females; 79,850 in manufactures and mechanical 
and mining indo tri , of whom 74,5 were males aud 5,262 females. 
Age and sex of 1r·orking population.-Of the 505,556 employed persons, 24,4~~9 were from 
10 to 15 years vld, of whom 19, 12 were males and 4,627 females; 460,826 were from 
1G to 59 years old, and of the e 427,612 were malos and 33,214 females; 20,291 were 60 
years old and over, of whom 19,421 were males and 870 females. 
Counties. 
.Adair ................. . 
Andr w .......... . ... . 
.Alchi on ............. . 
Audrian .............. . 
~~~IK~:::: :~ ~:::::::::: 
Bates ...... ------------
Beuton ............... . 
Bollmgor -- ------ -- --- · 
Boone. ----- ........... . 
l3uchaoan . .... __ ...... . 
l3ntler ..... ----- ... ... . 
Caldwell.-----··-------
g~~a~~;~-:::::::::::::: 
ap Girardeau ..... .. . 
Carroll .... ...... .. .... . 
Carter ................ . 
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'raw ford .. _ ......... _. 
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DeKalb ....... ---------
Deut . ................. . 
E~~~J~n ::::::::::::::: 
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asconade ... . ... . .... . 
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ii~~i~~xi::::::::::::::: 
~fi~r!.-~ ~:::: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Howard ............... . 
llowell ............... . 
Iron------------ ...... . 
Jackson .............. . 
~att~~~o~- ::::::::: :: ::: 
Johnson . ........ ..... . 
Knox ................ . 
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La. !fayette ........... . 
La.wr •nce ..... ... ..... . 
L ewis ............. .... . 
Lincoln ............... . 
Linn . ................. . 
Livingston ............ . 
McDonald ............ . 
Macon ................ . 
Madison ........... . .. . 
Maries ...... . ... ------
Marion ...... .. ....... . 
Mercer .•.............. 
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COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS.* 
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Mill~r ..... ......... .. . 
Mississippi ........... . 
Moniteau ............. . 
Monroe .... .. ......... . 
Montgomery .......... . 
~~~~ad~i(l'::.:::::::: 
Newton ............ , .. . 
Nodaway ............. . 
8~;;r:~ ~:: :::::::::::: 
Pemiscot ............. . 
Perry ................. . 
Pettis ................. . 
Phelps ................ . 
Pike .... ....... ....... . 
Platte ................. . 
Polk ..... ....... ...... . 
Pulaski ............... . 
Putnam ............ . .. . 
Ralls ........ .......... . 
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i~;l~~: ~ ~::::::::::: 
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Schuyler ... .... ....... . 
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Sullivan ... ........... . 
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NEBRASKA. 
NF.:.BRA KA. , TAT!<~ L'XITERSITY .A.XD AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
This in titution occupie a large and convenient building at Lincoln, Nebraska. It 
i under the management of a board of regents, of which the governor of the State i 
pre iclent. 
Five conr e of stndy are now open to students, Yiz: the classical, the scientific, the 
Latin cicntific, the Greek scientific, and the agricultural. A Latin or preparatory school 
will be opened under the au pices of the university, to meet the wants of such persons 
a8 are not qualified to enter the freshman class of the university. 
In the agricultural department two courses of study are provided: a four-y~ar 
cour e, including, be ide the studies exclusively agriculttJral, nearly all the English 
studies of an ordinary college course, and giving special attent.ion to the natural 
sciences, and a year'· conrse of practical agriculture. Two sections of land for au 
experimental farm lu1ve been . ecurcd, and instruction was to be commenced at the 
lJeginning of the fall term, (1 72.) In addition to the faculty of the past year, two 
new professor lmve been appointed. 
The university is supplied with extensive and entirely new apparatus in chemistry 
and plly ic . 
Ladie are admitted to all the departments. 
NEBRASKA COLLEGE AND GRAMMAR SCIIOOL. 
This institution is conducted under the auspices of the Episcopal Church, and the 
Episcopal bi bop of Nebraska i president of the board of trustees. A thorough course 
of instruction is given in classics, mathematics, science, and business studies. The in-
stitution has entered upon its seventh year. It is designed only for the instruction of 
young men. 
FACT FROM TilE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A?Wl and population.-In 1870 Nebraska was the thirty-fifth State in population, hav-
ing 122,993 inhabitants within an area of 75,995 square miles, an average of 1.62 per-
sou.· to the square mil . Tlli. population cousisteu of 122,117 whites, 789 colored, and 
7 Indian . Of these 92,245 were natives of the United States and 30,7 48 were foreign-
l)orn. Of the native residents 1 ,4~5 whites, 53 colored, and 52 Indians were born 
within its borders, while of the foreign residents 10,954 were born in Germany, 3,603 
in Buc•]and, aud. 4,999 in Ireland. 
chool attendance.-.A.ccordioO' to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 17,956 persons 
attended school, and of these 1,:369 were foreip:n-born. Of the ·white scholars 9,437 
w re males and ,4G3 femal , a total of 17,900. Of the 48 colored pupils, 30 were 
males and. 1 female . Tllree male and 5 female Indians were also reported.. 
Illilercwy.-Four thou and eight llundrod and. sixty-one inhabitants, of all mces, 10 
years old and. over, were reported as unable to write, of whom 1,309 were foreign-born . 
.A!fe, .~ex, and race of illiterates.-Of tho 4,630 white illiterates, 1,976 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of the e 1,167 wer males and. 809 females; 529 were from 15 to 21 year: 
old, of whom 317 were males aud 212 females; 2,125 were 21 years old and over, of 
whom !)56 were males and 1,169 f,•males. Of the 205 colored illiterates, 26 were from 
10 to 15 year of acr , of whom 16 were males and 10 females; 36 were from 15 to ~1 year 
old of whom 15 were males and 21 femal s; and 143 were 21 years old l1D(l over, of 
\\·hom 9:3 were males and. 50 females . Ten male and 16 female illiterate Indians were 
ai. o reported. 
Educational institutions.-A.ccording to Table XII, vol. 1, of Censn Report, the total 
number of educational institution was 706, baviug 840 teacher , of wbom 4i:>O were 
J~tale. and 3UO females, to educate 17,614 pupils, 9,492 of whom were mal sand 8,122 
f·mal•. 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
titutions wru . 207,560, of which .-1 ,435 were derived from taxation and puulic fund , 
and. 21,12- from tuition and oth r sources. 
Public schools.-The 7 1 public school , with 13 teachers, (436 male and 377 femal ,) 
w re attend d by 17,052 pupil·, of whom 9,2'27 were males am1 7, 25 female . To edu-
cate the e th y po e ·. d a total incom of. '1 2,100, of which '1 1,435 were derived from 
taxation and public funds and ·725 from tuition and other sources. 
Collegc.-Tho one coli g r ported, witll5 teach rs, ( 4 mal and. 1 female ) was attended 
by 26 male tudent . ·It po · ·e ·ed an income of · · ,000, derived from tuition and other 
l:iOUrC S. 
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Academy.-Tbe 1 academy, with 3 teachers, 1 male and 2 female, had ·au attendance 
of 60 pupils, 25 of whom were males and 35 females. It possessed an income of $1,900, 
derived .froru tuition and other sources. 
P1·it·ate schools.-The 9 day and boarding schools , bad 14 teachers, of whom 7 were 
males and 7 females, and were attended by 406 pupils, 188 ma1e and 218 female. They 
possessed an incop:1e of $8,500, derived from tuition and 0ther sources. 
LibntTies.-One hundred and seventy-one public libraries were reported, with 51,915 
·volumes, and 219 private libraries, with 95,125 volumes; in all, 390 libraries, containing 
147,040 volumes. 
The p1'ess.-The 42 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 31,600 copies, 
and an aggregate annual issue of 3,388,500 copies. . 
ChuTches.-Of the lf:ll church organizations, 108 bad edifices with 32,210 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $386,000. 
Pauperism.-Of the 92 paupers, fl4 were native whites and 38 foreigners. 
C1'ime.-Of 69 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 35 were native whites, 9 native col-
ored, and 25 foreigners. Fifty-three persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex ofpopulation..-Of the total population 34,523 were from 5 to 18 years old, 
of wbom 17,779 were males and16,744 females; 88,265 were 10 years old and upward, 
of whom 52,588 were males and 35,677 females. 
Occupations.-Forty-tbree thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven persons of these 
ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 41,943 were males and 1,894 
females. Of these, 23,115 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 23,083 were 
males and 32 females; 10,331 in personal and professional services, of whom 8,667 
were males and 1,664 females; 4,628 in trade and transportation, of whom 4,623 were 
males and 5 females; 5,763 in manufactures and mechanical and mining industries, of 
whom 5,570 were males and 193 females. 
Age and sex of wo1·king population.-Of the 43,837 employed persons, 738 were from 10 
to 15 years old, of whom 619 were males ·and 119 females; 42,359 were fi·om 16 to 59 
years old, and of these 40,607 were males and 1,752 females; 740 persons were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 717 V'i ere males and 23 females. 
SCHOOL OPFICIALS. 
Hon. J . M. McKENZIE, State s~tperintendent. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County. Name. Post-otlice. County. Name. Post-office. 
Antelope __ A. J. Leach .... _. Twin Grove. J effcrson .. ____ _ . P. L. Chapman ___ . Fairbury. 
Adams ... .. A.H.Bowen .... Juniet.ta. Lancaster ..... _ . A.M. Ghost.---- -· Lincoln: 
Boone ..... S. P. Bollman. __ . llammond. L'Eau qui Court . J. H . Billings ...... Niobrara. 
Buffalo G. Pntuam -----· Gibbon. Lincoln ...... __ . AlfredFeay .. ___ _ . Cottonwood. 
Burt .. .. . .. E. M. Holland . _. Decatur. Madison L. F . Taylor .. _ .... Norfolk. 
Butler .. __ . W.J. Evens .. ... Savannah. Merrick.:: :::::: C. E. Mead .. ____ . _ Lone Tree. 
Cass ·-----· U. W. Wise- ·-- · l'lattsmoutb. Nuckolls . __ .. _ .. D. W. Montgomery Kiown,. 
Cheyenne .. B. Fitzpatrick ... Sidney. ;Nema!Ja .. ....... S. W. McGrew. __ _ ·. Browndllr.. 
Cedar ... _ .. L. M. llowarcl ... Green Island. Otoc . ... . ........ H . K.l{aymond. __ . Nebraska City 
Clay·- ---- · J. S. Schimerhom Sutton. Pawnee·--·· - --· John M. Osborne _ Pawnee City. 
Colfax . . _ .. A. ~utberland ... Sehnvlor. Pierce ........... A. W. Lucas ___ . . _ Pierce. 
Cuminp: .... Eoltcrt Robb .... De Witt. Polk-----· ... James Delle ..... _. Columbus. 
Dakota_ ... J.H. Mann ...... Jackson. Ricltardson .. . . : : F. M. Williams .... Snlom. 
Dixon ...... W. t:;. Bates ... ... Ionia. Saline. -- -- --·--· James McCreedv .. Ploasrrnt HiU. 
Dodge ..... ,Tolin Cayton .. . . Pebble Creek. Sarpy ______ .. __ . G. C. Potwin . _ --~ .. Papillion. 
DouglaR ... J . Behm . ........ Omaha. Saunder:>. _. ____ . W.Flcmiug ... . ... t:lnud Crook. 
Dawson .... R. O'Koef .. ___ .. Plum Crook. Seward ...... . _ .. G. B. France ... _._ . Milford. 
Fillmore . _. John Dempster .. Fairmont. Stanton . ___ .. __ . A. C. T. Stevens Canton. 
Franklin ... A. S. Martin .. __ . Waterloo. I Tha.v~r.. ......... B. F. Young.·----· Hebron. 
Gage . .... . . L.B. Filley ...... Beatrice. Washmgton .. __ . G. G. Bisbee __ . ___ . Foutonelle. 
llall ....... 0. C. Abbott. _ . .. Grand Island. W ebster·----··· E. Kellogg .. _ .... _. Roil Cloud. 
·Harlan .... . H. M.Lueo ...... Republica11 City. ' Wayne. __ --. __ .. R. B. Crawford . __ . Taffe. 
Hamilton .. RD. Brown ..... Farmer's Valley. 
1 
York .. .......... H. H. Tate . -- .. __ . McFadden. 
,Tohnson ... L. Wolford ...... Tecumseh. · 
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NEVADA. 
COLORED ClliLDREX IN TllE PUDLIC SCHOOLS. 
A very intere ting ca e has l:;ttely been dc~ic~ed ?Y the supreme court of Nevada. 
touchin<T the right of colored cb1ldren to admlSslOn mto the common schools of _that 
tate. The statute heretofore governing the subject says: "Negroes, Mo_ngolians, 
and Indiaus ball not be admitted into the public schools: but the board of t.rustees 
may stabli b a separate school for their education, and use the public funds for the 
upvort of the same." No" separate school" baving been provid~d in Ormsby County, 
a fath r of colored children a ked for a mandamus to compel the school trustees to 
admit his children, which they had refused to do. The mandamus bas been granted by 
the supreme court, upon the 7round that the statute conflicts with the State cous~i­
tution, which provides for a ' uniform system of common schools," and that certam 
funds" shall be apportioned among the several counties in proportion to the num?er 
of persons between tlle ages of six and eighteen years." Colored children bemg 
manife tly "person ," the court considers them entitled to their share of benefits to be 
uerived from the scllool revenues. · 
FACTS FROli:I TilE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Nevada was the thirty-seventh State in population, 
having 42,491 inbabitant within an area of 104,125 square miles, an average of 0.41 
p r on to the square mile. This population consisted of 38,959 whites, ::375 colored, 
:3,15'2 bin so, and 23 Indians. Of these, 23,690 were natives of the United States and 
1 , 01 wer foreign-born. Of the native residents, 3,:313 whites, :31 colored, 1 Indians, 
and 5 Chine e were Lorn within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 2,181 were 
born in Germany, 2,549 in England, and 5,0:)5 in Ireland. 
School attenllance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 2,893 persons 
attended school, and of th se 97 were foreign-born. Of tbe w bite scholars, 1,451 were 
mal , and 1,433 females, a total of 2,8 4. Of the 8 colored pupils, 6 were males and 
2 femal s. One female Indian was reported as attending school. 
fllitcracy.-Eigbt hundred and ev nty-two inhabitants, of all races, 10 years old and 
ov r, wen. reported a unable to write, of whom 774 were foreign-born . 
.Age, sex, and mcc of illilm·ates.-Of the 6G3 white illiterates, 23 were from 10 to 15 years 
old, males and 15 £male ; 30 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 20 were males 
and 10 females; 600 were 21 years old and over, of w horn 474 were males and 126 females. 
'fbe 21 colored illiterates were 21 years old and over, of whom 15 were males and 6 
£•maJe . One h.uudr d and eighty-five male and 13 female Chinese illiterates were 
al o r ported. 
Educational inslitntions.-Accorcling to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, tbe total 
number of educational institutions was 53, having 84 teachers, of whom 13 \vere mal s 
and 71 female , to ducate 2,:31:3 pupils, 1,279 of whom were males and 1,094 females . 
..drnonnt and source of educatioual income.-The total income of all the educational in-
·titutions was '110,493, of which 4,273 were derived from taxation and pul>lic fund , 
and '26,220 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-Tbe 38 public school , with their 56 teachers, (9 males and 47 female ,) 
w ro attended by 1, ~6 pupils, of whom 1,065 were males and 791 females. To educate 
these they po essed an income of .• 1,273, derived from taxation and public funds. 
P1·ivale schools.-The 14 day and boarding schools bad 22 teachers.. of whom 4 were 
mal and 1 females, and wer attended by 4~2 pupils, 214 males and 20 females, to 
clucate whom they posse ·sed an income of $26,220, derived from tuition and other 
ource . 
Libraries.-Tw nty-eight public libraries were r ported, with 41,940 volume , and 
private lil>raries, with 116,100 volumes; in all, 314 libraries, containing 15 ,040 
volume . · 
The p1'ess.-The 12 p riodicals i u ·d bad an aggregate circulation of 11,300 copie , 
nnd an arrgr gate ann nal i ue of 2,572,000 co pie . 
Cltm·ches.-0£ the 32 church organization , 19 had edifices, with 8,000 sittings, and 
th church prop rty wa valued at . '212,000. 
Paupm·iifm.- f th 54 pauper , 27 were native whites, 2 native colored, and 25 for-
eign r. 
C1·ime.-Of 99 p r ons in pri on Jun e 1, 1870, 37 were native whites, 3 native olor d, 
and 59 foreign r . n hundr d and tbirty-two persons w re convicted during tlle year. 
Age and sex of population.- f tbe total population, 5,3:J7 were from 5 to 18 ye~rs old, 
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' of whom 2,762 were males and 2,575 females ; 36,655 were 10 years old and upward, 
of whom 29,430 were males and 7,225 females. · 
Occupations.-Twenty-six thousand nine hundred and eleven persons of these ages 
were engaged in various occupations, of whom 26,468 were males and 443 females. Of 
these 2,070 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 2,063 were males and 7 
females ; 7,431 in personal and professional services, of whom 7,152 were males and 279 
females ; 3,621 males were engaged in trade and transportation ; 13,789 persons were 
engaged in manufactures ~nd mechanical and mining industries, of whom 13,632 were 
males and157 females. 
Age and sex of w01·king zJopulation.- Of the 26,911 employed persons, 49 were from 10 
to 15 years old, of whom 41 were males and 8 females; 26,735 were from 16 to 59 years 
old, and of these 26,307 were males and 428 females ; 127 were 60 years old and over, 
of whom 120 were males and 7 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. A. N. FISHER, State superintendent of public instruction. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County. Name. 
Churchill---- ---- -·- ----- -- --- .. _ . .. .. . . C. Allen . ... . . .. . .. ..................... . 
Rev. G. B. Hinkle----- ----- -- ... .. -- ----
ln~~~~{e~·~- ~:~~ ~~ :::·_-_-_-_::: :::::::: :: 
Douglas .. ...... ..... .. ...... ...... . .. . . 
Elko . . ------ ----- --- -·---- ---- -- ....... . 
Esmeralda ... . ... . .. ---·- --- .. .. ..... . . . 
Humboldt- ---- ... . ....... ........ -- - --- C. Chenowith .......................... . 
Lander _ ... . ........................... . J. R. Williamson . ..... . ..... ____ .. . .... . 
Lincoln_ . ................ .. . __ ... _ . _ ... . Louis Sultan ..... .... . ........... . .. ... . 
N. B. Augustine ... .. .......... .. . .... . 
f.X·~~~~1:!!_-_-_-_-_-::_-_- _-_-_-_-_·: ::: ::::::: 
Orvis llin g __ ...... ___ ............. _____ _ 
H. S. Herrick ...... ........ __ ...... _ ... _ 
~~~n- : : : : : ~ : -_ -_ ~:: : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : ~ 
Ormsby ..... . . .... . ------ ...... . ....... . 
Washoe _ . ... ... .... .... .. . .. ..... . .... -
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NEW IIAIUP§HIRE. 
[From report of Ron. ;J. W . Simonds, St.lte snprrinteudont of public instruction, for tho scholastic year 
eudcu Jrn10, 1H72.] 
SCIIOOL FUKD. 
Rai ed by town tax ................................................... . 
Raised by- to'i\n or district tax beyond what the law requires ........... . 
Contributed in board, fuel, and money ....•............................• 
Amount of literary fund ....... ---- ...... ------ .................. ------
Amount of railroad tax ............................................... .. 
Income from local fund· . ........ --- ..... . ............ --- .............. . 
Surplus revenue appropriated for schools .............................. . 
Entire amount appropriated for public schools ......................... . 
Appropriation for each scholar .....................•.....•. • ............ 
A'ITENDANCE. 
Turn ber of male pupil ......... -.- ... --- •. -- .......•. -....• ------ ----- · 
~umber of female pupils .............................................. . 
Whole number of pupils ......... ·---~- ................. . ............. . 
A vm·age attendance... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... . 
Per cent. of average attendance to whole 11umber ...................... . 
Knrnber of children between 4 and 14 years of age not attending schooL. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Knm ber of male teachers ............................................. .. 
Nnmber of female teachers ............................................ . 
Average pay of male teacher , including board ... ......•................ 
Average pay of female teachers, including board ....................... . 
Number of teachers teaching for the first time ................... .. ..... . 
Knmb r of teachers teaching the same school two or three terms ........ . 
Kuml.Jer of teachers who have attended teachers' institutes ............. . 
SCITOOL DI TRICTS AND SCIIOOLS. 
Number of school districts ............................................ . 
K u1n ber of schools .............................................. _ ..... . 
Number of graded schools ............................................. . 
A ·erage duration of schools in weeks ...................•.........••.... 
CIIOOL PROP:V:RTY. 
E timated value of school-houses and lots, with appurtenances ......... . 
E. timated value of school apparatus ........................... _ ...... .. 
"nmbcr of chool-house unfit for their purpose ......... _ .............. . 
·urub 'r of school-houses built and repaired during the year . . .. ........ . 
Cost of the same, including land and furniture ......................•... 
GTIADED SCHOOLS. 































A ystem of graflecl s ·bools ba been establi. bed in onr cities and several larger 
town.. 'll10 actual workiug of this s~· tern cau b seen in the public schools of the 
city of :i\-1anch . ter. W f'UIJ now refer with pride and honor to this city as lHtvi~g a 
y ·t •m of publtc free school a well ruauagei and as well taught as any iu 1CW Eng-
land . 
O~n!O~ DJ TRICT CIIOOL • 
It is believed that c rtain changes must be wrought in the management and in. trnc-
tion of the. di ·trict school b for • they can attain th ir object. I t is fnrthcr b liev d 
that most beneficial results would accrue to our district schools in a thorough rcoou-
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struction of the district management and town supervision of the schools.; in demand-
ing and employing a better qualified class of teachers, and in the esta"blishment of a 
judicious county supervision of schools. Many of the school districts coutain only a 
few scholars. Their share of the school money is limited and insufficient to meet the 
ordinary expense of a good school more than a few. weeks in the yea,r . Many of the 
school-buildings are miserable; and the district a.nd town supervision are wanting in 
tha.t care and oversight which are necessary. 
TOWN SUPERVISION. 
A large majority of the towns in our State annually appoint one man to perform the 
important duties of superintending school committee. Frequently the la!·gest school 
districts have a school committee of their own, independent of the town school com-
mittees. In some of our towns there are four independ~nt school or superintending com-
mittees. These are changed every year or two yea.rs, thus creating confusion, breaking up 
all system in the direction of schools, and destroying, in great measure, the interest which 
school committees shoultl take in schools under tl.~eir charge. It is recommended that 
the towns adopt a by-law permitted by the general statutes, and choose a school com-
mittee, consisting of three, six, or nine persons, holding office for three years, and so 
arranged that a J:lOrtion of them retire annually; let all tbe schools in town be under 
the management of t.his committt>e, and there is no doubt that our school system, as it 
exists·to-day, would be rendered much more efficient. 
PRUDENTIAL COMMITTEES. 
Prudential committees are elected yearly, at the district meeting. The dntir.s of snell 
committees arc limited to matters outside of the school-room. It is part uf the duty of 
this office to employ the teacher, while the examination and dismission of the teacher, 
the inspection and control of the school, belong to an entirely separate office. Th6 
communications from town school committees, and the opinions of prominent educators, 
all coincide in the expression that this system is a great barrier to the success of our 
educational efforts. 
TO'\-YN SCIIOOL COMMITTEES. 
'fhe entire control of our public schools is legally vested in the town school com-
mittees. But these·committees generally do not sufficiently partake of the educa.tional 
progress abroad in the world. It is a conclusion drawn from observation t.ha,t when 
a class of good schools is found, well mannged and well taught, it is directly traceable 
to the work of a good superintendent. The town committees, having the entire car~ 
of the schools, should be authorized to select and employ the teachers, and it is recom-
mende~1 to the legislative authority to transfer this power from prudential committees 
to the town school committees. 
COUNTY SUPERVISION. 
The testimony of all Sta.te superintendents where this system-untried i~ New 
Hampshire-has been adopted is strongly in its favor . Under it teachers are better 
qualified and schools more efficient. A school agency so generally approved and 
securing such results, deserves the candid attention of the legislators and educators of 
this State. It is submitted that the number of trustees of the State normal school be 
increased to one for each county, and that a suitable law be enacted, constituting that 
trustee the supervisor of public schools for his county. 
TOWN AND DISTRICT SYSTEMS CONTRASTED. 
The utility of the district system is now seriously nnd generally questionecl. During 
the short terms of small district schools the pupils only get fairly started in their 
studies to be turned ont the greater part of the year, forgetting what little they have 
learned, and coming back, after this long and ruinous interval, to commence again near 
the former starting-place. There are many of these schools revo lving year after year 
on this defective system, making some motion, bp.t scarcely any real progress. Multi-
tudes are forsaking their rural homes for the sake of educating their children. Any 
available plan for improving the schools in our outlying districts would check this 
tendency. As the town is a uuit for municipal purposes in making provision for the 
support of schools, it is reasonable that the adva.ntages of its schools should be equal-
ized. 
In Jnne, 1 70, an act wa passed "ena"bling towns to abolish school d istricts in cer-
tain cases." Under this act tho town of Miliord has adopted the t own system with 
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mark d succes . "The number of pupils bas increased consirlerably, and the advan-
taO'e to the smaller di trict where the rule bas been short and poor schools, aro so 
m~rked that they could not fail to be appreciated by even the most careless and unob-
servant." The subject i receiving careful consideration in several of the larger t_?wns. 
If tb y houlU adopt thi ystem, it will render their schools more valuable, and 111 the 
small r town it would trengtheu their educational power. 
TEACllERS' INSTITUTES. 
Within the school year, teacher.' institutes have been held in a.ll the counties of the 
State. The connty in titute are under the management of the State superintendent. 
Instruction at the county se sions has been given by the best experience and talent of 
our tate. 
The twofold function of the normal school has been incorporated in the .instructions 
of the institute. It ba been deemed advisable to devote the larger portion of the day 
xercises to a thorough explanation and elucidation of the elements of the common 
branches. Tho evening e ions have been occupied with general discussions and lec-
tures upon pertinent educational subjects. The attendance has been large, clot;e atten-
tion bas been given, and a deep and general inte,rest awakened. It is believed that 
th e cbool of in tructiou, well conducted, will generate a strong impulse in advanc-
ing the educational power of our State. At each session, teachers were invited to 





The year bas been fruitful of good results, abundantly demonstrating the wisdom 
of the cban~e made in abolishing the several school districtA, and throwing the entire 
city limits mto one district. The high school was kept for a term of 50 weeks, the 
grammar schools 47 and the primaries 44. The city owns 18 school buildings, valued 
(including lots) at S125,150. The need of a truant officer for the city is strongly urged. 
The attention of tho board is called to tho importance of introducing the study of draw-
ing into the schools. 
STATE NORMAL SCITOOL. 
Tho State Normal School at Ply month has been in successful operation the past year. 
Superintendent are uuanimou in tho commendation of the excellent work done by 
normal-school tudents, wherever employed in the State. 
The tru tees' report says: "The practical benefits of the normal school are already 
appar nt. Though only two year in existence it has rai~::~ed the standard of qualifica-
tion for teachers. Two facts illu trate how very low was the standarcl for di trict-
chool teachers when the normal . chool was established. The first year much the 
larger number of the normal pupils bad ueen employed as teachers and held certificates 
from town superintend nts. Yet only fourteen were able to graduate, even from the 
fir t cour e, and one from the econd course. At the June session of 1871, it wa pro-
vided that teachers who were qualified to sustain an examinatiou on the normalJscbool 
ua ·is should r ceive institute certificate , authorizing them to teach from three to five 
y ars. Yet under this law only five have been approved: though an opportunity thus 
to test their qualifications has been given in every institute during the year.n 
The tru te recommend that 1t per cent. of the money rai ed by the several towns 
for tho support of public schools be set apart for the benefit of the normal school, with 
certain provisions. 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. 
The var:ions departments of this in ti tution, as they now exist, are as follows: 
1. The academic department, which oilers a four years' conrse, including the privi-
1 ge of a partial cours.e, and a number of particular options. 2. The Chandler scientific 
d ·partr.nent, the cour e of which is cbronologica.lly parallel to that of the academic 
department, and ha , with the option of a partial course th:r;ough all the year , several 
lectivo lin of Rtudy in the la t y ar. 3. The agricultural department, which ba a. 
three y ar ·' conr e, with an op ion after th first year between an agricultural and 
m cbanicallin of study. 4. Tb Thayer 'cbool of Civil Engineering. 5. The medical 
d partment, wbi(·h was establi bed in 1797, and ranks with the best medical in titu-
tion in the country. 
The wbol numb r of alumni, as giv n in the la t triennial catalogue, is 3,673. " f 
th~ e ov r 9 0 hav ent red th mini try; there have been 31 jndg s of the nited 
tate and tat upr m court ; 15 ' nators in ongr s, and 61 H.epre ntatiY . ; 
2 United tat auin 't mini ters · 4 mba · adors to for igu court ; 1 o tma ter-
General; 14 governors of .·tate and 1 of aT rritory; 25 presidents of colleges; 104 pro-
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fessors in academical, medical, or. theological colleges." Among her graduates, Dart-
mouth numbers Daniel Webster and Rufus Choate. 
During the past year the new building for the use of the agricultural department, 
called Culver Hall, has been completed. In the laboratory of this building special 
provision has been made for instruction in practical chemistry. A valuable tract of 
land of 165 acres, in the immecliate vicinity of Culver~Hall, has been secured for an 
experimental farm. A new building is soon to be erected, contaiiling rooms for the 
farm superintendent and for students. 
A State museum of general and applied science has been commenced. Several hun-
dred valuable specimens have been purchased in Europe, and one-half of the speoimens 
accruing from the State geological survey, now in progress, have been devoted to this 
department by the legislature. ' 
.:\donation of.$10,000 has betln made to the medical department, to found a museum 
of pathological anatomy. 'l'his will be completed before the opening of the next · 
session. 
'l'he philosophical apparatus has rece-ntly been greatly increased by large purchases, 
both in this country and Europe. In the <lepm:tment of acoustics, optics, and electri-
city it is especially rieh, and llardly surpas:::;ed iu the United States. 
'l'he equipment of the astronomical and meteorological obRervatory has l'ecently 
been greatly improved. A new and very perfect telescope of 9. 4 inches aperture 
andl2 feet focal length, from the celebrate<l establishment of Alvin Clark & Sons, 
replaces the old 6-inch Munich refractor. A spectroscope of the highest power and best 
construction accompanies the instrumeut. 
'l'he severt1llibraries have been increasell by appropriations and donations. 
'l'o accommodate those who design to enter the school of civil eugineering, a depart-
ment preparatory to the cunriculum was fol'med September 1, 1872. 'l'his course will 
extend through two years. . . 
Large additions have been madeoflate to the meansofassisting indigent and worthy 
students. Aid is mainly given in the form of scbolarsuips, varying in their annual 
income from $60 to $100. 
Within the last seven years, more than $400,000 have been secured for the various 
departments. But with the restrictions imposed on some of the gifts, WIth the con-
templated plans of enlargement and improvement, anu with the increased number of 
students, there is a present need of as much mqre. 
PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY. 
All .the pupils of this academy are preparing for college. The course of preparation 
occupies three years. About twenty students, selected anniJ.allyfi_.om among the mem- . 
hers of tl1e academy, are admitted to the charity foundation. The income of tbe Ban-
croft scholarship, founded by Hon. George Bancl'Oft, amounts to $140, and is given to 
a meritorious student selected by the trustees. 
ATKINSON ACADEMY. 
This institution has been in operation more than eighty years. In addition to the 
ordinary branches of an English education, the classics and the higher branches of 
mathematics are thoroughly taught. 
KIMBALL UNION ACADEMY. 
'l'he net amount of the funds of this institution is about $4S,OOO. A vigorous effort 
is making to increa!le the endowment fund by $100,000. For nearly sixty years it has 
occupied a foremost place among classical schools, and the earnest hope is expressed that 
it will not be allowed to lose its well-earned standing for want of funds. Indigent 
young men who have the ministry in view are aided from the funds of the institu-
tion. · 
FRANCESTOWN .ACADEMY. 
'l'he course of study of this academy em braces a classical department, a ladies' course, 
and an English department. During the year 1871-'7:2 the permauent fund of t.he 
ucademy bas been increased by subscriptions of over $7,000. 
TILDEN LADIES' SEMINARY. 
This institution has been in successful operation, urider it.s present management, for 
s1x years, and bas, within two years, doubled its capacity aHd number of boarders. 'l'he 
building, with recent improvements, cost about $40,000. 
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LITI'LETOX GRADED SCI;IOOL. 
This con ist. of high, grammar, and primary schools. A normal department is 
attached to the high school. 
HEFOR:\f SCHOOL. 
Hixte n inmates of this institution have been discharged during the year for meri-
toriom; conduct; 6 have hecn sent to homes; 2 to t.he care of pareuts, and 1 to care of 
conntv commi · ioners. The average time of detention of cilildren discharged was one 
;vear and eight months. Of the whole number of pupil~:~ (143) 76 were committed for 
· tealing. 
For the pa t year the institution bas accomplished much good, thongh not so much 
ao; it might with greater facilitie . Iu no case has any child remained any le"bgth of 
time in tho !:i<.:hool withont showing improvement; in many cases very commendable, 
and in some most remarkable. 'rhe re~mlt of the superintendent's experience is ex-
pres. ed in this suggestion : '· 'filat all ell ildren silould eutor these institutions expect-
ing to remain dmiug their minority, unle s they earn an honorable discharge by their 
l'onfirmed good behavior and reformation" In schools where this is t.he rule the aver-
age term of detention is not so long- as when short and irregular senteD;ceS are iruposetl. 
The "t ieket-of-lcave" system is strongly commended. 
The !Joys have been employed in caning chair-seats. Other employments would be 
uwre profitable and u eful, but their iutl·olluction would renc1er necessar.v some outlay. 
ior tool·, machinery, &c. The subject is commended to the legislature. The bnil<lings 
:m.• reported in ueccl of repair , and the furni tnre as extremely meager and insufficient . 
\\'hile the desire of tile trustees is to make this a comfortable home for the children, it 
i. · really as bare a a. prison. 'l'be expeudit.ures for the yljar amounted to $18)43.77. 
Amount eamcd by !Joys caning chair-seats, $:l,536.90. 
NEW llA)o!PSIIIRE STATE TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
Tho mmnnl ml'eting of tho Now Hampshire State Teachers'.Association was held at 
I)lymouth, October 24 aucl 25. 
Hon. J . \V. 'imonds, State superintendent, was appointed chairman, in the absence 
of the president ; and the first exercise was a lecture by W. W . Colburn, of tlw Man-
dw!>tcr l.Jigll ·chool, npon the pbysical geography of New Hampshire, in which the 
fonnn.tio n of the crust of th' earth, and the mouutaius, streams, and valleys, the min-
enlls, clrainag<·, wa.ter-power, and physical resources of the State, were presented in an 
iutt!rcsting manner. and secm·ed the close attention of tbe audience .. 
On Friday, tlw ·econd day, the neces ·ity of shortening the daily sessions of tbe 
!>('hools, Pspecially those of: the primary aud intermediate schools, was discussed by 
}lc. -rs. Pearl, Qniml>y, and Edgerly, none of whom thought tile hours of school too 
man~', l.>ut agreed that tllo. ·work of the school-room was sometimes of such a. charaeter 
M to injure the health of children. Listless exercises and the' want of pure air caused 
greater injmy than lengthened sessions, if these arc varied in their exercises, aud there 
is a proper amount of recreation. · · 
The "Markiug system" wa also <1i cussed at some length; Messrs. Qni mhy, Austin, 
au<l Rngglc·s 1> 'liov ing in it u fnlness to a great extent; Mr. Heupey and l\Ir. Blakely 
to a limit •d extent; wbilo Me srs. Brown, of Boston, aud Edgerly, of Mauchester, op-
posed tho whole y~:~tem as hitherto practiced. 
'Ihfl " 'o-education of tll' ·'Xes" was the main subject of the afternoon di en. sion, 
~Irs. :Miller, of Concord, aucl Mcs TS. Pearl aud Hadley, of Plymonth, advocating tue 
idea of '(~Ucatlug uoth . ·xe in the ·ame schools .and colleges, while Professor Orcutt 
nppo eel 1t. 
.lr. Austin, of .Ieriden, gave an interesting lectm·e in the evening on the "Art of 
tndy." 
fficcrs 1 etC'<1: president, ProfP.s or E. T. Qnimhy, of Hanover; vice-presidents, W. 
W. Colburn of }fan ·he ter; . II. Pt·a rl, of Plymouth, and G. H. Grntwss, of Ryt·; 
ccr ·tari ·s J. T. Barrows, ~\>:leriden, aud II. Orcutt, \Vest Lebanon ; treasurer, 'I'. \V. H. 
Heupey, of .~.:' ashua. . 
FACTS rRO~l THE NITED 'rATES CEN US. 
A.1·ca a11Cl population.-In 16i0 rTew lTamp hire wa th thirty-first tate in population 
having 'HH :300 inhalJitant. within an area of 9,2 0 quare mile , an :tv rage of :H.~O 
pc•r ·ou to tll • sqnare mile. This popnlation consi ted of 311,6!17 whites, 5~0 coloreil, 
and ~3 Indian . f these 2 ,6 9 w ro natives of the nitecl 'tat •s and 29,611 were 
foreign-horu. f the native r sident i4Z,044 whites, 329 ·olore<l, and 1 Indian wen' 
born within it. honl r , whil of the for ·ign residents 43G were born in ermany 
2.679 in England, and 12 100 in Irc·land. 
'chool atlwdance.-Accor<ling to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 65, 24 p n;on 
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a.ttendcd school, and of these 1,458 were foreign-born. Of the white scholars 34,35:3 
were males and 31,423 females-a total of 65,776. Of the 48 colored pupils 25 were males 
and 2~ females. 
Illiteracy.-Nine thousand nine hundred and twenty-six inhabitants of all races, 10 
years old and over, were unable to write, of whom 7,9:34 were foreign-born. , 
Age, sex, and mce of illitemtes.-Of the 9,831 wllite illiterates 833 were from 10 to 1G 
years old, and of these 456 were males and 377 females ; 1,412 were from 15 to 21 yea~"s 
old, of whom 712 were males and 700 females; 7,58G were 21 years old and over, of 
whom 3,361 were males and 4,225 females. Of the 9G colored illiterates 7 were from 10 
to 15 years of age, of whom 4 were males and 3 females; 18 were from 15 to 21 years 
old, of whom 10 were males and 8 females; 70 were 21 years old and over, of whom :~tl 
were males a.nd 32 females. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 2,542, having ::l,355 teachers, of whom 653 were 
males and 2,702 females, to educate 64,677 pupils, 33,123 of whom were males and 
31,554 females. 
Amount and sou1·ce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in~ 
stitutions was $574,898, of which $59,289 wel'f'l derived from endowment, $396,991 from 
taxation and public funds, and $118,618 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools . .-The 2,464 public s~hools, with 3,110 teachers-510 male and 2,600 
female-were attended by 59,408 pupils, of whom :10,275 were males and 29,133 fema.les. 
To educate these they possessed a total income of $403,310, of which $1,643 were derived 
·from endmvment, $391,991 from taxation and public funds, and $9,676 from tuition and 
other sources. 
College.-The one college, with 29 male teachers, was attended by 289 male students. 
It possessed a total income of $29,00(1, of which $9,000 were derived from endowment 
and $20,000 :(rom tuition and otber sources. 
Academies.-The 36 academies, with 109 teachers, of whom 50 were males and 59 
females, bad an attendance of 2,896 pupils, 1,367 of whom were males ancl1,529 females. 
They possessed a total income of$88,377, of which $3G,~46 were derived from endow-
ment and 53,031 from tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 21 day and boarding schools had 48 teachers, of whom 22 ,,·ere 
males and 26 females, and were attended by 885 pt~pils-420 males and 465 females. 
They possessed a total income of $21,2~2, of which $300 were derived from endowment 
and $20,922 from tuition and other sources. 
· Libra1·ies.-Six hundred and seventy public libraries were reported with 324,393 vol-
umes, and 85() private libraries with 379,876 volumes-in all, 1,526 libraries containing 
704,269 volumes. 
The press.-The 51 periodicals issned had an aggrega.te circulation of 173,919 copies, 
and an aggregate annual issue of 7,237,588 copies. 
Chtwches.-Of the 633 church organizations 624 had edifices with 210,090 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $3,303,780. 
Paupm·ism.-Of the 2,129 paupers 1,739 were native whites, 15 native colored, and 
375 foreigners. . 
Orime.-Of 267 persons in prison, .June 1, 1870, 199 were native whites, 2 nat'ive 
colored, and 66 fore.igners. One hundred and eighty-two persons were convicted dur-
ing the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 78,766 were from 5 to 18 years old, 
of whom 40,073 were males and 38,693 females; 260,426 were 10 years old and upward, 
of whom 126,353 were males and 134,673 females. 
Occupations.-One hundred and twenty thousand one hundred and sixty-eight pm-
sonl:l of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 96,033 were males 
and24,135 females. Of these 46,573 wore engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 
4r~,562 were males and 11 females; 18,52tl in personal and professional services, of whom 
H,!:l21 were males and 9,707 females; H,514 in trade and transportation, of whom 8,126 
were males and 388 females; 4G,553 in manufactures and mechanical and mining indus-
tries, of whom 32,524 were males and 14,029 females. 
Age and scx of 'Wm·king population.-Of the 120,168 employed persons, 3,268 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 2,213 wore males and 1,0!15 females; 104,l'350 were from 16 
to 59 years old, aud of these 82,460 were males and 22,390 females; 12,050 were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 11,360 were males and 690 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
The names of superintendents of city schools will be found in the table of city school 
statistics at the end of this volume. · 
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NEW .JERSEY. 
[From report of Ellis A. Apgar, State superintendent of instruction, for the scholastic year ended 
August 31, 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
T wo-mill tax .........••.....•.............•..•.••..•.•••••• ••. .••..• 
State appropriation .....•..........................•...............•. 




District school tax ............................... - ........ . ........ . 
Surplus revenue ....................•....•... - ............. ·.· . ...... . 
Tuition fees ............................. -.. - - - -.. -..... - - - ......... . 
Appropriation to normal and Farnum schools ...•.•.....•..... . ....... 
1, 015, 086 29 
39 993 50 
62:100 90 
11,200 00 
Total . ..... _.. . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 2, 375, 641 58 
========= 
Total valne of school property in the State...... . • • . • . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . $4,.246, 998 00 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Value of school property, 1871.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . $4, 246, 998 00 
Value of school property, 1870.............................. . . . . . . . . . . 3, 677, 442 00 
Increase over last year ..............••......................... 569,556 00 
==== 
Total appropriation for 1871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $2, 375, 641 58 
Total appropriation for 1870 ..........•..•.. .-..... . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 1, 664, 659 03 
Increase over last year .....•.•..••.••••....•••••.•.....••• · ..... 710,982 55 
Increase in surplus revenue .......••••...............•.....•..... • ..• 
Increa e in district tax for building school-houses ....•...•..•......... 
Decrease in township school-tax .... _ ...•.......••...•................ 
D0crease in uistrict tax for teachers' salaries ...............•........ . • 







Scholastic population ........... -.- .........•.••..........•....•••......•... 
Number enrolled in public schools ...............•..................... • .. . . 
Number attending private schools ........•............•.................... 
Number not attending school ............ ~ --· ....•......................... 
Number of children unaccounted for ......................... ........ _ ..... . 
Nnmber of children the public schools will seat ............................ . 
Number attending public schoollO months ... __ .... _ ....... .... ........... . 
Number attending 8 months, but less than 10 months ....................... . 
Number attending 6 months, but less than 8 months ...... .. .. . .... ..... ... . 
Number attending 4 months, but less than 6 months .•.................... . . 
umber attenclin& less than 4 months ....•..................... -·-- •....... 
A vern.ge attendance .................... _ .. .. . ~ ........... - .. - .. .. . .... ·.· .. 
Increa e in scholastic population during the year .......................... . 
Increase in number enrolled in public schools ............ . -.--- . .••... -... -. 
Decrease in number attending private schools .. __ .......................... -. 
Increase in number not atteuding school. ............ . •... -.- . -. -.... -..... . 
Iucrease in average attendance •.. •...............•.............. ---- .. - .. . 


















P rcentage of pupils attending 10 months .........•.•... . . . ............ : . . . . . . . 9 
P rcentage of pupils attending between 8 and 10 months .•.......... - ... . - ... -.. 14 
Percentage of pupils attending between 6 u.nd 8 months.. ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
P rcentage of pupils attending between 4 and 6 months. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Percentage of pupils attending le s than 4 months ... ............. . .... .. ....... - !3 
Percentage of average attendance . . • • • . • • . . . . • • . • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . • • • • . • • . . . . • • 51 
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This attendance varies but little from that reported last year. The number attend-
ing the public schools, bas inmeased, but the increase has only kept pace with the in-
crease in the census. Seventy-six per cent. of the total school census is represented as 
having attended either a public or a private school some portion of the year. This 
aggregate attendance is as great as we have reason to expect. 01ir school census in-
cludes all children between 5 and 18 years of age, but only those between 6 and 15, as 
a general thing, attend school. So that we may safely assume that about all the chil-
dren of the State between the ordinary ages limiting school attendance do attend some 
school for a longer or a shorter period during the year. Although the total attendance 
is satisfactory, the irregularity of attendance must be considered a great and alarming 
evil. Our free-school law requires the schools to be kept open at least nine months 
during the year, but if 39 pe'r cent., or more than one-third, of the total attendance is in 
school less than four months, it is evident that we are not securing all the good we 
should from our school system. It is clue to those who are taxed to keep the schools 
open three-fourths of the year that a full attendance of the children should be secured 
during that time by law. 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
Number of ma,le teachers employed .....•.... __ , . ___ .... ___ .... _ .•... __ •. ~ .. . . . 952 
Number of female teachers employed ............ __ •.. __ .... __ ................ 1, 979 
Total number of teachers •............ __ ... ___ .•.. _ ..... __ •.. _. _ ••. _ .. _. 2, 931 
Increase in number of teachers over last year. ____ ...... ·-·--·................ 111 
Average salary per month of male teachers.·----------··---·· ...... ·----· .... $-57 34 
Average salary per month of female teachers . ___ . __ -·-._._ ..... __ ... _ ... _. ___ .. $32 43 
The male teaehers in New Jersey receive the highest salaries paid in any of the States, 
except California, Massachusetts, and Connecticut, and the female teachers the highest 
paid, except in California, Ohio, and Illinois. . 
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES. 
Certificates of first grade granted to males ... __ .•... __ ••....• __ .•.......•...• 
Certificates of first grade granted to females .. ___ ... . ___ .. ____ ... ___ ... ___ .. _ .. 
Certificates of second gra,dc granted to males .. _ .. _ .. _ . __ .... __ .. _ ... _ .... ___ . 
Certificates of second grade granted to females .... ----·---···-----------·--·-· 
Certificates of third grade granted to males .... ____ ...• ·----· ............ ___ _ 
Certiticates of third grade granted to females_----- · .... ··-~--·----··-·--· .... 
Total number granted to males.·----·-----·-------~---··----·--·· ....••.....• 
Total number granted to females .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. _ .... ____ . __ . ___ . _ .. _ .. __ • 
Total number of certificates granted ...... ____ ·--------··----· .........• ·----· 
Number of ~pplicants rejected .... ~ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ .•. ____ .. ____ · .. _. __ .. ____ . 












The examinations are held quarterly. The questions used are uniform throughout 
the State, and the same rules govern all the examiners. This is not the case in any 
other State. By this important regulation we secure a uniform standard of gradation 
among the teachers. A certain grade of certificate means the same in all parts . of the 
State, in whatever county it may have been issued. 
• 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCITOOL-HOUSES. 
Number of townships and cities·--- -· ...•.. ·----· ...........••.•. ··---· 247 
Number of school districts ..... , .... ___ ..... _._ ... ______ .. __ .......... _. 1,.390 
Average number of children in the districts . . ____ •.. ___ .. ___ .... . __ . ___ • 133 
Nnm ber ofschool buildings _. __ ... _. _ ... ___ . _ .. -·- _ .. ____ .. ____ .• ____ . _ _ 1, 501 
Number of school departments ..... ........ -----··---···----·.......... 2, .462 
Number of districts without school-houses·----·--·--· .... ·----· .... ---· 62 
Numberofnewschool-bouses erected during the year ..•...•... --·--·..... 82 
umbjr of school-houses repaired··---· .... ·----··-·--···---· .... -----· 84 
Number of unoectariau private schools ..... ____ .. __ .••... --·_-~ ..... ____ 357 
Number of'sectarian private schools ............ ·--- .... __ ..•. ........... 118 
Nnm ber of visits made by county, uperiutendents ..... .. ___ ...•• _ ... ___ . 2, 876 
Amount expended for building and repairing school-houses ... _. __ .. __ .... $597, 400 20 
Increase over a,motmt expended for same purpose last year .. ___ ... _ ..... $120, 793 37 
N?twHhstanding the fact that so large an amount of money has been expended for 
the 1~pr?ve~ent of our school acc?mmoclations, stlll their condition, in too many ~f 
our dl::ltncts, IS very far from what 1t should be. There are 62 districts entirely destl-
15 E 
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tute of school accommodations; 178 school buildings are absolutely .dis~rac~ful, and 255 
others are o far gone a to be beyond repair. Out of ~he 1,390 d1stncts m the State, 
495, or more than one-third of the whole number, are Without proper school accommo-
dations. 
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS. 
Value of school property in the State .....••...••••..••••.••••. ·----- $4,246,998 00 
Appropriation for 1 71. ...... .. ............. _ ................ -. , .. - .. $2, :~75, 641 58 
Increa e of appropriation over last year ... _ •...•.••.•............. --. $710, 962 55 
cholastic population ...................•..............•.......... --. 265,958 
Number enrolled in public schools ................................ ---. 169,430 
Average attendance ......• __ ................. --- .. - -·- .. . . .. .. . . .. •. 86,812 
Percontag of average attendance .............................. --.... 51 
Cost of education per pupil .......... ·----·-----· .. ··-·--·----·...... $19.85 
Dnration of school, (average) .... ..•......•....•.••..•••..... 8 months and 18 days. 
Number of teachers .......... _ ......•..... _ ... _. _ . _ ••. ___ .. _ ... ___ . . . 2, 931 
Teacher ' certificates granted during the year._ .• ___ . _ ..... _ ..•. _ .. __ • 1, 386 
Number oi school buildings ............ · ...... ---·.................... 1, 501 
N w school-houses erected during tho year ...................... ·-·--· 82 
Amount expenued for building and repairing school-houses .•. _ ... ___ •• $597, 400 20 
SCIIOOL TERM. 
The average length of time that the schools of the State have been kept open during 
the year is 8 months and 1H days, which is 4 clays longer than Lhe average time 
they were open la t year, and longer than the schools of any ot.her State are kept 
open. In G6 district th ey were kept open less than 5 months; in 315 districts they 
w re kept open between 5 and 8 months; and in 11019 districts they wore kept open 
more than months. 
COST OF EDUCATION. 
The cost of dncation in the public schools for the past year averaged $6.40 for each 
child included ill the school census, and $19.85 per child of average attendance. 
SCIIOOL LAW. 
By tho pa age of tho free-school act our whole school machinery is very much 
simplified: nod tbo full benefit of a public-school system is accorded to all the children 
of the , 'tate. The bill, iu it main feature 1 is excellent, and puts the maintenance of 
th school· upon a perfectly sound ba i . The most important fea.ture of the law is 
th. t which sub iitute for our township school tax a uniform State tax. Our schools 
will no longer depend for th>ir support upon a fund which a mere majority at a town 
meeting may any year withh~d. Fractional districts are also abolished, and the 
confn ion and trouble ari iog fiom their management are now avoided. None of the 
re ults of th workings of tho free-school law can be given in this report for the 
r a on that it did not go into effect until the close of the year for which tho report is 
made. 
PUBLIC-SCIIOOL LIBRARIES. 
At the la t session bf the l cri lature was passed an" act to encourage the formation of 
librarie in the fr e publi~ schools of w Jersoy." The treasmer of the State, upon the 
order of the tate sopcrint udent of ducation, i directed to pay the sum of twenty 
dollars to ev ry school di trict which shall rai e by subscript.ion a like ·um for the 
snme purpo 7 to stabli h within !>uch district a school Jibr:::-ry, and to procure 
pililo ophical and chemical apparatu , and the further ~>um of ten dollars annually, 
upon a like ord r, to the aid di trict , upon condition that they shall have rai ed by 
sub&eription a like sum for such year, for the purpose aforesaid. 
NEWARK. 
SCIIOOL ATIEND.A.J.~OE. • 
It is estimated that over eight thou and childr n have attended no school during 
the year. Tw nty more teacher are mployed than last year, but there are only 6~ 
more pupil. . The av rage numb r to ach teacher is, in primary school , 66; ~n 
grammar school , 4 . Th grammar chools do not make o goou a report a th y d1d 
la t year. The aggr gat of enroll d pupils is 1 5 less thi year than la t, a,nd the 
av rage attendance 332le s. The daily attendance bas been gr atly interrupt d by 
sieknes , but the diminution in the number enrolled can not he satisfactorily accounted 
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for. In the primary schools there bas been an increase in the number of registered 
pupils, but a satisfactory daily attendance i::> not secured in any grade of our day 
schools. In the evening schools the average at,tendance has been 10 per cent. greater 
than last year. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
The schools are, on the whole, in a satisfactory condition; but greater progress 
seems to be made in the primary than in the grammar schools. 
Bartholomew's system of drawing was introduced last year, and considerable 
interest was manifested, but the zeal of both teachers and pupils seems to have 
abated. An effort will be made to revive it. No advance has been made during the 
year in the provisions for teaching German, and tlw superintendent is convinced tbat 
if more can not be done in this direction it were better to do less. Instruction in 
singing has been given in the primary schools during the year; with gratifying results. 
NEW BRUNSWICK. 
ATTENDANCE. 
At the closing exercises of the schools in June, the names of 118 pupils were read 
who had been present every day during the year. Of this number· 19 had been present 
every day for two years, 13 for three years, and 3 had not missed a day for four years. 
COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY. 
This college originated by royal charter in 1746. By a second more ample charter in 
1748 it acquired sue~ powers and privileges as were then enjoyed by the universities 
and colleges of Great Britain. After the revolutionary war the charter was renewed 
by tbe legislature of New J ersey. Nassau Hall, the north college building, was built 
in 17f>6, and at that time was the largest public edifice in the colonies. Extensive 
aduitions have been made to the college buildings witllin the last few years by the 
liberality of private individuals. 
The college, after relying mainly upon tuition fees for its support during its early 
history, has of late years been acquiring more permanent sources of income through 
the liberality of its friends. The presidential endowment amounts to $98,000. Six 
professorships have an aggregate endowment of $125,000. No cllair in the facult.y, 
however_, has as ,)et been sufficiently eudowed to yield t.be entire salary of the professor. 
'fhe deficiency in each of the endowed professorship~ amounts to more than $10,000. 
Several endoweu fellowship::; have been founded, some of them only for a term of two 
or three years. A student obtaining a fellowship must pnrsne studies in the depart-
ment for which it is urovidecl for one year, under the superintendence of the faculty, 
and will be required tl'> live in Princeton, or appear there from time to time as may be 
appointed; or, if be study at a foreign university, to furnish regular reports of what he 
is doing. A limited number of students is educated by means of endowed scholar-
ships. The collegE\ also possesses a fuud for the a-id of indigent candidates for the 
ministry in the Presbyterian Church. 
Tbe donation of $120,000 for a library building fund and generous donations for the 
purchase of books have furnished the means for placing the library on a greatly ex-
ten<1ed foundation. The college library a.nd the libraries of the two li'terary societies 
contain together 28,000 volu roes. The collections of the different cabinets are extensive 
aucl va.lualJle. The cabinet of geology includes upward of 5,000 specimens of Alpine 
rocks, presented by Professor Guyot. A collection of arms used in the Union and con-
federate armies during the late war has been deposited with the college by the Secr·e-
tar:v of War. 
'l'he course of stndy requires four years, and em braces two clnsses of studies, required 
anu elective. During the first two years the s tudies c'tf both courses are essentially the 
same. Students can only be admitted by a vote of tho faculty, taken after their exam-
inati_on, and are required to pledge themselves not to join any secret society. 
RUTGERS COLLEGE. 
The scientific department of this c~llege, organized under the name of the Rutgers 
Scientific choo1, constitutes th State college of agriculture and the mechanic arts. 
The course of study covers four years, and embraces two distinct courses, viz: 
Civil engineering and mechanics, and chemistry and agriculture. During the first 
two years the .studies of the two courses are the same, and are so arranged as to form 
a cour e complete in itself. This is intended to meet the wants of those who can not 
take the. entire four years' course, bl}t who desire to fit themselves as land surveyors. 
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tndeots lea vi nO' at thi period of the course receive a c~rti:ficate. of their attainments. 
ProYi ion is made for tudent~; who wi ·h to pursue special studies. Forty State stu-
dent ar educated in the scientific ~:;chool fi.·ee of expense for tuition . These students 
are admitted on the recommendation of the county superintendents of schools. The 
annual report for 1871-'72 shows both tho college prope1· and the scientific school to be 
in a flourishing condition. 
STEVE -s INSTITUTE OF TECHKOLOGY. 
This institution, establi bed by the late Edwin A. Stevens, at Hoboken, is essentially 
a chool of m chanical engineering, and will confer upon its regular graduates the 
d 'Tee of Mechanical Engineer. A Yery thorough training in the general principle~ of 
pby ical and chemical cience is involved in the course laid out for the mechamcal 
ngiueer, and it ha therefore been thought advisable to give opportunity to those 
student who may find their inclination and capacity leading them in the direction of 
the e ci nee , to pur:soe a course of physics and chemistry as an alternative to tJ;lat 
of mechanical engineering. Such students completing the course may graduate w1th 
th degree of Doctor of Philo. ophy. _ . 
Tho chool bas been in operation a li ttle over a year. The departments already 
organized are tho e of mathematics, belles-lettres, modern languages, chemistry, phys-
ic , m chanical drawing, and m cbanical engineering. The library is constantly 
r c ivino- acce ions, and th collections of minerals, &c., are rapidly increasing. The 
collection of" engineering relies" is becoming very interesting. 
DREW 'fllEOLOGICAL SEML.'fARY. 
Thi wa e tabli bed in the interests of tho Methodist Episcopal Church. The regu-
lar conr e of tn<ly require three years. A partial course is permitted, and certificates 
gi en to those completing it. • 
SETON HALL COLLEGE. , 
Thi i under the care of the Roman Catholic Church, nnr1 is conducted by secul::tr 
priP.t ., who arc as ist d by exp riencod lay professorR. The domestic arrangements 
aro lllHler the care of the Si .t r of barity. All the pupils are thoroughl;~ instructed 
in thl· doctrine. of th Catholic 8bnrch, and trained in its practi"es. The cour e of 
tm1;v it:> about the same a in high schools aud academies, with the addition of a com-
mt•rcial cour·s . 
NBW JEH EY STATE REFORM SCIIOOL. 
Tho plan of management of thi school bas most of the features of the far-fam ed 
"Irish ·yst m. There is, however, no :'cellular confinement on low diet," as in the 
"fir. t tacre 'of that. y tom, for thor a on that the <liscipliue~erc is meant to be re-
fonna.l,ory .ancliJ_ot p nal. vVb_c?, by g~ocl behavior, tbo pupil has reached the "fourth 
~tagc ' be 1 · ntltl?d to a cond1t10nal discharge, and may return to h is parent , or he 
1ud •ntnr d to a suitable employer to be tanght a trade. Bnt he is still the ward of the 
• 'tate) and under tho sup rvi ion of the tro t s, and so continues until he reaches tbe 
a~e of 2~. Tb tru tees are, al. o, constituted an agency for the care and employment. 
ot tbc <11 charged memb r . Each year proves more fully the wis<lom of the plan of 
tb iuotitution antl of its gov rnment. 
Tb • whol numb r of boy. in the institution during tho year ended October 31,1 .71, 
wa 148. Of (i0 who wure eli · ·harg d, 41 returned to their parents and 12 w rc iuucn-
tnred to farmer . All the inmates haYe b ·en under instruction in the school. The rc~ 
ult of the year's wo1·k have been entirely satisfactory. 
LOWl<:LL 1\fA, OX.-OBITUARY. 
Low ll 1fason, ... In . Doct., eli cl at hi r sidence in South Orange, Jew J r ~y on 
A11gu:t 11 1 72. ·II wa born in1fellfi •lfl, ...las acltnsett,, January , 1792; at th a~e 
of .w .·ntraged_ in bn:inc · in , ':lVaunall 'eorgia, wb robe <lev ted much attention to 
t achwg _nm ., IC an<l coudu ·ting choi1 s and mn ical association. ; l><•came deeply in-
t re. ted m • abbatb- chool t eaching, ancl wa for man:v yflan;, snp rintendent of a 
Jar ' .·chool_, the only on at that tim iu tb ity; publi. bed his first compilation of 
chur h mus1 ·, tlH! Bo ton amlPl ancl Haydu ollection, in 1 ~1; rcmO\' c1 f o Bo. tou 
at the in tance of th tru. te · of fount Y rnon subool, and clevot d hi. life to the work 
of mu ical in trnction, 1 27 · r ·eivccl from tbc niv r ity of w York tho ).Y ll-
aru ·d de{..'l'C of Doctor of Mu i , 1 "' '"~, the fir t instance of ·ucb a degree b ·inrr on-
fell' lin Ameri ·a. 
Dr . .Ma ·on was a musician and a t a ·ber of music from his youth. He held the 
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opinion, quite uncommon when.he came to Boston, that substantially all children ma.y 
be taught to sing; that, while few will ever become great singers or great mathema . 
ticians, it is wise to give all some degree of training in music as well as in mathemat-
ics. His experiment in the Mount Vernon school was completely successful. Here all 
the pupils, over a hundred in number, of various ages auu degrees of culture, formed 
but one class in music, and, by the skill of the teacher, mere children and the most 
advanced were alike interested in the lessons. 
Improving his method of teaching by the suggeAtions of Pestalozzi, Lo\ve1l Mason 
became the patriarch of musical instructors in New England and the United States. 
Large juveuile classes were formed, and for several years taught gratuitously. ' 
The Boston Academy of Music was established, which from 1834 to 1852 held an 
annual teachers' institute for "instruction in the methods of teaching music." Similar 
classes for teachers were soon established in various places, au interest in tho subject 
'vas awakened, and at length music was introduced as a regular branch of instruction 
in the public schools of Boston, then in other cities a.nd towns throughout the country. 
Dr. Mason found an important sphere of labor in the Mas::;a.cbusetts teachers' insti-
tutes, which he attendetl as instructor in music from the first. Horace Mann said it 
was worth any young teacher's while to walk ten miles to hear one of his lectures, for 
in it he would hear a most instructive exposition of the true principle" of all teaching, 
as well as of f.eaching music. Dr. Mason felt "that, when introduced into schools, 
music should be made a study, not only in itself considered, but as correlative to all 
school pursuits and occupations. Un,less the pnpils are made more cheerful, h appy, 
kind, and studious by the music lesson, it is not properly given, for these are some of 
the results ;.which it was obviously designed to secnre." 
As a composer and publisher of church music, Dr. Mason ha~ probrbbly done more 
than any other man in the country to promote '' the service of song in the house of 
the Lord." 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area and populalion.-In 1870 New Jersey was ·the seventeenth State in population, 
having 906,096 inhabitants within an area of 8,320 sqnare miles, a.n ~werage of 108.91 
persons to the square mile. This population consisted of 875,407 whites, 30,658 colored, 
16 Inrlians, and115 Chinese. Of these, 717,153 wore natives of tbe United States, and 
188,943 were foreign-born. Of the nativo .residents 552,795 whites, 22,443 colored, and 7 
Indians wore born within its bonlers, while of tho· foreign residents 54,001 were born 
in Germany, 26,614 in England, and 86,784 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report~158,099 persons 
attended school, and of these 6,090 were fore.igo-born. Of the 154,748 whir.e scholars 
79,320 were males and 75,428 females. Of the 3,337 colored pupils 1,784 were males 
and 1,553 females ; 10 male Chinese, with 1 malo and 3 female Iudia11s, were also re-
ported. · 
Illite1'acy.-Fifty-four thousand six hundred and. eighty-seven inhabitants, of all 
races, 10 years old and over, were unable to write, and of these 24,961 were foreign-
born. I 
Age ancl sex of illiie'rotes.-0£ the 46,31-36 w bite illiterates 5,533 were from 10 to 15 years 
old, and of these 2,987 were males aud 2,546 females; 4,422 were from 15 to 21 years 
oltl, of whom 2,113 were males and 2,309 females; 36,431 were 21 years old ancl over, 
of whom 14,515 were males and 21,916 females. Of the colored illiterates 875 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 432 were male and 443 female; 1,032 were fi.'om 
15 to 21 years old, and of these 481 were males and551 females; 6,390 were 21 years 
old and ove1·, of whom 2,881 were males anu 3,509 females; 2 male and 2 fern le Iudiaus 
were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, tho total 
number of educatioual institutions was 1,893, hn,viug 3,889 toochers, of whom 1,455 
were males and 2,~4 females, to educate 129,800 pupils, of whom 67,751 were males 
and 62,049 females. 
· Amount ancl som·ce of educat·ional income.-Tbe total income of all the educational 
institutions was $2,982,250, of which $49,000 w ere derived from endowment, $1,499,G50 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,43:),700 from tuition and other sonrces. 
Public schools.-Tbe 1,531 public schools, with 3,016 teachers, 956 malo · and 2,060 
females, were attended by 80,105 pupils, of whom 39,763 were males aud 40,:342 females. 
To educate these they bad a total income of $1,562,573:of which $1,492,608 were derived 
from taxation and public funds and $69,965 from tuition an<.l other sources. 
Colleges.-The 4 colleges, with 58 male teachers, were attended by 647 pupils, of 
whom 553 were males and 94 females. To educate these they Lad a tota l income of 
$95,159, of which $12,000 were derived from endowment, and $83,159 from tuition and 
other sources . 
.Academy.-The one academy, with 10 female teachers, had an attendance of GO female 
pupils, and an income of $6,000, derived from tuition and other sources. 1 
, 
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P1 ivate sclwols.-The 278 day and boarding schools liad 484 teachers, 315 male and 
169 female and were attended by 30,~17 pupils} of whom 17,472 were males and 13,345 
female . The.y had an income of 1,1 6,669 from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-One thou and ix hundred and thirty-six public libraries were reported, 
with 535,679 volum ; also 777 private libraries, with 359,612 volumes; in all, 2,413 
liiJrari s, containing 95,2!)1 volumes. 
The press.-The 1~:l periodicals issued had an aggregate circulation of 205,500 copies, 
and au aggregate annual isime of 18,625,740 copies. 
Churches.-Of the 1,402 church organizations, 1,384 had edifices, with 573,303 sittings, 
aud the church property wa valued at 18,347,150. . 
Panperism.-Of the 2,000 paupers, 1,368 were native whites, 301 nn.tive colored, and 
721 foreigners·. 
C1·ime.-O£ 1,079 persons in prison, June 1, 1870, 483 were native whites, 157 nn.tive 
colored, and 439 foreign-born. One thousand aud forty persons were convicted during 
the year. 
Age ancl sex of popttlation.-Of the total population 262,862 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 132,049 were males and 130, 1:3 females; 680,687 were 10 years old and 
ov r, of whom 335, 19 were males and 344,86!:1 females. 
Occ~tpation.s.-'fwo hundred and ninety-six thousand and thirty-six persons of these 
ag were engaged in various occupations, of whom 251,625 were males and 44,411 were 
female ; 63,12 per on were encraged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 62,943 were 
mal and 185 female ; 3,3 0 in personal and professionn.l services, of whom 54,275 
were males and 29,105 females; 46,206 in trade and transportation, of whom 45,242 were 
male and 964 females; 103,32"2 in manufactures and mechanical and minin&' industries, 
of whom !),165 were males nncl 14,157 females. 
Age and sex of wo1·king population.-Of the 296,036 employed persons 10,969 were from 
10 to 15 year old, of whom 7,4 3 were males antl 3,486 females; 269,3:34 were from 16 
to 59 years old, of wbom 229,519 were ma~es u.nd 39,815 females; 15,733 were 60 ye::trs 
old and over, of whom 14,623 were males and 1,110 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. ELLIS .A.. APGAR, State superin,tendent of public schools. 
I 
County. 
COU 'l'Y SUPElUN'l'ENDEN'I'S. 
Name. 
Atlantic .... ........................... Calvin Wright . ................... _ ... _ .. 
Bergen ·- -· ····-········ .............. .Al xand r Cuss . ....................... .. 
B~~~;~;l~;t~~: ::::::::: ::.'.'.'.': ::::::::::: ¥.0l{~~~c~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~:~~~~·bMrtl~d· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~:Ac~:t~f;.~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: ·. 
E. !;f•X . ................................ Chari s M. Davis ............... ___ ..... . 
lone ter ........................ ... .. \VillimnMilligau ....... ... . ........ .... . 
llu1tou .. ................. -----······ · Willia111 L . Dickinson ........... . .... . . .. 
IInnt l'Clon ..... .............. .......... C. S Conklina 
~E~:~ett :.:_:.:_:_:_:.:_:.:_:_:_:_:.:_:_:.:_::::::::::: ~~k~~~~\~::~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; 
:Morris ................................ Remus Robinson ........................ . 
EdwarclM. Lonan . ............. ........ .. 
J. C. CruiksiJank .. ...................... . 
William II. Reed ................... ·----· 
~: i.~il~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: 
. IV. P ase ........................... .. 
















Forked Riv r. 
Little 1! alls. 
Woodstown. 
Raritan. 
D eck rtown . 
Elizab th. 
Columbia. 
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[From the report of Ron. Abram B. W raver, State supedntendent of instrucMon, for the scholastic year 
extending from September 30, 1870, to September 30, 1871.) 
SCHOOL FUND .• 
Tho school moneys for the fiscal year ended September 30, 1871, were derived from 
the following sources: · 
From the common-school fund ..........•. --.. • . • • . • . . • • . . . • . • • . . . • • • • $207, 918 17 
From the United States deposit fund.................................. 165, 000 00 
From the State sehool tax...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 472, 841 60 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • • • . • . • • . . 2, 845, 259 77 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, 
The following table is a summary of the financial reports relating to common schools 
for the year ended September 30, 1871: 
Receipts. 
Cities. 
Amount on band October 1, 1870...... .........•.••...... ... $761,800 91 
Apportionment of public moneys........................... 893,158 11 
Proceeds of gospel and school lands. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 1, 381 97 
~~~f!(~~!ci ~~~~ ~f't~~~h~~-~; b~~~ci:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: -~·- ~~~·- ~~~- ~~. 
From all other sources.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175, 656 85 
Rural dis-
tricts. 
$201, 799 .35 
1, 673, 727 30 
30,203 56 
2, 809, 571 27 
274, 948 49 
199, 849 22 
Total. 
$963,600 26 
2, 566, 885 41 
31,585 53 
6, 459, 040 61 
274, 948 49 
375, 506 07 
Total .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 5, 481, 467 18 5, 190, 099 19 10, 671, 566 37 
Payments. 
Cities. 
For teachers' wages ........................................ $3,066,787 94 
For libraries................................................ 49, 061 16 
For school apparatus....................................... 160, 426 38 
For colored schools. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .... .. .... .. . .. .. . . .. . 66, 724 85 
For school-houses, sites, &c............. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. 692, 862 79 
For all otber incidental expenses............................ 626, 734 97 
Forfeited in bands of supervisors ............... ........ ................. . 
Amount on ban~ October 1, 1871.................. ....... ... 818, 869 09 
Rural dis-
tricts. 
$3, 586, 305 11 
14,444 22 
34,610 25 
6, 507 74 





$6, 653, 093 05 
63, 505 38 
195,036 63 
72,232 59 
1, 594, 060 93 
1, 028, 788 4Y 
186 76 
1, 063, 662 56 
TotaL.................. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 5, 481, 467 18 5, 190, 099 19 10, 671, 566 37 
The total cost of maintaining the common schools during the year was as follows: 
~ ~~: ~-i!~tiistrict~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $!; ~~;; g6~ ~~ 
Decrease for 1871 ................................................................. . 297, 610 41 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS. 
The reported number of school districts in the State, exclusive of cities which have 
no such division, was as follows: 
~~ i~~~ ::: : :::: ~: :::: ~: ~: ~::: :: : ::: :: : : ~: :::::: : ~:: ~::: ~: ~: ~::: ~: :::::: : ~:: i ~: ~;~ 
Decrease. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . 22 
This diminution results from the consolidation of small districts. 
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SCIIOOL BUILDINGS. 
The number of school-hou es and their classification, according to the material of 
which they are constructed, were as follows: 
. . Log. Frame. Br~c1~. Stone. Cities ..... . --------··-- ...... --·------·-··-·--·.......... . . . 48 11 
Rural districts ................. ------------ ...... --...... 127 9, 866 867 494 
TotnJ, 1871. ..... ---- __ ---- ______ ...... ____ ... ------------ 127 
Total, 1870. __ . ----··. __ .......... -- ---------·- -·-·-... ••. 127 
9, 914 . 1, 182 








Their number and classification, as reported for the years 1861 and 1871, were as 
follows: 
Log. 
1861. ..••• ----------·- ------------------ ·-------·--------- 246 













Incr ase ·-------- · ·-------· ------·-- ........... ---------- 211 
Decrease ... -- .. -------.-----.------ ..... --............... 119 4 
VALUE OF SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
The following was the reported value of school-houses and sites: 
Cities. Rural districts. 
1 70 . .. ----- ---------- -.- .. ---- ------ .. - .. ---. -----.------ $11, 981, 302 $8, 445, 110 
1~71. ...•. --- --· ------ ..... ---.------------ .. --.--------.. 14,606,003 8, 861,363 




$20, 426, 412 
23,468,266 
Inthccities----·····-····················--·~·············--------····· $39,055 89 
In the rural districts .................... --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 780 46 
EXPENSES. 
Tho urns spent in each year, since 1861, for school-houses, sites, fences, furniture, 
r pairs, &c., were as follows: 
Cities. Rural districts. 
Tn 181l2 ............... -- ...... ·---- -- .... --- ........ --. .• . $380,316 56 $210, 852 44 
In 1 G3 ... ------·. ---- .... ---- .... - ... - .. ----------- .... -- 242, 547 53 180, 961 40 
Tn1fl64 ............ ...... ... ----------·-------·---- ------- 370, 815 34 276,485 89 
~~ ~;: u::;;:;u;)/i/HC/// ~:l~:m !f ::!:!:lli i! 
Total. 
$600, 169 00 
429,508 93 
()47, 301 23 
799, lGO 70 
970,224 59 
1, 713, ] 07 01 
2, 184, Ofi4 95 
2, 455, 45:3 01 
1, 970, !178 8 
1, 594, 060 93 
TotalS-------·······-···--------··--------- ------·--- 7,360,976 72 6,002,G52 51 13,363,629 23 
== == == 
I 'UMBER OF PUPILS. 
The whole number of children between the ages of 5 and 21 years, as reported, 
wa as follows : 





_-_- -_-_ -__ -_-_-_-_- -. _-_-_-_-_-- .. - --------.---- -... ---- ... --.... .• . . . . • . . . 623, 201 857, 560 1, 480, 761 
.. ---------------------- .. --- .. -----------.. 645, 128 857, 556 1, 502,684 
The apparent decrca e in the rural districts arises from tho fact that in 1871 Long 
I .·land City, with an attendance of 2,032, a umed its place in the enumeration of 
cities. 
AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE. 
The aggregate number of days of attendance for each of tho last five years was as 
follows: 
Cities. Rural districts. 'l'otal. 
1 G7 ............ ----·----- ............... -........... ------ 34, 432,493 42, 167,499 76,599,992 
1 GiL ........................................ .! ............. :i6,047,805 47,34!).445 83,397,230 
1 fi!J . .... - .. - ....... -------------- .. ---------------- .. ------ 3 '123, 791 48, 952, 174 87,077,965 
1 70 ...... ............ ----------·-- · ------ ---------- ........ 40,907,063 49,396, !JSO 90,304,043 
187 L----- .. -.-- .. --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 096, 552 5~, 511, 055 92, 007, 607 
AVERAGE ATTENDANCE. 
The average daily attendance for the same period was as follows : 
1 67 . ......... ··-------··-----·-·--------·------·---------- .. 
1 68 . . - .. ------.------------------------ ..... ----.: ... -----· 
lfl09 .. - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - -- -- - - . - - . -- - - - - - -- - ... - - - -- - - - -
1~70 ... - --------- .. -- . ------ .. ---.----------- .. ---- - .. ------
lb71.- . • : · ________ •. - .. ------------------- ·-- ---------.------
CitieR. Rural districts. 
164,565 235, 3!:!2 
166, ()45 27!J, 223 
17 '607 28!1, l4 
102, G~:j 2!J2, 0 2 





4 .J, 10.) 
49:1, G.J~ 
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LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEAR. 
The average length of school terms in 1871 was: 
Cities._ ...............••..................... ........ :. . . . . . . . . • • . 41 weeks 4 days. 
Rural distric ts ... ~ ......... . .................... .. ....... -. --- .. - 32 weeks 4 days. 
State ............................................................ :35 weeks 1 day. 
CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS. 
Number of pupils instructed in all schools for 1871 : 
In the common schools ...... ... .................................... : .•... 
In the normal schools .................................................. . 
In the academies .... ~ ... · ............................................... . 
In the colleges ....................................................... - .. 






Total .•.•••.•..•.•...... . ...•.....••.....••..........•............ ·.. 1, 202, 914 
NUMBE R OF TEACHERS. 
The following number of t eachers was employed in the common schools : 
~1ales _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 181 
Females .......... --------······---- ...........•.... -------·-------· .... -·- 21,773. 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 254 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
Tlw amount expended for teachers' wages was as follo\'Vs : 
Cities .........................................................•..... $3, 066, 787 94 
Rural districts . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 586, 305 11 
Total . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 653, 093 05 
The average annual salary for each te~LCher was: . 
Cities.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $645 37 
Rural districts .....••..................... -... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273 :38 
State . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 372 ~6 
STATISTICS OF NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Nnmber of such schools, exclusive of New York City ......................... . 
Whole number of pupils ..................................................... . 
Avemgo nnmber in attendance .............................................. . 
Average age of pupils : males .......................... .. ..... _ .. _ .... _ ..... . 
Average age of pupils: females ............................................. . 
Number of graduates : males . ............................................... . 
Number of gmdnates: females .............................. ~ ......... _ ..... . 









Total receipts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $135, 789 48 
Total ex peuses. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . l 27, 712 89 
Bala.nce ..... . .. .. 8, 076 59 
SCHOOL LAW. 
No changes have taken place in the schoolbw during the year Cll<led September :30, 
1871. Under the continued inflnence of the free-school act of 18G9 !Jhe most advanced 
position yet 1·eached by the schools has been fully sustained. 
TEAClrEH.S' INSTITUTES. 
New York has maintained teachers' institutes for a quarter of a century. They are 
held annually in nearly all the conn tics for a period of two ·weeks; they h:we increased 
iu favor with the teachers unt.il the annual attendance aOJonnts to 80 per cent. of 
all th9sc employed in the counties in which the institut6s are held . Within tbe last 
calendar year institutes were held in :fifty-seven conuties of the State, besides one for 
tho teachers of Indian schools on the Allegan~· and Cattaraugus reservations. 'l'he 
attendance of teachers amounted in the aggregate to 10,413. 
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EDuCATIO • .AL ASSOCIATIONS. 
The tate association of chool commissioners and city superintendents met at Utica. 
the ·econd 'fue dav in May. The advantage of holding the meetings of this body 
s parate from those of the State teachers' association was fully demonstrated, an~ the 
plan was continued by appointing the next convention at Rochester the 21st of May 
1 72. 
The State teachers' as ociation belcl its twenty-sixth anniversary in the city of Lock-
port during the last week of July. It was .on ~ of the most su?ces~ful J?eetings in the 
history of the a ociation. Teachers' assomatwns are also mamtamed m many of the 
countie , and the e various organizations impart spirit and energy to the school sys-
tem. 
NORMAL SCIIOOLS; 
Besides the :flourishing normal school, which is used and supported exclusively by 
the city of ew York, there are now eight State normal schools in full operation, two 
of which (viz: tho eat Buffalo and Geneseo) were opened during the year. The esti-
mat d value of the ground, buildings, furniture, and appliances used by these schools 
i $ 29,739. An annual expenditure of $150,000 will be required to maintain them. 
In the circular of the e cbools it is stated that "the design of the schools i;s to fur-
nish competent teachers for the public schools of the State." 
Each county is entitled to twice as many pupils as it has representatives in the 
a embly. 
To gain admis ion to the schools pupils must be at least 16 years of age, and must 
po e good health, good moral character, and average abilitjes. Tuition and the use 
of all text~ book are free, and arrangements are made by which the necessary expenses 
of living are brought to a minimum for students. 
Many of these chools afford students the advantage of well-selected libraries and 
special facilities for tho pur nit of natural science. This is particularly true of the 
schools at Cortland and Osw 0'0, 
All of these schools have training schools connected with them, and in four of them 
tho training school embraces an academic department. It is especially urged by the 
superintendent of public instruction that every effort should be made to preserve the 
original aim and legitimate purposes of the schools, namely, "the education and disci-
pline of teachers for the cQmmon schools of the State." 
INDIAN SCHOOLS. 
Under the provisions of the laws of 1856, the superintendent of public instruction is 
1
' char~ d with providing the mean of education for all the Indian children in the 
tate,' aud is directed to establish schools in such places and of such character and 
d cription a b hall d em neces ary. In accordance with the provisions of this act 
s boo] are maintain d on seven re. ervations, and a petition received from David L. 
Pharaoh, signing himself "King of the Montauk Indians,'' praying for tae establish-
m nt of a tate school for hi tribf'., received favorable consideration. 
' reat ob tacle. are ncount reel in these schools from the indifference of the parents 
and cons qu nt irregularity of the scholars, from the fact that the children are uot 
familiar with the Engli h lao ua()' , from frequent changes of teachers, and from the 
nrce. ·ary employment, i n many instances, of inexperienced teachers, the small salaries 
offerinrr no indue mfmt to tho e of experience. Tho schools have, however, made 
important progr s during i;he year, and many interesting and ~uggestive facts are 
pre ent(}.d in their reports. 
OBJECT LESSONS. 
The object method is found to be the best adapted for the development of thought on 
the part of the e Indian children, who have not been accustomed to think, and where 
Indian t a hers have been qualifi d for the position they have succeeded b tter than 
white t acher , for the obvious rea on that, understanding both the English and Indian 
lauguag' , tb y are b tter abl to reach the understandings of the e pupil . Their 
employm nt i al o a gr at p cuniary advantage to the State. The most ati factory 
report is from the schools on the Allegany and Cattaraugus reservations. 
A. QUAKER MIS ION. 
The Quaker mission, adjoining the Allegany re ervation, of which Abner Woolman 
i sap rint nd nt, b · kept a boarding-school in ucces fnl operation for y ar , in which 
some twenty-five Indian girl ar in truct d in th proper performanc of hou ebold 
duties, as w ll a in tb ordinary branche of school education. Thi mi ion ba al o 
erected anew school-hou&e on the re&ervation, and g nerom!ly donated it to the tate. 
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INDL\N CITIZENSHIP, 
J. Kneeland, esq., superintendent of Indian schools on the Onondaga reservation, re-
affirms the opinion, expressed by him in every annual report from 1864 to 1871, "that 
while the rrreat State of New York can not withdraw her aid from Indian schools with-
out doing herself and her dependent pro~eges a. s~rious wrong, s~e should c~:mnge b~r 
general Iudian policy so as to make Amencan 01t1zens of the lndiaJ:).s who still remam 
within her limits, at the earliest possible day." 
CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLA.TION CONCERNING SCHOOLS. 
The superintendent, Abram B. Weaver, presents very fully his views upon the 'bill 
"to establish au educational fund, and to apply the proceeds of the public lands to 
the education of the people." 
He approves of the professed object of the bill and the basis of dis~ributio·n pre-
sented therein, but takes exception to two of the conditions, upon compliance with 
which a State is entitled to its share of the apportionment. The first is that which 
requires a report of specified statistics to be made for each year, ending the 30th day 
of June. 'rhe second is that which directs that the apportionment by the designated 
State officer to the several school districts which have maintained free schools for at 
least three months in the preceding year shall be made "immediately upon the receipt 
of the certificate" of arpportionment to the State. It is feared that compliance with 
the first condition will greatly interfere with the established order of reports and the 
best time for collecting reliable statistics, and that the second condition is a possible 
entering-wedge for national interference in State systems. 
ALBANY. 
CONDITION 0]' SCHOOLS. 
The attendance shows a gratifying increase over the preceding year, being 1,121 in 
the registered number and 812 in the average attendance.. The percentage of 
attendance, 75, is not as large as in many other cities, but is gradually improving. 
The schools show a steady and healthy growth. Tbe late examinations were unusually 
satisfactory. The great ""''ant of the schools is an increase of accommodations for 
primary pupils. The increase of school facilities has not been commensm;ate with the 
growth of the city. 
THE FREE ACADEMY. 
The academy makes its fourth annual report. In September, 1871, 121 pupils were 
admitted to the first-year class on t.he certificate of the examining committee. The 
percentage of attendance for the year is 96; and it is worthy of remark that since the 
establishment of the academy ibe percentage bas never fallen below this. The 
graduating class of last year was composed of 27 young ladies, 23 of whom after 
examination received certificates of qualification as teachers, and 21 were almost 
immediately appointed to situations. 
Under its present able management, the academy gives evidence of great efficiency 
and power as a means of mental culture. It is an acknowledge.cl success, and is 
accomplishing aU its friends have ever claimed for it. 
AUBURN . 
.AT T E. N D A.N C E. 
The number enrolled in scllool for the year is 2,763. The average attendance was 
1,500. There are 46,310 days' absence and 13,116 cases of tardiness reported, with a 
loss of 2,290 hours, or nearly 400 school days. In a pecuniary point of view alone, the 
effect of so much absence and tardiness is startling. Nearly one-seventh of all the 
moneys expended by the board during the past year bas been wasted by absent and 
tardy pupils. Only 4 pupils from a.ll the schools have been neither absent nor tardy 
during the year. The superintendent is convinced that "the first duty of a secular 
education is to inculcate the necessity of punctuality and regularity." Also that "it 
is the province of the board of education to insist that the public schools shall not" be 1 
made a convenience of which pupils may avail themselves at pleasure, nor subservient 
to the varied and uot always reasonable deil).ands Qf socia~ life.'' 
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OSWEGO. 
TEACTIERS A:ND SALARIES. 
Mo t of th teacher at pre ent employed in the Oswego schools are gradu.ates of the 
State normal school of that city, aml it might reasonably be supposed tha;t this source of 
supply would prove abundant; but it is possible t? ~ecure. th.e ~erv~ces. of only a. 
limit d number who have receiYed the h1ghest trammg of th1s mstitutwn, for the 
rea on that they receive offers of more remunerative situations in other l~calit~es. 
The progre s of the schools has also been affected unfavorably ?Y the reF.ngnatwn 
of some of the most experienced teachers to ~ccept better sa1anes ab~·oad, and the 
appointment of teacher of little or no ex~enence to fill .the vacanmes: Not less 
than ninetv teachers have left the employ of the board clunng the past five years, a. 
majority o{ th number to accept more lucra~ive situa~ions . . . 
'l'be.time aud means xpendecl in preparatwn for thiS most Important avocati~n are 
too fr quently overlooked, in making the estimate for the suitable'compensatwn of 
th teacher. There is uo doubt that the remuneration should be somewhat commen-
snrat , not only with tho labor to be performed, but also wit.h the t ime and means 
expended in qualifying for a po!:lition of ·o great responsibility. From nearly two 
hnndr d graclnate~:; of our training school, for the years 1869, 1870, ancl 1871, forty-one 
were employed in the city schools, and eighteen of tllis number still remain in the 
employ of tho board. Ten of the o are residents, while of the twenty-three who 
hav re igned, only one resided in the city, showing a decided advantage in the 
employment of resident graduates, whenever continued service is a desideratum . 
.ABSENCE .AND TARDll"ESS. 
Irregular attendance is one of the most fru itful sources of evil connected with our 
public schools, and any piau which may be adopted by the board wit.b the expectation 
of diminishing tbi evil sbonlc1reeeive the hearty co-operation of parents. .But many 
parents consider tho rules arbitmry, interfering with their prerogatives, and claim the 
right to detain their children from school wheu they please. The last ye~r, however, 
show con iderable improvement in these r spects. The uumber of cla.ys absence was 
39,0D7, 16 pcr.cent. lc s than the average for tbe last four years; while the nnmber of 
pupils tardy, 17,5e7, was 11 per cent. less than the average for the last four years. 
ROCHESTER . 
.A. T TEND AN C E. 
In addition to tho ordinary causes aft cting th average attendance during the year 
pa t, in all tho schools, t"·o other· have tended seriously to affect the general result. 
Th extensive improv monts in one of tl1e school-buildings made it necessary for the 
school to seek accommodation el ewh re during severa-l montlls. 
I t proved irupos.·ihlo to obtain room nflicieut for all the regular attendants, and 
li ttl mo1:e thau half the nnmb r of pupil:> were in attendance during thi.· time. The 
mov mont of th oman Catholics in e tablishiog parish schools, upon which they 
·ompcl the attcudance of their children, has also ail:'ected tho general attendance upon 
the public schools. 
An attempt ba been made during the la t few years to prevent truancy by the 
mploymcnt of two school policemen; but their work, under tho limitations which 
public opinion pre cribe for tb m, ha thus far been confined maiuJy to the cbildr n 
'vho name arc on the school regi!:lter and to the few whose parents or guardians have 
invoked their aid. 
DRAWHW. 
AlJout two years since Bartholomew's system of drawing was introduced into the 
s ·houl., me tiug with mo ·t decided oppo ·ition on tho part of quite a numb ·r of the 
patron·. For tho fir ·t year, th 1mp riut ' OU ut was compelled almost literally to fight 
bi way a•raiust th hostility of par nts and the indi1fercnce and ueglect of umny nf 
tb teachers. Dnring the school y arju. t clo ·e<l, the teachers have receiV('d instru ·tion 
in drawing on 'aturday mornings. In order to stimulate the pupil.·, a prize of ,"5 wa 
Q.ffcr d for the 11 ·t set of dra.wing , in ach of the first five grail s. A there n1t of 
th e combined effort , drawing has been establi bed as a regular excrciso in all the 
grade. 
yE].LL~ • 
.A. German teach r ha be n ngaged ancl wi b the oprniug of tlJe s hool year, in 
September1 the ~tndy pf the Gcrmanlanguase will be introduced j_nto tho schools. 
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SYRACUSE. 
ATTENDANCE. 
The time lost by absence during the year is equivalent to 373 pupils losing an entire 
year. "There seems," says the superintendent, "no remedy for this but a more 
stringent requirement from the board in respect to receiving excuses for absence; a 
rule that for all ::tbsences, except sickness, the pupil shall not be considered as belong-
ing, or be permitted to attend school, for the remainder of the month in which such 
absence may occur. If this course should cause · a pupil to f::tll behind his class, let 
him go into the next lower class until by extra study he may be able to regain his 
proper standing." During the year there have been 631 suspensions for irregularity of 
attendance, 209 of which were not reinstated. The superintendent is convinced that 
it will soon be found necessary '(e) use police force to compel attendance at school. 
NO NEED OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. 
Suspension has proved more effectual than corporal punishment in governing 
schools. After :five years of trial the schools are in better order than when corporal 
punishment was permitted. 
DRAWING. • 
Regnlar instruction in drawing has been given in all the grades for two years, and, 
though without the advantage of experienced t eachers, good progress has been made. 
Drawing is substituted for writing twice a week, and it has not been discovered that 
the writing has suffered in consequence. 
UTICA. 
SCIIOOL ACCOMMOE>ATIONS. 
Utica owns seventeen school-houses, valued, together with the grounds, furniture, 
apparatus, &c., at $287,673.76. Still there is a lack of sehool accommodations. Tho 
total number of sittings is nearly one thousand less than the enrollment. The 
pressure bas been relieved, as far as possible, by renting rooms, and teachers have 
r eceived pupils in excess of the regular number, by providing temporary seats. St ill 
many pupils have been excluded from the public schools, and obliged to attend. private 
schools, or, as is too often the case, left to run in the streets. 
The Bartholomew system of drawing was introduced in the schools at the com-
mencement of the year. Although the study b~ts been conducted by the regular 
teachers without the aid of a special teacher, the results have been so satisfactory 
that the continuance of the present method is recommended. · 
EVENING SCHOOL. 
The :first evening school was establisbed in December, 1868. Since that time it has 
been in efficient operation during the winter months. Last session 150 pupils were 
enrolled, of whom a large proportion were factory operatives. Taking into considera-
tion tho limited time of its sessions, this school is hardly inferior, in reg:1rd to regularity 
of u.ttendance, maintenance of order, and proficiency in stuqiefl, to any of our ward 
schools. rrbat its benefits arc fully appreciated by the class for which it is intended 
may be inferred from its crowded condition. Indeed, the lack of accommodations 
will soon necessitate the opening of another evening school. 
BUFFALO. 
ORGANIZATION. 
Tho annual increase of the expenses of the department has been dispropor~.ionato to 
the jncreaso of the number of pupils. The relief which the tax-payers demand can not 
b e obtu.ined under the present system of mu.intaining a full graded school in each dis-
trict. The consolidation of the bigher grades and the union of contiO'uous districts 
will not only make tho schools more efficient, lJut will also materially les~en the ~mnual 
expenditures. Tho city maintains 23 grammar schools, with a fun corps of teachers in 
each, when the same work could be more efficiently done in 10 schools, and at a mu ch 
less expense. Under tho present organization 24 male principals are employed, at a 
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salary entir ly inadequate. The work could be as well doJ?e by 1? male teacher~, to 
whom a liberal ·alary could be afford d. The work of class-mstructwn should be g1ven 
to female teacher . 'uch a xeorg:wization of the school system would lead to the cor-
rect division of the schools into grammar, intermediate, and primary. 
SCIIOOL ACC0l\1MODATIONS. 
The want of sufficient school accommodations seriously interferes with the success 
of many of the school . At least 2,000 pupils could be added to the number now 
attending the chool , if they could be accommodated. · 
The city is al o behind many others in adopting modern ideas regarding the internal 
arrangement of school-hons s. The buildings recently erected are arranged in accord-
ance with modern plans, but no effort has yet been put forth to remodel the old-style 
buildings. • 
ATTENDANCE OF PUPILS. 
The average term-registration of pupils has been 14,525, and the average daily 
attendance per term has been 10,660. The measures hitherto adopted to remedy the 
growing evil of irregular attendance have been ineffectual. The enactment of a truant 
law, giving to the police authorities power, under certain restrictions, to compel the 
attendance of pe.pils at school, on complaint of the teacher or parents, would IJe the 
simplest and mo t eftectual method to overcome the difficulty. 
ATTENDA.1.~CE OF 'l'EACHERS. 
The adoption during the year of stringent measures-the superintendent even hav-
ing in some cases ex rei d the right of suspension granted by the charter-for the 
purpo e of securing gr ater punctuality on the part of teachers, was found imperatively 
uece · ary, and there ults have been most satisfactory. The number of absences per 
month was reduced nearly three-fourths, only 23 days' absence being reported for De-
cember, and the number of tardinesses one-half. This is a great improvement upon 
la t year. 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
The salaries of female teachers, with a few exceptions, c@mpare favorably with those 
of other cities, but the salaries of male principals are :fixed at so low a :figaro that they 
arc driven el ewhere to cok proper remuneration for their services. This narrow 
policy has iujur d our chool system more than any other inflnenco. Tho salary of 
male principals should be at once rai.,cd to ·2,000 or $2,500 per annum, and teachers 
not worth the increased compensation ~hould be dismissed. 
STUDY OF GERMAN. 
The German language i uow taught in twelve different schools as an el ctive study. 
The numb r of pupils pursuing the tudy during the year has been G33, and seven 
t acher have been emplo ed. It i recommended that this study be incorporated into 
the graded course, e pecially in the German districts. 
DRAWING. 
The progres in drawing during the year has been very satisfactory, and demon-
strate an increasing intere t in this mo t important addition to the course of study. 
'Ihe oppositio.1 at fir t ma.uife t d i gradually dying out, and at present, with rare 
xception ·, a g neral appr ciation of it value i exhibited. The facilities for giving 
in truction in drawing honld b extended by establi bing an evening school for me-
chanical and industrial drawing. 
TilE COLO.RED SCIIOOL. 
Thi cbool more fully meets the wants of the colored people at the present time 
than ver u fore in jt history. The total r gi tration i · 7; tbe average attendance, 
60. The colored p ople who are own rs of taxable property io the city hav made 
frequen application for penni ion to end their children to the school of the di trict 
in which th y r ide claiming thi privilege on account of tho as es ment of taxe 
upon their prop rty forth rection and r pair of cbool-bnilding . Th ·hart r pro-
ide that th city shall maintain parate schools for white :ml colorel childr n. 
The authority to t:omply with the r ·que t of tho colored peopl is not v -t cl ither in 
the uperintendent or the common council. It is regarded by competent legal authority 
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that the civil-rights bill invalidates all State legislation which deprives them of the 
equal rights granted by the Constitution to all citizens of the Republic. The pmcti-
cability of admitting them into the graded schools bas been demonstrated in other 
localities. Whether the sentill,lent of this community will sanction such an innovation 
upon the established customs and usages of the department is a subject for serious 
consideration. 
ASSESSMENTS OF PUPILS. 
Unlike the schools in several of the larger cities, pupils are here compelled by ordi-
nance to purcha~e their own text-books, except when in indigent circumstances ; and 
a term-tax is imposed for the use of ink and pens in the writing exercise, no provision 
being made for the supply of these ar~icles to the schools. Subscriptions have to be 
resorted to to raise funds for the purchase or rental of musical instruments used in the 
schools. If we desire to popularize our educational system, it must be divested of all 
petty assessments tending to excite the opposition of the public, and whatever outlay 
may be necessary should be defrayed by taxation. 
NEW YORK CITY. 
ATTENDANCE OF PUPILS. 
The whole number of pupils who rec~ivedinstruction during some portion of the year 
is reported as 234,686 ; the total average attendance, 103,243. The large decrease in the 
number of pupils taught this year-amounting in the aggregate to 5,078-taken in 
connection :with the small diminution of the average attendance, shows, probably, a 
less degree of fluctuation in the population of the city, occasioning a diminished num-
ber of changes from school to scuool, or perhaps a more careful registration of pupils 
on the part of the teachers. The latter was certainly the case in the evening schools; 
and in these schools the decrease was greater in proportion than any of the others. 
The prevalence of small-pox bas likewise bad the effect to diminish the attendance 
considerably in many of the wards of the city. 
COMPARATIVE NUMBER TAUGHT. 
The recent census returns show that the whole number of children residing in this 
city, aged from five to nine years, inclusive, is 100,598. This, of course, includes nearly 
all the pupils in the primary departments and schools, and many in the lower classes 
of the grammar schools, the average attendance in the former of which was 5:1,344 ; 
while the whole number of pupils taught in these schools during the year is reported at 
127,651-evidently greatly swelled beyond the actual number by the constant change 
from school to school, and the consequent recounting of pupils in several of the schools. 
The whole number of children, residents of the city, aged from fiyo to fourteen, inclu-
sive, is returned by the census as 197,363, which must include nearly all our school-
attendance; while the number taught, exclusive of evening and normal schools, is 
reported as 211,110; evidently much larger than the actual number of different children 
attending the schools some portion of the year. After all the allowance made on that 
account, these numbers, taken in connection with the large number of pupils who 
attend the evening schools as well as the private and parochial schools, completely dis-
prove the statement that any considerable portion of our school population .is grow-
ing up without acquiring an elementary education at least. 
REGULARITY OF ATTENDANCE. 
The average number of pupils on register in all the day schools was 112,957, and the 
percentage of absentees 18t. The pupils of the male grammar schools are the most 
regular in attendance, and those of the colored scuools show the greatest degree of ab-· 
senteeism; , while the diff'erc.nce in regularity in the attendance of the primary depn,rt-
ment and the primary schools is considerably greater than existed during the previous 
year. This circumstance seems to show most conclu i vely that the arrangement of one 
grammar school and one primary department in a single building is the most conven-
ient and the most popular; more especially as the primary departments are very 
often greatly overcrowded, while large, commodious, and comfortable buildings for 
separate primary schools are scarcely tilled to one-half of their capacity; the schools 
therein being conducted with equal care and efficiency to those of the primary depart-
ments. 
ACCOMMODATION AFFORDED BY THE SCIIOOJ,S • 
.A. comparison of the annual average attendance in each class of schools with the 
actual sitting accommodation afforded in each, includin~ the number of seats in the 
class-rooms, and seats for one class in the main room, allows the excess of sitting ac-
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commodations over the average attendance to be 23,872. This excess, when com~ared 
with other returns proves that in the ::trrangement of the class-~ooms then: 1s an 
allowance of considerably les than 0 cubic feet of space for pup1ls i. and brmgs up 
the question very forcibly, wh thflrto~ many.cbildren.l}re D:ot crowded mto.the rooms, 
and tho proper ventilation rendered 1mposs1blc. It 1s believed that .such 1s the case, 
and it is u rro-e ted tbat the apparent excess should not be accepted as ev1dence that there 
i room f01~~ corre ponding'increa o of attendance. ~ very many schools the rooms 
are quite mall, and by far too many seats are placed m them. The health of teachers 
and pupils is quite often irreparably injured from this circumstance. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations have been held in the several schools during the past year ; most of 
them being visited twice for that purpose. The whole number of classes exami~ed 
during the year i 2,025, besides which forty classes were inspected without bemg 
minutely examined. 
MANAGEMENT OF SCIIOOLS. 
There is no doubt that this is the true standard of excellence in the management of 
a chool: that th organization should be perfect, each part working in harmony with 
every other part, and all conducing to produce the effect designed. If tbis is the case, 
the principal alone is entitled to the credit of it, and, where it is wanting, the princi-
p~l alone i an werable for the deficiency. It is Yery gratifying to know that, while · 
so strict aml just a standard bas been ar plied, only seven schools out of 183 have been 
found greatly deficient. 
It present. additional evidence that the schools are in the hands of faithful as well 
ru skillful agent , and tbat they are using, to tho best of their ability, the various in-
strumentalities with which they are supplied to attain successfully the object of the 
system. 
COMPARATIVE PROGRESS OF THE DIFFERENT GRADES. 
The male and female grammar schools have improved in discipline, spelling, writ-
ing- and hirrhJy in arithmetic, but ba.vo retrograded in reading. The primary schools 
and d partru u ts have improved in polling, but in the other branches, as well as in 
di cipliue, th Y. haYe r trogradecl, and the colored schools have retrograded somewhat 
in in tru tion, while in di ciplinc the average is the s::une. Tlle female gram-
mar chool ar con iderably superior to any of the other classes of schools, and the 
colored schools arc inferior to all th others. The discipline is superior to the instruc-
tion in all the schools. 
COLORED SCIIOOLS. 
It is regretted that so unfavorable a report of the colored schools must be made. 
But whil , in a com}Jarative statement, they app ar to great di aclvanta,ge, it must be 
born in mind that, in the case of tht: e schools, the basis of comparison is very mall, 
b ing altog tber only 45 cla out of a general nO'gregate of more than 2,000. orne 
f the o cla . s are very w 11 taught, and tho greater p:ut ar quite commendable, be-
ing ei tber xc llcnt _or good. Only 6 per cent. of th classes appeared to be below 
this ·tandard in di cipline. These school labor under great disadvantages. They 
ar ·att r d at very wide intervals over the city, and mauy of the children are 
obliged to walk miles to attend school. The circumstances of their par nts are 
oft 'll such a to comp l theru toke p their children from school during a part of each 
w k, and quite often during the entire summer months. 
DI CIPLTh"'E. 
:r'he schools, taken a a whole, pr . ent about the same condition, in respect to di ci-
phn , as in th report of la t year; but it is v ry gratifying to flncl that the r turn 
how a mark d improv ment in th mal grammar schools, which app ars to indicate 
tha tll t a her , becoming accu tomed to the new modes of co rcion, are meeting 
with 1 difficulty ink eping their pupils under proper control. 
Thi , howev r mu t alway be a very trying part of tho teacher' ta k, and. houl<l 
cou tautly r c ivo tb most juui ion and fi'cctual aid of the principal. Wh n tbe 
la s t acber ar mad +o lJ ar th ntire burden of the labox anu re pon ibility of 
tbi ta k, it can never be ati 'factorily perform d; and, on the other hand, tb~ e 
t aeh rs wh d p nd, to too brr at an ·xt nt, npon tho principals support, -pe tm 
au iot rposition of his a.uthority ev n in minor ca c of difficulty, mu. t u c · aril · f, i 
to acquire tho rcqui ite control of their pupils. 'I he discipline of tho fcma.l grarnwar 
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schools appears to be even better than last year, 92 per cent. of all the classes exam-
ined being reported as excellent in this respect. 
The discipliue of the grammar schools is, upon the whole, in a very credit.able con-
dition, and speaks well for the managing skill of the teachers, who can no longer avail 
themselves of the old method of coercion. -
SUSPENSIONS AND EXPULSIONS. 
The number of suspensions and expulsions from the schools during the year is as 
follows: From male grammar schools, 177; female grammar schools, 9; primary depart-
ments and schools, 139; colored schools, 2; in all, 327. Many of these pupils have been 
admitted into other schools and are enjoying the benefits of their instruction and disci-
pline. A by-law, recently enacted, while it very properly forbids the permanent or 
final expulsion of any pupil from school, adds very greatly to the means of coercion n.t 
the disposal of the principal, Gince it prevents any pupil suspended from one school 
from obtaining admission into any other school without au exposure of the circnm-
stn.nces connected wit.h his delinquency, and such evidence on his part as will justify 
such admission. Satisfactory results are anticipated from the working of this measure. 
READING. 
While the classes of the grammar ~chools, both male n.ud female, can not justly be 
reported as decidedly deficient in reading, they have not in .the examination of the 
past year come up to the standard of excellence adopted by the department. 
Complaints are justly made that many of the lessons do not contain any informatio.n 
such as would arrest the attention of the pupils. Books are needed which contaiR 
lessons not ouly interesting but instructive. Selections from natural history could be 
presented, written in an entertaining style, which would charm the pupil, and the 
analysis and explanation of them0vould afford delight and profit. The objects referred. 
to might be used as the material for lessons which would tend to develop the. intelli-
gence of the children to a far greater extent than very much of the object-teaching 
as now given. 
Much of the time spent in reading exercises is to some extent thrown away. T-he 
pupils are listless while they are engaged in them, and the teacher conducts them in 
a merely perfunctory manner. They ought to be full of life and spirit. The teachers 
should bring to bear in the illustration of these lessons all the resources of their intel-
ligence and information, and the pupils' mental activity should by means of them be 
stimulated to the highest degree. It is not enough that pupils should be interested, 
although many of the compilers of reading-lJooks seem to think so. Their tastes must 
be improved n.nd elevated , and their appetite for know ledge satisfied. Then the,- will 
learn to love books, and will know hovY to select and. use them. u 
SPELLING. 
There is a decided improvement in both the grammar and primary schools in this 
branch. The percentage of deficiency is, however, still too large, and it is hoped that 
it wiU, during the ensuing year, be considemuly reduced. Besides the geueml test of 
wl'iting extempore compositions on the slate, and. brief lists of selected test-words in 
good and frequent use, special inquiry has been made int.o the spelling of ordinary per-
sonal names presenting any difficulty, and of those geographical names which are often 
employed in directing letters. No foreign names have been used in the examination,. 
except such as are of commercial importance. . 
DEFINITIONS. 
The teachers, with few exceptions, appear to be employing judicious means in order 
that their pupils should understand what they reall, as well as the meaning$ and uses 
of all terms employed iu connection with the other branches of study. 
ARITHl\ffiTIC. 
The aggregate of excellent and good results in this branch in the different classes of 
scl;wols, as compared with last year's report, shows a slight improvement, exceptj.n the 
pnmary and colored schools. In tho former of these, however, it is still, as during the 
pr ceding year, in advance of all the other subjects. In tho female grammar schools 
it is far behind the other studies; although these schools still keep in advance of the 
male grammar schools in t.bis respPct. 
Many of the teachers now realize the importance and benefit of varying the form or 
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style of giving out example -e pecially practical-putting the pupils more upon. their 
own re ource and compellin(T them to think and reason for themselves. Th1s and 
other favorabl~ indication , s;ch as the more general tendency to brief an4 clear ex-
planation , seem to promise more intelligent and decided progress than has yet been 
attained. 
WRITING. 
There is but little improvement to report in this branch. The classes, which were 
decidedly commendable, being either excellent or good, are, in the male gra?lmar 
schools, 8 per cent. of the whole; in the female grammar schools, 96 per cent.; rn the 
primary schools, 3 per cent. ; in the colored schools, 81 per cent. Last year there-
tnms allowed 2 re pectively. The variation is for the better. 
Slate-writing is practiced universally, and generally with beneficial results. A free 
and 1 gible handwriting is now quite common, even in the eighth grade or lowest 
classes. The extent of the practice in slate-writing and the creditable results attamed 
have undoubtedly bad a salutary effect upon the penmanship of the schools, the low~r 
cla sese pecially. The pupils in most of the schools now take great interest in their 
work with the pen, and improved results natu:v"tlly follow. 
DRAWING. 
The in truction iu drawin(T neerls to be graded and methodized to be made perfectly 
e1fective. It is, however, carried on in most of the schools with a degree of success 
which, under the circum tanccs, i worthy of commendation. The special teachers 
employed for this purpose eem to be earnest and capable, and with a properly-
arranged course of in traction for this branch, their services would prove a most 
valuable addition to the educational agencies of the system. 
GEOGRAPHY. 
This important and useful branch is intelligently and successfully taught. More 
practical instruction, how ver, iu the geography of home and its surroundings would 
be int resting and profitable to the pupils. In connection with elementary geography, 
the pupils should be taught the cardinal points of the compass and how to find them. 
'l'h y should be able to distinguish and point to them from the position of the school 
or cla -room. 
OBJECT-TEACHING. 
In the matter of object-teaching thert} is still a great lack of uniformity in the 
character and result of instruction ; although general progress 'has been made during 
the pa t y ar. 1ost of the teachers knew nothing of the principle or practice of 
object-teaching when they entered the schools. Their own education had been ob-
tain d under a widely different plan, one where the prevailing morles of teaching led 
chi •fly to au e erci o of memory. A common mode of conducting l s ons in the 
primary clas e then con i ted of a king questions and teaching answerl:! to them, 
rather than a proces of training pupils in habits of seeing, doing, and telling. 
Under uch conditions it is evident that improved methods could be introduced into 
the cbool , if introduced at all, only by means of external influences. The visitation 
and annual examinat.ion l>y the superintendents, and the training given in the Satur-
day normal school, to such teacher as chose to attend, were the chief influences avail-
n.ble for ecuril'lg the gen ral in truction of new methods of teaching. 
In the establi hment of the normal college and tho model primary school there i 
now provideu an important additional means for further improvement of the character 
of primary instruction in our public schools. 
LICENSING OF TEACHERS. 
During the past year licenses have been confened upon 135 persons, 1 males and 
117 £ males. It i d irable that the standard of requirement should be rai eel, and 
this will probably b e:ffi cted as soon as the female normal college may be expect d to 
r alize the anticipations of it founders. As soon as the requirements are d finitely 
fixed for a diploma of graduation from that in titution, it would be nnju ·t that a full 
certificate of lie n e hould Le i · ned on any infi rior standard of qualification. While 
tho who are not graduated hould not be excluded from cmploymeut a teacher , it 
wou d be unju t to licen e tho e of inferior qualifications to the graduat . 
The present y tern of awardin r unq ualifi~d licenses to tho e who hav no xperi nee, 
no as umed kill, aod no matur ·cholarship, is of questionable expediency and at 
variance with the practice elsewhere: 
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ABSENCE OF TEACHERS. 
Some of the schools suffer greatly from the absence or irregularity of invalid tea,chers. 
The whole number of days thus lost during the year was 18,794, averaging 9 days for 
each teacher, and 4 per cent. of all the days of service. The matter is <'De of im-
portance, and should be kept under careful surveillance. While it is right that con-
scientious and faithful teachers should be treated with consideration when incapacitated 
by sickness from attending to their duties, some arrangement should be made by 
which their classes would not be neglected during their absence, as is now often the 
case. 
NEED OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
The want of some kind of library for the use of pupils is plainly indicated by their 
lack of general informat.ion, and of a taste for profitably interesting books a~d subjects. 
A well-selected library of small volumes, such as might be easily chosen, and at little 
cost, is so great a necessity, that so long as the schools are without it, the system of pub-
lic instruction is not only defective in a very important particular, but is really 
mutilated. In Boston and other large cities, there are school libraries and free public 
libraries, which boys and girls are permitted and encouraged to use. In the city of 
New York there is almost nothing. 
EVENlNG SCHOOLS. 
The evening schools, which closed their sessions in February last, were all visited, 
and the classes in each were carefully and minutely examined. The character of the 
instruction, as ascertained by these examinations, was, in 36 of these classes, excellent; 
in 119, good; in 51, fair; an<l in 10, indifferent or bad; that is to say, 28 per .cent. of 
the classes examined were decidedly <leficient; while in the' day schools only 9t per 
cent. of more than 2,000 classes were deficient to this extent. The number of pupils 
on th~ . register of tile schools, at the time of the examination, was 9;()96, of whom 5,311 
were examined. Of these pupils, only about 25 per cent. were below the grammar-
school grade; and of these nearly all were above the third primary grade. 
There is a very great difficulty in obtaining for these schools teachers of the requi-
site capability for the special and peculiar duties which must necessarily devolve 
upon them. Those who, in the ordinary wa.y and with the ordinary agencies, are able 
to succeed in the clay schools, are not always competent for the evening service. At 
the present time too many primary-school teachers are employed whose age and 
experience are inadequate for the performance of the . task which they assume. 
Teachers of mature judgment and extensive general information, tact in management; 
and, above all, an earnest spirit, are especially needed. _ 
LECTURES. 
It. would be desirable to make provision for the delivery of useful and interesting 
lectures in all the evening schools specially adapted to the wants of the pupils, aud 
calculated to make a deep moral impression, enkindling or encouraging an ambition 
for excellence and a love of rectitude and truth. 
Al\mRICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
The past year has been one of marked growth and increased prosperity·for the 
museum. Twenty thousand dollars have been raised to pay off all obligations on the 
collections, including the rare and artistically mounted specimens selected from the 
ext ensive properties of Madame Verreaux and Madame Verdey, of Paris, and all these 
valuable collections have been safely received, and are now placed 1m public exhi-
bition. More donations of specimens have been received during the past few months 
than in the three years previous. 
In order to exhibit these additions: the department of public parks bas provide<l sev-
eral new cases in the two upper stories, filling up all the available room, and bas also 
appropriated a part of the lower floor, which will soon be occupied. The plans for the 
new building to be erected have been completed, and the preparation of the ground is 
already far advanced. 
Specimens and books are constantly offered to the muSeum at reasonable prices, and 
one of the largest collections of birds and works on ornithology in the world is soon to 
be offered for sale in Europe; hence, it is urged that the subscription list of the museum 
be increased from $80,000 to $200,000 at once. 
Nearly every day the halls are thronged with visitors, numbering frequently from. 
5,000 to 10,000. 
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STATE ORMAL SCHOOL AT ALBANY. 
The chool year of 1 71 was one of continued prosperity. The average time spent in 
t eaching befor entering the scl~ool was two ~erms. T_be number of gradn:;ttes last year 
was 59. Tho cour e of instructiOn and pract1ce occup1es two years. ~up1ls are, at the 
proper sta<re of their proaress required t.o teach in the model and·pnmary schools for 
a term of ~ine week , und0er the supervision of the president. 
STATE NORMAL COLLEGE AT BUFFALO. 
The school is oraanized in two departments, a normal and a training school. The 
tru tees de ign to
0 
connect with it a scientific and collegiate department. Students 
de iring to pur ue the courses must pass the entrance examination to the normal course. 
STATE ORMAL SCHOOL AT FREDONIA. 
The cour e of tudy occupies three years; but pupils may be admitted to any class 
on examination. 
THOMAS A YLUM FOR ORPHAi."'f AND DESTITUTE INDIAN CiliLDREN. 
The number of children reported in' this institution at the close of the year ended 
S ptember 30, 1 iO, was 99. At the commencement of the present year 2 were received 
and 15 di charged, leaving 86, of whom 65 remained through the year. There were 
received during the year 26, making a total of 112, of whom 61 are boys and 51 girls. 
There was 1 death during the year, and 22 were discharged, leaving at the close of the 
y ar 9, of whom 50 are boys and 39 arc gids. 
The receipts for the year were as follows: 
From the tate of New York for the support of children .............••••.• 
bare of general appropriation to incorpora,ted asylums ................. .. 
nited tates Indian Department ....................................... . 
Donation and voluntar,Y contributions ...... ............................ . 
Annuitie of Indian children ............ ................................ . 







Total receipts........................ ............................... 9,141 03 
Th total expenditnres for the year amounted to $8,559.47, and certain bills not yet 
ttled will increa e thi amount by , '200, leaving in the hands of the treasurer $381.56. 
Improvem nt arc in progre which, when completed, ·will facilitate such industrial 
op ration a may be carried on by the children, and thus reduce the cost of sustaining 
th institution. 1 
EW YORK Ir. TlTUTION FOR TilE I , TRUCTION OF TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
Thi in titution i by far the largest of its kinu in this country, and, probably, in 
th world. Th r ar five cla ses of pupils under instruction, as follows: 
1. Children of indigent par uts, IJetwcen 6 and 12 years of age, placed therein 
under the pr vi ions of the laws of 1 63 by the town overseers of the poor, or by super-
vi ·or . Th yare supported, at a cost of $2:10 each, by the counties re pectively from 
which they are ent, and are called county pupils. 
2. hildren of indigent parents, between 12 and 25 years of age, appointed by the 
superintendent of public in trnction, under the laws of 1 64. The8e are State pupil , 
and au appropriation of 300 each per annum is made for their support. Their clothiurr, 
at th rate of ·:30 ach per annum, is paid for by the several counties from which they 
ar appointed. 
3. Pupil paying forth ir tuition and maintenance. 
4. Pupil , between 12 and 2'"' year · of arr , supported by the State of Now J r y. 
5. upil upport d b. a cholar hip created by the late Thoma Frizzell Thomp-
son: and known as the Frizzell fo.nd, and which yields an income of about 300 per 
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vantage to them. In the States ~f Ohio, ~n~iana, Illinois, Minne~ota, and Iowa, educa-
tion is free for the deaf-mute ch1ldr0n of ncb and poor, and, smce the argument for 
their educatiOn iR not founded on charity to the i1,1dividual, but on the public welfare, 
it seems that the statute of this State should be at least so modified as to authorize the 
appointment of children as State pupils whose parents, though not indigent, are tpo 
poor to pay for their maintenance at this institution. 
This school is. free from debt, and possesses twenty-eight acres of land, worth, inde-
pendent of the buildings upon it, not less than $700,000, a property permanently dedi-
cated by law to the education of the deaf and dumb. . 
Of the 29 teachers, 12 gentlemen and 5 ladies are deaf-mutes, selected from the grad-
uates on account of their familiarity with the English language and mre facility for 
teaching their fellows in misfortune. The basis of instruction is the sign language, but 
there is also a department of articulation, numbering about 50 pupils. The high class 
of the institution, for which an additional term of three years is allowed by law for spe-
cial pupils, is developing the education of the deaf :1nd dumb to a superior degree. 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION, 
Instructiqn is provided for the pupils in mechanical trades, that they may have a 
means of support when they leave the institution. The girls are trained to dress-mak-
ing, tailoring, plain and fine needle-work, and the use of the sewing-machine. The 
boys learn carpentry, cabinet-making, bouse-painting, shoemaking, tailoring, and gar-
dening. It is proposed to add printing to the li~t of trades. 
EPIDEl\1IC FEVER IN SCHOOL. 
During the year ended Reptember 30, 1871, about two months of instruction were 
practically lost by a visitation of typhoid fever, of which there were fifty-nine cases. 
Eight pupils and one teacher died. Various causes were assigned for the endemic char-
·acter of the disease, bnt those in charge of the institution are of the opinion that it was 
attributable to leakage in t.he pipes leading fi·om the bouse to the sewer, subsequently 
discovered and repaired, and to sluggish drainage consequent upon a deprivation of 
Croton water for a period of two weeks, about the time of the breaking out of the dis-
ease. This circumstance led to the appointment of Dr. S.D. Brooks as resident physi-
cian aml superintendent of the domestic department. 
The accomplished principal, Professor Isaac L ewis Peet, retains his position :1s head 
of the educn,tional department, and has charge of the admission and government of 
pupils, and assigns pupils to their trades, in which instruction is given a portion of 
.each clay. · 
INSTITUTION FOR THE IMPHOVED INSTRUCTION OF DEAF-MUTES. 
The primary design of this institution was to furnish instruction, according to the 
articulative method, to those who became deaf after having acquired speech. Yet a 
considerable number of congenital mutes bas been received, and the testimony of the 
teachers is that, with few exceptions, they have made as rapid progress in their studies 
as those pupils who had not entirely lost the power of speech. 
NEW YORK INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND. 
This institution is in a prosperous financial condition, and it is believed that in 
capacity for usofulness and efficiency it will compare favorably with any institution of 
its kind in the couutry. 
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
This seminary is open to students of every denomination of Christians. Those 
whose circumstances require it may be aided by the Presbyterian board of education, 
or the A.mericau Education Society, or from the seminary scholarship fund, which 
amounts to $50,000. Seventeen thou and volumes of the library are from the library of 
Leander VanEss, chiefly rare and valuable works. 
AUBURN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
This seminary is open to every denomination of evangelical Christians. Indigent 
students may receive aiel from the seminary scholarship funds, from the Presbyterian 
lJoard of education, or the American (Congregational) Educational Society, to an 
amouut not to exceed $250. A. number of permanent scholarships has been estn,b-
li bed. Tb new library building, the memorial offering of Hon. William E. Dodge and 
Ron. Edwin B. Morgan, will soon be ready for use. 
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lTh"'ON HOl\IE FOR SOLDIERS' ~D SAILORS' ORPHANS. 
By a recent legi lative enactment, this institution receives from the c.ounty of New 
York a per capita allowance according to the age of the children under 1ts car~. The 
number of children under the care of the institution, March 5, 1872, was 73 g1rls and 
150 boy ; total, 223. The expenditure for the year amounted to $39,093.67. 
Tile boy are, a far a po sible, instructed in trades. A shoe-sh()p has fo~ some 
months be n iu succes ful operation. The boys employed in the shop make their own 
shoes, aud the olde t boys have been appointed to positions in the money-order depart-
ment of the post-office, and are filling them creditably. The report of the school de-
partment shows it to be in a very satisfactory condition. The school is continued 
through the year with no vacation. 
IIOl\IE FOR THE FRIENDLESS. 
The report shows 457 children in the home during the year. Number in home-
school, 227. There areal o connected with this institution 11 industrial schools. The 
home is now in its thirty-ninth year. 
WARTBURG ORPHANS' FARM-SCHOOL. 
Thi institution, located at Mount Vernon, Westchester County, New York, was 
organized in 1 66, under tho auspices ~f the .Evangelical Lutheran Church. Sixty-three 
children have b en received into the institution, and the expenditure for the year ended 
May 1, 1872, was 5,911.04. The children are of German and American parentage, 
and are all instructed in both languages. 
NEW YORK JUVENILE ASYLUM. 
The original design of this asylum was to reach the juvenile vagrancy of the city, 
and in thi it ha been most successful. 
There have been in the asylum during the year 1,124 children, of whom 517 have 
be n di charged or indentured, leaving at the close of the year 607. The daily average 
for the year ~s til . Whole number since the opening, 15,908. A fact worthy of note 
is that w bile in th~ earlier history of the institution the great majority of the children 
wer committed by magistrates, and but few placed. there by parents or friends, for 
the )a t few years th reverse of this is true; tllc great majority having been surren-
dered by friend . Th average age of admission is 14. 
Truancy and eli obedience are the usual causes of commitment. Two-fifths of the 
numb r received. could. not read; three-fifths were orphans or half-orphans. More 
than one-fifth were of foreign birth, and. nearly one-third of the parents were intem-
per!lte. 'l' he number ind ntured bas averaged over 170 a year. A school is constantly 
m:uotaioed, and an industrial department is in successful operation. Both girls and 
boys ar employed and instructed in trades. 
HALF-ORPIIAN .ASYLl:l\1. 
E tablisbecl in 1835, in the city of New York. Since December 15, 1870, 98 children 
have b en a lmittecl and 10 dismis ed.; of these 88 were returned to their fri ends, 1 
w replaced in situation , and. 2 transferred to the Catholic protectnry. Expenditme 
for the year, about '24,000. 
FIVE POINTS MISSION. 
There have been in tbi cbool durhlg the year 875 children ; average daily attend-
an~ ' 401. Both th school and. industrial department are in a flourishing condition. 
Tln in titution is und. r the care of the Ladies' Home. Missionary Society of the Metho-
di t Epi copal Church. 
llOU E OF REFUGE OF CITY OF NEW YORK. 
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WESTERN HOUSE OF REFUGE. 
Located at RocheRter, New York. The number of boys in the house during the year 
was 544. Of these 108 have been discharged, 5 transferred, and 3 have died, leaving 4'28 
remaining December 31, 1871. Of the 1\12 rec~;~i ved during the year, 53 were of Ameri-
• can parentage, 73 were half-orphans, and 19 orphans. Number in school during the 
year, 277. The labor department has been in an unsettled condition during the year, 
and the boys have been much of the time unemployed. On an average 65 have been 
employed in the shoe shop. A band of instrumental music has attained great pro-
ficiency, and at the fair of the agricultural ~s'3ociation received the first premium of 
$50. The " badge system," which provides for the wearing of different grades of' badges 
for good behavior, has worked very satisfa~torily. It is urged upon the legislature to 
make provisions for the reception of girls. 
BELLEVUE MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
The success of this college is regarded by the faculty as an evidence of the impor-
tance of tbe plan of instn1Ction which constitutes the distinctive feature of the college, 
namely, the union of clinica,l and didactic teaching. Bellevue and the charity hos- • 
pital, admitting from 10,000 to 12,000 patients annually, afford every advantage to 
students. A session is held in summer with a view to make available the pecuTiar 
clinical resources afforded .during the summer :uwnths. The number of graduates last 
year was 1:30. 
ECLECTIC MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
The principles of medicine inculcated in this college are denominated eclectic. •'The 
~Student is taught that the investigation of the science of medicine should be free and 
untrammeled; that independent thought :10d research are the right of every one, and 
that every educa,ted physician should be treated with professional courtesy. From t11e 
:first session of the college female stll(1ents have been admitted upon the same concli-
tions as males. Instruction in some branches is given to female students separately, 
when desired. · 
NEW YORK HOMEOPATHIC MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
The completion of the new building and the prosperity wbiClh the college bas at-
tained since its reorganization mark an epoch in the history of the college and of 
homeopathy. It is proposed to introduce some innovations in the course and methods 
of instruction. To this feature the special attention of students and of the profession 
is called. The number of graduates last year was 36. 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 
This institution was chartered in 1831, a~d permanently extended in 1856. A more 
extended course of instruction than that heretofore pursued is offered for the coming 
year, and auxi.liary summer classes have been organized, offering unusual inducements 
to students. ' 
MEDICAL DEPARTME~T OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BTIF.FALO. 
In tbe plan of instruction adopted, clinical teaching occupies a.n important and 
prominent position; the Buffalo hospital of the Sisters of Charity and the Buffalo gen-
eral hospital furnishing ample material. Physiology is taught by vivisection am1 e:x:-
perirnent::tl illustrations-a metbocl of instruction w bich was ii rst successfully int.rod ueed 
in this country in the University of Buffalo. Tbe number of graduates last year was 34. 
NEW YORK COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY • 
.An infirmary is eionuected with this college as a public charity. The operations are-
performed by studenta of the college, under tbc supervision of the professors. Tbe 
college is authorized to confer two (1iplomas, both of which are approved by the regeuts. 
of the University of the State of New York. 
REPOI:.T OF TIIE REGENTS OF TIIE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATlC OF NEW YORK. 
The board of regents is composed of 23 members. The chancellor is Hon. John V. 
L. Prnyn; seerctary, Hon. S. B. Woolworth. The institutions required to make 
annual reports to the regents, and subject to their visitation, are literary colleges, 
•medical colleges, academies. Concerning college , the regents remark that most of" 
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th m have modifi d their rstems in conformity with the evident demand of the age. 
Tbe ·tnd nt i now pcrmitt d, to a certain extent, to exercise his own taste and jt;tdg-
ment in the selection of hi studies. College education bas thus become more practiCaL 
PRELIMINARY PROFICIENCY. 
The report states that the preliminary academic examination bas. be~n contin_ued 
with light modification . Its results from the beginning have clea~ly .mdwated s~rwus 
defect in lementary education. While the requirements of prehmmary proficiency 
have not been chano-ed, the number of schools which have been found to have made 
uch proficiency bas
0
been reduced to less than one-half of the numb~r allowed .before 
tbi ystem of examination was instituted. The steady decrease, smce 1867, m the 
number of scholars in the academies, is mainly due to the operation of this system of 
preliminary examinations. 
Th regents refer with gril>ti.fication to the number of academies in successful opera-
tion in the State. 
COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. 
E tablisbed in 1848 as tho Fro~ Academy; endowed with collegiate powers and privi-
leges in 1 54; name changed to College of the City of New York in 1866. The 
full cour e occupies five years. Candidates for admission must have attended one of 
the common schools of the city for at lea t one year. Students may pursue either a. 
collegiate or a commercial course. An introductory department affords preparation 
for the collegiate department. 
UNION. COLLEGE. 
The academical department of this college embraces two courses of study, the clas-
sical and cient.ific. The latter coor e bas recently been remodeled and extendec~ to 
four years. There arc also pecial cour e of instruction in civil engineering and in 
analytical cbemi try. The endowment of the college consists of funds granted by the 
tate for pecit1c purposes, and of a property placed in trust for the college by the late 
Dr. Eliphalet Nott, yielding at present an annual income of $16, 000. 
INAUGURAT.IO 01!' PRESIDENT POTTER. 
In June, 1872, the Rev. Eliphalet Nott Potter was inaugurated as president of the 
college. Addr c were made by Dr. Potter, Governor Hoffman, Ron. Ira Harris, (chair-
man ot the board of trustee ,) Chane !lor l'ruyn, and others. The president, in his inau-
gural adur s , said tba.t "at this epoch, when, the world round, the cry goes forth for 
liberty iu things non- entia!, Union College may well glory in her title, and t:md 
true t th fundam ntal r ligious principle of her charter: 'In essentia.ls, unity; in 
non-es •otial diversity; in all thing , charity.'" 
An incr a.· of th endowment fundi much needed. The president's report say·, 
u Union staud almo t alone in lacking, until lately, evidences of tbat liberal regard 
lllani~ ted el ewh re during recent year , in the foundation or endowment of educa-
tional institutions." · 
CQH 'tLL ~IVER ITY • 
. The report of the "{>resident tate that tbe last year has been the most satisfactory 
mce the organization of the univ rsity. The institution has been greatly strength-
ened h T tho addition to the faculty, tho increa e in buildings, apparatn , and book , 
and t!J steady amendm nt and ext nsiou of the system. Faculty and student hn.ve 
work •d through this year far more smoothly than through any year befor , and not 
lc en rg tically. 
Th · number of stuuent r egister d, consid ring the fact that the standard of 
nt!an ·e xamioation ha been constantly rai ed, is mo t encouraging. There ar , 
he ·td th 1 ctive and p cial cour. , tb cieutific course, the art or clas i al 
·our c, and th philo ophical cour . Tbe presi<lent thinks that "the time mu t oou 
a~riv for_ the tabli hm nt of a fourth gen ral course, to be called th cour m 
~· t~ry, h t rature, u.nd political an 1 o ial scicnc , requiring four y ars of study 
leadwg to tb d rr c of B. L., (Bacb lor of Literature.") 
The condition of tb various coli g is reviewed, and consid red in the birTb t 
d ~rree ati factory. uring th year a college of architecture ha been e tabli.'lwcl 
~nd Jta r c iv d a gif of probably the larg t and mo t complet architectural library 
m t h conntr . 
The financial condition of tho university, as hown by tho trea urer's r port, i 
highly aati factory. 
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The printing establishment affords work and the means of maintenance to upward 
of twenty students. From it have been issued the University Register, various text-
books for the institution, a weekly journal published by the students, and a large 
· number of pamphlets in various languages. 
The president recommends that as soon as the financial condition of the university 
permit~, there be establi&hed five or six fellowships, with an income of $400 to $fi00 
each: the in cum bents to be elected to the faculty from the graduating classes. These 
gentlemen should be required to reside in the university "buildings and to teach or reo-
Tender some service equivalent. This would give the university aid just where it is 
·needed. 
The library is arranged upon a system based upon that of Brunet. 
HOBART COLLEGE. 
There are two courses, a collegiate and a scientific course. Ten schools are in cor-
respondence with the college, and prepare students for admission. 
RENSSELAER "POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. 
Founded in 1824 at Troy, New York, as a school of theoretical ::mel practical science. 
In 1826 it received its charter from the legislature, and in 1849 was re9rganized on the 
·basis of a general polytechnic institute. In 1870 a committee was appointed to con-
sider the propriety of a change in t.he course of study. They recommended that the 
standard of admission be raised, that there be less of mathematics and more of tech-
nics in the mining-engineering course, and that a department of mechanical engineer-
ing be established. Hitherto the Rensselaer has been a t the head of technical schools, 
but now it is unable, for want of funds, to compete successfully with the schools of this 
character established by Harvard and Yale. The number of graduates in 1872 was 17. 
BROOKLYN COLLEGIATE AND POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. 
Students are distributed in eight grades, the four lower constituting the academic · 
department, and the higher grades the collegiate department. Besides these there are 
four special courses, classical, liberal, scientific, and commercial. Each grade occupies 
one year. At the end of the sixth grade students are prepared for the freshman year in 
any college. 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. 
The establishment of this university was the result of the action of the State con-
vention of the Methodist Episcopal Church of New York in 1870. The convention gave 
the institution its name and appointed a "board of trustees. The corner-stone of the 
building was laid in August, 1871, aud the faculty inaugurated at the same time. The 
college of physicians and surgeons attached · to the university commenced its first 
course of lectures October 3, 1872. The endowment fund amounts to $650,000. Pred-
erick Hyde, M. D., is dean of the medical faculty, and Alexander Winchell, LL. D., is 
chancellor of the university. 
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER. 
This institution offers two courses of study, classical and scientific, each extending 
through four years. The Hon. Hiram Sibley, of Rochester, has provided to erect a fire-
proof buil<l'ing, at an expense of not less than $95,000, for library aud cabinets. 'l'his 
buj]ding will be commeuced during the current academic year. General John F. Rath-
bone, of Albany, has given $25,000, the income to be appropriated to the increa~:>e of the 
library. Indigent students, having the ministry in view, receive assistance from the 
New York Baptist Union for Ministerial Education. 
VASSAR COLLEGE. 
Candidates for admission must be at least 15 years of age, and no student is r eceived 
for a less period than ihe collegiate year, or what remains of it at the time of her en-
tmnce. The full course of study extends over four years, and corresponds to the usual 
college course. Provision is also made for instruction in music, drawing, painting, and 
modeling. The price of board and tuition is $400 for the college year. 
Several societies exist among the students; the Philalethian, for literary improve-
meut; the Cecilia, for the culture of music; the Sevigne, for improvement in French; 
the society for natural history; tlle sociel;y for religious inquiry; and the floral so-
ciety, for improvement in ornamental gardening. · 
The grounds embrace al>out 200 acres. An astronomical observatory, a museum of 
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natural history, and a cabinet of geology and mineralogy are connected with the 
coll ge. The growth of the library is provided for by annual appropriat!o~s. An 
auxiliary fund of 50,000 was provided by Mr. Vassar for the purpose of atdmg stu-
dent who are unable to meet the full charges; also $50,000 for a lecture fund, and 
$50,000 for a library, art, and cabinet fund. 
ELMIRA FEMALE COLLEGE. 
The course of study embraces a collegiate department, a preparatory department, and 
au eclectic department. A department bas also been organized for thorough instruc-
tion in drawing, paiuting, and modeling. The college bas recently received a legacy 
of $25,000, and a gift of $4,000 to found a scholarship. 
MANHATTAN COLLEGE. 
Thl college bas four departments, classical, scientific, commercial, a.nd preparatory. 
The number of students in all departments is 707, including De la Salle Institute and 
Manhattan Academy, connected with the college. 
SAINT JOSEPH'S COLLEGE. 
This college i conducted by the Christian Brothers. The courses of study are liter-
ary~ cientific, commercial, and preparatory. There is also a department of art. 
SAINT STEPHEN'S COLLEGE. 
Thi college is conducted under the auspices of the Episcopal Church, as a training 
school for the theological seminary) 
COLLEGE OF SAINT FRANCIS XA VillU. 
This in titution, incorporated with the privileges of a university, is conducted by 
the l! athers of the Society of J e us. There are two courses of study, collegiate and 
commercial, and a preparatory department. 
CLA. VERACK COLLEGE. 
Thi institution is open to both sexes. A commercial college and school of trade are 
conn ct d with it. The mal tudents are under military instruction. Degrees and 
diplomas are conferred on male and female students alike. 
PACKARD'S BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
Tb course occupies from twelve to eighteen months. A foreign department has 
b n stabli bed for the practical application of modern languages in bu iness trans-
actions. 
INGIIA.M UNIVERSITY. 
Thi univer ity is devoted excln ively to higher female education. It offers two 
cour ·e ·, cla. ical and cientific. There i also a department of art, for instruction in 
drawing, painting, and mu ic. • 
1\fONROE COLLEGL\TE L..~ TITUTE. 
Tlli in titute i open to both exe . The course of study embraces three depart-
m nt, classical, English, an!l pr paratory. 
PACKER COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. 
Tb , obj t of the institution i to fw"Dish a complete collegiate education for young 
ladies. 
B .·GERll' RD COLLEGIATE IN TITUTE. 
Tbjs in ti ut i op n to b th xes. Four courses of study are offered, cla ical, pre-
paratory, sci ntific, and commercial. 
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FORT EDWARD COLLEGL\.TE INSTITUTE. 
This cellege is open to both sexes. The courses of study are classic~l, preparatory, 
and commercial. 
JAMESTOWN COLLEGL\.TE INSTITUTE. 
This institution is under the charge of the board of education, as a portion of th(} 
public-school system. Normal and commercial departments are connected with it. 
LE ROY ACADEMIC li~STITUTE. 
This institute is open to both sexes, with preparatory and academic departments. 
ROCKLAND FEl\IALE INSTITUTE. 
This was incorporated in 1855 as a female seminary. The course of study is the same 
as tl;lat of college~ for young men. 
BUFFALO FEMALE ACADEMY. 
This institution is divided into five departments-collegiate, first academic, second 
academic, third academic, and primary. The buildings are valued at $51,000. 
MECHANICSVILLE ACADEMY. 
This is open to both sexes. Having been designated by the regents of the university 
of the State for the education of common-school teachers in Saratoga County, a nor-
mal class will at once be organized. 
ITHACA ACADEMY. 
This academy is open to both sexes. Its close proximity to Cornell University affords 
special advantages to students. The courses of study are academic, English, and 
classical. Special courses niay alsc;> be pursued. 
CORTLAND ACADEMY. 
This is open to both sexes. A teachers' department, established by the regents of 
the university, will immediately be opened. 
HARTWICK SEMINATIY. 
This .institution was founded in 1816 as a theological and classical seminary. It is 
connected with the Lutheran Church, and is open to both sexes. 
THE LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
This society was incorporated in 1863, and is located a.t Brooklyn. The objects of the 
society are, first, the collection of a general library of reference, especially complete iu 
every thing that relates to American history, composed in part a.lso of extensive and finely 
illustrated works of a class not commonly found in circulating libraries or in private 
collections; secondly, the collection and publica.tion of manuscripts and original matter, 
not before printed, upon ihe history o.f this country; thirdly, the collection of historical 
pt;tintings and engravings, records, and memorials; fourthly, the formation of a museum 
of natural history, illustrating the flora and fauna. of Long Island. 
The library now contains about 21,000 bound volumes and over 20,000 selected 
pamphlets. It comprises many valuable volumes relating to geueral American history, 
and is especially strong in worlHI relating to American local history and family gene-
alog-y. The other . histor·ical departments are already well furnished, and constant 
additions are making by purchase and gift. 
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION • 
• The ninth anniversary of the University Convocation of the State of New York was 
held at All.Jany, August 6, 1872. 
'fbe tirst paper presented was by Professor M. H. Paddock, Medina Academy, on 
"The academy as the educator of cQmruon-school teachers." The objections to special 
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tr::tinincr- cbools were stated to be tbe great expense, the high wages of the graduates, 
and lJad feeling engendered from eli ·tr.ibuting State aid une9.ually in different locali-
tie · while the advanta,ues of academies were the preparatwn of greater numbers, 
mor' advantag s for tudents, and the entir»' capability of the academies for the work 
d mauded. He thourrht tlie academies arfd union schools ought equally ~o secure 
recorrnition from th State in her legislative appropriations for school purposes. 
Pr~fes or C. M. O'Leary, Ph. D., Manhattan College, read a paper on ''Ethical aspects 
of cience," v,rJlich was discus ed with favor. 
I rofe or E. F. Bullard, A. f., of Keeseville Academy, read a paper entitled "The 
new departure in education." . 
Profe or Eclward North, of Hamilton College, discussed, in a paper, "The good life 
in college." The benefit enumerated as the results of college life- were, that students 
learn wbat they are in themselves, were introduced into the world of letters, ga~ned 
m ntal di cipline, power in the use of Enghsh, habits of close olJservation, religwus 
character, aild ocial cultivation . . 
G. \V. am on, D. D., Rutgers Female College, read an article on the "Modification 
of thee tabli hcd curriculum requi ite and legitimate in colleges for young women." 
Pre ident Allen, of Alfred University, read a paper on "The increase of the literature 
fund," and Profe or Gould, of Cornell University, ·a paper on "Agricultural educa-
tion," referring to the great lack in this dh·ection, and tbe need of departments in col-
leges and nniver itie for imparting this kind of instruction. In a discussion which 
followed, Pre ident White, of Cornell University, made a statement of what had been 
accomplished in agricultural education in that institution. 
The second da,y commenced with a paper by Professor Mears, of Ibmilton Col-
lege, on "Herbert pencer's religion." . 
President Barnard, of Columbia College, discussed the subject of "Elective studi'es 
in colleges." 
Profe or Tayler Lewis, LL. D., read a paper on "The moral and the secular in 
education." Be concluded with the statement that four ideas must be taught in the 
school , and w must not compromise beyond these: namely, a personal God, rnling 
ov r men and nation ; divine law for moral government; man immortal ; Christ the 
light of the world. The tate caunot be neutral; to banish the Bible is to be anti-
Cbri tia.n. 
Dr. King, of Fort Edward Institute, expressed strong disapprobation of the resolu-
tion of the tate teachers' a ociation in opposition to the academies. 
Profe · or II. T. Eddy, C. E., Cornell University, read a paper on" A new method of 
int •rrating the square root of quadratics." 
rofi or W. C. Given, of Ithaca Academy, discussed "The co-relation of academies 
and univer iti ." 
Majority and minority reports were presented on "Tho metric system," by Drs. Davies 
and Thorup on, re~;pectively. 
The honorary degr c of Doctor of Philology was conferred upon J. E. King, D. D., 
of Fort Ed ward In titute, and that of Doctor in Literature upon Dr. Barnard, of 
'olnmbht College. 
TlJe univ r ity necrology of th y ar is a follows: Vice-Chancellor Erastus Corning, 
All>any; Pro£ sor amucl F. B. :Morse, LL.D.; Professor George W. Eaton, D. D., 
LL. D., Madi on niver it.v; Profe sor Edward W. Root, Hamilton College; Trustee 
\Yilliam I elley, Univer ity of Rochester. 
In th evening the convocation enjoyed the hospitalities of Chancellor Pruyn. 
The third day open u with a paper on "The relations of the schools to the State," by 
Profe or Oliver Morehons , A. M., of Albion. He thought the system should bear-
ranged o tb:-tt each grade bould be a feeder to the one next above; that all shoulu 
b j'l' e, from the primary school to the university, as well as the academies and normal 
chool . An animated discus ion followed, a unanimous opinion being expressed by 
tho • who Rpok that 1' the tate should educate the youth. of the State," providing 
amply for fr e 'ducation . 
. A com mitt on ubject relating to academies reported the advantage of the prelim-
Inary . xa~nination in titut d by the regents in promoting thoroughne s, and recom-
ru ncln~g It ext n ion to higher brnncbes. After a leEgthy discussion of the report, a 
r ' olut10n was adopted that thi conv ntion recommend the preparation by the regents 
of a manual of questions on the ubj ct of arithmetic, geography, grammar, a.nd hi -
tor. of th nited tate , from which selections sball be made for the preliminary ex-
amioati n . 
Th. c nv:o a ion ~h. n divid ~into coll~ge and a ademy sections, and each discus d 
certam top1 s p rtammg to tb Ir r p ct.J ve Hections. 
In join se ion th two ction aft rward reported progres ; and a resolution wa 
unanimou ly adopt 1 approving th a tion of the tate tencher ' a ociation, and 
pl,dging uppor totbe tabli hm ntoftb N wYork tateEducationalJournal; and, 
after a bri f · n luding addr by Cha.ncellor Pruyn, the con vocation adjow·u d to 
the fir t Tu sday of August, 1 3. . 
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NEW YORK STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The twenty-eighth annual meeting of this association was held at Saratoga Springs, 
July 23, 24, and ~5, 187~. 
Wheaton A. Welsh, first vice-president, called the meeting to order, which was 
opened with prayer by Rev. Mark Hopkins, of Williams College. Superintendent L. S. 
Packard, ofSarato~a, gave an address of welcome. Ex-President Cruikshank, of Brook-
lyn, responded, referring to the early history of the association, and stating that a 
tea<:hers' association was formed in that place thirty-seven years ago, and three of 
the members then present were present also on this occasion, viz, M.P. Cavert, D. H. 
Crittenden, and Augustus P. Smith. 
The president, J. H. Hoose, of Cortland, then gave his inaugural address. This was 
an elaborate address, and closed with a general summary of the discussion of the bu::>i-
ness of teaching, as to the manner of introduction, by declarations aud acts of incli-
vidua.Js, by customs and usages, and by principles of national method. He referred to 
the universal desire to develop the profession of teaching, as manifested iu the efforts 
to establish a national university, to enlarge the Bureau of Education at Washington, 
the growing interest in educational associations, and the greater attention paid by 
normal schools t~ the philosophy of education. 
The address closed with appropriate suggestions as to the work of the association 
for the coming year, and urged all to unite to work out speedily a higher and nobler 
idea of the teacher's profession. . 
At the evening session Rev. C. H. A. Bulkley, of Malone, read a paper upon "Music 
in our schools," which was followed by a lecture upon the "History of the philosophy 
of pedagogics," by Dr. C. W. Bennett, ofthe Syracuse University, who treated the sub-
ject wit.b gruat thoroughness. 
Second clay.-Hon. Eel ward Danforth, of Albany, from the committee on the condition 
of education, reported that the school system of New York is just sixty years old, and 
is to-day the proudest monument and noblest achievement of the State. There is not 
a hamlet so obscure that the children have not the opportunity of a free education. 
The statistics of the schools for the year were given, as furnished by the report of the 
~tate superintendent, and H was stated, in addition, that during the year 187.1 fifty-
seven institutes were held in fifty-seYen counties, besides one for Indian teachers on 
the Allegany and Cattaraugus reservations, wHh an aggregate attendance of 10,42~, 
being the largest number ever recorded in a single year, and being 80 per cent. of 
the entire number employed in the counties where the institutes were held. 
A paper on ''Reading in our scbools,li by Mrs. Emily A. Taylor, of Albany, was then 
read, which was fcllowed by a discussion of the- subject, in which Dr. Armstrong, Pro-
fessor Barker, Profe~sor Barrington, Dr. Woolworth, and several others took part. . 
Professor S. S. Packard next read a paper on "Preparation for business," which 
called forth in an animated discussion Dr. Armstrong, Dr. McVicar, Professor Mead, 
and Professor Stowitts. 
In the afternoon ProfessorS. A. Ellis, of Rochester, read a paper upon the ''Rise and 
progress of high schools in the State." He said that in 1825 the first high school (for · 
boys) was organize,:l in the city of New York, and in 1826 a similar one was organized 
for girls. Now, be remarked, it is impossible to meet with an aqnual report of any 
city superintendent, in n, locality where a. high school bas been established, in which 
it is not spoken of as the most valuable addition to the system of graded schools. 
Dr. T. L. Griswold, of Owego, read a paper upon '' Physir;al versus Mental Training," 
the object of which was to show that all educational training should be adapted to the 
outer or externhl man's compound nature. 
Professor Stowitts, of Buffalo, favored physical training. Mr. Ross, of Seneca, 
thought Americans, as a race, were degenemting physically as well as mentally. Pro-
fe sor Barker, Dr. King, of Fort Edward, Dr. Griswold, and Dr. McVicar, contiuued 
the discussion at length. 
In the evening a pnper was read on the "Qualifications of teachers," by Charles T. 
Poole, esq., of Deansville. Mr. J eliffe, of Brooklyn, read Dickens's trial scene from 
Pickwick. Hon. B. G. Northrop, of Connecticut, gave an address upon "The schools 
of Europe-what we may and ought to learn from them." 
Tki?·d day.-Dr. J. W. Armstrong, of Fredonia, read a report on "Improved methods 
in education ." Professor S. D. Barr, of Penn Yan, read a paper on ''The aim of the 
tate for the education of the masses." Professor Jones opened the discussion, main-
taining that the academic departments in union schools are more efficient than the old 
academies. Profe sor Love, of Jamestow.11, Mr. Ross, of Seneca, Professor Flack, of 
Claverack, and other!:!, continued the dl cussion . 
Professor 0. B. Bruce, of Binghamton, read a paper showing the advantages of pho-
nography, and urging teacher to attend to its claims. 
ln the evening Hon. B. G. or:throp, of Connecticut, Professor W. L. Richardson, of 
Brooklyn, Hon. Joseph White, of Massachusetts, Hon. J. H. French, of Vermont, a.nd 
many others, made brief adclresses. 
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Officers elected: Pre ident, Edward Danforth, Albany; corresponding secretary, 
James Cruik hank, Brooklyn. 
DR. FRANCIS LIEBER.-QBITUARY. 
Dr. Francis Lieber died in New York, October 2, 1872. . 
Francis Lieber was born at Berlin, Prussia, on the 18th March, 1800. He recmved a 
good priwary and secondary education; was for some t.ir~:w assis~ant in. the bot~nical 
garden but finally devoted himself to the study of med1Cme. H1s stud1es were mter-
rupted1by Napoleon's return from Elba, as his ardent Ger~au patriotism ind~ced him 
to enter the Prussian army as a volunteer. He fought m the battles of L1gny and 
'Vaterloo, aud wa severely wounded on the 20th June, at the storming of Namur: ~n 
hi return to Berlin, in 1 16, he continued his studies, and became an enthusiastiC 
pupil of Jahn, the famous "Father of Gymnastics," (Tnrnvater,) as he is commonly 
called in Germany. 
Hi liberal v iews, which he freely uttered, brought upon him an imprisonment of four 
months, on the charge of being a demagogue, and the peremptory order not to study at 
any of the Prussian univer ities. He therefore went to Jena, where be took his doc-
tor's degree. In 1820 he was allowed to continue his studies in Halle, but, being con-
stantly annoyed by a strict police supervision, he moved to Dresden. 
'Jibe struggle for freedom by the Greeks against their Turkish oppressors elicited his 
warmc t sympathy, and in the fall of 1821 be sailed from Marseilles to Greece. After a 
stay in Greece of several moot.bs, full of privations and disappointments, he went to 
Italy, where in Rome he found a home in the house of Niebuhr, the famous historian, 
and wrote his first work in German: "Diary of my sojourn in Greece," (Leipzig, 1823.) 
With Niebuhr be returned to Germany, but, in spite of solemn assurances that he should 
be permitted to live undisturbed in auy part of the Prussian monarchy, he was watched 
and per ecuted by the police, and in 1824 again imprisoned, but liberated through 
Niebuhr's intercession. 
He now, under the nom de plume of Franz Arnold, pubHshed a volume of German poems, 
" ong of Wine and Joy," (Wein und Wonnelieder,) (Berlin, 1825.) Apprised that anew 
impri ·oum ut wa threatening, he ile<l to England in September, 1825, and lived for 
orne time in London, where he earned a scanty living by giving private lessons. 
In the year 1 27 he came to the United States, and lectured in several cities on polit-
ical and l1istorical subjects. He also started a swimming-school in Boston according 
to the principl s of G •neral von Pfeul, whose pupil he had been in Berlin. In 1835 he 
b came profcs~:~or of hi tory and political science in the college at Columbia, South 
Carolina, and in l i:l5 professor of the same studies at Columbia College, New York, in 
wllicb po ition he remained until his death. 
oon after hi arrival in the United States he displayed a great literary activity. 
B id a large nnm uer of pamphiets and speeches on historical, political, and scientific 
que tion , ho wrote a number of large works, the more important of which are given 
in cbronol ical order: 
Bnrycloprodia Americana, (13 vola., Philadelphia, 1829-1833.) 
L tt r to a gentleman in 'ormany, (Philadelphia, 1834.) 
E ay on subject of peual law, and on uninterrupted solitary confinement at night 
and labor by day, (Philad lphia, 1834.) 
Lt: al and political hermeneutics, or principles of interpretation and construction in 
law and politics. 
n international copyright. 
n Aucrlican and Gallican liberty. 
Remioi c nee of an interconr e with Niebuhr, the historian, (1837.) 
Political ethic , (2 vols., Bo ton, 1 3 .) 
Law of property, (2 vol ., N w York, 1 42.) . 
Bruch tli ke tiber Gegenstande der Strafkunde, (Fragments on penal subjects,) 
(Hamburg, 1 45.) 
U bcr die nal>bangigkeit der Justiz und die Freiheit des Rechts, (On the independ-
ence of jn tice and the liu rty of the law) (HeidellJer~, 1 4 .) 
n in titutional self-gov rnment, or di cour es on c1vil freedom, (Philadelphia, 1853.) 
Wh n our late civil war broke out, Dr. Lieb r was one of the fir t to struggl , 
by tongu and pen, again t the madn ss of secc ion, and to impr upon the 
country tbe value of the in titntion which the insurrectioni ts were att mpting 
to de troy. H • con inued hi labor of love during the whole period of the war, 
publi bing many tr ati e , letter , and addre ses upon the tirring topics of the time. 
After the clo e f tho war hi pen wa still bu y with que tions of public intere t-tbo 
jury qu tion, chang sin the tate con titution of N w York, international copyright, 
fallacies of Am rican protectioni t , and point of international law. 
A a teach r, Dr. Lieb r' method of in truction wa admirabl . He never adopted in 
hi lectures the simple narrative style, detailing event , nor, in recitation, the question-
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and-answer plan of drawing out the knowledge of a student on any given subject. He 
referred to the text-book for facts, aud exerted himself to show the causes-remote and 
proximate-of events, and their influence; to give history, not in segregated parts, 
but as a whole, and philosophically. 
Not aiming at that" science, falsely so called," which imagines that it has found 
something better than the revelation of the Most High, he lived and died with all the 
consolat~ons of the Christian faith. 
CHARLES ALFRED LEE.-OBITUARY. 
Charles Alfred Lee, A.M., M.D., professor emeritus of materia medica and hygiene 
in the University of Buffalo, died at his residence in Peekskill, New York, February 
14, 1872. 
He was born in Salisbury, Connecticut, March 3, 1801; descended from the Lees anu 
Browns of Massachusetts· and Connecticut, who for more than two centuries bad 
occupied distinguished positions; spent much of his youth with an uncle in Sheffield, 
Massachusetts, where he :fitted for college, at Lenox Academy; graduated at Williams 
College, 1822; as M. D. at Berkshire Medical College, 1825; practiced two years in his 
native town, and moved to New York in 1827, where, by sound principles, close atten-
tion to business, and indomitable perseverance, he soon overcame all the difficulties 
that usually lie in the path of young men, and took his place in the front rank of the 
profession. 
He was a profound thinker, an enthusiastic, ceaseless worker, and a public-spirited 
man. Dr. Lee had an extensive private practice-after 1850, chiefly consultation; was 
one of our best American teachers, but won his highest reputation as an author and 
editor of medical works: He was one of the founders of the Northern Dispensary of 
New York City, in which he was for four years the alitending physician; of the medical 
departments of the University of New Y0rk, antl University of Buffalo, in both of 
which he was professor, as also in the medical colleges at Geneva, New York; '\V()()d-
stock, Vermont; Brunswick, Maine; Pittsfield, Massachusetts; and Columbus, Ohio. 
His greatest work was the American edition of Dr. James Copeland's Dictionary of 
Practical Medicine, the most complete and valuable work on the theory and practice 
of meuicine ever issued from the English or American press. For an account of his 
other works, labors in hospitals, &c., see Dr. Toner's art.icle in the New York Medi-
cal J ournaJ, April, 1872. 
DENNIS H. MAHAN.-OBITUARY. 
Among the men of science who have recently ended their labors and taken their 
place in history, no one has left a wider space Q!-" a more honorable record than Dennis H. 
Mahan, LL.D., late professor of engineering in the Military Academy at West Point. 
Mr. Mahan entered the academy as cadet, from the State of Virginia, July 1, 1820; 
was graduated at the head of his class, 1824, and commissioned in the Corps of Engi-
neers. He immediately a.pplied to the Government to be sent abroad, and in the best 
schools of Europe completed an education which had been well begun at home. He 
bad early learned how to study; was a laborious student and an ardent lover of know l-
edge, regarding hia diploma as the evidence, not of a work completed, but of the :first 
step in the path of science. 
In 1832, soon after his retnrn, he was appointed professor of civil and military en-
gineering, n.ncl brought back to his a.lma mater the culture of a man of science, the 
manners of a traveled gentleman, with the laudable ambition of doing- a noble work 
iR the national school which he ever honored and loved. Here he passed a laborious 
and useful life. The science which he taught was applied on every battle-field of the 
late war. Not a campaign was planned, or a trench dug, in which his iustructio11s 
were not hefldecl. The department of civil engineering is also greatly indebted to his 
labors, for here, as in his own special line, his works are the standard text-books. 
His social and domestic life was marked by culture and affection. For many years 
he was a communicant of the Episcopal Church, and bore himself with the amenity of 
a Christian gentleman. 
The returning graduates will find his grave in the public ·burying-ground, sur-
rounded by the tombs of many heroes and by all that is grand and beautiful in nature. 
GEORGE W. EATON.--()BITUARY. 
George W. Eaton, D. D., LL.D., late president of Madison University and Hamilton 
Theological Seminary, in the State of New York, was born near Huntington, Pennsyl-
vania, July 3, 1 04. In 1 05 his family removed to Ohio, where he was afterward pre-
pared for college, and in 1822 matriculated at the Ohio University. 
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Having remained at the university two years, the circumst~nces of his fa~her re~­
dered it n ces ary for biru tor linquish his coUege course for a time that be might p_ro-
cnr funds for it compl tion. With this object in vi~w ~e spent two ye~rs .. teachmg 
in Prince Ed ward County, Virginia, at the end of wh1eh time he made, -prmCipall~ on 
foot, a tour of the seaboard States, as far north as Massachusetts, spendmJ1; some time 
at Princeton, New J er y, and at Andover, Massachusetts, and then, m 1827, en-
tered tbe junior cla of Union Collego, at Schenectady, New. York, where, under the 
pre id ncy of the late noted Elipbalet Nott, D. D., LL.D., m 1829, Mr. Eaton was 
graduated with the bigbe t honors of his class. 
Jn college he wa: as ociated with men who have since risen to places of the highest 
minence m civil life. Among his college associates he was bighly_esteemed for his 
un eUi h di position, his keen ense of honor, and his generous bearmg toward those 
who e sch Jar hip and college honors did not equa.l his own. 
Having won the per onal regard of President Nott, he was, immediately upon his 
graduation, elected a fellow and appointed a tutor in the college. In this pqsition be 
remained one year, and t.hen, in 1 30, much against the wishes of the president, who, 
long year after, spoke of the circumstance with regret, he left the college and became 
principal of Union Acadmoy, at Belleville, in the same State. 
Having been elected to the chair of ancient languages in Georgetown College, 
Kentucky, in 1 31, he removed to Georgetown, where he remained, during the latter 
part of the time acting as president, until 1833, when he was called to the professor-
ship of mathematic and natural philosophy in what was then known as Hamilton 
Literary and Theological In titution, located at Hamilton, New York, a school which 
had for its chief object the training of young men designed for the ministry in the 
Bapti t denomination. Tbi. institution was, in 1846, chartered as Madison University, 
and by thi action the theological seminary became so separated from the college 
tbat, though they occupied tho arne buildings, and some members of the theological 
faculty gave in truction al o in the college, yet the former was controlled by the 
New York Bapti t Educational Society, and the latter became subject to the regents 
appoint d by tho legi lature of the State. Professor Eaton remained in the chair of 
mathematic and natural philo ophy for four years, and at the end of that time, in 
1 · 7, wa lected to that of ecclesia tical history in the theological school. In 1844 be 
r ceiv d the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity from his alma mater, and in 1850 
wa elected profe or of systematic theology. In 1856 hP, was elected to succeed 
t pben W. Taylor, LL. D., dec a d, as president of the university, still ret.ainiug his 
profe or hip of theology in the eminar)~ . For twelve years he performed the double 
dut.y; a president, givinl! in trnction in intellectual and moral philosophy, at the 
Ham tim continnino- his lectures in theology, until 1861, when he exchanged 
-Rt matic theology for homiletic . 
The e arcluou labors were unremitted except in the years 1863 and 1864, when, his 
tr ngth giving way, h onght relief in a European tour, during wllich he labored 
arne tly and llicieutly to give a tru idea of the nature of tho conflict then raging in 
our country. In this tour he formed the acquaintance and secnred the personal 
fri ndship of many of th mo t prominent men of Great Britain and the continent, 
among whom wore m ar Malan, l\Ierle D'Aubigue, John Bright, Goldwin Smith, 
Profe or Farrar, and Dr. McCo h. 
In 1 68, bi pby ical powers having been so severely taxed for years, he sought 
r lief from a portion of hi r . ponsi1Jilit1e., and therefore resigned the pre ideucy of 
th uuh·e1 ity, retaining simply that of the theological seminary, to which he bad 
h n le ted everal y ar · I.J fore. Thenceforth he gave instructions only in 
homiletic , until, in 1 71, he was forced to cease from all active labor. He died on the 
3d of .August, 1 72. 
It b com s us her to speak of Dr. Eaton as a teacher-an educator. While a a 
writ r h w perspicuou , cla sical, and glowing; while as an orator he was elevated, 
fervid, and eloquent; wbile as a pr acher he was catholic, tender, and convincing; 
~vhil in the command of iit expre ·ion h bad no snperior and but few equal ; y tit 
1 a· an educator that he de erve to be spoken of here; and ju t ice demands a carefnl 
pen. P rhap hi iir t and most prominent charactenstic as a tea her wa the 
enthn ia m with whi ·h he entered every department of instruction to which he wa 
all d. It wa hi fir t bu in to make him lf thoroughly familiar with the wb le 
fi_ lcl of in v ti ation, and he r t cl not until he bad exam in d every cognate qoes-
tJ n-en · rupa · d all that could be re~arded a valuaiJle in the literatur of the 
uuj ·t. 
H coull n v r r t whil tb re was another autbor unr ad an l unwei~'~"h d. The ln-
atiat • th1r for know] <lg wi h which be I.J 'gao never l f~ biro tbrongh the whole forty-
two ars during which h o ·cupied the po ition oft ach r; and ev 'n aft r r tir m nt 
from activ duty, h till , m d. a auxion , a zealous, for n w truth, a unr mitting 
in hi inv ·tigati n and r ading , a when he fir t b gan his pl odicl car, r. Though 
be · upi d o many difi' r nt ·hairs, and hal occasion to pur ue , o many clifl'er n 
cou of tndy, he y m <1 as much at hom in ::my on of tll m. tllough that 
had been the on departn1 n to which he bad gi\·en his life. 
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Another characteristic of the teacher was the enthusiasm which be carried into the 
class-room and infused into his pupils. When be taught mathematics, the mathemat-
ical spirit seemed to pervade the school. Other professors sometimes complained that 
the attention of the students was given too exclusively to mathematics. When be 
taught history, then history seemed to be the prominent subject, and historical tllemes 
wonld be presented on public occasions. And wlten he taught metaphysics it was the 
same thing again ; questions in metaphysical science from Kant, Cousin, Reid, , 
Hamilton, and McCosh, came in for discussion, criticism, or approval. In theology be 
adhered to the milder type of the Calvinistic system ; and as be unfolded to his classes 
the, to him, glorious and blessed doctrines of sin, redemption, atonement, and interces-
sion, his whole soul seemed infused into the subj ect, the tear would often stand in his 
eye, and, rising from his chair, he would pour himself out in a flood of extemporaneous 
eloquence, which sent thrills of delight as well as of admiration through the hearts of 
his pupils. The memory "of the doctor's" lectures and gushes of eloquence lives in the 
hearts of hundreds of his pupils, as affording some of the highest pleasures of their 
lives. 
In his teachings he was at the furthest remove from dogmatism. Every point had 
to be carefully presented, with all the pros and cons, ami then the conclusion was 
drawn from the whole. It was his delight to set his pupils to investigations on their 
own acconnt, and they seldom left the lecture-rooms without being sent to the libraries 
to examine some author, with inst.rnctions to bring the results of their investigations 
for consideration at a future day. The consequence of all this was that very few of 
his pupils ever found occasion to differ with him. He treated their opinions and ob-
j ections so courteously, and presented the rebutting arguments so kindly, that he dis-
armed opposition before it bad arisen, and the objeetor felt that his points were fairly 
met and completely demoli~:>hed. 
Finally, we would mention, as further characteristic of the man, the strong personal 
attachment formed by the pupil for tbe teacher, and so warmly reciprocated on his 
part. It is prouable that no man ever spent any considerable time under his instruc-
tion without becoming thus bound to him by ties of affection. His appreciation of 
what was meritorious in the effort of the pupiL and his criticism, so kind and so just, 
caused him who had most to bear to feel t,bat be was honored by the strictnres of his 
teacher; and then the sympathy with which be opened his heart to the trials aud 
hardships of those who were contending with povel'ty, his efforts at assistance where 
it was within his power, made the most desponding hopeful and the weakest strong. 
So deep and reliable was this personal attachment tbat his government of the college 
was hardly known as such. He ruled by love ; so seldom had occasion to resort to other 
measures that some even thought that "discipline" was a nullity, and yet, dnring his 
presidency, he accomplished some of tbe most difficult feat~:> of discipline which are . 
known to college presidents. What has often shaken other colleges to their very cen-
ters and even sent away whole classes, was by him accomplished so quietly that some 
hardly knew that trouble e:gisted. And it was because of the respect and love of the 
students who would not wound tbe feelings of their president. 
It was always counted among the felicities of the alumni of Madiso.n University that 
they were permitted to experience "a shake of the doctor's hand." His memory will 
be blessed as long as one of them snrvi ves to tell of his love for his old teacher. 
His remains lie in the college cemetery, in a spot overlooking the scenrs of his life-
work and the landscape which he ever regarded with the fondest delight. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea andpopulation.-In 1870 New York was the first State in population, having 
4,382,759 inhabitants within an area of 47,000 square miles, an average of 93.25 per-
sons to the square mile. This population consisted of 4,:330,210 whites, 52,081 colored, 
439 Indians, and 29 Chinese. Of these, :3,244,406 were natives of the United States and 
1,138,353 were foreigu-boro. Of the native residents 2,948,t383 whites, 38,504 colored, 
and 3tl9 Indians, were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents 316,90~ 
were born in Germany, 110,071 in England, and 528,806 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, voL 1, of Census Report, 846,796 persons 
attended school, and of these, 40,146 were foreign-Lorn. Of the 841,157 white scholars, 
430,731 were males and 410,426 females. Of tlle 5,588 colored pupils, 2,835 were males 
and 2,753 females. One female Chinese, also 25 male and 25 female Indians, were re-
ported as attending school. 
. llli~eracy.-'~wo hundred and thirty-nine thousand two hundred and seventy-one 
mbab1tants, of all races, 10 years old and over, were unable to write, and of these, Hi8,5()9 
were foreign-born. 
Age and sex ojillitemtes.-Of the 228,424 white illiterates, 19,899 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of the e, 10,772 were males and 9,127 fema,lcs ; 18,573 were from 15 to 21 
years old, of whom 8,138 were male and10,435 females ; 189,952 were 21 years old and 
over, of whom 73,208 were males and 116,744 females. Of the 10,730 colored illiterates, 
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7:37 w re from 10 to li') year ol<l, and of these 371' were ma~es ~nd 366 females; 1,207 
wer from 15 to :H year old, of v.-llom 585 were males and 622 females.; 8,786 were 21 
y ar old aud o' 'r, of whom 3,912 ~e~·e males a.nd ~,8_74 females. Thuteen male and 
2 f! malo Cllin e, a,l, o 45 male aml 5, female Incltan Illiterates were reportfld. 
Eclucalional inxlitulions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Rep~rt, the tota! 
number of cdn ational in titntiom; was 13,020, having 28,918 teachers, of whom 8,03.., 
w •rc male and :.!0, 3 female , to euucate 862,022 pupils, of whom 373,276 were males 
and 4 ,746 female . 
.L1 mount ond 8ource of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
titntionJ3 wa l;;i1:>,936,78:3, of wl.Jicll $674,732 were uerived from endowment, $9,151,023 
from taxation and pnulic fnnd , a1Hl '6,111,028 from tuition and other sonrces. · 
Public schools.-Tlle 11,678 pnl>lic scllools, with 23,729 teachers, 5,711 males and 
1 01 females, '"'ere attended by 710,181 pupils, of whom 302,373 were males and 
41S 0 female . To educate these tlJey had a total iucorne of $8,912,024, of which 
·13:122 wer' dcri \'eel from endowments; $8,385,330 from taxation and public funus, 
and '513,572 fwm tuition and other onrces. 
Colle~e11.-The 24 college , with 412 teachers, :~35 male and 77 female, were at_tended 
by 5 52() pupil , of whom 4,49:2 were males and 1,034 females. They had a totalmco.me 
of 1,:39!3.559, of which .,.·5 2,279 were derived from endowment, $133,805 from taxatwn 
and public funds, ancl '677,47;) from tuition and other sonrces. 
AcaclemieB.-The 1 9 academi s, "·ith 1,197 teachers, of whom 445 were males and 752 
females, had an ~Ltteudance of 24,212 pupils, 9,795 male and 14,117 female, and a total 
income of $l,29:2,G84, of which $9!32 were derived from endowment, $133,54!::l from tax-
ation and pnblie funds, and 1,158,204 from tuition and other sources. 
Prirate schools.-The 19 day and boarding schools had 1,948 teachers, 623 male and 
1,325 female, aud were attended by 46,851 pupils, of whom 18,597 were males and 
2 ,254 female . 'fh y bad a total income of $1,8!'30,277, of which $300 were uerived from 
taxation and public fnud , aud $1,!::l79,!J77 from tuition and other sources. 
Librariei!.-Thirte ·n thousand seven bnndrcd and seventy-one public libraries were 
r port <1, with 3,:124, 69 volum s; also 7,158 private libraries, with 2,785,483 volumes, 
in all 20,9:29 li hrarie , containing 6,:n0,~52 volumes. 
Tlte Jn·cB.s-.-Tlw 35 periodicals iHsucd had an aggregate circulation of 7,561,497 copies, 
aucl an aggr gat annual i sue of 471,741,744 copies. 
Cltut·che8.-0f tbe 5,627 cllmcll organizations, 5,414 had edifices with 2,282,876 sit-
ting , aml the ·burch property was valn •d at $(i6,073,755. 
Z.'aupel'i8m.-Of the 14,100 paupers 5,289 were native whites, 664 native colored, and 
1147 foreigner . 
Crirne.-Of 4,704 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 2,323 were native whites, 335 na-
tiv colored, aml 2,046 for ign-horn; 5,473 persons were eonvicted dming the year. 
Ar;e and se.c of population.-Of the total IJOpula.tion 1,230,988 were fi·om 5 to 18 years 
olcl, of whom tH:l,(i5D wero males and G17,a2D females; 3,378,959 were 10 years old and 
over, of wbom 1,65~,504 were wales aud 1,720,455 females. 
Occupations.-One million four hnndred and ninet,y-one thousand and eighteen per-
ouR of the: ages were rngaO'ed in various occupations, of whom 1,2~:3,979 were males 
ancl257,0:l9 fcmal s; 374,323 per ons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 
:37!3,4;)5 were males and G females; 405,339 in personal and professional services, of 
whom 2:3:3,56!) were .mal s anc1171,770 females; 234,581 in trade and transportation, of 
whom 229,7 !) wer male. and 4,792 female ; 476,775 in manufactures and mechanical 
and mining industrie. of whom :397,166 were males and 79,60!) females. 
Ar;e and sex of uwkinr; population.-Of tho 1,401,018 employed persons 44,58 were 
from 10 to F years old, of wbom 29,661 wel'O males and 14,927 femalcH; 1,364,147 were 
from 16 to 59 years olu, and of these 1,126,865 w re males and 237,282 femn,les; 82,2 3 
"·or· GO years old and over, of whom 77,45:3 were males and 4,830 females. 
CIIOOL OFFICIALS. 
ABR.\.:\1 B. \.VEAVEH, Superintendent ofpublie instruction, Albany. 
Name. 
Leonara A. Carhart. ............................ . 
i~];~~?~~f[h .. ck:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
JohnO. Colc,(c) ...... .................. ...... ... . 
ldlrgany, fir ·t di !ric . ....... . 
~;pron,J 1li. trict ..... . 
}lnrray Ilubhanl, (a) .......................... .. 
Ludrn R Truman ............... ............... . 
Itichard I~. Auclms ............................. . 
Brown, first 11i ~rict. .. ........ . 
econd di. tdct ........ . ~!~~.~~~;~,v-~~J·~~~~:: ·.·.::: -.:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
G. L. ~·arnbam, (II) ................•.......•...... 
Post·office addre s. 
oeymans. 
ou'th w·c terlo. 








Counties and districts. 
Cattaraugns, flrst district ...... . 
second district .... . 
Cayuga, first district ..... ... .. . 
second district ....... . 
third district .. __ .. _ .. . 
Chautauqua, first district ..... _ 
second clistl'ict. _ . . 
Chemung .. .. ------------------
Chenango, first district __ ... _ .. 
second district ... _ . . 
Clinton, first district . .. _ .. . __ .. 
second district._ ..... _ 
Columbia, ftrst c1istrict ..... .. . 
second district._ ... . 
Cortland, first di strict .... _ ... . 
second district . . _ ... _ 
Delaware, first district._ ...... . 
second uistrict . _ -.- __ 
Dutchess, first district . _ ...... . 
seconu district . _ ... . 
Erie, :first district ............. . 
secoud district. _ .. ___ .. _ .. 
third uistrict . ------------
Essex, :first district . -......... . 
second district. __ ___ . __ . 
Franklin, first di trict .. _. _ . ... . 
seeonu district .. _ ... . 
Fulton ..... . .................. . 
G enesce .... .. .... .... -_ ...... . 
Greene, .tirst uistrict .. ---- .. - .. 
sucoml district ___ ..... 
Hamilton .. _ ............ --- .. -. 
Herkimer, first district ....... . 
second district ._ ... . 
Jefferson, first district. __ .. ... . 
second district ...... . 
third district ..... .. . 
Kings .. •... ---------------.-- . . 
Lewis, first district . -... - ..... . 
seconcl clistrict . ...... _ .. 
Livingston, first district .. .... . 
sccou£1 district .... . 
:lladison, first di trict ..... .... . 
second district .... .. . 
:U:onroe, first district .. . _ ...... . 
second district ....... . 
?I~~t~~r~::::::::::::::::::: 
_·iagara, first district .. .... ... . 
second dist_rict . _. ___ _ 
Oneida, first district ..... _ ..... . 
Rrcoud district ...... .. . 
third district ......... . 
fourth district ........ . 
Onondaga, first district ....... . 
second district ..... . 
third district ...... . 
Ontario, first district ..... .. ... . 
Sl'COTI<l district.- .... - . 
Orange, first district ........ _ .. . 
sccoud district ........ . 
Orleans .... ---.----------------
Oswego, first district ... _ ...... . 
second district ....... . 
third district ......... . 
Otsego, first clist1:ict: ...... _ ... . 




Frank .A. HowelL ____________ ...... ·-----·-------
Jerome L. Higbee .... -- ........ --.-----.-- ...... . 
Sam ucl A.. Cole ........ -........... - - -- - - .. - -.. --. 
Leonard Jf. IIard_y ... __ .......................... . 
Lewis V. Smith ... ................. ----.--------. 
J3. B. Snow, (b) .....•..•• _ ••.•• ---. -----. --.---.-. -
Alonzo C. Pickard. ___ ... --.--.-------- ---.---·- -. 
\Vcllington Woodward.---- .. ---.-- ...... ------ .. 
Charles K. lletfielt! ....... . ..... -..... - .. -.- ..... . 
II. II. ltockwcll, (b) ..... ............... ... ....... . 
Matthew B. Ludington . . 1 .. ...... ------. --- ·--- --
David· G. Bm·ber ·---- -. ------------ ...... - ------· 
Ira D. Knowles·--- ... --.·-----------------------
RobertS. McCullough .... -- ............ .... -.. ---
Biram K. Smith ..... ----- ..... ----··---------.--· 
Hiram \;y'"iuslow .. _ .............................. . 
~~~~~l ~~ZJh\~~;;~~: _-_-_-:::: ~:: ~:: _-_·:.-_-:::: ::::.: ~ 
Rufus 1'. Peck .................... -............. . 
Isaac J. St. John ............. ............... .... . 
John \V. McArtb ur ........ ... .... .............. . 
~~~l~g~. '[1~~-~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: 
R. Brittain. (d) .. ............. ----._ ............. . 
Dr. llcnry Lapp ......... ................ ....... .. 
J umcs F. Crooker .... -... .. .................... .. 
S. \V. Soule . ............ _ . ........ . ... .. ........ __ 
J. A. Larned, (c) ................................. . 
William II. McLenathan . .. .... _ ..... -----.------
Thomas G. Shaw ................................ . 
~t~~~y ~~~!~!!~-~~: : :::: :_::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
Richard L. Seldon. __ ........... ___ _ ... ___ ....... . 
John Beardsley ....................... ... ....... . 
lliram l3orgardus .... , ........... _ .... . ........ . 
William D. ~mitll ... ... ----·- ----·--·--·-·------· 
Johu D. Champion ........ -- ........ _. __ . __ -----. 
Ezra D. Beckwith. ___ ... -- .. _. __ .... __ ........ __ . 
Alphonso E. Corley .... ---.-- .... ____ ... __ ... ... . 
Bennett F. Brown. __ ... ---- ... ___ ..... _____ . __ __ . 
Horace E. Morse ................................ . 
William G. Williams, (b)---------- ----- ------ --- -
C. \Vancn II ami! ton .................... __ . _ ... _ . 
J. W.l3ulkle,y, (c) . . _ .. -----------------.----- .••. 
William A<lams .... .. --·--- ______ .............. .. 
~~!~:~~}.t~;~::~~~~~:: :-:':::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~Pg_ ~fa~~r~~~-: ::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::: 
William E. Edmonds ....... __ __________ ... ___ . __ . 
~-ex~·~~- ~~i~~-::::::: :::::::::::: :~::::::::: ::: 
Chrn·l cs l3llckingham . ....... ___ .. . _ .. ______ .. __ .. 
Henry niclcllc. (c) ...... ·-------------------------Davicl L. Pitcher _____ ... ____ ..... ________ ... ___ . 
Jonas \V. Brown ... _ ...... __ . . _________ -----· ___ . 
James Ferguson, (c) .•• _._ ..... _______ .•. __ -------
Mills C.l3lackstono. __ .. ____ ..... _. ______ . _ ... __ . 
Charles 1'. Porter ..... __ .... ___ ... _. ______ .. ____ .. 
~~~f~~fri~~~~}~~~~:: :_::::: :_:::::: ::::::::::::::: 
I. \Van·cn Lawrence . __ .. __ .. ___________ ..... ___ . 
~~~1~~~ ~-- td~~~l~~~~: :::: ::::::: :::::::::: : ::::::: 
E. Smith, (c). _____ .. ___ ................... _. ____ .. 
Ezra J. Peck_ .... ___ ........ ...... _ ...... __ .... __ 
Robert n. Simmons_ . ... -----.-- ........... __ .. .. 
y~~~g~ ~1~~~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
II. A. Jou cR, (c) __ .. . ___ . ____ ... _ ... _ ........ -----· 
James ll. Mattison ............... ----·- .. ---- - ---
David D. Metcalf ____ .. -----·---------------- .... 
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Counties and districts. 
Putnam ...................... . 
Queens, first district .......... . 
second district ........ . 
Rensselaer, first di trict ....... . 
second district .... . 
Richmond .................... . 
Rockland ..................... . 
Saint Lawrence, fir t district. . . 
second district 
third district .. 
Saratoga, first district ......... . 
second district ...... . 
Schenectady .................. . 
'choharie, fir t district •....... 
second district ..... . 
chuyler ...................... . 
eneca ........................ . 
teuben, fil'l'!t district ......... . . 
s cond district ....... . 
tl1ird district ........ . 
Suffolk, flrst district .......... . 
second di trict ....... . 
Sullivan ...................... . 
Tioga ......................... . 
Tompkins, first dish-ict ........ . 
r; coud district ..... . 
Ulster, first district ........... . 
second district .... ..... . 
t!Jird district .......... . 
Warren ....................... . 
Washington, firs't district ..... . 
second district .. . 
Wayne, first distr~ct .......... . 
ecoud district ....... . 
Westchester, first <li trict ..... . 
second district . . . 
tbi«'d district .... . 
Wyoming, first district . ....... . 
second district ..... . 
Yates ............ ... .... . ..... . 
School commissioners-Continued. 
Name. 
Charles H. Ferris ..... ... ....................... . 
¥~~~nG.~o~~;~~::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::: 
Alanson Palmer, (c) ••.•.•.•••••••..••• , .••..••••. 
Amos H. Allen . .. ... ..... , ............. .... ..... . 
g!~aeB!tN!~ <c~~e!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.TameR Brownlee ................................ . 
Nelson Puff ..................................... . 
~-aB~~~~~~g-~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: 
~~B.<t:o:r~~t(~)~::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Seth \Vhalen .................................... . 
OscarF.Stiles .... .............................. . 
Simon .J. Schermerhorn ....................... •.. 
S. B. Howe, (c) .......••.•••••••••••••••••••..••••• 
to~~rv~~I;r ~f:~i~~:: ·.::::::: ·_:::::::::::::::::: 
Duncan C. Mann ................................ . 
~~Kt:~~~)K ~ ~ ~ ~:: _::: _: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : : ::::::: 
¥~r~~::.~~~r~rf~: ~ ~ ::: ~::: : : ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::: : : : : 
Charles Barn urn ................................ . 
William II. Cole ................................. . 
Albert H. PiE>rson ............................... . 
~~~g~~~~t~Er~~~ci::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Oscar Mulford .................................. . 
Ilor·ace IV. Montrose ........................ . ... . 
±~~~m AG~U~~~~f~_r_::::::::: :"::::::::::::::::::: 
William IT. Tifl't . .............................. . 
~~~~1 ~~Y!~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~li~~~::~~::::::::·::.-~~: :•·:·~·:·~· 













































(a) President board of education. 
(b) Secretary board of education. 
(c) City superintendent. 
(d) Clerk board of educf)>tion. 
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NORTH CAROLINA. 
[From report of Hon. Alexander Mciver, State sup3rintendent of public instruction, for the period from 
March 14, 1872, to October 1, 1872.] 
EDUCATIONAL FUNDS. 
Permanent fnnd. 
Balance on band October 1, 1871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • $10, 022 12 
Received for entries of vacant lands...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . • 7, 068 17 
Received for fines, &c .......................... ~-..................... 6, 216 97 
23,307 26 
Paid for United States bonds .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 16, 218 75 
Balance permanent fund October 1, 1872 .......................... · 7, 088 51 
Income fund. 
Balance on band October 1, 1871 ................................... -- .• $178,523 55 
Capitation taxes ..................................................... . 
Interest on deposits ................................................. ~. 
Interest on United States bonds ...................... .- ............... . 
Dividends of Roanoke Navigation Company ........................... . 
Interest on note for swamp-lands .................................... .. 
Retailers' tax ........................................................ . 






28, 122 39 
188 72 
Total receipts ............................................ ! . • • • .. • 211, 239 22 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Received from State treasurer 1871-'72.... .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . . .. $125, 448 31 
Received from poll-taxes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .......... 108, 988 93 
Disbursed for white schools .......................................... .. 
Disbursed for colored schools ......................................... . 




Disbursed for county examiners ........................................ . 
Commission retained ........•.....•................................... 
1,154 20 
4,473 15 
Total disbursements...... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. • 137, 739 55 
Property tax for schools, 1871.... • .. • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 38, 206 03 
ATTENDANCE. 
Number of white males of school ago .................................... .. 
Number of white females of school age .................................... . 
Number of colored males of school age .............•....................... 
Number of colored females of school age ................................. . 
Number of Indians of school age ......................................... .. 
Total scholastic population .............................................. .. 
Number of white males enrolled in schooL ................................ . 
Number of white females enrolled in schooL ............................... . 
Total white enrollment .................................................... · 
Number of color d males enrolled in school. .............................. .. 
Number of colored females enrolled in schooL ............................. . 
Total colored enrollment .................................................. . 













Number of public school-homws .............................................. 1, 627 
Number of colleges and academies........................................... 93 
_Number of white male teachers licensed ............. .......................... 1, 261 
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'nmber of white female teachers licensed .................. - - - ---·-----·-----
N n m ber of color d mal teachers licensed ...... -.. . -- --- . ---- . - - - ------ ------
Num bE>r of olored female teachers licensed ... . .... -- ---- -- -- ---- ---- ---- ----
\Vhole number of teachers ... .............. -------------------------·--------
Number of teachers' institutes held ..... - ... -- ... --- . ---- -- .. ------ .. --------






The superintendent says : We have had a ~ystem of publi~ ~cbools in the State s~nce 
1 40. Prior to the war "·e bad ample education funds. Adch twnal sums were obtamed 
by taxation. According to the reports of the snperiJ?te?dent of ~omm~n schools, ''free 
public schools were kept three months every year w1thm convement d1stanc~ of _every 
child eligible in the State." And yet the census of 18fi0 p laces North Caroh na m the 
front rank of illitemcy. 
Applying the true t t, "By their fruits y~ shall know thef!l,'' we are compelled to 
admit that tb chool ·ystem of North Caroh na has been a fmlure. The :first general 
a emhly which met under the present constitution provided for a general and uniform 
y tern of pnhlic cbools. The failure of th is system resulted from the fact that, while 
the county commis ioners were reqnireu to establish schools and authorized to order a 
tax for the pul'chase of sit ·, and for the building or renting of houses, t hey were 
given no authority to levy a county tax to pay the wages of teachers. 
The 'tate school fund con ists of 7G per cent. of the State and county capitation 
taxe , tlle iucom from taxes on auctioneers, and on licenses to ret,ail spir itnous 
liquor , ancl tlt income from tho invested school funds. The whole amount which 
could b r a!ized froru the~Je sources may be set down at :fifty cents a year for each 
child iu tho tate. It is true that t he general assembly of 1868- '69 appropriated 
.;100,000 for the support of pnblic schools, to be pa1d out of the State treasury; but 
this amount wa not paid except hy the tax of one-twelfth of one per cent., which 
wa levied the following year. . 
lt is ouviou that it would have required a very considerable tax- on each township 
to build, repair, ancl fnrni~;h a sufficient number of school-houses, and to pay the wages 
of a ·ntJJcit>nt nun!ber of teachers four months every year. The people, in their 
straitened condition, were unwil1il1g to he taxed heavily for a nything . In one case 
wh re the county commi sioners attempted to levy such a tax, the matter was carried 
into the npr me court, where, in January, 1871, it was decided against the commis-
sioners. The effect of this dt:cision was practically to annul the school system of 
1 6 -'69. 
Tbi. was the condition of the public-school system when the general assembly met 
in Nov mber, 1 71. 
At tbe , uggc'tion of the chairman of the senate committee on education, the super-
intend nt lH' pared a bill to revi e t he cl:Iool law and provide for a system of public 
e>ducation. This wa adopted uy a large majority in February, and went into opera-
tion thirty days after it. rat ifi ·ation . The present school law bas, therefore, ueen on 
trial only sin ·e March 14, 1 7'2. It i not and was not intended to be a complete sy -
t ern . 1t is but th germ of a. y tem to be developed by future legislation . 
The extent to which th~ pr s nt beginning of a school system shall he made to meet 
the want· of the people w1ll ucpend upon the action of the general assembly. 
CO.c'DITIO ' OF TilE PRESENT LAW RELATING TO SCHOOL FUNDS. 
"The schoolfund forth ycar1872are: l.All balancesofapportionment heretofore made 
and not appli din payment of teachers' wages for schools taught prior to March 14, 
1 i2. (Tb aggr gate amount of ibese ualances which bas been paid by the Stat • 
tr a nr r to tho several county treasurers since the ratification of the present 
school law i.· about one hundred tbom.;ancl dollars.) 2. Seventy-five per cent. of the 
•ntire • 'tate and county poll-taxes for the year 1871, or so much thereof as ball remain 
after 1mying for the ·cbool. talwht prior to March 14, 1 72, accordinO' to the former 
l aw. 3. · ·v ·nty-:fiv · p r cent. of tho cntil'c State and county po1l-t~xes fol' the year 
1 72. 4. • 'ix and two-third c nt on th one hundred dollars' worth of all the prop rty 
and cr ·clit in tb tate, and twcuty cent ou the poll. 
'' Tb · cb.ool fund is not to he apportion ,d among the several townships a hereto-
for' hut paul to tea ·h 'rs of free school without rerrarcl to locality, in the order in 
which th y may be pre. entcd . "' 
' · Th • uoarcl of 1•ducation have adopted tho rule that two terms of a pnbli chool 
may be taught in th · ·am place in on y(·ar, if the school fonds will jnstify it." 
The snpcrintc·nclent thin1< ·that" the fund s will be suffici ent, on tho pre. cnt plan, to 
upport chools four months in n arly all the countie in the, ta,te; in many of tl:I 
couutie. tlH' funds will he Sllfticic·nt to tmpport two terms of fonr months ('a.ch, in a.:> 
ruauy district in th county a will make up free schools on the plan proposed. 
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"If the people of any neighborhood desire to avail themselves of the public-school 
money, they must make up, by subscription, an additional sum ~:>ufficient to satisfy the 
teacher, and then employ the teacher. The teacher will be required by the school 
committee to have an assistant when the numuer of pupils is greater than he can teach 
and govern well. 
"If any neighborhood refuses to make up a school in this way, it can have no claim 
whatever to any part of the public-school funds." · 
DEFECTS OF TilE PRESENT LAW. 
The greatest defect in the practical operat~on of the la\v is, that incompetent teach-
ers are allowed to get teachers' certificates. The count.y examiners yield to the idea 
that certificates must be given to a sufficient number of teachers to take charge of the 
public schools, and thus the school money is wasted. 
AuotiJer defect iu the present lu.w is, the want of uniformity in school-books. 
However competent a teacher may be, if, when be goes into a school of forty or fifty 
vupils, or a less nnmber, be fincls his pupils supplied with different kiuds of school-
books, as is now the case, be will be unable to class them as he might otherwise do, 
and it will be impossible for him to instruct them to advautnge. . 
Other 11efects notecl are the failure to fix by law the t,ime and manner of laying off 
district~:;, and tl1e failnre to make provision for the building and furnishiug of scllool-
bou ·es. Concerning this, the superintendent sa.ys: "It should be submitted to a vote 
of t-ho towuships, \rhcther or not a tax should be levied to defray half the expenses of 
buil<ling audfnrnishing neat, substantial, and comfortable school-houses; the othe1· half 
being paitl ont of the general school fnud." 
It is the iuteution of the superintendent at an early day to present to the general 
as embly a bill iutended to remedy the defects of the laws ancl to perfect the sctwol 
system. 
COl\:IrULSOH.Y EDUCATION. 
The superintendent, aft.er quoting ri·om the most distinguished edncators upon this 
subject, and g iving copious extract~ as indicatious of popular opinion on compulsory 
cd neatiou, says : "I am. convi nced of the necessity of adopting it. iu North Caroliua." 
His rea~ons for this. conclusion he gi ,·cs as follows : '' According to the census of 
1870, there are in this State 38,647 white children aud 40,955 colored children, between 
the ages of 10 and 15 years, unable to read and ·wTite; there are 31,911 white children 
and 44,805 colored children in the State, lwtween the ages of 15 and 21 years, unable to 
read and write. There are, in the State 191,961 whites and 205,032 colored, over the 
age of 10 years, unable to read and write; adding 679 Indiaus, who can not read or 
write, we tiud tho sum total of illiterates in 1.he State, over the age of 10 years, to be 
397,690. Tho entire population of the State is 1,071 :361. If from this uuwber we 
deduct the whole nnmber of children in the State under the age of 10 years, aud divide 
the remainder by 2, we will find tiJat abont one-half the populatiou of the State, 
over the age of 10 years, arc nnablc to renll ::tnd write." 
Upon tho ~:;nhject of tiJe relation of education to crime he quotes hugely from the 
last report of the Commiss ~oner of Edncation, and continues: "If it is true, as statistics 
abundantly prove, that pauperism anu crime every where keep pace with iguontnce, 
North Caroliua bas a gloomy proRpect in tiJe future. Something must be doue to 
arrest the evil. Compulsory education is. the remedy." 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 
The superintendent further remarks tl1at "industrial education is a part of the 
system -.;v!Jich can not be omitted. All chil<lrcn should be instructerl in some one of the 
industrial pursuits of the State. They should be instructed to make an hon esb living. 
Instruction in trade~:; and industrial pursuits will be more valuable than instruction 
iu books; but the latter is JJeccRsary to the formPr and bears to it the relation of 
means to an 'lid. Every chihl in the State should l>e insbructed in some trade, profes-
sion, or pnr.,uit. And if any parent or other person, having control of a ehild, neglects 
to do thi , the law should inLerYene :wd secure the rights of the child aud the safety 
of the State." 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Tbe pre ent school law authorizes and encourages the organization of teachers' 
associations and teachers' institnte:;. The general agent of the Peabody education 
fund, Rev. Dr. Soars, promised $50 to each teacher.' iustitute which slJOnld be held in 
the • 'tate 1lnri ng the present year, under the provisions of t,he school law. This 1s the 
samo as the amonnt given from the State school fund . This liberal and generous offer 
of lJr. Sears was advertised throughout the State early iu the year, but only six 
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teacher ' in titutes have be n h ld in the State under the provisions of the law. To 
each one wa paid $50 from the t>chool fund and $50 from the Peabody fund. The 
att ndanc varied from 37 to 50. 
The up 'rintendeut ugge ts that if a well-qualified instructor could be ~pp~inted ~n 
each judicial di trict in the State, whose duty it should be to conduct .mst~tutes m 
every connty in the district, and at tbe same time hold teachers' exammatwns, the 
licensing of incompetent teachers would be effectually prevented. 
EDUCAT~ONAL JOURNAL. 
The uperintendent expresses the opinion that the department of education should 
haYe an organ to communicate with all school officers and teachers in the State upon 
all matt r r ·lating to school , modes of teaching, &c. This bas heretofore been done 
by mean of irculars and letters, at very considerable expense to the St.~te .. 
If the gmt •ral a embly should appropriate a small sum auuually to ass1st m defray-
ing the xpenses of publishing n. State journal of education, to be distributed among 
school offlcer , it would perhaps be Ll.te most economical mode which could be adopted 
to commnnicn.te information relating to public schools. Snch a jourual would be not 
only an organ of commnnication for the ben efit of school officers a,ncl teachers, but it 
would become a depository of the history and progress of education in the St.ate. 
EDUCATIONAL BENEFACTIONS. 
Abont seven y ars ago au a ociation of ladies in the city ofBoston undertook toes-
tabli h ancl . npport a school for white chiluren in the South. Miss Br·adley, a .Boston 
lady, wa del gated to select the place, anu to organize an<l superintend the school. 
be ·elect d tho city of \Vilmington, in this State, where she established and has ever 
. ince maintained one of the very best schools in tho State, supported mainly by the 
ladt s of Boston. Many hundred of children have been educated in this school, who, 
but for tl.tis noble charity, would have remained in ignorance-vie;tims, perhaps, of vice 
anrl crime. 
About two yrars ago a wealthy Bo ton lady, who had been a large contributor in sup-
port of Mi. s Braclle;y's cbool, vi ited Wilmington. She was so well plea ·ed with Miss 
Bradley's work that she pnrchased a sqnare in the city of ·wilmington, and authorized 
Mi s Bradley to base a building for a normal sehool pnt up at a cost of $80,000. 'l'hat 
building an ornament to the city of Wilrniugton, is now completed ; aud the normal 
chool is entirely free of tuition. 
:rh American' li ·ionary A ociation, for the duration of colored people, have main-
t~un c1 ·cllools for the colored people in the ciGies of ·wilmington, New Berne, Raleigh, 
B anfort, and other places since the close of the war. At one time there were 17 
t ach r and 1,600 pupils in Wilmiurrton. The largest nnmbor of teachers reported at 
any tim was 47. Tbey now ha,v a school at Wilinington with about fiOO pu] ils; ono 
at Dudley with 100 pupils; one at Raleigh with 100 pupils ; one at Beaufort, and one at 
Alamance. 
T~e Friend 'Fr edmen's As ociation employ 34 teachers, who instruct about 2,000 
pup1ls. 
'l'h Baltimore A o ·iation of Friend have also don e much for education in North 
arolina. As .'oon as the war was over they sent fnmls to carry on Friends' school in 
the 'ontb. A superintendent was s nt to North Carolina. Teachers w 1·e employ d, 
cbools orgauiz d, s ·hool-bouse ·built anti furnished,. chool-books snppli cd, and edu-
cational meeting held to rouRe the people to tile importance of th e n bj,cct. 
Tho fir t .Y ·ar t~·oh·e schools ·were ta.blishe<l, in which about 900 pnpils were in-
trncted. Tbe schools were continued about nine montlJ. every year. The nnmb 'r of 
bchool ·and the number of pupil increased rapidly tho first two or three y ar . 'l'be 
work ha been going on now sev~>n year . During tit last i(mr years h llllmh r of 
t;Chools has been froo thirty to thirty-four, and the number of pupils instruct cl very 
year was from 2,700 to 3,:300. 
Tbe:e cbool. were at fir.-t intend d for the children of Fri<'nds. Other , how ver, 
who cl~. ired to ·end their childr n wer prrmitted to do so. If thPy were able ~o pay 
a~y ~bmcr tb<:~ were exp cted to pay; oth •rwi , not. In tbis way all white cbtldr u 
w1tlnn reach oi the e chool w re jn. tructed upon equal term . . 
Forth· pnrpo.· of instrnttin<T the teachers and · cnrinrr tho b t mod of in trnc-
tion in th' • ··boo] , the · npcri~Jtendent collected the tPacher once a y ar and p ut 
!ro"! four to six W~'eks in training them in tho best modes of teaching. , ~" n of the: 
111 tltut e bave been held-one annually forth la. t, even years-at which from 50 to 
10 t acber ·, r p r ous pr paring to t acb, wer in ·truct •d ev ·ry year. Three hun-
dr d and tw ·ut.v p r. oos bav br n in. trn ·t din fh ·se iustitntos. 
Thi a :o ·iation of Fri •nd have al:o e:tahlisbcd a model farm near High Point, for 
tho pulJ>o ·e of bowing what can be done with worn-ont lauds iu North Carolina. 
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While these benefactions recognize the value of education, they also indicate the 
good-will of their authors. They are but so many olive-branches held out to the people 
to unite in building up the prosperity of a common country upon the only basis on 
which it can be done-the education of the people. 
EDUCATION IN CONGRESS. 
Extracts are given from an article written by the Ron. George F. Hoar, of Massa-
chusetts, giving a very clear account of the two bills which have been before Congress 
on the subject of education. . 
No comment is made, but the fact is stated that the national educational association 
fully indorsed the bill now pending in the United States Senate, and unanimously 
adopted a resolution asking the Senate to pass the bill. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
The tables accompanying this report give the results of the present school-law from 
March 14, 1872, to October 1. It will be remembered that the six and a balf' montbs 
within these dates include t.he seasons of making and gathering crops, when the great 
majority of the people could not spare their children from work. The mode of start-
ing and supporting schools was new to the people, and was not readily understood. 
Many preferred the form er law, because it promised more money while it continued. 
Others supposed that the present law was unfavorable to the poor, because it was cal-
culated to aid only those who could aid themselves. So that the present exhibit can 
not be regarded as a fair test of the merits of the system. 
PEABODY FUND. 
Dr. Sears, in his sixth annual report, says : "The public mind does not seem to be 
so well settled here in regard to free schools as in most of the other States." The 
general assembly levied no State tax for schools for the pre~:;ent year; and tbe poll-
taxes were, in many cases, applied to other than Bchool purposes. A letter from the 
superintendent says : " In numerous instances the people had not recognized the 
utility of fret~ schools. , 
"I believe that your fund is doing much, not only to aid but to encourage education 
in this State, and that your rules arc framed with great wisdom and foresight." 
About $10,550 have been expended from the fund during the past year in the State, 
besides $1,000 set apart for teachers'· institutes. "The State appropriates $50 for 
every such institute held according to law during a period of four weeks, and a-ttended 
by twenty or more teachers. vVe have promised the same amount on the same con-
ditions." 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. 
This institution was opened to the public in 1795. The plan of the university in-
cludes eight colleges. Of these, two were fully and two partially organized at the 
date of the report, July, 1871. 
The college ofliterature and the arts, and tho co1lege of philosophy are fully organ-
ized. The course in each of these extends over four years. A preparatory department 
i connected with them, for admission to which no examination is required. The col-
lege of agriculture and the mechanic arts is not yet fully organized, but instruction 
will bo given in this department by the professor of agriculture. The normal college 
is not yet fully organized, but normal instrnction will be given during the coming 
year (1870-'71) in com1ection with the classes in the college ofliterature and arts. 
'l'be colleges w bose organization is still to be eifected are the college of science and 
the arts, the business and commercial college, the co1lege oflaw, and the college of 
medicine. 
The library of the university is the largest in the State. The charter speaks of the 
library as if it~ ere to be a prominent part of the inst.itution; and with the gathering 
of the first classes, the library was begun. A yearly income was approprL;tted to its 
extension, and purchases of valuable books were at different times prior to 1825 made 
in Europe. The interest afterward declined, and for the last quarter of a century the 
library bas been treated with discouraging neglect. It is now behind the require-
ments of the t.imes. One of the professors, writing about the year 1836, said: '' The 
college library is never open to the students, and i almost never used by members of 
the faculty." In 1 50, a handsome building was erected for the library. It numlJers 
now 6,700 volumes. The ljbraries of the dialectic and philanthropic societies contain 
together about 15,000 volumes. 
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DA YIDSON COLLEGE. 
The twenty-fifth r port of this college gives the number of students as 99, ~f whom 
;,g are from Torth Carolina. Altl10ugh orgauized and controlled by Prc~;bytenans, the 
in truction i: not 'eutut ian. The clilssical conrse occupies four years; the scientific 
three. Tho large and a.dmimble eauinets of minerals, shells, and fossils offer superior 
facilities fo1· the study of mineralogy and geology. 
TlUNITY COLLEGE. 
The whole course of instrnction in this college is embraced in eleven schools. The-
ology or hw ma,\' be StlHliecl exdusivel,y; in all other departments the student may 
make hi. · own selection, bnt mu ·t take at lewst three schools. There are two courses 
for full gmcluatiou, of four years each. A preparatory school is connected with the 
college. 'Certd]cat · of proficiency" are giYen for satisfactory attainments ju any 
clwol; al.·o the degr<'<' of 'g-rad nate in a school," in addition to usual degrees con-
ferred uy college::; and univer::;itics. 
NOHTII CAHOLI A COLLEGE. 
Thi rolkge inC'lu<le. fonr departments-collegiate, scientific, acaclemic, and theolog-
ical. The !at rer was cotauli ·hed l!y tho Evangelical Lntheran Syuod of North Caro-
liua,. The cour e of otudy in thi~; departtnent occupies two years; in the collegiate, 
four. 
WAKE FOHEST COLLEGE. 
Apr pandory <lrpartmcnt is connect d with this co1lcge. Besides the usual col-
lege d grec , celliticates of proficiency aud graduatiou are issued . 
BINGITAM SCHOOL. 
This i. or..,.anizell as a military chool. The courses of study are classical, Euglish, 
aud counner<:ial. 
WE LEYAN I<'EMALE COLLEGE. 
This col1rge is un<ler th patronage of t.be Virginia conference of the Methodist 
Epi 'COllal Church 'outh, which has always fnmisbe<l its president and agents. 
HALEIGil Fl~:\fALE SEMINARY. 
Tbis emh1ary bas two ckpnrtmcnt -prrparatory and collegiate. Specia1 fa i1iti e: 
are offcrc·d for the oruamcutallmLllc!J ·s. The geological cabinet contains several hun-
dred specimcus. 
ALE:\I JIE:\fALE ACADEMY. 
Tlti, im;titution is helievNl to he the oldest existing boarding-scl1ool for young ladies 
iu tl.te outhern , 'tates. His UJJ(]er the au ·piccs and control of the Moravian Cburcl.t. 
WIL ON OLLEGIATE EMINA.RY. 
'rl.tis minary for young Jnclie. ha three departments-primary, academic, and col-
lrgia.tP. Tltrn· is al o au ad vane ·d elu ·sin llterature for those who have completed 
the collegiate conr e . 
.. :OP.TII 'AROLI ... TA I ... ' TIT TE FOR TIIE DEAF, DT ~m, A "D BLI 'D. 
"\Yith the do. e of tho last se sion 11 of tbe pupils of this institntion compl ted the 
allott cl ·om. e of seven y ars. Of thi number~~ wcr permitted to rctmn to make 
sp :ialJn:l·pa.ration f~n·tc::. cl.ting: At ~ho beginning of the sef'sion a class of :25 wa or-
•amz ·d for m tru ·twn 111 artiCulatiOn and lip-rcadin<T. Tho results afford great 
1 ca on for gratification. Th m ·chan ical <l<·partment is t~ot so ilonri hing a,· de ira hlc. 
Tho pl'intiug-oflicP ha ·he ·n in peration UJltil within the last two mouths. Deirw 
very much in u d of lJOol<.·, an olcl graduate of tb institution \\'US employl'<l to do tb 
prin~ing. Great attl'ntion atHllaiJor l1:tv • h •en hcstowecl upon tho musical cll·partmcnt: 
It 1 recomnH·nclccl tha th · • tate pm ·has th buildings nsc·d IJ.v the colored clen! 
dumb, and bliud, aud oave the auuuul rents for it, or provide elsewhere. Should th13 
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not b~ done, this class of pupils will be left wholly unprovided for. North Carolina 
was the first to undertake the eclnc::ttion of colored pupils of this class, and the hope 
is expressed that she will not now fail in her duty. 
The institution is in a generally flourishing condition. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ec~ andpqJulation.-In 1870 North Carolina was the fourteenth State in population, 
having 1,071 , ~~61 inhabitants within an area of 50,704 square miles, au average of 21.1:3 
persons to the sqnare mile. This population consisted of 678,470 whites, 391,650 col-
ored, and 1,241 Indians. Of these, 1,068,332 were natives of the United States, and 
3,029 were foreign-born. Of the native residents, 648,245 whites, 379,231 colored, and 
1,20~ Iudians were born within its borders; while of the foreign residents, 904 were 
born iu Germany, 490 in Engl::tnd, and 677 in Irebnd. 
School attendcmce.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of CeLsus Report, 65,301 persons 
attendecl school, and of these, 19 were foreign-hom. Of the 53,868 white scholars, 
28,357 were males aDd 2f),511 females. Of the 11,419 colored pupils, 5,491 were males 
aDCl 5,928 females. Eight male and six female Indians were also reported as attending 
school. 
Dliteracy.-Three hundred and ninety-seven thousand six hundred and ninety inhab-
itants of all races, 10 years old aDd over, were uDable to write, aDd of these 117 were 
foreign-born. 
Age and sex of illiterates.-Of the 166,397 white illiterates 38,647 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 20,240 were mttles aud 18,407 females ; 31,911 were from 15 to 21 
years old, of whom 15,384 were males and 16,527 females; 95,839 were 21 yt>ars old 
aud over, of whom 33,111 were males and 6~,728 females. Of tile 230,606 colored 
illiterates 40,955 we1·e from 10 to 15 years olcl, and of these 21,313 were males and 19,642 
females; 44,805 were from 15 t.o 21 years old, of whom 21,341 were males and 23,464 
females; 144,84() were 21 years old an<l over, of whom 68,669 were males and 76,177 
females. Two hundred and eighty-four male ana 403 female Indians were also reported. 
Educational institulions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 2,161, having 2,692 teachers, of whom 1,739 
were males and 953 females, to educate 64,958 pupils, of whom 32,664 were males and 
32,294 females. 
Arnot~nt and sotwce of eclucational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $635,892, of which $9,160 were derived from endowment, $232,104 from 
taxation and public funds, and $:394,6:.!8 from tuition and other sources. 
Public sclwols.-The 1,435 pnblic schools, with 1,518 teachers-1,125 males and 393 
females- were atten tl ecl by 41,912 pupils, of whom 21,279 were males and 20,633 
females. To educate these they had a total income of $205,131, of which $GOO were 
derived from endowment, $174,197 from tax~Ltion and public funds, and $30,334 from 
tuition and other sources. 
Oolleges.-The 22 colleges, with 91 teachers, 60 males and 31 females, were attended 
by 1,526 pupils, of whom 694 were males aud 832 females. To educate these they bad 
a total income of $94,290: of which $5,820 were derived from endowment, $3,000 from 
taxation and public funds, and $85,470 from tuition and other sources. 
Academies.-The 111 acadendes, with 2~8 teachers, of whom 135 were males and 103 
females, bad an atteudauce of 5,006 pupils-2,866 males ::tnd 2,140 females-and a total 
iucome of $913,631, of which $2,200 were derived from endowment, $1,040 from taxation 
and public funds, and $95,391 from tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 542 day and boarding schools had 753 teachers-378 males and 
375 females-and were attended by 13,297 pupils, of whom 6,223 were males and 7,074 
females. They bad a total income of $178,G21, of which $60 were derived from eDClow-
ment, $4,448 from tax:-1Lion aud public funds, aud $174,113 from tuition ::tnd other 
sources. · 
Libmries.-Six huDClred and fifty-six public libraries were reported, with 202,651 
volumes ; also, 1,090 private libraries, with 339,264 volumes; in all, 1,746 libraries, 
containing 541,915 volumes. 
Th e press.-The 64 periodicals issued in the State, had an aggregate circulation of 
114, 20 copies, and an aggregate annual issue of 6,fi84,950 copies. 
Clnwches.-Of the 2,683 church organizations, 2,497 had edifices with 718,:-no sittings, 
and the church property was valned at $2,487,877. 
Pauperisrn.-Of the 1,652 paupers, 1,119 were native whites, 528 native colored, and 
5 foreigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 468 persons imprisoned, June 1, 1870, 132 were native whites, 330 native 
colored, and 6 foreign-born. One thousand three hundred and eleven persons were 
convicted dnring the year. · 
Age and sex ofpopulation.-Of the total population, 359,930 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 1 2,421 were males and. 177,509 fcm::tles; 769,629 were 10 years old and 
over, of whom 365,528 were males· and 404,101 females. 
Occupations.-Three hundred. and fifty-one thousand two hundred and. ninety-nine 
' 
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per ons of the e ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 292,439 were 
maies and 5H, 60 female . Two hundred and sixty-nine thousand two bnndred and 
thirty-eight per on were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of wbum 241,010 were 
male and 2 ,228 £ male ; 51,290 in personal and professional services, of whom 23,(),73 
were males and 2 ,217 female ; 10,179 in trade and transportation, of whom 10,094 
w re mal and 5 femal ; 20,592 in manufactnres and mechanical and mining indus-
trie , of whom 18,262 were males and 2,330 females. 
Age and sex of working population.-Of the 351,299 employed persons, 47,789 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 37,724 were males and 10,065 females; 279,055 were from 
16 to 59 years old, of whom 232,5 3 were males and 46,472 females; 24,455 persons 
were 60 years old and over, of whom 2.2,132 were males and 2,323 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
ALEx. MciVER, superintendent public inst1·uction, Raleigh. 
COUNTY EXAMINERS. 
County. Exa.miner. 
.Alamnace . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . W. . Long. 
.Alexnnd6r............. .. W. E. White. 
.Alleghany.............. \V. P. llalbrook. 
.AllSOn ... ................ \V. 0 . .Bonn tt. 
Beaufort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burton Stillev. 
B rtie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dn.vid E. Tayloe. 
Brunswick .............. John :f. B nn tt. 
Buncombe ............... EdwardJ. sta.n. 
Bnrke................... Neilt~on Tally. 
Cabl11TI1S................ D. R Brnton. 
Caldwell................ George ll. Round. 
(.;amd~:n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. B. Bousball. 
Cal'ttJret ..... ........... . E. L. P erkins. 
<.:ata-..,·ba, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :M. E. J~awreuce. 
Chatham .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . J. W. llatcll. 
ChcrokPe................ \V. rr. u. llugllcs. 
Chowa.n .................. Jcpt1Ja..A.. Ward. 
2l~~-ia;,a· ::::::::::::::: t· ~1f~~~t~~-
columbus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. \V. Council. 
'raY n ....... ...... ..... C. A . •1 on. 
Currituck.............. V. L. Pitts. 
Davidson .............. . . E. Raper. 
Davie . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .B.l•'. Lunn. 
Duplin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. Kirldand. 
l~dg1•comu .. .... . .. ..... W. A. Duggan. 
J•'rnnldiu.. .... ... . .. .. . Robrrt M. ]furman. 
Gaston .................. R. W. Sanuifer. 
Gates . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. M. L. Enrr. 
randlle................ ,Jam s B. Flo:vd. 
Green .. . .. .. . .. . . ... .. . John llarney. 
Guilford... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mrndenhall. 
llalifax ........... .... . ,T. IT. Nothiugton. 
Jiaywood................ W. T. Wilson. 
ll!'nderllou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. W. Kilpatrick. 
llcrtford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. B. 'laughter. 
Hyde ...... .. .... . . . ... .. S. S. Jou<·s. 
Iredell.. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. J. JI. llill. 
JackPon .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. J. T. Allison. 
,Johnston ................ ,.J. Horton. 
Jones .................... E. F. anderson. 
County. 
Lenoir ......... ... ..... . 
Lincoln .............. .. 
Macon ................ . 
Madison ............... . 
Ma.rtin ....... ..... ... . . 
McDowell . ............ . 
M •elden burgh ........ . 
?!Iitcbcll ..... ......... .. 
Montgomery .......... . 
Moore ...... .... ....... . 
Nash .................. . 
Now llanover ......... . 
NoJ'thampton . ......... . 
Onslow ............... .. 
Orange .... ............ . 
Pa quotank ..... ...... . 
Perq uimans .... .. ..... . 
J>erson . .. . . ........... . 
Pitt ... .......... . ..... . 
Pillk .. ................ . 
Randolph .............. . 
Richmond ..... ........ . 
Rob son ..... .......... . 
Rockingba.m .... ....... . 
Rowan ........... ..... . 
Rutherford ............ . 
Sampson ......... ..... . 
Stanley ........... ... .. 
. tokes ............... .. 
~~~~~r~l ::::::::::::::::: 
\Vake ................ .. 
Warrl'n ............... . 
Washington ........... . 
~~~~~l~~~: ::: ::::::::::: 
Wilkes ................ . 
Wilson . ............... . 
Yadkin .............. .. 
Yancey ............... . 
Examiner . 
W . .A. Coleman . 
R. W. Wetmore . 
E. M. Scruggs . 
J. R. Sams. 
H. H. Lanier. 
M. L. Kayler. 
J. B. Boone. 
S.M. Green. 
W. '1.'. ll. Ewing. 
W. J. Stcwn.rt. 
.A. vV . .Bridgers. 
.A. R. Black. 
.A. J. Britton. 
L. G. Wood ward. 
Samuel W. llughes. 
Frank Vangbn.n. 
J.T.Smith. 
J. J. Lansdell. 
S.E.Hiurs. 
E. J. Br-adley. 
M. fl. Robbins. 
II. ll. Crowson. 
D. C. Mcintyre. 
W. N. Meba.ne. 
R. A . Knox. 
W. W. Wn.llaco. 
B. F. Gracly,jr. 
S. J. P emberton. 
W.A.Fiint. 
J. C. Gilmer. 
John A. Spruill. 
W. \Vhitaker. 
Jobn E . Dugger. 
L ewis C. Latham. 
William 1~. Shull. 
Jobu Robin on. 
Tbos .• r. Gilr a.th. 
E.M. adall. 
M. Baldwin. 
D:wid M. Ray. 
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[From report cf IIcn. Thomas W. Harvey, State commissioner of common schools, for the school year 
ended August 31, 1871.] 
SCHOOL FUND. 
Receipts from State school tax ..............................•. ,· ....• 
Receipts from interest on irreducible fund s, &c ...................... . 
Receipts from local taxes ........................................... . 
Receipts from sale of bonds ......................... .. .............. . 






Total receipts for 1871 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 7, 365, 992 20 
Grand total of receipts, including balance on hand September 1, 1870.. 9, 610, 046 50 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Increase in State school tax over last year .............•............. . 
Increase in interest on irreducible funds, &c ......................... . 
Increase in local taxes ............... _ ........ . ..................... . 
Increase in grand total of receipts .................. .... ............. . 
Total amount paid teachers ........••................................ 
Increase over last year ................. . ................... .. ....... . 
Amount paid for managing and superintending schools ............... . 
Increase over last year ............................................. . 
Amount paid for sites and buildings ........ . ........................ . 
Decrease from last year ............................................. . 
Amount paid for fuel and contingent expenses ....................... . 
Decrease from last year ............................................ .. 
Amount paid for interest on and redemption of bonds .......... ... ...• 
Grand total of expenditures in 1871 ................................. . 
Increase over last year .............................................. . 










462 556 45 






The decrease of $61,950.42 in tho amount paid for fuel and other contingent expenses 
results from the fact that heretofore this item includeu the amount paid for interest on 
and redemption of bonds, which is now for the first time reported as a separate item. 
If these two amounts were united, there would be, instead of a decrease, an increase 
of $361,744.38. 
SCHOOL POPULATION. 
White males .•.....•....•••••.......... -- ...• --- ----.- ---- ... - ---- . -----
White females ........ .. ................•............................ ----
Total white scholastic population ....................................... . 
~~~~~:~e:::t:s 1-~~t- :~~~. ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .• ~ ~: ~ __ ._:: -. ~: ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ __ ::: ____ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ __ :: ~ :::: __ :: ~ 
Colored ~ males ........................................................ . 
Total colore<! scholastic population ...................................... . 
Increase over last year .................................................. . 
Whole number of males .................... . .. . ................ . ...... .. 
Whole number of females ................................................ . 
Total scholastic population ............................................. . 
Increase over last year ................. .. : . ............................. . 
ATTENDANCE. 
Number of males enrolled ....................................... . ...... . 
Number of females enrolled ...... . .... ... .. . .... . .............. .. ..... . . . 
Total enrollment ....................................................... . 
, Increase over la t year . ............... ........... . .. .................... . 
Average attendance of males ............................................ . 
Average attendance of females .......................................... . 
Total average attendance ...... .. ............. . ........................... . 
Increase ov r last year ................................................. . 
Per cent. of attendance on enrollment.. . ............................... . 
Increase in percentage over last year ............ ... ... . ...•........ . ..... 
526,109 
505,656 
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CLASS SCHOOLS AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
There are two kinds of class schools in the State : German schools, where instruction 
is given in the German l:wguage exclnsi vely, and schools composed exclusively of col-
ored children. 
Number of pupils enrolled in Gerrunn l'chools . ... . ... - - .. . .. - . • . . . . ---- - - ---
Increa e over last vear .. . ......... - .... -. -- -. - - ---- --- .. ---- · - -- - ---- --- ---
:Number of pupils enrolleu in colored schools-- ---- . -- --- - --- . - - --- - --- ------
Increase over last year. . . . ... ... . . - -.... - -- .... - - -- - --- - --- . - -- -- -- -- --- - ~-
Number of pnpils enrolled in pri1ate schools .. .. .... .. ... .. . .... ...... -- .. . . 
Decrease from last year . .. ...... - . ....... . .. - .. -.... - . . - - . - ---. -- - - . - -- -- - • 
TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
Number of teachers in German schools ._- ......... - . -- ..... -- . . .. - .- - ..... --
Increa e over last year _ .. _ . .. . ... ... . .... _ ... _ ... _ .... _ .. _ . .. _. __ . .... _ ... . 
Number of teachers in colored schools .. .... ...... .... ... . ... . ............ . . 
N uw her of male teachers 'iu common schools .... .. .. _ .. . .. .... -.- . . . -- .... .. 
Number of female teacher in common schools .. . _ ....... . . __ . . - .. - ....... . -
Total number of teachers employed ....... -- - -- .. _- ........... - . ... - - .. :c. -
Increa e over last year ..... _ . .. _ . ...... ... - . ....... .. _.- . .. .. ... -. - .... . . . -
Total number of permanent teacl1ers ......... . _ ...... _ . . . .... . - .. - ...... - .. 
Increase over last year_ . ... .. .. .. .. ... . .......... ___ ... .. .... . ... _ ..... . .. . 
Changes of teachers during the year .. . . .. ... ...... . .. ·---- · .......... ------
Whole nu mbcr of teachers necessary .. ........... _ ...... __ ... _ ..... _ ... . ... . 
J ncrcase over last yeai· . . . . . . .... . - . .. . . . .. . . ... . . - .. ...... ..... . - .. ... .. . . . 
Average nurul.Jcr of weeks tanght .. ...... .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .... ........ ...... . 
Average gentlemen's monthly pay in township primary schools .... .. .. . --.- -
Average ladies' mouthly pay in township primary schools._ ....... __ .- ... .. . . 
Average gentlemen's monthly pay in township high schools ..... . ... . .. ·-----
Average gentlemen's mouth ly pay in separate uistrict primary sclwols .... . . . -
Average ladies' monthly pay in senarate district primary schools .... . ...... .. 
Average gentlemen's monthly pay in separate district high schools . . _- - .. . . . . 
Average ladies' monthly pay in separate district high schools . . . _ ... . . ... ... -



























\Yhole number of school-houses in the State. __ . __ . ____ __ ._._ .. .. _- - ·--- · 11,571 
Whole number of scbuol-rooms in the State . _ ..... . . . _. _ . .. .... . .. . . . .. _. 14, 186 
School-houses erected in 1871 ..... _. _. _ .... . _ . . _ .... _ .. _ . _. _ .... __ . . . . . . 57 
Cost of school-houses erected in 1871 .. . __ .. ___ .. __ .. .. _ .. . .. _ .. ..•. . . __ . $1, 025, Oi7 
Total valne of school property in tLe State .... . ... . .... . .... . . __ .. . . . .. . _ $14, 98,_,, G12 
Increase over value oflast year ....... . : .... ...... .. . . . ... ... . _ . . _ .. _ . .. $1,170,058 
AVERAGE RATE OF LOCAL TAX FOR COMMON SCHOOLS. 
Average number of mills on each dollar, local levy, in townships for schools in 
1~71 ------ ---- ---. --- . . ----- ---- .. ---. ---- --- --- ---- . ----. ---- . -- -- - --- - 3. 02 
Average number of mills on each dollar, local levy, in townships for schools in 
1870 - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . . - . -- . ; - . - - - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - .. - - - - . - - - - - - - - 3. 63 
Decrec;se .. . _ ..... . . . ___ .. . ___ . _ . . .. .. _. _ • . __ ___ • __ . .. _. _ .. __ •. _. _ . . . . . 61 
Average number of mills on each dollar, local levy, in separate districts, for 
schools in 1871 _ . . . _ .. _ . .... _ . . _. _________ . ____ _ • ____ __________ . . ___ ___ _ . 6. 19 
Average nnml.Jer of miJls on eacb doJlar, local levy, ln separate districts, for 
chools in 1 70 . . ___ .. ____ . ___ . ...... _____ __________ .. __ . __ . ____ • ___ _ •. _ _ 7. 57 
Deere a e. __ . _ . ... __ .. _ . _ .. __ .. _ .. . __ __ ____ ______ . ___ _ •. __ _ .. .•.. ___ . 1. 3 
DECREASE OF TAXES. 
The act of fay 1, 1871, re ·tricting township boanls of education to 3,1!- mill on the 
dollar, and all other h rd of education to 5i mills on the dollar, ba op ra.tcd a tb 
obi ·f can o of the de ·rea above reported. The reduction of lo al indebtecln -· for 
c;chool-bou.-ea ba contribut d sometbing to he larg decrea e in the rate of tax in p-
arate di. tricts. In many di tricts whose aggregate valuation of taxa!Jle property und r 
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the new appraisement is not proportionably increased, the said statutory reduction in 
the rate of the levy, it is feared, will seriously embarrass boards of education in their 
efforts to comply with the requirements of law. The interests of our public schools 
obviously require a restoration of the io~·mer rate of local tax for school purposes. 
THE NET COST OF EDUCATION FOR THE YEAR. 
In townships, total cost, less amounts paid on permanent property in 1871 .. - $2, 860, 882 
In separate districts, total cost, less amounts paid on permanent property 
in 1b71 .. __ ........•...•••...•.................... - •.. - .... -- . -. . . . . . . 2, 453, 1:28 
In the State, total cost, less amounts paid on permanent property in 187L. 5, 314, 010 
In townships, average cost per pupil on year's expenditures, net, in 1871 .. 
In separate districts, average cost per pupil on year's expenditures, net, in 
1871 .. -- .. -.-- .. -- .. ---- ... - ........ -.-- .. - .. -.---- . ---.--------- . --. 
In townships, a-verage cost per pupil on year's expenditures, net, in 1871, 
including 6 per cent. on estimated value of permanent improvements .. -. 
In separate districts, average cost per pupil on year's expenditure, net, in 
1871, including 6 per cent. on estimated value of permanent improve-
ments.---- ... -----·--·.-- ... ·----- .. -·-- .. ---- .. ---·---· ------------
In the State, average cost per pnpil on year's expenf1itnre, net, in 1871, in-







We have been for a year or more engaged in reviewing and correcting errors in the 
sixteenth-se~tiou accounts of this office: and have corrected, perhaps, one-half of t.hem. 
h is recommended that the State auditor be authorized to make an examination of the 
records of tlle Land Office at \Vashiugt.on, that tho f~:tcts concerning these grants may 
be ascertained. Otherwise the State will probal.Jly never obtain possession of a ll tho 
lands to wllicll it is l0gally entitled, and tho income from the sale or rent of schools 
lands will never be justly apportioned. 
CODIFICATION OF TilE SCllOOL LAWS. 
The necessity of a codification of the school laws was presented in the last, and also 
in everal preceding 1·eports. There are about forty thousand school officers and twenty 
thousand teachers in the State. Tha.t they may be enabled to perform their duties 
understauuingly, the schoolln;ws should be plain and definite in statement. A codified 
bill, it is hoped, will secnre this desiral•lc result a.s well as furnish the occasion for 
making such changes in our school system as may be deemed expedient. 
THE TOWNSHIP SYSTEM. 
It is no wonder that a system so cumbrous and complicated should· prove a fruitful 
source of neglect, perplexity, misunderstand ing, and litigation . It is recommended 
tllat the number of local directors in each sn b-district be reduced from three to one, 
and certain powers, neither vital nor important to local interests, be transferred from 
them to the township board organized precisely as it now is. A riddance will thus be 
made of friction and dead weight, and our school system made compact a.nd efficient. 
SUPERVISION. 
Pra.ctically, our count.ry schools are without supervision. There bei~g no one in 
each county to organize, counsel, and direct, these schools are frequently a chaos of 
wi applied good purposes, wasteways of unused or misdirected energies. While onr 
eities and towns have made rapid progress in every thing that concerns education, ou.r 
rural districts have failed to keep pace with them, aud, in some localities, have actually 
retrograded. Supervision bas cea ed to be an experiment. It is now the settled policy 
of tlle States that have once adopted it, and we confidectly trust that Ohio will soon 
follow their example. 
EXAMINERS. 
The system of examination by local boards works badly in s all towns and vHlages, 
and examination by county boards equally so, applied to large towns or cities. It is 
re pe ·tfull.v recommendeu that the State board of examiners be authorized to divide the 
Sta,te into districts of convenient size, and to appoint three competent persons in each 
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di trict who hall con titute a district board of examiners, and that each district board 
be emp~wered to grant cerLificates which shall be valid five years, unless revoked for 
good can e. . 
.At th m etinu of the tate board of examiners, February 15, 1871, It was agreed 
that Euuli h lit~·atnre, general hirstory, and the Constitutio_n of the ~nite~ States 
hould be add 'd to the Ii t of test branches. It was also dec1ded to discontmue the 
practice of former board , in regard to parti~l examinations,_al?-d that after. ne~t annual 
xamination each candidate sllould be reqmred to pass a satisfactory exa.mmatiOn up~n 
the entire li ' t of te t studies. .At the first examination held by this board, twenty-six 
persons appeared, to eighteen of whom certificates were granted. 
TEACIIERS1 CERTIFICATES. 
State certificate granted in 187L .. - ........................ -- ... - --- .. -- -· 
County certificates granted for two years, 1871. ........................... .. 
County certificates granted for eighteen months, 1871 .... - ..........•.•..•. -. 
CJounty certificates granted for one year, 1871 ................... - .. . ........ . 
County certificttte granted for rsix months, 1871 ....•......... .. .........•... 







Number of colored applicants for certificates ........ __ ..................... _ 231 
ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATES REQUIRED. 
There seem to be a need for a grade of certificates intermediate between those 
grantc<l by tho tate and the county board of examiners. Certificates valid through-
ont th Stat for a long 'r period than two years, but issued to experienced and 
ncce sful teacher ouly, would be higuly prized by a htrge number who find the 
pre ent method of examinat,ion expensive and embarrassing. They would also br~ 
incentives to dilige11co on the part of many who despair of ever obtaining n. State 
certificate. 
TEA.CllERS' INSTITUTES. 
Reports bave been received from sixt.y-cight teachers' institutes. These reports 
how that 30 in tractor. and lec turers were employed in conducting the exercise ; 
that 7,15 teacher , nearl~7 one-third · of the whole number in the State, were in 
atteudane ; that the um of ·16,361.99 was expended in sustain ing them, Institute, 
ar amon..,. the mo. t important edncational helps. The snggestion has been made, aufl 
is her repeat d, that om legit~lation is needed to make them more effective, and 
relieve teachers from the burden of their support. 
IIOOL FOR COLORED CillJ,DREN. 
Th statute proviflinrr for the edneation of the colored children in the State is, in it 
pra ·tical opera,tion, a failure. In ection where they arc few in number, tho public 
moo y to whieli they are ntitleu is not sufficient for the support of a separate school 
for any length of tim , anll in orne in tances the express provisions of the law have 
be n diFlr gard d, and all f,be school-fund appropriated to tho support of schools for 
whito cbil<lren only. It is respectfully recommended that the statute be so amended 
a to ecure for colored youth educational ad vantages equal to those enjoyed by other . 
'OHMAL SCHOOLS • 
.A commendable feature in some of our private schools is the attention given to 
normal in.· truction. In the ab. ence of other efficient m ans and facilities for pro-
fe . ional training, their ffort to supply a manifest want merit encouragement and 
r wa~d. There xists an urg nt nee sity for well-conducted normal school . W ar 
nt rmu npon a new era of ducation. Old methods of teaching ar being r pia d 
by n w n . \V acknowledg that, a a cla , our teachers are not o well qualified 
a th •y hould h , but we fail to provid th mean that will gi\'e us better oue . \Y ' 
have taken carccly a ·iogl tep ~ rward inco 1853, but have uffer d other tat to 
w p pa t u iu th ir onward march, while we have been drifting about in :m ddy 
of tohd con •rvati m. ur scho l ystem need to be vitalized and mad efficient by 
th mployment of agencic which will furnif.;h us compotent t a ·her . The uru, not 
xc ding, ·100 from ea~ county, paid into the "teachers' in titut fund,' i all the 
provi. ion mau by hio for normal in truction . Policy and nee ity d maud the 
·tabli hment of one or more normal schools, to be sustained as tate in 'titntion . 
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. CINCINNATI. 
GERMAN l.L'{ THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
From the large infusion of the German element in the population of Cincinnati, thie 
important department of the school system must continue to engage the attention of a 
very considerable portion of the people. That more than one-half of all the pupils 
in the public schools study German is a striking evidence of the interest felt in it. 
During the past year there has been appointed an assistant to the superintendent of 
}mblic schools, whose duty is principally to tn,ke special charge of the German-English 
department. He reports this department as, upon the wlwle, in a fair condition. 
The establishment of a German normal department, in connection with the existing 
normal school, is strongly recommended. This is 11bsolutely necessary, unless it is in-
tended to rely in the future upon Germany for the supply of teachers in the German 
department. The employment 0f foreigners as teachers in our public schools is to be 
deprecated, because from such, pu;pils can not receive such :1 political education as 
befits the republican principles and institutions of our country. A lack of such politi-
cal training is regarded as the weakest point in our educational system. 
It is also recommended that the use of separate readers be dispensed with. Those 
at present in use answer every purpose; the requisite grammatical explanation should 
be furnished by the teacher, and tho reading-lesson will be more interesting for being 
understood in both languages. Wherever, in teaching, two living languages are used 
co-operatively, the understanding of the one can be rendered more perfect by a knowl-
edge of the other. And this i~ more particularly the case when the two most beauti-
ful of existing languages are brought together-the mother, the German; and the 
daughter, the English. The German may be used by way of defining the English with 
infinitely more advantage than could be accomplished by a purely English definition, 
and so vice versa. At present that very important part of the study of German, the 
translation, is exclusively in the hands of the German teachers. This fact renders 
more obvious the necessity of a German normal department. 
DRAWING AS A COMPULSORY BRANCH OF INSTRUCTION. 
Until recently no attempt has been made to introduce drawing as a compulsory 
branch of instruction into all grades of schools; and for Cincinnati is claimed the 
honor of inaugurating this new movement on a systematic and progressive plan. 
Since the start she has maintained her place among the foremost in the strife for ·ex-
cellency in this most important branch of education. But :1 city setting out on such 
an enterprise as a general diffusion of art culture onght not to shrink from counting 
the cost. The board must, if it expects to r eap any adequate harvest from the seed 
sown, nourish it with a generous hand. Every school should be provided with a 
libeml supply of models; for, without such aids, the superintendent of drawing n,nd 
his assistants will find themselves hampered at every step. 
Such arrangements have been made for the instruction of the regular teachers of the 
schools in this branch that it will be possible soon to reduce the number of special 
teachers to four, or even a less number; but that it will be possible ever to dispense 
with all of them, without great injury to the instruction in their department, is not 
believed. Tha~ the regular teachers may be trai_ned to instruc t profitably in the ele-
ments of drawwg, may be assumed as an estabhshed fact; n,nd that is all that can 
justly be expected of them. Professional teachers will always be needed for the 
higher depn,rtments of this art. 
The time devoted to drawing in the primary schools is three half-hours per we('lk, 
so arranged that one full hour hn,s been given in all grades above E for explanation 
and development of the figures contained in the exercises. The remaining thirty 
minutes are taken for a practice lesson and review of tho previous lesson. In the in-
termediate schools the time allotted is eighty minutes-forty for instruction and ex-
planation by the special teacher of drawing, the remaining forty being taken as n, 
practice losson under the supervision of the class teacher. 
Viewing tlle subject of art instruction from the pecuniary stand-point, it is fully 
believed that the community will receive no richer return from any branch taught in 
the school , for the money invested. The same remarks will apply equally to the 
instruction given in music. 
MUSIC. 
The examinn,tion in this branch showed a very great improvement in note-ren,diog 
and the singing of exercises :1t sight; but the gren,test imp~ovement was in song-
singing. The children sang not only in better time, but with a much better qun,lity 
of voice. 
18 E 
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The regular teachers have lahored in harmony with the music-teachers to adYance 
the interest of this important bra.nch, and in giving instruction to their classes show 
that they have gained greatly in skill during the year. From year. to year the p~an. 
of instruction in this department are crystallizing more and more mto a harmo~nous 
y tern . The examination of the graduating class of the normal school occup1ed a 
.\' hole clay, and was \ery thorough, not only in the theory of music but in the ability 
of its difierent members to give practical illstroction to a class. 
LANGUAGE LESSONS. 
A <1istingui bing traH of the Cincinnati schools is the prominence that language 
culture occupie in their course of study. In arranging this course, the truth has been 
prominently borne in mind that correct expression is not only valuable in itself, but 
has a powerful reflex influence in promoting correct thinking. 
Having long felt that technical grammar, as usually taught, is of little practical 
value, the committee on course of study set to work resolutely, some three (\r fonr 
years ago, to bring about an entire revolution in the method of teaching grammar. 
In tead of reserving grammar as a study for the highest grades, a course was con-
structed to begin with the child's first day in school, and keep him company through 
ev ry grade until he reaches the high school, where it is expected that rhetoric and a 
critical tu<ly of some of the best English classics will finish the solid and symmetrical 
structure. 
The teacher is not to aim at a recitation of grammatical rules and definitions, but at 
a ready and correct use of the language itself~ the latter alone having a reaJ and prac-
tical value in the future career of the scholar. 'l'o this end mere technicalities are to 
be avoided a far as practic~tble, but when used to be thoroughly explained in terms to 
be reauily comprehended by children. All text-books are excluded from the district 
schools, and an elaborat syllabus was prepared for the nse of teachers. This plan has 
be n thoroughly tried, and its success has been all that could have been expected. The 
knowledge gained by pupils through its workings has been no heap of "dry gram-
matical compo t," but a knowledge which has rendered them more familiar with the 
u e of language in a practical way, and which is also leading them gradually up to an 
appreciation of the beauty and powor of tho highest expression of thought. 
In tho l)rimary school , object-lessons form the basis of language-lessons, the child 
acquiring the habit of ready and correct expression as he acquires tho habit of ob. er-
-vatioo. The success of this course depends almost entirely upon the teacher. If he 
po ess method, versatility, and enthusiasm, he ean make the work intensely interest-
Ing; but if be be a mere rontinist, the course in his bands will prove little less techni-
cal, formal, and unpractical than the old method of etymological grammar, with its 
absurd and humdrum parsing oxerci ·es. 
'Th course pursued in one of the German-Bnglish schools is worthy of commendation. 
It is the custom for the English teacher to write a composition on the board, the pupil 
following, and turning it, sentenoe by sentence, into German; the German compo ition 
to b corrected by the German teacher. Then a German composition is turned into 
Engli h in the same way. The compositions of this distich run in couplets; the one 
iu Engli h, tbo other in German, aud on the same topic. The advantages of this plan 
in givi11 r accuracy and readiness in the use of both languages can scarcely be over-
e::;timat.ed. 
NIGHT SCITOOLS. 
These were opened October 16, and closed February 17, having been in session one 
week longer than tho year before. There was a falling-off in the enrollment, wbi'le 
the l)er ceut. of attendance on the nrollment remained about the same. The atteod-
anc of both years, however, was much below that of the :first, in proportion to the 
Dumber enrolled. It is difficult to account for these results, as no pains bave been 
F;par u to induce youth unable to attend the day schools to attend the night school · 
The b ·t t achers havo been mployed, and every appliance necessary to the progre 
of the pupils has been freely furnished. 
CINCTh"'NATI 1:'NIVERSITY. 
There has as yet been no union of the different educational funds, which it was 
hop d would be brought together under the law passed with such remarkable unan-
hni~y by the legi -lature, and there seems no prospect of an early opening of this in ti-
tution . omc month since an able aud w 11-considered curriculum of tudy, adapted 
to the opening work of the univ r. ity, was reported to tho board of director . 'inc 
then nothjog se ms to have been done. Unqnestionably tho best jnterests of Cincin-
nati c1 maod an early opening of the university, an<l this demand is seconded by the 
almost unanimous voice of her citizens. 
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PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
Durinrr the past year the library has been removed from narrow anc1 inconvenient 
quarters"'to a beantifnl and well-arranged building; and by the liberal a,ppropriatioo. 
of the board of education and the concurrent action of the city council, the comple-
tion of a fire-proof building, with a capacity of 250,000 volumes, is asst:red. The 
accessions to and the use of the library have largt(Jy increased. 
COLUMBUS. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
The extension of the corporate limits of the city has brought under the control of 
the board of education several suburban schools. The parents and children, having 
become accustomed to the loose discipline and unmethodical instruction of schools in 
the rural districts, were restive under the more rigid rules and regulations of, the city 
schools. Owing to this the year's work in these schools has not been very satisfactory. 
In the others the progress has been all that could be desired. A new classification has 
been made, and the course in the grammar and primary schools reduced from 9 to 8 
years. The unusual prevalence of children's diseases has been au insurmountable 
obstacle in the way of regular and uniform attendance. Some of the schools were 
reduced one-half. 
WOMEN PRINCIPALS. 
During the year the experiment has been tr.ied of employing women as principals of 
schools. "So far as the results of a single year are concerned, the experiment is a suc-
cess. There were fewer difficulties between teachers and pupils, and a less number of 
complaints entered by parents against teachers, than in former years." Nevertheless 
the opinion is expressed that "the only true system of education is the one wherein 
both men and women are employed in the training of youth." 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
Music bas been included in the course of study for several years, but so unsatisfac-
tory have been the results that the subject was in danger of being stricken out. The 
adoption of a course of instruction in accordance with the Boston plan gives hopes of 
more satisfactory results. 
Drawing bas been introduced into the grammar and primary schools, but until the 
teachers acquire greater skill little can be accomplished. 
The German language was taught iu 23 schools, besides the high school, during the 
year. 'fbe number of pupils studying this branch was 1,55:3. German-English schools 
have been a constituent part of the public-school system ever since its existence, and 
have been universally the best filled and most regularly attended. 
NORMAL CLASS. 
As a means of supplying more thoroughly trained teachers, it is recommended that a 
normal class be established in the high school. If this could be done it is believed 
there would be fewer failures resulting from tho want of professional knowledge and 
experience. 
HISTORY OF THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
The public-school system of Columbus was organized in 1845. The citizens refused 
to allow a tax to be levied, and the entire fund at the disposal of the board was $896.86, 
received from the State fund. Thirteen schools were opened. In 1847 there were 
17. In 1852 the number had increased to 22, (four of which were German-English,) and 
in 20 years it has risen to 100, with a school property valued at $420,000. 
TOLEDO. 
'fhe following account of the Toledo schools is taken from an article in the Toledo 
Blade, furnished by Colonel De Wolf, the city superintendent : 
ORGANIZATION. 
"The Toledo public schools were organized in May, 1849, under the Akron law, some-
what modified. In 1849-'50, five sc~ools accommodated the youth of the city, of whom 
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6 2 or 60 per cent. of the enumerated youth, were enrolled. Pupils were admitted, as 
they were enumerated, from the age of 5 to 20, inclusive. At an early period in the b;.s-
tory of the schools those under 6 were excluded from the schools. 
EARLY TEACHERS. 
"On the list of early teachers appears the name of Hon. Anson Smythe, from 1850 to 
1854. Among the superintendents is the same name, from Novembe:, ~850, to Febru-
ary, 1 56, at which time this gentleman became State school commiSSIOner, and :was 
succeeded by Hon. John Eaton, jr., now Chief of the Educational Bureau of the Umted 
States. Mr. Eaton was followed by Moses T. Brown, esq., in March, 1859; he resigned 
in April, 1864, and the present incumbent was elected to the place. 
PRESENT CONDITION. 
"In :March, 1 64, there were 24 schools and 33 teachers, enrolling during the year 
2,217 pupil , out of 5,::l92 enumerateQ.. The term-enrollment of the high school, four 
cla es, wa 61. In January, 1866, the German schools then existing were adopted into 
the puulic-school system, and since that time others have been added to meet the 
wants of thi class. With these additions, tlw growth of the city, and a constant effort 
to induce all chiluren to attend the schools, (clothing, in many cases, being provided 
through private benevolence for those who could not otherwise attend,) the number 
of schools ha now 1·eached 80, the number of teachers 100, and the number of pupils 
6,572, or 62 per cent. of the mean between the 10,236 and the 10,860 youth enumerated 
in 1871 and 1872. The term-enrollment in the high school-now three classes-is 181. 
EVENING SCIIOOLS. 
''The Toledo board of education also maintain evening schools three nights each 
week, during the winter, for those only who can not attend a day school. At these 315 
pupil , over 13 years of age, were enrolled, the average weekly enrollment being 247; 
the average nigbtly attendance, 180. In the Catholic Church schools there are enrolled 
about 1,jWO pupils . . 
INFLUENCE 0]' MANUFACTORIES. 
"The growth of such manufactories as employ juvenile help is already affecting 
the attendance of youth in our schools. In one of these I found nearly 100 youths, 
from 11 to 17, and in each of several others a lar~e number. Night schools will do 
·omething for thi clas , e pecially for such as hart a good start in the day schools. 
Indeed, our Btat.i tics show that what is done for a large majority of our youth mu t 
be effected before they arrive at the age of 14, or even 12. 
WRITING. 
11 Let. me also say, what I find can not be too often reiterated, that writing much in 
school cxerci es, if carefully done, affords a most excellent means of fixing in the mind 
n. sy tematic knowl dge of the subject, and is the only means of learning to construct 
English sentence , to capitalize and punctuate, and al o to spell. In all German schools 
much more us is made of the pen than in America. The good results are manifest in 
many directions. 
DRAWING IN SCHOOLS. 
"A notion prevails among large classes of our American citizens that drawing i a 
mer accomplishment, beneath the notice of young men looking forward to active vo-
cation . In our new and ru bing communities, where so many ama s fortune by the 
roughest proces , it is perhaps not strange that we have given little thought to the 
r fin d methods by which older nation so greatly increa e the value of their l ~ 
bundant raw material. Art has thus wanted an opportunity among us to demoo-
btrate it power to enrich or to cultivate a people. Happily, th re is a promise of 
change in thi regard. • 
TIME REQ IRED TO TEACII DRAWING. 
' It ha b end mon trated to the atisfaction of experienced educators, and I think 
our xperience orroborates it, tbat drawing and writing can be tanO'ht to cbildr •o 
with the am outlay of time and labor a i r quired to teach writing alone. T ach-
ers accu tom d to give sy tcmatic in traction in other brancbe r quire, it i foun d, 
but a hort p ri d, by p r i t nt fr'ort, to b able to instruct in fre -hand and ol>j L 
draw ing and not many months longer to add geometric and th clements of per ·p ·ct-
ive dra,dng. 
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UTILITY OF THE STUDY OF DRAWING. 
" To t.he teacher of physical science and of history, from the primary to the highest 
departments of instruction, the ability to assist description by representation is of un-
told value. This is indispensable to the scientist as an original explorer. The develop-
ment of the ideal of symmetry, with variety and elegance, is of great value to the 
dealer in all manufactured articles. It adds culture as well as power to the scholar 
and the professional man, to the ma.n of means and large designs. 
"Toledo bas not wished to be behind other cities in her attempt to encourage this 
culture through her public schools. She has for severaLyears furnished a teacher for 
special classes, and of late bas required free-hand, object, geometric, and perspective 
drawing in their appropriate places in all the schools, two lessons being given each 
week. 
"Map-drawing, in addition to the aid it has rendered in the study of geography, has 
assisted much in developing neat, precise, anu rapid execution with chalk and pencil. 
The oral instruction required in the schools, embracing at first the forms of objects 
and of geometric figures, and then of vegetation and of animals, has contributed in-
terest to ou!' drawing-lessons, and has been greatly aided by the ability of teacher and 
pupil to make even fiat representations of these objects. 
METHODS OF TEACHL.'ifG. 
" The fact that a very large majority of our pupils never reach our high schools, to 
study text-books in those physical sciences a knowledge of which has so wide an ap-
plication in common life, calls for careful consideration. It furnishes abundant reasons, 
if there were no other, for regular oral instruction, through all the lower grades, in the 
forms and qualities of objects; the laws of motion; the nature of the atmosphere, with 
the subject of ventilation; the forms and something of the philosophy of vegetable and 
animal life. Did all pupils enter the high schools, even, we have found it to be of great 
value to have introduced the elements of these subjects at an early age. Much famil-
iarity is thus acquired with that part of the vocabulary of science which depends on 
mere forms, as in botany, and on the manifest qualities of matter, besides the gain in 
babits¥and power of observation, reasoning, and expression. 
''The old ungraded district schools, in session for grammar scholars but three months 
iu a year, proposed to, and often did, t each the "three R's," with geography and gram-
mar, well. Is it absurd to say that our city graded schools, occupying the time and 
life of the pupils regularly ten months in the year, can not do more than this~ Indeed, 
there is abundant evidence of the fact that those teachers who at onclj strike out into 
the sprightly oml methods recommended by the best educators of Europe and America 
find their work pleasing, their pupils highly delighted, and intellectual development 
sure and rapid; while those who attempt to goad on their pupils in arithmetic and 
grammar alone lead but a sorry life, and find their pupils behind, even in these branches, 
tbose who have had mingled with their tasks the warm, fresh thought and genial smile 
of an enthusiastic teacher. A superintendent has often but to pass out of an atmos-
phere freighted with discouragements and irksome toil, to learn, at the distance of a, 
wall's breadth, bow pupils ,may love to observe outside of books, and to report the 
results of previous observations; how they "champ upon the bit, and press into the 
harness," to get forward. 
" Through this pleasing variety, which is rest in intellectual operations, the wise 
teacher develops mental strength for the quicker and easier performance of other school 
labors. He discovers, by closer contact with his pupils, the advantage of mind as a 
factor in the production of results. He sees that, with twenty units of mental power, 
be must reach his hundred units of excellence through eighty units of toil; but that, 
by profitably occupying the mind of his pupil until eighty units of mental power 
accrue, he may achieve the same success with twenty units of exertion. He is unwill-
ing, therefore, to imitate the rustic who grudges the time to grease his axles, and 
(hags the tightened wheels toilsomely along. 
" A pupil dull in books is often quick and correct in his powers of observation, and 
rna.y be the meanli of exciting mere book-worms to observe, besides being himself con-
ducted into special channels of success for life, by an early and free development of his 
proper powers. 
'·Teachers nursed on grammar and arithmetic, and obtaining their living by in-
structing others in them, are hardly prepared to notice how small a part the nice 
analysis of sentences, or even the intricacies of the science of numbers, plays in the 
workshop, the management of affairs, or in socialin tercourse. Good in their way, they 
are not good enough to stand in the way of every tbing else, especially of what might 
be of use to the man who must gain his living by knowing the nature of the elements 
about him. Besides this, the free interchange of original speech recommended in this 
oral in truction gives the accomplished teacher the best of opportunities to apply the 
principles of his text-books in correcting and refining the language of his pupils. These 
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physical· ciences also afford most excellent opportunities for practice in tho science of 
1111111her::s. , 
'· Thu w claim, that by uch management a11d forethought on the part of tho 
te:1eh ·r a be ·omes, o important a calling as his, ruany advantageA of tb~ study of the 
11utuml ·cience may be ~ccnred, iu aud below onr grammar schools, "~_VIthont g~·eatly 
dimiui. binO' the valuable results now sought through an almost exclusiVe devotwn to 
text-book 1~utine. In this we do not advocate smattering; but insist all the more 
sov rely, a our intere t rises in the ·work here recommended, that a correct and 
thorough m thod of teaching the text-books is the shortest way out of them, and the 
true and only way to gain time for this important work. 
''In conclnsiou, let me beg yon not to suppose that I am more interested in the few 
topics I have di cussed than in many others. Music, well tanght as a science in all 
our chool , may be of untold value in prepadng the pupils for refined enjoyments, and 
for the exertion of powerful influeuces for good. I should like, also, t.o :report some of the 
rc ults of the sprightly conversational methods of teaching the modern languages 
adopted in our cilools orne years since, as compared with the results of the mete tex.t-
bool- routine of former years. The practice of early studying up short topics in biog-
raphy, history, natural history, &c., as subjects of free conversations in the class, bas 
adueu gr at interest aml efficiency in the acquisition of the languages, besides furnisb-
iDCT an occasion, un(1er the baud of an intelligent teacher, for the accumulation of much 
u eful information." 
STATE REFORM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS. 
The general workings of this institution during the past year hrwe been highly sat-
i. factory. The improvement of the inmates has been, almost withou~ exception, very 
marked. Tho entire enrollment of the school at the close of the last year was 104, of whom 
5 have been di charged b,v tho trustees, 2 by legal process, 2 by expiration of time, ancl 
1 died. The aCTo prescribed by law for admission to the institution is from 7 to 16 
year . The average age of those admitted during the first year was 15 years ; of the 
second ;year, 13 years ; and of the third year, 12~- years. The rapid increase in the 
number of pupil has made it necessar,v to ask of tho legislature an appropriation of 
$1~,000 for one new building, and $5,000 for remodeling old ones to meet temporary de-
manus. Receipts for the year, $25,759; aggregate expenditure, $18,180. 
TOLEDO U:t\"TVERSITY OF, ARTS AND TRADES. 
Mr. J up W. Scott, of Toledo, bas donated 160 acres of land, valued at $80,000, 
within tho limits of the city of Toledo, for the endowment of an institution to be known 
a the Tole<lo University of Arts and Trades. '1 All the advantages offered by this insti-
tution are to be free of cost to tbe pupils who have not the means to pay for the 
sam , and all others are to pay such tuition and other fees as the trustees may require." 
Th in~titu~ion is to be op n to both sexes. Mr. W. H. Raymond bas made a gift to 
the umvers1ty ample for tho endowment of a professorship. 
OHIO AGRICULTURAL AND :?.ffiCITANICAL COLLEGE. 
The land- crip voted by Congr ss to Ohio for the purpose of establishing a eollegeof 
~Pricnlture and the mechanic arts bas been sold, aud the proceeds, with the intere t 
ti.Jer on, amount at the pr sent time to uearly $460,000. This fund bas been increased 
by .~300,000, voted by the citizens of Franklin County, in consideration of the location 
of the coli gc within the limits of tho county. Of this sum $111,000 bave been paid ior 
:n5 acre of land n ar the city of Colu m lm , and $112,000 arc to be paid for the coll ge 
huilcling now iu proce ·s of cr ction. Tile remaind r of the $:~00,000 wi11 be exp nded 
for additional buildings, for apparatu , and otb •r nece saries. The college building 
wa. to have b eo completed by tbe1st of November, 1 72. The faculty is not Jet cbo. en. 
As y t, our tate bas no in titution which attempts to give a thorough cientific 
ttaining, a a preparation either for agriculture or tho arts. This deficiency tbe agri-
·n~tural and mechanical college will supply, and, if well conducted and lib rally u ·-
taLUell, can uot fail to give a complcteucss to our educational system that bas not tbru 
far been attained. 
KE .. "YON COLLEGE .A..J. D TllEOLOGICAL SE::\:t:IN.ARY • 
. Thi i~ ·titntion ~brace the theologi al eminary oftbcProtestantEpi. copal Cbnrc.h 
Ill tb d10te ·c of Oh10 I enyon Colle , ancl' Kenyon grammar chool. Tbis school 1 
preparatory to the cone" . tuu nb:1 ar only admitted to matriculation in tb col-
}(•'' aft r. n taining a sa i fa ·tory probation. The conrso of study in th tb ological 
seminar.y ,murace ight c1 'partment , and xt nds through thr y ars. tud nt in 
th .. · mmary arc allowed to attend, gratl iton ly, auy r citation. in K nyon 'oil r • 
Aid u aiven to properly c1ualified student·, by scholarship , or by the educatwn com-
mittee of the diocc e. 
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ANTIOCII COLLEGE. 
The educational course of tllis institution is thoroughly practical, and equal oppor-
tunities are afforded to both sexes. Students not desiring to take the regular college' 
course may pursue selected studies, and after a satisfactory examination receive cer-
tificates of proficiency. A preparatory school is connected with the college, where 
students are fitted for the freshman class. To those not desiring to pursne a collegiate 
course this school offers the ad vantages of the best academies. 
BALDWIN UNIVERSITY. 
The design of the university is to provide for students, without distinction of sex, a 
thorough collegiate education in the college of arts; and by means of other colleges 
and departments, to proviue a thorough scientific pasis for the professions and indus-
trial pursuits of the country. The university embraces the college of arts, with a clas-
sical, a scientific, and a preparatory department; the German Wa.llace college, formerly 
the German department of the university, but now an independent college, including 
a theological school; the college of pharmacy; and the commercial department. Dur-
ing the term of 1872-'1'3 a normal class will be conuuctecl for the preparation of teachers 
of common schools. Other departments will be a,dded, as demands and means may 
justify. There are 50 perpetual scholarships for the use of orphans. 
OHIO WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY. 
The departments of this institution are collegiate, preparatory, scientific, and theo-
logical. SpeciaJ attention is given to modern langnages and to practical surveying 
and engineering. An elective course is permitted. 'l'he museum is extensive and valua-
ble, including an interesting collection of Indian relics. Tho arboretum on the college 
grounds is <1esigned to include every variety of tree and shrub, native and foreign, that 
will grow in this latitude. The collection now embraces over 600 varieties. Val tmble 
additions are annually made to the university libraries. · 
CINCINNATI WESLEY AN COLLEGE. 
This institution, for the eclucat.ion of young women, includes six departments : pre-
paratory, academic, collegiate, (with two courses, classical and scientific,) the <1epart-
ment of modern languages, the department of music, aml the department of drawing 
anu painting. In the music department there are three grades, preparatory, academic, 
and normal. In tho latter of these, pupils are fitted to become teachers of music. The 
college buil<ling is one of the finest anu most commodious iu tho West. The average 
attendance for the last fonr years has been 230. 
OIIIO FEMALE COLLEGE. 
This has been in successful operation for 21 years. The course of study is the same 
as in tho Lest colleges for young men. Special advantages aro offered for the study of 
modern languages, drawing, and painting. The colle~e property is whol1,y unincum-
bered by r1eut, and the institution, both in its financial and educational affairs, is in a 
prosperous condition. 
MEDICAL COLLEGES. 
The trustees and faculty of the Cleveland Medical College, which is in its twenty1 
ninth session, announce that they have a<ldecl greatly to the educational advantages 
of the college, not only in the increase of instructors, but also in greatly enlarged 
clinical <1dvantages an<1 in the means of practical illu~trations aud appliances. I t is 
claimed that the course of study is exceptionally t horougb. 
The past session of th~ Miami Meuical College was remarkably prosperous, the class 
being decide(lly in a<lvauce of any preceding. The Cincinnati Hospital, located near 
the college, o:fl'ers special advautages for clinical study. The college is in its thirteenth 
se sion. 
The Starling Medical College is most advantageously situated in the vicinity of the 
State in titutions for the insane, the idiotic, the blind, and the deaf-mute. The hos-
pital of the Ohio penitentiary, and the city and county infirmary a,re open to the stu-
dents. rrhe college has been in operation twenty-five years. 
The Ohio College of Dental Surgery announces its twenty-seventh annual session. The 
candidate for graduation must have had two full years of pupilage with a reputn,ble 
d ental practitioner, inclusive of two complete courses of lectures iu the dental college. 
OIDO INSTITUTON FOR TilE EDUCATION OF TilE BLIND. 
Doring the term commencing September 13, 1871, there were 105 pupils in theinstitu-
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tion; males 54, female 51. Of these, 28 are new pupils. In the different dep:1.rtments 
of the chool a fair degree of success has ueen attained. The trades taught are broom-
making and chair-seatinrr. Three men who entered to learn the broom trade have 
learn d it, and l ft to gobinto bu ine s. In addition to. b~oom-mak.i~g, ~be _fe~ales are 
tnughtkuitting, sewing, and bead-work .. The new bmldmg of the m~tit~t10n1snearly 
completed. An appeal is made to the leg1slature for a larger appropnatwn. 
OHIO REFORM SCHOOL. 
The s0hool is located upon a farm of 1,170 acres in Fairfield Cou?ty. Sinc_e its opening, 
in 1 5 , there have been admitted 1,479 ?oys. The number receiv~d durmg the. ye~r 
1871 was an increase of 34 over the previOus year. The avera.ge time of detentwn IS 
2 year and 6 months. The boys are classed in families, (50 in each,) and a:re cared for 
by officers called "elder brothers." No means are employed to prevent the boys from 
e • caping. ' Most of them can, by judicious m!l'nage~ent, be truste.d to go ab~ut with?ut 
supervision, and without any danger of the1r runnmg away. Five ~ou~s' ms~ructwn 
are given in the school e:1ch day, and every boy works one-half h1s time, either on 
the farm or in the shops. 
HOUSE OF REFUGE. 
Tho twenty-first annnal report, for the year 1871, states that the number of inmates dur-
ing tho yearwas474; boys389,girls 85. Averagetime of detention, 1 year, 4 months and 
7 days. A peculiar feature of the institution is the division of the inmates into five 
oist.inct families, with entirely separate apartments, so that each family is prevented 
from communicating with the others. Tbis prevents the contamination of the younger 
and better cla s bv the older aud more vicious. In the schools the chilflren have made 
rapid adva:ncemcnt. A large number of those who have been discharged give satisfac-
tory evidence of complete reformation. 
TilE WESTERN RESERVE A D NORTHERN OIIIO IIISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
Thi society, located at Cleveland, Ohio, was organized in 1867. It is engaged in 
the work of collecting the materials for Western history, especially to discover, pro-
cure, and preserve whatever relates to the history, biography, genealogy, and antiquities 
of theW stern Reserve, the State of Ohio, and the great West. Its library is one of 
reference only, and i special in its objects. It contains 2,134 volumes, 3,100 pamph-
lets, 1,350 maps, and 2 volumes of lJound manuscripts. 
Tbe followi~g are the officers of the society: Charles Whittlesey, president; M. B . 
• cott and J_ 11. Salisbury, vice-presidents; A. T. Goodman, secretary; Samuel Wil-
liamson, tr a urer. 
liON. SAMUEL GALI.OWAY.-OBITUARY. 
Hon. Samuel Galloway, of Columbus, died of consumption April G, 1872. He was 
born at G ttysburgh, Penn ylvania, March 20, 1811; removed to Ohio on the death of 
his father, ,in t b fore his majority; graduated at Miami University, 183:~; taught a 
cla sical school in Hamilton one year; stndiecl theology a year at Princeton; elected 
profes or of Latin and Greek in his alma mater, but 1·esigned after one term on ac-
count of ill-health; professor ancient langua•~es Hanover College, Hl39, but soon retired 
in fe 'ble b altb; resumed the study of law, which be had commencP.d on leaving 
colleg , and wa admitted to the bar in 1842; secretary of State, and ex-officio State 
snp rintendent of school in 1 44 to 1849, in which office he labored zcn.loo ly and 
ffccti v ly for the improvem nt of common schools. He prepared six annual re-
port , ably advocating univ r al education, teachers' in titutions, normal school , 
sup rvi ion, and oth r measur s of improvement. The great educational revival, 
which b gan in 1 5, andre ulted in the liberal school legislation of 1848-'49, was due 
lar ly to his ffort . He was hrce year prGsiclent of the Ohio teachers' association, 
from its organization in 1 47. His interests in the association and in the progress of 
education contiuued through life. 
HO ~. WARREN l\1 CLINTOCK.-OBITUARY. 
Warren Ic lintock, superint nd nt of the London schools, diecl February 29, 1 t2. 
H wa a gra lnate of Dartmouth 'oll g , Ilanovcr, New Hamp hire, 1 64; uperin-
tendent cbool , \ aynesville, 1 66; London, from 1 67 till his dea.th. 
OTIIO TATE TEACIIERS1 ASSOCIATION. 
Tho twenty-fourth annual m eting of this as ocia.tion was held at Pnt-in Bay July 
3 and 4, 1 ,2; Presiden , George . rm 1 y, of Xenia. Besides the inaugural addr 
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by the president, an able address was made by E. 0. Vaile, of Cincinnati, on "The 
studies required of a pupil in a public school." Miss Harriet L. Keeler, of Cleveland, 
made a report on " Object lessons." 
These addresses and papers were discussed at length by President E. T. Tappan, W. 
S. Furby, John Hancock, Professor J. B. Weston, Professor John B. Perry, President 
0. N. Hartshorn, of Mount Union College, President J. H. Fairchild, of Oberlin, and 
others. 
Officers elected: President, Ulysses T. Curran, of Cincinnati; recording secretary, L. 
S. Thompson, of Sandusky; corresponding secretary, Lewis W. Day, of Cleveland. · 
OHIO SUPERINTENDENTS' ASSOCIATION. 
The third annual meeting of this association was held at Put-in Bay, July 2, 1872; 
President, R. W. Stevenson, who gave his inaugural address on "Supervision: its ex-
tent and its limitations," which was discussed by President Tappan, of Kenyon Col-
lege, Superintendent G. S. Ormsley, of Xenia, School Commissioner T. W. Harvey, and 
Superintendent W. Watkins. 
Superintendent S. Friudley pesented an able report on 1' Uniform classification and 
course of study;" G. 0. Fay reported upon "Methods of deaf-mute education;" A. T. 
Wiles reported upon "A uniform method of computing percentages of attendance." 
Each of these papers was discussed at length. 
Officers elected: President, Samuel Frindley, of Akron; secretary, H B. Furness, 
of Tiffin. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Ohio was the third State in population, having 2,665,-
260 inhabitants within an area of 39,964 square miles, an average of 66.69 persons to 
the square mile. This population consisted of 2,601,94fi whites, 63,213 colored, 100 In-
dians, and 1 Chinese. Of these 2,292,767 were natives of the United States and 372,493 
were foreign-born. Of the native residents 1,813,069 whites, 29,192 colored, and 52 
Indians were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents 182,897 were born 
in Germany, 36,561 in England, and 82,674 in Ireland. 
&hool attendance.-According to Taule IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 645,639 persons 
attended school, and of these 13,4:37 were foreign-born. Of the 635,780 white scholars, 
329,367 were males and 306,413 females. Of the 9,844 colored pupils, 5,097 were males 
and 4,747 females. Seven male and 8 female Indians were also reported. 
Illitemcy.-One hundred aud seventy-three thousand one hundred and seventy-two 
inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, were unable to write, and of these 
39,070 were foreign-born . 
.Age and sex ofillitcmtes.-Of the 152,383 white illiterates, 26,436 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 15,0o4 were males and 11,372 females; 16,059 were from 15 to 
:t1 years old, of whom 8,568 were males and 7,491 females; 109,888 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 41,439 were males and 6t:l,449 females. Of the 20,766 colored illiter-
ates, 2,38!1 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 1,274 were males and 1,115 
females; 2,770 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 1,372 were males anc11,398 
females; 15,607 were 21 years old and over, of whom 7,531 were males and 8,076 
females. Nine male anc114 female Indians were reported. · 
Ecltwational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
numuer of educational institutions was 11,952, having 23,589 teachers, of whom 10,266 
were males and13,323 females, to educate 790,795 pupils, of whom 419,591 were males 
and 371,204 females. . 
.Anwnr1t ancl sou1·ce of educational income.-Tbe total income of all the educational 
institut,ions was $10,244,644, of which $222,074 were derived from endowment, 
$'3,634,815 from taxation and public funds, and $1,387,755 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Public schools.-Eieven thousand four hundred and fifty-eight puulic schools, with 
21,743 teachers, 9,806 males and 1~,437 females, were attended by 737,693 pupils, of 
whom 389,022 wnre males and 348,671 females. To educate these they had a total 
income of $8,528,145, of which $10,000 were derived from endowment, $8,495,145 from 
taxation aud public funds, and $23,000 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-Thc 33 colleges, with 268 teachers-238 males and 30 females-were 
attended by 6,183 pupils, of whom 4,596 were males and 1,587 females. · 'fhey had a 
total income of $300,054, of which $144,574 were derived from endowment and 
$155,4 0 from tuition and other sonrces . 
.Academies.-Tbe 94 academics, with 587 teachers, of whom 204 were males and 383 
females, had an aj;tendance of 12,191 pupils-5,608 males and 6,583 females-and a 
t otal income of $491,125, of which $26,000 were derived from endowment and $466,125 
from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.-The 18 clay and boarding schools bad 26 teachers, 10 males ancl 16 
females, and were attended by 648 pupil!:!, of whom 268 were males and 380 females. 
They bad an income of $28,000. 
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Librm·ies.-Six thou and and twenty-five public libraries were reported, with 1,334,363 
Yolumes; also, 11,765 private ltbrariQs, with 2,353,000 volumes; in all, 17,790 libraries, 
containing 3,6 7,363 volumes. 
The press.-The 395 periodicals issued bad an aggregate circulation of 1,388,367 
copies, and an aggregate annual is ue of 98,548,814 copies. 
Clwrches.-Of tl:Je G,4"i8 clmrch organizations, 6,284 had edifices, with 2,085,586 
sittings, and the cl:Jurch property was valued at $25,554,725. 
Paupcl'is11t.-Of the 3,674 paupers, 2,659 were native whites, 201 native colored, and 
814.foreigner . 
01'irne.-Of 1,405 per ons in prison June 1, 1870, 892 were native whites, 126 native 
colored, and 3 7 foreign-born. Two thousand :five hundred and sixty persons were 
convict d during tl:Je year. 
\ 
Age ancl se.c of populctlion.-Of the total population, 845,971 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 425,466 wcr males aud 420,503 females; 1,953,374 were 10 years old and 
over, of whom 976,588 were males and 976,786 females. 
Occupations.-Eight hundred and forty thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine 
per ous of t!Jese ages were engagetl in various occupations, of whom 757,369 were 
male and 3,520 female ; 397,0:.24 persons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of 
whom 396,2(i7 were males and 757 females; 168,308 in personal and professional 
services, of whom 104,018 were males and 64,290 females; 78,547 in trade and trans-
portation, of whom 77,(i90 were males aud 857 females; 197,010 in manufactures and 
mccl:Janical aml mining indu tries, of wl:Jom 179,394 were males and 17,616 females. 
Age ana sex of wol'king population.-Of tho 840,889 employed persons, 38,437 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 34,392 were males and 4,045 females; 751,459 
were from 16 to 59 year old, and of these 673,513 were males ancl 77,946 females; 
50,993 were sixty years old. and. over, of whom 49,464 were males and 1,529 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
The names of superintendents of city schools will be found in the table of city 




Pupils under 20 and over 4 years ... .•. ................... . ................. 36,512 
18,724 
17,788 
Ma.le pupils under 20 and over 4 years ................................... _. _ 
Female pupils under 20 and over 4 years .......... ---- .... -- .............. .. 
School districts . ... .....................•..... ................... .... ..... _ 
School districts reporting April1, 1872 .............. , ..................... .. 
659 
580 
The reports of the county superintendents are not full except in those items furnished 
by" the governor officially. 
Average attendance in schools, as partially reported.... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 120 
Number of teachers r0ported... ... . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . . .. .. • .. . ..... *198 
Amount paid teachers during year ended April1, 1872 ................... $68, 597 32 
Amount received from State and county funds ......... . ................. $61, 812 09 
Amount of interest of -irreducible school-fund distributed, (of which 
$19,626.43 were contributed) ...... -------- ............ ---· ---- ........ $39,452 71 
Number of legal school-vot~s, as partially reported . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 16,208 
Our public free schools, private schools, seminaries, academies, and colleges probably 
instruct half the pupils of the State per year. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOL FUND, SEPTEMBER, 1872. 
Amount of coin . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. $206, 400 78 
Amount of currency... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236, 633 88 
Amount not specified ................................................ _. 6, 189 37 
Total ... •...•..•. ••.........•...•... - .....•............. _ .... _.. 449, 224 03 
This amount does not include some $5,000 in Union County not yet reported to the 
board of commissioners. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTEREST ON THE COMMON-SCHOOL FUND FOR 1871. 
Numberofcounties..... .... ...... . .................................... 22 
Number of children of school-age, about ............................. _. 34, 500 
Amount of coin distributed ........................................... . 
Amount of currency distributed .............................. _ ....... .. 
Total distribution ....•.•........................••..........• _ .. 
CONDITION OF UNIVERSITY FUND. 
Amount of coin, September, 1872 ...................................... . 







Total amount of fund ........................... · ............ -·-.. 41,979 74 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
During the past two years the commissioners have deedeil. and bonded 98,740 acres 
common-school lands and 10,935 ac:res university lands. ThirtJ thousand acres of 
the university lands remain unsolcl . . 
COi\-IMON-SCHOOL FUND. 
This fund now amounts to $450,000 in round numbers. The entire amount of the 
grant of such lands will amount to over 3,000,000 acres, 2,000,000 of which may be 
made available gradually. The governor of Oregon, in his annual message, estimates 
that this, with the revenue from the Oregon City Canal and locks, will' make a 
common-school fund of nearly $3,000,000. 
*This is evidently an error, and probably should be 698. 
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STATE SUPER:lliTE DENT. 
The governor of Oregon in his annual message. re.commen.ds that provision be mad& 
for the election of a State superintendent of pubhc mstructwn. 
ALBANY COLLEGI.A.TE COLLEGE. 
This college is open to both sexes, and is under the care of the Presbytery of Oregon. 
PACIFIC lTh"TVERSITY. 
The secretary of the board of education says of this institution that "it was never 
in a more pro p rous condition." 
Tnalatin Academy is connected with the university as a preparatory department. Pu-
pils in the academy are required to pass a satisfactory examination in each of the 
elementary branches before finally leaving those studies. During the past year, the 
number of preparatory students has increased, and the grade of the academy has been 
rai ed, thereby excluding primary scholars, for whom provision has been made in the 
public schools. 
The university courses are the same as those pursued in eastern colleges, and, for the 
young men, cover four ye!trs; while for such as desire a shorter course the scientific 
aud normal conrl:les are open. The ladies' course, covering three years, has been care-
fully prepared to meet the wants of those wishing a thorough education. The normal 
course i designed especially to furnish preparation for teaching. Any person otherwise 
admissible may, by vote of the faculty, attend the recitations in particular branches, 
and, on completion of any study, may receive a certificate of proficiency therein. 
Tho literary ocieties are an approved method of supplementing the instruction of 
teachers, and are an important instrument in education. They receive their charters 
from the faculty, and are expected to subserve the general purpose of the institution. 
Collections in natural history and lectures on various subjects by the faculty and 
others, will be employed during the preparatory as well as college course, for the pur-
pose of awakening an interest in the study of natural science. 
'fhe apparatus and the collections in the department of natural history are now con-
sid rable and are steadily increasing. To meet a long-felt necessity, the president, by 
an nlargem nt of his bouse, has made provision for boarding young ladies. 
The completion of the Oregon Central :Railroad to Forest Grove, where the university 
is located, makes the institutiion accessible from all parts of the valley. 
STATE UNIVERSITY. 
Thi in tituti~n was located at Eugene City, o condition of a good site, which has 
b en given by lion. J. H. D. Henderson, and a $30,000 building from the city and county. 
CillUSTIAN COLLEGE. 
This institution i located near the geographical center of Willamette Valley, and, 
by tb s~· tern of railroads now in proce s of construction, will be very easy of access. 
The 110rth wing of the new college building was to be completed by the opening of 
tho s ssion in ep tember, 1872. Tile style of architecture is the collegiate gothic, and 
the building is put up in the most substantial manner. This building, used in connec-
tion with the old one, will f~rnish ample accommodation for 300 students. The want 
of a suitable place to keep a library hitherto bas prevented any considerable effort to 
procure one. For the same reason suitable apparatus has not been purchased. The 
new college building will furni h a room in which a library and apparatus may be 
safely kept, and every ffort will be made to add to these important auxiliaries as rap-
icily a circum tances wm permit. 
The college bas two separate, complete courses-classical and scientific. There is also 
a. pr paratory course laid out for the accommodation of those who wish a higher grade 
of in ·truction than is furnished in common schools, or to qualify themselves for admis-
sion to the regular college cour e . 
Mu ic is made a pecialty in the college. In the new building, two rooms, 18 by 30 
£ et, will be appropriated to the u e of the music department. The modf'rn languarre 
will al o be made a part of the course so soon as competent professors can be pro-
cur d. 
The col~ ge iJ open to ~oth sexes. Last ye:;tr ~he number of graduates was 8. 
T~e 1 f{l latme of the tate granted to Chnst1au College a very liberal chart r, con-
fernng all n ce ary pow r on a board of tru te , to pres rve the rirrbt and manarre 
tb affair of tb io titution. The pro p cts of the coll ge are most flattering. The 
ion jn t clo d wa by far the most pro perons since the iir t orf{anization. The 
att ndauc wa larg r by on -third than that of any previous y ar. Tb institution is 
increa ·iog in reputation, and it iufluencc and popularity are rapidly extending. 
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PORTLAND ACADEMY AND FEMALE SEMINARY. 
The course of study of this institution includes a commercial and a music department. 
The time for completing the commercial course is not fixed. It depends entirely on the 
ability and diligence of the pupil. · 
M1MINNVILLE ACADEMY. 
The reports of scholarships during the past year have been in general very satisfac-
tory. There are three departments, preparatory, academic, and normal. Pupils in the 
latter class are thoroughly instructed in the theory and practice of teaching. 
It is the hope and purpose of the proprietors of this academy to make it a permanent 
institution. A subscription of $20,000 has been raised toward an endowment fund. 
SAINT HELEN'S HALL. 
This is a boarding and day school for young ladies. The regular course of study 
occupies 5 yea-rs. Those who complete all the studies of the prescribed course will 
receive a diploma. Pupils not wishing to take the regular course will be allowed to 
study special branches. The rector of the school is the Right Rev. Wistar Morris, 
bishop of Oregon. Bishop Morris delivered the address upon the occasion of sendin~ 
out the first class of graduates from Saint Helen's Hall. 
BISHOP SCOTT GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 
This is a boarding and day school for boys. As compared with the attendance of last 
year, there bas been a gain of 20 per cent. this year. Provision is made for in-
struction in French, German, music, and drawing. 
DEAF-MUTE SCHOOL. 
A provision of the resolution relating to this school required that the expense should not 
exceed $2,000 per annum. During the first year, beginning November, 1B70, 16 pupils were 
entered. The school was conducted with success, but was closed on the 1st of April, 
the amount of the appropriation not being sufficient to carry it on. The students, 
teachers, and matron were all supported out of the sum appropriated. The school this 
year was closed before the appropriation was entirely exhausted, so as to be able to 
liquidate the bills accruing at the beginning of the September term, 1872. The number 
of pupils enrolled at the beginning of the term, September, 1872, was 18. Several others 
have signified their intention to attend the school, should more ample provision be 
made for its support. 
The secretary of state, in his annual report, calls the attention of the legislature to 
the wants of this institution, as follows : "We may now regard this school as a perma-
nent institution of the State, and it should receive your special consideration. There 
are 18 pupils now in the school, and 18 more who desire to enter, and they ought to 
have a building erected, especially adapted to the peculiar wants of this unfortunate 
class of people. As land, I understand, will be gratuitously offered to the State during 
the present session, by different parties, as an inducement to locate a site and erect 
upon it a school lmilding suitable for mutes, I recommend that a suitable tract of land 
thus proffered be selected for that purpose, and that an appropriation be made to further 
this object. At the same time have the building so constructed as to afford room for a 
school for the blind, of whom there are now quite a number i.n this State, who require 
the advantages of an education." 
STATE PE~"'ITENTIARY. 
In August, 1872, the new penitentiary building was occupied. The present building 
affords opportunity for a better classification of prisoners than has heretofore been 
possible. Tbe superintendent expresses the opinion that, in cleanliness, system, order, 
and average of health, this prison will now compare favorably with any similar institu-
tion in the country. · 
An eveuing school is maintained for those who desin3 instruction, and the attendance 
and progress are extremely gratifying. A Sabbath-school is also maintained and gen-
erally attended by the convicts. The chaplain believes that these and other moral 
agencies have worked a complete reformation in mauy cases. The library is of recent 
date aD!l was started by subscription. Over 600 volumes and $30 in cash for the pur- · 
chase of books have been contributed. 
The labor department has been both successful and profitable. Carpenter, black-
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smith, barne s, and hoe shops have been built, and a _large tannery has been com-
menccu, which, when complete, will be one of the finest m th.e State. . . 
About eighteen months ago the governor forbade the use ?f corpo~al pumshment m 
the prison. Tho superintendent reports the successful workrng oft.h1s order, and. says, 
"Notwith tanding we have some of the most t~ouulesome and dangerous men the 
institution has ever known, the rules and regulatwns have never bee?- be~ter obeyed, 
or the discipline more perfect, than at present." The number of conviCts 1s 96. 
FACTS FROl\I THE WUTED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ca and population.-In 1870 Oregon was the thirty-sixth State in population, having 
90,923 inhabitants within an area of 95,274 square miles, an average of 0.95 perso"?-s to 
the quare mile. This population consisted of 86,929 whites, 346 colored, 318 Indians, 
and 3,330 Chinese. Of these, 79,323 were natives of the United States and 11,600 were 
foreign-born. Of the native residents, 36,824 whites, 85 colored, 243 Indians, and :1 
Chinese were born within its borders; while of the foreign residents, 1,875 were born in 
Germany, 1,344 in England, and 1,967 in Irel~nd. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 18,096 persons 
att ndcd school, and of these, 134 were foreign-born. Of the 18,049 white scholars, 
9,574 w re males and 8,475 females. Of the 28 colored pupils, 20 were males and 8 
wore females. Seven male Chinese, also 5 male and 7 female Indians, were 1·eported. 
Illiteracy.-There were 4,427 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, and of the e, 1,424 were foreign-uorn. 
Age and sex of illiterates.-Of the 3,411 white illiterates, 9GO were from 10 to 15 years 
old, and of these, 572 w re males anu 388 females; 270 were from 15 to 21 years old, of 
whom 161 were males and 109 females; 2,181 were 21 years old and over, of whom 1,085 
were males :tnd 1,096 females. Of the 90 colored illiterates, 7 were from 10 to 15 years 
old; and of these, 3 were males and 4 females; 7 were from 15 to 21 years olrl, and of 
the , 4 wer males and 3 females; 76 were 21 yc::trs old and over, of whom 48 were 
males and 28 females; 775 Chinese males and 33 females, also 39 male and 79 female 
Indians, were reported. . 
Educational institl£tions.-Aceording to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census •Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 637, having 826 teachers, of whom 484 were 
males and 34i females, to educate their :12,593 pupils, of whom 16,753 were males and 
15, 40 fewales. 
Amount and sow·ce of educational income.-The total income of aU the educational 
institutions was . '248,022; of which $24,500 were derived from endowment, $135,778 
from taxation and pubJic funds, all(l $ 7,744 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 594 public schools, with 703 teachers, 429 males and 274 female , 
w ro attend d by 29,822 pupils, of whom 15,531 wero males and 14,291 females. To 
educate th se they had a total income of $139,387, of which $3,000 were derived from 
ndowrueut, '134,648 from taxation and public funds, and $1,739 from tuition and other 
sonrc . · 
Colleoes.-The 6 colleges, with 26 teachers, 16 males and 10 females, were attenil.ed 
by 7:39 pupil , of whom 420 were males and 319 females. They bad a total income of 
. ':l3,650, of which. "14,900 were derived from oudowment, $170 from taxation anu public 
fund , and .,.10,5 0 from tuition and other sources. 
Acadcmies.-The 10 academics, with 31 teachers, of whom 16 were males and 15 
£males, had an attendance of 9ao pupiJs, 507 males and 423 females, and a total income 
of $21,31:3, of which '600 \Yore derived from endowment and $20,713 from tuition ::tnd 
other source . 
Private schools.-The 22 day and boarding schools had 53 teachers, 10 males and 43 
female , and were attended by 1,006 pupil , of whom 200 were males and 06 females. 
They bad at tal income of. 57,212, of which $G,OOO were derived from endowment and 
'51,212 from tuition and other sources. 
Libra1'ies.-There w re 166 public libraries, with 61,532 volumes, and 2,195 private 
lihrari , with 273,427 volumes; making, in all, 2,361 libraries, containing 334,959 
volume . 
The press.-The 3 ... periodicals bad an aggregate circulation of 45,750 copies, and an 
aggr gate annual i ue of 3,6 7,300 copies. 
'lwrche.~.-Of the 220 church organizations, 135 had edifices, with 39,425 sittings, and 
the church prop rty was valued at '471,100. 
Paup ris-m.- fthe 81 paupers, 62 were native whites and 19 foreigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 104 p_erson impri oncd June 1, 1 70, 55 were native whites, 12 nati\e 
colored, and 37 fore1gn-born. Eighty persons were convicted during the year. 
Age ancl Be.t of population.-Of the total population, 29,400 w re from 5 to 1 year old, 
of whom 15,0:35 w re male and 14,365 females; 64,6 5 were 10 years old and ov r, of 
whom 39,861 were males and 24, 24 femalel:!. 
Occupalions.-The number of per ons of these ages engaged in various occupatio~s 
was 30,651, of whom 29, wero males and 683 females; 13,248 were engaged w ugn-
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cultural pursuits, of whom 13,232 were males and 16 fema.les; 6,090 iu personal and 
professional services, of whom 5,522 were males and 568 females; 2,619 in trade and 
transportation, of whom 2,611 were males and 8 females; 8,694 in manufactures and 
mecbaoical and mining industries, of whom 8,603 were males and 91 females. 
Age and sex ojwoTlcing population.-Of the 30,651 employed persont>, 458 were from 10 
to 15 years olU, of whom 417 were m~tles and 41 females; 29,066 were from 16 to 59 
years old, and of these, 28,439 were males and 627 females; 1,127 persons were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 1,112 were males and 15 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. Mr. SAMPSON, State supeTintendent, Salem. 
Cotmty. 
Daker. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ _ . . . ..... ___ . _ . __ 
Benton ... ... --- --------------------
Clackamas ......................... . 
Clat!lop ........... . . ............... . 
Columbia ... ........ ----------------
Coos ... ....... .... ------ ...... ------
~~~~~: :-::- _:_:_:_:_ ~:-":":::: ": ":":":"::::::::: 
Jackson ...... ------ .... -----------. 
J osepbine .......................... _ 
Lane .... ---------------------------
Linu ...... ......................... . 
Marion ..... .. .. ........ ------------
~1nltnomah ..... ------ .. ........... . 
Polk ...... --------------------------
Tillamook ......................... . 
Umatilla ...... _ ...... ______ ....... . 
LniOI.! ...... ------------------------




.T. T. Wisdom .......... ...... ........ . 
.A. R. Brown ....... ----------- ....... . 
J . .A. McCrum.----------------------- -
Rev. William .A. Tenney ............. . 
J. llamilton ......... ------ . _________ .. 
Isaiah llacker ....................... . 
J. Canfield .. _______ .... _ ... _____ ------
U. W. Todd ........................ _ .. 
J. A. Holmes ................ ------ ... . 
W . . T. Stanley ......................... . 
.A . .Adams ....... ---- ................. . 
T.G. llendricks ...... ------ ----------
T. J. Stiles ....................... ... . . 
~:;: ~: t 11f!Jl~~:: ::::::::::::::::::: 
J . C. Grubbs ............ --------------
JohnS. Tripp ... . ---------------------
if.h\/hW~~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
Thomas Smit-h ...... ...... ---- . . ------
.A. J. Anderson ....................... . 
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PENNSYLVANIA. 
(From report of Hon. J.P. Wickersham, superintendent of common schoolR, for the year ended June 3, 1872.j 
SCllOOL FUND. 
Pennsylvania bas no school fund; the money she pays for education being entirely 
ra.i ed by voluntary taxation. 
FINANCL\L STATEMENT. 
The following statement shows the receipts and expenditures for the year, excluding 
Philadelphia : 
Receipts. 
From collectors, unseated lands, and all other sources, exclusive of State 
appropriation ·--·-- ............................................ · .. $5,120,267 77 
F1·om State appropriation for 1871...... . • . • • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . • . • 318, 389 12 
Total receipts................................................. 5, 438,656 89 
Expenditures. 
Cost of instruction .......•.•.......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 221, 121 78 
Jiuel and contingencies.... ................... . ........ 863,738 96 
Cost of school-houses, including renting, repairing, &c.. 2, 535,637 39 
Total expenditures.. .......................................... 6, 620,498 13 
Deficit .....•.....•................••..............•.....•..... 1,181,84124 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT. 
The following statement presents a comparison between the receipts and expendi-
tures of 1871 and 1872 : 
Whole amount of tax levied and State appropriation, 1872 .........••• $5, 879, 024 69 
Whole amount of tax levied and State appropriation, 1871. ..••...••. _ 5, 516, ,01 73 
------
Increase in 1872 ... _ •..•• _ ••• _. _ •...•..•• _.. . . . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . • . 362, 222 96 
Total expenditures of the system for tuition, building purposes, and con-
tingencies, in 1 72 ......................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . $6, 620, 49 13 
Total in 1871...... . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • 6, 98 , 8 75 
Decrea e in 1872 ...•....••..•....•.•••....•.....••••..•...•••.. 
==== 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS. 
The following table shows the educational growth in the past eight years : 
'+-<rn '+-<rn ~a) ,6~ » 
:J o .... o .... ~ a.i ~~. ""'a:> 
!'leD 
~~3 l'l .... -a d 0 .-<fJ 0 c.>!'l .., 
~~e .:::1 
~ !=<<D +J~~ 0 -c .-C:.<:l c.> .,... p, 
~ j 
G~...., ] <D~ .... -:tJ Year. UJ-'!=l <f} ... l'l ~~ o=;: 0 0 ooo .... <f) o .... 
~!f "' !=l ~(10 s ~~~ ..... 0::3 oc; ·;:: 0 0 .-c 0 ad~ .... s .... t:~ c; bO d p, .. s~ ~~ p, "'"'l'l ~ts .... c:s 0 8""" C!:l r/) -4 -4 0 
1 65 ..•.••..•.....•. 1, 743 65 $31 82 $3, 614, 238 55 
1 6 ..•..•.....•.•.. 2, 00 6tl 34 34 4, 195, 258 57 
1 Ci7 •••••••••••••••• 3, 22.3 6 35 7 5, 160, 750 17 
1 3,362 75 37 28 6, 200, 539 96 . 
1 G!l: ::::::::::::::: 3, 425 7(i 39 00 6, 9 6,14 92 1 
1 70 . ...........•... 3, 2 79 40 66 7, 7!ll. 76l 20 
J87L ............... 4, f.:J4 81 41 04 8, 580, 918 33 
1872 .........•...... 4, 99' 85 41 71 8, 345,072 7 
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GENERAL STATISTICS. 
The condition of the school system for the year 1872, in comparison with its condition 
for the year 1871, including Philadelphia, is shown in the following figures: 
' ¥bole number of schools in 1872 .. .. -----~ ............... ---- .... ...... .... 15,999 
Whole nurn ber of schools in 1871._ ............... •...•.. - . - •.•.... -- ..... --. 15, 700 
Increase in 1872 ........................................ -- ........ ~ •••• 
Whole number of t eachers in 1872 ......................................... , 
Whole number of t eachers in 1871. . ....................................... . 





Whole number of pupils registered in 1872 ............................ -. .. .. 834, 313 
Whole number of pupils registered in 1871. ................................. 834, 614 
Decrease in 1872 ..•.•.•.•••••.•.•••••••••••••••...•••••••.•••••• -.. • • . . 301 
Average attendance of pupils in 1872 .... . .. • . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. • . . . .. • • .. .. .. 536, 221 
Average attendance of pupils in 1871. ...................................... 567,188 
Decrease in 1872.... . . • . • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . 30, 967 
The following are the statistics for the year 1872, excluding Phrladelphia: 
Whole number of schools . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . . .. .. .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. •. 14,415 
Whole number of pupils ................................................... 699,802 
Average attendance of pupils ........................................... ~.. 464) 127 
Percentage of attendance ............................................ -----· tio 
Average length of school term ................ --·· . ..... -----· ............ 6 months. 
Average cost of tuition per month for each pupil. ..........••......•...... .. 99 cents. 
Whole number of male teachers............................................ 7,674 
Whole number of fewale teachers ................. -~-...................... 9,110 
Average salaries of male teachers per month...... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. $40 55 
Average salaries of female teachers per month.... .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . • $31 96 
Average number of mills on the dollar, school tax........................... 7. 27 
Average number of mills on the dollar, building tax......................... 5. 06 
Arnouut of tax levied ................................................ $5,229,024 69 
Amount of tax levied and Rtate appropriatioll.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 879, 024 69 
Total amount of State appropriation paid to all the State normal 
schools .... . . • • • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . $284, 815 28 
EXPENDITURE FOR THE CORNPLANTER INDIANS. 
Amount of appropriation for 1872 ..................... .. ............. . 
Paid for four months' teaching . ......................................... .. 
Paid for school articles, books, appamtus, &c ............................ . 
Paid forfencing and repairs ............... .. .............................. . 
Paid for two months' teaching .. ........................................ .. 








The entire number of institutes held throughout the year was seventy. These bad 
in all a continuance of four lmndred and forty-one days. The attendance of actual 
members was 11,625; of honorary members, 1:!98; of spectators, 28,655. 'flle institntes 
were instructed bv 431lecturers and 236 essa:vists, t he cost to the several counties beiuO' 
Sl2,Hi0. 18, to the members $4,812.0:3. M:one}' wa received from other sources to th~ 
amount of $4,93:2. 97. Of the money received, $1,750.71 remain on hand. 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 
Mr. Wickersham: State superintendent of common schools, calls attention to the great 
need of technical schools throughout the State. Ho says : "We have our Franklin Inst i-
tut , chool of Design, and Polytechnic College, in Philac1olpb.ia, aucl our State Agricul-
tural College. This is about all; ancl yet Penn ylvania has 4,000,000 people, and there 
is no better field on tho broad earth for tho display of high art. To our shame be j t 
19E 
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aid that the gr at bocly of our skilled artisans are foreigners. We should furnish them 
for our elvc ." And aO'ain : "It is fearful to think bow much time is lost in our to\"Yns 
and village . The av~·ago Pennsylvania village has no public place better for spend-
ing the time of a lei ·nre evening, or a holiday, than the store, the saloon, the tavern, or 
the street-corner. Education should not end with school-days. We want schools for 
men aud women. We ne ,d all our three score and ten years well improved to become 
the full-grown men and women God intended ns to be." 
BUILDING SCIIOOL-HOUSES. 
The va t and steady increase in the money appropriated to building school-houses in 
the past five years bas been truly wonderful. 
III ncb money has been loaned, and many sebool districts are now heavily in de?t; 
but this i inevitaiJle under the law that limits the amonnt of t ax that can be lev1ed 
for building purpose . Nearly ·all the boardA that have gone into debt have provide_d 
a inking fund, and propo e to make annna.l reductions in the amount owed by thm.r 
districts. The fa1ling off in the amount expended for school-houses during the last 
year i owinf> to the passage of the law of 1871, authorizing the. several courts of com-
mon pleas of the common wealth to grant school directors power to borrow money to 
build school-hou~;es . The feature of tile Jaw most objectionable is that which requires 
directors "to prod nee to the court the consent, in writing, of a majority in number of 
tho qualified electors" oftileir re pective districts. 
LENGTH OF SCI-TOOL TERM. 
The minimum term :fixed by law for the schools to be kept open was, up to 1854, 
three montil ; in that year it was made four months, and the la.st legisla.ture enacted a 
law maldng it il\'e mouths. All di ·tricts must now l(eep open their schools at least five 
months in the year, or lose their State appropriation. 
TEED OF EDUCATIONAL REFOHM. 
The sugge tions made by Mr. Wickersham t.o the " convention to revise the State 
oustitution" represent the improvements needed in the constitiltional provisions re-
lating to education . The principal suggestions are that tile arts an<l sciences shall be 
promoted in the several colleges of the State and other higher institutions of learning 
and · hools of art; that normal schools shall be encouraged by appropriate legislation; 
that th general a sembly shall provide ways of preventing truant, va.grant, and neg-
le t d children from growing up in ignorance; that a department of public instruction 
ahall be organized, comprehensive enough to embrace all the school interests of the 
tat ; and that a State educational fnnd shall be provided by law. 
ORPIIAN SCHOOLS. 
By an act of the legislatnre tho control of the schools for solJ.iers' orpl1ans came into 
the hau<ls of the superintendent of common schools June, 1871. He immediately 
directed OL'd r to be issued for the admission into school of all children above the a.ge 
o1 y 'ar , amounting h1 all to nearly 500, whose applications were on file in the 
<lep~rtmeut, an.d al o cstabli hc<l the rule that, in future, all children legally eligible a 
sol<.lwrs' orphan slwul<l at once be admitted into school, upon making proper appli ca-
tion to tltat effect. This action increa eel the numiJer of orphans in the.·e school to 
4/l35 <luring the year, and left, after all the discharges were made, 3,527 in them on the 
3bt of May. 
Th actual nnm ber of chilclr n in school'and the average number drawing money 
from the State were greater dm·ing the past year than during any other year ince the 
"~· tem of orphan ·chools went into operation. During the winter i he legislatnre. at 
tho fmggc ·tion of Mr. Wicker ham, r moved there triction that lwpt from school chtl-
<lren un<l r ' ~'ears of age, and all soldier 'orphans, from before January 1, 1 66, who 
have a:kc<l to be admitted into the schools, have been allowed tlle privilege. 







State appropriation .........•.............. ___ .................. _ ... . 
Unexpended balance for 1871. ...........................•...... __ ... . 
Amouo t accruing from loans ... _ ...... _ ......... __ . - .... - . - - . _ ...... . 
Total ............•.........•....... _ ..•... ~ ..... _ ... . ...•...... 
Expended for education, maintenance: and clothing... . . . $467, 260 52 
Expenses of department._ ......... _ ........ _ ...... _..... 7, 984 95 
Deficit of 1870 paid ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38, 685 15 
1,otal ..... ............................ __ .... __ ................................ __ .... ..... .... ------









The whole number of normal schools in operation in the State is six, and buildings 
are in course of erection for four others. The law of 1857 contemplates the estalllisb-
rnent of twelve such schools, and from present appearances that number will be sup-
plied within a few years. 
Tbe report urges upon the State the importance of adopt.ing and adhering to some 
broad general principles, by which the appropriations to these schools shall be equal-
ized. 'fbe normal-school policy of Pennsylvania has differed from that of other States, 
in that the people have bad more, and the State less, control iu their management. The 
tendency of this policy has lleen to make the administration of t.be schools narrow 
and more disposed to seek private than public ends. 
To make this administration broader, to give it a greater degree of public confidence, 
and to nnite more closely the private and public interests represented in the school~, 
the legislature at its last session authorized the State supednteudent of common schools, 
with the consent of the normal-school associations, to appoint two trustees to repre-
sent the State in the boards of trustees of the several normal schools. 
The &ix normal s<;hools already in operation have had since t.beir organization 15,052 
students, of whom 2,453 attended the past year; have graduated 575, of whom 59 
grad uated the past year. Four hundred and forty-one students have received Sta.te 
aid as graduates, and 1,049 as undergrallnates. The normal scho•)ls had, during the 
past year, 74 professors and teachers. The. aggregate number of volumes in their 
libraries if> 9,956. 
. PHILADELPHIA. 
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL. 
The attenda.nce at this school continues steadily to increase, the average for 1S71 
being the unprecedented number of G75.42. It is now, however, ncar its limit, nnless 
enlarged provi8ion be made for the reception of students lly the erection of a new builcl-
iqg. 'fbe growth of the school continues to be, where it is most desired, in the middle 
and higher classes, which proves conclnsively that the full course of study is growing 
in favor. The demand among llnsincss men for its graduates continues in excess of the 
supply, and affords a gratifying indication of the good results of tho inet.hods of teach-
ing pursued. What has been done in little more than a, generation is but an earnest 
of what may be looked for in the future. 
THE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This school completed in December, 1A71, its forty-seventh term. Since its organi-
za-tion, 3,401 pupils have been enrolled; of that number 1,324 have graduated, aMl 
1,916 have been appointed as teachers. The _average attendance last year was more 
tb~m 97 per cent. Of those who graduated this year, each one received a certificate of 
qualification to teach. It is recommended that there be established, in connection 
with the normal school, a school of practice, and that t.bis include a kindergarten, in 
ord r to secure teachers well trained in object-teaching, thus making our primary 
departments schools of art. 
PUBLIC 'IGITT SCITOOLS. 
The number of these schools bas this year been increased, so that ample accommoda-
tion arc provided tor all adults seeking instruction. Care lJas been taken to place 
tbc e schools in the manufacturing districts of the cit.v, where they are especially 
n cde<l. Tbey are conducted with skill and success, and have an aggregate attend-
ance of 6,:353. 
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NIGHT SCIIOOL FOR ARTISANS. 
This chool continues it u efnl and successful career. Almost every workshop is 
repre ·ente<l, and the lectures are li tened. to with t~e same degree of int~rest as ~n 
former ca ·ons. 'I be ben ficial results 'YhlCh these mght schools are workmg out m 
educating o many middle-aged, and even old n~en, ~ncl the manner in wbic~ they are 
alJ orlJing the old fire department and ~athermg m so many whose. ~vemngs w~re 
spent in the engine-bon e , are hopeful s1gns that the morals of the nsmg generatwn 
will lJe purified and ociety greatly benefited by the institution of these schools. 
READING. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Thi is the fir t report of the Reading public schools since 1862. During that period 
the enrollment of the chools has increased from 4,012 to 5,t352, or very nearly 46 per 
cent.; the teaching force has increased from 80 to 112, (not ineluding the normal-school 
teacher ,) or 40 per cent.; the average number of pupils for each teacher, which was 
th 'n 50 is now 52; and tho co t of teaching has increased nearly 71 per cent. 
ntil three year ago tho school accommodations were entirely insufficient. Since 
thl'n four new buildings have been erected, and an extension added to the higlJ-scbool 
lmilding. Over, · 0,000 have been spent for building purposes within two years. The 
school property is valued at $300,000. Tbe whole number of sittings is 5,239. 
FEMALE PRINCIPALS. 
Six year ago a change wa made in the management of the grammar schools, by the 
substitution of female for male principals. This change was made in the face of great 
oppo ition. The experiment, however, bas worked well, and the schools give general 
sati faction. 
HIGH SCHOOL. 
The high school, which was organized in 1852 with 1 teacher and 35 pupils, bas 
grown until its pnpils number over 200, with 8 teachers. The greatest opposition was 
manife ted when tbe male and female high schools were united in 1859, but this soon 
died out before tho successful working of the system. 
TJJE NORMAL CIIOOL. 
Attention is called to the want of interest manifested by the teachers in the normal 
school. This i coo id •red to be in great measure owing to the fact of their Leing 
required to preparo les ous which baYe nothing to do with what they need, namely, 
practical knowledge of tbe ])est methods of instruction. It is suggested that if lecture· 
w ·re suL.-titut d for 1 · ons, the interest would lJe greater, and more good would be 
accompli heel. ncl l' th existing regulations of tho normal school, each member is 
rcq uirccl to a-ttain a ilx d standard, to procure a renewal of the superintendent's certifi-
cat ·,without .xamiuation. 
'fh e ·tablisbm nt of night schools was agreed upon last year, but was postponed 
from financial considerations. 
ALLEGTIENY. 
CONDI'l'ION OJ!' CHOOLS. 
Tho committee of inspection report the chools in a generally satisfactory condition. 
Tb ' tudy of drawing wa introdu 'eel into tbe schools about two years ago, bnt it 
r~cce.- thu f;tr ~a beer~ but p:u~ial, owing to the inability of most of tho teachers to 
gtvc. a<1cqnate mstruct10n. It JS -trongly recommended that a special teach r be 
appomt('<1 for this ])ranch. 'fhe study of ·hemi ·try hash en introduced into the high r 
r:ulc ' during tb year with great ucce ·s. The committee deem it essential that it 
l10nld b · tau(J'ht, ·o fa.r as practicabl , in all the grades. 
It i~ caru tly r ·Gmmendcd that some m •aus be adopted to retain the scn·ice · of 
xp ·rr nc ·d t. a ·h ·~· , many of whom arc e ·king more r mnncrativo cmplo~·ment 
el ewber ·, wbtl' tbeu places are filled with comparatively inexperienced teacher . 
EVE -ING CHOOL • 
Ev ning · bool w r maintain d during three months, with a.n enrollment of 931 
and an av rag att n<lan · of 412. Tb co of the e schools, per pnpil, on total 
emollm ·nt, i.· . '2G.72. Tlw av ·1·a., co t per Htonth of each pupil in tb day .-C'lwol · i .. 1. 
' be committee on colored cbool · report tb rn fully equal to any of the other . 
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SCHOOL FOR 'i\1:UTES. 
The mute school has 36 pupils enrolled. Their progress is in the highest degree sat-
isfactory, and the teachers, one of them a mute, are inclefatig:-:tl>le in their efforts. . 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 
The trustees of this institution, desirous fully to meet the needs of the times, have 
recently established a new department of the universitJr, to l>e known as the depart-
ment of science. Different departments have been heretofore established as the exi-
gencies of the times seemed to demand them. The department of arts was established 
in 1755, that of medicine in 1765, that of law in 1789, that of tlw auxiliary faculty of 
medicine in 1864. 
The govemment and instruction of the students in the department of science will 
be in charge of a distinct faculty, under the general supervision of the provost and 
board of trustees. Charles J. Stille, LL.D., is provost of the university, and J. Peter 
Lesley, A. M.~ is dean of the faculty. 
The course will extend through four years. The first two years will be devoted to a 
thorough training in t.Le preparatory and elementary mathematics, chemistry, &c., 
English studies, modern languages, and mechanical drawing. At the close of these 
two years the student will select one of four parallel courses, to which, during the 
remainder of the course, his attention will ue confined. These courses are: 1. Analyt-
ical and applied chemistry and mineralogy; 2. Geology and mining; 3. Civil en-
gineering ; 4. Mechanical engineering. 
A new building, 260 feet front by over 100 feet in depth, and of most extensive and 
convenient arrangements, erected by the trustees for the accommodation of t,Le depart-
ment of arts and of science, was opened for the reception of students in September, 1872. 
The formal inauguration of the building took place October 11, 187Z. 
The provost, in his address, congratulated the faculties and trul:ltees upou the fact 
that" we have here, at last, a true university, complete in all its parts, in which men 
may receive, in ali the various departments of human knowledge, that training and 
liberal cuUure which shall fit them to be the leaders and guides of their fellow-men." 
MEMORIAL WINDOWS. 
Ron. James R. Ludlow made the presentation of the memorial windows, and in doing 
so sketched uriefl.y the history of the university. The Franklin memorial window is 
the gift of the alumni of the institution, in honor of the founder of the college of 
Philadelphia. In 1749, by the direct efforts of Benjamin Franklin, his fi:iends suu-
scribed £800 for the endowment of an academy. The building then used stood until 
very recently, and in its place tho present strncture was bnilt. In 1755 a charter was 
granted for the college. This institution was the sixth in order of age of the colleges 
in the United States. Franklin was a trustee until the time of his death, and the 
early record-uooks remain in Lis handwriting as secretary of the college. . 
Another memorial window is in honor of the Penn family, to whom the college is 
mnch indebted. Thomas Penn, a sou of 'Villiam, contributed £4,500 in .money, and 
2,500 acres of ]and in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Other officers of the college are 
also commemorated: Ebener-er Kituerslc.y, whoso name is familiar to scientific men of 
Europe; DaYid Rittenhouse, mcchanici an and astronomer, of whom J e:f!'erson said, "the. 
world has but one Rittenhouse, and it never had one before;" Rev. John E'viug, first 
provost of the univen;ity; the Pattersons, fn.ther and son, both of whom held the office 
of vice-provost; Bishop Do Lancey; Alexander Dallas Bache, upon whom three uni vcr-
sities conferred the degree of LL.D.; Henry Reed, LL.D., who was lost 011 the steamer 
Arctic six months after his election to the office of vice-provost, and others. 
COST OF UNIVERSITY EQUJPi\IENTS. 
Tho chairman of the lmilding committee stated that the cost of the building, exclu-
sive of special fittings for lal>oratories, museums, &c., and the furniture, was $~J5,910. 
Professor Lesley, in tho course of his address, remarked that it would need $100,000 to 
supplement the present equipment with a workiug laboratory and complete museums, 
and to endow chairs to make the faculty cowplete. 
AGRICULTUHAL COLLEGE. 
The president of the agricultural college, Dr. James Calder, submits the suggestion 
that such recognition of the college be made by the department of common school::; as 
will uriug it into fuller co-operation in the State's noble work of popular education, 
and that sonw provision be made by which at least a few of the meritorious gnuluatcs 
of the schools may be enabled to avail themselves of the advantages prodded by the 
colnuiued bounty of the National and, 'tate Governments. 
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lie adds: "To the graduates of the schools under control of the depar~ment, and to 
all the tu<lent · ent to u by the State, admi sion will be granted at any t1me to clas~es 
·which their member may be qualified to enter; and to them our cbar.ges, already gm~e 
low, will be fnrtller rrdnceJ. The charge for the full college yea.r of forty weeks Will 
l)e :·~00, wllich will include all expeu es of board and tuition." 
The college property cousi 'ts of a tract of 400 acres, of which 100 h!1ve been set off as 
a mod 1 and ex"perimental farm, and worked separately from the mam college farm. 
"Gnusual facilitie are offered for the study of chemica.l analysis . 
. tudonts who have con ·cientious scruples aga.inst bearing arms are exempted from 
military drill, but will be required to work three hours each week. 
until September, 1 71, no provision was made for lady students. At that time it was 
decided to admit them, and ladies are now admitted to t.he same course of study as gen-
tlemen, ar nbjeet to tho ame rules, and receive the same degree. 
Dr. Calder suggests the appointment of a committee by the legislature to act in con-
junction with tlle board oftru tees of the college in originating some practical plan for 
etrecting a unio.::t between the agricultural college and the schools controlled by the 
State. 
WE TERN UNIVERSITY OI'' PENNSYLVANIA. ' 
The university comprises an academical department, a scientific department, a 
department of civil and mechanical engineering, a bw department, ·and a preparatory 
department. Th collegiate course extends over a period of fou.c years; the scientific, 
three. 
W A IIINGTON AND JEFFERSON COLLEGE. 
Two full four-yflar cour e are now organized in the college, and it is the plan of the-
trn tee to enlarge and perfect these, a.nd adtl others as the demands of the public may 
re11uire and tlte ro onrces at command will jnstii)r. The study of Greek and Latin in 
th cla. ical cour e is made elective after the sophomort~ year. A preparatory depart-
ment i connected with 1.he college. The report states that a professorship of agricnl-
tnre and corr()lative branches would be filled by the opening of the next college year. 
DICKINSON COLLEGE. 
Tho principle of elective courses is carried out as far as the college resources permit. 
A .scientific deJ?artm<'nt and law department have been established dnring the la t 
tlnc' years; also, a uil>lical course for students preparing ior the ministry. 
PEXNSYLVANIA COLLEGE. 
!'he cour c of study occupies four years. Tho department of physical and natural 
. sciences ba been tlwrongltly reorganized, and now offers superior advantages for the 
stncl~· of the c brancbes. Tho study of tho German language is made a part of the reg-
ular college conr ·e. A preparatory department is connected with the college. The 
Illllllbor of under-graduates is 92. 
SAINT VI "CENT'S COLLEGE. 
There are three course of study- ccclesia tical, classical, and commercial-be ide 
an elem ntary chool. This in titutiou i under the care of the Rowan Catholic Church. 
MERCER. BURGII COLLEGE. 
his colleg i.· condnctecl in the int r ts and under the care of the Reformed Church. 
A prtparator~· departm nt is coun£>ctcd with it. Tho collegiate course oxtcuds over ~L 
Il t-riod of four year ; the preparatory, three. 
It:HLKNBERG COLT,EGE. 
Tbi. in tit!1tion embraces two cJ partment -collegiate and academic. Tho collerri::~.t 
c·our. e occur 1e · four year:;; the preparatory, three. Arrangements are made for spe01al 
tmlte . 
YII,LA4·ovA COLLEGE. 
Thi in titution wa: founcled hy the Angn, tine Fathers, n.nd incorporated in 1 4R. It 
m bra OJ two department. - colle~;,riate and preparatory. The collegiate conrs ext ncl 




This college was named in honor of Ursinus, the renowned German theologian. It 
embraces collegiate and academic departments; also a theological course. 
PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADEMY. 
The mathematical and scientific courses are the same as at West Point; the classical 
clepartment offers a full collegiate course. The institution is under strict military rule. 
LUTHERAN MISSIONARY IKSTITUTE. 
This institute embraces three departments-preparatory, collegiate, and theological.• 
NAZARETH HALL. 
The method of instruction is the same as that usually pursued in Moravian s,chools. 
PITTSBURGH FEMALE COLLEGE. 
This institution is incorporated with collegiate powers and privileges by the legisla-
ture of the Sta.te. It embraces a collegiate and a preparatory department, and a de-
partment of music and drawing. 
UNIVERSITY FEMALE INSTITUTE. 
The regular course occupies three y~ars . There is also a preparatory department, 
and a department of music and drawing. 
COTTAGE IIILL COLLEGE. 
This institution, for the education of young ladies, was chartered in 1868 with full 
coilegiate powers. It embraces a collegiate department, a scientific course, and a pre-
paratory department. There were 5 graduates in 1872. 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN FOR WOMEN. 
This institution, located at Philadelphia, has for its object the systematic trainio~ 
of women in a knowledge of the principles and practice of the art of design, and their 
qualification for the practical application of art to the common uses of daily life. The 
school is divided into three distinct branches of study : Class A, ornament; class H, 
landscape; class C, human figure; each with its subuivisionsand sections. The course 
lasts from two and a half to four and a half years, according to the industry of the 
student. The fee is $20 per session of :five months, except in the industrial classes, 
where tuition is free. The attempt has never been made to renc1er the school self-sus-
taining, as that involves the necessity of raising the tuition fee to an amount that 
would impair the usefuln ess of tl1e institution and tend to defeat its object. There-
fore, subscriptions and donations are necessary to assist in meeting expenses. 
TilE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES. 
The Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia was founded by a few gentlemen 
who as. ociated together witll a view to mutual instruction and !'esearch in natural. 
hi story. ' • 
At first they met weekly at their own homesJ in turn; then in rented rooms. In 1821:) 
a ball was purchased, and the present edifice was built in 1840. Tho society was 
founded March 21, 1812, and incorporated by an act of the legislature of Pen osy lvania, 
approved March 24, 1817, a a "Society in Philadelphia for the encouragement and 
cul ti vatiou of the sciences, by the name of the 'Academy of N atnral Sciences in Phila-
delphia.'" 
With th~ exception of exemption of its hall from taxation, the society has received 
no aid from tlle treasury of the State, nor from that of the municipal government. It 
derives support exclnsiYely from the semi-annual contributions of its members, and 
donations fi:om individuals. 
Hs museum uow contains about 400,000 specimens, many of them typical, and somo 
of them uuique. They are classed as followt>: • 
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Minerai· · · · · · · - - - - · · --- - ------· 6,000 
Rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 700 
Vegetable fo ·il ....... . .... .. . .. 2,000 
In vertebrate fo ·ils.. . . .. . . . . . . . . 25, 000 
V rtebrate fo sils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 
narranged . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . .. 33,000 
Botany, (speci s) . .. ... . . .. .. ... 100,000 
Zoophytes........... . ........ .. 1, 000 
Cru tac ans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2, 000 
l\lyriapod and Arachnida . . . . . • • GOO 
In ·ect , ( pecie )-----· · ·····-- -- 25,000 
Shells, (species) ... . .. . . ... . . . . .. 20, 000 
Reptiles, (species) ..•..•... ---. -. 
Fishes, (species) ....•...... . . . . . . 
Birds, (specimens) ....... . ..... . 
Birds' eggs, (specimens) ..... -- - -
Birds' nests, (species) . .. . .... .. . 
Mammals, (specimens) .... -- ... . 
Osteology, (skeletons and pieces). 
Homan crania . ... . .. . ... . . . . - - . 
:Mummies .. .. . . . • . ...•. - .....•.• 
Micros copes .. ..... .. . .. .... . . . . 
Micro co pic specimens . . . . . . • . .• 













Each pecie i r presented by :five or six specimens. 
During nearly a half century the museum has been opened gratuitously to the pub-
lic two afternoons every week. The number of visitors became so large- as many as 
three or four thousand crowding into its saloons every afternoon-that few, if any of 
them, were able to obtain a satisfactory view of anything. The movements of crowds 
gave ri c to cloud of du. t, which penetrated the cases and obscured the specimens. 
To obviate thi , and to guard the collections against damage from dust and breakage 
of gla , au admi ion fee of ten cents has been charged since June, 1870. Classes 
from chools, accompanied by their teachers, are freely admitted. Artists and stu-
dent from the school of design occasionally resort to the museum and library for aid 
in the ex rcisc of their bea.utiful art. 
The library, whicll is maintained for reference exclusively, and is free to all appli-
cant , contain 23,000 volnmet'l. 
The ociety ha publl h d eight octavo and seven quarto volumes, entitled " J ournal 
of tlJ Academy of atural Sciences iu Philadelphia," and twenty-four octavo volumes 
entitled "Proceeding of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia." Tllese 
volnme average 400 pages each. By means of its publications the academy is in cor-
re. pondeuce with two hundred k indred societies in different parts of the world. 
Through the Je sup fund, held in trust for the purpose, the academy enables young 
p r~;ons to qualify then: elves to engage in original researches in natural science. 
Th income from all sources during the year 1872 was $6,600, and the expenditures 
nhout th ame amount. Tbis may be assumed as about the average annual cost of 
conducting the institution. 
MORAVIAN SEMINARY FOR YOUNG LADIES. 
Thi in ·titntion. wa founded in 1749 as a church boarding-school; and in 1785 was 
r organized witll power to receive pupils from other denominations. UmLer the Mo-
ravian s tern, uo deg:-ee or diplomas are conferred, but certificates of character and 
scllolarship ar furnished. 
ALLRLTTOWN FEMALE COLLEGE. 
This ollege is conducted und r the auspices of th Reformed Church. It embraces 
three departments-primary, academic, and collegiate. 
HOLLIDAYSBURGII EMINARY. 
Tbi institution is for tb instruction of young ladies. The full course occupie four 
years. 
BRO l{E IIALL FEMALE SEMINARY. 
This inRtitntion was organized under the auspices of Bishop Potter, of Penn ~·lv-ania. 
The tour. of study ·mbrace. cla ·ical, literary, and scientific depa,rtments. There is 
also a department of music and art. 
WJL. ON COLLEGE. 
This i an in titution for the education of young ladies. Its charter giv s fnll coi-
l giat pow r and privilege . 'pecial advantages are offered in the department of 
mu ic and fin art . 
SWARTBMORE COLLEGE • 
• This in. titution i nnd ·r tb car of th society of Friends. The coll ge mbrac 
a coil ·giate d partm nt, a ci ntitic d partmeut, and a preparatory chool, an<.l i OIJen 
to ooth sexes. 
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WESTl\liNSTER COLLEGE. 
This institution is under the care of the Presbyterian Church, and is open to both 
sexes. It embrace~:~ three departments-collegiate, scientific, and preparatory. 
LEBANON VALLl!:Y COLLEGE. 
This college is open to both sexes, and embraces a classical department, a ladies' 
department, a scientific department, and a commercial department. 
THEOLOGICAL SEMli'ITARY OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH. 
The course of study extends· through three years. 'rhe doctrinal system taught is 
that of the Lutheran Church. The number of graduates in 1872 was 9. 
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, GETTYSBURGH. 
This institution is conducted in the interests and under the care of the Evangelical 
Lutiberan Church, though students of all Christian denominations are received. The 
course of study occupies three years. There were 11 graduates in 1871. 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
The graduates of this collep:e in 1872 numbered 114. Total number of graduates 
since organization, 6,052. Philadelphia offers superior facilities for clinical instruc-
tion, which is given at the various hospitals throughout the year. 
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE OF DENTAL SURGERY. 
The museum of this college is not surpassed by any dental museum in the country; 
and the faculty consider that "the facilities afforded for the acquisition of a complete 
theoretical and practical dental education stand unrivaled." The number of graduates 
last year was 29. 
PHILADELPHIA DENTAL COLLEGE. 
Candidates for graduation "must have bad two years' private tuition, and b~ve at-
tended two full courses of lectures in a dental or medical college, one of wl1ich shn11 
have been in this institution." Degrees are otherwise conferred under certain con-
ditions. The number of graduates in 1872 was 32. 
PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTION FOR TilE DEAF AND DUMB. 
The report for 1871 states that "at no time since the foundation of the institution 
was the lJUmber of pupils as large as it is at present." 
A.n earnest eflort was made by the directors to ascertain the number of deaf-mutes in 
tbc city of Philadelphia between tbe ages of 6 and12 yeart>, with the design 9f estab-
lishing one or more day schools. Every leading paper in the city called attention to 
the subject, and reque&ted the parents of fWch children to communicate with the 
directors. Only four commnuications were received. 
The success thus far in teaching articulation has been sufficiently encouraging to 
lead to the recommendation that this ue made a permanent feature of the institution. 
Tuc number iu this class is 25. 
~boclllaking aud tailoring are the trades taught. The directors have not thought it 
advisable to introduce any others. Sixty-nine boys have been employed at these trades 
with satifjfactory results during the year. 
Pupils arc not received under 10 years of age. The term allowed in the institution 
is ix years. Of the 49 pupils dismi ·sed during the year 30 bad completed the full term. 
In February, 1 71, tbe institution celebrated its semi-centennial nnniYersary. Moxe 
than :300 personfj educated in the institution as embled on this occasion. 
PENNSYLVANIA ll STITUTIO FOR 'l'IIE INSTRUCTIO OF TilE BLIND. 
The number of blind persons in the institution December, 1871, including a sistant 
teaehers and inmates of the '' inclnstrial home," was 183, of whom 10:3 are males and 0 
females. Of this nnmber 2 (including 18 in the homo) support themselves wholly or 
i.u part as instructors, or in tihe industrial depart.nen L; 3 arc paying pupils iu full; 7 
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in part. Ov-er 50 of the former pupils of this institution have been, or are now, engaged 
a in tructor in literatur or music. 
The branches of in trur.tion have been generally the same as taught ~or several ye:;trs 
pa:t. The manufacturing department is, as usual, in vigorous operatiOn. The prm-
cipal remarks that "a so larO'e a number of the blind must hereafter depend upon the 
work of their bands in skilleMd labor, th is part of their education ca~ hardly_ b_e over-
e~timatcd. The three departments of literature, music, and mechamcal trammg are 
co-e . ential, and should be so considered in the organization of every institution for. the 
blind." A number of the females learn cane-seating, and to operate on sewmg-
machine . 'l'he principal refers to the need of some provision in the shape of work-
hop for the blind, after their separation from the institution, and quotes the example 
of the London As ociation for Promoting the General Welfare of the Blind. 
Refert'nce i made in the report to the style of printing for the blind, whi~h unites 
the capital with the Boston system. The advantages claimed for the "combmed sys-
tem ' are admitted, but the objection is made that it obliges the :finger to distinguish 
52 letter instead of 26, and defeats the hope of a simple, uniform print for adoption 
throughout this country. 
The accowmodation for pupils are entirely occupied and insufficient for all the pur-
pose of instruction. Many applicants are stm waiting aclmission. It is many years 
since any material achlitions were made to the buildings, and in that time the blind 
population has nearly doubled. 
HOUSE OF REFUGE. 
The board of managers make their forty-fourth annual report. On the 1st of Jan-
uary, 1 71, th re were in the white department 408 inmates; iu the colored department, 
139; total, 547. Received during the year, 263 whites and 1)3 colored. Discharged 
dnring the same period, 268 white and 73 colored. Remaining, January 1, 1872, in the 
white department, 337 boys and 66 girls; total, 403; and .in the col()red department, 81 
hojT and 3 girls; total, 119. Whole number white and colored , 522. Average age in 
the white department, boys 14t years, girls 15 years; in the colored department, boys 
12l year , girls 1:llr years. 
Letters received from persons to whom former inmates have been indentured show 
that the reformation in many cases is assured. The managers consider that "the snc-
cc · that ha ntteuded these reformatory schools has amply repaid all the expense and 
anxiety attendant on their management." The subject of having a school-ship, similar 
to thos iu fa achu 'etts, ha been presented to the board, but no action bas been 
taken. It is regarded as a subject of much importance and will be carefully con-
idcred. 
JOliN Sl\IITIT RICIIARDS.-OniTUARY. 
John Smith Richard died in Reading, August 26, 1872. 
H • was born in Robeson Township, Berks Connty, Fcbrnary 8, 1815; enjoyed but 
mcag r advantages for schooling, the h ighest and last opportunity being a year at the 
old H ·ading Academy, at the age of 15. But from his childhood he was a diligent 
n·adcr, ancl by keeping a daily record of his boyish occupations he learned to use the 
pen. While tendin•)' store and serving as clerk at the iron-works, he studied a]CTehra 
and geometry without a tutor; studied La.tin and law, and was a<.lmi tted to the bar at 
th age of 2~. 
The pracliice of writing for the newspapers, which h9 commenced in his boyhood. 
wa. continued through life; and for seven years ( 1838-'45) he editeu the Berk and 
• "ehnylkill Journal. He was prominent as a lawyer and politician; took a leadinrr 
1mrt in the temperance movement; and was specially distinguished as the friend of 
education. 
ays the Journal: "Not for half a century or more has any one passed away in R ad-
iug who wa so widely useful in his day, or whose works will have so markcc1 an 
in flu ·nee for good on the ri. iog geu •rations. He was the father of the public-school sy -
tel!-1 iu our city, and the leader in every educational, literary, and progressive enter-
1>1'1 e." 
~'or iw nty-five year he had been clo ely identified with the :chools ofReading; and at 
a time when the s ·stem of popular education met with the most pow rfnl oppo. ition. b • 
toocl~:;ide by ide in its defen e, with such men a. Thomas H. Burrows and Tbadd ·u 
• 'tevcn.·. lay the yonth who enjoy the b nefit of his labors emulate his diligence iu 
til improvement of their greater opportunities. 
WILLIA:'II J. IIAMILTO~.-OBITUARY. 
IJieutenant Willia~ J. Hamilton died at his home in Bristol, February, 1 72. For a 
short time he wa · a.-.1stant profc :or of mathematics and mj}jtar:r tactic· in onwll 
T"uivcr. ity, and won the r ·.-pcct of all who know him there by thorongbuc ·s in in truc-
tion and gentlemanly b aring. 
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WILLIAM HENRY HUNTER.-OBITUARY. 
·william H enry Hunter, A. M., principal of the Vaughan grammar school, Philadel-
phia, died July 5, 1872. 
He was born in Columbia, Lancaster County, April 12, 1824; entered the Central 
High School, Philadelphia, January, 1840; graduated December, 1843 ; adopted teach-
ing as his profession, and was several years preceptor of the academy at Lees burgh, Vir-
ginia; returning to Philadelphia, he was elected principal of the public school in 
Ro:s.borough; in March, 1851, he became principal of the Vaughan grammar sclwol, 
which position be :filled with marked en11rgy and skill till his death. 
"Formed by nature for a teacher, and liberally educated for the profession, be carried 
into the workings of his every-day life the patient investigation, thorough analysis, 
and attractive power of illustration which rendered him so successful in his art, and 
which bas placed his name in the foremost rank of the public instructors of his day." 
He :fitted about four hundred pupils for the high school, and was" one of the most faith-
ful, energetic, and successful teachers of our city." 
JOHN G. MOORE.-OBITUARY. 
John G. Moore, principal of Hallowell Seminary, died of consumption at his residence 
in Philadelphia, April 1tl, 1872. 
He was born in Chester County, Februn,ry 2, 1834, and followed teaching from his 
youth; was among tho first who entered the normal school at Millersville, where he 
graduated with high honor in 1858 ; married Miss E. MeV. Budd, a teacher in the 
school, and settled in Philadelphia as :first assistant in the Friends' High School; after 
some ten years, became principal, in connection with Mr. GeorgeEastburn, of Hallowell 
Seminary, which was in a highly flourishing condition at the time of his death. 
Mr. Moore was one of the most regular and valued contributors to the Pennsylvania 
School Journal; a skillful teacher, but excelled pre-eminently as a lecturer on scien-
tific subjects. "He forgot himself in the interests of science, and toward the close of 
hi · life seemed willing to barter all his remaining strength for a new fact or a new 
truth." 
SAMUEL HENRY DICKSON.-OBITUARY. 
Samuel Henry Dickson, M. D., LL. D., professor of the practice of medicine in 
Jefferson Medic~Ll College, died of abdominal tumor, in Philadelphia, March 31, 1872. 
He was born in Charleston, South Caroliua, of Scotch-Irish parents, September 20, 
1798; graduated at Yale College 1814; studied medicine with Dr. Prioleau, of Charles-
ton, and graduated Doctor of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania 1819; took 
charge of the ye1low fever and marine hospitals in Charleston; commenced lecturing 
in 1822; founded the State Medical Collf.gc, in which he occupied the chair of insti-
tutes and lHac~i ce of medicine, 1824 ;, was called to tlJe same po~ition in the Unive~'sity 
of New York 1847; retnrned to mediCal college of South Carolina, where he received 
an ovation from tho citizens of Charleston, 18GO; resigned in 1858 to accept the 
position in J efferson Medical College which he oconpied until his death. 
Dr. Dickson stood in the front rank of his profession. He was an acute philosophical 
thinker, and an accornplislJed writer. Prominent among his published works are 
''Elements of Medicine," "Essays on Life, Sleep, Pain, and Death," and "Studies in 
Pathology and Therapeutics." 
As a man l1e was cheerful, genial, friendly to all, of poetical temperameut and the 
most courteous manners. 
ANN PRESTON.-OBITUARY. 
Ann Preston, M. D., dean and professor of physiology and hygienoJn the Woman's 
Me(lical College of Pennsylvania, died of heart dil'ease April 19, 1872. 
'be was bom in Chester County, Pennsylvania, 1813, and was one of tho earliest 
graduates of the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania. No other individual has 
been more thoroughly identified with that institution, or done so much toward its per-
ruauente tablishment and improv~ment. Probably no woman in this country, cert,aiuly 
none iu Philadelphia, ba done HO much toward securing for woman the advantage of 
tlJorongh medical education, and the privilege of practicing that profession. 
In per. onal character :!iss Preston was one of tlie gentlest of women, attaching to 
herself all around her with warn} affection. Her lectures were characterized lJy excel-
lent judgment, industrious research, and admirable elearnet'lS of expression. 
At> a writer she di play d uncommon power on everal important occasions, especially 
in coutroversics gro\Ying out of t he prejudice among medical men against the entrance 
of women into the profession. Calm, refined, and <lignified, while thoroughly earn o~t 
in her convictions, some of her communications to th press on this subject wer models 
of controversial writing, and to none of them was there ever sent an effectual reply. 
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JOlh~ F. FRASER.-OBITUATI.Y. 
John F. Fra er, LL.D., di d at Philadelphia October 12, 1872. ~ro:t:esso: Fraser_h.~d 
filled th chair of plly ·ical cience in the University of Pe!lnsy lvama W1tb_s1gr:al a b_1h. y 
for nearly tllirty years. Upon the day after the proceed~ngs at the cl_edwatwn ?f the 
new lmil<ling devot d to the arts and sciences, be was stncken down w1th heart disease 
while nt ring hi own room at that building. . 
At a meeting of the faculty, Professor Allen, LL. D., one of his co-laborers, spoke of 
the d ceased in the following feeling terms: 
"Our decea ll. collcaguc,'l he a1d, "was undoubtedly one of those men whom we 
spontaneou ly recognize a unique. With the liv~l~est animal spirits, with_ the keenest 
enjoyment at the same time of out-of-door activity and of elegant somety, be was 
always, even at the gaye t period of his life, an enthusiMtic and systematic student. 
Hi mind was quick in its action and penetra.tive beyond example. No man ever mas-
tered a subject more rapidly, or could explain it more clearly or gracefully to others. 
Ho bad received the mo t thorough classical training under my learned predecessor,_tbe 
venerable Dr. Wylie, and did not merely keep up but constantly extended his acquamt-
ance with the Greek and Latin authors. In some departments of French literature be 
wa al o a master. As a professor no man ever performed his duties with more alacrity 
and euergy, or with more perfect command of his subjects. His lectures were model . 
To hi colleagues be was a delightful companion and a friend ever ready to oblige. He 
wa one of those who attract and chaTm by an irresistible fascination. While brim ant 
in ociety and chivalrou in his deportment towa.rcl women, he atta.cbed to himself, in 
th bonds of soli(1 friend hip, many whose acquaintance it was an honor to posse s. 
These he never neglected or forgot, and they will never cease to cherish his mewory." 
PENNSYLVlU."'IA ST.\.TE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The nin tcentb annual se ~ions of this association were held at the Academy of Mn ic 
in Philadelphia, on the 20th, 21st, and 22d of August, 1872. The number of names 
enrolled was nearly eleven hundred-more than bad ever attended a previous weetinfr, 
The local arrangements for the meeting were very elaborate. But two sessions were 
hclcl ach day, leaving tho aJternoon for excursions. Of these there were three: one to 
the Park, on on the Dcl::tware from Philadelphia. to Bristol, and one to Long Branch. 
These e:s:cur ions were participated in by the teachers in a body. There was too much 
to divert the attention to ma.ko tlli a working meeting of the association, and, a1thougb 
many valuable paper wore read, there was little time for discussion, or for an earnest 
grapplirw with any important question. There was a brief discussion on teacher ' 
c rtiocate , and til subject of the co-education of the sexes in American colleges wa 
also di cu ed with much ability; the association at the end reversing its action of 
ighteeu y •ar ago, and pa. ing a resoluLion unanimously approving of the plan. 
Th addrcs es giv •n at the opening of the sessions were an address of welcome by 
Profe ·or F. P. Ullrisiine, of Philadelphia; a response by Professor A. R. Harne ; and 
g ncral addr es by Profe or J. R. Sypher, Dr. Frank Taylor, and the State superin-
tend •ut, lion. J. P. Wick r bam. Tho latter gentleman referred to some historical 
matter in relation to th association, which, be said, \Yas organized during Cbristma 
·w k, 1 52, at Harrisl nrgh. The first president was John H . Brown, of the Za.ne-street 
grammar ·chool, Philadelphia. . 
ther addref'.·e wer the in:10gural, by Ron. Henry Houck, depnty State snperin-
tcudent; uy !Ion. A. )fori, mini t r from Japan; and by Hou. B. G. Northrop, of Con-
necticut, upon the" cbool. of Europe." 
Paper wcr read by Mis · Anna, B. Bailey, of Bristol, upon "Haps and mishap ;"by 
Pre ideut W. C. Catt •11, of Lafayette College; by Edward hippen, e ·q., of Philadel-
phia, upon " omp n ·ation of teachers;" by Profe sor P. A. Allen, of Crans:ficld, upon 
' Reform in primary teachin"' ;" by Rev. . K. Brobst, of Allentown, upon "Euglbh 
and errnan in the p ople' cboolt~ ;" by the Rev. J. K. Loos, of Betulellem, upon "Re-
ligion iu onr clloo]s ;"by :Hiss F. , . Ja ·b, of Williamsport, a poem, "What hath the 
mwel written r uy Mr. G. II. Davis, of Philadelphia, npon '' uuny teaching;" lJ~· 
Pre ideot Edward H. Magill, of s~arthmore College, upon the" Co-education of tlle 
s·xe .. 
n . olntion were adopted with refer nee to th centennial expo ition, proYi<1in for 
t?' ~oo~ ·r ·nee and co-operation, by a committee of the association, with tho ·om mi.-
IOtH•r of the General ovemmeot for the promotion of the object of the expo. ition. 
fticcr l<·ctefl: Pr · ident,Edward Gideon, ofPhilalol. lpbia; s cretary, J.P. :MeCa k ; 
trea urer, D. . Burllll. 
F.\.CT FR ~! TilE UNITED I TATE CEN . 
.il.rea ancl pop!,lafion.-Io 1 70 nn:ylvania was th · cond tate in population. 
having 3,521,!>51 inhabitant within an ar a of 46,000 quar mil , an :tYNag • of 
7(3.~6 persons to the c1uare mile. Tbi. por ulation con istcd of 3,456,609 '"bit · , ";},~IJ 
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colored, 34 Indians, and 14 Chinese. Of these, 2,976,642 were natives of the United 
States :wd G45,309 were foreign-born. Of the native residents, 2,6134,965 whites, 
41,740 colored, and 7 Indians were born within its borders, while of the foreign resi-
dents, 160,146 were born in Germany, 69,665 in England, and 2:35,798 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 725,004 persons 
at tenued school, and of these, 18,288 were foreign-born. Of the 717,119 white scholars, 
369,674 were males and 347,445 females. Of the 7,880 colored pupils, 4,023 were males 
and 3,857 females. Four males and1 female Indian were reported. 
Illiteracy.-There were 222,356 inhabitants of all races, of 10 years old and over, 
unable to write, and of these, 95,553 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex ofilUterates.-Of tht\206,458 whitfl illiterates, 10,688 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these, 5,735 were males and 4,953 females; 18,159 were from 15 to 21 
years old, of whom 8,504 were males and 9,655 females; 177,611 were 21 years old and 
over, of whom 61,350 were males aud 116,261 females. Of t.he 15,893 colored illiter-
ates, 851 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these, 401 were males and 450 females; 
1,815 were from 15 to 21 years old, and of these, 719 were males and 1,096 females; 
13,227 were 21 years old and over, of whom 5,758 were males and 7,469 females. Two 
male and 3 female Indians were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 14,872, having 19,522 teachers, of whom 8,507 
were males and 11,015 females, to educate 811:863 pupils, of whom 428,023 were males 
and 383,840 females . 
.d.mo~mt ancl sou1·ce of ed'ucational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $9,628,119, of which $539,496 were derived from endowment, $7,187,700 
from taxation and public funds, and $1,900,923 from tuition and other sources . . 
Public schools.-Tbe 14,107 public schools, with 17,118 teachers-7,298 males and 
9,t320 females-were attended by 745,734 pupils, of whom 393,953 were males and 
351,781 females. To educate these they had a total income of $7;292,946, of which 
$10,000 were derived from endowment, $i ,060,111 from taxation and public funds, and 
$22:2,835 fi·om tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 33 colleges, with 349 teacbers-249 male and100 female-were attended 
by 4,897 pupils, of whom ::3,597 were males and1,300 females. They bad a total income 
of $733,933, of which $307,010 were derived from endowment, $17,500 from taxation 
and public funds, and $409,423 from tuition and other sources. 
Academies.-The 138 academies, with 576 teachers, of whom 313 were males and 263 
females, had an attendance of 10,987 pupils-6,010 males and 4,977 females-and a 
total income of $410,017, of which $8,600 were del'ive<l from endowment, $7,745 from 
taxation and public funds, and $393,672 from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.-'l'he 400 day and boarding schools bad 672 teachers-246 male and 
426 female-and were attended by H1,100 pupils, of whom 7~720 were males and8,380 
females. They bad a total income of $385,057, of which $33,749 were derived from 
eudowment, $12,000 from taxation and public funds, and $339,308 from tuition and other 
sources. 
Libraries.-There were 4,966 public libraries, with 3,049,247 volumes; also 9,883 
private libraries, having 3,328,598 volumes; making in all, 14,849 libraries, containing 
6,377,845 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-Tbe 540 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 3,419,765 copies, and 
an aggregate annual issue of 241,170,540 copies. 
Churchcs.-Of the 5,984 church organizations, 5,668 had edifices with 2,332,288 
sittings, and the church property was valued at $52,758,384. · 
Pauperism.-Of the 8,796 paupers, 4,354 were native whites, 468 native colored, and 
3,974 foreigners. 
Crime.-Of 3,231 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 2,088 were native whites, 444 native 
colored, and 699 foreign-born . Three thousand three hundred and twenty-seven per-
sons were convicted during tho year. 
Age ancl sex ofpozn~lation.-Of tho total population, 1,076,040 were from 5 to 18 years 
old , of whom 540,133 were males and 535,907 females; l::\597,809 were 10 years old and 
OYer, of whom 1,~92,518 were males and 1,305,291 females. 
Occupations.-Tbere wore 1,020,544 persons of these ages engaged iu various occupa-
tion , of whom 886,209 were males and 134,335 females. 'l'wo hundred and sixty 
thousand and fifty-on e persons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whol;ll 258,772 
'"ere males and 1,279 females ; 283,000 in personal and professional services, of whom 
192,674 were males and 90,326 females; 1~1,253 in trade and transportation, of whom 
116,714 were males ~nd 4,539 females; 356,240 persons were engaged in manufact.ures 
and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 318,049 were males and 38,191 females. 
Age ancl t:JCX of tv01·king population.-Of the 1,020,544 employed persons, 38,987 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 29,347 were males and 9,640 females; 926,699 were 
from 16 to 59 y ars old, and of these, 04,756 were males anc11~1,943 females ; 54,858 
were GO yea1·s old and O\rer, of whom 52,106 were males au<l 2,752 females. 
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Ron. J.P. \VICKER HA:\11 State Bl~pel'intendent of cornmon schools, Ha1-risbul'gh. 
County. 
.Adams-- - ---- --·- -----
..llllcgueny ........... . . 
..llrm8trong ........... . 
Bc:wer .. .. .......... . . 
lkdfor<l ............... . 
B•rks ..... -------------
Blair-----------------· 
Bradford ............. . 
Bucks . . .............. . 
Butler ................ . 
Cambria ..... ........ . . 
Cameron.-------------· 
Carbon ............... . 
Cf'ntre ... ............ . . 
'hester ............... . 
!arion ............... . 
Clearfiel<l ............. . 
Clinton .. . ........... . . . 
Columbia ........ .. ... . 
Cra.wford ------ --- ----· 
Cumberland ......... . . 
E~i~~~~ci:::::::::::::: 
Elk . .................. . 
Erie.---------------- --
:Fayette ............... . 
Jo'01·est ............ _ ... . 
:Franklin . ............. . 
J~ul tou ....•............ 
Grrcu ............... . 
Iluntiugdon .......... . 
Jruliaua ...... ------- .. . 
J,..ffpr. on .............. . 
Juniata . .............. . 
Lancast r . ............ . 
J.awr nco ............. . 
J.obanon ........... . .. . 
t~~~~e·::~ ~ ~ ~----~ -_-_:::: 
J.ycoming ...... ....... . 
~fl:K au .............. . 
Merc·er ............... . 
1iffiu ................. . 
:M:onroo ............ ... . 
Montgomery . ... ...... . 
rontour ------------ - -
Xotthampton .. ....... . 
~ • orthumbcrland .. .... -
l'PITY ................. . 
l 'ike ... .... ------------
J'otter ................ . 
.'chuylkill ............ . 
, nvder ....... ------ -- -
'oinc·rset .............. . 
.'ulirvnn .............. . 
?:i:~i~~ :~:~~~~: ~ ~: ~: ~:::: 
YPnan~o. : ..... --------
'Varr n ... ............ . 
'Va'!hington .... ...... . 
~::~r~;.o'r-el~~ci::: :::::: 
~~i·~~i~-~ ~:: ~:::::::::: 
CO"G. 'TY UPERINTENDENTS. 
Superintendent. 
.Aaron Sheely .. .................... -~- ............•.. 
.A. T. Dou thott .. . ...... . . . . .... ........... .......... . 
. A. D. Glenn ...... -----------------------------------
Martin L. Knight ......................... . ... ...... . 
~~~IJ ri: :B~~~r:r:::::::::::: :::::::: : : : :::: : ::::: : : : 
John B. Rolland ................. . .................. . 
.Austin .A. Keeney ... ........................ . ...... . 
llugh B. Ea tbmn .................................. . 
¥b.~~~orabap·~-~.-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: 
Joseph B. Johnson . ......... ... .................... . . 
R. F. llofford ........... .......... .. .......... .... ... . 
~ir~~ ~~~?ei:~-ci::: ·_: ·_: ~:::: ::: ·_: ~::::::: ::: ~:::::::: 
J. E. Wood ....... ------------ . .. ... ...... -----------. 
~;ti~W.0tlcrr.:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: 
William ll. Snyder ................................. . 
James C. Graham .. ......................... . ... .. . . 
D. E. llast . --- --- ----------- - ----- -- ---- -- ---- -----·· 
. D. In~am --------- ·---------- ................... . 
Jam s ,V. Baker .................................... . 
Rufus Lucore ........... . ........................... . 
;~S;u;~~0Giblio~s::: :::::: ~ :::::::::::::::: ::::::::: 
S. F. Rohrer ......................... .. _____ .. _ ..... . 
Jacob!=;. mith . ..................................... . 
H. H. '\Voodal. .. ....................... , . ....... . .. . . 
Thomas J. Teal . .... .... ........... . ..... .......... . 
R. M. 111cK('[t1 . .............. . ............ ..... ...... . 
Samuel W olf. ........... : ... . ........ ... .. ..... . .... . 
B:'E. :R~bi~~~~:~·.::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 
B. F. haub .... ..................................... . 
William . Aiken----------- --- -- --- - -- . .. .... . .. .. . 
William G.Leltman ...... . . ........... ..... .. ....... . 
Jams 0. Knauss ----- ------------------------------· 
William .A. Campbell---------------------·-········· 
Thomas F. Gahan . ...... ......... .. .......... . . ..... . 
W. IT. Curtis ... ............................... : .. .. . . 
N. W . Porter .... ................ . ... .... .... ... .. .. . 
John M. 13ell. .. ....... .. : .. ........ _ ... . ....... .. .. • . 
i b~t~~~ ~~~:~~~~!.::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: : : : : : 
William llenry --------- - - - .... ...... -------------- .. 
i~~~:~SF' ~ H/ : :/+ 
Jrsse.r~ewlin ...... ................. ------------ ... . 
iJai~\i~{\v ~~i~\t~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
John '\V. Martin .................................... . 
William C. Tilclen ........... .. . . ......... _ .......... . 
Elias Roxton. jr .............................. . ...... . 
A.. . Burrows ........ ............ .. .. ...... ...... ... . 
W. J. }fcCiuro .. .......... ..... - -- -------- -- ....... . 
Byron Hntbc·rlaud ......•.............. ... ............ 
William G. Feo ------------------------ -------·------
D. G . .Allen ....... ................. .... ... ... ....... . 



















































Dingman'. F ·rry. 
Couil r port. 
Port Carbon. 
Sc:lin 'e GroYe. 
Glade. 
Dushor . 










City or borough. 
.Allentown. --------- ---Altoona __________ ____ _ 
Carbondale . ..... _____ _ 
Chester ..... -.----- .. _. 
Easton._ .... ____ . ____ _ 
Erie-----··------------.Harrisburgh __________ _ 
HyclePark _____ __ ...... 
Lebanon.·-----·--·---· 
Lock Ha.ven ____ ... __ _ . 
Meadville .... ____ .. : __ . 
Norristown ___ , _______ _ 
Pittsburgh ........ __ --
Pottsville _________ . __ _ 
Reading _____ _________ . 
Scranton. _____ :: _ :.:~:. 
Titusville _____ ________ . 
Wilkesbarre ---- -- ____ . 
Williamsport·----- ___ . 
York----- - -- ----------
-
PENKSYL V .A.NI.A.. 
CITY OR BOROUGH SUPERINTEXDENTS. 
Superintendent . 
R. K. Buehrle . __ . __ .. _ ... . _ .. ___ . _ .. ___ ... _ .. __ .. _ .. . 
John Miller.--·.--·-----· --·. __ . . ·-·---- ...... -----· 
Mathew G. ~eary _____ _______ . _____ _ ------------------
A. A . Meader ................. ---------_.·----------· 
if.·s~~~~~~~-~~~~ ~ :: :~ ~ ~ :~: ~~:: ~ :~: ~: ~: :~ ~ ~~-::::::: 
DanielS. Bur:QS . ...... _____ . _ ·---- _______ .. , ..... ___ . 
Jeremiah E. IIawkes .. __ -- ----· ----·- ... --- ... ----- .. 
J. T. Nitraner. ______________ .......... _____ ... __ ____ _ 
.A.. N. Raub·-·---·-------··········----·--·-- --·---· 
Ge·orge W. Haskins ...... ___________ ....... ---- ..... . 
Joseph K. Gotwals---------- ----------------------- · . 
~~~j'~!~ ~~!~~le-~8~~: :~:::~~~:: ::::: ::~ :::::::::::·. 
'.rhomas Severn .......... ~ .......................... -
JoMph Roney. ___ .. · ...... ___ • __ _. ___ :: : . ___ ........... . 
Henry C. Easley_ .......... __ ....................... . 
Charles J. Collins ............ _ ........ _ .... __ ...... .. 
M. W. Horton--------······--··-····---······-···--· 
























30± REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
BIIODE ISLAND. 
(From report of Hon. Thomas w. Bicknell, State superinter:dent of instruction, for the scholastic year 
ended .A.pril30, 1871.] 
SCIIOOL FU TD. 
Amount of Stateappropriations ................•. ------------ ·----- ----
Amount of town appropriations .... ·----··----· ......••.. -------;··----
Amount. from regi try taxes and other sources ....•...... - . - ..... --. ----
Amount of district taxe . _ ........... -- ... -- ..... - .... ---.-.------. -- ·-






'rota! receipts for the year ••••••.•• : ••..•••• --·-·· .•••••••••••••• 514,040 51 
EXPENDITURES. 
Amount expended for teachers, &c ... _ •....•••.........•.. _ ............. $312,325 73 
Amount expended for cbool-houses, &c . __ . _ ...•.... _ ... _ .... __ •. . . . . . . 148, 834 6 
Total expenditures ....•..........•...•••.. ____ .•.••..•••••..••.. 461,160 41 
.APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1871-'72. 
tate appropriation for public schools .......... ___ ...... ___ ........ -- .. 
tate appropriation for State normal school ...................... _ ... .. 
$90,000 00 
10,000 00 
tat apptopriation for mileage to State normal school ...... _ .......... . 
'tat appropriation for teachers' institutes. __ ....................... __ .. 




300 00 tat appropriation for Rhode Island Schoolmaster .......••............. 
Town appropriations for pnblic schools .. __ ........................... .. 259, 01 ti3 
ATTENDANCE OF PUPILS. 
Nnml er of children in the tate under 15 years of age ...................... . 
E!;timat <l nnmh r uetw en 5 and 15 year!; of age .......................... . 
'mnb r of pupil registered in summ r schools ....................... ------
Nnmb r of pupils regi ter din winter schools ........ -----· .............. .. 
A v rao-e atteu Janco at summer schools . _. _ ................ __ .... ___ ...... _. 
Incr a e over last year ............................ ··---· ................. . 
Av rage attendance at winter schools .................................... .. 
Iocr a ov r la. t y ar ............ ------ ...................... ·----· ..... . 
Per cent. of cbildten between 5 and 15 registered in summer. ...... ___ ...... . 
P r cent. of ·bildren between 5 and 15 registered in winter. ..... ___ ...... _ .. 
'r cent. of att ndance on total chool population ... _ .... ___ •... ___ ....... .. 
Ier cent. of att ndance on numuer regist red in summer ..... ------·----- ... . 
Per cent. of at ten dane on number register d in winter ... _ ... _. __ . _ ....... .. 
E timated number of pupils in private and Catholic schools ... __ .. _ .• _._ .. .. 
E·timated number io tructed at home or detained as invalids ....... ... ------
E. timated number at pnl>lic and private schools or instructed at borne ... _ ... 
E timated number not attondi1/g cbool, about ................•............. 
















3 '000 . 
4, ,no 
PQ 
E timated p r ntage of chool population not under in truction, 10, or on chihl in 
O\' 1~· ten between 5 and 15 year~ of age. 
TEA IlEUS AND TEACIIER 'PAY. 
Sumnwr schools. 
Tum b r of m a 1 acb rs ..• - • - ••••• - • - - ••• - - • - ••.. - .... - - - •• - - - - • - - - - - - - - - • 
Knmb r off, mal tea b rs .••••• ------ ____ ·----· ...... ·----· ............. .. 
Total numb r of teach r ... _ .. __ ... __ .. ___ ..... __ ................. _ ... _. _. 
Increa over ]a t year .... ..... _ ... _ ....• __ ...... _ ... _. __ ................ . 
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Winter schools. 
Number of male teachers ............... -------.-.------- ........... --·-----· 169 
552 
721 
N urn ber of female teachers -............. -- .... -- . ---- •. ----. ---. ---- ... --. 
Total number of teachers .................. - ............... -- .. -- .. -- .. ---. 
Increase over last year ...................... - .• - ..... -. -.-- .... -- .. --- •.... 19 
$38 24 Average pay per month, including board ... - ............................... -
NUMllER OF SCHOOLS. 
Number of summer schools ......................... ---- .............. ··--.. 682 
Increase over last year ... __ .............. - ................... ---. --- - -. --.. 99 
Number of winter schools ... --- ......................... -- ........ - .... ---- 719 
Increase over last year ............. · ....... -.- ................ - ...... -.. . .. . H4 
Whole number of schools .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. 1, 401 
Average duration of schools ............................................... 34 weeks. 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS. 
Total receipts ...•.......................... -.· ....... -·----
Total expenditures ...................................... . 
Number of districts ...................................... . 
Number of schools ...................................... .. 
Number of teachers ...................................... . 
N urn ber of pupils ...... . -- ............................... .. 
SCHOOL LAW. 
1844. 













The school laws have passed a careful revision uy the general assembly. The section 
relating to State appropriations bas been so amended as to provide that no town shall 
receive any part of tho State appropriation for public schools, unless it shall raise by 
tax a sum equal to the amount to which it is entitled from the State treasury. By 
the former law each town was required to raise a sum equal to one-half the amount 
received from the State appropriation. Towns are now required to elect a school 
superintendent; by tho former law they were simply authorized to do so. The law 
relating to truant children and absentees from school is wholly ineffective, inasmuch 
as no penalty follows a neglect to fulfill its requirements. Not a city or town in the 
State has taken action as authorized and required by law. It is recommended that 
sufficient penalties be attached to secure the enforcement of the law, or that it be 
wholly revoked, as it is now practically null and void. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Successful institutes of instruction have been held during the year at Providence, 
Chepachet, Kingston, and Central Palls. Local institutes have also been held in 
various places. The annual institute held. at Providence in Jan nary was the largest and 
most spirited meeting of teachers ever held in the State. For one day the public 
schools of Providence were open for examination by teachers and school officers from 
others parts of the State. An educational mass-meeting was attended by over two 
thou and people, who were addressed by Governor Padelforu, the mayor of Providence, 
Ron. Joseph White, of Massachuset.ts, and Hon. Warren Johnson, of Maine. Music and 
select readings added to the interest of the exercises. No better work to advance the 
interests of common schools in Rhode Island ha;s been done than was accomplished by 
the various exercises of this institute. 
TEACIIERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
Associations of teachers have been formed, and regular meetings have been held 
during the year, in ten towns, and teachers' meetings have been held in nearly every 
town in the State, at intervals not exceeding two or three months. With the interest 
in this matter manifested by school officers and teachers, such meetings will soon be 
held in every town in our State, at least twice in each term. This is one, and not the 
least encouraging, of the signs of progress. 
TilE RllODE ISLAND SCHOOLMASTER. 
This journal continues to do a good work for the cause of education in our State. 
The number of its readers has never been larger than at present, nor its pages more 
practically valnable. Nearly all its articles are from the pens of our own teachers. 
An appropl'iation of $300 is made b;y the State for its support. The subscriptions from 
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RIIODE I. LAJ.'l"D EDUCATIONAL UNION. 
Tho object of this a. ociation is to aid in supplementing the work of public instruc-
tion through the agency of evening schools, libraries, and reading-rooms. By these 
and kindred mNtns, it 'vas thought something might be done for the 15,000 in the 
State beyond the school-age, 10,000 of whom can not read. The hope with which the 
unie>n was origina.ted bas been in a large measure realized. There is a steady increase 
in the attendance at evening chools and r eading-rooms, and an extending apprecia-
tion of their utility. Originally commenced, in many cases, by the voluntary servJCes 
and subscriptions of individuals, they are gradually winning the public support. 
everal towns have fully adopted them, some appropriate in part for their mainte-
nance, and otl.Jers purpose to ingraJc tl.Jem into their system of public instruction. 
Tbe manufacturers of Woonsocket have this year united in closing their mills so 
early a to allow those in their employ to avail themselves of evening schools, lectures, 
&c. Liberal provision is made in many of onr villages for reading-rooms, libraries, 
and evening school , and in some cases this is done by manufacturing companiPos. The 
Lonsdale Company have, during the past year, completed a large building containing 
a reading-room, library, and a lecture-hall capable of seating 1,000 persons. A. & W. 
Sprague have erected at Central Palls a fine edifice 100 by 40 feet., with au L 40 by 50, 
for edncatiomtl purposes. Hazard & Sons have made the same provision for Peace-
dale. Otbcrs, who can not be mentioned, have been equally liberal. With such facili-
ties for self-culture well e tablished and capable of indefinite expansion, (as lately, for 
example, into a "polytechnic'' school in Providence,) incalculable benefits must, in a 
few years, result not only to the iodiviuual but to the State. 
EVENING SCHOOLS. 
Tbe evening school must, for a time, supplement the common-school system, and is 
a. nece ity for that large portion of our miuor population who are entirely ueprived of 
th privil •ge of the uay school. Many can neither read nor write on their admission. 
Others are young men aud women who have already gained the rndimeuts of a,n 
Engli h euncation, and are desirous of making larger acquisitions of knowledge. 
The followiug statistics from evening schools, which have been successfully sustained, 
will be read with interest. They are taken from the reports of seven towns, including 
Providence. The average number of pupils was 103; average age of pupils, 16; aver-
age duration of school, 15 weeks; average le11gth of sessions, 2 hours; average salary 
of male teacher , $9.50 per week; aYernge salary of female teachers, $3.50 per week; 
u.v rage co. t p r pnpil, $2.92. In one town the services of teachers are gratuitous, ancl 
in Provideuc(·, which is not included in the above statement of salaries, Lhe payment 
i , ·2 a night for principals, and $1 a uight for a sistants, male or female. In all these 
school , with the exception of Providence, the pupils are factory operatives. The e 
schools are uniformly pronounced a success, and their reports are highly encouraging 
DRA WIXG Ui PUllLIC SCUOOLS. 
"In my last annua,l report! r f<'rrcd to the importance of technical education in a State 
depen,deut, as our , upou tho va.luc of its. killed labor. The first step toward improve-
m ut is the introduction of clem utary dra"·iug in oitr sehools. As an initial move-
ment, our teach rs must becom qualified to lead iu instruction, and hence the pupil 
in the normal school have receh·ed a limi te<l number of lessons in free drawing.'' 
WO:\-mN A CIIUOL OFFfCER . . 
''I am fully F~atisficd that it is wi e to appoint women of talent, public spirit, ancl 
1m ine~;s tact, as· chool officers. Iu the town of Tiverton, the school hoard, during 
tho pa t y ar, has be •n wholly composed of womcu, aud it is the uniform tc timony 
of th p ople of that town, that inuo previous year bas so much time and labor been 
devoted to the advancement of tho interests of the school . I trust that the public 
confid nc will be shown by the appointmeut of women to fill a portion of tho place 
upon the school boards at all sub ·equent elections." 
ILLITERACY IN RHODE ISLAND. 
_ otwitbstan<ling the great. facilities for tho diffusion of knowledge, a.nd t~ 
iucr a e 1 int rc t of our people in the cau ·c of education, we arc ·ompcllcd to adu11t 
tb fact that illiteracy is on the iu ·rca ·o iu th ,'tate. Tho numl>er of pcrHons over .2l 
years of ag who ·an neith r read nor write, as given by ibo census of 1 iO, i~ nearly 
five tim,· gr atcr than that giv ·n in the cewms of H:50. In 1 50 the nnrnher w:1 
:3,6 7, in 1 70 it was 16,7 6; and the minor illiterate I opulation, fi:om 10 to 21 yean. 
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is 5,115, making tht:~ total of illiterate population, over 10 years of age, 21,901. The 
source of this mass of ignorance is shown by the fact that, of this 21,901, 17,477 are 
of foreign-lJirth. 
These statements ouly ~:>how the abrmin g aggregate of the illiterate population of 
Rhode Island. We have no statistics to show the influence of such a population upon 
the present history and future prosperity of our State. The intimate relations of 
ignorance to crime appear by reference to tho records of public courts, jails, the State 
farm, and the State prison. Ignorance :1nd idleness produce the evils from which we 
uow sufi'er; education and labor will banish them. 
Among the remedies for illiteracy are the enforceme?-t of a law wh.ich shall _not 
allow a child under twelve years of age to be employe(} m a mannfacturmg estabhsh-
ment; also, the enforcement of a law requiring children so employed to attend school 
at least five months in each year; a truant and vagrant law, by which every child 
between the ages of 6 and Hi years not attending any school, or without any regular 
and lawful occupation, may be comrnit,ted to some suitable institution, or bound as an 
apprentice to some good home, for the purpose of gaining the rudiments of an 
education and of learning some useful trade; t!Je estalJlishmeut or evening schools in 
every town; and a constitutional enactment which shall restrict the franchise to those 
who can read and write. 
PROVIDENCE. 
[From report of Rev. Daniel Leach, snperintendent of city schools.] 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
The city bas in use at present thirty-six school buildings, two of which are hired. 
Some of these buildings are equal to the best in Now England. Others, however, are 
lJaclly lighted, poorly ventilated, and neither pleasant nor convenient. The accom-
modations of t.he high school are by no means creditable to the city. .Larger and 
better school accommodations are imperati vel.v needed. The value of the school 
estates O\vnecl by the city is estimated at $1,000,000. The aggregate annual expend-
iture for the schools is nearly $170,000, about $140,000 of which are required to pay the 
salaries of teachers. 
SCHOOL TERMS. 
The school committee consider tllat, as a whole, the public schools are in a very 
sat.isfactory condition. By the present arrangement, the school year of 42 weeks is 
divided into four terms: three of 10 ,>;·eeks eac!J, and one of 12 weeks. Under this plan 
it becomes necessary to carry the fourth term cousideralJly into July, a step which 
does not meet entire approval. The proper length of the s0hool year and its rightful 
tii.Yision into terms constitute a problem difficult to solve. 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
Dra.wing has been made an establisllecl study in the intermediate and grammar 
schools, and most commendable progeess has been made during the year. 
Iu t!Je department of musim1l instruction, the former faulty manner of teaching has 
gi,·en way to a systematized methocl. By t.his change, together with a regular daily 
chill on the part of the pupils, the most satisfa.ctory resnlts have been produced. 
Pupils in all the grades are now taught not only to sing, but to read and write music. 
THUA;o;rCY. 
It is stated that while the percentage of truants is not so large as in some New 
England cities, it is altogether too large, and is increasing. The committee are of 
opinion tl.lat t!Jc legisln.tion which bas lJeeu had upon this subject is well calculated to 
meet the evil, aud t!Jat if a pla.ce of !lctention-a house of industry--were provitled, 
the la.w would prove an cffcct.ivc means of restraint. An industrial school is needed, 
and it is a question wl.Jether there shall be snch an institution, or ·whether the 
accommoclations of rc{orm schools and prisons shall be enlarged to meet the demand 
that is sure to be made. 
EVESING SCHOOLS. 
These schools were helcl for a term of twenty weeks. The nnmber of pupils 
registered was 2,195, au incrc!lse of 5~34 over last year. In connection with the 
evening schools a polytechn ic school was opened. The interest evinced teRti fied to the 
need tllat JJad beon felt for this l<ind of instruction . The committee are fnll,y con-
vinced that the time has coroe for the cstalJlisluncnt of an evenino· bio-h scbooJ, thus 
·upplying the intermediate link bet\Yeen thu lowest and highest gr~de of evening 
schools. Singing exercises were introduced in two of the schools, and in each instance 
the infiu nee was marked a.nd lJeneficial. 
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NEWPORT. 
[From report of Professor A. D. Small, superintendent of city schools.] 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The general condition of the schools is very satisfactory. The tables of attendance 
show a healthy condition in this respect; and it is considered worthy of note that out 
of the whoie number of pupils, only one hundred and twelve have been sent to the 
office for discipline; and of these but forty-five have come the second time. The 
number of really bad boys is remarkably small, and the authority of the teachers 
well recognized. 
TRUANCY. 
rrhe passage of a comprehensive and specific law with regard to truancy is urged; 
al o, the establishment of a reformatory school for habitual truants. The unfavor-
able action of the general a~sembly upon this matter is much regretted. 
EVENING HIGIT SCHOOL. 
The evening chool continues to do an excellent work, yet it does not fully meet the 
wants for free evening in traction. There is a large class who have already attende(l 
the day school, and who are prepared for more advanced studies than are usually 
taught in the evening school. For these an evening high school should be established. 
An experiment of this kind was made in the spring. The season was unfavorable, 
but the att ndance (averaging fifty-eight) proved conclusively the demand existing 
:for schools of thi character. 
IIIGIT-SCUOOL ENDOWMENT. 
The late William Sanford Rogers, of Boston, bas left $100,000 to the city of Newport, 
in trust, for the endowment of a high school. Detailed information concerning the 
bequest has not yet been communicated to tho committee. 
STATE NORMAL SCITOOL. 
The 'tate Normal chool was opened September 6, 1871. The report of the trustees 
and tile semi-annual report of the principal show its successful operation, and the wis-
dom of its c tabli hmcnt. Its indireet benefits are already seen and felt in the 
improved tone and spirit of many of our schools. An appropriation of $1,500 was made 
by the general a embly to aid iu defraying the traveling expenses of pupils residing 
out of the ity of Prpvidencc. 'flte truste s recommend a renewal for the coming ~·ear 
of the appropriation of. '10,000 for the work of the school, together with that of $1,500 
to aid. in <lefraying the trav ling expenses of pnpils. Lessons in drawing were given 
dnriug (,he winter, with (,be view of pr paring til e pupils to teach the elements of that 
branch. The number of graduates m 1 72 was 24. 
BROWN ~ IVERSITY. 
The whole number of application for admission during the year was 77; aclmi sion,, 
6!>. Of tho e admitted, the ratio for the fcmr years' cour e is 87 per cent.; a larger 
number than u. ual. Thi i con iderecl a affording gratifying evidence, on the part 
of the public, of a desire for complete education . 
partm ut of practi al science have been established, in which provision ba been 
mad for c nr s of in trnction iu such branches a are related to ai:,rriculture and the 
mechanic art . rrhis provi ion ha b • n made in accordance witil resolutions of the 
geo •ral a embly, a. igning th congres ioual grant of land for the establishment of 
an agricultural ollege to Brown niversity. 
SCIIOLARSIIIP 
The fund of .:50,000 which accru from this grant is, by agre ment on the part ot 
tb univer ity,devot dtoth ·ducation "of cbolar, achatth rateof$100peraunum, 
to th ext ut of tb · ntir · annual iucom .'1 Appointments to thes cholar hip are 
mad by tb gov ·rnor ancl ·cr ·tary f tat , on tile nomination of th~ g neral a em-
hly. Tb r are now, 2 . holarship stabli h d for th aid of indiO' ut tudent , to tbe 
amount of 60 each p r anunru. Iu con ic.leration of th advance i~ the price of tuition, 
two years ago, from -o to i5 per annum, the corpomtion gave to the faculty discre-
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tionary power to make a reduction of $25 per annum on the tuition of indigent stu-
dents, to a uumber not exceeding two-:fifthBofthe whole number in college. Under this 
provision relief has been extended to 67 students. 
The endowment fund of the university amounts to $602,653.73. The museum of nat-
ural history has received large additions during the year, and now comprises 19,250 
specimens. Contributions amounting to $5,450 have been received in aid of this 
museum. 
PROVIDENCE REFORM SCHOOL. 
The whole n?mber. ofi_nm~tes since org.anization has.been 2,638 . . The average n?~­
her of months m the mstitutwn of those dmcharged durmg the year IS, boys, 13.7; girls, 
28.3. The largest number of commitments during the year was for theft. The expendi-
ture for the year amounts to $42,948.04, and the earnings of the children in the labor 
department to $19,271.36. More apparent good has resulted from the work in the boys' -
school than ever before. The girls' tichool has been less satisfactory. The report of the 
trustees states that the general condition of the institution is entirely gratifying, and 
its prospects of usefulness in the future highly encouraging. 
SCHOLFIELD'S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE. 
A feature of this institution is that book-keeping is never taught in class. Each 
student receives separate personal instruction adapted to his mental constitution and 
proficiency. The system upon which the college is conducted allows pupils to enter at 
any time. 
ALBEI~T A. GAMWELL.-OBITUARY. 
Albert A. Gamwell, principal of the Fountain-street grammar school, Providence, 
died of typhoid pneumonia December 18, 1871. He was born in Peru, Massachusetts, 
October 29, 1816 ; graduate of Brown University 1847; immediately after became prin-
cipal of the Fountain-street grammar school, (since called Federal street, and lately the 
Hughes school,) where he labored with great :fidelity and success till his death. 
A farmer's son, among the bills ot Berkshire, he faithfully improved the advanta~es 
oflered by ti.Je common school, and prepared for college at the Connecticut Literary In·· 
stitntion at Suffield. He was remarkable throughout life for patient, untiring industry; 
methodical in the employment of his time, both at school and at home; frugal in his 
bauits, and moderate in his desires, never sacrificing substantial comfort for fashion and 
erupty show. As a teacher he was quiet and unpretending, but thorough, teaching 
principles rmd not theories or text-books. He lovetl honesty and truthfulness; he de-
spised vanity and ~eceit. Hence the usual quarterly examinations were with him gen-
uine examinations, and not exhibitions specially prepared for the occasion. He did 
not approve the introduction of so many general exercises, believing in the old-fash-
ioned way of studying and reciting all lessons in the school-room and within school 
hours, leaviug the rest of the time for work and play. He had a profour.cl reverence 
for religion and religious institutions, and lived and died in the Christian faith. 
REV. T. A. CHANE.-OBITUARY. 
The Rev. T. A. Crane, D. D., rector of St. Luke's Church, East Greenwich, Rhode 
Island, ·entered Brown University in 1823, supporting himself for the most part dur-
ing his college coutBe by his own exertions, and taking high rank as a scholar. After 
his graduation he was appointed to the office of a tutor in the university, which he 
be held for four years. In 1R29 he was elected to the presidency of Kemper College, 
and after two years of bard labor, prosecuted in de.fiance of peculiar difficulties and 
embarrassll!ents, be resigned his office and retnrne<.l to the rank of the Christian min-
istry as a pastor. During his residence in Saint Louis be delivered the annual address 
l>efore the medical society of the college, which was printed. The lat~t thirty years of 
his life were passed in Rhode Island, and the iuterest that Dr. Crane had always felt in 
the canse of education was manifested here by the oversight that he took of our pull-
lie schools, and his frequent valuable contribut,ions to our educational joumals. An 
accurate scholar himself, he/appreciated fully the great importance of laying broad and 
d ep foundations as the basis of all e.tfeetive training, and his influence in this respect 
will Le long felt in our communit,y. 
RIIODE ISLA "D INSTITUTE OF L.~STRUCTION. 
The exercises of the twent:y-seventh n.nnnal meeting of this institntion were held in 
Providence, commencing on the mon1ing of the 18th of J anuarv, by visits of the mem-
bers to the normal and high schools, the normal school being the special seene of 
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a-ttraction where cla e in various branches were taught in the usual manner, as illu -
tration of the method of teaching these branches. 
In the afternoon tll primary, intermediate, and grammar schools were visited, and 
xerci e imilar to tho e of tho quarterly examinations were witnessel1. In the even-
ing- a mo t plea ant reunion of the teachers wa held in the Roger Williams Hall. 
n the moruinO' of tho 19th, tho presiclcnt, Mr. A. J. Manchester, referring to the 
ocial exercise· of the preceding day, ~Ls having well rephteed the usual introductory 
aclclre e , proceeded at once to the business of the day, introducing Mr. A. D. Small, 
. nperiot •ntlent of ·cho.>l of ewport, who read a paper 011 "Practical education." 
He saicl, iu a,nswer to the question "\Vhn,t is practical ~" there were three requisites: 
books l1ealth, and religion. Under these hea.ds, he spoke of the importance of good 
renclinrr, wbicb must be impre sed upon the scholar by teacher or parent; of tlle ue-
c s ityb of b alth, and a b · ttcr appreciation of the mca.ns of pllysical conservation; aud 
the cl sir~tbl •o . of religions instruction, which should not be sectarian, but should 
teach by pointing out examples of the good and the bad. 
Tho di ·ens: ion whi ch. followed wa confined to the approval of the excellences of the 
paper, and wa participated iu by Mr. Merrick Lyou, Rev. E. M. Stone, Professor 0. H. 
E:ile, and Rev. Mr. Holman. 
1r. D. \V. Hoyt, of the Providence high school, read an essay on "The cnltiva,tion 
of the memory." The paper was discm1sed by Mr. 'William A. Mowry, Professor Ban-
croft, Prof'e. ·or J. C. Ea tman, and Mr. J. F. Cady. "' 
In the afternoon a cla exercise was given by the pupils of the State Normal Scllool 
in r>a,ding, conducted by i\Ir . l\1. II. Miller. 
Profe. or .J. ' . Gr ·nough, principal of the State Normal School, then read a paper ou 
"a cour p, of study," wbicb, lle. aid, "is am aus to au end;" and in order to understand 
what mcau to mploy to secnre an end, tho enu itself must be cleady nnderstood. 
In this country uo teacher can predict what will bci the life-work of his pnpils, a,nd 
ther fore can not O'ive pecial training f,)l' an employment. One of tbe defect of our 
• y tem i a failure to tl 'Volop pupil with elementary instruction, before a.ttemptiug 
to teach them cientific trutll. 
Jo ·hna Bates, sq., head-master of the Brimmer school, Boston, read a paper on" The 
mann •r and moral of school-rooms." 
A mass-me<'tiug of tho in titnte was held in tbo evening at Music Hal'l, with exer-
cLe varied, high-tonecl, and euthusia tic, among which were music and audre scs by 
Gov •ruor Padclford, fayor Doyle, Comlllissiouer Bicknell, autl others. The commis-
:ioncr stated that the Stat bad, clnring tho past year, appropriated $500,000 for pub-
lic ducation; that 80 per ent. of the school populat.ion was in the public school. ; 
:mel tbat a fir. t-class normal school lm(l boon cstalllished and was iu succes ful 
operation. Thirty-four weeks of school are now ecnred iu every town in the State 
annnally. Th objects nrg d by tile connni. sioncr as necessary were, a b1gbcr public 
•ntim ut, a truant law, <t law as to child-operatives, school missionary work, and 
hom nch as ar proposed in ewport.. • 
R v. DanielL acb, uperintendent of pnblic schools in Providence, also made an able 
achlre ; and II n. W. P. h foeld, of ow port, spoke of the relaLious of the State to 
tbc> pnblic education of its citizen:. 
n the clo, ing day, the officer: for (be ensuing- year were elected, as follows: Pre i-
flrnt, 1 uick Lyon; r ·or<ling secretary, G. E. Whittemore; corrcspond.ing secretary, 
D. R. Adams, 'entrevill ; witll a list of vice-presidents, directors, &c. 
FA T I?RO;\f TilE UNITED TATES CE 'SUS. 
Area a11Cl populaiion.-In 1 70 Rhod Island \Yas tbe thirty-second State in population, 
having 217,:35:J inhabitants, within an area of 1,~06 squaru miles, au average of 166.4:3 
per on to tho s(]_uare mil . 'l'bis population consi tfld of 212,219 white , 4,9 0 colored, 
aud154 Indians. Of the 'e 161,957 w r natives of the United tates, and 55,396 w re 
for ign-boru. Of the m~tiYe resid nts 12:2,626 white, 2,520 colored, and 12:3 Indian 
w r born within its hard rs, wbile oftbe foreign residents 1,201 wero born in Gerwauy, 
9,:Z!Jl in Euglan<l, and 31,534 in Ir Janel. 
chool alleudance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census R port, 34,94 per on 
att ncled ·chool, anu of tb 2,027 wer foreign-IJorn. Of tlle 34,292 white · ·llolar 
J7 43 w r male- and 16,649 female . f the 618 colore pupils 309 were male and 
309 female ; 22 male and 16 female Indians wer al o reported. 
llliteracy.-'fw nty-on thou. and nin hundr d a.nd tw nty-one inhabitant of all 
rae , 10 year olct anu over, were unable to write, and of the e 17,477 were for itrn-
boru . 
.Llge and sf'.r of illitcrales.-Of the 21,031 white illiterates 2:4 4 w rc from 10 to 1G y ar 
old and of 1 Jw 1,2 9 wf•re mal . and 1,19;' f< mal s · 2,473 were from 15 to 21 year old, 
of wlJ m 1,09 wer· mal ~ nd 1 :JB:3 ~·male. ; 16,074 were 21 year. old n,n(l ov •r, of whom 
:;,!122 w I ' mal : and 10,1::>2 f('lllal· . f tbe iO olor •d illiterates 4G w 'r from 10 to 
15 y ars old, aud of tll· 26 wcr • wale and 20 female ; 112 were from 15 to 21 ·car 
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old, and of these 63 were males and 49 females; 712 were 21 years old and over, of whem 
291 were males and 421 females; 6 male and14 female Indians were also reported. 
Edncational institutions.-Accorcling to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the 
total number of educational institutions was 661, having 951 teachers, of whom 237 
were males and 714 females, to educate their 32,596 pupils, of whom 15,491 were males 
aud 17,105 females. 
Amount ancl source of educational income.-Tbe total income of all the educational 
inf:ltitut,ions was $565,012, of which $31,535 were derived from endowment, $348,656 
from taxation and public funds, and $184,821 from tuition and other sources. 
Pu.blic schools.-Tlle 487 public schools, with 775 teachers-165 males and 610 females-
were attended by 27,250 pupils, of whom 12,736 were- males and14,514 females. To 
educate these they had a total income of $355,582, of which $1,085 were derived from 
endowment, $348,656 fi·om taxation and public funds, and $5,841 from tuition and other 
sources. 
College.-The one college, with 11 male teachers, was attended by 203 male pupils, 
to educate wllom it had a total income of $45,150, of which $30,000 were derived. from 
endowment and. $15,150 from tnition and other t::;ources. 
Acadernies.-1'he 2 academies, with 16 teachers, of whom 10 were males and 6 females, 
had an attendance of 415 pupils-241 males and174 females-and an income of $20,400,, 
derived from tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 63 day and boan1ing schools had106 teachers-34 males and 72 
females-and were attended by 1,896 pupils: of whom 820 were males and 1,076 females. 
They had a total income of $119,:~80, of which $450 w.ere derived from endowment, and 
$11ti,930 from tuition and other sources. · 
Libraries.-There were 334 public libraries, wHh 309,696 volumes; also, 425 private 
libraries, with 383,691 volumes; making in all, 759 libraries, with 693,387 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-Tbe 32 periodicals bad an aggregate circulation of 82,050 .copies, and an 
aggregate annual iss no of 9,781,500 copies. 
Clutrches.-Of the 295 church organizations, 283 had edifices, with 125,183 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $4,117,200. 
Pauperism.-Of the 634 paupers, 407 were native whites, 35 native colored, and ·192 
foreigners. 
01'irni3.-0f 180 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 11:~ were native whites, 12 native 
colored, and 55 foreigu-bom. 'rwo lmndred aud eight persons were convicted during 
the year. . 
Age ancl sex of population.-Of the total population, 55,775 were from 5 to 18 years old, 
of whom 27,834 were w ales aud 27,941 females; 173,751 were ten years old and over, of 
whom 82,824 were males and 90,927 females. 
Occupations.-There were 88,57 4 persons of these ages engaged in various occupations, 
of whom 66,859 were males and 21,715 females. Eleven thousand seven hundred and. 
eighty persons were engaged iu agricultural pursuits, of whom 11,767 were males and 
13 females; 19:679 in personal and professional services, of whom 12,349 were males 
and 7,330 females; 10,108 in trade and transportation, of whom 9,878 were males and 
230 females; 47,007 in manufactures anu mechanical and mining industries: of whom 
32,865 were males and 14,142 females. 
Age and sex of woTking popttlation.-Of the 88,574 employed persons, 5,534 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 3,510 were males and 2,024 iemales; 77,102 persons were 
from 16 to !;9 years old, and of these 58,419 were males and 18,683 females; 5,938 per-
sons were 60 years old and over, of whom 4,930 were males and 1,008 females. 
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§OUTH CAROLINA. 
[From report of Ron. J. K. Jillson, Stato superintendent of public instruction, for the scholastic year 
endod June 30, 1872.] 
SCHOOL REVENUE. 
· State school appropriation, (not yet paid) .... · .......................... $300,000 00 
l~oll-tax, a.mount reported as collected . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 36, 563 00 
Local or school-district taxes, amount reported as collected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 393 35 
Total ...•.............•...............•.••....•................. 411,956 35 
SCHOOL EXPENDITURES. 
S::Waries of teachers ............... : . .................................. $268, 091 67 
Building of school-houses...................................... .. . . . . . . 11, 505 50 
Rent of school-houses........ .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . • .. . • . .. . • • 2, 854 13 
Total...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . • . 282, 451 30 
The foregoing is not a complete exhibit of school expenditures for the scholastic ye::tr. 
Five counties made no returns of the total amount of salaries paid to teachers ; ::tnd 
quite a number of school-houses have been erected during the year, concerning the 
cost of which the returns are either incomplete or entirely wanting. 
The amount required for the support of the school system for the year 1872-'73 is es-
, timated at $600,000. · 
ATTENDANCE. 
Local school age .............•............................................ 
White children of school age, (ma.les 40,U56, females 41,240) ................ . 
Colored children of school age, (males 58,776, females 56,207) ............... . 
Total scholastic population .............................................. . 
White children enrolled in school, (males 19,446, females 18,241) ..... ....... . 
Col0red children enrolled in school, (males 1!J,428, females 19,207) ......... .. 
Whole numb r enrolled in school ........... ., ................ __ ........... . 
Increase over last year ................................................... . 
TEACUERS A...~D TEACHERS' PAY. 
Northern white teachers, (males13, females40) ............................. . 
outh rn white teacher , (t·nales 9 , few ales 646) .................... _ .... . 
Northern colored teacher , (males 16, :£ males 6) ............................ . 
outhern colored teachers, (males 346, females 130) ...... _ ....... _ ......... . 
Whole numoer of teachers employed, 1 72 ................................ .. 
Increa e over last year .................................................... . 
.r umber of teachers holding fir t-grade certificates .................... · ..... . 
Number of teachers holding second-graue certificates ....................... . 
Number of teachers holding third-grade certificates ...................... .. 
Number of tate certificates granted during the year ....................... . 
Average monthly pay of male tenchors ... ................................. .. 
A veragc monthly pay of fe1..0ale teachers .................................. .. 
SCHOOL DI~TRICTS AND SCIIOOLS. 
Number of school districts ..... ........................ .. ................. .. 
:ruruber offr e common schools, 1 72 ...... ............................... .. 
Increas over last year ..... _ ................ _ ................ __ ........... . 
Average numi.Jer of months schools were in session ......................... . 
SCIIOOL-IIOUSE , 
Nnmber of sch<;>Ol-houses reported as er cted during the year: log, 127; 
frame, 9 ; brt·k, 1 ......................... .. ...................... . 
Cost of scl.wol-hoases 
* The returns concerning the cost of chool-hou ·es erected du~ing the year are very incomplete. 
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Nnmber of school-houses previously erected : log, 950; frame, 679; 
brick, 15 .................. --- ~ .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... .... .. .. . 1,644 
Val uat.ion, (returns deficient) ............... ~ .........•................ $220, 448 00 
Condition: good, 707; fair, 460; bad, 477. . 
Nnmber with grounds inclosed........................................ 178 
Whole number of school-houses in the State...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 870 
Nnmuer owned by sc!Jool distncts ................ ---- -----· ....... .... 239 
There are in the cit.y of Charleston four_ good brick school-houses, valued at$100,000. 
They are public property, aud are included in the foregoing statement. 
CONDITION OF 1'HE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
The superintendent remarks that "While something has been accomplished during 
the year in educational matters, yet it is a source of anxiety and regret to every well-
wisher of the cause that so little has been done. The lJankrupt condition of the State's 
exchequer has ueen most disastrous in jts effect upon the common schools. Not one 
dollar of the State school appropriation of $300,000, for the fiscal year ended October 
31, 1872, has yet been disbursed from the State treasury, and this in the face of the 
fact t!Jat $1,044,000 were collected on account of taxes for the said fiscal year. 
''Public confidence has been betrayed aud destroyed, school teachers and school 
officers have been forced to labor without receiving their salaries. The whole system 
is, in its present condition, a reproach to those who claim to be its friends and advo-
cates. Our free common-schoo] system, efficiently, faithfnlly, respectably, and success-
fully admini.3tered and applied, can not fail to become popular. 'fhe continuance of 
the present condition of affairs must plunge it into utter ruin and uselessness. 
"There are two essentials to the success of the system, namely: 1. Such legislation 
as will secure liberal and certain school revenues. 2. The election and appointment 
of none but competent and efficient persons as school officers. Our whole State policy, 
so far as common education is concerned, bas been, from the lJeginning, narrow and 
illiueral. 'While other enterprises and interests have received due attention and proper 
care, the education of the people has been a matter of the last and least considera.tion." 
The superintendent states that he has visited several counties during the year, and 
has conversed with the people concerning educational matters. He has observed a 
growing interest in the cause of free common schools. The universal cause of com-
plaint is that the State has not met its school appropriations. 
It is believed that if tho school tinances ·were placed on a sound uasis, the schools 
would prosper throughout tho State. 
SCIIOOL FUNDS. 
The following legislation is recommended concerning school funds: 1. That the 
general assem bl,y levy a special State school-tax of two mills on each dollar of taxable 
property in the State. Such a tax wonld proba.uly realize a revenue of about $300,000. 
2. 'l'bat it be declared a misdemeanor to appropriate any portion of said tax for any 
purpose except that of free common schools, with a penalty of not less than $10,000 
attached. 3. That it shall be the duty of tile State superintendent of edu.cation to 
apportion, as the law specifies, the free-school funds of the State among the several 
counties thereof only. 4. That jt shall lJe the duty of such county school commis-
sioner to apportion, according to law, t.he free-school fund of his county among the 
~everal school districts thereof. 5. That it shall be the duty of each county treasure!; 
to report monthly the amount of collections made by him for the month, on account 
of school funds or taxes or poll-tax, which shall be paid on the orders of boards of 
school-district trustees, countersigned uy the county school com\Pissioner. 
POLL-TAX. 
The superintendent remarks: "There is no good reason why each and every voter 
in the State should not be willing to pay anmuLlly, or ue compelled to pay, in case of 
no willingneSi! to do so, tho small sum of $1, as a consideration of the rights and privi-
leges of citizenship, particularly when the same is to .lJe specially applied to school 
purposes." 
Tile whole number of votes cast for governor at tho last State election was 106,722; 
the annual amount of poll-tax collected in the State ought to be, therefore, at least 
$100,000, a v ry considerable item in the matter of school revenue. Legislation com-
pelling the prompt and complete collection of tho poll-i·.ax is strongly urged . 
.ANNUAL REPORTS OF COUNTY SCIIOOL COMM ISSIONERS. 
These reports constitute tho principal sonrce from which the information and mate-
I'ial necessary to the prepar;.ttion of annual State reports are obtained. Much delay, as 
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well a annoyanc , is experienced every year concerning them. Many of them are not 
only fonntrded tardil,v, !Jut ar · matlo out without due 1·egard to completeness :t~d c~r­
r ctnes . Th report· should be printed with the annual State report; but th1s Will 
ue impracticable, o long a no ruore care is taken in their preparation. 
NIFORU SY TEiVI OF SCIIOOL RECORDS. 
The general assembly, at its la t ses ion, approprin.ted the sum of $i,OOO to defray 
the expense of preparing, pnblisll ing, and. distributing a uniform system of school 
records. The greater portion of these records has already been. prepared and pub-
li bed. ·when complet cl and li tribntcd, they will be of great service to s~hool officers 
and chool-tracl.t erR in making out t.he reports and keeping the records reqmred of them 
by law. This work ba · been t>riously hindered on account of the embarrassed condi-
tion of the school finance .. 
DISTRIDUTION OF TEXT-BOOKS. 
cl10ol text-books have been distributed from the office of the State superintendent 
dnriug the year to every count;y in the State, except two, which made requisitions. 
Th • supply of books ba be n wholly inadequate to meet the demands, and this cir-
cum tauco bas given ri e to much dis!latisfaction. The superintendent bas been led, by 
an unplea ant experience, to th conclusion that the piau of furnishing text-books by 
tho tate, cith r free or otherwise, is unsound and impracticable, and ought to be dis-
carded at once. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES • 
• even institutt> have been held in three counties of the State during the year. No 
r port is made of tl.tc att ndance at any of tbe meetings. 
The nperintendent recommends the passage o.t' au act providing and organizing 
teach rs' in titute a a preliminary mea~Sure to meet the demand for a supply of com-
petent teach rs. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Th nperintendent recommends attention to tl.Jat part of the State constitution 
which 1·cfer to the establishment of State normal schools. The wisdom and irnpor-
ta.n ·e of this requirement of the law arc considered too obvious to require further com-
ment. 
PEABODY FUND. 
f thi tate the agent of the fund, Dr. Sears, says: ''We learn from the report of 
the up •rintend.ent, and from tho proceedings of the board of education, that the num-
b r of chilclr n of chool aero in tl.te State is 206,010, of whom 123,063 are colored; that 
tb number att nding tl.to public schools is 66,056, of whom !3J,83J are coloretl, showing 
an incr a · of att ndance of 100 per cent. over last year; that there are in the State 422 
log chool-honscs, and 389 fraru and brick houses ; that the number of teachers is 1,89 ; 
that tl.r amount rai <1 by taxation for schools in 1871 was $:250,000, while not le til an 
'500,000 are nee s. ary to k p free s ·hools in operation in tlre State six mouths in the 
year. In the report complaints are made and reiterated of the unfaithfulness of State 
o/Iicial in the u of th cl.Jool funds and of the incompetency and indifi'crenco of many 
of the hool oflic r . Und.cr these circum tances it has ueen impo Sible to accomplish 
anything important in connection with the public schools of this State the past year. 
W have render d as istance to two small schools only: $300 to one in Beaufort, and 
200 to another in Spartanburgh." 
EDUCATIO AL IN TITUTE OF SOUTII CAROLINA. 
Am ting of this i~ stitute was h ld at Greenville in Angust, 1871. The members 
numbered 4 , mo t of them principal of schools or professors in coli ges. 
'I he principal subjects of di ens. ion w re "Geometrical text.-books and method of 
instruction,' "School organir.ation," and " outhern colleges, and their claims upon tho 
lib rality of th people." 
Tb pre idPnt was r'que ted to appoint a committee of two on each of tho followin" 
subj •ct. : Aritbm •tic, hi tory and geography, Engli h grammar and rhetoric, and alg -
bra.· a h m mber of t"he e committ c. to present, at then x t. annual meeting, a r port 
upon text-book , method of in. truction or any other matter relative to the subject 
as. ign d them which they may deem of interest. 
TATE RPII.\.N A YL 1\f. 
The annual r port of tho truste s gives tho number of in mat s as 140: boy. il 
girl 69. Th aYcra..,. attendance in th ·chool connected with tile in titution i 7. 
'l'l.r boys are in trn ·t din agricnltnr , nnd the girl in nc dle-work. 
The 'tate appr pda.tion for tl.t, snpport of th institution 1or th year en<lN1 0 tob r 
31,1 7'2 wa . . ·15,000. Tl.re a. ·tual amount expended during tho year was '21,:396.49, an 
xce s of · ,0;30.27 over the receipt::~. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB AND 
THE BLIND. 
The twenty-fourth annual report of this institution states that, of the whole number 
of pupils during the year, 22 were deaf and dumb and 19 were blind. The number of 
pupils was larger than during any previous session. The progress of the pupils in 
their studies during the year is commendable. 
The institution t:Jtands greatly in need of increased shop facilities. There is only the 
boot and shoe trade for the deaf and dumb boys, and no trade for either mal-es or 
females of the blind pupils, o,r for the mute girls. It is recommended that an appropri-
ation be made for the purpose of establishing an industrial department for the females 
of both departments, a printing ofnce and cabinet shop for the deaf and dumb boys, 
and the broom, mat, brush, and chair-seating trades for the blind boys. Of the latter 
a majority must have trades taught them or remain in a state of dependence after 
leaving the institution. 
It is represented that many who "'IYould gladly avail themselves of the advantages of 
the institution are prevented doing so by their inability to provide suitable clothing 
and pay the expenses of transportation. A fund should be set apart for the relief of 
such persons. 
It is recommended that the superintendent be authorized to visit some of the lead-
ing institutions for the deaf and dumb and the blind in the United States, during the 
next session, in order to acquaint himself with all improvements in books, apparatus, 
1·egirnA, &c. The books and apparatus of the institution, particularly for the blind, 
have been in use for a long time and need replenishing. 
The State superintendent of instruction recommends an appropriation of $15,000 for 
this institution for the next year. 
UNIVEHSITY OF ROUTH CAROLINA. 
The university consists often distinct and independent schools. Students are allowed 
a choice, provided they enter at least three schools. The State appropriations for the 
university during the last fiscal year amounted to $37,850. 
This institution affords superior educational advantages. The State appropriations 
for its support have been liberal, its location is central and healthy, its buildings are 
commodious, its library is tho finest in the South, and there is a full corps of learned, 
efficient, faithfnl professors. The number of students in attendance, however, is ex-
ceedingly unsatisfactory, and ought, by every reasonable consideration, to be largely 
augmented. 
'l'be apparatus of the university, particularly in the departments of chemistry and 
philosophy, is incomplete and should be replenished. It is recommended that a special 
appropriatiOn be made for this purpose. 
WOFFORD COLLEGE. 
This institution is, by the terms of its endowment, under the control and manage-
ment of the conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church of South Carolina. The 
endowment fund of the college (over $200,000) was, with the exception of a few thou-
s~nd dollars, lo t during the late war. The college includes two departments, colle-
gw,te and preparatory. 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE. 
The college, having been removed from rewberry Court-House, is now located in 
Walhalla, Oconee County. It is under the care of tLe Evangelical Lutheran synod of 
Sonth Carolina. The departments of the college are collegiate, preparatory, primary, 
and theological. 
GREENVILLE BAPTIST FEMALE COLLEGE. 
This was organizfld by the Baptist State convention of So11th Carolina. The courses 
of study are primary, academic, and collegiate. The collegiate course has been ex-
tended from three to four years, and the study of languages made a condition of gradua-
tion. An extended course in mathematics is not required. 
CLAFLLL~ U \IVERSITY. 
This institution is designed for the education of colored youth of both sexes. It 
occupies a large and commodious bnilding. It was pmchased not long since by Rev. 
A. Webster, D. D., president, and the late Rev. 1'. W . LcwiR, of Charleston, through 
wl10 ·joint ]alwrs it as'3umetl its present proportions. Its name was given in houor of 
the Hou. Lee Claflin, of l\iassachusett 1 who contributed largely to its purchase. 
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The university compri ·e four departments: 1. The college proper, wi.t~ the usual four 
year 'cou1· e of college tndi . 2. 'I be normal department, for the tramlDg of teacher 
of both ex . 3. The Bak r Theological Institute, which "·as removed from Cbarle -
ton to th univer ity. 4. The preparatory department. . 
'l'h uniYer ity btllldin~s contain 56 rooms, aod will accommodate 200 scholars. ~o 
cbarg i made for tuition, room-rent, or lectures, bnt a tax of 10 cents a week is 
re<)_ttll' d of acb tudent for incidental expenses. Board is provided at the rate of .:2 
a we k . 
Tbe leading men in outh Carolina favorable to education an<l equal rigbt.s hav<', 
without exception, commencled this enterprise. His excellency Governor R. K. Scott, 
who i on of tb tru tee , beaded tho snbscriptiou for the purchase with $500. Sen-
ator awy rand otll r. have sub cribed gt-merously. 
:FURMAN UNIVEHSITY. 
This universitycompri e , even distinct schools. Students are allowed entire freedom 
in the elect.ion of their schools; and the schools are so ananged as to enable the student 
to pursue to the best advantage any particular cou rse be may select., and to whatever 
extent he may desire. No limit of time is fixed for tho completion of a course of study. 
The u ual <"Oliege degrees are conferred; also the degn~e of'' proficient," in the several 
schools. 
OUTllER T B ,\PTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY: 
The seminary was e tablisbecl by general co-operation of Southern Baptists, witll the 
cle ign of furoi biug such t.h ological education as is ueerleu by Bap tist ministers. The 
cou1" e of iustru ·tion i div1ded into eight Rcbools, compnsing eleven departments. The 
Goursc in each cboo1 is complct d in one year, es:cept Hebrew anu Greek. A full 
cour e occupie from tlJree to lour years. Tuit ion aud lodging are free . The library 
formerly b Jong1ng to th theological depar tment of Furman Univers1ty was tran -
£erred to this seminary. 
FA TS FROM TilE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area ancl population.-In 1 70 outh Carolina was the twenty-second State in popula-
tion, bavitw 705,606 inhabitants witbiu an area of 34,000 square miles, a.n :wcrage of 
20.75 p rsons to the quar mile. This populatiOn consisted of :289,667 whites, 415, 14 
color ·d, 124 Indian and 1 Cuine ·e. Of these 697,532 were natives of ibe United States 
and ,074 w r for ign-l.>orn. Of tb native residents 270,:301 whites, 40<:!,2 ;) colored, 
aucl l22 Indian w rc bom with Ill it borders, wbilc of the foreign residents 2,754 were 
born in nnauy, 617 in England, aud :~,1!62 in Ireland . 
..:chool allcndance.-A('cording to Table JX, vol. 1~ of Census Report, 41,56!) per. on 
att ndcd school, and of thcs GO were foreign-hom. Of tho 24,69t white scholar.- 1~ ,n1 
were males ar.d 11 ,9" 1 ferrml . Oft he 16,873 colored pnpils 8,:339 were males and ,534 
female ; 4 male lndiaus wcr al o reporteu 
lllitera ·y.-Tb 'I'O w >r ~90 , :379 inhabitants of all race , 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, and of tb ·se 65:$ w re forCJgu-born . 
Age and sex of illiterates.- f th 55,167 w bite illiterates 13,67 4 were from J 0 to 15 y ar 
old, and of tb so 7,299 were mal ' and 6,:373 females; 11,102 were from 15 to 21 year: 
old, of wbom 5,411 w r male and 5,691 females; :30,:~91 were 21 ;years old and over, of 
whom 12,400 were males and 17,901 f·males . Of th o 235,164 colored illiterate 40 O:J 
w rc from 10 to 15 years old, aud of tbes ~ 20,8 7 were mal es and 19,918 female ; 4:) 605 
wer • from 15 to 21 years old; of the e 20,:~:!9 were mules and 25,27() femal ; 14 734 
w re 21 years olcl and over, of whom 70, :30 were males and 77,9~4 femal s; 4 ill it r-
at· J ndians were also r port•~ cl. 
Educattaual in81ilut1ous.-Ac.: ording to Titble XII, voJ. 1, of Cen us Report, the total 
number of educational institntions was 750, having- 1,10:3 teacher·, of wh m 6:20 w re 
male and 4 3 f male:, to du ·ate tll •ir 3 ,249 pupils, of whom 17,:J97 were wale· aud 
20, )2 £·mal . 
.tJmonnt anclsource of ducational income.-The total income of all the clncational in-
stitution was ';)77,9:>3 of whi ch .-·:>I,W6 were derived from ndowmcut; .·2 2,97:3 from 
taxation and public fnnd ·, and . ':t4:$,474 from tuition and other source . 
Public .~cltools.-Th ' 5 1 puiJii c cbool!;, with 7 1 teachers, ( 429 male ancl 352 fE>mal . . ) 
w er att nd ·d 1J :n,:l62 pupil , of wborn 1:~ ,6 2 Wl're males and 17,6 0 female.. To 
ducat th · tb r had a total income of :·~7!) 72:3, of wbicb .,:.~70,423 were deriv d fr ru 
taxation ancl pnl lie fnud&, and 9.:300 from tuition and otb r ·ource . 
CollegeJt.-TIJ 0 ·ollC>g ', with 5 tcac·h r , (40 mal s and 1 feuwl . ·.) w r ntt udE'd 
by 755 pupil of whow 4 0 W<'l'e maks and 27~ fcmal · . Tb<•y bad a total iucon'l' of 
~.H , 00, of whic·h , 16.000 were <lcrivecl from ·ndown1 ·uts $4 500 from taxation and puu-
lic fund , and ·:34 • 00 frow tuniou aud ther ·ourc •s. ' ' 
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Academies.-The 17 academies, with 46 teachers, of whom 30 were males and 16 females, 
had au attendance of 1,154 pupils, (650 males and 504 females,) and a total income of 
$7:2,825, of wbicll $15,000 were derived from endowment, $50 from taxation and public 
fuuds, and $57,775 from tuition and other sourees. 
Private schools.-The 132 day and boarding schools bad 163 teacllers, (83 males and 80 
females,) and were attended by 3,966 pupils, of whom 1,798 were males and 2,168 females. 
'I' her had an income of $6Fl,040, derived from tuition and other sources. 
LibraTies.-Tbere were 741 public libraries in the State, with 149,224 volumes; also, 
92~ private libraries, with 3~7,020 volumes; making in all, 1,663 libraries, containing 
546,244 volumes. 
The press.-Tbe 55 periodicals bad an aggrega.te circulation of 80,900 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 8,901,400 copies. 
Ohw·ches.-Of the 1,457 church organizations 1,:308 had edifices, with 491,425 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $3,276,982. 
Pauperism.-Of the 2,071 paupers, 888 were native whites, 1,106 native colored, and 
77 foreigners. 
C1·irne.-Of 732 persons in prison June 1, 1870, 130 were native whites, 584 native col-
ored, and 18 foreign-born; 1,:399 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age ancl sex of population.-Of tlle total population 230,915 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 118,509 were males and 115,406 females; 503,763 were 10 years old and 
over, of whom 241,492 were males and 262,271 females. 
Occupations.-T\YO hundred and sixty-three thousand three hundred and one persons 
of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 182~355 were males and 
80,946 females ; 206,654 persons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 147,70t:! 
were males and 58,946 females; 34,383 in personal and professional services, of whom 
15,526 were males and 1tl,857 females; 8,470 in trade and transportation, of whom 8,250 
were males and 220 females; 13,794 jn mauufactures and mechanical and mining indus-
tries, of whom 10,871 were males and 2,!:123 females. 
Age ancl sex of 1vorlcing population.-Of tll e 26:~,:301 employed p ersons 30,414 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 18,968 were males and 11,446 females ; 214,414 were from 16 
to 59 years old, and of these 14R,719 were ma,les and 65,695 females; 18,473 were 60 years 
old aucl over, of whom 14,668 were males and 3,805 females . 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. J. K. JILLSON, State superintendent of education, Columbia. 
County. 
Abbeville .. ·-·-- · ----- -
Ail;en ·· · -- -··---·- --·· Anderson. _____ . __ . ___ . 
13arnwell. __ ... _ .. _ ... _. 
Beaufort . . __ .. ____ . ___ . 
Chatle ton ......... ... . 
Chester_ . __ .... _. _____ _ 
Chesterfield . _____ . __ . __ 
Clarendon .. ___ ........ _ 
Colleton _ . ___ . __ . . __ __ _ 
Dadington. _ ----· ..... . 
~dJ;eUold -··-· -··· ···-· 
l!mr-field ... . ....... .. . . 
Georgetown._._ .. __ ... . 
Greenville·· ·· -·-- -- -- · 
~o::~h~n~-----·-·.:: : : : :: :: : 
Lancaster._-_----._----
Laurens .. .. . ......... . 
Lexington _ . . _ ... _ .... _ 
Marion-·-· · ... _- ·-·-- -
Marlborou a-h _. __ .. _. _. _ 
N ewberry __ . . . __ . ___ .. 
Oconee ---·-· ··· ·---··· 
Orang burgh-··-···-·-
Pickens .. ... _. ____ .. __ _ 
Richland ._ ..... · --. _ .. _ 
Spartan burgh . _ ...... . 
Hnmter ___ ... _. _. _. _. __ 
Union----·· ······ ··-·· Willia.msburgh ___ . ___ _ 
York·· -· -·····-·--- .·-· 
COUNTY SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS. 
Name. 
}~~~G~n~:;~~-s~~:: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Tltomas P . Benson . -----· ___ ... _ .. ---·_, .. ______ .. --· 
Abrabam Miudl ton .·- ---- ___ .... __ · -· - __ ·· - - · . ... __ 
T.E. M iller .----·-- - -- ·-···--- - --·-- - · ·· ·--- - ··- - -- -
B. H. Uoyt . _ .. .... _-.- - - . . -. ----.-- - -- __ . ____ _ . __ . __ 
Dublin .J. Walln~r . . _ . .. _ .. . _. ___ . . __ . _. __ . __ ____ ___ _ 
W. L. T. Prince---····-·---··-·----- ----··---····---
L . .A. Benton ... ___ ..... _____ . _ .. . _ . . .. ___ . _. _ ... __ . _ 
E. D.llolmes .... .... . ... ·-------------- ---··-··-·-· 
.Joshua E. Wilson . . _ . . _. ___ _ .. _. _ ... ___ .. ____ . ___ ._ .. 
~Vi~ll~~ ~-. ~~~~;~~r:~:::::::: : :::: : ::: :::::::: : ::::::: 
S. B. Gipson. · ------------··-· · -·--·--·--····-···-··-
.Jaroesli. Taylor .. .... .... .............. ... ...... . .. . 
Daniel Lewis ___ . . _ .... _ .. __ . . ____ . __ ._ .... _ .. __ .. __ . 
F rank Carter .... __ _ . . . _ ..... -- __ ... _ ... __ .. __ ...... . 
M. J. Shaver .. ................. ·-·---·-······- --·---· 
Pratt S. Suber . . _. __ .. . _ ... _ .. _ .... _ ... __ . . __ .. _. _ .. 
A. D. Haltiwanger·---------··--·- · ·· · . . ... -·-·-·-· -
:Mitchell K. Holloway _ .. __ . __ .. __ ... _ .. ___ ..... __ . . . 
FrankS. lloyle ........... ........... ............... . 
~h~~~~ t 1,~~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
~:·y~~~g:\\~~~~;~!:: ::~: ::: ::~~::::::::: ::::::::::: 
\V. IT. Richardson . _____ __ . __ . ____ .... __ . .. _ . . _. ___ _ 
J. N. Corbett · -----··-·--···-------·---····- ·· . ..... . 
W. H. orman ·-- ······-· --------····· ·· --·-···---·-
-gel~YK~~:-.~~:~-~ :::: :::::::::::::::::::: :: :: :: ::::: 
Post-office address. 
.AblJOville C. H. 
E.amburgh. 




Chester C. H. 




Edgefield C. IT. 
Wiun sborougi.J. 
Georgetown C. H. 
Greenville C. R . 
Conway borough. 
Camden. 
L ancaster C. H. 
Laurens C. H. 
L exington C. H. 
Marion C. H. 
Bennettsville. 
Newberry C. H. 
P erryville. 
Oraugeburgh C. H. 
Pickens C. H. 
Columbia. 
Spartan burgh C. H. 
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TENNESSEE. 
[From reports of Ron. William Morrow, state superintendent of instruction, ancl of .J. B. Killebrew, 
assistant superintendent.] 
CO~DITIO~ OF EDUCATIONAL li'fTEHESTS. 
The fac·ts presented in the following report bring before the general assembly the 
qu stion whether it is not the duty of that body to impose a specific tax for school 
vurpose!'l. Le s than thirty counties in the State have levied a tax for school purposes. 
In the remainder no action ·whatever has been taken by the county courts. Very few 
counties haYe chools at pre ent in operation, and a degree of languor and inaction 
prevail throughout the State that bodes anything but good to our educational interests. 
ILLITERACY. 
Fa t developed by the census and prison statistics form a startling comment upon 
om educational condition, and offer a ·warning which we shall do well to heed. From 
tlw ninth cen ns it appears•that the number of illiterate persons in the State of Ten-
Jle · ee, 10 years old and over, is 304,668, of whom 138,955 are between the ages of 10 
and ~1; the remainder, 225,713, are 21 and over. Of the adults there are o~· white males 
37,i1:3; colored, 5G,927; aggregating 93,640 male adults unable to read and write; 
yet who c votes are as pot ntial for good or evil as those of the wisest men in tlle 
State. The total vote at the last election was 120,479, and ignorance cast 93,640 of 
tlJetU. There are in the State, of wllite women 6i3,tl25, of colored women 63,24H, who 
can neither read nor write, making in all of Hliterate women, 132,07:1. There are also 
h1 th tate, of white childr n between the age's of 10 aiHl 21, 72,Hl9, and of colored 
children of tlle same ages, 66,766, who can neither read nor write. 
INCREASE OF ILLITERACY. 
Another lamentable fact dednciblc from the census is, tbat while the white popula-
tion bas increa ·eel but 1:~ per cent., tbc increase in the number of white illiterates bus 
lJecn 50 per cent. The unmb r of illiterates aruoug the adults has increased from 
71,114 to 106,53 . And this illiteracy is to-day increasing in a still greater ratio. 
IGNOR"\ NCE AND CRIME. 
The prison statistics of the State are significant. There arc now in the penitentiary 
76 p rsons, of whom 66 can neither read nor write. Of the rema.ining 100, reported 
llucat d, one-ha.lf only read auu writo, and about five have been liberally educated. 
It ha been estimated that the loss to the State by these 768 unprodnctive persons is $440 
for each one annually, aggregating a sum which would educate in public schools six time 
be number of inmates. It i ea ier and less costly to prevent crime than to punish it. 
Tbe amount paid ont of the State treasury for the conviction and prosecution of 
criminals for the year n<led October 1, 1871, was $171,542.76. In this is not include l 
damage to property, nor loss of life, nor the extra police force demande 1. It is a great 
r ponsiuility to levy a tax to make useful men and women instead of criminals and 
paupers of the children of our State ; it is a still greater responsibility not to do it. 
NECE SITY OF PUBLIC SCIIOOLS . 
One reason that should arou. e our people to the necessity of establishing a good 
system of public schools is, that wHhont it au industrious, intelligent, and energetic 
population will not ue induced to settl npon its snrp} us lands. Out of 29,000.000 acrl' 
of land in the • tate, only a little over 6,000,000 are nuder cultivation . The remaining 
2:3:0 0,000 are lying idle, contributing nothing to the State, and will bang a dead 
weight upon its pro perity until th y can be tilled au<l occupied by indo trion , intel-
lio-ent ·itizens. But such will not settle in a State that offers no facilities for educa-
tion. An intellig nt labor r will annually add, on an averag , n.t least 25 p r nt. 
more to tb w altb of th tate than au ignorant one. tatistics show that one p r ot. 
ju th rig ron climate and poor . oil of Mas achu ·etts makes nearly three time a 
much as one in the rich field and genial climate of Tennessee. 
PflEJ DICF: ' T DE VERCO:ME. 
Th greatest ob tacle to bo v rcome in the estn.blisbment of a )- t m of pnulic 
instrnc ion is the inherite iden. tbat education should be left to private cnterpri e, and 
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tbn.t property should not be taxed to educate those without means. There is also in 
some localities a strong feeling against levying a school-tax, because the negroes will 
sLare its benefits. Public schools are unpopular also because they have been so inef-
ficient. 
SCHOOL LEGISLATION. 
The constant changes made in the system by our legislative bodies have created in 
the public mind a sense of their insta.bility and inefficiency; and the parsimonious 
appropriations have just been sufficient to in terfere witL, aml, in a measnre, break down, 
all private enterprises. If tbe educational bill introduced into Congress shall become 
a. law, Tennessee will receive, under t.bat act, about $130,000, which, with the interest 
on the school-fund of $1,500,000, and tho sum realized from other sources, will, if sup-
plemented by a small tax, enubie the State to maintain a very respectable school sys-
tem.- What is most needed now is unity of action, a liveli er interest in educational 
matters, a larger amount of energy in the school s~1stem, and more frequent and relia-
ble statistics from each county·. The meagerness of reports is sufficient proof that 
some other method should be devised to collect the scholastic statistics of the counties 
COUNTY REPOHTS. 
The whole number of counties in the State is 92, from 81 of which reports have been 
received; in most cases meager, indefinite, unsatisfactory, and discouraging in every 
particular. 
So far as can be gathered from these reports a school tax bas been levied or voted 
. in 37 counties, bnt sometimes insufficient to accomplish any object. In44 counties the 
tax has been voted down or the snbj ect utterly ignored. Commissioners have been 
appointed in a whole or part of the districts of 54 counties, but these are frequently 
reported as taking no interest in the matter, and occasionally as resigning or refusing to 
serve, while in 27 counties no commissioners at all have been elected. Only in 24 -
counties are schools of any sort reported in existence, and these not ·in every case free 
or even public; even when public they seem to be limited to wbite children. In 32 
counties it is definitely stated that there are no schools, and in the remainder it is 
inferred that this is the case, there being usually no tax and no commissioners. In a few 
instances schools b:we been suspended aucl are to be resumed as soon as convenient or 
possible. Wbere schools are taught it is generally for bnt a short period, sometimes 
even limited to from one to two mouths of the year. Only in one county are the scbools 
reported as in a really prosperons condition, and only in two or three counties is the 
prospect ,at all hopeful for im proYemeut. 
PEABODY FUNp. 
The agent of the fund reports as follows: 
"On the 19th of December last the State teachers' association addressed to me a com-
munication containing the following passages: 'We deem it of the utmost importance 
that at this juncture au efficient agent should canvass the State aJJcl arouse the variou::> 
counties to action under the present school la•. We would respectfully request your 
con ifleration of the propriety of appropriating $1,500, during the year 1872, toward the 
support of snch au agent, to co-operate with the treasurer, who is, ex officio, superin-
t endent, and to work under the immediate supervision of the officers aud executive 
committee of tho St.at.e teachers' association . W e are satisfied that in no other wa.y 
can this amount of money accomplish equal good to the cause of education in tbi's 
State.' 
"This recommendation was :finally agreed to, not oulyonacconnt of its intrinsic merits, 
bnt. because the resi<lent member of onr board of trustees is the president of the associa-
tiou . To gnanl a.gaiust any misapplication of the money contributed by us, it was 
placed at t,he di sposal of our associate above referred to, with the re<:J nest that he '\\Onld 
make snch an arrangement with tbe teachers' associa.tion as woulu, in his judgment, 
accomplish the greatest amount of ~~ood ." 
An agent was appointed who, in Ja.nuary, was made assistant superintendent of pub-
lic instruction, which circumstance is itself the best evidence of the wisdom of the 
conrse pnrsncd. In March last be made a most valnable report,- which was published 
by authority, for the purpo c of being circulated in tbe State. He says that "The sys-
tem as it ~t present exists is utterly devoicl of vi tality." "Less than thirty counties 
hav levied a tax for school purpose , and in the remainder no activn bas been takeu 
by the count-y courts." 
Tho assistance rendered from the fund is as follows: Knoxville, $2,000 ; thirteenth civil 
di 'trict, David. on County, $1,000; Jonesborough, $t,OOO; Green vill e, $1,000; Lookout 
M0untaiu normal school , $1,000; Fisk University colored normal school, $ 00; Edge-
field, $800. The understanding with this town was' that the assistance should cud with 
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la t year, but an unexpected deficiency of school funds. occurring,_ it was co.nsidered 
expedient to make auother donation. Four places receiVed donatwns of $600 .each, 
one of '500, t n of 450 each, thirty-four of ~300 each, and o~e of $200 ; makmg a 
total of 2:'1 400. R •port received from most of these. schools g1 ve very favor~bl~ ac-
count of their succe . I any of them have been ~eld m coll~ge or acad~my bmldmg , 
and in true ted by a higher order of teachers than IS common m the pubhc schools. 
ADDRE TIEFORE THE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
At tbe m tina- of th Tennes ee Central Teachers' Association, at Murfreesborough, iu 
Augn t, r. William helton deli verc:d an address 1~pon the ~elati~m. of pu b~ic schools 
to tb welfar of the tate. He cons1dered the suuJect especially m 1ts beanng on the 
pr . nt condition of the people of Tennessee. "Tennessee is now trying to adapt her-
self to the changed circumstances in which sbe is placed, so as to bring good for her 
people out of the evil be ha suffered." As tl.te great means of securing prosperity, be 
uro-ed popular lucation. He maintained that the true principles of political economy 
demand the education of every child in the State. 
"A common- chool education for all the children of Tennessee is absolutely indispens-
abl : 1. As a mean of increa ing our population. Our sources of wealth lie unim-
prov d for the waut of population; and immigrants are unwilling to settle in a State 
where they can not educate their children. 2. As a means of preventing crime. The 
vast majority of our crimina1s are men of no education; 87 per cent. of the inmates of 
th penitentiary in ra hville can not read or write. If the State can diminish the 
amount of rime by furni hiug the means of education to her people, true State policy 
require that be ball expend a few thousands to prevent what it requires many thou-
sands to pnni ·b. 3. As a meau of utilizing labor. Capacity for useful labor is so 
mu h pro<lnctiYe capital; and as the tate increases the capacity of her laborers by edu-
ating th m, sh increa es in the same proportion the productive capital of her people. 
4. As a means of protecting property. If the people had intelligence enough to 
make then1 good citizens, property would be rendered more secure and its value thereby 
incr a d. I it not th u th duty of the State, by an efficient system of public chools, 
to auo-m nt the intelligence of the next generation? And if property receives snell ad-
~wta cs frow tb public school , is it not just auu fair that property should be taxed 
for their support (). A a means of perpetuating our free, democratic institution . 
An ignorant aucl degraded people are incapable of governing themselves. 1'he doctrine 
of univer al snffrao-e, without general education, will inevitably lead to anarchy, and 
finally to despoti m. If we would preserve our free institutions we must educate our 
peopl . 
" ur 1 gi Jators plead our hnpoveri bed treasury as an unanswerable argument 
again t e tabli hiuo- an efficient system of pnulic schools. They shrink from the idea. 
of inerea ed taxation. They ar afraid tbe people will not bear the nece ary tax. 
Tb p oplo are willing to bear any tax that they are convinced is necessary to ecnre 
tb ir own advantage." "Tbey have been opposed to taxation for pnblic chool , 
be anse tho taxati n i not great euongh to make the pnblic schools efficient. They 
ought not to be taxed for au ohjcct that is never received. Let thoro be an adequate 
taxation for puQlic bool., or els, let nblic schools be auandoned." "The s hool-tax 
no d not be very high, no bi(l'ber than is necessa.ry to put the ducatioual inter st of 
· tb connti s uml r the up rvision of the State, and also to enable the State to make 
u ·h appropriation to the connti a will induce tberu to tax themselves. According 
to the educational bill pa sed by the last Congress, Tennes ee wjJl uo entitled to abont 
130,000. 'l'hi ', added to the other sources of income to the tate for educational 
purpos , will diminish th amount of taxation for public instruction; so that by a. 
moderate iocr a , in th pr . >nt rate of taxa.tiou, the legislature may do all that i · 
n cc ary to make our y t m of public chools efficient." "This will be the mot 
important ques ion that will come before the next 1 gislature. It is carne tly to be 
h p d that 1h y will lift tbemselvcs high enongh above mere partisan aims to take 
there pon ·ibility of doiug what they know is for the good of the people." 
MEMPIIIS. 
CONDITIOX OF SCHOOLS. 
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been a difficult matter to provide suitable teachers for these schools. The attendance 
is varialJlc and upsatisfactory. 
The per cent. of attendance bas been in white schools, 88.04; in colored schools, 
80.43. Per cent. of tardiness in white schools, 2.89; in colored schools, 5.18. Cost of 
maintaining white schools, based on enrollment, $25.94; based on attendance, $28.24. 
Cost of maintaining colored schools, based on enrollment, $20.86; based on attendance, 
$2~ . 52. 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
During the year a new school building bas br.en completed, at a cost (including fur-
niture and lot) of $81,500. It contains 12 rooms, each provided with accommodations 
for GO pupils. The Peabody building is approaching completion, and will probably be 
ready for use in Septeml>er. It will afford sittings for 480 pupils. Cost of building, 
$30,000. 
NASHVILLE. 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
In consequence of the reduction of the school age from 21 to 18, the scholastic popu-
lation is 1,456less than last year, but the total enrollment is abont the same. The per 
cent. of attendance on number belonging is 9Gt against 93last year, and on· tota.l en-
rollment it is 66-! against 61. The per cent. of attendance on number belonging is, in 
white schools, 95.7, and in colored, 93.7; on total enrollment, it is 71 in the former and 
only 51 in the latter. The per cent. of tarcliuess of tbe colored schools is four times as 
great as t.hat of the white schools. They have, however, made a much better record 
this year than last. 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
No funds have been placed at the disposal of the board of education since 1865 for 
providing buildings to accommodate the increasing number of ohildren. Two govern-
ment buildings, patched up for temporary purposes, bave l>ecome utterly worn out, and 
the city should, wit.h iu the next year, provide better accommodations for tLe 400 chil-
dren now most llllcomfortal>ly housed in them. A special tax, sufficient to raise $25,000, 
is recommended for this purpose. The other school buildings are in good order. 
BRANCHES OF STUDY. 
During the past session the study of German bas been added to the high-school 
course. By enactment of the city council, it will be introduced next term into the 
grammar schools. It is recommended that steps be taken to provide for the systematic 
teaching of drawing and music. . 
ADDRESS OF llON. WILLIAM II. STE,PHENS BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF NASHVILLE. 
The annual address before the alumni society .of the University of Nashville was de-
livered by Ron. William H. Stephens, of Memphis, Tennessee. His theme was, "Ten-
nessee, and the duty of ber educated sons." 
While endeavoring to st.rengt,hen the feeling of attachment to the State, be should 
aim at the same time and l>y tho same means to awaken a deeper interest in behalf of 
ber eldest daughter, tho University of Nashvme. He sketched brieflytlw history of the 
university. Tbe :Qrst settlement on the Cumberland was only six years old when, in 
17 '5, its inb ~tb i ta.uts procured from tbe legislature of North Carolina the charter of an 
academy. This was the first incorporated seminary of learning in the valle'y of the 
Missis ippi. In 1806 the academy was raised to the rank of Cumberland College, and 
in l b2G to t.bat of tile University o£ ·Nashville. Nine years after the creation of th is 
academy, the legiF>lature, in 1794, incorporated Blount College, at Knoxville, now the 
Un-iversity of East Tennessee; and at the same session, Greene College, in Greene 
County; and in 1795, Washington College, in Washington County. 
What ·s the duty, be asked, of educated ruen toward th is university, which is so 
closely connected with the fortunes of the State, and which shonld exert so great an 
influence He deprecated the general feeling of indifference. In New England, college 
commencements are subjects of general attention aud intere'st. But when the central 
university of Tennessee assemules her children to take counsel for tho promotion of 
education in the State, the fact is scarcely known by the mass of the people, and where 
known excites little or no intere t. 
Much of the blame of this lies at the door of the educatec1 class of Tennessee. No one 
feds called upon to speak a word in behalf of our own schools, or to demonstrate the 
advantages ofsnstainiDg within our borders u,t least one complete university. "Yet it is 
21 E 
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undoubtedly th duty of every citizen to endeavor, accordiug to his ability, to make 
our school aud college a useful, as successful, and as perfect as tl.wse of any other 
State. Viewed in tlw light of a mere bul!iness transaction, such a consummu.tioo would 
ave to the tat a fund sufficient to g-ive a gratuitous English education to every 
indigent child within her limit . It would cheapen every branch of education, and would 
av million to onr ov rlmrdened p ople." "Moreover, as a question of wise political 
economy, it must be granted that the great body of our young ruen who seek a col-
legiate ducatiou, poor a wel1 as rich, should have the opportunity of being trained 
together at the same univer ity, so a to measure st.rengt.h with each other, and to 
learn by actual contact and intercourse that in this free land there is no other aristoc-
racy than that of iodivif1ual merit and personal accomplishments." 
Th rei no can e which renders it impol')sible to maintain in the city of Nashville a 
univer ity of the highest order of excellence. "The canse of the universit,y is the canse 
of the State. The pro peri ty of the one is the pro ·peri t.)? of the other. The n ni versity 
ha already emerged from her dim twilight, and, with her 400 students, stands {orth in 
con cion strength. And in regard to the State, it is permitted to us, in the exercise of 
a rea ouable hope, to anticipate the speedy coming of a brighter day." 
The number of graduates from the university since l l:H3 is as follO\YS: In 1816, 18m, 
and 1 71, 2; 1 14, 1 54, 185 , and 1 62, 3; 1855 and 1859, 5; 1813, 1815, 1829, and 185(), 
7; 1 30 and l H60, R; 1 32 and 1851, 9; 1826 and Ul3-1, 10; 1852 and 1861, 11 ; 1827 and 
1 37, 12; 1 33, 13; 1842 and 1 50, 14 ; 1 28, 18:33, ancl 1840~ 16; lt:l36, 1843, 1846, and 
1 49, 18 ;.1 35 and 1 3 , 20; 1839, 1847, anu 1848,21; 1831 and 1845,22; 1841, 23; 1844, 
25. Wlwle numb~>r of graduates from 1813 to 1871,512. For eight years-1863 to 1870, 
inclusive-there were no graduates. 
J,OOKOUT MOUNTAIN EDUCATIO AL INSTITUTION. 
The Bchool at Lookout Mountain was closed at the expiration of the academic year, 
June, 1 72, and, in place of the usual aunnal report, there is presented a brief sketch of 
its origin, history, and the causes of its discontinuance: 
Early in the year 1 65, Mr. C. R. Robert, of New York, conceived the p1an of estab-
li bing a school of high character at somo central, accessible point in the South. Sev-
ral gentl m n, at nearly the same time, independently of each other, were found to 
be inter sted in such a proj ct. The plan contemplated a school open to both sexe , 
und r tho UJO t approved modern methods of instruction, with accessories inviting to 
per ons of refinement, y t at a co t not ue~·ond the reach of pupils dependent upon their 
own exertion . tate patronage~ with its political complications ; a parti ·an bias, with 
its ectioual pr •judice ; as ctat•ian control, with its incidental exclusiveness; w re to 
be qually avoided. Dependence upon local patronage would give a local character 
and t ue tu the school, while the a sociation of minds of both sexes from a wicle raurre 
of soci ty wa r gardeu as the IJ st condition of a truly liberal education. The grow-
ing ten den ·y to a uperficial and merely ornamental education was to be firmly r sisted. 
Th summit of Lookout Mountain was selected as a site combininrr the be t advan· 
tag . A tract of laud, more than two hundred acres in extent, aiJ~ut five mile from 
hattanooga, 1 ·vated two thou an<l feet above the sea-level, with fine building· ton 
n ar by, ·was pnrcba d, as w re also the buildings erected ther on by t.be Government. 
Part!:! of the e lmildings w re fini h d and fitted up for school purpo!:!e , with accom-
modations for i,.rbty pupil , there ·ideut officers and their families, at an expeo e of 
over 40,000. A ch<trt r from tbe legi lature of Tennes ee conferred univ rsity pri,·i-
1 .,.es, and a name was adopt d which would cover whatever departments tb futur of 
the institution might d maud. The school opened May 15, 1 66. The whol numb ·r 
ef pupils r ceived was 953, averaging 0 per half-year, with an average of fise teache . 
Private gift of tbe found rand others, an annual appropriation for the la t thr 
year from be P eabody fund, in connection with the normal department, togeth rwitb 
ctrtain benevolent and ducational ociety funds, amounting in all to ev ral thou and 
<1ollar , bavo been di ·triiJuted to tnd nts needing a sistance. Many of the tud nt 
are proving th ir ducation in th higher in titutioos, in the profes ion , and in practi-
cal life. A number have begun their preparation for the ministry, and some are alr ady 
iu the fi ld. 
. It hau b • n the aim of the founder, as soon as the institution honld b w 11 or"an-
lZ d and placed on a ound financial ba i , to transfer it to a board of tru t who would 
conduct it aft r the original d igu. everal cans shave combined to de£ at tbi in· 
t ntion. ...' ith ·r th m n nor the money could be secured. Protracted and v xation 
litigation ba · pr vented the accnmnlation of en.dowments and the r tion of p rma-
nent buildings. For tb s r a on Mr. Robert has felt con trained to clo e tb cbo l. 
11 the prop rty, and tran mit th proceed to the tru tees of 1 h Robert oil on· 
tantipopl•. It i b li ved that a oncentration of funds and •ffort upon tbi in titu i 
will ecur larg r re ult than tbe eparatemaintenanceofhoth. Theoffic r ,in 1 in!:' 
th ir conn • ·tiou with the L okout Mountain school, xpr s th be-lief tba it car r 
though short, has been honorable, and its influence good, wid -spread, nnd la ting. 
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FREEDMEN'S NORMAL INSTITUTE. 
This institution is the result of a convention held in December, 1871, by the colored 
citizens of East Tennessee, at the instance of Professor Yardley Warner, of German-
town, Pennsylva.nAt. 
Resolutions were offered by several colored men present. The most important of 
these were canied by an overwhelming majority, and w~re to the effect that-
1st. The colored people of East Tennessee would have, Providence favoring the en-
terprise, a teachers' training school, so conducted as to enable those unable other-
wise to procure boarding, and to liqnidate other contingent expenses, to do so at the 
expense of the labor of their hands, while at the institution and under instruc-
tion . 
2d. That the institution should be exclusively for the benefit of the freedmen, and 
therefore should be called "The Freedmen's Normal Institute of East Tennessee." 
Ovel' $300 were subscribed at the convention, and many white persons of East Ten-
11 essee have also offered subscriptions. In all, $14,000 have been subscribed, of which 
nearly $8,000 have been paid in. Liberal subscriptions bave been made by some friends 
iu Philadelphia. Aid has also been received from New York, Rb~e Island, New Jersey, 
OLJio, Delaware, Indiana, and England. The subscription of the colored people bas 
reached the amount of $2,300. 
With this subscription list before him, and at the earnest desire of the colored people 
to commence the work, Professor Warner bad plans and specifications prepared for a 
suitable building, 120 feet long, 36 feet wid~, two stories high, with a basement. 
Thirty acres of land, suitably situated near Maryville, the county-seat of Blount 
County, were purchased, at a cost of $1,000, and deed taken in the name of the trustees 
of Indiana Yearly Meeting. A barn, 40 by 50, has been built, and 500,000 bricks have 
been made. The corner-stone of the building was laid August 29, 1872, and it is fairly 
under way. The whole cost is estimated at $12,000, and is to be completed by Feb-
ruary or March. It is built to accommodate 60 or 70 normal students and 200 day 
scholars. 
After it is completed it is to be conducted by a board of managers, mostly selected 
from citizens of that vicinity. Great enthusiasm is felt by the colored people in tho 
enterprise. They have done most of tlle work. All the workmen enter intq an obli-
gation to avoid profanity and intemperance. · 
A circulating library of 400 volumes bas been placed in the Maryville institute, for 
the use of the public; and it is estimated that, tbrongh the liberality of several book-
publishers and friends in Philadelphia., nearl.) $4,000 worth of school and other books 
have been gratuitously distributed within the past two years in East Tennessee. 
A monthly newspaper, the Maryville Monitor, is published in the interest of the 
freedmen, education, and religion, and is found to accomplish much good. 
Tho whole expenditure, up to 'September 17, is reported to be $7,217.33. 
The interest in this work is not confined to any particular religious cre«ild or political 
faith ; all havo entered into the work with heart and soul. 
UNIVERSITY OF NASHVILLE. 
This institution dates its origin more than ten years anterior to the birth of the State 
of Tennes ee, having been founded, incorporated, and endowed in 17tl5, under the name 
of Davidson Academy. The collegiate department em braces nine distinct schools. Each 
tudent may !Select. the schools he will attend, but must at.tend at least three. The 
medical department is rapidly regaining the position it held before the war. The class 
of last session was the largest for several years. The military department is in suc-
cessful operation. 
MONTGOMERY BELL ACADEMY, 
This is the preparatory school of the university, and had its origin in the benevolent 
bequest of a late citizen of Tennessee, whose name it bears. It annually supplies gra-
tuitous instruction for 25 students from four counties of the State. 
It consists of a high school and grammar school, each having a three years' course. 
The school aims to prepare young men for business as well as for college. 
EAST TENNES EE UNIVERSITY AND STATE AGRICULTURAL COJ,LEGE. 
The proceeds of the sale of land scrip which fell to the share of the State of Tennes-
see were appropriated to East Tennessee Uni\"ersity, and in 1869 a college of n~ricnl­
ture and the mechanic arts was established. 'l'be work bas been prosecuted m the 
face of unexpected difficulties, resulting especially from the clelav in the payment of 
a ccru d interest on bonds constituting the ndowm nt. These obstacles have been to 
a con iderable xtent removed, and the success of tho enterprise is certain, if it only 
has the hearty and generous co-operation of the legislature and the people. 
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The standard of attainments for admission to the agricultural and mechanical course,~ 
bas her ·tofore been considerably lower than for admission to the classical course. In 
the incipi nt tage of the departments this bas seemed an unavoidable evil. The fac-
ulty ar , boweYer, of the opinion that the scientific courses should be such th~Lt student · 
completing them shall havo gone through as thorough a course of fltndy as those who 
graduate from th clas ical course. The requirements for admission to these two 
·will, therefore, b rai eel materially. A preparatory department is connected with the 
university. The colleg is under milita1·ydiscipline. 
FISK UNIVERSITY. 
In January, 1 66, the American Missionary Association and Western Freedmen's 
Aid Commi siou founded in rash ville, Tennessee, the Fisk School. In August, 1867, a 
charter, as Fi k niver ity, was secured, and the academic and normal departments 
wero opened tho following ~eptelllber. In June, 1871, a college course \Yas established 
and a cla admit.ted. 
The conr cs of study already established are the college, the college preparatory, 
the theological, the hig-her nOl'mal, and the common-school normal. Other courses, 
including medtcine n.nd law, will be added as may l.Je required. A model school is con-
nected with the normal school. Students in the normaL and preparatory courses a1.'e 
required to take book-keeping. TJto graduates of t.be normal school have, as a rule, ob-
tained good po itions as teachers. 'l'ho demand for them is in excess of tho supply. 
The great want of the institution are permanent and commodious l.Juiltlings on a 
permanent site, and endowments. At present the salaries of its teachers, as well as 
it current oxpen e lioyoud its income, are paid by the American Missi<]uury Associa-
tion . Without a. perma.nent fund, from which a. continual income is obtained, it can not 
reHt on a olid basis. Tile trnst.ees of the Peabody fund have for some time past given 
aid to needy and worthy students preparing themselves for teaching. It is expected 
that thi will continuo. 
'l'bo Jnl.Jileo Singers ba.ve, by concerts given during the year, raised the sum of $20,000 
toward the erection of a l.Juilding to be called" Jubilee Hall." 
The privileges of the university arc offered alike, without distinction of race or sex. 
'Ludont may defray a portion of their expenses by labor in the city or institution. 
UMBERLAND UNIVERSITY. 
Thi comprises the following departments: Collegiate, theological, law, meC!ical, a 
commercial 'Chool and an eugin ering school. Several conrses of elective studios are 
provided. The ·ourso in tb bw school bas been condensed so as to ailow gentlemen to 
graduate in two so ions of iho moutlls each. The medical department, located in 
M mpbis, b ·came·a branch of tllc university in 1871. · 
Camp Blak ,, au in titution organized in connection with t.hctbeologicaldepartment, 
in eptewl.Jer, 1 ~6 ·, for the gratuitous in~:;truction of candidates for tho P1·esbyterian 
ministry, continues in succes ful opera.tion. 
WE T TENNE SEE COLLEGE. 
Thi. compr bends four department of study, each complete in itself, a.nd fnrnisbinrr 
togeth r, by easy tmnsition, a consecutive course of 10 year ; the primary school, th 
grammar. chool, the academy, and the college. An elective com e is permitted. Stu-
dents plf.1dgiog them elYes to teach for five years after graduation rec ive tuition free. 
The college is under military discipline. 
KING COLLEGE. 
Thi con go bas only been in operation three years. Of tho 11 graduates sent forth. 
10 ar ngaged in tho work of the ministry. The cour e of study pr ·cribed i equal 
to that oftho be t college . One profe orsbip has been en do"- <l hy Holden Pr ·byt ry 
with '25,000, the int rc ·t of which alone is to b used. Two other presbyteri ' haw 
ngag d to rais a like amount. The e pr sl.Jytcrics will be entitled to nominate tho 
ruen who hall fill the chair wbich they endow. 
MARYVILLE COLLEGE. 
19 by the Rev. Isaac Anderson, D. D., "llo "as it pre ideo• 
for thirty- igbt y ar . The coll 'ge was in continuous op ration from it hegin~i~rr 
up to th pnng fl 61,wh nit ·workwa au pendedbytb war, butr .umeclagamm 
1 GG. Mor than 120 of it. gra luat are in th prof s ion of the ministry. . 
It work ha b en ace mpli b •d with very limited mean . Y ung ladie are admit-
ted to all the cJa sin th college. 
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EAST TENNESSEE WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 
The course of s•tudy comprises classical, scieBtific, and preparatory departments. 
A normal school for the training of t eachers will be opened whenever a sufficient num-
ber of students apply to j ns tify the additional expense. 
The institution is open to both sexes. 
MARY SHARP COLLEGE. 
In the work of giving to women a truly liberal education, this college claims to be 
a pioneer. At the time of its foundation it is believed there waH no school in existence 
which offered to women a course of stntly so nea rly commensurate with that of col-
leges for young men, as was then, an d still is, insisted upon at this institution, in 
order to obtttin the honors of the coll ege. More than 100 graduates of the college are 
now engaged in teaching. The institution is sustained. without endowments. 
TENNESSEE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
At the meeting of the Tennessee Teachers' Association, Ron. James ·whitwotth pre-
siding, an interesting debate upon "Normal schools'' followed a lecture on this 
snbj ect by Professor H. W. McDonald, of Cuml.>erland University. General E. Kirby 
Smith thought good normal schools coustituted the b;-1sis of every system of public 
instruction. Captain Donelson, superintendent of the public schools of Davidson 
County, reported 83 schools, 60 white aml :23 colored, in operation in the county. 
The committee on the t~chool fund reported that the fnnu originally amounted to. 
$1,500,000, from which accrued. a.nnually $100,000, which were annually appropriated 
for common ~:~chools until anu including 1tlG1; and that, as there bad l.>een no interest 
paid since that date, there was now an amount of $900,000 of accrued interest, which, 
by the constitution, should be appropriated to the superintendent of common schools. 
A committee of five was appointed to report some feasible plan whereby Tennessee 
might secnre the advantages of normal schools. 
Professor A. L. Mint gave an address on "The necessity of tho professional teacher," 
and was followed by Professor B_aldwin, who thought teachers should have as much 
liberty accorded to them as is allowed to the profession of law or mediciue. On motion , 
of Professor Baldwin, a resolution was adopted for appo inting a committee of three 
memberA of the association, who are actually engaged in t eac!Jing in public schools, to 
consider what legislation, if any, is needed to protect the rights of teachers, and report 
at the next annnal meeting. 
At the closing session, addresses were given by Professor McDonald, who claimed tha,t 
Tennessee conld educate her youth more economically in pnblic than in private schools; 
and by Professor Baldwin, who extolled the work of education as equal to any other in 
importance; he expected, by training youth in his scl.Jool for the responsible duties of 
eibizens, to aid the State in all enterprises looking to her welfare. 
Other addresses were ma,de by Professor A. R. Spence, of Micbigan, Professors Phelan. 
and Stobey, and Dr. Stout. 
Officers elected: President, Ron. James Whitworth, with a number of vice-presi-
dents, aocl an executive committee of tllree. 
The next meeting of t.he association is to be held at Knoxville. 
FACTS FROM TilE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1'l~a and population.-In 1R70 Tennessee was 1he ninth State in population, having 
1.25 ,520 inhabitants within an area of 4f>,600 square miles, an average of27.60 person's 
~o tho square mile. This population consisted of 936,119 wl.Jite ·, !322,331 colored, and 
70 Indians. Of these, 1,2a9,204 were nat iYes of the Uoitecl States, and 10.316 were 
foreign-born. Of the native residents, 766,997 whites, 260,6:30 colored, and 26 Indians 
were born withiu its bord ers, while of the foreign residents 4,539 were lwrn iu Germany, 
2,0~5 in England, and 8,048 in Irela nd. 
School attcndance.-Accord ing to Table IX, vol. 1, of Cemms Report, 1~0,710 persons 
attended school. and oftbeso 141 were foreign-born . Of the J 10,314 white scholar , 58,524 
"ere lilalcs and51,790 females. Of the lU,391 colored pupils, 4,938 were males aud 
5,453 female . Five malo Indians were also reported. 
Il literacy.-There were 364,697 inhabitants -of all races, 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, and oft!J.ese 1,742 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex of illiterates.-Of the 17l::l,727 white illiterates 38,878 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 20, 7 were males and 17,991 females; 3:~,:311 were from 15 to 
21 yrars old, and of these 1.5,962 were malPs and 17,349 femn1 es ; JOG,538 were 21 years 
old and ovC'r, of whom 37,71:{ were males and 68,tl25 females. Of rbe 1 5,952 colored 
illiterates :H,o:~2 were from 10 to 15 y ars old, and of thefe 1G,407 were ruales aud 
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15,225 females; 3;),134 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 16,299 were . males and 
1R,835 female&; 119,186 were 21 years old and over, of whom 55,9:38 were males and 
63,248 females. Nine male and 9 female Indians were also reported. 
Edtwalional institutions.-According to Tn.ble XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 2,794, having 3,587 teachers, of whom 2,440 
were m;:tles and 1,147 females, to educate their 125,~31 pupils, of whom 65,979 were 
males and 59,e52 females. 
Amonnt and sou1·ce of educational incorne.-The .total income of all the educational 
institutions was $1,650,692, of which $79,100 were derived from endowment, $629,461 
from taxation and public funds, and $:)42,1~H from tuition and other sources. 
Public sckools.-Tbe 1,932 public schools, with 2,141 teachers, 1,579 males and 562 
females, were attended by 82,970 pupils, of whom 43,600 were rnalet;l and :39,370 females. 
To educate these they possessed a total income of $683,008, of which $1,100 were 
derived from endowment, $580,416 from taxation and public funds, and $101,~92 from 
other sources. 
Colleges.-Tbe 51 colleges, with 225 teachers-140 males and 85 females-bad an at-
tendance of 5,579 E>tudents, of whom 3,082 were males and 2,497 females. They pos-
sessed a total income of $288,950, of which $63,540 were derived from enclowment, 
$4,110 from taxation and public funds, and $221,300 from other sources, including 
tuition. 
Acadernies.-The 152 academies, with 391 teachers, 208 males and 18~ females, were 
attended by 12,793 pupils, of \\hom 6,418 were males and 6,375 females. They possessed 
a total income of $247,485, of which $5,lfi0 were derived from endowment, $6,135 from 
taxation and public funds, and $236,190 from other sources, including tuition. 
Private schools.-The 624 day and boarding schools had 740 teachers, of whom 461 
were males and 279 females, and were attended by 22,461 pupils, of whom 11,815 were 
males and 10,646 females. They possessed an income of $303,215, derived from tuition 
and other sources. 
Lib1·m·ies.-Tbere were 773 public libraries, containing 204,713 volumes, and 2,732pri-
vate libraries, with 597,399 volumes; making in all 3,505 libraries, containing 802,112 
volumes. 
The press.-The 91 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 225,952 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 18,300,H44 copies. 
Chm·ches.-Of the 3,180 churches 2,84':2 had edifices, with 878,524 sittings, and the 
church property was valued at $4,697,675. . 
Panperism.-Of the 1,332 paupers 966 were native whites, 314 native colored, and 52 
foreign-born. 
C1·irne.-Of 9Bl persons imprisoned J nne 1, 1870, 342 persons were native whites, 560 
native colored, and 79 foreign-born. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 429,592 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, and of these 217,92'2 were males and 211,670 females; 890,872 were IO years 
old and over, of whom 436,154 were males and 454,718 females. 
Occnpations.-Tbere were 367,9B7 person~ of these ages engaged in various occuP.a-
tions, of whom 3:22,585 were males and 45,402 females; 267,020 were engaged in agri-
cultural pursuits, of whom 237,95~ were males and 19,067 females; 54,396 in personal 
and professional services, of whom 30,077 were males and 24,319 females; 17,510 in 
tTade and transportation, of whom 17,417 wer~ males and 93 females; 29,061 in me-
chanical and manufacturing and mining industries, of whom 27,138 were maJ.es and 
1,923 females. 
Age and sex of w01·king popnlation.-Of the 367,987 employed persons 41,456 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 34,091 were males and 7,:365 females ; 303,fi55 were from 16 
to 59 years old, and of these 21:i8, 463 were m:tles and 35,192 females; 22,876 were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 20,031 were males and 2,845 females. 
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TEXAS. 
[From the report of Ron . .J. C. De Gress, State superintendent of public instruction, for the fiscal year 
ended August 31, 1871, and supplementary report to December 10, 1871.] 
rERMANENT SCHOOL FUND. 
Specie . . • . . . . . . • • . . ____ ...• _ .•.. _ •.... _ • . . . . _ •.... _ . _ .....• ~ ..... _ .• 
United States currency ......... ------ ..... . ....................... . 
Six per cent. bonds of the United St.ates .......... _ .. - ............... . 
Five per cent. bonds of the United States ..••.. ~ .... ~ ................ . 
Six per cent. State bonds .......................................... .. 
Five per cent. State bonds .......................................... . 






82 16f:l 82 
1,753:317 00 
Total ...... . ......................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 267, 971 70 
In the above item of'' Six per cent. railroad bonds" the amount of $295,800 in bonds 
of the Houston an-J Brazoria Railroad Company is included. That road has been 
sold by the governor for a bout $130,000, which rellders the $.295,800 in bonds virtually 
null . That amount, therefore, is to be taken from the total, and $130,000, the proceeds 
of the road, added. · 
AVAILABLE SCHOOL FUND. 
The available school fund, liable to appropriation, is declared by' the school act to be 
all interest which has accrued, or may hereafter accrue, to the school funds from rail-
roads or otherwise since March 31, 1t:l70; one-foutth of aU the ad 'Valorern and occupa-
tion taxes assessed since that, date, the poll tax, and such other taxes as have been .or 
may be provided by law for the support of public schools. This fund, as shown by 
comptrolle...:'s report., August 31, 1871, is as fvlluws: 
Balance on hand in specie...... .. . • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • • . . . . • • • . .. .. . . $62, 036 62 
Balance on band in currency ..•...•.....•.......•..•............... _.. . 7 4, 060 .J.9 
Total ..•..•..•.•....•...••...•.•........•• - • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 136, 096 81 
SCHOOL APPROPRIATION. 
The twelfth legislature, at its first session of 1871; appropriated as follows for the 
period ended August 31, 1871 : 
For salary and expenses of superintendent of public instruction.... . . .. .. . $1, 300 00 
For salaries of t eachers and employes .... -...... . . . . .. . .. • . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . 50, 000 00 
}' or stationery, printing, school-books, and apparatus for public schools .... 10, 000 00 
Amount of appropriation expended up to August 31, 1871 ................. 15, 194 59 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
Scholastic population, white males ...................................... . 
Scholastic population, white females ............................... " .... . 
Scholastic population, colored males .................................... .. 
Scholastic population, colored females ................................... .. 
Total scholastic population, from county returns ............... _ .•........ 
NHmber upon which apportionment was made from the United States census 
returns ...........•. . ......................•..•••......•.•. . ...•..•... 
Number of pupils in public schools ...................................... . 
Average number of pupils to a school. ................ _ .................. . 
Average appropriation per child ........................................ .. 
Number of teachers .... . ......................................... _ .. • .... 
Number of teachers' certificates issued to December 10, 1871 ............•.. 
:Kumber of graded schools ...................................... __ ....... . 
Whole number of schools ............................................ ~---
Number of school directors in 123 counties ................................ • 
N urn ber of school (judicial) districts .................... _ ... _ ........... . 
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INAUGURATION OF A FREE-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
The first annun.l report of the superintendent of public instruct.ion of the State of 
'l'exas contains a statement of the difficulties encountered in the organization of a free-
school system. Assuming the responsibilities of his position in May, 1871, he found 
nothing but a bare office and the educat.ional laws approved April 24, 1871, as the 
ground-work of a system that required care, caution, and patience in bringing it to a 
successful working. No records of educational work of the past existed. No approx-
imate estimate, even, could be made of the number of cbildren to be provided for. 
Prejudice of the most unfounded character existed in many communities against public 
schools, and uuscrupnlous persons sought to add to the opposition by misrepresentation. 
At every step, stubborn opposition hn.s been met from factious opposed to free schools; 
but, notwithstanding, schools have been opened in nearly every district ~:.1:1d are now 
iu operation, and, as if by magic, over 6:~,000 children have been gath ered into these 
schools, and a corps of teachers,. able, efficient, and experienced, been provided, who 
already report most favorable progress. 
SUCCESS OF THE SYSTEM. 
'l'he success of the system during the first scholastic term has exceeded the most 
sanguine expectations. From the workings of the education all::tw and the rules and 
regulations adopted by the board of education, the most gratif_ying results have been 
experienced. As yet, few of the schools have advanced to anytb ing-more than a primary 
or preparatory ssstem of instruction. High schools and normal schools ha.ve yet to be 
established; bnt an amount of latent progreRsive force has been developed among 
the people of the State that insures complet.e success for the fnture, if the proper 
means are but taken to enlist their s;ympathies, hopes, and ideas in educational 
advancement. 
SCIIOOL LAW. 
The governor, in his message to the legislature in January, 1871, recommended the 
passage of au efficient school law, declaring 1.be law of 1870 impracticable, and to this 
recommenclation, and the knowledge of the inoperativeness of 1.he old law, tht1 State is 
indebted for tbe law under which t,be present system has been establiRhed. Until the 
passage of this act, April 24, 1871, there bas not been iu t.be State an edncational law 
free from the most glar ing defects. In the present. law there are achantages that many 
States, after yea,rs of experience, are just preparing to adopt, "an<l we know that tbe 
fundamental principles of our educational structure are those most approved by edu-
cators of experience and· ability." 
The educational law bar; undergone some modifications since its passage. Economy 
suggested some changes; tbe number of educational distri cts bas been reduced to 
twelve ; a corresponding reduction has .been made in the number of supervisors, and 
t he area of country over which each has control is thus considerably extended. 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
In 1839 three leagues of the public domain were set apart for ~ach county, for school 
purposes, and in the following year a fnrther donn.t.ion was made to each county of an · 
additional league. A portion of tbis la.nd bas been sol(l. The permission to sell was 
subsequently restricted to lease for a·specific period. The number of acres claimed by 
counties in 1868 aggregated 2,763,072 acres. The COJ.lvention of 1866 .set aside tbe 
alternate sections of land reserved from surveys made by 1·ailroad companies, so that 
the land endowment of schools aggregated nearly 5,000,000 acres. 
In February, 1tl5tl, au act was passed adding to the principal of the ichool fund the 
proceeds of all sales of public lands. This act was repealed by the legislatnre of 1862, 
t.o enable them to apply the moneys from sales to war purposes. There was thus 
diverted from the school fund the amount of $2!36,579.40. l\1ost of this amount was paid 
into the treasury in State war warrants or collfcderate notes, and it is a qnestion 
whether titles to land thus acquired are vali(l. The present law gives to the school 
fund aJl money that may be realized by tbe sale of pnl>lic lands. The report from the 
Land Office shows the unclaimed pul>lic domain to be 91,920,420 acres, and the sales of 
portions of it in the future will IJring a bandsome sum to the _school fund. 
SCHOOL FUND. 
This fund, that in 1861 amounted to $2,592,533. 14, became dnring tl1e war the prey of 
the enemies of the. Natior~al Gov ermnent, a11cl . every aYnilnbl e vortion of it was nsed 
by them for fnrthenng therr treasonable pmposes. One million two hundred and' eighty-
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five tbousan<l three hundred and twenty-seven dollars and five cents of available funds 
were, from time to time, during the existence of the rebellion, withdrawn from the 
school fund and expended, most of it under the direction of the military board. 
"But fraudulent legislation or corruption can not again reach the heritage thn,t is the 
endowment of the school fund. A higher ln,w, which shields this fund with nationn,l 
care, has been enacted by Congress, and only through the National Government itself 
can its permanency h ereafter be affected." The ''act to admit the State of Texas to 
representation in the Congress of the United Sta.tes," approved March 30, 1870, contn,ins 
these words: "The constitution of Texas shall never be so amenued or changeu as to 
c1epri ve any citizen or class of citizens of the U uited States of the school rights and 
privileges secured by the constitution of said State." · 
Out of thirty-seven States Texas ranl;:s seventh in the possession of a large perma-
nent school fund; this now amounts to $2,670,798.12. 
SCHOOL TAX. 
The collection of the 1 per cent. tax levied in the different counties by the boards 
of school directors promises to be accompanied by many difficulties. In December, 
1871, it was found necessary to pass a law providing that any officer who shall fail to 
assess and collect such taxes shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. · 
GRADATION OF SCHOOLS. 
The g_radation of schools and teachers' pay proved a difficnlt and de}jcate matter, 
but has been so adjusted that every part of the St::ote shares alike in the benefits of the 
public free schools. Special provision was made for settlements on t.he frontier, and 
others, where the popubtion was sm::tll iu numbers and widely scattered . The min-
imum number for which a teacher coulU draw tbird-c1ast:~ pay was placed at 20 in such 
settlements, and is a provision far more liiJeral th::on that of any other State in the 
Union. 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
While nearly every other State of the Union bas its public school-houses and colleges 
that are State or corporation property, Texas had, when this system was inaugurated, 
not more than one or two, and those of small capacity. It was decided to lease build-
ings until such time as the State or counties were able to provide for lmiltling them. 
In 386 instances a merely nominal rent of $1 has secured a school-house. ,; And it is 
with pride that I thus record the public spirit shown, and the liuerality of those who 
evince their willingness to foster and encourage the educational interests of the 
State. ~ 
"In other communities, where opposition to free schools found a· strong foothold, build-
ings that were for rent have been refused for school purposes; while in others the spec-
ulative propensities of lessees have evinced themselves "in the high charges made for 
the use of t.heir buildings." 
It is to be regretted that a bill introd.uced at the last session of the leg islature, to 
provide for the building of school-houses throughout the State, without entailing upon 
the people uurdensome and immediate taxation, did not become a law. The charact.er 
of buildings leased as school-houses is very poor, lacking space, convenience, furniture, 
and, what is of greater importance than all, proper ventilation. 
SCHOLASTlO TERMS. 
The schola('ltic year has been divided into thre~ terms. The first to commence Sep-
tember 4, and to close December 1. The second term to commence December 11, an<l 
close March 19, with a vacation from December 23 to January ;2, both days inclusive. 
Third term to commence April1 and close June 28. This division gives teachers full 
opportunities to complete their quarterl~r reports, and in other wa;ys possesses advu,n-
tages for both teache:rs anu scholars. 
SCHOLASTIC CENSUS. 
It is feared that the present law directing the compiling of the scholastic census 
st;;ttistics bas proved and will continue to prove inoperative. The returns lack that 
accuracy so requisite in guiding the distribution of funds to the different counties. 
Steps should ue t::oken before the next appropriation to have the scholastic census per-
fected, and such penalties attached as will ·insure full and accurate returns from every 
part of the State. 
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SUPERVISORS. 
The employment of thirty-five supervisors was a necessity in the OI:ganization of 
schools, bnt economy suggested a reduction in number as soon !l's bea~way was made i_n 
opening schools. The snperintendep.t extends to these supe~v1so~s h1~ thanks f?r th~u 
"uniform zeal, ability, and discretion in managing the affaus of th~Ir respecti_ve ~Is­
tricts." Their district!:! were large, the means of transportation expens1 ve an~ fat1g~nn~, 
tkeir duties onerous. Undaunted by any obstacles, they have performe~l thmr du.tJes m 
the most satisfactory manner, and, above all, they are to be complimented for the 
patience and courtesy with which they have witlistood the opposition of the enemies 
of public schools. 
SCHOOL DIRECTORS. 
In the matter of selection of school directors much difficulty bas been experienced. 
A commendable spirit has been shown in some. counties, by the best citizens accepting 
the office of school director, which offers no emoluments, but 3. decided degree of respon-
sibility and considerable labor; but in others sectional feeling bas operated to such an 
extent t.l1at it was impossible at first. to obtain a sufficient number of citizens to act as 
a board of directors. · 
Great difficulty bas been experienced iu keeping directors to the strict limit of the 
rules and regulations and the provisions of the circulars 0f instruction issued from the 
superintendent's office. This is manifested in an extraordinary degree in the matter 
of levying the school tax. In some counties board after boanl of directors have resigned 
their positions under t.he pressure of political influence brought to bear by opposing 
factions, the proceedings of a so-called tax convention at Austin making it a part. of 
tbeir programme to invite the non-payment of tllis tax. In a State with but a few 
hundred miles of railroad, the inconven iences of travel, coupled wit.h its expense, oper-
ate against the frequent convening of boards of directors. This accounts for much 
that should have been done in their districts remaining undone. 
PRINCIPALS.* 
In the second scholastic term approaching, an increase in the number of schools, 
and consequent,ly of teacliers and pupils, can he expected. The reduction of the nnm-
ber of supervisors from thirty-five to twelve may necessitate the emplo,yment of prin-
cipals in our State, which. will throw the work of grading schools and making 
the examination of clas!'es, as prescribed in the law, on them. Teachers, following the 
Jaw of self-interest, are liable to push scholars beyond their actual capacities in enlarg-
ing the first or second classes, so as to draw larger salaries. This evil the employment 
of principals wi l remedy, and they will, in this feature alone, be able to save to the 
State ~early many thousands of dollars-more than sufficient to pay the salaries allot-
ted to them. 
EXAMINERS. 
The small appropriation made for the purposes of examination rendered it impossible 
to appoint boards of examiners for each county, and it was decided to appoint travel-
ing boards of examiners, whose powers should extend to several districts. The results 
of this arrangement have been most happy. Tbree thousand six hundred and eighty-
seven certificates have been issued and 1,~37 applicants rejected. The number of 
examinations is still very large. The certificates issued are chiefly of the second, third, 
and fourth grades. 
TEACHERS. 
The teacher!:! selected in the different districts are giving complete satisfaction both 
to the depa.rtment and to the parents. and guardians of pnpils. In some localities they 
are subject to such persecutions as malice and political bias of opinion c·an invent. 
Owing to the sparse pvpulation of some distticts, and the distance that some scholars 
would have to travel to reach the nearest graded school, it has been deemed expedient 
to authorize a school, or fourth class; in which all the primary branches are taught, 
and young children can attend without being under the necessity of walking three or 
four miles. The rate of pay for fourth-class teachers has been fixed at $35 a month, 
and the selection of such teachers fills a vacancy that was keenly felt in the less popu-
lated districts of the frontier and coast count.ies . 
.Assistants are also provided for where pupil8 to the numbBr of fifteen more than the 
minimum number prescribed for one teacher attencl a public school. Their pay is 
fixed at $1.50 per month for every scholar of the fifteen a.nd over. 
*The r eport speaks ?f the " principal of a county," or of "one or two counties," so this office wo~d 
seem to cotrespond w1th that of "county superintendent" in the Northern States, rather than Wlth 
that of" principal of a school." 
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EQUAL COMPENSATION TO MALE AND FEMALE TEACHERS. 
In the ~atter of equal compensation to male and female teachers, Texas has taken n. 
Btand that places her in advance of a majority of the States of the Union. The expe-
rience of all St.ates bas proved that as educators women are fully as efficient as men; 
in the matter of primary education they are far preferable. 'l'here is no shadow of 
reason why a faithful and competent female teacher, subject to the same expenses as a 
male teacher in supporting herself, should be wronged by an act of partiality in the 
important consideration of pay. The drawing of lines of distinction is simply a relic of 
barbarism. 
TEACHEHS' CONVENTIONS. 
The superintendent urges the importance of holding teachers' conventions, especially 
in a State where, for want of a system of normal schools, the most approved methods 
of teaching can not receive such attention as they otherwise would. It is suggested 
that such a convention be called by the board of education. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
The text-hooks adopted by the board of education are giving universa1 satisfaction 
and are rapidly being introduced into the schools of the State. In the introduction of 
a uniform system of school-hooks, the State has been saved the annoyances wbil'h 
result frorp leaving the selection of these to the counties. Scholars who, hy change of 
residence, are transferred from one school to another, find the same texts, treated in 
the same familiar way, and are able to go on with their studies without mastering 
new definitions. In the matter of economy the saving to the people is immense. 
LANGUAGES IN SCHOOLS! 
The large proportion of citizens of German and Spanish birth and descent in the State 
rendered necessary the introduction of a rule providing for instruction in the French, 
Spanish, and German languages. Under its provisions teachers are permitted to teach 
these languages in the public schools, provided the time so occupied shall not exceed 
two hours each day. This provision has met with much favor throughout the State, 
as it brings children of scholastic age, of foreign birth or descent, into the public 
schools, while otherwise they would be snhject to the expense of supporting private 
schools. Great difficulty is experienced in finding teachers fully conversant with these 
languages, and at the Rame time up to the requirecl standard in other branches. What 
few are found deem themselves entitled to extra remuneration for instruction in lan-
. guages, which, in view of the liberal provision already made for teachers, the superin-
tendent has not felt at liberty to grant. 
NIGHT SCHOOLS. 
Privilege has been extended to teachers of public schools to open night 8chools, and 
use the school-houses of their respective districts for that purpose. This privilege is 
accompanied Ly a proviso that attendance upon Ruch night schools does not exemp-t 
children of scholastic age from attending p.nblic day schools the required four months 
in the year. But little progress has been reported by teachers in opening night schooTs, 
though it is believed they would be largely attended if the system was duly inaugu-
rated and proper publicity given to the announcement of their organization. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
A positive indication of the success of the free-school system is found in the daily 
applications from persqns controlling private schools, offering to reorganize under the 
present free-school law. Among these applications are many from teachers of experi-
ence, who express themselves in decidP.d approval of our public-school system. The 
number of private schools is becoming gradually less, few people being so blind to 
thei~ own inte~ests as to incur the expense of from thirt?" to fifty dollars per year for 
a child at a pnvate school and pay the assessed taxes besides, when the public schools 
are fully equal in every respect to the best of private schools. 
EDUCATION OF THE COLORED RACE. 
Schools for colored children have been opened all over the State, and are crowded to 
overfiowiug with children who evince an eager thirst for knowledge that augurs well 
for the future of the race. The problem that agitated the southern mind a few years 
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ago, of what would be the future of the colored people, is sett.led, for ednca~ion will 
make them self-reliant, self-supporting, n,nd valuable ci tizens. They enter mto the 
educational work before them with a zest that bespeaks their full understanding of its 
importance. ·where it has been impossible to lease buildings for school-lJouses, they 
have offered their churches, and in many instances ha.ve clubbed together a.ncl put up 
buildings for the purpose. 
'l'he grea.test difficulty experienced in giving them the benefits of the law has been 
in procuring teachers for them, few persons having the nerve and ha.n1ihood to meet 
the continual insults, the social ostracism, the thr·eats of injury, and all the annoyances 
to which t eachers of colored schools are subject. Some few teaclJers have braved all 
this and conquered; but in other cases insult and intimidation have done their work, 
and the schools are closed for want of tea.chers. In some communities teachers of col-
ored schools have been unable to procure board or even lodging ; in other instances 
they have been dragged from their houses at night and whipped; others, going to their 
school-honses in the morning have found them a Leap of ashes. 
This state of affairs can be remedied in every community by the citizens frowning 
upon such violations of law, but they will not do it till they begin to feel that their 
i~;~terest demands it. It is recomrueuded that a law be passed assess ing <:,ommuuiti-es 
where school-houses ai'e burned with the expense of a new one, and midnight incen-
diarism will soon cease. Let, a provision of that law allow an action for damages to be 
entered against the people :in places where t eachers are outraged b,y midnight whip-
pings or other bodily injury, and this phase of Ku-Klux management will also disap-
pe::tr. Something must be done speedily to remedy these evils, and give t,o the colored 
people full protection in person and property in their educational rights. 
ILLITERACY. 
The 'statistics of illiteracy show this State in an unenviable light. Of illiterate per-
sons 10 years old a,nd over, tLe census returns show, of whi~es, 70,895; of colored per-
sons, 150,617. The div ision of male and female illiterates is nearly eqm1l: of males, 
110,448 ; of females, 111,064 ; and the aggregate is 27 per cent. of the population. Add 
to this the number of childreu betweeu the ages of 6 and 10 who bave received no 
education, and we have a resnlt alarmiug in its proportions and truly significant of 
the cause that reveals such an exhibit of crime. 
CRIME. 
Of the exhibit of homicides in the thirty-seven States of the Union, Texas shows 
more than double tho number of any other State for 1870. Only four other States 
reach the number of 100. The highest of t,hese is Louisiana, with 1:48; while the num-
ber reported in Texa8 is 323. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
''vVit h tbe statistics of crime and illiteracy in Texas, as warning of the shoals over 
which our sbip of Rtate bas been strained and weakened, we should be ea.rnest in the 
support and advocacy of the compulsory feature of our school law, which strikes at 
the eradication of our greatest ev ils." The law reqnires that all childreu of suitable 
age shall at,tend some school for four months iu t,he yea.r. Sufficient time has not 
elapsed to give any experience of the workings of this feature of the school law. 
SECTARIANISl\:I AND POLITICS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Great care has been taken to secure the public schools from the introduction of any 
sectarian or political influence, and notice of any such attempted exercise of religious 
or political bias has met with the prompt discharge of the offending teacher. 
PEABODY FUND. 
The sixth report of the agent of the fund contains the following with regard to this 
State : 
"The school fund, after being sadly plundered, is still larger than tbat of any South-
ern State, Leing $2,285,279. 'l'he number of children of school age in the State is, 
according to the imperfect r eturns recently made, 227,615. Of these 63,504 (increased 
to about 90,000 April 5) have been already brought into the public schools. 
"The superintendent in a letter says : 'I ca.n not sufficiently thank you for your 
kind suggestious concerniug the donation intended for this State. I commend the 
wisdom of the plans p_r~oposed, and shall enter iuto a hearty co-operation with you in 
executing the sa.me.' " 
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CONDITION OF SCHOOLS AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR 1872· 
A letter from the superintendent, dat.ecl December, 1872, says: "At present there 
are comparatively. few in,iunctions restraining the collection of the school tax as pro-
vided for by the twelfth legislature, and in two of the counties where such injunctions 
stand, the people, with but few exceptions, tefuse to talw advantage of them, and will-
ingly and cheerfully pay the tax. In fact, throughout the whole State, there is a 
strong feeling favorable to public schools. The counties have built many school-
houses .out of the proceeds of the 1 per cent. tax, and a very liberal spirit is evinced 
on the part of many citizens in the donation of .school sites and buildings for educa-
tional purposes. 
"The number of pupils enroll ed in the schools averages about 115,000. In the grad-
ing much improvement is noticeable. The duties of officers having one, two, or three 
counties in charge have been so modified as to make it incumbent on them to personally 
visit, 1epor t upon, and grade every school at least once in every two months. The 
consequence has been a large reduction of expenses~ aud selection of the better teach-
ing material at band. 
"Regarding the compulsory features of our law, I can as yet say nothing d'efinite. 
Sufficient time bas not elapsed to speak advisedly of its workings." 
We have teachers' institutes organized in seventeen counties, and a State teachers' 
institute, whose officers are constantly busy in endeavoring to further the cause of 
education by the dissemination of 11seful information. An educational journal has 
been established in the State. · 
This year we win be entitled to a considerable sum from the Peabody fund, for we 
have many schools that, in · every respect, fulfill the requirements of the trustees in 
order toTeceive aid. 
The whole expenditure for 1871-'72 amounts to $1,217,101.48. Of this there were 
received from the State appropriation, $477,(;.):33.44; from count.y taxation, $739,468.04. 
The amount expended for salaries of teachers and employes was $1,066,604.26; 
for the purchase and building of school-houses, $18,435.3:3, and for rent of school-
houses, $64,866.25. 
FACTS ~ROM THE UNIT-ED STATES CENSUS . 
.A.1·ea and population.-In 1870 Texas was the nineteenth State in population, having 
818,579 ir.habita.nts within an area of 274,056 square miles, an n,verage of 2.98 persons 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 564,700 whites, 253,475 colored, 379 
Indians, and 25 Chinese. Of these 756,16tl were natives of tlle United States, and 62,411 
were foreign-born . Of the native r esidents 254,091 whites, 134,306 colored, 109 Indians, 
and 4 Cllinese were born within its borders, while of the foreign residents 23,985 were 
born in Germany, 2,037 in England, and 4,031 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to TalJle IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 65,205 persons 
.attehcled school, and of these 821 were foreign-born. Of the 61,010 white scholars, 
31,598 were males and 29,412 females. Of the 4,189 colored scholars, 2,045 were males 
and 2,144 females; 1 male and 5 female Indians were also reported. 
Illite?·acy.-There were 221,703 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, and of these 18,369 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex of i lliterates.-Of the 70,895 white illiterates, 19,919 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 11,171 were males and 8,74(:; :females; 13,626 were from 15 to 21 
years old, anct of these 7,144 were males and 6,482 females; :37,350 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 17,505 were males an<119,845 females. Of the 150,617 colored illit-
erates, 27,689 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 14,323 were males and 13,366 
females ; ·28, 110 were from 15 to 21 ~~ ears old, of whom 13,070 were males and 15,040 
females; 94,818 were 21 years old and over, of whom 47,235 were males and 47,583 
females; 114 male and 77 female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Eclucat·ional institutions.-Accorcling to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational iustitutions was 548, lJa.ving 706 teachers, of. whom 600 were 
males and 106 females, to educate their 23,076 pupils, of whom 12,244 were males and 
10,832 females. 
Amount ancl source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational insti-
tutions was $414,880, of which $760 were derived from endowment, $15,230 from taxa-
tion alll(l public funds, aud $398,890 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 4 colleges, with their 18 teacbers--16 males and Z females-bad an 
attendance of 425 students, of whom 319 were males and 106 females. They possessed 
a total income of $14,500, of which $400 were derived from endowment and $14,100 
from oth er sources, iucluding tuition. 
Academ·ies.-The 3 academies, with 3Z teacbers-12 males and 20 females-were 
attended by 290 pupils, of whom 170 were males and 120 females. They had an 
income of $3,500, derived from tuition anrl other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 535 day aud boarding schools had 649 teachers, of whom 567 
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were males and 82 females, and were attended by 22,276 pupils, of whom 11,690 were 
males and 10,586 were females. They possessed a total income of $381,330, of which 
$360 were derived from endowment, $4ti0 from t;:txation and public funds, while 
$31;0,490 were derived from other sources, including tuition. 
Libmries.-There were 135 pnulic Hbraries, containing 25,018 volumes, and 320 pri-
vate libraries, with 62,093 volumes; making iu all 455 libraries, containing 87,111 
volumes. 
Th e press.-Tbe 112 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 55,250 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of $4,214,800 copies. 
Ohurches.-Of the 843 church organizations 647 had edifices, with 199,100 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $1,035,430. 
Paupt;rism.-Of the :W2 paupers 7:3 were native whites~ 104 native colored, and 25 
foreign-born. 
01'ime.-Of 7:12 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 237 were native whites, 365 native 
colored, and 130 foreign- born; 260 persons were convic.ted duri11g the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 284,851 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, and of these 145,184 were males .and 139,667 females ; 571,075 were 10 years 
old and over, of whom 297,356 were males and 273,719 females. 
Occupations.-There were 237,126 persons of these ages engaged in various occupa-
tions, of whom 201:l,529 were males and 28,597 females; 166,750 were engaged in agri-
_cultural pursuits, of whom 152,722 were males and 14,031 females; 40,882 in personal 
and professional services, of whom 27,168 were males and 13,714 females; l3,612 iu 
trade and transportation, of whom 13,576 were males and 36 females; 15,879 iu 
mechanical anu manufacturing and mining industries, of whom 15,063 were males aud 
816 females. 
Age and sex of working population.-Of the 237,126 employed persons, 17,760 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 13,544 were males and 4,2Fi females ; 210,387 were from 16 
to 59 years old, and of these 186,697 were males and 23,690 females; 8,979 were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 8,288 were males and 691 females. 
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[From report of Hon . .John H. French, secretary of the board of education, .fur the school ye~tr 1872.] 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES • 
.A. comparison of the institute statistics for the past three years indicates a growing 
interest in these important educational auxiliaries, which is in the highest degree en-
couraging. In 1870 the total membership was 1,165; in 1871 it increased to 1,177; .an<l 
in 1872 to 1,262. The total attendance at. the institutes of 1872 was 4,611 days. The 
average attendance in 1872 was 73 per cent., agaiust 65-l- per cent. in 1870. There 
were 54 town superintendents present in 1872 against 44 the year previous. The prom-
inent obstacles to ~reater usefulness are: 1. Indifference of superintendents. Of the 
229 superintendents in the counties in which institutes have been beltl the past year, 
only 54 were present, and some of these but a single day. 2. Indifference of some 
teachers. Although the attendance increases from year to year, yet the total annual 
enrollment bas not reached more than one-third of the teachets employed in the State. 
3. Opposition of prudential committees. In some instances committees have for: bidden 
their teachers to attend, and the opposition is growing stronger every year, principally 
from the fact that the discontinuance of a school for five clays involves a loss of the 
public money, which is divided, "in proportion to the aggregate a.ttendance," among the 
various school districts. To obviate this trouble, it is recommended that the terms of 
county institutes be reduced. to two days; that teachers attending the institutes be 
authorized to give as the attendance of those two da~' S the daily average attendance for 
the term, thus securing the dist.rict against loss of public money; that three State insti-
tutes be held annually, in different parts of the State, during the spring and fall, when 
but few schools are in session ; and that the examination of teachers for institute cer-
tificates be confined to these l::;tate institutes and to the teachers who attend them 
through the entire session. 
EXAMINATIONS OF TEACHERS. 
"' 
The statistics of teachers' institutes show that the proportion of those passing the 
institute examinations has increased 38 per cent. in six years. In the last two years 
the increase has been 15 per cent., notwithstanding the higher standard of ~ualification 
adopted by the amendment of 1870. The opinion has been expressed that the addi-
tional requirements of this amendment make the law unjust to the teachers of the 
State. The secretary reviews the method of examining teachers, and shows that some 
of the requirements are hardly up to the standard of other States mentioned . . He 
regards this law as making ''a 'new depa.rture' in the educational affairs of the State." 
"It was regarded with favor by superintendents, progressive teachers, and the active 
friends of common schools tllroughout the State; and an interest greater than had 
been known for many years at least, if ever before, was awakened on the subject of 
qualifications of teachers." One of the most noticeable results of the enforcement of 
this law is the largely increased attendance at normal a.nd high schools of young per-
sons who are fitting themselves to become teachers. 
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 
The annual meetings of the Vermont Stat.e Teachers' Association have done valuable 
service to the cause of education in the State. The attendance of teachers and bthers 
was large; the addresses and discussions were full of interest; and the proceedings 
r eflected credit upon the association, and gave renewed courage to t.he teachers present. 
Five county teachers' associations have been organized. Four of these meet annually 
and one semi-annually. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
There are three normal schools in the State, supported at an expense to the State ef 
$3,000 per annum. These schools have been steadily improving in the quality of their 
work, and they accomplish as much as could reasonably be expected of institutions no 
better endowed. The board of education recommend a larger appropriation for each 
of them. The benefits resulting from the action of the board, under the enactments 
of 1870, are seen in the greater maturity of the students, and the advance in the grade 
Qf scholarship. 
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UNIFORMITY OF TEXT-BOOKS. 
The law requires the use, in all the schools of the State, of the text-books selected 
by the board of education. This selection is to be made once in :five years. During 
the present year a selection bas been made of text-books to be used. in th~ schools for 
five years from November 1, 1873. Guyot's Geography, French's Anthmet1Cs, Greene's 
English Grammars, and the New American Readers are substituted for the boo~s now 
in use. It il:l recommended by the board of education ·that physiology, vocal musiC, and 
elementary drawioO" be added to the list of studies, and that the board be authorized 
to select snitaule t;xt-books upon these suujects, and also to adopt a text-book on civil 
government, and some uniform system of penmanship. 
THE TOWN OR MUNICIPAL SYSTEM. 
The secretary strongly advocates the" town system," as provided. for in the law of 
1870. "It has not ha<l a fair, impartial trial. A constant, versistont, active opposition 
to the law llas been kept up in the towns where it has been adopted, evidently for the 
purpose of making it so unpopular as to cause its repeal by the general assembly." It 
is admitted that then-1 are objectionaule feat.ures in the law, which it is very desirable 
to have modified: 1. The lack of any provision whereby a town may, after a trial of 
the s.vstem, have the opportunity to Yote whether it v.:ill continue this or return to the 
district system . 2. The peop1e of a town have no voice in tleterinining the nnmber of 
primary schools that sha11 be maintained in the town. B. Tbe (lifiicnlties that are 
found in attempting to equalize the value of the <listrict property, under the provisions 
of the law. It is tbe opinion of many that, if these objectionable feature~:;-could be done 
away with, many towns would, in the cou1ing two years, adopt the law and give the 
system a fair trial. It is strongly urged that the law be amended in these respects. 
The town system is advocated by all the teachers of the State and by a mujority of the 
town superintendents; and the leading educational sent.iment of the State is decidedly 
in favor of it. 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS. 
"While we are thoroughly conscious that there is yet much to be done to elevate our 
common schools to their highest capabilities, it is gratif.ying to lmow that those who 
have closely ouserved tho development and working of our school s.vstem for the past 
few years concede that we are mal,ing commen<lable progress; that our schools are im-
proving; and that we have never had more to encourage us to work for tlw further 
advancement of our sebool interests than \YO have at the present time. Graded schools 
are being organized in many of the larger villages, and central and union schools in 
some of t he towns; better qualified teachers ar<:r lJeing employed throughout the State, 
and better schools are the inevitable result; the average length of the school year is 
gradually increasing; the expen<litures for new buildings are liberal; the teachers' 
wages a.re increasing; and more attention is 'given to the subject of common schools, 
year by year, in nearly all parts of the State." 
REOOMl\fENDATIONS OF THE SECP.ETARY. 
In an address delivered by the secretary of the board of education in the hall of the 
house of representatives, uefore members of the lf'gislatare and others, he recommended 
a State property-tax of 20 per cent., and a poll-tax of $2; 5 per cent. of the whole 
State ta.x to be set apart for the purchase of books and apparat)us. He made some state-
ments concerning the scarcity of appal'atus, dietionaries, and gloues in most school-
houses in the State. ' 
VERMONT STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This was established as a normal school in 1866. The number of pupils for :five quar-
ters, be~innin~ with the winter quarter of 1870-'71, and ending with the winter quarter 
of U371-'72, was 25H. Cost of tuition, $6 per quarter. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, CASTLETON. 
This institntion bas completed its sixty-sixth year, having been known as Castleton 
Seminary before it becarue a normal schooL Cost of tuition: Primary and jupior 
years, $8 per quarter; middle and senior years, $10 per quarter. 
LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION. 
A new, commodious building has recently been erected for the use of the school. 
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BAH.RE ACADEMY. 
This institutio.n is open to both sexes. A "teachers' class" _is organ~zed in connec-
tion with this school, in which instruction is given on the var1ous subJects connected 
with teaching. 
CAI.EDONIA COUNTY ACADEMY. 
The academy has a fund of some $14,00~, t~e income of which is ap:plied ~o t~e ~ay­
ment, in part, of teachers' salaries and defraymg the ot.her expenses of the mst1tutw~ , 
so that the tuition is a merely nominal sum. 'fbe income from a legacy of $1,000 u; 
applied to paying the tuition of indigent students. There. is a good library in the 
village, to which the students may have access. By the WI_ll of the late ~on_. Thad-
dens Stevens, the library receives a beq nest of $1,000, the mterest of wh1Ch IS to be 
expended yearly for the best books and publications of the day. 
VERMONT EPISCOPAL INSTITUTE. 
Gymnasium, bowling-alley, and carpenter-shop are connected with this school, and 
there is a regular military drill. 
NORWICH UNIVERSITY. 
The students are called cac13ts, and are under military discipline. The military 
department is tmder tbe charge of an officer of the United States Regular Army, ap-
pointed by the Secretary of War. 
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE. 
Seven scholarships bave been recently provided by donations of $1,000 each. · A per-
manent fund has recently been established for the enlargement of the library. There 
is also a valuable cabinet of natural history. 
STATE UNIVEH.SITY AND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
This institution bas, by the decision of its trustees, opened the doors of all its de-
partments to students of both sexes, on terms of equality. Several ladies have taken 
advantage ofthe opportunity thus offered to pursue a regular university course. 
/ 
VERMONT-~EFORM SCHOOL. 
The seventh annual report of this institution shows that during the year 15 boys 
have been furlnugbed, 29 discharged, 7 have escaped, and 1 bas died. Number re-
maining July 31, 1872, 117. Average number during the year, 122. Average time of 
detention of those discharged during the year, 1 year, 9 months, 17! days. 
After considerable experience, it has become the practice of the institution not to 
discharge boys, but to furlough them for good conduct; then, if their conduct under 
the furlough shows that tltey need further discipline, they are easily recalled to the 
school without additionall,~gal proceedings, and thus no pretended reformation can 
deceive the officers of the scbool. The adoption of this rule has been followed by the 
most satisfactory results. The number of~nmates could be increased 100 or more with 
little additional expense; and there are more than 100 boys in the State, in the daily 
practice of vice, and truants from school, whom a residence here might place in the 
class of the virtuous and useful, instead of the dangerous and criminal. 
New buildings have been erected during the year at a cost of $47,890.74, including 
fixtures. Of this amount, $2,185.54 were paid by the surplus earnings of the t>chol)l. 
FACTS FROM THE 'VNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area and population.-In 1870 Vermont was the thirtieth State in population, baviBg 
330,551 inhabitants within an area. of 10,212 square miles, an average of 32.37 personA 
to t.be square mile. This population consisted of 329,613 whites, 9~4 colored, and 14 
Indians. Of these 283,396 were natives of the United States and 47,155 were foreign· 
lJOI'll. Of the native residents, 243,272 whites, 540 colored, and 2 Indians were bo.rB 
within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 370 were born in Germany, 1,946 in 
England, and 14,080 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of the Census Report, 70,1699 pers0nli 
attended sclwol, and of these 2,964 were foreign-born. Of the 70,104 white scholars, 
36,755 were males and 3:~,349 females. Of tlole 95 colored scholars, 58 were males aud 
37 females. 
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Illiteracy.- There were 17,706 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, and of these 13,804 were foreign-born .. 
Age ancl sex of illitemles.-0£ the 17,584 white mitemtes 1,850 were from 10 to 15 
years old, a.nd of these 1,035 were males and 815 females; 2,422were from 15 to 21 
years old, and of tllese 1.317 were males and 1,105 females; 13,312 were 21 years old 
and ove-r, of whom 6,867 were males and 6,445 females. Of the 116 colored illiterates 
6 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 3 were males and 3 females ; ~8 were from 
15 to 21. years old, of whom 16 were males and12 females; 82 were 21 years old and 
over, of whom 45 were males and 37 females. Three male and 3 female Indians were 
also reoorted. 
Edncational insiitnUons.-Accorc1ing to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
nnmlJer of educational institutions was 3,084, having 51,60 teachers, of whom 1,356 
were males and 3,804 females, to educate· 62,913 pupils, of whom 31,295 were males 
and 31,618 females . 
.An;,ount and sautee of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $707,292, of which $13,046 were derived fi:om endowment, $523,970 
from taxation and public funds, a,nd $170,276 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 2,830 public schools, with 4,622 teachers-1,171 males and 3,451 
fema.les-were attended by 52,067 pupils, of whom 25,872 were males and 26,195 
females. To educate these they possessed a total income of $516,702, of which $1,365 
were derived from endowment, $504,006 from taxation and public funds, and $11,330 
fi:om other sources, including tuition. 
. Colleges.-Tbe 3 colleges, with 19 male teachers, had an attendance of 155 male stu-
dents. They possessed a total income of$21,251, of which $8,5SO were derived from 
endowment, $3,203 from taxation and public funds, and $9,498 from other sources, 
including tuition . 
.Academies.-The 41 academies, with 174 teachers-74 males and 100 females-were at-
tenued by 3,973 pupils, of whom 2,029 were males and 1,944 fem:;1.les. They possessfld 
a total income of $80,050, of which $2,400 were derived from endowment, $373 from 
taxation and public funds, and $77,277 from other sources, including tuition . 
P1·ivate schools.-The 203 day and boarding schools bad 316 teachers, of whom 80 
were males and 236 females, and were attended lJy 5,770 pupils, of whom 2,731 were 
males umd 3,03!) females. They possessed a, total income of $77,793, of which $11,427 
were derived from taxation aud public funds, and $66,366 from other sources, including 
tuition . 
Libra1·ies.-There were 736 public libraries, containing 321,727 volumes, and 1,056 
private libraries with 405,536 volumes; making in all1,7~i lilJraries, containing 727,'263 
volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The 47 periodicals had an aggr~gate circulation of 71,390 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 4,055,300 copies. 
Chw·ches.-Of the 699 churche!.'f 7 44 had edifices with 270,614 sittings, and the church 
property was valued at $3,713,5:~0: 
Pcmperism.-Of the 1,785 paupers 1,231 were native whites, 31 were native colored, 
and 528 were foreign-Lorn . 
Cl'ime.-Of 193 person~ imprisoned June 1, 1tl70, 143 were native whites, 2 native col-
ored, and 48 foreign-borh; 139 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the toLal populat.ion 89,831 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, and of these 45,667 were ma,les and 44,164 females; 258,751 were 10 years 
old and over, of whom 129,248 were males aud129,503 females. 
Occupations.-One hundred and eight thousand seven hundred and sixty-three persons 
of these ages were engaged in various occupations, of whom 95,263 were males and 
1~~,500 females; 57,983 were engaged in agricult.ural pursuits, of whom 57,889 were 
males and 94 females; 21,032 in personal and professional services, of whom 9,680 '\"\'"ere 
males anclll,::SG2 females; 7,132 in trade and transportation, of whom 7,101 were males 
and 31 females; 22,616 persons in mechanical and manufacturing and mining indus-
tries, of whom 20,593 were males and 2,023 females. 
Age and sex of 1vo1·king population.-Of the 108,763 employed persons 2,224 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 1,615 were males and 609 females; 97,333 were froru 16 to 
59 years old, and of these 84,821 were males and 12,512 females ; 9,206 were 60 years 
old ::tnd over, of whom 8,827 were males and 379 females. 
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[From the report of Hon. W. H. Ruffner, State superintendent of {l:tblic instruction, for the scholastic year 
ended August 31, 1872.] 
FINANCIAL STATE.MENT. 
Received from State funds ..................................•••..•...... $422,602 43 
Received from county funds ......... _.. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . 219, 863 63 
Received from district funds...... .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 249, 104 33 
Received from other sources ..................................... _..... 101,748 20 
Total receipts for school purposes ........ _ .. _ .. . . .. .. . • . .. .. . . . .. .. 993, 318 59 
Expended for pay of teachers and treasurers .. __ . __ .. __ ..• . . . . .. . .. .. . .. $643, 065 68 
Expended for pay of county superintendents .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . 45, 295 03 
Expended for central office ...... _. _ ...... _ ..................... _.. . . . . 6, 490 33 
ExpenJed for district expenses...... . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . 298, 467 55 
Total expenditures ...•...............•.................... _ •.. . ·... 993, 318 59 
ATTENDANCE. 
N um 1Jer of pupils enrolled in public schools ................................. . 
Increase over last year._ ................ _ ....... __ .... _ .......... _. _ •. _ . _ .. 
Per cent. of school population enrolled ... __ ................... _ .... _. _ .. _ ... 
Anrage daily attendance ................................. __ ............. .. 
In crease over last year . __ ..... _ .... _ .. _ ...... __ ............. _ ............. . 
Per cent. of school population in average attendance ..................... _ .• 
Per cent. of enrollment in average attendance ...................... _ ..... .. 
Average cost of tuition per month, per pupil enrolled._ ............. _ ...... __ 
A veruge cost of tuition per month, per pupil in average attendance .......... . 
N um1Jer of pupils attending private schools ................. _. _ ......... _ .. . 
Decrease from last year ...................... __ .. _ ...... _ ..•............. _ . 
Total number of pupils in public and pri >ate s(lhools ........... _ ........ _ .. . 
Increase over last year .................................................. .. 
TEACHERS A...'ID TEACHERS' PAY. 
Number ofteachers in public schools ............................... _______ _ 
Increase over last year.- ... -- _- ........ -_ .......... -..................... __ 
A vcrage monthly pay of teachers ..... __ .... ____ .... _. _ •. ____ ... __ . _ .... ___ . 
Number of county and city superintendents .. _ .... _ ... _ ........ ____ . ____ ·--. 
Average number of visits by county superintendents .......... ··----- ...... .. 
Average number of days employed ... _ .......................... _ ... _ ..... . 
Av-erage salary of superintendents ......... _ .. _ ....... _ .......... ____ .. ___ . . 
N nm1Jer of school trustees in cities and counties ......... __ . , .. __ ...• _______ . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of counties in the State: ................................. ~ ...... _ .. . 
Number of cities of first class .............. ___ ....... _ ............... __ ... .. 
Number of school districts in cities and counties .......................... .. 
Number of public schools in cities and counties ....................... _ .. __ .. 
Increase over last year ...... ---··----- ............ . ____ .... ____________ ... . 
Number of•graded schools .............................. __ _ ............... __ 
Ayerage number of months schools were taught .. _ ....... ____ ... ___ ... _ ....• 































Nnm ber of school-houses owned by districts ................. ~ .. _...... . .. . .. 504 
Increu~e over last year .. -- .......................... _ ........... _.......... 414 
E stimated value of public-school property .... _ .......... _ .................. $387~ 672 
Increase over last year ...... -- ... -- ............... -............ _ ........... :$176, 506 
GROWTH OF THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
"Considering the embarrassments under which the mighty work of universal education 
was begun antl has been continued, we have reason to thank God and take courage. The 
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l1ostile and the feeble-hearted expectecl that in a year or two our public-school system 
would end its existence, but it was born. a giant and bas grown with giant vigor." 
During the past year, the second of the public-school system, there bas been an 
increase of 648 schools and 769 teachers. More than a month has been added to the 
average length of the school session, and there bas been an addition of 35,289 pupils to 
the enrollment in the schools. 
It is evident from the diminution of pupils in the lower grades of private schools, 
taken in connect.ion with the large increase in the corresponding public schools, that 
the latter are rapidly absorbing the former. "The increased liberality of the people is 
worthy of note, especially in view of the fact that in the counties and districts the 
money was voted by the people at the polls, and came in most opportunely to supple-
ment the waning income from the State." 
DIMINUTION I~ THE PROCEEDS OF STATE SCHOOL TAX. 
The amount received from this source during the year 1870-'71 was $362,000; received 
during 1871-'72, $315,428; diminution, $46,572. After the expiration of the scholastic 
year 1870-'71 additional funds pertaining to that year were received, which raised the 
total to $435,182. Even this sum, however, fell short of the first auditor's estimate by 
more than $55,000. On September 1, 1872, the school revenue from the State tax w~s 
nearly $175,000 short of the auditor's estimate. Part of this will, no doubt, yet come 
in. Still the amount can not reach within $.100,000 of what was expected. The disas-
trons results were mitigated by the interest received from the vested literary fund. 
But liabilities must be paid in the districts out of money belonging to the now current 
year. This, with the danger of still further diminution from reduced assessments, must 
tell badly on the schools during t:Q.e year upon which they have entereu. 
THE LITERARY FUND. 
On the 1st of May, 1871, this fund consisted of $1,596,069 in solvent securities, on 
w hicb the unpaid interest would, on the 1st of July, 1871, amount to $566,616. Inasmuch 
as the constitution, and also the school law, set apart this fund, and require its annual 
interest to be used for the support of the public free schools, it is to be hoped that the 
genera.l assembly will provide for the payment of full interest on the fund. Unless 
some special effort be made, the school revenues for the current year will be seriously 
curtailed. · 
AID FROM THE PEABODY FUND. 
The Virginia schools received from the P eabody fund during the past scholastic 
year the snm of $'28,900. 'l'he bulk of this was given to graded schools, and was highly 
influential in promoting the formation of this class of schools, and in the prolonging 
of their sessions·. Aid was also rendered to teachers' institutes, and to the Educational 
J ourna1. "Dr. Sears bas contributed his much-coveted personal services in aiu of the 
work, by traveling extensively, delivering addresses, and rendering counsel." 
The agent of the fund says: ':The cities anu districts in Virginia which we have 
assisted to the amount of $26,000 this year have themselves paid for schools and 
school-houses not far from $280,000; more than half as much as was paid last y6al' 
($550,000) by all the places receiving aid from us in twelve States." 
PROGRESS OF "PUBLIC SENTIMENT. 
There is abundant evidence that the· public-school system is growing ip. favor with 
all classes of the people. There are some counties in w bich many of the land-holders 
ha\e as yet strangely failed to recognize the advantages of popular education to the 
owners nf the soil. But, every thing considered, tllb advance in public sentiment ha 
been far more rapid than could have been anticipate(]. Many leading men who are 
still theoretically opposed to public education are co-operating in the effort to make 
the system a good one. The existence of public schools being thoroughly assured, 
there is now special need of proper sentiment as to the character and effi(4jency of the 
schools. 
LAW-ABIDING CITARACTER OF THE PEOPLE. 
A section in the constitution providing that "each city and county shall.be. held 
accountable for the destruction ofschoolpropertythat may takeplacewithinitshm1t .llY 
incendiaries or open violence," discloses on the part of its framers some apprehen wn 
of resistance to tbe working of the public free-school system in Virginia. Resul~s h:we 
proved that this provision was unnecessary. Not a. case of incendiarism or vwlence 
bas occurred. It is worthy of remark also, that, althougb the mode of raisin.g local 
school taxes first adopted was unpopular, there was a disposition manifested ID only 
two or thtee counties, and these on the part of a very few indi,idua1s, to throw 
ob ta.cles in the way of their collection. "Taken altogether, probably no new scheme 
of legislation ever oper~ted more smoothly." 
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IMPROVEMENT IN SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
The funds applicable to district purposes were so small that but little improvement 
has b een made in comparison with what is needed. Yet there has been some advance. 
In m any counties several new hous~s have been built,. and a large ~ajo_rity of the 
superintendents report much do~e m the way of refi~tmg .. Many d1stncts would 
gladly multiply and improve then school accommodatiOns, 1f they were allowed to 
raise the necessary means of so doing. 
IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF SCHOOLS. 
An important item of improvement is the appr?~ch which ba~ been made to uniforf!l-
ity of text-books. There l1as also been great Improvement m the teachers, whom 
many places have progresse<'!- rapidly in professional intellig:ence. and skill. The exam-
ination by the county supermtendents bas proved a powerful stimulus; and the re-ex-
amination which was required at the beginning of the second year enabled the officers 
to drop such teachers as had not met expectation. But there is still great room for 
iinprovement. In some places the mode of teaching is the same that was practiced ' 
half a century ago, and t.he teachers can not be induced to read or inquire. The only 
weans by which the schools can be brought up to the educational advance of the bimes 
lies in the thorough and systematic training of teachers. The graded system has been 
introduced to a considerable extent in the cities and towns. 
Tb.e cities of Richmond and Lynch burgh have made the greatest advance in organi-
zation, systematic visitation of schools, instruction of teachers, and commodious school 
accommodations. The authorities of those cities embraced the cardinal doctrine that 
a superintendent of schools, sufficiently paid to enable him to give his whole time to 
official duties, was the only guarantee of complete success. "Considering how short a 
time llas elapsed since the establishment of the system in those cities, the maturity 
and efficiency of their plans of instruction and management are really surprising. This 
is especially true of Richmond, where the school officers have been greatly strength-
ened by the liberality of the city council and the aid of an enlightened mayor. Already 
fa milies are moving into the city, in order to obtain for their children the educational 
advantages there presented." 
THE COLORED PEOPLE. 
Thf' statistical tables show in many counties a better average of school attendance 
for the blacks than for the whites, and a general average nearly as good. 'I'he fact 
t.hat the number of colored schools is not as large as of white, in proportion to popula-
. ti on, may be ascribed mainly to the want of a sufficient number of teachers and of 
school-houses for colored schools. The average ability of the teachers of colored schools 
has been rising, partly because of the improved feeling on the subject, and partly as a 
consequence of the educational work which has for seven years been going on among 
the colored people. 
The Hampton Institute, the colored normal school, and the Colver Institute in Rich-
mond, are doing a most valuable work in giving to colored youth of both sexes a sound 
education, and training them for teachers. But there must, for a time, continue to be 
a deficiency of really competent teachers for colored schools. The only remedy for the 
w an t of suitable school-houses is an adequate public provision. 
" It ie pleasant to observe," says the superintendent, "that our intelligent citizens are 
becoming more and more favorable to the education of the negro. But the uurden of 
taxation is heavy, and many of them feel that the Congress of the United States should 
gra:r;t them aid in the heavy work of educating the children of the freedmen." 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
The superintendent bears emphatic t~stimony to the ability and f..tithfulness of the 
county and city snperintendents. After a compa.rison with other States he feels "safe 
in saying ilhat our superintendents stand in the front rank of their class in point of 
abilit y and efficiency, and at the fag-end in pay." The average salary is $497.75; or, 
d educting official expenses, $405.34; equivalent to a per diem of $2.93. The State 
g ives only $310.95 of this, or $218.44 above official expenses; a per diem of $1.58. The 
additional pay was voted to them by the people of their counties; so that, by the 
present law, they must run the gauntlet of school trustees, supervisors, and county 
judges before they can get anything beyond the $1.58. 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES. 
These have in most cases discharged their duties with a remarkable deO'ree of at t en-
t ion ; in individual inst ances with devoted zeal. It is recommended that to secure 
t h e proper dis~harge of trnst ees' duties, each trustee receive some remunerati~n. Many 
of the townships are of such unusually large size that, i:q. attending. the meetings of 
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school boards, trustees are frequently subjected to personal expense, which ought to be 
paid out of t·he local school funds; but this the law does not permit. "Either trustees 
mu~t Le p;:~,id or the districts must be made smaller. The former alternative is greatly 
preferable." 
LOCAL SCHOOL TAXES. 
The reports of connty superintendents show that the present law regulating the 
ra i ~:;ing of loc:1l school taxes is almost universally regarded as an improvement ou i~lle 
forme1· law. But oLjection is made to the power given to the supervisors and the county 
judge to curtail and damage, if not to destroy, the means of education iu any county. 
In a number of cases these evil results occurred. It is claimed that these questions 
should be left entirely in the hands of the school trustees , who :1re l.Jetter able to judge 
of them; also, that if the decision as to school estimates is placed in the llaucls of 
supervisors, the interests of education will be dragged iuto every local contest, and men 
will go into office simply on the question of the school tax. 
With regard to the severe limitations placed by tlle present law upon the ntising of 
means for the support of schools, the superintendent says: ''This will, I fear, have a 
had effect in many ways. School privileges will be reduced in f:lO many coun ties this 
current year that I uread the exhibit which I must make in my next report. Bitter 
complaints will abound when the r esult is seen and felt. No doubt strong efforts will 
be made to supplement tlte public funds from private sources. But the people grow 
more reluctant to draw on their private means for public purposes, and the operation 
of t,he plan of private additions is unequal and unsatisfactory." 
PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE T"LX LAW. 
As the law now stands it is possible for the supervisors to cut the people off from all 
school privileges, or, by failin g to make appropriations, leave the State money to be 
absorbed by the wealthy neighborhoods. The superintendent suggests tb0 following 
plan for tlle consideration of the general assembly, as a compromise: Allow the several 
scllool boards to fix absolutely the rate of taxation up to the present ma:s..:mnm of the 
law, leaving the option so far only to them. 'l'hen legalize a certain higher maximum, 
and pub the increase at the discretion of the supervisors, so that a part will be snre and 
part contingent. From $150,000 to $175,000 more than was expended l ast year would 
pay teacherf:l for a full supply of primary sclwols for the SLate. 
CENSUS OF SCHOOL POPULATION. 
The change made in the law concerning the taking of the census of school population 
proves to have been an unfortunate one. Tllere is no economy in it, and there was 
scarcely a county in the State in which the assessors performed the work sati1;factorily, and 
in some counties they neglected it wholly. So unreliable arc the li sts returned that the 
census of the previous year will be used as the basis of apportionment, until more accu-
~'ate lists can be obtained. T~e superintendent suggests that the responsibility of tak-
mg th~ census be left, where 1t properly belongs, with the school officers. They alone 
appremate the matter, and they alone can be subj ect to a proper supervision. 
ACADEMIES AND COLLEGES. 
It is stated, as a highly gratifying fact, that during the year there have been in oper-
ation in the State 187 high schools or acauemies, with 7,701 pupils, a large portion of 
whom will shortly enter the colleges. 
The statistics of colleges for the past year are very encouraging. The aggregatp of 
student~ was probably greater than at any previous periou in the history of the Stat~. 
The colleges are ably manned, and lack nothincr lmt large cnuowments. Tbc tYI'O um-
versities arc worthy of their fame, and shoulct not be allowed to languish for want of 
means. 'l'en technical schools, representing at least six different vocations, were ~n -
t ained last year. To these have since been added the agricultural and mecbamcal 
college. 
With reg:1rd to the use of the land-scrip, nothing could ever be agreed upon ln the 
l egislature until, in the winter of 1870-'71, tlle senate passeu a bill requiring that any 
institution >Vhich might receive the fnnd should give up its name and distinctive char-
acter, ~mel be fully merged into a uew agricultural and mechanical college. I~ was 
not lJelwvcd tllut there was any existing demanu for such a scl!ool ; but it " ·as I.Jeltc\·c<l 
that there ·was a great popular w:1nt or need of it, and that its creation would gradually 
develop a ~ousciousness of want, succeeded by an active patronage. 
In the wmter of 1 71-'72, after a long struggle, the general assembly, by a large ma-
jority, besides giving a tlliru to Hampton Institute, which was a tecbnira.l colore<l 
school already established, set apart the remaining two-thirds to the cstabli ·hment ?f 
a. pecial school for tllc whites. It accepted the offered property of Preston and Olm 
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Institute, swept awa.y all its previous character and hi story, and ordered the creation 
of a new institution for the benefit of the agricultural and mecllanical people of Vir-
ginia. 
At the farmers' convention, held at Peters burgh, November 27 anc128, Professor C. L. 
C. Minor, president of the agricultural college, stated that "The rapid growth of the 
college for some weeks past bas shown that t he trustees were right in not delaying the 
opening for another year, as some thought it necessary to do, that there might be some 
accumulation of the funds to meet the expenses of equipment for a first opening. At 
first but a handful of students presented themselves, but as the knowledge of the real 
work that was doing spread abroad, and the mistaken impression that it was to be a 
mere labor school of the most elementary sort was dissipated, the students came in 
fast. In sixty days after the opening the number had reached 78, and there were indi-
cations of a fmther increase. A farm llas been purchased, and in January the trustees 
·will appoint a professor of agriculture and a farm -manager. 
"Many appointments were yet vacant, as has ahvays been theexperienceofthe mili-
tary institute and the University of Virginia, but, like the faculties of those institu-
tions, the faculty of the agricultural college are prepared to give appointments, in place 
of the counties not applying, to students who may seek them from the counties that 
llave already secured appointments." 
ALEXANDIUA. 
HISTOH.Y OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The first free school in Alexandria was founded by George Washington . In Decem-
ber, 1785, he wrote to the trust.ees of the Alexandria academy, as follows: "It bas long 
been my intention to invest, at my death, £1,000 in the hands of trustees, the interest 
of which is to be applied in instituting a school in the town of Alexandria for the pur-
pose of educating orphan children, or the children of such indigent parents as are un -
able to give it. * ~· * I will, until my death, pay the interest thereof, to wit, £50 
annually. i.- * * It is my intention to apply this to that sort of education as woultl 
be most extensively useful to people of the lower classes of citizens, viz, reading, writ-
ing, and arithmetic, so as to fit them for mecb~tnical pursuits." From General "~Nash­
iugton's will it appears that be left twenty shares in the Bank of Alexandria, worth 
$4,000, to the trustees for tlle support of the school. 
'l'he records show that in April, 1786, a school was opened with 20 scholars. "Two 
g irls were admitted npon this condition: 'that General \Va,shington shall explain it to 
be consistent with his intentions that girls may be taught in this schooL"' That Gen -
eral Washington approved the admission of girls is to be inferred from the fact that 
these were retained and others afterward admitted . 
The school hours at that date were as followt:~ : "From the 1st of May to tile 1st of 
September from 6 to 8 and from 9 to 12 a. m., and from 2 to 5 p.m.; and from the 15th 
of September to the 1st of May from 9 to 12 a. ru., and from 2 to sunset. 
CONDITION OF THE SCHOOLS. 
The greatest clifficult.y at present is in seeming full ~ttendance. Tile percentage of 
enrollment to the school populat,ion is only 53. The average attendance is far lower 
than it should be. Children are kept at !lome for the mos•t frivolous reasons. 
The great wants of the schools are competent t.eachers and good sellool-honses. The 
former can only be secured by t.he payment of suitable salaries, and it is recommendecl 
that some plan be at once adopted whereby the salaries of the most efficient teachers 
shall be gradually raised . 
But one school-bouse belongs to tlle city, and that is sixty years old . 'rhe colored 
schools are well accommodate<J, but most of tho white schools are crowded-into smaU 
apartments in every way unsnita!Jle, and only two of these llave furniture better than 
the long old-fashioned forms and benches. 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
The first meeting of this kind in Alexandria was held August 21 ancl 22, 1871. About 
40 p ersons, includiug all the teacllers of tho puulic scboGls, attended. On the 26th, 
~7th, and 2Bth of August, 1872, tho second institute was held . This was largely at-
t euded by private teacbers and others interested in education, besides the public-school 
teacllers. 
UNIVERSITY OF VIHGINIA. 
This institution has completed its forty-eighth session. In establishing the University 
of VirginiaJ :Mr. J effersonJ for the first time in America., t llrew open tlle door.,; of a uni ver-
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sity in the true sense of the name, providing for thorough instruction, in independent 
schools, in all the chief branches of learning. The wisdom of this plan has been amply 
vindicated by time and experience. 
The university includes four departments: literary aud scientific, agricultural, medi-
cal, and law. The library of the university was originally selected and arranged by 
Mr. J efferson, and has since been enlarged by purchases and donations. 
In the medical department the collection of paintingA for the · illustration of the 
lectures on anatomy, physiology, and surgery-several lmndred in num,Oer-is_une-
qualed by anything of the kind in the United States, or perhaps abroad. The nmver-
sity offers no facilities for clinical instruction. 
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE. 
This institutiOn was orga.nized as a State military and scientific school upon tht} 
basis of the United States Military Academy at West Point, and the system of instruc-
tion and government is very nearly the same as in the latter institution. During the 
war the buildings, with the library and apparatus, were destroyed, and the institute 
was temporarily transferred to Richmond. In 1865 it was reorga.nized at Lexington, 
and opened with 50 cadets. 0 
The State maokes an annual appropriation for the support of the institute of $15,000. 
A number of the cadets are annual ly appointed by the Stat e, and receive tuition free. 
The number of State cadets admitted since organizat.ion is 575 ; of pay cadets, 2,050. 
Number of cadets during the past year: State, 46; pay, 300; total, 346. Since organ-
ization there have been 715 graduates. The military staff numbers 7. 
The State property attached to the institution is worth about $250,000. There is 
also an interest-bearing fund, the gift of private individuals, to the amount of $50,00(1, 
the income of which sustains the chairs of agriculture and of animal and vegetable 
physiology applied to agriculture. 
WASHINGTON AND J,EE UNIVERSITY. 
This university includes the following departments: academic, Jaw, engineering, 
and a bu&iness college. It is proposed to add to the course schools of agriculture, 
commerce, and mechanical engineering. The course of study is elective. Prize schol-
arships are offered to high schools and academies, and the board of trustee& have 
authorized the faculty to appoint t.o scholarships a number of young men intending ~o 
make practical printing and journalism their business in life. A summer school JS 
organized during the vacations, in which students may be prepared for entr:wce with 
advanced classes at the beginning of the regular session. A flourishing Young Men's 
Christian Association exists among the students. 
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
Thi~ institution is under tho care of the Presbyterian synods of Virginia and North 
Carohna. It was opened Jannary 1. 1824, with 1 professor and 3 students. After the 
war, the seminary, left without incume, was sustained for a year by private subscrip-
tions. The buildings have since been put inorcpair, aud the losses sustained by the war 
replaced. The seminary possesses the control of fund s for eight or nine scholarships. 
Hampden Sidney College, near by, offers collegiate instruction in all its classes gratis 
to the students of the seminary. 
ROA::KOKE COLLEGE. 
The course of study includes a preparatory department, a collegiate department, and 
a special course. A normal department has been establ ished in connection with the 
college. Special facilities are offered for acquiring a business education. One thou-
sand volumes have been added to the library during the past year. 
RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE. 
Of the 167 students during the· year, 32 were studying for the ministry. There is no 
preparatory school, but young men not prepared for the regular college classes receive 
instruction separately. 
RICHMOND COLLEGE. 
Tb.e ~ollege embraces an 
0 
academic, a law, and a commercial departD?ent. :rhe 
acadennc depa1tment com pnses seven independent schools. Every student JS reqmred 
to attend at least three of these schools. The success of t.he college bas made it nec-
essary to provide additional buildings. For this object the sum of $12,000 has already 
been secured. 
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STAUNTON BAPTIST FEMALE INSTITUTE. 
This school was established at Charlottesville in 1857, and transferred to Staunton 
1871. The course of study is arranged in four departments: preparatory, collegiate, 
~1 school of music, and a school of drawing and painting. " 
ROANOKE FEMALE COLLEGE. 
The course of study is divided into three departments, viz, preparatory, collegiate, 
and ornamental. 
LOUDOUN VALLEY ACADEMY. 
This institution is open to both sexes. A. normal department and a commercial de-
partment are connected with the school. 
THE OLD DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
The aim of this institution is to impart a thorough and systematic mercantile educa-
tion. There are three departments : theoretical, theory and practice, and actual 
business. There is also a normal class in penmanship, for such as wish to become 
teachers of this art. 
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND. 
Of the pupils enrolled during the past year 100 are deaf-mutes, and 38 are blind. 
This number is quite in excess of any former period, and beyond the convenient 
accommodations of the institution. The dormitories are too crowded, and great embar-
rassment is caused by the want of sufficient school-rooms. 
The schools during the past session Lav-e attained a higher position than ever before. 
The scholarship of the pupils has been, in a very marked degree, advanced beyond that 
of any previous period. The class in articulation has made excellent progress. Tlle 
mechanical department bas been very successful, and almost every male pupil, on leav-
ing the institution, has acquired tlle means of gaining an independent livelihood. An 
appropriation for the purchase of a printing-office is recommended, printing being one 
of the avocations open to deaf-mutes, and one in which many of them have excelled. 
SOCRATES MAUPIN.-OBITUARY. 
Socrates Maupin, A.. M., M. D., professor of chemistry and pharmacy in the Univer-
sity of Virginia, died l:!>tLynchburgh, in consequence of beingthrown from a carriage, 
October 19, 1t:l71. He was descended fi·om Huguenot ancestors who emigrated to 
America on the revocation of the edict of Nantes; born in Albemarle County, Novem-
ber 12, 1808 ; graduated at Washington College, (now Washington and Lee Univer-
sit.y,) 18~B; studied medicine at the Universit.y of Virginia; graduated M. D. 1~:;30; 
changed his plans of life aud entered upon a general literary and scient.ific course of 
study ; received the degree of A. M., having graduated in all the academic schools of 
the university, Ul33; was immediately elected professor in the College of Hampden 
Sidl:ley, where be filled successively and very successfully the chairs of ancient lan-
gunger::: and mathematics; became principal of Richmond Academy, 1835; resigned. in 
1838, and established a private school of a high or<ler, which he conducted with signal 
success as long as he remained in the city; was one of the founders, in 1838, of the 
Richmond Medical School, in which he was professor of chemistry, and afterward 
dean, where he showed that remarkable administrative capacity which was always 
the distinguishing feature of his chanwter; was a member of the city council of Rich-
mond, and extremely active in promoting the interests of the Virginia Historical So-
ciety; was appointed professor of chemistry and pharmacy in the University of Vir-
ginia, 1853, and spent the rest of his life in the service of his cherished alma mater. 
In 18E4 Dr. Maupin became chairman of the faculty, and as such the chief execntive 
officer of the university. 
In this position, to which he was annually re-elected by the board of visitors for fif-
teen successive years, his services were inestimable. At the close of the war, in Hl65, 
tho institution was constrained to commence a new career, amid multiplied embar-
rassments, with a precarious income and dubious prospects. Present resources were 
supplied by the private credit of Dr. Maupin and his colleagues. His brave spirit 
triumphed over all difficulties, and be soon had t.he satisfaction of seeing tlle univer-
sity rival the extraordinary prosperity which, under his administration, it had achieved 
before the war. 
The university faculties have expressed their estimate of Dr. Maupin in the follow~ 
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ing terms: "During this long incuml)en~y (of tbe cbairrmm's office) his .ofiici~l con-
duct was characterized by such moderatwn, firmness, and tact as to wm umversal 
confidence and respect. It \Yas, indeed, a post in which his sympathy with tbe young, 
bis sincerity and manliness, as wcU as bis t:ound j tl'clgment and iusigbt into men, hacl 
ample scope. Merit. was snre to be appreciated by him, and youthful .frailties met 
with a construction as inclnlgent as a father could extend to an erring cb1ld. 
"His extraordinary aptitnue for affairs, bis clear perception of complex transactions, 
his rare sagacity and promptness of decision, his varied knowledge of the practical 
intere~:>ts of society, would probably have led him, had he adopted an active career, to 
the highest pinnacle of success, whether of fortune or of fame. · 
"Always tbe mirror of integrity and truth, just, benevolent, and self-denying, exem-
plary in all the relations of life, our departed colleague ha,d yet looked closely enong.h 
into his own heart, and into the perfect law of God, to know that he bad no ment 
I with which to approach tlle throne of his judge, and he bad accordingly fled for refuge 
to the hope set before him in the gospel of Christ." 
A. L . COLEMAN.-OBITUARY. 
Arthur Ludwell Coleman, student in the University of Virginia, and professor-elect 
of Greek in Miami University, Ohio, was killed by a railway accident near Charlottes-
v ille in the spring of 1872. 
He -was a young man of brill iant promise, sound scholarship, a.nd E~xaltcd Christian 
character. He belonged to a family distinguished in connection with higher education 
in Virginia, being tlle son of the late Judge Richard H . Coleman, of Caroline County, 
and nephew of Mr. Frederick Coleman, a teacher of great renown in the State. 
VIRGINIA EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The seventh annual session of this association was held at Staunton, June 9 to 12. 
Tlle presiflent, Professor W. K. Abbot, called the meeting to order, and, after prayer 
by H.ev. J. William Jones, an address of welcome was extended to the association by 
Rev. R. H. Phillips, in behalf of the citizens of Staunton. 
The president then read bis annual address, congratulating the association on its 
flourishing c6ndition, and making important practical suggestions as to its general 
interests. Fitting tributes were paid to several members of the a.ssociatiou who had 
deceased during the year. 
The report of the secretary showed that there bad been twenty-two additions to the 
association during the year, making its present number one hundred and sixty-five. 
On the second day the committee ou nominations reported. Professor E . S. Jaynes as 
president, and a fnlllist of officers. Professor Jaynes tllen read a paper on" A curric-
ulum for primary and secondary schools, and some system of equivalents for secondary 
schools, whereby, if possible, students, not studying the complete curriculum may be 
brought to pursue some complete and consistent course of stndy." He argued in favor 
of tbe elective rather than the curriculum system, insisting that tbe latter is fast pass-
ing away; but deprecated the extremes of both systems. While he would. allow a 
choice of studies by tbe student, the choice should be regulated by the advice of the 
teacher. 
A discussion of the paper by Professor Jaynes then took place, Mr. Abbot, of Belle-
vue school, agreeing with Professor Jaynes so far as colleges and universities are con-
cerned, but doubted the applicability of the doctrine to secondary schools. He insisted 
on the absolute necessity oftlle classics in the secondary schools. 
General F . H . Smith insi sted that the teacher was better qualified than the pupil to 
judge as to the proper studies. He thought the tendency to abolish the curriculum 
should be resisted , as a great evil. 
Colonel Wmiam P . Johnson gave au address on" Tlle importance and place of llis-
tory in a school of liberal education.'' "The best projection for school maps" was tbe 
subject of considerable discussion, Major J . Hotchkiss advocating the "projection " 
adopted by the Unite<.l States Coast Survey. 
Other subjects discussed were with reference to the establishment of a polytechnic 
school for the South, tbe exped iency of regular and systematic exercise in elpcutiou, 
and the propriety of the association expressing an opinion iu regard to text-books. 
Professor H. H . Harris read the report on German, and Professor J . A. Turner read 
that upon French. These reports were discussed at length by Professor John 
Hart, Professor Jaynes, Professor Al•bot, and Professor L. M. Blacl,ford. Profes or 
Hart was opposed to free translation, while Professor Jaynes favored it, and insisted 
that good French should be put into good English. 
Professor C. D. Walker, of the Virginia Military Institnte, read the report on 
"Instruction, higher and lower, in mathematics." The metric system lfas earne tly 
approved for primary schools. The report was discussed by several members of the 
association. 
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Pr0fessor W. A. Shepard, of Randolph Macon College, read a report upon th(3 ques-
tion, ""'Which of the uatu1;al sciences will' it be best to introduce into our S~'stem of 
male school instruction~" While admitting the importance of the classics, as occupy-
ing the :first place, the report claims that natural sciences should not be neglected. 
ZoOlogy and botany especially are recommended for the primary and secondary schools; 
the latter, rather than the former, if both can not be included. 
Mr. R. Carne, superintendent of public schools in Alexandria., and Professor Pike 
Powers cordially indorsed tlle recommenclat.ions of the report. 
A j oint paper on" Instruction, higher and lower, in English," prepared by Professor 
George F. Holmes and Mr. Hugll Craig, was read and subsequently discussed. 
Mr. A. 0 . English wanted to know how to teach English grammar. Mr. Abbot 
thought Latin grammar was the best to teach English. Professor Jaynes was per-
suaded that we haYe no suitable book on English grammar, but earnestly combated 
the idea that we should learn English through the Latin; and im;isted that bot.h 
English and French should precede Latin. Mr. Abbot would reverse the order of 
Professor Jaynes, and insisted on his own views. Professor Harris would take Eng-
lish, French, and Latin, and then reverse the order. 
A report on" Instruction in Latin, higher and lower," by Professor T. R. Price, was 
r ead and briefly discussed; and a report on" Method and discipline," by l~ev . Dr. J. M. 
P. Atkinson, was also reac1. This report strongly advocated physical exercises in 
schools: the principle of obedience; and the curriculum rather than the free~choice 
system in all institutions below the uui versity ; took strong ground in favor of a high 
standard of admission to college, as well as of graduation; and severely condemned 
the loose manner of conferring degrees. 
There was a general expression as to the success of this meeting, and it was pro-
posed to meet on the 8th of July, 1873, at Alexandria. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
AYea and population.-In 1870 Virginia was the tenth State in popubtion, having 
1,.225,163 inhabitants within an area of 38,348 sq nare miles, an average of 31.95 per:'lous 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 712,089 whites, 512,841 colored, 229 
Indi ans, and 4 Chinese. Of these 1,211,409 were natives of tlle United States, and 
13,754 were foreign-born. Of the foreign residents, 4,050 were born in Germany, 1,909 
in England, an.cl 5,191 in Ireland. 
School attendance.- According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 70,871 persons 
attended school, and of these 103 were foreign-born. Of' the 59,792 white scholars, 
31,783 were males and 28,009 females. Of tlle 11,048 colored scholars, 5,105 were males 
and 5,943 fcma.les. Fourteen male anc117 female Indians were also reported. 
Illiteracy.-There were 445,893 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, and of these 1,270 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex of illiterates.-Of the 12:),538 white illiterates, :34,103 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 18,745 were males and 15,358 females; 21,438 were from 15 to 21 
years old, and of these 11,095 were males and 10,343 females; 67,997 we're 21 years oid 
and over, of :whom 27,646 were males and40,351 females. Of the 322,236 colored illiter-
ates, 57,433 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 29,723 were males and 27,710 
females; 57,208 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 26,161 vvere males and 31,047 
females ; 207,595 were from 21 years old and over, of whom 97,908 were males and 
109,687 females; 1 Chinese male, and 51 male and 67 female Indian illiterates were 
reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 2,024, having 2,697 teachers, of whom 1,452 
were males and1,245 females, to educate their 60,019 pupils; of whom 30,878 were males 
and 29,141 females. 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $1,155,585, of which $47,586 were derived from endowment, $120,148 
from taxation and public funds, and $987,tl51 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 122 public schools, with 171 teachers, 43 males and 128 females, 
w ere attended by 8,700 pupils, of whom 4,275 were males and 4,425 females. To ed n-
ca,te these, they possessed a total income. of $98,770, of which $l,Oii0 were derived from 
eodowment1 55,425 from taxation and public funds, and $42,295 from other sources, in-
clnding tuition. 
Colleges.-The 14 colleges, with 113 teachers, 93 male and 20 female, had an attend-
ance of 2,007 students, of whom 1,535 were males and 502 .femalea. They possessed a, 
t otal income of $203,329, of which $25,626 were derived f:·om endowment, $17,250 from 
taxation and pnblicfunds, and $160,453 from other sources, including tuition. 
AcademieB.-The 88 academies reported, witll 206 teachers, 141males nod 65 females, 
were attended by 4,027 pupils, of whom 2,201 were males and 1,826 females . ::n.1ey 
possessed a total income of $190,59.2, of which $1,080 were derived from taxa,tion au<l 
pnblic fumls, and $189,512 from other sources, iucludiug tuition. 
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Private schools.-Tbe 1,722 day and boarding schools bad 2,019 teachers, of whom 
1,086 were males and 933 females, and were attended by 40,519 pupils, of whom 20,621 
were males and 19,898 .females. They possessed a total income of $50&,501, of which 
$1,723 were derived from taxation and public funds and $503,778 from other sources, 
including tuition. 
Libmries.-There were 1,409 public libraries, containing 386,020 volumes, and 2,762 
private libraries, with 721,293 volumes; making in all 4,171 libraries, containing 
1,107,313 volumes. 
lhe press.-Tbe 114 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 143,840 copie~, and 
an aggregate annual issue of 13,319,57~ copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 2,582 churches, 2,405 had edifices, with 765,127 sittings, and the 
church property was valued at $5,277,:368. 
Panperism.-Of the 3,280 paupers, 1,942 were native w bites, 1,312 were native colored, 
and 26 were foreign-born. 
C1'ime.-Of 1,244 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 331 were native whites, 901 native 
colored, and 12 foreign-born; 1,090 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 396,812 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, and of these 200,103 were males and 196,709 females; 890,056 were 10 years 
old and over, of whom427,455 were males and 462,601 females. 
Occupations.-There were 412,665 persons of these ages engaged in various occupa-
tions, of whom 337,464 were males and 75,201 females; 244,550 were engaged in agri-
cultural pursuits, of whom 228,082 were males and 16,4ti8 females; 98,521 in personal 
and professional services, of whom 45,407 were males and 53,114 females; 20,181 in 
trade and transportation, of whom 19,992 were males and 189 females; 49,413 in me-
chanical and manufacturing and mining industries, of whom 43,983 were males and 
5,430 females. 
Age ancl sex of w01·king pop11lation.- Of the 412,665 employed persons, 48,346 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 3:3,954 were males and 14,:~92 females; 333,527 were from 
16 to 59 years old, and of these 275,501 were males and 58,026 fema.les; 30,792 were 60 
years old and over, of whom 28,009 were males and 2,783 fema.les. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
"\V. D. :r:uFFNER, State superintendent of public instrucUon, Richmond. 
COUNTY AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County or city. 
.A ccomack------·-------·--- _______ . Albemarle _____________ __ __________ _ 
Alexandria Connty and City _______ _ 
Alle~hany and Craig ___ ---_---------
Amelia---------------- ---------- -- · 
Amherst--- --- - ----- --- -------------
Appomattox---_--------------- -- __ -
Augusta----------------------- ---- . 
Bath nnd Highland . - __ ---- - ----- __ _ 
Bedford. --- -- ---- - - - --- - -- --. - -- - - - -
Bland.--- · ----·- ---·------------ ----
Botetourt ___ _ . - -----. - ---- --- --- . - - -
Brunswick--····------ -- -----.·---- -
Buchanan_-----·· --··- .--------·----
Buckingham ______ ---------- ------- -
g~:Ii~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
CarrolL __ ______ . ____ - - . ____ - _ - __ . - - -
Uharles City and New Kent ___ -----. 
Charlotte ___________ - __ -_--- - ----- - . 
Uhesterfield. -__ -- __ - _- ___ __ __ - . ____ -
Clarl.:e. _________ -· --·- _______ . _____ _ 
g~~~~~r~~a.-: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Diuwiddic . --·------ -- -- ------------
Elizabeth City and Warwick------
Essex . __ - _ - ______ -- _______ . _____ · _ . __ 
~~[~~~e~--: : ::::::::::::::::::: -_ -_:::: 
Floyd. _________________ _ -----·------
FluYanna ------- -·- - -- ----- - .- - ----. 
Franklin ----- ----- ------- ·- -- -- · --· 
Frederick . _---- --- -- ----- ---- -- -- --. 
Giles- --- -- ------ ------------- ----- · 
Gloucester_ . ___ - ------ --- - -- -- .. - -- . 
Superintendent. 
James C. Weaver ______________ ____ __ _ 
D.P. Powers ____________ --------·-----
Richard L. Carne ___ . _______ . ______ . __ 
Robert L. Parrish ______ _ -_. ______ .. --. 
Dr. M. F. T.Evans---------- ----------W. B. H enley ________________ . __ . ____ _ 
Chapman II. Chilton ______ . __________ _ 
J. E. Guy . _ --_-- - -- . - - . -- - - ---- - -- - - - . 
J. H enry CampbelL ___ -----_--. __ .- -- . 
Sidney t. Dunton . ----- _________ -----. 
Rev. William Hicks __ - -- ----·.--·-----
Rev. G. Gray _________ -___ . ___ -- - - -- - - . 
B. B. Wilkes . _- __ - -_- __ - ___ --. ------ --
Jacob Baldwin _____ . __ _______________ _ 
William Merry Perkins.·----- ___ ___ --
Dr. R. T. Lemmon.--------- -- -- ------ . Thomas R. Dew ___________ __________ --
D. B. Brown _____ ______________ ._-- __ . _ 
Rev. James .A.. WaddelL------ _____ -- · 
William W. Read ______ ,------------ - -B . .A.. Hancock ____ ___ __ ______________ _ 
Jarvis Jennings .. ________ . . ___ . ______ . 
Robert E. Utterback _________________ _ 
Dr. Ricbarcl P. \Valton ________ ----. __ . 
~~g:~cp irl ~~~k8~-~: ::: :::::: : ::: :::::: 
J. G. Cllnnon . ___ __ ______ ________ · _____ . 
D. McC. ChicheRter _____________ - . . - -. 
William A. Cav~· - -- -- ·---- - ---· ------
Dr. C. M . Stip:leman __ _____ ------ .•.•.. 
Dr. P. J_ Winn ______ . __ . ___ . ______ __ -
William .A .• Griffith·------------·----· 
W . .H. Goh1 . ___ . _ . ____ __ . _ . ___ _ .. __ _ - . 
Jnmes n. Peele--_ ... __ . ___ . ___ .- --- -. 







Amherst C. H. 
Spout Spring. 
StaHnton. 
Monterey, Highland Co. 
Liberty. 








Proviuence Forge, New 
Kent County_ 
Cllarlott.e C. H. 
Black Heath_ 
White Post. 
J eft' orson ton. 
Cartersville. 




Faufax C. H. 
Salem, Fauquier County. 





Gloucester C. H. 
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County and city supm·intendents-Continued. 
County or city. Superintendent. 
Goochla.nd...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. 0. W. Kean ... ................... . 
Gravson . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fielding R. Cornett ................. .. 
Greene and Madison ................ Rev. William .A. Hill ................ .. 
Greenville and Sussex .............. .John K. Mason ..................... .. 
Halifax ............... . .. . ....... .. . Henry G. Coleman .. ................. . 
Hanover .... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J. B. Brown . .............. . .......... . 
Henrico ....... . ..... _............... Dr . .J. N. PowelL ..... ............... . . 
Henrv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. T. Griggs ......................... . 
Isle of Wight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. E. M. Morrison ......... . ........ . 
.James City and York ............... Col. .James H . .A.llon ................. . 
King and Queen and Middlesex.... . Dr . .J. Mason Evans .............. . .. . 
King George and Stafford........... Addison Borst ....................... . 
King William ....................... Dr . .John Lewis ..................... .. 
Lancaster and Northumberland . .... .A.. T. Cralle ............. .......... .. . 
L ee ................................ . 
L oudoun ................. .' ......... . 
Rev. William .A.. Taylor .............. . 
John W . Wildman ................... . 
Louisa ... . .... .. ........... . .. ..... . 
&~~E~~~~~:: ~ ~::::::::::::::::: ::: 
Rev. L. J. Haley ..................... . 
Robert M. Williams ....... · ........... . 
.A.. F. Big·gers . . . ... .. ........ ... ..... . 
G. Taylor Garnett .................. .. 
Mecklenburgh ..................... . 
~~~;~:;r::~it ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~:: :::::::: 
Rev. Edward L. Baptist .............. . 
George G . .Junkin .................. .. 
R. L. Brewer ......................... . 
Nelson . ........... . ................ . Patriuk H. Cabell .................... . 
~ ~~f~i~ ~~r;_t!. : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : ::: : :: 
Northampton ...................... . 
~~~~~!7; ~;;~~:: '::::: ~: :::::::::: 
Patrick ............................ . 
P eters burgh ....................... . 
~~~\SZ~~~~~~::: ::::::: :~::::::::::: ~ 
. John T. West ........................ . 
W . W. Lamb ..... .................... . 
.JohnS. Parker ...................... . 
Rev. Thos. W. Sydnor .....•........... 
.Jaq. P. Ta.liaferro ................... .. 
Martin P. Marshall ................. .. 
.A.. Staples ........................... . 
Sidney H. Owens ......... .. ..... ..... . 
Rev. George W. Dame, D. D ......... . 
.James F. Crocker ......... , .......... . 
Powhatan ................. ....... .. Dr. P. S. Dance ...... ~ ............... .. 
Prince Euward ................... .. 
Prince George and Surry ........... . 
Princess .Anne .......... . . .. ....... . 
Prince William ................... .. 
Pulasld ...................... .... .. . 
Rev. B. M . Smith, D. D .............. . 
Col. M. W. Rainey .................... . 
Edgar B. ]\'[aeon .................... .. 
Major W. W. Thornton .............. . 
J . G.Cedl .......................... .. 
Rappahannock ..................... . 
Riuhmond and Westmoreland .... .. . 
Henry Turner ....................... . 
Rev. W. vV. Walker ................. .. 
Richmond City ........... - ......... . 
Roanoke ... .... .................... . 
fi~~~!r:~~~~ ~-:-:::: :·: -:: :~ ~ ~ ~::::::::: 
.James H. Binford ....... ............. . 
Major W. W . Ballard . ................ . 
Professor .J. L. Campbell ............ .. 
Rev. George vV. Holland ............. . 
E. D. Miller .............. ..... .. ..... . 
S;,ott .. . . ............... . ... . ..... ·· 
Shenandoah ............. . ........ .. 
George H. K endrick ................. . 
.John H. Grabill ...................... . 
lf~li\T{·~~ · ~:: · .•.. ~. ~ •. ~ ~. ~ ~ ~:. 
~~s~~~~~~~- ::~~:: :::::::::::::::::: 
D.C. Miller .......................... . 
Dr . .James F. BryaiJt ................. .. 
.John Howison ....................... . 
Rev . .Jonathan Lyons ... ............ .. 
~~iTii~;-w~li~~~~~~:: ::::::: ::: :::::: 















Church View, Middlesex 
Countv. 
Fredericks burgh. 






Lunenburgh C. H. 
Lynch burgh . 
Matthews C. H. 
'Boydton. 
Christians burgh. 
Churchland, Norfolk Co. 
Variety Mills. 
Lake Drummond . 
Norfolk. 
Eastville. 
Blacks and Whites . 
Orange C. H. 
Front Royal, Warren Co. 




Powhatan C. H. 
Hampden Sidney. 





Oldham's Cross ·Roads, 









Franklin Depot . 
Fredericks burgh. 
'.l'azewell C. H. 
Osceola. 
Big Stone Gap. 
Wytheville. 
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In conformity also with the established course of judicial proceeding. 
in the United States, and, as is believed, with the regulations governing 
similar cases in China, to authorize the issue of a warrant it is nece -
sary that the person against whom the warrant is issued should be 
charge<l with an act, or series of acts, making an offense known to 
the law. The accused also has a right to know, and should be informe<.l 
of, this particular offense charged against him. 
So far as the Department can therefore learn, none of these requisites 
were complied with in this case. 
The consular officers of the United States .appear to have acted, a 
perhaps is necessary, as both prosecutors and judges, but it does not 
appear t,hat any clearly-defined offense known to the law has been 
charged against General LeGendre, or communicated to him or to the 
Departmt'nt. 
But, apart from the question that no particular offense seems to have 
been charged, it does not appear that any offense was charged as hav-- • 
ing been committed within the consular jurisdictions of Shanghai or 
Arnoy, or of the empire of China, but precisely the opposite appears. 
The expedition in question was organized in Japan, sailed from Japan 
without General Le Gen<lre, and no further connection with it is shown 
on his part. 
The offense in advising, aiding, or abetting the expedition or the inva-
sion, therefore, if offense there was, was committed in a foreign country, 
outside of the jurisdiction of the consular courts of China. 
Further reference to the merits of the case seems not to be required, 
and the Department refrains from discussing the question whether, in 
view of all the facts presented to the Department, General Le Gendre 
bad committed any offense either in China or Japan, or whether he had 
violated the }Jrovisions of the act of 1860, or the neutrality act of the 
United States. 
It may, however, safely be said that, in the light of the information 
forwarded to the Department, serious doubt exists on these questions. 
It seems proper further to say, that to have sent General LeGendre 
to Japan for trial, as appears to have been proposed, because it was 
doubted whether a case could be made against him in Ohiua, would ha-ve 
been an act beyond the power of a consul of tile United States. 
A prisoner illegally arrested, or where no offense can be brought home 
to him, is entitled to his discharge. 
He can be sent to another country to be tried only in compliance with 
treaty provisions for extradition. No such deli very could be made to 
any authority in Japan. 
For all.~ilese reasons, and upon the facts as reported, the Department 
is forced to the conclusion that the arrest of General Le Gendre was 
without warrant of law, and cannot receive its approval. Had the 
arrest been the act of a foreign power, it is apprehended that it would 
have been the grouud for euergetic action on the part of the united 
States. 
l~eferriug to such parts of your dispatch as relate to the action of the 
Japan c, the nature of the expeditiou, and the conuection of General 
L Gendre with it, and which contain argument. to show his desire and 
iut ntion t aid tl.Je Japanese in hostility to China, it is not perceiYed 
that they pt·e ·ent evidence of any criminal act on which to sustain au 
arre. t and ·oruruittal. 
I am, &c., 





JJ1r. Scruggs to Mr. Fish. 
No. 15.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Bogota, October 7, 1873. (Received November 4.) 
SIR: On the 28th of .August ultimo, I transmitted to the secretary 
of foreign affairs the President's proclamation announcing the time and 
place of holding the centennial anniversary of .American Independence 
and the international exhibition, as provided by late act of Congress. 
I also asked to be informed, at as early a period as might be convenient, 
whether it was the purpose of Colombia to create a commission to repre-
sent that government at the exhibition, tendering my services to any 
committee of citizens that might be appointed for that purpose, &c. 
On the 13th of September following, the secretary of foreign affairs 
addressed me a note, saying that the President was very anxious that 
Colombia should be represented at the exhibition; that measures would 
be taken to bring the matter before the people, and that the subject 
would be laid before the Colombian congress, at its next session, with 
the recommendation that an act be passed creating a special commis-
sion, and that an appropriation be made for its proper execution. He 
also caused the proclamation of the President to be published in the 
official and other papers here, and in those of tLe other States of the 
confederation, thus bringing the matter prominently before the people 
of this country. 
I am, &c., 
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 
No. 177. · 
Mr. Scruggs to Mr. F-ish. 
[Extract.] 
No. 19.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED ST.A.'l'ES, 
Bogot{t, November 17, 1873. (Received December 18.) 
SIR: The State of Panama being so remote and inaccessible from this 
capital, and the mails so infrequent and irregular, that, up to this time, 
I have been who1ly unable to advise the Department of the condition 
of affairs there, for the reason that it was impossible to obtain reliable 
information here. 
My latest reliable intelligence from that locality is up to the 27th 
ultimo. At that time, the political troubles seemed to he O\er, at least 
for a season. General Correoso, the insurgent chief, Lad retreated to 
the interior, most of his followers ha-ving forsaken him, and the supposi-
tion was that be was then making his way to Costa Rica. The govern-
ment of General Niere seemed firmly established, and the State legisla-
ture, then in session, had conferred upon him dictatorial powers. His 
acts have been arbitrary in the extreme; nor does he now hesitate to 
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the subjtlct of free schools, but there is in this State no party that would dare to raise 
its hand against it.' The subsequent action of the convention verified these predic-
tions. After a very earnest discussion of the subject, this part of the constitution was 
left untouched." 
The ·distribution of aid to schools in this State is as follows: ·wheeling, $1,500; 
Wellsburgh, Parkersburgh, Martinsburgh, Fairmont, $1,000 each ; Clarksburgb and 
Grafton, $800 each; Buckhannon, Palatine, and Morganto.wn, $600 each; and to sixteen 
other places sums varying from $500 to $200 . . To four normal schools $2,000 have been 
giYen in sums of $500 each. An appropriation of $1,000 has been, conditionally made 
for teachers' institutes, and another of $200 for a journal of education. 
SCHQOL LAW. 
Our school statistics clearly demonstrate the inefficiency of some provisions of the 
school law to accomplish the end proposed. It is suggested that some slight modifi-
cations be made which will render the law more practical, efficient~ and salutary. 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICTS. 
A number of these have been created by special laws, and at each session of the leg-
islature applications for others are made. An indiscriminate organization of independ-
ent districts is believed to be at variance with some of the most prominent features of 
our system, and otherwise injurious. It tends to localize the system by giving to wealthy 
neighborhoods the exclusive control of their own school-funds and schools, regardless 
of the wants and necessities of the otlwr and often less-favored parts of the town-
ships from which they are taken. It is recommended that special privileges be granted 
to none, except for special reasons, keeping in view at all times the uniformity, equal-
ity, and symmetry of our system, and its paramount purpose of extending to the chil-
dren of all the citizens of our State the blessing of a free-school education. 
DISTRICT TRUSTEES. 
This feature of our system seems to meet with especial disfavor. It is reprehended 
and condemned by many, and approved by few, if any. Where friends and enemies 
alike concur, as in this instance, the conclusion is almost irresistible that the public-
school interests demand some change. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Frequent :md unnecessary changes in text-books are to be deprecated; but a fixed 
and ·unalterable series, except by legislative enactment, is not thought to be the most 
wise and salutary expedient that may be devised to avoid the e>il. Some of tlle books 
named in the series now prescribed by law, after a trial for three years and more, are 
condemned as defective and: unsuitable by many of our best teachers. That the 
authol'ity to mn,ke such changes in the text-books as our educational interest may 
require should be more conveniently provided for, is considered important, and is 
most respectfully and earnestly recommended. 
STATE TEACHERS' .ASSOCIATION. 
The session of this association was held at Ravenswood, in the county of Jackson, 
on the 27th of -last June. It was numerously attended and quite successful in its re-
sults. To its agency ma:,y justly be attributed much of the impetus recently given to 
the cause of popular education in our midst. About seventy-five teachers were present, 
comprising representatives from twenty-two counties. Among the distinguished per-
S?ns present may be mentioned Hon. E. E. White, of Columbus, editor of the Na-
twn~l Teacher; Professor F. A. Allen, of Pennsylvania; Professor Kidd, the elocutionist; 
Pres1dent Martin, of the State University; and Professors Crago and Gilchrist, princi-
pals of the State normal schools. After a three days' session tlle association adjourned 
to meet in :E airmont next summer. 
KORl\IAL SCHOOLS. 
These schools for the training of t eachers ~ust be regarded as indispensable to a 
successful common-school system. vVe have three of these scllools, Marshall College, 
. in tlle city of Huntington, one at Fairmont, and the other at West Liberty. Their 
condition is prosperous .aud promising of good results, and with confidence they are 
all recom~ended as cmmently deserving a continuance of tho fostering care of the 
State. It 1s also recommended tllat two, if not three, additional normal chools be 
established, one in the norU1eastern and the other in the southeastern part of the State. 
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WHEELING. 
SCHOOL PROPERTY. 
The borough of South Wheeling has been recently included within the.city limits. 
Its school property is valued at $G,OOO. Exclusive of this, the estimated value of the 
public-school property of Wheeling is $145,500. 
POPULARITY OF THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
Little more than twenty-three years have elapsed since the first establishment of 
pul..>lic schools in the city of Wheeling. The movement at first met with great opposi-
tion from members of both political parties. In evjdence that these schools have 
grown in the popular favor, may be stated the fact that whereas for a. ni1mber of years 
after tbeir organization the ratio of entire enrollment. to entire population was about 
as 1 to 10, during the last scholastic year the total enrollment was equal to about 
one-sixth of the entire population. Wbat our school system now needs is the crown-
ing feature of a central high school. Although the public schools have done and :11re 
doing effective work, yet it can not be expected that they will compare favorably with 
the schools of other cities until the high school is added." 
MARSHALL COI.LEGE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
This, the recognized head of our State normal schools, is under the immediate direc-
tion of a full, able, and efficient board of instruction. Its statistics fnr the present year 
exhibit an increased and growing prosperity. It bas already taken high rank among 
kindred institutions of the country. 
FAIRMONT STATE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
T~e normal school located at Fairmont, on the banks of the Monongahela River, 
has had a varied history, but under its present corps of teach ers it has acquired new 
impulses, and is giving promise of greater success. Tile number of pupils is much 
increased, and the work of the school more systematic and thorough. The results, so 
far, under the present administration of the school, are well calculated to encourage 
renewed e:tiorts to place the institution on an independent footing, and to afl'ord it 
every facility for expansion. More capacious buildings are needed; also a library fer 
the use of normal pupils. 
WEST LIBERTY STATE ::>\OR.l\:IAL SCHOOL. 
This institution bas entered upon it-s present school-year with an increased number of 
pupils, giving assurance of renewed prosperity and usefulness. Its boal'd of instruct-
ors is substantially the same as heretofore, and is able, popular, and efficient. 
WEST VIHGINIA UNIVERSITY. 
The State university bas an endowment of $"!00,000, mainly realized from a grant. of 
land-scrip from the National Congress. Fifty thousand uollars bave beeu contributed 
in grounds, buildings, and money, by the cit.izens of Morgantown. Regnlar appropria-
tions are also annually made by ·the legislature. The board of regents consists of 
eleven gentlemen, one from eacb senatorial district. The grounds of the unh-ersity 
consist of about twenty acres, finely adapted for a col1eg13 campus. It does not appear 
from the report of the regents that any grounds have yet been purchased, as authorizetl 
and required by Congress, for experiments and improvements in agriculture. 
Two State cadets from each regent's district are required by law to be tanght free of 
charge for tuition, books, and stationery. Under tho presidency of Doctor Martin, tbe· 
university bas risen to a first-class position among the literary institutions of the land. 
Beginning with less than forty students, last year's catalogue shows an aggregate of 
one hundred and seventy-one in attendance. The increase, so far, this year, :indicates 
that the attendance will exceed two hundred. This success is, no doubt, owing in 
great measure to the wise adaptation of the university to the actual wants of the 
State. Other elements of success are the character, both as scholars }tnd teachers, of 
tho professors, the thorough instruction imparted, and the firm but kindly discipline 
maintained. 
WEST VIRGINIA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
This association held its session at Fa.irmon~, at which an address of welcome was-
extended by ex-Governor Pierpont; other addnisses were given by Professor Allen, 
of Pennsylvania; by Hon. C. S. Lewis, State superintendent; Professor Kidd, of In-
diana .. and others. 
23 E 
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Hon. Mr. Lewis stated that in his travels through the State he bad found no organ-
ized opposition to the public-school system; that all parties were equally in favor of 
such a system. 
There was a general at.teudance of nearly all the prominent educators of the State, 
including several professors from the university, the principals and teachers of the 
State normal schools, and many county superintendents. 
Resolutions were adopted, pledging every effort o promote free schools and promote 
higher education; that the office of count.y superintendent should be ret:1ined, and the 
incumbent dcsignatecl by the teachers of the count.y; that the State superintendent 
should be desiguated by the teachers of the State in the State teachers' association; 
recommending teachers' institutes in every locality where the number of teachers will 
warrant; and that teachers who do not attend institutes or take educational works 
are recreant to duty, and uot worthy the name of teacher. 
FACTS FHO:i.\1: THR UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A.Tea ancl population.-In 1870 West Virginia was the twenty-seventh State in popu-
lation, having 442,014 iubahitants within an area of 23,000 square miles, an average of 
19.~2 persons to the square mile. This population consisted of 424,033 whites, 17,980 
colorecl, aud one Indian. Of these, 424,95:~ were natives of tbe United States, and 
17,091 ''ere foreigu-uorn. Of the foreign residents, 6,232 were born in Germany, 1,811 
in England, and 6,832 in Ireland. 
School atlenclancc.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 82,193 persons at-
tended school, anrl of these 407 were foreign-born. Of the 80,981 white scholars, 43,278 
were males, and 37,:703 females. Of the 1,212 colored scholars, G34 were males, and 578 
rem ales. 
Illite1·acy.-There were 81,490 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, and of these 3,101 we.re foreign -born . 
.dge ar~d se:r: ofill·iterate.s.-Of the 71,'!93 white illiterates, 20,046 were from 10 to 15 
years old, aud of tbese 10,70 I "·ere males and 9,342 females; 11,721 were from 15 to 21 
years olc1, and of these f>,tl08 were males and 5,913 females; 39,726 were 21 years old 
a.nd over, of whom 15,181 were males and 24,!145 females. Of the 9,997 colored illiter-
ates 1,665 were from 10 to 15 years old, and of these 861 were males and 804 females; 
1,704 were from 15 to 21 ;rears old, of whom 844 were males and 860 females; 6,628 were 
t1 years old and over, of wlJom 3,186 were males and. :3,442 females. 
Educational institutions.-Accordiug to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, t.he total 
number of educational institutions was 2,445,haviug 2,828 teachers, of whom 2,070 were 
males and 768 females, to educate 104,949 pupils, of wlJom 5;),238 were ma.les and 4D,711 
.females. 
Ammmt ancl source of educational iucome.-The total income of a,ll the edncational 
institutions was $698,0o1, of w llicb $15,300 wen• derived from endowment, $598,124 from 
taxation a.ud public funds, and $84,637 ibm tnition and other sources. 
Pnblic sclwol.s.-The 2,371 pnlJlic sclJools, with 2,687 teachers, 1,997 males and 690 
females, were attcncled by 101,493 pupils, of whom 53,587 were males and 47,906 
femalt·s. To educate these tb~y po~sessed a tota.l income of $599,811, of which $1,800 
were dcri\ ed from endowment, $575,~24 from taxation and public funds, a.nd $2~,687 
.from other sources, including tnition. 
. Colleyea.-' rhc 6 C<tlleges, with 49 teachers, 31 males a.nd 18 females, had an attend-
.ance of 1,29() stu ~ents, of whom 599 were males and 691 females. They possessed a. 
total iucome of $58,300, of which e1:3,500 were derived from endowment, $~2,800 from 
taxa,t.ion ~md public fuuds, and $22,000 from other sources, including tuition. 
Acadcmies.-'fbe 8 academies, with 20 teachers, 8 males and 12 females, were at-
tended by 31Z pupils, of "-hom 125 were males all(l 187 females. They possessed an 
iucorne of $16,H56, derived from kition and other sources. 
P1·iwte schools.-Tlw 54 day and boarding-schools had 72 teachers, of whom 28 were 
mules antl44 females, and were attended by 1,546 p1:1pils, of whom 749 were males and 
797 females. They possessed an income of $17,364, derived from tuition and other 
source . 
Libraries.-There were 63R publ1c libraries, containing 152,183 volumes, and 1,090 
pri-vate libraries, with 220,56;Z volumes; making in all 1,7:.!8 lilJmries, containing 
.3i;Z,745 volnmes. , 
1'/w press.-'fbe 59 periodicals had an aggregate circ.ulation of 54,432 copies, and an 
aggregate aunnal issue of 4,012,400 copies. 
Uhurches.-Of the 1,529 dmrches, l,OH3 had edifices, " ·it.h 297,315 sittings, and the 
·church property was valued at $1,835,720. 
Pauperisrn.-Of the 994 paupers, 839 were native whites, 109 native colored, and 46 
foreign-boru. . 
Crime.-Of 191 persons imprisoned Juno 1, 1870, 138 were native whites, 37 native 
colored, anc116 foreign-born. One hundred aud fifty-five persons were convicted dur-
ing the year. 
Age ancl sex of population.-Of the total population, 150,844 persons were from 5 to 18 
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years old, and of these 76,879 were males and 73,965 females; 308,124 were 10 years 
old and over, of whom 154,234 were males and 154,190 females. 
Occupations.-There were 115,229 persons of these ages engaged in various occupa-
tions, of whom 107,076 were males and 8,153 females; 73,960 were engaged in agricul-
tural pursuits, of whom 73,725 were males and 235 ·females; 16,699 in personal and 
professional servict3s, of whom 9,636 were males and 7,063 females; 6,897 in trade an<l 
transportation, of whom 6,888 were males and 9 females; 17,673 in mechanical and 
manufacturing and mining industTies, of whom 16,827 were males and tl46 females. 
Age and sex of working popt~lation.-Of the 115,229 employed persons, 6,212 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 5,608 were males and 604 females; 101,394 were from 16 to 
G9 years old, and of these 94,070 were males and 7,324 females; 7,623 were 60 years old 
and over, of whom 7,398 were males and 225 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Hon. C. S. LEWIS, general superintendent of f1·ee schools, Charleston. 
County. 
Barbour .............. . 
Berkeley ............. . 
Boone ................ . 
Braxton .............. . 
Brooke .............. .. 
Cabell ................ . 
Calhoun ............... · 
Clay ................. . 
Doddridge ............ . 
Fayette ............... . 
Gilmer ............... . 
Grant ................. . 
Green brier .......... . .. 
Hampshire .... .. ...... . 
Hancock .............. . 
Hardy .. .............. . 
Harrison .............. . 
Jackson ...... . ....... . 
Jefferson ............. . 
Kanawha ........ .. ... . 
Lewis . ............... . 
J,incoln ............... . 
Logan ................ . 
Marion ............... . 
Marshall .............. . 
Mason ................ . 
Mercer ............... . 
Mineral. .............. . 
Monongalia ........... . 
Monroe ............... . 
:Morgan ........... · ·. · .. 
McDowell ............ . 
Nicholas .............. . 
Ohio .................. . 
Pendleton . ........... . 
Pleasants ............. . 
Pocahontas .......... .. 
Preston . .......... . ... . 
Putnam .............. .. 
~~ej~~h ~ ~ : ~ ~:::::: ~:: 
Ritchie ............... . 
Roane ............... . . 
Summers ............. . 
~~~~~~~::::: :::::::::: 
•ryler ... ............. .. 
Upshur ............... . 
Wayne ............... . 
Wel>...,ter ............. .. 
Wetzel .............. .. 
Wirt . ..... ............ . 
Wood . ................ . 
:;b~cif~g:::::: :::::::: 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Name. Post-office address. 
Simon Buckingham.................................. Philippi. 
Rev. William S. Penick.............................. Martinsburgh. 
John W. Mahan ..................................... Madison. 
Thornton J. Berry................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Braxton C. H . 
John W. Hough...................................... Bethany. 
z~:n~~~\ii~~ _· _· _· _· .· ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: ~: ::::::: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: &~~~~~~1?~~: · 
S. B. Grose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clay C. E.. 
F .. J. Ashburn....................................... vVest Union. 
H. K. Shumate ....................................... Fayette C. II. 
JohnS. Withers ...................................... Gleuville. 
E. F. Vossler ........................................ . Grant C. H. 
·walter C. Preston .................... . ............. . Lewisburr;b . 
Townsend Clayton................................... Springfield. 
Thomas C. Carothers . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . Hollidav's Cove. 
8t~~:~ '?.·c~~~~:~~~::::::: ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~::::::::::: ~::: ~:: w~~~~~~\r. 
William L. ' Vilson................. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Charlestown. 
W. L. Hindman...................................... Charleston. 
JohnS. HalL .......... ...... ........................ Jack!lonville. 
I. V. Sweetland...................................... Hamliu. 
Crispin S. Stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chapmansville. 
Dr. J. C. Barnes . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . Boothsville. 
Samuel R. Haven.................................... Moundsville. 
Dr. Charles T. ll. Moore ............................. Point" Pleasant. 
~1~ ~-~I:c1I~~x::::~~: ~ :~~::: :::~::: :~ ::: :~ :::::::: ~~l1i~~~~~. 
H enry L. Cox .. .. ... ....................... c ......... Morgantown. 
w~~~~8P~t~~~t~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ .· ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~: ~: ::: ~: ~:: ~~~~~Creek. 
Yoeh~gs. ir~r~~:'~~::: :::::·.-.·.·_·_·_: ::~:::: :::::::::::::: ~~~h~]~~~. rr. 
John C. Faris ................................... . .... West Liberty. 
Andy Dyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin. 
~.i<Jtastul'f:~;~~~:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::: ~~~c~e~~·y's. 
John H. 1'eather ..................................... Valley Poin t. 
Thomas P. Carpenter ................................ Raymond City. 
§:~~~tdlnWl~.~~-~~·::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~;~;~s~i1~: · 
Festus H. Martin .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . Pennsboroug;h. 
John ll. Thompson ........ ........................... Spencer. 
John H. Pack ............................ : . .......... Pack's Ferry. 
Perry Gawthrop .................................. ; .. PrnntG-towri . 
~-h~d~~~ ~~~~~?s~~: :::: : ~: ::: ~:::::::: ::::::::::: :~:: ~fgjle~e~~f~~. 
L. ll. Moore .......................................... Buckhannon. 
Charles B. Webb ..................................... Ceredo. 
Charles W. Benedum ............................... . Webster C. H. 
Wm. A. Newman .................................... Knob Fork. 
Charles C. Little............................... . . . . . . Burning Sprimgs. 
Samson H. Piersol ................................... Parkersburgh. 
i~8~<Wilii;~~~i.1~!. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~e~N~·g city . . 
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(:From the report of Ron. Samuel Fallows, State superintendent of public instruction, for the scholastic 
year ended August 31, li:l71.] 
EDUCATIONAL FUNDS. 
Tlle amount belonging to each of the trust-funds of the State on the 30th day of Sep-
tember, was as follows: 
School fund ............................... - ..•.•••.•....•.....•..•.•.• $2, 389, 488 28 
University fund .....................• ------ ...... ----··-·----....... 207,139 :38 
Agricultural-college fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 182, 970 20 
Normal-schoolfund ................................... w.. ...• ...... .. 734,111 24 
Total of educational funds.... .. . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • . . 3, 513, 709 10 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
Receipts. 
Money on hand August 31, 1870 ..................................... . 
From taxes levied for building and repairing ..........•.........•.... 
From taxes levied for teachers' wages ............................... . 
From taxes levied for apparatus and libraries .......................• 
From taxes levied at annual town meeting ........................... . 
From taxes levie"d by county supervisors ............................. . 
From income of State school-fund ................ ·----- ............ __ 









Total receipts.. . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . .. . • . . . . . . . 2, 30G, 382 26 
=========== 
Expenditu1·es. 
For building and repairing ................ -----· ........ ·----· .....• 
For apparatus and libraries ................ _ . . ... _ ........... 0 ~ ••••• 
For services of wale teachers ...................... __ ... _ ............ . 
For services of female teachers ...................................... . 
For old indebtedness ................... ' ........................... .. 
For furniture, registers, and records ......... _ ..... _ .................. . 
For all other purposes ....... ............................ __ ...•. --··_ 







Total expenditures ........................................ _... 1, 932, 539 24 
=-==== 
ATTEKDANCE. 
Scholastic population ....................... _ •• _ . __ ................ ____ _ 
Increase over Jnst year ................. ___ ........ __ .......... __ ....... . 
Scholastic pqpulation of districts maintaining school 5 or more months .. __ 
Number of pupils enrolled in public schools .............. _._ ............ . 
Decrease from last year ...................... _ .. _ .... _. _ •............... 
Number of days' attendance of different pupils during the year ..•..•..... 
Increase over last year ....................... -----~ .......... ____ .... .. 
Number of pupils wllo have attended private schools ........ _ ........... . 
Increase over last year---· ..................... _ ...................... . 
Number of children of school age not in attendance upon any school. .... . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ............................................ .. 
Number of districts reported .................. ..... ___ ...... _ . •... __ ... . 
Number of schools with two departments ........................ -~ .... .. 
N urn ber of schools with three or more departments .... _ .. _ •...•.......... 
Whole number of graded schools .............................. ··--·· ...• 
Increase over last year ...................... ................ _ ... _ ..... .. 
Number of days in which schools have been taught by qualified teachers .. 
lncrc~se over last year .............. _ .... . •.... _. __ . .... _ .. _ ........... . 
Average number of L1ays in which schools were maintained, (estimated) .. . 
Number ofscllools visited by county superintendent ...................... . 
Increase over last year ................... _ • _ •.• __ .... _ •.•.• _ •..• __ •.• _ .• 
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TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY, 
Number of teachers required for the schools ...........•••.........•....•• 
Increase over last year ..............................•.•............. •... 
Number of different teachers employed during the year .............••.... 
Average wages of male t eachers in the co_un try ......•..................• 
Average wages of female teacher~ in the_ c~mntry ..••..................... 
Averarre wages of male teachers ll1 the mt1es ............................ . 
AYera.~e wages of female teachers in the cities .. . ....................... . 
Numb~r of certificates issued, (exclusive of the city and State certificates,) 
males, 2,272; females, 4,%3 ........................................... . 
Number of certificates issued in cities ...•.•.............................. 
Number of State certificatesgrantecL ................................... . 
Total of teachers' certificates granted during the year ...................• 
SCHOOL· HOUSES. 
Number of public school-houses in the State ............................ : 
Number of pupils the school-houses will accommodate .. · ... _ .•.•••........ 
Increase over last year_ .................. -............................. . 
N urn ber of sites contaiuing less than one acre ........ _ .... _ ........ . ....• 
Number of sites well inclosed_ .. _ ........ - . . ............. _ .............. . 
Number of school-houses built of brick or stone _ ........................ . 
Increase over last year. · ..... -- ........ -............. -. ---. -- ........... . 
Number of school-houses with outhouses in good condition_ ....... _ ...... . 
Decrease from last year ... - ........................................... - . 
Highest valuation of school-house and site ..... .......................... . 
Total valuation of school-houses ......... _ ................... .. ..... : ... . 
Total valuation of sites ................................................ _ 
Total value of apparatus ............ ... . ............. . ................. . 


























The ratio of apportionment for the past year was 39 cents per scholar. The appor-
tionment is made on the basis of the number of children returned as residing in those 
districts which maintained school :five or more months during the preceding year. No 
apport ionment was made for those districts which did not maintain school at least five 
mouths during the preceding school year, except in some cases of peculiar h ardship, 
which were provided for by special legislation. As such legislation is now prohibited, 
some genera.l provision seems necessary, more especially in view of the destruction of 
so many school-houses in the northern portions of the State by the great :fires of October 
last. 
TEACHERS' INS'FITUTES. 
Forty-eight institutes h ave been held cluriug t,he last school year, the largest num-
ber ever held in the State iiJ. one year. 
At the request of the teachers of the State, on the recommendation of the State super-
intendent, tbe legislature at its last session appropriated $2,000 aunually for the sup-
port of normal institutes, of not less t.han four weeks in length, to be held in counties 
not directly enjoying the benefits of the normal schools. It is expected that at least· 
800 teachers will be directly reached by these institutes the :first season, and thereafter 
from 1,000 to 2,000. 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The nineteenth annual meeting of this body was helcl at Madison on the 12th and 
13th clays of July last. Addresses were delivered by the president, Professor Peabody, 
of Harvard University, an(l others, and several valuable papers were read. The dis-
cussions h eld on various topics conDected with the work of education, and the results 
of the meeting can not but be of benefit to the State. 
STATE PRINCIPALS' ASSOCIATION. 
The leading principals of public schools in the State have formed an association, and 
held a meeting at Madison in December last. Among other subjects discussed were, 
"Compulsory education," "How far may the State wisely prescribe matter and method 
of instruction in the schools it supports ~" "'What course of inRtruction best disciplines 
the child for good citizenship f" A resolution was passed which clechtres ''that, in the 
opinion of tllis-convention, it is both the right and the duty of the State to enforce the 
elementary education of all its children." It was also resolved to petition the legisla-
ture to make some provision for the education of feeble-minded children. 
*This would be a decrease of 32 from last year. As a number of houses have been built, this is not 
probable. 
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STATE TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES. 
The attention of teachers has been called to the uesirability of their obtaining the 
hirrhest certificates known to the law. Twenty persons presented themselves for 
ex~mination in July. To fifteen of these certificates were awarde~; ~even of the fi~st 
grade and eight of the second grade. It is recommended that hmtted State .cert.tfi-
cates, good for five years, be given to teachers who ~ball pas~ a successf~l.exammatwn 
in the studies required for a first-grade county certificate, W:Ith the additwn of one or 
two more studies. It is believed the effect would be to stimulate many to reach at 
once a higher standard of qualification. 
CHILDREN L.'\CAPACITATED FOR COMMON-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION. 
An effort has been made to ascertain the number o£ ohilclren who, from defect of 
vision, or of hearing, or of intellect, are incapacitated for instruction in the common 
sclwols. From eleven counties no retums have been made. The returns from the 
remaining twenty-five counties are as follows: 
Incapacitated f~r instruction from defect of vision .... -...• .. .•. - .............. -. 136 
Incapacitated for instruction from defect of hearing .....•............•.......... 218 
Incapacitated for instruction from .defect of intellect ... _ ............... -.......• 351 
In view of the fact that the most numerous of the three classes are those incapacita-
ted by defect of intellect, the hope is expressed that the subject of providing for their 
education, as bas been clone for the other two classes, will receive the favorable con-
sideration of the legislature. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
Alarm has been felt at the large number of persons of school age not in attendance 
upon the pnblic schools. At the last session of the legislature it was enacted that each 
district clerk, in addition to the returns already provided for as to school attendance, 
shall report'' the number of children attending school, any part of the year, between 
the ages of 4 and 7, i and 15, 15 and 20, respectively." Tile returns, though imperfect, 
sbow that nearly five-eighths or those who attend school are between the ages of 7 and 
15. But still the attendance out of this class is 45,334 less than the whole number 
embraced in the class. The majority are no doubt kept away from school through the 
ignorance, neglect, or poverty of parents. This is precisely the class that should be 
regarded and cared for as the wards of the State. The subject is commended to the 
earnest attention of the legislature. 
With regard to legislation in 'this matter, the superintendent says : ''Although some 
legislation may be needed upon the subject of vagrancy and truancy, I do not think 
public sentiment would, as yet, sustain compulsory attendance upou our public schools. 
Tho more prevalent feeling seems to be that we must raise our schools to a higher 
degree of efficiency before we can sustain any law of this character." 
THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENCY. 
This fe~Lture of the school system bas been in operation nine years. The number of 
superintendents now in commission is sixty-three. An efficient county superintendency 
i. the "right arm" of a State school system. "It is all important tbat the offices be 
:filled with competent men, and tllese can be secured only by the payment of a reason-
able salary. •It is quite safe to say that, where the administration of the office has not 
given reasonable satisfaction, a niggardly policy has been content to employ inferior 
men, or to pay for but a portion of a competent man's time." 
TOWNSHIP SYSTEM. 
The superintendent strongly recommends more simplicity and unity in the school 
system. The general drift of intelligent opinion in this, as in other States, has been 
toward a preference for the "town system of school government," as distinguished 
from the ''single district system." It is deemed important to keep the matter before 
the local school officers, and extracts are made froru discussions of the subject. Atten-
. tion is called to the fact that graded schools could be much more extensively'introduced 
in the rural districts under the" town system." 
ACADEMIES. 
The fact noticed last year may be repeated with emphasis, namely, that' there is a 
tendency to the extinction rather than increase of academies, arising from the fact 
that the high schools, normal schools, and the preparatory departments of the State 
university and the colleges absorb the larger share of acauemical students. In fact, 
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most of the colleges in the State are as yet in the academical rather than the col-
l egiate stage of development. As ~hey_ take a higher rank, it ma7 be presumed . that 
their preparatory departments w1ll disappear, and t.hat academies, a part of whose 
especia l work it shall be to fit young persons for college, may be again built up and 
liberally sustained. 
A bill was introduced at the last session of the legislatnre bearing upon this subject. 
It proposed the appropriation of $100,000 annually for the establishment of an acad-
emy iu each count,y itt t.he State having a population of 2,000 or over. Any county 
that shall establish such an academy in the manner prescribed shall receive $100 for 
every 1,000 inhabitants, provided that the county will raise at least an equal amount 
and provide for the necessary building. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
These important institutions are in a prosperous condition. The Oshkosh school, 
opened September, 1871, bas been placed in cba.rge of G. S. Albee, A. M., formerly 
principal of the Racine high sclwol, and widely known as one of the best educators in 
the State. Twelve students graduated during the year at Platteville and ten at White-
water. The graduates of these institutions are filling responsible positions, with 
credit to themselves and their instructors. Nearly four hundred undergraduates are 
engaged in teaching in the common schools, with greater or less success. · 
The board·of regents of normal schools at their meeting in June last directed that 
an institute course of six weeks in duration be held at the opeuiug of the fall term of 
ca,ch normal school, for the benefit of teachers who are unable to take the requisite 
course for graduation. 
I~STITUTE FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE DEAF AKD D"CMB. 
The articulation class bas been continued during the year with varied success. One 
section bas constituted a regnlar class in the school, with .uniform studies. 
According to the present l::tw the maximum school period is seven year·s. In some 
cases all that can be done for a pupil is accomplished in less time; hut there are 
other cases where an extension of the time is very desirable. In consequence of this 
limitation the institute has not yet hn.d the opportunity of illustrating the full meas-
ure of attainment possible to the deaf-mute. It is st.rongly recommended that the 
time be extended for those whose attainments warrant the privilege. 
The work of the institution is hindered for want of suitable accommodations. The 
present edifice is not adapted to a school nnm bering over 1 GO. Besides the 100 between 
the ages of ten and twent.y, not now in school, a snfficient number arrive at the 
school-age every year to form a new class. "Immediate a,nd prospecti\-e wants de-
mand planning and execution without delay." 
INSTITUTE FOR THE BLI)l"D. , 
Instruction bas been given during the year, as usual, in literature, music, and 
various branches of industry. Those which a,re usually sty led" common branches" 
have received by far the greater amount of attention. In harmony there have been 
two classes. The orchestra numbers fourteen pieces. I n the indust,rial department 
pt!pils have been taught broom-making. It is hoped that the law passed by the last 
legislature, providing for obtaining a census of blind children, may afford the means 
of communicating with the parents of such children, many of whom do not even kno'-'~ 
of the existence of an insti tution for their benefit. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 
Since the last annual report, the regents have secured the services of Rev. J. H. 
T"vombly, D.D., of Boston, as president of the universit-y. Rev. J. W. Sterling, who 
has been identified with the institution for a quarter of a century, retains his position 
as vice-president. 
The university report shows the institution to be in a very prosperous condition. 
The college classes are above the average of former years, both in mnnbers and scholar-
ship, whiJe an unusually large number of the preparatory students are fitting for the 
regular courses. 
The university embraces, 1. The college of a1ts, in which are included the depart-
ments of agriculture, mining and metallurgy, aml engineering; 2. College of letters ; 
~- Female college; 4. ·Law department; 5. Preparatory department", where pupils are 
fitted to enter either the col~ege of arts or the college of letters. 
The legislatme of 1870 appropriated $CO,OOO for tho erection .of a 90ll~ge buildi,ng 
for femal es, the first instance of a State appropria,tion for unh-ersit.y buildings .. 
The completion of this building and its opening, during t.be past year, mark an era in, 
the history of the university. While other high educational institutions of the country 
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haYe opened their doors to ladies seeking college education, this State, it is claimed, 
bas taken a step in a,dvance of all the others in making such provision that they may 
avail t.hemsel ves of all the privileges of the university, or may choose their studies en-
tire ly within the limits of a female seminary of the highest character. The b(}ard of 
visitors speak in higb terms of this college. The report says: "The classes of ladies 
show a scholarship not inferior in any respect to those of the gentlemen." The board, 
however,'' fail to see the necessity of having a distinct department, known as the female 
college," and "suggest the propriety of allowing ladies and gentlemen, pursuing the 
same studies, to recite together." 
Tlle military department is thoroughly organized, and placed under t.he direction of 
an officer of the United States Army. By action of the board of regents, military drill 
is rcq uired of all the members of the sophomore and fre8hman classes. 
The department of agriculture is well organized and well conducted. The land given 
by Congress has been located, an<l when sold will afford abundant means for carrying 
on this department in the most liueml manner. 
The law department offers peculiar advantages to students, from the fact that the 
la.w library of the State, which is the largest collection of the kind in the Northwest, 
is at all times accessible. The library of t.he historical society, numbering over 30,000 
volumes, is also open to the students of lihis school. 
Tile present income of tbc university is insufficient to meet its actual wants. It is 
estimated that at least $10;000 per annum will be needed to cover the deficiency. The 
choicest lands of the original grant by Congress, and of the agricultural college grant, 
have been sold by t.he State for $1.25 per acre only, and but a little over $500,000 will 
be realized from these grants when the remaining 86,000 acres shall Lave been sold. 
Tlle report of the board of regents says: "Tllere is urgent need of books for the 
library; of apparatus for school-room and laboratories i of maps and furniture; a11 
essential for thorough teaching, but entirely beyond tbe means at the disposal of the 
rt"'gents." "A stringent ne0d is for a public ha.ll or chapel, large enough to assemble 
the whole ·chool." Tbe n·gents urge upon the legislature to give the university a. 
eba.pel, aud snell an annual appropriation as. will enable the boaru to meet these press-
ing; needs. 
IUPON COLLEGE. 
There arc two courses of study, the classical and scientific-which extends over four 
years-and a JJorrn al course. The courses of study are open to students of both 
sexes. Young ladies, wbo wish, ruay assist in the domestic department, and thus pay 
in part for t!Jeir hoard. Young men who need it may generally find remunerative em-
]ilosmeut, lmt the college does not agree to furnish it. 
The progre~s of the collt>ge has been very encouraging. The endowment subscrip-
tion bas reaclle<l nearly $40,000, of which about $~7,000 are paid in aud well invested. 
Dnt the \YOrk which the college is doing requires that its endowment fund should be 
ndsed to $100,000. 
The caLinet is furnished with ;:~, valuable colleetion of mineraJs. 
BELOIT COLLEGF.. 
A preparntory school is connected with this college, for which there is marked out a 
three ;rears' course of study, in preparation for collerre, and a parallel three years' course 
for <>tudents who do not intend entering college. o 
Fund · are provided to some extent for aiding indigent students who Lave the min-
istry in view. Tllrougll the board of educa.tion in Wisconsin, and the educational 
organizations of various denominations, young wen of this class may receive assistance 
to tb e amount of from $60 to $80 a year during their preparatory course, and from $80 
to $100 a year when in college. · 
RACINE COLI.EGE. 
The college charter provides that all the trustees shaH be communicants of the Pro-
testant Episcopal chmc1. The oLject of the college is to educate youth in the princi-
ples of that church. There are four college classes, and a scientitic school has been 
organized. 
NASHOTAH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
The object of this institution is to educate ministers for the Protestant Episcopal 
church. It is the outgrowth of a mission established in 1841. The seminary bas here-
tofore been supported by voluntary contributions. Adequate endowments are essential 
to its permanence. The fund should be from $50,000 to $100,000. 
WISCONSIN FEMALE COLLEGE. 
Two scholarships have been founded during the year, and a fund of $1,000 bas been 
given for the support of the principal. Several valuable dona.tions of books, pictures, 
and coins have been received. 
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GALESVILLE UNIVERSITY. 
This university offers both a classical and scientific course. Students completing the' 
classical course receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Upon the completion of the 
Hcientific course young gentlemen receive the degree of Bachelor of Science, and young 
ladies that of Mistress of English Literature. 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY. 
I 
This institution was founded by the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of ·wisconsin. 
Instruction in some of the studies is given iu the German language. The faculty and 
most of the students are German. The institution is open to both sexes. 
MILWAUKEE ACADEMY. 
Two general courses of study are laid down : an English and scientific course, and 
a dassical course. There is also a preparatory department. The study of German is 
made a prominent feature of each course. 
ROCHESTER SEMINARY. 
This institution is und er the control of the Free-Will Baptists, but, though denomi-
national, it is not sectarian. 
SAINT CLARA ACADEMY. 
This academy is conducted by the Sisters of the Order of St. Dominic. 
WISCONSIN ACADEJIIY OF SCIENCES, ARTS, AND LETTERS. 
The academy was organized F ebruary 16, 1870, by a convention called for that pur-
pose by the governor and more than one hundred other prominent citizens of the 
State. 
The general objects aimed at were the material, inte1lectual, and social improve-
ment of the State, and the advancement of science, literature, and the arts. The acad-
emy was broadly planned, so as to embrace every important interest of the State and 
every department of investigation looking to the advancement of knowledge. 
ODe of Hs specific objects is a thorough scientific survey of the State, with a view to 
determine its mineral, a.gricultnral, and other resources. 
The departments named in the constitution are the department of Rciences, the 
department of arts, and the department of letters. With a view to subsequent develop-
ment, it is provide<.l that "any branch of these departments may be coustitnted a sec-
tion, and any section or group of sections may be expanded into a full department 
whenever sucl::. expansion shall be deemed important." 
The present scheme of the departments is as follows: I. The department of specu-
lative philosophy, (not yet organized.) II. The department of the social and political 
sciences, em braeiug jurisprudence, political science, political economy, education, 
public health, and social economy. III. The department of the natural sciences; em- · 
bracing mathematics, pbysi(js, natural history, and medicine. IV. The department of 
arts ; embraciug the useful arts and the tine arts. V. The department of letters; em-
bracing language, literature, and history. 
Each department bas its own officers, while all are under the direction of a general 
council. Three meetings are held annually for the reading and discussion of papers. 
The proceedings at these meetings, including abstracts of the papers read, are pub-
lished in a periodical called The Bulletin. · 
The presidents of our colleges, as well as the professors connected therewith, distin-
guished scientiRts, and members of the several professions, have heartil y united in the 
inauguration of this enterprise~ and have shown their deep interest in its welfare by 
giving to it not only their moral and pecuniary support, but also the fruits of their in-
tellectual labor. Since the organization of the academy, (Hl70,) forty-two papers on 
subjects embraced by the different departments have been prepared foT its meetings. 
The duties of all officers have been performed without compensation, and the ex-
penses of members in making investigations and attending the meetings have been 
defrayed by themselves. 
The museum of natural history and the useful arts has made considerable growth, 
and must eventually come to be exceedingly valuable to the State for scienti:ti.c uses. 
The present number of life members is 12; of annual members, 55; of corresponding 
members, 27. · 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 
The managers of the Wisconsin Industrial School for boys report as follows: Num-
ber in school October 1, 1871~ (boys, 237; girls, 2,) 239; whole number in school during 
the year, 288; whole number in school since July, 1860, 779. During the year 30 h~WQ 
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l)een returned to parents on ticket-of-leave; 8 have gone out to place on ticket-of-
leave; the term of one llas expired; 1 has been honorably discharged; 6 have ~scnped, 
and 3 have dieu. The expenses for the year amount to $32,387.~5. The legislature, 
at its last session, appropriateJ $16,000 for the erection of another building, and $4,000 
for the purchase of 40 acres of land. 
In the government of the institution the family system has been adopted, with 
eminent success. In the scllool all the cowrnon branches of English edncn,tion are 
tanght. 
A new bmnch of industry has been introduced-the cane-seating of chairs .. This 
furnishes employment to a number of small boys who could not be employed m the 
other work-shops. The school is not self-sustaining. It is not considered important 
that it should be. Pecuniary profit is a small matter to be considered in an institu-
tion like this, intended for the reformation of character and the formation of honest, 
law-abiding citizens. Its usefulness can not be measured by money returns. 
MILWAUKEE ORPHAN ASYLUM. 
There have been 94 children in this institution dming the yenr, 47 boys and 47 girls. 
Of these 9 have been given llomes in families where they will be well cared for; 26 
have been taken by their friends, leaving 59, the present number. Whole number since 
the foundation of the institution, 603. Colored orphans are recei vecl, and entitled to 
the same privileges as other children. A school is maintained and attended by all 
inmates over 3 years of age. · 
WISCONSm STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
The tweniwth annual meeting of this association was held at Madison, July 9, 10, 
and 11; President. Samuel Shaw, of BerJin, occupied the chair. An address of welcome 
was given by tlle president of the board of education of the city of Madison . 
Addresses were given upon "Educators and their profession," by President J. H. 
Twombly, of the State University; a.n inangnral address, by President Shaw; on 
"Conscience and culture," by Rev. J. L. Dudley. of Milwankee ; by Dr .. J .. vV. Hoyt, on 
"A national university;" on "The work in the Chicago schools during the past year," 
by Hon. J. L. Pickard. Essays and papers were read on'' Woman's wages for t eaching," 
by Miss Martha A. Perry; on the ''Self reporting system," hv W. C. Whitford; on 
"Rhetorical exercises," by A. Salisbnry; ou "The child," by Mrs. H. E. G. Arey ; on the 
"State school system," by G. S. Albee ; on "The county teacher," by Mrs. I. N. Stew-
art; on'' Oral instruction," by D. E. Gardner. 
Ex-Governor Fairchild also addressed the t eachers very effectively. 
Discussions were had on many of the papers read, and reports made upon educa-
tional progress in the State by a number of the county superintendents. 
The session was divided into a high-school section, and an intermediate and primary 
section. 
Messrs. A. Earthman and Warren D. Parker, a committee on the establishment of 
county academies, in closing a lengthy report on the subject, express the opinion that 
at present it would be impolitic to ask for a law for that purpose. 
Resolutions were adopted re-affirming tbe duty oftbe'State to provide for the educa-
tion of tho feeble-minded children of the State; urging greater efforts to secure normal 
training for teachers; approving the policy of holding teachers' 'institutes throughout 
tlw State; and indorsing the plan of a, national university. 
Officers elected : President, J. R. Purdy; vice-presidents, Dr. McGregor, T. C. Cham-
berlain, and Ella M. Stewart; secretar;y, M. T. Park; treasurer, D. E. Gardner; and 
an executive committee of five members. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area and population.-In 1870 Wisconsin was the :fifteenth State in population, having 
1,054,670 inhabitants in 53,924 square miles, an average of 19.56 persons to the SCJnare 
mile.. This population was composed of 1,051,351 'wbites, 2,113 colored, and1,20o In-
(lians; 690,171 were natives, and 364,499 were foreign-born. Of the native residents 
448,743 whites, 611 colored, and 918 Indians were born within the State, wllile of the 
foreign residents 162,314 were born in Germany, 28,192 in England, and 48,479 in Ire-
land . 
.&hool attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 260,732 persons 
attended school. Of these 24,897 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 
260,296, of whom 135,015 were males and 125,281 females. The colore·d scholars num-
bered 306, of wllorn 180 were males and 126 females; 60 male and 70 female Indians 
were ,ttl so reported. 
Illitemcy.-The nnmber of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unn.ble to 
write ·was 55,441, of whom 41,328 were foreign-born. 
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Age, sex, and moe of illitemtes.-Of the 54,845 white illiterates, 9,274 were from 10 to 
15 years old, of whom 5,030 were males and 4,244 females; 5,264 were from 15 to 21 
years old, of whom 2,777 were males and 2,487 females; 40,307 were 21 years old and 
over- 17,637 males and 22,670 females. Of the 360 colored illiterates 19 were from 10 
to 15 years old- 12 males and 7 females; 41 were from 15 to 21 years old-25 males and 
16 females; 300 were 21 years old and over, of whom 185 were males and 115 females; 
101 male and 1:-35 female Indians were also reported. 
Educational instiM,t,tions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Censm; Report, the total 
number of educational institntions was 4,943, with 7,955 teachers-2,511 males and 
5,444 females, and with 344,014 pupils-176,541 males and 167,473 females. 
Amount ancl sow·ce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $2,600,310, of which $32,953 were derived from endowment, $2,027,876 
from taxation and public funds, and $539,481 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 4,859 public schools had 7,669 teachers-2,383 males and 5,286 
females, with 337,008 pupils-172,950 males a.nd 164,058 females. They possessed a total 
income of $2,209,384, of which $350 were derived from endowment, $1,962,741 from tax-
ation and public funds, and $246,293 from other sources, including tuition. 
Colleges.-The 12 colleges had 99 teachers- 62 males and 37 females; they were at-
tended by 2,387 students-1,4:-39 males and 948 females. They had a total income of · 
8161,300, of which $30,603 were derived fi·om endowment, $13,823 from taxation and 
public funds, and $116,874 from other sources, including tuition. 
Academies.-The 5 academies bad 24 teacbers- 6 males and 18 females, with 451 pu-
pils-205 males and 246 females. They possessed a total income of $23,200, of which 
$2,000 were derived from endowment and $21,200 from tuition and other sources. 
Private sehools.-The 38 day and boarding schools had 51 t eachers- 6 males and 45 
females, and were attended u;v 1,319 pupils- 421 males and 898 females. They pos-
sessed an income of $46,625, derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-There were 1,332 public libraries, with 378,680 volumes, and 1,551 private 
libraries, with 527,131 volumes; in all2,883lilJraries, with 905,811 volumes. 
The press.- The 1UO periodicals bad n.n aggregate circulation of 343,385 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 28,762,920 copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 1,864 church organizations, 1,4G6 bad edifices, with 423,015 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $4,890,781. 
Pa~tperisrn.-Of the 1,126 paupers, 3.74 were native whites, 16 native colored, and 736 
foreigners. 
C1·irne.-Of 418 persons imprisoned, June 1, 1870, 192 were native whites, 23 native 
colored, and 203 foreigners. E ight hundred and fifty-seven persons were convicted 
during the year. 
Age ancl sex of populatiou.-Of the total population, 354,016 persons were from 5 to 
18 years old, of whom 178,669 were males and 175,347 females; 751,704 were 10 years 
old and over, of whom 391,603 were ma.les and 360,101 females . 
Occupations.-Two hundred anduinety-two thousand eight hundred and eight per-
sons of these ages were employed in various occupations, of whom 267,273 were males 
and 25,535 females; 159,687 persons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 
158,300 were males and 1,387 females; 58,070 in personal and professional services, of 
whom 37,898 were males and 20,172 females; 21,534 in trade and transportation, of 
whom 21,342 were males and 192 females; 53,517 in ma.nufacturing and mechanical 
and mining industries, of whom 49,733 were males and 3,784 females. 
Age ancl sex of 1.vorlcing population.-Of these 292,608 employed persons, 7,750 were 
from 10 to 15 yea.rs ol(l, of whom 6,472 were males and 1,278 females; 266,699 were from 
16 to 59 years old, of whom 243,457-were males and 23,242 females; 18,359 were 60 years 
old and over, of whom 17,344 were males and 1,015 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
Ron. SAMUEL FALLOWS, State Superintenclen"t of Public Instruction, Madison. 
County. 
Adams ....................... . 
Ashland .................... . 
Barron ... ................ . .. . 
Bayfield .................... . 
Brown ... ... ................ . 
Buffalo ...................... . 
Burnett ..................... . 




~~~ ~~g:~;l~ ::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
A. B. Finley ............... . . . ................ . 
John McCloud . ............................... . 
Martin Lynch ............ . ................. . .. . 
i{~';f:~~~ii~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:fob~·f.~~'bho~~ici.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
















Dane, first district .......... . 
Dane, second district ........ . 
Dodge, east district ........•. 
Dodge, west district . ........ . 
Door .... .. .................. . 
B~~gl~~-:::::::: ~:::::::: :::: 
Cotmty superintendents-Contjnued. 
Superintendent. 
LeRoy J. Burlingame ........................ . 
F. D. Mills .................................... . 
W. H. Clutndler ............................... . 
0. J. Taylor ................................... . 
John .A.. Barney ............................... . 
L. M. Benson ................................. . 
Chris. Daniels ................................. . 
Irvin W. Gates .................. . ............ . 
W. S. Johnson ......... . ............ .......... . 
Ean Claire.... .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .A.. Kidder .................................... . 
Fond du Lac, first district ... ::W. L. O'Connor .. .. , ......... ................. .. 
Fond duLac, second district.. Morris Moriarty .............................. . 
Grant .................. ...... W. H. Holford .............. ......... ......... . 
Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Daniel H. Morgan .... ..................... ... . 
ro~:~-~-~~~: ::::::::::::::::: ~b~~~r;:~fieid" ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Jackson ..................... John K. Hoffman ............................. . 
~~~:~~~---·_·_·_:::: :::::::::::: 1.~-- ~~-lib:t: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Kenosha .......... ........... T.V. Maguire ................................ . 
Kewaunee ................... John M. Read . ................................ . 
t~~~!~~-_:_:_:_:_:_::::: ::~~:::: ~~~it:lt~~~~~~l~::: :::: ~ :: :~ ~:::::: ::::::::: 
Marathon .................... Thomas Greene .... ...... . .. ............ ..... . . 
Marquette ................... S.D. Forbes .................................. . 
Milwaukee, :first district ...... James F. Divine . .... .. . . ..... ... ............. . 
Milwaukee, second district .. James L. Foley ............................... . 
Monroe .......... ............ N.H. Holden ..... .. . . -------------------------
g~1~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~:!~~~w~ib~~~:~~~~:-:: :·:·:-~:: ~ ~ ::::::::::::::: 
Pepin ........................ D. F. Reid .................................... . 
~~11c_e_::::::::::::::::::::::: ~hf:1~: -f[: ~~~~i; : ::::::: :::: : :::::::::::::: :: : 
it~~~(i::::::::::::::::::: :.: ~~1ti~s¥.~w~~:~~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Rock, :first district .. ......... Edson .A.. Burdick ..... _ ................ __ . . .. . 
P..ock, second district...... . . C. M. Treat ... ........ ........... ___ _ ._ .. __ .. .. 
~~~~-:::: :::_:_:_:_:: :::::::::: t!.i:ti1l~~:~~~~~~~i:::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
~!;;~~~~~~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::: :: ~:~~~h~A~~~~:: :~:: :·::: ~~: ~ ~:: :::::: ~:::: :·: 
;~~~~1J~~:::::::::::::::::: r¥1~r~t~!~-~~::::::::: :·:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Waupaca .................... William B. Mumbrue .. ........ ....... . ....... . 
:;f~~~b~;o·:::::: :::::::·:::: ~~~-dH~b~~t?~i~~-~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 

























































The following letter from the governor of the Territory, Ron. A. P. R. Safford, who 
is also ex-officio superintendent of public instruction, gives the most recent information 
of the educational condition of the Territory : 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, Tucson, A. T., Ju.ly 8, 1872. 
SIR : In compliance with your request, I .send yon six copies of the schoolla w of this 
Territory. No amendments have been made to the law since communicating with you 
before. The free-school system has been successfolly inaugurated throughout the Ter-
ritory, and a free school has been put in· operation during the present yea.r in every 
school district where there was a sufficient number of children, and have been or will be 
in all cases continued three months, in most of the districts six months, and in sume 
nine months. 
Tbe present law is a very good one, needing some slight amendments. The territorial 
revenue should be increased, and no doubt will be, by the next legislature, as the Terri-
tory is out of debt and we shall have a considerable surplus in the treasury by the time 
the next legislature meets, and an increased sum can be T>aid for school purposes wiM1-
out additional t~ation. The boards of supervisors should be compelled to levy a uni-
form tax for school purposes in every county. The trust is too sn.ered to leave to the 
discretion of three men. While in some counties a sufficient tax may be levied, in 
others it may not, and this is not doing equal justice to all the children of the Territory. 
I believe it should be the duty of governments to give all an equal start in life as fu.r 
as education is concerned, and to do this the first and most important duty is to raise 
the necessary means. This being done, then parents should be compelled to send their 
children to school. 
Befo-re the free-school system was inaugurated in this Territory, many doubted its 
practicability, and but few believed it could be made a success; but now all, with one 
accord, are pleased with it, and I think but little difficulty will be met with in continu-
ing and perfecting the system. 
The larger portion of the children are of Mexican birth, and but few of them can 
speak the English language. They have been taught alt0gether in Engli:;;h, and their 
progress has been all that could he desired. Our funds have been limited, but every 
dollar has been used to pay the salary of teachers. Neither myself nor any officer 
charged with executing t,be law has charged or received anything for services. 
As soon as the county superintendents send in reports, I will send you in detail a 
report of the schools of the Territory. 
Respectfully., your obedient servant, 
Ron. JOHN EATON, Jr., 
A. P. R. SAFFORD, 
Ex-officio Superintendent P.ubz.ic Instntction. 
Commissioner of Education, Washington, D. C. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Arizona was the ninth Territory in population, having 
9,658 inhabitants within an area of 113,916 square miles, an average of 0.08 person to 
the square mile. This population consisted of 9,G81 whites, 26 colored, 20 Chinese, and 
31 Indians. Of these 3,849 were natives of the United States, and 5,S09 were foreign-
born. Of the native residents, 1,221 whites, 1 colored, and eighteen Iouians were 
born within its borders, while of the foreign residents, 379 were born in Germany, 134 
in England, and 495 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-Accoxding to Table IX, vol. 1, of Cen; ms Report, 149 persons at-
tended school, and of these 85 were foreign-born. Of these white scholars, 79 were 
males and 70 females. · 
Illiteracy.~-Tbere were 2,753 inhabitants of aU races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, of wbom 2,491 were foreign-born . 
.Age and sex of illitemtes.-Of the 2,729 white illiterates, 299 were from 10 to 15 years 
1>ld, and of these 177 were males and 122 females; 496 were from 15 to 21 years old, of 
whom 242 were males and 254 females; 1,934 were 21 years old and over, of whom 1,167 
were males :mel 767 females. One male colorednilliterate was reported, 21 years old; 
12 male anclll female Indian illiterates were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was one, (a parochial or charity school,) having 7 
female teachers to educate 132 pupils, 72 of whorri. were males and 60 females. 
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Amount and sour-ce of educational income.-The income of this educational institution 
was $6,000, derived from tuition and other sources. · 
Ltbmr·y.-There was one public library in the Territory, with 1,000 volumes, and 5 
private libraries, with 1,000 volumfls; making in all G libraries, containing 2,000 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The one periodical had a circulation of 280 copies, and an annual issue of 
14,560 copies. 
Ohu1·ches.-Of the 4 church organizations, 4 had edifices, with 2,400 sittings, and the 
(}burch property was valued at $24,000. 
Orime.-There were 11 foreigners imprisoned June 1, 1870, and 29 persons were con-
victed during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 1,621 were from 5 to 18 years old, 
of whom 831 were males and 790 females; 8,237 were 10 years old and upward, of whom 
6,148 were males and 2,089 females. 
Occupations.-There were 6,030 persons of these ages engaged in various occupations, 
of whom 5,734 were males and 296 females. Of these employed persons, 1,285 were 
engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 1,2R4 were males ancl1 female; 3,115 in per-
sonal and professional service, of whom 2,979 were males and 136 females; 591 in trade 
and transportation, of whom 588 were males and 3 females; 1,039 in manufactures and 
mechanical and mining industries, of whom 883 were males and 156 females. 
Age and sex of 'Wo1·lci1ig population.-Of the 6,030 employed persons, 118 were from 10 
to 15 years old, of whom 88 were males and 30 females; 5,833 were from 16 to 59 years 
old, and of these 5,578 were males and 255 females; 79 were 60 years old and over, of 
whom 68 were males andll females. 
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COLORADO. 
,From biennial report of W. C. Lothrop, superintendent of public instruction_, for-the scholastic years 
ended September ao, 1870, and September 3G, 1871.j · 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, 
Rate of school tax ....•.••••...............................• 
Amount of school-tax levied ...............................• 
Amount of tax collected "by county treasurer ................ . 
Amount raised by taxa.tion in the districts ......... ....... . . 
Total amount of 'school fund ...............................• 
Amount expended for school purposes ...................... . 
















67 395 48 
' 3 66 






NumlJer of colored persons between 5 and 21 years ...... .. ••.......• 
Total scholastic population .................. . ..... - .... - .........• 
Number enrolled in school. ..... -----· ........................... . 








TEACHERS AND TEACHERS' PAY. 
1870. 1871. 
Number of male teachers............ ...•.. ...... ...... .•.. ...... ...... 75 eo 
Number of female teachers............................................. 57 84 
Whole number of teachers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 164 
Average monthly pay of male teachers...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $66 $69 
Average monthly pay of female teachers...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $57 $54 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS. 
Number of school districts ............................................ . 
N urn ber of schools .................................................... . 
Average number of <lays .school bas been taught ....................... . 
Number of volumes in school libraries .................................. . 
SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Number of school-houses in 1870-brick, 4; stone, 2; frame, 36; log, 21; 
ado be, 5 ......... ~ .....................•..••.................... , .... . 
Number of school-houses in 1871-"brick, 4; stone, 4; frame, 41; log, 25; 
ado be, 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... - - . - ... . .. ..••....••••..... 
Value of school-houses in 1870 ................................... _ ..... . 
Value of school-houses in 1871. ........................................ . 













$66, 106 55 
$82,574 05 
The superintendent, in reviewing the work of the past two years, finds much that 
needs yet to be accomplished. Whatever improvements he bas been able to introduce, 
he considers to a great extent due to the cordial C(}-operation of the intelligent classes 
of citizens, and the active sympathy of teachers and school officers. It is believed 
that in the fnture, similar progressive measures, supported by the friends of education 
and wise legislation, will witness yet higher results. The importance of good schools 
as a means of attracting t.o the Territory the better class of those who are seeking 
homes in the West is strongly urged. 
SCHOOL LAWS. 
The present school law is considered, as a whole. a good one, and as ttffording an 
excellent "basis for a complete system of education. Some amendments are suggested, 
as follows: "The imposing of a penalty for the failure of couuty commissioners to levy 
a school tax; apportionment of the school fund in accordance with the actual atteud-
ance at school, iustead of in accordance with the en umeration; provision for the elec-
tion of boards of education in cities and towns, giving to the municipal authorities the 
power to levy a tax for school purposes." The necessity for t,his chauge has !Jeen fully 
demonstrated in some of the districts. An amendment is also proposed providing for 
the granting of graded certificates, by a territorial board of examiners, appointed by 
the superintendent of public instruction, valid throughout the Territory for a period 
not longer tha11 three years. 
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POLITICS IN SCHOOLS. 
The superintendent is glad to be able to say that the schools of the Territory are not 
"run" as political machines, althouo·h the manner of electing school officers makes 
them to some extent dependent upon political parties; but in many instances the 
names of the school boards are selected from both political parties, and but one ticket 
is submitted to the votes of the people, political and sectarian prejudices being laid 
aside for the common good. 
SCHOOL-HOUSES. 
Proper attention to school architecture is considered indispensable in carrying out a 
true educational system. The style of a school building bas its effect upon the deport-
mellt and progress of pupils. It is recommended that, no matter what the contem-
plated cost of the house, a professional architect be consulted. Greater attention to 
the lighting and ventilating of school-rooms is urged. 
The proper furnishing of the school-room is also considered of the greatest impor-
tance. Careful inquiry proves that good school furniture of ea.f>tern manufacture is less 
expensive than common pine desks and seats made to order by carpenters in the Terri-
tory. This is commended to the consideration of school officers tllroughout the Terri-
tory. 
COUNTY SUPETIINTENDENCE. 
Tlli s is established by law, and the territorial superintendent considers it indispen-
sable to the proper working of the school system. "When only persons well qualified 
are elected to the office, it will do more than any other agency to make our schools 
what they should be." 
TEACHERS. 
Under the present scbool Jaw no teacher can be employed, or receive any portion of 
the public school fnncls, without the county superintendents' cert.ificatc of qualifica-
tion. They, therefore, can prevent the employment of incompetent teachers; but they 
must have the cordial co-operation of the district boards. 
A great obstacle to the success of the school system is the frequent changes of 
teachers. This, in most instances, is a.ttribntable to want of sufficient compemmtion. 
District officers too frequently employ teacben of inferior qualifications, who "work 
cheap," that thereby the current expenses may be lessened, and the school continued 
for a longer time. The superintendent considers it fa.r better that the sclwol should be 
taught three months by a first-class teacher, than six months by a poor one. "Liberal 
salaries should be paid and good services be required in return." · 
TEACHERS' INSTITUTES. 
Successful institutes have been held in Arapahoe and Boulder Counties. The county 
superintendents are urged to take measures to establish institutes in all tbe counties. 
Tlley are considered the most efficient means of improvement for teachers, and they, 
in part, supply the place of normal schools, "au institution which, it is earnestly 
hoped, will soon be one among the many evidences of prosperity" in the Territory. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Uniformity of text-books is considered of the greatest importance in a Aystem of public 
schools. Any change should be well considered, and frcqnent changes should, if pos-
sible, be avoided. In the absence of any provision of law, authorizing t he introduc-
tion of a. uniform series of text-books, the superintendent bas not thought it advisable 
to recommend a special list of books. The multiplication of so many serial books on 
each branch of study is considered an evil, involving not only great expense, but a 
useless waste of time on the part of the pupils. It is believed that in the primary 
schools it would be better to dispense with text-books almost entirely. 
GRADED SCHOOLS. 
It is considered very essential that schools should be graded in accordance with tbe 
qualifications of the pupils, and &eparate teacllers employed for each department. A 
great mistake i8 made in giving the charge of tb,e primary classes to teachers of ordi-
nary qualifications and. but little experience. Good primary teachers are the most 
needed, and the most d1fficult to obtain. 
Graded schools are in successful operation in Denver, Central, Black Hawk, and 
several other town::; in the Territory. 
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TEACHERS' LIBRARIES. 
The superintendent earnestly recommends that "i_n ~ll counties where there is a 
sufficient number of teachers for the purpose, assoCiatwns be formed, and teachers' 
libraries and other aids be purchased." It is also recommended that an appropriation 
be made for the purchase of educational works for the territorial library. 
SCHOOL GOVERNMENT. 
It is insisted that the "teachers' authority should be :firmly maintained a,t all times 
and by whatever legitimate means are the most effectual. An appeal to the better 
nature should, in every case, be :first thoroughly tried, and severer methods resorted to 
only in case of necessity." While believing that corporal pun·ishment may, in the 
great majority of cases, be avoided, the superintendent can not fully coincide with 
those who insist upon its entire abolition. 
TRUA..c~CY AND TARDINESS. 
These are referred to as great hinderances to the ·success of the schools. 'l'he remedy 
lies in the hands of parents. "If they could be sufficiently interested in the educa-
tion of their children to see the absolute necessity of their regular attendance .at 
school, it would be a great vantage-ground gained." 
COl\fPULSORY EDUCA'l'ION. 
A compulsory law would be of no avail in the Territory, while the school accommo-
dations are so entirely insufficient as at present. This obstacle is being gradually 
overcome. When sufficient accommodations are provided it may become neeessary to 
pass laws compelling all persons of school-age to attend school some portion of each 
year. The subject is considered worthy the careful attention of educators and legis-
lators. 
FACTS FROl\f THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area and population.-In 1870 Colorado was the fourth Territory in population, ha,ving 
39,B64 inhabitants within an area of 104,500 square miles, an average of 0.3C:l person 
. to the square mile. Of this population 39,221 were whites, 456 were colored, 7 were 
Chinese, and 180 were Indians. Of these 33,265 were natives, and 6,599 were foreign-
ers. Of the native residents 6,277 whites, 45 colored, and 22 Indians were born within 
the Territory, and of the foreigners 1,456 were born in Germany, 1,358 in England, and 
1,685 in ·Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 2,617 persons 
attended· school, and of these 135 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 
2,597, of whom 1,376 were males and 1,221 females. The colored scholars n1,1mherecl 
19-12 males and 7 females. One female Indian was reported. 
IlliteTacy.-The number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old a11d over, unable to 
write, was 6,823, of whom 255 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, ancl moe of illiterates.-Of the 6,564 ''hite illiterates 970 were from 10 to 15 
years old, of whom 483 were males and 487 females; 1,215 were from 15 to 21 years 
old, of whom 498 were males and 717 females; 4,379 were 21 years old and over, of 
whom 2,305 were males and 2,074 females. Of the 146 colored illiterates 8 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 4 were males and 4 females; 27 were from 15 to 21 years 
old, of whom 13 were males and 14 females ; 111 were 21 years old and over, and of 
these 63 were males and 48 females. Thirty-four male and 79 female Indians were also 
reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the tot.al 
number of education al institutions was 142, with 18tl teachers, of whom 89 were males 
and 99 females, and 5,033 pupils, 2,755 males and 2,27i:l females. 
Ammtnt and source of educational incorne.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $87,915, of which $73,375 were derived from taxation and public 
funds, and $14,540 from tuition and o~er sources. 
Public schools.-The 124 public schools had 156 teachers, 81 males and 75 females, 
with 4,517 pupils, of whom 2,552 were males and 1,965 females. They possessed a total 
income of $75,025, of which $73,025 were derived fi'om taxation and public funds, and 
$2,000 from tuition and other sources . . 
Academies.- The~ academies, with 12 female teachers, were attended by 120 female 
pupils. They possessed an income of $5,800, derived from tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate sclwols.-The 16 private day and boarding schools had 20 teachers-8 males 
and 12 females, with 396 pupils-203 males and 19;{ females. They possessed a total 
income of $7,090, of which $350 were derived from taxation and public funds, u,ud 
$6,740 from other sources, including tuition. 
24E 
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Librm-ies.-Tbere were 30 public libraries with 11,385 volumes, and 145 private libra-
ries with 27,959 volumes; making in all175 libraries, with 39,344 volumes. 
The press.-The 14 periodicals bad an aggregate drculation of 12,750 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 1,190,600 copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 53 church organizations, 47 had edifices, with 17,495 sittings, ·and 
the church property was valued at $207,230. 
Pauplwism.--Of the 19 paupers, 8 were native whites, and 11 foreigners. 
Orime.-Of 19 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 11 were native whites, 5 native col-
ored, and 3 foreigners ; 32 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of populat·ion.-Of the total popubtion, 8:957 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, of whom 4,605 were males and 4,352 females; 80,349 were 10 years old u,nd 
over, of whom 19,931 were males and 10,418 females. . 
Occupations.-There were 17,fi83 persons of these ages employed in various occupa-
tions, of whom 17,147 were males and 436 femu,les; 6,462 persons, all males, were 
engaged in agricultural pursuits; 3,625 in personal and professionu,l services, of whom 
3,245 were males and 380 femu,les; 2,81!1 in trade and transportation, of whom 2,813 
were mu,les and 2 females ; 4,681 in manufacturing and mechanical and mining indus-
tries, of whom 4,&27 were males and 44 females. 
Age and sex of wm·king popu.lation.-Of these 17,583 employed persons, 268 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 246 were males and 2~ females; 17,157 were from 16 to 59 
years old, of whom 16,7 48 were males and 409 females; 158 were 60 yeu,rs old and over, 
of whom 153 were males and 5 females. 
SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
W. C. LOTHROP, territorial superintendent of public inst1·uotion, Denver. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County. 
Arapahoe ................................ . 
Bent . ... . . .. . ...... ........ ... ... . .. ... . . 
Boulder . .. . . ............................. . 
Clear Creek ...................... . ... .... . 
Conejos .. . . ......... . ..... ............... . 
Costilla .................................. . 
~~p~~~s. -_-_-_-_-_ ·_:::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: 
Fremont ................................. . 
g~~~~~~~~i: ::::::~~~::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Huerfano ... . ... .. .... . ......•............ 
Jefferson ................................ . 
Lake ...... ---- ------- ------- ---- ----- ---
Larimer ................................. . 
Las .A.nimas ............................. . 
Park .. .................. • ................ . 
Pueblo . ................................. .. 
~~~~rr.~~ ::: ::~::: :::::::::::::::.-::::::: 
W eld .................. .. ............... .. 
Superintendent. 
Frank Church .................. .. 
R. M . Moore ..................... . 
A. R. Brown ............ . ........ . 
William M. Clark ................ . 
C. Stollsteimer ............. . ..... . 
Dario Gallego~ ................... . 
Walter P. Miller ................ .. 
William M. Strickler.-------- ... . 
Warren R Fowler .............. .. 
H. M. Hale .................... . 
i~CJ~ 1.~{~!~t:: : :::::::::::::::: 
if 8: l-o~~!.:: :::::. ::: :: : : : :::::: 
James M. Galloway ............ .. 
.Michael Besl10ar ...... .. . . ....... . 
E. M. Innes .......... .... .... .... . 
~~~~1):,~~~~~~~-e-::::::::::::::::::: 
George W. Mumford ............ .. 

























DA.KO T A.. 
[From report of Ron. J. M. Turner, superintendent of public instruction, for the scholastic year ended 
December 31, 1871.] 
CONDITION OF SCHOOLS. 
The annual reports of the county superintendents show a large increase in the num-· 
ber of schools during the year; but the failure of several school-district clerks in each 
county to forward their annual reports to the county superintendent makes the statis~ 
tics imperfect and unsatisfactory. 
During the past year many of the schools in each county have heen visited, and 
generally found to be prosperous. New and commodious school-houses have been 
. buiJt .in several of the older settled districts, and it is hoped the coming year will wit-
ness the displacement of a number of the log school-houses. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
The diversity of text-books heretofore used in the schools of this Territory has been 
a hinderance to their prosperity. Some districts had adopted and wer~ using almost 
exclusively one series; but these instances were very rare. The county superintendent 
of one of the most populous counties in the Territory says: "The books used are partl.y 
the National Series, with specimens of almost every series published in the UuiteU 
States for the past fifteen years." In October last the superintendent issued a circular 
with a view of uniformizing the text-books used in his jurisdiction. 
SCHOOL J,>ROSPECTS. 
'l'he coming year bids fair to be one of unexampled prosperity to our Territory. 
Railroads are being built, giving us increased facilities for immigration; our countr.y 
is becoming more extensively known and better appreciated at the East; all of which 
·give us reason to expect a large increase of our population, requiring the organization 
of many new school districts. With the faithful discharge of their duty by school 
officers, we may reasonably expect to see a decided improvement in the condition of 
our schools during the coming year. 
l!'ACTS FROM 'l'HE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area and population.-In 1870 Dakota. was the eighth Territory in population, hav-
ing 14,181 inhabitants, within an area of 150,932 square miles, an average of 0.09 per-
son to the square mile. Of this population 12,887 were whites, 94 colored, and 1,200 1 
Indians. Nine thousand three hundred and sixty-six persons were natives of the United 
States, and 4,815 were foreign-born. Of the native inhabitants, 1,307 whites, 16 cc.~­
ored, and 765 Indians were born within the Territory, while of the foreign residents 
563 were born in Germa:t;~y, 248 in England, and 888 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-.A.ccording to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 1,144 persons at-
tended school, of whom 136 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 1,128, of 
whom 606 were males and 522 females; the Indian scholars numbered 16, 8 males and 
8 females. 
DliteraClJ.-The number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 1,563, of whom 805 were foreign born . 
.Age, sex, anclr-ace of illiterates.-Of the 914 white illiterates, 114 were from 10 to 15 
years old, of whom 56 were males and 5B females; 91 were from 15 to 21 years of age, 
of whom 44 were males and 47 females; 709 were 21 years old and over, of whom 
403 were males and 306 females. Of the 31 colored illiterates, 2 were from 10 to 
15 years old, 1 male and 1 female; 11 were from 15 to 21 years old, 3 males and 8 
females; 18 were 21 years old and over, of whom 6 were males and 12 females. Two 
hundred and sixty-nine male and 349 female Indians were also reported. 
Educational institutinns.-.A.ccording to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 35, with 52 teachers, 23 males and 29 females, 
~nd with 1,255 pnpils, of whom 694 were males and 561 females . • 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $9,284, of which $!:!,364 were derived from taxation and public funds, 
and $920 from tuition and other sources. 
Public schools.-The 34 public schools had 48 teachers--22 males ar:d 26 females, with 
1,223 pppils, of whom 679 were males and !J44 females. They possessed a total income 
of $8,684, of which $8,364 we.re d~rived frQm tax~1iop ang pu,blic funds and $320 from 
tuition and, oth~r SQll,J.:Qee?, 
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Libm1-ies.-There were 5 public libraries reported with 2,788 volumes, and 14 private 
libraries with 6,938 volumes; making in all 19 libraries with 9,726 volumes. 
The pTess.-The 3 periodicals had an ag5regate circulation of 1,652 copies, and ::mag-
gregate annual issue of 85,904 copies. 
Ch1u·ches.-Of the 17 church organizations, 10 possessed edifices, with 2,800 sittings, 
and the church property was valued at $16,300. 
Crime.-Of 3 persons imprisoned, June 1, 1870, 1 was native white and 2 foreign-
ers ; 2 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 3,367 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old-1,736 males and 1,631 females; 10,640 were 10 years old and over, of whom 
1,047 were males and 3,&93 females. , 
Occupations.-There were 5,887 persons of these ages employed in various occupations, 
of whom 5,727 were males aud 160 females; 2,522 persons-all males-were engagecl 
in agricultural pursuits; 2,704 in personal and professional services, of whom 2,562 
were males and 142 females; 204, all males, in trade and transportation; 457 in man-
ufacturing· and mecha:nical and mining industries, of whom 439 were males and 18 
females. · 
Age and sex of wm·lcing potJulation.-Of these 5,887 employed persons, 24 were from 10 
to 15 years old, of whom 19 were males and 5 females ; 5,727 were from 16 to 59 years 
old, of whom 5,575 were males and 152 females; 136 were 60 years old and over, of 
whom 133 were males and 3 females. 
SCHOOL O;FFICIALS. 
Ron. J. M. TURNER, supm·intendent of public instruction, Vm·million. JAMES S. FoSTER, 
cleputy superintendent of public inst?·uct·ion, Yankton. 
County. 
Bonhomme .. . .... .... . . 
Cln.y ................. . . 
Lincoln . . ............. . 
lt:innehaha ............ . 
Turner .............. . 
Union ................ . 
Yankton ......... . 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Superintendent. 
F. W ells .................................. ... ....... . 
S. A. Uffor-d ......................................... . 
• TohnFalde ............................. ___ ...... __ _ .. 
Y!c~l~;:~~~~: :~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: 
J . W. McNeal. ....... ···------·····-··---- .......... . 












Balance on hand beginning of school year ................. . 
Received from Territory ................................... . 
Received from county taxes ............................... . 
Received from district taxes ...... · ........................ . 






Total...... . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • . . . . . . . 22, 521 10 
EXPENDITURES. 
1871. 
Expended for teachers' salaries .........•.................. $14, 020 43 
Expended for sites, buildings, &c .. _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 547 28 
Expended for school libraries and apparatus....... . . . . . . . . . . 43 40 
Contingimt expenses ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 39i 00 
Total...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 003 11 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
Population according to census of 1870 ..................... . 
Legal school age ................................. - ....... . 
N urn ber of males of school age ............................. . 
Number of females of school age .......................... . 
Total scholastic population . ... ... ::· ...................... . 
N urn ber enrolled in school. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOI.S. 
Number of districts .... " ................. ··---· . .. ........ . 
Number of schools ........................................ . 
Number of teachers, (male 26, female 34) .................. . 
A vera.ge monthly pay of teachers ......................... . 
Number of school-houses ...... ·----·----··' ............... . 





































The report shows the schools to be in a very favorable condition, and affords evi-
denc-es of unusual activity throughout the Territory. 
SCHOOL !'lANDS. 
There have been no moneys paid into the territorial treasury on account of sales of 
school lands, although sections 16 and 36 of each township have been reserved by the 
United States for school purposes; the title to the ..same still being in the United States, 
this Territory has no jurisdiction over them, therefore no disposition of the same can 
be made. · · . 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL FUNDS. 
The superintendent suggests that section 10 of the school law, passed January 13, 
1871, be amended so that the entire amount of money held by the county treasurer 
for school purposes, and by him reported to the county superintendent, shall be divided 
per capita. among the several districts, in proportion to the number of children in each, 
as shown by the last report of the school-cemms marshal of each district. This section 
of the law, as it now stands, is the subject of great complaint. I ask the earnest atten-
tion of th~ law-making power to this subject,-as a school district containing ten chil-
dren receives as much of the two-thirds distributed under the present law as does a 
district containing one hundred. 
COUNTY SUPEHVISION. 
It would seem that the portion of section 15 of the school law of 1870 :md 1871, in 
relation to the requirement that the county superintendents should visit the several 
schools in the county at least once h year, has been sadly neglected. The salaries as 
now allowed are quite sufficient to defray all the expenses and enable them to give a 
moro full accom1t of the condition of each school under their supervision to the terri-
torial superintendent. 
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FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A1·ea and population.-In 1870 Idaho was the seventh Territory in population, having 
14,999 inhabitants within an area of 86,294 square miles, an average of 0.17 pers.on to 
the square mile. This population consisted of 10,618 whites, 60 colored, 4,27 4. Cbmese, 
and 47 Indians. Of this population 7,114 were natives and 7,885 were foreign-born. 
Of the native inhabitants 921 whites, 2 colored, 2 Chinese, and 21 Indian~ were born 
within the Territory, while of the foreign inhabitants 599 were born in Germany, 540 
'in England, and 986 in Ireland. . 
School attendance.-According t.o Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 466 persons 
attended school, of whom 50 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 458, of 
·whom 240 were males and 218 females. The colored scholars numbered 8, 4 females 
and 4 females. 
Illiteracy.-The number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 3,388, of whom 3,250 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and mce of illiterates.-Of the 486 white illiterates, 36 were fro in 10 to 15 
years old, of whom 17 were males and 19 females; 28 were from 15 to 21 years old, of 
whom 9 were males and 19 females; 422 were 21 years old and over, 315 males and 107 
females. Of the 16 colored illiterates, 1 male was from 10 to 15 years old; 2 were from 
15 to 21 years old-1 male and 1 female; 13 were 21 years oltl and over, of whom 4 
were males and 9 females; 2,872 Chinese and 14 Indians were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to '!'able XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 25, with :)3 teachers, 23 males and 10 females, 
and with 1,208 pupils, of whom 602 were males and 606 females. 
Amount and sou1·ce of educational income.-The total income of all the educational 
institutions was $19,938, of which $16,178 were derived from taxation and public funds 
and $3,760 from tuition and other sources. · 
Public schools.-The 21 public schools bad 26 teachers, 20 males and 6 females, with 
1,048 pupils, of whom 527 were males and 521 females. They possessed an income of 
$16,178, derived from taxation and public funds. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 3 private -day and boarding schools had 3 teachers, 1 male and 
2 female, with 105 pupils, 50 males and 55 females, They possessed an income of 
$2,060, derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libm1·ies.-There were 11 public libraries with 2,860 volumes, and 32 private libra-
ries with 7,765 volumes; making, in all, 43 libraries with 10,625 volumes. 
· The p1·ess.-Tbe 6 periodicals bad an aggregate circulation of 2,750 copies, and an ag-
gregate annual issue of 200,:wo copies. 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 15 church organizations, 12 had edifices, with 2,150 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $18,200. 
Paupe1·isnL.:__Of the 4 paupers, 3 were native whites and 1 foreigner. 
· Ct·ime.-Of 28 persons imprisoned, June 1, 1870, 17 were native ·whites, 1 native col-
ored, and 10 foreigners. Twenty-six persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 1,695 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, of whom 897 were males and 79C:! females. Thirteen thousand one hundred 
and eighty-nine were 10 years old and over, of whom 11,270 were males and .1,919 
females. 
. OC<YUpations.-There we-re 10,879 persons of these ages employed in various occupa-
tions, of whom 10,754 were males and 125 females; 1,462 persons-all males-were en-
gaged in agricultural pursuits; 1,423 in personal and professional services, of whom 
1,310 were males and 113 females; 721 in trade and transportation, of whom 720 were 
males and 1 female; 7,273 in manufacturing and mechanical and mining industries, 
of whom 7,262 were males and 11 females. . 
Age and sex of woTking population.- Of these 10,A79 employed persons, 33-all males-
_were from 10 to 15 years old; 10,80~ were from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 10,683 were 
males and 125 females ; 38 males were 60 years old and over. 
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MONTANA. 
FACTS FROl\1 THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.Area ancl population.-In 1870 Montana was the sixth Territory in population, having 
20,595 inhabitants within an area of 14~,776 square miles, an ~tvera.ge of 0.14 person to 
the square mile. This population consisted of 18,306 whites, 183 colored, 1,949 Chinese, 
and 157 Indians. Of these 12,616 were natives of the United States, and 7,979 were 
foreign-born. Of the native residents 1,588 whites, 15 colored, 84 Indians, and 6 
Chinese were born within its borders; while of the foreign residents 1,233 were born 
in Germany, 692 in England, and 1,635 in Ireland. · 
School attenclance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Censu!'1 Repo'rt, 919 persons 
attended school, and of these 24 were foreign-born. Of the white scholars, 499 were 
males and 420 females, a total of 919. No colored, Chinese, or Indian pupils were 
reported. 
Illiteracy.-There were 918 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, of whom 524 were foreign-born . 
.Age, sex, and 1·ace of illiterates.-Of the 643 white illiterates, 105 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these 69 were males and 36 females; 58 were from 15 to 21, of whom 
29 were males and 29 females; 480 were 21 years old and over, of whom 399 were 
males and 81 females. Of the 68 colored illiterates, 4 were from 10 to 15 years old, of 
whom 2 were males and 2 females; 15 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 2 were 
males and 13 females; and 49 were 21 years old and over, of whom 34 were males and 
15 females. The Indian and Chinese illiterates numbered 207. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 54, having 65 teachers, of whom 34 were males 
and 31 females, and 1,745 pupils-1,027 males and 718 females . 
.Amount ancl source of educational income.-The total income of all tbe educational in-
stitutions was $41,170, of which $30,4:34 were derived from taxation and public funds, 
and $10,73() from tuition and, other sources. · . 
Public schools.-The 45 public schools, with their 46 teachers, 33 males and13 females, 
were attended by 1,544 pupils, of whom 965 were males a.nd5'79 females. To educate these 
they possessed a total income of $32,925, of which $30,434 were derived from taxation 
and public funds and $2,491 from tuition and other sources . 
.Acaclemy.-The one academy, with its 8 female teachers, bad an attendance of 50 
pupils, 10 of whom were males and 40 females. It had an income of $1,200, derived 
from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.- The 7 private day and boarding schools had 7 teachers, 1 male arid 
6 females, and130 pupils, 52 males and 78 females. They possessed an income of $5_,245, 
derived from tuition and other sources. 
Librar·ies. - There were 13 public libraries with 5,100 volumes, and 128 private libra-
ries with 14,690 volumes; making in all 141librarief:>, containing 19,790 volumes. 
The p1·ess.-The 10 periodicals had ttn aggregate circulation of 19,580 copies and an 
aggregate annual issue of 2,860,600 copies. 
Churches.-Of the 15 church organizations 11 had edifices with 3,850 sittings, and the 
church property was valued at $99,300. · 
PwLpe1'iB'liL.-0f the 23 paupers 8 were native whites and 15 foreigners. 
Orime.-Of16.persons imprisoned, June 1,1870, 13 were native whites, 1 native colored, 
and 2 foreigners; 24 persons were convicted during the year. . · 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 2,101 were from 5 to 18 years old, 
of whom 1,134 were males and 967 females; 18,170 were 10 years old and over, of whom 
15,517 were males and 2,653 females. · 
Occnpations.-Tbere were 14,048persons of these ages engaged in various occupations, 
of whom 13,877 were males and 171 females. Of these 2,111 were engaged in agricul-
tural pursuits, of whom 2,110 were males and 1 female; 2,674 in personal and pro-
fessional services, of whom 2,515 were males and 159 females; 1,233 in trade and 
transportation, of whom 1,232 were males and 1 female; 8,030 in manufacturing and 
mechanical and mining industries, of whom 8,020 were males and 10 females . 
..Age and sex of working jJOpulation.-Of the 14,048 employed persons 5 were from 10 to 
15 years old, 1 male and 4 females; 14,011 were from 16 to 59 years old, of whom 13,846 
were males and 165 females; 32 were 60 years old and over, of whom 30 were males 
and 2 females. 
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NEW MEXICO. 
FACTS FHO~I THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.A1·ea and population.-In 1870 New Mexico was the second Territory in population, 
having 91,874 inhabitants within an area of 121,201 square miles, an average of 0.76 
person tp the square mile. This population consisted of 90,393 whites, 172 colored, 
and 1,309 Indians. Of these 86,254 were natives of the United States and 5,620 
foreign-born. Of t.he native residents 82,193 whites, 57 colored, and 925 Indians were 
born within its borders, while of the foreign residents 582 were born in Germany, 
120 in England, and 543 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Repm>t, 1,889 persons 
attended school, and of these 59 were forei~n-born. Of the white scholars 1,095 were 
males and 782 females-a total of 1,877. uf the 3 colored pupils 2 were males and 1 
female; 5 male Indians aud 4 females were also reported. 
Illitemcy.-There were 52,220 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable 
to write, of whom 2,909 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and 1·aoe of illiteTates.-Of the 51,140 white illiterates 9,423 were from 10 to 
15 years old, and of these 4,530 were males and 4,893 females; 9,690 were from 15 to 21 
years old, of whom 3,956 were males and 5,734 females; 32,027 were 21 years old and 
over, of whom 14,892 were males and 17,135 females. Of the 109 colored illiterates 9 
were from 10 to 15 years of age, of whom 5 were males and4 females; 18 were from 15 to 
21 years old, of whom 7 were males and 11 females; 82 were 21 years old and over, of 
whom 58 were males and 24 females; 331 males and 640 female Indian illiterates were 
also reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, Tol. 1, of Census Report, the 
total number of educational institutions was 44, having 72 teachers, of whom 38 were 
males and 34 females, to educate their 1,798 pupils, 1,014 of whom were males and 784 
females . 
.Amount and souTce" of educational income.-The total in'Come of all the educauional 
institutions was $~9,886, of which $1,200 were derived from taxation and public funds 
and $'28,686 from tuition and other sources. 
P~tblio schools.-The 5 public schools, with 5 male teachers, were attended by 188 
pupils, of whom 84 were male& and 104 females. To educate these they possessed an 
income of $1,000, derived from tuition and other sources. , 
Colleges.~The one college, with 4 male teachers, was attended by 261 male students. 
It possessed an income of $4,500 from tuition and other sources. 
Aoademies.-'fhe 3 academies, with 17 female teachers, had an attendance of 235 
female pupils. They possessed an income of $12,250, derived from tuition and other 
sources. 
Private sohools.-The 29 day and boarding schools had 34 teachers, of whom 25 were 
males and 9 females, and were attended by 775 pupils-467 males and 308 females. 
They had an income of $7,232, derived from tuition and other sources . 
.Libmries._:__There were 33 public libraries, with 9,620 volumes, aud 83 private libra-
ries with 29,805 volumes-making in all116 libraries, containing 39,425 volumes. 
The pTess.-The 3 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 1,525 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 137,350 copies. 
Churches.- Of the 158 church organizations 152 had edifices, with 81,560 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $322,621. · 
C1ime.-Of the 24 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 18 were native whites, 3 were 
naui.ve colored, and 3 foreigners. Nine persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of pozntlation.-Of the total population 29,312 were from 5 to 18 years 
old, of whom 14,440 were males and 14,tl72 females; 66,4'64 were 10 years old and 
upward, of whom 34,415 were males and 32,049 females. 
Oooupations.-There were 29,361 persons of these ages engaged in various occupa-
tions, of whom 26,281 were males and 3,080 females. Of these, 18,668 were engaged 
in agricultural pursuits, of whom 18,432 were males and 236 females; 7.535 persons in 
pP-rsonal and professional services, of whom 5,542 were males and 1,993 females; 863 
persons-all males-were engaged in trade and transportation; 2,295 in manufactures 
and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 1,444 were males and 851 females. 
Age and sex of 1VOT7cing population.-Of tho 29,361 employed persons, 1,295 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 994 were males and 301 females ; 26,250 were from 16 to 59 
years old, and of these 23,633 were males and 2,617 females; 1,816 were 60 years old 
and over, of whom 1,654 were males and 162 females. 
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[From report of Hon. Robert L. Campbell, territorial superintendent of public instruction, for the 
• scholastic year ended December 31, 1871.] . 
SCHOOL REVENUE. 
The schools generally are sustained by tuition fees, which range from $2.50 to $8 per 
quarter. The amount of taxes appropriated to the use of schools during the year was 
$5,254; amount of building-fund raised, $32,907.70. 
ATTENDANCE. 
Number of boys between 4 and 16 years ........ -·-----··---------· ..... . 
Number of girls between 4 and 16 years .......... -----·.------ ......... . 
Total scholastic population .... - .... -- ........ _ ......... - ........... -- .. 
Number of male scholars enrolled ................... _ .. _ ... ..... - . _- ... . 
Number of female scholars enrolled ..... ---··----- ... ..... -----·--------·· 
Total enrollment ..... . ___ ... ·- . -..... -- ..... - .... ----..... -.- ... --- .... . 
Percentage of names enrolled .. __ .................... _ .... _ ..... _ ... __ .. . 
Average daily attendance ................... - .... - . --. --- - .. - ~ ... -..... . 
Percentage of school population actually attending schooL ....... __ ... _ .• 
TEACHERS. 
Number of male teachers .. _ •.. _ ........... _ ... _ ................ _ ..... _. 
Number of female teachers .. _ ........... -- .. -- ...... --- .......... ___ ... 
Amount paid male teachers .. _ ............... __ ..... __ .... ---- .. ____ .. .. 
Amount paid female teachers· .... _ ..... _ .......... __ ...... _. _ ........ _ .. . 
Total paid to teachers---- ...................... ---- .................. .. 













$28, 141 85 
$78,561 5;3 
Number of school districts .. _~_ ... _ ..... __ ... _. _ .... __ •...... _. ~.. .. .. . . .. . • . . 223 
Number of districts reported ... - ... -''= .. ......... _. _ .. ~ ......... _ ........... _. 198 
N nm ber of schools ........ _ ...... _ ..... _ ........ _ '" .... ____ ... __ ............. _ 268 
Number of months schools have been open ... ___ .. _ ..... _ .......... _ ... _.. ... . 6. 9 
FINANCES. 
An ~ra in our financial status dawns upon us. The opening of new lines of rail-
road, the development of the mineral resources of the Territory, and the immunity 
enjoyed in 1871 by the husbandman from the" raids" of the grasshoppers, which have 
for the four years preceding, either partially or entirely destroyed onr crops, have 
conspired to place us financia1ly in a condition to increase our efiorts for the aid and 
support of common schools. The lack of means meets trustees on every band. Phil-
anthropic trustees and teachers have done much toward schooling indigent children; 
this burden should be borne, not by a profession nor by individuals, but by the com-
monwealth. It is respectfully submitted whether the territorial tax should not be 
increased one-fourth of one per cent., and that this amount be appropriated for the use 
of common schools; also, that it be enacted that the t~x co1lected by the counties from 
railroads, and the licenses by cities from bankR, inure to the school fund. ·And it i's 
further submitted whether the school fund is not the proper one to receive all fines, 
forfeitures, and escheats. 
DONATIONS. 
I t is respectfully suggested that there should be an agent appointed in behalf of the 
Territory to solicit and receive benefactions which may be made to the common-school 
fund of the Territory. If any of the States or Territories have claims upon the gener-
osity of philanthropists throughout the nation for assistance in their educational efforts, 
!:mrely. Utah, whose inhabitants are engaged in reclaiming the most arid and forbidding 
portion of the public domain, will not be forgotten. 
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FREE SCHOOLS. 
The cowmunications of county superintendents favor the acloption of a system of 
free schools. The public sentiment is sufficientl,Y ripe to justify favorable legislation 
looking to that end. Antecedent to this, however, there is an essential preparatory 
work, without which the results anticipated from such a system will fail of realization. 
Taking advantage of the seventh section in the present school code, which authorizes 
the assessment and collection of one per cent. to pay teachers, several school districts 
have essayed to adopt the free-school system before they have erected the necessary 
buildings, or been able to supply the aids absolutely needeu to make the work of the 
school-room approach success, and leaving almost entirely in the background the bir-
ing of teachers of acknowledged ability. If, in the judgment of the assembly, it is 
deemed immature or unadvisable to inaugurate a system of free schools, the amend-
ment of the present school code so as to authorize districts, by a two-thirds vote of the 
tax-payers in the same, to collect lt per cent. to pay teachers, would enable many dis-
tricts that prefer the system of taxation to do so successfully. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Upon the efficiency of this officer much of our educational success depends. "\Vben 
the time arrives that com1ty courts have funds sufficient and are so fnlly alive to school 
interests that they will be willing to employ practical educators of ability, allowing 
such a salary as will adequately compensate a county superintendent for the employ-
ment of so much of hjs time as may be necessary for the direction and regula.tion of 
the schools in the county, then a step will be taken which can not fail of producing a 
revolution greatly needed in our school system. Salt Lake County demands nearly 
the whole time of an efficient count,y superintendent, who should be a practical edu-
cator. Smaller counties may be divided into school districts, with a district superin-
tendent, who should be the officer to bold institutes and give direction in the most 
approved methods of discipline and instruction to be adopted uniformly throughout 
the Territory. 
TRUSTEES • 
. It is maintained by some of our educators that the trustees in cities should be relieved 
by educational boards, whose secretary should be city superintendent. County super-
intendents universally complain of the laxity of trustees in furnishing statistics. It 
is respectfully submitted whether it would not be the better method to allow some rea-
sonable compensation for t,his labor, which could be performed by one of the trustees, 
to whom the county superintendent could address all communications with the assur-
ance that the same would receive immediate attention. 
TEACHERS. 
Experience in Utah has demonstrated that the cheapest teachers have been those 
who were professional and whose abmties have commanded the highest salaries, and 
vice versa. 'l'he cry from north to south is, "Send us competent teachers." It is hoped 
that the day has passed in Utah when cheapness will be considered a teacher's greatest 
recommendation, and that it will not be long before we shall be willing to pay such 
salaries as will secure the best quality of instruction. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
An effort bas been made by the school authorities to secure and maintain uniformity 
in text-books; also, to reduce the prices of the same. Tho text-books in the schools, 
with the exception of the readers, are those that have been in use during the last ten 
years. The readors were objectionable, and from year to year prominent teachers urged 
a change. Recently this bas been made, and the National Series of readers and spellers 
adopted. . Changes are not desirable, and in our present immature financial condition 
are annoyrng. · 
SCHOOL APPARATUS. 
To sn_Pply tb_e district .schools thro-ughout the Territory with neces~a~y s.chool appa--
ratus will reqmre a considerable amount of means, as in some of the <hstncts the fur-
nishings are very meager. 
NORMAL SCHOOL. 
The superintendent renews his recommendation for the establishment of a norm.al 
school. A public block in the Twentieth ward· of Salt Lake City is suggested as a smt-
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able location. It has been also suggested that South ~How Creek would afford a 
good site for a normal school. In some respects it would· be less objectionable than 
Salt Lake City, and it bas the recommendation of peing one of the first school dis-
tricts in Utah to hire competent teachers and furnish the necessary school apparatus. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS • 
.cl?·ea ancl popnlation.-In 1870 Utah was the third Territory in population, having 
86,786 inhabitants within an area of 84,476 square miles, an average of 1.03 persons 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 86,044 whites, 118 colored, 179 Indians, 
and 445 Chinese. Of these, 56,084 were nativP.s of the Unitet States, and 30,702 were 
foreign-born. Of the native residents 41,211 whites, 39 colored, and 176 Indians were 
born within its borders, while of the foreign residents 358 were born in Germany, 
16,073 in England, and 502 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vo1. .1, of CensnsReport, 14,632 persons 
attended school, and of these 2,006 were foreign-born. Of the 14,616 white scholars7,616 
were males and 7,000 females. Of the 9 colored scholars 6 were males and 3 females; 
1 male and 6 female Indian scholars WP.re also reported. 
Illitemcy.-There were 7,363 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, and of these 4,029 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex of illitemtes.-Of the 7,097 white illiterates 2,828 were from 10 to 15 years 
old, and of these 1,539 were males and 1,289 females; 952 were from 15 to 21 years old, 
and of these 523 were males and 429 females; 3,317 were ·21 years old and over, of 
whom 1,137 were males and 2,180 females. Of the 22 colored illiterates 3 were from 10 
to 15 yBars old, 2 males, and 1 female; 1 female was 21 years old ; 18 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 8 were males and 10 females; 209 male and 6 female Chinese, also 
13 male and 16 female Indian illiterates, were reported. 
Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the total 
number of educational institutions was 267, having 408 teachers, of whom 207 were 
males and 201 females, to educate their 21,067 pupils, of whom 9,844 were males and 
11,223 females. 
Amount and source of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $150,447, of which $4,151 were derived from taxation and public funds, 
and $146,296 from tuition and other sources. 
Private schools.-The 262 day and boarding schools had 398 teacher8, of whom 201 
were males and 197 fema.les, and were attended by 20,772 pupils, of whom 9,683 were 
males and 11;089 females. They possessed a total income of $135,342, of which $4,151 
were derived from taxation and public funds, and $141,191 from other sources, includ-
ing tuition. 
Libmries.-There were 74 public libraries, containing 31,493 volumes, and 59. private 
libraries with 7,684 volumes, making in all133 libraties, containing 39,177 volumes. 
The press.-The 10 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 14,250 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 1,578,400 copies. 
Chtwches.-Of the 165 churches 164 had edifices, with 86,110 sittings, and the church 
property was valued at $674,600. 
Pattperism.-Of the 51 paupers, 19 were native whites, 1 native colored, and31 foreign-
born. 
C1·ime.-Nineteen native whites were in prison June 1, 1670. Twenty-seven persons 
were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of populatwn.-Of the total population 30,416 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, and of these 15,344 were males and 15,072 females. Fifty-six thousand five 
hundred and fifteen were 10 years old and over, of whom 28,729 were males and 27,786 
females. 
Occupations.-Twenty-one thousand five hundred and seventeen persons of thes·e ages 
were engaged in various occupations, of whom 20,442 were males and 1,075 females; 
10,428 were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 10,417 were ma.lesand 11 females; 
5,317 in personal and professional services, of whom 4,384 were males and 933 females; 
1,665 in trade and transportation, of whom 1,648 were males and 17 females; 4,107 
persons in mechanical and manufacturing and mining industries, of whom 3,993 were 
males and 114 female~. 
Age and sex of tom· king population.-Of the 21,517 employed persons, R32 were from 10 
to 15 years old, of whom 597 were males and 235 females; 19,697 wertl from 16 to 59 
years old, and of these 18,885 were males and 812 females; 988 were 60 years old and 
over, of whom 960 were males and 28 females. 
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• SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 
RoBERT L. CAMPBELL, te1'1·itorialsnperintendent of cornmon schools. 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
County. Superintendent. 
Beaver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. M. Farnsworth . ...... . ............ .... .......... . 
Box Elder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Bywater ... .... ...... .... .. .................. . 
Caehe.................. Samuel Hoskelly . .. ..................... .. .......... . 
Davis... . .............. Chester Call ... . . .. .................... . ............ . 
Iron . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . W . C. McGregor ... ....... . ..... .................. .. . 
Jnah.. ... ..... ......... Thomas Ord .............................. ...... ..... . 
Kane ............ .. ... . Seth Johnson ...... .. .. .... ......... .. .............. . 
Millard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. M. Lyman .. : . .................................. . 
Morgan ................ J. I~. Porter ...... : .................................. . 
Piute•· ................................. -- .. - --- -- ...... · ··· · ·- -· · ·-- · · ·· ···· ·· 
Rich . . .. . . . . .... ....... James H. Hart .... ......................... . ........ . 
Salt Lake .............. Hobert L. CampbelL .............................. .. 
San Pete .... . ...... ... W~lliam T. Reid .......................... .......... . 
Sevier* .. . ..... ... ..... ........... .... .... .. .. ............................... . 
~~:tiL .. · • ...• ·... :. ~l~~~~~~iy. ~~ ~~ ~ ••.• •::. •  •. •:. •.: • •:::::: • ~: • 
;~~~~-~~~~~-::: :::::::: *?o.W~n~~~~l:~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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WASHINGTON TERRITORY.* 
[From report of Ron. N. Rounds, territorial superintendent of public instruction, for t!:te scholastic 
year 1872.] 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
Number of school districts................................................... 222 
Number of school-houses.................................................... 144 
Number of schools taught................................................... 157 
Number of persons of school-age, (4 to 21).... ...... .... .... .... .... ...... .. . 8,306 
Number attending school...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3,820 
Amount of public money paid teachers ....................................•.. $28,088 
CONDITION OF EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS. 
There is a university at Seattle, a female seminary at Olympia, a conference seminary 
at Vancouver, and four Catholic schools. · 
A uniform series of text-books has beAn generally adopted in the public schools. 
Measures have been taken to increase the attendance at school by compulsory legisla-
tion. 
Teachers' institutes are held in several of the judicial districts. Rev. George H. 
Atkinson, of Oregon, says of one of these institutes, held at V n,ncouver, Clarke County, 
which be attended: "It was a very profitable one. 'l'he people came out in good num-
bers, children took part, and ten,cbers were wide awake." 
SCHOOLS OF THURSTON COUNTY. 
The superintendent of Thurston County reports 856 scholars in the county, of whom 
three-fifths have attended school. Number of school-houses, 18. The average length 
of time school bas been kept is four months. The number of persons in the county 
over 21 years of age who can neither read nor write is 13. 
It is stated that there have been more experienced teachers teaching in the county 
during the past year than at any previous time. It is feared, however, that these will 
not long continue without an increase of salary. 
It has been found dmpracticable to adopt tho books recommended by the territorial 
superintendent. There is not a general willingness on the part of parents to buy new 
books, and to use them in part would increase instead of diminish the diversity of 
books. 
The superintendent urges the importance of teachers' institutes, and remarks: "It 
is just as necessary to have educational meetings to keep up sufficient interest as it is 
to have political meetings to save the country." 
He urges the importance of making school-houses comfortable and attractive, n,nd 
recommends the greatest ca.re in the selection of teachers. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
Area andpopulation.-In 1870 Washington was the fifth Territory in population, hav-
ing 23,955 inhabitants to 69,994 square miles, an average of 0.34 person to the square 
mile. Of this population 22,195 were whites, 207 were colored, 234 were Chinese, and 
1,319 were Indians. Of ·these 18,931 were natives of the United States, while 5,024 were 
foreign-born. Of the native residents 5,862 whites, 102 colored, and 968 Indians were 
born within its limits, while of the foreign residents 645 were born in Germany, 791 in 
:England, and 1,047 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Cepsus Report, 3,537 persons at-
tended school, of whom ~14 were foreign-born. The white scholars numbered 3,o03, of 
whom 1,864 were males and 1,639 fem::tles. The colored scbol::trs numbered 29, 14 males 
and 15 females; and the Indian Bcholars numbered 5, 4 males and 1 female. 
Illiteracy.-Tbe number of inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, was 1,307, of whom 503 were foreign-born . 
.Age, sex, and 'race of illitemtes.-Of the 823 white Hliterates 129 were from 10 to 15 
years old, of whom 71 were males and 58 females; 78 were from 15 to 21 years old, of 
whom 44 were males and 34 females; 616 were 21 years old and over, 437 males and 
179 females. Of the 34 colored illiterates 4 were from 10 to 15 years old, 2 males and 
2 females ; 6 were from 15 to 21 years old, 4 males and 2 females; 24 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 15 were males and 9 females; 450 Indian illiterates were also re-
ported. 
*"The returns are partial, and their correctness is only approximate."-Ext?·act from lette?' of 
superintendent: 
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Educational institutions.-According to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, the 
total number of educational institutions was 170, with 197 teachers, 85 males and 112 
females; and with 2,499 pupils, 2,816 males and 2,683 females. 
Amount and sou1·ce of educational incmnes.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $48,302, of which $800 were derived from endowment, $30,326 from tax-
ation and public funds, and $17,176 from other sources, including tuition. 
Public schools.-The 154 public schools had 158 teachers, 75 males and 83 females; 
with 4,760 pupils, 2,456 males and 2,304 females. Tiley possessed a total income of 
$33,746, of which $30,326 were derived from taxation and public funds, and $3,420 from 
tuition and other sources. · 
Colleges.-The 2 colleges had 8 teachers, ·5 males and 3 females, and were attended by 
199 students, 140 males and 59 females. They had a total income of $4,800, of which 
$800 were derived from endowment and $4,000 from other sources, including tu-
ition. 
Acadmny.-The 1 academy had 4 teachers, 2 males and 2 fema.les, with 61 pupils, of 
whom 29 were males and 32 females. It possessed an income of $ L,188, derived from 
tuition and other sources. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 11 private day and boarding schools had 20 teachers, 3 males 
and 17 females, with 358 pupils, 135 males and 223 females. They possessed an income 
of $7,06i:l, derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-There were 30 public libraries, with 13,552 volumes, and 72 private libra-
ries, with 19,810 volumes, making, in all, 102 libraries with 33,362 volumes. 
The press.-The 14 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 6,785 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 396,500 copies. 
Churches.-Of the 47 church organizations, 36 had edifices, with 6,000 sittings, and 
the church property was valued at $62,450. . 
Paupe?'ism.-Of the 20 paupers, 13 were native whites, 2 native colored, and 5 for-
eigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 19 persons imprisoned, June 1, 1870, 7 were native whites, 1 nativ:e col-
ored, and 11 foreignerS'. Twenty persons were coavicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population, 6,458 were from 5 to 18 years old; 
and of these 3,332 were males and 3,126 females; 17,33,1 were 10 years old and over, of 
whom 11,611 were males and 5,723 females. 
Occupations.-Nine thousand seven hundred and sixty persons of these ages were 
employed in various occupations, of whom 9,524 were males and 236 females; 3,771 
persons were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 3,7G9 were males and 12 were 
females; 2,207 in personal and professional services, of whom 2,000 were males and 
207 females; 1,129 in. trade and transportation, of whom 1,127 were males and 2 fe-
males; 2,653 in manufacturing and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 2,638 
were males and 15 females . 
.Age and sex of worltfng population.-Of these 9,760 employed persons, 45 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 37 were males and 8 females; 9,532 were from 16 to 59 
years old, of whom 9,310 were males and 222 females; 1e3 were 60 years old and over, 
of whom 177 were males and 6 females. 
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WTOMING. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A·rea and populat-ion.-In 1870 Wyoming was the tenth Territory in population, hav-
ing 9,118 inhabitants, within an area of 97,88::l square miles, an average of 0.09 person 
to the square mile. This population consisted of 8,726 whites, 18:3 colored, 66 Intlians, 
and 143 Chinese. Of these 5,605 were natives of the United States, and 3,513 were for- . 
oign-born. Of the native residents 259 whites, 2 colored, and 32 Indians were born 
within its borders, while of the foreign residents 652 were born in Germany, 556 in 
Engbnd, and 1,102 in Ireland. 
School attendance.-According to Table IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 364 persons 
a:ttended school, and of these 28 were foreign-born. Of the 36~ white scholars 178 were 
:p:1ales and 185 females. The 1 coloretl pupil was a male. 
Illitomcy.-There were 602 inhabitants of all races, 10 years old and over, unable to 
write, and of these 336 were foreign-born. 
Age and sex ofillitemtes.-Ofthe white illiterates 41 were from 10 to 15 years old, and 
of these :t2 were males anc119 femal~s; 28 were from 15 to 21 years old, of whom 14 were 
males and 14 females; 412 were 21 years old and over, of whom 326 were males and 86 
females. Of the colored illiterates 1 male was 10 years old; 3 males were from 15 to 21 
years old; 45 were 21 years old and over, of whom 33 were males and 12 females; 33 
male and 1 female Chinese, 8 male and 30 female Indians were also reported. 
Educational institutions.-Accorcling to Table XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, tl;le 
total number of educational institutions was 9, having 15 teachers, of whom 7 were 
males and 8 females, to educate 305 pupils, of whom 190 were males and 115 femp,les. 
Amount and sou1·cp, of educational income.-The total income of all the educational in-
stitutions was $8,376, of which $2,876 were derived from taxation and public funds and 
$5,500 from tuition and other sources. 
P1tblic schools.-The 4 public s0hools, with 4 teachers, (2 male and 2 female,) were at-
tended by 175 pupils, of whom 100 were males and 75 females. To educate these they 
had an income of $2,876, derived from taxation and public funds. 
P1·ivate schools.-The 5 clay and boarding schools hadll teachers, (5 males and 6 fe-
males,) and were attended by 130 pupilR, of whom 90 were males and 40 females. They 
had an income of $5,500, derived from tuition and other sources. 
Libraries.-There were 11 public libraries, with 1,10:3 volumes; also1 20 private libra-
ries, with 1,500 volumes; making; in all 31 libraries, containing 2,603 volumes; 
The press.-The 6 periodicals had an aggregate circulation of 1,950 copies, and an 
aggregate annual issue of 243,300 copies. · 
Chu1·ches.-Of the 12 church organizations 12 had edifices with 3,500 sittings, and tke 
church property was valued at $46,000. 
Orirne.-Of the 13 persons imprisoned June 1,1870, 7 were native whites and 6 foreign-
born ; 24 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population.-Of the total population 856 were from 5 to 18 years old. of 
whom 449 were males and 407 females; 8,059 were 10 years old and over, of whom 6,650 
were males anc11,409 were females. 
Occupations.-Six thousand six hundred and forty-five persons of these ages were en-
gaged in variou5l occupations, of whom 6,345 were males and 300 females; 165 persons 
were engaged in agricultural pursuits, of whom 164 were males and 1 female; 3,170 in 
personal and professional services, of whom 2,898 were males and 272 were females; 
1,646 males were engaged in trade and transportation ; 1,664 persons were engaged in 
manufactures and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 1,637 were males and 27 
females. 
Age and sex of working population.-Of the 6,645 employed persons 4 were from 10 to 
15 years old, of whom 1 was a male and 3 females ; 6,633 were from 16 to 59 years old, 
and of these 6,337 were males and 296 females; 8 were 60 years old and over, of whom 
7 were males and 1 femalo. 
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DISTRICT 9F COL UMB,IA. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
[For the school year ended August 31, 1872.] 
Area of the District of Columbia, including the cities of Washington and Georgetown, 
anu an adjacent rural district, generally known as tho county, 64 square miles. 
Population, United States census, 1870: 
W asJ:!j ngton .....•....•.........................•....•..•••••.......... 
Georgetown ...........•...•.•...........•..•.••....••...•............. 
Conn ty .........••......•••••••••....•••.....•.........••••............ 
Total ...............•...•.....•.•......••••..........••.•...••... 
School population, (age 6 to 17 years, inclusive:) 
Washington ..•...•.........••.....••......................•.....•.•.•• 
Georgetown ...•........••.....•••.•...................••.............. 
County •••••...........•......•.....•••...••........ _ .•.•.•... _. _ ..... 
Total ...•....••..••.....••...............•••••.•. · ..•.•.......... 
Pupils enro1lec1 in public schools, 1871-'72: 
Washington •........................•......•................•.......• 
George town .............. -.............. ~. ~ •.....•.................•... 
County ...............•....•...........•.....•......•....•••...•...... 















Aggregate 1mm ber of pupils in private schools, 1872, (report ofU nited States 
Commissioner of Education)....................................... 5,882 
Whole number of seats provided for pupils in the public schools, 1871-'72 : 
Washington .................•................•....................... 11,643 
1, 008 
1, 412 
Georgetown ........................................................... . 
County ....... •. ................••........................•••...... -.-
Total .......................•............•.••..••....••........ 
Whole number of teachers in the public schools, 1871-'72: 






Total ... ·. • . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 263 
==== 
Valuation of taxable property, 1871-'72: 
~~~~;t~~~:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::: : :::: $6~: i~g; ~~ 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . ... :. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 7 4, BOO, 000 
School tax, (per cent.,) 1871-'72: 
~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~:::::::~::::~~::::::::~::~: 







$31 ,701 9" 
13,519 96 
23,41 13 
Total .•••.•.•.... .'..... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 355, G40 07 
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Total payment for public-school purposes, 1871-'72: 
ii:~~~~~~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ : ::: ~ ~ :: ~ ~: ~::: ~:: ~::::: ~::::: ~::: :::::::::: $4i~: ~~~ ~~ 
County . .. _ . . ___ . _ ..•. _. _ •..•.. _ ..• __ ....•... ..• ......... •... -- . . . . . • . . 39, 985 96 
Tot al . _ ..... _ .•••.•....•••... . •.. . .•••••.. __ ......••••.. . -.. . • . . 479, 995 94 
Value of public-school property : · 
Washington .... - --- ... . .... . ......... .. . . -------- - . •••• • ---···---· ---· 
Georgetown ....•.................... . ............ •..•. --- .... - ...... --
County- --------- ...... . . ---- - ·----·· ... . . . •.......•....• . • -···-------





No change has been made in the organizations of t he public-school system of the 
District since the last report. The schools are still under the control of four boards of 
trustees, each one entirely independent of the others. One board has charge of the 
white schools of Washington, one of the white schools of Georgetown, one of t he 
white and· colored schools outside t lle city, (known as county schools, ) and one of the 
colored schools of Washington and Georgetown. The members of the first three are 
appointed by the governor. The fourth board is appointed l>y the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
The school revenue of the District is derived almost entirely from taxation, and in 
no other part of t lw Uniteu States is so heavy a school tax levied. The rate of tax for 
1871-'72 was, in Washington, .006 ; in Georgetown, .0025; in the county, .004. 
W .A.SHINGTON. 
WHITE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Ron. J . 0 . WILSON, supe1'intendent. 
White population ...... . .. .. ... ___ . . . . . . . _. - - - . --.- ... -- ........... -. 
White school population ... ___ . . __ . ... __ . . ....... _ .... __ .. ... . . .... _ .. . 
Numl>cr of pupils enrolled in white public schools ..... . .......... . .. . .. 
Average enrollment __ ._ ... . _ . ... .. .. . . ....... - . . .... • .. . ... _ ......... • • 
Average aU.enda.nce ... .. .. .. ..... .. . .. ....... . ---· . . ....... . ..... . ... . 
Per cent. of attendance on average enrollment . . .......•..... _. _ .. . ___ _ _ 
Numl>er of pupils in private schools .. . . .. . ... --- - .. . ............. ···--· 
Numl>er of regular teachers in public schools .. _ . . ___ . ___ _ . ___ .. __ ..... . 
Number of special teachers in public schools .. -- ... - ...... ___ . __ .... v __ • 
·whole number of teachers .... . . . _ ..... .. . _ ....... .. ___ . . _ ......... __ . . 
Amount paid for teacberE?' salaries .... . . . ..... --·· .... ·· --- · .. . . ...... .. 
Amount paid for incidental expenses . . .. ........... .... . ___ .. ____ . . .. . 
Amount paid for permanent improvements . __ . _ • . _. ___ ........... _ ... . 












$6:~, 605 18 
$132,476 96 
$24 66 
The result of the past year's labor, as exhibited in the annual report , affords unmis-
takable evidence of improvement in the common-school system, and indicates a grow-
ing tendency on the part of all classes to avail themselves of i ts advantages. 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. 
The superintendent repeats the recommendations contained in h is last report, that a 
normal or training Rchool, and a bigll school, be estal>lished without delay. He recom-
mends the erection of a large building for the female schools of the second district, 
and one or more buildings for primary schools in other districts; also, that steps be 
taken for training and educating such boys as are found unmanageable in the public 
schools. He urges the active co-ope1ation of the l>oard with the Delegate in Congress 
to secure the donation of public lands to aiel public education in the District. 
NEW PUBLIC-SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
During the past year the Cranch building, containing 6 rooms, and the Jefferson 
building, with 20 rooms, accommodating 1,200 pupils, have been completed. Tile lat-
ter edifice comprises a center building 111 by 59 feet, and two adjoiniug wings, each 30 
feet 9 inches front by 88 feet deep. The height of tho building is 60 fP.et. Tho third 
story contains the public ball, which occupies 4,600 square feet and is capable of seat-
ing 1,200 persons. There are six play-grounds, two under each wing, each 41 feet 6 
inches by '47 feet, an4 two under the rear of the center 'building, 27 by 39 feet 6 inches 
25 E 
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each. The dcdicatorv exercises took place December 7, 1872. Addresses were made 
by several gentlemen', from whose remarks t~e following ext1~acts a.re take.u: . 
Hon .. J. 0. Wilson, superintendent of pul!hc schools for whit'? children 111 Washmg-
tou said : "Tlw name with which the board of trustees of pubhc schools have thought 
proi1er to honor this grancl edifice calls up the earliest efforts made to establish a sys-
tem of pnblic education in the city of Washington. 
"In August, 1805, the first board of trustees of public schools was organized, and 
Thomas Jefl'err:>on was unanimously elected president of the board. Mr. Jefferson's 
letter of acceptance is in the following words: 
"'MONTICELLO, Augt~Bt 14, 1805. 
"'SIR: A considerable jonrney sonthwanUy from this has prevented my sooner 
acknowle(lgiuO' letters from yourself~ from Mr. Gardiner, and S. H. Smith, announcing 
that I bad bee~ elected by the city council a trustee of tLe public schools to be estab-
lished at '¥ashingtou, and by the trustees to preside at their board. I recei,-ed, with 
due seusibility, these proofs of confidence from the city council a.ocl the board of trust-
ees, and ask the favor of you to tender them my just acknowledgments. Sincerely 
believing that -knowledge promotes the happiness of men, I sba.U ever be disposed to 
contribute my endeavors toward its extension, and, in the instance under considera-
tion, will willingly undertake the duties proposed to me, so far as other paramount 
obligations will permit my attention to them.' 
"Mr. J effer son was re·elected annually, and continued president of i.be board for 
three successive years, when his term of office as President of the United States 
expired and he returned to Monticello. 
"Two schools were established at first, one in the east and one in the west section of 
the city; and it was ordered that two school-houses, each 50 by 20 feet, should be built, 
at a cost not exceeding $1,200 each. The part of the city in which we are now con-
vened was ignorecl in this order. Here might have been seen at that time an uo broken 
wilderness; but if a willful wrong was the:o. done, South W asbington is amply and nobly 
revenged to-day." 
Governor Cooke spoke in strong terms of the" claim of the District of Columbia to 
a share of the beneficence of the National Government, so liberally extended to all the 
other Territories of the United States in aid of education. As early as 1805 a memo-
rial was presented to Congress upon this subject. Through two-t.hirds of a century of 
great history the righteousness of that prayer has beeu of no avail; l>ut still our faith 
abides that this little Territory, forever excluded from the full benefits anfl high privi-
leges of the Union, will at least receive a fair equivalent to the rich dower bestowed 
upon each of Ler ll!ore favoreu sisters." 
Hon. B. G. Northrop, secretary of the Connecticut board of education, after alluding 
to the vast improvement of the Washington City public schools during the last ten 
years in buildings, supervision, instruction, and public regard, spoke of the good 
influence of tbe public school on all, rich or poor, who attended it•~ instruction. "The 
high school is twly democratic; it is a leveler, aml, best. of all, it always levels ~tp.'' 
''·washington bas lately made munificent expenditures for schools, but they will 
prove your mcst profitable investments. I ad vocate the most rigid economy in all 
things, but tLis is by no means a synonym for parsimony. A mere saving of money is 
not economy where there is a proportionate loss of something of greater value. In the 
beautiful letter in which Penn took leave of Lis family, he said to his wife, 'Live low 
anrl sparingly uutil my debts be paid.' Yet for Lis children h e added, 'Let their learn-
iug be liberal, spare no cost, for by such parr,;irnony all is lost that is saved.' Many, 
unlike Penn, would' r;ave' and curtail all educatioual expenses, that they may leave 
a larger fortune for half-educated children to squander in luxnry and idleness, forgetting 
that a good moral am1 mental training is the richest aud safest legae.v, tLe bei'Jt safe-
guard against prodigality. Without it the suduen inheritance of wealth will be likely 
to transform the fru gal boy into a reckless spendthrift. 
"American and European schools have their distincti'\re excellences, and can each 
· learn mucL from the other. Of late the schools of Prussia have been overpraised. 
Though just·ly lauded by Horace Mann, Professor ~towe, and otLers thirty years ago, 
tbey do uot retain tlle same pre-eminence. Relatively there bas been greater progress 
in sume other lands. Stimulated, indeed, by their illustrious example, others bave over-
ta,ken ther;n in tbe race. These remarks apply to the general pn blic-school system, and 
not to the1r m~gnificent uuiversities and other higher institutions. For graduates ~f 
our colleges, w1th fixed principles, studious habits, and disciplined minus, the great um-
versities of Europe proff-er the means of higher culture than America can yet furnish. 
But for our youth the so-called golden opportunities of continental culture Lave been 
greatly exaggerated. For them our schools are better than the European. To send 
our boys away to foreign boarding-schools is a great mistake. This is one of the 
fashionable follies which is just now having its day, for with fasbion one can not rea on. 
" Laws, customs, manners, and institutions educate as well as tue schools. Like an 
atmosphere, these iufluences surround the child, and unconsciously ruol<l Lis character. 
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These elements, healthful and invigorating in republics, are repressive in monarchies, 
wh ere you witn ess on every hand an obsequiousness to rank, a deference to usage, an 
unquestioning submission to mere authority, which are unfriendly to the elasticity, the 
independence, and, still more, to the aspirations of the juvenile mind. The gens d'armes 
standing at every corner make only one of many reminders that there is always near you, 
or rather over you, the outstretched arm of resistless power. In the knowledge of men 
and things, in courage and aspiration, in push and energy, in solid utility, and the 
adaptation of means to ends, American education means more than that of any other 
n ation." 
Mr. Northrop also spoke of the points in which our schools excel those in Europe, 
viz: 1. School architecture; 2. Ventilation; 3. School furniture; 4. Text-books, 5. 
Rapid mential combinations in arithmetic; 6. Geography and map drawing; 7. Reli-
g ious instruction ; 8. School government; 9. Co-education of the sexes; and said, if 
time permitted, be could present twenty pa.rticnlars in which the schools of Europe 
excel ours, and in reference to which we may follow their example and ought to do so. • 
Professor Tyndall said that he had followed all the exercises with the keenest inter-
est. He could not resist the invitation to be present. He was anxious to learn some-
thing of the manner of the education of American youth from personal observa.tion. 
\Vhat he bad seen had deeply interested him. He bad spent two years of his life in 
educating the young, and it was one of the greatest pleasures he had ever experienced 
to see the young mind brighten and expand. He referred to the German educational 
system. It was a splendid one, but not suitable for America. 
Senator Patterson expressed himself as believing that all the States owe a debt of 
gratitude to tho District of Columbia for what it has clone during the years past, a.ncl 
for the reason that the people of the District were in a certain sense the representa-
tives of all the people. Strangers judge very much of the whole country by what 
they see here. The substantial advancement accomplished in ten years was most grat-
ifying. He thought tllat Congress, in its failure to set apart a portion of the public 
domain for the support of schools in the District, bad perhaps acted too much on the 
principle that "to him that hath shall be given, but from him that hath not sllall be 
taken away even that which be bath." 
Mr. Mori, the embassador from Japan, spoke of himself as the only representative 
present of a nation with whom education is at its dawn. Tile exercises had given him 
the greatest pleasure. He sketched briefly the new plan of education that had just 
been adopted in Japan. 
Tlle UHited States Commissioner of Educat,ion was invited to address the audience, 
but declined to make any extended remarks on account of the length of the previous 
exercises. 
The following letter was received from the President of the United States: 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, 
Washington, D. C., December 6, 1872. 
MY DEAR SIR: I regret that I shall be unable to be present, in accordance with your. 
very polite invitation, at the formal opening and dedication to-morrow of the Jefferson 
school building. The cause of education is one in which all good citizens must take 
great interest, and the praiseworthy efforts in behalf of that great object made by the 
District of Columbia can but be a source of great gratification to its citizens, and reflect 
much credit upon the officers in charge of the work. 
It would afford me much pleasure to be present to-morrow, if my public engagements 
would allow, and I beg you to accept my thanks for your kind invitation. 
Very respectfully, yours, · 
:Mr. J. ORMOND WILSON, 
Superintendent of Public Schools. 
U.S. GRANT. 
COLOR:kD PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF WASHINGTON AND GEORGETOWN. 
GEORGE F. T. COOK, superintendent. 
Colored school population of Washington and Georgetown .. _ ..... _. . . . . 9, 328 
Nnmber of children enrolled in colored schools ... _ ..... _ .•.. ___ .. _ ... _.. 4, 661 
Average enrollment ......... __ .... _ .... ____ .. _ ....•. ___ .... _ .. _. __ .. _. 3, 481 
Average attendance _____ . __ ..... ___ .. _ .•... __ ... _ ..... ___ .. ____ ... ___ . 3, 261 
Increase over last year in attendance_ .. ___ ... __ ......•.. _. __ .. ____ . _... 271 
P er ceut. of attendance _ ... _ .. _ ...... _. _ .. ____ .... _ . ___ ..... _ .. _ ... ___ . 93. 6 
Number of school-houses·-----·----------··----- .... -----· .... ·---.... 9 
Number of sittings in all the school-houses_·-.--· .. _ .... __ ._ .. __ --·____ 4, 259 
Number of schools, (primary 41, secondary 17, intermediate 10, grammar 7) 75 
Number of teachers, (female)·---·· .... ·----··----· ...... -·-··-----.... 84 
Average monthly pay of teachers . __ . __ . ___ .... __ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. _ .. _.. $63 
Average number of pupils to a teacher-·----·····- · ·----·: ___ ·-··...... 47 
Amount of receipts for colored public schools, (1871-'72) ......•...••..... $127,183 94 
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The report for 1871-'72 shows a gain of 6 schools and 13 teachers over the year pre-
vious. It is an inuieation <;>f increasing stability in the schools that, while the total 
enrollment is less than the year before, the average attendance bas increased. Another 
indicl'ttion of improvement is the great reduction in the per cent. of tardiness in 
noarly all the schools. 'fhe past year bas been altogether one of great prosperity and 
advancement. 
A high school bas been established, which it is hoped will act in a measnre as a train-
ing school until the establishment of a normal school. Several graduates from this 
and the grammar schools are already teaching in the public schools of the city, with 
mm·ked success. 
Music is taught in all the schools, two special teachers being employed for the pur-
pose. 
Examinations are held semi-annually, and promotions made, based upon the stand-
ing of the pupils in these examinations. 
The rules relating to the course of study in these schools provide that lessons wl1ich 
require study after ~<chool hours shall not be given to pupils in the primary schools, 
and lessons that require more than two hours of study shall not be required of pupils 
in the intermediate or grammar schools. 
DEDICATION OF THE SUMNER Pl]BLIC-SCHOOL BUILDING. 
This building, though not the first in school capacity, is altogether the finest that 
has yet been erected for the colored schools, and will compare favorably with the best 
school buildings in the Northern States. It contains 9 school-rooms, 3 recitation rooms, 
and a spac;;ious hall, nsed at prese11t for the high scLool. It is heated throughout with 
steam, and i,s well ventilated. The basement is occupied by two large play-rooms. It 
is probably the .finest colored public-school edifice in the United States. Tile bnilding 
was named by the board of trustees of colored schools in honor of Hon. Cllarles 
Sumner. 1'be exercises connected with the dedication took place September 2, 18i2. 
From the. addresses made upon this occasion the following remarks are extracted : 
George F'. 1'. Cook, superintendent of the colored schools of Washington and George-
town, briefly reviewed tile history of the colored public schools in the District. The 
first school was organiznd in March, l r.:64, and the first school-house built in tbe winter 
of 1864-'65. This building contained four rooms, two of which were illy adapted to 
school purposes, and the internal arrangements were of the poorest order. The num-
ber of school-houses has increased to 9. Some of these buildings, in convenience; com-
fort, and architectural beauty, are not surpassed in the District. The number of teach-
ers bas increased from 3 to 84, and the number of pupils from 100 to nearly 5,000. All 
this bas been done in less than 8 years. Experience has shown that the style of school 
buildiugs has a potent influence upon the deportment and character of the children. 
AH they improve, the children are more regular in attendance, more devoted to study, 
and evince a nicer sense of propriety. 
General N. P . Cbipm~Ln, who represented Governor Cooke on this occasion, received 
from the trustees, in tlJC name of the District of Columbia, t.be keys of Snmn•Jr school 
building, "a t emple of education "\vortby of the man whom it is intended to honor by 
bearing his name.'1 He paid a glowing tribute to the liberality of the citizens of 
WasbingtOJ~ in snsta~ni.ng eclncation, remarking that, notwithstanding the r;omplain~s 
entered aga!llst taxatiOn, no runrmnreverescapecl them ao·ainst supporting their public 
schools, and closed by complimenting the officers of the cglored schoole. upou their man-
agement and illc success wllich had attended their efforts. 
General John Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education. being called npon, 
remarked : "You a::;k rne to add to the expressions of th is interesting oc:casion. Thi 
high-school building for the colored children of Washington, com bini ug, as it does, the 
grace of architecture with all the arpliances and furnishing of the best modern school-
buildings, this audience, and the wise words that have been addressed you by the able 
speakers who have preceded me, each and all are full of significance, and teach a lesson 
to which no art, no oratury, no sculpture, no painting, can give full cxpre sion. They 
recall all the vast of this race, which is even now mf'rging into the fullness of freedom; 
they ~re an can!est of the present with Hs rich fruitiou, and a pledge of the .nobler 
prom1se of the future-that future, the grounds of whose hope rest upon the sohd, un-
derlying present fact of free schools. 
"What a step this da,.v marks, from that time when to this whole people even the 
knowledge of ~he ~})_)habet was forbidden by law; that day when they bad no ?ontr~l 
of the labor of theu own bands; no possession of tl.Jcir own person; no certamty m 
the dearest and holiest relations of husband aud wife, of parent and child; wheu they 
held all things wholly at tbe will of another. Through the great tran. itions of ti.Je 
past few re.an~, tbe J>.upils who are to eujoy the privileges of this school, the people 
whose race JS to ue directly benefited, have come each into the pus ·ession of b1 own 
person, and to the enjoyment of all the personal rirrhts and privileges guaranteed to 
every citizen in the American Constitution. These ~hano·cs are manifest in the appear-
ance of th.is audience. ~::> 
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"This buildi~g. now dedicated to learning, is ·set apart to assure the growth of these 
youth in knowledge and virtue. Her!~ they are to receive education as free as the light 
and air of heaven. vVhat words of mine can add to the significance 0f such an occasion f 
Shall I attempt to gild fine gold'~ 
"The thought that comes to me most forcibly is that this school building, grand as 
it is, indispensable as it is, is, nevertheless, but the instrument and not the end ; and 
with all its cunning appliances must fail unless there is on the part of teachers, com-
petency, diligence, faithfulness; on the part of school officers, wisdom, watchfulnes.s, 
and earnestness;. and on the part of parents, an inte1ligent appreciation, and daily and 
hourly sympat.hetic co-operation, so as to secure the regular and punctual attendance 
and attentive and assidnout-> efforts of the pupils. Without these, this noble building 
will stand here as a monument of folly rather than a temple of wisdom. The motives 
which will inspire a high endeavor must be brought out, emphasized, and fixed in the 
minds of all. No indolent acceptance of good gifts will avail to wi;n the harvests that 
should here ripen and be garnered. Effort- earnest, persistent, unremitting- on the 
part of each, is the law of success in the domain of mind as of mat.ter." 
COLLEGES, LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS, ETC. 
In compliance with the demands upon this office for information respecting the 
various institutions in this District, these additional notes are included: 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
This institution was chartered by Congress in August, 1846, and the corner-stone of 
the present building was laid May 1, 1847. Its endower to the extent of $G15,000 was 
James Smithson, a man of high scientific attainments, a native and resident of 
England. The objec!i of the testator was, in his own words, "the increase and diffLt-
sion of knowledge among men." An account of the system pursued by the institution 
and of it.s museum and library, was given in the report of this bureau for 1871. . 
The permanent fnnd of the institution has been increased from $541,000 to upward 
of $700,000, by savings and judicious investments. 
While attention bas been given to all parts of the original law of Congress in relation 
to the institut ion, the latter has contributed to ad vance almost every branc b of science, as 
evinced by the eighteen volumes of its series of qun.rto publications entitled "Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge;" while it has diffused valuable information 
through its two ot.her series, viz, "Miscellaneous Collections" and "Annual Reportt->." 
The character of these publications is briefly given by Professor Hemy in his report 
of 1871. The first consists of memoirs containing positive additions to science resting 
on original research, and which are generally the result of investigations to which 
the institution bas in some wa.y rendered assistance. " Miscellaneous Collections" are . 
composed of works intended to facilitate the study of branches of natural h istory, me-
teorology, &c., and are designed espepially to indue~ individuals to engage in studies 
as specialties. 
The annnal report, besides an account of the operations, expenditures, and condition 
of the institution, contains translations from works not generally accessible to Ameri-
can students, reports of lectures, extracts from correspondence, &c. The President of 
the United St.ates is, ex officio, presiding officer of the institution, and Chief Justice 
Chase is president of the Board of Regents. 
A:Y.I:ERICAN UNION ACADEMY OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ART. 
The objerts of this' academy, which was organized November 1, 1869, are "To secure 
CO·OlJeration and eoncert of action in the advancement and diffusion of know1cdge, to 
::tid inquiri es in any department of learning, and to promote the elevation of taste in 
this community and throughout the count.ry." 
The acn.demy is divi1led into the following departments : 1. Mathematics, engineer-
ing, and mechanic~; . 2. Ph.vsics and chemistry. 3. Medical science and hygiene. 4. 
Psychology, ethics, and social sciences. 5. Ethnology and natural history. 6. Archm-
ology, geography, 11nd civil history. 7. Philology and literature. 8. Fine arts, archi-
t ecture, and music. 9. Law and polity. 10. Finance, statistics, aucl polit.ical economy. 
The regular meetings of the academy are held on the last Mond ay of·each. month . 
At these meetings, papers approved for reading by the appropriate committees are read, 
discussions held, and queries answered. Any visitor may be invited to speak, or any 
special topic may ue introduced for considera,tion, by vote of a majority of the mem-
bers present. John William Draper, M. D., LL.D., was the first president of the acad-
emy. After the departure of Dr. Draper for Europe, Dr. Francis Lieber was elected 
president .. The recent death of Dr. Lieber left a vacancy not yet filled. 
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COLUMBIAN COLLEGE. 
This ins+.itution, which was established in Philadelphia in 1~14, by sev~r~l Baptist 
ministers, prominent among whom was the Rev .. ~uther H1ee, was ongmal_ly de-
sio-ned for the education of candidates for the Immstry. The regular exerc1ses of 
the college were commenced in January, 1822, uuder tb_e di~ection of an able fac-
ulty. The medical department of the college was orgam~ed m the sam~ year, and 
the law department in 1tl26. The president of the coUege IS James C. Wellmg, LL.D., 
professor of moral and intellectual philosophy and history. He succeeded the Re1. 
G. W . Samson, D. D., who resigned in 1871. . . . 
The college consists of three departments, viz: 1. The academic department1 mcluclmg 
the preparatory and collegiate department, with six professors an_d two assistant pro-
fessors . 2. The law school, with three professors, (located on Fifth street, between 
D and E streets, north west.) 3. The medical school, with seven professors, not includ-
ing several emeritus professors. 
At present the law school bas about 150 students; the medical school, 53; and the 
academic school, 120. At the last commencement of the institution the academic school 
graduated 7, the medical school 7, and the law school 70 students. Profe_ssor Lemu~l 
Tyler, LL.D., is instructor of the senior law class, and Professor John 0. Riley, M.D., IS 
dean of the medical faculty. 
A library of considerable magnitude is attached to the college. 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY. 
Howard University, General 0. 0. Howard, LL.D., president, is located near the head 
of Seventh stree!i, just outsido of the northern boundary of Washington. It was 
organized by a special act of Congress in 1867, and forms a part of a general system 
of institutions of leaming which have grown out of the continued action of benevolent 
associations in concert with the Preedmen's Bureau, wbich in some instances estab-
lished, and in others aided in establishing, these institutions. 
It was intended as a national institution for higher education in the tra.ining of teach-
ers and in the usual college course, (including preparatory and normal departments,) 
as also in the departments of theology, medicine, law, and agriculture; and to be truly 
a university of the highest gnuie, specially for colored men, though not exclusively, 
there being no designation of race or sex in the act of incorporation. There are eight 
buildings in use. The principal edifice is four stories in height, and contains rooms for 
l ectures and recitations, a chapel, library, philosophical rooms, mntleum, aud offices. 
Miner Hall, for the lodgment of female students, is tllree stories in height, aud will 
accommodate 100 persons. Clark Hall, the lodging-bouse for young men, will accommo-
date 200 studentH. In its basement is a large room adapted to military drills and 
gymnastic exercises. 
Tlle builClings for the medical and normal <'lepartments, and hospital, with their 
grounds, adjoin the university park. The general hospital connected with this de-
partment will accommodate 300 natients. (An account of this will be found under 
the head of" Statistics of charitable institutions in the District of Col urn bia.") 
The university at present (November, 1872) consi~ts of seven departments, viz: The 
normal, with H:lO, the preparatory, with 60, the collegiate, with 32, the law, with 71, the 
commercial, witli 30, the medical, with 37, and the theological, with 26 students. 
Connected with the university is a grammar school of 30 pupils, taught by a lady 
student. Rev. J. B. Reeves, (colored,) D. D., is professor of theology; and bas been the 
means of fitting for the ministry many able and worthy youug men . Professor John 
M. Langston, A.M., is tbe dean of the law school . A marked featnre in the educational 
progress of the District, of special interest, bas been the graduation within two years 
of 26 young colored men, and 1 lady, from the law department of the universit~·, 
under the ins~ruction of Professor Langston. In spite of previous disadvantages, they 
gave proof of thorough and excellent attainments in their professional studies. Of 
the 27 graduates mentioned, 18 are practicing Jaw, and the remainder have remunera-
tive positions for which their legal knowledge pecnliarly fits them. 
Although, at first, assisted by the Government in establishing the institution, the 
trustees of the university now depend upon yeal'ly contributions and endowments, and 
moneys derived from students for board and tuition. Toward a purposed endowment 
of $300,000, $100,000 have been subscribed. President Grant, Hon. Da.Yid Clark, Hon. 
Gerrit ~mitb, Professor John M. Langston, and John Taylor, esq., of London, are 
among the principal contributors. 
The university possesses a library of over 6,500 volumes, a mineralogical cal inet, 
a museum of curiosities, and a picture galler.v. Abont two-thirds of the students are 
of African descent; the remainder are of different nationalities, including white , 
Indians, Chinamen, &c. 
GEORCETOW. COLLEGE. 
Georgetown College, Rev. John Early, S. J., president, couducted under Roman 
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Catholic auspices, is situated on the heights ,of Georgetown, District of Columbia. It 
was founded by the Hev. John Carroll, S. J. subsequently the first archbishop of Bal-
timore. The first building was erected in 1789. The classical department was opened 
in 1792, and in March, 1815, t.he college was raised by Congress to the rank of a univer-
sity. The faculty of the college consists of the president and 21 professors. 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred on those students only who have com-
pleted the regular courSfl satisfactorily. 
A course of mathematics and one of the modern languages are obligatory upon a.U 
the classical students. 
Two general examinations are bad during the year: the minor, or "middle," in 
January, at the end of the first term, and the major, or "final," in Jnne. 
At the beginning of each month the marks and the standing of the students in 
t.heir respective classes for the preceding month :tre publicly proclaimed and testi-
monialH awarded to those who ha;-e attained the prescribed degree of excellence. 
A quarterly report of the standing in class: the progress, and general conduct of 
each student, is sent to his parents or guardia.n. . 
The classical department bad 179 students at the close of the term in June last. 
The medical department, Noble Young, M. D., president, wus organized in May, 
1851, and has 10 instructors. The lecture-rooms are at the corner of Tenth and 
E streets, northwest. During the past year 62 students were in attendance. A school 
of pharmacy bas recently been organized in the college, in which diplomas are given 
for proficiency. This school had four graduates last year. 
The law department, F street between Ninth and Tenth, was organized in Octo-
ber, 1870, .Judge Charles P . James, LL. D., vice-president, and gave instruction during 
the yea1· ended. in J nne last to 46 students. 
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR TI-IE DEAF AND DUlVIB. 
This institntion, E. M. Gallaudet, Ph. D., LL. D., president, was founded by Hon. 
Amos Kendall, (who was its first president,) and was chartered by Congress February 16, 
18[>7. It is located near the junction of M and Boundary streets, northeast. It is the onl,y 
deaf-mute college in the world. "The object of the directors in establishing a school 
of this grade, unprecedented in the history of deaf-mute instruction," says tile 
"alJDOUDCement" of the college, ''was in part to prove, what bad been doubted uy 
some, that persons deprived of the senses of hearing and speech could, in spite of their 
disability, eJJguge successfully in the advanced studies pursued in colleges for the 
hearing. The more important end in view, however, was to afford to a class of 
persons in the comrnun it.y, already numerous and increasing steadily with the 
population, au opportunity to secure the advantages of a rigid and thorough course 
of intellectual training in the higher walks of literature and the liberal arts. T!Je 
experience of nearly five years in the progress of the college has fillly satisfied those 
familiar with its workings that their asAumption as to the ability of deaf·mutes to 
master the arts and sciences was well founded; w bile at the same time the expressions 
of interest which the enterprise has called forth from instructors of youth, from 
deaf-mutes and their friends, and from the public journals, are taken as evidence 
that the community approve the undertaking." 
Seven professors, including the presiuent; are employed, and the course of study is 
substantially the same as in other colleges. The students are taught by signs and the 
finger-alphabet; but the time consumed in pursuing the studies of the preparatcr~ 
department and the collegiate department proper is no longer than that reqnireu by 
other colleges. The instit.ution consists of two departments, one called the Natioraal 
Deaf-mute College, · organized in 1864, the other the preparatory department, 
organized in 1857. The latter department is especia.lly for residents of t.he District of 
Columbia and the children of soldiers and sailors. The branches taught are those iu 
which instruction is given in t.he usual primary, grammar, and high schools. About 
seven years are required to complete the course of studies in this department., and 
about four years in the National Deaf-mute College. Instruction in articulation is 
given those who promise to profit by it. Quite a number of students have been 
taught to speak with tolerable distinctness and flnency, and at the annual commence-
ment of the college in June last, two of the graduates were believed to be sufficiently 
proficient in articulation to deliver their orations ora1ly. Owing to the publicity of 
tbe occasion and their natural diffidenc~, however, they concluded not to run the risk 
of failure, and spoke in the sigu-language. 
The instituhon is at present attended by about 100 stndents. Of this number about 
one-third are females. The students in the college proper are all males, and come from 
twenty-s~ven different States of th~ Un~on. In 1869 there were 4 graduates from the 
college; m 1870 there were 5; and m 18t2 (at the commencement in June last) there 
were 8. All of these graduates, so far as can be learned, are cloing wNl and receiving fair 
· salaries. One of t.hem is an assistant examiner in the Patent Office, having received 
his appointment after a competit.ive examination over seventeen other applicants; one 
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is a microscopist in the Coast-Survey Office; several are in different departments of the 
Government as clerks ; but the maJority are engaged in teaching in deaf a.nd dumb 
institutions. 
A sma.ll library and reading-room are attached to the institution, supported mainly 
by congressional appropriations, by tbe tuit.ion-fees of p::ty ing pupils, (a small number,) 
and by voluntary contnbutions. During the past year a chemical laboratory h.as been 
added to the institution. Until last year twcnty-tlve scholarships were proYided by 
the Government. These scholarships have been alwlished by Congress, which body, it is 
presumed, will hereafter make more liberal appropriations for the support of the institu-
tion. Prior to last year t.he amount annually appropriated was $40,000, with occasional 
extra allowances for building purposes. Last year the appropriation for the support of 
the institution was $48,000; and $70,000 were appropriated to purchase what is known 
as "Kendall Green," a tract of 100 acres adjoining the college. The purchase was 
recently concluded for $85,000, a number of benevolent gentlemen contributing to 
make up the dift'ercnce between this sum and the congressional appropriation . 
As it is estimated that there are at least 20,000 deaf-mutes in the United States; and 
as an of the different States of the Union, except Florida, have recently established 
preparatory schools for the education of their deaf-mutes, it is believed that within a 
short time the National Deaf-mute College will be unable to accommodate the large 
number that will apply for admission. But one wing of the college proper has been 
built, and the friends of the institution are anxious to see the main structure erected 
as soon as possible. Since the establishment of the institution it has instructed 223 
students. Of this number 71 were attendants of the National Deaf-mute College. Pro-
fessor Gallaudet is at present in Europe for the benefit of his health. 
GONZAGA COLLEGE. 
This institution, which was formerly known as the "Washington Seminary," was 
reopened for the youth of Washington and vicinity on the 2c1 of October, 1848. It is 
conducted by the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, (Roman Catholic,) and is located on 
I street, between North Capitol and First streets, northwest, near Saint Aloysius 
church. The president is the Rev. James Clark, S. J. This college was incorporated 
by Congress in May, m58, under the name of the" president and directors of Gonzaga 
College." The college is intended for day scholars only, irrespective of creed or relig-
ious profession. It is usually atteuded by about 150 students, whose ages range from 
10 to 18 years, and has 7 instructors. 
WAYLAND SEMINARY. 
This institution was organized in 1865, having for Hs object the educa.tion of preach-
ers and teachers for the colored people. Its present location is at the corner of Nine-
teenth and I streets, but land has recently been purchased for new buildings upon 
Meridian Hill, on Sixteenth street, and the fuucls for the erection of the buildings are 
in process of collection among the members of the Ba.ptist denomination . The value of 
the school property at present is estimated at $10,000. Funds for the current expenses 
of the nstitution are fnrnished by Sabbath-schools, individuals, and chnrches. The 
American Baptist Home Mission Society has the general charge of the support of the 
school. 
The school has three departments-theological, academic, and normal. The number 
of students during tho past year was 85, of whom 70 were males and 15 females . 'fhe 
average age of the students is about 23 years. Connected with the school is a 
students' home, where 45 are boarJed, the funds for t.heir support coming from abroad, 
w.it!Jout which aid it would have been impossible to carry on the school. Th<> inst.ruct-
ors are the Rev. G. M. P . King, A. M., principal, and two assistants. 
TIJE WASHINGTON BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
The Washington Business College, H . C. Spencer, president, is located at the corner 
of Seventh and L streets, northwest. This college is one uf the intemational as oet:.l-
tions of business colleges. The conrse of instruction comprises: Busine s arithme-
tic, grammar, composition and correspondence, commercial geography, United State 
history, spelling, reading, and clecbmn.tion, pcurnanship, book-kcepiug applied to the 
various kinds of business, actnall>nsine s practice, commercial law, political economy, 
phonography, French and German languages, and inciJental lectures and exercise · 
Average membership, about 160. 
TilE LAW COLLEGE OF TilE NATIONAl. UNIVERSITY. 
This college, located at 1: o. 501 Fi ftb street, is now in the lthird year of its exi tence, 
and was established, mainly through the efi'orts of Professo1· W. B. Wedgewood, a a 
bra:tcc of a projected national university. 
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The chancellor is the President of the United States, ex officio j the vice-chancellor, 
Professor W. B. Wedgewood, LL.D. ; G. Yfv. Paschal, president of the regents; T. C. 
Connelly, secretary; the law professors being JUL1ges Joseph Cm~ey and Arthn.r Mac-
Arthur and Professor vVedgewood. The first an nual commencement was held m May 
last, 31' students graduating, and President Grant signing and presenting; the diplomas 
as chancellor. Since the organization of the college, instruction has been given to 175 
students. All the officers·of the college serve gratuitously, and the students arc charged 
only a sufficient sum to cover expenses. Recitations are held daily, and on Saturday 
evenings moot-courts are conducted by the professors. 
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY. 
The National College of Pharmacy commences its career under very favorable aus-
pices. The first year's expenses have 1een assured by the liberal contributions of the 
pharmacists of the Distric""· of. Colnmbia; convenient rooms in the building of the 
Colonization Society, corner of Penns.vlvanin avenue and Four-and-a-half street, have 
1een secured; necessary apparatus for giving practical illustrations in the several 
branches taught has been obtained, and the services of gentlemen of eminence to fill 
the several professional chairs have been secured. 
Tho course oflectnres will embrace. materia medica and botany, practical chemistry, 
and the theory and practice of pharmacy. Instruction in these several branches "·ill 
he as thorougll as possible. 
Q~talijications for· gmduation.- Applicants for graduation must be 21 years of age, and of 
good moral character; have attended two full courses of lectures in this college, or one 
course in some respectable college ofpbarmacy,or medical college, where the same brn,nches 
are taught, and the last course in this college; have had four years' experience in the drng 
business, of which circumstance sufficient evidence shall be produced; have presented 
to the board of trustees an original thesis upon some sullject applicable to ph:umacy, 
written with ueatness alHl accuracy; h ave been recommended in writing by tho com-
mittee on examination ·and the professors jointly. Upon final approval by the board 
of trustees, the diploma of tlle college will be granted. 
'l'be degree conferred at graduation is that of Graduate in Pharmacy. At the expi-
rat.ion of three years, upon the evidence of professional advat1cement, that of Master 
of Pharmacy may be conferred; and upon those who, for ten years, shall have Ulaiu-
tained the dignity and honor of the profession, the degree of Doctor of Pharmacy may 
be conferred. 
PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
The public libraries are great educational repositories. Those of national im-
portance are tlle Library of Congress, the library of the Department of State, tlJe 
document library of Congress, the library of the Naval Observ~ttory. the Patent-Office 
library, and the medical and surgical library of the Army Medical Museum. 
The Libmry of Congress now comprises tlle library of the Smithsonian Institution, 
the copyright library of the Patent Office, the law libr:1ry of the Supreme Court, and 
to it was adued, a few yea.rs since, the library of Peter Force, ex-mayor of vVashington. 
Its collect ion numbers over 245,000 volumes, being t,he largest in t,he United Sta.tes. 
Cougress appropriates $10,000 ann ually for the incre:1se of tbe library, and has further 
enacted tllat two copies of every book copyrigllted in the Uuited States slla,ll be depos-
i ted here. Any person is allowed to examine the books, 1ut IJone are permitted to be 
takeu a"''\·ay except by the Presiucnt of the United States, the Vice-President, members 
of tile Senate and House of H.epresentatives, judges of the Supreme Court, Cabinet 
officers, the Diplomatic Corps, and a few other high officials. A. R. Spofford, esq., is 
libmrian . 
The l!ibrary of the A 1·my Medical Mttseu.rn numbers about 32,000 volumes, principally 
medical and surgical works, some of them being very rare and valuable, and the only 
copies in the United States. Among these latter may be mentioned Mascagni's Ana-
tomical Plates. Congress usually appropriates $3,000 annually for tlle purchase of 
books for this library, but at its last session doubled this sum. This is re~tlly the 
nucleus of what promises to 1e a great na,tional medical and surgical library. It is open 
at a,ll times to students and others. Siloulu the Government conclude iu the future to 
construct a building for a great national library, as it is believed it will, this collection 
(as well as all other lioraries-including the L ibrary of Congress-connected with the 
different departments of tlle Government) will be removed, and will form one eli vision 
of it. 
The Library of the Department of Ag?·icultu?'e contains over 8,000 volumes. It is the 
most complete in agricultural literature of any in the country, comprisino· nearly all 
the standard works on agriculture and its kindred sciences of botany, ge;logy, mete-
orology, eutomology, &c.; also, nearly complete sets of tlle reports and transactions of 
the various boards of agricult.mo in tlle United States, a,nd of the leading agricultural 
and scientific, associations of Europe. An attractive feature of the library is a, series 
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of eleven elegant folio volumes, presented by the Emperor of Austria,, fi lled with costly 
engravings, (by the new procesg of ''~atl!-re-painting,") embracing n.early a comp.lete 
flora of Central Europe. The collectiOn IS yearly swelled by the choiCest productwns 
of the foreign scientific and industrial press, especially fr~m that of Fra~ce an~ Ger-
many. Exchanges a.re at present made with over 1,500 native and 300 fore1gn societies. 
The Library of the Depm·tment of the Interi01· contains about 5,000 volumes of a mis-
cellaneous character. The books are available only to employes of the Department. 
About $1,500 are spent yearly in making additions to the collection . . 
The Library of the Treasnry Depm·tment comprises 5,000 or 6,000 volumes of a miscella-
neous character. No addit.ions are being made to this collection . . 
The Libra1·y of the Depa:1·tment of State e.ontains nearly 19,000 volumes, embracmg 
works on diplomacy, international law, &c. . 
The Doournent Libraries of the Senate and. House of Representatives con tam nearly 100,000 
volumes of documents, reports, debates, &c. . 
The Lib1·a1·y of the Young Men's Cll?'istian Association of Wat;hington contams 12,500 
volumes, and is under the charge of t.be ·washington L ibrary Company . . It embraces 
every species of general literature. The books are free to the use of all, m the rooms, 
but only members or subscribers can take them away. · 
ThP Odcl-JJ'ellows Libra1·y is of a miscellaneous character, and has 3,500 volumes. It is 
limited to the use of the members of the ordor, their widows and children. 
The Libra1·y of the Naval Observato1·y is noticed under that instit ution. 
THE PATENT-OFJ~ICE MODEL-ROOM:. 
The United States Pateut-Ofiice occupies two squares, bounded by F and G and Sev-
enth and Ninth streets, northwest. A portion of the building is occupied by the 
Interior Department and its bureaus. The whole of the upper story, consisting Clf four 
halls, each contaiuing galleries, and measuring, the north and south balls 242 feet, and 
the east and west halls 27::! feet in lengt.h, by 75 feet in width, are filled with glass cases, 
of which there are at present 349, C[tlculated to hold on an avern.ge 500 models each. 
There are now about 130,000 models in these cases. During the past year some 23,000 
models of rejected applications, and representing all classes of inventions, have been 
distributed, on application, amoug some 71 educational institutions in all parts of the 
country. Besides the models of patents which this great gallery of inventive art con-
tains, it bolUs many curiosities of national interest, such as interesting relics of George 
'Vashingt.on, the original printing-press of Benjamin Franklin, unique presents from 
the rulers of foreign countries to American Presidents, &c., and is one of the main points 
of attraction to visitors at the capital. It is the finest and largest collection of the 
kind in the woTld. . 
In connection with the model-room may be mentioned the fact that drawings of 
eYery model presented are made, and are so classified and iiled that any one desiring 
information in regard to a particular suhject has only to consult them to ascertain the 
character of every patent issuP.d, since the establishment of the office~ relating to the 
matter about which he seeks to be enlightened. Another educatioual aO'encv connected 
with tlw Patent-Office is tho Patent-Office C]azett.e, a weekly publica'hon; containing 
tl1e list of patents, re-issues, designs, extensions, and trade-marks, with iUustrations of all 
the mechanical patents andre-is~:>ues . It is published simultaneously with the delivery 
of the patents desm·ibed in its columns, and also contains subject-matter and inventors' 
indices of the contents. In addition, it contains early reports of tLe Commissioner's 
decisions on appeals, interlocutory or otherwise, and decisions oi the United States 
courts in the matters of patents and trade-marks. 
The Gazette has been published since the commencement of the present year, ancl is 
distributed gratis, under act of Congress, to nine public libraries in each cong-ressio~al 
district, as iu(l.icated by the member for the same. Half a year forms a volnme, whi?ll 
is h:wdsomely bound, and contains an index and digest of tbe decisions of the Commis-
sioner and the courts, and makes a book of 654 pages text, 208 pages of engravings, 16 
pages of index; total, 878 pages. . 
The illustrations consist of selected portions of the photo-lithographic engavmO's, 
which are made to accompany the patents. These are grouped on cards, eight to each 
week's i~:>sne, and a negative, containing the contents of each card reduced t? on~­
quartcr size, is obt2.i::pc! by the photographic process. A print of each negative ~ 
trau ferrec1 to stone, the pages imposed iu octavo, and the remainder of the process IS 
that of ordinary lithographic printing. 
TilE BOTANICAL GARDE~, 
located a few hundred yards west of the Capitol, contains over 4,000 species of plant , 
geographically arranged, from :1lmost every quarter of the globe. 
The garden was established in 1858, the nucleus of the collection being furnished by 
the Wilkes Exploring Expedition. 
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The collection is being continually enlarged by purchase, by excba:nges with foreign 
conservat.ories, and by contributions from United States diplomatic agents abroad. A 
lecture-room has recently been attached to the garden, where students in botany may 
at all times pursue their investigations. 
THE CORCORAN ART GAI-LERY. 
which contains a collection of paintings and statuary valued at several hundred 
thousand dollars, was donated to the city of ·washington by Mr. vV. W. Corcoran, in 
1869. It is tlle inteDtion of the donor to establish, in connecLion with the gallery, au 
art school, for practical instru(ftion in drawing, pai!lting, sculpture, &c. The value of 
the whole gift, including the building, which is worth $250,000, will ultimately reach 
nearly $1,000,000. The admission will be free on at least two days of each week. The 
date of opening is now placed for the early winter of 1873. 
THE MUSEUM OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
possesses the collections made by more than fifty Government expeditions, and thou-
sands of contributions from other sources. They embrace the larger North American 
and European mammalia, both skins and skeletons; stuffed birds and fish; a series of 
minerals, meteorites, fossils, rocks, plants, origiuals and casts of t.be giant vertebrates 
of tlw past and present time, and a display of objects of human art and industry. 
During the present year the mineral cauinet, fossil Indian curiosities, &c., of the Gen-
eral Land Office were t.rausferred to tho Smithsonian museum. 
Previous to the last two years Congress made an annual appropriat.ion of $4,000 for 
the keeping of the Smithsonian mnseum; but since theu it has increased this sum to 
$15,000, and has apptopriated an equal sum toward fitting up large rooms for the bet-
ter display of the specimens. The value of this museum to the stutlcnt can not be 
estimated. · 
THE MUSEUM OF THE DEPAH.TMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
occupies the whole of the large ball on the second floor. Among other objects here 
represented are samples of cotton, wool, flax, silk, jute, v:uec, and other :fibers; 
wheat, barley, oats, an(l other cereals; grasses from various foreign countries; spec-
imens of some of the various grains, and tobacco from our own country; papP-r from 
various products, and in great variety, including Chinese and Japanese papers; honey, 
sorghum, cane and beet sugars and sirups; domesticfowls, &c. Aleadingfeatureofthe 
mu~:>eum is its department of model fruits and vegetables, embracing fac-simile repre-
sentations of the various fruits and vegetables of the United ~tates, so arranged as to 
exhibit their adaptations to the various soils and climates of the country. Attached 
to the museum are representations of birds anu of variuns insects, with their trans-
formations, showing such as are specially beneficial or injurious to the crops. 
THE ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM, 
which is a branch of the Surgeon-General's Office, is an outgrowth of the great rebel-
lion, and is located in w bat was Ford's Theater, on Tenth street, between E and F. 
The collections of the museum are divided into sections, as follo'"'A: 1. Tho surgical 
section~ containing 6,500 specimens, showing the effects of missiles of every vadety on 
all parts of tlw human body. 2. The medical section, contu.ining 1,500 specimens, tlie 
majority of which illustrate morbid conditions of the internal organs in fever, chronic 
dysentery, &c. 3. The microscopical section contains 5,000 specimens, embracing di::;-
severed tissues, dissevered organs, &c. 4. Tbe anatomica1 section consists of skeletons, 
separatell crania, (of which there are 1,000,) &c. 5. The section of miscellaneous arti-
cles includes models of hospital-barracks, ambulances and medical-wagons, a collection 
of surgical instruments, sawplcs of artificial limbs, &c. 
Congress annually appropriates $5,000 for tbe museum. 
The work of collecting specimens was begun in 1862, but it "IT"as not until 1867 that 
the collections were removed to Ford's Theater bnilding, Hs present location. There 
aJ:c in the museum over 17,000 specimens, illustrating, in the different phases; wounds 
u.nd diseases of all kinds. This institution is one of growing national importance, and 
:>t present is tbe finest meclic~l and surgical museum in the world. Since its establish-
meut over 5,000 pages of valuable quarto matter, relating to medical and surgical 
subjects, have been prepared undf.:lr the auspices of the officers of the museum, and 
distributed either as executive documents, or by order of Congress. Many of these 
volumes are illustrated in the highest style of art, and are iuvaluable as works of 
reference. 
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THE UNITED STATES NAVAL OBSERVATORY 
was establi bed in 1842, by the Government, for the purpose of making astronomical 
and meteorological observations for the especial benefit of navigators and astronomers, 
and as a depot for charts and instruments. The astronomical observations are made 
with a view of preparing celestial catalogues, of discovering new planets, and <;f 
noting the different changes which take place, from time to time, among t.he heavenly 
bodies. Special observations are at present being made for the purpose of revismg the 
lunar theory, a.nd of a!;certaining more definite information in regard to the effect of 
changes in the moon upon the earth. A new equatorial telescope, which will be tho 
largest in the world, being 26 inches in diameter of object-glass, is now in process of 
construction at Cambridgeport, Massachusetts, for the observatory, and will be 
mounted early in September, 1873. The libra,ry, consisting of between 5,000 and 6,000 
volumes, mostly astronomical in character, but including many works on other 
branches of science and. lligher mathematics, is especially for the use of the professors 
and observers of the observatory, but is open to men of science generally. Rear-
AdmiralB. F. Sands, of the United States Navy, is in charge, with seven naval professors, 
three assistant observers, and, generally, from one to three line-officers of the Navy in 
charge of chronometers. The observatory officers are now engaged. in the preparation 
of details for the observation of the transit of Venus, in December, 1874. 
THE SIGNAL-OFFICE OF THE ARMY. 
The United States Signal-Service, which played so conspicuous and honorable a part 
cluring the rebellion, may now properly be classed among our national e<lucational 
agencies, at least in the particular branch of meteorology. The special duty of dissem-
inating meteorological information was uot assigned to the Signal Corps until the year 
1870. Its legitimate functions were diverted in deference to a popular desire for weather 
forecasts, and especially for the benefit of commerce and agriculture. Since the estab-
lishment of the storm-signal service, hundreds of thousands of b11lletins, maps, and 
press-reports have been widely disseminated, mainly through the press, and thousands 
of precautionary signals telegraphed to such points as would be most liable to suffer 
without any premonition of approaching storms. The rewlt of this has been the sav-
ing of a large amount of property, and the general awakening of the public to the value 
of meteorological predictions founded on scientific calculations. There are now seventy-
two stations from which observations are made, and on the reports from these sta-
tions the tri-claily reports of the Signal-Office are compiled. Over five hnndred sets of 
tri-daily maps and bulletins have been sent out to foreign societies since 187 J. A library 
of 1,340 volumes is attached to the office. General A. J. Myer, Chief Signal-Officer of tile 
Army, is in charge of the Bureau. 
TUE NAUTICAL AI,MANAC. 
The office of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, which is in charge of 
Professor J. H. C. Coffin, of the United States N:wy, with fifteen scientific assistants, is 
located at No. 817 Twenty-second street. It is a branch of the Navy, and is supported 
by the Government. The duty of tbis office is to prepare yearly, in advance, a volume 
wllich gives the place of the sun, moon, principal planets, ancl standard stars for each 
day of a future year, together with other data of interest and importance to astrono-
mers. The :first half of the volume (which is known as the Nautical Almanac) is 
specially prepared. for the use of navigators, and about 5,000 copies of this division are 
annually issued for the benefit of the merchant service. The remainder of the volume 
is of peculiar interest to astronomers, since in it are noted all important celestial phe-
nomena. This portion of the volume is distributed to observatories and other institu-
tions which make a specialty of the study of astronomy. The office has published 
valuable tables of t.he moon, Mercury, Venus, and se\eral of the asteroids. The last 
volume which was printed contained astronomical calculations for the year 1875. 
NATIONAL SOLDIERS AND SAILORS' ORPHANS' HOl\iE. 
The annual report of the lady managers states that there have been 70 children in 
the home during the year. Finding that the boys requiTed a stricter discipline, the 
school has been placed. in charge of a male principal, with most satisfactory result . It 
is intended to give those who are mentally qua.lified a good general education which 
-n·ill insure their advancement in life, and those not so capable of intellectual cnltnre 
will receive such practical knowledge as will ma.kc them useful members of any com-
munity. A boy from the home entered the Naval Academy during the year, on 
appointment by the Presi<lent. 'l'he hope is expressed that, in repP-aling the u ual 
appropriation for these orphans, Congress will see fit to enlarge the permauent fuud. 
which is <lemanded by their increasing years and necessities. 
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INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL. 
This school was organized in 1867, and incorporated by act of Congress in March, 
1872. It gathers in children who otherwise would be street-beggars, and, besides giving 
them an elementary education, furnishes such a practical knowledge as will enable 
them to support themselves. A carpenter-shop for the boys, and a paper-box manufac-
tory for the girls, are in successful operation. A factory, with extensive machinery, 
given by Congress, has been opened in connection with the school during the year. 
Turning of every description is done and furniture of all kinds repaired. A great 
variety of work is taught here, and it is expected that, when. fairly established, the 
factory will be self-sustaining. Some of the larger boys are learning to manage the 
engine. The children are paid for their work in clothing. The number of children 
received during the year was 59. Whole number received since organization, 340. 
REFORM SCHOOL OF THE DISTRICT OF COJ,UMBIA. 
The last report states that there are 86 boys in the school. Working hours are 
equally di,' ided between the school-room and the farm, or other manual employment. 
so that the boys secure not only a common-school education but a knowledge of some 
useful trade, by which they may earn their living after leaving the school. The build-
ing uow occupied by the school is not at all adapted for its use, being small and incon-
venient. A new building, which is iu process of erection at Mount Lincoln, in the 
suburbs of Washington, will be ready for occupancy during the present winter. 
REV. EDMUND TURNEY.-OBITUARY. 
Rev. Edmund Turney, D. D., president National Theological Institute anc1 University, 
Washington, died September 26, 1872. He was born in Easton, Connecticut, May 6, 
1817 ; graduated at Madison University, New York, 1838 ; theological department, 1~40; 
pastor Second Baptist Church, Hartford, Connecticut, for several years, then of the 
church in Granville, Ohio, and afterward of the Broad Street Church, Utica, New York; 
professor of biblical literature and interpretation in Madison University, 1850; pro-
fessor in the Fairmount Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1853; came to Washing-
ton in 1852; formed a society for the education of colored preachers and teachers, 
which was soon after iucorpomted and, by a subsequent act of Congress, intrusted 
with full university powers; he was president of this institution till his death. 
Dr. Turney deserves to be held iu grateful remembrance, not only for eminent 
services as preacher and pastor, for distinguished Rcholarship, successful teaching, and 
the excellent treatises of which he was the author, but especially for his . devotion to 
the work of training colored men for the Christian ministry. In t.his work he was one 
of the foremost pioneers,. and labored with great zeal, patience, and perseverance, amid 
appalling discouragements and privations. He appreciated the' importance to our 
conn try of the changed condition and relations of the coloreJ race, aud the imperative 
demand for the intellectual impro\'ement of their leaders aud miuisters. Not waiting 
for others, be went to ''"ork himself and did what he could. His pupils lament his 
death as that of a frieud whose like they may never see again. 
FACTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CENSUS. 
A.1·ea and population.-In 1870 the District of Columbia was the :first Territory in pop-
ulation, having 131,700 inhal.Jitants within au a.rea of 64 square miles, an average of 
2,057.81 persons to the square mile. This population consisted of 88,278 whites, 4:-3,404 
colored, 3 Chinese, and ]5 Indians. Of the native population, 38,889 whites, 13,448 col-
ored, and 3 In<lians were born within its borders ; while, of the forei~n population, 
4,920 were born in Germany, 1,422 in England, and 8,218 were born in Ireland. 
School atlendance.-According to TaLle IX, vol. 1, of Census Report, 19,941 persons 
attended school, and of these ~)::59 were foreign-born. Of the 14,819 white scholars, 7,505 
were males and 7,314 females. Of the 5,122 colored scholars, 2,499 were males and 
2,623 females. . 
Ilhteracy.-There were 28,719 persons, 10 years old and over, unable to write, and of 
these 2,218 were foreign-born. 
Age, sex, and 1·ace of illiterates.-Of the 4,876 white illiterates, 659 were from 10 to 15 
years old, and of these, 366 were males and 293 females; 461 were from 15 to 21 years 
ol<l, of whom 150 were males and 311 females; 3,756 were 21 years ol<l and over, of 
whom 1,214 were males and 2,542 females. Of tho 23,843 colored illiterates, 2,13:3 were 
from 10 to 15 years old, of whom 972 were males and 1,160 females ; 3,355 were from 15 
to 21 years old, of whom 1,117 were males and 2,238 females; 18,356 were 21 years old 
and over, of whom 7,599 were males and10,757 females. 
Educational institutions.-According to 'fable XII, vol. 1, of Census Report, 313 
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...,ducational institutions were in the Territory, having 573 teachers, 183 of whom were 
males and 390 females, and 19,503 pupils, of whom 10,142 were males and 9,361 
females. 
Arnount and sow·ce of ed~wational incO?ne.-The educational institutions possessed a 
total income of $811,242, of which $23,000 were derived from endowment, $476,9.:!9 from 
taxation and public funds, and $311,313 from tuition and other sources. 
Publ'ic schools.-The 216 public schools reported bad 2U3 teachers, 15 males anc1203 
females, with 1:1,182 pupils, 5,510 males aml 5,6i2 females. They possessed a total 
income of $439,929, of which $3,000 were derived from endowment, $431,929 from taxa-
tion and public funds, and $5,000 from tuition and other sources. 
Colleges.-The 4 colleges had 50 teachers, 46 males and 4 females, with 802 students, 
726 males and 76 females, and a total income of $93,500, of which $20,000 were derived 
from endowment and $73,500 from t.nition and other sources. 
Acaclemies.-The 1 academy had 24 female t eachers and 120 female pupils. It pos-
sessed an income of $35,000, derived from tuition and other sources. 
PTivate schools.-The 61 private day and boarding schools bad 154 teachers, 44 males 
and 110 females, with 2,61:~ pupils, of whom 1,H32 were males anc11,431 females. They 
possessed an income of $117,G83, derived from tuition and ot.ber sources. 
Librm·ies.-There were 127 public libraries, with 409,936 volumes, and 569 private 
libraries, with 383,766 volumes; making in all 696 libraries, with 793,702 volumes. 
The p1'ess.-Tbe 22 periodicals had au aggregate circulation of 81,400 copies, and an 
aga:regate annual issue of 10,092,ROO copies. 
Chtu·cl~es.-The 111 church organizations possessed 112 edifices, with 63,655 sittings, 
nnd the church property was valued at $3,393,100. 
Panpcrism.-Of the 279 paupers, 135. were native whites, 99 native colored, and 45 
foreigners. 
C1·ime.-Of 143 persons imprisoned June 1, 1870, 38 were native whites, 79 native 
colored, and 26 foreigners; 121 persons were convicted during the year. 
Age and sex of population. -Of the total populn.tion, 35,569 persons were from 5 to 18 
years old, of whom 16,954 were males andle,615 females; 100,453 were 10 years olu 
and over, of whom 46,652 were males and 53,801 females. 
Occupations.-I<,orty-nine thousand and forty-one persons of these ages were employed 
in various occupations, Qf whom 35,200 were males and 13,841 females ; 1,365 persons 
were eugagetl · in agricultural pursuits1 of whom 1,350 were males and 15 females; 
2:..l,t345 in personal and professional services, of whom 17,927 were males and 11,918 
females; 6,126 in trade and. transportation, of whom 5,852 were males and 274 females; 
1l,705 in manufacturing and mechanical and mining industries, of whom 10,071 were 
males and 1,634 females. 
Age and sex of wo1'lcing population.-Of these 49,041 employed persons, 1,494 were from 
10 to 15 years old, of whom 641 were males and853 females; 45,532 were from 16 to 59 
years old, of whom 33,013 were males and 12,519 females ; 2,015 were 60 years old and 
over, of whom 1,546 were males and 469 females. 
Statistics of p1·ivate schools in Washingtou, District of Colnrnbia, for 1872. 
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s ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~ -1 ~ ~~~~--
t:J.J 
~ 
1 School for Boys and Girls ......... .... . . . . .... . 
2 Boys and Girls' School .................. . ..... . 
3 Boys and Girls' School. ....................... . 
4 St. Matthew's Parish School ....... --- ...... ---
Miss Mary A. Hanna ..... .. . 
Mrs. H . K. Minnix ......... . 
Mrs. R. Willse ............ .. 
Christian Brothers ...... . .. . 
5 Scho.:;l for Boys and Girls ... ..... . ........ . . .. . 
6 St. Martin's Parish School for BoyR ........... . 
7 Thomson Academy .. . . ...... ----- - ........... . 
8 School for Boys and Girls .... ... ......... ... . . . 
9 School for Boys anu Girls ......... . 
10 Night-School for Boys and Girls ..... .. .. . . .. . . 
1 1 Primary School for Boys and Girls ............ . 
12 Young Ladies' Seminary . .... ...... . ....... .. . . 
13 St. Mary's Pa.rish School for· Girls .. 
14 Boys and Girls' Primary SchooL .............. . 
15 St. Peter's P::trochial School ..... .... ..... ... .. . 
16 Boys and Girls' I_'rimary School . . ........ . . ... . 
17 Seminary for Boys and Girls ..... ............. . 
ltl Boys and Girls' Primary SclwoL .............. . 
19 St. Mary's Parish School for Boys . ........ . ... . 
20 German and English Institute .......... ... ... . 
21 Spencerian Writing Academy ................. . 
22 School for Girls and Boys .... .. . .. . .. ... ...... . 
23 Home School for Boys and Girls ............. .. . 
24 Primary School for Boys and Girls . . . .... ... . . . 
25 German Lutheran Trinity SchooL ...... . ..... . 
26 School for Girls ....... .. . . .. . .... ..... ... .... . . 
~7 ~ Young LaL1ies' Seminary . .... . . . _._ .. ___ .... . _. 
28 Girls' School ... ............. : . ......... . .. .... . 
29 School for Boys and Girls .... . ... .... .. ....... . 
30 Primary School for Boys aud Girls ... ......... _ 
31 Prima1·y School for Boys and Girls . ... ...... . . . 
32 School for Young Ladies ... ................... . 
33 Night-School for both Sexes ....... . ... ...... .. . 
34 Boys and Girls' Primary SchooL .............. . 
35 School of Practical Culture. (Kindergarten.) .. 
36 Girls' Primary School. .. . ...... ....... . ... .... . 
27 Boys and Girls'"Pri:mary Scho_ol. ....... .. .. . .. . 
38 Immaculate Conception Church Parish School 
39 St. Matthew's Parish School for Girls ... ...... . 
40 Immaculate Conception Church l'arish School 
for Boys. 
Miss Laura Laws . ......... . 
l'{ev. Father Berrotti ..... .. . 
Mr. S. John Thomson ....... . 
Miss Mollio Thompson .. . .. . 
Mr. George Hays ........... . 
Mr. George Hays ... ...... .. . 
Miss Helen CuJTan . . ... ... : . 
Miss Elizabeth Koones ..... . 
Sisters of Notre Dame ..... . 
Mr. John L. \¥atkins . . . ... . . 
Sisters of the Holy Cross ... . 
Miss Lizzie Clusky ......... . 
Mrs. Jenson... .. . . . .. .. ... . 
Miss Marcia Clifton ........ . 
Mr. Emile Schwakopf . ..... . 
Mr. William Pruessman .... . 
Mr. James Corridon . . .. .. . . . 
Miss Gertie Lane .......... . 
Miss .Annie M. Hanson .... . . 
Miss M. A. Brown .......... . 
M t·. Paul Tb. Buerger .. .... . 
Miss Janie F . Slight .. .... .. . 
Miss Annie Willet . .. .... · .. . 
MisR Mn,l'p:aret I"amond .... . 
Rev. Carl Slliol<ls .... ... .... . 
Miss Mary Sullivan ..... ... . 
Miss W. Woodward .. ... ... . 
Miss F. H . Veitch ......... . 
Mr. D. J. Richardson ....... . 
Miss Canio Moore ..... ... . . 
M iss Emma Mai·wedel ..... . 
Miss Maria B. Riggles . ... . . . 
Madame Cantatori . . .. . .... . 
Sisters of Charity ... .... ... . 
Sister Serapbiua Noel. ..... . 
Rev. Father McCarthy ..... . 
No. 21::16 Pennsylvania avenue .... ..... ... ....... .. .... .. . 
No. G19 Twenty-third street ..... . .. . ......... ...... ..... . 
No.22:42 E street .... ..... . ....... . .. ........ .. .......... . . 
Sixteenth street between Land N streets ................ . 
No. ll45 Eighth street . ..... . ...... ... ........ . . ... . . . .. .. . 
Fifteenth street between L and N streets .. .............. . 
No. 1016 T>~·elft.l..t street .................................. . 
No. 711 Twelfth street ........... ........... ... ..... ... .. . 
No. 822 Ninth street . ..................... . 
No. 822 Niuth street ..... . . 
No. 21<1 D street .. . ... . . .. . ... . ... .. .... . ........ .... ..... . 
No. 221 D street ... .................... ... ... . . . ........ .. . 
Comer FifLh and ·washington streets . ... .. . .. . . . ... .... .. 
Corner South Capitol and B streets S. E .... ..... ..... ... . . 
E street between Third and Fourth, S. E ..... . . .... . .. ... . 
No. 464 U street ...... . .. .. . ... .. .. ... . . .. ...... .. . ....... . 
N c. 217 D street ..... ... ..... ....... . . ........ .. .... . . .... . 
No. 455 H !:ltreet ....... . ....... ..... ..... . .... .. .... . ... .. . 
Vtasbiugton, near Fifth street .............. . ... .... .... . . 
G street between Fourth aud Fifth streets .. ...... ....... . 
Coruer Del::twaro avenue aud B street, N. E . .... . ..... .... . 
No. l :i29 Ninth street. .................................... . 
No. 107 Pcnnsylvauia avende ... ... . .... ... ... ,. .......... .. 
No. 610 I street . .. . . .... ... ...... .... .. . 
Corner Fourth nud E st.rflets .. .... .. .. . . .... ... ..... ... .. . 
No. 601 Half street between F and G, S. W .. ......... . ... . 
No. 47fi 1<' RtTeet S. W . ...... .......... .......... ... . .. ... . 
No. 514 :Fifth street ... ... . .............................. .. 
Corner East Capitol and Third streets, N. E ........ . . . ... . 
No. 339 Twenty-sixth street ....... .. . . .. .. .... .. . ... .. . .. . 
No.1009 Twenty-sixth street .. ... . . . .. .... ....... .. . . ... . . 
No. 1108 Ninth street ... .. .... ... ....... . .. . ....... . .... . . 
No. 19:21 Eleventh street ................. .. . . .. . .... .... .. 
Eighth street betweeu Nand 0 streets .... .............. . 
No. 920 M st r eet ............ .. . ... ... . ........ . .......... . 
No. 407 Sixteenth Rtreet .. . ....... . . . . . ... ................ . 
No. J 205 Thirteenth stt·eet ........ ... ............... . .. ... . 
No. 1554 Ninth Btreet ............ ... ...................... . 
]'ilteentlt street between Land M streets .. ... ... ....... . . 


























































































































































































































Statistics of p1'ivate schools in Washington, Dis~1·ict oj Colmnbia., _for 1872- Cont inued. 
!I 
Name. 
I Principal. I 
41 Incarnation Church School for Young Ladies __ Miss E. IT. McLeod .... _ ... . _ 
~~ Primary 8chool for Boys and Girls . . . -.- .. -.. _. hliss E. IV . .Jewett_. ___ __ .. -
43 Pumary School for Boys.----.----- .. - ... ___ ._. Miss Louis1t C.Hicharc1s . - -. 
44 St . .Matthew's Parish School for Girls _ .. _ . . ... _ Sisters of tho Holy Cross .. _. 
45 St. VincenL's School for Girls . . . . . . _ .... _...... SisterR of Charity ... _. _._ . . -
46 School for Girls . - .. . ..... -.. _ ........... ___ .... 111is~ hlary Kear ___ . __ .. . .. . 
47 Select School for Boss and Girls __ ___ _____ __ . .. Misses Noyes and Barbour __ 
48 St. StQJ.lhen's Parish School for Girls _....... . . . Misses Curry -aud hlcLeoc1 .. 
4!J St. Stephen's Parish School for Boys _ ... .. _... .. Re1. Father 'MeN ally _ ... .. -
50 School for Boys and Girls .... ___ ___ _ . _______ ... Mr . .Josepl1 Amlmsh _ ...... _ 
51 Select School for· Bovs -.. ___ .. _.-- ...... _..... Mrs. L . .A. reck .... . .. - . .. . . 
5~ Ht. .Joseph's Parish School for Girls _ .... __ . .. _ _ Sisters of Notre Dame. ____ _ 
53 Eng:lisb and Frcneh School for Young Ladies __ Miss S. L . .Jones. 
5'1 Nighl-::ichool for Boys. ______ __ , .. ______ . __ . __ .. Mr. Chase lloys _____ __ _____ _ 
55 SPlcet School for Yonnf!_' Ladies ancl Little Boys. ~isters Sacro1l lleart. ___ ... _ 
56 P1 imar:r School for Boys and Gids. __ . ___ _ . __ . _ Miss Kate Hercus __ _ . . ___ . _ 
57 School for Boys and Girls .... - - .-- . .. ___ ____ __ . l\lr. Simou Burke ____ ____ __ _ 
58 Primary School for Boys and Girls. -- --- - --- - -- Miss Rate Ilcrrold. __ . -- ---. 
59 St. .Jo;;cph's Parish School for Boys . __ . . . _... .. Mr. Lawrence Rabstock. ___ _ 
60 l'l'imary School for .Boys and Girls .. ____ _ . _---. Miss Katie Harbin. ___ . __ . __ _ 
61 Primary School for Colored Boys and Girls. ___ . Mi.;s Cecilia. Thomas._ . . .. __ 
62 Primar.y School for Do,ys and Girls- - - -- - - - .- -- .
1 
hl~·s . M.A .. ::iwayn_e-. - . . . . -- -
6:1 School tor Boys and G1rls -----.--------- -- - - --- Miss .Jenme Polkwhorn .. __ . 
~ci ~to~:'u~i~~~i~~llp~~~~h ss~~~~i ::::: : :::: : ::: : :: : : I i{:~:: ~~1;~c~\~~~1~~r·_t_:: :::: 
66 Primary Scl10ol for Boys and Girls_. __ .. __ __ . . . Miss R. M. Calkins _ .. ____ . .. 
67 Pl'i r.1a r_y School for Boys ::tlld Girls ______ ____ __ . Mr. P . Vaughn ___ __ .. ___ ___ . 
68 Primary cclwol fot· Boys and Girls_ . ___ ___ .___ Miss .Jeanette Bright . _. __ _ _ 
69 I P1 imary School for Boys and Gids . ____ ____ ___ . :i\1iss Mary Miller. _____ ____ . 
70 St. Aloysius Parish Sclwol for Girls . . __ . ___ . _ _ Miss Kate Cleary _. ____ ____ _ 
71 ::it. Aloysius Parish School for Boys . __ . __ __ . _ _ _ Mr. Simon Fen noli __ _ . ___ __ . 
72 Sdwol for Boys and Girls . __ ______ .. __ . _. __ _ . _ ·1 Mr. :Michael Burke . .. _ .. ... . 
73 \Y csloyan Sclwol for Boys :mel Girls . ___ . _, _ . _. Mr. P. A. Lee . _____ __ _ . __ __ . 
74 School for Girls. ______ ..... _. ___ .. .. . . . .. _-. ... hliss AlphorJSo Clifton _ .. . . . 
7~ Primar~- sc;JOol .for Gi:ls ... . , .. ------ -- --- - --- - ~ M!ss Minnie Lauck __ __ . _._. 
7G School tor .Boys and Guls ----. _ - - ---- . _ ----- ... M1ss Ada C. Lamoncl . ____ __ . 
77 Select ::ichool for Girls ...... __ ...... ______ __ . _ .
1 



















Second street between C and D, N . E _ .. ___ . _. ___ . _. _. ___ .j1872 
No. 213 A street N. E .. __ .. _____ _________ _____ . ____ _ . ___ ___ · 1872 
No. 4l!J Ponnsyh·ani:t avenue east . __ _____ ________ ____ __ __ . 1871 
No. 706 C st rect S. W __ __ . _ .. __ ___ . _. _. _. _. __ _ . __ . _ .. ___ . .. 1867 
No. 1202 C street S. W _ . __ . _: _____ . ___ . _. _______ _ . ____ ___ . 1868 
No. 103 H sheet ___ ___ __ ___ . . ___ _ . .. _____ . __ .. __ ___ . __ _ . _ _ 1868 
No. 1015 L street S. E __ _ . __ .. ___ .. __ ____ .. __ ___ . .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1870 
Second street between C and D streets, N. E . ____ . ___ . ____ . 1870 
Virginia avenue between Fourth and Fifth streets, S. W _ _ 1870 
Corner Second and D streets ::i.E . ______ _____ _____ ____ .. _ _ 1859 
Corner Seventh aucl I., stl·cets S. E ____ __ ___ . .. ________ ... _ 1870 
No. 942 I> street S. \V ______ ___ ____ _ . ____ __ ... ________ ___ . _ _ 1867 
I<'our-and -a-half street lJctwecJl C and D streets, S. W __ . _. 1858 
Comer F alld Hixth streets S. W ______ __ ___ _____ ____ __ __ .. 1863 
Corner Fourth street east and Pennsylvania avenue ___ .. _ 1868 
No. 321 VirginiaavenueS.W -- --- --- - - --------- - ---- :· ... . 1871 No. 1217 E streetS. E ____ ___ __ _________ _ -- - - - - __________ __ 1864 
No. 810 G streetS. E .. . ___ ... ___ __ .. _____ ,-___ __ _______ . __ .·. 1868 
First street between I and K streets. __ . ______ . __ .. _ .. _. _. 1&61 
I street between North Capitol and First streets, N . E __ . , . 1861 
No.76.Jackson alley -- - - ---- - --- -------------- -- -- - ------- 1871 
D street between Seconcl and Third streets, S. W _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1871 
No. 10l!i Eleventh street _. _. __ __ .. _. ___ ______ . _ .. . _ .. __ . . _ 1872 
No. 804 Eleventh str eet ______ . ____ _ . ___ _ . ___ ___ . .. ___ ___ . _ 1871 . 
Ninth street between E and F streets. __ __ . • ____ . _____ ____ 1872 
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351 6-1 6 20 15 5-13 
15 14 6- 15 
115 100 5-17 
260 ~50 7-1!} 
33 30 6- :6 
10 10 6-12 
95 !:JO G-18 
80 70 G-15 
65 60 7- 18 
20 20 6-15 
100 9o 1 6-14 
·--- -· ·-· ---
10 8 12-30 
107 100 12-20 
19 18 6-12 
33 30 6-15 
8 7 4- 8 
32 :30 6-15 
10 10 7-15 
18 16 G-13 
25 20 5- 14 
28 20 G-12 
20 20 7-14 
325 300 4-15 




28 6- 15 
33 30 ()-15 
275 270 6-16 
250 225 6- 15 
30 28 6-16 
28 25 6-15 
18 15 - 4-13 
7 7 5-10 
1() 14 6-15 
25 25 7-14 
. _N<;>TK-T.ho statistics c:mbracec1 in the. above tahlo were colic~ led in the lat~er part of Novemb er of tho p~·esont year . Last year the total _ number of llrlv::tto scho~~~ ~n}ho 






































nttcm1::mcc pf 5,348, showing n. gn,in of 'H4 pupils over Inst ~rrar. During tho year 28 new schools ha"e been estn.blished in \Vasbington, and duriug tho sn,mo period 25 wore 
<lh;oontinued, in most iustauccs for lack of support, many studer:.ts preferring to avail themselves of the iucreaseLl facilities alfordou . by tho public se ll ools. Of tho 101 private 
schools r eferr ed to, 20 (a nnmber of t.hcm pari sh school s) arc conductoLl under Roman Catholic auspices, and have an aggregate attendance of 2,!l6:'l, or more than one-half tbe 
totalnu1nbor ittteuding tlw private schools. '.l:hcre arc 9 colorcLl pas-schools (some of them evening-schools, principally for ~he benefit of adults) in operation, witlJ n.u aggTcgate 
nttcod:mce of 362 pupils. Of this number 2 are Roman Catholic. No note is madeiu the above table of lJerhapa a dozen small family schools, having au aitcndanco of not lDore 
~ tlw.n from 2 to 5 pupils cn,ch; nor of professors and others who give priv3,te instruction in music, the modern l::mgu3,ges, phonography, &c. · 
t;:j l!~ur other priv3,te schools in the city of Washington, see Table VI, 3,t the end of this volume. 
Statistics of p1·ivate schools in Geo1·getown, District of Colurnbia, fm· 1872. * 
rd ~ li 
...., p Cll • 
Q) Q) Q) , A 
~ 
,.c:l ,.c:l 0 g>llg <P No.me. Principal. - Location. ~ -+" 1=1 '0~ ,0 "' "' ~i s ~ ~ ~ ooP< . "'"' .., ~ ~ ::: p ~-+" biJ :z; 'Pot Pot <1 --
1 Primary School for Boys and Girls ... --.-.----- Miss L. E. Cartwright .•••... Corner Gay and ·washington streets.-----···------------- 1870 1 4 4 4-14 
2 ~2§~iKl ;]_;~~~~~i~{~~h~~11r!0<!i;.ls.::::::::::: ~i~ :.to:~~~~/.~~::::::: Corner First and Fayette streets ... .•. ------------·------- 1817 20 1!'i0 135 8-18 3 Corner First and Potomac streets .••... ------------------. 1868 15 32 28 6-13 
4 Primary School for Boys and Girls.------ ...... Miss L. O'Brien.--·-··---- .. No. 150 High street ...... -·--------·------------··-------- 1871 6 33 30 G-12 
5 School for Boys and Girls .... ---------------- .. Miss M. C. Knowles . . --·· ... No. 123 Washington street .••••. ---------- ..•... --.---- ... 1867 16 35 29 6-15 
6 Young Ladies' Day School. ... .... ... -......... Misses C. and K. N. '.l:enny . - No. 91 Beall street-----------------------------.------.--- 1852 6 13 1l 8-16 
7 School for Boys and Girls ............ -- ---·---· Miss A. J. Mitchell .... ------ No.122 Gay street---------------------------------------- 1866 15 22 20 6-14 
8 Primary School for Boys and Girls ... .... -----. Miss V. Harrison ...... ------ No. 26 Gay street ...... _ .................................. 1867 2 10 7 7-12 
9 Primary School for Boys ...... : .... ---- .. -----_ Mrs. E. A. Brown.---------- Corner Beall and Washington streets.---- .. ---·- .. -.----· 1847 10 20 19 7-12 
10 Sclwol for Boys anll Girls .. __ ------ .... .. ------ Miss A. P. Waters---------· ~~: ig~ ~\~~:t~~;te~:::: ::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: ::::::: . 1861 1 4 3 6-14 11 School for Boys and Girls ...... ---- ............ Miss A. Dodson.------------ 187,2 26 59 32 6-15 
12 Primary School for Girls. ___ ....... _ .... _ ... _ .. Mrs. M. C. Pettitt.---- _____ . Corner Second and Potomac streets ...... ··---_----- ..•... 1872 16 12 11 6-12 
13 Primary School for Girls.--·"·· , _ .............. Miss M. ;r. Heath ............ Corner High and Third streets ..... ----- ...••.. -~ ... -·---- 1872 4 4 4 6-12 
14 St. ;Joseph's Free School for Females. ____ __ .... Sisters of Visitation __ . __ .. . Corner Fourth and l!~ayette streets---- .. ---- ..••.• --- •... 1799 15 110 100 5-18 
15 Prima.ry School for Boys and Girls.------------ Mrs. S. Leavy----- ~ -.------ - No.100 Second street-----.-·--._·---_.--·- __ -----.-· •••••.. 1864 6 30 26 I 7-12 
1 
* The total number of schools in November, 1871, was 24, with an :tggregate attend[l,nce of 826. The entire number of schools this year (1872) is 21, with an attendance of 



























1 '.Aged Women's liome (a) ................ .. 
2 GOvernment Hospital for the Insano (b) .••. 
3 Columbia Hospital for ·women and Lying-
in Asylum. (c) 
Children's Hospital of the District of Co-
lumbia, (d) 
5 Washington City Orphan .Asylum (e) ------
6 St. Joseph's Male Orphan .Asylum (f) . .... . 
7 St. Vincent's F~male Orphan Asylum (g) .. . 
8 St. Rose Honse of Industry (h) ............ . 
9 St . .Ann's Infant Orphan Asylum (i ) ... . ... . 
10 National Soldiers and Sailors' Orphans' 
Hom!l.(j) 
11 TlJtl Women's Christian Associat'n Home(k) 
12 Providence Hospital (l) .................. .. 
13 The Louise Home (mJ ............ -----· ... . 
141 Epiphany Church Home (n) ...... ·----- ... . 
15 HomefortheAged(o) ...... . 
16 Freedmen's Ho11pital (p) . ------
17 Iudnstl'ial Home School (q) . ___ .••. __ .••.••. 
18 St. Mary's House of Industry (r) .......... . 
Loc:ttion. 
High street near Bridge, Georgetown . 
South side Anacostia. River, near 
Uniontown. 
Corner Pennsylvania avenue and 
Twenty-fifth street. 
No. 804 E street 
I street between Second and Third sts. 
H street between Ninth and Tenth sts. 
Corner Tenth and G st-reets . ......... . 
No. 2023 G street .................... .. 
·comeL' Twenty-fourth :tnd K streets .. 
No.1732 G street 
Judiciary Square ................... .. 
CornPr Second and D streets, S. E . .. . 
Massachusetts avenue between Fif-
teenth and Sixteenth streets. 
No. 1319 H street ..................... . 
No. 924 G street ..................... .. 
Corner Seventh and Montgomery sts .. 
No.17 Congress street, Georgetown ... 



























Christian Ladies .......• ------~ Mrs. John M~rbury, Sr ... 
1 
...... 
By act of Congress ............ Charles H. N1chols, M.D.. 422 
By act of Congress ............ General_ E. D. Townsend ....... . 
Under authority of act of Con- J. C. ~ennedy ...... •. •.... 10 
Mrs . .Admiral S. P. Lee.... 37 
Sister Ire11e .. ... . . . . . . . . .. 80 
Sisters of Charity ............ .. 
Sisters of Charity ............ .. 
Sister A1·senia.... .. ... . . . 26 
Ron. D. K. Cartter ..... ... 37 
gress. 
By act of Congress ........... . 
Under authority .of Congress .. 
Chartered by Congress ....... . 
By Sisters of Charity ........ . 
Chartered by Congress ....... . 
By uct of Congress 
By a?-thorit~ o,f C~ngress .. ---~ ~rs. Willia~ Stickney ..... -- ... 
By S1sters ot Chanty......... S1ster Beatnce............ 75 
By Mr. W. W. Corcoran---·--- Miss Lucy M. Hunter .......... . 
~ 
~ 





























1871 By ladies of Epiphany church. Rev. L. A. Starkey . . . . . . . . 4 6 10 
1871 Litt-le 8isters of the .Poor .... . Little Sisters of the Poor . .. .. .. 16 16 
Sur. Gen. J. K. Barnes..... 115 110 225 
Mr. A.M. Ganp:ewer . . . . . . 20 15 35 
Mrs. Gen'l W. T. Sherman ................. .. 
1865 By General 0. 0. Howard ..... . 
1867 Benevolent persons _ ........ . . 
1871 Under general authority of 
Congre:;s. 191 National Soldier.s' Home (s) ................ I.A.bouttllreemilesnorthofWashingtonl1851 I B,y Congress ................. . 
20 Wasbin{;_ton Cit_Y .Asylum (t)............... Corner ~ineteent.h and 0 streets, S. E . . . . . . By Dis·t. Columbia authorities. 
21 Reform Mhool io1· Boys (t~) ••••••••••••.••. · Mount Lmcoln, three 1Ulles northeast 1869 By act of Congress .......... . 
of the Capitol. . 
General Pitcher, U.S . .A.--~ 250 ~------1 250 
Mr. JoReph F. ~o~gson .......... . ..... - ..... -
Hon.Nathan:S~rgent ... .. 79 . ..... 79 
(a) The inmates are mainly wiclows, whose ages vary from :fifty to ninet_y-two. The home was established by the Ladies' Benevolent Society, composed of Christ-ian ladies 
of all denominations, anu is snpportcd by voluntary contributions. No one under fift.y years of age ia taken into the home. 
(b) Tho asylum was established through the instrumentality of Miss Dorothea Dix, the eminent American philanthropist, and went into operation on the breakin~ out of 
the robollion. It receives all tho insane of the Army and Navy anu the revenue-cutter service, and the indigent insal}e of the Dist-rict of Columbia, under prescribeu official 
recommendation. During tho fiscal year ended J\me :lO, 1872, there wer e discharged from the asylum-males, 66; females, 22; total, 88. Of those discharged 51 harl recovered, 
2? l1ad improvell, :tml 4 weTe unimproved. These aro thought to be favorable ratios, in view of tho fact that a large pl'Oportion, both of the inmates of tb!l hospital at an:y one 
hmo, :tnrl or the cnnout :\dtnissions, are chronic cases, that generally r emain in the inst.it-utiou as long as they live. The asylum is managed l.Jy a board of visitors, appomtcd 
l1y the P1·osi<lont of the United States. · . · . 
. (r) This iustit.ntion was orll;anized by Secretary Stanton, at the inst:tnco of Dt·. J'. Hn.l'l'.Y Thompson, present surgeon-in-chief, and others. for the espe01al benefit of 




































an :\pproprin,tion for tlle -purchase and improvement of the builuing, aml when the latter is done, the hospital will accommodate from 75 to 100 patiflnts. The improvements will 
embrace private rooms for l)ay patients. The number of out-door and in-door patients treated during the year ended June 30,1872, was 4,576, of which 3,70R were cured and 561 · 
r elieved. Of tbe whole numu('r :i,23G were Amel'icans. Since the establishment of the hospital, March, 1866, ll ,455 patients have been admitted, of which r:umber 9 457 were 
curer\ :md 1,08lrelie"cd. No deaths from surgical operations have occurred in four years. In proportion to th'e population, 20 per cent. more patients have beel:. treated 
in this hospital than iu apy !'imilar institution u~ t~o large~ cities. The :figures relative to inmates, in the table above, include only the in-door patients in the hospital ,~ the 
date of this report, November1 1872. Mrs. A."!--· S. 'I hom us 1s_ma~ron. . . . . . . . . (d) With the exception of $1,000 appropnated by the DH>tnct legislatJve assembly dnrmg the present year, tlus mst1tutwn has been a,nd 1s supported wholly by the volun-
tlll'y contrHJ1ltions of phi~antbropic men and women of the District. The obje~t of its founders was to. proyide a hospi_tal. and di.spens~ry for the care of sick aud. crippled chil-
flren betwean th_e ages of ~fteeu months and :fifteen years,_to he treated gratmtously, ~nd also to provide for the admiS~H?n of swk children w~ose .parents or guardians might 
be able and wilhng. to defray tbe necessa~y expenses. It IS ~overned by a board of directors .. and ha~ ~board of lady VISitors, and th~ mat~·on 1s M1ss. A. C. Magruder. A free 
medical dispensary IS attached to the hospital, which has furmshed hundreds of poor people With medJCmes, while a large number of surgwal operatwns bas been performed 
gratuitously. It is p1·o~able that Congress will be asked to _make an _annual appropriation for this worthy iJ?stit.ution. . . 
(e) This institution Ul conducted under Protestant auspwes, and 1s supported wholly by voluntary contnbutwns. The ages of tbe mmates vary from two to eighteen years. 
Mrs C . .Johnson is tbe matron. 
(/) This institution is conducted by the Sisters of tbe Holy Cross, although no disti~ction is made on account of religion in receiving inmates. It is supported entirely by 
yoluntary contributions. The ages of the inmates range from :five to twelve years. It IS governed by a board of trustees, of which the Rev. J. A. Walter is president. Since 
tbe or<ranization of the institution 366 orphans have been cared for. 
(g)S1nce the establishment of this asylum over 5,000 orphan girls, who were received at the age of five years, and retained until sixteen, when homes were found for them, 
have been cared for. Rev. Father Boyle is president of the board of directors. The asylum is mpported by voluntary contributions, and by the interest on small bequests 
which have been left it from time to time. 
(h) This instituti0n was established by the Sisters of St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum. The ages of the inmates range from fourteen to twenty, and the institution is sup-
ported uy the efforts of tho young-ladies who wcro formerly inmates of St. Vincent's Asslum. In fact, tbe institution is a branch of the asylum. 
• (·i) This wort·hy institution is in charge of Sisters of Charit:y:, and r:ec~ive~ ch!ldren f!·om birt~ up to fh-e years. It is who~ly supp?rted l.Jy v~luntary contributions. 
(j) The Forty-first Congress appropnated $15,000 to establish th1s mstiuutwn, whwh receives only the orphans of Umon solthers and sailors. The ages of the present 
inmates range from six to fifteen and a half years. The president of the board of lady managers is Mrs. General David Hunter; the superintendent of the nome is Mrs. E. E . 
Scarborough; and the teacher, Mr. Corlen. The home is supported by annual appropriations of Congress and by voluntary contributions. Suitable positions are obt.n.ined for 
the older ii1mates, through tho personal influence of the boards of trustees and lady managers. Among the incorporators of the home are Mrs. President Grant, Mrs. General 
Sherman, and Mrs. Governor Cooke. . 
(k) This institution was established by a number of Christian ladies under an act of Congress "to provide for the creation of corporations in the District of Columbia by 
p:enernl law." The object of the association was to found a home, temporarily, fnr uestitnte females (including fallen women) and children, and to obtain employment for the 
ad nits. The young inma.tes, of whom there are nsually from 20 to 50, are cared for in a "Foster Home" attached to the institution. The ages of inmates vary' from birth to 
eighty years of age. Several old ladies are boarded at the expense of their respective churches. The home is supported by voluntary contributions. The geue'ral secretary in 
cbarge'is Mrs. Clark. Many fallen women h::vve been wholly reclaimed through the instrumentality of the members of the association. 
(l) This hospital was organized by the Sisters of Charity, and subsequently, in 1863, Congress granted it :t cha.rter, and has since appropriated $12,000 annually toward its 
support. The other source of its support is the money received from pay patients. Since its organization this hospital has received and cared for thous!IJlds of persons (many 
of them soldiers and sailors) in need of medical and surgical treatment. Although conducted nnder Rorr.an Catholic auspices, no distinction is made in regard to religion, sex, 
or color, in the reception of patients. Dr. Grafton Tyler is the surgeon-in-chief, and has a number of able assistants. · 
(?n) Endowed by Mr. W. '\-V. Corcoran with $160,000. This instit.ution is designed for the support and maintenance of a limited number of gentlewomen, who have been 
r educed by misfortune, RO as, in the jmlgmeut of the trustees and directresses, to receive such assistance. It will accommodate sixty inmates. There are fourteen trustees 
and nine directresses. Mr. James M. Carlisle is president of the board of trustees; Mrs. Benjamin Ogle Tayloe is president of the board of directresses. 
(n) In 1858 the Ladies' .Association of the Epiphany Clmrch organized to provide for the destitute of the parish. In 1861, owing to the war, its ac.tive agencies were sus-
pe11derl, bnt last year the home was re,-organized, mainly to care for abandoned or neglected children. It is supported by voluntary contributions. Mrs. J ·ane C. Acker is 
matron. The nges of the inmaws vary from two to eight years. 
(o) Supported wholly by voluntary contril.Jutions. No applicants under sixty years of age are received. The ages of the present inmates range from sixty-five to eigbty-
sevt'n. A new homo is in process of construction;- and is now nearly completed, on H street, between Second and Third streets east. When completed it will accommodate 
from s_eventy to eigllty inmates, and aged men as well as women will be careu for. In the admission of applicants no religious distinction is made, the aged destitute of all 
tlenommatious bein g- taken. 
(p) This bospitP.l was established through the cifort.s of General 0. 0. Howard, and is supported b~v Congress, which body at its last session appropriated $74,000 for its main-
tenance. It was originally intenllet1 for the special benefit of freedmen and refu!!;ees. Of the present inmates but ten are white, the larger portion being sick, crippled, nnd 
n:;red colored men mH1 women, whose ages range from twenty to ono hundred. The surgeon-in-chief of the hospital is Dr. Robert Reyburn ; the executive officer, Dr. P. 
Glenuau. Applicants 'are admit.tcd on the rccon,menclation of the governor of the District. 





















(?·)Tho bonso is not rot in full operation. A new bnihling was erectotl this year, and will be occupied early in February, 1873. Tiio inmates will be destitute females, ~ 
priucipnlly girls, wbo will 'bo taught bousc·work anu general tlorucstic duties, aml Jurnisbctl with suitable employment, throu~h the cfl'orts of the lady managers of the honso. 0 
(s) During the wn.r bctwoeu the United States and Mexico, General Scott levied contributions, amount.ing to several nun<lrod thousand dollars, on the city of :M.o:xiro, ~ 
Puoulo, aml several other Moxicn.n towns. Most of these moneys were expended, under the direction of General Scott, in the purchase of clothing and commissary stores for 
tho F ederal troops. The r emainder, $118,000, was brongllt to \Vashington at the close of the war, and, at the urgent solicitation of General Scott, Congress set that particnlar 
SUD) apart to found tho present home. The recent purchase of the "Harewood" estate of Mr. W. W. Corcoran, of Washington, by the board of commissioners of the home, 
swells the area of the grounds atta~hed to tho insti.tution to ::tbout four hundred acres .. Although Congress at :first niced i~ the buil~ling of the homo and the purchase of 
grc,mnds, it has boon suppQrteu malllly by ::t levy of 12~ cents on the monthly pay of solchers of the Regular Army. 'l'he penswns due mmates of the home from the Go·vcrn- ~ 
m ont also go toward its support. Tho ages of inmates •ary from twenty to ninety years. About 10 per cent. of the inmates are supera:nnuated, the remainder being disabled t;rj 
by ?bronic disease COJ?-tracted, or woun~s ~·eceived, in the military service of the Uni~ed States. 4- considerable income is also d~rived from t)le cultivation .o~ the gr_oun~ls, ~ 
whiCh is dono by tho mmatcs. Tho bu1lclings themselves ::trc h::tndsome and commodwus, and durmg the summer months the Pre&dent ::tnd fam1ly have the pnVIlege of re&d- 0 
ino- in one of them. President Lincoln made this his summer residence. ' ~ 
0 
(t) Tho asylum is almost as old as the city of Washington itself. It receives sick and destitute persons, and vagrants and petty criminals committed by the conrts, the ~ 
nsylnm being supported by the District government and by the products of the farm attached, which is worked by the prisoners. The inmates range in number from 50 to 
~ 0 
(u) This school was removed from the vicinit-y of Georgetown, in August la-st, to Mount Lincoln, where the boys are temporarily quartered in a barn until the new build- "'1 
ings (to accommodate three hundred inmates) n,uthorized by Con~ress are completed. That body, at its last session, appropri::tted $100,000 for the purchase of a farm and erec- ..._, 
tion of buildings, and one hundred and :fifty acres were purchasea last summer, ::tnd the new structures will be ready for occupancy within a few months. Juvenile delinquents ~ 
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GENERAL CONDITION OF EDUCATION All.IONG 
THE INDIANS. 
The humane and honest policy wbicb bas been systematically pursued toward the 
Indian wards of the General Government by the present Executive and officers charged 
with the administration of Indian affairs bas in no previous year produced a more 
marked efl:'ect than in the one now closing. The results of steady and persistent effort 
are visible in a better understanding of the Indian problem; in a more thorough adop-
tion of the means needed to carry forward-the purpose of the administration; in a bet-
ter state of public feeling, not alone toward the Indians but to those who are employed 
to carry out the policy approved by experience and indorsed by the people; above all, 
in a wide-spread and distinctly-marked improvement among the Indians themselves. 
Tllis improvement is visible in many ways. Among the peaceable aud settled tribes · 
it is seen in greater readiness to accept the inevitable and become one with the great 
body of American citizens. Among others who have, within short periods only, been 
brought directly under influences that aim to both restrain and civilize, there is au 
earnest desire that their children may baye schools and other opportunities for instruc-
t.ion heretofore denied adults, and the latter are showing a spirit of industry which is 
quite marked in the evidence of prosperity it brings. One of its-crowning rewards is 
the breaking up of alliances among impla<}able tribes and bands, their isolation and 
separation from each other, the comparative freedom from more than sporadic warfare 
with which our extended frontiers have been favored, and the bringing of some of the 
most formidable and heretofore unyielding of our sava.ge foes into such relations with 
the Government as afford reasonable prospects that the tribes whose lives have been 
the bane of our border-land and whose names are its dread, to be uttered only with 
"bated breath," may be kept within bounds, and year by year brought nearer to a 
reasonable degree of civilization. In fine, the country may be congratulated on the 
fact that it is both possible and profitable to maintain a policy based on some ground 
other than the atrocious humor of the frontier proverb that "the only good Indians are 
dead Indians." The educators of the country may reasonably congratulate themselves 
on the measure of success already achieved by a policy of intelligent discipline, direc-
tion, and development, so much in accordance with the ideas upon which all genuine 
education proceeds. 
In reviewing the condition of Indian education for the current year, it will be found 
more convenient than the former grouping to follow in the main the broad geographical 
generalizations presented in the current report by the able Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, General Francis A. Walker. In that way the educational condition of the more 
advanced tribes and bands will be first seen, and traveling across the continent west-
ward, as our national and material growth have done, we shall be able to gather pan-
oramically what has been and is being done, and what may be reasonably expected. 
ENUMERATION OF L.~DIANS. 
Prefacing the brief details of each agency or superintendency, it ma.y be serviceable 
to present some of the facts relative to the numbers an,d location of the Indian popula-
tion which the census of 1870 exhibits. In 1860 the number of Indians embraced in 
the census pFoper, which included only Indians not in tribal relations, was stated at 
44,021. In the census of 1870 the figures are given at 25,nt. In the first-named year 
those in the States so grouped were 30,737; in the last, 21,228. In the Territories the 
figures are for the first 13,284; in the last, 4,503. The discrepancy is easily explained. 
In the States and Territories acquired from Mexico, the reservation system has ,!JOt 
existed until within a few years, while there was, under Spanish law, no recognition of 
the Indian, individually or communally. He was regarded as some one apart from the 
bod.v of the people. Hence, Indians, in California and New Mexico especially, were, in 
1H60, enumerated as part of the people. In 1860 California shows out of tribal rela-
tious 7,798, in 1870 only 7,241, the balance being gathered on reservations and grouped 
a.s tribes or bands. New Mexico enumerated in 1860 10,507 Indians as not in tribal 
relations; in 1870 only 1,309. During the past decade the Pueblo Indians, whose civic 
stat.ns is a matter of mquiry before the Supreme Court, have been placed under the 
Indian Bureau and its agents. In other States and Territories where the census of 
l SGO ennmerates more Indians out of tribal relations than that of 1870, the differeocQ 
is to be accounted for by the fact that nomadic bands, and families that were heretofore 
vagabonds and wanderers, have been broughi on to reservations. In every such 
instance the change is advantageous to both Indians and whites. 
The following table, from the census of 1870, ~ives the total Indian population of 
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tll e country, both in and out of tribal relations, on reservations, at ~-geneies, and 
llOill<Ldic: 
INDIANs-1870. 
d! -o,;, Sustaining tribal relations on reser- d 
0 ~~ ~ o:so vat10us imd at agencies-Enumer-... Q~ a ted. States and Territories. ~- '""ol rd ..-< -o- fil .s prn O:SQ) 2 l'tl ..... ~ s.: .s .P.~ d Q)d ~ oo oc: d -~~ ......... ~,a ~~ ~Q) Q) '1j '0 0 _.·c 3 
Q) """'- s ol ~ .S+" d s "'"" 8~ s ~ ""' 0 ~] Q.)'"" ;::: ::l o::: 0 Q) 
~ ~-g 
~ 0 
~ 0 E-;'"" E-1 ~ Q r"'l z 
---------1------------------------
UnitedStates ...•... 383,712 25,731:357,98196,366 26,583 30,46419,74019,579 26,875 2.14,740 
==::c= =-====== ===== == = ======== ===--== === =======. = 
States ............... 111, 185 21, 22tl 89, 957 33,642 9, 59G 11, 329 6, 590 6, 1:J7 LS, 575 37, 740 
1. .dlabama .........•.. 98 98 .......................................... . ..... .. 
2. Arkansas............ 8!! 89 . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . ..... . . ..... . 
3. California . . . . . . . . . . . 29, 025 7, 241 21, 784 5, 784 1, 966 2, 181 865 772 2, 500 13, 500 
4. Connecticut . . . . . . . . . 235 235 ........ ....................... . ......................... . 
5. Delaware ..................................................................................... . 
6. Florida. . . .. .. . . .. .. . 502 2 500 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . 500 
7. Geor_gia .. .. .. .. .. .... 40 40 .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .... ..... ....................... .. ..... .. 
8. Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 32 . ........................... . ............. ... .... . 
9. Indiana.............. 240 240 ................................................. . 
10. Iowa .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 348 4tl 300 .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 300 ........ 
11. Kansas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9, 814 914 8, 900 5, 900 1, 985 1, 850 1, 089 976 .. .. . .. 3, 000 
12. Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . 108 108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. . ...... . 
13. Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . 569 569 . .................... . .................... . .............. . 
14.Maine ............... 499 499 ......................................................... . 
15. Mar.vland ...... ..... 4 4 . ............. , ........................................... . 
16. Massachusetts....... 151 151 ......................................................... . 
17. Michigan ............ 8,101 4,926 3,17;'; ................................... 3,175 ....... . 
18. Minnesota ........... 7,040 690 6,350 ................................... 6,350 ...... .. 
19. Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . 809 809 .............•................. , ............. . ... ..... ... . 
110. Missouri...... .. .. . .. 75 75 . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . ............... _. .. . .. ..... . 
2 L. Nebraska ........ , . .. 6, 416 87 6, 329 6, 329 1, 667 2, 321 1, 279 1, 062 ... .......... .. 
22. Nevada ...... .... .... 16,243 23 16,220 ....... ....... ....... ...... . ....... ....... 16,220 
23.NewHampshire..... 23 23 ........................... .. .......... . ............... .. 
24. NewJcrsey.......... 16 16 .. . ... .............. ........ ... ........................ .. 
25.NewYork .. ......... 5,144 4:39 4,705 4,705 1,140 1, 196 1,154 1,211 ............. .. 
26. North Carolina ...... 1,241 1,241 .. .................. ..... ............................... .. 
27. Ohio................. 100 100 .............. . ......................................... .. 
28. Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 278 318 10, 960 6, 110 1, 705 2, 404 1, 024 !!77 650 4, 200 
29. Pennsyl mnia........ 133 34 99 99 21 25 29 24 .............. . 
30. Rhode Island........ 154 154 ........................................................ .. 
31. South C:troliua ...... 124 124 ......................................................... . 
~~: ~:~~:~~~~ ~:: ~: :::::: 6~~ 3~~ · • - · 32o · :::::: : :::::: : ::: ::: : :::: :: : :::::: : :::::: : · -· · · :m 
34. Vermont............ 14 14 ................................................ .... .... .. 
35. Virginia............. 229 229 ............................................... .... .. . . .. 
36. West Virginia....... 1 1 ..... ................. ......... . ............. .... . ...... .. 
37. Wi!lconsin . . . . . . . . . . 11, 521 1, 206 10, 315 4, 715 1, 108 1, 352 1, 150 1, 105 5, ~00 
Territories .......... 272, 527 4, S03 W8~0'24 62, 724~ 16, 987~ 19, 13-s: 13, 150 ]t3, -152= 8, 300 ~ 197, 000 
1. Alaska .............. 70, poo 70,000 ···-- ·· ------ ------ · --- ···· ·----- · 70,000 
2. Arizona ............. 32,083 31 32,052 4, 352 1,277 1, 396 925 754 ·-- --- · 27, 700 
3. Colorado ...... . ...... 7, 480 180 7, 300 ·----- · ........ ------- ------- ---- -- · 7, 300 
4. Dakota .............. 27,520 1,200 26,320 __ ,. ___ _ ·----- - -----·· ------ · -- ---- - 26,320 
5. Distlict of Columbia 15 15 ···--· · ·------ -- -- -·· ------ · ---- --
6. Idaho ................ 5,631 47 5, 584 3, 284 1, 006 1, 203 549 ;;;J6 2, 320 
7. Indian .. ............. 59,367 59,367 19, 067 3,884 4, 445 5,146 5, 592 5, 9LO 34, 400 
8. Montana ............ 19, 457 157 19, 300 Hl,300 
9. New Mexico ......... 20, 7a8 1,309 19, 429 14, 349 4, 278 5, 326 2, 150 2, 5!l5 5, 080 
10. Utah ................ 12,974 179 12, 795 8 195 2, 71;) 2, 620 1, 526 1, 334 4,600 
11. Washington ......... 14,796 1, 319 13, 477 13; 477 3, 8:J7 4, 145 2,854 2, 651 -----· - --------
12. Wyoming .. ......... 2,466 66 2, 400 ·- ·--· - -----·· ------ ------- 2,400 ·····--· 
By the foregoing it appears that the total number of Indians in tlle United States 
euumerat~d and estimated is 383,712, of whom 111,185 are residents of the Stat~ and 
272,527 of the Territories, o-rganized and nnorganized. The total school population 
(enumerated) is set down at ::39,319, of whom 1!J,740 are males and 19,579 femal . Of 
this total 12,717 are residents of the States and 26,602 of the Territories. The total 
estimated population (not divided by sex or age) is, "on reservatious or at agen-
cies," 26,875; while that classified as nomadic is set down at 234,740, making a total of 
261,615. Taking the number of children from tlle whole number of those enumerated, 
and the ratio is slightly over lt of the whole. Calculating on this ratio, and the l!UID-
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ber of Indian children of the school age will be about67,695, making a total of107,004 
from the whole r:>.ce, tri!Jal or otherwise. Deducting 25,731 Indians regularly enu-
merated and their pro rata of children on the basis assumed, and the total number of 
Indian children will be about 100,000. Making au est,imate of the children too young 
for school as being one-fifth of the whole, and we shall have remaining 80,000, to whom 
the General Govermneut is in duty bound to provide some opportunities for education 
on the earliest occasion offering. 
THE NEW YORK INDIANS. 
The Six Nations, whose remnants still reside in the Empire State, over whose ter-
ritory their ancestors once hdd sway, aml in whose colonial and early State history 
they :filled so important a part, show commendable progress. Theynnmber 5,070 souls, 
located on reservations under the authority of the State, possessing a total area of , 
68,668 acres. The population shows an increase of 100 for the past year and of 1,300 
for the decade, as shown by the census of 1870. 
The schools are part of the public-school system of the State, with the exception of 
three ; one being a training-school long under the control of the society of Friends. 
A manual-labor school is in progress on the Tonawanda reserve. A notaiJle instance 
of educational growth is seen in the establishment of a teachers' institute in August, 
187~, which 'vas at once attended by :~8 applicants, of whom, on November 1, ~6 were 
in training. These pupil-teachers are Indians. Of the whole population there are 
about 2,700 children, while, as will be seen, the school enrollment is about 1,100, with 
an average daily attendance of 60i3. The facts, however, go to show that all the Indian 
youth get some training in school, though the comfortable condition of the tribes and 
the educational facilities they possess deserve a steadier recognition by attendance on 
the schools than is apparent from the following statistics: 
Tribes. 
Allegany reserv-ation: Senecas and Onondagas, 
New York; Corn-planters, Pennsylvania ....... . 
Cattaraugus reli\ervation: Senecas, Onondagas, and 
Cayugas ........................................ . 
Oneida reservation : Oneidas ..................... . 
Onondaga reservation: Onondagas ......... .. . . . . . . 
Tonawanda reservation: t:ienecas, Onondagas, 
Cayugas, Oneidas ............ . .................. . 
Tuscarora reservation : Tuscaroras, Senecas, Onon-





































































dagas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 249 479 2 35 60 2 
Saint Regis reservation: Saint Regis Indians...... 341 342 683 2 24 26 2 
2, 492 2, 578 j5. 070 i2s 586f543f4 22 
Another proof of the prosperous condition of these Indians is a movement among 
those on the Cattaraugus and Allegany res9rva.tions for separate allotments of the 
same. The Tuscaroras have in operation a plan which seems to secure the advantages 
of individual ownership without the dangers to the Indians themselves which it is 
justly feared may arise from the protection afforded the weak by the system of com-
mon and inalienable ownership now in vogue. Under the plan adopted on the 'l'us-
carora reservation, improved lands are practically allotted to individual adults in fee. 
Two-thirds are thus controlled, the India.ns having the right to IJuy and sell among 
themselves, the timber-land being held in common. Of the total area of these reser-
vations, oue-third, or 20,000 acres, is under cultivation. The character of the cultiva-
tion, yield of crope, (especially frnit,) farm- buildings, tools, stock, &c., are quite as 
good as of the white farmers of the sectiou. 
INDIANS IN THE STATES A..~D NOT ON RESERVATIONS. 
There n.re about 1,700 Cherokees living in adjacent portions of North • Carolina, 
Georgia, and Tennessee, being that portion of the nation who elected to remain cast 
when the great body removed to the territory they now occupy. -
These people are very poor, are not cmbracecl as citLltfns within the States in which 
they reside, and impoverished, too, by the late rebellion, their meager annuity, being 
*Of tho 26 teachers employell15 are Indians, who stand in character and capacity on a par with tho 
whites. 
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only the interest of $53.33 pe1· capita, .(the sum set apart to effect .their removal whe_n 
ready to join the balance of the nation,) does not enable them unaided to better their 
circumstances. Under a law of 1868, the Indian Bureau has direct superv.ision of their 
interests, but, as no appropriation has been made, it is of no practical benefit. Educa-
tional facilities are poor enough for the ordinary population of the region in which 
these Cherokees live; but, poor as they are, there is no evidence that the Indians are 
admitted to them. 
Florida still contains about 300 Seminoles, of whose condition very little is known. 
In·diana contains about 345 Miamies, who did not remove to Kansas under the treaty 
of 1840. There is another and very small band (19) known as the Eel River Miamies, 
who live partly in Michigan. The Miamies are good citizens and thrifty persons, with 
farms well cultivated and respectable homes. They send their children to the district 
schools. They are not yet made citizens of the United States. 
There is a small baud of Sac and Fox Indians, who have within the past two years 
been gathered at Toledo, Iowa, numbering in all 317; 83 men, 102 women, 70 boys, and 
62 girls. Since their location, the increase has been 21, two-thirds being during the 
last year. 'fhe reservation allotted them comprises only 419 acres, and they possess 
individual property to the amount of $15,159. During the last year they raised from 
neighboring farmers abont $1,200. No school has yet been organized, but it has been 
decided to turn the agency building over to a missionary laboring among them, for 
school purposes. As these Indians were literally a short time since vagabonds, living 
by begging and pilfering, these facts show good progress. 
INDIANS IN MICHIGAN. 
The Indians residing in this State are the Chippewas of Saginaw, numbering 1,630; 
the Ottawas and Chippewas of Swan Creek and Bhck River, numbering· 6,039; the 
Pottawatomies of Huron, who number only 50; and the L'Anse baud of Chippewas, 
numbering 1,195. This tribe or band is identified with the Lake Superior Chippewas 
of Wisconsin and Minnesota. The Sagina.w Chippewas have abandoned tribal life, n.re 
citizens of the United States, have patents for their homestea.ds, and possess no annui-
t ies. The Indian Bureau reports two schools, with 150 scholars. The Ottawas and 
Chippewa.s are also citizens. Two schools, with 152 pupils, are reported. As their 
population is estimated at 7,669, there is evidently a lack of both educational interest 
ana facilities in that onl.v four schools, with 302 scholars, are reporte(j.. According t.o 
the tabular statements of the Indian Bureau, the Indians of Michigan are, u.s regards 
educational facilities, thus reported: 
.Independent agency No.3, (Ottawas, Chippewas, and Pottawatomies :) Ma1es,·4,339; 
females, 4,828 ; total population, 9,167; number of schools, S ; scholars, total, 358; teach-
ers, male, 5, female, 4, total, 9; amount paid by individual Indians, $50. 
Of the schools 5 were mn.intaineu by the Catholics, and 3 by the Methodists. One 
of the latter closed July 10, 1872. The greater body of these Indians having become 
citizens, it is possible that a larger number of their children than is shown :in the 
report attend the district public schools, and have thus become one with the people of 
t.he State. Of the above ~ schools, ha.ving 56 scholars, 2 a.re located among the 
L'Anse Chippewas. There is no doubt, however, that eflucational :interest bas 
decreased since appropri[Ltions have Cf'ased. Missionary efforts have also relaxed since 
the Indians have become citizens. These facts arc shown by the following figures: 
1862, schools 30, scholars 1,06~ ; 1872, schools 8, scholars 358. This is not :1 flattering 
exhibit, it must be confessed. 
L.~DIANS IN WISCONSIN. 
The Indians are the Chippewas of Lake Superior, numbering 5,150; Meoomonees, 
numbering 1,362; the StockiJriclges and Munsees, numbering 250; the Oneidas, n~m­
bering 1,259; a.nd stmy bands of Wiunebagoes, Chippewas, and Pottawatom1es, 
numbering about 1,600; in all, 9,621. Tbe Lake Superior Chippewa.s ba ,-c no tated 
reservation, but the several bands have a central location at which sull-ngeuts are 
stationed. 
The reservations occupied by the other tribes are in area as follows : 
.Acres. 
Menomonees ... _ ............... _ .................. _ ....................... 230, 400 
, tock bridges and Munsees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . , 00 
Oneidas ..........................................•. ......... . ···-·· .. . ... 60, 00 
Total ........•.............•..•...••......................••....... - 360,000 
====== 
The stray ba.nds already named have no reserva.tions, schools, or religion facilit:ie · 
The schools among the settled Indians seem to be in an unsatisfactory condition. The 
Chippe~as have an annual educational appropr:ia.tion, under trea.ty, of $3, 00, but only 
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one school is reported, the number of scholars in which is not given. It is under the 
control-of the Presbyterian board, under contract with the Interior Department, and 
takes the place of one established some years since by the American board, but dis-
continued on' account of the unfriendly att.itude of the Indians. 
These people (the Chippewas) deserve more attention from the severa.l religious and. 
educational associations interested in the training of the Indians. One or more manual-
labor boarding-schools at accessible points, in which the children would be removed 
from the influence of the roving lives of parents and tribes, are much needed and would 
be a good work. . 
The Menomonees show, in a population of 1,362, only one school, having 60 pupils 
enrolled and an average attendance of 50. This tribe is able to do better, and a large 
school is projected but not yet opened. 
The Stockbridges and Munsees are under the same agency, (Green Bay,) as are also 
the Oneidas. The agent's report on education for the three tribes or bands is as fol-
lows: Population: males, 1,404; females, 1,467 ; total, 2,871 ; number of schools, 5; 
pupils: boys, 188; girls, 137; total, 325; teachers: males, 5; females, 2; total, 7. Four 
missionaries are sustained by the Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Methodists, and Cath-
olics. · 
The Stockbridge schools, which are under charge of Indian superintendents, are 
reported as very successful. The use of liquor is the greatest curse to the Oneidas, 
but there is a better spirit growing among them on this subject. 
THE MINNESOTA INDIANS 
embrace five large bands of the Chippewa or Ojibway Nation; three of the same peo-
ple being connected with the Wisconsin agency. The five bands in this State number 
6,455 souls. Their three reservations embrace an area of 4,672,000 acres. They are 
nomadic in habits, and only a small portion are permanent occupants of the reserva-
tions intended for them. The only schools now in operation are at White Earth and Red 
Lake agencies. The former is quite successful, and add~tional accommodations are 
needed. The Red Lake school is under the dtrection of the American Missionary 
Association. The Leech Lake school was closed by the resignation of the teachers. 
No successors have been appointed. 
The Indians propose to give $1,000 per annum for the establishment of a boarding-
school at Leecll Lake, under the American Missionary Association. The school will 
soon be in operation. These bands have in all about $9,000 per annum set apart by 
treaty for educational purposes, and there is b9th room and means for greater activity 
than bas yet been displayed. 
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI. 
This comprises all the Indians living east of the Mississippi River whQ still maintain 
relations with, or are presumed to be under th~? control of, the General Government. 
The total :figures relating to them are thus summaried : 
Tribes. 
New York Indians ................... ..... ... .. .. ...... ..... . 
Cherokees, (North Carolina) .... . ............................ . 
f-ieminoles, (Florida) ......................................... . 
Miami!l, (two bodies,) Indiana• ............................... . 
f;ac and Fox, (Iowa) . ............................. . .. ......... . 
~\~~~~~~.(~~~~et~ib~;)s!.~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~: 









al al ~ ~!.~ @ <ll '0 ..0 ~·l""t+=J 
0 '0 <) §~E ·B ..Q ce <ll <) 
8 ~~Q w w ----
28 I, 129 26 68,668 
. . .. . .... -- .. - ··-. 419 
8 358 9 .... (t) .. - .. 
t6 323 7 060, 000 
t2 . -. . . . . --- - . 4, 672, 000 
Total.. ...... . ................. . ........ . _ ............... 32,949 ~ 1, ·~oo ~~--;:!01, OR7 
Tile next geographical division covers 
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, AND THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 
with a total Indian population of 70,450 souls, 62,465 of whom live in the Indian Ter-
ritory proper. The Indian (tribal) population of Kansas is set down at but 1,500, 
*Well-to-do farmers; children go to district schools. 
t Lands in sevcmlty. 
t One of the schools given in Wisconsin and the two in Minnesota do not report the number of scholars 
or teachers. The tigures will not e.xceed 100 pupils and. 3 teachers. , 
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while in the table giYen from the census of 1870 it is stated at 8,700. Since the enu-
meration, the laro-er portion of the several tribes have removed to t.heir new homes 
south of Kansas."' This cba.nge somewhat retards their educational priviieges, though 
it will ue of benefit ere long, in that and other directions. 
INDIANS IN NEBRASKA. 
There are seven agencies, controlling eight different tribes or bands, within the limits 
of this State and snperintendency. These are generally in very good ·Condition, pros-
perous and progressive. The follo";ing table illustrates this: 
' Population. No. of ecl10lars. No. of teachel'a. 
Tribes. l---,-----,----l No. of l----,-----l----;----
schools. . I 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Male. Female. 
------------- 1'- - ------ - -- ---·---------
Iowas, Sacs and Foxes of Missouri._ 157 156 313 1 33 30 .... -... 2 
Omahas............................ 497 472 969 3 70 50 2 1 
I ~~~:~:~.0.~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::: ~: : ~~~ 1! ;~~ ~: ::~ g 1~~ ~~ i ~ 
Otoes and Missomias . _ .. __ .. ___ __ . ~4:J 221 464 1 53 44 2 
Santee Sioux ......... _............. 424 563 987 3 214 109 5 
Total.. .......... __ ...... . _._ 2, 928 3, 690 6, 618 -13 -607j-3fi4 1--9----1-9 
The total number of pupils, according to the above, is 971 in a population of 6,618, 
or about one in seven, a better exhibit than that of any other superintendency. The 
Santee Sioux present a very favorabl e picture of missionary effort. The two Episcopal 
churches and schools on their reservation are under charge of Indian pastors, and a 
majority of the teachers are also Indians. This agency bas under its control four bands, 
or tribes, of Sioux, who but a few years ago were among the most hostile of their nation. 
The reservations occupied by the Nebraska Indians cover the following art'as : 
Sautee Sioux ........ ___ .......... _ .......... _ ..... _. _ .. ___ .... __ ... ___ .. 
Win nebagoes ...... ~ ..... _ .................. _ ........... _ ......... _ .....• 
Omahas ...... ···--· .... ···-······-······· ................ ··-··· ........• 
Pawnees ............................... _ ........... _ .... __ ..... _ ..... __ • 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri ......... _ ................ ___ ...... _ ...... . 
Io,vas ........ _ . . . . . . . _ ....... _ . . . . . . . . ........ _ .... __ .......... __ .. _ .. . 









TotaL._._ ..... _ .... _ ..... _ ........... __ .... _ ..... __ ... _. _ ..... __ . 1, 036, 200 
The average amount per capita of land will be nearly as follows : Santees, 84 acres ; 
Winnebagoes, 90; Omahas, 355; Pawnees, 117; Sacs aud Foxes, 184 ; Io was, 71; Otoes, 
345; making a per capita average on the total Indian population of about 156 acres. 
There is soruethiug worth considering in these figures, as they may serve to illustrate 
the results of limited reservations in solving the problem of change from the 
life of the nomad hunter and warrior to that of the farmer and citizen. The school 
statistics show that the Indians on the smallest reservations are, in the main, the 
most advanced, n.nd this, too, as in the case of the Santees, does not result from long iso-
lation from the mmnl influences among Indians, but rather from favorable conditions 
and well-directed missionary efforts. The Winoeuagoes, having the next small est area 
in their reservation, are next in the scale, and the Pawnees follow them; while the 
bands or triues with the largest amount of land at their disposal are, in spite of long 
settlement, prosperity, and peace, smallest in the scale of educational advantages and 
results. The Indians and their agent.s appear to work harmoniously together, and the 
recommendations of previous years, for en largement of the manual-ln.bvr sc~ool at the 
Pc-Lwuee agency, ancl for the establishment of sirniJ~r schools among the San tees and 
Winuebagoes, are now being put into eft'ect. 
INDIANS IN KANSAS. 
There are only five small agencies l eft ln this State, which, with those in the we tern 
Indin.n territory, n.re under the control oft-he central superintendency. 
These ageucies present the following statil:ltics: 
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Tribes. 
~~t~~~~~i~~;. ~:: ~:: .·::::::::::::::::: 
C~ipp~was and Munsees ............... . 
M1amH1S ............................... . 





















9, 585 00 
1 ...... .... .. 
2 5GO 00 
1:538 57 
Total....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 1, 434fli2, 507 ,---5---""196 --6 ~ 623 57 
THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
The most intere-sting phase of Indian education and advancement is that presented 
in the Indian Territory, where the administration is now engaged in the concentration 
of the semi-civili~ed and uncivilized tribes and bands who have heretofore roamed at 
large or lived on reservations in the region north of the Territory. The presence of 
the five tribes of civilized Indians, who have long been settled in the eastern portion of 
the Territory, was a chief incentive to this policy, as it was reasonably expected their 
example and presence would greatly facilitate the movement. The expectation has, 
in the main, been realized. 
From an elaborate table in the last annual report of the board of Indian peace com-
missioners, the following bas been condensed: 
* The Pottawatomies are those known as the " Prairie bands ; " the remainder of the tribe have been 
citizens for several years. It is the desire of the Indian Bureau to remove these l>ands to the Indian 
Territory, where the larger portion of those who formerly lived in Kansas are now settled. So, also, with 
the Kickapoos and Kaws, though it is prol>able tlmt a ma,jority of the first-r.amed tril>e, now remaining 
in the State. may elect to become citizens. On the whole, the educational conuition of the Indians re-
maining in Kansas has not improved during the year past. 
Tribes. 
ClYll.IZED. 
Choctaws . .. ........................ .. 
Chickas:tws ...................................... . 
.::horokecs .......... .... ................. . ....... .. 
.::reeks ....... . . ........ ..... .......... ...... . .... . 
Seminoles ..... .... ........ .. ... .... ... •...... ..... 
Total ..........................•. 
UNCIVILiZED. 
Pottnw::~tomios * ...... ... .... . .................... . 
Kirkapoos ......... ........................... . ... . 
JC:tws . ................................ _ ......... .. . 
Osn~res ................................... ... ..... · 
R11cs aml Foxrs, ancl Shnwncos . ................... . 
l'.ri rhitns, &c ......................... . 
Comauchos ............................•.. ..... · ·· 
])daW':ll'CSt . . . ....................... - · ..... ... .. --
1\:IOWrtSt- . .•••. .•••...• •.. ••. •.•...• ••· •••••• ••••• · 
..::\ pacbost ...................... .. 
W cas, Prorias, &c. § ...... .... ...... .. ..... .... ... . 
Sen Peas§ ........ ............................... ---
E:tstrrn :Shawnees ......... ... .. .. .......... ..... . . 
Ot.tawas§ ..... ....... ..... ........................ . 
~i~~~~~~;t_s_~:::: _·_·_·_·_·_·_·_-_·_·_:: ::: ::: :~~~ : ::::::::::: 
~i~~\~~:~r~:.Yf~~~:~;.~~:::: : : :::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::: 
~t\~~~~.~~ §:::::::::.::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Arapahoes aml Cheyennes .............. . ....... .. . 
Total. ..................... .. 
'J'otol civilized . ... ............. ................... . 
Tot.nl uncivilizetl ............... ·.,_ .............. .. 
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-~ ~ ;:. c;d~ c:e~ '3 ,;, ~ 'O<D ~ ;....'0 f.-0 i=<P. . ..... !'< 
~cb . 
0 0 <1l ·~ 0 <D . ;:::H 
~-g 0 
,.:::1 c;.. ... :::l ,.:::1 0 ::l §_s] C(S ...... p. .s~ o;...., t+> ~ Q) ~~ w-'=' coddl ..., <IJ«l rn S ]~ 
.... ...... ..... ~ 
~p ~rg § 0 0 c:ro . ~~ e 0 0 Q) .M~ ~ 0 ~;:-..,. ~..,. <tl..,.<D E-1 z z ---- - --- --------
$4, 746,000 6, 688, 000 27,082 ---·------ 27,082 36 . 3D 
l , 582,000 4, 377,600 14, 500 -- ·------- 14, 500 14 17 
4, DD5, 055 3, 844,712 120, 000 ---------· 1!.!0, 000 62 62 
3, 113, 200 3, 250,560 28,600 ----- ----- 28,600 32 32 
37D, 155 200,000 7, 500 ---·- ----- 7, 500 4 4 
14, 815, 410 18,360,872 107,682 l97, 682 148 154 
75D, 512 77,357 200 ................... 200 1 13 
57, 300 28,584 1,082 .................... 1, 082 2 2 
11,375 35, 000 300 ................... :iOO 2 2 
140, 000 560,000 270 .... ...... ....... . 270 2 5 
58, 170 483,840 3DO 30 420 1 2 
ll :J, 890 (II} 6D1 232 . 923 1 1 
400, o:;o ··- --- -· -·-· 100 240 1 340 1 1 
3, 150 ...................... . 17 17 .......... .. .. .... . .......... ....... 
200,000 3, 540, 440 .................. . .... ....... ..... . ......... .... .... 1 .......... 
50, 000 .. ............... ...... ........... .... .. . .............. ..... ................... . .................. . . ........ .. .... ... 
65, 375 48. 000 923 ................. 923 ................... ..... ...... ....... 
25,665 47; 000 378 ............... . :ns . ................. .................... 
15,707 16, 000 342 . .. ................ 342 1 1 
16, 150 14,000 487 ... .. ...... .. .... 487 .. .. ...... .. ...... . ................. 
4, 475 20,000 40 ............... .... 40 .... ....... ...... . ............ ..... 
15,752 63, 000 196 . .................. 2D6 2 3 
14,373 ....................... 216 ...................... 216 ..... .... ............ ..................... 
14,444 . ...... .. .. ... ......... 291 ................... 291 .. ......... ...... .... ............... .. 
D, 800 ....... .. ............. 350 ................... 350 . ................ .. ................. 
17,210 16,000 572 ............ .... .. 572 1 1 
180, 000 4, 071,500 50 150 200 1 3 
2, 172, 408 8, 96D, 721 6, 9D5_ 652 -7:647 16 34 
=====::::::=====::: ======= ---
14, 815, 410 18, 360, 872 1D7, 682 1D7, 682 148 154 
2, 172,408 8, 969, 721 6, 995 652 7, 647 16 34 
16, 987, 818 27,330, 5D:3 204,677 652 205,320 ----w4 --188 
~ ai ,!<i 0 0 
~ 0 0 
0 ,.:::1 ..., 
61 
~ ~ .... .... 0 .... 0 ..., 
0 ..,. 
0 (/) -!3 0 z Q ~ 
DOO $36, 000 00 $50D, 427 20 
4:~9 33, 000 00 1, 185, 883 16} 
2, 033 25,000 00 1, 580, D75 35 -
860 14,258 00 76, fJDD 66 
207 2, 475 00 --- · -····· · ··· 
4, 4::!D 110, 733 00 3, 353, 285 37~ 
:=:::=:=:======::: =====...=:::=:::=:= 
84 . .................... 111, 500 00 
36 3, 000 00 137, 400 00 
44 3, 163 84 24,530 16 
D5 1, 663 84 41, coo 00 
17 1, 420 00 17, 200 00 
18 1, 200 00 ................ ..... 
35 2, 508 1D ........ ... .... ...... 
................. ............ .. ...... .... 459,983 90 
....... .......... ... ..... .............. .. ...................... 
. .. .......... .. ... ....... .. .. .. ....... ........ .. .. ........... 
. ................. . ..................... 122,103 02 
43 ...................... 4, 494 00 
15 ... .. .... .. ....... .. . .. .. ...... .... . ..... 
. ....... ....... . .................... 21, 674 48 
8 ............ .. .. .................... 
121 1, 720 00 .. .. . ...... .. ......... 
2 L . .. ... ............... . ............ . ............. 
67 .................... . ....................... 
5 ............ . ....................... 
17 . ...................... 4D, 536 D7 
23 2, 000 00 .................... 
654 16,675 92 fJ SD, 42'2 51 
~~ -============= 
4, 439 110, 733 00 3, !'!53, 285 37-ij-
654 16,675 92 980,422 51 
5, 0[)3 .127, 408 92 4, 342, 707 88~ 
§ Weas, ~ rotta wa.lomi<'~ haYO l mi;;;;ionnr,y school. t Delaware school -return inclncl<'d in Wichita. t Kiowas and Apaches included in Uom:.>ncho scltool-roturn. 
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There is some difference between the figures of the Indian Bureau and those of the 
Indian board which are given in preceding table. These differences are not very 
material, the principal ones being, by the commissioners' report, an addition of 1,000 
each in the population of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, making them 22,000 in all. 
The statistics of education in the five nations are given in the report, as follows: 
00 Teachers. 
~ rti 0 ] 0 0 
..:::1 -a Indians. Whites. 0 0 w. w. E-i 
----------------
Cherokees ........................................ . 2, 950 60 48 15 63 
Choctaws .................. . ..................... . 819 36 37 37 
Cbickasaws ............................... . ...... . 379 11 14 14 
Creeks .... . ..... . ..... ~ .......................... . 760 33 17 16 33 
Seminoles ........................................ . 207 4 4 4 
TotaL .............. ~ ............. ....... ... . 5,115 144 116 35 151 
This shows a difference in the two statements of 4 schools and 3 teachers in favor of 
the peace commissioners' tables, and of 276 scholars for the Bureau's regular annual 
report. Among the schools are three for the colored people forming part of the Cherokee 
Nation; also an orphan asylum, in which 54 children are supported. The Creeks sup-
port one boarding-school, and the Choctaws and Chickasaws support two ; besides, 
each nation maintains a number of students at colleges in different States. The 
Cherokees have recently revived their female seminary, under good auspices. There 
is a prevailing criticism among those interested in education there, to the effect that 
children of the.full-blood Indians speak Cherokee at home and in familiar intercourse 
only, and that, as a consequence, though they learn to read, spell, and write in 
English, they do not really understand or maRter it. The amount of real work to be 
done among these people can be appreciated by an estimate of percentage of school 
attendance with the population. Taking the table before given as a basis, and the 
total number of Indians in the five civilized nations, with a few small bodie~:> located 
in the northeastern portion, we have the aggregate of 49,982, while the total number of 
scholars is but 4,439, or about 1 in every 10.2 persons. With the large amount of 
funds at their disposal, the larger average of real and personal w·ealth they possess, 
and their favorable location, these nations ought to do better. There is great need of 
a normal college, not alone for the training of Indian teachers, but the imparting of 
a higher education to their youth in all the higher and practical paths of life. 
According to the complete tabular statements, it appears that t,he number of bushels 
of grain raised in the whole Territory was 6,739,335, of the value of $4,663,615-; that 
the number of horses, cattle, &c., owned there was 464,465, of the value of $4,947,121; 
while the number of tons of bay cut was 8:508, valued at $73,149; and the value of furs 
sold wa,s $302,700; being a total valuation of produce, stock, &c., of$9,98G,fl88. 'I'he total 
valuation of property, real and personal, is $16,987,81t!, excluding real estate, and of 
stocks, $4,342,707.8f:!!, both of which are held in common. 
New Mexico and Colorado are the only Territories exceeding these figures, which in 
their totals speak well for the Indian population. · 
The five nations, in proportion to the whole population~ possess about six-sevenths of 
the individual property, and cultivate about twenty-tive times as many acres as tbeother 
tribes. 'I'he proportion is similar throughout. 'l'he Indian peace commissioners' 
reports state that the Chickasaws and Choctaws maintaineu three missions, and bava 
a church-membership of 12,500; the Creeks have three missions, and 2,050 church mem-
bers; the fi~ures are not given for the Cherokees and Seminoles. That these Inubns 
have mental power of a hirrh order has been made manifest in all their history, but in 
no instance so conspicuonsfy as in that of the inventor of the Cherokee alphabet, George 
Guess, or'' Sequoyah," whose ability deserves renewed recognition. 
THE INVENTION 01<' TilE CHE:ROKEE .ALPHABET 
excited at the time of its introduction the astonishment of philosophers in this 
country and in Europe, and as it has an important bearing in connection with educa-
tional movements generally, an account of its progress and history, the work of genius 
throughout, is thought worthy of being brought forward at the present time, tho data 
tor which are found in a carefully-prepared article by Elias Boudinot, himself a Chero-
kee, and published in the "Annals of Education" in April, 1832. Mr. Boudinot makes 
use in part of statements by Mr. Knapp in a lecture on ''American literature," anu 
which may be relied upon, as they were derived from Sequoyah himself. 
Mr. Knapp says that when a delegation of the Cherokees visited WashiQgton in the 
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winter of 1828, Sequoyah, the inventor of tbe Cherokee alphapet, accompanied them. 
His English name was George Guess; he was a half-blood, but had never spoken a 
word of English up to the time of his invention. . 
The substance of an examination of Sequoyah, through the medium of two mterpret-
ers, was this: That he, Sequoyah, was now about sixty-five years old; th~t in earlr 
life he was gay and talkative, and although he never attempted to speak In council 
but once, yet was often, from his fine colloquial powers, tbe story-teller of the conviv-
ial party. His reputation for talents of every kind gave him some distinction when 
be was quite young, so long ago as Saint Clair's defeat. About this time a letter was 
found on the person of a prisoner, which was wrongly read by him to the Indians. The 
question then arose among the Indians as to the mysterious power of the talking leaf, 
some believing that it was the gift of the Great Spirit to the white man; but George 
Guess maintained that it was the discoverv of the white man himself. Deprived of 
the excitement of war and the pleasures of the chase, in consequence of the lameness 
of a knee which rendered him a cripple, his mind was directed to the mystery of the 
power of spealoing by letters. 
The inventive powers of Sequoyah were put in active operation, while he had to 
contend with the prejudices of some of his nation, who believed that the knowledge 
ofletters belonged only to the white man. He was not dissuaded, however, from an 
attempt to prepare an alphabet for his people. He knew that feelings and passions 
were conveyed by diff~rent sounds from one intelligent being to another, and the 
thought struck him to try to ascertain all the sounds in the Cherokee language. In 
this he had the aid of his wife and · children; and when be thought be had distin-
guished all the different sounds in their language, he used pictorial Rigns of birds and 
beasts to convey an idea of these sounds to others, but soon dropped this method, as 
difficult or impossible, and tried arbitrary signs, distinguishable from each other. 
For about a year he tried the plan of making a character for each word, in which 
time he put down. several thousand characters, but became convinced tha.t his object 
was not to be attained in that way. After trying other methods, he hit upon the idea 
of dividing the words into parts, or syllables. He soon found, to his great gratification, 
that the same characters would apply in different words, and that the number would 
be comparatively few. After putting down all the syllables he could think of, he would 
listen to speeches and the conversation of strangers, and would make a character for 
any new syllable. In this way he succeeded in completing his system. 
As representatives of these syllabic sounds, he adopted a number of English letters, 
taken from a spelling-book. Even then he had about two hundred characters in bis 
alphabet; but, by the aid of his daughter, who entered into the genius of his labors, he 
reduced them at last to eighty-six. . · 
As yet he had no knowledge of tho pen ns an instrument, but made his characters on 
a piece of bark with a knife or nail. He soon after procured paper and a pen, and 
made his own ink from some bark of the forest trees, whose coloring property he knew. 
Even when his system was completed, he found much diffieulty in pbrsuading people 
to learn it. But going to Arkansas Territory he taught a few people there at tirst, one 
of whom wrote a letter to some friends in the Cherokee country and sent it by Sequo-
yah, who read it to the people. It was a difficult matter to make his invention known 
among- his people, as he had been so long abstracted from th~ir usual pursuits that he 
was vwwed with suspicion. 'I'o convince them of the reality of his invention, he sum-
moned some of the more distinguished of his nation, and after explaining the matter 
to them, his daughter, who was his only pupil, was directed to go out of bearing while 
he put down any word or sentiment which his friends named, and then she was called 
in and read it to them; then the father retired, and the daughter wrote. The Indians 
were astonished, but not convinced. It was at length agreed that the tribe should 
select several youths from among their brightest young men, that they might be taught. 
After several months' instruction, an exal'llination was made by various tests, which 
destroyed all infidelity on the part of the nation and fixed their faith most firmly. 
The Indians made this the occasion of a great feast, at whieh Sequoyah was conspicu-
ous, and be became at once schoolmaster, professor, philosopher, and chief, held in 
reverence by his nation as one favored by the Great Spirit. 
When the usefulness of the Cherokee alphabet became fully developed, it spread 
through the nation in an unprecQdented manner, and reading and writing soon became 
common. It is worthy of remark, however, that it was for some time confined to the 
more ob~cure individuals, the others not C0tH~id~I'illg it of sufficient importance. To 
increase 1ts utility the council of the nation had a font of type cast and a newspaper 
printed in the English and Cherokee languages. About two hundred copies of this 
newspaper were soon circulated weekly, and read by numbers in every section of tlle 
C?untrr. At a convention of gentlemen held at New Echota., six years after t.he inven-
twn of the alpllali>et: it was calculated that upward of one-half of the adult males conld 
read and write in their own lan~uage. 
Since then several books have been printed in these characters, and at the present 
time these are in use. A Cherokee newspaper i&f alsa printed in the nation. 'fhe 
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Cherokee language is, however, being discarded by the more intelligent; only about two-
thirds using it commonly. The apathy of the fuU-bloods hinders progress in this as 
well as other directions. The pressure from wHhout is growing stronger. It is to be 
regretted that activity from within does not fully create a sufficient counter-force. 
OTHE~ TRIBES IN THE TERRITORY. 
A closer distinction ought in justice to be made, as the Senecas and Shawnees 
making 3,030; the Quapaws, 240 strong; the Ottawas, 150; the Peorias, or confederated 
tribes, numbering ltiO; the Absentee Shawnees, 663 ; the Sacs and Foxes, 463-in all, 
4,706 souls-are, as a rule, in a condition of civilization quite equal "to the five large 
tribes. They are collectively in possession of reservations covering an area of 709,760 
acres. The Absentee Shawnees hold their lands by allotment. Their school facilities 
are limited, but the privileges thereof could be readily made available. 'rhe tribes 
just emerging are the Osages, Kickapoos, Kaws, Wichitas, Caddoes, and some much 
smaller bands, while those that require steady and vigilant oversight are the quite 
powerful tribes of Kiowas, Comanches, Apaches, Arapahoes, and Southern Cheyennes, 
numbering in all 3,990. 
INDIANS IN DAKOTA, MONTANA, AND IDAHO. 
These three Territories embrace the most powerful of the nomadic tribes now remain-
ing in the United Stat~s, and hence their condition is necessarily an interesting feature 
of this review. Foremost among them is the Sioux Nation, embracing many bands, 
and numbering 26,216 persons, mostly living in Dakota, though the Ogallalas are 
mainly in Wyoming. The facts relative to the several tribes within the assigned geo-
graphical limits are as follows: 
Tribes. 
Dakota. 
Sioux ...................................... . 
Poncas ..................................... . 
Arickarees, Gros Ventres, and Mandans ..•.. 
Tribes in Montana. 
Blackfeet .................................. .. 
Gros Ventres, Assinaboines, Crows, Santee 
Sioux, N Ol'thern Cheyennes. 
Mountain Crows ........................... .. 
Flatheads .................................. . 
Shoshones and Bannocks ................... . 
Tribes in Idaho. 
Reservations, 


















90 ........ .. 
27 ......... . 
Nez Perces ................................ : . 2, 807 1, 344, 000 ~ 124 $7, 300 
Shoshones and Bannocks . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 1, 037 1, 568, 000 ............................. . 
Vmur d'Aleenes............................. 2, 000 256, 000 ......................... .. .. . 
Total .................................. ~8, 322 -47,054, 900 ~--17 ----so1 ~ 
There is something more favorable than the above statement to be said in regard to 
the Indians in Idaho. The Nez Perm~s are, as a rule, more advanced than their school 
tltatistics would indicate. There ·has been something of disturbance and conflict 
among them in the past. 
Great progress is reported during the past year. Favorable results are also reported 
from other tribes in that Territory, while the Dakota Sioux are being placed yearly 
iu more favorable conditions for both restraint and training in the arts of peace. 
During the past year the Interior Department has succeeded in opening friendly 
relations with the heretofore hostile Sioux and fragments of other tribes and bands who 
have for some years past made portions of Montana debatable ground between them-
selves and the white pioneers. There is opportunity in the Northwest for a comprehem-
sive policy and a better chance, when it is begun fairly, to teach and train the growing 
genei ation of Indians. A special effort should be made on the more advanced reser-
va.tions in Dakota and Idaho to organize manual:labor schools, into which children 
might be brought, cared for wholly, and educated to new conditions. A special effort 
should be made to reach the females, for, as the Chflrokees have already proved, there 
may be many bright boys turned out of school, but unless their homes have an ele-
vating influence and their sisters and female associates are their equals, retroo-ression 
will, as a rule, be more rapid than their progress. 
0 
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THE L.~DIANS OF WYOl\1ING1 COLORADO, UTAH, A~D NEVADA. 
The Territories and State named fall naturally in a geographical group, nr.rl the 
condition of the Indian population, which is at the lowest ebu, also jntitities thEJ truat-
ing of them under one head. 
WYOMING. 
A lr.rge body of Ogallala Sioux are found just within the borders of Wyo!1ling, hut 
have been mentioned in connection with Dakota, where they properly belong. Tile 
only Indian tribes permanently located in Wyoming are the Eastern Shosllones, num-
bering above 1,000. There are roving bands of Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Sioux, &c., but 
they are interlopers, and will, as the lines of settlement and travel press closer, be 
brought on to their reservations. 
The Shoshones have bad a large reservation assigned them, but, owing t.o the incor-
siom; of hostile Sioux and others, have not remained thereon. There is oue sclwol 
established, under the charge of an Episcopal missionary, with ten scholars, and 
recently the chie:!J; have sllown a desire to settle their people and engage in stock-raising, 
and haYe schools established among them. 
COLORADO. 
In Colorado there are about 3,800 Indians, 3,000 of them belonging to tbl3 Tabe-
quacbe band of Utes at Los Pinos, and the Yampa and Uintah Utes at the White River 
agency. The latter number 800. These bands are native to this region, and are now 
in possession of a very valuable territory, embracing 14,784;000 acres, for the transfer 
of a large portion of which to the Government, efforts, but partially successful, have 
been made during the past year. The Tabequacbe Utes have thus far shown no inter-
est in e<lucatiou, while at the White River agency a small school has been in operation 
for some time past. The Unitarians have this in their charge, and have just estab-
lished one at Los Pinos. There are 41 scholars and 1 teacher ~,,t t.he latter place, and 
6 pupils and 1 teacher at the former. The Los Pinos school is organized on the 
industrial piau. 
UTAH. 
The Indians in Utah are under the charge of two agencies, that of the Shoshonlls, 
numbering 3,000, belonging to three bands, and that of the Utes, consisting of ten bands 
and numbering 8,300; in all, 11,300. The Shoshones have no reservation, are thorough 
nomads, are difficult to reach, and show no desire for sclwols or other agents of the 
"white man's" life. The Utes have a reservation of 2,039,040 acres in the Uintah 
Valley, but the bands are generally migratory and warlike. No school bas been estab-
lished. The comment made, in the last annual review on this subject, as to the lack 
of interest in the Indians' welf:1re exhibited by the Mormon community controlling this 
Territory, loses no force by repetition. 
NEVADA 
has an Indian population of about 12,500, divided into five tribes or band~; two of 
Pab and Pi Utes, and the others, Washoes, Shoshones, and Bannocks. The Pah-Utes 
number 6,000, and have two reservations of 320,000 acres each, are quiet, peaceable, 
very poor, have no schools, and are generally left to their own devices for subsistence 
and habits. The Pi-Utes number 2,500, have no treaty, contract, or reservation, and 
no aiel, in any shape, is given them. They are very poor, generally steal for a living, 
though a few engage in farming. No schools arc mentioned. 
Tho Wasboes are a miserable and drunken remnant of vagabonds and beggars, with 
no agent in charge and no reservation, settlement, or school. The Shoshones are 
under the Utah agency for the same people. They number about 2,000, while the 
Bannocks, about 1,500 in all, are probably to be removed to the Fort Hall reservation, 
Idaho. No schools or missions exist iu Neva<1a. 
Taking this exhibit, and the condition of the Indians, estimated at 26,o00 soul , 
living in the great area designated, it is not very encouraging to them or flattering to 
the '' uperior" race with whom they have, for twenty years or more, been hrougllt 
into contact. 
~DIA.NS IN NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA. 
The condition of this population in both these Territories has attracted great 
attention during the past year or so, owing to the v igorous efforts of the GoYernn~ent 
to obtain control of the Apaches, and the very animated discussion that h3;s an .. en 
o>er the policy adopted. The construction of the Southern Pacific Railroad, hke that 
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of the northern line, bas been in great part the cause of active effort, thereby turning 
the public attention to the remarkable phases of the Indian question presented in 
Arizona. 
The New Mexico Indian tribes are under direction of five agencies. Their numbers, 
&c., are as follows: 
Population. 
Tribes. 






Navajoes . .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . 4, 310 4, 804 9, 114 3, 328,000 40 2 $2,000 
Capote Utes, W eeminucbe Ute!:!,J'icarilla GUO 670 1, ~.no ................................ .. 
Apacb<'s. · 
:Muacbe Utes and Jicarilla Ap(tcbes...... 776 683 1, 45!J ............ ........ ............. . 
Apaches aud others. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 781 1, 114 1, 8!15 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . 
Apaches . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1 200 2j0 450 ............................ . .... . 
Pueblos............ .. .. .. . ... . . .. .. . .. .. . 3, 946 3, 737 7, 683 439, 664 5 .. .. .. 5 . .... . 
Total .............................. 10, G13 li, 258 ---;:-87i 3 767, 6o4 --6-. 140 --7-··2,000 
The Navajoes are peaceable and industrious, engaged chiefly in sheep-farming. Their 
school i ~::~ not very successful, but provision is IJeiug made for the establishment of a 
mannal-la.IJ<Jr boarding-school amo11g them, from which better results are expected. 
Kothing llas IJeen, a.ntl probably nothing cau be, done in this direction at present with 
the Apache and Ute IJands in New Mexico. All of the Pueblo schools bave been 
broken up but those in which the tea(jhers are a!Jle to instruct in English, five in 
number. 
INDIANS IN ARIZONA. 
This Territory has an Indian population est.iruated at from 257,000 to 28,000, divided 
into the following tribes, with the reservations they occupy: 
Tribes. 
Pi mas and Maricopas. _ .....••••...........•..•............... 
P apagoes ................ .. ..•......... -- ... -- - ... - . - ....... . 
lHohaves ....... . ........................... ------ ........... . 
Yumas ........................................... --···· ..... . 
H uala pais . . . . . . . ..•................. . ....................... 















In tbe case of the Apaches, their numbers are by some estimated as high as 12,000, 
but it is safer to t.ake the lower estimate. A considerable band has IJeen located 
with Cochise, on a large reservation, and there are a. uumber of small reservations, 
t emporary in character, set apart at differeut ruilitary posts, on which swall bauds 
have been gathered. The two tribes first named are tbe ouly ones over whom even a 
rude civiliza tion bas bad any influence. Tile tirst-nuru ed ~:~how considera.ble progress, 
and the second are also making efl'or ts in the right direct.ion. The following table 
eontru.ins the facts r elating to the sett.led tribes IJea.ring on schools: 
Population. No. of scholars. No. of teachocs. 
Tribes. 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Male. Female. 
-------------1---------- ------------ ---
PimaandMaricopa ................ 2,199 2143 4,342 54 51 1 1 
MoquisPuelllo ........... ......... 800 '863 1,661 41 19 1 ...... .. 
Papago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400 2, COO 5, 000 .............................. . ......... . 
M ob aves of Colorado River .. .. . .. . 450 ::n8 828 ........ 
1 
............................... . 
Total ........................ 5,8495,9'ti4"ll,'833 -2~-95-70--2--~ 
The Mobaves and other tribes are averse to attempts at education, and of cou.rse, as 
y et, little or no effort has been made to reach the Apache~. 
THE PACIFIC COAST INDIANS. 
I 
This designation embraces the three superintendencies of Washington, Oregon, and 
C n.lifornia. They may be thus tabulated: 
27 E 
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ell ~ai 
.... 
"3 0~ ~9;l 
~] ~ o<) 0 • gjcl a5 ~ Super!.ntendeney. ~J:I ai 0 <1l ~.s ai I'< <1l ~ ...... ~-~ ID Cil 0 cl ,.Q c8 .s .... <1l s ce~ 0 0 C) ~..Q 't:j 'd <1lo ,.<:l ,.<:l " 1':0 >::1 ~ <1l 
~ ..... 0 0 C) .:t1"' H F1 -<>1 .... U1 U1 8 
-------
Washington.------·--- __ . ___ ___ ___ __ 13, 641 6, 427 7, 214 89cl, 574 7 144 12 $16,700 
Oregon. __________ . ----- -·- __ ·--- __ . __ 7,162 3, 326 3, 836 4, 473, 9:38 3 149 7 4, 456 
Ca!itornia. _____________ ...• _____ .. __ . 20,970 9, 918 11, 052 70,363 2 127 2 ··-·----
Total _______ . ____ . __ .. _ .•. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 40, 773 19, 671 32, 100 5, 446, 875 12 420 21 21, 150 
According t0 these :figures the report is, on the whole, not very promising, yet some 
advancement is manifest. In Washington Territory there is general provision, 
embracil'lg each agency, for the establishment and maintenance, under treaty stipula-
tions, of industrial schools. Some additional interest in farming is exhibited, and 
genera11y prosperity is greater. The Yakamas are regarfled as models; most of them 
are skilled mechanics as well as farmers. The manual-labor school is declared to 
have been of incalculable value to the children. Good chnrches, as well as schools, 
well attended, with na.tive pastors and teachers, are notable features. In this 
Territory the Indians are commonly industrious, working at farming, trades, lumber-
ing, &c. In Oregon, the Indians at Umatilla, Warm Springs, and Grande Ronde 
agencies are reported in a thriving condition, iudustrious and prosperous. Manual-
labor schools are needed and urged. The other agencies are no15 in a position to do 
much for schools. ' 
The California Indians are worRe off in educational facilities th21n those in either oi 
the other superintendencies. The Hoopa Valley agency shows the most progress, 
while that of Tnle River is improving. But on the whole the Pacific coast does not 
present a very gratifying exhibit of Indian educational efforts. Perhaps one of the 
most pitiable facts is the neglect of the aborigines of Alaska. The Incliatl Bureau does 
not take cognizance of their condition or wants, as it is not disposed to regard them as 
Indians, in the general acceptance of the term. Left to themselves, it seems certam 
that their tendeucy is to retrograde. Something ought to be done toward reaching a 
population estimated at 70,000 souls. 
CONCLUSION. 
Careful examination of the foregoing facts must convince the intel1igent mind that 
while a very encouraging change has ocenrred in reg11rd to the Indians and their cir-
cumstances, more especially so in the mat-ter of the interest attaching thereto among 
the more favored race, yet., that nothing of a permanent character for their adapta.tion 
to civili>zed habits will ever be really a.chieved until we take in hand more seriously 
and systematically the educational vrork among them. Decidedly the best missionary 
labor will be that which can obtain control-First. Of the female children, and place 
them under efficient training. Sect•ndly. Of the uoys, and not simply teach them to 
read and write, sing hyn;ms and pray, but train them to habits of intelligence and, 
wherever possible, to skilled labor. Thirdly. That will, as a rule, supply to the male 
adults occupations more suited to their nomadic babits, such as trading stock, making 
of them herdsmen and shepherds. 
Thus, by separation of the rising generation from wild habits and roving life, we 
may hope to successfully save this race to a more useful existence, and help those 
beyond such ambition to quieter and more peacea.ule surroundings. . 
The Indian service is necessarily expensive; yet, wi th more present aid and wtse 
direction, the establishment of industrial and other schools might in a comparati:ely 
short time greatly rednce those expenditures, by making the Indians self-supportmg, 
and finally one with the great body of the American people. 
RICHARD J. HINTO.~:-. 
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EDUCATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND INSTITUTES. 
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
The twelfth annual meeting of the National Educational Association was held, as 
appointed, at Boston, Massachusetts, on the 6th, 7th, and 8th days of August, 1872. The 
day sessions were held, with one exception, in tbe girls' high and normal schoollmild-
ing, and the evening sessions at the Lowell Inst,itute. The fQrenoons and evenings 
were occupied by tbe general association, and the afternoons by the four departments. 
The spirit of the meeting was excellent. The int.erest in each department was ad-
mirably sustained , a result cbiefly clue to the excellent manner in w IJich the presidents-
Miss Lathrop, and Messrs. Rounds, Hancock, alld ·wallace-discharged their duties. 
For tbe follo ·wing report we are indebted largely to the Ohio Educational ~1<:mthJy, 
edited by Hon. E. E. White. 
GENERAL ASSOCIATION. 
The association met in tbe beautiful ball of the girls' high school, Tuesday, August 
(i), at 10 a. m, tbe president, E. E. WIJite, ·of Ohio, in the chair. 
Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Miner, of Boston, after which Mayor Gal'iton made a 
})i]:ief but happy address of welcome on behalf of the city . 
Mayor Gaston was followed by Rev. Dr. H. C. Waterston, who, on behalf of the 
school commit,tee of Bost.on, cordially welcom ed the as::;ociation to the city and con-
gratulated the teachers of t!Je country on tbe deep and general interest now takeu in 
public schools, and the wonderful progre£s tllat bas a]reacly been made. As an i-llus-
tration of this progress, he stated that 150 years ago girl' were first admitted to the 
public ~hools of Boston to iill seats vacated by the Loys in snmrner time. N0w the 
Nati~nal Educational Association, with scores of women in fu ll rnembers!Jip, assemLJes 
in t.his magnificent building, erected solely for the higher ed ucation of girls. 
Dr. F. H. Underwood made a hnrnorous aJlnsion to tlte idea, commonly held by res-
idents of other places, that the Bo-ston man considers himself linisbed in every par-
ticular, and is absorbed in the contemplation of his perfections. He assured the 
audience that, wllatever may have been true, this state of things no longer exists. The 
young president of Harvard University has innugurated reforms, and the movement 
bas reached the high schoo ls and the other scllools of Boston. Those intrusted with 
the management of the public sc!Jools were conscious that perfection has not yet been 
reached, and arc seeking light from every source. · 
The president of the association responded. He gave to Massachusetts the great 
honor of establishing the first system of free public scbools, and spoke in words of high 
eulogy of what the State had done for the cause of education. On behalf of t,he 
association he thanked the mayor of the city and the representatives of the school 
committee for their cordia] welcome. In conclusion, he thanked the association for 
the honor of presiding over its deliLerations. 
After the appointment of Mr. E. B. Frost, of Illinois, as assistant secretary, and 
Messrs. Ch:1nocey R. Stultz, of Ohio, and R. Woodbury, of Maine, as assistant treas·-
urers, the meeting adjourned. 
E1'ening sess,ion.-The association re-assembled at eight o'clock, in the Lowell Institute. 
Rev. Dr. A. D. Mayo, of Cincinnati, gave a ver,) able lecture on "Methods of moral 
instruction in public schools." He said that we live in the era of methods in public 
instruction, aud now approach the era of methods in moral eultnre. We must first rid 
ourselves of a huge drift of error in regard to the province of our public schools. Their 
purpose is to make neither profound scholars nor saints, but to make good American 
citizens, such men and vvomen as will preserve and ennoble the Republic. The 
morality to be inculcated in these schools is that of th_e Christian religion . We can 
not teach a Chinese or heathen morality, nor can we teach the vague standards of 
materialism. Every method presupposes :diving soul at the center of operation, witu.: 
out which it is a mere machine; and hence, the iirst condition in moral instruction is 
:J, teacher whose life is the embodiment of snch morality. 
The rage for intellectual culture is becoming the Moloch of American schools. The 
tear.hing of children is now almost entirely in the bands of young women, and their 
intell ectual qualifications are subjectecl to constant scrutin y and supervision. They nre 
compelled to run a gauntlet. worse than their gran'dmotbers who were captured by the 
Indians. Their moral fitness is vastly more important. The new methods of teaching 
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open a way for the most successful moral instruction, but they are powerless in the 
hands of a teacller who has no moral perception. The methods of object and oral 
instruction are still on trial. Unless we place in our school-rooms a class of teachers 
tilled with a lligll moral purpose, the children will be dragged down to common earth-
worms. The common school is the place where the child should be taught the great 
lessons of morality in public life, for morality and patriotism are inseparable in a 
country like ours. 
Our teacllers are too often so highly wrought in ::esthetic and literary culture that 
they go into our schools with an utter ignorance of, and almost an utter contempt for, our 
common American life; very charming, no doubt, as ornaments of wealthy bomes, but 
utterly unfit to mold our boys into well-rounded American citizens. The imperative 
need of our scllools to-day is some method of common-sense moral superviswn. 
The discussion was opened by Dr. J. M. Gregory, of the Illinots Industrial University, 
W-ho said that Dr. Mayo bad exbanstecl the snuject., and he could only retouch the pic-
ture. Our schoo ls are designed not only to educate the children intellect.ually but mor-
ally, and the ex penditure for their support can not be justified if we take away that 
which causes tbe cllildren to grow up into good citizens. We can not send a child's 
intellect to school anti keep his moral nature at home. The highest intellectual culture 
can not be att a.med unless there is n moral nature which will furnish the necessary 
incentives. Tlle safety of the Republic and of humanity itself depends upon moral 
instruction in our public schools. The grand pmpose of the teacher is to form char-
acter. 
Ron. Joseph ·white, secretary of the board of education of Massachusetts, said that 
Dr. Mayo bad spoken t.be truth in eloquent words aud in a more eloquent spirit. With 
s~otch sentiments inspiring om teachers t.be Republic is safe. , 
Three years since a great audience applauded the sentiment, " The school for intel-
lectual education, anu the church for moral education "-a heresy whose adoption 
would be fatal tu tlw public-school system. His creed. was a brief one, and not of his 
own originating, but derived from the wonls of one of the best friends of education, 
now gone to llis final rest, Josiah Quincy, who said, "There can he no freedom without 
morality, no moralit.y without religion, and no religion without the Bible"-and so 
give us and our cllildren tbe Bihle. 
Second day.-Tbe association convened Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock. Prayer 
was o:lferecl uy Rev. Dr. ·wallace, president of Monmouth College, Illinois. 
After the appointment of committees on places for teachers, resolutions, and the 
transaction of other business, the president called upon Dr. J. W. Hoyt, of vVisaonsin, 
chairman of the permanent committee on the national university to make a brief 
report of progress. 
Dr. Hoyt stated that the idea of founding a national university had been in the 
minds of mauy of the leauinO' statesmen and educators of toe country for many 
years, and gave the history of the action of the National Educational Association on 
the subject. With a view of bringing the subject in a practical form before the 
country, t lw coJUwittee appointed ·at Saint Louis prepared a bill, which was submitted 
to many pen;ons for criLicism and suggestion. The bill was then carefully revised, and 
on the ~Hth of May last it was introduced in both Houses of Congress by the Commit-
tees on Education anu Labor. H~ stated that the bill had been favorabl y received in 
Congress, aJJtl tllat it had been approved by nearly all of the higher institutions of the 
country. Tho prospects of its early passage be thourrht were encourarring. 
Pro.fessor WillitLm F. Pllelps, principal of the FirBt State Normal S~bool of Minne-
sota, r ead a paper on "'fhe system of normal training-schools best adapted to the 
wants of our people," presenting the necessity of the normal training of teachers, giv-
ing the history of the establishment and growth of normal schools in this country 
:from the opening of the first at Lexington, Massachusetts, in Jnly, l d39. He paid high 
compliments to Father Pierce, Horace Manu, Nicholas Tillinghast, and otber pioneers 
in the normal canoe. In conclusion, he urged that every university or college should 
have a professor of teaching; that every State should support one or more normal 
schools of a bigll grade, an elementary normal scho0l in each county, and a system of 
normal teachers' institutes. 
After a f(nv sougs by the Jubilee Singers from Fisk University, Tennessee, who were 
warJ?llY applauucd, Professor D. B. Hagar, of Sa.lem, Massachusetts, opened the di -
eu swn of tlle paper. He stated that the normal schools of Massachusetts embrace a 
~our e designed to prepare teachers for high schools, and also one to prepare teachers 
for lower sclloolB. He was not in favor of establishinO' normal schools of a lower 
grade, but uclieved strongly in the value of teachers' institutes. 
Prel:lident N. T. Lupton, of the University of Alabama, said that a normal depart-
D?ent has been organ ized in that institution, and briefly descnbed the conrse of instruc-
twn. 
Hon. John Ertton, jr., national Commissi~ner of Education, read an interesting and 
ahle paper ou '' 'fbe euucational lessons of statistics." . 'l'I.Jese lessons were partly drawn 
from the early records, lmt chiefly from the census of 1S70. 
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Hon. B. G. Northrop, secretary of the State board of edncation of Connecticut, stated 
that the statistics of illiteracy in this country were distorted and improperly Ut:Jecl. No 
less a man than Hepworth Dixon, of England, bad point-ed him to these statistics as 
proof of the fa ilure of the school system in the United States. He replied, that in the 
Northern States, at least, this illiteracy was imported illiteracy, and largely from the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain. 
Evening session.-The association met in the eYening at the Lowell Institute. Ron. 
J.P. Wickersham, of PennsJ'lvania, chairman of t.he committee on nominations, re-
ported the following officers: . 
President-B. G. Northrop, Connecticut. 
Vice-Presidents- Newton Bateman, Illinois; George P. Beard, Missouri; Abner J. 
Pbipps, Massachusetts; Edward Brooks, Pennsylvania; James H . Binford, Virginia; 
John Swett, California; N. T. Lupton, Alabama; A. P. Stone, Maine; N. A. Calkins, 
New York; Miss D. A. Lathrop, Ohio; W. N. Hailmann, Kentucky; N. P. Gates, 
Arkansas. 
Secretary-S. H. White, Illinois. 
Treasurer-John Hancock, Ohio. 
Counselors- E. E . White, Ohio, and John Eaton, jr., at large; vVarren Johnson, 
Maine; Judah Dana, Vermont ; D. Crosby, New Hampshire; E A. Hubbard, Massa-
chusetts; J. C. Greenough, Rhode Island; Mrs. M.A. Stone, Connecticut; J. H. Hoose, 
New York; Charles H. Verrill, Pennsylvan ia; M.A. Newell, Maryland; J. 0. Wilson, 
District of Columbia;, A. E. Dolbear, West Virginia; M. Webster, Virg-inia; H. B. 
Blake, North Carolina; W. H. Baker, Georgia; Joseph Hodgson, Alabama; Miss 
H . E. Hasslock, Tennessee ; W. T. Harris, Missouri; Mrs. A. S. KissP-ll, Iowa; Miss 
E. D. Copley, Kansas; George Howland, Illinois; C. R. Stultz, Ohio; J. Newby, lnt1i·· 
ana; E. Olney, Michigan ; J . W. Hoyt, vVisconsin; H. B. vVilson, Minne:-;ota. 
The report was adopted, and the officers named elected. 
Ron . Newton Bateman, State superintendent of public instruction of Illinois, read 
an able and elaborate paper on "Compulsory school attc~ndance.'' He said, that were 
compulsory attendance to be made a matter of legislation, be should have his bill en-
titled "An act to secure the educational rights of children," rather than "An act to 
compel the attendance of children at school." He proceeded to treat his t heme unrler 
two beads, offering two reasons for such legislation, viz : because it is within the legit-
imate province of a republican government; and bec~n1se it is necessary and exped ient. 
He showed, by numerous arguments and examples, that the principle of compulsion is 
the basis of all laws as well as of government itself. Compulsion is the bed-rock on 
which every human goYernment rests. Bayonets and bomb-shells are the final acl-
judicators. Without this investiture of force, and the right to appeal to it in emer-
gencies, every organized government would go to pieces. In every case, in the last 
resort, it meets the culprit with clenched fist, a.nd not with moral precept. ln the 
matter in question, the compulsion of attendance wonld be infinitely less r epugnant 
than countless laws which have been svvallowed and digested. 
The hour being late when Mr. Bateman closea, there was no further discussion of the 
subject. , 
lkird clay.-Thursday morning's session was opened with prayer by Rev. David 
Crosby, of Nashua, New Hampshire. 
A communication was read from the German-American Teachers' Association, request·· 
ing permission to co-operate with the National Educational Association, and offeriug 
to present tho plans and methods of i'lome German educators at the next annual meet-
ing. The communication was referred to the board of directors, and the delegates from 
the German association present were invited to participate in the proceedings. 
Ron. John Swett, deputy superintendent of the schools of San Francisco, California, 
read a spicy and suggestive paper on'' The exam ination. of teachers." He took stron~ 
grounds against the New England system of examining and employing teachers, as vex-
atious and useless, and gave an amusing account of hi s eal'ly experience as a teacher 
both in New England and California. He wa,s happy to say that this ill-advised system 
bad been aboli shed in California, and that the office of teacher bad risen to the dignity 
of a profession. The remedies for the evils of the New England system were the organi-
zation of State and county boards of examiners, composed exclusively of professio.nal 
teachers; the issuing of a graded series of certificates, from life certificates clow n to lim-
ited certificates for t emporary teachers; the adoption of written examinations, the per-
centages to be indorsed on the certificates; a legal recognition by each State of the pro-
fessional certificates given on actual examinations by legal boards in e very oth er State, 
and of the normal-school diplomas issued in other States; and a combined effort to 
lengthen the terms of school officers. 
The paper elicited a spirited and interesting discussion, which was participated iu 
by Professors S. S. Green anfl M. Lyons, of Hhode I sland; Ruperintendent Northrop, 
of Connecticut; Dr. Levison, of New York; Dr. 1?. Taylor, of Pennsylvania; Super in-
tendent Abernethy, of Iowa.; John Hancock, of Ohio; Professor Stevens, of West Vir-
ginia; President Chadbourne, of Williams College, Massachusetts; Mr. A. Bronson 
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A1eott, of Massachusetts; Mr. J. Dana, of Vermont; and Superintendent Wickersham, 
of Pennsy 1 vania.. 
On motion of Mr. Beard, of Missouri, the subject was re~erred to a commi~tee, with 
Hma. John Swett as chairman, to report at the next meetmg. Ron. J. L. P1ckard, of 
Illinois, and Hou. Joseph Whi te, of Massachusetts, were appointed the other members 
of the committee. 
The following resolution, offered by W. E. Crosby, of Iowa, was referreu to the above 
committee : 
''Resolved, That this association gives its influence to the securing of a common recog-
nition throughout the Union of normal-school diplomas and State certificate~, a~ evi-
dences of qualifications actually possessed by higher classes of teachers, prmctpals, 
superintendents of the States, counties, and cities; provided that an equal auu imp:u-
tial bas1s of training and scholarship can be generally adopted." 
ART EDUCATION. 
Mr. Walter Smith, State dil·ector of art education in Massachusetts, read an excel-
lent paper on'' Drawing in publi c schools." He a1lYocated the teach in€' of drawing 
as a relief to the mental facult.ies of children, often overstrained by the ordina.ry 
school routine; and, to t lti >! end, the first lessons should exercise the eyes and fingers 
in a manner least likely to tax tlw mind. What is needed is a system of drawing 
simple enough to be taught by all teachers and learned by all pupils. 
Drawing should be taught by the regular teachers, for tbe employment of a special 
teacller of drawing cansed tlle pupils to believe that it was a very difficult study. 
Many children, not skillful in drawing lines, are very quick in drawiug conclusions. 
The first lessons in drawiug should be each a steppiug-stone to the next. I n primary 
and grammnr schools drawing should be taught as a language, the speech of the eye; 
while in the high schools it may be taught as au art. A course of instruction for the 
different grades of pupils was sketched, and printed outlines were distributed. 
Mr. Smith belieYed that art education could be made more snccessful in this country 
than iu any other. The paper was very acceptable to the audience) and was frequently 
applauch·d. 
Mr. Northrop, of Connecticut, congra.tulated Massachusetts on being the first Stato 
to adopt, by legislation, a system of art education for the public schools. 
CLOSING EXERCISES. 
At 4.:_:w o'clock Thursday afternoon the wmeral association convened for the closing 
exercises. The president introduced Mr. Mori, the Japanese minister to this country, 
who was received with hearty applause. 
ADDRESS OF TilE JAPANESE MINISTER. 
Mr. Mori said that be was happy to say a few words respecting the educational 
mo.-em nt iu Japan. All bad heard of the social and political revolution in that 
country. U11til recently, oclucation was considered of little importance except for the 
of[jcialA. A bnrean of education lias been establit>bed, and severalforeign teachers, most-
ly Americans, llave been employed. The language of Japan was too poor-too short-to 
u~:>e for bigller steps. Five or six hundred persons were sent abroad to study, and 
some returned with the belief that without education at home their civilization can 
n0t be improved. 
'Ibis not being fully appreciated, the emb(tssy recently here was sen t out. It w~s 
very difficult to send these high officials abroad, and during tllcir absence very little 1 
doing in Japan. The schools of that country are mainly for the high officials, but the 
members of the embassy were convinced of tte necessity of education for all, both 
male and female. The commisRioner of education, a member of the embassy, bad told 
the speaker tllat he bad become convinced of the necessity of teaching the Eugli b 
langua~e. Tile mayor of Yedo, now in Boston, told. him be was very anxious to have 
the millions of people in his city lifted up as much as possiule; that the teacbiug of 
Engli sh is a step toward it. His belief was that education must be undertaken first, 
in preference to railroads and other accompaniments of an advanced civilization. 
Many t>chools for both sexes have been established iu Japan, but owing to the want of 
teachers they arc unable to do as much as they woulu like to do. They are obliged to 
take the foreigners residing there, tradesmen, and even sailors; and they do not make u 
good impres ion on the Japanese. He bad advised the establishment of a good nnm· 
her of normnJ schools to train teachers. He lloped to receive suggestions in the matter 
from prominent educators in this conntry. If Japan fails in this, all Asia willlo e, a 
Japan is t he gate to Asia. He predicted that when public schools are generally estab-
lished in Japan, the English language will uecome the prevailing language of the 
country, and the native language would in time ouly be preserved. as a curiosity. 
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The president thanked Mr. Mori for the honor coBferred on the assO<liation by his 
presence, and assured him of the deep interest felt by the educators of this country in 
the great educational movement in Japan. 
vVilliam Gaston, the mayor of Boston, Rev. R. C. Waterston, D. D., Dr. Francis H. 
U nclorwood, A. Bronson Alcott, Henry Barnard, Mr. Mori, the· J n.panese minister, and 
Edward Sltippen, of Phila,delphia, were chosen honorary members. 
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED. 
Resolutions were adopted approving of the bill now pending in Congress for the 
appropriation of the proceeds of the sales of public lands_ to educational purposes; con-
gratulating the country on the great usefuluess of the National Bureau of Educatiou, 
and recommending to Congress the furnishing of increased facilities for the publi.ca-
tiou of circulars of information and the issue of a much larger edition of the annual 
report for distribution among the teaehers and school officers of the country; recom-
mending to boards of education and teachers the adoption of measures looking to the 
introduction of art instruction into all schools; recommending the introduction of 
instruction in the elements of physical science; and urging the establishment of nor-
mal schools, teachers' institutes, and other instrumentalities for the special prepa.ratioa 
of teachers. 
The president made a brief closing address, and thel'l introduced Ron~ B. G. Northrop, 
the president-elect, who accepted the position in a few well-chosen words. He 
announced that the next meeting of the association would be held in Elmira, New 
York. After singing the doxology, the association adjourned. 
ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT. 
The first session opeaed at 2.30 o'clock, Tuesday, August 6. The exercises were intro-
duced by a few appropriate and happy remarks by the president, Miss D. A. Lathrop, 
of Cinciunati. 
N. A. Calkins, assistant superintendent of schools of New York City, read an able 
paper on " Object-teaching." He contrasted the methods of instruction in the kin-
dergarten school with the system of the ordinary Jilrimary schools, and urged that 
primary instruction should he in harmony wi.th the nature of the child. The true 
office of object-teaching is to prepare for the study of text"books, by observation and 
oral instruction. 
DISCUSSION. 
Zalmon Richards, Washington, District of Columbia, tbonght that a thorough reform 
was needed in our syste-m of primary instruction, and tha.t object-teaching sboulcl be-
come a priuciple instead of a couviction. He was convinced that we are radi cally 
wrong in our whole system of primary instruction, in our school-rooms, our play-
rooms, and our books. 
The discussion was continued by A. Bronson Alcott, of Concord, Massachusetts, who 
expressed himself in full sympathy with the advanced educational movements of the 
day. 
Professor M.A. Newell, principal of the Btate normal school, Baltimore, Maryland, 
r ead a paper on "Englislt grammar in elementary scho0ls." He said that among mod-
ern writers of distinction uot one in a hundred ever studied English grammar as such. 
\Ve learn to sing by singing, and to draw by drawiLtg, and in the same way we must 
b e taught to speak and write correctly by speaking and writing. He tltought that 
t ext-books in grammar should be abolished in all grades below the high lilchool. 
Mr. W. b. Crosby, superintendent. of schools of Davenport, Iowa, who opened the 
discussion, believed that tlleory and practice must go hand in hand. He thought that 
Professor Newell would have many disciples but very few followers. 
The subject was discussed by other speakerA, after which the session closed. 
Wednesday's session was opened by a paper on "The adaptation of Froe!Jel's educa-
tional idea~ to American institutions," by W. N. Hailmann, editor of the Schulzeitung, 
Louisville, Kentucky. He thought that the United States offered the greatest field fo'l' 
the system of education invented by Froebel. He proposed t.he appointment of a com-
mittee of true-hearted, clear-headed people from all parts of the land to examine this 
system and consider what is needed to adapt it to the wants of our schools, and report 
at the next meeting of the department. In closing he offered a resolution to that ' 
effect, which was adopted, and a committee of seven ~ppointed to carry out its pro-
visions. . 
Dr. Adolph Douai, of Newark, New Jersey, spoke in commendation of the kinder-
garten system. Miss Elizabeth Peabody, of Boston, thought Froebel's peculiarity to 
be, that he prepares the child to learn. She gave an inteTesting account of the gradual 
d evelopment, of a child's perception, illustrating the method by means of some of th.e 
appliances used in t.he system. • 
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After a short recess, Mr. Ambrose P. Kelsey, principal of the high school in Cli~ton, 
New York, read a paper on "School ar~hitecture and furniture," speaking principally 
of the school lJllildiogs of small towns. He treated of their size, mternul arrange. 
ments, external &.ppeara.nce, location, grounds, &c., and gave many excellent sngges· 
tio0s respecting the heat,ing, ventilation, and other accessories of t.he school-room. 
On Thursday afternoon, Mr. C. 0. Thompson, principal of Worcester Free Iustitute 
of Industrial Science, read a paper on "Physical science in elementary schools." He 
advocated the teaching of the elements of the plJysical sciences in common schools, 
giving the preferenoe to natural history. He would make room for sucll in:-;t.ruction 
by abolishing the study of grammar, substituting therefor the teaching of language 
M~~ . . 
The subject was discnssed by I. N. Carlton, principal of the State normal school of 
Connecticut, and C. M. Wood ward, clean of the polytechnic department of Washington 
University, Saint Louis, Missouri. . 
A paper, by Dr. F. H. Underwood, of Boston, on "English literature in popular 
education," was next read. 
The follo,ving officers were elected: President, N. A. Calkins, New York; vice-presi-
dent, Miss H. N. Morris, New York; secretary, Miss Augusta M. Manly, Ciucinnati. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 
The :Hrst session opened on Tuesday afternoon, at 2.30 o'clock. The president, C. C. 
Rounds, of Maine, made a brief and appropriate address. 
Mr. J. C. Greeuongh, principal of tbe State normal school of Rhode Island, read a 
paper on " Wh~1t is the proper work of the normal school~" The paper was discussed 
by A. G. Boyden, of tl!e Bridgewater normal school, Massachut!etts. aucl Dr. M. R. 
Levesou, of New York. . 
GeneralS. C. Armstrong, of the Hampton Normal Institute, Virginia, read a paper on 
"Normal work among the freedmen." He urged that the great· demaucl for colored 
teachers in the South should be met by uorrnal schools, supported by the charity of the 
North. 
Miss Emma C. Brackett, of New York, recently of Saint Louis, read a paper on "The 
American uormal school," wLicll, she urged, should give to its pupils the garnered 
treasure of the past, and send them forth with the ability to dispense it. It should 
also give its pupils, though sparing ly, special methods and rules for l1oing thil:l work. 
There should be a uniform system of normal training, so far as pl'inciples are con-
cerned. 
The exercises of \Vednesday afternoon were opened by a discussion of the papers by 
Mr. Greenough and Miss Brackett. Mr. Williams, of Vermont, Lelievecl that the true 
work of the normal school was to teach metllods, not subjects. George P . Beard, of 
Missouri, said that subjects and methods should be taught together, and that t.be recita-
tions should be topical in form. E. H. Cook, of Pennsylvania, thought. that the princi-
ples, the science, of education should be taught as well al:l methods. Charles H. 
Verrill, of Penusylvania., said that normal pupils should stud;v every subj ect, w1th the 
idea of learning bow to teach them. C. F. R. Bellows, of MwlJigau, did not believe 
that subjects and methods could ue sepnated iu normal schools. 
Hon. '1'. \V. Han·ey, State commissioner of common schools of Ollio, read an able paper 
on "Professional training in normaJ schools ." He urged that the course of training 
in normal schools should ue mainl;y adapted to the wants of those wbo intend to make 
teaching a life profession, aud that the preparation of t emporary t eachers should be 
)eft to normal institutes, State and county, and to other institutions. 
He thought that the wisdom of establishing expensive normal schools to give tem-
poral'y teachers academic instruction, tllus duplicati11g the wOl'k of high schools and 
academies, may well be doubted. 
Tbo paper was discussed by J. H. Hoose, of New York; George P. Beard, of l\1issouri · 
Miss Anna C. Brackett, of New York; Mr. Blake, of North Car-olina; Wru. H. Phelps, of 
Minnesota; J.P. Wickersllam, of Pennsylvania; and A. Bronson Alcott, of Massachu-
setts. 
Mr. Beard urged thai normal jnstitutes must be r elied npon for tbe professional 
instruction of th e great body of teacher. ·. Mr. Wicker~:>ham thouglJt that, for many 
years, there would be two classes of teachers, permanent and temporary, making ner-
e sary two classes of norwal schools. In one class, chiefly professional work boulu 
be done; in the otlJer, •there must be awdemic instruction. Mr. Phelps thought that 
academic and professional instruction must be combined in the normal schools of the 
West. 
The :first exercjse on Tuesday afternoon was the reading of a paper on "The rcla!i on 
between mat or and mctllod in normal instruction," by George P. Beard, priu01pal 
State norill'al school, Warrensburgb, Missouri. He said that the t eacher mu t 1Ja,·o a 
knowledge of tho ·ubjcct-matt 1' of instructiQn as well as of methods, and, h nc_o, 
matter and method must be combined in normal scllools. Method must be taught ll1 
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connection with matter. The theory that pupils should come to normal schools with 
a good educat.ion merely to receive professional training, bcks practicability. Normal 
schools should oe more than academies; tlley should impart a knowledge of the prin-
ciples and methods of teaching. 
Mr. Williams, of Vermont, who opened the discussion., did not see bow normal schools 
were to reach a professional basis by continuing the practice of academic teaching. 
Mr. Verrill, of Pennsylvania, said that if only professional work was done in normal 
scllools, many of them would have very few pupils. Mr. Greenough, of Rhode Island, 
thought that the plan of giving professional instruction only did not preclude the at-
tainment of academic knowledge, for in learning how to teach a subject, a pupil's 
knowleilge of it would be increased. 
Miss J. H. Stickney, principal of the Boston training school, spoke on ''Practice 
schools; their uses and their relation to normal training." She said that practice 
should have at least one-third of the attention of the normal pupil. Abstract profes-
sional instmctiou in methods is not enough. Practice schools wi II enaole teachers to 
acquire much which they can get in no other wa~7 • She douoted the wisdom of mak-
ing the normal class a class for practice. 
Tht:J following are the officers elected: President, A. L. Boyden, Massachusetts; vice-
president, J. Estabrook, Michigan; secretary, M.A. Newell, Maryland. 
DEPARTMENT OF SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This department held its first session Tuesday afternoon, the president, John Han-
cock, of Cincinnati, in the chair. 
Rev. Henry F. Harrington, snperintenilcnt of schools of New Bedford, Massachu-
setts, read an elaborate paper on "The extent, methods, and value of supervision in 
a system of schools." He said that. wherever schools are defective and poor, the 
cause, in almost every case, is a want of the right kind of supervision. The value of 
the supervision of a single mind is no more important in business enterprises than in 
education. It is irnpossi ole for local school committees to supervise schools properly, 
because they rarely, if ever, are fitted for the work by nature or train ing, and have not 
the time whicll they are willing gratuitously to give to the work. He advocated a 
system of supervision, comprising a State superintendent, next county superintendents, 
then town anc"t city school collilmittees or <lirectors-towns and cities being left fi·ee to 
appoint superintendents. He strongly urged the creation of the office of county super-
iutendent, which twenty States had done, and had no excuse to offer for Massachusetts' 
negiect of this agency. 
The discussion was opened by Superintendent W. T. Harris, of Saint Louis, who 
spoke of the advantages of the systemofsupervision in Saint Louis. Hewasfollowed 
by Superintendent J. P . Wickersham, of Pennsylvania; Superintendent J. L. Pickard, 
of Chicago; Secretary Joseph White, of Massachusetts; and others, all of whom urged 
the valUe of suporYision. Mr. White <lid not believe that county supervision would 
work well in Massachusetts. The entire civil system of the State is based on the ' 
town, and not on the count.y. 
On Wednesday afternoon, W. T. Harris, superintendent of the schools of Saint 
Louis, read an able paper on "The early withdrawal of pu,pils from school--its 
causes and remedies." 
The discussion was opened by A. P. Stone, principal of the high school, Portland, 
Maine, who was followed by Superintendent John Hancock, of Cincinnati; Superin-
tendent W. E. Crosby, of Davenport, I0wa; Superintendent E . A. Hubbard, of Spring-
field, Massachusetts; and Superintendent H. F. Harrington, of New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts;. all of whom dissented from one or both of the remedies req_ommended in 
the paper, viz, the admission of pupils at four years of age, and the frequent transfer 
of pupils. Mr. Seaver, of Iowa, and Rev. Mr. Stone, of Providence, supported Mr. 
Harris's views. 
'fhe exercises of Thursday afternoon were opened by the reailing of an excellent 
paper on ''Public education in the South," by Hon. Joseph Hodgson, State superin-
tendent of puulic instruction, Alabama. He spoke of the condition of the South with 
respect to territory and capabilities, claiming that, for natural advantages and possi-
bility of development, it was one of the most favored regions of the earth. Unfort.u-
nately, however, the ignorance of the cqmmon people there was general and lamentably 
great. The con<lition was even worse among the whites thai1 among the colored pop-
ulation, for the former were actual ly growing more and more illiterate. Of the voters 
of t.hat section upwarcl of 1,120,000 were unable to read or write. He was in favor 
of the idea of compulsory education, believing that if the Government bas the rigllt 
to tax the people to educate the masses, it has an equal right to make those magses 
receive tlle benefit of the levy. · 
At the conclusion of the paper, President Hancock called attention to the very great 
importance of its statements. Commh;sioner Eaton and Superintendent Wickersham 
strougly favored the granting of neeQ.ed educational aid to the Southern States. Mr. 
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Blake of North Carolina said that the paper expressed the exact condition and great 
need ~f the South. Mr. Hubbard, of Iowa, expressed similar views. Dr. Henry Bar-
nard of Connecticut desired to see a school system ina.ugurated in the South ~imilar 
to the itinerant system of Sweden. President Hancock close~l the discuss~on wit~ a. 
touching tribute to the educators of the South, who are labonng to establish public-
school systems. . . . . ."- . 
W. T. Harris, supermtendent of th~ schools of Samt Loms, ~hssoun, ren.d the report 
of the committee on "Percenta()'es of sci..Jo0l attenu:wce," whwh was adopted. 
The followi 110' officers were ~lected: President, W. T. Harris, Saint Louis; vice-
president, J. W~ Page, of Maryland; secretary, A. P. Marble, Worcester, Massachu-
setts. 
DEPARTMENT OF HIP:HER INSTRUCTION. 
The president, Dr. D. A. Wallace, of Monm~mth College, Illinois, read a paper on 
"College degrees," in which he urged that honorary degrees shonl.d b~ .based up.on 
attainments as well defined as other degrees. As a remedy for the ev1ls of 1rregulanty 
in the conditions on which degrees are bestowed, it was suggested that each State 
should establish a senate of learned men to pass on the qualifications of candidates 
for degrees, the degree being bestowed by colleges on the certifieate of t.he senate. 
President Eliot, of Harvard, saw practical difficulties in the plan proposed, and 
suggested, as a temporary remedy, the adoption of the German system of adding the 
name of the college to the letters indicating the degree. The subject "·as further dis-
cussed by Dr. Gregory, of Illinois; Dr. Reecl, of MiRs0uri; Professor Stevens, of West 
Virginia; President Baird, of Maryland; and President Tappan and Mr. Henkle, of 
Ohio. ~-
The session of Wednesday afternoon was held in the lecture-room of the Institute of 
Teclmology. 
Professor H. M. Tyler, of Knox College, Illinois, read the report of the committee on 
"Greek and Latin pronunciation." Be recommended that the rules given in Good-
win's Greek Grammar should be substantially followed in the pronunciation of Greek. 
In Latin the ancient Roman pronunciation was recommended; Professor Lane, of Har-
vard, being named as the best authority. 
The report was briefly uiscussed. President Baird, of Maryland, approved of the 
report. Professor Harkness, of Rhode Island, and Professor Crosby, of Massachusetts, 
strongly advocated the English pronunciation. Professor Bartholomew disapproved 
of the" continental" method, and favored the ancient pronunciation as recommended 
in the report. Mr. Henkle bad used the continental, but had gone back to the English; 
Le tbonght the ancient method wonld save time. 
Professor E. C. Pickering, of the Institute of Technology, next gave a lecture on "La-
boratory methods of teaclting physics." He said that he nsed the old method oflectures, 
illustrated by experiments, for preliminary instruction, after which each student 
studies tho science practically, by manipulating the apparatus, or whatever is used, 
under the direction of the professor. The lecturer illustrated this method in the 
presence of the audience. 
Professor Shaler, of Harvard Col1ege, followed with a lecture on "The method of 
teaching natural histo'ry." 
On TIJUrsday afternoon, Professor F. A. March, of Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, 
read an able paper on " The mEJthod of teaching English in high schools." 
The next ex~rcise w3:s a d~scussion of the bill now before Congress for ~he es~ablish­
ment of a natwnal um vers1ty. It was opened by Dr. J. W. Hoyt, of W1sconsm, who 
was followed by President Eliot, of Harvaru; Superintendent Northrop, of Connecticut; 
and Professor Stebbins, of Massachusetts. 
TLe subject was referred to a committee, consisting of President Eliot, Dr. Hoyt, and 
President Lupton, of Alabama, to report next year. Inasmuch as this measnre is in 
the bands of a permanent committee appointed by t.he general association, the propriety 
of this action by the department of higher instruction was questioned. 
The followin g are the officers elected. : 
President, D. A. Wallace, of Illinois; vice-president, J. D. Runkle, of Massachusetts; 
secretary, W. D. Henkle, of Ohio. 
TIIE RECEPTION AT FANEUJL HALL. 
A fine recepti~u, tende,red t? the association by the city government, took ~lace on 
Thursday evemng: at :U aueml Hall. A splendid and ~:~uperabundant collatwn was 
served at an early hour. 
The divine blessing was invoked by President Chadbourne, of Williams College. 
After nearly an hom: I..Jad been spent at the tables, Rev. Dr. vVaterston called the assem-
bly to order, and, w1tb a few remarks, introduced Hon. A. H. Rice, who ~:~poke in behalf 
<>f the city of Boston. peeches .were also macle by Hon. B. G. Northrop, of Connecti-
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cut.; Ron. Joseph White, of Massachusetts; President E. E. White, ofOhio; Ron. John 
Eaton, jr., national commissioner; Ron. J.P. Wickersham, of Pennsylvania; Ron. John 
Swett, of California; Hon. Joseph Hodgs~m, of Alabama; and Superintendent W. T. 
Harris, of Saint Louis. 
The occasion was a :fitting close to the exercises of the three previous days. 
The attendance at this meeting was very satisfactory, but would have been much 
larger, had not the principal railroads, for some unexplained reason, failed to extend 
the usual courtesies in the reduction of fares. 
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INSTRUCTION. 
The forty-third annual meeting of this institute was held at Lewiston, Maine, on the 
l:~th , 14th, and 15th of August. The indefatigable efforts of the president, Abner J. 
Phipps, Ph. D., of Massachusetts, to make this meeting an ' interesting and profitable 
one, were crowned with success. 
At the :first session, on Tuesday evening, which was held in the gra.mmar-school ball, 
Rev. F. :F'. Ford offered pra.yer. The secretary read the minutes of the last annual 
meeting, held at Fitchburgh, Massachusetts, July, 1871. Bon. M. T. Ludden, in the 
abseuce of Mayor Cowan, made the address of welcome. President Phipps responded. 
briefly, and Bon. J. L. Pickard, superinteudent of schools of Chicago, as a substitute for 
Ron. James G. Blaine, gave the chief address of the occasion. His theme was "The 
hinderance to making the work of teaching a profession." 
On 'Wednesday the instit ute occupied Lyceum Hall at each of its three sessions. The 
attendauce of educators was very good for a rainy day. Rev. E. N. Haynes, of Lewis-
ton, ofl'ered the morning prayer. 
vValterS::nith, esq., late of England, now of Boston, Massachusetts, State director of 
art ed ucation in Massachusetts, read an admirable paper on "Drawing in our public 
schools." A pleasant dir;cussion followed, Mr. Smith being called upon to answer sev-
eral questions from the floor. 
An admirable paper on ''Music iu schools" was then presented by J. Baxter Upham, 
M. D., chairman of the committee on music of the Boston school board. Dr. Upham 
sketched the history of the study of music in our puulic schools, ,especially in the 
schools of Boston, where in 183~ the stndy was :first regularly introduced by the school 
board. Mr. Luther vV. Mason, teacher of music in the primary schools of Boston, with 
a class of little ones from the Lewiston schGols, illustrated his method of teaching. 
Francis H. Underwood, esq., and Rev. Dr. Bartol, of Boston, occupied the afternol)n 
in discoursing, the form er upon" English literature," and the latter on "Industrial 
education." 
The evening address was on the "Influence of education upon labor," by Ron. J. vV. 
Patterson, United States Senator from New Hampshire. 
On Tuesday the weather was exceedingly unpleasant, and the attendance conse-
quently small. The morning session was opened with prayer by Rev. J. S. Burgess, of 
L ewiston. . 
Officers for the next year were elected, as follows: Presidt'mt, M. C. Stebbins, of 
Springfield, Massachusetts; forty-two vice-presidents ; secretary, W. Eaton, Charles-
town, Massachusetts; assistant secretary, Alfred Bunker, of Boston, Massachusetts; 
treasurer, George A. Walton, vVer;tfielu, Massachusetts; and twelve counselors. 
Resolutions of respect to the mem Lers of the associa.tiou deceased the past year were 
adopted. These are the Rev. Charles Brooks, of Medford, Massachusetts; Rev. Cyrus 
A. Crane, D. D., of E11st Greenwich, Rhode I sland; William Seaver, of Northborough, 
Massachusetts; Albert A. Gam well, of Providence, H.hode Island; and Dr. Lowell 
Mason, of Orange, New Jersey. Addresses were made by Rev. Cb:ules Hammond, of 
Monson, Massachusetts, and Professor Green, of Providence, on Dr. Mason. Mr. Lyon, of 
Providence, paid a tribute to the memory of the late Mr. Gamwell. Mr. T. W. Valen-
tine, of Brooklyn, New York, paid the same tribute to the memory of Mr. Seaver, of 
whom be spoke as one of the earliest memLers of the institute, who had labored with 
the pioneers in the promotion of its objects. 
At 10.15 a.m. tbe association listened to a paper, by Nathaniel '1'. Allen, of West 
Newton, Massachusetts, on" Pnulic instructiou iu Germany." 
Professor Pickering, of the Massachusetts Instit.ute of Technology, gave a brief ad-
dress on the "Laboratory method in physics." He advocated tin and pine as the 
materials for apparatus, and the system of giving the pupils the bandliug of expei·i-
ments. 
At 2 p.m. the institnte re-assembled, and listened to a paper by Ron. E. E. White, of 
Columbus, Ohio, on ''The two systems of education." He urged that the first and 
highest function of school training is the development and culture of all man's powers 
and faculties iu due harmony and equipoise. The subordinate function is to impart a 
know ledge of those things practically useful for guidance. The first aim is discipline; 
second, knowledge. The study that meets both tests is of assured value . 
.At 4 p. m. the newly-elected president, Mr. Stebbins, was introduced to the institute, 
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and thanked the members for the honor. After singing th.e doxology, the institute 
adjourned. 
The next annual session will be held at such place as the directors may decide. 
NATIONAL BAPTIST EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION. 
The second National Baptist Educational Convention was held in the First Baptist 
Church of Philadelphia, May ;28, 29, and 30, 1872, there being in attendance about 140 
delegates fron~ twenty States and two Territories. 
Hon. Francis Wayland, Connecticut, was elected president, who, on taking the chair, 
expressed his hearty sympathy with the object of the convention, viz, tbe consideration 
of the best methods by which the denomination might be lifted to a bigber plane of 
Christian education. 
The secretary, Dr. S. S. Cutting, read a communication from the American Baptist 
Educational Commission, surrendering to the National Baptist Educational Conven-
tion the care of the educational work in which it has been engageu. 
Au address of welcome was made by Rev. George Dana Boardman, D. D., which was 
followed by the opening address by Rev. B. Sears, D. D., LL.D., on "Institutions of 
learning establi::;hed by Cllristian denominations, considered with reference to present 
and probable systems of public instruction," which was discussed uuder the fol-
lowing beads: Religious edncation in the family, the church1 and the Sabbath 
school; elementary education in the public schools; higher education in the academy, 
the scientific school, tbe college, and the professional school ; and general education 
acquired in business, in society, and by general reading. 
On Tuesday afternoon, President Kendall Brooks, D. D., of Kalamazoo College, read 
a paper on the question, ''How, and to what extent, may colleges, established for the 
education of young men, and adjusted to tllat end, ue made, by tlle teaching which 
they o-Ji'er, and by tbeit· apparatus of instruction, to serve, without damage to that 
original purpose, in the education of young women ~" 
1'bis was followed by a. diSCllSSioo of the paper, uy Dr. Broadus, of South Carolina; 
Dr. Bliss, of Pennsylvania; President Burleson, of Waco University, Texas; ami PrP.si-
dent Brooks. 
Rev. A. C. Kendrick, D. D., LL.D., of the Rochester University, read a paper on 
"The methods and uses of classical studies." The paper was discussed by Professor 
J. L. Lincoln, of Bro\Yn University; Dr. Bliss, and Dr. T. G. Jones. 
Tllis was followed by a paper, prepared by Rev. S. S. Cuttiug, on "The organization 
of the educational work of the Baptist. denomination.:' The paper was discussed l>y 
Dr. J. Wheaton Smith, Mr. Shepardson, Dr. Turnl>ull, President Hovey, Dr. Murdock, 
and Rev. Mr. Cushman . 
Rev. R. C. Mills, D. D., read a paper on'' Hinderances to the increase of the ministers 
of the gospel," wbich was discussed a.t length. Professor George D. B. Pepper, D. D., 
read a paper on "What is a theological education¥" Professor N. L. Andrews, of Ma(1i-
son University, spoke on "The moral elements of a teacher's art.:' Professor H. H. 
Harris in troLl uced a paper on "Methods and limits of beneficial aiel ." 
The committee on "Organization of the educational work of tlle Baptist denomina-
tion" reporteu a constitution as tbe bas1s of a national society, the discussion of which 
was post.poned until evening, when, after the reading of a, paper on'' The relative claims 
of our institutions of learning on the pul>lic benefactions of our churches," it was 
opened by President Bailey, of California, and continued by Professor Greene, Dr. J. A. 
Smitb, Dr. Turnbull, and others, and recommitted. Being subsequently reported back 
with modifications: it was discussed at length and laid on the table, and then it was 
voted to proceed to form a national educntioual association, to be known as" The 
American Baptist Educational Commission," which adopted a constitution. 
Among the incidents of the convention was an excursion to Crozier Tlleological Sem-
inary at Chester, and. a breakfast in Fairmount Park, ou Friday. A train of cars being 
specially provided for the purpose, the members of the convention, ancluHLny gue t 
invited, left tbe city for the park at ahout 9 o'clock a. m. The breakfast was spread 
in a tasteful pavilion. Hon. Francis Wayland, president of the convention, presided. 
After tbe repast several speakers were called upon to respond to sentiments, among 
wllom were tbe host., Vl. R. Bucknell, esq., W. E. Littletou,esq., Rev. J. W. Smith, D. D., 
Father Gavazzi, Rev. Lemuel Moss, D. D., Rev. S. S. Cutting, D. D., Rev. Alexander 
Reed, D. D., George H. Stuart, e q., and others. Consid.eriog the character of the per-
so us pre ent, tbo L>e:wty of the day, the elegance of the repast, and tbe excellence of 
tbe addresse , the '' Bnckuell breakfast" was a most delightful inciuent of this other-
wise memora!Jle occasion. 
GERMAN-AMERICAN TEACHERS' UNION. 
The third annual meeting of thi union was be](l in Hoboken, rew Jer ey, July 31, 
and wa welcomed by Mr. C. Rtil>samen, who, as the presideut of the local committee 
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of arrangements, tendered the accommodations connected with the Stevens Institute 
of Technology for the general meetings a.nd those of the sections. W. N. Hailmann 
·was elected president, and other officer'S were duly chosen. The afternoon was spent 
in visiting the Stevens Institute of Technology, founded lJy the late Ed win A. Stevens. 
At the tirst general meeting of the union, a paper prepared by the central committee 
on the question "How can the developing method be introduced into the English 
normal and public schools~" was read by Mr. P. Stahl. 
The president, Mr. W. Hailmann, L. Hot~e. and Dr. A. Douai, were appointed dele-
gates to attend the National Teachers' Association in Boston, in August, with a state-
ment that the members of the Hoboken convent' n desire to join their efforts with 
those of the National Teachers' Association in theca 1se of• educational reform. 
A paper was read by Mr. L. Klemm on "What separates the German from the 
American schools, and what connects the two~" This was followed by a paper upon 
"The relation of the pulJlic and the GPrman-American school to the German national-
ity within the United States," which was discussed by Messrs. Feldner, Moeller, Deghee, 
Oesmann, Klemm, Dr. Douai, and others; and the following resolution was adopted: 
"That the German-American school should be as much as possible perfected so as to 
serve as a model to the public school." 
The last paper wa.s a report from the central committee on the question "How can 
the German language be successfully introduced into the public scbools ~" 
A letter was recei>ed from the "committee on invitations" of the Pennsylvania 
State Teachers' Association, inviting this convention to a participation in their meet-
ing; and Mr. Scboedler, of Pennsylvania., was appointed to repreldent the union there. 
On invitation of Ron. Mr. Harris, superintendent of schools, Saint Louis, the union 
voted to hold its next annual meeting in that city, from the 28th to the 31st of J\al,), 
1873. 
/ 
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EDUCATION OF 'I, liE DEAF AND DUlU B. 
GENERAL STATISTICS. 
According to the census of 1870, the whole number of deaf and dumb in the United 
States was 16,205. Teachers of the deaf and dumb believe that these figures are far too 
lo~;y, this belief being based upon the fact that they individually know of many deaf-
mutes whose names do not appear upon the rolls of the census. The information thus 
obtained from private sources is, of course, too vague and fmgmentary to admit of any 
conclusive crit.icism of the census, or of trustworthy estimates as to what the returns 
ought to be; but it certainly shows that numerous errors do exist. It is supposed that 
the omissions are chiefly due to the difficulty of determining, with regard to very young 
children whether they are deaf or not; the unwillingness of parents to acknowledge 
the affl.icLion of their cllildren ; the doul>t in the minds of census-takers and parents, 
with many cases of semi-mutes, whether these ought or ongbt not to be included among 
the deaf and dumb-as for purposes of education they undoubtedly ought-unless 
formed into a class by themselves; and the neglect of the censns-takers, in some in-
st;ances, to make their inquiries sufficiently full and explicit. The whole number of 
the deaf and dumb in tbe United States is variously estimated at from 20,000 to 25,000; 
but it can not l.Je determined at present with any approach to accuracy. 
STATISTICS OF EDUCATION. 
The census of 1870, as was stated in the last rep0rt of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion, contains very full and valuable statistics of illiteracy in the United States. It is 
much to be regretted that the inquiries upon this sGbject were not extended to the 
deaf and dumb, and tables prepared showing, as accurately as might be, the propor-
. tion of the uneducated among this class. In the absence of such information no defi-
nite conclusions can be reached with regard to the whole body of deaf-mutes. With 
respect, however, to such of them as are now of a snitable age to IJe in school, the sta-
tistics gathered from the institutions for the deaf and dumb afford a basis for an 
approxi ruate est.imate. 
'l'he number of deaf-mutes between the ages of 5 and 20, in 1870, according to the 
censu , was 7,562. As the proper school age is comprised within these limits, and the 
length of time requisite for the acquisition of an average common-school education by 
a ueaf-ruute is from seven to eight years, one-half of these, or 3,781, ought to have been 
in school when the ceu, us was taken. The numuer actually in school in 870, accord-
ing to a carefully prepared table published in the American Annals of the Deaf and 
Dumb, for January, 1871, was 3,784. As many as 9 per cent. of t hese must have 
been in ,school the day the census was taken. If, then, we could believe the census to 
be correct, we should be able to congratulate the United States that nearly all the deaf 
and dumb of the country of suitalJle age were under instruction. 
Bnt, unhappily, the inquiries made by the officers of several of our institutions show 
tllat, notwitllstaudiug the <Yenerous provision made for the education of tlle deaf and 
dumb, in all the St.ates of the Union, except Florida, a large number of this class are 
not receiving its benefits. Mr. G. 0. Fay, superintendent of tlle Ohio im:titutions says 
in his last report, that be bas defin ite information concerning 182 deaf-mutes. in the 
State, between the ages of 10 and 20, who are not, and never have beeu, at school. 
Mr. J. L. oyes, superintendent of the Minnesota institntion, publishes a similar li t 
of 76 deaf mutes, in tllat State, between the ages of 8 and 25. The commissioners 
of the Kentncky institution say that scarcely more than half the deaf and dumb 
of their State who are of suitable age are in the institution. In Pennsylvania, the 
proportion is still less. Of the 65 counties in the State, 21, including some of the 
largest and most populous, are not represented, in either t!Je State institution at Phila-
del pbia, or the school at Pittsburgh. There are three counties, with an aggregate popu-
lation of 150,000, tbat do not furnish a single pupil. 
It iB true that some of these cases, especially the last-named, are extreme instance 
but they are, probably, not without parallels in the Western and Sonthern State. 
While there u,re no data sufficiently full and accnrate to enable us to make a close e ti-
ruat.e, there is good reason to believe that from 25 to 40 per cent. of the deaf and dumb 
of the Uniteu States ·who ought to be in school are growing up in ignorance. 
HOW SHALL 'l'HE UNEDUCATED DEAF AND DUMB BE REACHEO' 
When we consider bow fully and liberally the means of education for the cleaf and 
dumb are provided. in this country, it seemB strange that there should-be so many who 
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are deprived of it. Various nauses have been assigned for this. Some parents and 
guardians ar~ ignorant of the existence of institutions for the deaf and dumb; others, 
illiterate themselves, have no idea of the value of education; others, from misguided 
affect,ion, are unwilling to part with their children; others are so selfish as to keep 
them at home for the sake of the rude manual labor whiCh they are able to perform. 
'.fhe manner in which these painful cases are to bfl reached has been a subject of 
earnest thought and frequent discussion in our profession. It is generally agreed that 
much can be accomplished by m(:'ans of circulars addressed to postma.sters, t.ax-collect-
ors, clergymen, teachers, and others; by interesting the count.ry newspapers in the un-
dertaking, and especially by canvassing the State with a few pupils and giving public 
exhibitions. In proportion as such measures as these have been taken in the several 
States, the ratio of the uneducated deaf and dumb has been made appreciably less. 
Bnt when every thing has been done in this directiOn that is possible, there st ill remain 
some parents and guardians who will not allow their children to go to school. Is there 
no remedy fur thel:le cases~ 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
Compulsory education for the deaf and dumb, hug advocat~d in Germany, was first 
proposed in this country, so fa.r as the writer is aware, by Mr. J. L. Noyes, at the con-
vention of instructors of the deaf and dumb held at Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1870. An 
interesting discussion followed the reading of Mr. Noyes's paper on this subject, but his 
views seemed t,o meet with little acceptance, the usual objections to State interference 
being urged with arlditional force from the fact that, in the case of the deaf and dumb, 
it would be necessary in most instan~es to remove the children from their homes in 
order to have them educated. Since the convention, however, the idea of compulsory 
education has been growing in favor; it was advocated by several principals of insti-
tutions in their last reports, and at a conference of principals held at Flint, Michigan, 
during the present year, resolutions were passed recommending its adoption . 
·whatever considerations of bumanit.y to the individual, and of self preservation for 
the community, may be urged in favor of compulsory education in general, apply with 
peculiar force to the circnmstances of the deaf and dumb. Lack of education in t.heir 
case is fraught with results vastly more dir::;astrous both to themselves and others than 
in the case of those who can bear and speak. Deplorable as is the condition of the 
hearing person when deprived of the training of schools and the knowledge of books, 
it is far superior to that of t.be uneducated deaf-mute. Unhappy, and even dangerous, 
as is the state of the community in which there are many illiterate persons, it is not 
exposed to the same dangers as a community whose deaf-mutes are allowed to grow up 
in ignorance. Por the hearing person, though wholly shut out from schools and utterly 
ignorant of books, has a continual means of education in his daily intercourr::;e with his 
fellow-man; he may be illiterate, but he -can not remain uneduca.ted. Even in the 
lowest state of ignorance, provided this stops short of idiocy, he knows the difference 
between right and wrong, aud is just,ly held responsible before the law for hir::; acts. 
But the uneducated deaf-mute, though endowed with a mind and soul capable of the 
highest development, is left in 'a condition of intellectual and moral darkness. While 
he gives evident proof of t.he possession of faculties .that place him far above the idiot 
and the brute, and is able under favorable circumstances to develop a language by 
which be can communicate with his friends upon a limited range of subjects, l.t e is in-
capable of receiving any such clear understanding of moral truths, of his own rights 
and the rigl.tts of others, as to render him properly responsible for his actwns. 
The condition of the uneducated deaf-mut,e, and his moral and legal responsibility, 
arc admirably treated in a paper l>y Isaac Lewis Peet, LL.D., principal of the New 
York institution, entitled" The psychical status and criminal responsibility of the 
totally tu;educatecl deaf and dumb," published in the jourual of ·psychological Medi-
cine for January, 1872, and in the Annals for the Deaf and Dumb for April, H:l72. 
DANGER TO SOCIETY FROM UNEDUCATED DEAF-1\'IUTES. 
The cases in which crimes have been committed by uneducated <lcaf-mntes, both.iu 
this couutry and in Europe, are not few; and while the usage of the courts has varied 
somewhat, aud unfortunately no statutes have been enacted with special reference to 
such cases, t.he general precedeut goes to establish the principle, which mnst seem rea-
sonal>le to all who are familiar ·with this class of persons, that uneducated deaf-mutes 
can not justly be held accountable to the laws. 
In this view of the case, dues not society owe it to itself, for its own protection, as 
well as to the deaf-mute for his welfare, to provide that when parents or guardians, 
throngl.t ignorance or sel:fishnes3, refuse to allow their deaf-mute children to receive the 
education fre• ly offered by the State, the law shall interfere, and compel them to send 
the children to school ~ 
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THE GROWTH OF THE INSTITUTIONS. 
While we lament that the blessings of education do not reach all the deaf-mutes of 
the countr.v, the growth of the institutions affords gratifying evidence that the propor-
tion, as well as the number of those who do receive its benefits, is constantly increas-
H:Ig. In 1863 there were 22 schools for the deaf and dumb in the United Htates, 
with an aggregate of 2,012 pupils; there are now :36 schouls, and the number of pupils 
under i.nstnwtion in 1871 was 4,068, an increase of more than 100 per cent. in eight 
years. During the present year, there have been 4,253 pupils in the 36 institutions 
from which returns have been received. 
CONFERENCE OF PRINCIPALS. 
A conference of principals of American institutions for the deaf and dumb was held 
at Flint, Michigan, in August last. Though the attenclance was small, the discussions 
were spirited and profitable, and the proceedings. when published, will be of value to 
the professioiJ and others interested in t.he education of the deaf and dumb. The prin-
cipal topics discussed by the conference were the classification of pupils; institution 
registers and records; education of the dea.f and dumb and the blind .in the same insti-
tution ; instruction in articulation ; compulsory ednca.tion; congregate dormitories; 
recreations ; hygiene; discipline; best order of daily exercises; best mode of collect-
ing statistics, &c. ' 
One interest.ing feature of the conference was an exposition by Mr. A. Graham Bell 
of his father's ingenious and valuable method of •· visible speech," which bas been 
applied with snccessful resnlts in thdnstruction of the deaf and dumb in ::~.rticulation. 
The proceedings of the conference are to be published in connection with the next 
report of the Michigan institution. 
EDWARD A. FAY. 
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EDUCATION OF THE BLIND. 
It is pleasant to note that therE\ is a growing interest throughout the United States 
iu the education of the blind, and a better knowledge of their conditions and wants. 
At first thought, blindness seems to be the sorest bodily evil to which man is subject, 
and no other one so readily calls forth human sympathy with the sufferer. This sym-
pathy, however, .bas, thus far, acted blindly, and therefore has failed to give the 
relief which it sought to bring, because applied unwisely. · 
The privation of the pleasures which come through sight is not the chief cause of 
the hardship of blindness. Men can bear that and be happy; indeed, all me.n have to 
bear it half of every day. 
Individual independence is one of the essentials for human happiness; and the only 
secure basis of that is the a.bility to work. Man is created an industrious animal. 
Work of some sort is essential to his welfare; and light is given to him by which to 
work. But all the industries of the world are conducted u.Pon the idea of the preva-
lence of light, and of the ability of the workmen to see. The blind, lacking this 
ability, are thrown out of the industrial and pro.ductive classes, and fall into the 
dependent class. In all ages and in all countries people have regarded them as neces-
sarily paupers and dependents. Tllis dependence is the bitter drop in their cup of life. 
They are, however, in some respects, the least unfortunate of all dependent classes, 
because their very appearance challenges sympathy. Men perceive the fearful infirmity 
at a glance. They feel that it cuts off the sufferer from the usual modes of activity 
and of enjoyment, and snppose that it leaves him no means of happiness. 
Hence it is that the blind have probably had less of positive suffering from cold, 
nakedness, and hunger than other dependent classes. Neither the deaf-mutes, nor 
the lunatics, nor the id.iots, nor the halt, nor the cripple, excite so much compas-
sion, nor receive such ready aid, as do the blind. Their infirmity seems the sum of a.ll 
infirmities, anrl. men, not knowing how else to relieve it, give alms. Their readinet:s t.o 
give encourages the httbit of asking, and the bliud beggar is the favored of all beg-
gars. He holds his lucrative place by the church-doors, aud at the street-corners, after 
all other beggars are banished from the streets of cities by the p~lice. 
Previous to the present century the principal special establishments for the blind 
were, for tbe most part, eleemosynary iu their nature and demoralizing in their tend-
encies. A brief notice of the two principal asylums will mustrate the evil effects 
which follow the indulgence of the tender feelings of compassion toward the blind 
without careful consideration of their real wants, and without insisting that they shall 
be constantly occupied at some wholesome wor.K, and recompen~:;ed according to their 
industry and their deserts. 
History says that in the thirteenth century Louis IX retreated from his foolish cru-
sade, leaving behind many knights and gentlemen prisoners in t.he bands of the Mos-
lems. He afterward r·ansomed three hundred. of them, but only after the barbarians 
bad put out their eyes. Instead of pensioning them, and letting them take care of 
themselves, he established what was intended as a monument 6f pious benevolence, 
the hospital called the Quinze Vingt (Fifteen Scores) for the three hundred blind. men. 
Like many other establishments which, like evil weeds, get root in a community, this 
one was perpetuated after the exigency that called for it bad ceased to exist. As the 
blind crusaders died of!', other blind soldiers took their places. As no strict discipline 
was enforced, and no steady occupation required, the usual demoraliza,tion followed 
upon the aggregation of great numbers of men in an abnormal condition of body. 
The establishment was not well enough endowed to prevent the necessity of begging. 
Charity-boxes were set up at the church-doors, and the inmates were allowed to parade 
about in bands, making wretched music, braying, and demanding alms. These blind 
and sturdy beggars s0em to have got complete mastery of the establishment, and to 
have laid bands upon the contents of the charity-boxes, for we find them refus,ing to 
accept the rule proposed by the chancellor, w bich was as follows: 
"Orderecl, That a deputation of said brethren shall, on Sundays and feast-days, visit 
all the chapels and churches, and seek alms, but without crying aloud or braying, as 
some have done, and that what they gather shall be put into the common purse, and 
not appropriated to their private benefit, as has been the case." 
The establishment seems now to have degenerated into a center of demoralization 
to the inmates, and a nuisance to the public, for we :find the poet Rutebrouf crying out 
in vexation of spirit, "I don't know why the King should have gathered into one great 
house three hundred blind men, who are allowed to go about the streets of Paris in 
bands, braying the livelong day. As they have no leaders, they go butting np against 
each other, and. against other folks, and so bruising themselves." ""Would that fire 
might strike the bouse, and the establi~:;hment be consumed, so th:1.t we might construct 
another on a better scale." 
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An old book, called "The Cries of Paris," mentions the blind beggars going about 
and shouting for bread; 
A pain crier, mettent grant peine, 
E li avngle, a haute alaine, 
Du pain a eels de champs porri, 
Dout moult so>~nt, sachlez, me ri. 
The author of the Persian Letters speaks of visiting the establishment in the eight-
eenth century and finding the blind men "gaily roistering at unknown games and 
pla:ving cards." And we ourselves can testify that in the middle of the nineteeBth 
cen'tury the same thing was to be seen. The great establishment at Naples was in an 
e.ven worse condition. 
The point of interest and of instruction for us, in the history of these and other large 
establishments, is that some of tbe sources of demoralization seem to grow necessarily 
out of the unwise practice of segregating adult blind people from the community, and 
congregating them together in one great establishment for permanent residence. 
During this century, organized efforts have been made to aid the blind in se.veral 
European nations, and generally under better auspices than before. 
We shall notice briefly those of Great Britain as being most cognate to those of onr 
own country. In that country, as in others, the blind were generally driven to beg-
ging as their only means of living; blindness and beggary were synonymous; and 
::unong most people the idea of a blind person even now instantly suggests the idea of 
a beggar. · 
Early in this century, organized efforts were made in Great Britain for the relief of 
this unfortunate class. They were based upon the idea that the class must necessarily 
remain dependent upon the higher classes, and at the foot of the social scale. The best 
that occurred as possible to be done for them, was to train them to some handicraft, 
by the exercise of whicb they could gain a livelihood in part. Societies were organ-
ized for the purpose of supplying employment to the trained workmen; paying the 
rent of workshops and sales-rooms, and selling their wares without. commission. At 
the same time a little secular knowledge and a great deal of religious instruction were 
imparted. 
There are 19 institutions of this kind, (a sort of training-school,) containing in all 
nearly 1,000 inmates. These establishments differ from those of the United States 
mainly in the fact that mental education is but little attended to in comparison with 
ruecbanical training. There the blind man accepts the situation, and proposes to 
work with his hands for a partial livelihood, depending upon some society or friends 
for the rest; bere he means to do something better, and to work at his trade only in 
the last necessity. · 
There are in Great Britain 16 establishments, of the nature of the well-known 
"association for promoting the general welfare of the blind," which support in whole 
or in part nearly 500 blind persons. 
There are 16 associations for aiding tbe blind by direct charit,y in the form of 
pensions; about 2,000 are thus aided. The charity is given conditionally. In most 
cases the applicant must not be less than fifty years old and most not solicit 
alms. In some they must be Protestants, in others must be members of the Church of 
England. In two they must be freemen, or widows of freemen. Iu some they muflt be 
permanent residents of certain parishes. 
These establisbments are not self-supporting; that is, the sales of the wares do not 
cover the expenses of the establishment. The defect is made up by annual contrihn-
tions and legacies·. ['bey do not therefore lift the blind out of the dependent class 
and give them the proud consciousness of being entirely independent; but they help 
them to help themselves, and this is a noble work. 
The best feature in these establishments, and the one which js most instructive to 
us, is tbat of supplying work to the bHnd in their several homes. Preserve to the blind 
man his home, and you save much of his self-respect; give him means of self-support 
and you save all of it, and make him happy. You remove from his mental sight that 
dark prospect of ending his days in an almshouse, which is toucllingly sketched by the 
blind poet when he says : 
DPjecting prospect I soon the hopeless honr 
May come, perhaps this moment it irnpel lds, 
Which drives one forth to penury and cold, 
Naked, and beat by all the storms of heaven, 
Friendless and guidelcss to explore my way; 
Till on cold cartli the poor unhallowed bead 
Reclining, vainly from the ruthless blast 
Respite I beg, and in the shock expire. 
It will be seen that th main object of these establishm.ents was to train the blind man 
t~ such skill ~n handicraft that, with a little aid in the way of shop-rent, and by sale of 
h1 wares w1thout commission, he could compete in certain simple trades with the 
lea t skilled who work by si<Yht. 
Tho success of this effort aepends greatly upon the condition of the hand-workers, 
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and differs of course in different countries. Not long since a very large proportion of 
mecba,nical work was done by band, an.d the blind workman found employment in 
many of the simpler branches; but the rapid and wonderful contrivances by which 
fingers of iron do the work of fingers of. flesh, make it harder and harder for him to 
earn the whole loa£ That part eked out to him by the band of charity has to be 
increased in size. In Great Britain and in tbis country mechanical improvements went 
on, straitening and lessening the field of simple handicraft in which the blind man 
could work. They contributed to the general welfare, because they merely drove the 
common workman into other fields which require more skill, while they harmed the 
blind man because those fields were not open to him. Thus the attempt to lift the 
blind man out of the pauper class had but partial success. He was still dependent, to 
a considerable degree~ on charity, and felt some of the demoralizing effects of depend-
ence. 
The attempt was made in the Northern States of the United States under better 
auspices. As soon as the claims of blind children to a share of the benefit of common-
school learning were u"rged, 'it was conceded, not as a matter of charity, but of right. 
Means were contrived to instruct them to get iu special schools or institutions; and 
these were rapidly multiplied. It was assumed that a cultivated brain would make a 
more cunning hand, and that even women who wash clothes, and men who braid mats, 
would do so more skillfully and profitably with mental culture than without it. 
The general system adopted in these special .institutions is: First. To give to all 
pupils the same sort of instruction, and to the same degree, as is given in the best public 
common schools. Secondly. To teach them the elements of vocal and instrumental masic. 
'fhirdly. To train them in some sort of simple handicraft, on which they were to depend 
for a livelihood. But special schools for the blind can no more control or direct the 
future calling of those who leave than common schools can direct the future calling of 
their graduates. Both classes become subject to prevailing social influences, and their 
course in life is affected by them. 
Blind children get ·their mental instruction in the institutions; they there receive 
valuable moral tendencies, and are launched upon the voyage of life in the right direc-
tion. But they come immediately under potent so~ial influences, which complete their 
education and modify their character. Two of these influences especially affect the blind: 
First. There is in our community a prevailing spirit of independence, and a desire among 
the young to strike ont in new directions. Secondly. Hand-work is cont:~idered less respect-
able than brain-work. Now the blind, without being a whit more foolish than other 
people, .are not a whit less so. Indeed, they, more than others, are justified in seeking 
"to shirk work," because, under any circumstances, they do mechanical work at a disad-
vantage compared wi tb others; anc, where competition for livelihood is sharp, they go w 
the wall. They soon find this vut, and they catch the prevailing spirit of society; so that 
out of a thousand graduates who have learned some handicraft in their several institu-
tions, hardly two-tenths practice them for a living. The most of them resort to various 
branches of the musical profession, teaching the elements of vocal and instrumental 
music, playing upon organs, or in choirs, tuning J:'ianos, or trading in musical instru-
ments. It is gratifyin~ to note how many succeed in this way, because music furnishes 
a field of occupation m which they find positive pleasure, that goes far to compen-
sate them for their sad privation of the common means of enjoyment. Other graduates 
take petty agencies in trade, and with a guide go about the country peddling a little 
on their own account. Others, favored by fi·iends, contrive to find employment in some 
of the establishments in which some band-work and some bead-work are required. 
A few work diligently at their trade, and earn an honest and comfortable livelihood. 
The general condition of the graduates is affected by the prevailing feeling of com-
passion, which leadR people to make an exception in their favor, and to give them aid 
without requiring that they shall aid themselves as far as is possible. Many of the 
bJind take advantage of this feeling and abuse it sadly. They know that people will 
endure wretched mnsic, accept inferior service, and buy poor wares, thinking to unite 
charity with business, and they take advantage thereof. 
Upon the whole, however, the general result of the attempts made in the score of 
institutions to lift the blind out of the pauper class bas been very satisfactory. Cer-
tainly fewer of them come upon the towns for support than would have done so but 
for these efforts. 
There is doubtless a greater proportion of really self-supporting blind persons in the 
United States than in any other country, and this is owing mainly to the existence of 
more than a score of public institutions for their instruction and training. There will 
be a still greater number when the public comes to act upon the principle that wbHe 
the blind, as a class, have a right to such advantages at the band of necessity as will 
tend to equalize their condition a.'3 social workers with that of other men, they have 
dlso their duties, to the performance of w bicb they should be strictly held. 
The most interesting event of the year in connection with the history of blind insti-
tutions, was the convention for three days of superintendents and teachers, held in 
August, at the Perkiml Institution, in Boston. 
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The presence of representatives from so many State institutions, some of which 
receive beneficiaries from adjoining States, showed how wide-spread is the interest felt 
i.n the education of the blind by the people of the United States, and how ready are the 
legislative bodies to pay liberally for it. There was a general concurrence of opinion 
upon the following important matters, although no vote was deemed necessary: That 
mental and instinctive culture should underlie and form an important part of the 
course of education and training for all the blind, even those destined to mechanical 
pursuits. That the methods and processes of instruction in schools, and tlw various 
meahs used in education, should conform as nearly as possible to the most approved ones 
used with ordinary children and ~'outh. That the multiplication of books in raised 
print, and the improvement of tangible apparatus of instruction, are of great impor-
tance. That uniformity in the type is desirable but not .essential. 
The table in the latter part of this volume shows the changes that have taken place 
in the various institutions for the blind in the United States since the table published 
in this report, January, 11:!71. In three the superintendents have been changed. The 
total number of inmates is 1,900 against 2,032 last year. This decrease is only appar-
ent, and comes from the fact that in the returns made last year, four more institutions, 
which receive b<;>th mutes and blind, the mutes were included with the blind. The 
table as corrected gi¥es t.he actual number of blind pupils. rrhe total valuation of 
property has increased from $3,201,995.02 to $3,986,678.71. The aggregate of appro-
priations by the several legislatures was last year $444,9H5 .64 against $403,412.46 in the 
preceding year. The amount of moriey paid in wages to blind persons was $35,247.67 
against $26,542.11 in 1870. 
SAM'L G. HOWE, M. D., LL. D. 
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EXTENT OF REVIEW AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 
In this. review are given the most important educational events of foreign countries, 
together with the latest statistics obtainable. 
As in the review in the report for 1871, the official reports transmitted to the Bureatt 
of Education have been consulteu as far as possible, and in addition the following 
periodical publications: 
"Liibens's Padagogischer Jahresbericht," (Liibens's Annual Review of Pedagogics,) 
published annually at Leipsic. 
"Wolfram's Allgemeine Chronik des Volksschulwesens," (Wolfram's General Ohron-
ide of Public Instruction,) published annually at Hamburg. 
"Allgemeine Schulzeitung," (General School Journa.I,) published weekly at Darm-
stadt. 
"The Educational Times,n published monthly in London. 
The general statistics and the pm·sonnel of educational authorities are all given 
according to the Almanach qe Gotha for 1873. 
In some cases the number of inhabitants given· at the head of the country (in every 
instance the very latest information) wm differ from that mentioned in the review, . 
the latter being the number given in the lns t official report received. Even where 
absolutely no educational information could be obtn,ined up to the time of the closing 
of this report, the general statistics and the name of the present minister of public 




(Area, 227,234 square miles. Population, 35,904,435.) 
The Austrian monarchy consists of two distinct parts, viz : the empire of Austria 
and the kingdom of Hungary, each of which has its own administration and parlia-
ment, and is onl,y dynastical~y united with the other. 
!.-.EMPIRE OF AUSTRIA. 
(Constitutional Monarchy. Area, 108,234 square miles. Population, 20,394,980.) 
Ministm· of public inst1·uction, STREMAYR. 
REPOJ1T Oli' l\flNISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
During last year Mr. Stremayr, minister of public instruction, published his annual 
report, which treats chiefly of the school legislation since the abolition of the coocordat. 
The report says~ "The new school laws have been very favorably received in the 
cities and by the whole German population, with the exception of that of Tyrol; while 
they have met with violent opposition from the clergy in many rural districts where 
clerical influence is all-powerful. There is this difference observable, that the older 
clergy have ::tlways kept their opposition within certain bounds, while the younger 
clergy have assailed the laws in the most violent manner aud the most unme~s.ured 
terms." . 
The minister finally expresses his conviction "that the consistent but dignified exe-
cution of the new laws will gradually conciliate the conflicting parties." . 
EFFECT OF THE NEW SCHOOL-LAW. 
That the views of Mr. Stremayr are correct is plainly seen in the fact th::tt, in spite. 
of innumerable difficulties, the new law is gaining ground every d::ty; teachers' socie. 
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ties and conferences are constantly increasing, there is a healthy spirit of emulation 
vil:;ible every where, and, according to present appearances, the da,ys of mere mechanical 
instruction are numbered. As was to be expected, these measures met with violent 
opposition from the clergy and the ultramontane party, and the teachers were in many 
places attacked and hindered in the execution of their dnties ; but they did not lose 
courage, for they knew that the school-law wonld protect them. But this very law '-vas 
endangered when, in the beginning of the year 1871, the ministry very suddenly resign ed, 
and was replaced by the Hohenwart ministry, in which Jirecek took his seat as minis-
ter of public instruction. 
J1RECEK ML.~ISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
In the beginning, Jirecek seemed favorable to the progressive educational movement, 
but soon strong reactionary tem1encies began to show themselves. The minister 
ordered a revision of the school-laws, and requested school councils of the provinces to 
send in a complete list of all the objections to the new school-laws, and their sugges-
tions for alterations in the same. This measure elicited unbounded applause from the 
clerical and ultramontane journals. But the Austrian teachers, almost to a man, 
frankl y and openly opposed i t. At a large meeting, at which delegates from all the 
provinces were present, they unanimously passed a resolution "that in the new school-
laws we recognize one of the greatest triumphs of modern education; that we desire 
that they may soon be established on a firm basis, and that alterations are desirable 
ouly in regard to regulations concerning corporal punishment and teachers' salaries." 
The school councils of the provinces of Lower and Upper Austria, Salzburg, Moravia, 
Silesia, Carinthia, and Styria most emphatically objected to any alterations. 
· The ul tramontane part.y endeavored to influence the minister by petitions> setting 
forth that the new school-law, in depriving the clergy of any and every pretext for in-" 
terference in school matters, engendered an irreligious spirit, and enuangcred the whole 
social and political fabric . Jirecek, according to all accotmts, received this petition 
in the most favorable manner, and encouraged the petitioners in their vain hopes. The 
whole matter gave rise to vio1ent debates in the imperial Parbament. Fux, a memb.er 
of Parliament, in a vigorous speech, 1>howed that there was the greatest danger of the 
progress in education and church being paralyzed by federalistic and reactionary tend-
encies. "Austria," he said, "especially as regards education, is now passing through 
a very perilous period, compared with that of its northwestern neighbors. It is not 
the needle-gun, but the power of the intellect, which in our time gives superiority to 
one nation over another." 
STREMAYR AGAIN MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRl)CTION. 
After a most violent struggle, occasioned not merely by the school question, the 
Hohenwart ministry was compelled to resign in December, 1871, and its place was 
taken by the Anersperg ministry, iu which Stremayr again became minister of public 
instruction. What may be expected from the new ministry is indicated by the Emperor's 
speech from the throne, December 13, 1871. Referring to the school question, he says : 
"The strict carrying out of the new school-law will form one of the most important 
duties of my reign." 
STATISTICS. 
Much remains to be done for education, as will be seen from the official school statis-
tics contained in the Austrian statistical year-book. According to this, tbe percentage 
of children attending school as to the total nnmber of children of school age is as 
follows: Lower Austria, 98.4; Upper Austria, 97.1; Carinthia, 84.1; Carniola, 65.3; 
Trieste, !stria, Gorz, and Gradiska, 51.9; Bohemia, 96.4; Silet:ia, 95.6 ; Galicia, 29.7; 
Bukowina, 20.5; Dalmatia, 28.3. In several provinces, especially in Tyrol, there are, 
as yet, many schools which are only in 'operation dnrin g half the year. Of such schools 
there are in the Austrian Empire 1,815 ; Galicia bas 296 such ; Moravia, 7 ; Bohemia., 11; 
I stria, 1; Camiola, 5; Carinthia, 16; Styria, 8. The total number of public elementary 
schools is 15,054, and the number of children of school age, 2,600,000. In Tyrol there 
is one school to every 447 inhabitants ; in Galicia, one to, 2,286; and in Bukowina, 
one to 3,116. For the sake of comparison, the followin g facts are mentioned: In Sax-
ony there are on an average 8 elementary schools to every German square mile, (about 
1 English square miles,) and in Austria, 3. In Saxony, 95 per cent. of the children of 
school age attend school, and in Austria only 75 per cent. In Prussia there are 160 
wel~-~ducated children to every 1,000 of the population, and in Austria only 84. I_n 
GalJcia, more than one-half of all the towns and villarres have no school at all; th1s 
province also bas 23 per cent. of all the criminals in th; empire, 37 per cent. of all the 
murder , au<l exactly one-half of all those condemned to de~th. In 1865, 29 per cent. 
of the conscript were without any education whatever. In 1869, the percentng of 
illiterate recruits was 4 in Lower Austria, 11 in Upper Austria, 32 in Bohemia, 3 in 
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Silesia, 40 in Salzburg, 44 in Moravia, 50 in Styria. In Tyrol, Carinthia, Carniola, and 
Dalmatia, the percentage was even higher. According to the last census, there were 
in the empire of Austria 31,398 priests and clergymen, and 40,503 teachers; con~ 
sequently there is one pl'iest or clergyman to every 630 of the population, and one 
teacher to every 490. 
JESillT GYMNASIA. 
Many of the Jesuits failed to organize their gymnasia in accordance with the laws 
of the empire, and it became necessary to make use of more stringent measures to com-
pel compliance with the laws. In some cases it became necessary to take these insti-
tutions entirely away from the Jesuits, and turn them over to the state authorities. 
REFORM OF THE REAL-SCHOOLS. 
The provincial parliament of the provinces of Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, Tyrol, 
Vora.rlber,g, Moravia, Silesia, and Bukowina resolved upon au entire reform of 11...e real-
schools. This reform consisted chiefly in maldng seven classes, opening them to 
younger childJ.-en than hitherto, and making instruction in nmdern languages obliga-
tory in all classes. This reform bas already been carried ont. Special att ent ion is 
paid to the study of the English language, and it now forms an obligatory branch in 
all the real-schools. 
AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS FOR ADULTS, ( LANDWIRTHSCHAFTLICHE FORTBILDUNGS-
SCHULEN.) 
There are at present in Austria upward of 400 such schools, in most of which agri-
cultural instruction is given by elementary school-teachers, who have attended the 
annual agricultural courses in Vienna, Graz, &c. It was found impossible for these 
teachers to acquire a thorongh knowledge of agriculture in these courses, and, as a 
consequence, agriculture has become an obligatory subject of instruction in the teach-
ers' seminaries. . 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
Toward the end of the year 1870, the Austrian Parliament passed a law regulating 
the salaries of teachers in the teachers' seminaries. According to this law, the teach-
ers iu the teachers' seminaries at Vienna receive 1,000 florins ( 1 florin is equal to 50· 
cents) per annum; in Prague, Lemberg, Brunn, and Trieste, 900 florins, and in all 
others f:lOO. Every five years the salaries are raised 10 per cent . . The salaries of female 
teachers are only 80 per cent. of that of the males. The General German School Jour-
nal very appropriately remarks with regard to the last-mentioned item: "It is strange 
that the salaries of females should be lower than those of males. Either they do the 
same amount of work as males, and in that case they ought to have the same salary, 
or they do less work, and then the school is wronged, which, instead of a good teacher, 
only has a poor one." 
The salaries of t eachers in the public elementary schools vary between 700 and 300 
florins, with a quinquennial increase of 10 per cent. The teachers of "burgher-schools" 
(higher ele)llentary schools) receive 800florins, and the directors of such s.chools 1,000. 
TEACHERS' SOCIETIES. 
But a few ,years ago a teachers' society was a thing utterly unknown in Austria, but 
since the year 1867 numerous societies have been started all over the country, all of 
them working in a most praiseworthy ma.nner for the furtherance of educational inter-
ests. During 1871 large and well-attended teachers' meetings were held in Liuz, 
(Upper Austria,) Leitmeritz, (Bohemia,) Troppau, (Silesia,) Prerau, (Moravia,) and 
Laipach, (Carniola.) 
PUBLIC DISTINCTIONS CONFERRED ON TEACHERS. 
As a characteristic sign of the times, it deserves to be mentioned that during the 
year 1871 one teacher received the golden cross of merit of the first class, seven the 
golden cross of merit of the second class, and eight teachers the silver cross of merit 
of the first class, all for long and faithful services in the cauS'e of education. A few 
short years ago this would have been impossible in Austria, as the elementary school-
t eachers were, as a general rule, considered but little better than servants or day-
laborers. 
MEETING OF THE LIBERAL GERMAN P.,ARTY AT ST. POLTEN. 
The liberal German party held a large and enthusiastic meeting at St. Polten, (Lower 
Austria,) during August, 1871. Although the meeting was of a purely political charac-
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ter, it is a signific:mt fact that, after. a most lively and interesting discussion, in which 
a great num her of the delegates took part, the following resolutions (of course, not 
binding resolutions, but, rather, recommendations for the consideration of the min-
istry of public instruction) were passed: 1. An increase in the salary of public teach-
ers is urgently demanded. 2. Poor communities are to r eceive aid from the public 
funds for the building of school-houses. 3. School fees are to be abolished every where. 
4. Teachers' societies should be established every where, and it is very desirable also 
that government officials should join them to make themselves better acquainted with 
the wants of the schools. 
NEED OF TEACHERS. 
In Lower Austria alone, about 1,000 teachers are wanting, and in order to supply 
this want the ministry has shortened the course of studies at the teachers' seminaries 
by one year, for the classes of 1871, '72, and '73. In Upper Austria ~here are about 800 
teachers wanting, and in Galicia there is need of several thousand. Among the older 
teachers there is quite a number between 70 and 80 years of age. 
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES IN SCHOOLS. 
The municipal council of Vienna ordered the following religious observances for all 
Catholic children attending the public schools: 1. A short prayer before and after 
school. 2. Mass once a week. 3. Confession and communion once a year, at Easter. 
4. Attendance at the religious services held on the Emperor's birth-day. The bishop of 
St. Polten, on the other baud, demanded that the children in the public schools shonld 
attend mass every day, should parta,ke of the communion five times a year: and attend 
quite a number of religious services on various festal days. It has been calculated 
that in this manner each child would participate in 372 religious exercises during the 
year. The bishop's request was not granted. 
EDUCATION IN VIENNA. 
01·ganization of the Vienna school council.- This council consists of three divisions, viz: 
one for matters of organization, jurisdiction, and personal matters; one for pedagog-
ical, didactic, and scientific matters ; and one for administratiou and economical mat-
ters. Every ward in the city has its own school council. In each of the.se councils 
one teacher must have a seat. 
Want of teachers.-In October last there were still 80 teachers' places vacant. 
The stndy fund.-Since the year 1789 there has existed in Vienna a so-called "study 
fund," now amounting to 131,820 florins. The interest of this fund is used for 
enabling poor but talented young men to prepare themselves for the teacher's pro-
fession. · 
The Vienna ladies' society for the indust1·ial education of wornen, which bas property to 
tho amount of 14,820 florins, intends to establish a real-gymnasium (classical and indus-
trial school combined) for ladies. The female business college supported by this society 
is in a very flourishing condition; the commercial course numbers 72 pupils, the Frencl1 
140, the English 74, the drawing course 21, and the sewing course 458. Many of tho 
former pupils of this institution have become clerks in tho various business houses, 
and some of them earn as much as 45 florins pe1· month, (a very considerable sum for 
such a class to receive in Vienna.) 
Statistics of Vienna schools.-The 82 public schools of Vienna are almost all over-
crowded, and the same can be said of the real-schools and the real-gymnasia, the 
techn ical and industrial schools, and the private schools, many scholars coming from 
all parts of Austria, Hungary, Croatia, and even from Roumania and Servia. There 
are in Vieuna 19 societies for supplying poor children with clothes, text-·~~ooks, &c. 
Society of Children's Friends.-This very active society has more than 800 members. 
During the last year the society presented a memorial to the ministry, urging detailed 
legislation with regard to school hygiene. The ministry has willingly entered upon 
all the proposals contained in the memorial, and has sent detailed orders concerning 
acbool hygiene to the provincial councils. The society hopes that at the Vienna 
Ex110 ition of 1 73 they will be able to exhibit a collection of objects for the education 
of infants, poor children, orphans, &c, 
. School flnances.-The s~m appropriated for school purposes in the city of Vienna dnr-
mg tl.Je year 1 71 amounted to 906,950 :florins, viz: for gymnasia and real-schools, 
212,9 0; and for elementary schools, 793,970. The appropriation in 1 70 '\vas 17 per 
cent. mor~ than in 1869, and in 1871, 38 per cont. higher than1 70. Since t~e abolition 
of school fees, the school budget has increased from 84,000 t0 1,100,000 :fl.onns. There 
L a fund for the widows and orphans of Protestant teachurs, amounting to 70 000 
florins and constantly increa ing. A widow receives from 4:l0 to 500 :florins pen ion, 
and. orphan belo:w 1 years 105 to 210. Bach member on joining the society pa.ys 100 
ilonus, aud 6 fl.orms of an annual contribution. 
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LOWRR AUSTRIA. 
P1·ivate munijicence.-Dr. Emil Hardt has donated 10,000 florins for founding two 
stipends, enabling two talented boys to attend some superior school in the city of 
Krems. Franz Ritter von Wertheim donated 20,000 florins to his native city for the 
erection of a new and convenient school-houst;~, 
:BOHEMIA. 
The new school o1·ganization.-The new school-laws have been introduced every where. 
Bohemia. (with the exception of Prague) is now divided into 94 school districts, each 
of which has its own school-district fund for paying teachers' salaries, &c. Seventy 
districts furnished the necessary money without any opposition; iiJ. 11 districts the 
military bad to be called out to enforce the new order of things. The new school-law, 
whi~h frees the public schools entirely from the control of the clergy, has, of course, 
met with violent opposition on their part. Thus a Catholic conference was held in 
April, 1871, in Prague, presided over by Count Scbonborn, and attended by a large 
number of the old aristocracy, the clergy, and members of Catholic political societies, 
which passed many strongly r eactionary resolutions. 
School statistics.-Bohemia has 3,766 public elementary schools, (total population, 
5,l40,544,) viz: 55 of the :first class, (teachers' salary 600 florins;) 558 of the J>econd class, 
(salary 500 florins;) 2,260 of the third class, (salary 400 florins;) and 893 of the fourth 
class, (salary300 florins.) The average salary of a Bohemian teacher therefore amounts 
to 390 florins~ As a curious fact, it deserves to be mentioned that, in 1871, among 394 
jurymen in the city of Prague there were 32 teachers, whicP. wo.1,1ld, but a few ye.ars 
ago, have been impossible. 
TeacheTs' societies.-There are in Bohemia two bitterly opposed nationalities, .too 
Czechs and the Germans. Their mutual hostility does not show itself least on the 
:field of education, each possessing its own teachers' societies, working frequently 
more for national noli tics than for educational purposes. 
CoTpoml punishnwnt.-Article 24 of the new school-law forbids all corporal punish-
ments in public schools. Various teachers' societies passed resolutions granting the 
humane intentions of this article, but considered its execution impossible, at least as 
long as the schools are so overcrowded, anP, domestic education so entirely neglected. 
UPPER AUSTRIA. 
Fmu·th meeting of the Gen'eral.Aust1·ian Teachm·s' Union.-In spite of the most violent 
protest of Bishop Rudiger, this union held its meeting at Linz in August, 1871, and was 
attended by about 1,400 teaehers. ' All the discussions and the resolutions passed 
showed the libera.l sentiment pervading ~he assembly, and their determination to 
oppose clerical control. 
MOR~VIA.. 
Statistics.-Moravia, with a population of 2,017,274, has 1,878 public elementary 
schools, with 258,240 scholars. Of these schools 595 are purely German, with ~6,098 
scholars; 46 schools are mixed, (German and Bohemian,) and 1,237 are purely Bohe-
mian. The proportion of Bohemians to Germans is as 37.2 to 100. 
TeacheTs' seminaTies . .,.-There are two teachers' seminaries in Moravia, one in Brunn 
for Bohemian, and one in Olmiitz for German teachers. The Germans of the province 
intend to establish another seminary and normal school for Germans at Brunn. It is 
h.oped that these seminaries will in a few years supply the great want of t~achers. 
School-finances.-The Moravian parliament last year appropriated the sum of 379,582 
florins for educational purposes. The teachers are very poorly paid, and have often to 
wait a long time for their salaries. The pensions are also miserably low. The Olmutz 
Gazette, on very good authority, communicates that a teacher, 91 years of age, a resident 
of the village of Moskele, who has faithfully served as teacher for 58 years, now re-
ceives a pension of 9t kreutzers per day, (abont 2 cents,) and is therefore obliged to 
go round beggin,g for alms, in order to save himself and his wife, 79 years old_, from 
starvp.tion. 
STY RIA, 
Hostility of the clergy to the new sclwol-law.-In Graz, the capital of Styria, the most 
violent agitation was kept up by the clerical party to hinder the teachers in the execu-
tion of their duties, and throw all kinds of difficulties in their way. Both parties held 
meetings, and the .feeling was in many instances imbittered to such a degree that very 
violent scenes, and even bloodshed, ensued. 
Collections and clonations fo1' educational pu1poses.-:-ln Styria, tlte plan of the so-called 
"school penny-'i collections is very favorably received, and even poor people contribute 
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their mite. This money is applied to the clothing of poor children, and supplying poor 
schools with apparatus and text-books. In the cit.y of Steyer a manufacturer of arms 
donated 2,000 florins for the Steyer infant asylum, 1,000 for the children's hospital, and 
1,000 for the education of neglected children. 
CARI~THIA. 
Abolition of school-fees.-Tbe educational committee of the Carinthian provincial par-
liament unanimously decreed the total abolition of school-fees, as utterly at variance 
with the _principle of compulsory education. 
Teachm·s' clnb.-At Klagenfurt, the capital of Carinthia, a teachers' club, the" Casino," 
bas ueen started, where social and scientific meetings are held every week; twenty do-
mestic and foreign educationaljournals are taken by the club regularly. 
TYROL. 
Clerical agitations.-In Tyrol the clerical agitation against the new school-law has 
reachetl a very high degree of violence. In the village of St. Peter, women raised a 
regular revolt, and one of these viragoes severely wounded a, school-inspector with a 
club. Her punishment consisted in two months' imprisonment. The liberals, though 
fewer in numbers, prt~sented an unbroken phalanx, and persons well acquainted with 
Tyrol say that a reactionary movement in school matters is absolutely impossible. 
Want of cornpetm?t teachers.~ There is great want of competent teachers, chiefly on 
account of the miserable salary. It is asserted on good authority that in the ~alley of 
Ulten a man was employed as teacher wbo had for years traveled round the count.ry 
~s a rope-dancer and minstrel. The salary of this worthy, for the period of about six 
months, amounted to 10 florins. 
SALZBURG. 
Lowering of the school-age. - The Salzburg provincial parliament has'lowered the school-
age from 8 to 6 years. 
Petition for the 1·e-opening of the Sctlzbnrg ~mivm·sity.-The Salzburg municipal council 
has petitioned the Emperor to re-open the Salzburg university, which, founded in 162.3, 
bas been closed for quite a number of years. 
GALICIA. 
Statistics.-There are in Galicia 1,961 elementary schools, 81 of the higher element-
ary schools, 54 girls' schools, and 7 convent schools. Besides these, there are 427 so-
called "paronhial sc ools," many of wbich are only nominally in existence. Of 380,530 
children of school-age only 169,917 (43per cent.) attend school. In many parts of this 
])l'OVinco there are no schools whatever. In Galicia there is one school to every 2,286 
iuhabitants. Of 100 conscripts only 5 could write1 and of 4,998 criminals, 4,666 could 
neither read nor write. 
Sewnda1·y and superior inst?'Uction.-In Lemberg, the capital of the province, there are 
three gymnasia : a Polish one, a German, and a Huthenian. The provincial parliament 
in October last resolved to transform the German gymnasia in Lemberg and Brody into 
Polish ones. Since 1870 the Polish language has been introduced as the only lauguage 
of instruction in the university of Cracow. The conflict between the German and 
Polish nationalities is very bitter, and so far the Poles have been victorious. 
2.-HUNGARY. 
(Constitutional :Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 119,000 square miles. POJ?Ulation, 15,509,455.) 
MinistC?· of public inst1·uction, Dr. Tn. PAULEn. 
REPORT OF EOTVOS, LATE MINISTEU OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
Bnron Joseph Eotvos, one of the noblest and most patriotic characters in modern 
Hnnga.rian history, and for several years minister of pub-]jc instruction, died in the 
l)cginning of 1 71. ~is death was sincerely mourned tbroughont the whole of Hun-
g.:uy. A monument 1s to ue erected in hi!:! honor in the city of Pesth, and the Hunga-
rian tcacbers, whose be t friend Eotvos was, h ave contrihuted a considerable sum for 
thispurpo e. From Eo_t:ros'~ last report we gatber tbe following facts; this r~portem­
brac •d 11,903 commnmhes m Tiungary and Transylvania. Of 2,~84,741 children of 
scb?ol-age, o~l~· 1,152,115 attended school, and of this number about one-lwlf only 
durmg the WJnter month!;!. Two hundred thonsand children had :tio text-books what;-
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ever. The school-houses were in a deplorable condition; 1,71~b communities were 
without school-houses, and in many places 150 or 200 children were crowded together 
in narrow, damp, and filtbv' rooms. The teachers are in many cases utterly incompe-
tent: thus, there were in one· single district 17 teachers who could not write. Hun-
gary and Transylvania, together, have only 13,798 schools. Under these circumstances, 
it is not at all astonishing that of the children who have :finished their schooling, 
15.24 per cent in Transylvania1 and 16 per cent. in Hungary, are unable to read and 
write. The standard of education is somewhat higher in the German and the Protes.t-
ant Hungarian communities, but very ,low among the Slavonians, Ruthenians, and 
Roumanians, and wherever the Roman Catholic or Greek Church prevails. If one were 
to count 80 children to one teacher, Hungary ought to -have 28,000 teachers, while it 
has only 17,700, many of whom are very ignorant. The number of government schools 
has increased from 479 to 658. Thirty-nine courses of instmction for elementary 
school teachers were held during the year. Two years ago 1,000 teachers participated 
in these courses ; one year ago, 1,500 ; and last year, 4,200. The sum of 116,000 florins 
was expended for new school-houses. 
ACTION OF DR. PAULER, THE NEW MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.-
Dr. Th. P:mler, soon after his appointment, delivered a speech at Buda, in which he 
promised a thorough reform of the educational system, embracing complete rel igions 
liberty and government supervision for all schools. Soon after he appointed three ele-
mentary school teachers as school inspectors. It is the intention of the minister to cre-
ate a co.uncil of instruction, which is to devote its whole attention to public education, 
propose ne\\" laws and regulations, to pass an opinion on all educational questions, new 
methods and systems, text-books; rules for examinations, establishment of new school$., 
&c., and to assist the minister generally by their counsel. This council of instruction 
is to be composed of 26 members, appointed by tile minister, aud is to have four sub-
divisions, viz, for university, secondary, primary, and technical education. It is to have 
its seat atPesth.. There is no doubt th~Lt these measures will be carried out very shortly. 
EDUCATION OF TEACHERS. 
During the last three years the Hungarian government bas expended 75,000 florins 
for raising the standard of education among the teachers, by enabliug some of ~hem t o 
take a journey, and make themselves acquainted with the system of instruction in otiler 
provinces and foreign countries, and to study at certain foreign seminaries. In 1~G8 
5 students of teachers' seminaries were thus sent out, in 1869, 24, and in 1870, 25, with 
an annual stipend of 1,000 florins each. In 1869, 36 teachers received a traveling stipend 
of 300 florins each. Twenty new seminaries are to be established, and those gentlemt>n 
who have returned from such educational journeys will be appointed professors. Tbe 
reason that, in spite of all these efforts, there are several thousand teachers wanting, 
is simply the insufficient salary, varying between 200 and 300 florins. Unless the sala-
ries are raised no improvement iu this respect can be looked for. 
EDUCATION OF ADULTS. 
During last winter no less than 84,000 adults were instructed in reading and writing. 
The instruction was mostly given by the elementary school teacllers in the evenings 
and on Sunday afternoons. The eagerness to learn was p erfectly ast.onishiug, and, i u 
many places, old peasants, who had wives and children at home, and had to get up early 
to follow their daily avocation, sat in the village school till miduight. In one village 
some thougi.J.tless persons ridiculed the idea, of old people going to school. When tile 
oldest inhabitant, a worthy peasant, 76 years old, hea.rd of this, he got himself a slate, 
\Vith the inscription "76 years old," and with this slate slung over his back marched 
to school every Sunday afternoon. Soon aU tile other peasants followed his example, 
and became attentive scholars. From a g reat mauy places votes vf thanks for tllis 
institution have been sent to the minister of public instruction. 
RECENT EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS AKD FACTS. 
No full statistics of the whole of Hungary have lately been published; only some o:f 
the districts have published such. Thus, in the district of Bacs-Bodrogh, of 89,76f: 
chiHlren of• school age only 56,G16 attended school; 36 per cent., therefore, received JJO 
instruction. According to religious divisions, 37 per ceJJt. of the Roman Catholic cilil-
dren were without ·instruction; 55 per cent. of the Greek Oriental Church, 12 of the 
Lutheran, 21 per cent. of the Reformed, 23 of the Greek Catholic Church, and 8 pel 
cent. of tile Jews. According to national divisions, :{9 per cent. of the Hungarian chil-
dren received no instruction, 14 per cent. oj' the German, 55 per cent. of the Servian, u6 
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per cent. of the Bunyevaczs, 25 per cent. of the Slovacks, and 23 per cent. of the Rns-
nyacks. The causes for this must be sought for in the past, for recently the greatest 
interest in education is shown in this district, and during one yea.r (1871) more new 
schools were established than during tho twenty years previous. Thus, in the city of 
Tberesiopal, (populu.tion 56,269,) 16 new schools were established, in Zauta 13, and in 
Baja 8. The smallest country schools are now well furnished with apparatus, maps, and 
text-books. It can not be denied, however, that in some villages reactionary tenden-
cies prevailed, chiefly encouraged by the clergy. Thus, in the village of Rohrbach the 
women attacked the school-house and drove the new teacher out, belaboring him Yl'ith 
clnts and ropes. The cause of this proceeding was that, in their opinion, the new 
teacher was too liberal and irreligious in his views. The district judge, with five police-
men, in vain endeavored to reinstate the teacher, for the women who held the school-
bouse put him and his assistants to flight . It was finally found necessary to sl!nd 31 
company of cavalry to the village to protect the teacher in the -exercise of his functions. 
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE. 
The fifth teachers' conference Qf Southern Hungary was, on the 22d August, held in 
remesvar. Among the subjects discussed there were: 1. The organization of girls' 
~chools and the better education of women; 2. School hygiene; 3. The relation 
between the parents and the school. 
EDUCATIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN NEWSPAPERS •. 
The most widely circulated newspaper, the Posti Naplo, has adopted a means for 
awakening greater interest in educational matters which deserves to be imitated. In 
, its Sunday edition it has a regular educational column, giving t}le most recent educa-
tional intelligence, statistics, and essays on educational sutjects. 
EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM •. 
The "Society for the furtherance of education" in the city of Pesth has resolved to 
establish a.n educational museum, containing models, apparatus, and all the different 
aids to education. The public takes a lively interest in this project; money has already 
been collected, and the government has promised its hearty co-operation~ 
EDUCATION IN TilE CITY OF PESTH. 
Pesth, the capital of Hungary, with a population of 201,911, annually expends 660,2fi4 
florins for educational purposes. The school income (from fees and voluntary contri-
butions) amounts to 213,569 florins, and the remainder is paid from the city treasury. 
Of this snm_. 9,200 florins were expended for drawing-schools and educational appara-
tus, 4,000 for gymnastic apparatus, and141,500 for new school-houses~ 
'fRANSYL VANIA. 
Fi1·st T1·ansylvania teachers' conference.-Among the snbjects discussed at the :first 
meeting of this conference in August, 1871, the following were of special interest : 
Absolute separation of church and state; the socia,l position of teachers; the educa-
tion of women; the means of awakening a healthy patriotic sentiment among our 
youth; the use of the Bible in religious instruction; gymnastics; the insufficiency of 
t eachers' salaries. 
Course of inst?'nction for elementary school-teachers.-As yet Transylvania possesses no 
teachers' seminary. To supply tllis want, a course of instruction for teachers was held 
in Klausenburg, attended by 83 Hungarian and 87 Roumanian teachers. A.mong them 
there were many whose annual salary was 5 florins and 30 quarts of corn! 
CROATIA. 
Educational publications.-Tbe Croatia teachers show great activity. Since 1859 they 
have had their own journal, the "Napredak." In 1868 another journal appeared, called 
the" kolski Prijately." Besides these, there are two other Croa,tian educational,ionr-
nals publi bed outside of Croatia, viz : the "Skola," at Bel grad, Servia, and the" Srbs-
kanarodna-Skola," at Buda, Hungary. In 1870 the Croatian teachers formed a society for 
the reproduction of standard educational works in the Croatian language. The :first! 
volume, containing the ''Didactics" of Komensky, has appeared. • 
Teachers' conference.-The Croatian teachers' conference at Agra,m was well attended. 
At~JO_ng the subjects ~iscnssed, we mention the organization of tho elementary sc~ool ·; 
pr1v1l ges and dut1es of teachers; education of teachers; the proper eclucatu~n ?f 
wo~en, one of t_he greatest demands of our time; means for furthering national patrwtic 
sent1ment ; agricultural instruction; educational publications, &c., &c. 
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MILITARY FRONTIER. 
Teachers.-The position of teachers has been regulated by a new law, which, among 
the rest, demands ~ certificate of competency issued by the pre~ident of a teachers' 
seminary, as a condition for all applicants for teachers' places. Vacancies are pub-
lished in the official journals of the province, and the appointment is made by the 
provincial authorities. The salaries of the t eachers vary between 300 and 200 florin~, 
besides lodging and fu el. After having served 40 years, a teacher can ret,ire and 
receive a pension equal to his full salary; in case of sickness he may retire sooner, but 
receives a smaller pension. Teachers' widows also receive a pension if their late hus-
band had served for 10 years. There are two pension funds toward which every teacher 
is obliged to contribute. 
Too.chers' confm·ence.-The first teachers' conference was held in September, 1871. It 
was well attended, ancl _all subjects perta.ining to the furtherance of education thor-
oughly discussed. 
BELGIUM. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 11,313 square miles. Pf)pulation, 5,021,336.) 
Minister of public instruction, THE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR. 
GENERAL REMARKS. 
The conflict between the liberal and the clerical parties in the chambers is still rag-
ing~ with great bitterness on both sides, and, in -spite of the great exert~ons made by 
the government, public education does not advance as desired !Jy its friends. 
PARLIAMENTARY DISCUSSIONS. 
The discussions in the Belgian Parliament at Brussels on the educational question 
became very violent, but there was a want of thoroughneRs displayed on both sides, 
the lay and the clerical. A report says: "Some consider the Jesuits and nuns as the 
best educators, while others strongly object to the growing generation beiug delivered 
into the bands of the enemies of religious and political li llerty, who use their position 
as educator;;; to further their political schemes. Many again endeavor to interpret the 
existing laws in accordance with their own individual wishes, and to influence the 
schools and the teachers, as well as the educational authorities, by their own personal 
\iews. Of true appreciation of the irreconcilable and absolute differences' between 
clerical and liberal education, but little is found in the discussions of Parliament." 
POSITION OF TEACHERS. 
The Belgian government has taken a lively interest in the teachers, and endeavors 
to ameliorate their position by presentmg to Parliament the draught of a new law, accord-
ing to which the provincial pension fnnds of teachers are to be united into one common 
fund, and the contributions are to be raised considerably, while the number of years 
en titling to a pension is to be lessened. The ministry of the interior, at the same time, 
r ecommended strongly an increase in t,he salaries. Much good is e:s:pected fi·mn the 
new ministry that entered upon its functions toward the end of 1871. This minis'try is 
composed entirely of Roman Catholics, but, at the same time, men of well-known lib-
eral principles. Its president is the venerable Count de Then, one of the veterans of 
Belgium's political independence, and, since 1831, a member of the chamber of represent-
atives. Delcour, the new minister of the interior, was professor at the University of 
Louvain. · 
BELGIAN TEACHERS' SOCIETY. 
This society held its session on the 25th and 26th of September, 1871. The following 
subjects were discussed : 1. What are the result~ of the adult schools recently introduced 
in to Belgium ~ 2. Which is the best system for these schools~ 3. In b. ow far are the~c 
schools to divide their subjects between the day and evening schools~ 4. The prize 
essays of the day and evening schools. 5. The order of rank of the Belgian elementary 
teachers. 
This teachers' society has two divisions, a Flemish and a French, and ha& branch 
societies in all parts of Belgium. 
FLEMISH LANGUAGE. 
Hitherto French maintained a supremacy in Belgium as the language of instruction, 
bnt a strong party is endeavoring to gain a more prominent position for the Flemish 
language. Their aim is to have more hours of instruction in Flemish, and to make it 
an obligatory study, while hitherto it has only been optional. It is likewise demanded 
to make acquaintance with this language a condition for public offices and for profess-
orships in superior and professional schools. 
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LUXE~~BURG TEACHERS' SOCIETY. 
The province of Luxemburg occupies a semi-independent position, and has its own 
teachers' society, which held its meeting on the 21th September, 1871. The most import-
ant subjects of instruction were: 1. The French language in the elementary schools. 
5!. The classification of schools according to the salaries of teachers. 3. The irregular 
payment of salaries. The meeting resolved to retain French as a subject of instruction 
in the elementary schools, but either to limit its extent or to confine it to the fourth 
year at school. 
.A.PPOLl~Tl\:IENT AND DISMISSAL OF TEACHERS IN LUXEMBURG. 
In the province of Luxemburg, teachers are appointed by the town authorities, who 
regulate their appointments acc9rding to certificates given by the school inspector of 
the province. But the dismissal of teachers is likewise in the hands of these same 
authorities, which often leads to the most unjust and arbitrary measures. TheLuxem-
l,urg educational journal, the Progress, says in regard to this: "The villagers as a gen-
eral rule consi(ler the teachers as no better than a day-laborer, who at the end of the 
year can be dismissed without receiving any special reason. Thus every autumn a 
peculiar and lamentable spectacle is witnessed. Like the birds of passage, which then 
seek a more genial clime, every autumn a large number of our teachers are seen wander-
ing from village to village, to seek their scanty livelihood for another year in some 
more promising place. Thus there were 95 changes last year among a total number of 
teachers of 637, and the year before 127 changes among 628 teachers. And "hat causes 
do frequently determine such a change' In some villages it has actually happened 
that a prominent member of the town-council, whose daughter was in love with the 
young teacher, contrary to the will and wishes of her parents, for this reason advocated 
the dismissal of a worthy and efficient man. In other places the teacher was dismissed 
because he did not visit the taverns and cultivate the acquaintance of the worthy fre-
quenters of these places, whose iufluence was strong in the town. In a great many 
cases the reasons for dismissal are still more frivolous, and the poor teacher does not 
get to know them. It is to be hoped that such medireval institutions may soon 
entirely disappear." 
OFFICIAL REPORT ON PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
Through the kindness of the Belgian tegation at ·washington, the official report on 
primary schools for the triennial period 1867, 1868, 1869 has been received. It is pub-
lished at Brussels in 1871. All the Belgian educational reports a;;:e published trieunially, 
in three separate volumes, viz: Primary, secondary, and superior euucation. Neither of 
the two latter being at hand, only the leading statistics of primary instruction for the 
period l!:l67-'69 can here be given. 
SUMMARY OF .PUDLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
On the 31st December, 1869, the total number of schools under iLspection, aud the 
entirely free private schools, .inclu<ling the boarding-schools, was 5,G4l. The number 
of communal schools has, since 1866, increased by 219, and that of the eutirelyfi'ee board-
ing-schools by 15; on the other band, tho number of subsidized schools (6coles adoptees) 
has diminished by 56, that of the private schools by 2, that of the boarding-schools 
under inspection by 3, and that of the entirely free day-schools by 162. The total num-
ber of . cbools exclusively for girls, including boarding-schools, has increased by 149; 
there are now, 1854, of which 1,156 are under government inspection. 
COMMUNAL SCHOOLS • 
. The total number of communal .schools is 3,730, of which 1,1G9 are for boys, 765 for 
girls, and 1,796 for both sexes. Compared with the statistics of lti66, there bas been an 
increase of 118 schools for boys, 144 for girls, and a diminution of 4~ in the schools for 
both sexes. The total increal:!e therefore is 219. 
PRil\1ARY SCIIOOLS •01!' A lliGTIER GRADE FOR GIRLS. 
Of t~s c1a ~ of school there are twelve, viz : 9 communal schools, 2 private schools 
under mspect10n, and 1 entirely free private school. 
PRIVATE SUBSIDIZED SCHOOLS. 
The n~1mber of private subsidized Rchools (ecoles adoptees) is 50 , viz: 28 for boys, 
34U fer guls, and 1~1 for both sexes; 56 have become extinct since 1866. 
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS UNDER INSPECTION j ENTIRELY PRIVATE FREE SCHOOLS. 
ThE~ number of private schools under inspection is 22, that of entirely free private 
schools 1,114, anu that of primary boarding-schools 267, of which 36 are under govern-
ment inspection. 
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN PRIM~RY SCHOOLS. 
The following subjects are taught in all the primary schools: Religion, morals, rea.d-
ing, writing, legal system of V;reights and measures, elements of arithmetic, and rudi-
ments of grammar. Besides these subjects, many schools included others in their 
course of instruction, viz: 1,426, some other language ; 3,930, elements of history; 3,961, 
geography; 2,262, linear drawing; 5(38, book-keeping; 410, elements of surveying; 
436, elements of natural sciences ; 593, horticulture; 654, elements of the constitution; 
1,878, vocal music; and 684, gymnastics. 
INFANT SCHOOLS. 
The infant schools, left hitherto entirely to the support and management of the dif-
ferent communities and private individuals, have developed but slowly. On the 31st 
D ecember, 1869, the number of infant schools was 609, of which number 119 were com-
munal schools, 235 were private schools under inspection, and 255 were entirely free 
private schools. On the 31st of December, 1866, t,heir number was 564, viz : 106 of the 
first grade, 186 of the second, and 272 of the third. The whole increase therefore is 45. 
The number of teachers is 944, viz: 16 males and 928 females. There were 60,570 
infants a,ttending these schools, of whom 43,133 were received free of charge. The 
increase in the number of pupils since 1866 is 9,689. The central government in 1869 
paid a sum of 50,131 francs, and the provincial authorities 19,018, making a total of 
69,149 francs. Since the end of 1866, the total sum paid to these schools was 205,386 
francs 50 centimes, viz: 66,933 francs 50 centimes by the provincial authorities, and 
138,453 francs by the central government. . 
SCHOOLS FOR ADULTS. 
These schools are nearly all established by different communities, by manufacturing 
corpomtions, and private individuals. At the end of the year 1867 the number of schools 
for adults was 866, incrf\ased by 214 during the year 1868, and by 623 during the year 
1869, making a total of 1,703 such schools at the end of the year J 869. In most of them, 
the elementary branches, reading, writing, and arithmetic, as well as some history, 
geography, and elements of natural sciences, are taught, and the results tn. nearly all 
the provinces are exceedingly encouraging. . 
CHARITABLE WOHKSHOPS AND THADE-SCHOOLS. 
These institutions leave much to be desired, both in the point of hygiene and instruc-
tion. The number of these establishments has decreased by 87 since 1866, and their 
number iR now 514, attended by 26,183 pupils, viz: 1,310 boys and 25,873 girls. Of 
this number 20,750 are less than 15 years of age. 
SCHOOLS UNDEH THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
The total number of these schools is 94, with 207 teachers and 6,564 pupils. 
STATISTICS OF ILI.ITERACY. 
The official report embra~es statistics of the illiteracy of militia-men, as follows: 
Years. 
Character of education. 
1867. 1868. 1869. 
-------------------------------------------------------1---------------
Militia-men unable to read and write.-----_---- __ .... __ ·----- ....... ------.... 10, 369 
~NU~!:~~ ~~}~ ~~ ;;~~ ~~Jl~~i.te: :::::: :~~~ :::::~: :::: ~~:::::::: :::: :~ :::::: 1~: ~~g 
Militia-men having a better education ... --. --- ... ---- .. ---- .. --------.---- .... 14,005 











Tot.al of militia-men on rolls. ___ . __________ ..........•....•.••.•..... __ . 40,156 41,234 44Y,9 
==========--= Percentage of militia-men unable to read and write ................... _. :!5. 8 24.8 24. 8 
29 E 
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The number of illiterate militia-men is continually decreasing; thus, in 1864 the per-
centage of illiterates was 29.6, in 1865 it was 29.4, in 1866, 24.8, and in 1869 again ~4.8; 
so that since 1864 the percentage has decreased by 5 per cent. 
GENERAL STATISTICS OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
In the following table the statistics of primary schools are given according to prov-
inces; the population of the provinces is of course that of1869. These statistics embrace 
the primary schools of all kinds-public, private, private subsidized, and entirely 
free: 
rt1 <D rt1 ~ ~ ·~. 
'0 ~ ::-. $,c e.s ~ 0 0 ~ .0 ~~ e.~ee .0 rti " . ;j g ~~-a .~ rnrn <tfci ~~ p.,"' ~'a ~-a~h~ '@ ~-~ .os ]"Ee 'g "' ~~s . Province. 1=1 ~ g$ 1:: 0 ·~~ ".-o ~t§:9 @.~ 0 
~ .S-g rn"' -+" p,"" ~s".g"~ "" "-<dl 
t,.;<:e 
0 ::l -so 0 0 'd·~ <l) Q.) ro o 
ci p., 0 ci 0 .g¢.~s§~ 0 :z; P-i :z; :z; z 8 
Francs. 
Antwerp ............... ............. ... . 
Brabant ............•.................... 
West Flanders . .. ...................... . 
East Flanders . ......... ........... ..... . 
Hainaut. ........................... . .. . 
Liege· ·-----------------------·----·--- · 
t~:3~~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
150 485, 883 446 925 57, 689 267, 280 
339 862 982 809 1' 317 99 316 476, 350 
250 660: 029 665 1, 401 66: 906 198, 066 
294 829, 387 734 1, 508 91, 527 534, 577 
434 884, 319 1, 057 1, (j(j!) 112, 328 620, 268 
334 584, "118 63Fl 1, 06!) 66, 760 609, 891 
20.'5 198, 727 263 380 24, 344 88, 380 
205 204, 326 492 563 ~3, 990 295, 479 
349 310, 965 537 642 40, 519 288, 205 
TotaL. ........................... 2, 5u0 5, 021, 336 15,641J9, 528 593,379--3, 378, 497 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
There are three kinds of norma] schools in Belgium, viz: government normal schools, 
2; normal courses, (sections noTmales pTimai1·es,) 5; and normal schools not supported 
by the government, (ecoles nonnales ag1·eees,) 7; making the total number of normal 
~cbools 14. The students in all these normal schools number 1,192, viz: 286 in the 
state normal schools, 335 in the normal courses, and 571 in the normal schools not sup-
ported by the government. 
DENMARK. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area., 14,553 square miles, exclusive of I celand and the colonies. 
Population, 1,784,741, exclusive of Iceland and the colonies.) 
Minister of public inst?"uction, C. C. HALL. 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
Mter lengthy disputes between the government aud the Parliament, (Rigsdag,) a 
final solution o_f the vexed question of secondary instruction was arrived at. Tho gov-
ernment bas ywlded and has placed the "realia" (natural science, modern languages, 
&c.) in so far on an equal footing with the ancient languages as that in the four lower 
classes scholars are, according to the career they wish to pursue, exempt from certain 
branches of instruction, and have others substituted; while in the two upper c1as es 
the whole instruction is divided into two co-ordinate clivisons, viz: one the philolog-
ical anu historical, aucl the other the mathematical and natural science division. Latin, 
Greek, and natural philosophy are now taucrbt iu the first division, and mathematics in 
~be second. Old Nor e: Dani~b, French, and history are taught in common in both clivi.-
Ions. Scholars who have satisfactorily passed the final examination can enter the nm-
versity without undergoing any entrance examination, as was form erly required. Tb_o. e 
scholartS who ~ave p~ sed the philological and historical examination can, after bavmg 
pa sed the pbilosophl~al examination at the university, become candidates for the o-
called "Faculty examJDation," i.e., the examination which gives them a certificate for 
1?ractice as physician, lawyer, &c. 
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FARMJmS' IDGH SCHOOLS. 
During the last year the government appropriated 14,000 Danish rigsdalers ( 1 rigs-
daler is equal to 50 cents) for these schools, which were to be distributed in shares 
varying from 2,000 to 75 rigsdalers. 
EDUCATION IN ICEJ,AND. 
In Iceland, where every person can read ~:nd write, public instruction has an almost 
patriarchal character. Public schools, in the proper sense-of the word, there are none. 
The head of a family instructs his children and servants, and every year the pastor 
comes twice to examine the progress they have made. He also continues the educa-
cation received at the parental home, and thus it is no rare case to find farmers 
well versed in natural sciences and even in foreign languages. In Iceland, knowledge 
is considered the best and most valuable property a man can possess, and the long and 
gloomy winter eve.nings are in most of the farm-houses spent in reading the best authors 
of all nations and ages. 
The clergymen, who are much loved and respected by their parishioners, receive 
their education at the only college of the- island, at Reykjavik, (formerly in Bessasta-
dir.) This institution contains a college and a theological seminary, and the number 
of studei:)ts is about 40. Talented boys are frequently prepared by some clergyman 
for the ministerial career, and wealthy people send their children to the University of 
Copenhagen. The Danish government favors this, and frequently bestows the best 
offices on persons educated in Denmark. · 
STATISTICS, 
There is no later educational census than that of 1867, and as no Danish educational 
statistics have been published hitherto, we give the following table, which, by its com-
parison with the census of 1857, will prove interesting: 
Statistics of elementa·1·y ed1tea fion in Denmark, 1857 and 1~67.* 
l School population. No. at.temling the I Iustructcd in some I Totalnmler ius true-~ Number of public 1 Number of teachers. public schools. otlter way. tion. · schools. 
Amounts, (subdivisions.) 
1857. 1867. 1857. 1867. 1857. 1867. 1857. 18G7. 1857. 1867. 1857. 1867. 
------------------1 l---l---l----l----l---1---l---1---1---·- --·---
.L\mtCopl'uha~on,(rurnl distl·icta) ....... . ........ 9,5~3 12,2~4 8,322 9,493 1,196 2,049 9,518 11,542 106 115 114 
AmtVrrcloricl>sborg,(rnraldistricts) .. ........... 10,167 10,566 9,105 9,633 552 797 9,657 10,450 112 124 119 
.L\mt Holbeok, (rural dis tricts) .- -------------..... 11 , 390 11 , 867 10, 537 11, 067 315 603 10, 852 11, 670 126 146 142 
.Am t Sorii, (rurnl districts).--- -- - .. ----.-......... 10, 336 10, 130 9, 295 8, 9G7 578 938 9, 873 9, 905 120 125 128 
AmL Pmt·~ to, (rural districts)..................... 11, 875 11, 964 10, 815 11, 251 428 516 11, 243 11, 767 146 169 157 
AmtBoruholm,(rurnldistricts) .................. 3,124 2,925 2,368 2,694 82 195 2,450 2,889 30 33 26 
AmtMaril•o ,(rnrnldistriots) .. ......... . ......... 10,938 10,917 10,388 10,306 278 452 10,666 10,758 141 155 152 
.A tnt Otlenso, (rural districts) . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. 11,730 13, 009 11,297 12,024 352 749 11,649 12, 773 139 149 146 










districts.) .. . . . I 
.Amt Odeuse, Aero H erred, (rUI al distncts) ........... _... . .. 1, 642 .. . . . . . . .. 1, 601 .. . . . . . . . . 39 .. . . . . . . .. 1, 640 : ...... _ .. 8 .. _ . .. _. .. 20 
TotoJ of t h e islands ................... · ...... --s9,'871 ~m 82, 279 ---sS,ill--3-, 997 --7-, i54 --s6,' 276 ----g;,3011--l-, 043 --1-, 156--1-, 135 --1, ::!40 
.:::::::=-=====- =====- =========== =========== ======== =========: ====-===== ========== -=:o::::=== ====== ======= ======= 
11, 037 13, 610 10, 144 12, 570 567 905 10, 711 13, 475 147 175 150 182 
7, 7:36 8, 546 6, 702 7, 968 170 504 6, 872 8, 472 125 132 126 141 
8, 502 10, 412 7, 719 9, 434 532 912 8, 251 10,346 155 160 153 163 
9, 228 11, 295 8. 602 10, 7'J7 414 509 9, 016 11, 266 195 201 176 187 
9, 504 12, 130 9, 282 11, 640 317 434 9, 599 12, 074 162 173 160 187 
12,258 14, 814 11, 694 13, 865 439 857 12, 133 14, 722 19'2 215 196 219 
9, 518 11, 660 8, 744 10, 400 583 1, 249 9, 327 11, 649 137 150 139 173 
.Amt B;jorring, (rural districts) ................ . .. . 
.Amt Tllisted, (rnral districts) .................. .. 
.Amt Aalborg. (rural districts) .. ................ .. 
Amt. Viborg, (rural districts) ...... . ............ . .. 
.Am t Haudcrs, (rural districts) ................... . 
.Amt.Aarlwus, (rural districts) ....... ...... ... . .. 
.Am t Voile, without North Thyrstrup H errod, (ru-
ral districts.) 
.Amt Yoilo, North Thyrstrup H errecl, (rurnl dis- ........ .. 1,373 t ; 297 76 1, 373 14 216 
tricts.) 
Amt Rlugkjobing, (rural districts)................ 8, 793 10, 770 8, 021 9, 720 
Amt lli be, (rorar districts) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 938 8, 287 6, 461 7, 931 


















.AmtRibe,cededdlstricts,(ruraldistricts)........ 1,810 .......... 1,847 ........ :. 92 .......... 1,939 ----------1 231--------··1 29 ........ .. 
Total of J' utland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85, 324 10~, 390 79, 216 9~ 051 _ 3, 829 -~ 840 83, 04~ 1~, 801 I. 1, 509 = 1, 625 I 1, 456 = 1, 648 
. . ~otnl of the rural districts...... .. .. .. . .. . .. 175, 195 20~, 761 ~1, 49g ~~-! , J 98 -7, 826 -1~9~ ~9, 321 ---;;8, 1~~ ~--2, 552 -2, 781 ~--2-, 591 ---;,988 
CJtyoiCopcnha~en ............ ................... 18,204 2:J,229 6,19~ l0,034 10,706 13,699 16, 898 23,7:.13 17 16 160 211 
Tlto other cities and towns....... .... ............. 25, 841:l 33, 636 18, 288 23, 352 7, 423 10, 409 25, 651 33, 761 111 113 431 476 
Gmmltotal............. ....... ... ....... . . 2'19, 247 259,626 185,9751 217,584 25, .9:>5 ----;8,102 211, 870 255, ()86~--2-, 680 --2-, SW~--3-, 182 - 3, 675 
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FRANCE. 
(Republic, since September 4, 1870. Area, 2Ql,804' square miles. Population, 36,594,845.) 
Minister of public instruction, JULES SIMON. 
POLITICAL STATE. 
The unsettled state of politics still continues, and naturally does not favor any sound 
development of public education. The republic having been declared, Thiers, the 
venerable old statesman, became its president, and a national assembly was elected. 
In opposition to this assembly the Paris commune rose in sanguinary revolution and 
repeated the terrible scenes of 1793. Church and school did not escape the fury of the 
communists. From the church of Sainte Genevieve they took down the cross and put 
in its place the red flag. They passed a decree separating the church and state, and 
abolished the portion of the annual budget appropriated for religious purposes. In 
education they pretended to have a great interest. When a society in Paris made an 
application to the communist authorities to retain religious instruction in t.he public 
schools, and to have the expenses of this instruction defrayed by a special tax, they 
hypocritic:itlly replied that they in principle were favorably disposed toward this 
application; but about the very same time (April17, 1871) they closed several schools 
conducted by religious societies and imprisoned the directors and teachers. In May 
the commune published the following decree: "Religious instruction will soon bavo 
disappeared entirely from the Paris schools. The teachers are requested to remove all 
crucifixes and other symbols of mental oppression from the school-rooms, and send all 
t~ose which are of precious metal to the mint." 
JULES SIMON ON SCHOOL REFORM. 
In the very midst of this most fearful internal struggle, Jules Simon, the minister of 
public instruction, endeavored to prepare the way for a reform of education of all 
grades. His views on the subject will best be seen from his letter addressed to one 
of the maires of Paris: 
"SIR: A committee has been appointed to examine into every thing pertaining to 
elementary instruction in the department of t,he Seine. This committee wlll no doubt 
propose measures to bring to school all the children of Paris and the suburbs, and to 
give them a solid, manly, and earnest education, such as a r epublic ought to give them. 
I desire that this committee should turn their attention to the following important 
questions : Gratuitous instruction; compulsory education; privileges and duties of 
women; manner of appointing teachers; teachers' salaries and pensions; course of 
instruction; gymnastics; which have been hitherto much neglected; means of enabling 
poor but talented scholars to enter superior or prqfessional schools ; regulation of laws 
regarding the age of children to be mnployed in fa,ctories. 
"I have myself used every free mornt.>nt to prepare a general draught of a new law. 
Though your committee is only a local one, I have no doubt that it will furni sh me 
with the most valuable suggestions and assistance for the measures which I intend to 
propose to my colleap;nes. 
"In my capacity of minister, I thank you for the step yon have taken; in my capac-
ity of citizen, I congratulate you that, in the moment when Paris is nothing but a 
large fortified camp, you strongly express your conviction that the sacred interests of 
education must not be neglected. France can only be saved, the republic can only be 
firmly established, if, through unceasing exertions, we succeed in rest.oring the woral 
and intellectual grandeur of our country. That will be our work, our joy, the aim of 
our whole life, when this fearful and sanguinary tragedy will have passed away. We 
shall create a generation inaccessible to fear, enlightened with regard to public and 
private duties, freed from the old prejudices, which enervate character and obscure 
r eason-a generation which, by its enlightened character, its patriotism, its virtue, has 
become worthy to put an end to the two great plagues of humanity-privilege and 
war!" 
COLONEL STOFFEL'S STATEMENTS. 
What M. Simon hinted at in a mild manner had already been expressed more vig-
orously by Colonel Stoffei, in his famou s reports made to the French ministry of foreign 
affairs, in his capacity as military attach6 of the French embassy at Be~lin . . He says, 
among the rest: 
"There is no country where perverted and erroneous ideas are more widely spread 
than France. The chief cause for this must be sought in the manner in which public 
instruction is conducted. * * ·~ Is the education which French youth have 
received since the commencement of this century anything else but an enormon lie, 
whlCh is continued when we have reacheu the yen.rs of manhood, and which only ceases 
with the end of our existence ~ i! " " But of all the lies the most serious and 
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stab born is the education which we receive in our youth; an education which teaches 
us tbeexclusiveadmirationofom~own selves, of France; an education wbichonlytends 
to further develop our national faults, and completely stifles every desire to become 
more perfect." 
VIEWS OF PHIL.A.RETE CHASLES. 
When, on March 8, 1871, Professor Pbilarete Cbasles, of the College de France, deliv-
ered his famous lecture on "The Prussian race," be ascribed the German victories 
partly to the precision of the military movements and the excellent army organization, 
but also, partly; to the superiority of German popular education over the French 
system. 
He praised the wide-spread knowledge of foreign languages and geography in Ger-
many, and bewailed the exceeding. neglect with which such knowledge was treated in 
France, mentioning the interesting fact that, among all the members of the Academy 
of France, there were only three who could speak English and German. He said that 
be bad considered the cause of France lost at the very beginning of the war; and 
added, that what bad ruined France was the utter incompetency of the nation and its 
leaders. 
His numerous bearers, among whom were the very elite of Paris society, greeted his 
words with the warmest applause. 
VIEWS OF GAMBETTA. 
On June 26, 1871, Gambetta made a speech at Bordeaux, in which he also referred 
to tlte subject of education. He said: "Above every thing else, this radical evil of all 
the sufferings of France, ignorance, must disappear. This bas been, alternately, the 
source of despotism and demagogism, and the only means to remedy this evil is edu-
cn-tion. France has allowed herself to be outdone by other nations, which did not po~sess 
the natural advantages of the French, but who progressed, while France remamed 
stationary. It is so self-evident as scarcely to require an argument that the inferiority 
of our national education has brought most of the present misfortunes on us, We 
b::we been defeated by enemies who were aided by clear insight, discipline, and sci-
ence." 
STATISTICS OF ILLITERACY. 
Like every thing else, statistics, especially statistics of education and illiteracy, have, 
since the war, been in a somewhat disorgani11ed state. All that can be given are .the 
statistics of criminals during 1871. Of 4,189 criminals, 1,515 could neither read nor 
write; 1,835 only possessed a very imperfect knowledg~ of both; 684 could read and 
write well; and 155 had a superior education. 
PRESENT STATE OF EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 
A great deal remains to be done for the improvement of public education in France. 
The teacbers in the elementary schools are themselves but very imperfectly prepared 
for their hnportant calling; tbe]r salaries are small, and consequently many of them, 
after teaching a few years, turn to some more profitable employment. In the element-
ary schools the mode of instruction is entirely mechanical; attendance is very irregu-
lar ; aids to instruction and educational apparatus are very scarce, (there are some 
villages where it is bard to find a book or a newspaper;) semina-ries are scarce, and good 
directors are still scarcer; female education is very backward. Thus, it may well be 
asked, Whence is a better state of education to come~ The secondary and higher schools 
are not much better, with but few exceptions, such as the College de France. 
A serious cause of almost all these evils is the Jack of school-houses; and where 
there is a suffici ent number of school-houses, the rooms are entirely unsatisfactory. In 
many places the distances are so great that children can not possibly attend school 
regularly. It is estimated that to remedy all these evils the sum of 150,000,000 francs 
would be required. 
Even in Paris much remains to be done. During the reign of the late Emperor 
many millions were spent for beautifying the city, while in this grand metropolis there 
were 67,000 children who did not receive any proper education, simply from the want 
of Hchool-houses . 
. Ev ry one now feels tborougly convinced that the empire neglected public educat!on 
m the most shameful manner, and the departmental councils are zealously di cu 1ng 
tbe be ·t means of producing a better statn of affairs. The general council of tbe 
dcpart!llent of the Seine unanimously declared in favor of compulsory education; with 
4 agamst 27 vote they declared in fuvor of entirely free instruction; while only 37 
against 41 voted for taking tbe religious instruction in the public schools out of the 
hand of the clergy. The prefect presented the departmental budget, showing a surplus 
of 1,400,000 franc , and nrged the establishment of a normal school in tbe department 
of be •' ·ine, askin(l' for a preliminary appropriation of 115,000 francs, and means for 
educating orphans aud idiots. 
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STUDY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE. 
M. Jules Simon urgently recommended the rectors of the French universities to 
introduce as much as possible the study of the German language into all the lyceums of 
the xepublic. H~ ~aid, in connection with this recommendation," If the rising genera-
tion is to oppose successfully the victorious march of the German race, it must learn 
to .understand the German race; and nothing will tend to further this more than a 
thorough study of the language of our enemies." 
'l'be p:linister of war, General Cissey, also ena!.eavored to raise the standard of educa-
tion among the soldiers. Thus be published an order in September last, to make out 
lists of all those officers who have a sufficient knowledge of German and appoint them 
as teachers of that language in their respective regiments and divisions. 
JULES SIMON'S LAW REGARDING COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
In December, 1871, Jules Simon notified the members of the nationalassemblythat be 
would soon lay thedraughtofthe new school-l aw before the assembly . This draught had 
b een previously discussed in the council of ministers. Owing to the pressure of busi-
n ess of a purely political character, nothing has as yet been done in regard to this law, 
but as there is every probauility that in its essentialfeatures it will finally be adopted, 
we give its important articles: 
1. Every child, male or female, between the ages of 6 and 13, must receive a min-
imum of education, either in the public or private schools. This minimum of education 
is to embrace tbe obligatory branches of instruction, and its existence is, at the end of 
the period of schooling, to be certified uy the ministry of public instruction through 
its subordinates in the departments. 2. A school committee, consisting of delegates 
from the canton, the maire, the clergyman, and three heads of families appointed by 
the municipal council , has to watch over attendance at school. 3. The government 
inspector in each district has a seat and vote in this committee. 4. If a .child misses 
school three times during a month without excuse, the father or guardian is summoneril 
before the school committee and is warned. If the case recurs his name is placarded 
at the maire's office, and his family is deprived of all aid from the puulic funds. If 
this does not induce him to send his child to school a fine not exceeding 100 francs :i.s 
imposed, and finally he can be deprive~l of Li s rights as a citizen for a period of three 
years. 5. The school committee issues certificates to children 13 years of age, after 
having passed a public examination, to which all must suumit., whether educated in 
public or pri\~ate schools. If~ at this examination, it becomes evident that a child, who 
w as supposed to receive private instruction, bas in reality not received instruction in 
the obligatory branches, legal proceedings are instituted against the fath&r or guardian. 
6. From the 1st of January, 1880, no citizen21 ~~ears old will beregisteredasanelector who 
uoes not possess the ab9ve-mentioned certificate from his local sebool committee, or give 
sufficient proof of being able to read and write. Articles 7 and 8 refer to the ap-
pointment of teachers, which is to be preliminary by the inspector of the academy, 
but definitely only after having passed an examination . The inspector of the academy 
is also intrusted with the inspection of elementary schools. 9. As soon as a teacher's 
place becomes vacant the municipa,l council has to decide whether the school is to 
be intrusted. to a clergyman or layman. This decision is then communicated to t he 
departmental council, which, in conjunction with the inspector of the academy, 
makes the final decision. If the departm ental council and the inspector of the academy 
can not agree, the matter is laid before the educational committee of the department, 
which settles it definitely. A1;ticles 10 and 11 define the dnties of the school-inspect.ors. 
Article 12 places the school-houses unuer the supervision of cantonal committees, which, 
according to detailed arrangements, are appointed for three years. 16. From January 
1, 1876, no one is to be intrusted with the management of a school who can not sLow 
the certificate required by the law of March 15, 1850. The members of religious sis-
terhoods wbo, on the 1st January, 1876, have already taught sclwol for four years, 
are exempted fi·om this. 17. 'l'be expenses for elementary ednca.tion must, in the first 
place, be met. by the municipalit~es and the departments. Only in extraordinary cases 
the central government grants aid. 18. In every department there will be establistecl 
a teachers' seminary, for the education of male aud female teachers. These seminaries 
will be entirely supported-by the central government, anu the departments will only 
have to supply tLc buildings. Article 19 specifies the expenses of t.he municipalities 
for education. Article 20 extends this law also to Algeria. ArtJCle· 21 oblicres the 
minister of public instruction to make a11 annual report every March to .thfl n""ational 
assembly on the state of public instruction in the whole of the republic. 
OPPOSITION OF TilE CLERICAL PARTY. 
T~e clerical pa~ty of c~urse violently oprosed this law. According to the 11 Opinion 
Natwnalc," the B1shop of Orleans declared m a letter to President Tlners, that any law 
I' 
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making education compulsory would be considered as a declaration of war by the 
clergy. It may therefore be _expected_ that when th~s law will be. d~scussed in the 
national assembly the fight will be a bitter one, especially ae the maJOrity of the mem-
bers of the right, under the leadership of Dupanloup, de Corcelles, and de Richemont, 
will oppose lay instruction to the very utmost. 
SEPARATION OF CH'URCH AND STATE. 
The Evangelical National Conference of France, which held its sessions at Nismes 
during October, 1871, adopted the following resolutions: "The ministers and elders of 
the Evangelical National Conference desire that the national assembly will vote in 
favor of gratuitous, compulsory education." The conference at the same time passed 
a resolution urging the insertion of an article in the future constitution of France sep-
arating church and state entirely. The united committee of the Hue Breda and the 
workingmen of Paris charged its candidates to the national assembly to urge "gra-
tuitous, obligatory, and 'Secular instruction, absQlute separation of church and state, 
aml the complete abolition of all state support to any religious creed." 
SECONDARY EDUCATION. 
Lyce1mts.-According to a late decree of President Thiers, (September 26, 1872,) the 
saln.ries of the teachers in the lyceums are regulated. The lyceums (79 in number) are, 
with the exception of the 7 Paris and Versailles lyceums, classed in four grades, viz: 
7 of the first grade, 6 of the second grade, 18 of the third grade, and 41 of the fourth 
grade. The salaries of teachers of the Paris lyceums vary between 9,000 and 5,500 
francs; those of the Versailles lyceums between 9,000 and 4,500. Of the departmental 
lyeeums the salaries of the first grade vary between 7,500 and 2,500, those of the 
second grade between 7,000 and 2,000, those of the third grade between 6,500 and 1,800, 
and those of the fourth grade between 6,000 and 1,800 francs. In a circular addressed 
to the head-masters of lyceums, (dated September 27, 1872,) M. Jules Simon acknowl-
edges the necessity of great and sweeping reforms, but deems it prudent to tread the 
pat.h of progress slowly and gradually, but all the more surely. In his circular, M. 
Simon dwells on eighteen points, viz : · 
1. Pm-iodical conferences of projessors.-The professors of each lyceum are to assemble 
once a month, under the presidency of the head-master, and discuss the affairs of the 
lyceum, plans of studies, disciplinary measures, &c. This conference will, at its first 
session, elect by absolute majority of votes from among its members a council of 8 in 
those lyceums that have only 20 professors, of 10 in those with more than 30 professors, 
and of 12 in those of more than 35. This council will be presided over by the head-
master, and administer the laws and regulations of the lyceum. · 
2. Gymnastics.-Gymnastics are to form an obligatory branch of instruction in all t.he 
lyceums. The normal school of gymnastics at La Faisanderie, administered by the 
ministry of war, will continue to furnish teachers. Besides this school, a special com-
mittee has been appointed, before which any person may be examined in gymnastics, 
and, if successful, receive a certificate as teacher. 
3. Militm7J exercises, riding, fencing, swimming.-Military drill will be taught in all 
lyceums by competent masters; in garrison towns riding will be taught by cavalry 
officers, and fencing and swimming will be taught wherever it is practicable. 
4 . .ExcurBions.-Excursions are to be made from time to time by the scholars, accom-
panied by some of the teachers. The topography and history of t.he place to "hich the 
e..'i:.cursion is made are to be studied beforehand, and such excursions shall embrace 
ancient castles, important ruins, famous battle-fieldfl, museums and factories, or shall 
simply be of a botanical or mineralogical character. 
5. Lessons in ltygiene.-A course of six lessons in hygiene, the programme of which is to 
oe dmwn up by the Academy of Medicine, is to be gone through in every lyceum. 
6. Modern languages.-Ooe modern langua.ge (either English or Germanj must be 
studied by every scholar. The minister deems this branch of instruction highly 
important, and considers it a great dif!!grace for Prance that hitherto so little has been 
done in this direction. 
7. History. and geography.-A thorough study of these two sciences is strongly urged. 
In· geography, there is not only to be a full course of geography of foreign countries, 
hut moro particular-ly geography of France, aided by excursions and accurate sectional 
maps. In history, th professor ought certainly to be patriotic, and infuse nobl , pat-
ri.oti~ sentiments in~o _his pupils, but he should never distort or falsify facts. This pas-
sage J so characten tiC and new for France that we give M. Simon's own words: 
"Hi tory ot;tght. to givo to the scholar a taste for accuracy and veracity. If, e. g., a 
t acher says m h1 cla s that neither army was defeated at Waterloo, he may draw 
applaus~ from his pupil ; but it is of greater importance to tell tllom that tho :French 
were defeated at Waterloo, and inquire in to the causes of this defeat; and if we deserved 
to be dofeated it ought to be openly acknowledged." 
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8. Modification in the teaching of Latin and Greek.-In view of the constantly increasing 
matter of instruction, (natural sciences, modern languages, &c.,) a modification with 
regard to ancient languages is urgently demanded. There are many di1:l:'erent opinions 
as to bow this bad best be done, and this whole subject is therefore referred to the 
immediate consideration of the professors' conferences, who will report to the ministry. 
9. Elernentm·y classes.-The minister recommends that the greatest care be bestowed 
on the elementary classes, which form the connecting link between the primary school 
and the lyceum, as it is important that a good foundation should be laid in these classes. 
10 . .Recitations.-The minister strongly urges that there shall be less of mere mechan-
ical work of learning by heart and mere hearing of-lessons, but more explanations. The 
teacher is not to content bimself till be has made his pupils understand their lessons 
thoroughly. 
11. W1·itten exercises, (le tMme.)-There should be much less of these; especially1not 
so many translations from French into Latin. 
12. Latin verses.-The exercises in writing Latin verses, though pleasant in them-
selves, are to be entirely discontinued, as utterly useless focany practical purpose. 
13. Tmnslations (versions) from Latin and Greek into French are likewise to be cur-
tailed. Though interesting and important to persons intending to make philology a 
specialty, they take away by far too much time from other and more useful studies. 
14. 1'he interrogating method, and the explanation of authors.-The minister draws atten-
tion to the fact that most teachers in their classes confine themselves to speakiug all 
the time, without a~:~king their pupils any questions. All lessons ought to be given in 
· the form of dialogues. This applies to all sciences, but particularly to classical authors. 
15. French language and literature.-The minister very truly says that when the clas-
sical studies shall have been curtailed in the manner described above, there will be 
some time left for the study of French. It bas been one of the singular mistakes of 
our classical education to drill a boy in Lat.in and Greek translations, exercises, and 
rhetoric before be is firmly grounded in his native topgue. He was scarcely permit-
ted to express a tb0ught in writing except through t.he med.iurn of Latin verse or prose. 
This must necessaril:y produce a vague way of thinking, must favor imitation, decrease 
originality, and in most case~. e~tinguish the bright flame of original and entbnsiastic 
youthful thought. In the lowest class as well as in the highest, t.be :;reatest attention 
ought to be bestowed on the study of the French language, and also, in the higher 
classes, on that of Prench literature. This, more than any other measure, will tend 
to introduce a healthful tone into our ~Secondary instruction. 
16. Use of the Zibrm·y.-Greater liberty ought to be given to pupils in using the works 
of the library connected with each lyceum. 
17 . .Resume of obsen;ations 1·egm·d·ing the teaching of Latin and G1·eelc.-The leading prin-
ciple of all reforms in these studies ought t.o be the follo~ ing: "Modern languages are 
studied in order to speak them; ancient languages, to read. the writings of famous 
authors." 
18. Exarninations.-'l'he minister touches on two points, viz: the general competitive 
examinations, and the examinations required for passing from one cl1tss to the other. 
There are to be four examinations per year in every class, held "by two professors under 
the presidency of the rector and the inspector of the acallemy. These examinations 
ought to be partly oral and partly written; more oral than hitherto, in order to prac-
tice the pupils in preserving their presence of mind and in collecting their thoughts 
r.apiclly. The general competitive examinations.ought to be curtailed considerably. 
GERMANY. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Empire. Area, 210,035 square miles. Population, 40,107,428.) 
ABSENCE OF NATIONA-L SYSTEM. 
Germany bas no national system of education, and no central educational au tbority; 
each state managing its own educational affairs. 
SOCIETY FOR THE FURTHERANCE OF EDUCATION. 
After the German nation bad brought the war against France to a victorious. close, 
and had obtained the ardently desired. end to have tbe wbole of German~· united under 
one head, the wish was felt and uttered to draw all the German tribes more intimately 
together, especially by working in common for tbe cause of nationa1 education. J! or 
this purpo,se a number of prominent educators from all parts of Germany united and. 
founded the" Society for the furtherance of popular education." After having organ-
ized, they pub1isbed as their aim: 1. To found schools for persons beyond the school-
age, beginning with schools for apprentices in cities, and as far as possible also schools 
far young farmers, on the model of the farmers/ high-schools in Denmark. 2. To 
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draw an the different German societies for eclucationa.l purposes closer together, and 
unite them to common activity. 3. To esta.blish a journal which should be exclusively 
devoted to the furtherance of liberal education, and which should also contain full 
educational statistics. 4. To appoint itinerant teachers, who are to hold lectures on 
important educational and s~cial questions. Branch societies have been established 
in all parts of Germany. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE GERMAN SCHOOLS. 
At the same time demands were raised on all sides for a uniform organization of the 
German schools, comprising a uniformity in the plan of instruction~ the central, pro-
vincial, and local administration, examinations, education of teachers, salaries, and 
pensions. 
GERMAN TEACHERS' SOCIETY FOR RAISING THE STANDARD OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
In order to further this object, the above-mentioned society was organized at Berlin. 
Their aim is: 1. To organize a course of instruction in conformity with the present 
standard of pedagogics. 2. To furnish the schools with better and more modern appa-
ratus, furniture, &c. 3. The better education of teachers. 4. 'l'o raise the salaries of 
the teachers to a sum corresponding with the importance of the profession. 5. The 
supervision of schools by men properly qualified for this important office. 6. The 
establishment of adult schools (Fortbi ldungsm1stalten) throughout the country. 7. The 
establishment of public libraries. The societ.y hopes to reach its aim by infl.uencing 
the legislative powers, by establishing societies for t he furtherance of education , and 
by spreading, through journals, pamphlets, and lectures, correct views regarding the 
aim of the German public schools. 
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY. 
A similar society was organized at Dresden, under th~ presidency of Professor Leon-
bardi, of Prague. Its a.im is to spread those general principles of education by which 
the German nation may become a nation of morally fi·ee, religious, and practical men. 
This society, too, has organized branches in different parts of Germany. 
UNIFORM GERMAN SCHOOL LEGISLATION. 
The frequently expressed wish for a uniform German school legislation must be con-
sidered as premature, as the difference between the various German states in this 
respect is as yet very great. 
ADULT SCHOOLS. 
During the last year a great many adult schools have been established in Middle and 
North Germany, which hitherto had been outnumbered in this respect by South Germany. 
GENERAL ATTENDANCE AT SCHOOL. 
It is estimated that of the whole number of youth of school-a.ge in the German Em-
pire, from 96 to 97 per cent. attend the elementary schools. The higher schools are 
only attended by 2 per cent. 
TIIE INFALLIBILITY DOGMA AND EDUCATION. 
The great excitement produced by the dogma of the Pope's infallibility made itself 
also feU in the educational sphere. Many professors, directors, and teachers were 
excommunicated 3;nd discharged by their cleric[tl superiors because they refused to 
accept and teach this dogma; but in most cases they secured protection from the 
secular authorities; in this they were assisted by the "Old Catholic" party. 
Toward the end of the year (1871) the arbitrary measures of the clergy, and espe-
cially of the Roman Catholic priests, toward teachers, and t.heir v iolent denunciations 
of the secular schools, were discussed in tht.'\ German Parliament. On motion of the 
Bavarian minister of public instruction, Von Lutz, Parliament, on the 28th November, 
pa ed the following resolution: "Any clergyman or priest who, in the exercise of his 
functions, publicly, before an assembly, in a church, or any other locality used for 
divine "-or hip, makes the affairs •Of state the subject of his discourse, or touches 
t.hereon in a manner tending to disturb the public peace, is punishable by imprison-
ment or clo e confinement in a fortress for a period not exceeding two years." 
The- Roman Catholic clergy, however, continued iu their violent course, per ecuting 
and excmumnnicating teachers who 'voulcl not adhere to the new dogma. .Matters 
were bronght to a climax Ly th appointment of Prince Hohenlohe as German ambas-
sador to th ~ol.v ee. Priuce Hoheulohe was of a noble family, a cardinal of the 
Roman Cathohc burch, and reputed to be liberal or moderate in his relicriou views. 
H~s appoi11tment ~·as aid to be made for the sake of appearing to be on° good t rm 
With th Pope. Pms IX refused to receive Prince Hol1enlohe as amba ador, declar-
ing "~hat, i!l the present circumstances of the Holy See, it is impossible to authorize 
a cardmal of the church to accept a charge of so much delicacy and responsibility." 
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At the same time it was claimed that it was the policy of the Jesuits so to use the 
doctrine of the Pope's infallibility ns to sow discord within the empire, to· prevent its · 
consolidation, to thwart Prussian influence, and to embarrass the state with religious 
eon troversies. 
The matter was now brought before the imperial Ge,man Parliament. The key-
note had already been sounded, when, on the 14th May, 1872, Prince Bismarck declared 
in Parliament: "In Germany there can be, and must be, but one sovereignty, and that 
uniform and absolute-the sove1·eignty of the laws ;" and in another speech in the Prus-
sian Parliament: ''This is a constitutional, not a confessional, government." The strife 
waxed hot and bitter, and after the most violent discussions the German Parliament, 
in July, passed the law, promulgated July 25, banishing the Jesuits entirely from Ger-
many, and or.dering them to break up all their educational establishments, leaving 
them six months' time to carry out the necessary preparations. On this occasion Bis-
marck made his famous speech, in which, alluding to ~be humiliation of the German 
Emperor, Henry IV, before Pope Gregory VII, at Canossa, in tlle year 1077, he said: ' 
"Gentlemen, we shall not go to Canossa." The war between church and state, carried 
on chiefly on the battle-ground of education, has only just commenced, and it is diffi-
cult to foretell to what complications it may yet lead. 
FEMALE TEACHERS. 
The question of female teachers was much discussed, especially in the larger cities, 
but no result was reached, as the views were so conflicting. Regarding the appoint-
ment of females as teachers in the public elementary schools, the weightiest voices 
among the German educators all pronounced against it, ou the ground that women, in 
accordance with their natural capacities, were welLfitted for teachers in kindergartens, 
but that they could not be recommended for the school work proper. It, is maintained 
that, in spite of aU knowl edge and skill, women but rarely possess that amount of 
energy, earnestness, and consistency which is absolutely necessary for t.be teacher and 
disciplinarian that be may pl'epare the pnpils of the German public schools for 
independent mental activity and true independence. Is is also maintained that by 
employing female teachers a purel,v mechanical method of instruction is favored, and tlle 
thorough and harmonious formation of character is lost sight of. Whatever may be 
the experience of other countries in this respect, the employment of female teachers in 
the public schools will never here be a popular measure. 
TEACHERS' SEMI.NARIES. 
That there is a great differen ce between the state of Germany with regard to 
teachers' seminaries will be seen from the following table, (in which Alsace-Lorraine 
is not shown.) 
State. 
Anhalt .............................................. . 
Baden ............................................... . 
Ba>aria ... .•.. . ....... .. ....... . . . .................... 
Bremen ................................ , ............. . 
Brunswick ... .... , .... ............ .... ... . ..... ······· 
~~:~u_r_~ ~ ~ _· .· ~ ~::: ~ ~: _· _·:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
tRfe~~~~~~~~:~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~;~p"~~~;~u::'~ • .•: ·~: ~·~ ~ ~::::: •: ~: :: ~ ~ ~:: ~:: 
Reuss-Greiz . ......................................... , 
Ronss-Scbloiz ..................... , ....... , .......... . 
f,~~~~~~LlYl~U~l>:.llE~l-~l-~:!l) 
Scbwarzburg Rmlolstadt ............................ .. 
Schwarzhurg Sondersbausen ........................ .. 
Wurtemberg ........................................ . 
197,041 
1, 434,970 
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cD E .... 
E-1 w. i=i 
·------
Years. 
() 40 3 
5 70 3 
9 70 2 
5 45 3 
5 30 3 
------ ............ ------
10 60 3 
10 20 3 
------ ------ ............ 
5 64 2 
3 19 3 
5 50 3 
10 50 3 
6 35 1 
7 50 3 
30 3 
8 80 3 
10 60 :J 
10 70 4 
9 120 6 
4 10 
8 12 2 
7 20 3 
8 125 3 
Total, exclusive of .Alsace-Lorraine..... . ....... . 38, 509, 66::1 '"!41 273, m ~ ~ ~ 
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SCHOOL HYGIENE. 
The importance of school hygiene is being more and more acknowledged, and this 
subject is discussed in many journals and periodicals and at nearly all the teachers' 
meetings. In large school-h<fuses, Bacon's hot-water heating-apparatus has found uni-
versal favor. It is a saving of fuel and labor, produces a pleasant, even timperature, 
and prevents much disturbance, disorder, and filthiness. 
SCHOOL-FEES. 
The abolition of school-fees has been advocated in many German states, and in some 
cities, Munich, Darmstadt, Gladbach, Dantzic, &c., this measure has been carried out, 
while it has been proposed, and will no doubt be carried out, in Dresden, Leipsic, 
Passau, Ingolstadt: Elberfeld, Ansbach, &c. In the Bavarian chambers, the liberal 
members unanimously voted in favor of a resolution to abolish school-fees in all the 
public schools of the kingdom, and to appropriate t en millions of florins from the French 
indemnification for a permanent school-fund. In all probability, this and similar 
measures will gain ground, and school-fees will gradually be abolished in the whole of 
Germany. 
THE SOCIETY OF GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS. 
This society was founded on the 6th of November, 1832, (in commemoration of the 
heroic death of Gustavus Adolphus, two hundred years ago,) with the aim of aiding poor 
evangelical communities throughout Germany in the erection of churches and schools. 
Since its commencement it has distributed a total sum of 3,200,565 Prussian thalers 
among 2,106 communities. During the year 1871, the society reoeived the sum of 68,000 
thalers in donations; but there are still 1,050 poor evangelical communities looking 
toward the society for aid. 
TEA<::HERS' PE~SIONS. 
I 
Much has been done during the last few years to increase the pensions of superan-
nuated teachers. Data could be obtained only from a few German states, which .are 
given in the following table: 
*Pensions (in thalers) paid to teachers after a servjce o£.-
States. a:i a:i a:i e a:i ~ a ... ~ "' t'l ~ <!) <!) <ll <!) .,.., h h h 
h 
~ ,., ...... ~ ~ 
------
~:u~~~i~k-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 400 400 400 533 265 326 385 445 504 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha .................. 320 330 380 440 500 
Baden ............•........... ... .... 320 400 480 560 
Saxony ... . .......................... ·----· 266 267 288 332 Prussia ............................ .. -----· 240 240 240 
PESTALOZZI SOCIETIES. 
~ a:i w ... ... "' d <ll <ll <ll h h h ,., 
M M ...,. 
r--------
600 600 640 
565 625 G85 
560 620 680 
G40 720 8(10 
392 460 560 
























These societies extend through the whole German Empire; thus, the Prussian prov-
ince of Sn,xony alone has eighty-seven such societies. Their aim is to grant aid to 
the widows and orphans of poor teachers. The activity of these societies is truly 
admirable. 
GENERAL GER.t"\UN TEACHERS' CONFERENCE. 
The twentieth general German teachers' conference was held May 20-23 in Ham-
burg. About 5,000 teachers, from all parts of Germany aud from the German provinces 
of Austria, attended the meeting. The following subjects were discus 'eel : 1. The 
organization of the general German teachers' society. 2. Corporative self-aid of teach-
ers. 3. The German national-school system. 4. The German Empire ancl its relations 
~o education. 5. The Protestant union and education. 6. Means of preventing the 
mner and outer dangers threatening the German public schools. 7. The appointment 
of teachers_. 8, The general and spreading eli satisfaction of teachers. 9. The error 
ofth~puuhcschools. 10, Theinfiuenceoftbeprescntpolitical,eccle iastical,and ocial 
rclatwns of Germany on education. 11. Mistakes of modern education . 12. The natu-
ral en mies and the natural friends of the public school. 13. Th pres in the rvice 
of education. 14. Leading features of plan for a uniform German sihool-law. 15. In 
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what respects should the cause of instruction in the public schools be limited and 
in what extended to conform to the demands of our age. 16 and 17. Religious instruc-
tion in the public schools. 18. German orthography. 19. Chemistry in the public 
schools. 20. The central pedagogical library. After these general remarks a 1·6sume 
of the most important educational events during the ~ar, in the different states of 
eiermany, is given in alphabetical order. 
ALSACE-~ORRAINE. 
(Area, 5,075 square miles. Population, 1,549,459.) 
The government of these provinces, acquired by Germany by the treaty of Frank- _ 
fort, has no• yet been definitely settled. They are meanwhile under the control of the 
administr.ative authorities of the German empire. 
RE-ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
The first care of the German authorities was to re-organize the school system after 
the Prussian model. In its leading features this re-organization may now be considered 
completed. The French were astonished at the rapid progress of the work, and some 
of their prominent journals openly applauded the measure. Thus, the "Opinion Natio-
nale" said: 
"The departments which Germany has robbed from us are now enjoying compulsory 
education, and the :first work of the victors was to care for the schools. How long, 
yet, will our own departments have to wait for this~ When, two years ago, in our 
dear, gallant Alsace, a movement was set on foot for a re-organization of the system of 
public instruction, who could then have ptbphesied that a foreign government would 
carry out this movement, and that the introduction of compulsory education in our 
eastern provinces would heighten the humiliation which the criminal negligence ®f 
-that government to which France bad committed her fortunes has brought over us~" 
COUNTER ACTION OF THE CLERGY. 
The Roman Catholic clergy in Alsace seJ;tt a petition to the German Emperor, which 
contained six points : 1. To free the Catholic press of Alsace in such a matmer that it 
may truly express the wishes of the Roman Catholic population. 2. To protect the 
religious orders in the exercise of their salutary functions, and to guard their corpora-
tive privileges. 3. To let the communal councils elect their teacbers, as heretofore. 
4. To protect the Sisters of Charity. 5. To guard sacredly the religious character of the 
public schools, i. e., to have separate schools for Catholics and Protestants. 6. To 
protect the teachers in the public schools against the pernicious influence of the secret 
societies. 
EDUCATION IN THE IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT. 
In Parliament, Mr. Thomas and Dr. Kochly (from Alsace) proposed a resolution to 
re-organize the whole system of public instruction in Alsace-Lorraine, from the primary 
school to t he university, having the greatest possible regard to local peculiarities, to 
create a provincial school-council, to establish a new university at Strasburg, and to 
restore the Strasburg library, destroyed during the siege. This motion led to long and 
violent discussions, but was finally lost. . 
Tbe primary schools, of which t here are in Alsace, 2,440, (1,964 Catholic, 422 Pro-
testants, and 54 J ewish,) are in a good condition, as also the infant schools; but it is 
necessary to introduce the German language as the language of instruction. The 
secondary schools are likewise in a tolerably good condition. Tbe private schools 
must be placed under government supervision. _There are too few gymnasia, ahd more 
should be established. The re-organization of the educational system in the new prov-
inces is difficult, and it is impossible to lay down absolute and definite rules. The 
new library must be a university library. . 
STATISTICS. 
The statistics given by Mr. Wehrenpfennig differ somewhat from the official statis-
tics published about two years ago. According to these there are in Alsace 1,123 
public and 86 private schools, with 95,222 scholars, ( ~,608 boys and 46,614 girls.) 
Seven hundred and thirty-four scholars were Roman Catholic, 400 Protestant, 55 
Jewish, and 11 with no denominational character. About one-third o~ all the schools 
were administered by religious societies. In 262 girls' schools members of religions 
sisterhoods were teachers. The total number of teachers was 1,590. The avera.ge 
annual salary of male lay teachers was 640 francs, that of female lay teacbers 680, 
that of the male clerical teachers 730 francs. and that of female clerical teachers 450. 
Of 735 schools taught, 159 were on examination found ex.cellent, 351 good, 174 satis~ 
factory, and 51 poor or unsatisfactory. 
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CONFERENCE OF SCHOOL INSPECTORS. 
In orcler to accomplish the re-organization of the school-system in Alsace-Lorraine 
on a safe basis, the newly appointed school-inspeetors of the different districts were 
commissioned to inform themselves accurately as to the actual state of education and 
the wants of the population. After this had been done satisfactorily, an inspectors' 
conference was called together at Strasburg. This conference, to which also the 
teachers of the normal schools had been called, met on the 26t.h and 27th July, 1871, 
and was presided over by School-Counselor Arnold. The whole system of elementary 
instruction was thoroughly discussed, and rules and regulations for further action 
were laid down. 
COMPUJ~SORY EDUCATION. 
By order of the governor of Alsace, education is henceforth to be compulsory for all 
boys between the ages of 6 and 14. and all girls between the ages of 6 ancl13. For the 
present, this Jaw only applies to public schools, and to private schools for children 
working in factories. 
APPOIJSTMENT OF TEACHERS. 
The appointing power has been given by the governor to Government President von 
Ktihlwetter, in Strasburg, for Alsace, and to Government President Count von Villers, 
at Metz, for Lorraine. According to reliable authority, the government intends at an, 
early date to raise the salaries of all the teachers in the public schools. 
TEACHERs': sEMINARIES. 
In April, 1871, two teachers' seminaries were opened-a Catholic one at Strasburg 
and a Protestant one at Colmar. The course of instruction in these seminaries lasts 
three years, and embraces religion, history, geography, German, pedagogics, vocal and 
instrumental music, gymnastics, and horticulture. The language of instruction is 
German. 'fhere are normal classes connected with these seminaries, where students 
engage in practical exercises. According to a recent decree of the chancellor of the 
German empire, (Prince Bismarck,) the seminaries in Alsace-Lorraine have been 
entirely deprived of their confessional character, and students are admitted to either 
of them irrespective of relig.ious creed. · 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION. 
The former lyceum at Colmar Las been discontinued, and in its stead a gymnasium 
on the plan of the Prussian gymnasia, with several real-classes, was opened on the 3d 
October, 1871. 'fhe Strasbmg lyceum had already been changed into a gymnasium on 
the 1st of May. According to recent statistics the attendance at the secondary scho?ls 
has been exceedingly satisfactory. Thus the gymnasium at Strasburg numbered 170 
students, (40 from Alsace;) the gymnasium at Buchsweiler 102, (101 from Alsace;) 
Miihlhausen 80, (60 from Alsace;) and Metz 87, (mostly sons of German officials.) 
THE STRASBURG UNIVERSITY. 
The Strasburg University, founded in the year 1538, was closed during the first 
French revolution, but was re-established by Napoleon in 1808, but was never a full 
university in the German sense of the word. After ·the close of the war of 1870-'71 it 
was the unanimous and loudly utt~red wish of the whole German nation to see tbe 
Strasburg University restored to its pristine glory, and become, as of old, tbe nur e 
of famous German writers and thinkers. The imperial government gladly seconded 
this wish, and appropriated a large sum (about 1~000,000 Prussian tbalers) for build-
ings, laboratories, apparatus, &c., and an annual sum of 220,000 tbalers. Large 
contributions of money and books passed in from all sides, so that soon the library 
possessed a larger number of volumes than before the siege, and on the 1st May, 1872, 
the University of Strasburg was solemnly opened ·in the presence of the civic and 
military authorities of Alsace, and delegations of professors and students from nearly 
all the German universities. The new university opened with 47 professors-among 
them some of the most f:tmous men of science and letters-and several hundred 
students. 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AT STRASBURG. 
The school of pharmacy at Strassburg had to be discontinued, as nearly all t~e 
teachers left. The pharmaceutical society of Strasbur however, took the matter m 
hand, cho e competent teachers from among their own number, and the school ha 
been opened again and is in a flourishing condition. 
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EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, 
On the lst April, 1871, the fbrst number of an educational jqurnal for Alsace appeared 
at Colmar, called "Das E!siissische Schulblatt," (The Alsace School Journal.) It is 
edited by Professor Hass, director of the higher burgher schools at Munster, (Upper 
Alsace.) 
ANHALT. 
(Nominally a Constitutional Monarchy-Duchy. Area, 869 square miles. Population, 203,354.) 
The educational affairs of the duchy are administered by a director, ( consistorial-
rath.) 
No report has been received for this year. 
BADEN. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Grand Duchy. Area, 5,904 square miles. Population, 1,461,128.) 
The educational department is under the ministry of the interior. 
Director of the depa1·trnent (superior council of education,) L. RENK. 
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. 
In May, 1871, the Roman Catholic archi-episcopal vicariate (the highest Roman Cath-
olic authority of the grand duchy) resolved to make use of its right (secured by law) 
of taking a share in the administration of schools, and to guard the right of the clergy-
man to take his scat in the local school board. This resolution was received iu a very 
different manner by the various organs of the press; the liberal jonrnals almost unani-
mously condemning the measure, while the conservative and orthodox journals warmly 
defended it. '.rhe teachers openly expressed themselves against the participation of the 
clergy in the school administration, and several teachers' conferences passed resolutions 
asking the central t eachers' conference to petition the chambers for an abolition of the 
odious measure. 
COMMUNAL NON-CONFESSIONAL SCHOOLS. 
In quite a number of communities non-confessional schools have been established, in 
most cases by Protestants and J ews. 
WANT OF TEACHERS; 
There are still many teachers wanted. In some cases teachers have from 150 to 
170 scholars; in others they have to·attend to two schools, so that each of these 
schools has only three days' instruction per week. The three teachers' seminaries 
are entirely insufficient to provide for this want. Many young men are deterred 
from entering the seminary on account of the small salary they have to expect when 
teachers, as they havP, to teach ten or twelve years before their salary is raised to 400 
florins. 
TEACHERS' READING~ROOMS. 
The teachers in the city of Constance (9,000 inhabitants) have clubbed -together, and 
have established a reading-room, where all the Eecent educational publications and 
journals are taken. · 
BAVARIA. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 29,617 square miles. Population, 4,861,402.) 
Minister of pttblic instruction, J. VON LuTz. 
INCREASE OF TEACHERS' SALARY. 
In the appropriation bill laid before the Bavarian ooambers special rega1·d was paid 
to the increase in the salary of teachers. The minister of public instruction, in recom-
mending the measure, remarked that "it would be an unjustifiable harshness to con-
sole teachers, when complaining of their miserable pittance, li>y the promise of some 
future school law which would improve their position. What was wanted was action 
and immediate aid." The government intends to remedy this evil by increasing the 
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salaries of all teachers in active service, by granting an increase of salary,after several 
years of service, by giving pensions to superannuated teachers, and by taking care 
of the widows and orphans of teachers. The annual sum demanded by the minister for 
these purposes amounts to 1,294,196 florins. The provincial authorities have e5et a praise-
worthy example in this respect by appropriating large sums for the same purpose; thus 
Upper Bavaria voted 30,000 florins, and Middle Franconia 44,550. The same has been 
done by the municipal authorities in most of the cities, such as Munich, Nuremberg, 
Worms,·Nordlingen, Kulmbach, &c. 
STATISTICS. 
In the public elementary schools there are employed 26 clergymen, 8,309 male teach-
ers, 93 lay female tea{)hers, and 87 assistant teachers. The number of teachers' widows 
is 2,198, and the number of teachers' orphans 1,328. 
EDUCATION IN MUNICH. 
In Munich spacial classes are to be established for children whose mental develop-
ment has been retarded; children of poor abilities are assisted by receiving extra 
instruction after school hours, and poor children are afforded an opportunity of studying 
their lessons undisturbed in the school-house. Gymnastics, drawing, and vocal music 
are obligatory studies in all the elementary schools . French teachers may be employed 
in girls' schools, and, in exceptional cases, in the two lower classes of boys' schools. Poor 
children are supplied with text-books and stationery at the expense of' the city. There 
are no school-fees whatever. The number of hours per week for each t eaclier varies 
between 20 and 28. In appointing new teachers the ma-gistrate has t.he right of r ecom-
mending persons, and the district authorities (district is the subdivision of province) 
have the right of appoi.J?.tment. The city in 1871 appropriated 200,300 florins for school 
purposes, 50,000 of which sum were for t eachers' salaries. 
THE INFALLIBILITY DOGMA AND EDUCATION. 
After Professor Dollinger, Professor Friedrich, and Professor Silbernagel, of Munich, 
had decidedly expressed themselves against the dogma of infaHibility the students of 
the Gregorian theolo~ical seminary were forbidden by their clerical superiors to attend 
the lectures of the ::- uove-meutioned professors. In consequence of th:is prohibition a 
la.rge meeting of citizens addressed [L pe.tition to the government, asking tbat the 
infallibility dogma might be rejected, and that the relation between church and school 
might soon be definitely regulated. The magistrate resolved to recommend only such 
persons as religious instructors in pubUc schools as would sign a protest against the 
dogma. There were, however, several cases in which the archbishop claimed the right 
to appoint teachers in elementary schools. This inclncecl the magistrate to protest 
empbatically against aU such intermeddling in communal affairs and to enter complaints 
with the government. On the 14th of October, 1871, von Lutz, the minister of public in-
struction, made a speecb of two hours and a quarter in the Bavarian chambers, defining 
the position of the government toward the infallibility dogma, declaring that the only 
safety for the future was to be found in the separation of church and state, and prom-
ising that the government would abolish the concordat, and would uphold perfect re-
Hgious liberty al?O in the educational field. The archbishop of Munich was officially 
informed by the minister that the infallibility dogma was endangering the funda-
mental laws of Bavaria and tbe constitution of the country; that consequently the 
government could lend no aiding hand in the spread of the new dogma, and would, if 
necessary, protect citizens against the encroachments of the ecclesiastical authority. 
NON-CONFESSIONAL SCHOOLS. 
In a great many cities, such as Nuremberg, Speyer, Munich, and others, the municipal 
council have established non-confessional schools, which have received many contribu-
tiG.?s from private citizens, and which, as a general rule, are well attended. 
STUDY OF PEDAGOGICS AT THE ERLANGEN Ul\TJVERSITY. 
At the university ofErlangen, two professors, Dr. von Zezschwitz and Dr. Schmidt have 
comm need to deliver lectures on pedagogics. The latter; who is al. o director of the 
recently established pedagogical-faculty seminary at the u]J.iversity, bas started a 
philosophical-pedagogical society, called the "Sunflower.'' 
DISTUTCTION CONFERRED ON A WORTHY TEACIIER. 
The father of the present minister of public instruction liv-es at Wiirzburg as a simple 
elementary teacher. On the 1~th September, 1 71, he celebrated the fiftieth anni-
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versary of his having entered the teacher's profession, in which he, during tlllis long 
period, had been an untirjng and enthusiastic worker. On this occasion he was deco-
rated with the' Ludwig's Order, and was honored by a congratulatory letter from the 
~.ing's own band. 
BREMEN. 
(Republic-Free City. Area, 106 square miles. Population, 122,565.) 
Highest educational auth01·ity, THE MAYOR OF THE CITY OF BREMEN, C. F. G. MOHR. 
TEACHERS' SEMINARY. 
A moventent has b8en . set on foot by a number of citizens to raise the standard of 
education in the teachers' seminary, and to make some modern language (either Eng-
lish or French) an obligatory subject of instruction. So far, however, this law has not 
led to any definite result. 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
The government has resolved to lower the salaries of teachers from 500 Prussian 
thalers to 400, and to raise them gradually every five years, till they have reached the· 
sum of 600 thalers, which is to be the maximum salary. A short time before this reso-
lution was passed, the salary of the head-butler in the famous old restaurant "Raths-
keller," (in the cellar or basement of the ancient town-hall,) was fixed at 1,500 thalers. 
per annum. , 
The assistant teachers are to have better opportunities in future to be promoted and! 
bec0me regular teachers. Their salaries in the city vary between 350 and 400 thalers,. 
and in the country districts between 250 and 300. 
BRUNSWICK. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Duchy. Area, 1,526 squ:tre miles. Population, 311,715.) 
Bighest educational authority, Dr. H. T. L. C. ERNESTI. 
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE. 
The forti eth annual meeting of the Brunswick teachers' conf~rence discussed the fol -
lowing subjects: 1. The preparation of the teacher for his important duties as. 
instructor and educator. 2. The work of the teacher and the best means for bettering· 
his position. 3. The absolute necessity for raising the teachers' salaries. 4. A compar-
ison of the teachers' salaries with those of other officers in the service of the govern-
ment. 
EDUCATION IN THE BRUNSWICK CHAMBERS. 
One delegate moved a resolution to reserve 250,000 thalers from the inco;ne from the· 
railroads, (which are government property,) the interest of which sum w;ts to be used 
for increasing the salaries of teachers. During the same session another delegate moved. 
to petition the ministry to consider whether, and in how far, instruction in tlle public 
elementary schools could be made gratuitous, and to prepare the draught of a law to· 
that effect. 
TRUANCY LAW. 
The law, passe"d in 1867, endeavors to remedy the evil in truancy in an energetic man-
ner. According to this law, .for every day missed at school a :fine must be paid of 2t 
silbergroschen, (about 6 cents;) if the number of missed days during one single month 
amounts to 5, the :fine is raised to 5 silbergroschen, (12 cents.) In case of inability to· 
pay, imprisonm~nt takes the place of the fine. Any person employing a child of school 
age in a factory or any other business during school-hours is to be :fined by a sum not 
exceeding 20 thalers, ($14.40, gold,) or imprisonment for a 'period not exceeding two· 
weeks. 
MEETING OF TEACHERS OF THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
August 20-22,1871, the society of teachers of the deaf and dumb of Northwestem 
Germany held its :fifth annual meeting at Brunswick. Ten deaf and dumb institutions. 
were represented by 24 teachers. The following subjects were discussed: 1. The 
urgent necessity of a normal school for teachers of the deaf and dumb. 2. Drawing in-
struction in deaf and dumb institutions. 3. Instruction in speaking. 4. The best mode· 
of ~lacing the teachers in-institutions of more than one class. 
30 E 
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HAMBURG. 
(Republic-Free City. Area, 148 square miles. Population, 338,974.) 
President of tfr.e superior sclwol council, THE MAYOR OF THE CITY OF HA.l\lllURG~ DR. G. H. 
KIRCHENPAUER. 
INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW SCHOOL-LAW. 
The introduction of the new school-law ha.."' been hailed with universal and unfeigned 
joy. It is ba~>ed on sound educational views, secures the independence of the school 
from the clergy, and gives a uuiform organization to the whole system of public instruc-
ti<:m. By this school-law a superior school-council has been created as the highest 
eduuational authority. The members are at certain stated periods elected 'by the city 
council. The law also provides for a teachers' seminary-an institution the want of 
which bas been keenly felt. An annual sum of 16,000 Prussia,n tbalers bas been 
appropriated for this institution; there are to be only day scholars, and English and 
French are to be made obligatory studies. 
EDUCATIONAL SOCIETIES. 
The" Society of the Friends of Education in Hamburg," existing for sixty-five years, 
numbers 596 members. It endeavors to further education by lectures, a library, a read-
ing-room, and uormal school, aud likewise grants fioancial aid to poor, sick, and super-
annuated teachers, teachers' orphans and widows. 
The Educational Society, founded in 1869, numbers 200 members, and follows the same 
aims as the before-mentioned society. 
SCHOOL HYGIENE. 
In Hamharg, following the example of Switzerland, experiments have been made to 
ascertain t,be amount of carbonic acid gas contained in school-rooms. The maximum 
was found to be about 5 per cent., which is altogether too much. As the pure air of 
the ::J,tmospbere only contains 0.004 per cent., and as 1 per cent. is rean;y injurious to 
health, en<leavors are being made to remedy this evil by a better system 0f ventih-
tion. 
STATISTICS. 
·During 1871 the total number of teachers was 1,805, -viz, 878 females and 927 males 
'Of this number, 42 males and 131 females were about 18 years old, 237 males and 
301 females varied in age between 19 and 28 ; and 152 males and 86 females were be-
tween 29 and 38 yea.rs. 
HESSE. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Grand Duchy. Area, 3,240 square miles. Population, 852,843.) 
Superintendent of public instruction, G. WILLICH. 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
·The HeAsian chambers, in September, 1871, discussed the posHion 0f the elementary 
teachers, and almost unanimously resolved to urge the government to raise the decidedly 
in ufficieut salaries, and the pensions of teachers' widows. In some of the towns the 
evil ·was so apparent that the municipal authorities raised the salaries from the town 
treasury. That the salaries were really utterly inadequate, is seen from a fact like the 
following, which bas been communicated by a Hessian teacher: A young mau about 
16 years of age was r ecommended by him to an engineer, to assist him in oarryin~ and 
placing surveying instruments, who received daily, Sundays included, 1 flonn 12 
kreutzers, making an annual salary of 438 florins. This same teacher only r eceives 
.an annual salary of 300 florins, although he has served 30 years. 
TEACHERS' SOCIETIES. 
·~be Ludwig and Alice Society, established seven years ago, for aiding teachers' 
WHlows and orphans, numbers 1,341 members, all teachers, (the total number of 
tea~bers in the grand duchy.i · about 1.00.,) and its funds ~mo~nt to 15,493 fl?ri~ · 
durwg the la ·t year 1,040 flonns were d1stnbuted. In two d1stncts there are d1 tnct 
tea<;bere widows' societies, to give aid Qnly to .the widows of teachers who have taught 
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in the distdct. The Jewish society, Acbawa, for aiding poor Jewish teachers, their 
widows and orphans, bas been in existence for six years; its funds amount to 10,628 
florins, and during the last year 967 florins were paid to poor teachers, orphans, and 
widows. 
The Hessian Teachers' Society, numbering 1,125 members, met in May, 1871, in 
Oppenheim. Only 280 members attended the meeting. Various subjer.ts were dis-
cussed, and resolutions passed to urge upon the government the necessity of a new 
school-law, the chief features of which are to be : ent,ire separation of church and 
school; compnlsory, gratuitous education; non-confessional teachers' seminaries; higher 
standard of education in the seminaries, &c. 
AGRICULTURAL COURSE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACI-IEHS. 
Every year during the summer vacation an agricultural course of about six weeks 
is held at Darmsta,dt, the capital of the grand duchy, for the benefit of elementary 
teachers. This course has two divisions, one for those who attend for the first time, 
and one for those who have already attended it dnring the previous year. The course 
embraces lectures on chemistry, natural philosophy, mineralogy, geography, botany, 
zoology, geometry, agriculture, book-keeping, horticulture, &c. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR YOU~G PERSONS WHO HAVE LEFT SCHOOL. 
Three years ago there were tl7 such institutions, but since then their number has in-
creased considerably, especially in the rural districts. These schools are supported by 
the to•."ns themselves. The instruction is mostly given in the evening or on Sunday 
afternoon, by the regular teachers, and embraces drawing, natural history, natura.l 
philosophy, history, geography, arithmetic, &c. The Roman Catholic clergy have 
Yiolently denounced these schools as a desecration of the Sabbath-day; the well-known 
Bishop Kettler, of Mayence, calling them, in a confirmation speech held in the May-
ence cathedral on the 29th May, 1tl71, "institutions of the devil." 
BUSINESS COLLEGE AT OFFENBACH. 
In Offenbach (population about 25,000) there is a very excellent private business 
college under the superintendence of Dr. Ni:Lgler. Both discipline and instruction 
enjoy a very high reputation, and among the pupils there are several from Italy, 
England, and America. 
LIPPE-DETMOLD. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Principality, (Fiirstenthurm.) Area, 445 square miles. Population, 111,153.) 
Director of ecclesiastical and school affairl!, PRIVY CouNSELOR MEYER. 
No report has been received for this year. 
LUBECK. 
(Republic-Free City. Area, 109! square miles. Population, 52,158.) 
Highest educational autho1·ity, SENATOR DR. TH . CURTIUS. 
No r6port has been received for this year. 
MECKLENBUHG-SCHWERIN. 
(Feudal Monarchy-Grand Duchy. Area, 4,834 square miles. Population, 557,897. 
Highest educational authority, THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE, ECCLESIASTICAL AND SCHOOL 
AFFAIRS, STATE COUNSELOR DR. H. BUCHI\:A. 
EDUCATIONAL SOCIETIES. 
The general_ Mecklenburg teachers'. s.ociety held i~s annual meeting at Wismar, and 
pMsed r~solntiOD~ to urge. th~ authon.tles to establish schools for young persons who 
have fimtlhecl their scboolmg m the pnmary schools. The course of instruction accord-
ing to these r~solntions, is to emb~ace dr~wing, model_ing, embossing, German,' natural 
pb1losophy, history, geogr~pby, an~hmetw, book-keepmg, rudiments of law, and polit-
Ical economy. In Schwenn there IS an "educational society" with several sectiontl 
i. e., for matbemati.cs, history of pedagogics, &c. ' 
The Teacher's L1fe Insurance Society has been in existence for 11 years. The funds 
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amount to 28,398 Prussian tbalers. During the last year the expenditure was 4,482 
thalers, and the income 4,721. The number of memberl:l is 958. In 1871a Pes~alozzi 
society was started, which already bas distributed 218 tbalers to 18 teachers' wtdows. 
A TEACHER IN THE CITIZENS' COUNCIL. 
Tn Schwerin a teacher was elected a member of the citizens' council, a committee of 
citizens whose function it is to form a sort of advisory board to the municipal aouncil. 
The municipal council did not consider this election valid, but the university, on being 
appealed to, decided that the election was entirely valid. 
COMPULSORY SERVICE (SPANNDIENST) FOR TEACHERS. 
In the rural districts tho farmers are obliged to till the ground for the teacher, as 
paTt of the latter's salary consists in a tract of land. This institution has led to many 
quarrels between teachers and farmers, and it is the unanimous wish of the teachers 
tbat this antiquated institution may soon be abolished. 
MECKLENBURG-STRELITZ. 
{Feudal Monarchy-Grand Duchy. Area, 997 square miles. Population, 96,982. 
Highest educational authority, ECCLESIASTICAL COUNSELOR ( Consistorialrath) Dr. H. 0HL. 
No report bas been received for this year. 
OLDENBURG. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Grand Duchy. Area, 2,417 square miles. Population, 316,641.) 
Highest educational authority, THE MINISTER OF STATE, JusTICE, A:ND FoREIGN AFFAIRS, 
BARON P. F. L. DE ROESSING. 
There are two school-boards-one for the Protestant and one for the Catholic schools. 
President of the school-board for Protestant schools, Erdmann; president of the school-
board for Roman Catholic schools, Reismann. No report has been received for this year. 
PRUSSIA. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. ArQa, 137,066 square miles. Population, 21 ,691,203.) 
Minister of pttbl·ic instruction, Dr. F ALIL 
CHANGE 01<' MINISTRY. 
Von Mtibler, who has been Prussian minister of public instruction since 1862, bad 
made himself so obnoxious by his re-actionary measures, all tending to give greater 
power to the cJergy, and to increa:;~e their influence in school affairs, that a change was 
n:cgently demanded by the public, the press, and the Prussian Parliament. He was, 
consequently, permitted to resign on the 17th of January, 1872, and on the 22d of Jan-
uary Dr. Falk was appointed in his place, a choice which met with universal approba-
tion. Dr. Falk was born in the Prussian province of Silesia in the year 1827, received 
a classical education, and studied law at the University of Breslau. In 1857 be was 
elected a member of the Prussian Parliament, where he voted with the liberal conserv-
atives. 
EDUCATION IN THE PRUSSIAN PARLIAMENT. 
Education has formed a frequent subject of discussion in the Pruss ian Parliament. In. 
1 70, several members introduced resolutions to ameliorate the teachers' position, but 
without !eading to any result. During these discussions, a member from the province 
of Pru sta bowed that in the district of Gumbiunen, in his province, in 1837, there 
were 10! per cent. of all the recruits entirely illiterate, while in 1827 the percentage 
bad only been 6; but that during the administration of Ranmer and Mtihler, (1 60-'65,) 
t"h.e percentage had again risen to lOt. He considered the miserable financial po ition 
of the teachers as the chief cause of this deplorable condition. Other members entirely 
coincided with his views, but nothing was done to remedy the evil. 
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At the opening cif Parliament, November 27, 1871, King William, in his speech from 
the throne, r eferred to education in the following words: "Pn blic instruction will 
this year require a larger appropriation than beret ofore, in order to satisfy all the just 
demands of teachers and scllools. The araught of a new school law will be introuuced 
during the present session, which it is hoped will remedy many of the existing evils.'' 
This draught of a new law, looking chiefly to a completeseparat,ion of church and school. 
was introduced, and after considerable discussion was passed in bot,h houses ; in the 
lower house on the 11th March, 1872, by a vote of 125 ayes to 76 noes. 
THE NEW PRUSSIAN .SCHOOL LAw OF 1872. 
The following is a literal translation of the new Prussian school-law of March 11, 
1872, assigning the superintendence of all the scllools, private and public, to the state, 
that is to say, to the political society, and withdrawing this Hnperintendence from t,be 
clergy as clergy or priests, ahhough the latter might be, and indeed are, largely ap-
pointed by the· state as school superintendents: 
LAW CO~CERNING SUPERINTENDENCE OF INSTfWCTION AND EDUCATION. 
''We, William, by the grace of God, King of Prussia, &c., &c., ordain, in conformity 
with article 23 of the constitution of January 31, 1650, with the consent of beth houses 
of Parliament, for the whole monarchy, as follows: · 
" SECTION 1. Abolishing every decree or direction in single porti01'ls of the land to the 
contrary, the superintendence ove~ all Institutions; of instruction and education, private 
and public, belongs to the state. 
"SECTION 2. The appointment oflocal and district school inspectors belongs to the state 
alone. The commission given to the state inspectors of primary schools can be recalled 
at any time, if it be a secondary and additional, or an honorary, office. 
"SECTION 3. This law does not touch the participation in the superintendence of schools 
belonging to the communes, nor article 24 of the constitution of January 31, 1850. 
"SECTION 4. The minister of public instruction is charged with the execution of this 
law. 
"Given, &c., &c., Berlin, March 11,1872. 
" WILLIAlV.L 
''BISMARCK, and the seven minist&rs of the P1·ussian cabinet." 
THE INFALLIBILITY DOGMA AND EDUCATION. 
During the early part of 1871, Dr. 'l'riebel, director of the teachers' seminary at 
Braunsburg, in the province of Prussia, and Dr. 'Wollman, t eacher of r eligion at t he 
gymnasium in the same town, who refused to accept the new dogma, were suspended 
from office by Dr. Krementz: bi~hop of Ermeland, while Dr. Brann, director of the gym-
nasium at Braunsberg, was without further ado suspended from office and excommu-
nicated. Although the ministry of public instruction reminded the bishop of the 
illegality of his course of action, Dr. Krementz nevertheless demanded unconditional 
obedience to his orders by all the teachers of his diocese. Thereupon, tlle ministr,y com-
missioned the provincial school-council of tho province of Prussia tp issue the follow-
ing order: 
"As Dr. Wollman bas been appointed by tl!e government, it alone has the right to 
suspend him from office, if Rt1Ch a step should be deemed necessary. The bishop bas 
no right whatever to meddle with the affairs of the gymnasium, much less to discharge 
any teacher. If the .bishop believes that Dr. Wollman has become incapacitated for 
his office, he must first ascertain the exact facts of the case, and must then refer the 
whole matter to the government. In no case has the teacher of religion to obey any 
orders except t,bose of the government." . 
Similar orders were issued with regard to Dr. Triebel and Dr. Braun. The bishops 
of Bonn and Breslau, who pursued tbe same course as Dr. Krementz, were likewise, 
by energetic orders from the university, reminded of their position. All the Roman 
Catholic bishops of the kingdom thereupon, on the 13th Sept.ember, 1871, addressed a 
petition directly to the I~ing, asking him to protect the oppressed Catholics in their 
rights. 
SCHOOL FINANCES. 
During the year 1871 the sum of 6,311,463 Prussian tbalers (about $4,544,253.36 gold) 
was expendea for public instruction. The following are the most important items of 
expenditure : Ministry of public instruction , 149,\260 th~tlers; provincial school councils, 
77,630; examining committees, 12,79i; the universities, 88~·',815; gymnasia and real-
schools, 572,429; sci0ntific and artii!tic institutions, 317,660; elementa.ry instruction, 
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1,339,009; with the following items: teachers' seminaries, 392,025; elementary schools, 
837,616; gymnasia, 12,Hi0; institutions for the deaf and dumb and the blind, 21,139; 
orphan schools, 76,065, &c. 
TEACHERS' SEMINARIES. 
There is a great lack of teachers in. nearly all the provinces, owing partly to the low 
salary paid, a.nd partly to the insufficient nuwl,)er of teachers' seminaries. In the 
course of the year a number of new seminaries have been opened, and others will 
soon be opened, eipecially in the provinces acquired by the war of 1866. 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
The salaries have hitherto been entirely insufficient, especially in the rural districts. 
While a number of cities, r>articularly in the western portion of the kingdom, haYe 
made praiseworthy effOTts to make the position of their teachers more comfortable, a 
petition, signed by thousands of teachers, has been addressed to the Prussian Parlia-
ment, asking for an addition to their sala.ries, a regular increase at stated intervals, 
and a regulated system of pensions. Slowly but surely this encl will b.e reached. 
TEACHERS' SOCIETIES. 
There are teachers' societies in all the provinces, district societies in the district, and 
city societies in most of the larger cities. The Prussian societies have, during the last 
year, displayed a great activity, in the \\ay of meetings, lectures, discussions, &c.; but 
few practical results have been reached. The two favorite subjects of discussion were 
the separation of church and school, and the formation of a general German teachers' 
' society. 
SCHOOLS FO.R YOUNG PERSONS WHO HAVE FINISHED THEIR SCHOOLING, (FORTBILD-
UNGSCHULEN.) 
Of these schools there are a great number throughout the whole monarchy, and ·of 
all kinds and grades, to suit tho most varied demands. A model school of this kind 
for ladies is the Victoria Lyceum, in Berlin, which is under the special patronage of 
the crown princess. The teachers aro all men of standard excellence in their respective 
subjects, and lectures are delivered on general history, history of Germany, German 
literature, history of music, history of the fine arts, French and English literature, 
botany and chemistry. Other schools a,re more devoted to industrial pursuits, a,nd 
might well be termed industrial schools; while some only go over the elementary 
branches, with the addition of some mathematics, natural sciences, &c. Some are 
devoted to drawing; others to agriculture, &c. These schools are open mostly in the 
evening, and are attended by apprentices and other young persons in business. Many 
o:f these schools are priYate establishments; some are municipal, while others are sup-
ported by various societies. 
GYMNASTICS. 
Gymnastics is taught in almost a.ll the schools, and the government encourages it 
in every way. In a recent circular the minister says: "n is acknowledged everywhere, 
by soldiers and civilians, that the astonishing accomplishments of our armies in the 
late war, especia.lly their thorough discipline, exhibited in the most cheerful and self-
sacrificing manner, their skill in overcoming natural and artificial hindera.nces in the 
enemy's country, their courage and calmness in battle, the calmness with which they 
bore pain and privations, must, in a large measure, be attributed to their gymnastic 
education.)) 
Special zeal is displayed in the province of Prussia, where, in the five districts of 
Konigsberg, Gumbinnen, Danzig, Ma.rienwerder, and Bromberg, there are 34 gymnastic 
societies, with 3,062 members. The provincial gymnastic society employs a migratory 
~eacher of gymnastics, who makes his regular rounds. In the city of Osnabriick (prov-
mce of Hanover) the system of gymnastics has been introduced in the tw0 npper 
clas es of tho city schools, and tbe results have been interesting. In all cases; the chil-
dren of the poorer classes showed le s nimbleness than those of the rich. The mo t ex-
~ensive . and magnificent a1-rangemeuts for instruction in gymnastics are to be found 
m the c1ty of Brcslau, (province of :5ilesia) where there are most p6lrfect arrangement 
for female gymnastics. ' 
SCIIOOL IIYGIENE. 
In February, 1 71, a "medico-pedagogical society" was formed in Berlin, consi ting 
of ducator and phy icians. It aim is to further school hygiene in all it branch . 
In on of th l ~st se.ssio?s t~e feasibility of a reliable school-pathology was di cu ~l; 
an~, as n. step m th?s d1rect10n, the keeping of accurate tables was recommended, m 
wb1ch all cases of slCknes of school-children are to be entered. The society is younO'; 
but orne of the best educa.tors and the most eminent m n of science a,re among its 
member , and good results from its activity may confidently be looked for. 
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STATISTICS OF ILLITERACY. 
The following are accurate statistics of the illiteracy among the Pru>lsian con-
scripts: 
\ 
P ercentage of conscripts unable to r end and write. 
Provinces. 
1841. 1846-'4!). 1851-'52. 1866- '67. 1869-'79. 
Prussia.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 33 9. 24 10. 04 12. 28 11. 00 
Posen .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. 41. 00 18. 22 20. 67 13. l:W 14. 38 
~~:e~~~~~~~--·_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_·_·_:::·_-_-_-_·_·_::: ::::::::::::::: i: ~~ ~: &~ ~: J~ ~: ~~ ~: ~~ 
Silesi::l....... ...... .. .. ............ .... .. .. .. ...... 9. 22 5. 88 4. 78 ::!. 42 2. 86 
Saxony.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 19 0. 37 0. 64 0. 17 0. 37 
Westphalia........................................ 2.14 1. 69 2. 11 1. 63 1. 03 
Rhenish Prussia .. .................................. 7. 06 3. 43 2. 54 €'. 68 0. 75 
Hohenzollern ........ ....... .. .. . . ............•... .... -......... -- ...... -.-- ................ -- . ·- · · · · 
H anover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 28 0. 87 
~~lse:~.i~-~~~~~~i-~·_-_-_-_-_·_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~: ;~ ~: ~~ 
N assa.u and Frankfort ......... ·.................... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 0. 33 
Lanenburg ...... ............................ . ..... ........... . , _... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 90 0. 06 
Whole lll()narchy ................................................. . 4.. 81 3. 8 1 3. 37 
SCHOOL STATISTICS OF BERLIN. 
The following are the official school statistics of Berlin (population about 900,000) 
for the year 1871: Number of elementary schools 218, with 1,982 classes and 93,19i:l 
scholars, (49,446 boys and 43,752 girls.) Of these scholars, 7,371 were older tban 14, 
anc~ 85,627 younger. Of the schools, 93 private schools were under the supervision of 
the municipal authorities, and 64 scbools were supported by, as well as under the super-
vision ot~ the same authorities; 53,515 children were instructed at the expense of the 
city. The teachers are classed according to their salary, in the following manner: 16 
with 900 thalers each; 16 with 850; 57 with 800; 13 with 700; 92 with 650; 91 with 
500; 123 with 450; 238 with 400; 43 with 350; 75 with 300; 209 with 72; 15 with 60. 
1'otal number of teachers 957, (596 males and 361 females.) The expenditure for the 
municipal schools amounted to 475,762 thalers, and that for the private schools to 
116,085. Fines for truancy were imposed to the number of 16_, 639, amounting, in all, • 
to 2,379 thalers. In 1,560 cases the punisment consisted in imprisonment. 
REUSS-GREIZ. 
(.A.bsoh:,.te Monarchy-Principality. A.rea, 148,:square miles. Population, 45,094.) 
F{ighest ed·uca,tional a·uthority, THE PRESIDEN1' OF THE GOVERNMENT, 0. MEUSEL, 
No report has been received for this year. 
REUSS-SCHLEIZ. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Principality. Area, 297 squar~ miles. Population, 89,032.) 
Highest educ(Ltional autho1·ity, THE PRESIDENT OF THE MINISTRY, Dr. VON HARBOU. 
ACTION OF THE CHAMBERS WITH REGARD TO EDUCATION. 
The chambers, which assembled at Gera, adjourned on the 29th November, 1871, after 
having passed all the bills relating to education, the most important one being a bill 
granting government subsidies toward the building of new school-houses. 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS. 
The whole country is divided into 3 dioceses, with 15 school districts. Every dis-
trict has its scbool-inspector, appointed by the government, who presides at the annual 
teacbers' conferences of his district. So far there is no genjjral teachers' society, but 
energetic endeavors are being made to establish one. 
SAXE-ALTENBURG. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Duchy. Area, 509 square ~lea. Population, 142,122.) 
H igkest educational authm·ity, THE PRESIDENT OF 'lffiE MINISTRY, F. L. YON GERSTEN-
BERG, EDLER VON ZECH, 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
The salaries of teachers were entil]lly inadequate, and many teachers had, therefore~ 
• 
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to resort to s.ome other means of earning money. By a bill introduced in the chambers, 
which doubtless will become a law, the lowest salary will be 250 Prussian tbalers, and 
the highest 400. 
NUMBER OF CLASSES IN .SCHOOLS. 
In the whole duchy there is not a single school with only one class; all the schools 
having at least two classes. 
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Duchy. Area, 509 square miles. Population, 17,!,339.) 
Highest educational a'nthm·ity fm· Gotha, PRESIDENT OF THE MINISTRY VON SEEBACH. 
Highest educational authority for Cobu1·g, MINISTERIAL COUNSELOR H. ROSE. 
CHANGE IN THE SCHOOL-LAW. 
The Gotha school-law, dated July 1, 1863, is to undergo a change. The change will 
refer chiefly to disciplinary measures, the preparation of teachers, the regulation con-
cerning private schools, the maximum and minimum of children in one class, and a 
stricter separation of ecclesiastical and school affairs. The ten.chers' seminary will 
have a preparatory cla.ss added to it. 
GYMNASTICS. 
Since 1863 gymnastics forms an obligatory branch of instruction in all the schools of 
the duchy. During the months of July and August, a professor of gymnastics waB 
commissioned by the go\ernment to make a tour of inspection through the whole 
country, and 'prepare.. a report on the state of instruction in gymnastics. 
SAXE-MEININGEN. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Duchy. Area, 933 square miles. Populatjon, 187,884.) 
Mini8te1· of justice, ecclesiastical affai?·s, and public instruction, PRIVY COUNSELOR F. VoN 
UTTENHOVEN. 
STATISTICS • 
The teachers' seminary at Hildburghausen had 1 director, G. teachers, 4 assistant 
teachers, and 74 students. Connected with the seminary there is a very excellent 
normal school and an institution for the deaf and dumb. 
The gymnasium at Meioingen had 205 students, the gymnasium at Hildburghausen 
116, and the real-school at Meiningen 146. Evening and Sundn.y schools, in which 
education is compulsory, have been established by 20 ( chi,efly rnral) communities .. The 
town of Sonneberg (population, 4,000) has established an industrial school with a one-
year's course, embracing German, French, English, history, geography, mathematics, 
natural sciences, drawing, modeling, vocal music, and gymnastics. 
SAXE-WEIMAR. 
(Constitutional Monarqhy-Grand·Duchy. Area, 1,421 square miles. Population, 286,183.) 
HigheBt educational autlw1·ity, PRLVY COUNSELOR Dr. G. T. STICHLING:. 
TEACHERS' SOCIETIES. 
'There are quite a number of teachers' societies, prominent among which are the P~da­
,gogical Seminary, under the leadership of Dr. Stoy, at Jena, and the Pedago~pcal 
.Socie~y, at the same place, numbering among its members nearly all the teachers of the 
higher elementary schools, ancl the Pedagogical Society at Eisenach. The latter usually 
holds twelve sessions every winter. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
Among the P:~vate ~chools of the gra"?d-duc~y and of Germany, the boy~' boarding-
school of Dr. Kafer tem, at Jena, occup1os a h1gh rank. It bas 3 gymnasmm-cla.' e , 
4 real-cia ses, and 2 elementary classes, and is therefore a combination of gy~na mm, 
real-school1 and elementary school. ~ Instruction in Latin commences in ihe thud year, 
:E'rench in tbe)ifth year, ,Gteek and English in the sixth year. 
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TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
The salaries of teachers were, in a great many cases, entirely too small. The gov-
ernment has taken the matter in hand, and intends, in consideration of the very favor-
able financial condition of the couqtry, to raise the salaries consirlerably. 
SAXONY: 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 6,777 square miles. Population, 2,556,244.) 
Highest educational authority, THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, Dr. C. F. W. 
GERBER. 
SCHOOL FL."'~CES. 
The appropriation for educational purposes for 1872 amounted to 77 4,000 thalers, (one 
thaler=7~ cents, gold,) being 169,599 more than the preceding year. The increase is to 
serve in raising the teachers' salaries. The items of the appropriation are distributed 
in the following manner: University at Leipzig, 164,857; for the gymnasia, 112,308; 
for industrial schools, 22,000; for the schools for toy manufacture, weaving-schools, 
sewing-schools, schools of embroidering, straw-plaiting schools, spinning-schools, navi-
gation-schools, (for river navigation,) drawing and Sunday schools, 2,250; special 
higher schools for the above-mentioned branches of industry, 16,250; business-colleges, 
l,GOO; teachers' seminaries, 105,338; institutions for the deaf and dumb, 30,751; ele-
mentary schools, 160,825; for a new polytechnic school at Dresden, 400,000, &c. 
THE NEW SCHOOL-LAW DISCUSSED BY THE LUTHERAN SYNOD. 
The government had already in 1870 prepared th~ draught of anew school-law, which, 
however, was not discussed by the chambers till this present (1872) session. Its fate 
so far is not known. As the new htw proposed to define more clearly the relation of 
the school to the church and the state, the ministry of public instruction deemed it 
advisable first to hear the opinion of the Saxon Lutheran synod, which met in Dresden 
in May, 1871. The most important subject of discussion was the following paragraph 
of the new law: "All the functions of the Evangelical-Lutheran chlil.rch authorities 
which hitherto have been exercised by the ministry of ecclesiastical and school affairs 
pass over into the hands of a new ecclesiastical board, ( Oberconsistoriurn.) The highest 
authority in educational matters remains with the ministry of public instruction, with 
the exception of religious instruction, which is under the superintendence of the Ober-
consistorium, the new ecclesiastical board." The majority of the synod supported the 
government, hut a strong minority openly expressed themselves against the new law. 
After long and violent discussion, it was resolved to lay the new school-law in full 
before the synod before it was laid before the chambers. 
REAL-SCHOOLS. 
By a ministerial decree of December 2, 1870, the course of instruction in the real-
schools of the higher grade was raised from six to seven years. All the' scholars in these 
real-schools are obliged to study Latin, so as to be able to read Livy, Sallnst, and 
Cicero, in the first .(highest) class. In the real-schools of the lower grade, two foreign 
languages must be studied. The number of real-schools is constantly increasing, and 
all of them are filled to their utmost capacity. 
TEACHERS' SEMINARIES. 
The Saxon teachers' seminaries enjoy a well-merited reputation. Their course of 
instruction embraces the following subjects: Religion, (dogmatically,) exegesis of the 
most important books of the Old and New Testaments, church history; German gram-
mar and literature, (also . ancient German and Gothic;) arithmetic, geometry, geogra-
phy, history, natural history, natural philosophy, pedagogics, history of education, 
catechetics, psychology, penmanship, drawing, gymnastics, piano, organ·, and violin, 
vocal music, and thorough-base. Connected with every seminary there is a practice-
schQOl. In some seminaries one or two foreign languages are taught. · 
WANT OF TEACHERS. 
The number of teachers' places in the kingdom of Saxony is 4,549, while the number 
of teachers is only 4,411; so that, in spite of the numerous and well-attended semina-
ries, there a.re 138 teachers wanting. In view of this want, the government contem-
plates the establishm~nt of another new semiaary in the district of Zwickau, (one wa~ 
established a few years ago at•zschoppau.) 
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SCHOOL-HYGIENE. 
At the sixth annual meeting of the Saxon Medical Society, held at Dresden in No-
vember, 1871, a resolution was moved to petition the government t0 place all the scho<:>ls 
under medical supervision ; but as Dr. Htibel declared, in the name of the ministry, 
that by the new school-law all school-houses would be placed under medical supervis-
ion, and that the district-physicians were to become members of the regula;r confer-
ences of dist rict-school inspectors, the motion Vi'as taken back. It was resolved to 
petition the ministry to introduce instruction in hygiene, at least in all the higher 
schools: and this petition will in all probability be granted. 
All teachers have to keep a regular account of the vaccination of their scholars. Ac-
cording to the accounts sent to the ministry, 46,884 children out of 51,980 who entered 
school during the year had been vaccinated. Of those that had not been vaccinated 
36.6 per cent,. were attacked by the small-pox, while of those that had been vaccinated 
only 1.2 per cent. had the disease. 
EVENL.~G AND SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
There is in Saxony a very large number of such schools, to suit aU demands. In the 
Dresden district there were 23 Sunday-schools, with 1,953 scholars; in the Zittau dis-
trict there were 12 Sunday-schools, with 910 weaving-macllines; in the Plauen district 
there were 20 Sunday schools, witll 2,110 scholars; in the Ubemnitz district 54, with 
6,897 scholars. In many of these scllools French, English, book-keeping, arithmetic, 
penmanship, drawing, and natural sciences are taugllt, and all of them are well at-
tended by apprentices, clerks, &c. Recently, also, an agricultuml Sunday and even-
in~ school bas ~een started near Bautzeu, attenued by teachers and young persons 
between the ages of 15 and 32, to tile number of 72. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
Saxony possesses a great number of very excellent private schools of all grades, 
especially in the cities of Drestlen and Leipzig. A peculiar school is the private sch0ol 
for girls, founded by Miss Grossmann in Dresden. All the studies in this school are 
taught by three teachers, a German, a Frenchman, and an Englishman. Every subject 
is first taught in German, then the same subject in French, and lastly in English. 
GYMNASTICS. 
At Dresden there is a famous normal school of gymnastics. The number of scholars 
was 1,769, among whom there were 458 who prepared themselves for the profession of 
teacher of gymnastics. Some of the pupils came from Hanover, Hesse, Brunswick, 
Lippe-Detmold, :Finland, and Hungary. 
TEACHERS' . SOCIETIES. 
Since April, 1870, there has existed in Dresden a society of drawing-teachers, which 
bas already held ten meetings, and discussed the whole subject in its various aspects. 
A peculiar institution is the Teacllers' Fire Insurance Society, numbering 2,237 members. 
The capital of this society amounts to 2,109,G10 thalers, and during the la t year 5,704 
thalers were paid. There are numerous other teachers' societies, for scientific purposes 
and for mutual relief. 
EDUCATION OF IDIOTS. 
The institution for idiots at Hubertsburg, which has been in existence for 25 years, 
has been very successful. During this period221 persons were admitted, (16 boys and 
53 girls,) of whom the greater majority have become usefnl citizens. The institution 
wa opened with 10 boys, and numbers now 46 inmates, (33 boys and 13 girls,) between 
tllo ages of 6. and 17. The number of idiots, h·owever, is greater than the institution 
can accommodate; for wllile in Saxony there is ouly one blind person to every 1,385 
of the population, one deaf-mute to every 1,636, there is one idiot to every 497. The 
brge t percentage of idiots (0.5 per cent.) is in the cities of Dresden, Leipzig, Chem-
nitz, and in the valleys of the Erzgebirge. 
VITAL STATISTICS. 
According to careful sta.ti tics, the total age of 100 teachers ancllOO clergymen who 
died during the years 1 61-'63 was 6,392 for the clergymeR and 5,391 for the teach rs, 
making the average age of a clergyman 63.92 years, and that of a teacher 53.91, (10.01 
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years l ess.) With regard to the ages at the time of death, they are grouped in the fol-
lowing manner : 
d d 
<l) ai <l) rt1 s ... ~ ... .Ages at time of death. .... <1.> .Ages at time of death. <l) ..::::1 ..::::1 Cll 0 b.() 0 ... ~ ... ~ <l) <l) <l) <l.l 
6 E" 6 E" 
8 Between 60 and 70 .... .............. ·14 ----; 
15 Between 70 and 80 . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 26 11 
14 Between 80 and 90 .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. . 4 2 
25 
Between 20 and 30 .................... ..... . 
Between 30 and 40 .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 2 
Between 40 a.nd 50 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . 12 
Between 50 anu 60..... ....... ........ 32 
. . 
SCHAUMBURG-LIPPE. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Principality. .Area, 212 square miles. Population, 32,051.) 
Hig~est educational autho1·ity, THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS, (vacant.) 
[No report has been received this year.] 
SCHW ARZBURG-RUDOLSTADT. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Principality. .Area, 340 square miles. Population, 75,523.) 
Minister of finance, ecclesiastical affai,·s, and public instruction, PRIVY CouNSELOR BARON 
J. A. KETELHODT. 
EDUCATION IN THE CHAMBERS. 
During the last session of the chambers, held at Rudolstadt, the majority, with re-
gard to the relation between church and school, expressed the opinion that the church 
had no authority whatever over the public schools. . 
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE. 
The general teachers' conference of Schwarzburg-Rudolst.adt held its twenty-first an-
nual session at Schwarzburg in July, 1871. Two subjects were especially discussed- the 
study of the German classics and poets in the public schools and in the teachers' semi-
naries as the best means of awakening a noble patriotism, and to develop mind and char-
a,cter; and the subject of punishments. On the first subject several enthusiastic speeches 
were made, and all the members were in favor of introducing these studies. 
SCHWARZBURG-SONDERSHAUSEN. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Principality. .Area, 318 square miles. Population, 67,191.) 
Ministm· of justice, ecclesiastical affairs, and public i"':struction, PRIVY CouNSELOR G. BLEY. 
TEACHEHS' SALA IUES. 
In the last session of the Schwarzburg-Sondershausen chambers the government pro-
posed an increase of teachers' salaries, which was passed, so that since January 1, 1872, 
the minimum salary of elementar.v teachers has been 275 thalers in the three principal 
cities, 250 in the smaller cities, and 200 in the rural districts. Every five years the salary 
is to be raised 25 thalers, till, after having taught 15 years, the salary is l'espectively 
350, 025, 275 thalers, the maximum. 
!I:IEETING OF KrNDERGARTEN-TEACHERS. 
On the 28th September, 1871, a conference of kindergarten-teachers from all parts of 
Central Germany was held at Arnstadt. Rev. Steinacker spoke on Froebel's system as 
the '·'Preliminaries of peace between the parental home, the school, the infant-school, 
and the kindergarten." 
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WALDECK. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-f'rincipality. AreJ., 466 square miles. Population, 56,218.) 
President of the council of public instruction, CouNCILOR G. GLEISNER. 
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE. 
The Teachers' Society of Waldeck held its annual meeting at Sachsenhausen during 
April, 1871. Twenty different subjects were discussed, and a progressive spirit rooni-
festeditself. All agreed that church and school must be separated; that the teacher 
should have the same privilege as all the other civil officers of the government; and that 
nothing should be more avoided by teachers than a mere mechanical method of instruc-
tion. 
WURTEMBERG. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 7,840 square miles. Population, 1,?18,541.} 
Ministm· of ecclesiastical affairs and public inst1·uction, DR. VoN GESSLER. 
STATISTICS. 
The number of elementary" teachers is 3,671, viz, 2,474 Protestants and 1,197 Roman 
Catholics. The salaries vary between 700 and 180 florins. Most of the schools are very 
much crowded, and there is such a want of teachers that, althou~h la.st year 113 teachers 
left the seminaries after having finished theh· studies, there were a great many vacan-
cies. 
TEACHERS' SOCIETIES. 
The Wlirtemberg Teachers' Society held its annual meeting at Ludwigsburg in August, 
1871. The chief subjects of discussion were: German education as it should be to cor-
respond to the grandeur and glory of the new German empire, especially by making 
the teacher's position more honorable in society; the necessity of an increase of the sal-
aries of teachers and the pensions to teachers' widows. 
SUNDAY AND EVENING SCHOOLS. 
Wlirtemberg was the first German state where such schools were established, and 
their number is now very large. Recently an ineffectual attempt was made to make 
attendance in the schools compulsory. As it is, attendance is entirely voluntary, a small 
school-fee is charged, and scholars who manifest a want of diligence or talent are dis-
charged; but, nevertheless, these schools are all crowded to their utmost capacity. 
SCHOOL-HYGIENE. 
The ministry has published a decree, giving special sanitary regulations for schools. 
Each school must have a play-ground and gymnastic apparatus, and separate rooms 
for the two sexes; the length of the school-rooms must not exceed 12 meters, and the 
height must be at least 3.4 meters. Great care is recommended as to the paint used for 
walls and furniture, that it does not contain any poisonous matter. Earthenware stoves 
a.re recommended in preference to iron stoves. In every school there is to be a separate 
room for the teacher, and in larger schools a room for scientific collections. Every school-
room must have a wash-bowl and towel and a cloak-room. Rooms, stair-cases, and en-
tries must be swept daily, and scoured at least four times a year; there must be good 
light and ventilation; and the temperature of the school-room is never to be less than 
about 62 degrees. If in summer the thermometer shows 77 degrees in the shade during 
the forenoon, there is to be no school in the afeernoon. The scholars should be afforded 
an opportunity of changing their position by letting them sit and stand alternately. 
The means of punishing is to be a thin switch, which must have the prescribed length 
of half a meter. 
GERMAN EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE. 
No material being at hand to give an accurate exhibit of the educational literature 
of Germany for t~e year 1871, an exhibit for the preceding year, 1 70, is given. Th~ 
!lumber of educatiOnal works published during the year was 1,174. This number only 
mcludes text-books for schools and private study, books for children, and the history 
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of education, as well as works on special educational questimis . .According to subjects, 
the educational literature of 1870 is grouped in the following manner: 
Sr~bjects. 
Music ... ............... ... ...... ..... .... . 
Mathematics ............................. . 
Gymnastics . ............................. . 
Natural sciences ....... . ................. . 
ii~f:~::.;L~·::_:::::: ~::: ~:: ~::: ~: ~: · 













Readers ..... ........................... . 
Modern languages ....................... . 
History of education, &c .. .............. . 
German literature ....................... . 
Drawing ................................ . 
Penmanship ............................ . 











.A peculiar feature of German educational literature are the school-programmes, pub-
lished anmutlly by the gymnasia and the real-schools. It is an ancient and time-hon-
ored custom, that every year the director or one of the professors writes a scientific 
essay on a subject chosen by himself. Many of these essays possess the highest literary 
merit, and the authors not infrequently publish a collection of their essays in book-
form: Some of them are of considerable length, (upward of 100 closely-printed pages,) 




~~~~;II ·;~i~-;~~~ ~ ~--.·.-.-: ::: .·: :::::::::: :::: 
Mathematics ........ .................... . 










Philosophy ............................. . 
Geography ............................. . 
"fll~{t::r~~~~t: :::::::: _.: ::::::::::.:::::: 
Total. ... ....... ................... . 








The number of educational journals and periodicals published in Germany is 67, viz, 
62 Protestant and 5 Roman Catholic. Distributed according to states, they are grouped 
in the following manner: 
States. 
Prussia .................................. . 
:~I~{~-~~~~--~-~-~~-~-~~::::::::::::~~:::~::: _: 
H esse . .................................. .. 
Baden ......... .. . ... ... ......... ........ . 









Saxe-Weimar ........................... . 
Brunswick .............................. . 
~~!i~~~~-~--: ~:: ~ ~:::: ~::: : :::: ~ ~ ~::: ~:::: 
Total •.........• , ............ ..... . . 







In the following table the statistics of t he universities of the German ampire are first 
given by themsel ves, and then the sta.tistics of those universities in Switzerland, .Aus-
tria, and Russia where German is exclusively used as the language of instruction aud 
which are justlly considered as homesteads of Ge1:man science and Germa,n culturC: 
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UNIVERSITIES. 
Ge~many: 
Berlin ... . .... . 
Bonn ..... . 
Breslau ....... . 
Erlangen ..... . 
Freiburg ...... . 
Giessen . ...... . 
Gottingen .. . .. . 
Grcifswald .... . 
Halle . ..... . 
Heidelberg ... . . 
J"ena .......... . 
Riel ........... . 
Konigsberg ... . 
Leipsic ........ . 
Marburg ...... . 
Mi.inchen .... .. . 
Munster .... ... . 
Rostock ....... . 
Strasbnrg ..... . 
Ti.ibingen ..... . 
Wi.irzburg ..... . 
Total in the Ger-






















2 62 6 
1 27 1 
3 36 7 
1 5 5 
1 7 4 
1 7 5 
1 28 6 
. ... 10 3 
1 27 7 
2 31 14 
7 5 6 
.... 18 5 
.... 19 5 
4 30 4 
.... 17 4 
12 19 5 
... . 5 1 
. . . . 7 1 
1 
... . 10 5 


























...... 837 503 
128 19Z 175 
117 209 198 
. .. . . . 45 10:3 











.... . . 86 172 
...... 142 342 
. .. . . . 34 187 
. ..... 91 94 
. ... . . 299 77 
...... 72 50 
. . . . . . 12 170 
. . . . . . 141 436 
. .. . . . 717 194 
.... .. 20 399 
76 372 ..... . 
232 39 








































































man empire . . . . 818 315 37 387 97 1, 654 1, 952 889 3, 604 3, 769 4, 686 14, 901 2, 183 17, 084 
---- -------- ·---- --· -----------
Austria: 
Graz ... ....... . 
Im;bruck ..... . 
Prague ... . ... . 
Vienna ....... . 
Russia: 
Dorpat ... . ... . 
Swit<~erland: 
Basle .. ..... ... . 
Berne . ........ . 
Zurich ........ . 









.... 17 3 
. . . . 9 1 
1 20 6 
1 85 8 
















103 313 292 
1!)7 104 79 
207 640 500 
198 1, 304 1, 383 











143 850 926 
148 528 612 
265 1, 612 1, 709 
679 3, 564 3, 881 
179 748 '1.55 
38 161 191 
20 248 30~ 
78 311 352 
countries. .... .. 330 115 7 217 33 702 200 705 2, 682 2, 885 1, 550 8, 022 676 8, 698 
Grand total.. ..... 1, 148 430 44 604 130 2, 356 2, 153 1, 594 6, 286 6, 654 6,23"6 22, 923 2,859125,782 
GREAT BRITAIN .AND IREL.c\.ND. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 20,879 square miles. Population, 31,817,108.) 
Lm·d president of the CO'ltncil on education, EARL OF RIPON; vice-president of the committee 
of f!he council on cducat·ion, WILLIAM EDWARD FoRSTER. 
I.-ENGLAND AND WALES. 
(Population, 22,704,108.) 
CODE (1 72) OF MINUTES OF THE EDUCATION-DEPARTMENT.* 
1. A sum of money is annually grantecl by Parliament "for public education in 
Great Britain." 
2. Tbis grant is administered by the educa.tion-department. 
3. Tbe object of the grant is to aid local exertion, under certain conditions, to 
mainta.in-
a. El mentary schools for children; and 
. b. Training- chools for teachers. 
4. An elem ntary school is a. chool or department of a school at which elementary 
*The education-department administers thf' schools in England, Wales, and Scotland. 
" 
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education is the prii1eipal part of the education there given, and does not include any 
~chool or department of a school at which the ordinary payments, in respect of the 
Instruction, from each scholar exceed ninepence a week. 
5. Aid to maintain schools is given by annual grants to the managers, conditional 
upon the attendance and proficiency of the scholars, the qualifications of the teachers, 
and the state of the schools. . 
6. No grants are made to elementary schools which are not public elementary 
schools. 
7. No grant is made in respect of any instruction in religious subjects. 
8. Officers are employed to verify the fulfillment of the conditions on which grants 
are made, to collect information, and to report the results to the education-department. 
9. These {)fficers are inspectors appointed by Her Majesty, on the recommendation 
of the educntion-department, and persons appointed by the department, as occasion 
requires, in the capacity of acting inspectors, or inspectors' assistants. 
10. N0 grant is paid except on a report from an inspector, showing that the 
conditions of tbe grant have been fulfilled. The inspector may delegate to an 
assistant the duty of examining into the attendance and proficiency of the scholars. 
11. The educaNon-department, at the time of agreeing to· make grants to an 
elementary school, informs the managers in what month to look for the inspector's 
a1-mual visit. This month remains the same from year to year, unless the department 
informs the managers of a change. Notice of the day of the inspector's annual visit 
is given beforehand to the managers. 
12. An inspector may visit any public elementary school at any other time without 
notice. · 
1~. Grants are issued to each elementary school only once per annum. The year for 
this purpose is reckoned as ending with the last day (inclusive) of the month preced-
ing that tixed for the inspector's annual visit. 
14. No undertaking shoulfl be commenced in general reliance upon aid from the 
parliamentary grant. An application for :mch a id should~ iu the first instance, be 
addressed to the secretary of the education-department, London. Full instructions 
are thereupon issued according to the p~rticulars of the case. 
15. The managers of a school must appoint a correspondent with the education-
department, and must give notice of any change of correspondent. Teachers cannot 
act as managers of, or correspondents for, the schools in which they are employed. 
16. After May 31, 1871, no grant shall be made to any elementary school which ifil 
not a public school, and no grant shall be made except in pursuance of a memorial 
duly signed and containing the information required by the education-department 
for enabling them to decide on the application. 
ANNUAL GRANTS-PRELIMINARY CONDITIONS. 
17. Before any grant is made to a school, the education-department must be satisfied 
that-
a. The school is conducted as a public elementary school, and no child is refused 
admission to the school on other thao reasonable grounds. 
b. The school is not carried on with a view to private emolument. 
c. The school-premises are healthy, well lighted, drained, and ventilated, prop-
erly furnished, supplied with suitable offices, and contain in the principal 
school-room at least 80 cubic feet of internal space, aud in the school-room and 
class-room~::~ at least 8 square feet of area for each child in average attendance. 
d. The principal teacher is certificated, (article 43.) . 
Exception: Evening-schools may be taught by pupil-teachers who have com-
pleted their engagement with credit, (article 79.) 
e. Notice is immediately given to the de.partrnent of the date at which the teacher 
enters on the charge of the school, from which date the grant is computed. 
f. The girls in the school an~ taught plain needle-work and cutting out as part 
of the ordinary course of instruction. 
g. The infants, if any, attending the school are instructed suitably to their age, 
and in a manner not to intGrfere with the instn1etion of the older children. 
h. Registers of admission and daily attendance and accounts of income and 
expenditure are accurately kept and duly audited, and all statistical returns 
and certificates of character (articles 67, 77, and 80) may be accepted as trust-
worthy. 
i. Three persons have designated one of their number to sign the receipt for the 
grants on behalf of the school. 
Exceptio'l'l: The treasurer of a school-board signs the receipt for grants to 
· schools provided by the b0ard. 
18. The grant may be withheld if~ on the inspector's report, there appears to be any 
serious p1·irna-jacie objection. A second inspection, wherein an0ther inspector takes 
part, is made in every such instance; and if the grant be finally withheld, a special 
minute of the case is made and recorded. · 
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GRANTS TO DAY-SCHOOLS. 
19. The managers of a school which has met not less than 400 times, in the morning 
and afternoon, in the course of a year, as defined by article 13, may claim at the end of 
such year-
A. The sum of 6s. per scholar, according to the average number in attendance 
throughout the year, (article 26.) 
B. For every scholar present on the day of examination who has attended not less 
than 250 morning or afternoon meetings of the school: ' 
1. If above four and under seven years of age at the end of the year, article 13 : 
a. 8s.; or · 
b. 10s. if the infants are taught as a separate d13partment by a certificated 
teacher of their own, in a room properly constructed and furnished for their 
instruction. 
2. If more than 7 years of age 12s., subject to examination, (article 28,) viz: 
4s. for passing in reading; 
4s. for passing in writing; and 
48. for passing in arithmetic. 
20. 150 attendances (article 23) qualify for examination: 
a. Scholars attending school under any haW-time act; and 
b. Bo,vs above 10 attending school in a rural district. 
21. If the time-table of the school, in use throughout the year, has provided for ono 
or more specific subjects of secular instruction beyond article 28, 
A grant of 38. per subject may be made for 8very day-scholar, presented in startd-
ards IV-VI, (article 28,) who passes a satisfactory examination in not more than 
two of such subjects. 
N0 grant may be claim-ed under this article .on account of any scholar who has 
been examined, in the same subject, within the preceding year, by the depart-
ment of science and art. 
GRANTS. TO EVENING-SCHOOLS. 
22. The managers of a school which has met not less than 80 times in the evening, 
in the course of a year, as defined by article 107, may claim : 
a. The sum of 4s. per scholar, according to the average number in attendance 
throughout the year, (article 26.) 
b. For every scholar who has attended not less than 50 evening-meetings of the 
school, 7s. 6d., embject to examination, (article 28,) viz: 2s. 6d. for '·passiog in read-
ing, 2s. 6cl. for passing in writing, and 2s. 6d. for passing in arithmetic. 
CALCULATION OF A.:I'TENDANCE. 
23. Attendance at a morning or afternoon meeting may not be reckoned for any 
scholar who has been under instruction in secular subjects less than two hours, nor• 
attendance at an evening-meetinf; for any scholar who has been under similar instruc-
tion less than one hour and a half. 
24. Attendance of boys at drill, under a competent instructor, for not more than two 
hours a week, and 20 weeks in the year, may, in a day-school, be counted as school 
attendance. · 
25. Attendance may not be reckoned for any scholar above 18, or in a day-school 
under 3, or in an evening-school under 12 years of age. . 
26. 'l'he average number of scholars in attendance for any period is found by adding 
together the attendances of all the scholars for the same period, and dividing the sum 
by the number of times the school has met within the same period ; the qewtient is 
the average number in attendance. 
27. In calculating the average number in attendance, the attendances of half-time 
scholars reckon for no more than those of other scholars. 
Standa1'cls of examination. 
28. Standard I. Standard H. Standard III. Standard 1 V. Stamlanl V. Standard VI. 
Ct:l 
~----~ I --
t<:i }leading . . . . . . . . . One of tho llliTratiYCS 
110xtinorder aftermono-
sylla,bles in au elomout-
m·.y reading-book used 
in the school. 
A short paragraph 
from au elementary 
reading-book. 
A short paragraph 
from a more advanced 
reailing-book. 
A few lines of poetry 
or prose, at tho choice 
of the inspector. 
A short ordiJ;Jary par-
agraph in n nc•vspapor 
or other modern D::trra-
tivo. 
To .read with fl uency 
and expression. 
Writing . . ....... 1 Copy iu manuscript 
character a line of print, 
and write from dictation 
a few common words. 
.Arithmetic ...... I Simple addition nud 
subtraction of numbers 
of not more than four 
fig:nres, and the multi-
plication-t..'tblo to multi-
plic:ttion by si:s:. 
A sentence from the 
same book, slowly read 
once, and then dictated 




A sentence slowly dic-
tated once by a few 
wordfl at a time from the 
same book. 
Long division and com· 
pound rules, (money.) 
A sentence slowly dic-
tated once, by a few 
words at a time, from a 
reading-book, such afl is 
u sed in the first class of 
the school. 
Compouuclrnles, (com-
mon weights and meas-
ures.) 
Another short orcli-
nary "Paragraph in a 
ncwsrmper or other 
modern narrn,tive, slow-
ly dictated on co i.Jy a few 
words at a timo . 
Practice and bills of 
parcels. 
A short tl1 emeorlcttor 
or an easy paraphrase. 
Proportions :md frac-
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29. No scholar may be presented a second time for examination-
tt . Under a lower standard; or 
b-: Under the snrue standard. 
30. After March 31, 1873, no chty-scholar above 9 years of age and n<& evening-scholar 
above 13 will l>e examined in standard 1. 
31. After March 31. 187 4, no day -schola,r above 9 years of age and no evening-scholar 
above 14 will !Je examined in standard II. 
REDUCTION 01!' GRANT. 
32. The grant is reduced-
a. In the year defined by article 13, by its excess above-
1. The income of the school from .tees, rates, and subscriptions; . 
2. The rate of 15s. per scholar, according to the average number in attendance; 
3. One-half the expenditure on the annual maintenance of the school. 
b. By not less than one-tenth nor more than one-half in the ·whole, upon the 
inspector's report, for faults of instruction or discipline on the part of the 
teacher, or (after six months' notice) for failure on the part of the managers to 
remedy any such defect in the premises as seriously interferes with the effi-
ciency of the school, or to provide proper furniture, books, maps, and other 
apparatus of elementary instruction. If the inspector at a visit of surprise, 
(article 12,) not less than six months after notice has been given of the require-
ments of the education-department, reports that they have not been carried 
into effect, a deduction may be made from the next grant to the school. 
c. At the rate of £20 per year for every 40 scholars, after the first 20, of the aver-
age number in attendance, unless there has been during the year one pupil-
teacher ful.tilling the conditions of article 70, for every ~uch 40 scholars. A 
certificated (article 43) assistant teacher,or an assistanti fulfilling the conditions 
of article 79, is equivalent to two pupil-teachers. The forfeiture may be reduced 
from £20 to £10 if a pupil-teacher fails in examilmtion but produces the pre-
scribed certificates, (article 77.) This reduction ofthe forfeiture is made only for 
the same pupil-teacher, and not in successive years for the same school. · 
d. By 1s. per scholar, according to the average number in attendance throughout 
the year, unless vocal music forms a part of the ordinary course of instruction. 
33. If the excess of scholars has arisen from inereased attendance of children since 
the last settlement of the school-staff, (article 39,) the grant is not reduced under article 
32. 
SCHOOL-DL\.TIY, OR I"OG-BOOK. 
34. In every school receiving annual grants, the managers must provide out of the 
school-funds, besides registers of attendance, (article 17 ,) 
a. A diary, or log-book; 
b. A portfolio to contain official letters, which should be numbered (1, 2, 3, &c.) 
in the order of their receipt. 
35. The diary, or log-book, must be stoutly bound, and contain not less than 500 
ruled pages. 
36. The principal teacher must make, at least once a week, in the log-book, an entry 
which will speci:(y ordinary progress and other fac~s concerning the school or its 
teachers, such as the dates of withdrawals, commencements of duty, cautions, illness, 
&c., which may require to be referred to at a future time, or may otherwise deserve to 
be recorded . 
37. No reflections or opinions of a general character are t o be entered in the log-
book . 
38. No entry once made in the log-book may be removed or al tered otherwise than 
by a subsequent entry. 
39. The summary of the inspector's report, and any remarks made upon it by the 
education-department, when communicated to the managers, must be copied re1·batinL 
• in the log-book, with the names and standing of all teachers, to be continued on, or 
added to, or withdrawn from, the school-staff, according to the decision of the educa-
tion-department upon the inspector's report. The correspondent of the managers must 
sign this entry, which settles the school-staff for the year . 
. 40. The inspector will call for the log-book at every visit, and will report whether 
It appears to have been properly kept. He will specially refer to the entry made pur 
·nant t<_> article 39, and he will require to see entries accounting for any sub equ~nt 
chan.gc m the school-staff. He will also note in the log-book every visit of surpl'lse, 
makJUg an entry of such particulars as require the attention of the manager . 
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TEACHERS REFERRED TO IN THE PRECEDING SECTIONS. 
41. The recognized classes of teachers are: 
a. Certificated teachers. 
b. Pupil-teachers. 
c . .Assistant teachers. 
42. Lay persons alone can be recognized as teachers in elementary schools. 
CEUTIFICATED TEACHERS. 
43. Teachers, in order to obtain certificates, must be examined, (article 44,) and 
must undergo probation by actual service in school, (article 51.) 
EXAMINATION. 
44. Examinations are held in December of each year at the several training-schools 
under inspection, (article 100.) 
45 . .A syllabus of the subjects of examination for male and female candidates, re-
spectively, mn.y be had on application to the education-department. 
46. The names of teachers desiring to be examined must be notified by the mana-
gers of their schools to the education-department before the :first day of October pre-
ceding the examination. 
47. Candidates admissible to be examined for certificates must be-
a. Students who have resided for one year in training-schools under inspec-
tion; or, · 
b. Teachers of elementary schools, (article 4,) to which annual grants are or 
may be made, who are upwaru of 21 years of age, and have either-
1. Completeu an engagement as pupil-teacher satisfactorily; or 
2. Obtained a favorable report from an inspector. 
48. Teachers attending the examination may, at their option, take the papers of the 
:first or second year's students, (article 102.) 
49 . .A list is published, showing the successful candidates of each year, whether 
students or acting teachers, arranged in four divisions. 
50. The relative proficiency of the candidates according t~ examination is recorded 
upon their certificates. 
PROBATION. 
51. Candidates for certificates, after successfully passing their examination, must, as 
teachers continuously engaged in the same schools, obtain two favorable reports from 
an inspector, with an interval of one year (articJ.e 13) between them; and if the first 
of these reports be not preceded by a service of three months, at the least, since the 
examination, a third report, at an interval of one year after the second report, is 
required. If the second (or third) report is favorable, a certificate is issued. 
52. Teachers under probation satisfy the conditions which require that schools shall be 
kept by certificated teachers. 
CERTIFICATES. 
53. Certificates · are of three classes. No certificate is originally issued above the 
second class. The third (lowest) class includes special certificates for teachers of 
infants and of small schools. 
CERTIFICATES OF THE FIRST AND OF TilE SECOND CLASS. 
54. Candidates who are placed by examination in any of the first three divisions 
(article 49) receive certificates of the second class, which can be raised to the first class 
by good service only. 
55. Certificates of the second class remain in force for ten years from the dat.e of 
tJ;toir issue, after which interval they are open to revi~ion according to the inte+me-
chate reports. · 
CERTIFICATES OF THE TIIIRD CLASS. 
56. Candidates who are placed by examination in the fourth division (article 49) 
receive certificates of the third class. 
57. Certificates of the third class do not entitle teachers to have the charge of pupil-
teachers. 
58. Certificates of the third class can be raised only by examination. 
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59. During tho three years ending December, 1873, certificates of the third class 
may be granted without e:s:amination, upon the report of au inspector, to acting 
teachers who S:ittisfy .the following conditions: 
1. They must, at the date of the inspector's report-
a. Be above 35 years of age; 
b. Have been teachers of elementary schools for at least 10 years; and 
c. Present certificates of good character from the managers of their schools. 
2. The inspector must report-
a. That they are efficient teachers; 
b. That not less than 30 children who had been under instruction in their 
schools during the preceding six mouths were individually examined, 
( a.rticle 28;) and 
c. That at least 20 of the" passes" of these scholars in reading, writing: or arith-
metic were made in the second or some higher standard. 
59, (a.) In schools attended by infants only, (under 7 years of age,) 30 years will be 
accepted as the limit of age for the teacher, under article 59, (1, a,) and the cOdlditions 
of article 5'9, (2, b and c) are not required to be fulfilled. 
60. Pupil-teachers who have completed their engagement with credit may, upon 
special recol)}mendatiou by the inspector, and upon consideration of their examination-
papers, be provisionally certificated in the third class, for immediate service in charge 
of schools (article 4) which have an annual average attendance ofless than 60 scholars. 
61. After their 25th year of age (completed) their provisional certificates must have 
been exchanged for permanent certificates (article 43) or are ipse facto canceled. 
62. The provisional certificate is confined to an entry of the pupil-teacher's name in 
a register kept by the education-department, and does not involve the issue of any 
certificate to the pupil-teacher. 
FUTURE RATING OF EXISTING CERTIFICATES. 
63. Existing certificates of the first or second class are rated as of the first class. 
64. Existing certificates of the third class, or upper grade of the fourth class, and 
infant-school certificates of the :first class, are rated as of the second class. Such cer-
tificates will be open to revision at the end of 10 years from the date of their issue or 
of their last revision. · 
65. Existing certificates of the lower grade of the fourth class, and infant-school cer-
tificates of the second class, are rated as of t'be third class. 
66. The class of any certificates not yet issued will be fixed by articles 54 and 56. 
REPORTS OF THE MA.l.~AGERS ~D OF THE INSPECTOR. 
67. The managers must annually state whether the teacher's character, conduct, and 
attention to duty have been satisfactory. 
68. The inspector reports of each school visited by him whether it is efficient in or-
ganization, discipline, and instruction. 
G9. Certificates may, at any time, be recalled, suspended, or reduced, under articles 
G7 and GS. 
PUPIL-TEACIIERS. 
70. Pupil-teachers are boys or girls employed to serve in a school on the following 
conditions, viz : 
a. That the school is reported by tho inspector to be-
l. Under a duly-certificated teacher ; 
2. H ld in suitable premises ; 
3. Well furnished and well supplied with books and apparatus; 
4. Properly organized and skillfully instructed ; 
5. Under good discipline; and 
6. Likely to be maintained during the periou of engagement; 
b. That tho pupil-teachers be not less than 13 years (completed) of age at the 
date of their engagement. 
c. Be of the same sex as the certificated teacher under whom they serve; but in 
a ~ix_ed school-female pup"il-teachers may serve under a master, and may re-
ceJYemstruction from bi.m out of school-hours, on condition that some rcspecta-
h.le womau, approved by the managers, be invariably present during the wl10l" 
tuno that such instruction is being given. 
(l. Be _pre. e~ted to _tho inspBctor for examination at the time and place fixed by 
lns not-ce, ( arbL~P 11.) · 
c. Pas the examinations and produce tho certificates specified above. 
f. That the managers enter into an agreement in terms specially specified. 
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g. That not more than four ' pupil-teachers are engaged in the school for every 
certificated teacher serving in it. . 
71. The education-department is not a party to the engagement, and confines itself 
to ascertaining, on the admission of the pupil-teacher, and at the end of each year of 
the service-
a. Whether the prescribed examination is passed before the inspector; and . 
b. Whether the prescribed certificates are produced from the managers and 
teachers. 
72. "Whatever other questions arise upon the engagement may be referred to the 
education-department, (provided that all the parties agree, in writing, to be bound by 
the decision of the department as final,) but, otherwise, must be settled as in any other 
l1iring or contract. 
78. Vacancies in the office of pupil-teacher which occur in the course of any year 
must not be filled up until aft.er the next examiuation by the inspector. 
74. The candidate or candidates for such vacancies must be engaged in the mean 
time by the week only as monitors, and the memorandum of agreement will not be 
issued by the education-department to the managers until the inspector's report bas 
been examined. 
75. Temporary monitors, engaged by the week, for the supply of vacant pupil-teacher-
ships; during a current year, satisfy article 32, c, provided-
a. Tllat a sufficient number of candidates to complete the requisite proportion of 
teachers to scholars pass the next examination for admission (article 77) to per-
manent engagements; and 
b. That the vacancies have been occasioned by causes which are accepted by the 
education-department as satisfactory. 
76. Except in the cases provided for by article 75, each vacancy in a pupil-teacher-
ship during a current year works a forfeiture under article 32, c. 
77. The qualifications and certificates required of candidates for admission, and of 
pupil-teachers in each year of their service, are regulated by special schedules. 
PUPIL-TEACHERS WHO HAVE SGCCESSFULJX COMPLETED THEIR ENGAGEMENT. 
78. At the close of their engagement, pupil-teachers are perfectly free in the clwice 
of their employment. If they wish to continue in the work of education, they may 
become assistants in elementary schools, (article 79,) or may be examined for admis-
sion into a training-school, (article 91,) or may be provisionally certificated for imme-
diate service. in charge of small schools, (article 60.) . 
ASSISTANT TEACHERS. 
79. Pupil-teachers who have completed their engagement with credit, and candi-
dates for admission into training-schools who have passed with success (article 94) 
the examination referred to in article 91, may serve as assistants in schools in place of 
pupil-teachers, without being required to be annually examined. 
RO. Such assistants cease to fulfill the conditions of article 32, c, if at any time the 
inspector reports them to be inefficient teachers, or if they fail to produce from tbe 
managers and from the principal teacher of their school the same certificates of con-
duct, attention to duty, ancl obedience as are required from pupil-teachers. 
81. .A vacancy caused by the withdrawal of an assistant in the course of any school-
year (article 13) may be supplied by the appointment of temporary monitors, pursuant 
to articles 74, 75, or of another assistant, qualified accoruing to article 79. 
82 . .Assistants make their own terms with the managers, both as to hours and wages. 
a . .Assistants are counted as part of the school-staff (article 39) from tbe date a t 
which their appointments are notified to, ancl approved by, the education-de-
partment. 
TRAINING-SCHOOLS. 
83 . .A training-school includes-
a . .A college for boarding, lodging, and instructing candidates for the office of 
teachers in elementary sclwols; and 
b . .A practicing-department, in which such candidates may learn th~ exercise of 
their position. 
84. No grant is made to a training-school unless the education-department is satis-
fied with the premises, management, and staff. 
GRA.!.'\TS TO TRAINING-SCHOOLS. 
85 . .Annual grants are made to the practicing-departments on the same conditions as 
to other publie elementary schools. 
86. Grants are placed to tho credit of each college, of £100 for every master and of 
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£70 for cYcry mistress, who, having been trained in Ruch college during two years, bas 
siucc Decem l>or, 1862-
a. ConJplete<l the prescribe<l period of probation (article 51) and becow? qualified 
to receive a certificate as a teacher in a public elementary school or m a train-
ing-college; and 
b. Been wported by the proper department in each case to have complet~d a like 
penod of good service as an elementary teacher in the army, or i~ the royal 
W1Yy, or (within Great Britain) in poor-law schools, certified industnal schools, 
or certified reformatories. 
87. Teachers who have beou trained for one year only may obtain certificates after 
probatiou (art icle 51) or may be reported by the proper department upon the same 
t erms as others; and grants of half the amounts specified ii1 article 8G may be plac0u 
to tho ct:cdit of the colleges in which they are trained, provided-
a. T!Jey completed their training before January 1, 1tl64; or 
b. Are teachers of infants having-
1. Received a complete and special course of training for that service in their 
colleges, which must have been previously recognized L;y the education-de-
partment as providing such a course; and 
2. Undergone their probation in infant-schools. . 
88. Grants of half the u,mounts specified in article 86 may also be pbced to the credit 
, of their colleges on account of teachers trained during the years 1870, 1871, u,nd187:2, 
who, having been admitted to a training-college under article 9:3, b, leave, wiih the 
consent of the authorities of such college, after one year's residence, to take charge of 
schools. 
89. Tho annual grant to each college is paid out of the sums placed to its credit 
(articles SG to 88) and must not exceed-
a. 75 per cent. of the expenditure of the college for the year, certified in such man-
ner as their lordships may require ; 
b. £flO for each male a,nd £35 for eacb female Queen's scholar (article 9G) in resi-
dence for continuous training throughout t.he year for which it is being paid. 
90. The annual grant to each college is paid a.s follows: 
a. An installment of £12, male, or £8, female, is paid onlst March, 1st June, and 
1st September in respect of every Queen's scholar (article 96) in resi<lence for 
continuous training throughout the year. . 
b. The balance is adjusted as soon as the collegr.-accounts for the year h::tve Leen 
closed, audited, and approved by the education-department. 
ADMISSION INTO TRAINING-SCHOOLS. 
91. An examination of candidates for admission into training-schools is annnally 
held at each college in December, during the week following the examination forcer-
tificate~~!, (article 100.) 
92. The examination extends to the subjects required in the course of a pupil-teach-
er's engagement. 
93. Tbe candidates are selected and admittP.d to the examination by the authori-
ties of each training-school on their own responsibility, subject to no other cond itions 
on the part of the educatiou-department than that tho candidates-
a . Intend bona fide to adopt and follow the profession of teacher in schools ful-
filling the conditions of article 86, a orb; 
b. Having been pupil-teachflrs, have successfully completed their engagement; or, 
c. Not having been pupil-teachers, will be wore t.ban 18 years of age on 1st 
January next following the date of the examination. 
94. The successful caudidates are armnged in two classes in order of merit. 
95. The authorities of each training-school may propose to the ednca.tion-depart-
ment, for admission, any candidate declared to be admissible pursuant to article 94. 
96. Such candidates, when admitted, are termed Queen's scholars. 
97. Before candidates are admitted-
a. The medical ofticer of the training-school must certify the sta,te of their health 
to be satisfactory, and that they a.re free from serious bodily defect or de-
formit~'; aud 
b. They must sign a declaration signifying their intention, conformably to 
article, 93 a. 
98. The authorities of each college settle their own terms of admission . 
90. Up.o~ pro?f Ly tho authorities of any college th:::.t candidates have not fnlfiUccl 
tlJ.e con_clitwus s1gned by them on admis ·ion into the college, the education-department 
-vnll refu e to grant teac~ rs' certifica,tes (article 53) to such candidates, or to admit 
them to probat10n for certificates, (article 51.) 
EXA)-Il~ATION 01!' STUDENTS L~ TRAINING- CIIOOLS. 
100. An exnrnination of the resident students is hrld in December at the se,·cral col-
I gcs. Th' day ilxed for tho commencement of this examination is printed on the 
syllabus (article 45) from year to year. 
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101. No students may be presented for examination except such as, at the date of 
their admission, satisfied article 93, and have been resident t,hroughout the whole year. 
No such students may be left out. . · , 
102. The students have a different examination according as they are males or 
females or are at the end of the first or second year of re,sidence . . 
10:.3. The first year's syllabus for females includes special subjects for the teachers of 
infants. Candidates who pass in these subjects, and complete their probation (article 
51) in schools for infants, receive special mention thereof (stamps) on their certificates. 
104. Students who pass successfully through two years of training receive special 
ment ion thereof (stamp) on their certificates. 
105. Students who· fall into tbe fourth division at the end of the first year's resi-
dence are required to take up the first year's subjects again at the end of their second 
year. 
EVENING-SCHOLARS. 
106. The managers of any school to which annual inspection has already been prom-
ised (article 11) may apply, in writing, before the 1st February, to the inspector of the 
district for an examination of their evening-scholars, (article 22.) 
107. OnJy one examination is held per annum of evening-scholars in the same 
school, and it may be held on any day, between the 1st March and 30th April, that may 
be arranged with the inspector, provided that the school bas met the required number 
of times (article 22) since the date of the last examination. 
108. If the evening-school is connected with a day-school in receipt of annual. gmnts, 
the grant for the examination cf the evening-scholars is paid as part of the next 
annnal grant to the whole school, (article 13.) 
109. If the eYening-school is not connected with a day-school in receipt of annual 
grants, the grant is paid as soon as possible after the 00th April, at which date, in 
such cases, the evening-school year is considered to end. 
110. The inspector may make arrangements for the examination, at some convenient 
center, of the evening-scholars of several schools. 
111. A separate examinat ion will not he held for any school unless twenty schoJa,rs 
are to be presented; they can be examined only at a collective examination, (article 
110,) or at the same time with the day-scholars. 
112. The inspector may either hold the examination himself, flr intrust it to au 
assistant approved by the department. 
REVISIO:N OF THE CODE. 
113. The education-department, as occasion requires, may cancel or modify articles 
of the code, or may establish new articles, but may not take any action thereon until 
the same shall have been submitted to Parliament, and shall have lain on t,he table of 
both houses within one calendar-month from the meeting of Parliament. · 
Statistics of elemcntm·y schools in England and Wales. 
Year ending 31st .A.ugp.st-
1868. 1869. 1870. ~871. 
Estimated popubti. on at the middle of the year _____ . 21, 64~ 377 21, SUD, 607 . 22, 090, 163 22, 704, 1~ 
Number of schools, i . e., of departments under sepa-
r ate h ead-teachers, inspected: · 
Receiving annual grants . __ . __ ___ _ ._ .. ___ _ . _____ . 12, 798 13, 644 14, 565 15, 434 
Simplyinspected · ---·-- - - .. - ----- -· - --- - - - -· ---- 64·1 760 688 1 7i6 ______ _____ ! _ _ _ 
TotaL----- ______ - ____ • _____ . __ _______ . . __ . · 13, 442 14, 404 15, 253 16, 210 
============--==========-== 
.Accommodation : 
Jn annual-grant schools. ___ ._ .. ____ __ ______ _____ _ 1, 663, 01:3 I, 76:i, !:144 1, 878, 584 
In llimple-inspection schools . ____ __ . ____ ___ _ .. __ . 47, 480 58, 362 53, 982 
Total . ________ . _____ - _________ . . _____ ___ __ . 1, 710, 523 ' 1, 824, 306 1, Y32, 566 
Number of scholars in schools receiving annual 
grants:-
Prc;;!,nt at examination: 
Day-scholars .. ____ . ___ __ . ____ . . ____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 226, 4;'51 1, 328, 8Ci3 1, 434, 766 
Evening-scholars . --- - _. --- _ . . ___ _ . ·-- ______ . 58, 327 68, 516 77, 918 
2, 012, 6i9 
7:2, 735 
2, 085, 41.4 
1, 509, 288 
86,279 
Totn.l ... . .. · - ·--·- ·- -- · . ... .. ·-·-- - ·- -·--- ~284,778 11:"397, 3791,512,684 J, 505,567 
=======-====== 
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Statistics of elementary schools in E nglancl and Wales-Contined. 
Year ending 31st .August-
1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 
.A.verage number attending : 
~~~~si~~~~~hs~l;;;s· ~ : :: : : ~ : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: 
I 
978, 521 1, 062, 9991 1, 152, ::!8!) 1, 231, 434 
55, 154 64, :.no 73, 375 83, 457 
Total ......................................................... ·~3,675 1,1~7,209 1 1,225,764 1,314, 891 ====I====== Number of scholars in schools simply inspect ed: Present at examination: 
D ay-scholar s ............. ·.................... • 35, 987 40, 644 39, 117 48, 989 
Evening-scholars . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. 94 63 5 178 
--------------
Total ................................. . 
Average number attending : 
Day-scholars . . .............................. . 




40, 707 . 39, 122 49,167 
16, 681 
118 
16, 5H2 2'!, 656 
7 .......... .. 
_...!_ _ -----------
Total ................................. . 16, 24;) 16,799 16,599 24,656 
===== =--=============== 
Number nf te achers: 
Certificat ed ...... . ...........•................... 
Assistant .............................. ______ ... . 











Number of students r esident in-
1870. 1871. 1872. 
D enomination. 
cP .=l cD 
~ ~ 3 cP co;: 
..... c:i "@ 
ce @ ~ s ..s "2 s 0 Q;) 0 <l) 
~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 
--- -- ------ - -------- ---
Church of England .. _ .... _ .... 628 77G 1, 404 780 780 1, 560 885 781 
British .. _____ . _ .. __ . _. _ .. . ... . 141 105 246 1G2 124 2tlG 181 203 
Wesleyan ............ _ .... .... 76 ()5 141 76 60 136 125 10;) 
Congr egational .......... _ .... _ 19 24 4:! 24 26 50 22 25 
llomo and colonial. ........• _. _ 140 140 140 140 140 
Roman Uatholic ............... 50 73 123 70 73 143 63 88 
-----------------
TotaL ................... 914 1,183 2, 097 1,102 1, 203 2, 315 1, 27ti 1, 342 
H.-SCOTLAND. 
{Population, 3,358,613.) 
















At the census of 1861, a return was procured of the number of children from 5 to 
15 years of age attending school ; but, partly from the working of the act itself, 
partly, also, from the directions in tho householders' schedule, the return procured was 
fonnd to give comparatively litt.lc information from which practicalreault.s could be 
deduced. All this was amemled in H371, tbe act bciug drawn up so as to bring out the 
points which were embodied in the Scottish education-commissioners' report of U:lG7. 
SCOTTISH EDUC.\.TION-COMMIS8IOXERS' RE:MARK REGARDING AGE OF CITILDRE~ .AT-
TE..."'\DING SCHOOL. 
. Tho commis ioners remark : "Any attempt at school-legislation must fail uule s leg-
1 1ators take iuto account the period of life which can be spared for educational pur-
po~:;cs. From tl1ese facts it appears that in Scotlaml education does not l.Jcgiu much 
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earlier than 6 years. It bas already been observed that comparatively few children 
rema.in at school after 12 years of age, and the question arises whether school-at-
tendance can be prolonged beyond this period. It may be assumed, therefore, that a 
large majority of the schola,rs attend school for some time between the ages of 6 
and 12." 
INQUIRY LIMITED TO CHILDREN BETWEEN FIVE AND THIRTEEN YEARS OF AGE. 
"The census-act of 1871, therefore, very properly directed that when the householder 
filled up the other particulars required by the act, be should also state whether any, 
and how many, of such persons, being of the age from 5 to 13 years, were in regu-
lar attendance at school, or were in the receipt of education at home under tutors 
and governesses.' As the instructions as to ages printed in the householders' sched-
ules were to the effect that the age should be entered as at last birthday, every child 
was entered in the education-column whose age was above 5 years last birthday, up 
to and including all those who were entered as 12 years of age last birthday. This 
excluded all those who had completed their thirteenth year. From the circumstances 
of the ages of children entered in the education-column being different from those re-
quired by the list of 1861, no comparison is possible between the education-returns of 
1861 and 1871." · 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN l!'IVE TO THIRTEEN YEARS . OF AGE RECEIVL.~G EDUCATION, AND 
PROPORTION TO POPULATION. 
"When the census was taken in 1871, it was found that in Scotland, out of a total 
population of 3,360,818 persons, 494,860 children of from 5 to 13 years of age were in 
receipt of education. This gives wha.t may be considered the high proportion of 
14.72 per cent. of the population in the receipt of education even at these early years. 
We cannot yet tell the total number of persons at all ages who are in the receipt of 
education; but in 1861 they amounted to 15.4 per cent. of the total population; and 
from the numbers above ascertained the total proportion of scholars in 1871 will prob-
ably be above that of 1861. The above numbers and proportions, therefore, for 1871, 
though not including any who are in receipt of the higher branches of educa.tion, may 
be favorably compared with the educational statistics of even the best-educated nation 
in Europe-;-the German empire. Thus, in the whole German empire, including all their 
schools, gymnasia, and universities, it was found that 15 per cent. of the population 
were in the receipt of education, rising to 17 per cent. in Brunswick, Saxony, Olden-
burg, and the Saxe duchies, but falling to 12.6 per cent. in Bavaria, and to 12 per cent. 
in Mecklenburg. Taking it, therefore, for granted that the mere proportion of children 
in the receipt of education in Scot1and is satisfactory, let us look at the proportion in 
the different counties, and see whether the conclusions to be drawn from them at ali 
correspond with those arrived at in Germany." 
PROPORTION OF CHILDREN FIVE TO THIRTEEN YEARS OF AGE RECEIVING EDUCATION 
IN THE SEVERAL COUNTIES. 
" Of all the count.ies of Scotland, the insular county of Shetland had the lowest pro-
portion of children in the receipt of education, viz, 12.03 per cent. Seven counties, 
(La.nark, Renfrew, Nairn, Dumbarton, Inverness, Ross and Cromarty, and Bote) had 
above 13 and under 14 per cent. of their children at the ages of-5 to 13 in the receipt of 
education. Six counties (Sutherland, Edinburgh, Forfar, Orkney, Selkirk, and Argyle,) 
had above 14 ancl nnder 15 per cent. of children in the receipt of education. Six coun-
ties (Wigtoun, Ayr, Perth, Peebles, Stirling, and Kinross) bad above 15 and under 16 
p er cent. of children in the receipt of education. Eleven counties (Roxburgh, Caithness, 
Berwick, Kincardine, Haddington, F ife, Aberdeen, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Clack-
ruannan, and Elgin) had above 16 and under 17 per cent. of children in the receipt of 
education. Two counties alone (Banff and Linlithgow) bad above 17 per cent. of 
children at the ages specified in the receipt of education. 
"Unless we know something positive as to the religious denominations of the people, 
it would be vain to attempt to draw any positive conclusions from the above statistics. 
The educational statistics of the German empire and of the nations of Europe have 
clearly shown that just in proportion to the number of Protestants in the population 
is a greater proportion of the children in the receipt of education, and that that edu-
cation iR of a much higher class than that supplied to or by Roman Catholics; while 
in purely Roman Catholic countries, snell as Austria and Italy, education is discour-
aged by the priesthood, is of the most elemenLary and imperfect description, and often 
little better than a teaching of the church's dogmas. Though we have not thP- means 
of showing it, seeing that the government did not insist on every one returning in the 
householders' schedule tho name of the religious denomination to which be or she 
b elonged, it cannot be doubted that religious sect bas much to <lo even with the pro· 
portion of children in the receipt of education in Scotland." 
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PROPOHTION LOWEST WHERE R0:11AN CATHOLICS MOST NUMEROUS. 
"Of 0nr native population it is believed that the county of Inverness contains the 
highest proportion of Roman Catholics, and it certainly seems corroborative of the 
coutinental educational conclusions to tlnd that it is one of the counties of Scotland 
which bas the smallest proportion of children in the receipt of education. 
' · But several of our conn ties contain tt very large proportion of Roman Catholic Irish; 
and t.hoy also to a great exteut corrobornte the cont.inental educational sta1iistics. Thus, 
Lanark in 1t3ti1 had 14.5 per cent., Henfrew 14.7 per cent., and Dumbarton 11.0 per 
cent. of t!Jeir populations composed ot' persons horn in IrelaDCl; and these are other 
·, three of the conuties of Scotland which co11tain the smallest proportion of children in 
the receipt of education. \Ve do not yet know the proportion of Irish in these coun-
ties for lt371, but it was probably larger than in 18Gl. 
"It is deeply to be regretted that we have not the means of tracing the influence of 
religious denominations in t!Je va.dous counties of Scotland. The most important ques-
tion of tLe present da.y is the education oft he rising genemtion; but here, w ben much 
light might Lave been thrown on it, by comparing the proportion of children in the 
receipt of education with that of the various r eligious denominations in each county, 
we can do no more thau gatber whatever information we may obtain from other 
sources. Some light., however, may be thrown on this subject by taking the proportion 
of men and of women belonging to the different religious denominations who, when 
they were married, were able to sign their names in the marria.ge-register. The fol-
lowing table, prepared for the next report of the registrar-general on the marriages in 
Scotland, discloses a state of matters well worthy of the serious consideration of all 
thinking men." 
PROPORTION OF DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS ABLE TO SIGN THEIR NA.l\1ES 
IN THE l\1ARRIAGE-HEGISTERS. 
"By this table it appears that of persons married according to the rites of the Estab-
li shed Clmrch, 7 per cent. of the men and 16t per cent. of the women, not being able to 
write their names, were obliged to sign by appending a mark. On the other band, of the 
persons married according to the rites of the Roman Catholic Church, so few were able 
to write their names that 46 per cent. of the men and 16.7 per cent. of the women who 
married were obliged to sign the register by a mark. Few as the Episcopalians are in 
Scotland, it is seen that 0.7 per cent. of the men and 20.9 per cent. of the women, not 
being able to write, were obliged to sign by a ma,rk; w bile of all the Protestant sects, 
the United Presbyterians showed tho highest amount of elementary education in so 
far as this test can indicate such a fact, for only 3.8 per cent. of the men and 11.8 per 
cent. of t.he women signed by a mark." 
The full details will. be found in the following table: 
I 
Proportion in every 100 
lllarriages wb9 signed 




Signed by mark. 
---·---·----------I-----I--M-cn_. __ : __ w_o_m_e_n_. _, __ M_e_n_._, Women. 
Est.abliRlJ rd Church. ______ . ________ ._ ... 
li'ree Church ______ __ . __________ ., __ __ __ 
United Presl>ytcl'ians. _ . .. . _____ .. __ . __ . 
~~;~~~Pc~tb-olic:: :: ~ ::::::::::::::::::: · 
Other llcuominatious .. _ .. __ _ .. ________ . 
D euomina1ions not stated ... _._. __ . ___ .. 







































"To ascertain, however, the true proportion of children between certain ages ·who 
are in tbe receipt of education, it is 11ot sufiicieut to show wllat proportion t.b e~­
constitnte of the total population, lmt what proportion of the children who are at 
these ages are actually in the receipt of education." · 
The ab tracts were sufficiently :uhanced to give tho information as contained in the 
following tables : 
Total number of children from 5 to 1:1 yea~-.9 of age, aud the prop01·tion of such in the 
?'eceipt of education, 1671. 
Total popn lr.tion _______________________________ ___________________ _____ _ 
Total nnmbc~ of.c:hil<lren 5 to 13 years of age. ______________ ---.·- __ --· ---
:r:crc 
1 
nta<T~ ot.,·~1ldr:n 51 o 13 years of age to total population. _____ ___ . __ . 
unwer of chuuren 1.> to 13 yean; of ago i u receipt of edncation . _. _______ -. 
3,360,01 
()-29, 2:3.) 
1 . 72 
49-l, suo 
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Percentage of children 5 to 13 years of ag~ in receipt of education to total 
children at same ages ..... . ...................... ------ . ......... ---· 
Percentage not in receipt of education ..................... ---- - - ....... . 
Percent age of children 5 to 13 years of age in r eceipt of education to total 





WHETHER THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN H AS ADVANCED SI~CE 1861. 
"It is always of importance to ascertain whether we are advancing or retrograding 
in the matter of education. Unfortunat ely for strict comparison, the educational 
statistics of 1861 were taken up at different ages from those of 1871, including two 
years more of the life of the children, viz, from 5 to 15 years. They thus include the 
number of children from 13 to 15 years of age who were not included in the ellnca-
tional returns of the census of 1871. Still, though not rigidly comparable, they may 
be compared in a general way, and show in a very favorable light the educational 
statistics of 1871." 
Educational stat'istws of Scotland, 1861. 
Total population ....................................... -- .. --- --- - ------
Total number of children 5 to 15 years of age ............. . ............. . 
Percentage of children 5 to 15 years of age to total population .......... .. . 
Number of children 5 to 15 years of age in receipt of education ........... . 
Percentage of children 5 to 15 years of age in receipt of education to total 
of children at same ages .. ......... ... ............................... . 
Percentage not in receipt of education _ ........ ., ........... .. . - - ..... ---. 







population ...... _ .. _ ... _ .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 34 
"When the number in receipt of .education is compared with the number of 
children actually living at the same age, the comparison in favor of 1871 is still more 
satisfactory. In 1861, of the chil<lren between 5 and 15 years of age, only 64.06 per 
cent. were in the receipt of education, while 35.94 per cent. did not appear to be 
re·ceiving any instruction. But in 1871, of the children between the ages of 5 and 13 
years, 78.64 per cent. were in the receipt of education, while only 21.36 appeared to be 
receiving no instruct.ion." 
Propo1·tion of children from 5 to 13 yea1·s of age in ihe several conn t-ies who weTc in the 1·eccipt 
· of educai'ion. 
Registrati( m -counties. 
Shetland ... . _. , ...... . _ ............ _ .. 
Dum barton . . ..... _ ...... _ ..... _ ..... . 
Lanark ........ . ... ·--- .. . .. ... . .... . . 
~~f1~~~~::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Ross and Cromarty .................. . 
.Ayr ·- ·-·· ···--· ··· ··- ·---- . ...... . --· 
Inverness ..... _ ................... --· · 
Wi~rtoun . ............ .... . .. ..... ... . . 
Stirling .............................. . 
~~Wa~:::: :: : ::::: ::::: :::: : :::::: :::: 
~~~~~~-:::: ::::::::::: :::::::'::::::::: 
P eebles ... . . __ .. ___ ._ ... _. _____ .... _ .. 
Kincardine . __ ... _ ... _ .... _ ..... ___ .. . 






















~~~~~~~!~t·::: :: :: :: :::::::::::::: :: 
Linlithgow . . . . . . . . . . .... . _ ... __ .. _ .. 
Clackmannan .... . -- ·· . _ ..... --·-· ... 
~~f~~:~~~-i-~~~: ::::: :::::::: ::_: ::::: 
Edinburgh .......... ................ . 
Kinross .. _ . .. . ... ... __ . . ... ......... . 
B::tnif . - ... .. . .... __ .. . ___ _ ....... - •.. 
Aberdeen .. _ ....... _ .. __ .......... __ . 
Berwick ..... _ .......... _ ... _ .. _ .... . 
~~~~};;~~::::: : ::: -.:: -.::: -_ -.: -=:::::::: 
Roxburgh ...... --·--· ---· --·-··· ..... . 
Fife ........... . -- . . --· ... ----··---- -
Perth ............................... . 
Statistics of tmining-schools. 




















Denomination. 1870. 1871. 1872. 
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. :Female. 'l'otc-.1. 
----------1--------- - - - --------- ------
E stabliRbedCburch ........ 120 110 230 140 13G 276 180 166 346 
F•·ee Church ... ---- ...... __ . 88 164 252 132 185 317 145 2C8 353 
Episcopal---····--·····-- ·. ....... 2 t 21 25 25 30 30 
Total. ....... . . .. .... -208 -295 ~-503 -272 -346 -618-325~-404----:m 
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Statistics of elcmentm·y schools, 18G8- '71. 
Years ending 31st August-
1868. 1869. 1870. 
:Estimated population at the middle of the year ______ 3, 188, 1~5 3, 205, 481 3, 222 837 
Nnmber of schools, i . e., of departments under sep-
m·atc head-kachers : 
Hcceiving annual grants .. .. .. _-------- ___ __ __ _ 
Simply inspected .. _____ ._ .... ____ ...... .. __ ._. 
Total ...... _ ............ _. __ . _. ___ .. _. _ . ____ _ 
Accommodation : 
II! annual-gTant schools . _____ ... __ .---· .. _____ _ 
In simply-inspection schools __ .. _ .. _ .. _. _. __ . __ 
Total .......... .. ------··-·- · -·----------- ---
Number of scholars in schools r eceiving annual 
grants present a t examination: 
Day-scholars. _____ . . . ___ ....... --------- -- · __ _ _ 

































Total .................................... . ... 200,273 195,951 221,745 :217,430 
Avera,qe number attending : ==1== == == 
D ay-scholars ...................... ... ......... . 184, 847 182,028 203,522 215,376 
:Evening-scholars . - ................ __ . _____ ___ . 3, 207 2, 631 3, 292 3, 31~ 
----------------
Total -.. -..... - ..... - .............. _. __ .. ___ . 188, 054 184, 659 206, 814 218, 688 
======-====================== In schools simply inspected, present at examination: 
Day-;;cholars .. ..... - ............. _________ . ___ . 6, 533 5, 465 6, 977 3, 845 
:Evening-scholars . _ . . _. _. ___ ..... ____ . ________ .. _. _______ . . ____ . _. __ .......... . .. - - -- -- --- --- - -
Total . ............................. _ ... _. __ .. 6, 533 5, 465 fl, 977 3, 845 
================================== Aver age nnmber attending: 
Day-scholars ..... ....................... . ..... . 3,806 4,119 4,084 1,845 
E,·ening-scholars ............ _. _. ___ ___ ... ___ . . .. __ __ .... __ ____ . __ . ___ . _ .. _. __ .... .... - ... -----
Total .......................•..... __ ..... __ . . 3, 806 4, 119 4, 084 1, 845 
=.:::::::=::=:::============== NUillber of teachers: 
Certificated. _ .. _ ... _. ___ .. _ .. __ .... _ ... _ ... ___ . 
.Assistant . ....... ___ . __ . __ ... _._ ....... _. _____ . 








(Population, 5,402, 759.) 
P ROGRESS OF EDUCATION FRQ:\I 1861-'71. 
2, 499 2, 567 
2 3, 203 - . . .. - . :i; 5i3 
The commissioners of national education in Ireland have just issued their report; 
and if the national-school system in Ireland can be estimated merely by the number 
of children on the rolls, according to the method of enumeration officially adopted, 
then its success may be said to be great. 
The commissioners consider, in the first place, the change that bas been wrought in 
the interest felt by the Irish in educational m~.tters between the years 1861 and 1 71. 
In 1861 the population of Ireland, we arc told, was found to be 5,799,000, and the c~il­
dren on the national-school rolls 803,364; in 1871 the population had declined, bemg 
then only 5,402,759, but the enrolled children had increased as much as 23 per cent.; 
they were enumerated as 2,02L,700. In 18tH, 14 per cent., or very nearly one in even 
of the population, were on the school-roll; in 1871 the ratio had risen to 19 per cent., 
or nearly to one in five of the population. The commissioners thus strongly mark 
the progress made. But tho average number of children under daily instruction and 
the number of children on the rolls are two entirely different things. The averao-6 
at~ ndance in 1871, wo are informed, was 363,850, or little more than one-third of tl.Je 
children enrolled. The commissioner!:! admit, however, tLat their system of nroll-
mcnt has a tendency to exaggerate the score somewhat. 
EDUCATION LT TIIE DIFFERE~T PROVIXCES OF IRELAND. 
Taking the four provinces of Ireland, we find that in Mun ter the average daily 
attendances are 40 per cent. on the enrollments; in C.:onuanght they only amount to 
31 per cent.; the averages in Ulster and Leinster being between the t\YO. 
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RELIGIOUS PERSUASION OF SCHOLARS AND TEACHERS. 
Considerable care is taken by the commissioners to show the religious persuasion of 
both scuolars and teachers. Roman Catholic pupils are more than fourfold those of all 
the other denominations put toget.ller, aud even iu Ulster, t!:Je province in which Protest-
antism holds the greatest sway in Irebnd, the Roman Catholic pupils ontnumber all 
·the scholars of other denominations. The question of a national system of elementary 
education bas been so far successfully grappled with, that we find that no less than 
3,948 out of 6,914, or considerably more tllan one-half the schools, are mixed schools, 
where Protestant and Roman Catholic children mingle. The majority of these so-
calJed "mixed" schools are nuder Roman Catholic teachers; more than one-fourth of 
them are under Protestant teachers exclusively. It is a noticeable fact that, using 
round tmmbers, 27,000 Protestant children are under Homan Catholic teacbers, and 
28,000 R{Jman Catholic children are under Protestant ten,cbers; and that in the schools 
where the teachers belong to the two denominations the number of children is not 
very unequally divided, the majority being Protestant. Mixed schools show the largest 
percentage in Protestant Ulster; the smallest in Munster, in the latter province the 
proportion not being one-half what it is in the former. In what numbers the Protest-
nut and the Roman Catholic children frequent the different mixed schools is exhibited 
by the following synopsis: (a.) R.oruan Catholic teachers exclusively, instructing 26,8!3:3 
~rotestant and 364,347 Homan Catholic pupils; (b.) Protestant teachers exclusively, 
mstructing 126,785 Protestant and 21:),285 R.oman Catholio pupils; (c.) Protestan t and 
Roman Catholic teachers conjointly, instructing 15,397 Protesta.nt and 12,119 Roman 
Catholic pupils . 
. Of the statistical tables in the report we give the following, as being of special 
mterest : 




Ulster __ ._ . . ____ .. ____ _ ._ .. _ ... _ .... _ . ... . _ .... ___ _ 61, 570 181, 299 110, 852 6, 306 360, 027 
Munster .... ... ... .... ..... .. .. .... ... .. . .. .. . _ .... 5,518 268,597 668 618 275,401 
Leinster...... ............... . . .. ................. 7,333 205,035 1,217 542 214,127 
Connaught ........................................ 4,368 167,085 490 202 172,145 
TotaL - .. ·----- .. . .... .... ............. ·--- _. 78, 789. _822, 016=i 113, 227 7, 668 1, 021,700 
Percentage , . ____ .. . _ ..... _ ... __ .......... _ _ 7. 71 80. 46 11. 08 0. 75,. ___ .. _ .. . 
Number of schools in opemtion and numbe1· of child1·en on 1·olls frorn 1833 to 1871. 
Number of r eport. Date of report. 
1 .. -...... _ ... .. _ ... _____ . _ .. _ _ Dec. 31, 1833 
2 .... - . . . _-.- --··-· .. ____ .. .. _. March31, 1835 
3 ... ..... _ .... __ . __ . . . . ........ Marcil 31, 1836 
4 ...... - .... _ ............ , ____ March 31,1837 
5 .......... .. ---- . ..... __ ...... March31, 1838 
6---- -....... _____ _ . ___ . _ . _. _. _ Dec. 31, 18:J9 
7 .... .... .. __ .................. Dec. 31,1840 
8 .. .... --- _ .. _____ ,. _____ ...... Dec. 31,1841 
9 ...................... .. . .... . Dec. 31,1842 
10 .. - .. _ .. _ .. .. . _ .... __ ..... _... Dec. 31, 1843 
11.--- -. _ .. ___ .... ........ ... ... Dec. 31,1844 
12 ..... . .......... .............. Dec. 31,1845 
13 ............ .................. Dec. 31,1846 
14 ............ .................. Dec. 31,1847 
15 ... ...... ... .. ................ Dec. 31,1848 
16 ........................ -----· Dec. 31,1849 
17-. _. _ ... . ___ . _ ....•.. _. ___ . _. . Dec. 31, 1850 
18 .......... _ ................... Dec. 31,1851 
19 ................ .............. Dec. 31,1852 
20 ............ .................. D ec.' 31,1853 
21. ... -- ..... _ ..... .... __ ... ... . Dec. 31,1854 
z.2 ............... ............... Dec. 31,1855 
















































Children on the rolls. 
For-
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Numhm· of schools in operation and numbe1· of cllilclretl, 9·c.-<;ontinued. 
Children on the rolls. 
Number of report. Date of report. 
~4. __ . ___ ___ __ . _____ . _____ . _. _ _ _ Dec. 
25. _____ . ___ . _ . _. _________ . _. _ . . Dec. 
2()·-- -------------- - ·-------·--· Dec. 27 . ____ •. __ ___ . _____ .. __ __ . ___ . . Dec. 
28. - ____ . ____ _ . ___ . _ . _________ _ . Dec. 
29 .--------- -· ·-·- - - ·- -- -- ·--- __ Dec. 
30--- - - - · ----- -- --· - ·--- --·---- · De0. 31. _______ . _____ . __ . __ . . - .. ___ _ . Dec. 
32. __ __ . _____ _ . ____ .. _. _ . _ . ___ . . Dec. 
33·--- -·· ---- · ·---·-·- · -- -·-- --- De<,. 
34. _____ ·. _____ ... _ . _ .. _ _ _ ___ . _. Doc. 
::15. _________________ __ ____ _____ _ Dec. 
36. --- .. . __ - .. __ . ___ . _. __ ... _. _. Dec. 
37 . _____ . . . _ . _ . _____ . __ __ . ____ . . Dec. 















































1, 021, 700 
For-

























a; .~rg ~ C1l ,;·~ <t> 
,; ~ ... '";' ,.<:l 
c:> c:; ....... 0 ~r"do s "' "§ 2;r:la5 ~ b 
~ 
c:> ~Cl..-> r:r, E-i 1-:> 
--------------1·------------------ ----
1 a.· ·-------·-----··--·---·--··----- --· 
1 b .. --- ··. -- . . -- .. - - . .. - .. -- . . --··----. 
1 c. --.--- .. - · -- .. . - - .. --. ------- -- .. -- . 
2a .. .. ........... : --·· - - --- - ·-·--- ·---· 
9. u .. --·---- ' · -·-·-----·· --· ·-- ---·--- -· 
a ct .. -- .. -- .. -----. -- .. -----. - -... - . . --. 
:3 b . ·--·-·.-- · ·--··- --·--------·---··-- · 
Probationer:~ . __ .. _ .. _- ______ .. _ . . ____ _ 
122 72 1!J4 5 2 7 ·---·· ·-----
1-1:) 96 221 3 10 13 ·----- ·- - - -· 
270 14G 41G 18 21 39 . ___ -.. . - ---
678 38!) 1, 067 34 !)!) 133 . --- . .. -----
700 443 1, 1<13 65 154 2HJ . - ---. - ---.-
1, 506 6~6 2,161 201 713 9;zo · ·- --- ·-----
518 288 800 132 379 511 . ---- . --- - --
305 163 468 238 47G 714 396 . -----
TotaL-----··--·---·---·---·---· ~223,-2~253,0,476 -702,---;:-854,2,556 396,~ 
AGRICULTURAL-SCHOOL FARMS. 
The total nnmber of school-farms in connection with the national system of erluca-
tion, on the 31st December, 1871, was 1G5, of ·which 22 were school-farms of tbe first 
class, under the exclusive management of the national board of school commissioRers, 
and 14 were school-farms of the first class, under local management. Of the remain-
ing number, 115 were ordinary school-farms, ancl 14 were school-gardens, one of tlie 
latter being under the management of tee board. 
WORK-IIOUSE SCIIOOLS AND ATTENDANCE. 
The number of work-house schools in connection with the board, on the 31st Decem· 
ber, 1871, was 148. Of these schools 35 are in Ulster, 49 jn Munster, 35 in Leinster, 
and 29 in Connaught. The total number of pupils appearing on the rolls of these 148 
work-house schools for the year ending December, 1871, was 15,798, and the average 
daily attendoo.ce 7,681. 
DISTRICT AND 1\IIKOR MODEL-SCHOOLS. 
The number of district and minor :qJodel-schools in operation a.t the end of tho year wa 
2G; this number is exclm;ive of tho model-schools in the rnetropolit:J,n district. Tb e 
scbools continue to maintain their high character. The total number of pnpil on tho 
rolls of tllcse schools for the year ended tho 31st of December, 1871, wa 19,121, and 
tho average daily attendance 8,595. 'Ihe number for the year 1870 was 17,700 on the 
rolls, and tho average daily attendance 8,162. 
Of the 19,121 pupils on the rolls of tile metropolitan and the district and minor model-
scboolA for tho year ended December 31, 1871, 6,505 were of tbe Established Church 
5,9:_~~- were Romn:n Catholics, 5,342 were Pr·esbyterians, and 1,342 belonged to olher 
reltg10us persuasiOns. 
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GREECE. 
(Constitutional Monarch:y- Kingdom. Area, 19,941 square miles. Population, 1,457,894.) 
Ministm· of pnbl-ic inst1·twtion, A. PETMESAS. 
UKIVERSITY OF ATHENS. 
According to the "Revue de l'iustruction publique," the University of Athens has 
grown very rapidly. It was fonnded in the year li:l~5, with :35 students, while t he 
number l:1st year was 1,205. There are Hi gymnn,sia to prepare young men for the 
university. 
ELE;\IIENTARY SCHOOLS. 
The number of elementary schools is constantly incre::tsiog, but it is safe to say th:.t 
of the 240,000 children of school-nge scarcely one·third attend school. The first school 
for girls (the Amkion) was established in 1835, and later, through the aid of an asso-
eia.twn, became a normal school for female teachers. · Private individuals have dono a 
g~eat tleal for education, by erecting school-houses and m useums, and hy donating 
collections of books and app::tratus. Thus a butcher at Athens, John Barikaz, a native 
of Epirns, testated 250,000 francs for the Athens University. 
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS ON THE IONIAN ISLANDS. 
The question concerning the Catholic schools on the I onia,n Islands has been solved 
f<tvorably to the Greek government and the laws of the country. The Roman Catholic 
bishop of Corfu demanded the same privileges for the Catholic schools which they bad 
Pnjoyed under the British protectorate. The Greek government could not y ield to these . 
demands, and after some struggling the bishop was obliged to submit. Since that time 
nll the schools directed by Jesuits, Sisters of Mercy, or some other religious ordtJr, are 
nuder the supervision of the government. 
DEATH OF MINISTER CHRISTOPULOS. 
In April, 1<370, Christopulos, minister of foreign affairs, died at Athens. His death 
was caused by a sad mistake of his nurse, who~ instead of his medicine, gave him a 
strong dose of laudanum. Greece owes much to this man on account of the improve-
meuts in church and school which he introduced while minister of public instruction 
in 1805. He died poor, but highly respected as an honest and talented man, who was 
1i;;hiy esteemed even by his political enemies. 
RECENT STATISTICS. 
From the Greek government, the Greek census of 1870, published at Athens in 1872., 
Las been received at the Bureau of Education. Greece is divided into 13 depart-
wen ts, viz : 1. Attica and Breotia; 2. Eubrea; 3. Phi otis and Phocis; 4. Acarnania and 
JEtolia; 5. Achaia and E lis; 6. Arcadia; 7. Laconia; 8. Messenia; 9. Argolis and Cor-
inth; 10. Cyclades; 11. Corfu; 12. Cephalonia; 13. Zante. These def>artruents are 
sulJdivided into provinces to the number of 59, and these provinces are again subdi-
vifled into communes to the number of 351. 
The following are the educational stat.istics contained in this census: 
Statistics of public schools. 




Pro>inces. ~ 0:::: ~ 
~ m ~ ~ s 0 "5£ :s "i3 ~ .a ~ c f.< f.< P< 0 0 ~ <!> 0 0 0 0 P=l H ~ H ~ ~ H ~ --------- ------ ------ -------
Attic:t and :Bmotia.. 0 0 0. 0 0. 7, 854 2, 558 10, 412 278 170 448 94 65 1;)9 138,804 
Euhma .. ooooo OOOoOOo0--00 3, 17Z 680 3, 8:i2 73 17 90 48 10 58 82, 54 L 
Pbiotis and Pbocis __ 0 0 _ 0 0. 4, 452 540 4, 992 114 8 122 88 9 97 108, 421 
Aearnani.o, and lEtolia . __ . 3, 924 570 4, 494 89 8 97 71 9 80 121, 693 
Achaia a.n c1 Elis __ . 0 0 0 . . 0 0 _ 7, 044 74G 7, 'i'90 161 27 188 111 13 124 149, 5G L 
Arcadia. -oo ooo oo ooOO 0-oOOO 6, 420 5l4 6, !)34 1:36 14 150 98 13 111 131, 740 
Laconht 5, 268 ::!83 5, 651 105 12 117 84 9 93 105, 801 
Messcnia-::: : ::: ::::: :: :: : 4, 461 657 5,118 03 19 112 73 16 89 130, 417 
Ar~olis and Corinth 0 0 0 _ 0 0 5, 5D5 1,104 6, 699 120 25 145 88 17 ] 05 127, S:lO 
C.rclnrlesOOo oo o ooo ooo 000000 5, 047 2, 39~ 8, 342 l'i'O 59 229 80 42 122 123, 209 
C:>rfn._oo oo···o- o• - o-o ooo- 3, 835 9:34 4, 669 J:J8 71 208 86 8 94 06, 94 0 
CC'pha1onia _ 0 0. 0 . _ 0 0 0 0 0 __ . 2, GD5 394 3, 089 81 22 103 50 4 54 77, 382 
Z aute-- ··0- - oooOO Oo-o--oo- 1, 2 l8 320 1, 538 5G 26 82 32 1 33 44, 557 
Total of the provinces. 61,885 Jll.f)!J5 j73, 580 jl.613 4 oo 2, 073 !981213J1, 101 ---1, 437, 02G 
=======.=.~·=========== = 
.t..rmy and navy am1 merchant navy_ oooo o 0 oo ---· •oo-. 0. - 0· . 0 0. 0-- Ooo Oooo 0 0 ·-0 - 0 0 0000 0 0 •ooo o- 20,868 
Total population of Greece. 0 0 0 ... 0-0 0 0 0 __ 0 0 0.-0- -o 0 •o-- 0 0--0 . .. 0 0 _ 0 0 0 .o .. 0 _ o• .•• 0. _ 0 0. 1, 457, 894 
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Statistics of illitemcy. 








c:; ...... 6 " 8 s .,; ~~ <l) 0 ~ <:.) 0 ?. 0 
~ p, 8 ~ [::;; 8 >;:1 R 
--------- ------ -----
Attiea and Bceotia .... .. __ . - ...... . 24,573 7, 490 32, 063 47, 697 57,0H 104, 741 6() 00 88.39 
Euucea ... . ....... ........ . . · ....... 8, 828 1, 383 10, 211 33,286 39, 044 72, 33J 19.0-1 !JG. 58 
Phiot1s and Phocis ... ... ... ...... .. 13,643 1, 819 1~, 4()2 41,140 51, 823 92, 96 "~ 73. 10 96. 61 
Ac~trnani.a and 1Etolia. .... . - .. --. 14,067 1, !\77 15, ()41 48,426 57, 623 lOG, 049 7tl. I;! B7. 34 
Aclmia mHl Elis . .. _ ........ . . ·_ ... _. 24,901 3, 774 28, 675 53,277 67, 608 120,885 68. 15 94. il 
Arca<lia .. ...... _ .... . . . .. _ .. .. .... 15, 50fl 1, 688 17, 197 50,751 63, 792 114, 543 76. ;,g 97 42 
Laconia .......... . . ... ......... . ... Hi, 365 1, 254 17,619 36,703 51, 529 88,232 G9.1G 97.62 
M csscnia, ................. ..... . . .. 15, 812 1, 778 17, 590 51,833 60,994 112, 827 76. 6::! 9717 
Argolis nn<l Corinth ..... ........... l!J, 092 5,104 24,286 44,052 59,482 103, 53tl 69. 76 91.97 
C.rclades ...... . ....... .. ... ... . . .. 18, 835 8, 762 27, 5!)7 41, 949 53, 781 95,7:30 69. 0·1 85.99 
Corfu ................ ... ...... __ ... 17, 830 5, 567 23, ::l!J7 32, 106 41, 4t17 73,55:1 64.31 8tl.l6 
Ccphnlonia. ..... ................... 11, 607 2, 017 13,624 27, 187 il6, 571 63, 758 70.08 94. ":1 
Zantc . . .. .... ....... . .... .. . .. .. .. . 6, 067 2, 051 8, 118 17,814 18, 625 36,439 74.59 90. DB 
Army .......... .... ... ........... .. 6, 021 6, 021 6, 399 6, 399 51.52 
Navy .. . ..... ·--- --- --- - -- -·-· ····· 699 699 616 616 46. 84 
"This is the total perccnta.ge of the provinces, exclusive of the ::trmy and navy. 
ITALY. 
!Constih1t10nul Monarchy-Kingdom . .Area, 103,675 square miles. Population, 25,944,543.) 
Ministe1· of public instTuction, SciALOJA. 
REPORT OF THE LATE MINISTER OF PUDLIC INSTRUCTION, C. CORRENTI. 
Through the kindness of the ItaEan legation at Washington, the annual report of 
the Italian minister of public instruction for 1871-'72 has been received. It is a hand-
some quarto volume of 597 pages, printed at Rome, the new capital of the kingdom of 
Italy. It is admirably arranged, and might Wflll S(')rve as a model for reports of this 
kind. The following statistics ·are gathered from it: 
TilE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
The ministry of public instruction was created by royal decree of November 30,1847, 
at that time of course only for the kingdom of Sardinia. Victor Emanuel, on the 17th 
of March, 1861, declared himself Kiug of Italy, and the first minister of public in~truc­
tion of the new kingdom was Count Mamiani della Rovere, who, however, res1gned 
on the 22<1 March, ltl61, aud was followed by Professor de Sanctis; since that time ten 
different persons have held this office, the last of these being C. Correnti, who, in July, 
1872, was followed by Scialoja. The ministry employs, including the minister, 101 
clerks and officials, and bas six divisions or bureaus; the first is the financial bureau, 
through wl1ich the payments to all the institutions dependent on the ministry_ are 
made; the second bas the administration, and gathers the statistics of all the in. titutwns 
for the fine arts and antiquities, the musical institutions, the libraries, archives, !be 
scientific and literary academies; the third has thl3 superior instruction, unive'rsitles, 
scl10ols for engineers, schools for veterinary surgery, and the astronomical ob _ervato-
ries; tbe fourth the institutions for secondary instruction; the fifth the institutwns f~r 
primary instruction; and the sixth the auditor's office, through which al o all com mum-
cations to and from the royal court of accounts are transmitted. There is no Jack of 
door-keepers in the ministry, their number being 13. . 
The miuistcr is assisted in the exercise of his fnnctious by the superior counCJl of 
public in ·trnction, of which be is the president, and \\'bose members are appoint-
ed by the King at the suggestion of the minister. They have only advi ory po~­
ers; lmt, as they are all men of science, all new measures arc discu sed in tbis council, 
arc ~hen put in s~ape in the bureaus of the university, arc from tb rc tran mitte~ t? the 
Parhll;IDCllt, a_nd, 1f pal" ed and sanctioned by tbe King, arc promulgated by tb m_mi ter. 
An mt restmg feature of tbc report is a chronological table of all the offie1al acts 
conce1ninf'Y public instruction. From .May 16, 1871, to May 9, 1872, 84 decree:! were 
promul~ated by the minister. 
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SCHOOL-FINANCES. 
The report of the minister contains a detailed account of the annual governmental 
expenditure for educational purposes, of which the followmg is the recapitulation : 
Objects of expenditure. 
I . Ordinary' expenses : 
Central administration . ..... .. ............. ..... ............... ... ................... . 
Provincial administration ............................................................ . 
Superior instruction .................................................................. . 
.Archives ............................................................................. . 
Scientific and literary academies ..................................................... . 
Fine arts . . ....... .............. ............ . .. . ................... -·----- .. -----------
~;1~n~~~rJn~~;;~~f;~~~~~ ~~:::::: :::::::: :~ ~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





6, 2-27, 633 
230 551 
879:638 




Total. ............ ,..... .................... .... ............................ . .... 18, 710, 709 
II. Extraordinary expenses . .. ........... ............ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 446, 579 
Grand total expended by the government .........................•...•...••..... tl9, 157,288 
* One lim = 19 cents. t Equal to $::J,fi39,884.74, gold. 
PROVINCIAL ADM~NISTRATION. 
With the exceptions of the institutions for superior instruction, which range directly 
under the ministry, each province has its own provincial administration, composed of 
the prefect of the province, the school-superintendent appointed by the minister, and 
six counselors, two of whom are appointed by the minister, two by the provincial 
chambers, and two by the municipal council of the capital of the province. Each 
province is subdivided into districts, each of which has its inspector. 
SPECIAL FEATURES. 
Festival days cornmemorative of.fctmousltali6ms.-By royal decree of March 4, 1865, fes-
tival days, commemorative of famous Italians, have been appointed, on which days 
orations on these men are delivered by a professor of the lyceum. The list is changed 
every year. Thus, during the last year, festivals were celebmted in memory of Silvio 
Pellico, Giuseppe Giusti, Torquato Tasso, Marco Polo, Giocomo Leopardi, Galileo Galilei, 
Alfieri, &c. 
Societies j01· the study of Italian history.-But a few years ago Italy was divided into 
different kingdoms, duchies, and principalities, which, except the language, had no 
common interests. Afller Italy had become a kingdom and all Italian-speaking nations 
had been united under the scepter of Victor Emanuel, with Rome, the Eternal City, as 
its capital, it was deemed advisable to form societies for the stndy of Italian history, 
in order to strengthen and intensify the national feeling in opposition to the many 
particular~tic tendencies. These societies, nine iu number, do not confine themselves 
to national history, but also make local history the subject of their investigation. 
They collect documents, publish pamphlets, and by lectures and journals endeavor to 
spread a knowledge of the Italian history. 
STATISTICS. · 
I.-SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
The institutions comprisecl under this head are: £:1 universities; tho Royal Institution 
for Superior Practical Studies, at Florence ; the Academy of Sciences and Literature, at 
Milan; ~schools of engineerin~> at Turin and Naples; the Superior Technical School, at 
Milan; the Superior Normal Mhool, at Pisa; and 3 sch0ols of veterinary f:lurgery, at 
Milan, Naples, and Turin; 3 astronomical and meteorological observatories, (independ-
ent of the observatories connected with universities,) at Milan, Naples, Forli, and 
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Obstetrics. Veterinn.ry surgery. 
.$ 
·r n· :::l <D Q ~ ~ Q) ~ ] ~ ~ 'g g ~ en II1 H i/2 1:!:118 
:Bolo~n~-- 101 12 113 132 34 166 115 74 ~-4-~-1---; ............ ~ .... :l 21 11 32 ............. 8 .... 8 60 14 74 
g~~;~~I~<>: 4~ --~- 4! ir --~- i~ -~~- --~- ---~~- :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: --~- ~ --~- 1~ --~- --~- --~- :::: ::::::::·is·:::: ·is· 
]  ~] g ~ - :g ~ ~I] 
---
Catania.. 81 .. .. 81 30 1 31 28 1! 29 .... . . .............................. 47 9 56 .................................. .. 
Ferrara. . . 33 2 35 3 . . . . 3 18 . . . . 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 21 1 2-2 ................. - . . . . . . 20 1 21 
Genoa.. .. 147 27 174 80 30 110 23 32 55 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 1 7 4il 36 78 .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 3 16 ........ . .. . 
Macerata. 32 .. .. 32 11 .. .. 11 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 1 20 . .. . 20 9 .. .. 9 10 .. .. 10 28 .. .. 28 
Messina.. 44 .... 44 13 1 14 7 .... 7 .... .... .. . .... .... .. .. 5 .... 5 31 6 37 .................................. .. 





<D <D ci 'C) t:s 
.E <D b en II1 8 
------
444 146 590 
81 12 93 
38 -·- --· 38 
186 11 197 
96 4 100 
311 129 440 
Ill 111 
100 7 107 
333 19 352 
~~t~~~s_*_ :: .. 37o· :::: --37o· .. 275· ::: : .. 275· 202 .::: --2o2· ·43· :::: ·43· :: :::::::::::::::::::::: i5i :::: "i5i. :::::::::::: ·3i· :::: '3i :::::::::::: i,'o72 ............. .. 
Pnlermo. . 66 7 7:i 32 6 38 27 9 36 1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 18 58 76 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 . . . . 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 151 
1, 072 
80 231 
Parma. .. 68 5 73 63 11 74 18 1 19 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36 22 58 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 43 15 58 228 
Pavia .. .. 186 13 199 259 62 321 87 26 113 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 81 41 122 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 613 
Perugia .. 19 .. .. 19 19 .. .. 19 5 .. .. 5 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 3 .. .. 3 8 .. .. 8 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 ~ 27 78 
Pisa....... 147 37 184 88 51 139 62 26 8d 25 3 28 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 1 9 13 9 22 .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 .. . 6 56 37 93 405 
n.omo .. .. 232 .. .. 232 363 .. .. 363 151 .. .. 151 4 .. .. 4 . .. . .. .. .. .. 4 .. .. 4 32 .. .. 32 .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 .. .. 10 13 . ~.. 13 809 
Sassa.ri . . . 37 4 41 28 2 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . 3 3 8 11 2 . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Siena..... 35 1 36 30 7 37 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 3 .. .. 3 19 13 32 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 87 
Turin.... 328 20 448 205 178 383 160 130 290 36 20 56 1 .. .. 1 29 3 32 55 109 164 15 .... 15 12 .... 12 .. .. .. . .. .. 841 
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Statistics of the Royal Institute for Superior Practical Studies at Florence, .1871-'72. 
Course 
of one 1st 2d 3d 4th "'~~~·- 6th Total. 
year. year. year. year. year. " year. Sections. Courses. 
---------1-----------1--- ---------------
Section of philoso-
phy and philology. 
Section of medicine 
and surgery. 
Section of physical 
and natural sci-
ences. 
Normalcourses........ . ........ 5 ........... . 
Supplementarycourses ........ 5 2 3 ........... . 
Spec ialcourses ...... .. 16 ...... . ... . . . .... . .......... . 
Finishing courses...... 4 ............ .. ..................... . 
Courses for teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Medico-surgical course................. .......... ...... 36 34 
6~~~~~i~~a~~~~j:::::: 26 :::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Course of pharmacy . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 16 7 9 .......... .. 
Course of obstetrics............ 18 9 ......... " ............. . 
Total .................................... . 44 30 13 17 36 34 















1st year. 2d year. 3d year. 4th year. Total. 
------------------1--------.--------.,--
Normal course ............................. .. ..... . 
Historical and Philological Institute ............ . . 
Total. ... ....................... ....... ....... . 
3 
3 
8 5 5 
2 .................. .. 
10 5 5 
Statistics of the Sclwol for Eng~nee1·s at Tu1·in, 1871-'72. 










First year of the course....... 94 6 102 
Secondye:trofthecourse...... 97 1-------------- 3 101 
TotaL ..................... -----rn-----2- ------1- ------9-,--203 
Statistics of the School for Engineers at Naples, 1871-'72. 




Total. ....................... -.--- .. -. ------ ----- · ·--------- -- 187 ·-----------






Schools or courses. 1st year. 2d year. 3d year. Total. 
-----------------------1-----1---~---------
Specialschoolforcivilengineers ....... ... ... .. ... ... ........ 7::1 42 43 158 
Special school for industrial engineers..... .... .............. 21 14 12 47 
~ecial schoolforarcbitects ...................... . ........ C!. 4 1 2 17 
~~i~~~~~:~7e~~i~ia:::e~;~~~~~~~
1
~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: --------;~ 
Total ...... -----.---- .................................... --98~--57 --57~ 
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Statistics of the Superior No1·mal School at Pisa, 1871-'72. 
Faculti.,, Studont&l H=•· Total 
Faculty of !!hysical and mat~ematica,l sciences................... 11 3 14 
Faculty of literature and ph1losophy. ...... ... . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . 20 3 . 23 
----- -------
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 . 6 37 
Statistics of Schools of Vetm·inary Surgery, 1871-'72. 
Schools. l:lst ye.ar. 2cl year. 3cl year. 4th year. Hearers. Total. 
--------------1- ----------------------
School at Milan .. ............ . ...•...... 
~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~::: ::::::::: ::~--~-~:::::: 


















Stat·istics of Royal SeoondaTy Schools, 1871-'72. 
Scholars. 











1~L: ::: ::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~:~a·::::::·::.·::.:::::::::::: ~; ~~~ 1, ~i~ ~; ~~ 
62 ......................... Technical schools..... .... ... ..... 6,188 168 • 6,356 
245 ......................... -----------------------········---·- --18,229 ...---1,389 --'19,ti18 
Besides the royal schools there are a. great nurn ber of techni~al schools, supported 
by municipalities, societies, and private individuals, many of which are subsidized by 
government. 'l'he following table gives comparative statistics of aU the technical 
schools: 
• 
Cmnparative statistics of all tlte tcchnicctl schools. 
I 
riJ '+-< • h 
Number of ~ Sums contrib-
oc; § 
schools. '0 uted by the 
0 
><,.<:l s ,.<:l government. <l><.> ,t:.w 
~w ~ g.g ,g~ '+-< 
~ 0 ;::::~ I Population . I H .s;s Provinces. -;:; 
<d ~ <1>.£ <1l :~ 
..-!d 
s <l) bl:w §:..<=l ., >"' o:lH .g-s .. ~ ;...~ ;... .. <l) ~ ~ <!) $ <l)O ~ .0 .. ~-a <1l 0 >"' 0 -~ <1l .. 0 <tj"' (.!) U1 E-! E-! " H 0 0 ---- ------
Old provinces------------·------------------·- 4, 123, 900 12 34 47 3, 464 152, 607 63 74 87,742 
Lombardy ...... · . . ............................. 3, 104, 838 10 19 29 2, 497 110, 056 06 86 107, 063 
V enetia ................... .................. .. 2, 493,475 10 9 19 1, 475 75,084 47 78 131,235 
Emilia ........ ..... _ .................... --- -·- 2, 146,567 ............ 25 25 1, 529 50,240 -- -- -- 64 89,440 
ir~~,~'he~ a~c1 ·u~b~i~~ ~~ ~~: ~~ : ::: :: ~ ::: ~: :::::: . 1, 826,334 ..... .. .... 8 8 896 24,900 112 228,291 1, 396, 092 5 17 22 962 50,377 '}2 44 63, 458 
~~~~~-: :~: -_-_-_-_-_-_- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6, 787,920 . .......... 44 44 2, 551 72, 610 ·----- 59 157, 858 2, 391, 802 18 6 24 1, 431 182,309 59 99, 658 
----------------------------
TotaL ..................................... 24,270,938 55 162 217 14,805 718,184 08 576 964,745 
;;., .. ~~~~~ILeu~~d d s by govern-l:::rn 
o-P ment to each 
.o§ school. 
0-P -P ..... 
E~ :~ 01"1 ,.<:l ..... 
Q 
(/l 
~ $ <l) g .. ;... 
~ 0 0 
--
1, 190 3, 247 ......... .. 
1, 243 3, 795 
1, 690 3, 952 ·-----
1, 403 2, 093 ------
2, 038 3,112 ·-- ---
1, 451 2, 281 
2, 660 . 1, 695 . ........ . 
1, 671 7, 5961 
---------




ment to each 
scholar. 
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3.-PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
The most recent statistics are those of 1870- '71, which are given below: 
Number of public schools, 32,782, (17,749 for boys and 12,099 for girls.) 
Number of private schools, 6,876, (2,966 for boys and 3,007 for girls.) 
Total number of schools, 39,658, (20,715 for boys ancl 15,106 for girls.) 
Number of scholars in public schools, 1,458,604, (843,704 boys and 614,900 girls.) 
Number of scholar!:! in private schools, 146,404, (64,898 boys and 81,506 girls.) 
Total number of scholars, 1,608,008, (908,602 boys and 696,406 girls.) 
Number of t eachers in public schools, 33,290, (19,003 males and 14,287 females.) 
Number of teachers in private schools, 7,684, (3,-!24 males and 4,260 females.) 
Total numberofteachers, 40,974, (22,427 males and 18,547 females.) 
Total expenditure for primary schools, 19,555,095 lire. 
Number of scbools still wanting, 6,718. . 
·Number of royal normal schools, 47, (21 for males, 25 for females, ancl1 for both sex~s.) 
Number of private normal schools, 19. 
N urn ber of private female schools of a higher grade, 158. 
Number of deaf-mute institutes, 20. 
LIBRARIES. 
Total number of public libraries, including university, lyceum, gymnasium, and 
form er convent libraries, 687. The number of volumes in these libraries is not given, 
but there are statistics of 29 of the most important libraries, showing the number of 
regnlar read er!:! and the character of the books read. 
Number of da.ily readers in 29 librari es, 657,156. 
Number of weekly readers, (i.e. taking out books by the week,) 100,578. Total num-
ber of readers, 757,734. 
The books read were distributed as follows: Theology, 36,380 volumes; natural 
sciences: 95,:J02; mathematical sciences, 75,115; medical sciences, 92,229; law, 118,975; 
statistics, 43,:)63; . history and biograpLy, 1~5,507; philosophy and social science, 54,036; 
geography and travel!:!, 46,465; t eclwology, 18,599; fine arts, 49,03'7; literature and 
philology, 181,981; education, 16,229; romances and novels, 50,440; p3;mphlets, periodi-
cals, and sundries, 113,468. 
Total numuer of works read in 1871, 1,098,104, [1,057,230.] 
ACADEMIES AND SCHOOLS OF THE FINE ARTS AND OF MUSIC • 
.Ac:<~.demies of the fine arts, 21. 
Schools of drawing and the fine arts, 18. 
Academies or conservatories of music, 7. 
Schools of music, 44. 
MUSEUMS. 
The total number of museums (contain'ing paintings, sculpture, and antiquities) in 
the whole kingdom of l taly is 1:10, many of which are world-renowned, snch as the 
museums in Rome, Florence, Naples, Venice, and many other cities. There are forty-
four societies for the preservation of works of art and antiquities and for the encour-
agement of tho fine arts. 
ACADEMIES OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE, ETC. 
These are societies for the furtherance of scientific, literary, &c., investigations, which 
bold se sions at regular stated times and publish reports or journals of their proceed-
ings. There arc eighty-eight such academies devoted to literature, the fine arts, agri-
c.u~ture, horti cul ture, medicine, philosophy, philology, music, geography, hi tory, ~o­
lltlcal economy, and natural sciences. Among the members there are many dls-
tingui bed foreign scientists and artists. 
ARCHIVES. 
There i~ a general superintendent of archives, of which there are nine, containing 
the mo t mvaluablo documents regarding Italian history. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
1. In tkcBeconclary sc~ools.-Tbe gymnasia have 5 classes, and tbeconrse ofinstruction 
emurac . re k, Latm, Balian, history, geography, arithmetic and georu try, and 
gymna he. 
The lyceums have three classes, and the course of instruction embraces Greek, Latin, 
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and Italian literature, history and geography, philosophy, mathematics, natm;.al phi-
losophy, chemistry and natural history, and gymnastics. 
The technical schools correspond in somo degree to the German real-schools, and pre-
pa,re pupils for an industrial, commercial, or mechanical career. There are two kinds, 
b igher and lower; most of them have three classes, and the course of instruction em-
braces penmanship, French, Italian, history, geography, arithmetic, book-keeping, 
drawing, element'3 of mathematics, mechanics, and natural sciences. 
2. In the norntalschools.-The normal schools have three classes, and the course of 
instruction embraces religion, morals, pedagogics, Italian, grammar and composition, 
history and geography of Italy, arithmetic and elementl'S of g,eometry, elements of 
physical and natural sciences, hygiene, penmanship, linear drawing, vocal music, gym-
nastics, and military exercises. 
CLOSING OF CONVENTS. 
In order to give room to the government departments, at their transfer from Flor-
ence to Rome, the King of Italy ordered the closing of a number of convents in the new 
capital. An interest of 5 per cent. will be paid to the church on the real estate, and 
the monks and nuns will be transferred to other Gonvents. 
RE-OPENING OF THE ROMAN UNIVERSITY. 
November 17, 1870, the Roman University was solemnly re-opened in the presence of 
a highly-educated and appreciative public. The marvelous changes that have taken 
place in Italy during the last few years gave extraordinary significance to this solem-
nity, which was very effectively dwelt on by Professor Moriggia, in his inaugural 
speech. In place of the dark medireval spirit which till quite recently pervaded this 
university, and hindered every progressive movement, free science is to be cultivated 
and a new :field opened to the Roman youth. 
LYCEUM AND GYMNASIUM AT ROME. 
Immediately after taking possession of tho Papal States, the Italian government 
established a lyceum, a gymna~ium, and an industrial school in the city of Rome. 
These institutions had scarcely been opened when 656 persons applied for admission, 
who had previons to this studied q,t the so-called" technical schools," which, however, 
were in a very miserable condition. 
SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE • 
.Already in .April, 1870, news came from Florence that the minister of justice an-
nounced to the senate that the government intended to lay before the chambers a new 
law, looking toward a complete separation between church and state. The speech 
from the throne at the opening of the Italian Parliament in November of the same year 
alluded to this separation, and laid special stress on the fact that the new legislation 
would regulate the relations of religions bodies to the state, but would leave those 
religious institut ions untouched which belonged to tbe government of tbe wholo 
church. All this w ill not rema,in without influence on Italian education, and there will 
be no law forbidding the establishment of Protestant schools. 
FIRST PROTESTANT CHURCH IN ROME. 
On the l~th January last tbe first Protestant church was opened in Rome. Over its 
entrance is written : "The Free Church in the Free State.'' 
ABOLISHING RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTIOJS" IN ALESSANDRIA. 
In consequence of a petition signed by three hundred citizens, the municipal council 
of Alessandl'ia resolved to urge the goYernment to abolish religious instruction entirely 
iu the elementary schools, and instead of it to introduce instruction in morals and the 
rigllts and duties of citizens. 
PREVAILING IGNORANCE. 
The commissioners intrusted with a revision of the Italian system of education, in 
their tour of examinations through the country, found in most places a mere mechanical 
method of instruction, and in consequence the most glaring ignorance. Counselor 
Brioschi found young people of from 15 to 18 years of age who did not know what 
the word "geography" meant, alt.hough they assured him that they had studied geog-
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rap by for two years. Some 'called in their answers Sardinia and Sicily cities, and Milan 
the capital of Sicily. In history none of the scholars could answer properly. Som6 
called Brutus a tyrant; others, Dante a French poet; others, again, Petrarca a lady. One 
scholar called Columbus an apostle; anotlwr thought him the Holy Ghost, evidently 
confounding it w ith" columbajo," the dove. 
STATISTICS OF ILLITERACY. 
More than one-half of the Italian soldiers are illiterate. Of 81,181 born in 1848, only 
2,736, i . e., 3.4 per cent., could read and write; 3,466, i. e., about 4 per cent., could only 
read, and 50,355, i. e., 62 per cent., could neither read nor write. This, however, is an 
improV"ement on the preceding year. 
THE KINDERGARTEN IN ITALY. 
After encountering innumerable difficulties, a kindergarten on Froeoel;s plan bas been 
started in Venice. As early as 1860, Professor Adolf Pick, in connection with the en-
thusiastic friends of education, Matteucci, Cattaneo, and the two De Castr0s, father 
and son, labO'l'ed for the establishment of such an imstitution. The" Associazione Na-
zionale Pedagogica" worked in the same direction, and even the ministry of public 
instruction took an interest in the matter, but without any apparent result. When 
Professor Pick, in one of the weekly meetings of the Atheneum of Venice, bad deliV"ered 
a very excellent lecture on the kindergarten, the interest in this matter began tt> 
r evive; a committee of experienced educators was appointed to discuss the matter and 
draw up a report. AltbouO'b, in spite of the favorable report made by these men, noth-
ing was done, Professor Pick neither lost courage nor patience, but endeavored to influ-
ence the Italian public by a journal, L' Eclucazione ModeTna, and requested the Baroness 
Marenho1z-Blilow, in Berlin, to send him a lady trained iu her kindergarten normal 
school. The lady chosen was Miss Elisabeth Salomon, and in the year 1870 Professor 
Pick established the first kindergarten in Venice, with Miss Salomon as teacher, 
assisted by an Italian lady, Miss Adele Levi della Vida. The result of this first attempt 
surpassed all expectations, and in the following year (1871) it was resolved to establish 
a second kindergarten in Venice, this time in connection with a kindergarten normal 
school. Professor Pick now commenced t.o lecture on his favorite subject in Milan, 
rrurin, Treviso, and l!.,lorence, and soon kindergartens were established in these cities. 
This whole movement was strongly encouraged by the late minister of public instruc-
tion, Correnti. 
INFANT-ASYLUM IN ROME. 
Some noble Roman ladies formed a committee, with the plan of holding a fair for 
the benefit of the new Roman infant-asylum. This plan was entirely successful. Soon 
more than fifty thousand objects, some of them very valuable, were sent to the com-
mittee, and the fair was held in the Corea Amphitheater, and opened by the Princess 
Margarita, accompanied by the Marchese Calabrini and the Duke of Fiaua. 
FESTIVAL OF THE PLEBISCITE. 
The anniversary of the Roman plebiscite was celebrated on the 2d of October, 1871, 
by a gmncl school-fest.ival at the capital, where prizes were distributed to the best pu-
pils of the public schools, in the presence of an immense assembly, comprising the elite 
of Roma,n society. Such a thing would have been impossible two years ago. T empora 
rnutantrur. 
NETHERLANDS. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 10,905 square miles. Population, 3,688,337.) 
Minister of public instruction, THE MINISTER OF TilE INTERIOR. 
SECULAR SCIIOOLS. 
!he present system of public instruction dates from the year 1857. According to 
th1 , all the elementary schools are either under the direct administration or the super-
vi ion of the state, and are entirely secular, so that in one and the same school one 
finds children of Jew , Roman Catholics, and Protestants. The pe6ple seem to be''" 11 
satisfi d with this arrangement, us but few complaints have been rai ed either by 
Prole tant1:1 or atholics, and the ministry sees to it that the school-laws are faithfully 
executed. 
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EDUC:ATIONAL SOCIETY. 
As atfendance at school is not made obligatory, many children attended school but 
irregularly. To remedy this, a number of prominent men founded an er1nca,t.ional 
society (school verband) whose expressed aim it is to use all moral means possible to 
induce parents to send their children to school. This society rapidly in1· ;·eased in 
numbers, founded branch-societies all over the country, and its beneficial efi'eot is felt 
in manylocalities. Its last meeting was held in June, and from the publisl.lcd report 
it appearsthat during the last year the number of members has increased from 8,500 
to 9,400, and that an immense amount of work bas been done, especially in the way 
of gathering and publishing educational statistics, and combating the negligence in 
attending school. The assembly passed the following resolutions: 
"1. This assembly expresses the wish that the society, by its central and by its branch-
societies, should aim at having a law passed prohibiting children fi·om being employed 
in factories below the age of 12, and, if possible, not to be employed below the age of 14. 
"2. The central society will draw up schedules for educational statistics, which must 
be adopted by all the branch-societies." 
In an evening-session the assembly discussed the importance of school-libraries, and 
:fin ally entered upon the discussion of the question, "Is our elementary instruction 
perhaps not practical enough, and may riot this be the cause of irregular attendance~" 
Many interesting remarks were made, but owing to lack of time no positive result was 
arri ve.d at. . . · · 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS FOR THE INDIGENT. 
Such schools have, during the last year or two, been founded in some of the larger 
cities, particularly in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Groningen, &c. In the Amsterdam 
school there are at present 104 scholarR, (all boys;) these receive an education which 
will enable them to earn a living immediately on leaving the school. The hours of 
instruction are from 8 a. m. till 8 p. m., with au intermission of two hours at noon. 
Fourteen hours a week are set apart for instruction in arithmetic, writing, rriathemat~ 
ics, geography, chemistry, and natural philo&ophy; 16 hours for ililStruction in cabinet-
making, blacksmith's work, turning, telegraphy, &c.; 18 hours for drawing, designing, 
and modeling. The whole course occupies three years. The annual expense for each 
scl10lar is Hl gilders, (about $7,) which sum is partly paid ~y the parents, and partly 
ra.ised by subscriptions. 
The King takes a great interest in this school, and visits it every time be comes to 
Amsterdam. One large room is entirely occupied l>y a very fine collection of tools, 
models, and different apparatus, a gift of the King. 
There is likewise at Amsterdam an industrial school for poor girls, where for 20 
gilders a year (about $H) girls are instructed in drawing, music, sewing, knitting, 
erubroiderin~, nursing of the sick, and the elements of medicine and pharmacy. 
JEWISH ORPHAN ASYLUM. 
In July last the great Central J ewisb Orphan Asylum of theN etherlands was solemnly 
opened at Utrecht. Its object is to receive and educate all Jewish orphans, both from 
the Netherlands and from the colonies. 
SCHOOL REPORT FOR 1869-'70. 
Through the kindness of the representative of the Netherlands at Washington, the 
last report (for 1869-'70) on education in the Netherlands has been received. All the 
schools are grou peel in three classes, viz: 
1. Supm·ior instTuction, (Hoogm· Ondervijs,) embracing the universities, atheneums, 
Latiu schools, and gymnasia. · . 
2. Secondw·y instruction, (Middelbaa1· Ondervijs,) embracing the burgher-schools, the 
higher burgher-schools, agricultural schools, polytechnic schools, navigation-schools, 
institutions for deaf-mutes and blind, schools for nurses, and schools of veterinary 
surgery. 
3. P.ri!ma1·y instTuction, (Lager Onde1·vijs,) embracing the elementary schools of various 
grades, and the normal schobls, evening-schools, &c. 
A separate group is .formed by the schools and academies for the army and navy, 
another by the prison-schools, and still another by the infant-schools. 
1.-SU)Jerim· instruction. 
There are three universities, Utrecht, Leyden, and Groningen; two atheneums, Am-
sterdam and Deventer; and fifty-five gymnasia and Latin schools, (the sameJdnd of 
institution, the difference being only in the na!lle.) These last mentioned are, accord-
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ing to provinces, distributed in the following manner: North Brabant, (population, 
440,302,) 11; Gelderland, (population, 439,715,) 13; South Holland, (popula-tion, 
711,437,) 9; North Holland, (population, 60'2,01R,) 3; Zealand, (population, 181,471,) 2; 
Utrecht, (population, 176,868,) 2; .Friesland, (population; 304,70~,) 4; Overyssel, (popu-
lat ion, 260,680,) 6; Groningen, (population, 234,303,) 3; Drenthe, (population, 10H,056,) 
1; Limburg, (population, 2'28,7tl5,) 1. 
Universities. 
Number of students. 
Faculties. g 
....; b.t 
~ ·S ~ 
~ 0 -s eli ~ 
---------------------------1------1-





191 34 300 
L aw . ........... .. .......... ... . .. ..................... . ....... .. ........... . 148 51 558 
Medicine .................................................................. . 72 37 232 
Mathematics and natural sciences ..... : . ................. ....... .......... .. 57 16 157 
Literature ............................................... __ , ___ ------ ....... . 20 8 117 
Total ........................................................ , ......... 730 488 146 1,364 
Atheneums.-The atheneums have the same course of instruction as the universities, 
the only difference being that they are not government, but municipal institutions, 
though under government supervision. The Amsterdam Atheneum numbers 228 stu-
dents, viz: theology, 40; law, 37; medicine, 105; literature, 14 ; philosophy, 9. The 
Deventer Atheneum is small, having but 3 students and a preparatory class of 30 
scholars. 
Gymnasia and Latin schools.-These schools give a classical and mathematical educa-
tion to prepare s.cholars for the universities and professional schools. rrhe number of 
these institutions is 55, with a total of 213 teachers and 1,079 scholars. 
Expenses jm· superior inst1·u.ction. 
Government expenditures for three universities .. _ .. _ ...... _ ....... _ ..... _ .. 
Gove-rnment expenditure for the Museum of Natural History at Leyden .... . 
Government expenditure for the Museum of Ethnology at Leyden ........ _ .. 
Government expenditure for the Botanical Museum at Leyden ... --- ... _ ... . 
Subsidy to Amsterdam Atheneum ................... -----------··----- •.•. 
Stipends for talented students at the universit-ies---- .................... .. 
Subsidy to the practical course of medicine at Amsterdam .....••........... 
Subsidy to the Latin schools and gymnasia .............. _ .... _ .......... .. 
Total government expenditure for superior instruction ......•........ 
Expended by the provincial government of North Holland for the Amsterdam 
AtheneHm .........•... __ ... __ . _____ ..................•..... _ ......... . 
Expended by the municipal government of Amsterdam for the atheneum ... 














Total expenditure for superior instruction ...• _ •.... .•. ... _. _ ... _ •. _. 731, 534 
Or $2921613.60, gold. 
The total income of the Latin schools and the gymnasia, from subsidies, school-fees, 
and other sources, was 101,640 guilders. 
2.-Seconda1·y instt· uction. 
Bt,rgher-schools.-Of these there are 44, among which there a-l'e'5 day-school , 26 even-
ing-schools, 2 business-colleges, 4 drawing-schools, 2 Industrial schools, and 6 pre-
para:tory schools, with a total of 305 teachers and 3,283 scholars. . . 
Htgher bu1·gher-schools.-Of these there are 41, viz, 15 government schools; 25 muniCI-
pal schools; and 1 private school, with a total ef 4 4 teachers and 3,201 scholar . 
The cour e of instruction in these two classes of institutions is very imilar, only 
that ~e course in the higher lmrgher-schools is fuller than that of the burgher- chools. 
~be h1gher burgher-schools have three clasj:!es_, and the following is the plan of in trnc-
twn: 
* The guilder is equal to about 40 cents. 
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Plan of instruction in the higher blwpher-sclwols. 
Hours per week. 
Stul.ies-
------------------------------\------
N.atura.l philosophy ............................................... - ...... -- .... --.... 2 
~~l~~K~~~~~~-:::::: ~ :~~ :·::::: ~-:·:·:·:: ~~::: :·::::·: :·:·:·:·:·:: ·:·:·:·:·:·::::: :::::::::::::::::::: . -~-
2 5 
2 2 4 
2 1 5 
2 1 6 
Dutch... .... ........................................................................ 3 2 3 8 
French .............. ..... ....................................................... . .... 3 2 2 7 
~~~~~~ ~::::: ·.::: ~:: ~:::::: :·::: ~::: ~::::::: ·_ ·.:::: ~: ~:::::::::: : :::::::::: ·.::::::::::: ~ 2 2 7 ::! 9 
It.'lJian ............... . .......................................... ... ............ . ..... ···· 2 2 4 
~g~t;~~r!?¥:::~:~~;:~~~~:
8
~~~~:::: :::::: ~ :::::::::::: ::~::: :·::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 
2 2 4 
1 2 3 
1 1 2 
Knowledge of goods ......................................... ! ............. - ............ . 
Commercial arithmetic and weights and measures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
g~~:~~~~~~~~dT:~~~toi!~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _:::::::::::: .. ~ 
2 2 
3 3 10 
2 2 6 
2 3 8 
1 1 2 
~~~~i~'s~f~~~-~~~-~,-~~--' -~~-~~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ·2· 
F ree h:1Ild drawing ..................................... '.............................. 2 
1 1 
1 1 1 
2 .... 4 
Total ..................................................... .. ................... 32 34f35 Wl 
.Agt·icult1.tral schools.--The Netherlands, being chiefly a commercial country, possess 
but one a~ricultural school at Groningen. Th ere are 7 professors and 15 students 
during the winter-term, and 4 during the summer-term. The course of instructions 
embraces agriculture, mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry, natural history, and 
political economy. The Horticultural Society supports a school of horticulture atWater-
graafsmeer, nulllbering 28 students. During the ;years 1868 anc118j39, Mr. De Beucker de-
livered 14llectures on horticulture and fruit-culture in 34 cities and towns. 
The Polytechnic School.-The number of students during the yea,r 1869-'70 was 168, 
and the number of professors 21. The course of instruction is the following: 
Cou1·se of in.'ftruction in the Polytechnic School. 
Hours per week. 
Studies. 
~~K~:~f[L/--~H<E·LEZH<H~.LL< ~ . 
~Ili~1JI~1m00hani~~~~ i ~ ~ ~~) i! ~~iii~:)~~~~~::: i ;: ~~~~~~~ ::;  ~ ~ ii 
1
1 :: 
~~~tg~~~77HY!~~.H//!i U!~!/CHH~~~ . J ,: 
.Administrative law ............................................................ _. . 2 ......... . 
~:b~:~~:,r(~ln~po~ifi~~i)·.:::: :·.:: ~:: ::::::: :~ :~~: ::: ~:::::: ~:::: ~ ~:: ::::::: :~::: . __ . ___ ~~- :::::::::: 
Practical exercises in the workshops, (not specified)... .......................... . . . . . . .. . . . . ....... . 






Schools of nat•igation. 
Location. 
- I 
1 : Rotterdam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . 3 
2 Leyden ..... . ............ . ........................... ---· ..... __ . .•. .. . 
3 A111ster<lam ............ . ... .. ..... ............ .....• ·----- -----· .. ... . 
4 Amgterdam ... ..... ..............................•.............. ...... 
5 Helder .............................................. .•..... ........... 
6 Vlieland . ............................... ···--- ... _ ...... _ .. ---- .. ... .. . 
~ ~~l:!~~~ik~~g :: ~ ~ :: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ : ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ·. ~:::: ~:: ~:::::::: ::: ::: 
9 Nav~ation course at the Academy Minerva at Groningen . ........... . 
i~ ~~~~R~~: ~:::::::: :::::: : ~ ~ ~:: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 
~ >1 
.,:. s 8· ~. I> c;.:>1 
~ (J) ·;;: pC:: .::: ·~a 
Q ..O'"' 8ctl 
..0 ~l ..... 
""' 1-1" .,; 'd 'd;:l (J)2l 
~ (J) (J)~ 'dctl 
0 ... "'..cl ;~ ..cl ..s ..Sc 
Q >::1 .::: c:: 
w 1':;1 1':;1 P; 
--------











76 5 ···•·· 





Total ..•.....•.................................•.... _ .. _.... . ___ .. 448 . . . • . . . • . • . • 48 
·These schools have all a more or less theoretical and practical course, every scholar 
making one or two voyages, which form an essential part of his studies, some of these 
voyages being only coast-voyages, and others voyages a.cross the Atlantic. 
Inst-itldionsfor the deaf-mutes and blincl.-Institution for De;:1J-Mutes at Groningen, 165 
inmates-88 males, 77 fem21>les; Deaf-Mute College at Rotterdam, 95 students-52 males, 
43 famales; Asylum for Deaf-Mutes a.t St. Michiels-GeE•~el, 120 inmates-66 males, 54 
females ; Institution for the Blind at Amsterdam, 49 inmates-33 males, 16 females; 
Asylum and College for the Blind at Amsterdam, 4:3 inmates-17 males, 26 females; Mr. 
Kingma's school for deaf-mutes and negle-cted children at Amsterdam, 45 inmates. 
Institutions for the p1·eparation of civil officers for Dutch India.-1. Government institu-
tion at Leyden: The course of instruction embraces Javan la.nguage; Malay language; 
Mohammedan law; laws and institutions of Dutch India; geography, history, ethno-
logy, and statistics of Dutch India; the reliCTions of Dutch India. The number o1 
students during the last year was 30. 2. M1.tnicipal instit~ttion at Delft: Course of 
studies the same as at the Leyden school. Number of students, 48. 
Miscellaneous seconda1·y schools.-1'he number of these schools supported entirely by 
the municipal authorit,ies of the towns or cities where they are located is 40, viz: 21 
drawing-schools, 15 industrial schools, 1 school for the study of mathematics, 1 school 
for the study of natural sciences, 2 schools of gymnastics, and 1 singing-school. 
School fo1· nnrses.-This school is a government institution, with 21 students. It is 
both theoretical and practical, about 150 pregnant women of the poorer classes having 
been delivered in this institution during the year. 
School of veterinm·y 8'UI"ge?·y.-Thi.s school bas a three-years' course, and was attended 
1:Jy 23 S~tudents, 9 in the first, 6 in the sec0nd, and 8 in the third class. Connected with 
the school is a hospital for animals, in which 880 animals were treated during the 
year, Tiz: 167 horses, 98 oxen and cows, 32 sheep a.ml goats, 30 hogs, 385 dogs, 25 cats, 
a.ncl 43 birds. Of these, 559 were cured, 50 died, anu 271 were convalescent. 
Income and expenditure of scondary inst1·uction. 
A.-EXPENDITURE. 
1. By the gove!.'nment: Guilders. 
I n tit uti on for the preparation of civil cfficers for Dutch India. .. .. . ____ .... __ .. ____ . ...... 23, 499 
~n~&~;~~~sig~~h~~~~-~~~~~:~~-c-t~~~: ~~~ :~: ~:~:: ::::::~:~: ~:: :::: :~ ::::: ~ :::: ~~ ~::::: :::::: M; g~ 
o>emmenthigher burgher-schools ............ _ ............ .... .. _____ . ... .......... ... __ 511,532 
ubshlies to municipal nigher burgher and miscellaneous schools .. _____ . • _._ ... __ ......... 160, 116 
Tr. vcling and other expenses of the examination-committee . _ ..... ___ ~ .... _ ... . __ ........ 22, 2·3 
Goyernment subsidies to various institutions.·---- ......... _ .. ·----_·-----................ 19,426 
----
Total government expenditure ·----- ------ .•.•.. ·--- ___ ••. ------------ ·----- -----. 41,672 
=-=-. 2. By the municipal authoriti s: 
H1gh_c~ bm;gh ;r-sc~ools, burgh r-schools, &c .... _ ........ ·-----_._ ....... __ ..•.••••.. -----· 62fl, 0 0 
Mnmcrpalmstltuhon forth preparation of civil officers for Dutch India ............ ------ 11,010 
Variou~ municipal econclaryinstitutions ...... ·--- _ .......•......•.. ·--·-- __ .. ____ .. ...... 35,7 0 
----
Total municipal expenclitnre ·----. ----. _. _ .. ---- __ ------ .•.. __ .•.... ___ ... ---·--·. 675, ,o 
Gra'lld total of expenses !or secondary instruction ..•... _. _. _ ... _ ...... -- . -- .. ---- · 6~:.. 5~l6 54~ Or, gold.--·-- · --·-·-~---· •, = 
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B.-INCOME. 
Guilders. 
From school-fees. ___ . _____ .. ____ ... ____ .. ___ .---- ...•.....•.. ___ ........................... 179, 757 
From other sources ...... ______ .. __ ..... __ . ____ .. __ ............................. __ ... .. . .. . 156, 424 
Total income of government and municipal Rchools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 336, 181 
Or, gold .............. .... $134,472 ,10 
3.-P?·imary inst1·twtion. 
1.-NUMBER OF SCHOOLS. 
Public schoolR. Private subsi- Private non-sub- Total. dized schools. sidized schools. 
~ "' riJ "' ai "' .$ "' 'Ottl 0 'C1l5 '0 'OcV o<t> o'<:l 0'0 o'O 0 0'0 0 0 0 0 
Provinces. ,.q ~~ ,.q -§~ ,.q 




:;.., t-] p.,~ l=l Poco ""' '""' '-',.<:! ~ _$fn ~ }i ..,,0 0 .$ c:!:11 ~E .Sen ;-3 1§:<1 c:: ;::l ' >=I >::1..<::; 
>:; I'< >::~'~ 
"i3 co ] 
co s-<'l 3 
co co ] cD 
<D,.q 
s Sct 1:: s S<'l s sc::: :g A cD <1l't-< co <D'H co <1l 'H co .., .... 0 
fi1 -o 0 fi1 ~0 
0 fi1 fiiO 0 fi1 ~0 0 p, Fl E-i E-i E-i E-i ------- -----------------
North Brabant 440,302 235 67 302 2 8 10 41 97 138 278 172 450 
Gelderland .... 439,715 268 51 319 22 33 55 39 77 11() 229 161 •!9 
South Holland. 711, 437 270 55 325 1 13 14 85 115 200 356 183 53 
North Holland 602, 018 238 76 314 4 10 14 55 161 216 297 24<7 544 
Zealand ..... __ 181, 471 104 42 146 3 1 4 12 18 30 119 () 1 180 
Utrecht __ ..... 176, 868 74 7 81 . ~ -. 15 15 28 49 77 102 71 173 
Friesland ..... 304, 702 325 29 354 ... . 9 9 31 H 45 356 52 408 
Overyssel ..... 260, 680 192 74 20() 9 20 29 25 20 45 226 54 280 
Groningen .... 234, 303 206 18 224 5 9 14 21 8 29 232 35 267 
Drenth e. ______ 108, 056 14il 2 150 ---- 4 4 7 · ··--· 7 155 6 Hil 




Total •.•. 3, 688,337 2,179 417 2, 596 46 128 174 361 2, 58'1} 1, 138 3, 724 
2.-NUMBER OF TEACHERS. 
.In the puhlio 
schools. 
In the private sub-
siclizetl schools. 
In the private nrm-
subsidized schools. Total. 
Provinces. eli ~ eli eli 
eli d! ,...., eli c::: 3 ql d! 3 a5 C\1 ,...; Cil s .s C\1 s ?. s ?. s .;g cD 0 0 0 co 0 co 0 
~ p, E-i ~ ~ E-i ~ p, E-i ~ p, E-i 
-----------------------
North Brabant .••....•. 591 14 605 18 6 14 151 352 503 760 3-72 1, 132 
Gelder land ............. 708 26 734 63 25 88 184 133 317 955 ltH 1, 139 
South Holland ......... 1, 216 lfiO 1, 376 16 14 30 634 282 916 1, 866 456 2, 322 
North Holland ......... 990 102 1, 092 25 15 40 579 335 914 1, 594 452 2, 0•16 
Zealand . ____ .......... . 333 34 367 3 ------ 3 51 20 7l 389 54 4113 
Utrecht. ............... 229 15 244 24 16 40 164 99 263 417 130 547 
Friesland ....... . ...... 709 50 759 15 2 17 98 3 109 821 55 8G7 
Overyssel .............. 503 7 510 32 23 55 82 33 115 617 63 680 
g~~~i,~~e~: :::::::::::: 506 24 530 17 12 29 81 14 95 604 50 654 265 4 269 5 5 10 13 ......... 13 283 9 292 
Limburg .....•..••..••. 378 21 399 ............ 22 22 53 130 183 421 173 !)9-f 
-------------------------
Total ............ 6, 428 457 6, 885 218 140 358 2, 088 1, 401 3, 489 8, 735 ,1, 998 10,733 
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3.-NUMBER OF SCHOLARS ON THE 15TH OCTOBER, 1869. 
h h 1 In theprivnte sub- I In the private non· In t e public sc 00 s. sidized schools. subsidized schools. Total. 
Provinces. 
Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total. 
-------1--- - ------------- ------ ------
North Brabant ..... 17, 829 9, 466 17,295 349 179 528 3, 825 11, 08114,906 22,003 20, 726 42,729 
Geldorland . ·.r..... 20, 484 16, 750 37, :~24 1, ll!iJ 674 1, 7931 3, 862 5, 268 '9, 130 25, 465 22, 692 48, 157 
South Hollnnu . . __ . 28, 798 26, 490 56, 288 364 184 448 11, 314 11, 909 23, 223 41, 376 ~8, 583 79, 959 
North Holland . .... 26,277 22,045 48,322 321 340 6611 9, 695 9, 87819, 573 36,29:1 32,263 68,556 
Zealand. __ . .•. __ .. _ 8, 339 7, 497 15, 836 96 92 188
1
1, 172 1, 219 2, 391 9, 607 8, 808 18, 415 
Ut~o.oht ..... __ .. _.. 6, 542 5, 761 12, 28~ 274 197 471 3, 595 3, 722 7, 317 10, 411 9, 660 20,071 
Fnesln.nd . .. _...... 18,296 16,224 34, 520 155 42 197 2, 296 1, 912 4, 208 20, 747 18, 178 38, 925 
Over:vsseL __ ....... 13,678 11, 9::14 25, 612 163 355 518
1
1, 864 2, 122 3, 986 15, 705 14, 411 30, 116 
Grouingen, .. _ .. _.. . 14,316 13, 053 27, 369 271 378
1 
649 1, 834 1, 682 3, 516 16, 421 15, 113 31 , 534 
D rentbe _ ..... _.... 6, 200 5, 711 11, 911 6-1 751 139 398 345 743 6, 662 6, 131 12, 793 
Limburg .... __ _ .. _. 9, 708 6, 351 16, 059 3 772 775 1, 366 3, 528 4, 894 16, 077 10, 651 21, 728 
Total ........ 171, 467141, 2621112, 729 3,079 3,28s 6,367~41,22152, 666 93,8871215,767197, 216 412, 983 
Evening-sohools.-In all the provinces of the Netherlands there are a great number of 
evening-schools, kept mostly by the teachers of the public day-schools, partly for the 
·benefit of pupils of the day-schools who wish to have more opportunities of studying, 
partly for the benefit of young persons employed in stores and factories. On the 15th 
October, 1869, the evening-schools were attended by 36,944 scholars of the day-schools, 
viz, 25,637 boys and 11 307 girls, and by 8,735 young persons, viz, 5,189 boysand 3,546 
girls. 
Comparative statistics. 
TotnJ population on the 31st De- Children attending the day-
Of every 100 boys (girls~ 
Number of children. the following number 
cember, 1868.* schools in January, 1869. did not attend. 
Pro·dnces. 6, 7, and 8 years 9, 10, and 11 years 6, 7, and 8 years 9, 10, and 11 {i, 7, and 8 9,10, and 11 
old. old. old. years old. years old. years old. 
Malo. Female. Total. 
Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. 
------------------ ------ --------
North Bmbant ---------------·-- --- -- 218,201 216,732 434,933 12,999 12,725 12, 864 12, 136 2, 666 3, 280 2, 670 3, 135 21 26 21 26 
Golderland . . . .. ---·-- .. ---------. __ _ 222, 100 214,808 436, 908 14,425 13,782 14,048 13, 195 2, 616 3,103 2, 315 2, 913 18 23 16 22 
Sout-h llollaml .. ___ __ . ____ . _____ _ . __ . 334, 701 387,452 692,153 22,n2 22,832 21,214 20,754 4, 776 6, 039 4,165 4, 914 21 27 20 24 
North Holland ... _._ -- -- ___ -·- . .. _ .. 284, 140 3tll , 786 585,926 20,128 19, 424 18, 803 18,298 6, 037 6, 691 4, 811 5, 808 30 35 26 32 
Zealand------. _____ ... ----- -. _____ _ . 88, 774 90,524 179,298 5, 970 5, 871 5, 777 5, 722 1, 026 1, 353 1, 0lj5 1, 808 17 23 18 32 
Utrecht.- ------ -- , __ ... ___ .--·---- __ 87,262 89, 540 176, 802 5, 605 5, 309 5, 332 5, 248 1, 038 1,164 1, 033 1, 42~ 19 22 19 27 
Friesland--------- -.----- ------ - .. •. 148, 69:J 150,029 298,722 10,454 9, 992 9, 960 9, 595 1, 811 1, 785 2, 250 3, 244 17 18 23 34 
~~~~~i~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ :: : : : ~ : : : : 132,254 
12!i, 004 258,258 8. 796 8, 038 8, 300 7, 884 1, 630 1, 312 1, 737. 2, ~0 1 19 16 21 28 
114,592 116, 489 23L, 081 s; 174 7, 858 7. 794 7, 260 1, 716 1, 630 1, 642 1, 597 21 21 21 22 
55,847 51, 750 107,597 3, 598 3, 445 3, 537 3, 331 423 493 539 747 12 14 15 2~ 
Limburg . ____ .. __ . _____ • . __ . ___ .. __ . 114, 841 111, 939 226,790 7, 249 7, 000 7,184 6, 759 1, 712 1, R93 888 1, 373 24 27 12 20 
==-====- = --------------· ------·- ---- :::z==== --
Total in 1869 ·--- - ------·· ----- 1, 801, 4L5 1, 827, 053 3, 628,468 120,130 116,296 114, 813 110, 182 25, 451 9.8, 743 23,115 29,168 21 24 20 2~ 
Total in 1867 . _ •. _ --· ___ .. ____ . 1, 782,211 1, 810,204 3, 592,415 118,844 115,211 113,585 109, 172 27,692 31, 686 24,107 30,319 23 27 21 2E 
-------
--36, 0531--1-, 286 
----------------------- --Increase . ____ ___ _ . ____ . ___ 19, 204 16, 849 1, 085 1, 228 1, 010 
D ecrease ...... ___________ . ............. .............. .... ....... ........ . ................ _-~ - - ---------- 2, 241 2, 943 992 1, 151 
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Numbe1· of child1·en ' that w~re instructed cost j1·ee.-As a general rule a regular school-
fee is paid in all the private and puhlic day-schools, but in the ease of poor parents an 
exception is made. Thus, on the 1Bth October, (the day when the census was taken,) 
in all the day-schools, (public and private,) 206,724, or a.bout one-half of all the children 
attending these schools, were instructed cost free. Of this number 107,699 were boys 
and 99,025 girls . 
. Sclwolsjor adults.-The number of schools for adults is 210, (71 public, 24 private 
subsidized schools, and115 non-subsidized schools.) The number of teachers in these 
schools is 484, viz, 392 males and 92 females. The number of scholars is 11,446, viz, 
6,329 males aud 5,117 females. 
Nm·malschools.--There are both government and private normal schools and nor-
mal classes. The number of government normal schools is ~, viz, Hertogenbosch, 
Haarlem, and Groningen, with a total number of students, 114. The course of in-
st'fuction takes up four years,, and is somewhat differently arranged in the different 
&chools. 
The following is the course of instruction of the school at Hertogenbosch: 
Hours per W(\ek. 
Studies. .: ;..; c;: c:: 0 0 p., p., 
-+'> 
'0 U1 ..... (;' I 
-
P enm::tnship .. .. . . ... ... .... .. ...... ........ ... .... ..... ... .... .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . ...... 2 2 
Arithmetic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 
Grammar .... .. ................................................. ..... ............... 1 1 
~~iil+a~;:::~:::;:~~:~~~::: :: ::·: ::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ::::::::::: ~ ~-
General history. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
f!~i~f~r~~F77TF H/H ~C-ii/Y LiE/! : ; 
~~~1:~~ati~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g ~ 
French . ............................................................ _ ... _ ... _ . .... __ . . . . . 3 
German .......... ............................................... ... ................. ...... __ 
Horticulture ............................................... . ......................... .. ..... . 
Anatomy, physiology, and hygiene .... ............... _.............................. .. .. 1 
,.. 











































The normal ~ourses are chiefly supported by the communities where they are located, 
or by the provmces; but most of them ~ujoy a government subsidy, are under govern-
ment supervision, and have a very similar course of instruction to that of the govern-
ment normal schools. The number of these courses is 27, with 831 students. 
With quite a number of the elementary schools, normal classes for the practical edu-
CrLtion of teachers are connected. Such classes are connected with 56 schools, and 
number 509 students. 
There are 12 normal sc1~ools and normal courses for female teachers, all private, or 
provincial or municipal, but moat of them subsidized by the government. rrhe number 
of students during the last year was 262. 
_TeacheTs' societies.-The number of teach.ers' societies during the year 1869 was 247, 
With a total of 3,834 members. 
Inco'rne cmd expenditu1·e of p7·imet7'.1J instmction.-Expcnditu1·e by the central government: 
479,734 guilders, or $191,893.60 gold. 
REVIEW OF EDUCATION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
Income and expenditure of the vm'ious-communities. 
Objects of expenditure. 
Teachers' s:tlaries .................... . 
Teachers' lodging and rent of school-
houses ..... .. ....................... . 
~:;~~i;g~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fmniture and apparatus ............. . 
Light and fuel ........................ . 
School-committees .................... . 
Teachers' pensions .. . .. . ............. . 
Subsidies to different schools ......... . 
Educn.tion of teachers ............ .... . 
Paid to other communities ........... . 
Sundries . ......................... ... . 
Amount. 
Guilders. 












Sources of income. 
School-fees .............. ....... .. .. . 
Subsidy by the central government 
Contributions by the communities .. . 
Contributions by the provincial gov-
ernment ................ .... . ..... . 









Tot:tL __ - ....................... : 4, 372, Otl3 Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 048, 681 
Gmnd total expenditure for edtteation (supeEior, secondary, and primary) by the centml 
got·ernrnent, the provinces, and the comm1mities, 6,621,079 guilders, or $2,648,431.60, gold. 
4.-Educational institutions f01' the m-my and navy. 
Royal Milita1·y Academy.-The number of cadets in 1869 was 185. The course lasts 
three years, and during the last year 72 of the cadets became officers, viz, 45 in the 
home service, 26 in Dutch India, and 1 in the West Indies. 
Staff-School.-This school has 3 professors. Generally 4 lieutenants_ are sent to this 
school per annum from each of the arms, (infantry, cavalry, artillery, and engineers.) 
The course embraces mathematics, natural sciences, geodesy, history of the military 
sciences, geography, French, German, and English, free-band drawing, plan and map 
drawing, surveying, tactics, fortification, and military law. _ · 
Inst1·uction-battalion.-On the 15th October, 1870, this battalion numbered 31 officers 
and 476 non-commissioned officers and privates. The course is both the~retical and 
practical. 
Artillery instTuction-company.-For the education of non-commissioned officers for 
the artillery. On the 1st November, 1869, this company numbered 175. 
Scientific courses in the clijfere:nt army-corps.-Intended for the further education of 
non-commissioned officers. In 1869, 102 took part in these courses, (infantry, 74; cav-
alry, 15; and artillery, 13.) 
Corps-schools.-Eacb army-corps has elementary schools. The number of teachers in 
these schools in 1869-'70 was 201, mostly officers, and the number of scholars 7,553, 
(infantry, 6,299; cavalry, 519; artillery, 596; engineers, 139.) 
Royal Naval Academy at Willemsoord.-The number of cadets in 1869 was 6~. The 
course is both theor!ptical aud practical, and embraces a cruise of about a year. 
School for officers of the maTine-cotps at Amsterdam.-The course lasts three years. The 
number of cadets in 1869 was 9. 
Instruction for navalmachinists.-This instruction is both theoretical and practical, 
and is given on board a man-of-war at Hellevoetsluis. The course lasts 2 years, 
and was in 1869 attended by 43 scholars. 
Instruction f01' steenmcn.-Two ships are used for this instruction, one at Amsterdam 
and the other at Willemsoord; at the former place there were 109 scholars, and at the 
latter about 80. 
Anny anil Navy Medical School.-The number of students in 1869 was 84 ; 5 left the 
school during the year and received places as physicians, (1 in the honie service, 1 in 
the navy, and 3 in India.) 
School f01' Militm·y Druggists in India ancl the West Indies.-The course of study lasts 
4 years, and the number of students in 1869-'70 was 12. 
5.-P1'ison-schools. 
During the year 1869, instruction (chiefly in the eleme11tary branches) was given in 
8 penitentiaries, 13 municipal and military jails, and in 23 prisons. The following are 
the statistics : 
33 E 
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Statistics of p1·ison-8chof)ls. 
Character of institut.ien. 
Did not take part in the 
course of instructJon. 
------------------------------------------1------j---------------------
Penitentiaries ....... ... ....... .......... . .... ... ...... . ... . 
















TotaL....................... .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, ;;ill 4, 524 4, 975 8, 012 12, 987 
With all these institutions, there are libraries for the use of the prisoners, with a 
total of 10,385 volumes. These libraries are used by 9,965 prisoners. Of the prisoners 
who took part in the course of instruction, 1,527 we:Ke below 20 years of age, 1,745 
were between 20 and 30 years, 804 between 30 and 40, and 448 above 40. · 
6.-Infant-schools. 
These schools, ()ither public or private, are for children between the ages of 4 and 6; 
the number· of the public schools being 78, with 371 teachers, (5 males, 107 females, and 
259 assistants-sex not stated,) and 12,834 pupils, (6,531 boys, 6,303 girls,) and the num-
ber of the private schools being 579, with 1,633 t eachers, (24 males, 735 females, and 874 
assistants--sex not stated,) and 50,435 pupils, (22,934 boys, 27,501 girls;) making a 
total of 657 schools, with 2,004 teachers and 63,269 pupils, (29,465 boys, 3:3,804 girls.) 
STATIST~CS OF ILLITERACY. 
These statistics, contained in the official r eport on education, 1869-'70, refer only 
to the military conscripts. Of 2,227 conscripts 803 coulJ. neither read nor write, and 
1,424 possessed only a very insufficient knowledge of reading and writing. 
PORTUGAL. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 36,510 squaro miles. Population, 4,360,974.) 
Highest cclucational author~ty, THE MINISTRR OF THE INTERIOR, A. RoDRIGUES DE SAM-
PAlO; General di1·ect01· of public instnwtion, COUNSELOR C. B. DASILVA. 
STATISTICS. 
No second report having been received from Portugal, the statistics of January 1, 
1870, are given here from the official paper " 0 Diario do Governo," as already pub-
lished in the circular of information for February, 1872: 
Schools. Scholars. 
Districts. 
For boys. For girls. Total. Boys . Girls. I Total. 
..A.veiro .................................. 111 17 128 7,455 996 8,451 
Beja . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. 57 42 99 3, 081 ' 667 3, 748 
~i;Fejji~~~:~~~~~~::::::~:::::~:::::::: 1~~ }~ ~~~ !Ji~ i~~ l~~ 
Coimbra .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 125 13 138 7, 307 008 7, 945 
Evora .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . 38 10 18 1, 670 626 3, 296 
Faro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 49 4 53 2. 163 2711 2, 439 
l~i~~~~----------~::~:::~~~:::::::::::::::::: 1~~ ig 1~~ ~:~~~ 1,~~~ ~:~~ 
Lisboa .................................. 115 33 148 6,273 1,798 8,071 
~~~~ -~~~~: ~~~: ::~~:::~ :~~ ~ :::~~ ~:~:: 1g~ ~~ 1~~ ~: ~g~ 1, ~~~ ~: ~ 
Santarem............................. . 84 14 98 3,811 625 4,436 
Vianno de Castello ......... ........... _ 71 5 76 4, 791 450 3, 241 
VillaReal. ............................. 137 15 152 a,O!lO 835 1~,·~~ Vizen ...... ............................. 206 23 229 11,544 1,301 
~~:~- ~ ~: ~ ~ :::::: :~~:::: :::::::~ ~ :~ ~ ~: ~~ ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~~ i: m 
IIorla.................. ................. 26 11 37 1,483 801 2, 4 
Ponta. Del gada.............. . . .. .. .. .. .. 22 9 31 1, 743 1, 124 2, 867 
.. Total ......................... ... . ~---314·--2-,121J99.2o5 6,027~ 
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At the end of the year 1869, 6,001 boys and 654 girls (in all 6,655 children) had 
finished their education. 
RUSSIA. 
(Absolute hereditary Monarchy-Empire. Area, about 7,225,374 square miles. Population, 82,159,630.) 
Minister of public instruction, CouNT D. ToLSTOI. 
RE-ORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY AND OTHER SCHOOLS. 
Count Tolstoi, the minister of public instruction, has drawn up the draught of a law 
re-organizing the gymnasia and other secondary schools. The Emperor has appointed 
a committee for examining this draught, with General Count Stroganow as president, 
and the prince imperial, Prince Peter of Oldenburg, -the minister of public instruction, 
war, and finance, as well as some other prominent counselors of the empire, as mem-
bers. This committee is to have the powers of a government department. 
Count Tolstoi and the minister of the interior are likewise commissioned to estab-
lish new elementary schools in all parts of the empire where they are wanted, and pro-
cure the necessary funds. Count Tolstoi spent part of the month of August in Berlin, 
in order to make himself personally acquainted with the Prussian school-system. 
PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISES. 
Great zeal is manifested by the provincial and city authorities for the furtherance of 
education. Thus the municipal council of St. Petersburg (Duma) has appropriated 
an annual sum of 75,000 roubles (3 francs 75 centimes each) for the establishment and 
maintenance of 28 new elementary schools. The city of Riga has also appropriated a 
sum of money sufficient to found and maintain 6 new elementary schools. 
RUSSIANIZING THE BALTIC PROVINCES. 
The national Russian party is still zealously engaged in spreading the Russian lan-
guage fnrther in church and school in the Baltic provinces. The orthodox seminary of 
the ancient city of Riga got as its president a general, and the director of the German 
gymnasium was obliged to introduce the Russian language as the language of instruc-
tion. The Livonian chambers passed a protest against the introduction of the Russian 
language in the secondary schools of Livonia. The Esthonian chambers sent a depu-
tation to St. Petersburg to protest against the encroachments on their native lan-
guage. They were assured by the Emperor t.hat the privileges of the Esthonian popu-
lation with regard to the use of their native language in church and school should not 
be touched, and that the schools, with the sole exception of technical and professional 
schools, should retain the Esthonian language as the language of instruction. 
UKASE OF THE EMPEROR REGARDING INSTRUCTION IN GERMAN. 
Immediately on his return from a journey to Germany during the summer of 1871, 
the Emperor published a ukase (order) directing the ministry of public instruction to 
see to it that the German language should have more hours of instruction than the 
French or any other modern language in all the privileged private day and boarding 
schools. 
EDUCATIONAL MUSEUM. 
The national Russian industrial exposition at St. Petersburg, in which educational 
apparatus was also represented, first caused the authorities and educators of the coun-
try to conceive the idea of an educational museum. This idea was soon carried out in 
the most liberal manner and on a grand scalf;\, so that now there rs, besides the many 
other attractions of St. Petersburg, a great educational museum, containing a very 
complete collection of apparatus, text-books, school-furniture, &c., used in the educa-
t ional institutions of the country from the lowest grade to the highest. The section 
containing aids for the domestic education of children between the ages of 6 ancl15 is 
p,articnlarly rich. 
READING-ROOMS. 
!'>-n extrao!dinar~· sittin~, has receJ?tly taken. place in St. Petersburg, of the com-
mittee on pnmary mstructwn, the obJect of whJCh was to consider the report on the 
establishment of popular reading-rooms. rrhc project proposes 1,220 roubles (3 francs 75 
centimes each) as the cost of installation, and 2,700 roubles for the expenses of mainte-
nance. The expected receipts are 400 roubles ;.therefore, evidently, gifts or subscriptions 
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will be required. The Order of Advocates bas already offereu1,000 roubles. The plan 
has two peculiarities: reading out loud is to be introduced for those persons who are 
instructed; children are to be admitted free, and adults enter on payment of one 
copeck, (equal to four centimes.) 
GENERAL INTEREST TAKEN IN EDUCATION. 
The district authorities of the district of Samara resolved to establish an annual 
teachers' conference at Samara, to give the elementary teachers from the rural districts 
an opportunity to become acquainted with the best modern methods of instruction. 
The representatives of the district of Odessa bad, at their last session, a very lively 
discussion on the question of compulsory attendance, and finally unanimously decided 
in favor of the measure, pledging themselves to press the matter with the national 
educational authorities. As an interesting fact, it may also be mentioned here that 
during t1w last year more than a. hundred ladies attended the lectures on natural 
science at the University of Kiew. 
EDUCATION li~ POLAND. 
The latest educational statistics of the kingdom of Poland, now completely absorbed 
by the Russian empire, are of the year 1870. The number of elementary schools 
maintained by the government was in that year 2,115, viz: 1,462 for Roman Catholics; 
376 for UBi ted Greeks; 218 for Protestants; 29 for Russian Orthodox; and 30 for Jews. 
All these schools were attended by 121,613 children. The total population of the 
kingdom is 5,705,607, viz: 76,823 boys and 44,810 girls. During the last year 57 new 
schools were established. From the beginning of the year 1872, the Russian language 
is to form the chief language of instruction in all the elementary schools of the king-
dom of Poland. 
FEMALE GYMNASIUM IN MOSCOW. 
According to the Moscow Gazette, it is the intention of some wealthy private indi-
viduals to establish in that cit.y a gymnasium for young ladies, not merely l1 higher 
school for girls1 but an institution like the Gemtan gymnasia, paying special attention 
to ancient languages and mathematics. The Northern Press says with regard to this 
project: "As every gymnasium may be viewed from a twofold stand-point, viz, as a 
school giving a general humane edncation , and as an institution preparing for the special 
university studies, thus the idea of a female gymnasium may also be viewed in these 
two different aspects. If we consider the gymnasium merely as a stepping-stone to 
the university, a female gymnasium must consistently be followed by a female uni-
versity. We believe we are not mistaken in saying that the number of ladies in 
Russia (and we presume an over the world) who would study a science for the sake of 
the science is remarkably small. As far as we are able to judge, such an idea is very 
far removed from the present generation of young ladies in Russia. The question is a 
different one with regard to those ladies who consider science merely as a means of 
earning some livelihood and entering some profession; for these we find a great num-
ber of foreign universities and technical schools, especially in Switzerland. For such 
the question of establishing a female university forms an integral part of the question 
of women's labor, and the solution of this question will depend on what so-called 
learned professions will, with the present social and political organization of Russia, 
be open to women. Till that question is decided no female university js wanted, and 
a female gymnasium can till then only be considered as an institution imparting a 
general education of a higher character than that of the present superior schools for 
young ladies." 
WANT OF TEACHERS FOR THE SECONDARY .AND SUPERIOR SCHOOLS. 
The somewhat anomalous condition of public instruction of the higher grades iB 
s~:10wn by th~ constantly growing want of teachers for the gymnasia and the univers~­
tie .. .A.ccordmg to authentic inform ation for the year 1871, there were at the Um-
ver 1ty of S~. Petersburg 61 professorships filled and 14 vacant; in Moscow, 72 filled a~d 
19 vacant; m Charkow, 46 filled and 45 vacant; in Kasan, 53 filled and 38 vacant; m 
Ode a, 31 filled and 27 vacant; in Dorpat, 47 filled and 7 vacant; in Warsaw, 61 filled 
and 10 vacant. Thus, the total number of professorships filled in the above 7 Rus ian 
universities was 420, and that of vacant ones 202, therefore more than one third of all 
the professor hips was vacant. 
In the gymnas_ia the want of teachers was felt just as keenly. Of all t.he teach-
er 'places established by law, there were, in 1871,200 vacant, i. e., about 10 per cent . 
.A. great hinderance of a sound development of the Russian gymnasia is the frequent 
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change of teachers from one gymnasium to the other. Thus, of the total number of 
teachers in 1867, scarcely 47 per cent. were at their old places at the end of 1871, and 
in the district of Odessa the percentage was only 13. 
TECHNICAL REA.L-SCHOOLS. 
Some time ago the minister of public instruction laid before the council of the em-
pire a plan of reform, according to which the real-gymnasia should be transformed into 
technical real-schools, i. e., instruction in ancient languages should be almost entirely 
dropped in these institutions, and modern languagee and natural sciences introduced 
instead. This plan was rejected by the council by 27 votes against 19, and the Em-
peror published a decree ordering the carrying out of this plan. The same was done, 
when last year a similar majority of the council declared themselves against the plan 
proposed by the minister to establish purely classical gymnasia by the side of the real-
gymnasia. Both these imperial decrees are of great importance, as they insure greater 
thoroughness in both branches of instruction, the classical and the technical. The 
funds for the maintenance of the new technical real-schools are to be supplied from 
the national tre:J,sury. 
RE-ORGANIZATION OF DISTRICT-SCHOOLS. 
The Emperor and the council of the empire have sanctioned the re-organization of 
the district-schools proposed by the ministry of public instruction. The existing dis-
trict-schools, (higher elementary schools,) 402 in number, are to be re-organized gradu-
ally, as fast as the teachers' seminaries can supply the necessary teachers. It is ex-
pected that the work of reform will be commenced in 1874. Seminaries are first . to be 
established in the districts of St. Petersburg and Moscow, to be followed by the dis-
tricts of Kasan, Charkow, Odessa, Wilna, and Kiew. 
ENDEAVORS OF THE GOVERNMENT TO RAISE THE GENERAL STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 
'rhe chief of police of St. Petersburg, General Trepow, a man of high educrution and 
untiring in his efforts to raise its standard among the lower classes of the capital, start-
ing from the idea that drunkenness and rowdyism among the lower classes are so 
prevalent because they have no chance to enjoy any rational amusements, instituted a 
course of popular lectures, meeting the expenses connected therewith from the funds 
of the police department. He engaged for these lectures the very best men of the 
country, and made the price of admission merely nominal. These lectures on various 
subjects, such as sacred and profane history, hygiene, geography, natural sciences, were 
kept in the most popular style, and made attractive by charts, maps, diagrams, pictures, 
and experiments. The result has surpassed all expectations, and many of the lectures 
bad to be given repeatedly. The interest taken in these lectures is, according to the 
most reliable information, not based on a mere passing enthusiasm, but is firmly rooted 
in the populace. 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION AMONG THE C()SSACKS. 
In the St. Petersburg Gazette we find the following interesting communication : 
''According to official information, there were among the Cossacks i:rt the province of 
Orenburg, numbering -248,000 persons, 179 elementa: y Hcbools, viz, 129 for boys and 
50 for girls, attended by 3,760 scholars. Considering 1 , llll uumber of schools entirely 
insufficient, and the attendance unsatisfactory, Ma.Jur-General Boborykin, on the 
19th August, 1871, published a decree, ordering the suiJ-hetmans to establish element-
ary schools in every village, and to enforce attendance at school for every boy from 
the age of 8 or 9. The Orenburg Cossacks are distribti.ted through 401 towns and vil-
lages, and in every one of these a school-house and house for the teacher are to be 
built immediately at the expense of the town. In order to procure the required num-
ber of teachers, the non-commissioned officers, who all have a good elementary educa-
tion, are to act as teachers. As it is supposed that but few of them possess any skill 
in teaching, r egular pedagogical courses for them are to be held every year by experi-
enced pedagogues appointed by the minister of public instruction. These courses are 
to last one month, usually during the summer, while the children are eBjoying their 
vacation . The results have been so excellent that it is intended to bold six such courses 
per annum, three for male and three for female teachers. Since the publication of the 
above-mentioned order by the hetman, 118 new schools have been established, viz, 50 
for boys and 68 for girls, so that the total n11mber of schools is now 297. ·At the same 
time Sunday-schools have been established for adults between the ages 0f 17 and 19." 
FINLAND. 
For the following article on education in Finland we are indebted to Professor Felix 
Heikel, of the University of Helsiugfors, Finland, now on a visit to this country: 
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EDUCATION iN FINLAND-AREA AND POPULATION. 
}<.,inland is bounded by the Gulf of Bothnia on the west, the Gulf of ~inland and 
Lake Ladaga on the south, and stretches so far north as to embrace a portwn of Lap-
land. Its area is about 107,000 English square miles, and the population, according to 
the census 0f 1870, was 1,733,612. Of these about 250,000 speak Swedish, and the rest 
Finnish, a Mongolian language, the only European language to which it bears any 
relation being the Hungarian. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT. 
It is generally supposed that the Fins emigrated to Finland from Eastern Europe 
and Asia about A. D. 700. They were a heathenish and barbarous race till the end of 
the twelfth century, when the country was conquered by the Swedes, who introduced 
Christianity and civilization. In1809 Finland was conquered by Russia, but, in accorel-
:1Dce with a generous assurance of Emperor Alexander given to its first parliament, 
its Swedish laws, liberties, and privileges were fully confirmed by Russia's present 
sovereign, the Emperor Alexander II. Finland is, therefore, a separate grand-duchy, 
dyna,stically united, with Russia, whose emperor is its grand-duke. Its legislative 
power is a parliament, (Landdag,) which assembles at least every 5 years; the execu-
tive power is vested in a governor-general appointed by the grand-duke, and a senate 
of 16 members. All government officials, with the exception of the governor-general, 
are natives. The official government and school language is Swedish or Finnish. 
SCHOOL-LAWS AND GOVERNMENT. 
The oldest school-law dates from the year 1611. The law at present in force for the 
J?rimary schools (.Folksakolo1·na) datos from 1866, and for the lyceums or Latin schools 
(Lccrdaskol01·na) from 1872. Till 1869 the schools were all under the superintendence 
of the church (Lutheran) authoripies, but in that year the schools were placed under a 
separate administration, consisting of a president and six members. 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
Instruction in reading and writing has from time immemorial been given in the 
family or in the rural districts by migratory village-schools, and in the cities in private 
or public primary schools. No person who cannot read is confirmed by the church or 
can obtain municipal or political privileges. The knowledge of reading is therefore 
universal throughout the whole country. 
SECONDARY OR INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS. 
These schools have only been established within a few years, but their number is 
constantly increasing. In 1866 'there were in operation 7 such schools, while in 1872 
their number was upward of 200. The course of instruction embraces religion, read-
ing, writing, arithmetic, history, geogmphy, natural philosophy, sing..jng, drawing, and 
gymnastics, and in the girls' schools, in addition, needle-work. The proportion between 
the female and male teachers is about that of two to three. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
There are two normal schools-one with separate departments for gentlemen and for 
ladies, and one exclusively for ladies. The former was opened in 1864, and in 1871 had 
156 students; the latter was opened in 1870, with 30 students. The course of instruc-
tion embraces four years, of which the first three are devoted to theoretical studies, 
while the last is devoted ,to practical exercises in the model-school and kindergarten 
connected with each school. 
REAL-SCHOOLS OR illGH SCHOOLS. 
?!'or every one of tho thirty-three citiel! in Finland there is a high school for boys, 
With a two to four years' course. The number of ladies' high schools, each with from 
four to si~ classe~, in the whole grand-duchy, is 7. The course of studies embraces the 
same subJects as m the secondary schools, but is more thorough, including two or more 
lUOdern languages. The number of pupils in the high school for boys was, in 1871, 
2,212, and in the high schools for.ladies 753. 
THE POLYTECHNIKUM. 
The PolytechniJmm, or Polytechnic School, is located at Hclsingfors. The condition 
of admis ion is the completion of the course at a real-school. After a two-years' pre-
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paratory course in mathematics and drawing, the studies branch off in four depart-
ments, viz: one for civil engineers, (railroad and canal engineers;) one for machinists; 
one for architects; and one for chemists. The whole course embraces four to six years. 
In 1871 the number of professors was 16 and the number of students about 105. 
"LYCEUMS," OR LATIN SCHOOLS. 
These schools are the oldest public schools in Finland. Originally founded for eccie-
siastical purposes, they have now been changed into institutions for a higher gener::tl 
or classical education. They embrace the American grammar-schools, high schools, 
and at least the two lower classes of colleges. Pupils are usually admitted at au age 
varying between 9 and12 years. The course lasts from eight to nine years, and em-
braces religion, Latin in all classes, Greek, modern languages, mathematics, natural 
sciences, history, geography, vocal music, drawing, and gymnastics. In 1871 there 
were in operation 10 complete lyceums, with 7 classes each, and 12 having only the 
4 lower classes. The total number of pupils in all the lyceums was 2,575. The lyceum 
at Helsingfors is called tbe Normal Lyceum, as candidates for teachers' places at lyce-
ums or real-schools, after having finished their studies at the university; here receive 




The university was founded in the year 1640 in Abo, and after the conflagration of 
that city in 1828 was transferred to Helsingfors, the present capital of Finland. It 
has four faculties, or schools, viz, theology, law, medicine, and philosophy. 
The number of" ordinary professors" in 1871 was 33, who, in order to obtain such a 
place, must give sufficient proof of having followed independent scientific investiga-
tions, and are obliged to lecture four times a week. Besi~les these there are 35 "extra-
ordinary prufessors" and tutors. Condition of admission is the completion of a full 
course at a lyceum. The number of students is about 750. With regard to the selec-
tion of studies the greatest liberty prevails. The university librar~7' which is open to 
the general public, embraces 140,000 volumes. The students have a special "students' 
library," with about 15,000 volumes, and a reading-room containing journals and peri-
odicals from almost all civilized countries. Connected with the university there is an 
astronomical and magnetic observatory, a large chemical laboratory, a botanical garden, 
anatomical, zoological, mineralogical, numismatic, and historieal collections, &c. The 
income of the university in 1871 was 1,162,000 marks, (mark, a Finnish coin, equal to 1 
franc.) A large number of free places are annually distributed, and every year young 
men of talent are sent out to study at foreign universities or to study the educational 
institutions of other countries. 
OTHER PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 
One agricultural institute, with 11 professors. 
Three lower agricultural schools. 
One military academy, with 120 students. 
Six schools of navigation. 
Several evening and drawing schools. 
Four schools for deaf and dumb, with 10 teachers andl07 pupils. 
Two schools for blind. 
SUPPORT OF THE SCHOOLS. 
The public schools are for the greater part supported by the government of Finland, 
which for this purpose annuall.v expends about two and a quarter million marks. All 
schools charge a small school-fee, varying between 2 and 100 marks ann©lly. The 
annual fee in the military academy is 560 marks. There are free places for indigent 
scholars in all schools. Instruction at the university is entirely free of charge. 
DURATION 01<' SCHOOL-YEAR AND VACATION. 
The school-year, which in most schools begins on the 1st September, is divided into 
two terms, the first from September 1 till December 15; the second from January 15 
till June 15. 
SPAIN. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 182,758 square miles. Population, 16,641,980.) 
Minister of public works and public inst1·nction, (fornento,) SENOR EcHEGARAY. 
No report has been received for this year, and it is therefore impossible to give- many 
items of interest. . 
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magi. t rial power ov r British subject settled here, we will at once proce d to con-
sider the second mode of action suggested by our instructions, and to give your lorcl-
ship a :;ketch of the establishment of the present form of government in these i land. , 
from which we believe that yonr lordship \Yill conclude, with us, that it is very far 
indeed from being likely that any government can be established here which i , in 
any nse, native or indigenous, or which could become tolerable to the nati>e or 
white planter. 
4. In order to reply to an objection which might be made that the Sanclwichlslan<l 
and the Tongan Islands are examples which may be quoted of success in native gov-
ernment, we may remark that, in each of these cases, a superior native chief succeecled 
in establishing his supreme rule before the advent of any number of Europ ans· in 
eaeh case missiona,ries preceded the trader or planter, and were able to instill a con id-
erable amount of self-respect and culture into the natives; and in neither ca ·e ha 
there been so rapid and sudden an influx of foreigners as in Fiji. In the Fiji Islands 
this gr~at influx of settlers took place from and since the elate of Colonel mythe s 
report to Her Majesty's government. The fact of Colonel Smythe's mission, before 
his report was made known, gave British settlers a hope of annexation to Great Brit-
a.in; and the f:.Lithful account given by Dr. Seemann of the fertility of the i land., 
and their suitableness as a new area for cotton-planting, stimulated the immigration 
which followed. 
5. Fiji was still at that time, and up to a mnch more recent date, without any one 
hea,d, as may be seen from Colonel Smythe's report, Mr. Thurston':; corre. pond nee on 
the Polynesian land question, 1868, and other documents. The chief of Bau wa. , 
however, besides being the undoubted ruler over a large area, the most influential 
personage over the group generally, and so continued up to August, 1871. Up to thi 
time the white settlers generally, throughout the different districts, had sought to ex-
tend their own influe'nce, and to maintain· order, by preferring some local chief bcfor 
all others, and then enabling him, by presents of arms or cloth, and other thing , to 
extend his influence, so that he might be the judge of all native disputes brought be-
foTe him, and also the medium through whom purchases of land might be made. 
They. of course, adhered to the chiefs who were already the most powerful, by birth 
€Jr l>y the issue of native wars, and Cakobau's power, among others, was greatly due 
to this influcnc . 
6. One chief alone was always an exception 1.o this rule. Maafn, the Tongan, who e 
ant cedents l1ave been reported to the foreign office, m£Ldc a position for him lf, as-
sisted, it is tru , by one or two Englishmen, who attached themselves directly to him. 
H e wa frequently stopped in his caree1· by the influence of the British con nl, and but 
for this he would probably have been before now the principal chief of Fiji. 
7. Prom abont 1 65, various attempts were made at di:tferent parts of the group, 
under tlle influence of whites, to establish tlle first principles of government; and 
Cakobau, Maafn, and one or two other chiefs were assisted by English secretaries - or 
p erllaps we should ay instructed by English secretaries-to draw up and i sue consti-
tutions. Thus thcro were con~titutions of Ban of 1865 and 1867, laws of Tovata of 
1867, and others; t.he secretaries to these chiefs being, in nearly every case, re, pectable 
and, in orne ca es, ablo men. There wore, however, consic1erable eli tricts Leyoncl the 
boundaries of Ban or of the Tovata; and, as yet, no administration of justice bad 
been attempted beyond tho native magistracy of local chiefs. 
8. The feeling of the white popula.tion th£Lt it was absolutely nece sary to erect 
some ort of central government, under which law-court for the recovery of debt 
and repression of crime could be constituted, now increa ed, and in 1 69 the natin1 
chief seem to have been stimulated by the whites to send to Her Maje ·ty's con. ul 
petitions for British protection. Various associations of whites were made, which, in 
tnrn, tried to erect a r publican form of government, and obtain annexation to the 
nited tate , without success; and the first actual conce sion of legi lative powc ~ 
to whites appears to have been the granting of a charter by Cakobau to the whit 
re idents of L e,·nka2 to make improvement in the local settlement by enacting bye-laws for imposing 1m s, &c. It is dated 21st November, 1 70. This, however, wa 
altog th r in nfficient for the pnrpo o of inaugurating what was want d, namely a 
court of law; and tho first successful attempt at the formation of a general govern-
ill nt wa made v ry hortly after. 
9. At thi time Cakobau's dir ct sovereignty was limited to Ban, to part. of Ovalau 
gr at part of the Rewa, and several central island . His influence exten11 d westward 
to Ba River on tho north and to uva on the south side of Viti Levu, far le , alto-
g th r, than half of Viti L vu, or a third of the group. It had appeared t be th 
int r st f ev ry ono to uphold and extend that authority and infl.uen e; and both 
the ·lairn of th nited 'tates for £9,000, and al o the action of Engli h authoriti , 
hac1 ·ontribut to make him the principal chief of Fiji. 
10. A w hav said, the whit , throughout the group, had been anxiou for a g n-
ral gov rnm nt, hut th merchant of Levuka, to whom many of tlle planter wer 
in d bt, wer naturally the mo!!t eager for the establishm nt of courts of law; but the 
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immediate cause of their proceeding to active measures was the fact that a new line 
of steamers was advertised to run from Australia to San Francisco, and that it was 
most desira.ble t~ induce them to call at Levuka on their way. ·Some of the principal 
merchants subscribed to light Levnka harbor and to survey the northern entrance to 
the group, namely, the Nanuku Passage, They were further desirous of securing to 
the steamship company a small subsidy, and were at once met by the difficulty that 
they had often met before, that the qo-operation might be promised, for this or ~ny 
other scheme, but could not be secured. 
About this time, viz, May, 1871, a Mr. Sydney Burt, who happened to have come 
here from Sydney, was Cakobau's commercial agent; a Mr. G. A. Woods, formerly colo-
nial surveyor in New Zealand, was employed in determining positions for placing a 
light for the navigation of the Nanuku Passage; and a Mr. Drew was Cakobau's sec-
retary. The resident whites seem not to have understood how to set to work to con-
stitute themselves into a government, and seem to have combined with Mr. Woods 
and Mr. Burt to get Cakobau recognized as King of Fiji, and, under his authority, to 
form a ministry of seven persons, comprising two native chiefs, two principal mer-
chants, Mr. Sagar, Mr. ·woods, Mr. Burt. 
11. These persons (for neither the chief Cakobau nor other native understood any-
thing about it) assembled the foreign residents in Levuka by notice, and there read a 
speech, purporting to be from Cakobau, who was present, and announcing the nomi-
nation of his ministers and his intention to govern under a constitution by their aid. 
12. It is greatly to be regretted that the gentleman who occupied the post of Her 
Majesty's consul at this time was not :fitted, either by hi.s knowledge of the islands or 
by a legitimate influence with the chiefs, to direct the course of affairs. The influence 
and authority, which should of right have been exerted by him at this moment, were 
not used to keep the chiefs and the British residents from making great mistakes. 
Had Mr. March possessed that influence and authority, we believe he might, on the one 
hand, have given such advice to the chief as would have insured his selecting trust-
worthy persons as ministers, and, on the other hand, have induced all residents to give 
the support to the laws, now for the first time introduced, as would have insured their 
ready acceptance. 
'l'he mistake now made, and which has led to many subsequent ones, was· that the 
whole public, native and foreign, were taken by surprise. A general government was 
started without the general consent; and, consequently, although the whites in all 
parts of the group were induced, by their strong desire for a government of some sort 
or other and by fair promises, to adhere at :first to what was then started; yet both 
whites and natives have held themselves free to disown and oppose the government so 
constituted whenever they thought :fit, and to ask for its dissolution. But for the inter-
ference and influence of the house of Hennings in one direction, and that of Captain 
Chapman, of Her Majesty's ship Dido, in another, there can be little doubt that both 
Maafu, chief of Lau, and Tui Cakan, chief of the northern part of the group, would 
have separated from the government of Cakobau before this; and an organized resist-
ance to the government on the part of the planters of Ba, N acli, and N adroga (the west 
extreme of Viti Levu) might possibly have been successful had it not been for Captain 
Chapman's intervention in February, 1873. 
13. There can be no doubt that the personal unpopularity of Mr. Woods, wh(\made 
himself the leader of the government movement, as well as an unnecessary and arbi-
trary assumption of authority by him, had something to do with the resistance offered 
to the government; but the chief cause of distrust among the whites was the subse-
quent spectacle of an extravagant expenditure of money on an elaborate form of con-
stitutional government, which sensible men felt to be unsuited to the country. There 
was, beside this, a residuum of ill¥disposed men at Levuka, who objected to all law, 
and who took advantage of the indifference of the respectable to make themselves 
prominent. These were a small fraction and entirely distinct from the body of planters 
and merchants who form the real bulk of the settlers. 
14. This government having, however, made good its start, proceeded to invite white 
delegates, to consult with them, and also with the chiefs, who were induced to come 
down and adhere to the general governmem. The white residents consented, and sent 
delegates; and it is clear, from what has followed, that the idea in their minds was 
that the chiefs were to govern their own people, and that the whites were to invite 
the confidence of the people abroad by showing themselves capable of self-government, 
by developing the r esources of the country, and by showing that the administration of 
laws could be secured. Such a body _of cleleO'ates as was here assembled could not be 
expected, on the one hand, to understand much of law or constitutions; or, on the other, 
to have any particular preclieposition in favor of natives. Their main motive was, of 
course, to adv-ance their own interests, and, in matters beyond their immediate inter~ 
ests, they were easily led to abandon the country to an active and energetic man like 
Mr. Woods. 
15. The delegates _framed a constitution, and under the constitution .a parliament 
wal:l elected, and sat·m 1872 ancll873. There was not, nor was there likely to be, any 
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the utmost exertions for the continuation of this important institution, to extend the 
course of the school by making a third class, and by lowering the fees as much as pos-
sible. A motion brought forward in the cantonal council to unite the agricultural school 
with the teachers' seminary was lost. 
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE, 
During the month of September the Argovian Teachers' Conference assembled at 
Baden, about 250 being present. The chief subjeet of discussion was the continuation 
of youths that had left the school, in accordance with the demands of the time. 
The conference almost unanimously voted that the following be recommended to the 
authorities: The establishment of obligatory "continuation-schools," (Fortbildungs-
scht~len) for boys and girls till the age of 17, viz: 1. In every district (subdivision of the 
canton) from 1 to 2 schools for apprentices, where instruction could be given in draw-
ing, business correspondence, book-keeping, arithmetic, mensuration, constitution of 
Switzerland. 2. In every town a similar school, with three hours' instruction per week; 
in these schools agriculturP> should form an a<lditional subject of instruction. 3. In 
every town a similar school for girls, where instruction would be given in female work, 
housekeeping, horticulture, nursing infants and sick persons. The estimated expenses 
of all these schools would be 20,000 francs, of which the state would have to pay 12,000 
and the town the remainder. There is every prospect that within a few years these 
measures will be carried out. 
A TEACHERS' JUBILEE. 
At the town of Bremgarten, Mr. Kottmann celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his 
having entered the teachers' profession. It is of rare occurrence that a man will be 
able to stand the wear and tear of fifty years' service as a teacher, and it was, there-
fore, but a fit tribute that the whole town united in doing honor to this veteran on his 
festival clay. 
APPENZELL. 
(Area, 152 square miles. Population, 60,635.) 
STATISTICS. 
This canton bas, since 1597, been subdivided into two half-cantons, viz, Appenzell-
Extcrior, with 48,726 · inhabitants, mostly Protestants, and Appenzell-Interior, with 
11,909 inhabitants, mostly Roman Catholics. The former has a well-regulated system 
of public schools, while tb.e latter for a long time had only one elementary school, the 
scattered population (there being no towns or villages scarcely, but scattered farm-
houses) being unfavorable to an organized system of schools. Of late years great exer-
tions have been made in Appenzell-Interior for the improvement of public instruction. 
Since 1857 attendance at school bas been made compulsory, the salaries of the teachers 
have been raised, and school-regulations published. According to last accounts the 
number of obligatory schools was 20, with 1,180 scholars. The salaries of the teachers 
vary between 850 and 300 francs. The examination of recruit~;~ showed the following 
results: 
The total number of recruits examined was 77; the subjects of examination were 
reading, writing, and arithmetic. The result was the following : 
Good ........................................................... . 
Tolerable .. ...................... .................. . .... _._ ..... . 
Poor ...... ·······--------·-········--····-----······----------·· 
Utterly ignorant ............... . _ . .. ........ _ ................... . 













In Appenzcll-Exterior the total number of scholars was9,538, viz: 6,142 in the element-
ary schools; 2, ~67 in the repetition-schools; 390 in the real-schools; and 139 in the or-
phan- chool. _The ~antonal school (secondary) bad 70 scholars. There is at present _no 
teachers' semmary m the canton, but 12 students are sent to the seminary of K~euzltn­
gen, canton of Thurgovia. 
The total number of recruits examined was 154 
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The result of the examination was the following: 
Reading. Writing. Arithmetic. 
x~~x ~~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ : ~ : : : : ~ ~ : : : ~ : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : : ~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : 
Tolerable ____ .. --·- - ___ ___ .. _____ _____ ___ _____ ____ ...... . . -·- ___ . . _ 

















At the general teachers' conference. held in May, it was resolved to petition the gov-
ernment, 1. To lengthen the time of the elementary school; 2. To establish more repe-
tition-schools, with a longer and mo-re thorough course. 
BASLE. 
tArea, 184 square miles. Population, 101,.887.) 
Since 1833 this canton is subdivided into two half-cantons, viz : Basle, city, and Basle, 
country, which will be treated separately. 
A.-Basle, city, 471760 inhabitants. 
STATISTICS. 
Prirnm·y schools.-The elementary boys' schools comprised 19 classes, with 965 pupils, 
and the elementary girls' schools, 34 classes, with 1,519 pupils. The country districts 
(3 townships) numbered 16 classes, with 429 pupils, (186 boys and 243 girls.) Besides 
these public schools, there were the following private institutions: A Catholic boys' 
school, with 6 classes and 373 pupils; a Catholic girls' school, with 5 classes and :399 
pupils; a factory-school, with 75 scholars; a French repetition-school, with 36 pupils; 
an agricultural elementary school f@r indigent children, with 22 pupils; 13 private 
elementary schools, mostly for girls, with 417 pupils; and the city orphan-school, with 
102 pupils, 51 boys and 51 girls. 
Secondar:y schools.-Tbe classical gymnasium (humanistisches Gymnasi'ttm) bas 6 
classes and 383 pupils; the real-gymnasium, 5 classes, with 410 pupils; the real-school, 
4 classes, with 483 pupils; the high school for laclies, 6 classes, with 464 pupils. 
Superior schools.-The pedagogium, 3 classes, with 62 students, varying in age from 
14 to 20 years; the industrial school, 4 classes, with 129 students; the university, 129 
students, instructed by 41 professors. 
Total of P!lrsons under instruction in Basle, city, 6,250. 
SCHOOL-FINANCES. 
Amount · of university-fund, 1,790,000 francs; value of university buildings and col-
lections, 504,000 francs; annual expenditure for the university, 204,300 francs, of which 
sum the state pays 128,800 francs; total annual expenditure of Basle, city, for public 
instruction, 363,377 francs, or one quarter of the wh'IJle annual expenditure of the state. 
TEACHERS' PENSIONS. 
Basle, city, pays the largest pensions to teachers' widows and orphans. The pensions 
vary from 150 francs to 450 francs annually, according to length of service. The total 
sum paid for pensions was 6,009 francs. 
SCHOOL-HYGIENE. 
A special committee was appointed during the year to examine the sanitary condi-
tion of the schools. The result of their investigations was published, and treats of the 
school-benches, size of tho school-rooms, lighting, ventilating, and beating. The com-
mittee condemned the use of iron stoves and recommended heating by warm water. 
B .-Basle, country, population, 54,127. 
DHAUGHT OF A NEW SCHOOL-LAW. 
A draught of a new school-law was prepared by School-Director E. Prey. It is very 
elaborate, was universally considered eminently practical and progressive, and there 
is every probability that it will be adopted by the legislative assembly of the canton. 
The school-age of boys will be from 6 to 18, and tbn.t of girls from 6 to 11 years. 
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CANTONAL TEACHERS' UNION. 
This union celebrated the twenty-firth anniversary of its existence. It numbers 119 
members. It is a peculiar feature of this union that all the clergymen of the canton are 
members; and that, in spite of this canton having been the first to introduce the separa-
tion of church and school, there exists the utmost harmony between teachers and 
cl.ergymen. 
SCHOOL-EXPENDITURE. 
The annual expenses for public instruction amounted to 31,700 francs, the greater 
part of which is borne by the towns themselves. 
ILLITERACY OF CONSCRIPTS. 
During the year 209 conscripts were examined. Not one of them was unable to read 
fluently. As regards writing, 23 could only write very poorly, 96 tolerably well, 78 
well, and 12 very well. There was not one who was entirely ignorant of writing. In 
arithmetic 43 did poorly, 76 tolerably well, 68 well, and 14 very well. 
BERNE. 
(Area, 2,561 square miles. Population, 506,455.) 
GENERAL STATISTICS. 
Teachers' seminm·ies.-Two for male teachers, with 160 students, and 2 for female 
teachers, with 45 students. Besides the teachers coming from these seminaries, 48 
persons who had studied at other institutions received teachers' certificates. 
P1'irnm·y schools.-One thousand five hundred and forty-two, with 88,645 scholars and 
1,530 teachers, (1:077 males and 453 females.) The highest number of scholars in one 
school is 116, the smallest 12, and the average 57. 
Secondary schools.-Thirty-seven secondary schools, with 2,153 scholars, (939 girls and 
1,214 boys,) and 100 teachers, (male and female;) 5 progymnasia, with 373 scholars and 
42 teachers ; 3 cantonal schools, with 622 scholars. 
Supm·ior schoqls.-One university, with 282 students, (theology, 31; law, 66; medi-
cin9, 108; philosophy, 1)3; veterinary surgery, 24.) 
S1Jecial schools.-Ten industrial schools, with 350 scholars and 40 teachers; 42 infant-
schools; and 80 private schools, with 4,687 scholars. 
ILLITERACY OF CONSCRIPTS. 
Of 1,441 conscripts that were examined, 2.8 per cent. were unable to read; 2.7 per 
cent., unable to write; 7 per cent., unable to cipher. 
TEACHERS' UNION. 
At a meeting of the Berne Teachers' Union, the following were among the subjects 
discussed: Every school should be thoroughly examined at least once a year; the 
school-inspectors and tbe teachers of the seminaries should hold conferences from time 
to time, &c. 
SCHOOL-EXPENDI~URE. 
The total sum expended during the year for educational purposes amounted to 
1,207,600 francs, viz: 597,500 francs for primary schools, 95,600 for teachers' seminaries, 
&c. The total expenditure of the canton was 11,450,000 francs, so that more th11.n 
one-tenth was appropriated for school-purposes. 
ELECTION OF TEACIIERS. 
The election of teachers by the people took place for the first time in Berne last ye<lf. 
The daily pre ·s strongly ~xhorted the people not to be led by any political rea on in 
this election, but, in spite of this, several excellent teachers were not re-elected, thus 
again showing the injustice of such an election. 
TilE VICTORIA L.~STITUTION. 
The Victoria Institution for Poor Girls at W a bern, near Berne, a private e tabli h-
ment founded by J. R. Schnell von Bnrgdor:ff, celebrated its tenth anniver ary. Dur-
ing the ten years of its existence, 13!::! poor girls had been educated there, and the 
property of the institution amounted to 692,000 francs. 
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FRIBOURG.· 
(Area, 563 square miles. Population, 110,822.) 
NORMAL SCHOOL AT HAUTERIVE. 
According to the last programme received from this school, it combines a teachers' 
seminary and an agricultural school. The only education demanded from scholars en-
tering is that received at the primary schools. The course of instruction embraces 
two years. Till quite recently the school had no special" practice-school," and if a 
repetition-course is to be held, the teachers are combined with the first class of the 
scholars. There were 62 students, of whom 19 participated in the repetition-course. 
The number of teachers was 3. The monthly fee for board and tuition is 30 francs for 
those that intend to. become teachers, while others have to pay 50 francs. The privi-
lege of the smaller fee obliges a ten-years' service a....s teacher. 
GENEVA. 
(Area, 91 square miles. Population, 93,195.) 
PROPOSED REVISION OF THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL LAW. 
The cantonal council bas taken the necessary steps for the draught of a new school-
law. The first step was to get the views of the teachers on the subject, and for this 
purpose each teachers' conference throughout the whole canton bad one chapter of the 
draught sent to it for discussion and suggestions. According to the old law, instruction 
in the elementary schools was gratuitous and non-obligatory. A great number of 
scboolmen now demand the same for all the schools, (also the secondary and superior,) 
which, if cm·ried out, would involve an increased expenditure of 400,000 francs per 
annum. Another new proposition is to take the superintendence of education entirely 
out of the hands of the government and give it to a num~er of fathers of families 
especially elected for that purpose. So far no definite result has been arrived at. 
GLARIS. 
(Area, 279 square miles. Population, 35,151.) 
SCHOOL-EXPENDITURE. 
The expenses for educational purposes only amount to 16,000 francs, while the total 
state expenditure was 152,000 francs. Most of the school-expenses in this canton are 
met by the towns themselves. 
TEACHERS' PENSION-FUND. 
The canton~l school-board resolved to discontinue the system of paying pensions to 
teachers from the cantonal treasury, but to ma.ke the existing Teachers' Widows and 
Orphans' Union more useful by making it obligatory for all teachers to join this union, 
and by raising the amount of contributions. 
GRISONS. 
(Area, 2,96B square miles. Population, 91,782.) 
SCHOOL-EXPENDITURE. 
The annual expenditure for public instruction during the last year amounted to 
119,748 francs. 
SECONDARY INS'_I'RUCTION. 
The cautonal school consists of a preparatory school, a gymnasium, and a real-
school. The preparatory school numbered 13 pupils, the gymnasium 49, and the real-
school 114. The teachers' seminary connected wit;h the institution numbered 70 
students. 
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'LUCERNE. 
(Area, 587 square miles. Population, 132,338.) 
STATISTICS. 
The number of primary schools is 249 and the number of teachers 246, (234 males 
and 12 females.) The lowest salary paid to teachers is 650 francs, and the highest 850; 
this is an improvement, as in former years the lowest salary paid was but 450 francs. 
The Teachers' Widows and Orphans' Society numbers 265 members and its funds 
amounted to 58,800 francs. The government annually contributes 1,500 francs. The 
total annual government expenditure for educational purposes was 209,138 francs. 
THE NEW SCHOOL-LAW. 
The new school-law, adopted in 1869, has gone into· practical operation. It extends 
the school-age from the sixth to the fifteenth year, makes gymnastics obligatory, and · 
entirely re-organizes the girls' industrial schools. Instead of the former cantonal school-
inspector there are now four district school-inspectors for the four districts of the can-
ton. Of the 114 school-counselors, 73 are laymen and 41 clergymen. In 1870 a normal 
course of gymnastics was instituted for teachers in primary schools, as likewise a nor-
mal course for teachers in girls' industrial schools. There is also a so-called recruit-
school where an opportunity is offered to recruits to gain the necessary rudiments of 
learning. The result is satisfactory, ::md there are at present but few recruits who can 
neither read nor write. 
NEUCHATEL. 
(Area, 280 square miles. Population, 97,284.) 
TEACHERS' SALARIES. 
According to the new school-law the maximum salary of teachers has been fixed at 
2,100 francs, and the minimum at 1,200; for female teachers the maximum is 1,300 and 
tho minimum 1,000. In dia0assing the question of salaries, several speakers strongly 
mlvocated an equality of salaries, so as to make no difference between male and female 
teachers, but, the majority being of an opposite opinion, the motion was lost. 
SCHAFFHAUSEN. 
(Area, 119 square miles. Population, 37,721.) 
COURSES OF INS'£RUCTION FOR TEACHERS • 
.A. peculiar sign of the times are the instruction-courses for teachers whs are already 
employed as such. These courses are essentially different from the former "repetition-
courses," in which sY.bjects taught at the teachers' seminary were merely repeated by 
introducing new subjects. Besides this, there have been special courses in vocal music, 
and courses of instruction in female work for teachers in the female industrial schools. 
· Tho expenses occasioned by these courses are borne in common by the cantonal and 
communal authorities. It is now intended to appoint itinerant lecturers, who· are.to 
hold a two-weeks' course of lectures on agriculture in -various places, for the spectal 
benefit of teachers. 
SCHWYZ. 
(Area, 338 square miles. Population, 47, 705.) 
GRATUITOUS INSTRUCTION. 
The question of abolishing all school-fees was pending before the cantonal council 
but no definite result bad been arrived at. Various petitions were made to the coun-
cil in this direction, some of the petitioners advocating entire abolition of ch.ool-
fees, while others proposed a. graduated scale of school-fees, according to the pecuDiaij 
means of the parents, letting the children of the indigent attend school without any 
payment whatever, while the others would have to pay from 2 to 60 francs. 
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STATISTICS. 
The number of elementary sehools is 103, with 5,915 pupils; the number of teach· 
ers is 97, (61 males and 36 females;) of these 60 are laymen, 4 clergymen, and 33 mem-
bers of rehgious sisterhoods. The teachers' seminary numbered 27 students. 
SOLEURE. 
(.Area, 2!;;4 square miles . . Population, 74,713.) 
EXPENDITURE FOR EDUCATION. 
I 
The sum appropriated for educational purposes by the cantonal authorities amounted 
to 167,803 francs, ( w bile the total cantonal expenses were 1,410,000,) divided as follows: 
administration, 6,788 francs; cantonal school, (secondary school,) 53,855; district-
schools, (higher elementary schools,) 25,500; primary schools, 69,800; teachers' seminary, 
- 11,860. 
STATISTICS OF ILLITERACY. 
Of 397 recruits who were examined, 316 wrote tolerably, 73 wrote poorly, and 8 
could not write at all; in arithmetic, 189 could do a sum in fractions correctly, 182 
incorrectly, and 46 could not do it at all; 351 could read well. 
PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Since 1865 Soleure possesses a most excellent boarding-school for youths between the 
ages of 9 and 18, in the institution of M. vV. Breidenstein: in Grenchen, near the city 
of Soleure. This school, sanctioned by the cantonal authorities, is conducted in the 
true Pestal~zzian manner, and its pupils come from all parts of the civilized world. It 
is one of those schools which can safely be recommended to American parents who wish 
to give to their children a liberal European education. The terms of this school are 
1,500 francs ($300) per annum, everything included except piano-lessons. 
ST. GALL. 
(.Area, 747 squa.re miles. Population, 191,015.) 
CITY OF ST. GALL. 
This city, of 10,000 inhabitants, expendecl137,000 francs annually for her schools, and 
the school-property amounted to 1,554,000 francs. 
TEACHEHS' SALARIES. 
The salaries of teachers being . in most cases very insufficient, endeavors :were made 
in the various district conferences to raise them, but these endeavors were only suc-
cessful in a fe-w isolated cases; thus, some Yillages in the district of Toggenburg volun· 
tarily raised their teachers' salary from 1,000 francs to 1,200. 
TESS IN. 
(.Area, 1,034 square miles. Population, 119,6~0) 
STATISTICS, 
The number of elementary schools is 467, with 15,021 scholars, while the number of 
children of school-age is 18,895. The number of teachers is 467, viz: 240 males and 
227 females. The salaries of the teachers are entirely insufficient, so that during the 
last .three years 150 teachers left the profession and sought other employment. The 
teachers' courses, held every year for tho benefit of elementary teachers, were attended 
by 110, viz: 30 males ancl 80 females. During the years 1857 to 1869, these courses were 
attended by 2,247 persons, viz: 1,156 males l'tnd ,1,091 females, and of this number 1,787 
obtained teachers certificates. Tb:e cantonal government during this same period 
expended about 100,000 francs for these courses;· so t.hat the avera•Te expenditure for 
the education of one teacher was about 56 francs. o 
Besides the primary schools there are 62 so~called "repetition-schools," (for the ben-
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efit of adults;) 22 private schools, with 44 teachers; 6 infant-schools, with 10 teachers; 
5 gymnasia, with 26 professors and 293 scholars; 9 drawing-schools, with 12 teachers 
and 395 scholars; 8 higher schools for boys, with 10 teachers, and 10 higher schools for 
girls, with 10 teachers, with a total of 484 scholars; and 1 lyceum, (superior school,) 
with 16 students. The total number of teachers of all grades is 614, or 1 to every 190 
inhabitants. The annual expenditure for the lyceum and for gymnasia was 44,400 
francs, and that for the higher schools 16,000 francs. The salaries of t eachers in the 
elementary schools vary between 300 and 600 francs; those of the higher schools, be-
tween 1,300 and 500 francs; those of the gymnasia, between 1,100 and 1,600 francs; and 
those of the lyceum, between 1,600 and 2,000. 
TEACHERS' SEMINARY. 
The teachers of the canton all receive their education in the above-mentioned 
courses, but the establishment of a teachers' seminary is ·seriously contemplated; and 
in order to carry out this plan it is proposed to abolish one gymnasium and use the 
money thus saved for a seminary. 
THURGOVIA. 
(Area, 268 square miles. Population, 93,300.) 
NEW SCHOOL· LAW. 
The draught of a new school-law, approved by the teachers' conference ofThurgoVIa, 
was discussed by the cantonal council, without any definite result as yet, but there is 
every probability that the law will be passed. The chief points are: attendance at 
school is made obligatory for all children between tho ages of 6 and 15; in special 
cases parents are permitted to retain their children at home till the age of 7; from the 
age of 6 till 12 every child must at.teud the every-day elementary school, and from the 
age of 12 to 15 the "repetition-scbqol" in summer, and the every-day school in winter. 
Girls may leave school at the age of 14, but must, during the remaining year, attend 
the classes in singing and female work; six hours a week are devoted to instruction in 
the latter. No pupil is permitted to outer a higher school unless he bas spent six years 
at an elementary school. 'l'be annual schooling is not to be less tban40 weeks, and not 
more than 42. During the first year at school, children are not to have more than 4 hours' 
school per day. The children of indigent parents are instructed gratis. 
UNTERWALD. 
(.Area, 2G~ square miles. Population, 26,116.) 
DEATH OF AN EMINENT FRIEND OF EDUCATION. 
On the 2d of June, 1871, there died, at the village of Emmeten, tho Rev. Niederber-
ger. He spent his whole life as a simple country-parson, in the seclusion of an Alpine 
valley, but his influence was felt far beyond the narrow confines of his congregation. 
Poor himself, and with but a small salary, be was obliged to turn to others for money 
to carry out his benevolent plans, and for many years all his spare time was employed 
in wandering from town to town to collect money for the schools of his native canton. 
Thus he collected a sum of upward of 30,000 francs, which he used in endowing poor 
schools, founding new ones, for text-books and apparatus, and for assisting indigent 
teachers. The cantonal go-vernment honored him by passing a special -vote of thanks 
to him, and by presenting him with a golcl medal. 
URI. 
(Area, 422 square miles. Population, 16,107.) 
THE CANTONAL SCHOOL AT ALTORF. 
According to the 1ast report, this school bad two divisions, viz: a gymnasium with 5 
classes and 15 ~:~cholars, and areal school with 3 classes and 20 scholars. Some branc~es 
of instruction are common to both. There are 4 teachers and 1 assistant. Instruction 
in Italian, drawing, penmanship, and singing is optional. 
VALAIS. 
(.Area, 1,661 square miles. Population, 96,887.) 
No report has been received from this canton. 
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VAUD. 
(Area, 1,181 square miles. Population, 231,700.) 
TEACHERS' SEMINARY. 
The canton possesses a teachers' seminary (ecole normale) at Lausanne, in two divis-
ions, viz: one for males and one for ·feruales. The course in the male division occupieEl 
four, and the one of the female division two years. No person is admitted as a student 
who is younger than 16 years of age. There are stipends varying between :20 centimes 
aud 1 franc per day. Persons enjoying such stipends are obliged to go through the 
whole presm;ibed course, and afterward teach for at least two years in some public 
school. If these conditions are not complied with, half of the stipend must be refunded. 
There is no regular practice-school connected with the seminary, but opportunity is 
given to the students of the highest class for practicing teaching in the lo,vest class of 
the seminary. Great attention is paid to the instruction in modern languages, and 
agriculture a.nd hygiene are combined with the instruction in natural sciences. The 
school-plan is arranged in the following manner: 
I • 
Male-teachers' division. 1Female-teachers' division. 
H H 
I 
~ p: H 
I 
~ H H H 
gj U) U) U) ~ U> U) 3 U) U) rn U) U) 
~ c<S ~ ~ 0 .$ ..:s 0 
0 5 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ,----------- ------
Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. Hours. 
Religion . __ •.... 0 ••.•. 0.... . . . . . . . . 3 3 3 3 12 3 3 6 
French 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 0 0. 8 7 7 7 29 7 8 1::1 
Gertnan . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 •• 0 •• 0 . 0..... 4 4 4 4 Hi ..... 0 • • ••••••••••••• 0 0. 
~:,1:~~~~~~~it~ti~~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::: ------~-' ~ ~ ~ ::::::::1 ...... ~ ........ 4 
Mathematics...................... 4 5 5 4-5 18-19 3 3 6 
~~~t~:j_~::.o~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ 
Natural sciences................... 3 3 2-:3 2-3 10-12 2 2 4 
Vocal music. •o·o·· ............ .... 2 ~ 2 2-3 8-9 2 2 4 
Instrumentalmusic........ . ....... 2 2 2 2 8 ........ 
1 
............... . 
Penmanship....................... 3 3 2 2 10 1 2 3 
Gymnastics........................ 4 4 2 2 12 2 2 4 
. 2-3 2-3 1 2-3 3 9-12 3 . 3 6 
~~~~~;~l)k~.::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::j: ::::':::1::::::: :11: :::: :::i··· ··· i/1 ~ 1; 
4o=411-4l-42 14o-42 41:::44~=!-36-41== 
I I ! 
ZUG. 
(Area, 85 square miles. Population, 20,993.) 
STATISTICS. 
The number of primary schools is !11, with 2,212 scholars and 55 teachers, viz: 34 
male and 21 female. Of this number 25 are lay and 30 clerical, so that the schools are 
pretty well under the influence of t he clergy. The cantonal government contributes 
annually 3,419 francs toward the primary schools. The number of "repetition-schools" 
is 19, with 486 scholars. Of secondary schools there are 4, with 14 teachers and 130 
scholars. There is one cantonal school, comprising a gymnasium, with 20 scholars, and 
a real-school with 32 scholars. The total number of teachers of all grades is 97, and 
the sum-total of their salaries amounts to 37,700 francs per annum. Toward the total 
sum expended for public instruction, the towns contributed 40,330 francs and the can-
tonal government 13,450 francs. The school-funds of all the towns amounted to 428,545 
francs, of which 243,933 belonged to the city of Zug, with about 4,000 inhabitants. 
ZURICH. 
(.Area, 685 miles. Population, 284,786.) 
STATISTICS. 
The number of primary schools is 3G6, attended by 32,466 scholars, and ·with 571 
teachers; there are 334 female industrial schools, with 348 teachers and 9,860 scholars. 
The number of secondary schools is 59, with 92 teachers and 2,606 scholars, viz: 1,786 boys 
34 E 
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. and 820 girls. Besides these there are 25 industrial schools for apprentices, subsidized by 
the cantonal government, 24 private schools for adults, 31 private schools of different 
grades, (among which there are 3 reformatories.) There is also 1 teachers' seminary, 
with 131 students. The cantonal school numbered 348 scholars, viz : 206 in the gymna-
sium, and 142 in the real-school. The university had 352 students and 78 professors. 
Thus the total of teachers of all grades is about 1,000, and that of scholars ti9,252. 
The primn.ry-school fund amounts to 5,262,000, and the secondary-school fund to 
.5H1,000 francs, making a total school-fund of 5,843,000 francs. The cantonal govern-
ment contributes 271,216 toward the primary schools, 15,812 toward the secondary 
.schools, and 17,202 francs toward teachers' pensions; 3,575 francs were appropriated 
for the educn.tion of teachers in secondary schools. 
STA'l'ISTI~S OF ILLITERACY. 
The annual examination of recruits showed the following results: Of 1,440 recruits 
who were examined 301 could read very well, 634 well, 414 indifferently, 83 but poorly, 
and 8 could not read at all; 167 could write very well, 461 well, 562 indifferent.ly, 245 
but poorly, and 5 could. not write at all ; 302 could do arithmetic very well, 582 well, 
391 indifferently, 160 but poorly, and 5 had no knowledge of it at all. 
OBJECT-LESSONS. 
The educational council of the canton bad determined some time ago to pi1blish a 
large work on the subject, comprising about 100 plates, and Mr. Wettst ein was com-
missioned to prepare it. The work was completed in July, 1871, and is divided into 
three parts, viz: Botany, zoology, and natural philosophy. The priceof the work is 45 
francs. 
PESTALOZZI SOCIETIES. 
The Pestalozzi Society at Schlieren, which aims at a reform of morally-neglected 
children, numbered 26 pupils in its institution, which bas two divisions, viz, a primary 
.and a secondary one. 
The Pestalozzi Society in Waedensweil, existing for twenty-five years, bas for its 
object the clothing of poor children of school-age. The society bas 377 members, and 
bas, during the twenty-five years of its existence, distributed clothes to 2,754 poor 
children, amounting in value to 21,600 francs. 
FEMALE STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY. 
T~e!e are at present 20 female students at the Zurich University, most of whom study 
mediC me. 
THE FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL. 
The. only educational institution which is under the authority of the federal govern-
ment 1s the Federal Polytechnic School at Zurich, founded in 1855, aud located in a 
magnificent building on a height overlooking the city. 'l.'be school undoubtedly ranks 
among the best in Europe, both by the lm·gc number of prominent men of science 
among its teachers and by its very excellent apparatus and libraries. 
SCHOLASTIC YEAR. 
The scholastic year commences in the middle of October, and is divided into two 
term!:!, the winter-term lasting till the end of March, and the summer-term commenc-
ing about the middle of April. 
CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 
Every candidate for admission must, by the lOth of October at tho latest, band in to 
tho director the following papers : 
1. A written. application for admission, containing full name and birthplace of the 
candidate, and tlle studies be wishes to pursue. 
2. A written' p rmit ~·rom parents or guardians. 
3. A pa port or certJficate of birth, showing that tho candidate is 17 years of aCTe. 
4. A certificate of good moral conduct, signed by the authorities of the school or 
college which the candidate has at.tencled. 
5. Certificates regarding the studies hitherto pursued. 
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FEES. 
Every student on entering must, without fail, pay the following fees to the treasurer 
in the week between the 2~d and 28th of October: 100 francs lecture-fees; 5 francs for 
the library; 5 francs for the sick-fund; 5 francs inscription fee; 40 francs for use of the 
laboratory ; 10 francs for the metallurgic laboratory; 5 francs for the model-workshop; 
and from 12 to 20 francs for the physical cabinet-total, from 182 to 190 francs. 
DIFFERENT SCHOOLS. 
The polytechnic school is subdivided into the following 8 schools: 
1. School of architecture, with a course of three years. 
2. School of engineering, with a course of three years and a half. 
:l Mechanico-technical school, with a course of three years and a half. 
4. Chemico-technical school, with a course of two years and a half. 
5. School of agriculture and forestry, in two divisions: 
a. School of forestry, with a course of two years. 
b. School of agricuHure, with a course of two years. 
6. School of mathmatics and natural sciences, in two divisions: 
a. School of mathematics, with a course of three years. 
b. School of natural sciences, with course of three· years. 
7. General school of philosophy and political economy, in :five divisions: 
a. Natural sciences. 
b. Mathematical sciences. 
c. Philology and literature. 
cl. Historical and political sciences. 
e. Fine arts. 
To give a better idea of the subjects lectured on in this seventh division, we extract 
from the programme of the school for the winter-term of 1871-'72 the subjects of suo-
divisions c, d, and e. 
c. Philology and literature. 
History of the German theater, with a comparative view of the modern stage of 
ot!Jer nations, 2 hours per week. 
Reading and explanation of the second part of Gothe's Faust, 1 hour per week. 
The works of the modern Italian poets Leopardi and Niccolini, 2 hours per week. 
Italian language, 4 hours per week. 
The English literature of the present century, 1 hour per week. 
Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice," 2 hours per week. 
Wordsworth's poems, 1 hour per week. 
English language, 2 hours per week. 
Modern French his;toric<tl and poetical writers, 2 hours per week. 
French language, 3 hours per week. 
Shakespeare's great dramas, (by another professor,) 3 hours per week. 
cl. Hist01·ical and political sciences. 
History ofthe age of Frederick the Great and of the French revolution, (1740-1800,) 
3 hours per week. · 
History of the French-German war of 1870-'71, 2 hours per week. 
History of ancient art from Egypt to Pompeii, 4 hours per week. 
History of modern painting from the disc very of oil-painting, 2 hours per week. 
Political economy, 3 hours per week. 
Financial scierlce, 2 hours per week. 
History of commerce and industry during the last one hundred years, 1 hour per 
week. 
Swiss constitution, 2 hours per week. 
History of Swiss art, 2 hours per week. 
History of Hungary from the battle of Mohacs (1526) till the complete expulsion of 
the Turks, 1 hour per week. 
Commerce, industry, and private and social life in Rome during the time of the em-
perors, 2 hours per week. · 
e. Fine arts. 
Ornamental drawing and decorations, 4 hours per week. 
Landscape-drawing in water-colors, Indian ink, and lead-pencil, 4 hours per week. 
Figure-drawing, 9 hours per week. 
Exercises in modeling and stone-eutti~g, 9 hours per week. 
8. Preparatory class of mathematics, with a course of one year. 
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' STATISTICS. 
The number of professors and private professors (P1·ivatdocentcn) is 64. The total 
number of matriculated students was 648, besides 281 "Auclitoren," i . . e., persons 
· attending some special lectures. The students were distributed in the following 
manner: 
Name of school.* Swiss. Foreigners. Total. 
School of architecture ... ........ _ ... ............ .................... . 20 5 25 
53 177 230 
59 82 141 t~~b'!~i~~-~~~b~~~~~~~hooi: :~ ~: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::·::~ ~:::~: ~: 
Chernico-technical school. .......... . .......................... --- ... . 28 48 76 
15 2 17 
34 2 36 
Schoo! of agriculture and forestry .. ...................... ---- ....... . 
School of mathematics and natural sciences ......................... . 
Preparatory class .... : ............................. ---· ....•......... 23 100 123 
----------
Total. ............................. . ........................... . 232 416 648 
" The general school of philosophy and political economy has not been mentioned in the. abov:o 
table, as students from all the other schools, enumerated at the same time, attend lectures m this 
school. . . 
Of the 232 Swiss students, the largest number (64) are from the canton of Zurich; 
Argovia follows next with 24 students; and the smallest number (1) is from the 
canton of Uri. 
The foreigners are distributed in the following manner: 
6 ;:. C6 <t> d>'d C6 "' E "' 0 0 ,a;... gj <t> ';:1 0 {;e. ~.fJ :E ;:l ';:1 'b'Jl .a s~ C':l 0 '§,...; .S+=~ '0 ~~ § bo .,...; f,£gs 'H't:l 1>. +'0 _sg Total. Country. ~E 8.8 c:.js 0::::1 "' ~.s .§~ ~:~ 0 . .... 0 ....... ~ 
'0 
::~rn o't:l oO ;e '0 <:'! 8 g§ o-~ o 0 0 '2 <t> .a~.s A .a '§ <t> .a .a oa~ <l) 0 
~ Q 
0 "' w. w. w w. P-1 --- ------------ --·-----
1~~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·-··· -5· ~~ !~ ~~ ... .. ... ........ !~ 1g~ 
Russia.... ...... . .......................... 34 8 7 1 ........ 20 70 
H:tly ...... ..... .................... ........ 13 11 4 ....... . ........ 15 43 
U.eat Britain.............................. 2 2 1 ........ ........ 3 8 
Netherlands....................... .. ...... ........ 1 .. ..... . ........ ... . .... ........ 1 
Greece..................................... 6 ....... . . ....... ........ ........ 3 9 
SwedenandNorway....................... 4 3 2 ................ 1 10 
D enmark .................................. 5 1 ........ ........ ........ ........ 6 
France.................................... 4 ........ ........ ........ ........ 2 6 
~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ...... ~. i ...... ~ . :::::::: .............. ~. ~ 
North .A.merica .................... ........ ........ ........ 2 ....... . ........ 2 4 
India...................... .... .................................... 1 ........ ........ 1 
Egypt.................................. .. . 2 ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ 2 
Total ...................... __ --5--m -82 -48 -2~--2- --100 - 416 
FEDERAL .ACTION WITH REGARD TO THE JESUITS AND OTHER RELIGIOUS SOCIETIE • 
On the 11th May, 1871, the federal revision-committee (to revise tbe federal con-
stitution) passed the following resolutions: "No person is oLliged to pay anything for 
church-purposes to any sect or religion of which he is not a member. Religious 
dogmas do not free any one from the fulfillment of his duties toward the state. The 
federal and cantonal authorities are empowered to uphold peace between the different 
l'eligions denominations, and to protect officers of the government and private citizen 
against any encroachments on their rights by the ecclesiastical authoritie . The 
Order of the Jesuits and the religious societies affiliated with it cannot resid in any 
portion of Switzerland, and their members are forbidden any and every interference 
in churcb and school. The establishment of new convents and the re-establi hmcnt 
of defunct convents are forbidden." 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION. 
The national conncil (the legi lative power) at Berne, after a lengthy discn ion, on 
the 22d December) 1871, passed a resolutifln that the cantonal autliorities should be 
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• obliged to introduce compulsory and gratuitous instruction in all the primary schools, 
bnt that the federal authorities should be empowered to fix the minimum of education 
in the primary schools of all the cantons by suitable laws. 
TURKEY. 
(Absolute Monarchy-Empire; (Sultanate.) Area: Turkey in Europe, 207,438 square miles; Turkey 
in Asia, 660,870 square miles; Turkey in Africa, 943,740 square miles-total, 1,812,048 square miles. 
Population: Turkey in Europe, .16,035,000; Turkey in Asia, 16,463,000; Turkey in .Africa, 10,000,000-
total, 42,498,000.) 
Minister of public inst1·uction, AHMED VEFIK-EFFENDI. 
LECTURES ON TURKISH LAW. 
In order to further a higher standard of education, the government has established 
an annual course of lectures on Turkish law. 
PRIZES FOR TURKISH TEXT~BOOKS. 
The government has likewise set prizes for the best text-books written in the Turkish 
language. The highest prize ($576, gold) will be given for a Turkish grammar; 11 first 
prizes and 11 second prizes will be given for text-books on morals, history, biography, 
geography, poetry, orthography, reading, and writing. The lowest prize is to be $144, 
gold. It is the intention of the government to make the schools more and more 
national, and to abolish the old Arabian system. It is hoped that thereby the histori-
cal, biographical, and poetical works of Turkif<h literature will be made more popular, 
which hitherto were only known and read in the houses of the rich. 
THE IMPERIAL LYCEUM. 
The Imperial Turkish Lyceum at Galata-Serai, founded by the present Sultan, Abd-
ul-Aziz, is under the direction of M. de Salve, formerly director of the College of Mar-
seilles, Fran~e. The language of instru~tion is French. The scholars, who are 
admitted irrespective of religious creed, are to receive a higher scientific education, so 
as to prepare them for all branches of the civil service. The course of studies lasts 10 
years, 0 ()f which are spent in the preparatory classes, 6 in the course proper, and 1 in 
a special oourse. The number of professors, exclusive of the director, is 40. The or-
ganization is entirely military, and all the students are uniformed. 
EDUCATION IN SERVIA. 
Servia is a tributary state, with a population of 1,216, 186. It is an almost inde-
pendent principality, with a ministry and an army of its own. The Servians arc a 
very promising race, and Servia is by many considered the " state of the future" of 
the Balcan Peninsula-the nucleus of a future great empire. The minister of ecclesi-
astical affairs a,nd public instruction is D. Matitch. The Servian congress, in May, 
Hl71, unanimously passed the new school-law, re-organizing the whole system of 
public instruction from the highest to the lowest grade, making education compulsory, 
and establishing several teachers' seminaries. The first seminary has been established 
in Kragujeva~s, and Stephen Popovits, a gentleman who has .received his education in 
Germany, was appointed director. Two more seminaries are to be established at 
Zombor and Pakracz, both of which are to be for male and female students. Con-
gress bas, in the most liberal manner, appropriated the necessary sums of money to 
carry on t all these measures. 
AMERICAN MISSIO~ARY COLLEGES. 
New colleges are springing up now, about as common schools did a century ago, and 
they are now the cheering signs of advancing civilization and intelligence, just as 
common schools were once. The missionaries are about to establish a college for Ar-
menians at Aintab, in addition to the two which they have iu flourishing progress, 
Roberts College, in Constantinople, and Syrian College, at Beirut. 
THE TURKISH PRESS. 
From a very interesting let.ter, by Dr. A. D. Mordtmann, in Coi.stantinople, written 
in NovembE'.r, lcl72, to the weekly journal Ueber Land und Meer, (Over Land and Sea,) 
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published at Stuttgart, Germany, we gather the following facts concerning the Turk-
ish press: 
Formerly the periodical press of Turkey was under the strictest government super-
vision, ( Censur.) In 1865 a new press-law was promulgated, fashioned after the French 
imperial model, according to which journals, in case of giving offense to the govern-
ment, were first warned, then suspended, and finally suppressed. This law was, how-
ever, again declared null and yoid during the Cretan insurrection, in 1867, and since 
then the Turkish press is exposed to the most arbitrary measures. 
The oldest of all the journals is the official government paper, Takvim iii Vakaje, 
published entirely in the Turkil:!h language, and appearing at very irregular intervals, 
sometimes not oftener than once a month. 
There :ue other government papers, viz: Hakaik iii Vakaje, (The Truth of Event_s,) 
a semi-official paper, likewise iu the Turkish language; Dsheri de-i Askede, (The Milt-
tary Journal,) the official organ of the war ministr,y; and Dsheri de-i Tibbie-i Askerie, 
(Journal of Military Surgery and Medicine,) published monthly. . 
Opposition papers in the Turkish language are Bassiret, (Wit,) Dsheri de-i Hava:dw, 
(Journal of News,) Ibret, (The Model,) and Devr, (The Epoch.) Of these the Ibret IS at 
present suspended, and the Devr, which on the 29Lh August, 1872, appeared for the first 
time, was immediately suspended, on the following day, for one month, so that, in the 
full sense of the word, it can j)e called ephemeral. All the above-ment.ioned journals 
are published in Turkish. There are several journals published in Turkish and some 
other Europe.an language: the official journal of the ministry of commerce, published 
weekly under the double title Takoim iii Tydsharet and Moniteur du commerce, and 
Diogenes, a weekly satirical journal, published once a week in French, once in Anne-
nian, once in Greek, and once in Turkish. El Dshewaib (The News) is a paper pub-
lished in Arabic, and edited in a very able manner by a Syrian, Ahmed Faris Shiddiak 
Efrendi; in Constantinople it is read but little, but has a large circulat.ion in Syria, 
Egypt, and Tunis. · · 
Of considerable importance are the journals published in French and English. The 
oldest of the former is the Courier d'orient, established in the first quarter of the 
present century. It is the organ of the French legation, and is edited in an ultramon-
tane Roman Catholic spirit. The Turquie (formerly Jonrnal de Constantinople) is a 
semi-official government paper, edited by a Roumanian, Mr. Bordeano. The Phare d_u 
Bosphore, edited by a Greek from Alexandria, Mr. Kyriakopulo, is an able paper; it IS 
decidedly anti-French, favoring Germany, an enthusiastic defender of the Greek inter-
ests, ~nd untiring in its warfare against the Roman Catholic church and the Jesuits. 
The Union d'orient, edited by a French physician, Napoleon Delonguy, is an insignificall:t 
paper. The Orient illustr:e is a weekly illustrated journal, edited by a Greek, de Ro'i~I, 
and two French Jesuits, Portier and.Bouge. It is difficult to decide which is worse m 
this journal, the reading-matter or the illustrations (lithographic.) The Gazette me-
dicale is a good scientific journal, the organ of the Medical Society of Constantinople, 
and is published monthly. 
Of English papers there are two, viz: The Levant Herald, published daily, half in 
English and half in French, but every Wednesday entirely in English. It was form-
erly edited by an English lawyer, McCoan, who, in September, 1872, sold it to a bank 
in Constantinople. Its present editor is Mr. Whitacker. It is undoubtedly one of the 
best journals published in Turkey. The Levant Times is likewise published in Engli h 
and French. Its editor is Mr. Laffan Hanly, and it is mainly devoted to the shipping 
interest. 
The following are the journals published in the Greek language: 'AvaroAtKO~ • Aarnp, 
(The Star of the Orient,) the official organ of the patriarch of the Greek church at 
Constantinople; and Bv~avn~, a semi-official government paper. All the other Greek 
journals, viz, KCJvaravnvovrroA.t~, Ne6A.oyo~, Tvrro~, (The Press,) and eearrJr, (The Spec-
tator,) are more or less opposition papers. Another journal, 'AvaroA.T!, is published in 
the Turkish language, but in Greek letters; it is a well-edited journal, and is the organ 
of the Greeks in Asia M!rnor. EvpvOtK1J is a literary journal. 
The Armenian press of Constantinople is exceedingly active, and bas contribut~d 
much toward tho general progress of the nation . 'l'ho Armenian journal are: Ma 1 ' , 
(Ararat,) the official organ of the Armenian patria,rch at Constantinople, The Ararat, 
(Ararat,) The Orakir, (The Journal,) The Pogb, (Tho Trumpet,) the Jeprat, (Tbe Eu-
ph~a~es,) the Mamul, (The Press,) the Meghu, ('l'he Bee;) bo.Lh the last-mentioned are 
satmcal journals; the Manzumi-i-Efkiar, (The Order of Opinions,) and the 1\leilshmua-
i-Havadis, (The Collection of News,) are both pnblished in tho Turkish langnage, but 
with Armenian letters. Many, chiefly scientific articles, are however printe'l entirely 
in Armenian. 
There are two journals in the Bulgarian language, viz: Turcia, a semi-official paper, 
and Makedonia, edited in the Pan-Slavistic interest, and lately suspended on tbat 
account. ~ 
Tb •re is finally a J ewi hjournal, the Journal Israilie, published in panisb, but " ·ith 
H ebrew letters. It represents the Jewish interests, and is ably edited. 
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Some years ago there appeared in Constantinople a journal in the Persian language, 
the Tiirkistan, which, however, soon became defunct. The same fate befell a small 
German paper started a few years ago. 
APPENDIX I. 
GENERAL STATISTICS OF ILLITZRACY ACCORDING TO MR. MANIER. 
Mr. J. Manier, of StraAburg, has published a map showing the general illiteracy of 
Europe in different colors. Seven countries are very dark, viz: H.ussia, Poland, Mol-
davia, Wallachia, Spain, Portugal, and the late Papal Dominion. 
In H.ussia there are 996 illiterates among every thousand of the population; in Poland, 
only 9 ollt of every 100 can read and write; in Spain, only 35 out of every 100 men and 
14 out of every 100 women; in Italy, 32 out of every 100 men and 19 out of every 100 
women; in Hungary, more than half of all the children of school-age do not attend 
any school at all; in Croatia, only 20 out of every 100 children of school-age attend 
school. The following conutri es are of a lighter color: Great Britain, Belgium, and 
}'ranee; the average of illiterates in these countries was below 50 P'PI: cent. Germany, 
Switzerla.nd, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden have the lightest color, 
for in these countries but few children can be found who do not attend school. 
Comparative expend:iture jo1· wm· and educat·ion. 
Country. 
France . _____ ...... ............ ................................. -..... . 
Prussia ..... _ . ............... ............. -. · · · · · ·- ·-- · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · · · · 
Austria ..... __ ........................................................ . 
Rnv~tr·ia .. ........ ___ . ... - ........... - ......... -............ ·-.-- .. - .. 
E~~~~~ ~~~~:::::: -: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :. :::-:-::: ~:::: -::::: ~ ~::::::: ::: ~ ~ : : ~ : ::::: : : : : : 
Canton de Vaud, Switzerland ........................................ . 
Out of every 1,000 francs of the 
annual expendture, there are 
paid-

















Sums expended jo1· edtwation per individual. 
Francs. 
Russia expends for the education of each individual.. .• __ .. • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 0.29 
Spain expends for the education of each individual.. ...............•............ 0.40 
Italy expends for the education of each individual.. ............................ 0.41 
France expends for the education of each individuaL ........... _ .......... _ .... 0.55 
Great Brit~tin expends for the education of each individuaL ..................... 1.19 
Switzerland expends for the education of each individuaL ...................... 1.79 
APPENDIX II. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN V ARlO US SPECIAL SCHOOLS IN EUROPE. 
Some of the countries of Europe possess various very excellent special schools, 
which are eit.her entirely unknown with us, or exist only in a very imperfect condi-
tion. To illustrate the manner in which some of these schools are managed, the 
courses of inst.ruction in some of the best of them are given below. 
SCHOOLS OF FORESTRY. 
Most European countries possess one or more of these important scbools, which 
more than anything else have contributed toward the preservation and better culti-
vation of forests. Among the best schools of this kind are those of Austria, which 
posse ses vast public and private forests. Instruction in forestry is divided into three 
grades, viz, lower, middle, and superior. 
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1. Lower instmction.-Tbe aim of the schools of this grade is to prepare young mPn 
for assistant foresters and for superintendents of smaller priYate or communal forests. 
The instruction is given by an experienced forester and an assistant teacher. The 
course of instruction lasts from one to two years, and embraces the following sub-
jects: forest calculations, practical geometry, botany, knowledge of animals useful 
and hurtful to forests, knowledge of game, arboricnlture, most profitable methods of 
managing a forest, and composition. Five hours a day are devoted to theoretical in-
struction in the hou~e, and at least ten hours to practical instruction in the forest. 
Conditions of admission are a good elementary education, age more than fifteen , good 
health, and moral conduct. Examinations are held in each study at the end of the 
course; if passed satisfactorily, a certificate to this effect is given. The fees for one 
year for board and instruction are 250 florins, and 10 florins extra for excursions-alto-
gether, 260 florins. · . 
2. Middle in.st?·uction.-Tbe aim of these schools, of which there are two, is to prepare 
competent foresters and bunters. The course of instruction lasts two years and em-
braces the following subjects: 
1st yea?·.-History of forestry, arithmetic, algebra, theoretical geometry, trigonome-
try, stereometry, drawing of plans and maps, forestry, knowledge of game, entomology, 
botany, natural philosophy, chemistry, geology and mineralogy, natural and arti-
ficial cultivation of forests, practical exercises in making ocular estimates of the 
value of forests, forest business correspondence a.nd book-keeping. 
2d yem·.-Practical geometry, forest architecture, drawing of maps and plans, forest 
technology, knowledge of game, physiology of plants, forest business correspondence 
and book-keeping, forest and game laws. 
The conditions of admission are, at least, an education as acquired in the lower 
classes of a gymnasium and a real-school, a satisfactory appreuticeship of at least one 
year with some practical forester, the age of Ul, bodily health, good moral conduct, 
and written consent of parents or guardians. Examinations are held in each study 
every half-year, for each of which certificates are given. At the end of the whole 
course each student must pass a rigorous examination, for \vhich a certificate is gh·en, 
which enables him to e1-?,ter the public or private forest·service. The annual fee for 
instruction alone is 40 florins. 
3. Superior instruction.-This is given at the Imperial Academy of Forestry n.t Maria-
bruno. 
·The aim of this academy is to give a thorough theoretical and practical instruction 
in forestry. It is under the immediate administration of the ministry of agriculture, 
and has one director and four professors. 'fhe conrse of instruction lasts three yean'~, 
and embraces the following subjects: 
lst yea?·.-Matbematics, (G* hours per week;) descriptive geometry, (I, 6, II, 8 ;) 
chemistry, (10 I; botany, (II, 6 ;) cultivation of forests, (Forstbenutzung,) (I, 5 ;) sur-
veying of forests, (II, 6 ;) knowledge of game, (I, 4;) drawing maps of forests, (I, 4.) 
2dyear.-Mechanics and machinery, (7 ;) geodesy, (II, 9 ;) entomology, (I,3;) knowledge 
of soil and climatology, (I, r, ;) forest technology, (II, 5;) preservation offorests, (.F'orst-
schutz,) (I, 2 ;) cultivation of forests, (II, 9 ;) calculation of profits from forests, (I, 9;) 
forest-laws, (2;) drawing maps of forests, (I, 4.) • 
3d yea?·.-Geodesy, (II, 11 ;) architecture, (7;) organization of forest administrations 
and calculations of value of forests, (I, 7 ;) arrangement of personnel of forest adminis-
trations, their duties, &c., (I, 2 ;) forest business-rout.ine, (II, 4 ;) forest book-keeping, 
(I, 2 ;) drawing maps of fore~ts, (I, 4 ;) political economy, (3 ;) agriculture, (2.) 
The academy possesses a very valuable library, containing nearly all the works ever 
published on the subject of forestr;y, a chemical laboratory, a museum of natural ~is­
tory, a museum of forestry, a botaniCal and propagating garden, and the very extenstve 
imperial forests in the immediate neighborhood for practical exercises. 
The conditions of admission are as follows : All the students are eit.ber termed u or-
dinary" or "extraordinary" students, the former going regularly through the complete 
course of studies as prescribed in the programme, the latter only attending tho e lec-
tures they wish to bear. The conditions for admission for students are a completed 
courRe in a real-school or a gymnasium, age 18, one year's apprenticeship with orne 
forester, and pupils of gymnasium, besides sufficient ad van cement in geometrical and 
free-hand drawing. The fees are 50 florins per annum for instruction for ordinary to-
dents, or 1 florin 50 kreutzers per week for each lecture. The examinations are oral 
and written, embrace all the subjects taught at the academy, and are very trict. ~he 
final examination for office in the forest-service is made in two parts, between which 
there must be an interval of three months. 
* There are two classes or divisions; where there is only one figure given the hours of in truction :~;re 
in common to both; the figures I, TI, denote that tbero is a dHl'erence in the number of hours of m. 
struction for each class, as shown by the following figure. 
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SCHOOLS OF VETERINARY SURGERY. 
As a good example of this kind of schools, we select the Imperial School of Veterinary 
Surgery at Vienna. The aim of thiA school is to educate veterinary surgeons for the 
army and the civil service, to further the science of veterinary surgery, t.o treat sick 
animals of every kind in its large. and well-appointed hospital, and to be highest sci-
entific authority in all legal ca:,;es where there is any question of veterinary surgery to 
be decided. . 
Course of stndies.- The course of studies for students lasts three years, and for doctors 
of medicine and surgery who have obtained their degree at some university only two 
years. The course differs accordingly. 
a. Course for students: 
1st year.-Introduction to the study of veterinary surgery, (5 hours a week for 2 
weeks;) descriptive, topographical, and surgical zootomy of all the domestic animals, 
and short review of the most important functions of the different organs, (5 hours;) 
natural philosophy and chemistry applied to veterinary surgery, (5 hours;) natural 
history, dietetics, and difference of races of all the domestic animals, (3 hours;) botany, 
as applied to veterinary surgery, (II*, 5 ;) theory of horseshoeing, (I, 2 ;) practical 
exercises in the dissecting-room and in the shop for horseshoeing. 
2d ye!fr.- General pathology and pathological zootomy, (I, 5 ;) zo0physiology, 
(I, 2 ;) pharmacognosy and writing prescriptions, (I, 5 ;) breeding and raising of domes-
tic an imals, (II, 5 ;) use of instruments, methods of bandaging and harnessing,·(II, 3 ;) 
agriculture, practical exercises in dissecting and horseshoeing. 
3d :'J1ear.-Special medical and surgical pathology and therapeutics, and attendance 
in the hospital for at least It hours every day; operations and obstetrics, with practical 
exercises, (3 ;) veterinary surgical jurisprudence, and exercises in drawing up reports, 
(I, 2 ;) epidemics and sanitary precautions, wit.h practical exercises in the hospital, 
(II, 5 ;) history and literature of veterinary surgery, (II, 1 ;) practical exercises. 
b. Course for physicians and surgeons: 
1st yem·.-Introduction to the study of veterinary surgery, zootomy, and zoophy-
siology; natural history, dietetics, and knowledge of the different races of domestic 
animals; botany app-lied to veterinary surgery; pharmacognosy; writing of prescrip-
tions; use of instruments and lmndages; agriculture; horseshoeing; breeding and rais-
ing of domestic animals; practical exercises in the dissecting-room and the horseshoe-
ing-shop. 
2d yea.1·.-General pathology and pathological zootomy; special medical and sur-
gical pathology; therapeutics and clinics ; operations; veterinary surgical jurispru-
dence; epidemics and sanitary precautions; history and literature of veterinary 
surgery; practical exercises. 
The conditions of admission are Austrian cit~enship; age not less than 17 and not 
more than 24; health and good moral conduct; a course satisfactorily completed at a 
lower gymnasium or a lower real-school. There are examinations at the end of every 
year and a rigorou:,; examination ut the end of the whole course, for which certificates 
are given, which entitle the student to a place .as veterinary surgeon in the army or 
in the civ il service. A special course of borseshoeing for priYate cavalry ancl.artillery 
soldiers is connected with the school. Conditions of admission are only reading and 
writing and some little knowledge of horseshoeing. The course lasts two years; if 
completed satisfactorily, a certificate of "privileged horseshoer" is given. 
SCHOOLS OF NAVIGATION. 
All the sea-faring nations of Europe possess a number of these schools of .different 
grades. We give below the organization of the School of Navigation at Stettin, 
Prussia. 
This school is intended to train mariners and masters of merchant-vessels. It bas a 
director, two professors, and an assistant, who teaches drawing. To be admitted to the 
lowest class, the candidate must be able to read and write, be acquainted wit.h element-
ary mathematics, and must be able to write a fair composition in German. The les-
sons are given during 32 hours a week, and during three years, the first ;year being a 
course for pilots, while during the last two is taught the art of navigating the high 
seas. The course in pilotage embraces ti.Je following subjects: arithmetic, plane 
geometry, carpentering-, plane and spherical trigonometry, navigation, terrestrial and 
astronomical observatwns, drawing of sea-charts and astronomical maps, and English. 
That .of the hi~her division comprises the precedin~ studies carried further, rigging, 
drawmg the different parts of a vessel, the commerctal rules relative to ships' papers, 
and to the course of exchange at the principal commercial ports, &c. 
On leaving school an examination is held, and a certificate of proficiency awarded to 
*There are, as in the school of forestry, 2 classes or divisions; where there is only one tignre, the 
hours are the same for both classes, and where there are two, the first indicates what class has the in· 
struction, and the second how many hours. 
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those who pass it in a satisfactory manner. This certificate is the basis of all promo-
tion to any of the different stations of command of a merchant-vessel. The fees, 
paid quarterly, are six thalers for the pilot's course, and ten for the higller course in 
navigation. 
SCHOOLS FOR NURSES, (MIDWIVES.) 
Of these, most P.Otmtries of Europe possess a number, and no woman is allowed to 
practice as miuwife unless she can show a certificn,te from one of these schools. Austria 
alone possesses eight such schools, and instruction of the same kind is also given to 
women at the faculties of medicine in the univer~ities and at the schools of surgery. 
A large number of apprentice-midwives receive considemble pecuniary assistance 
during their studies from the provinces and towuships. Camlidates must be at least 
24 3'Cars of age, and less than 50; must be able to read and write; be of good reputa-
t ion, aud of Ltealthy constitution. 'fhe course of instruction occupies, according to cir-
cumstances, four, Jive, or six months. It is both theoretical and pra(~tical, and is given 
by a professor of obstetrics, aided by a midwife and a nurse. ln most of the schools 
there are two promot.ions yearly. Ou leaving, the pupils have to undergo a severe ex-
amination, for which those who have the means pay a fee of 30 florins. ~n the Aus-
trian schools for midw!ves more than 1,200 :.:Did wives are instrnctPd every year. 
I I.-ASIA. 
CHINA. 
(Absolute Monarchy-Empire. China proper, area, 1,297,999 square miles. Population, 420,000,000.) 
No report has been received this year. 
INDIA. 
(Ar<Ja, 1,553,136 square miles. Population, 201,593,978.) 
No proper report has been received, but from other reliable sources a few interesting 
facts are given. 
STATE"'OP EDUCATION. 
In India much has been done for an improvement in the state of public instruction, 
but by no means sufficient; for among a population of about 190,000,000 (in Briti ?-
India) only 622 , ~ ·12 children received instruction, which was given in public, semi-
public, (.sub ·ic!izd by the government,) and private schools. Some rich Parsees, i.n 
Bombo,y, ~ave spent considerable sums for benevolent and educational purposes. Sir 
Jamsf;tJee ,Tejeecho.v gave £200,000, and Mr. Kustumjee Jarnsetjee £10,000, for further-
ing Englisl:: r :1uc,l.tiou in Bombay and Guzerat. . 
The educati<1.1 of females was bitLerto very much neglected, but of ln,tc a great Im-
provement is taking place. Thus there were, in 1861, in Cn,lcutta., only 16 school for 
native girls, with 395 scholars; in 1870 there were 284 schools for girls, with 6,569 
scholn,rs. .Among t.he better classes of Hindoos in the cities, many higbly-educ~ted 
ladies are found, so that now a special ladies' joumal, the "Behamaboclhini P_attnca, ' 
appears at Calcutta, and haf:! quite an extensive circulation . It often contams :ery 
valuable contributions, in prose and verse, on historical, social, and literary questiOn , 
by native ladies. 
JAPAN. 
(Absolute Monarchy-Empire. Area., about 156,604 square miles. Population, about 35,000,(00.) 
Minister of public instruction, OKr. 
Through th~ kindness of Mr. Mori, Japanese minister at Washington, we are enabled 
to give an outline of the new Japanese school-law, which, though perhaps not yet ac-
tually carried out, will no doubt soon be in force. 
AI!'If OF TTIE NEW SCHOOL-LAW. 
There have been schools in Japan for many years, but, from th ir imp rfection or 
misdirection, they benefited the upper classes only. l!-,armer~S, mechanic , traders, and 
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women were left in ignorance. Even among the upper classes education was very im-
perfect, and more devoted to art: literature, and useless discussions than to anything 
practical. The new school-law aims at leaving none in ignorance in any class, male 
or female. 
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITY. 
The management of educational affairs throt1ghout the whole country shall be in the 
ha.nds of one central authority, the department of education. 
EDUCATIONAL DIVISIONS OF THE COUNTRY. 
It is proposed to divide the empire into eight grand divisions, called collegiate di-
visions. Jt:ach division bas a central office, located in some large city, with an officer 
in charge. 
The eight grand divisions are made up of 72 provinces and 3 cities. Each grand 
divi:sion or collegiate district is divide4 into 32 academical districts) each to contain 
a middle or high school; and each academical district is subdivided into 210 school-
districts, each to contain one school. There being 256 academical districts, the whole 
number of school districts is 53,760. The exact localities of the school-districts are to 
be determined according to the population and convenience of access. 
SCHOOL-ADMINISTRATION. 
There shall be appointed in every academical district by the local authorities from 
10 to 13 directors, (superintendents,) each to superintend and control from 20 to 30 
schools. The salary of tbese superintendents shall be paid out of the fund derived from 
local taxes. If this is impossible, it shall be paid out of the treasury of the central 
government for the present. 
Every child, male and female, of a.ll classes, is to be sent to school from the age of 6 
years, and must attend school long enough, at least, to finish the course in the element-
ary schools. 
The rules and by-laws of all schools, public and private, must be submitted to the 
educational department every year, as also a report of the number o:f scholars and their 
progress. · 
Every collegiate division shall have one bureau, with a director aD(l a sufficient force 
of clerical assistants, who shall watch the progress of the scholars and observe tbe prac-
tical working of the system. Iu consultation with the local authorities, the director 
may so modify or amend the rules as to suit the particular locality, but such amend-
ments must be limited to unimportant matters, and be reported to the department of 
education. 
The director of each collegiate division shan transmit all the reports from the school-
superintendents to the department of education, where these reports will be printed 
for the pu lie use. 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF SCHOOLS. 
There are to be three classes of schools, viz: great learning, (superior;) middle learn-
ing, (secondary ;) and small learning, (elementary.) 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 
The different g ades of elementary schools are: common schools, girls' schools, vil-
lage-schools, charity-schools, private-schools, infant-selwols,evening-schools, and schools 
for imbeciles, &c. 
Infant-schools are for children under 6 years of age, both male and female. 
Private schools must have a license. 
Charity-schools are for the children of indigent parents. 
Village-schools are to be established where the population is sparse, and in these 
schools t he rules may be somewha~ modified to suit the condition of the people. 
I Evening-schools may be provided for those who cannot afford to attend school during 
1
the day. 
The girls' schools, besides the regular studies, will embrace in their course some of 
the domestic :uts especially appropriate for females. 
The common (public) scho0ls shall have two grades, the lower and upper. 
In the lower grade the following branches shall be taught: Spelling, writing, conver-
sation, vocabularies, reading, morality, letter-writing, grammar, arithmetic as far as 
clivi ion, instruction by lectures upon health, outline of geography, outline of natural 
philosophy, gymnastic exercises, singing, (the last-mentioned not for the present.) 
In the upper grade the following ~-;ubjccts will be taught: Outline of history, geom-
etry, trigonometry, outline of botany, chemistry, physiology. According to the wants 
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of particular localities the following four subjects may be added: On~ ?r two foreign\ 
languages, book-keeping, drawing, and constitution of government, (politiCal economy.) 
The lower grade is for children between 6 and 9 years, and the upper for those between 
10 and 13. 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS, (MIDDLE LEARNING.) 
In the secondary schools, (academies,) scholars are admitted who have received the 
educat.ion prescribed for public schools; and these shall be divided into two grad-es, 
upper and lower. . 
Lower-grade academies will teach the following subjects: Japanese langu~ge, 
arithmetic, writing, geography, history, foreign languages, natural philosphy, drawmg, 
ancient Japanese words, geometry, algebra, book-keeping, natural history, chemist~y, 
moral science, physiology, constitution of government, statistic-s of the country, musiC, 
(the last not for the present.) -
Upper-grade academies will teach the following subjects: Japanese language, foreign 
languages, natural philosophy, trigonometry, ancient Japanese words, geometry, alge-
bra, book-keeping, chemistry, mor~l science, surveying, political economy, zoology, 
botany, geology, mineralogy, mental philosophy, astronomy. 
The lower grade is for scholars between the ages of 14 and 16, and the upper :fur 
those between 17 and 18. 
Private schools which receive a certificate giving permission to teach an academical 
course may be called private academies. 
Agricultural academies are those specially designed for instruction in agriculture. 
AcademiP-s for foreign languages are for those who are to enter into commercial 
business. All the schools which teach languages only may be placed in tllis class. 
Commercial or business academies are purely for commercial purposes, and shall be 
established in cities. 
Industrial academies shall teach all kinds of industrial arts. 
SUPERIOR SCHOOLS, (GREAT LEARNING.) 
These schools will teach profe.ssional branches, viz: Logic, literature, law, and 
medicine. 
NORMAL SCIIOOLS. 
Normal schools are to be established to provide the teachers required for the public 
schools. 
TEACHERS. 
Teachers in the public schools a.re to be selected from those above 20 years of age, 
irre pective of sex, who have a certificate tllat they are graduates of a normal school, 
or have graduated from an academy. 
Teachers in academies must be over 25 :vears of age, and must present a college cer-
tificate of graduation. • 
Teachers in colleges must have obtained the title of "professor." 
SCHOLAI;.S AND EXAMIKATIONS. 
All scholarn are required _to go through the regular course; and in passing from one 
grade to another they must be subjected to examinations. Examinations must al o be 
undergone before passing from one class of schools to another. 
Poor scholars of decided ability will be pecuniarily assisted by the government, and 
obliged to refund the sums advanced in course of time. 
STUDENTS ABROAD. 
All students sent abroad at the pubHc e:xpense shall be under the control of the 
central department of education. There shall be two classes of tudents sent abroad· 
one shall be called freshmen or the second class, and the other the first cJa · the 
form r to be s lected from among the graduate of academies, and the latter f!orn 
among the graduate of colleges. In order to become a student abroad an exauu~a­
tion is t<' be passed and certificates of good moral character mu t be produced. 'I b 
limit of the period for students abroad of the second class shall be five y ars, and that 
of the first, three years. The number of second-cia ·s students is limited to 150,. ~od 
that of the first cia s to 30. While abroad, such Rtudents will be under the supemswn 
of the minister resident in the respective countries. 
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GENERAL EXPENSES FOR EDUCATION. 
The public money for the purposes of education shall be exclusively controlled by 
the department of education. The government will assist as much as possil>le all 
cla~ses impartially in gaining an education. 
The public support of education shall be in accordance with the following conditions 
for the present: · 
1. For the salaries of foreign teachers and other incidental expenses. 
2. For buildings and repairs of school-houses and colleges, books and apparatus, &c. 
3. For academic buildings, repairs, books, apparatus, &c. 
4. For the educational fund to be advanced to poor students. 
5. For the expenses of the various bureaus of school-superintendents. 
In every class of schools a tuition-fee has to be paid. 
PERSIA. 
(.A.bsolut~ Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, 648,000 square miles. Population, about 5,000,000.) 
Minister of commerce and public inst?"u.ction, PRINCE ALI-KAULI-MIRzA.' 
No report has been received. 
SIAM. 
(Feudal and absolute Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, about 250,000 square miles. P'lpulation, 6,300,000.) 
No report has been received. 
III-AFRICA. 
ALGIERS .. 
(French colony. Area, 150,576 square miles. Population, 2,921,246.) 
SCHOOL-ORGANIZATION. 
The primary-school system of Algiers bas been regulated by the law of July 14, 
1850. According to this law, primary schools for instructing Mohammedan children in 
French and Arabic were to be established in the cities of Algiers, Constantine, Bona, 
Or an, Blidah, and Mostaganem, and likewise in some other cities if there should be any 
demand·for them. Instruction is given free of charge, and comprises r eading and writing 
of Arabic, r eading and writing of French, French grammar, arithmetic, weights and 
measures. At the bead of every school there is a French director, who is recommended 
by the prefect of the district, and appointed by the governor-general. He must 
possess a certificate as primary-school teacher, and a certificate that he is conversant 
with Arabic. He is assisted by a Mohammedan teacher, who is appointed by the prefect 
on the recommendation of the local mufti, or kadi. The salary of the director is 1,200 
francs, and that of the assistant, 600. Besides this, they divWe the school-fees, (1 franc 
per month for every scholar,) so that the director receives two-thirds and the teacher 
one-third. All these schools were only for boys. 
By the same law, the establishment of girls' schools was decreed in the cities of Al-
giers, Constantine, and Bona. They are similarly organized as the boys' schools, only 
that needle-work also is taught. The sala1·y of the directress is 1,000 francs, and that 
of the assistant teacher, 500. 
The same law also provided for adnlt schools in Algiers, Oran, ancl Constantine. In-
struction is given in these schools entirely free of charge, and the teachers receive a 
salary varying between 600 aucl 1,000 francs. The course of instruction · t:Jmbraces 
elements of· tho French language, arit.hmetic, history, and ~eography, and instruction is 
given at least three times a week. Pupils who distingmsh themselves by their dili-
gence and their application to studies receive annual rewards from the prefect. 
The superintendence of schools in every city or town is in the hands of a local com-
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mittee, consisting of the prefect, the rnnfti, and a citizen appointed by the prefect .. 
The inspection of primary and adult schools is usually in the hands of some French 
officer. In tile capital of every province there is an examining committee, whlCh 
issues certificates to candidates for the teacher's profession. The highest educational 
authority is the governor-general, who is assisted in his functions by the rector of the 
Academy of Algiers. 
THE NORMAL SCI-IOOL AT ALGIERS. 
The normal school at Algiers was establisbeii by a law of March 4, 1865. According to 
this law 30 non-paying pupils, viz, 20 born in France and 10 natives, may bP> adm1tte_d. 
Six of these free places are disposed of by the ministry of public instruction in Pans, 
6 by the govemor-general of Algiers, and 18 by the provincial authorities of Algiers, 
Oran, and Constantine. The school has two special teachers of religion, one a Mo-
hammedan and the other a Roman Catholic. The salary of the director amounts to 
4,500 francs; that of the teachers varies between 3,000 and 500. The course of instruc-
tion is arranged in t.he following manner: 
Studies. 
Number of hours 
per week. 
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STATISTICS. 
Of the 218 townships, (communes,) 128 have at least one public school, 14 have a. 
private school, and 7G are without scbouls. The total number of prima ry school is 
23::3, viz, 1 6 puulic schools a nd 47 private schools. Of t.his numlJer, 1:~ arc boy ' 
schools and 10:3 mixed scboo] ·,(for boys and girls.) One hundred und niuety. chools 
are under tbe direction of laymen, and 43 under the direction of pricr>ts. Of the 
public schools, 80 are free sohools, i e., in which instruction is given rntirely free of 
charge. The pu ulic schools are attended by 14,0:~7 scholars, viz, 12,9G5 boys and 1,7i2 
girls. Of the whole nnmber, only 3,537 pay for their instructien. T c priY£Lte school 
were attended by 2,062 scholars. Thns the total number of, chol:.trs in the primary 
scbools of Algiers is16,09!J, v·iz, 12,480 Roman Catholics, 3,130 Jews, and 4~91 rote tant · 
'fhe average length of annual attendance is 7t months for boys, an<l somewhat le for 
girls. The last annual expeuditnre for the public schools amouutcu ' o 429,751 fr:mc · 
The course of instruction bas not been uniform in all the sclH 1 ; fc r example, 
gcograpby was only taught i 32 schools, linear drawing in 14, elcm!'nts of a<rricnlture 
m 11.. OJ?lY 63 chool carried out the prescribed programme in fnll. A regard the 
eccle 1a t1cal schools, geography was taught in 41 and linear drawing in 9. . 
1
0 later stati ·tics of illiteracy l.Jeiug obtainable, we give those of 1< 1)3. Dnrmo-
that year, of all the scholars wbo left the secular public schools, 5 conhl not read 
15 cou~d onl:): read, 36 could read and write, 34 had a knowledge of reauinn-, writin", 
and a~llhJ? ·tJC, and 10 bad an excellent knowledge in all the branches tang!Jt. Iu he 
eccles1a t,JCal ·cbool.· 6 could neither read nor write, 14 could read, :n conld rood and 
write, 3 bad a know] dge of reading, writing, and arithmetic, and 11 had au excellent 
knowledg • of all th brancbe taught. 
ixty-~bree t?wnsbips (communes) have at least one public girl 'scho_ol ach anc13 
ba ve pnvate gnls' scl.wols. Altogether there arc 151 girls' school , v1z: 1 ·ccnJar 
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schools and 70 ecclesiastical schools. One hundred and thirtv-nine schools are Roman 
Catholic, 6 Protesta.nt, and 5 Jewish, and 1 common to all reiigious creeds. 
The public girls' schools were attended by 7,074 girls, of whom eight-ninths were 
instructed free of charge. The private girls' schools were attended by 4,028 girls, of 
whom 45 were instructed free of charge. There are consequently in the whole of 
Algiers 11,102 girls attending school, viz: 10,370 Roman Catholics, 290 Protestants, and 
442 Jews. The average length of annual schooling is 7 months and18 days. The 
expendit.ure for the pul>lic girls' schools amounted to 3tl,055 francs, of which sum 1,044 
francs were received as school-fees; the remainder was paid l>y the townships. 
The number of infant schools in 66 townships (communes) is 86, attended by 9,636 
children, of whom 939 are paying and 8,697 non-paying scholars. The annual 
expenditure for these schools was 94,549 francs. 
LlBER.IA. 
(Republic. Area, about 60,000 square miles. Population, about 718,000.) 
No report bas been received this year. 
MADAGASCAR.. 
(Absolute Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, about 220,000 square miles. Population, about 5,000,000.) 
STATE OF EDUCATION. 
Education generally is very backward. The only schools that deserve the name 
are under the direction of French. missionaries. At the town of St. Marie there are 
two such schools, one for boys and one ·for girls. The former has 376 scholars, viz: 
76 boarders and 300 day-scholars, all natives; the latter, 550 scholars, viz: 50 boarders 
and 500 da.y-scholars, likewise natives. The course of instruction in these schools 
embraces French, reading, writing, arithmetic, history, and geography. 
The government has also founded several institutions where boys and girls can 
acquire ~tn element.ary industrial education. In these schools there are 80 free places, 
viz: 40 for boys and 40 for girls. 
MOR.OOOO. 
(Absolute Monarchy-Sultanate. Area, not definitely known. Population, about 2.750.000.) · 
No report has been received. 
OR.ANGE. 
(Republic. Area, about 40,000 square miles. Population, upward of 100,000.) 
No report has been received. 
SIER.RA LEONE. 
(British Colony. Area, 468 square miles. Population, 37,089.) 
STATE OF EDUCATION. 
British missionaries, chiefly of the Church of England, have, since 1804, worked 
here very successfully in the cause of education. As soon as a missionary came to a 
village, a school was established. As far back as 1815, a high school was founded 
in Leicester Mountains, and latterly transferred to Fura Bay. This institution has v, 
preparatory class, and a high school proper. In the preparatory school all the 
elementary English branches are taught, besides mathematics, Latin, an.d Greek. In 
the high school the same studies are carried further, and Hebrew and theology are 
added. Among the former pupils of t.his school, there was the well-known colored man 
Crowther, who rendered very efficient services in the Niger expedition of 1841, and 
was, in 1tl64, appointed bishop of the mission. 
In :Freetown, the capital, there is also a higher school for native girls. 
SENEGAMBIA. 
(French Colony. Area, not definitely known. Population, about 20,000.) 
STATE OF EDUCATION. 
There are in Senegal and Gore 12 boys' schools and 4 girls' schools, the former with 
999 scholars, and the latter with 390. There are also 2 infant schools with 36 pupils. 
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These schools are all primary .schools, and specia~ attention is paid to. i~stm?tion in 
the French languaO'e, The children in all these schools were partly Frenchr partly 
natives. In Gabo: there are two private• schools, one of them under the d:lr~ctjon of 
French Roman Catholic missionaries; this is a boys' school, and numbers 80 scholars; 
the other is a girls' school, and has 7 4 scholars. The course of instruction in these two 
schools embraces religion, sacred history, geogmphy, read~ng, wri~ing, arithmet.i~, an.d 
French. In Glass there is a school kept up by American m1sswnanes, whe~e English 1s 
taught. 
TRANSVAAL. 
(Republic. Area, not definitely known. Population, about 30,000.) 
No report has been received. 
I V.-A ME R I CA. 
A.-NORTH AMERICA. 
DOMINION OF CANADA. 
(British Colony. Area, 3,127,045 square miles. Population, 4,311,044.) 
The Dominion of Canada now includes the various provinces of North America, for-
merly known as Upper and Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, British Colum-
bia, and the extensive regions long under the quasi-government of the Hudson's Bay 
Company; in fact, the whole of British North America except Prince Edward's Island 
and Newfoundland. No report for this year has up to this date (December 31, 1872) 
been received from any portions of the Dominion, but below an extract is given from 
t·he Saint. Stephen Journal ofNew Brunswick, containing a criticism on the new school 
law. · 
THE NEW SCHOOL LAW OF NEW BRUNSWICK. 
((The new law contemplates the extending of the benefits of education to all alike, 
riclt and poor. We have always been of opinion that a state owes every child within 
its bounds a thorough education, and we believe in direct taxation for the support of 
schools. But if people are to be taxed for the support of schools, let them have t.bem. 
In our peregrinations through the country during the last few weeks, we find very few 
schools in operation. vVe are informed by a gentleman, whose word is beyond doubt, 
that in the parish in which he resides there are only four schools, where under the old 
law there were sixteen. It may well be inquired whether this scarcity of schools arises 
from the fault of the new law or of the people. We do not hold the people faultless; 
at the same time there is too much machinery about the law. For instance, the 
annual meeting for the election of trustees~ &c., must be held in January, on a certain 
day, at a certain hour, &c., &c. In January, almost all the live scboolmen in a coun-
try school-district are in the woods, and a failure is likely to occur through a want of 
proper parties to perform the duties required. If a failure occur in any of the formali-
ties, the non-contents :find a way to upset the wlwle. · 
" The most serious difficulty is the size of some of the districts, some of which are 
five and some six miles in length. 
"What we have said above regarding the election of school trustees by dissentient 
is, we admit, liable to the objection that such an amendment as wo have propo ed 
might op n a loop-hole to the establishing of sectarian schools. Now we have no 
intention of advocating the establishing of sectarian schools with special gra1.1ts. Were 
the Bpi copalians, the Baptists, the Methodists, the Presbyterians, tho Roman Catho-
lics, ~c., allowed the privilege of opening such schools, the working of the law .would 
be cnppled and the whole rendered null and void. All that we contend for 1 that 
s?me amendment be made to the law whereby in the simplest manner po ible a . ~ffi­
Cl nl, number of parents, whether Catholic or Protestant, may without due formaht1 , 
or regard to holding a meeting this day or that day, elect trnstecs a,t any time and 
carry on a school under the law for the educa.tion of their children. Of cour e, a under 
the old law, the average attendance would always have to reach a certain number 
b fore the teacher could obtain the part of his salary paid by the government." . 
The , aint John Daily Telegraph and Morning Journal, of November 30, 1 t2, m 
which the above article is cited, very truly remarks: "We shall be pleased to ee the 
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Jonmal ppint' ou.t a practical remedy for each of the grievances to which it refers. It 
is ;"lome · service to indicate a grievauce. It is a greatex one to point out a remedy. 
Then th~ '·b.iwe and antidote' will be both before us.n 
MEXICO. 
(Federal Republic. Area, 846,615 square miles. Population, 9,173,052.) 
Through the kindness of Mr. J. C. Rodrigues, the editor of the illustrated journal 
0 jYotJo Mundo, published in New York, the following facts regarding education in 
1\fexico are furrtished: 
PRIMARY EDUCATION. 
In almost every State of the Mexican Republic there are primary schools, where gra-
tui t ous education is given to pupils of both sexes. The number of these establish-
ments is nnknown. They are maintained partially b.v the federal government., par-
tinily by the State governments, private donations, and benevolent societies, (sociedacles 
de benejicencia.) In the State of Mexico there is a Comp(tfiia Lancaste1'iana, which main-
tains 8 schools, viz, 2 for boys, attended by 859 pupils; 3 for girls, with a regular 
attendance of 635 pupils; and 3 for adults, with 319 pupils. Another corporation, the 
Sociedad de Benejicencict, keeps several schools for both sexes, attended by about 5,000 
pupils. 
Throughout the republic there is a good number, perhaps 1,500, private schools, for 
primary and secondary instruction. It is calculated that the number of their pupils 
is about 200,000. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION. 
Secondary education, properly so ca,Ued, is given: 1st, in setninaries, maintained by 
the clergy; 2d, in the nat ioual colleges in the capital of the republic; :3<1, in colleges, 
in stitutes, and academies, in the several States. 
There are 10 seminaries in the country, 1 in the arnhhishopric of Mexico, and 9 in 9· 
of the 13 'bishoprics. The courses of study in these institutious comprise: Latin, 
normal philosophy, ecclesiastical law, Roman law, scholastic theology, dogmatics, and. 
natural law, (cle1·echo natuml.) 
Tbe number of students in these seminaries is as follows: 
Locality. 
M"exico ......... ..... ..................................... ·---·-·· ... ---· ··-··· .......... ....... . 
Pael>la, ................ ...... . - ............. . ........................ - ........... ~ .............. . 
Morclia ........................ ...... ........ . ..... ··-··· ........................ .. ............. . 
!~~~~~~r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -: ~ ~- ~ ~ ~-: ~:: -:-: ~ ~::::::::::::: ~:: ~:::::: -: -:  ~ ~ ~:::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
l\lcri rla, .. .... . .. .. ..... .. . .......... ······ · · ·· · .... -- · · · ·· · · · · · · · ····· · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·· · · · · · · · 











TotaL .... ..... ........ _.. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . 3, 083· 
In the capital of Mexico there is 1 university and 9 national colleges, viz: San Ilde-
fonso, Sau Juan de Latran, San Gregorio, (Jesuit,) the Medical School, the School of 
i'lli nes, the Academy of Fine Arts, the Military School, and 2 agricultural and business 
~chools. 
The two colleges mentioned first arc the best. They have four courses of studies, viz: 
philosophy, grammar, law, and literature. The course of philosophy comprises ideol-
ogy, log ic, metaphysics, morals, mathematics, natural philosophy, cosmography, an(l 
geogmphy ; that of grammar comprises Spanish, Latin, and Prench; tbat of law 
embraces natural, civil, criminal, Roman, and canonic law; the course of literature 
embraces universal history, history of Mexico, ancient and modern classics, rhetoric,. 
aucl composition. The courses in the other colleges are not so fnll. 
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San Juan de Latran .... · .................. : ................... ---- ........ ------ ..... -----------
San Gregorio .............. : ................... ------- .............................. . --- .. -- .. -·-
San lldefonso ............ ..... . .................. ... _ ................................... - . ------
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In the several States of the countr.y there are the following colleges: In Mexico, 1; 
in Puebla, 1; in Oajl:!>ca, 1; in Ver!1 Cruz, 4; in Yucatan, (the University of Merida,) 1 
college, and a naval ·school in Ca,m·peche; in Michoacan, 2; in Guanajuato, 1; in D~­
rango, 1; in Zacatecas, l, (besides a school of mines;) in Aguas Calientes, 1; m 
Jabisco, 2; in San Luis Potosi, 1 ;, in the island of Carmen, 1; in Chiapa,1; in Clnbn-
ahua, 1; in Q_ueretaro, 2-total, 24 colleges. The number of students is not known. 
SCIENTIF~C SOCIETIES; LIBRAJ.UES, ETC. 
In the capital of Mexico ther<;~ are three litei'ary and scientific societit:Js, viz: La Sooiedad 
(le Jeogmfia i Estadistica, (Geographical and .Statistical Society;) E? Ateneo; and ~a 
Sociedacl P1·ornovedora de Mejoms rnateTiales i i1~telectuales, (Society for Promoting Matel'lal 
and Intellectual Improvement.) · 
In Merida there is an Academia de . Qiencias .Litemtwe, (Scientific and Literary 
Academy.) · 
Mexico City bas three public libraries, viz, the.Catheclrallibrary, with 13,000 volumes 
and• manuscripts; the library of the University, with 9,000 volumes; and the library 
of San Gregorio, with about 5,000 volu_mes. · 
B.-CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE WEST -INDIES. 
No report on education has been received from any ·of the states of Central America, 
so that only the general statistics are given. 
COSTA RIC~. 
(Republic. Area, 16,250 square miles. Population, 165-,000.) 
GUATEMALA. 
(Republic. Area, 15,000 square miles. Population, 1,180,000.) 
Minister of the interim·, of justice, of ecclesiastical ctffai1·s, and. of lntblic instruction, J. :ll. 
S.A.l\IAGO.i.. 
HAYTI. 
(Republic. Area, 28,000 square miles. Population, 572,000.) 
Mi11-ister of 1mblic inatruction, jltstice, ancl ecclesiastical affairs, B. LALLE~I.AlG>. 
HONDURAS. 
(Republic. Area, 43,000 square miles. Population, 350,000.) 
Miniater of nutrine and public inatruction, C. CELIO .AlliAS. 
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NICARAGUA. 
(Repriblic. Area, 57,000 square miles. Population, 400,000 .. ) 
Minister of public instnwt·ion, FR. BAHBAREUS. 
SAN DOMINGO. 
(Republic. Area, 18,000 square miles. Populati9n, 136,500.) 
SAN SAL V AD.OR. 
(Rept~blic. Area, 7,230 square miles. Population, 600,000.) 
C.-SOUTH AlVIERIUA. 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 
(Federal Republic. Area, 1,100,000 square miles. Population,),S77;490'.) 
Minister of justice, wo1·ship, and public instnwtim~, Dr. -~· AVELLANEDA. 
F1:om an article by Dr. George A. Stearns, principal of the normal school at Parana, 
the following facts concerning education in the Argentine Republic are gathered: 
HISTORY OJ!' EDUCATION IN THE :ARGENTINE REPUBLIC: 
The revolution o.f 1816, which separated this c<:runtry from Spain and made it an 
independent republic, of course left . its animo~itie~ .behind as regards tho mother 
country. Up to this time all the education obtatinable 1VaS that c-qmmunicated by the 
priesthood. The. country needed men capable of di;recting its affairs. Its language 
was Spanish, but it _did .not want Sp-aniards. The few whom the country offered were 
. soon employed in devising plans for its futm:e ~levelopment .and prosperity. 
In September, 1860, was adopted the con·stitution· which to-day rules the country. 
-Among its first ·provisio:Q,S is one for assuring primary education in every province of 
the .republic, mak~ng t)lis au essentia'l oqligatioJ?. Anot.ber provision gives to the 
general government the powe~ to· ~lictat,e pla~s of general and university instruction, 
an.d another establishes a ministry ofjustice, worship, and public instruction, the min-
ister. beirig one o~ the 'tJ.rst cabinet cou.nsel?rs Qf. the president. From. this point we 
may date the -actr~e progress -of e4ucatJOn m . this country. The prevwus progress, 
which ·was_ preparatory, ma),).if(')sted· itE?elf in the provisions of the national constitu-
tion which I have cited. If any ' doubt existed about the point, I think it would be 
satisfactorily answered by the fact that in 1860 there was not in the republic a single 
nat ional inst~tution of ~earning, and in Buenos Ayres alone could be found provincial 
schools of any impor.tanc!3 .. Xsolated facts...:_private enterprises-might be fonnd, but 
nothing tending to a system of public instruction. In 1R67, the minister of public 
instruction complained that there were 300,000 children in the country who received 
no instruction of any kind, the whole population at that time not being over 1,500,000. 
The crying necessity for intelligent men to guide the affairs of government led the 
nation to direct its attention first to supplying this want by establishing institutions 
for secondary and university education, sueh as the national colleges of the republic. 
Bnt here it met with that ··old difficulty, the apat,hy and indifference of the people. 
It was not enough to offer instruction, books, and all necessaries free ; it was necessary 
also to pay the pupils for the trouble of attending school and studying their lessons, 
and this was done. 
The National College of Buenos Ayres was founded shortly after the adoption of the 
present constitution. Scholarships, under the name of " cecas/' were established, 
giving to the student a monthly allowance of from 10 to 15 dollars gold, and the new 
institution set to work. 
About the same time were nationalized and placed upon a similar basis three other 
institutions, which previously had eked out an existence under the protection of 
provincial governments. These were, the College of the Uruguay, the College of Cor-
doba, and the University of Cordoba; the first in the province 0f Entre Rios, and tlte 
others in the province of Cardoba. 
Up to 1868 there were established 5 other similar institutions, one each in Tucuman, 
Salta, Catamarca, San Juan, and Mendoza. In 1868,5 more similar institutions were 
added in San Luis, La Rioja, Jujuy, Santiago, and Corrientes. 
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At the present time each province has au institution of this kind, suppor~ed ~y the 
national government, and visited by an inspector of national colleges, who 1s hunself 
a government employe. Thus -the national government lias provided for se~ond.ary 
education in each province. The time must soon come when the government w1ll With-
draw a part of its financial support from these institutions, offering, at_most, no more 
than free -instruction with free books, &c. ·what bas been accomplished by these 
institutions may be inferred from the fact that the number of students in 1870 was 
twice as large as in 1868. . . 
In 1865 ' the national government made its first movement in favor of pnmary 
instruction, distributing $22,000 in gold among the various provinces, for the purpose of 
promoting a popular movement in this direction. In 1866 and· 1867 the same amount 
was voted by the national cong1·ess for this purpose. In 1868 the amount voted was 
only $11,000 for general purposes, with a special appropriation of $.25,000 for the ~rov­
iuco of Rioja, which was in a most lamentable condition. The result of this was qmc~y 
manifested, for the province of Rioja in 1870 bad 4,184 scholars in her schools, wh1le 
the population was less than 50,000. 
In August, 1868, began the present administration, under President Sarmiento, whose 
motto is "Educabon for an.n The progress made in the few years past is truly won-
derful. The new administration enters upon its office with a programme of reforms. 
The new minister of public instruction, Dr. Nicolas AveHaneda, gives a more 
. extended interpretation to tho clauses in the constitution respecting public instruction 
In his first report to congress (1869) he earnestly advocates.sweeping reforms. The 
work of carrying out these reforms has begun energetically. 
For the last year of the previous administration (1861'3 ) $36,000 in gold were voted 
for encouraging primarv instruction, viz: $11,000 fordistri bution among the provinces, 
and . '25,000 for the single province of Rioja. For 1869 $115,000; wme voted, viz: 
$100,000 for distrilmtiou among the provinces, and $15,000 for the province of Rioja. 
In Hl70 the government was involved in an expensive war to establish law and order 
in Entre Rios. But this same year tllcre were voted for prima!'y instruction $80,000 
for distTibution in the provinces, and $1G,OOO for Rioja; in all, $95,000. In 1871, not-
withstanding tho expenditure for the war in Entre Rios, $215,000 were voted, viz: 
$200,000 for distrilmtion among the provinces, and $15,000 for Rioja. In this same year 
(1871) a law was passed creating a special aml independent fund for the purposes of 
primary instruction, distributing the proceeds !tmong the various provinces in propor-
tion to tho efforts which they tllemselves make. This law, a translation of which is 
given below, takes eifect in January, 187:3. 
LAW FOR TilE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN AID !)F PRIMARY INSTRUCTION. 
1. From the terminat.ion of the investment of the estimates of the year 1872, the 
national subsidies for the encouragement of primary instruction in the provinces shall 
be awarded subject to the conditions aucl formalities establislled by the present law. 
2. The province. which, in virtue of law sanctiol'led by their leo-islatures, shall destine 
spec~a~ fnncls fo~ the support of popular education, and which shall oxpTess by an 
e:s:phmt declaratwn a desire to recur to the protectiou of tllis law, shall recoi ' 'O from the 
nati~nal trcasn~y s~1bsidies for the 1ollowing purposes: construction of edi:fices for 
publw schools, fnrmture, books and apparatus, teachers' salaries. 
3. The sn~sidies shall be awarded by the national executive in the following form 
aml proportwns: to tho provinces of Rioja, San Luis, and Jujuy, tbree-fourtbs; to 
those of Santiago, Tncnman, Salta, Catamarca, Mendoza, San Juan, and Corriente . 
. one-half; and to those of Bnt>nos Ayres, Cordoba, Entre Rios, and Santa Fe, tbe third 
part .of the ~vhole amount that may be expended for tllo purposes enumerated in the 
prevwus article. 
4. The sn bsidies for primary instn1etion in the province of Rioja, shall be determined 
in an especial manner in the annual estim:ttes of the general expenses of the nation, 
until it shall be in condition to be regulated by tlle present law. 
5. Ko sum sball be allowed for tlle con ·truetion of a school-bouse, unle s the plan 
and estimate for the bnilfling shall have been previously submitted to the mini tcr of 
:public in_s~r.nction, together wHll: a report fro.m tho f::OYomor of the respective p~o\­
lll~e, ccrt1iymg that the money 1s ready, wb1ch, together with the natwnal snhyly. 
w1ll cover the cost of construction. Tlle miniHter of public instruction will eHCU-
lat~, in al~ the provinces, plans for school-houses of .approved style, recommending 
their aclopt10n. 
G. The l!ational aiel for the pmchase of furniture, bool;:s, and apparatus, deRtinefl for 
the u.·c of the public , chools shall be distributed by a committ<•e appoint tl by the 
ex<·cutin•. cou i ·ting of at least three members ancl a secn·tary, who, ball he paitla 
Shlary of .;l,GOO P.er ~·car; provided that the provinces prefer to obtain by ti.JL· me:~u ... 
tlw arti ·l<'s mcntJCHJl'Cl. 'lJJi s committee will take charg<! of the pnrebase UJHl Jnp-
ln ent of all orcll'rs wbJC'h nwy he sent to it for tl10 usc of the puhlie l'cl.IOol : JHOY.I<1 d 
there he sc·nt. at the sallle time, the proportion of money 1or the wbolo amount of tlle 
order as detenninecl in article 3. 
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7. Half of the salary of one of tlw inspectors appointed by each province to watch 
over its schools shall be paid by the national treasury, to the amount of $80 monthly, 
on condition that he accept the obligation to furnish the statistics and perform the 
inspections which may be required of him by the minister of public instruction. 
8. The eighth part of the proceeds of the sale of national lands shall be set apart to 
meet the exigencies of the present law. 
9. The executive is authorized to use that part of the national income which may be. 
necessary to cover the expenses of this law, until such time as the sale of the public 
lands shall have provided sufficient funds. 
10. The executive will adopt measures to guarantee the faithful application of the 
funds which may be distributed among the provinces in virtue of this law, as well as 
the exact compliance of the con<litions upon which they n,re distributed, and still 
further using his influence to have the fund destined for the support of schools admin-
istered by committees elected by the neighborhood. 
NORMAL SCHOOL. 
In August, 1871, the first national normal school was established, which is now in a 
:fionrishing condition, giving instruction to 45 young men, who will shortly respond to 
tho growing necessities of the country. 
WORK OF THE YEAR 11371. 
The year 1871 was a very remarkable one for the general awakening of nearly 
all the provinces to the necessity of doing more for educational interests, and this even 
in the remotest parts of the republic. Tbe province of Catamarca has set apart a. 
special fund for primary education, and has, as well a.s Rioja, made education compul-
sory. The other provinces are moving in tbe same direction, and we may expect to 
see established in most of the provinces a permanent school fund before the close of 
President Sarmiento's administration. . 
An appropriation of $12,000 was made during the year for establishing public libra-
ries, and local committees n,re alr~ady at work in almost every province helping along 
this great work. At tbe present writing (August 15, 1872) this fund is exhausted, anrl 
more has been asked for. Fifty public libraries have been established during the year, 
oue-half tho expenses being paid by the national government and one half by popular 
subscription. Agricultural colleges have been attached to various national colleges, 
with the object of stimulating the agricultural interests of the different provinces. 
EDUCATION IN THE PROVINCES-BUENOS AYRES. 
The public schools of tbis province may be divided into two great classes-the schools 
of tho city of Buenos Ayres, and tbe schools of the interior. 'fhey may also be divided 
iu to three classes-the schools of the municipality, the schools of the provincial gov-
ernment, and the schools of tbe benevolent society (socieclad de beneficen'Cia.) 
The schools of the municipality are, of course, limited to the city of Buenos Ayres; 
the other two classes extend also to the interior. In these schools the boys and girls 
are generally separate; there are, however, schools for both sexes, but these do not 
generally receive children over 8 or 9 years of age. The schools of the benevolent 
society are schools for girls, and those of the municipality are of both classes. The 
benevolent society is a 8ociety of ladies, established by the provincial governmen r,, 
.Jannary 2, Hl23, under whose administration in thebeginning all the girls' schools were 
placed, while the funds wore furnished by the government. 
The three administrations are entirely in<lependent of each other. There are in the cit S' 
municipal schools, society schools, and proviucial schools. There are frequent clashings 
between tbo adm inistrations, an<l·of course there is no general system. In t.be interioi" 
these administrations arc reduced to two, aud there seems to be a much bet.ter result. 
In another respect the scbools of tho interior have the advantage, as they have in many 
cases school-houses, while in tbe city, to my knowledge, all the schools are kept in 
dwelling-houses. Graded schools arc of course unknown in the city. 
The schools of the province are in general under the supervi::don of tho department 
of scbools. Owing to the low salari es, there is a great deficiency of good teachers, 
and many of them have to devote nearly all their time to other occupations in order to 
make a. living. 
In 1822 tbo university at Buenos Ayres was organized and divided into six depart-
ments, viz : Primary department, prepara,tory department, department of exact sciences, 
J.epa.rtment of medicine, department of jmiFprndenco, department of theology. 
In tho primary department were h1cludcd all the primary schools of the province. 
On the 7th of Jannar.v, 1 28, however, they were separated from the universit.y and 
placed under the superiutcndeucc of an ins1' ector-geucral. 
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A summary of the provincial schools in 1871 shows that there are 72 in the city, vi~: 
1i for boyg, 24 for girls, and 31 for both sexes. In the rural district~ there are 54 publlc 
::;cbools, viz: 26 for boys, 20 for girls, and 8 for both sexes. Of pnvate scboo~s tb~re 
:~rein the city 114, viz: 38 for boys, 16 for girls, and 60 for both sexe,s. In the mtenor 
there are 42 private schools, viz : 12 for boys, 10 for girls, and 20 for both sexes. The 
total number of teachers is 1,050. 
ENTRE RIOS. 
The population in this province is very SCf1ttered, and it is only in the villages that 
schools are to be found. It bas recently suffered the evils incidental to a civil war, 
but is rapidly repairing the damages. The schools are under the supervision of an 
inspector-general, and there is at the present time a great activity in this department. 
There is little or no co-operation, and all must be done by the government. 
SANTA FE. 
Tbis province is one of the most backward in respect of education, and at the present 
clay there is less movement there than in any other pro nee. In Rosario, the princi-
pal city, there is at the present time a local movement in favor of education. 
CORRIENTES. 
This province bas very recently bad to suffer from a revolution, and is still in a very 
unsettled state. 
CORDOBA. 
This province is one of the most backward of the republic in respect to schools. 
SAN LUIS. 
See statistical table at the end of this article. 
SANTIAGO. 
This province is considered one of the most backward of the republic, having been 
ruled for years by a sort of military despotism, and there is very little local interest in 
the subject of education. There is only one girls' school in the province, which bas a 
new building, constructed in 1871. Last year the school was supported by the scholars, 
but is now sustained by the national government. 
MENDOZA. 
This i one of the provinces in which there is a movement favorable to education. 
Although its present statistics are not very favorable, the efforts now making can not 
uut give a desirable result. This year a new school-house bas been built, destined for a 
girls' school, at a co t of $30,000. An agricultural college bas been established, under 
the joint auspices of the national and provincial governments. 
SAN JUAN. 
This province is considered the one most advanced in the matter of education. Tbe 
national government bas for three years past offered a premium of $10,000 to that 
province whose statistics should show one child in school for every ten inhabitants, 
and to San Juan this premium bas been awarded for three years in succession. 
RIOJA. 
This province 1s the poorest in resources anu most backward in respect to education 
of any in the republic. It is dependent almost entirely up n the national govern~ent, 
eYen for the means of carrying on its civil go .... ernment. In 1 67 there was not a srngle 
school in the whole province; now there are 40. 
CATAMARCA. 
Perb~ps in no province in the republic i there so g neral a movem nt in faY~r of 
educatwn as in tbi , yet it actual condition is far from sati factory. This pronr~~e 
bas 11 pupils in the national normal school in Pt.a·ana, and thes are the mo t proml ~ ­
iug young men in the in titution . Catamarca bas set apart a pecial and very lib ral 
fund for cbool purpo es and has divided tb province into 15 , chool di trict . ap-
pointing a local school boaru in each di trict. The duti s of this ·chool board ar : 1. t, 
to. admini ter and distribut that part of the school fund which corre ponds to the dJ -
tnct; 2d, to establish chools where it deems expedient; 3d, to nominate and remov all 
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employes in its schools; 4th, to contract for new school-buildings or for improvements in 
old ones; 5th, to propose the new taxes by which it deems expedient to augment the 
school fund of its respective district; 6th, to watch over the schools and see that all gen-
eral orders are faithfully executed. The school ba.ard is elected anew each year. There 
is also a law to aid in establishing public libraries, which allows certain small incomes 
to each library established, and, besides this, augments from the provincial treasury, 
by 25 per cent., the amount subscribed by individ•1als. 
TUCUMAN. 
The city of Tucuman is designated as the site of the second national normal school. 
SALTA AND JUJUY. 
(See ta.J:>le of statistics below.) 
STATISTICS. 
For the sake of completeness and to enable a just comparison, the statistics of 1869 
are given, although there are later statistics of some of the provinces. 
~ c:> .:.~ ~~1 
/ 
~~~ ~~g Number of schools. c:>a;> ~ 0 
C\l O OO p.'-< ,.q~<O ~~0 ......... ,.... 
~.Sa;; ~$~ 
~ Q) ,.Q 
g, ot"'"' ~..,o 
Provinces. o.a 0 ~~ 0 (/) '"Ow 
~ P<'E :g ~~ ~ ~~~ c:>]~ a$ a:> ~o;s .s ,0 ~8§ ,orn'd pa:> ~ s s§~ ~~~~ ~"'"' § ;;:; .!:: .$ ::l "6c.lo prnO:S P.O.;.;> p 
~ 
0 
~ E-i ~ ~ ~ Poi E-i 
1 Buenos Ayres .. __ . .. .. .... 495, 107 148, 324 ... ~- ........ -- 18, 220 126 156 282 
2 Entre Rios .. . ............. 134, 271 25, 843 ................... 7,188 ------ ------ 91 
3 Santa Fe . ........ . .. . ..... 89, 117 18, 453 23, 131:l 4, 16!). ~ 23 85 4 Corrientes ....... . ......... 129,023 ----------- - 37,213 6, 569 25 121 
:; Cordoba ...... . . . ... . .. . .. . 210, 508 29, 668 62, 221 10,003 41 69 110 
6 San Luis ....... . ...... .... 53,294 5, 261 29, 220 2, 210 47 ------ 47 
7 ~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: 132, 898 8, 990 35,704 3, 684 96 -----· 96 8 65, 413 8, 924 18,213 2,132 42 25 57 
9 San Juan ..... . ............ 60, 319 10, 915 15, 387 5, 091 44 49 93 
10 ~~~j:~~~~-a: ::: : :::::::::::: 48, 746 5, 392 14, 503 3, 000 37 :1 40 11 79, 962 8, 597 22, 868 2, 622 33 24 57 
12 Tucumau ... . ............. 108, 953 10, 'J35 31, 964 3, 219 73 23 96 
13 Salta . . _ ........ . ....... . .. R8, 933 9, 121 24, 024 2, 885 68 10 78 
14 Jujuy ................... __ 40, 379 3, 376 10, 433 1, 383 31 ......... . 31 
----------------------
TotaL ........ .. ..... ' 1, 736, 923 293,099 324, 888 72, 392 796 407 1, 203 
·< This number clots not comprise the army in l'araguay, the inhn,bitants of the Pampas and Pn,ta· 
gonia, the Gran Chaco, t he Missions, and the ArgentinA citizens temporarily living in for"'ign coun-
t ri es , amounting in all to 140,567; making the total population of the Argentine Republic in 1869 
1,877,490. 
BOLIVIA. 
(Republic. Area, 374,480 square miles. Population, 1,987,352.) 
Ministm· of j-ustice, u.:o1·ship, and public instruction, Dr. M. TERRAZAS. 
No report has been received. 
BRAZIL. 
(Constitutional Monarchy-Empire. Area, 3,000,000 square miles. Population, 11,780,000.) 
MiniBter of public inBtTuction, THE MINISTER OF TilE INTERIOR, Dr. J. A. CORREA DE 
OLIVEIRA. 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION. 
The minister, in his report to the legislature for 187.2, urgently recommends the estab-
lishment of a university, since there has been a very evident decadence in the schools 
of law and the schools of. medicjne, the only institutions for superior instruction. 
Meanwhile a decree has been published, making. the examinations at these schools 
more strict, so as to raise the standard of superior education somewhat. 
Law schools.-Of these there are two, viz, at Recife, with 348 students, and at San 
P aulo, with 194; making the total number of law students in the empire 542. 
Schools of ntedicine.-Of these there are also two, viz, at Rio de Janeiro, with 583 stu-
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dents, ( 467 studying medicine 114 pharmaceutics: and 2 obstetrics,) and at Bahia, with 
28f> students, 215 studying medicine, and 70 pharmaceutics; making the total number 
of medical students iu the empire 868. 
SECOl\"'DARY INSTRUCTION. 
1. In Rio de Janeit·o.-The Impet·ial College of Pedt·o II.-This is a college with an aca-
demical course; some of the students board in the college building, while others are 
day-scholars. The number of students is 351, viz, 221 day-scholars and 130 boarders. 
Pt·irate seconclm·y schools.-Of these there are in the city of Rio de Janeiro 60, viz, 30 
for boys, 25 for girls, and 5 for both sexes. Of only 49 of these institutions could 
reliable statistics be obtained, according to which the number of scholars was 2,911, 
viz, 2,196 boys and 715 girls. The course of instruction in these institutions of course 
varies somewhat, but in most of them the following subjects are taught: Portuguese, 
Latin, French, English, natural philosophy, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, history, 
geography, rhetoric, and poetry. 
2. In the pt·ovinces.-The number of public institutions is 107, viz, 95 for boys, 5 for 
girls, and 7 for both sexes, with au attendance of 2,994 scholars, viz, 2,916 boys and 78 
girls. · 
The number of private institutions is 123, viz, 84 for boys and 39 for girls, with an 
attendance of 5,089 scholars, viz, 3,852 boys and 1,237 girls. 
PRIMARY INSTRUCTION. 
1. In Rio de Janeiro.-The nnmber of public primary schools is 111, with 6,14J schol-
ars, viz, 3,900 boys and 2,249 girls. The number of pl'ivate primary schools can not bl3 
exactly ascertained. . 
2. In the p1'a1:inces.-The number of public primary schools is 3,491, viz, 2,343 for boys 
and1, 148 for girls, attended by 106,705 scholars, viz, 75,f>94 boys and 29,096 girls, and 
2,015 whose sex is not specified. 'I'he number of private primary schools is 711, viz, 
458 for boys and 25::3 for girls, with 19,162 pupils, viz, 10,211 boys and 5,967 girls, and 
2,984 whose sex is not specified. 
EXPENDITURE FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
The total annual sum expended in the provinces is 3,362,687 milreis 522 reis, (one 
milreis, about 56 cents,) wbile the total annual income of the provinces is 20,973,299 
milreis 58 reis. 
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE. 
'l'bis institution has a four years' course, embracing the following subjects: French, 
English, ~erman, . arithmetic, algebra, geometry, geography, commercia,! statistics, 
book-keepmg, busmess correspondence, commercial law, penmanship, and drawmg. 
The number of students was 36. 
IXSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND. 
The course of instruction in this institution embraces the following snbjects, di -
tributed over a space of eight years: Ancient history, history of the middle ages, modern 
history, sacred l.Jistory, pbysical, political, and astronomical geography, arithmetic, 
algebra up to equations of tho second degree, geometry, natural pbilosophy, elements of 
cl.Jemi ·try, and natural history, Portuguese, French. English, and religion. The num-
ber of students is 29, viz, 20 males and 9 females; 28 were Brazilians, and 1 was from 
Germany. The annual income of tl.Je institution amounted, to 5,707 milreis 204 reis. 
INSTITUTION FOR DEAF-MUTES. 
The course of instruction embraces all the snhjects of a good primary and econdary 
education, and special regard is paid to instruction in nwrals and religion. Tho IHllll-
l>er of students is 19, viz, 14 males and 5 females, all BrazWans. According to the ht\\ 
of Septem l>er 26, 1857, the institution enjoys a.n annual subsidy of 5,000 milreis, and 
;)00 ruilreis for distribution among 10 poor students. 
SCIE:NTll'IC, LITERARY, JU."'D ART! TIC ESTABLISIDfE~TS. 
The Impm·ial Academy of .Medicine.-This scientific association has, during the la. t year, 
continued its important labors, by di cussing medical subjects iu forty e ion:. by 
giving valuable advice to the go~crnment on important sanitary question , and by 
pnbli ·IJing its well edited periodical, .Amwes Brazilienses de Meclicina, (Brazilian Annal 
of fedici nc.) Tho as ociation receives an annual subsidy of 2,000 milr is from t1J 
gov~rnment. 
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Historical and Geographical InstitntG.-This association has h eld :fifteen se~sions dnring 
the year, and discussed important historical and geograpl:).ical questions. It publishes 
a valuable quarterly review, (Revista Trirnensal,) containing accounts of the proceed-
ings and, historical and geographical essays. The association possesses a library of 
3,605 volumes, 193 ma.ps, and 272 volumes of manuscript. 'rhe government grants an 
annual subsidy of 7,000 milrcis. 
The Public Libra1·y of Rio cle JaneiTo.-The increase during the last year was 757 vol-
umes. The number of visitors during the year was 2,834, certainly a small number 
compared to the population of the city of Rio de Janeiro, which is 420,000. 
Vm·ious libra1·ies.-There are in the city of Rio de Janeiro ten other libraries, with 
an aggregate of 121,792 volumes, the largest being the Portuguese reading-room, 
foun~led in 1837, with GO,OOO volumes, and the smallest that of the Imperial Typograph-
ical Association, founded in 1854, with 557 volumes. In the provinces there are four-
teen public libraries, with about 25,000 volumes. There are also libraries connected 
with most of the convents and other religious institutions, but their exact extent can 
not be ascertained. 
Dmrnatic ConseTvatory and National Theater.-The :first-mentioned institute is a com-
mittee for examining dramatic pieces before they can be represented at the theater. 
During the last year the committee examined 385 dramas, of which 361 received a 
li cense fo r representation, 21 received the same after altering and suppressing' some 
passages, and 3 were rej ected. 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS. 
The number of students was 187. The academy possesses an art-museum and a 
library of 834 volumes, many of these being very valuable illustrated works. 
CONSE~VATORY OF MUSIC. 
This institution for higher musical instruction was, during the past year, attended 
by 139 students, viz, 57 males and 82 females. · 
IMPERIAL LYCEUM OF ARTS AND INDUSTRY OF THE SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FINE 
ARTS. 
This is a sort of polytechnic school, in which the following subjects are taught free 
of charge: arithmetic, algebra up to equations of the second degree, geometry, draw-
ing of figures and ornaments, geometrical drawing, machine drawing, civil architec-
ture, sculpture of ornaments and statuary, music, penmanship, Portuguese, French, 
and English. The number of students during the last year was 1,233, and during the 
same year 37 medals were conferred on deserving students. 
Pnvinces. 






Number of sclwols. Total 
1-------,-------.-------l no~ber 
Pnblic. Private. Total. scholars. 
----·----------------------------l-----------l--------1------- ------ ------
CityofRiodo.Taneiro ····-·-··-··-······--· 420,000 111 111 6, 149 
Proviuce of Alagoas _ ... _ ....... __ ..... __ . --. 300, 000 118 85 203 5, 138 
Amazonas ........... - .. .. .. .. . . . 100, 000 33 8 41 972 
Babia .. _ ....... .. .... · .. _....... . 1, 450, 000 285 21 306 13, 508 
Ceara ........................ _.. 5~0. 000 221 6 227 10, 390 
iil~~~~:~~:~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ -::: :::.:: ::.::_: ~~~: ~~ ti~ 3~ J~ i: ~~g 
Mato Grosso ................. _ .. 100, 000 24 4 28 7:!3 
Minas Geraes. _ ..... _____ .. _.. . .. 1, 600, 000 554 124 678 13, 550 
Para ...... ............ _.. . . .. . .. 350, ooo 131 1 132 6, 029 
~~~~~!~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~:~~~ ~6 1~ 1~~ i·~t~ 
Pernambuco .... _................ I , 220,000 322 109 431 13:520 
Piauhy...... . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. 250, 000 60 8 68 1, 188 
Rio Grande do Norte . . -_ - _ . _.... 240, 000 71 8 79 2, 556 
Rio de .T anciro . ... ... .. .. .... _ _ _ _ 1, 420, 000 351 101 452 12, 080 
Santa Catharina. __ .. __ ... - .. _. _. 200, 000 93 40 133 4, 146 
Sao Paulo. __ .. __ ....... ____ .. __ . _ 900, 000 426 426 11, 131 
Sao Pedro do Rio Grande do SuL 580, 000 246 116 362 12, 311 
Sorgipe ....................... _.. 320, 000 126 27 153 4, 57G 
TotaL_ .. _._ ... _ ....... _ ........ _ .. _ .. _ -n, 210, ooo --3-, 602 ~---m --4-, 313 I32, 016 
All the foregoing facts regarding education in Brazil are gathered from tho annual 
report of the minister of pnblic instruction for H:l72, kindly furnished this office by 
the Brazilian minister at Washington. 
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CHILI. 
(Republic. Area, 249,952 square miles. Population, 1,972,483.) 
Minister of lJUbz.ic instt"UCtion, SENOR ABDON CIFUENTES. 
ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION IN CHILI. 
Public instruction in Chili is nuder the direction of a ministry or special secretary-
ship of state, and by express recommendation of the constitution forms a special object 
of attention to the government. 
On the ministry of public instruction devolves the duty of inspecting all the schools 
and colleges supported by the national treasury, of appointing all their teachers and 
employes, of demanding from Congress the necessary sums for supporting them, and of 
presenting every year a report on the state and progress of education. 
At present there is at the head of this department of the government a very honest 
man, uf lofty views, Senor Abdon Cifuentes, who displays great zeal in the discharge of 
his duties, and who has introduced important reforms, tending to advance education 
at no very distant period, by all means and in aU parts of the country. 
This ministry serves as an aid and counselor to the university of Chili. This body 
proposes the proper measures for regulating the studies and examinations, thro11gh 
which candidates for the different scientific careers have to pass, examines the text-
books and sanctions them, makes out the programmes of examination, &c. The 
primary schools and the statistical department are, moreover, under the immediate 
direction of a geneml visitor of schools, who has deputies in all the provinces, and 
whose central office is in Santiago. His duty is to visit the schools constantly, and to 
receive detailed information regarding the number of pupils, thA conduct of the 
teachers, and the financial status. 
The municipalities of each province also exercise a vigilant inspection, and aid accord-
ing to the extent of their local treasuries in supporting the educational institutions. 
SUPERIOR SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION. 
In Chili every scientific profession or career requires a certificate, issued by the uni-
versity, after a satisfactory examination, and, moreover, a recognition or approbation 
by the competent authority in each branch of study. Thus, lawyers pass a special 
examination before any of the three courts of appeal ; doctors of medicine before the 
office of the first physician (pt·oto-medicato) of Santiago; clergymen before committees 
appointed by the authorities of the dioceses. 
The preparatory instruction for the special study of law or theology takes up six 
years; while mathematics or medicines only requires five. 
Tl1esc preparatory or primary studies comprise penmanship, reading-, political, 
descriptive and physical geography, Castilian grammar, ancient history, history of 
Rome, history of the middle ages, modern history, history of America, history of Chili, 
history of religion, catechism on the Christian doctrine, the principles of faith, elements 
of astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry, natural history, elements of algebra, 
geometry, arithmetic, philosophy, and literature, Latin, and some modern language. 
Latin is not obligatory in the study of mathematics. 'l'he subjects which have 
been enumerated are studied sepa-rately, and aro distributed throughout the six or five 
years, forming each the subject of a special examination, which must be passed in order 
to follow the career. 
The institutions supported by the state or by private individuals in which there are 
complete courses for all these studies are properly called colleges. The state supports 
fourteen of these institutions, one in the capital of each province, (which correspond 
with the number of provincial lyceums,) and in addition the Institute of Santiago 
which is the most important of all the educational establishments of the state. 
Lyceums exist in all the chief cities. Five of them actually contain between 100 and 
300 students, the rest less than that number. All of them take both boarders and day-
scholars. Attendance at the lectures and the instruction are entirely free of charge, 
but boarders pay for board and lodging a sum varying according to tho different 
places, but in no place more than 180 peso (about ·1 0) per year for each tudent. 
For the u ·e of profe ors and students, each of the e lyceums has a library; they all 
by the earnest de ire of Minister Cifuentes, have lately been much enriched, and render 
special s rvice 1 y b ing thrown open to the general public. 
The Library of antiago contains45,500 volumes, and was during thepa tyearvi ited 
by three thouf:land readers. 
The Institute of Santiago at present contains 1,162 students, of whom 282 are 
boarders. 
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There are theological seminaries in the cities of La Serena, Santiago, Concepcion, and 
Ancud. In these there is not only a complete course of theology, but there are also 
excellent colleges, in which secondary instruction is given, and from which come very 
good lawyers, mathematicians, &c. 
All of the secondary instruction given in the lyceums, colleges, and seminaries 
embraces in the whole republic at present about 5,553 youths. 
Superior and scientific instruction is chiefly given in the halls of the University of 
Santiago by professors who depend directly on this corporation. These studies are 
free of charge, and the professors are paid from the national treasury. 
During the year 1871 235 degrees in the different faculties were conferred by the 
university in the following manner: · 
Bachelors of Classical Studies, (humanidades) .•• • . ••• • •• • • • • •. . . •• ••• • . • ... •• . • .. 94 
Bachelors of Medicine...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • 18 
Bachelors of Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Licentiates of Medicine.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
Licentiates of Law...... . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 57 
Mining Engineers............................................................. 1 
Surveyors, (ingenieros ge6gmfos) ..•••• •••. •..• •••••• •••••• ...... •.•••• ...•.. .... 3 
There are also spechtl establishments such as the military academy, the naval 
school, seminaries for male and female teachers, a school of arts, &c. 
The school of arts numbers 102 pupils, who all live in the school, and who learn the 
construction of machinery, casting, and carpentering. It possesses five workshops, 
from which already perfect steam-engines and other machinery, furniture, &c., have 
been turned out. Although these articles sell very well, it costs the government not 
less than 33,000 pesos per year to support this school. To enter this school it is neces-
sary to give proofs of good capacity and conduct by means of a previous competitive 
examination. 
PRIMARY AND POPULAR EDUCATION. 
The munificence of private individuals, the generosity of the clergy, and the genera;l 
enthusiasm have contributed, no less than the government, to the advancement of popu-
lar education, which is, without dispute, the first need of a nation and the first duty 
''vhich fellow-citizens owe to each other. The last report made to the national con-
gress by SeD.or Cifuentes, inspired by this universal sentiment, is full of patriotic 
echoes, which show that the education of the children is of the greatest interest to the 
people. The capital, above all, sets a worthy example in this matter. There are in this 
city (Santiago) various private societies which support numerous schools. Not only 
do they contribute of their wealth, but many of the members gratuitously give some 
hours' instruction in the above-mentioned schools. These societies visit the schools 
which they support, and administer them by assembling from time to time to discuss 
improvements and to consider the applications. There is not a youth in Santiago who 
does not personally contribute to the several permanent committees on education 
already existing. At one of these colleges, in which those favored by fortune study, 
the students are in the habit of collecting among themselves small sums, which t.hey 
devote toward the education of the poor. 
The law requires every convent to maintain a public school, and some of them vol-
uuta.rily maintain more than one. The government furnishes all this class of institu-
tions very liberally with books. 
The ·schools supported by private philanthropy, and those in which the pupils pay 
some fee, are all included under the designation of private schools, in contradistinction 
to those supported by the government, which are properly called public schools, and 
numbered, in the present year, 451. In the same year the free schools of the state 
numbered 706. 
The ministry of public instruction, during the first eight months of 1872, expended 
the sum of $542,254.25. In this sum is comprised the expense not only for the schools, 
but also for the institute, the lyceums, the normal schools, the school of agriculture, 
the school of arts, the university, &c. During the same period the regular income of 
the republic amounted to $9,574:398.10. 
There are at present educated in the schools of the State 54,821 children, and it is 
calculated that the annual expense for each one of these averages 8 pesos 9A centavos. 
The actual proportion between the inhabitants of the country and the children 
attending school is 25 inhabitants to every scholar. 
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The number of public and private schools, distributed according to provincAs, and 
tho proportion of children attending school to the population, are shown in the follow-
ing table : 
Provinces. 
g~~ 
l e,... 0 o..., 
Scholars in-
§E~ c .... ~,.., ..... 
.S cc 0 Total. ~=g 
~-S ~ 8~--;3 Private Public P.;5 Ul ~'E ~ 9".=1 
p:;88 schools. schools. ~~~ 
Atacama .. __ ... ____ .. ___ . . . __ . __ . __ ____ __ __ __ 
Coquimbo . . __ .. . __ . __ ..... .. .... .... ...... .. 
~~?;~;.~~~-- ~---_-_-_ :::: :::::::::::::: : :~~~~:: :: 
~~!~~~~~~~ ~~-~ -~~~:~~~~~~-: -: :::::::::::::::::: 
Maule . ... ......... · -- - - - -- - ··------ -- -- - ---· 
Nnble -------- -- -- ..... .. ............ .... .. . 
Concepcion .......... . .... .. ..... .. ....... _ .. 
Aranco ................ . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . 
Valdivia .... __ ..... ...... .. . . .... .. .. .... . . . . 
L lanqnihe • ........... . ....... .. . . . . . . .. .. ... 
Chiloe ..... . ........... . .. . . . . ....... ....... . 
78,972 940 2, 081 3, 801 20 
145, 895 1,140 3, 793 4, 937 29 
124, 821-l 242 4, 310 4, 552 27 
142, 6:29 2, 720 6, 519 9, 239 15 
341, 683 6, 264 11,285 17, 549 19 
23:3,045 616 6,197 6, 813 34 
100, 575 558 2, 17'1 2, 932 37 
187, 983 418 3, 894 4. 312 43 
125, 409 99fi 2, 821 :~: 817 32 
146, 056 951 4,190 5, 141 2R 
71,901 453 2,198 2.1151. 27 
23, 429 178 1, 107 1, 285 18 
307, 601 654 1, 419 2, Oi3 18 
59, 022 1, 976 2, 053 4, 029 14 
----- --------- -------
TotaL .. ........... . _ . . .. . _ .. . _ . . . _ .... . _ .. 1, 819, 028 18,310 54,821 73,1:31 25 
The course of instruction embraces the following subjects : Reading, writing, arith-
metic, catechism of religion, Castilian grammar, geography, cosmography, history 
of Chili, sacred histor.v, elements of geometry, linear drawing, musw, needle-work. 
It must be mentioned here that of the number of schools enumerated, much less t,hfl'r 
one-half arc schools for girls; there are also some mixed schools. It is to be lamented 
that in Chili people are not of the same opinion as in the United States, that a woman 
is better adapted than a man to the educat'ion of children of tender age, but it is to be 
hon.ed that this conviction will finally gain ground. 
The sclwol-hours are generally between 10 a. m. and 4 p . m. All those which have 
a yard give the children one or two hours' recreation . 
The minister, Seilor Cifuentes, has, among the important reforms which he has pro-
posed and to a great extent real ized, adopted two, which will revolutionize the system 
and produce excellent 1·esuUs. Tho first is an improvement of the teachers' condition. 
The relative poverty of tho national treasury did not permit a decent remuneration to 
those engaged in teaching, and this has been the cause that generally their existence 
was a very sad one and that they had but little encouragement in their work. Not 
ashamed to bnn1en the nation with an increase of pay, which amount.s to a very con-
siderable sum, Senor Clf'nentes has created rewards for the teachers, which consist in 
an incrl~aso of pension for every six years of service, which increase is progressive. 
Till the last year there existetl a proj ndicial monopoly in favor of tho state colleges. 
Not only did the university issue certificates, but its classes wore the only places where 
law, medicine, &c., could bo studied. A private individnal could not separately st~Hly 
a code of law or some branch of medicine unless he intended to undergo an examma-
tion in those studies. Tho university not only fixed the programmes indicating "h<l;C 
must be known in ear:h branch of study, but also prescribed the text-books; thus pn-
va.te colleges could neither try ne"\V systems, nor private professors teach according to 
their own ideas. All the examinations, moreover, in every lecture must be undergone 
before the professors of tho institute or the lyceums, in order to be valid. It wa there-
fore not possible to have in tducation that competition which is the origin of ne'_'" 
discoveries in the better systems. The private colleges were at tho mercy of t~e in ti-
tute, which fixed the time of the examinations, their extent, the mode in wh1ch they 
were to bo carried on, &c. Frequent rivalries occurred . Tho examinations wore not 
alway just, at1d the boys went to them with much vexation and with a terrible f~ar. 
ci'ior Ctfnentcs, who has visited the United States and Europe, and has tbere1ore 
learned to know the advantages of a liberal administration, to his glory and th<' greater 
glory of the country, has abolished this odious monopoly. Education now advance 
rapidly, and will make still greater progress. . . 
The for going report on education in Chili has kindly been furnished by th Ch1ll::tn 
minister at ·washington. 
UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA. 
[Federal Republic. Area, 330,000 square miles. Population, 2,900,633.J 
Minister oj public instt·uction, TnE MINISTER 0.1!' TilE INTERIOR, DR. GIL. CuLtJNJE, 
No report has been received. 
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ECUADOR . . 
(Republic. Area, about 300,000 square miles. Population, 1,10:3,082.) 
Minister of public instruction, THE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR, A. LEON. 
Through the kindness of Seilor Don Antonio Flores, the following recent facts re-
garding education in Ecuador have been furnished, from the journal La. Prensa, (The 
Press,) published at Guayaquil, numbers of March 12 and. May 25, 1872. 
GENEHAL PROGHESS OF EDUCATION. 
An injustice which has long oppressed a large portion of the population of the 
republic is at last to be reformed. The indigenous classes, so long neglected, except by 
tile task-master and tax-collector, are to receive·a solid education, which will lift them 
from the brutish condition in which up to this time they have been submerged, either 
from the want of funds on the part of the government to instruct them, or because of 
the abject state in which they have existed since the conquest. A stimulus has been 
wanted to inspire them to compete with the descendants of Europeans, who alone 
have, up to the present time, received the benefit of instruction, though even this has 
been most superficial. 
· With such a laudable end, the Christian Brothers have established in the capital of 
the republic a normal school, where, at the expense of the nation, aborigines will 
rtJceive a useful education, wH.h the obligation on their part of transmitting the knowl-
edge they receive to the people of their tribes. 
·Many obstacles will present themselves to the realization of this work, as this 
nnfortun::~.te class resist accepting every kind of instruction, believing that the benefits 
'\\hich they will obtain are but a pretext for exacting greater services of them, aml 
more especially military dut;r, toward which tl~ey show an invincible repugnance. The 
judgment, however, with ·which this a.ffair ·is managml will gradually conquer every 
resistance, and little by little the aborigines will learn to appreciate the value of educa-
tion, which will place them on an equal footing with civilized men. 
Apart from the very marke<l protection of the government, we feel confident in the 
good results of the institution, because of the undeniable competence of tho directors, 
already proved in the many establishments which they have hitherto managed in the 
republic. · 
Another school for children has been opened in Jipijapa (province of l\fanabi) on the 
1st February, 1872, under the direction of the same society of Brothers. The ceremony 
took place with all the pomp which r epublican countries, understanding the impor-
tan ce of the diffusion of knowledge, give to the establishment of educational institu-
tions, in which is the best hope of the progress and future of the state. 
The government bas ordered the purchase of two farms for a practical school of 
agriculture, and bas directed that a number of articles for tho school of arts and sciences 
be purchased in the United States. BrothP,r Felier, in charge of organizing the estab-
li~hment, has proceeded to New York in fulfillment of this purpose. 
'rhe education of women likewise improve_s daily among us, and we can now add 
to the colleges directed by the Sisters 0f the Sacred Heart those under the supervision 
of the Sisters of Providence and the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, who, among 
other beneficial objects, propose one interesting to onr societ;r, the want of which has 
been keenly felt, namely, an education for females adapted to all classeR of society and 
to the different conditions of life. "With the decided patronage given to establishments 
of education, making thorn more general, the most positive and durable good is ob-
tained. 
We can not do less than congratulate ourselves on seeing the flattering picture which 
Ecnac1or now presents, where the national schools are superior to those of other Hispano-
Amcrican republics, excepting only Chili. 
Since the :3d of April, in the canton of Amboto, 14 primary schoo~s for children have 
been established, with 907 scholars. 
SCHOOL OF FINE AHTS. 
The school of fine arts was opened in the capital, Quito, on the 2d May, 1872, with 
1~ students, and increased to a J:uger number in a few clays. Tho l<indly disposition 
of tho inhabitants of Quito toward all the arts, and more especially painting, ofwhich 
they have always given excellent proof, is well known, and we believe that this new 
institute will efficaciously develop so as to deserve the consideration of the most civil-
ized nations and contribute to the country's glory. 
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GUIANA, (BRITISH.) 
(British Colony. Area, 76,000 square miles. Population, 193,491.) 
Inspector of schools, W. G. G. AusTIN. 
From Mr. Austin's report for 1870, published at Demerara in 1871, the following 
facts are gathered: 
TEACHERS. 
As a rule the teachers are all colored, aud are either native creoles or foreigners from 
the British West Indies. In the city of Georgetown, the capital, there is a normal 
school, bearing the name of Bishop's College, at which most of the native teachers are 
trained. The faculty of this institution consists of a warden, a sub-warden, and a 
training-master. The regular time for admission is in September, and candidates are 
obliged to pass an elementary examination. As there are seldom more than four or 
five vacancies at the close of the academic year, the examination is usually competi-
tive. · Students have board and lodging free at the institution, and those who a.re in 
connection with the Church of England receive £10 a year, or £4 a month, to assist 
in defraying the necessary expem;es. The course of instruction embraces the usual 
branches of a common English education, La.tiu and algebra being the only extra 
branches. At the semi-annual examinations various classes of merit are awarded. At 
the first examination only common English branches, with music and drawing as 
optional subjects, are required; at the second, algebra, and book-keeping also, to which 
such moment is attached that in case of failure in either, despite having obtained the 
number of marks necessary, no certificates are conferred. Pupil-teachers have also to 
pass an annual .examination in August, somewhat similar to that of the teachers, 
though more elementary. 
The system upon which teachers are paid is in the highest degree calculated to dmw 
out the energy and teaching-power of the master. Salaries are dependent upon two 
conditions: the efficiency of the pupils, as exhibited at each yearly examination by 
the inspector of schools, and the annual averages returned. The consequence is that 
the salaries are continually varying. 
SCHOOLS. 
The schools are divided, according to the results of the examination, into :five classes, 
A, B, C, D, and E, with a per capita allowance of 8, 7, 6, 5, or 4 dollars, respectively, as a 
government grant. This grant, however, constitutes only two-thirds of tbe sum 
allowed to schools, the other third being supposed to be raised by school-fees. Inca e 
these fees do not amount to one-third of the govemment allowance, the latter is, by a 
regulation of the education committee, subject to a reduction. Hitherto, however, it 
has been found impracticable to carry this rule into effect, as very few schools succeed 
in raising the required third. The amount of fee paid by each child is rather left to 
the discretion of the teacher; usage, however, bas :fixed it at from 4 to 8 cents a week. 
School-houses are, with few exceptious, erected n.t the expense of the various relig-
ious denominations, they deriving aiel from the government when asked for. Schools, 
therefore, are under the immediate control of the clergy, who are termed their pat-
rons, and in whom is vested the power of appointing or dismissing the teacher at 
pleasure, as also the division of the grant among the various school officers. 
SCHOOL-INSPECTION. 
The inspector pays a visit to every school once a year, for the purpo e of hold-
ing examinations. Three or four clays previous to his coming the patron is officially 
notified in a printed letter, accompanied by a number of schedules to be filled out by 
the teacher. On these schedules are entered all the names on the register for the quar-
ter; those presented for examination arranged in standard according to their attain-
ment . .Against each name are placed the age, index number, time of admitt~nc~, 
and number of times present at chool during the preceding six months. No child IS 
eligible for examination who bas not attended at least one hundred times during the pre-
ceding ix ~ontbs. The examination em braces reading, writing, arithmetic, and clict~tio~. 
There are s1x standards of merit. In order that a school should pass sati factorily m 
any class, it is nece ary that 60 per cent. of the average for the year should b abl to 
pa in standard I, which is the lowest. For a school to be placed in either of the 
cla es A, B, C, or D, it i nece sary that 8 per cent. of the average bould pa in tan~­
ard VI, 10 per cent. in standard V, 14 per cent. in standard IV, and 20 per cent. m 
standard III. 
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IRREGULARITY OF ATTENDANCE. 
The irregularity of attendance, particularly in the rural districts, is a gre3:t drawback 
to the efforts of the teacher. Here the parents work on the sugar-plautatwns, and as 
they ha,ve their own farms usually at a great distance from their houses, Monday is 
the day which they regularly set apart for bringing · horne provisions to serve the 
family during the week; and, generally speaking, all the children ,who are able to 
assist are carried "aback," as it is called. So it frequently happens that Monday's 
attendance bears a proportion of not more than one-fourth or one-fifth that of W ednes~ 
d:1y. If, on the clay of the inspector's visit, all whose names are on the schedules for 
examination are not present, the inspector usually makes a second visit, when such 
absences can be satisfactorily accounted for. 
SCHOOL-HOURS. 
The schools are open at 9 a. m. and 1 p. m. The hour from 12 to 1 is given for recrea-
tion. At 10 a. m. and at 2 p. m. the register is called, and children coming after these 
hours are not included iu the numbers, which are put dow;n immediately on summing 
up those present. A child regularly attending for ten weeks is eligible for examina-
tion, so far as the requirement of" time" can qualify him. 
STANDARDS OF MERIT. 
Standards. Reading. Writing. 
St1'tndard L. . Monosyllables . . . . . . . . Monosyllables, or 
letters from a copy 
set Oil a slate. 
Standard IL. Thil'd book of any re- Words as ·above ..... 
vised series. 
Standard III. Third book of any re-
vised series. 
Standard IV. The Irish fourth book, 
or that of any revised 
series. 
Standard V.. The Irish fifth book, 
or that of any re-
vised series. 
Standard VI. Reading from the 
sixth standard of 
any revised code of 
school books, or from 
a newspaper. 
Writing fro:rn a copy 
set on the slate or 
on the !Jlackboard. 
A ror~in, hi-:3ibl:~ 
above. 
A neat, round hand 
as above. 
A fine and neat 
round hand from 
Darnell's course, 




Notation up to 20. 
An.v of the lower 
rules of arithme-
tic. 
Substraction an d 
long multiplica-
tion. 
Long division and 
the compound 
rules up to ~"Om­
pound multiplica-
tion ; notation to 
millions. 
Th e com pound 
rules, including 
reduction and no-
tation up to bill· 
ions. 
Proportion and prac-




A passage, similar 
to that read,writ· 
ten on slate. 
A passage, similar 
to that read, writ-
ten on paper. 
A passage, similar 
to that'read, writ-
ten on paper. 
The number of schools, exclusiveof Indian missions, aided by government was 149, 
10 of wbich received grants for the first time in 1870. The number of children on 
the 31st December was 15,669, exclusive of a few schools from which no returns have 
yet been sent in ; and the average attendance was 8,894. These schools belonged to 
the following denominations: Church of England, Church of Scotland, Roman Catholic, 
Wesleyan, London Missionary, and Congregational. 
The expenditure of the board of education in aid of salaries, rents, repairs, books, 
and ot'her school-requisites, during 1870, was $63,747.06. 
PARAGUAY. 
(Republic. Area, about 80,000 square miles. Population, about 1,000,000.) 
No report has been received. 
PERU. 
' <Republic. Area, 558,000 square miles. Population, 3,374,000.) 
MiniBte?' of public inst1·uction, THE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR, F. ROSAS. 
No report has been received. 
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URUGUAY. 
(Republic. Area, 75,000 square miles. Population, 350,000.) 
Ministc1· of public instnwtion, TnE Mr~nSTER OF THE INTERIOR, Dr. C. REGUNAGA. 
No report has been received. 
VENEZU.:ELA. 
(Federal Republic. Area,, 426,712 square miles. Popula,tion, 1,594,433.) 
Minister of public instruction, M. SANA VRI.A. 
No report has been received. 
V.-A USTRALASIA. 
No recent educational reports having been received from any of the British colonies 
or any other portion of Australasia, with the exceptiou of tho Sandwich Islands, a 
bnet' exhibit of education in those islands is given below. 
SANDWICH ISLANDS, OR KINGDOM OF HAW AU. 
(Constitutionn,l Monarchy-Kingdom. Area, ::tbout 6,000 square miles. Populn.tion, 57,145.) 
The government of these islands is at present somewba.t unsettle<l, as the King 
(Kamehameha V) died very recently, without leaving any offspring. 
STATEMENT OF M . DE VARIGNY. 
M. de Varigny, late counselor of education, minister of finance, and privy counselor 
of King Kamehameha V, bas recently publi:shcd a st::Ltement on education in the Sand-
wich Islands, in the well-known Paris paper, Le Temps, from which the following 
facts are gleaned : 
The ·educa.tiou department is not subordinate to any of the ministries, but to a. 
special education~l council. Parliament has never yet either Tefused or reduced the 
appropriation, wlJich was for the financial period April 1, 1870, to March 31, 1872. 
$1:!8,348, although the total a.nnual receipts of the kingdom during the same period 
only amounted to $064,956. 
A wealthy native recently made the following characteristic speech in Parliament: 
"Some of you seem to show hesitation in voting for the educatioual appropriation. As 
for me, I do not feel any hesitation on this point. I would rather pay the school-
master than the police-officer; the latter protects my p10perty, but the former teacbe 
to respect it. Every dollar we pay for education is an insurance premium paid to the 
future. Compare the large sums we had to pay for our police in our department of 
jnstice "ith the small amount paid now for the same purpose. The more we pay for 
education, the Jess we shall ha.ve to pay for the other." . 
Education is compulsory and free of charge. Parents are obliged to ha.ve their 
children instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic. In every district there ~e 
one or more schools for boys and girls. The tcaclJers are appointed in each distn.ct 
by a permanent district committee, consisting of the justice of the peace of the d1 -
trict, a private citizen of the district, appointed by the educational department at 
Honolulu, and one citizen who must be a father of a family, who is elect d liy al o-
lute majority of votes by all the fathers of families in the district. This district com-
mittee superintends all the scllools, sees to it that the attendance is regular, and cn~ry 
mouth sends a detailed report to tho education department at Honolulu. 
Religious instruction is entirely separate from secula.r in truction, and teacher. are 
strictly forbiclden to speak of religion in school, or to teach any religion doctnne ·. 
rdigionf! ins1 ruction being left entirely to the parents and clergy. Ont ide of tho 
sclwol hours, which are from !) a. m. to 2 p. m., tho school-bouse may be used by tho 
clergymen, or any teacher of religion, for giving religious in tructio~. 
The clistrict schoolf.; are primary schools, but there are also a few sbcondary school., 
in which poorer scholars aroinstructcd free of charge. 
In the city of Lahaina (population, :3,5~1) there i a normal school, with about 1:?0 
students, which supplies almost all the teachers for the country. 
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Besides the public schools there is also a number of private
1
schools, as every one is 
at liberty to establish a school, and as the government does not oblige parents to 
send their children to the pn blic schools, hut merely insists on having their children 
instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic. 
It would he difficult to find in the whole kingdom ten persons, men or women, at the 
age of 20 who are not thoroughly versed in these three elements of education . There 
may be but few natives who possess a higher or classical education, but likewise very 
few who do not possess a very good elementary education. People read a great deal, 
especially newspapers, whose number and circulation are very large compared with the 
number of inhabitants. The two chief papers are printed in the Hawaiian language at 
Honolulu; they are papers of considerable size and are generally well edited. One of 
them, the "Kuokoa," (the Independent,) is the organ of the opposition, and has a cir-
culation of at least 5,000. The other paper, the "Auokoa," (the New Era,) is the gov-
ernment organ, and advocates the national independence. It bas about the same 
number of subscribers as the "Kuokoa." Other papers are published in English, and 
are likewise read a great deal by the oa,tives. Besides the political journals, which 
enjoy all the privileges of an entirely free press, there are several religio,ns papers pub-
lished by the different religious denominations. 
OBITUARY OF FOREIGN EDUCATORS, AUTHORS, AND MEN OF SCIENCE. 
From September 1, 1871, to Novembe1· 1, 1872. 
1871. 
SEPTEMBER. 
Th. Schliephake, professor of philosophy in Heidelberg, died September 5. 
Th. Le11kant, professor of chemistry in Nuremberg, September 14. · 
C. Siipjle, philologist, in Baden-Baden, September 15. 
Bm·nhmYl, president of the school-council of the canton of Grisous, Switzerland, at 
Chur, September 15. 
Richanl Bentley, well-known English publisher, in London, September 15. 
D1·. Hm·tz, professor of anatomy at Erlangen, Bavaria, September 27. He was the 
first Israelite who received a government appointment in Bavaria . . 
Cip1·iani Potter, director of the academy of music in London, a friend and pupil of 
Beethoven, in London, September 29. 
OCTOBER. 
A1·vid August Afzelius, Swedish poet and historian, at Enkoping, Sweden, October 1. 
D1·. J. B. Baltzer, professor of dogmatics at Breslau, Prussia, October 2. He was a 
Catholic theologian of high repute, and wrote numerous theological works, of a liberal 
:wd philosophical character, for which he in 1860 was suspended froiiJ office by the 
archbishop of Breslau. 
Charles Babbage died about the middle of October, in England. He was born in 
Devonshire, December 26, 1792, studied at Cambridge, and devoted himself entirely to 
the study of mathematics. He is the inventor of the calculating-machine, and wrote 
numerous works, the most important of which are "Tables of Logarithms" and 
"Economy of Manufactures," besides numerous essays for scientific journals. 
Si1· Rodm·iclc M~wchison died in London about the middle of October. He was one of 
the greatest geologists of our t,ime. Born February 19, 1792, be entered the army in 
1807, and took part in the Peninsular war, but left the service in 1816, in order to 
devote himself entirely to the pursuit of science. His most famous works are "The 
Silurian System" and ''Geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains." 
Dr. M. E. A. Naumann, professor of medicine and natural sciences at Bonn, October 
19. He was born at Dresden, October 7, 1798, studied at Leipzig and Berlin, and was 
professor at Berlin, from whence in 1828 be was called to Bonn. Naumann was one of 
the most eminent teachers Germany possessed, and wrote many works, the most 
jmportant of which are," Manual of Medical Clinics" and "General Pathology and 
Therapeutics." 
NOVEMBER. 
Professor Peter· Hjo1·t, famous Danish philologist, November 11, in Copenhagen. 
Nico lai Tu1·genjew, near Paris, November 13. He was a Russian writer of liberal 
tendencies, well known through his work, "La Russie et les Russes." 
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DECEMBEH. 
Dt. Franz Sanchaber, professor of Roman law in Wiirzburg, Bavari(l;, December _1~. 
Dr. Baumann, December 15, at Berlin; a pupil of Hegel, and author of many cnbcal 
and philosophical essays. 
H enTick Allen, professor of history at the university of Copenhagen, December 27. 
A famous Danish historian and author of the best and most critic(l;l history of Den-
ma.rk. 
Maurus Schinagl, professor at the Schotten-gymnasium at Vienna, well known phi-
lologist, December 28. 
1872. 
JANUARY. 
Ludolf WienbaTg, well-known German liberal author, critic, and journalist, at Altona, 
January 2. 
Dr. E ·rnest Bii.chnm·, distinguished professor of medicine in Munich, Ja01,.1ary 2 . 
Christian P etersen, professor and librarian of the city library in Hamburg, Jan-
nary 16. 
Franz G1·illparzer, famous Germ:tn dramatist h1 Vienna, January 21. 
A . TrendelenbuTg, professor of philosophy at the Berlin University, in Berlin, Jan-
uary 26. He wrote numerous works, chiefly on :mcient philosophy, but also works of 
a political, historical, ::mel educational character. 
IrEBRUARY. 
J. W. Kaltschmied, professor in Leipzig, well-known author of dictionaries of the 
French and English languages, about the midtlle of February. 
D1'. Von Oehlc1·, professor of theology in Tlibingen, Wiirtemberg, February 20. 
·DT. M. A. L evy, professor of arch::eology and philology in Breslau, author of :t dic-
tionary of the Pbrenician language, February 22. 
MARCH. 
,Johann Ca1'sten Hauclt, one of Denmark's greatest pcets and dramatists, professor of 
literature and ::esthetics; for many years directo.r of the Royal Theater, Copenhagen, 
in Rome, Mareh 4. 
Dr. Dietsch, profetJsor of theolog.y, at Bonn, March 5. 
P1'0jesso1· Golclsti.ick01·, well-known orientali st, in London, March 6. 
Giuseppe Mazzini, well-known Italian patriot, who also took the greatest interest in 
educational matters, at Pisa, March 10. 
APRIL. 
H. Von Mohl: professor of botany in Tlibingen, Wtirtemberg, Aprill. 
JJJartiu Ohm, fa,mous mathematician and professor at the Berlin University, in Ber-
lin, April 1. 
Pictet de la Ri1:e, zoi>logist and paleontologist, in Geneva, beginning of April. 
Von Scln-einer, i>roiessor at the University of Graz, Austria, April 2. 
A . E . T. Langier, astrouomer, member of the French Academy in Paris, beginning 
of April. 
Dr. Max. Fricdliinclcr, distinguished Austrian journalist, editor of the "New Pre ·s' 
in Vienna, April 20. 
Dr. JJ'. L. A . Sclm·eigC?·, librarian and professor of the historv of literature, at Got-
tingen, AprH 23. v 
1\fAY. 
JJ'loclom·(l GeyN·, profet<eor of music, at Berlin, beginning of May. 
Dl'. Lttdtcig Kai8cl', professor of philology, a.t Heidelberg, May 5. 
Dl'. N . A . Von .Miiller, orientalist, in Lundenburg, near Vienna,, :May 16. 
D1·. Haus Pfa:D; professor of mathematics at the University of Erlangen, in Erlangen, 
May 20. ' 
Otto, Baron ron llingcnay,, authority in mining m:ttters, in Vienna, May 23. . 
Selmon· Von Cm·o lflje ld, one of the greatest German painters of modern time m 
Dresden, May 24. 
Sir Hem·y Lytton Bulzrer, EnglLh dip~omatist, tmvcler, and author, brother of_ tbc 
well-known poet and nov eli t, author of the interesting works "France; ocial, L 1ter-
• 
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ary, and Political," "The Monarchy of t Le Middle Classes" &c., &c., in London, 
May 27. 
Dr. Adolf Solbrig, professor of psychiatry at the University of Munich, in Munich, 
May 31. 
Friedrich Gerstiicke1·, Germany's greatest traveler, author of many works of travel, 
especially in North and South America, in Brunswick, May 31. 
JuNE. 
Charles Leve1·, well-known English novelist, for many years British consul in Trieste, 
in Trieste, June 1. _ 
D1·. H~tncleshagen, professor of church history and dogmatics at the University of 
Bonn, author of many standard theological works, at Bonn, June 1. 
Dr. J. F. Hessel, professor of mineralogy and technology at the University of MRlf-
burg, in Marburg, June 3. · . 
Dr. Thorbeclce, famous Dutch"statesman, author of works on politieal economy, and 
a great fi·iend of education, at the Hague, June 3. 
Dr. Robert P1·utz, German poet and litteraLeur, n.nthor of many works on the history 
of litemture, at Stettiu, June 21. 
Dr. E . F . So~whay, historian, in Frankfort-on-the-Main, June 30. 
Dr. F. Kampe, author of many free religious and philosophical works, in Wild bad, 
June 30. 
JULY. 
Dr. Karl Jciger, oldest professor at the Vienna University, (91 years old,) famous ocu-
list, at Vietma, July 2. 
D1·. W . Eisenloh1·, professor at the Polytechnic School nt Carlsruhe, July 10. 
D1·. Eugrme Rosshirt, professor of obstetrics in Berlin, July 13. 
Benito Jua1·ez, president of the Mexican Republi c, in Mexico, July 15. 
Dr. Emil Seidl, professor of medicine at Pmgue. 
Dr. E. Hauschild, professor of music at the University of Basic, author of standard 
works on the history of music. at Basle, July 29. 
F. A . Kaise1·, Holland's greatest astronomer, professor at t ho University of Leyden, 
at Leyden, end of July. 
C. F. Apptm, well-known German traveler and scientist n.t Georgetown, Guinea. 
AUGUST. 
Philipp Nathttsius, editor of popular German journals at Lucerne, August 16. 
SEPTEMBEP-. 
Nicolai Frecle1·ik Seve1"in GruncltPig, famous Danish theological, educational, and 
political author and poet, and bishop of the Danisll church. He was born in 1783, in the 
pn.rsonage ofUdby, in the south of Zealand. Both on the f[Lther's and mother's side the 
family bad been Danes, of the most Danish intensity, for long generations. He was 
therefore strongly national in all his writings, n.nd of all the northern writers not one 
has so exclusiveJy been a man of the people. He never cared to address the polite 
world of letters ; be wrote poems for the people, and in return there is no poet in our 
time whose works have been so read all(lloved in the homes of the peasants as his have 
been. In his later years be spent llluch labor in a<lvocating a new scheme of edu-
cation for the poor and the rural population, by means of the so-called" farmers' high 
schools." Ho died at Copenhagen, September 2. 
Dr. Koch, professor and philologist at Eisenach, September 5. 
Don Man~wl Mendez, minister of public instruction of the republic of San Salvador, 
murdered in Salvador, September 7. 
Von Denis, technolog·ist and architect, who built the first German railroad, at Dtirk-
heim, September 9. 
Dr. GeO?'(J Phillips, professor of the history of Jaw and author of works on this sub-
ject, at Aigen, Austria. 
D1·. Riedel, keeper of the royal archives and historian of the province of Brandenburg, 
at Berlin, September 8. 
Dr. Ludwig Feue1:bach, famous German philosopher. Ho wa.s born at Landsbut, Ba-
vnria, July 28, 1806, and studied. philosophy at Heidelberg and Berlin. For some time 
professor at Erlangen, he soon retired to private life and devoteu himself· entirely to 
pl1ilosophical studies. In the bcginnililg a follower of Hegel, be soon showed himself 
as an independent thinker, in his first work, "Thoughts on Death and Immortality," 
which appeared in 1830. lie bqldly attacked the belief in the immortality of the 
human soul, and broke entirely with all philosophical and theological traditions. This 
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first work was followed by ma,ny others. He died in great poverty in the village of 
Rechenberg, near Nuremberg, September 13. 
Cha1'les XV, King of Sweden and Norway, the grandson of Marshal Ber-?adotte; a 
mo::;t enlightened and liberal monarch and great promoter of education in h1s country. 
R e was the author of a number of military works, and as a poet takes high rank among 
the Swedish classical authors. He died at Malmo, September 18. . 
Christian Pesslm·,,Leipzig's oldest bookseller, owner of the oldest publishing house m 
Leipzig, September 25. 
Dr. Ferdinand L!udwig Stolle, well-known German author and journalist, in Dresden, 
September 29. 
Wilhelm Bar, chemist and author of chemical works, in Reudnitz, Saxony, Septem-
ber 30. 
OCTOBER. 
Cat·l L{iebig, director of the royal orchestra in Berlin, who very successfully worked 
for raising the musical taste of tho Berlin public, in Berlin, October 6. 
D1·. KaTZ Spu1·zheim, director of the imperial insane asylum, at Vienna., October 9. 
Wladimi1· Dal, Russian author, under the nom de plume, Kosack Luganski. His most 
famous work is a Russian dictionary. He died at Moscow, October 4. 
Jacques Babinet, eminent French scientist and astronomer, author of many works on 
astronomy, physics, and meteorology, in Paris. 
Ba1·on vonFirclcs, author of many works on political economy, at Dresden, October 22. 
Theophile Gautim·, famous French author in Paris, October 23. , 
Dr. Otto Foclc, well-known German historian, at Stralsund, October 24. 
Dr. C!ta1'les DaTmnberg, professor of medicine in Paris, author of standard works on 
tho history of medicine, in Paris, end of October. 
SPECIAL AR1,ICLES. 

EDUCA 'FION :D:N THE HAW All::[AN ISLANDS. 
llY C. J . LYONS. 
The first establishment of common schools in the Hawaiian Islands was effected 
under the d irect supervision of the governing chiefs, between the years 1823 and 1827. 
After much persuasion by the American missionaries, the chiefs, together with their 
immediate follovvers, placed themselves under instruction. It is related that, at first, 
the King directed two or three of his more intelligent subjects to try this matter of 
learning to read, an"d see if it were safe, in which case he himself, and others of rank, 
would follow. In the course of time the new accomplishment became so popular that 
the adherents of the chiefs and others were sent all over the group to establish schools, 
which were u,tteuded by nearly the whole population. The schools were several hun-
dred in nnml>er-at one time nearly nine hundred-composed mostly of acluHs, and, in 
their highest prosperity, were reported to contain 52,000 pupils. It was a remarkable 
instance of a l>ody of despotic chiefs seeking, under the movement of Christian influ-
ence, to educate the masses of their barbarous people. The scholars assembled for 
. instruction during an honr or two in the early forenoon, probably as soon as 7 or 8 
o'clock, in most cases, and then dispersed to meet again, for a like period, at 3 o'clock, or 
thereal>outs, in the afternoon. 
The method of study was of the rudest kind, and the matter of discipline l>ut l ittle 
thought of. The teachers were under the patronage of tho chiefs, who ordered the · 
people to provide for their wants. In many cases they seem to have furnished t,he 
teachers with land to cultivate, 
Besides reading and writing, somo teaching in arithmetic and geography was at-
tempted. Both these branches of study have always been favorites with the Hawai-
ians. 
In a few years the larger part of the people had acquired the art of reading, and 
the schools, not being thoroughly established, especially for children, suffered a great 
decline. 
From 1830 to 1840 the American mi1:1sionaries sustained at each of their · stations 
(which at the latter period were eighteen in number) schools intended as models, for 
which purpose smull grants of money were made each year by the American Board of 
Missions, and valuable assistance rendered by the chiefs. 
The schools in the outlying districts were kept up or not, according as there was 
more or less energy on the part of the people, or district head-men, (chief agents, ) the 
schools being always nuder the direction of the missionaries. 
After the French Roman Catholic mission was firmly estal>lished in the group, which 
was in 18:39, its own schools were also set in operation, and furnished with school-
books, prepared and printed by the same organization . These schools were not as 
numerous as the others, but have always been an import:itnt element. 
FIRST SCHOOL-LAW. 
In 1840 the first written constitution and laws were promulgated . 
Among the latter was a school-law, further amended in 1~41. By this law, which 
has a strong tinge of Massachusetts ideas, or something akin to them, in its composi-
tion, the parents in any district where the children outnumbered fifteen were 
empowered to meet and choose three of their number as school-officers. These were to 
act in conjunction with the superintendent for each island, who was appointed by the 
assembly of chiefs, (which was tho then existing government,) in securing teachers. 
They were to provide for the support of the teachers from the avails of the old feudal-
law-tax, (a lal>or-tax,) and tho chief of the district was to provide a piece of laud upon 
which the o1der scholars were expected to labor for the benefit of the teacher. The 
teacher, moreover, was entitled to freedom from taxation. Teachers were obliged, even 
at that early day, to h:we certificates. Attendance was made compulsory. To per-
sqns born after 1820, ability to read and write was made a condition of marriage, or of 
ho1ding any office. 
TJ.J.e schools do not appear to have thoroughly flourished under this system until 
1846, when the departments of the government were org~tnized, a minister of public 
instruction appointed by law, and authorized to draw upon the government revenues 
for the support of schools. He was directed to take the entire charge of the common-
school system of the group; to make frequent tours of the d ifferent islands; to hold 
examinations; and to infuse energy and a spirit of order generally. In 1850 a regular 
school-tax of $2 upon each taxable individual was imposed, and the tax-collectors in 
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the different districts authorized to transfer the amount to a district-treasurer, who 
acted as paymaster to the teaceers. This tax has bee~ kep_t up to the ;r>resent time. 
E:!forts have been made to exempt parents sending thmr children t o P,nvate t":chools, 
bnt, fortunately, wi0hout success. . 
The office of minister of public instruction was afterward . changed to that of presi-
dent of the board of education; the board consisting of three members. 
By the act of 1865, which, with slight modification, is the pr~sent school-la>y,_ the 
board of education consists of :five members, appointed by the Kmg, to serve w1tnout 
pay. The prominence of the president of the board ce::tsed by the creatiou of the 
office of inspector-general, whose duties are nearly those formerly imposed upon the 
minister of public instruction. 
THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL. 
He is appointed by the board, acts under the authority of that body, but bas large 
discretionary powers permanently conferred upon him by resolution of the board. He 
is required by law to visit all the schools ; to direct as to what studies shall be pur-
sued, and in what proportions; to grant certificates of competency to teachers, and is 
empowered to cancel the same. He directs the repairs on school-houses; examines the 
accounts of the district-officers hereafter specified. UntH recently, the appointment 
as well as the removal of t eachers was in his hands. By the act. of 1870 this was 
placed in the hands of a school-board to be noticed hereafter. No person in holy 
orders, or minister of religion, is eligible to this office. The position is now (1872) 
:filled by H . R. Hitchcock, a son of an American missionary. Salar.,v of the office, $2,000. 
OFFICE OF BOARD 01<' EDUCATION. 
The board of cducatiou keep an office in the government buildings. In attendance, 
the clerk of the bureau; salary, $1,500. Supplies of school-books and stationery are 
forwarded to the different schools from this office. No reg-ular time of meeting of the 
board is imposed by law. Auy appeal from the action of the inspector-general is made 
to the board. A biennial report is prepared, signed by the president of the board, and 
laid before the legislature at each session, containing all statistics, anci such informa-
tion as may be necessary. A sextennial census, counting from 1860, is ordered by law, 
and its duties committed to the board of education . In addition to this a complete 
registry of births, deaths, and marriages is provided for, to be kept by the sub-officers 
of the board, and reported biennally to the legislature. 
DISTRICTS. 
The i~lands, for all purposes pertaining to educational matters, are divided into dis-
tricts, coincident with the taxation-districts. By the a-ct of 1865, these are 25 in 
number. 
In each district, the board appoints a school-agent. He is the local executive officer 
of the board for that district, acting as treasurer, trustee of school-property, registrar 
of births, &c., and performs whatever other' duties of this nature that may be required. 
As attendance at school is compulsory, it is generally expected that the agent will 
make complaints for truancy. 
Iu conjunction with the district-justice and an elective member, yearly balloted for 
by the parents and guardians of the children in actual attendance, the school-agent is 
member of a district school-board. This board has the power of appointing and 
removing teachers, subject to appeal to the board of education. It has no especial 
powers in addition, but is expected to assist aud co-operate with the school-agent as he 
may need such assistance and co-operation. 
TEACHERS 
The usual pay of teachers in common schools is 50 cents per day. The actual amount 
is determined by the board of education. 
Male teachers are mostly employed, it being only of late, and in cases where the 
sexes are separated, that female Hawaiian teachers have been employed. ~ 
chool-hours are from 9 o'clock a. m. until 2 o'clock p . m., with one recess of 1<> 
and one of 30 minnt s. Teachers are required to have a certificate of cwmpetency 
from tho inspector-general. They are now expected to attend the teachers' in titut .. ' 
which are generally held once a quarter, one on each i land, excepting Hawan 
wh re there are three. There is no normal school, but most of the teacher have 
received their education at the Lahainaluna Seminary. They are required to keep a 
register of scholars, and to give a certificate of dismissal to those leaving their chool 
for another. 
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ATTENDANCE. 
Attendance is compulsory upon all between the ages of six and fourteen. Parents 
or guardians are :fined :five dollars in case of absenteeism. Should parental authority 
prove powerless, a term at the reform-school, or labor otherwise enforced, is provided 
as a penalty. Teachers are now directed to make complaints for truancy to the district-
justice. 
SCHOOL-TERMS. 
The vacations are fixed by the board of education; forty weeks1 or ten weeks per 
quarter, being, by the present rule, the school-term for the year. The number of 
children requisite in each district to authorize the. continuance of a school is also at 
the option of the same body, as well as the number of school-hours each day. The 
tendency among Bawaiians is to begin early and dismiss early. 
SUPPORT. 
The regular school-tax of $2 proving inadequate in many tllinly-settled districts 
t@ keep up the schools. during the whole school-year, a special appropriation from the 
general revenue was made in 1~68, and has been since continued from year to year. 
For school-honses, the same has been done; the parents, however, in many instances 
co-operating with the government in repairing and building, when requested. 
STUDIES AND SGIIOOL-BOOKS. 
In all schools known as common schools where tuition is free tile instruction is 
entirely in the Hawaiian language. There is one exception to this in the Hilo 
(Hawaii) union school, the first attempt to establish a graded school on the islands. 
In this school, at a certain stage of advancement, scholars are admitted to the English 
department. 
At Honolulu there are two schools attended by Hawaiians, (t.be royal school for boys 
and the Mililani school for girls,) where a fee of $5 per year is required of each 
scholar. In these schools competent teachers are employed, at salaries from $1,500 
down, and the English language is made the vehicle of instruction. For many years 
the American Protestant mission furnisbrd school-books in the Hawaiian language at 
a price below cost, prepared by its own members. 
The Catholic mission furnished its own school-books. The scarcity of school-books, 
consequent upon the expense of preparing them where only small additions are neces-
sary, had proved a great drawback. 
Lately Thomson's Higher Arithmetic bas been translated and published by the gov-
ernment. A reading-book modeled after the· Progressive Third Reader of Town and 
Holbrook's series, but containing much original matter, succeeded this. An edit:ioon of 
7,000 was printed of each. ' 
Two geographies are now in cotuse of preparation. Colburn's Mental Arithmetic, 
which has long been the standard, has been translated and reprinted. One cannot but 
sympathize with the Hawaiians in their effoi'ts to keep np their own language, which 
to them cannot be replaced. The impossibility of obtaining at low wages teachers 
competent to introduce English as a common-school branch is the principal reason for 
its non-introduction. 
·A government day-school for English-speaking children is maintained at Honolulu; 
salary of head teacher, $1,500, with two assistant teachers. The distinction between 
this and the other high-grade schools already mentioned consists in the ability to use 
the English language previous to entrance, as no race distinctions are allowed. 
In this connection may be mentioned two quite prominent independent day-schools 
in Honolulu, where English is taught by native Hawaiians. 
LAHAINALUNA SEMINARY. 
This is the national college for native male Hawaiians. It is not, however, a char-
tered institution, but is supported directly by government appropriations. It was 
established ]n 18:31 by the American mission, near Lahaina, or Maui) which was then 
the second place of importance on the islands. It is modeled so mew hat after the Amer-
ican college, the course of study requiring four years. Average number of students, 
90; in attendance at the last report, lOB. A valuable piece of arable land being 
attached to the institution, the pupils labor regularly for their own support. No tuition-
fees are expected. In 1849, the government assumed tho support and control of this 
seminary) under the stipulation , however, that no religious teaching should be intro-
ductd contrary, . in its principles, to the previous teachings of the American mission. 
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Two foreign instructQrs with their families are sustained here at present-both sons of 
missionaries-and a Hawaiian assistant. The English language is taught as a branch, 
not as a medium of instruction. It is noteworthy that at this school was published 
in Hawaiian uhe .first newspaper of. the Pacific Ocean. This was in 1831. 
OAHU COLLEGE. 
This college occupies as leading a position as the Lahainaluna Seminary, and is the 
principal institution for English-speaking youths of both sexes.. It is situated at the 
foot of the hills two miles east of Honolulu; was originally fonndecl in 1841 by the 
American missionaries for their own children ; and was chartered in 1849. In 1853 a, 
new charter was granted, with a view to remodeling the institution after the pattern 
of an American college, at which time the present title was adopted. It bas never 
maintained :1 permanent stand beyond that of a first-class academy. In most instances 
such young persons as have been desirous of obtaining a liberal eclucati"on have, with 
good reason, been anxious to obtain at tho same time tho social advantages and ex-
perience only attainable in older and larger countries. In its proper character, how-
ever, of a high school, it has had a prosperous career, as a large portion of the better-
educated mom hers of tho island community have received most of t·heir education at this 
school. The present endowment is about $:30,000, bestowed partly by the Hawaiian gov-
ernment, partly by the American board, and partly by individual donors, here . and 
abroad. Tho government appoints two CJUt of fifteen trustees. Principal's salary, 
$l,500. Three or four assistant teachers are generally employed. Present number of 
pupils, 75, of which 18 are boarders. A large tract of land belongs to the college. 
Manual labor is expected of the boarding-scholars. Summer-vacation, about twelve 
weeks. 
OTHER GOVERNMENT SCHOOJ.S. 
The Hilo (Hawaii) Boarding-School may be regarde€1. as a government school to the 
extent that the sum of $1,200 a year for teachers' salaries, &c., is drawn fi·om the public 
revenue. 
It is a boarding-school for boys, nnmbering at last report seventy-three pupils. It 
furnislles a large proportion of teachers for common schools. The boys have regular 
· working-hours. 
The other government schools of higher class are the Halea.kala Industrial School 
for Boys, at Makawao, Mani; teacher's salary, $1,200; number of pupils, 40; and 
the Reform School at Honolulu,established by the. act of 1865; teacher's salary, $1,200; 
inmates, 60 to 70. In the latter, only the boys' department is kept up. A good 
piece of ground for cultivation belongs to this. Older boys are now often sent to the 
plantation to work. 
FEMALE SEMINARIES. 
The plan of assistance adopted by the goYernment for this class of schools, which 
are more or less denominational, is by means of what is called the" capitation-fee."' 
From $25 to ~50 per year, according to advancement in the course of study;, is allowed 
to each scholar who shall have remained after the first year. This assistance, however, 
Is not by any means always asked for, especially in the case of the largest school of 
this cla s, viz, that of the Sisters of the Sacred Heart, (Catholic mission,) at Hono-
lulu. Tlle.v llavc 51l10nrders and 55 day-scholars; total, 106. . 
Connected wit h t h<' En~lish Episcopal mission are two schools of this sort- fllDt 
Andrew's Priory, at ilouululu; pupils, 67: anti Saint Cross Seminary, at Lahawa; 
pupilR, 58. · 
'l'he American Protestant mission to the if:;lands was discontinued by the American 
Board of Comtnissioners for Foreign M1ssions in tbe year 1863, on the ground that a 
fon:~al c.onnection with tlJe board was no longer necessary. There are three fe~al 
semmunes not under the control of any religious botly, but the instructors are m:unly 
descendants of the members of the said mission. Tllesc are tbe Makawao Female 
. eminary, on Mani, with 46 pupils, and possessini'Y tho finest school-building on t~e 
1slands;th ~{awaiabaoFerualcScminary,atHonoluln,with5lpupils,e tabli hedinl:::.' : 
and the Waialua Female Seminary, also on Oahu, established in 1 65, with 30 ~urib 
These are all more or les..<~ modeled after schools of the same character in the Untr 
tates. 
OTTIER INSTITUTIONS. 
The CathoHc mi s!on, at an early date in its history, cstabli ·bed a high. school f: 
boys, known .as A~mman.a College, on the northeast sjde of Oohu. The pupil are 
to be well dnlled m habits of indsstry. The present number is 38. The French l 
gnage js one of the branches of study. 
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The English missions are the espedal supporters of Iolani College, Honolulu, which 
has made a prosperous beginning with 30 foreign and native pupils. The govern-
ment maintain 11 scholarships in this school. 
There are a number of independent schools in differell't places, as will be seen from 
the figures in the table following; but the above list includes all the important in-
stitutions of learning in the Hawaiian Islands. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
The above summary may,after all, fail of conveying a correct impression ofthe actual 
amount of school-learning. A serious difficulty, in the way of progress in educational 
respects on the islands, is the co-existence of two languages. This stands ~n the way 
of a graded· school at Honolulu. The progress of the native Hawaiians, if studying in 
English, is 4indered by their non-familiarity with the words used, and, if instructed in 
Hawaiian, by the paucity of literature in that tongue. To counterba.lance this, however, 
some of the evils of large and crowded public schools are avoided, and (may it not be 
added~) the evils of the modern syE:.'.;em of cramming t0o much book-knowledge into 
youthful brain~?. Nor is the rigid discipline of colder climates possible, except in rare 
cases, with those who have felt no climatic influence, save that of the tropics. As are-
sult of educational efforts, there exists probably no community in the world with so 
large a proportion of its inhabitants able to read and write. Though there are no 
published figures on the subject, it is known to be a rare thing to find a native unable 
to read. The newspapers that are published in the Hawaiian tongue are perused with 
the utmost avidity, and a remarkable familiarity with passing events is noticeable 
among all classes. 
STATISTICS. 
The following table is from the educational report for 1872 : 
Schools and school-attendance of the kingclom in 1872. 
Number. Boys. Girls. Total. 
---
Common schools ................................ 202 3,574 2,700 6,274 
Government boarding-schools .. _ ..•............. 3 205 ................. 205 
Government day-schools ....... _ ................ 5 344 148 492 
Be>arding-schools aided by government ....... __ .. 9 170 197 367 
Day-schools aided by government ................ 8 168 106 274 
Independent boarding-schools _ .................. 4 18 78 96 
Independent day-schools ........................ 14 312 267 579 
----- ------------
Totals ...•.. __ ..•........................ 245 4,791 3,496 8,287 
The following figures show in round numbers the amounts expended by the govern-
ment for educational purposes in 1871 : 
Avails of school-tax expended in districts where collected ...... _ .... _ ...... . 
Special appropriation for common schools .................. 7 ............... . 
For building school-houses ............................ _ ..... . .. _ ......... . 
For school-books ........................................ _ ... _~ ........... . 
Reform-sch ol ..................... _ .............................. _ ....... . 
Higher-grade schools .................................... _ .. ________ . _ . __ _ 
Total annual government expenditure ..................... _ .•...• _ .. 
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THE V .ALUE OF COllllUON-SCHOOL EDUCATION TO COlli· 
IliON LABOR. 
BY EDWARD JARVIS, M. D ., DORCHESTER, MASS. 
The object of common-school education is ordinarily supposed to be simply the 
acquisition of knowledge, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, &~. These 
are the simple elements which most children acquire in various degrees offnllness and 
accuracy. They are generally considered sufficient to fit men and women for the co~­
mon responsibilities of life. These enable the possessor to transact the usual busi-
ness of . the world, and every one should be required to understand them before he 
enters upon maturity. 
Beyond the mere knowledge of facts and principles, there are other adv~n~a;ges 
equally important and valuable, that grow out of the process of study and acqms1t10n. 
The training and discipline of the school quicken and energize the whole mental 
nature, and give it a facility of applying itself and its varied faculties to manifold 
purposes. · • 
The new energy given to the perceptive and reflective powers, by study iu the 
schools, remains a permanent possession after the period of education shall have 
ceased, even though the lessons may have been forgotten. The boy in his plays 
abroad, men and women in all their pursuits, find ceaseless occasion for their use, and 
pleasure as well as profit in their exercise. The eyes are opened; the dull vision be-
comes keen; the educated boy or girl becomes an observer, and sees things which the 
unawakened eye and untrained mind pass by without notice. 
The reasoning faculty is also quickened, and the nature, relations, and purposes of 
things are studied. Thus people become unconscious philosophers, in their several 
ways, with various depths of insight into the character of the matters that come be-
fore them. 
Life is a perpetu:1l opportunity of study, presented to our attention. The earth and 
a,ll surrounding objects, the world and its circumstances, are or may be unceasing sub-
jects of observation and reflection. People and animals, and their conditions and rela-
tions, are ever offered for our thought. The mind perceives these, with more or less 
care and accuracy, according to its education and l.J abit; one that is developed aud 
trained to activity sees more than ano·ther that has not been quickened nor accustomed 
to action. 
Two persons, one edneatcd in the common school and the other untaught and unde-
veloped, may travel alon~ the same road or over the same field. The same objects and 
events may be presented to the physical eyes of both, but they·make widely different 
impressions on their mental eyes. To the one whose mind has been enlivened the 
way is filled with objects of interest. His retina and brain are impressed with the 
images of things that are before and around him, and his journey, however short, offers 
him pleasant and profitable lessons for study. His active brain is occupied with the 
sight of _men, children, houses, trees, flowers; cattle, carriages, teams, events, that pa s 
before h1m. These he sees, perceives, and understands. His reasoning powers, equally 
active, recognize tho relations, causes, and purposes of things: the meadows overflowed 
by tho recent rains, the vines .cut down by the last night's frost, the heavy carts draWTI; 
by oxen for farm-work, the lighter carriages for business or pleasure, the long and 
slender poles by the house for fishing, tho shorter and larger poles for support of beans 
in the garden, the longer stakes ior support of grape-vines, and the heavier stakes ~r 
posts for the fence; his busy perceptive and reflective faculties notice these and roam-
fold other things along tho course of travel, and beyond their outward appearance 
di.scover the causes that produced them and the purposes for which they were made. 
So his life is a continued succession of observation ancl reasoning. Whether be have 
an object or not, whether mere curiosity or business impel him, his brain is continually 
at work, and gathering strength by exercise, and facility of application to any purpose 
that be may wish to accomplish. 
To t~o otber a~d duller traveler, whose mental eye has not been opened, an_d who 
rea onmg faculties are yet dormant, tho way. and the field are blank and umnter t-
ing. Tic sees little or nothing, and draws few or no conclusions. His mind is excited 
to little actio~, performs no labor, and gathers no strength from observation of the 
scent'S and events that pass before his untrained physical eye. 
OBSERVING ClliLDREN. 
~sagaciOus teacher of a country-school required each child to make or wnte om -
~hmg OD; a slate every ~l:Ly-a mark, a letter, a word, sentence, or a campo ition, ac~onl­
mg to b1s or her capacity. One morning a girl of ten years wrote a history of her JOU!-
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ney from her home to the school-house. She wrote this as rapidly as her pencil eould 
form the words, for her mind was filled with the things which she had noticed on the 
way, and the reflections and emotions that they had excited. The journey was full of 
interest, and observation of the people, cattle, clogs, birds, i•nsects, fields, corn, rye, flow-
ers, wagons, &c., that she had passed in the few minutes' walk from her home. 
She said, coming by the grist-mill, she noticed the pond, which was full the clay be-
fore, was now empty, although a plenty of water was running through the channel, 
and through a sluice-gate in the dam. · She concluded that it was drawn down by de-
sign. Seeing men at· work with axes, saws, and hammers under the. hill, she inferred 
that they were repairing the water-wheel. Soon after, she met a farmer going toward 
the mill with some large bags, well filled, in his wagon. She then thought that he 
was carrying grain to the mill to be grlmnd, and felt a pity for him, as he would be 
disappointed, for that day, at least. She carried her sympathy to the farmer's home, 
and hoped that be h ad not waited until they were out of meal, and that the family 
would not have to wait for bread until the water-wheel should be repaired. Passing 
a bouse, she saw bundles of shingles in the yard, and a ladder raised to the eaves; she 
concluded that the roof 'vas to be shingled, and, soon meeting a man with a hatchet 
in one band, and a box of tools in the other, she supposed he was the carpenter going 
to do this work on that bouse. 
Seeing a ben in a farmer's yard with only five chickens, she remembered that she bad 
_six the day before, and suspected that the fox, skunk, or other wild animal that was sup-
posed to have destroyed some of h er fa,ther's and other neighbors' chickens, bad beeR at 
work here also, and was still too cunning to be caught in the traps that bad been set 
for it. Seeing a robin fluttering about a tree, manifesting by her manner and her 
cries great distress, she looked under the tree and saw a cat looking very intently up-
ward ; she inferred that the bird had a nest with her young there, and was fearful 
that the cat bad a design to destroy them. 
·with these and other observations and reflections on the things and events which 
she bad seen on the way, she filled two sides of a large slate. She was an observer and 
a reasoner. Her mind and its elements bad been quickened into life, and bad found a 
plenty of occupation in this simpJe way. But another, with more torpid reasoning and 
duller perceptions, might have passed over the same road at the same time and seen 
little or nothing. With few or no facts, and no conclusions, the whole history of the 
journey would be tha,t she walked from home to the schooL 
Thus boys and girls who are educated and trained to observe and reflect by the 
studies e>f the school carry their power and habit of mental action with them where-
ever they go. In the sports of childhood and youth, in the various employments of 
maturer life, whether they are laborers, farmers, mechanics, or workers in any other 
sphere, whatever may be the material on which they m~1y operate, whatever may be 
the changes they may desire to effect, or results they may attempt to proclNce, they 
enlist the co-operation .of their sharpened perceptions and disciplined reason in the 
plan and performance of their undertakings. 
MUSCULAR FORCE. 
The bones of the animal frame are covered with a great va:riety of muscles. They 
are the lean meat and constitute a large portion of the body. By their contractions 
they bend .the joints and move the limbs. By these we walk, we strike blows, we 
lift, draw, and push, we use tools, move machines, we cut, saw, hoe, and dig, we make 
the ron~! h smooth, and the smooth uneven, we alter the form and condition of things, 
and produce other effects ::mel changes in external matter as occasion may require. 
It is not sufficient for these purposes that man is endowed with this great force, 
however varied and versatile it may be. It needs to be directed and mealilured, so 
that a blow shall be in the proper direction, reach the intended point, and produce 
tbe desiretl effect. 'l'be hammer must bit tbe bead of the nail, the ax the place 
where the wood is to be 1iivided, the spade the rail that is to be moved. The blow 
must be struck with the appropriate momentum, not too great, which may crush and 
injure, nor too little, which will fail of eff.ect and be lost. 
TRIP-HAMMER. 
The old-fashioned trip-hammer always struck its blows in one invariable course, 
and inevitably reached its object if it was in the line of motion. It dealt its blows 
with unvarying force upon whatever was in its way, whether it was the largest 
bloom or the smallest wire. The later improvements of lifting, by steam, enable the 
workman to measure and control the momentum, but the direction is ever the same. 
LIVING WORKER. 
The living worker bas no such lrimit as to direction of movement, or as to momentum. 
But be can vary the first indefinitely, and the last within the limit of his strength. 
The muscles are so distributed and arranged that man can move his limbs in any hne. 
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He can strike upward and downward, forward and backward, to the right and to the 
left, and at any angle between them. He can give these movements any degree of 
force, between that which is only sufficient to produce the slightest touch and that 
which is given with all his might. . 
All this animal force is under the control of the brain and the mmd. These, through 
the nervous system, govern the contraction of the muscles and guide the movements 
of the hands and tho feet in any desired direction, and measure the force of blows, and 
apply them to all purposes. . 
It is this control of the brain anu muscular force that gives the limbs of the ammal 
the superiority over the trip-hammer. It is the control of the mind over the brain that 
makes the hand of man more effective than the foot of the lion. It is the mental de-
velopment and culture, the discipline and certainty of physical actions, that make the 
skillful workman superior to the awkward and unskillful, in the application of mus-
cular force to the business of life. 
CONDITIONS OF SUCCESSFUL LABOR. 
In the performance of all labor of the body, there are two things to be considered: 
1. The nature and character of the material on which the operation is to be done ; 2. 
The force by which tbis is to be effected. It is necessary to adapt tbe force to the con-
dition of the matterin which changes are to be made, and to apply it in snch a way 
and manner as to produce the desired results, without injury to the operator or the 
subject of the work. 
The carpenter works ou wood; the smith, on met.als; the brick-maker, on clay; and 
the farmer, on the earth. Each must comprehend the nature and condition of the sub-
stance to which he applies his hands or his tools, tLnd the best way of making 6bis 
application in order to accomplish his purposes. This· necessity is attached to all the 
labor of the w~rld. Mechanics of every grade, the coarsest as well as the most refined, 
the wood-sawyer, the coal-heaver, tbe shoveler of gravel, all come under this law, all 
need to study, observe, and reflect, and in proportion as their minus co-operate . with 
the bands, in ratio of the activity and correctness of their perceptive powers and the 
carefulness of their conclusions, will they succeed in their attempts at work. The 
d'ifference in the degree of this co-operation of brain with muscle or the habits of ob-
servation and reasoning with the physical movement constitutes the difference 
between the successful and tho unsucc-essful, in every sphere of employment. 
Intelligent workmen, with their eyes ever open, clearly comprehending the nature 
and cuaractor of the materials on which they arc to operate, and tho changes that they 
arc to make, next consider the manner in which they can best apply their powers for 
this purpose. Having thus laid their plans, they uso their power discreetly and 
effectively. They strike their blows where and in the direction that will give them 
the lJest effect. They waste no time nor strength in striking where no chango can or 
need to be made. 
When a succession of blows is needed to produce a definite result, they are so given 
that their effect is accumulative. Each adds to the effect of the preceding. The skill-
ful wood-cutter strikes the second blow with Li ::; ax in the plane and the place of the 
first. Tbe third and tho fourth follow in tbe sarue plane, until the parts are severed. 
Tho obsen-an b workmen run against no needless obstructions; or, if they meet them, 
at onco they discover whether they can be overcome; and if not, they expend no 
force in tho struggle to remove the immovable. They arrange and perform tho uc-
cessive processes of their work with appropriateness. Each exertion seems to grow 
necessarily out of its predecessor and to add to its effect. As soon as one proce is 
completed the next suggests itself, with a manifest :fitness. No time is lost in doubt a 
to what shall be done next, or in tho transition from one step to ar.other. No mistakes 
are made in the order or propriety of these movements. 
Such men do not depend merely upon their uodily force in effecting their purpo e . 
They take advantage of aU tbo natura,l aids which are offered in the position and rela-
tion of the sub tance on which they wish to operate. Tbey take bold of thing in the 
way they c::tn uo most conveniently moved. They do their work easily and witb com-
parative grace. They are what are commonly called bandy men. They bave an 
aptitude for whatever they undertake to do. Without superior strength, they use what 
they have with ncb tact that they accompli h large results. 
A skillful builder of rude stone walls in a rnral district was rather a light man a 
to stature and weight, yet he was noted for hi power to place on a wall, unaid~d. a 
larger stone than any other man in his town. His 11eigbhors said be knew how to tak 
advantage of it, and could handle heavy stones easily. Uncon cion. ly, be wa a prac-
tical natural philosopher in his work. He availed himself of tho facilihc of mea~ 
and position that nature afforded him, tho lover, inclmecl plane, &c. ncb rJ?Cll ID 
their everal wa,ys exp nd and apply their forces economically and succ s fully, Without 
exhaustion or even great fatigue. 
The unthinking, unskillful worker may be larger and heavier; he may be able to 
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lift greater weights and strike harder ulows, yet his exertions are uncertainly directed 
and may ue misapplied, and consequently partially or entirely lost. While this paper 
was in preparation, two untaught laborers were seen endeavoring to lift out of ito bed 
in a quarry a large stone loosened uy powder. They placed their iron bars in such a 
manner that nearly the whole of their force was expended in pressing the loose stone 
against the fixed ledge oo the opposite side, and no part of it would tend to lift the 
stone from its place. A better observer then removed the bars to another side of the 
fragment of rock, where their movement would be in the only line in which the stone 
could be taken from its position. These are awkward and comparatively unprofitable 
laborers. They may be very strong, and expend more force, and become ruore fatigued, 
and yet, with ~11 their great end.eavors, they accomplish less than their more intelligent 
associates. 
These differences in the application of personal force may be seen everywhere in the 
world, in all departments of labor, among mechanics of every oc<;upation, cutivators of 
the earth, the hewers of v>ood, all who use their bands, tools, or machines to effect 
changes in the position, relation, or condition of material substance. Even the laborer, 
\\bose occupation woulcl seem to require no thought nor skill, the scavenger who 
scrapes the mud in the streets, the shoveler who fills a cart with gravel or manure, tho 
man who digs the garden with his spade, the boy that turns a gr-indstone to sharpen 
an ax-among all there is a manifest and practical difference as to the manner of ap-
plying their forces to their work, and as to the effect of t.beir exertions, between the 
thoughtful and the thoughtless, uetween those whose quickened mind lends its aid to 
their muscular effort.s, and the dnller workmen, whose hands alone are given to their 
possessor, and take their chance of moving in the best and easiest, or in the harder and 
less appropriate way. . . 
ANALYSIS OF PROCESSES OF LABOR. 
In this view of the matter, it is interesting and profitable to watch the movements 
of workmen, mechanics, farmers, laborers, and analyze their successive processes, and 
see their relations to each other, to the material on which they operate, and to there-
sult which they attempt to produce. 
WOOD-SAWYER. 
It seems to be a very simple matter to saw wood for fuel. Anyuody, without intel-
lect apparently, can do t.his work. Nevertheless, the intelligent and thoughtful can 
do it bett.er and more rapidly than the ignorant and careless. The saw-horse must 
stand firmly on all its four legs. The log or stick must be placed securely in it, well 
balanced and supported; otherwise it yields, rolls, sh akes, or recedes before the pressure 
of the saw. If it be so placed that the cut is in the middle of the horse, between the 
legs, when tbe division is nearly made the stick bends downward, the two inner ends 
of the partially divided parts are brought together, they press upon the saw and render 
its movements very difficult and often impossible. If the stick be so placed that the 
cut is made outside of the horse, unless the part that rests upon the horse is long and 
heavy and is held firmly in its place by its o\.vn weight or by the foot of the sawyer, or 
unless the saw is run close to the horse, the pressure will turn tho outer part of the 
stick downwa.rcl and bend or twist the saw and prevent its running. By proper move-
ment of the sa\\, forwanl and backward, the teeth cut off particles of the fibers of the 
wood and mako a narrow fissnre through the log. The power that does this is tile 
r esult of the twofold force-that which would move the saw in the direct line of its 
length, and that which "1\0uld press it into the wood. If the first act alone, the saw 
moves over the log without cutting; if the second act alone, the saw is immovable. 
It is therefore needful to com uine these forces in such proportions, and to bear upon 
the saw at sueh an angle, that the ~eeth be presseu sufficiently into the wood to cut oft' 
the superficial particles, but not suftleiently to arrest its movement. 
The thoughtfnl workman recognizes all these necessities, and makes his arrange-
meuts accordingly. He -finds no difficulty in sawing his wood; be weets with no ac-
ciJents, loses no time nor :Ioree in restoring his disturbed log, or in difficult motion of 
tho saw, nor does he injure it by endeavoring to push it when pressed, bent, or twisted. 
All his exertions are made with advantage. Every movement of his saw deepens the 
fissure in tbc log. He works rapidly and without needless fatigue. 
The duller wOl'kman does not understaml these conditions, or comprehend their con-
nection with his pur:rose. He places his borse at random, and his wood upon it as it 
may happen to fal l. So his horse may shake, his log may roll, his sticks tip up, bis S<LW 
may be impeded, and the labor increased or even suspenued. He bas frequent difficul-
ties. His work is interrupted. His progress is slow. He expends needless force, and 
his tools require more frequent repa1~ation than those of the more observing and more 
~:mccessful wood-cutter. 
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GREECE. 
No. 349 . 
. Mr. Francis to ll[r. Fish. 
[Extract.] 
No. 125.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED 8':1-'ATES, 
Athens, 111ay 24, 1873. (Heceived June 16.) 
SIR: Among the recent measures of the Greek government awaiting 
tbe action of the chamber is the following: 
That part of the ecvolades which was claimed by the late Franco-Ital-
ian Company, as lying within the area of the mine conceded to them , 
has now been conceded to the new Laurium Company (see my dispatch 
numbered 114) by a convention signed on the 11th instant. The prin-
cipal provisions of this convention are as follows: The company i to 
smelt down the ecvolades, together with the scoria, which already be-
long to them, and on the lead from which they now pay the state a roy-
alty of 10 per cent., when the scoria is taken from private lands, and 
30 per cent. when taken from national lands. The lead produced in 
the future from the joint smelting, both of the scoria and ecvolades, is to 
pay 44 cent., after deducting the working-expenses. This 44 per cent. 
is to be paid either in metal or in cash at the option of the government. 
The company binds itself to erect within two years twelve additional 
furnaces, making thirty altogether, twenty of which are to be kept con-
stantly at work produciug a minimum quantity of 12,000 tons of lead 
annually. The company is to be governed by a board of twelve direct-
ors, two of whom, possessing three votes, will be named by the govern-
ment; the government also to appoint a royal commission to inspect the 
work at Laurium. As regards the ecvolades lying in other parts of Lauri-
um, and which are of vastly greater extent than those conceded as abo\e. 
it is stipulated that if up to the time of the ratification of this conven-
tion by the chamber no better offers be made, they will also be conceded 
to the company, and in that case the company will pay a royalty on all 
the lead produced of 50 instead of 44 per cent., and will erect twel\e 
more furnaces, making in all forty-two furnaces. Under this conven-
tion, even if the latter part of the agreement is not availed of, it i ~ 
estimated that the income of the government from the Laurium mine" 
will not be less than 2,000,000 drachm a, or some $330,000 annually. 
Last year the income of the government from tllis source wa about 
38,000. 
* . * * * * * * 
The Greek army has been reduced 1,000 men, leaving the whole num-
ber about 10,000. This is a saving of 500,000 drachma, or about ..;.;,00 : 
a year. 
One of the two Greek iron-clads, the King George, is being di man-
tled, and will be laid up. This is a .· aving of 100,000 drac.hma, or oHr 
16,500, a year. 
I am, &c., 




J[r. Read to 111r. Fi8h. 
[Extract.] 
UNITED STATES LEGATION, 
Athens, Apr'il3, 1874. (Received April 30.) 
SIR: I h~tYe the lwnor to inform you that I have been requested by 
many higllly respectable and influential citizens to pray tlle Govern-
ment not to increase the duty upon dried currants. * * * Anum-
ber of Greek and American merchants have lately learned that a propo-
sition is before the H use of Representatives to double this importation 
tax. 
Commending the snbject anew to the favorable notice of the Depart-
ment, and referring to pre,·ions elaborate communications upon this 
subject, 
I have, &c., 
JOHN l\IBRBD lTH READ, JR. 
No. 351. 
1lfr. Read to .1Yr. Fish. 
[Extract.] 
Xo. 20.] UNITED 8TATES LEGATION, 
Athens, May 3, 1874. (Recehred May 25.) 
SIR: I haye the honor to report that the Bulgaris ministry tendered 
its resignation on the 27th of April at 12 o'clock meridian. 
Parliament had adjourned on the Sth of April for the Easter holidays, 
and the cabinet decided to retire from office a few hours before it re-
assembled. The cause alleged was the want of a working majority in 
the chamber. 
The house met the same day at 2 p. m., but it adjourned upon being 
informed by its president, Mr. Za'irr,is, that the ministers had witlldrawn. 
Upon the following day, Mr. Za'imis was invited to the palace to give 
his opinion upon the relative strength and position of parties in Parlia-
ment. He was also asked to point out to the King the gentleman pos-
sessing the best chance of support as the head of a new ministry. Mr. 
Za1mis ~amed Mr. Ooumoundouros. Thereupon, His 1\fajestyrequested 
the latter to form a cabinet. Mr. Ooumoundouros demanded twenty-
four hours for consultation with his friends, which was granted. As the 
result, it i · reported, on the 29th ultimo, Mr. Conmoundouros agreed to 
undertake the government upon the following conditions, which he sub-
mitted in writing: 
1. Entire liberty of action in administration; that is to say, the power 
to change ever,y public officer in Greece holding his appointment from 
the Crown, without the interference or remonstrance of the King. 
2. Reform in the foreign policy; particularly the establishment of 
more friendly relations with Russia. 
3. The full recognition of the fact that ministers are the only coun-
selors of the Crown. 
It is rumored that tbe King, aftPr a brief delay, necessary for the ex-
amination of the propositions of l\ir. Oonmoumlouros, declinell to bind 
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The laborer of lower intelligence goes through the same work of spreading in differ-
ent manner and with different success. He takes the compost fi·om the cart, shoYel-
ful by sho,·olful. But when be wishes to scatter it over the ground he may hold and 
swing the shovel in the easiest and best manner, or, as be works at random, be may 
carry the blade at right angles with the plane of motion. Then the contents move in 
a compact mass and fall in a heap on the ground, and another labor is necessary to 
spread these heaps evenly and t.hinly over the surface. 
The thoughtful ~nd successful workman whose movements have been herein de-
scribed knows nothing of natural philosophy as a science from books, yet he acts 
upon its principles, and, obeying its laws, be ~wails himself of their aid to the mani-
fest. advantage of his work. He may have never heard of circles, tangent, or centrif-
ugal and graviating f<>rces, yr.t be lni(IWS the use that ca11 lJe made of them in his 
ordinary operat.ions. If asked to explaiu his method of labor, he is at loss. He can 
only say that this iR the best and easiest wa.y. But he is noue the less a practical 
natural philosopher, in his way aud for his purposes, albeit he may be ignorant of the 
terms and principles. 
TilE SCAVENGER. 
The scavenger with his hoe scrapes np the mud, dirt, :filth in the street, or sweeps 
the pavement with his broom. Tlns is mere band-labor. Can the lJrain lend any aid 
in lds processes V Will culture of any of the mental faculties help his work? The 
world seems to think that., in this occupation, education is a wasted investm ent. 
Nevertheless; it is worth while to watch the street-cleaner in his work, to amtlyze his 
processes, and see bow far discretion and judgment may be of use to him and profit-
able to those who employ him. 
The surface of tho street may be of bard, well-beaten gravel or loam, or it may be 
macadamized, stone, wood, iron, or other pavement. If of stone, it may ue of cobbles 
or square lJlocks. It is desirable to remove all the mud, dirt, filLh, and other accumu-
lation, without disturbing the substance of the street itself, uy removing any of its 
gravel or loam, or by loosening any of its pavement. For this purpose it is nece ary 
that the scraper should carry his hoe sufficiently near to the surface to take hold of 
and remove all the loose pa.rticles, and yet not so near as to catch or looseu or remove 
any parts tllat a re :fixed and should remain. He must hold his instrument suspended 
in his bands·~ ust touching the smooth 1mrface without pressing upon it, and raise it 
carefully over any projection of wood, iron, or stone in the pavement sufficient.ly high 
to pass over it without disturbing it, !Jut not so high as to lose any of the burden 
which bud thus far been gathered. 
The thouglltful scavenger bas these conditions constantly in mind, aud governs the 
movement of his hands in accordance with them. He removes the accumulations 
upon the surface without distmbing any part of the street itself. His quick sensilJil-
ities, by the slightest touch of the hoe, reveal the pressure of an obstacle that cannot 
and should not be r emoved or loosen ed before be strikes with violence or draws with 
energy again t it. He makes no useless expenditure of force in scraping up any of 
the road-bed, or iu drawing against the immovable projections of the pavement. 
The careless scavenger gives no thought to -these conditions of his work. He let 
his hoe rest upon the ground, or sometimes presses jt downward in order to be certain 
that be scrapes clean. His only effort is to drag the lwe over the ground. He draws 
not only tho mud and dirt that should be removed, but also some of tho loam y or 
gravelly surface of the road. He bits against projections, and then struggle with 
more force to draw the hoe through them, a11d expends useless strength lJefore be di ·-
covers the impossibility of drawing in that direction, or perhaps removes some part 
of the pavement. After making this tardy discovery be lifts the bo , not caution ly to 
lose as little of its load as possible, l>ut freely and high, leaving some of the gathered 
burden beh1cd. 
So his careless and unskillful manner of cleaning the streets impairs tl'e pa>ement, 
leaves it still uncleansed, injures hi s tools, and the friction of the hoe on the ground 
and the triking and dr::twing agaim'lt the projecting pavement demand a greater out-
lay of force than is needful for Lho best performance of the work. 
USE OF MACHINEHY. 
Machinery is sometimes said to take the place of intelligence, and it manager i 
tbonght by some to be reduced to its level, a mere automaton to complet th unthink-
ing work; and the two machines, one dead, composed of \rood and metal, and tb 
other living c~mpo ed of bone and muscle, make but one corupl te wbol , and th ·y 
together perform on work. 
ery far !rom tbi i the truth. The manacrement of a machin requir s more int ·1-
ligenoe aud more mental co-operation tlla~ the simple proces es p dormed uy ti.Je 
b and alon . The mor complicated the machine t he more need is th rc of ob rYa-
tion, r eflection, and concentration in tho e who manage it. 
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WEAVER. 
The weaver puts into the power-loom warp sufficient for the proposed piece of cloth. ' 
The tilling is wound upon the b()bbins, which are placed in the shuttle. The loom is 
put in motion, and, apparently, may continue to weave the whole warp into cloth 
wit,hont interruption, except t,he replacement of the bobbins as often a~ the thread is 
used from the one in the shuttle. The attendant or weaver seem~ to have nothing to 
do but to put the full bobbin in place of the empty one as often as is necessary. Thts 
the quick-witted weaver does -promptly. She knows how long a full bobbin willlaRt 
in the shuttle and has another ready. She watches the time or its exhaustion and at 
once makes the change. Hardly a moment is lost by this interruption. This is a 
necessary part of the process of weaving, for . the way ha~ not yet been discovered of 
connecting with the loom au indefinite amount of filling as well as of warp. 
Bnt this change of bobbins is only a part, and with some only a small part. of the 
responsibility of the manager of the loom and of t!Je interruption to the work. Threads, 
both of warp and filling, are liable to break. Bands may slip from the wheels, and 
other accidents happen to parts of the machine. These require constant attention to 
recognize them as soon as they occur, to make the needful repairs and restore the dis-
turbed elements to order. 
To the unused spectator the running loom sends forth a complication of mingled and 
undistingmshable sounds, a mere coufu~ion of rattle. But the intelligent operative 
soon analyses these confused elements of noi~e and discriminates the several parts 
wl:.lich each portion of the loom contributes to the wltole. She refers one to the beam, 
oue to the shuttle, one to this wheel, and another to that wheel, &c. To her percep-
tions every one of these sounds has its origin in a recognized part of the perfect loom. 
Each element of the noise thus represetlts to her understanding the corre0t movement 
of its own part, and the whole represents to her the healthy running of the complete 
. machine in good order. 
Familiar with the whole and with the several component elements, she readily de~ 
tects any variation, any excess or deficit~ ucy, or any new and strange 'sound. Her 
quick perceptions recognize the disonler, and her reason as readily refers it to its 
source. 
ORCHESTRA. 
The music of an orchestra is composed of a variety of sounds sent forth from many 
kinds of instruments. The ordinary untrained ear only knows the several sound~ :ts 
one \·vhole, and finds pleasure from the resulting harmony. But the cultivated leader 
anal;yzes the various sounds and refers each to its origin in its appropriate instrument. 
If any player fail of his due note, or if his instl'llment give forth any discordant note, 
h e at once perceives the difficulty and refers it to its cause. 
STRAUSS. 
At the late musical juLilee in Boston, 1872, Strauss, the celebrated composer and 
leader, was conducting a rehearsal of an orchestra, said to be composed of a, thousand 
in struments; suddenly, when to the common ear everything was going on in complete 
harmony, the leader arrested the whole proceeding. The audience were taken by sur-
pri se, for all was apparently satisfactory; but the intensely acute ear of the accom-
plished conductor had discovered an imperfection among the immense volnme of sounds. 
He went directly to one of the performers, and, pointing to a note in his score, said, 
''Fortissimo," and then returned to ijis post. The musicians then went over that part 
again, and without the failure that bad before disturbed the acute sensibility of 
St.rauss. . 
So the trained ear of the thoughtful weaver discovers .any variation of the proper 
sounds of the loom, and quickly, before the di~tn,ri.Htnce 'has time to increase, she stops 
tlte machine, if it do not stop Hself~ and finds the cause-it may be a broken thread 
in the waTp, a knot in the filln1g, a band out of place-and immediately makes the 
needed reparation. This i~ the work of bnt a few moments. The interruption is very 
slight. 
DULL WEAVER. , 
The unintelligent, thoughtless weaver brings no sn(lh quick perceptions and ana-
lyt ical power to learn the ~onnds of the loom and to refer them to their several parts. 
She has no comprehension to determine what each element of the noise r~presents. To 
h er the whole is a mere confused medley of noise. Her ear does not, then, detect vari-
ations or the signs of disturbance; still less can she refer them to their appropriate 
source in the elements of the loom. 
When any disorder happens, a thread Lreaks, a band slips, the shuttle falls out of 
place, or other irregularity, it may be several seconds before she ·disco~'ers it. It is still 
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longer before her dull reason comprehends the difficulty and comes to a conclusion 
that the machine mnst be stopped. While she is waiting for her tardy thoughts and 
equally slow hand, the disturbance increases and more mischief is do~~' more threads 
are broken before the loom is still. Then the mental process of findmg the cause of 
the trouble, and in determining bow it shall be repaired, and the work..of reparation, 
all those consume much time, during which the weaving is necessarily suspepded. 
She takes no exact note of time, she is not conscious of the period ·a bobbin will last 
in the shuttle, but makes a new discovery of its emptiness when its thread is gone; 
then she remembers that the shuttle n1nst be taken out and another with a full bobbin 
put in. All these processes of mind and baud-the dull perception, the hesitating con-
clusion, the tardy reparation-consume several seconds, perhaps minutes, and c~use 
perceptible suspension of the work. . 
If there were none of these interruptions except for the replacement of the bobbin, 
and the weaver bad equal mental and bodily activity, all the looms, of the same con-
struction and propelled by the same power, and with the same warp and filling, would 
weave the same quantity of cloth in a day. But there are great differences in these 
results. These are causetl mainly by the varying stoppages of the looms, and this is 
due to the difference in the skill and activity of tbe loom-tenders. Some have more acci-
dents than others, and some require longer time for repairs. . 
An overseer in a cotton-mill, pointing to a room in which the weavers were well edu-
cated, said to a visitor, those looms weave 20 to 25 per cent. more than those in another 
room, which are managed by girls that have some slight education, and 50 per cent. 
more than those in the room below, where the operatives have received no education, 
and can neither read nor write. In another factory, where operatives of various de-
grees of intelligence and culture are employed and paid by the piece, a similar differ-
ence is shown by their earnings. Their machines, mot,ive power, and threads are alike. 
But their wages vary from $7 to $11 a week. The highest, which was 57 per cent. over 
the lowest, and all the intermediate wages, indicat.e the differences of amount of cloth 
woven, and of intelligence and skill brought to the work. 
Similar differences are found in other branches of manufacture of cloth-in the spin-
ning, carding. and other peocesses-tllat require human supervision and direction. All 
are benefited by the quick eye, the ready comprehension, and the sure reason of the 
educated operative. 
CARPENTER-NAIL-DRIVING. 
The skillful mechanic bas necessanly a quick discerning eye. He comprehends the 
natnre and character ot the materials on which he is to operate, and the means and 
proce ses by which l1e can make changes in their condition. 
The snccessfnl carpenter adapts his tools, planes, saws, augers, chisels, &c., with 
exact precision to his lumber, and thus produces new forms and combinations. His 
pro ·e ses of labor may seem very simple, and some of them apparently to need no co-
operation of the brain. Any person, even the least taught, can drive a nail. 
But here as well as elsewhere is a great difference in the work of men of different 
degrees of mental activity and discipline. 
Whatever may be the intended direction of a nail that is to be driven into wood, it 
is actually carried in tb direction of the blow that is struck upou it. If the line of 
the nail be coincident with the direction of the blow, it is driven longitudinally in it 
intended course, and all the momentum of the hammer is applied to its purpo e. Bnt 
if the movemeut of the hammer be oblique to the nail in either direction, to the rigllt 
or to the len, forward or backward, the nail is turned in that way, and is not earned 
length wise into the wood. That exertion is lost. 
The observing carpenter un(l erstands these conditions and adapts hi movements to 
them. He carries tho hammer in the same plane as tbe line of the nail. The impuJ.·e 
of the blow, the line of the nail, and its intended course are coincident, and each repre-
sents a tan~ent to the cnrve made by the hammer. Every blow moves the nail inward 
in ratio to 1ts momentum. 
Without tbe em ntal aids of understanding and discipline, tho unskillful workman 
is ever in danger of failing to adapt the movements of his hands to his purpo ·e. He 
lacks preci ion in his plans and exactness in his execution. It is, therefore, but a 
matter of chance that his blow hit the nail on the head, and in the line of it length 
and intend d dir ction. The plane of the circle in which he moves hi bam mer may be 
parallel with the lin oftb nail; ifso,hedrivesin therightconr e . .Anditmayvaryto 
the right or to tb left. 'Y hatever may be this obHqnity, the blow fall in that lin and 
turn the nail so far from its intended way. That blow i lost : it doe not carry tbe 
nail l ngthwise into the wood. Moreover, it nece sitates the lo of another blow to 
r tore tb nail to it er ct position, if it is not broken. While the intelligent bingler 
may driYe hi nail wi1h two blow , the carele s workman may ometimc n d to x-
p ncl four blows for the au1e purpo e. 
There is a <lifrerence in the force of the blows between these two classes of workm n 
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due to the same cause. The disciplined and thoughtful, haT"ing the direction clearly 
in his mind, and knowing that the blow will adva,nce his object, strikes boldly and 
effectively; but the awkward nailer, lacking the sure confidence that knowledge gives, 
feels uncertain whether he may do gooJ. or harm with his hammer, aud therefore strikes 
timidly, less effectively, an<l needs more repetitions to complete the work. 
REA. VY AND LIGHT TOOLS. 
In all endeavors to effect purposes by the means or intervention of tools, implements, 
ruachii1es, or vehicles, the first part of the motive power is expended on the instrumen-
tality in wielding the tool, running the machine, moving the vehicle, wagon, or car-
riage, and a ll the force that is e:s:pended in this manner is lost to the object of the ex-
ertion . A child. that bas just strength sufficient to lift a basket or trundle a wheel-
barrow can carry nothing in it unless the vehicle be lightened.. But in proportion as 
its weight is diminished, load can be added. · 
All these instrumentalities are made light and delicate, or strong, coarse, and. heavy, 
according to the work which is to be do.ne with them and the way they are to be used. 
A carriage that is to be driven carefully and on smooth roads may be light and easy to 
be moved, and one that is to be driven recklessly an<l over rough, stony roads must be 
strong and heavy, a.nd require more power t,o move it. The same horse can draw more 
freight in the light than in the heavy vebicle on the sa.me road. The difference in the 
loads is equal to the difference of power required to move the carriage alone. 
Ignoraut and coarse workmen need. to have strong and heavy tools to susta.in their 
rough b~Lndling without being broken. 
The hoes which the ignoraut scavenger used to clean the streets in a southern city 
were enormously thick and heavy. The handles were very large poles in their natural 
state, taken from the forest, with t!Je branches trimmed off. The reason given for 
their clumsiness was t.hat tbese heavy t<Jols were necessary for the rude laborers on 
tLe farm and the street-cleaners of the same want of culture. No others would be 
safe in tbeir bands. The light hoe, which skillful men use with safety an<l advantage, 
would be broken by the rough usage of the ignorant and ca.reless workman. On fur-
ther testing t.hern it was found. that t.he coarse hoes, with their huge handles, weighed 
twelve pounds each, while the more graceful tools of cast steel, with turned handles, 
weighed less than two pounds. 
Here was a great (litference in the amount of force that must be expended in moving 
the instrument before it could e1fect its purpose-six times as great for the laborer 
>vho worked. with his muscles alone as for him who could bring his brain and intelli-
gence to aid and direct his physical exertions. 
SnlJpose that two scavengers of equal bodily strength, but with different mental 
activity, eould make tbe same bodily exertions thr~ngb the day. Supposfl that they 
were employed side by side cleaning the street, the intelligent using the light hoe and 
the ignorant man using the heavy instrument, and that each could banl twenty pounds 
at a time, and could make the same n n m ber of strokes; tben the load which was hauled 
by the duller workman would consist of twelve pounds of hoe and eight pounds of 
mud, while that drawn by his brighter associate would consist of two pounds of hoe 
and eighteen pounds of mud. The results of the same expenditure of force would be 
more than twice as great when guided by intelligence as when left to the band alone. 
There is another consideration connected wit,h the expenditure of force. The two 
scavengers are supposed to use tbe same exertion in hailing the mud to the hea.p, but 
when they throw their implements baek for anotber load, one carries twelve pounds, 
thereby expending six times as much strength as the other whose hoe weighs only two 
pounds. 
A manufacturer of scythes, in Massachusetts, visHed a dealer in agricultural imple-
ments in one of the Southern States, many years ago, to Aee his wares. The dealer at 
once told bim that "if be had bongbt such scythes as were made for an<l used by the 
nort.bern farmers, they could not be sold for or Ut::ied by southern slaves. The delicate 
tools which are easily aud. safely handled by the intelligent laborers of tbe North 
would be readily broken by the ignorant and awkward laborers of the South. They 
use their implements carelessly and roughly. They strike aga.inst stones, roots, bushes, 
hassocks, and often into the ground, and. so they bend, twist, and break their sc:;:>·thes. 
TIJ.ey must have shor.t, heavy, btnbbed scythes, that will bear the hard usa.ge of our 
ruen." 
With such scythes as these men can use safely, they cut narrower swaths and less 
at a clip, and consequently ruow less in a given time. They cannot cut the grass as 
evenly or as closely to the ground as skillful mowers with t.he b est scythes. 'l'l1ey leave 
a higher stubble to be wastecl, and. obtain less bay from a crop of gr-ass equally heav-y, 
than the intelligent workmau. 
In every stage and relation of the labor in the 11ancls of ignorance there is a tax, in 
injury to the material operated on, in the increased wenr and breakage of tools and 
implements, in the greater expendit.ure of force, in the diminished production. The 
cost is greater and the profits are less. 
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN OF LABOR-RAPID SUCCESSION OF PROCESSES. 
Labor, however simple, is a succession of proce!"ses, passing from object to object, 
from movement to movement, to produce a. definite re·sult. In these changes or pas-
sages from one to another the bra.in guides t.be hand, and in proportion to t.he activity 
and discretion of this mental co-operat.ion is the work rapidly or slowly performed. 
'l'be inte :igent worker :first surveys and comprehends all tbe details of the business 
before him, and the processes needed for his purpose. H e arra.nges t.hesc in proper 
order in his mind, aud determines the plan of execution. This gives him mental decis-
ion, promptness in action, and correctness in t.he adaptation of his forces to his work. 
When one process is completed the next is present to his thought, and the ready 
hand simultaneonsly follows the mental direction. 
The skillful sbingler ma4:es all his preparatory a.rrangements to facilitate his :final 
work. He lines the roof, lays tlle sllingles in heaps along the course, tills his pocket 
or apron with nails, then, with a glance of his eye, he measures the vacant place that 
is .next to be co\ered, selects a shingle of proper widt.h to break or cover the joint in 
the course that was last laid. He trims and shapes it, if need be, to :fit the place, takes 
, the nail from his pocket and drives it in, in the proper position, where no dampness, 
even by capillary absorption, shall reach it and cause rust and remotely a leak. He 
goes through all these mental aud bodily processes in due succession. He performs 
each one completely, and then passes instantaneously to the next, with no interval of 
doubt or hesitancy, and no loss of time. 
The duller mechanic has no such clear comprehension of the whole character and 
detail of b1s work; he makes no snch plan of the order and succession of his processes. 
·when one is complet.ed, he is often at Jo~s as to what should follow, and hesitates a. 
moment, looking vacantly to find direction. His dull eye does not measure at sight 
the relative width of tlle placP. to be covered aud of the shingle before him. He needs 
often to lay it down to see if it will break the joint. In his transitions from process to 
process, from select.ion to :fitting, from fitting to nailing, with their subordinate 
details, there is a want of that versatile mobility which a qnick eye and thoughtful 
mind giYe to the hand of a rapid workman. He is slow in his movements, loses time 
in his changes, and is therefore unprofitable. 
HOEING CORN. 
When the intelligent farmer hoes corn in his :field, or beans in his garden, be surveys 
each bill us be come. to it, and sees at a ghmce what should be done, the weeds and the 
grass to be ldlled anfl buried, the part that needs to be banked up, and wllere be shall 
find the loo e earth to fill the)ow place. He begins his wo1·k on one side, and pa es 
around to the other and to the place where he began, completing in each part, before 
he proceed to the next, ~hat is necessary to give the hill its proper form to upport 
the corn and allow it the best opportunity for growth. Having :finished a biU, he 
passes at once to the next; nsing there tlle same judgment and decision, and the same 
diligence in execution, IJ.e goes through his :field without lo s of time or interruption 
of labor, or mi. application of force . 
.Anot.ber laborer in the same fi eld, destitute of this r eady perception and discretion, 
neither comprehend nor pltfUS hi processes from the beginning. He strikes hi hoe 
at hap-hazard, digging here a little and on the other side a little, leaping from part 
to more distant part, nod at length looks over the :field to see whet.hm· any part ha 
been omitted; and if be finds any weed yet standing or low placer.unfilled, he make 
the uitable repairs, and then takes another F;u rvey, with the possible need of further 
labor to complete his work. Then, after striking more blows with his hoe than the 
better educated co-op rator, but wilh not more complete lull ,·'be is about ready to pa 
on to another, wllicil be digs about with the same irregularity and order of procf' e . 
Not infrequently, after he bas gone to a second hill, be looks back over the row whi .h 
be suppo eel be bad finished, and, seeing orne parts omitte(l, returns to complete brs 
work there. 
IIA Y -TIAJUKG. 
It is seemingly a very s imple matter to rake bay in the :field in the ummer. NeYer-
th 1 s, tbe ob: rving and the thoughtful only rake the ground clean and rapidlr. Tb 
carel :. raker applies tb whole urcadth of his rake to the hay spread before Jum. 
be draw this, lJC leaves a liue of straw which fall out at tbe side, and finds it nc dful 
to go back anclrnk tho gronnd over a second time to make his work complete. 
The careful hay-maker leave uffici nt of the breadth of hi · rake out ide of the hny 
to catch all parting traw and leave none behind. Vhth l1ttle increa e of lauor, ha 
gathers all, and leaves tlJC field with no loss of hay. 
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ECONOMY OI~ TIME AND FORCE. 
The wise and intelligent ever economize in time and labor. They study and plan 
thmr opera,tions in advance, and do t.heir work well. ·when once done it is complete, 
and there is no necessity for doing any part of it over again. The ignorant and un \"\"'ise 
act differently. They have not full comprehension of their purposes, nor of t.he way of 
executing them. Their work is oft.en incomplete. They leave parts to be done over. 
The careless shoveler Apllls some of his gravfll on the ground, which must be again 
taken up and thrown. The unthiuking plowman leaves balks in the field tba,t mnst, 
at much greater cost of time and labor, l>e t.urned over by the shovel or hoe. The 
awkward t:~ ,ilor needs to spend much t1me in altenng the garment:; that he has care-
le~sly failed to fit the frame of his customer. No small proportion of the lal>onug force 9f the world is expended in correcting 
mistakes, in con1pensating for (ieficiencies, in repair of damages that anse from 
acc;idents, which are generally but another name for carelessness in somebody. A 
sagacions owner of steamboats on the Mississippi River, after long experience and obser-
vation in the management of this property, 'and as a master of his own vessels, said, 
"tba.t all accidents were due to careless inattention, unfaith£ulness, or igno ance some-
where. Sometimes they were caused by those in wnose immecliate management they 
happened, aucl sometimes by those who preceded them. A boiler-explosiOn may be 
due to the negligence of the engineer, or to the imperfect workmanship of the maker, 
or, still further back, to the one who prepared tbe iron. A carriage may be overthrown 
uy the ignorance of the driver, t.he want of skill in the mannHwt.ure of the vehicle, or 
the incompetence of the roatl-builder. Aucl if all who bad had any· pa.rt in the prt)pa-
ration of tbeHe means of transit had been intelligent in their occupation, and faithful, 
110 accident. could have occurred." 
A skillful worker so arranges his exertions as to expend no force withont producing 
a proportionate efi:ect. He·does bisi work in t.he time and circnmst.ances when and 
where be can do it wit,h the least cost of strength. He takes ad vantage of opportuni-
ties and makes tllem snbserve his. purposes. If he is a earner, pasr:;mg ti:·om place to 
place and retumiug, he takes from the first what is not wautecl tllere and canies it to 
the secoud, where it will be of u:se, and ret,tuning, he l>riugs from the second what is 
not wanted there to the first where it is need ed. 1n this way be accomplishes a double 
purpose in each journey. Bnt some thonghtless persons sometimes travel to carry 
ma.t.ter from A to B, and return empty, and again they go empty from A to B, in order 
to bring matt,er from B to A. 
Much of the work of the untaught and untrained is tentative. A guess or conjec-
ture directs tLe efforts, and the worker feels his way and determines whet her he is 
rig!Jt or wrong as be proceeds. He is conf;eqnl-'n t.ly correcting h1s enors continually 
or suffering from them. A careless joiner cuts his mortise at random and his tenon in 
the same uncertain way. 1t is acci(ieut if 1hey tit each other. His doors and windows, 
anc1 shelves and the1r incasings, ::..re snl>ject to t.he same chance of fitting or unfitting 
adaptation. 
COOKING. 
Unfortunately, the preparation of our food, the nutriment that is to be converted 
into our own flesh, and be made a part of our living bo<1ies, is often consigned to the 
hands of the least intelligent,, wbu:se . want of etlucation, and whose loose habits uf 
observation a,nd imperfect reasoniug, preclude pTecision of calcul~,t.iou and adaptation 
and exactn ess of proportiOn of materials. Hence there is uncerta.uty in tb e results of 
their lauors. Neither they nor their employers seem to expect that the bread and 
ot.ber nnxtures sent from the kitcllen w1Jl be suit ed to the wants ::wd powers of the 
inner man, with 1he contideBce ti..Jat they do, tl!ttt the preparation of the ski llful tailor 
or dress-maker will be fitted to t:be outward form. With such cooks, chance controls 
the culinary processes, and the language of t·he liousek ecper not infreqnent.ly acknowl-
ec.lges the power of this princ·'ple. If tho food is prepared so as to be acceptable to the 
stomach, and easil y convertil>le into Jiving flesh, she felicitates herself on ber good 
cook, an d her friends congrat nlatc her on being so favored by fortune. But if, on 1he 
contrary, the bread is lwavy, the pastry hard to be borne in the digc·stive organs, and · 
the meats unfi tted for nonrishing the ammal body, she offers the apology that the cook 
was unlucky, anJ. this is presumed to be sufficient explanat ion of the unpleasant cir-
cumstances. 
LABOR TilE MAIN SOURCE OF WEALTH. 
·with so1all exception, all the wealth of the world is t h e creation of human lol>or, t he 
prodnct of mnscu lar exertion . Tl1e origi11al material elements of wealth in uwnifold 
form s are fonnJ. abundantly in and upon th e eart h a,n<.l its waters, but they are useless 
a.nrl have no value until their position, condition, anJ. form OT character al'e changed 
anJ. adapted to man's wants by lal>or. 
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1\HKERAL ORES. 
The mineral ores buried beneath the ground have no available value until they are 
taken out of the earth and turued through manifold processes to use. The laborer who 
digs the shaft to the mine adds his quota to its value, inasmuch as the ore, when made 
accessible, is worth more than it is when ont of reach. The miner who loosens the ore 
with his pick adds another item to its value. The workmen who transport it to the 
surface, tlw men in the smelting-furnace, every man who works upon it, from its 
natural condition as ore and position in the earth to the last finish of the iron or steel 
products, adds his due proportion to its worth, and the changes in position and char-
acter produced by their labors constitute nearly all of that final value. 
The bloom is worth more than the iron ore, the bar more than the bloom, steel more 
than the iron bar, and the finished cutlery more than the steel; but to all this final 
value that of the original undisturbed ore in the eart,h contributes very little. Apple-
ton's Cyclopedia (vol. ix, p . 584) says : "A bar of iron worth $5, it is stated, is worth 
$10.50 when made into horseshoes; $55 in the form of needles; $3,285 in penknife-
blades; $29,480 in shirt-buttons." It iR nbt easy to determine what the .ore from which 
this bar was made was worth when it was in the mine, before a shovel bad been struck 
into the earth that covered it. Probably a few cents only, or even a few mills, would 
have boug•LAt it. And this is a.U that unassisted nature contributed to this capital of 
over $:~,000 in knife-blades or over $29,000 in shirt-buttons. 
WOOD IN THE FOREST. 
Wood, as jt stands in its natural position in the forest, has only a prospective value, 
as labor shall be added to it to convert it into fuel or lumber fit for use. A mahogany, 
rosewood, or black-walnut tree must be submitted to many blows and pass through 
many changes from its living state before it becomes of practical value. The woodman 
cuts it down in the forest and adds his labor to its worth. The teamster hauls it to the 
railway or shipping-place and adds another increase to its value. The ship-master or 
railway company carry it to the place where it will be converted into articles of usc, 
and to that extent increases it worth. The sawyer divides it into boa.rds or parts of 
such shape and size as may be wanted. Finally, the cabinet ma,ker converts it into 
chairs, lmreaul:l, tables, &c. The value of this wood in the living tree constitutes but a 
small propo tion of its worth when manufactured into furniture and offered for sale in 
the warehouses. 
HOUSES. 
Buildings, public and private, churches, court-houses, dwellings, factories, shops, 
swres, and others, constitute a large part of the capital of the nation; yet they owe a 
very small portion of their value to nature. The >vood in the forest, tl.Je clay in the 
pit which supplies the material of the bricks, the stones, marble, slate in the 
qnarry, the mineral ores iu the earth-iron, lead, tin, copper-thaL a.re ultimately con-
verted into nalls, lock , hinges, roofing, pipe, &c., have a very small value in their 
natural state, compared with their 1inal worth, when put together in the form of a 
buildiug, by the manifold and varied processes of human industry. 
LANDS.· 
The value of wild, untouched land 'in the forest is estimated to be $1.25 an acre. 
This, however, is its prospective value, for until the hand of man makes it acce ·ible 
and improves it it is worthless; but when it is cleared and cultivated, wh n roads, 
canals, or railways bring it within reach of the·civilized world, when population gath-
ers around it, and society makes the place attractive, and a market i. created within 
reach, the value iucrea es with thel:le added advantages, until it may be tenfold, a hun-
dred-fold, a thousand-fold the original price. 
LABOR BECO:\-IES CAPITAL. 
Through a11 thesetran itionsfrom the natural couditionoftheseel m nt ofproperty 
to tb ir fini ht>d artificial state, each successive proces adds to their \·alue. In >ach 
proce , labor is converted into capital. Every judicious blow i wealth th mom ut 
it is struck. The woodman trike his ax into the tree. If that blow i a part f tbe 
clivi ion of th trnnk from th stump, the value of ihe tree is incr a ed by it. Wb n 
blow sufficient to cnt th tr e down and to divide the trunk and branch into fire-
wood have been strn ·k, they b come capital, eqnal to the difference between the value 
of tb standiug tree and marketable fuel. o, also, all other labor tbat i properly ap-
pli d to tlle v.-ood-the teamster who take it to tb mill, the awyers wbo n it iuto 
boards, laths, or shiugles, the carpenter who shapes, fits, and comi.Jine them iuto 
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buildings-their blows and exertions, by which the position, condition, or relation of 
the wood is changed and its worth increased, are converted t>uccessively into capital. 
It is manifest that as human effort creates wealth, the more rapid the movements are 
made the greater the accumulation. The active carpenter drives more nails than the 
slow workman, and creates more value iu a clay. But it i'3 only the juJicious, well-. 
directed blow that becomE's wealth. The blow that is struck on the nail iu the line of 
its direction adds to its worth, for the driven nail is worth more than one outside the 
wood; but an oblique blow that turns the nail to one side adds nothing to its \7 alue, 
but, on the contrary, lessens it, inasmuch as a crooked nail is worth less than a straight 
one. When the blow of the wood-cut.ter falls successively in the plane of itt-! prede-
cessor and enlarges the division, it increases the worth of the wood; but when it falls 
to one side or the other without carrying the division deeper int~ the log, it leaves no 
more wealt.h behind. 
EFFECT OF EDUCATION ON LABOR. 
The value that is created and added to matter by labor is in ratio of the skill of the 
worker, or the appropriateness of his exertions, and the rapidity with which they are 
made. The degree of these is in proportion to the mental co-operation with the move-
ments of the hands. 
When the mind is torpid the band works alone, and for want of a watchful guide it 
moves in uncertain manner and with doubtfnl effect; but in as far as it is quickened 
by education, the perceptive faculties are sharpened, the reflective faculties strength-
ened, and the movements of the band are directed to their purpose. They strike in 
proper direction, and with appropriate momentum. All the force is expended to ad-
vantage. None of the blows are lost. Each one produces changes that add to the 
value of the material operated upon. Education, then, is the economy of force, and 
gives it a greater power to create value. It enables the intelligent and skillful to add 
more to t.be worth of matter than the ignorant. 
The eost of educating a laborer-of setting him to think, and fitting him to expend 
his forces to advantage-is very small. The few years of youth when tlJe body is 
comparatively weak, the expense of teachers, uooks, &c., are !.Jut small sacrifices com-
pared wit.h the gain. The ·returu in increased productive power is great and perma-
nent. It is the difference between the skillful and quickly moving and the unskillful 
and slow workman, between the large and certain and the comparatively small and 
uncertain producer. 
NATIONAL WEALTH. 
The wealth and income of the nation is but the aggregate of the wealth and income 
of all its memuers. If a man adds to his private capital or to his power of produc-
tion, tile capital and income of the state are increased to that extent. If be loses or 
extinguishes any part of his fortune or fails to earn, the t>ame loss falls on the com-
monwealth. Individual wealth collecti.vely is public wealth; personal impoverish-
ment is pnblic poverty. The total 'financial, physical, and mental power of a com-
munity is no more nor Jess than the sum of its elements. The uody-politic bas tben 
an interest in everything that tends to increase tb.e productive power of the people. 
As education has this effect by sharpening the perceptive and strengthening the reason-
ing faculties, at> it sets people to observing and tllinking, and thereby enlists the quick-
ened and energized mind as a co-operq.tor and aid to muscular action, and enJa.rges 
men's capacity of creating value, so it is both the interest and the dut.y of the Gov-
ernment to see that none be allowed to enter the responsiLle period of life without 
this means of doing the best for himself and for the state. 
The late Earl of Carlisle, a man of unusual acuteness of oLservation and of gener-
ous, comprehensive sympathies, traveled several years ago through most of the 
States of this country. He took great pains to inquire into the domestic and social 
condition of the people, their education, their habits, anrl manner of working and of 
living: After all his experience and study here, he said to a friend, "lf every man 
and woman in your country were eJucatecl as are the natives of Massachusetts, there 
is no telling the power and the wealth of your nation." 
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THE RE:lLATION BE'.['WEEN CRill.IE ANO EDlJqjAT:g:ON. 
BY EDWARD D. MANSFIELD, LL. D. 
Quet elet, the most philosophical statistician of Europe, says that " society prepares 
the crime whiCh the criminal commits." 
This is true, in not only a real, but most profoundly moral and philosophical sense. 
Then wllat is society, or what is its preparation for individuals¥ And bow ¥ We may 
imagine a single person, or, rather, a single family of persons, living alone upon earth 
without any other law tllan their natural instincts. Tlwy are a la\Y unto themselves. 
But we do not now find snell persons. In fact, history knows mankind only as an 
association of many individuals, allied together by some common laws. This associa-
tion we call civil soeiety, and it is defined by laws, civil, social, and natural; and it 
act13 upon indiv iduals as the great. forces of nature act upon the particles of matter . 
.But as society is a moral and not a physical being, it is responsible for the forces it 
puts in motion and tbe direction they take. It is responsible for the ci villaws and 
the social laws it creates and enforces. 1t is bound tu recognize the natural laws of 
human action. It is bound to know that want creates temptation; that passions 
must be restrained; Lhat ignorance is blind allll weak. 
Society must recognize tiles@ facts, audit il-l bound to provide against the evils which 
result from them. If it fails to do this, it fails Hot only in its obligations to the law 
of God, but to the laws of its own existence. But if Quetelet's proposition be true, 
aud we hold it is strictly so, then society has failed in some of these obl1gations. 
How does it fail¥ In what has it prepareu crime? If we were to examine the appar-
ent or superficial elements of crime only, we miglJt imagine that society llas done all 
it could for i ts preveutiou. Does not tlw st atut.c law name and affix a punishment to 
every conceivable crime¥ Are not the officers of justice in pursuit of tlle criminal 'f 
Do not the courts condemn him ¥ Is h e not sent to prison or to death¥ Cer-
tainly. But iu all this we see rather the revenge of society than either preven-
tion or reform. Prevention there is, to the extent of a salutary fear of punish-
ment; but has society sought prevention to the extent of it.s powerf Unquestion-
ably, it will be agreed on all hands tlJat prevention is t.he thwg to be sought. 
If all crimes could be prevented, there would be no need of either punishment or 
reform. But we find that in all the earlier ages of civilization prevention of crime 
was never sought except by the fear of punishment, and 1·cform not at all. In 
the last centmy, especially within a few yoars, reform has been the special object 
of incLniry in the criminal system, and particularly in rega.rd to hnman regulations. 
But great humanity to prisoners is only merciful to them, not so(jiety ; and if it 
were pos iblc to reform all the criminals in the country, 1·~ wouM be nl)thing to the 
great column of advan(jing criminals contmualJy pressing forward. W!Jcn we have 
r eform ed every criminal-au obvious impossibility-how shall society prevent crimes'f 
That is the only real problem presented in the philosophy of criminal jurisprudence. 
Quetelet says, "l:;ociety prepares the crime which the criminal commit ·." What 
doe. · he mean ~ How does it prepare it 'f The influences of society are both positive 
and negat~ve. When society enacts criminal laws, punishes crimes, erects peniteu-
tiarie , and endeavors to reform the criminal, i t acts by positive means, aud by tllo e 
only. But where are its negative K1ilnences, on one side or the othed Let n~ illus-
trate this idea. A B was born into this world, not under advantageous circumstance . 
First of all, he was born poor. Seconuly, because h e was poor he was uneducated to 
a large degree, and thcretore knew little of ngbt or wrong. Thif'<lly, be saw jn t 
before Lim on the street a" coffee-house," "restaurant,"" saloon," and he felt despond-
ent and entered, becoming a regular customer. vVas that his fault¥ Thus we ee 
that A B was the victim. of the negative influences of society. Society did nGt edu-
cate him. 'ociet.v did not require that be slJou ld have any r eligion cdu ·ation. So-
ciety diU not furnish bim with work. Society clld offer him the tempat ion of drink, 
and did not upply his wants. Thus society, in any fair and honest mc~tuiug of the 
wotd, did prepare tho crimes which tho criminal committed. What bas society to ay 
to thi fact. imply, anu it is tl.Je truth, tl.Jat societ.y has not arrived at it perfection, 
that it progre s i ' low, anu that this granu result of prevention must b • among tbe 
last achievement of human progress. 
On of the great fact revealed by statistics is, that in tbe same moral condition 
of society tho ame proportion of crime will be brought out. And wh~' not · Tbi 
wa prov d JJy Qu ·tolet, iu hi stati tics; wa observed hy ~ 1ad;un D , 'tacl; and i 
mad much of by Bnclde, in his" History of Civilization.'' Bucldo and otb r bav 
made n: of this to prov tho very reverse of what i tho fact; that i , they a ume 
it as a law of i~1tality, which is jn t contrary to t he fact. Quetcl t make no ncb 
mistake. He admit , and so states, that this appareutly invaria:Jle proportion will 
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depend upon the condition of society. If the moral condition of society changes, then 
this apparently uniform proportion will ·change also. · 
In tbe report for 1861 of the commissioner of statistics for the State of Ohio we find 
the following: "The great mass of crimes, however, keeps an exact proportion to the 
population, and, unless the moral condition of society is changed, will continue to do so. 
Each year will reproduce the same amount of folly, immorality, and physical excite-
ment, and fi-om this again the same amount of crime. There is no department of 
statistics which has brought out more remarkal>le facts or more valuable results than 
this. It would scarcely be credible, if it were not absolutely proved by the statistics 
of France, Germany, and the United States, that a community having once subjected 
itself to certain vicious temptations and influences, must thencefort,h produce an d 
endure the same annual amount of crime, suffeL'iug, and injury against the happiness 
of society, in spite of all laws and all the machinery of restraint wbteh can be invented 
or enforced. The eondition of society remaining the same, the same crimes must result. 
It is, however, a most mischievous fallacy to suppose that, therefore, these results can not 
be changed, and that there is an inscrutable fate reproducing the same social evils, 
without any human power to change results. They will. return with the same social 
condition, but there is no necessity that the same social condition should remain. Soci-
ety bas the power of self-reform. It has the power tc. Gake away temptation; tore-
ward virtue; to encourage induAtry; and to restrain vice. It has the power to defend 
the individual against social wrongs and temptations which impair his peace and 
prosperit,y, quite as much as to embody armies and defend property. :For what other 
purpose was government formed or law enacted~" 
In the report of the Bureau of Education for 1871, it was shown that in New England 
a large number of crimes were caused by ignorance, and a large number by intemper-
ance. On this state of facts, the question comes squarely up : "Has t-:ociety a r·ight to 
allow ignorance and intemperance, when they cause crime; when, in fact, they are the 
great causes of crime~" Society contents itself with punishing crimes, and with 
ma.king a feeble attempt to reform the criminal. But while it is doing this, it prepares 
the crime for the criminal to commit. How~ By its negative inflnence. It refu~es to 
prevent crime. How~ Society knows tlJat ignorance is blind; that the poor, igno-
rant man rut>hes into crime, as Le rushes into uny thing before him, in total ignorance 
of the results. Hence the fear of- punishment does not deter him, for he hardly ever 
knows any thing of the law, and is too ignorant nf consequences to be afraid. So, also, 
society knows that the temptations of the ''saloon," the grog-shop, (l>y whatever 
name called,) will tempt the weak and ignorant till their inflamed passions lead to 
crime. · 
Thus society prepares the crime by its negative influences-its refusal to prevent the 
causes of crime. So long as societ-y presents the same moral conditions, so long it will 
present the same proportion of crime; l>nt sociaty has the moral power of self-reform. 
Sha.Jl it be said that societ.y refuses to exercise this power~ 
The only part of this question we propose to consider here directly is that of educa-
tion. 
All civilized nations are now convinced of the necessity of education, if lt were only 
as a measure of defense. But if it were not so, a mere glance at the comparative cond i-
tions, in regard to crime, of educated and barbarous nations, would strike the inquiring 
mind with conviction. If we go to any barbarous people, such as the rude tribes of 
Africa, or the al>originals of the South Sea, we find that such crim~s as stealing, homi-
cide, and impuri+y, are the rnle, not the exception. Neither property nor person is safe 
in snell countries beyond the restraint wllich fear and necessity impose upon such 
barbarous peoples. 
The case is not much better in China, which, apparently more civilized, is, neverthe-
less, deficient iu moral education. 
The general fact is apparent that cdncation is a force restraining vice and crime. 
Where it is 'purely intellectual, it restrains hy teaching the truth expressed in the 
homely proverb, that "honesty is the best policy.'' Where it risC's tt> tho dignity of a 
Christian educati.on, it t each es not ouly the restraint of the intellect, but the higher 
restraint of the conscience. In either case it is a restraining force, a moral power, over 
the app€ltitcs and passions of men. 
Such being the general fact, we shall endeavor to demonstrate it by the statistics 
both of En rope and America, tho latter being derived directly from the prisons, jails, 
and reformatories of the several States. 
TilE RELATIO~ OF CRD1E TO EDUCATION I~ EUROPE. 
For the power to exhibit this suuje t as regard Enrope, we are indebted to Dr. E. C. 
Wine , who, as com missioner of the United States Govern ment to organize tbe Inter-
national Prison Congress, propounded a series of questions while tru,veliog in Enrope 
during 1 71. Mu,ny of the reports were maclc under the direct supervision of the 
Government, and the figures may he taken as thoroughly reliable. We shall use here 
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only the totals, disregarding minor details. In this way we shall present the relation 
of crime to education in Europe in the most striking view. , 
FRANCE. 
Of this country, Malte Brun, the scientific geographer, begins his account thus: "The 
influence of France may be compared to that which ancient Greece possessed over the 
civilizfld world. The French language has become the language of courts and em-
bassadors ; the literature of the same people bas been tHlmired by the enlightened of 
every nation. The inference of the reader from this declaration must be that the 
French are really an educated people, and producing the highest results of education 
in the fruits of humanity and civilization. But if this were said of what is really the 
nation, that is, of a great mass of the people, it would be entirely untrue, aud furnish a 
signal proof of the superficial manner in which history is written." 
In another part of his work, Malte Brun (quoting the tables of Balbi) shows the 
number of scholars (pupils in school) to be 1 in 23 of the population. The number 
of children and youth in tlJe public schools of Ohio is rather more than 1 in 4 of the 
whole population. The number in the schools of France was at that time (1832) only 
one-sixth the number in proportion to the State of Ohio, or, in other words, of the 
number that ought to be in school in order to educate the whole people. This is cor-
roborated by another statement, that, in 1833, out of 33,000 French communities, 14,000 
were without any schools! In the mean time, great efforts were made to increase 
popular education; but in 1870 there were still 800 communiLies totally without 
schools. 
It is said there .are now 5,000,000 children attending school, but as the population 
of France is now 37,000,000, even all that are now claimed to be in school is only 1 
in 7.4-t.hat is to say, only about one-half of what would be if the whole people were 
educated. 
In 1856 there were only 63,000 primary schools, which, at the usual proportion of 
pupils, would give about 4,500,000 pupils, which conesponds with what has been stated, 
allowing for the increase of 1,200,000 since 1856, as stated by the French govern-
ment. 
Looking then to the facts above given, that in 1832 only one-sixth of the French 
people were educated at all; that, in Hl56, less than one-half were educated, and that 
in 1870, only a half, we shall be within bounds when we say that in Hl70 more than 
half the French nation were not educated at all. Now let us look at the number and 
proportion of cr imes committed in such a population. Let us take such general facts 
as we have, without reference to details. 
Malte Drun gives t.he average number of births annually at about 900,000, of which 
74,000 were illegitimate. 'l'his is over 8 per cent. of the whole. If we were to go into 
any neighborhood we should find each tlJirteenth child illegitimate. This shows bow 
far ignorance has depraved the morals of the lower classes of the people. But as late 
as the past year (1 71) it is sta.teu in the papers that there bad been 4,!100 suicides in 
tb city of Paris, which is two hundred fold the proportion which is found in the State 
of Ohio. If we suppo e this to be exaggerated, or as a consequence of the recent; war, 
th re will be enough of this tremendous fact remaining to show how the want of the 
restraining force of education (especially of moral education) affects the very life of 
society. 
L et us now proceed to trace the effect of this great ignomnce in France on t be num-
ber and character of crimes. The record is the most startling and convincing of any 
thing we have seen in the annals of statistics. Dr. E. C. Wines gives tbi statement, 
derived from the best authorities: 
Whole number of persons under arret from 1867 to 1869 ·--· ·----· 
Number uualJle to read. _____ ·----- ____ ·----·--·- __ -· ____ ·----· __ 
Or·---·. -·-···----··----··-·--··-----·-----·-------~-·----·------
Av ragenumhrrof convictsfrom 1 66to18G ·----···· -·· ·-------
Number unable to read. ____ ·----· ·----- ____ ------ ·----- ---· ---· 
Or. ___ ··---·------·-·····-----------·-·--··----··---·--·-·-·-- __ 
Average number of juvenile prisoners from 1 66 to f 6 . ____ . ____ . 
}."umlJer unable to read. _____ ·----- __________ ·----· ____ -·-···---· 
Or_ . __ .. ____ . _ . __ .. _______ ... _________ . ____ .. ___ ... _ . __ .. __ . _. _. 
444, 13:3 
44:2,194 
95.63 per cent. 
1P,643 
16.015 
7. 2' per ceut. 
'1:39 
6,607 
1. 14 per cent. 
We have hown aboYe that at least half of the French people is in a tat f total 
ignorance. L(' t us a ·snme it as ju t half. At that tim e France had, in round number ·, 
36,000, 0 of people. Th o we find the e proportions; viz : 
In 1 ,000,000 of people "unalJle to read. and wr·ite" there were 442,194 arre t · · that 
is, 1 in 41. 
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. In 18,0.00,000 of people who were commonly educate<;! there were 1,039 arrests; that 
1s, 1 in 9,291. 
Thus proving the proportion of criminals in tlie uneducated classes to be two hun~ 
dred and twenty-six times as great as that of the educatecl classes. 
The reader may say, "This is an exaggerated case, and, while the facts ai;e apparently 
true, this proportion will not hold good in other countries.". 
We shall show in the sequence that the same general principle is true, and that when 
the people of different countries are more and more educated, then this proportion 
diminishes, until, if we could imagine such a thing, society would present itself on the 
one hand thoroughly educated, and on the other hand without crime and without 
reproach. 
l~NGLAND. 
Our mother country is, in every just sense of the word, Eng-la,nd. vVe therefore look 
with cnrious interest to the condition of her education, and its influence upon the pro-
duction or the cure of crime. Let us look at the facts. 
Dr. Wines gives the following figures: 
Com:mitted to county or borough prisons ..................... ~ .. . 
Could neither read nor write .................................... . 
Proportion of to1ally iguorant ....•.........••.......•....•....... 
IRELAND. 
vVholly illiterate, or very imperfectly educa.ted: 
Males ............ . ........ • .. -.. --.- ... ---- . ---- .. -- ~- - ----.- ·-----
Females ....•........•.... .• ......... ................... .. 
BELGIUM. 
Un_able to read ..............• . · ......................•••. 
SWITZERLAND. 
Average of criminals unable to read through all prisons ...•.... __ .... 
157,223 
5:3,265 
34 per cent. 
21. 74 per cent. 
63.24 per cent. • 
49 per cent. 
83 per cent. 
The prisons of Lenzbourg, Saint Galle, Neuchatel, give these special figures: 
Illiterate ........................ ------.- .... - ........ ~ ~ ......... . 
Inferior eel ucation ................................. ... ........ _ .. _ . 
Passahl e education ........••............................. ___ .. _ . _ . 
Good eclucation ........................................... __ ...... . 
ITALY. 
Illiterate in ordinary prisons ............................. _._ .. ____ . 
Illiterate in bagnios, (prisons of high grade) ......................•.. 
NETHERLANDS. 
25. 3 per cent. 
36. 9 per cent. 
30. 4 per cent. 
4. 3 per cent. 
40 per cent. 
30 per cent. 
Unable to read ......................... ·-~--·.................... 35 to 38 per cent. 
From the above we find that the proportion of criminals totally ignorant varies in 
different countries of Europe from 35 to 95 per cent.; bnt this does not show the whole 
troth; for, in the reports from prisons in the United States, it is almost universally 
said that but few of the whole number have any thing more than the lowest kind of 
education; and doubtless this is true ofEurope. These tatistics prove that in Europe 
ignorance among criminals is the rule, and education the exception . · 
Let us now examine this question more minutely in regard to our own country. 
THE RELATION OF CRIME TO EDUCATION IN TTIE UNITED STATES. 
Mr. F. B. Sanborne, of Massachusetts, in a report prepared for the International 
Prison Congress, has made some general remarks upon the statistics of American pris-
oners, which are very correct. He says : "The general condition of Amel'ican prison-
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ers, in point of education, is low, yet they are not so extremely illiterate as criminals 
are in many countries, if we except the colored criminals of the Sonth. 
"In Massachusetts, for a period of eight years past, the statistics show very nearly 
one-third of all prisoners to !Je wholly llliterate, yet, in the highest prison, at Cbarle -
town, the proportion of illiterate convicts, since the beginning of 1864, llas been scarcely 
more than 1 in 10." 
What Mr. San borne bas remarked of Massachusetts is in the main true of the whole 
United States, as will be seen from the nnmerous tables hereto annexed. 
In the great aggregate of criminals the nnm ber of the totally illiterate is very large, 
but is by no means so large as in Europe, for the reason that no part of our country is 
so densely ignorant as ruany parts of Europe. So also, on the other lland, there a:re 
some prisons where the number of the illiterate is small, because they are special 
prisons of cities, where the better educated criminals are apt to be confined. But 
we need not remark npou these facts till we exhibit the great mass of prison statistics 
we have gathered from tl1e Middle and Western States. . 
The statements following give partial returns frorp seventeen States; all of them but 
three from the Middle. and Western States. The aggregates, in regard to education, 
sum up as follows, viz: 
!~~~:~~~: ~~ ~~~~~s~1~s-: ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ :: :: :: ::: ~:: :: :: ~: ~::: :: :::: :: 1§~: ~~~ 
Aggregate of blacks...................................................... 6, 396 
Aggregate of foreign-born ...................................... _. _ .... _ . _ 57, 824 
Aggregate of native-l>orn......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 41,942 
Aggregate of those who can read and write ... _.. . __ .... ___ .. _ ... _ ... _. __ • 82, 812 
Aggregate of those who can read o~ly ... __ ...... _ .. ____ .... ______ ...... __ . 5, 9:H 
Aggregate of those who haYe no education .......... _ ... _. __ .... _. _. _. __ .. 21, 650 
The discrepancies between the genera1 aggregates and those for color and nativity 
• are caused l>y tlle fact that, in some prisons, uo record was kept of sex, color, or nativ-
ity. And here we take leave to make a general remark on the valne of statistics. 
All the advances in statesmanship (and it must be a<1mitted there have been great 
advances in tlJe last century) are due wholly (in connection with the more enlightened 
teachings of Christianity) to the advance of the science of statistics. If all the legi ]a-
tors, statesmen, and preachers in the world knew precisely the state of facts in societ,y, 
they could legislate and preach ';Vith vastly more effect. Hence, in referen ce to the , niJ-
j ect before us, if we had the exact: statistics iu regard to the "'lwle prior condition of tlJe 
criminals, we hould know almost exactly bow criwe was caused, and what measures 
would, if pos iiJle, preYent it. But the statistics of prisons are not only defective in 
many particulars, !Jut they are inconsistent. Oue prison gives the statistics of one set 
of elements, and another of another, and no one of all that ought to be given. 
When a prisoner enters a prison, the keeper of that prison should defiu e him exactly 
as a man of science defines a mineral, an animal, or a bug. He should describe his 
physical characteristics; his previous social status in regard to parentage, color, 
condition, and edncati.on, moral, religiou s, and intellectual; his religious, or hi want 
of religious, education, and his hal>its of life in regard to t emperance or intemperance; 
bi s industry or idlene s. These facts may be obtained, and they would be invalnable. 
They wo.uld show. all tbe causes of crime, and, in sho,ving them, wonld show the only 
means of preventwu. In regard to the al>ove aggregate facts, it may be observed-
1. That the whole number of those who can" read onlv" is descril>ed in the report 
as in fact "very ignorau t." To have learned to spell out· words and read a little give 
no reallmowledgo. 
2. That the pri son reports almost uniformly speak of the great number of tho e 
who "can read and write" as verv deficient in ed nc<Ltion. 
The general conclusion is that the great mass of prisoners is very ignorant; but, in 
order to ee t.:!::..is more clearly and understand it more thoroughly, we shall aualyze in 
the sequel the. pecial reports of the prisons. In t be mean w bile the general con ·ln..:ioo 
of tbe aggregates above, including the observations of the prison-keepe1·s, are a · fol-
lows: 
The totally ignorant, as shown by those having no education, are ... __ . _. 22 per cent. 
The totally ignorant and very ignorant .... _____ ... __ .. _ .. ____ ... _ .. __ .. 25 per cent. 
'l'h very deticient, including these and a large share of those who can 
read and writ .. __ .. __ ...... ____ ... __ .. __ ... ___ ... ___ ........ ___ .. __ 50 per cent. 
Tha e proportions are, in regard to tb iO'norant much below those of Europe· ao<l 
th Y ou.ght to b , for it is be.yond all doubt that, ~xcept the negroes of the outb, t~e 
rna ·s of the people of th mted State ls much better educated than in Europe. Tb1 . 
i pecially .the ?a e in w England, New York, and the ~entral tates of tlle ~Torth-
we t.. But m ~1 th r ca o the general fact is shown, beyond doubt or controYer. ~-. 
that 1gnorance 1 one great cau e of crime and that in elevatinO' the education of oc•-
t~·, both religious and intellectnal, we ad~ance the
1
interests of society by dimini:>bin"' 
cnme. 
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Just so far~ therefore, as society neglects to educate the people, just so far does it 
prepare the crime which the criminal commits. 
Let us now examine our statistics in detail, with regard to color, nativity, :mel relig-
ious education. 
In regard to sections of the country, taking the State prisons and jails of New York 
and Pennsylvania (deducting the metropolitan police reports) as representatives of 
the Middle States, \ve have these results, viz: 
Aggregate nutnber ...... ···.··· ...•..........•.......•..................... 
Aggregate number of whites .............................................. . 
Aggregate number of colored ............................................. . 
Aggregate number of foreign-born ......... : ............................... . 
Aggregate number of native-born ......................................... . 
Aggregate number of those who can read and write ........................ . 
Aggregate number of those who can read only ............................. . 
Aggregate number of those who have uu education ......................... . 









The totally ignorant ....•.......................•••.........•.....•••.. 19 per cent. 
The totally iguorant and very igrwmnt .....•.......................... :):3 per cent. 
The very deficient, at least ............................................. 60 per cent. 
Let us take now the prisons and jails of the central Northwest, which incluJes the 
States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and ·wisconsin. 
Here we have the statisc.ics of thirt.y penitentiaries, work-honses, and jails, a snffi-
cient number and variety to give a cowplete view of the subject in those States. The · 
results are as follows, viz! • 
Aggregate number ........................................................ . 
Aggregate number of whites ............................................... . 
Ag-gregate n nm ber of colored ............ _ ................................. . 
Aggreg-ate number of foreign-born ........................ ------------ .....• 
Aggregate number of native-born ......................................... . 
Aggregat.e number of those who can read and write ........................ . 
Aggregate number of those who can read only .. ........................... . 










Totally ignorant .. _ ..... _ ..............................•............•.• 40 per cent. 
Totally and very ignorant .............................................. 46 per cent. 
The very deficient, at least ............................................. 75 per cent. 
Let us now take the States west of the Mi!'sissippi to the Pacific. Of these we have 
the reports of four State-prisons in the States of Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, and Cali-
fornia. The results are-
General aggregate ....•............. -~ ..•.................•.•................ 
General aggregate ofwhit.es ................................................. . 
General aggregate of colored ................. __ .•............................ 
General a.ggregate of foreign-born... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • ............ _ .. _ ... . 
General aggregate of native-born ............................................ . 
General aggregate of those who can read and write ............ ---~ .......... . 
General aggregate of those who can read only ............ _ ................... . 










Totally ignorant ....................................................... 21 per cent. 
Totally and very ignorant .•............................................ 31 per cent. 
The very de.ficien t, at least.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 per cent. 
Now, let us take the only States that we have of those formerly slave States, where 
the negro population prevails, viz, Maryland, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, tlouth 
Carolina. In these States the results are-
Aggregate number of prisoners ............................................... 4, 087 
Aggregate number of whites ......•.......... ___ ....•........................ 1, 997 
Aggregate number of colored . •.. ...... .. _ .................................... 2, 090 
Aggregate munber of foreign-born ..... ......................... :.. ........... 26'7 
Aggregate number of native-born ............................................. 3, 485 
Aggregate number of those who can read and write .............. _............ 965 
Aggregate number of those who can not read ~ud write ......... . ............. 1: 4il5 
The States of Georgia and Tennessee, having 1,124 prisoners, made uo return of the 
state of education, and were otlJCrwise defective. In the 2,400 returned, tlle following 
arc tho proportions of educated and uneducated, viz: 
Totally ignorant ............... ........................................ 60 pPr cent. 
Very deficient, fully ............................................ _. . . . . . 85 per cent. 
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Thus we see that in the midst of the South, where the colored population is almost 
totall y ignorant, we have the first approach in the United States to t.he educational 
condition of France in 1832, and of much of Europe now. Comparing the several sec-
tion of the country as pre en ted in the above tables, and including those who ca,n read 
on~y (and that is usually very little) among the totally ignorant, we llave these pro-
portions. Those called "very deficieut" are put down in a low estimate, made from 
universal testimony of prison-keepers: 
Totally ignomnt-vm·y deficient. 
In New York and Pennsylvania ............ . ............. 33 per cent. to 60 per cent. 
Central North,>est ............................. :. : ....... 46 per cent. to 75 per cent. 
"rest and Pacific ....................... , .. : . ............ 31 per cent. to 50 per cent. 
The South .......... . ......................... . .. ·------ 60 per cent. to l:l5 per cent. 
The returns from t.h e "¥Vest and Pacific" are deficient, and therefore not a fair test. 
This, aud the fact that the great body of miners are really intelligent men, make the 
re~sons wily that section seems to have less ignorance among c~irninals. 
THE PROPORTION OF CRIMINALS TO THE ILLITERATE POPULATION IN REGARD TO EDU-
CATION. 
Here we come to t est facts in regard to the influence of ignorance in producing 
crime. If the proportion of ignorant criminals to the whole number should prove 
greatly above that of t.he illiterate to the whole population, it will be a fact conclusi>e 
tllat ignorance is one great cause 0f crime. Fortunately the retums of education and 
illiterc:~.cy embodied iu the census of 1870 will enable us to examine this question and 
obtain reliable rmmlts. 
Taking the returns of the census of 1870 in connection with the tables we have 
auove giveu, we have the proportions below, premising, however, that, as all prison-
ers are above 10 years of age, so we have takeu from the "illiterate" in the census 
only those aiJove 10 years of age. 
flUte1·ate criminals. 
In New York and Pennsylvania ......... .......... ------ 4 per cent. to 33 per cent. 
Iu Central West ...... -----· ............................ 3t per cent. to 46 per cent. 
Iu West and Pacific ... --· ........ ---·..... . ..... .. . . .. . ::; per cent. to :H per cent. 
In the Bouth .............................. _ ............ 22 per cent. to 60 per cent. 
It appear , therefore, that in the Middle States the proportion of illiterate criminals 
is eightfold 1he proportion of illiterate people; in the Central West it is thirteen-
fold; anrl in the West and Pacific States H is tenfold. In the South it is only three-
fold; but thif:! is caused IJy the great mass of colored people, who make up a large por-
tion of the whole people, and, being r ~ue-tenths of them wholly ignorant., furnish the 
great mass of criminals. When the svill larger white population is counted in it 
makes the disproportion of the illiterate criminals less. As to colored people only it 
is very great. Tint we see in the above proport ions the great fact that ignorance is 
one of the great causes of crime. We do not seek to exaggerate that fact. The figure 
we give show it. in its naked deformity, and we leave tho fact to the contemplation of 
onr readers. But in the mean time let us look at how this fact will operate in an 
intelligent. American community. L et us see exactly bow it will operate in New York 
or Pennsylvania. Let us take 10,000 people as the unit of measure. The result will 
be, according to the above proportions : 
P ople .. .•.. -. _ •••.. _ ......... _ •.. ... __ ... ____ .. ____ •. ____ .... _ ... ___ .. ___ .. 
llli terato ... _ .. . ............. - __ .......... _ ..... __ . . . . . . . . _ .. _ .. _ ........ - .. 
Estimated prisoners .................. ------ .... ------ ____ ................. . 
Pri oner illiterate ... -··--- ..... --. ___ .......................... ·-· ....... . 






Th "others" means only a very common education. What, th n, is the practical 
r e. ult That becau e 400 persons out of 10,000 bave been kept totally ignoraut tl.le 
county or municipality has seven times as many criminals as it need have, and even 
times a. much expense and evil of all kinds resulting from it. 
Ha\' ing thus e ·tabli.-hed certain general principles IJy the incontrovertible te timon> 
of stati. tic , it will not be incon equential or uninteresting to give the te timony of 
some of tho e who are engaged in the actual management of pri ons. 
The following statement, made by the superintendent of the Detroit Hou e of 
Corr ction, give the general facts and causes of crime nearly a correctly as can h 
obtained from the general avera<Tes of the most extended table of sta.ti tic : 
"Of the ,744 priso~er, 44_Per~ent. were under 30 years of age; 6" percent. a~knowl­
edg d them elves habitually mtemperate; 65 per cent. were living out of thefaw1ly rei -
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tiou; only 57 per cent. claimed to be able to read and write; 43 per cent. acknowledging 
themselves without auy education at all. The whole 8,744, almost without exception, 
were poor and generally penniJJess on their admission to the institution. This fact, so 
generally true of criminals, must Lear relation to their criminality. The improvi-
dence that makes the spendthrift and pauper produces also the sensuality and selfish-
ness that seek the means of indulgence without self-denial or regard for consequences." 
Professor Tarbell, who has the school in the Detroit House of Correction, says: 
"Of the IfiO men who have been examined individually on entering the school during 
the past six months, 23 were entirely ignorant of reading; 30 .could read a little, but 
not well ·enough to use text-books; while 97 could road with tolerable readiness, and 
some of them with intelligence and expression. From this it appears that 35 per cent. 
of those admitted were practically illiterate. In 1869 there were 29 per cent. of this 
· class, and in 1870, 33 p6r cent. Whether this apparently increasing illiteracy on the 
part of those committed to the house of correction be due to the demoralizing effect 
of the late war on many men of intelligence, and that we are now returning to the 
more usual state of society in which the vicious are the ignorant, I will not say." 
If the censuses of 1850, 1860, and 1870 be compared, would not the whole country 
show the same result in regard to illiterates; and can any other result be obtained 
without compulsory education~ 
Mr. Cummings, the moral instructor of the California State Prison, says: 
"A great majority of the prisoners on their commitment are illiterate; others have 
acquired merely the elements of knowledge, without being able to turn their slight 
educational acquirements to any practical use; while the number who have acquired 
a systematic or liberal education is so extremely limited that it has been found difficult 
to supply the classes with suitable teachers. Hence, when these unfortunate men have 
been approached in a kind and conciliatory spirit, very few ha.ve failed to respond in a 
similar spirit; and when the means of instruction have been provided for them they have 
eagerly availed themselves of the privileges of the prison school. The progress that 
many have made in their studies bas been truly gratifying, and ha.s demonstrated, not 
only the. practicability, but the great importance, of furnishing educational facilities 
to prisoners." . 
The fact that most of those who say they can read :;mel write are "not able to turn 
their slight educational acquirements to any practical use" is a fact which mere sta-
tistics do not show, but which tho warden or cllaplain at once discovers; and that fact 
is simply, that nine-tenths of prisoners have literally no useful education. Mr. Cum-
mings further says : 
''The educational acquirements of prisoners here do not differ materially from a 
general statement that would apply to most prisons in other States. Of 478 prisoners 
committed from April 11, 1870, to July 1, 1871, 232 were entirely illiterate; 95 could 
read and write; 120 could read and wtite very imperfectly, while but 31 were liberally 
educated." 
Those who could read anq write "very imperfectly" may without error be put down 
as uneducated. So that, practically, four-fifths of all the California State prisoners 
were uneducated; and yet this fact does not half appear in the table of statistics. 
The Loard of inl:lpectors of the State penitentiary of Tennessee say: "One out of 
every 25 of the entire population of Great Britain is a juvenile delinquent-a destitute 
vagabond, abandoned, and, in many cases, a law-breaking child before the age of 17. 
While the same proportion of s~cb a class can not be supposed to exist in this State, 
still the number is very large, and augmented daily with our increasing population. 
·while no section of the State is entirely free from their presence, our larger cities 
swarm with them. They are found at every corner, and in every alley; at the aoors 
of the saloon and the theater; at onr depots and wharves; here their faces greet you 
with features pinched by their necessities into expression of premature shrewdness, 
bordering on villany, totally foreign to the faces of well-cared-for childhood. From 
the teeming crop of ignorant, neglected, and criminal children is produced the large 
maJority, if not all, of the thieves, counterfeiters, forgers, burglars, robbers, and mur-
derers who fill our penitentiaries; as also those subjects for seduction, and consequent 
prostitution, who fill the brothels of our cities." 
Here is society preparing the crime which the criminal commits. Here ie the nega-
tive preparation of non-education, and the positive one of temptatio-p.. 
Mr. Darnell, keeper of the Georgia penitentiary, says: 
" Of all reformatory agencies, religion is first in importance, because most potent in 
its action on the human heart and life. Education is also one of the vital powers in the 
reformation of fallen men and women, who have generally sinned through the influ-
ences of some form of ignorance conjoined with vice. Its tendency is to quicken the 
intellect, expel old thoughts, give new ideas, supply material for meditation, inspire 
self·respect, support pride of character, excite to higher aims, open fresh fields of 
ertion, minister to social and personal improvement, and afford a healthful substitute 
for .low and vicious amu emcnts. 
" It is, therefore, a matter of primary importance in the prevention of crime and the 
38 E 
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improvement of society, as woll as the avoiding of that combat between crime and law 
which, in this country, has been tho bane of our prospe.rity." 
W 0 need not cite auy fmthcr testimony of this kin<.l ; this is in substance the tes.ti-
mony of all the keepers and officers of penitentiaries, prisons, jails, and reformatories in 
tho country. It is tho testimony of human experience on one of the most important 
points which concern human society. The evidence upon the intimate relation of 
crime and ignorance is clear, complete, and ample. It may be comprised in two general 
propositions : 
First. That one-third. of all criminals are totally uneducated, and that four-fifths are 
practically uneducated. 
Secondly. That the proportion of criminals from t.he illiterate classes is at least ten-
fold as great as the proport ion from those having some education. 
If these proportions are true, (and we have made rather an underestimate,) then, 
after making due allowance for crimes committed from passion, without regard to edu-
cation, and crimes, such a~ forgery, frauds, &c., which require some education, we must 
come to the conclusion that two-thirds of crimes might be avoided by education, but 
more especially by religiouS! training. Against this fact some one will reply that so 
also a large number of criminals are intemperate, and, therefore, we may attribute to 
intemperance a large nnruber of the crimes we now attribute to ignorance. True, if 
these were parallel causes, but they are not. In the first place, a large number of the 
intemperate are such from want of education, and especially from want of moral and 
religious training. We see a great many educated persons (that is, commonly educated) 
who are intemperate, hut they seldom commit crime. Secondly, many of those com-
mitted to prison have become iutemperate on account of previous criminal and vicious 
habits. But we shall not discuss this topic, except so far as to present some statistics 
both upon intemperance and upon color. 
We give the following examples of the traits of prisoners in regard to temperance 
and intemperance, in some of the principal prisons, viz: 
Institution. Temperate. Intemperate. 
Northern Indiana Prison ...........•.. ____ . ___ ._ .. _. ____ . 
Iowa State Penitentiary .. _ .... __ .. _ .. _ .. _ ...... _ ....... . 
Minnesota State Prison ........................... _ .... _. 
Illinois State Penitentiary ..... ................. _ ....... . 
Kentucky State Penitentiary ........................... . 
Detroit House of Correction ............. _ ...... _ ....... . 
















Tern perate ........... ,· _ ..... _ ......• _ ...... _. _ ... _ .. _. _. _. _. _ .... _ .. _ 
Intemperate .......................... _ ........ _. _ ....... _ ... __ .... _. 
38 per cent. 
62 per cent. 
This proportion is rather larger than that which the statistics show as the totally 
ignorant, but not nearly so large as the very ignorant· are reported to be by the keeper 
of penitentiaries, prisons, and jails. 
Probably if we bad the statistics of every prison and jail in the Unitccl States the 
result would not be materially different from what we have given :tbove. Let us now 
look a little at the proportions of the colored people iu relation to crime and 




White. Colored. White. Colored. 
---
New York and Pennsylvania ............. 1, 786, 26 117,375 11,26 1,465 
C ntral Northwest ............... __ ...... 8,9 7,572 130,437 14,362 1, 52-t 
We t and Pacific ......................... 2,720,272 29.393 1,1 7 205 
South ............. _ ..... _ .......... _ .... 3,568,901 1,6 o;888 2,05 2, 41-t 
------ -------------
Totals .. -.................. __ ...•.. 2:3, 063, 511 1,957,873 2 
' 
75 5, 60 
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The above does not co~tain the population of all the States in those sections, nor by 
any means all the prisoners, but it does show the proportions of white and colored 
people, and the proportions of white and colored prisoners; and this is the only pur-
pose for which we have prepared this table. 
In New York and Pennsylvania the proportion of colored population to colored 
prisoners is 80 to 1 ; but of white population to white prisoners it is 700 to 1. 
In the centra.! North'Yest the proportion of colored population to colored prisoners is 
90 to 1; but of white population to white prisoners, 700 to 1. , 
In the West and Pacific, the proportion of colored population to colored prisoners 
is 140 to 1 ; but of white population to white prisoners, it is 2,300 bo 1. 
In the South, the proportion of colored population to colored prisoners, is 700 to 1, 
but ofwhite population to white prisoners, 1,784 to 1. 
The only value attached to these proportions is to show that the negro population, 
being almost entirely ignorant, presents far the larger proportion of criminals. This 
we might anticipate, but it is one of many great facts which show that ignorance is 
really the greatest cause of crime. 
The nativity of criminals in the foregoing table is-
Foreign-born .............•.....•....•..........••..••.•••.•.•...•......... 
Native-born ..............•.......................................... __ ...• 
57,818 
42,495 
The foreign-born in the United States are to the native population as 1 to 7. 
Hence, the foreign-born criminals are to natives nearly in the proportion of 10 to 1. 
If, then, society suffers a large portion of its people to be ignorant; if it offers tempta -
tion to intemperance; if it neglects to encourage industry; is not the proposition of 
Quetelet most emphatically proved, that society prepares the crime which the criminal 
commits~ 
Can we have a more serious testimony to the duties of society on one band, or the 
only means by which society now can be preserved from the destruction which has 
overtl:!>ken all the older nations of the earth~ 
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THE RELATION BETWEEN EDUCATION AND PAUPERISlli. 
BY E. D. MANSFIELD, LL. D. 
Pauperism may be defined as a disease of society-permanent in some measure-
because, in t.he language of scripture, the poor are "alwa.ys" with us. Because it is a 
disease of society, we may and ought to ask, how far is society responsible for it i 
And how far can society prevent it~ The same scripture which says that these are 
always with us says also that society is responsible for all its evils, and· that there 
may be a state of society in which even this disease shall cease. 
In addition to this, we find by our own observation that there are communities 
in which pauperism as a social disease does not exist at all. These are small 
communities, it is true, but. they show the possibility of a state of society in 
which this great disease will not exist. Then the practical question is, hmv shall 
we arrive at that result? Ca.n we prevent pauperism~ Modern physicians, as well 
as statisticians, have arrived at the conclusion that ar large numbe:r of diseases 
incident to personal bumani·ty are preventable. Is not tllis equally as true of 
the diseases of society' Looking upon pauperism as we did upon crimes, is not 
Quetelet's proposition almost as true of pauperism as of crimes-that society prepares 
the causes of pauperism? TLe close and careful observer of society will acknowledge 
that to be a melancholy fact. If that be so, is it not the first uuty of society to con-
sider how it p1·epares for crime and pauperism' And if it does so prepare crime and 
pauperism, bow can it avoid doing that, and how it can prevent the disease' 
What do you find to be the actual measures of society in the cases of crime 
and pauperism' Why the actual measures of society are to make a prison to put 
criminals in, a jail for the accused, a poor-house for the pauper, and a house ofrefuge 
for vagabond children. But not one of these is a preventive. Society, by these 
measures, is trying to compromise its own wrongs. It made a criminal, and then tries, 
first to punil:;h him and then to prevent hi s doing any more mischief. 
This is all well, provided we admit that society bas any right to cause or permit 
the causes of crime and pauperism. It is no doubt true that tllere are natural cause 
of pauperism w hicb can not be avoided; and it is equally true that society has pro-
vided for these in other ways than those which it provides for pauperism, and ways 
which neither infer the disgrace of crime nor the reproach of poverty. Happily tho e 
wllom nature has deprived of faculties or of mind are insensible to the defects of 
either, aucl thus the asylums which bold them may be regarded as the depositoriel:l of 
human charity. 
Before we go into statisUcs, let us for a moment look at the causes of pauperism. 
1. The greatest natural cause of pauperism is, undoubtedly, infirmities or disease of 
tho body; but when we look at it carefully we find that this cause makes compa.ra-
ti vely few of those in the almshouses and infirmaries, for the reason that society ha 
provi<led for these in separate institutions. The sick ha.ve the ho pital; tb~ lunatic , 
tho idiots, the blind, the deaf and dumb, and the maimed soldier, all haYe institution 
expressly provided for them. In such a State as Ohio, for example, there aro all of 
tbe e provisions for infirmities of every kind . There arc five lunatic a ylum , and there 
is a provision for every kind of human infirmity. In the infirmaries tllere are some of 
the .·natnmlly disabled, but not very many. 
2. The number of those who become paupers from unavoidable misfortunes i small. 
There are, doubtless, somo of these; but, when we take from persons in the infirmarie:-
wbo claim to be unfortunates those wllo are intemperate, or very ignorant, or natu-
rally disabled, wo shall find very few left. 
3. One of the greatest causes of pa-uperism, as it often is of lunacy and of crime, is 
something which is called, generally, "imbecility," but which it is impo sible to define 
accurately, both becau e these persons often appear to have good senso and becau~e 
tbi imbecility is natural as well as acquired. Perhaps in tho majority of ca e ·it 1 
wholly acquired. There are vices, such as intemperance, which impair the judcrment 
and. the capacity for useful work; and there is also the negativ imbecility which 
arises from ignorance. When ignorance bas left the faculties of the mind tota1ly unde-
veloped., they may have been natura1ly as good as others, yet they are almo t u el " 
iu actual work. 'o long as such a per•on llas au able body, and can find work, h w~ll 
g t along as an animal machine, directed. When he gets out of tho employment~~ 
which otbcrs llavo placed him be becomes b wildered and often unabl to help him elL 
Hera ociety llas can ed pauperism by ailowing ignorance. . 
4. Another great cans of pauperism, but far le s in our own country than ID 
Eu rope, is waut of mployment. This is not the cau e of permanent but ratll r of 
temporary or occasional pauperism. Its consequences to society, and often to b 
individual, are preci ely the same. Iu Cincinnati, for example, there are on an a-.erage 
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10,000 persons each year who receive what is called "outdoor relief." 'rhese are 
entirely outside of and independent of any public institution. They appear to be casual 
aud temporary; but there will be just as many next year. Thus this temporary 
relief or casual pauperism becomes in fact permanent and an increasing charge upon 
the community. This kind of pauperism is largely clue to the want of em1Jloyrnent, and 
especially among the ignorant classes-and among these more largely among women. 
It exists especially during the winter months. Here arises the question, which, if not 
practical to-day, wi'll certainly become so in a few years: Is not society bound by 
moral and by prudential considerations to prevent this kind of pauperism¥ You may 
say, How? Natural infirmities, diseases, and calamities, we are bound to provide for 
in the best way we can, and it may be admitted that they will always exist and be 
unavoidable. But these do not make up the great body of paupers, and we may affirm 
positively that the great body of pauperism is avoidable, preventable. How~ We see 
that what we have called" imbecility" and misfortune are clue to three main causes: 
1. Ignorance. 2. Intemperance. 3. Want of employment. To a very great extent all 
of these causes may be prevented; ignorance certainly may be prevented; the tempta-
tions to intemperance may be prevented; and society can and ought to furnish employ-
ment to those who can not get it. 
In Europe it is understood and admitted that on the question of employment depends 
mainly the question of pauperism, considered as a general disease. At present Great 
Britain is very prosperous; and we are told, in recent accounts, that paupers in Great 
Britain are 100,000 fewer in 1872 than in 1871. This is because all industries are active-
and prosperous. Several years since appeared a work entitled "Pauperism," by the 
Viscount de Bargemont. He had been prefect in several provinces of France, and was 
familiar with the subject. He informed the government of Louis Philippe that there 
were so many thousands of people out of employment in the province of Lisle; and as 
that was general, if the government would not employ the ppople there would be a 
revolution, and there was. The government of Louis Philippe was overthrown. In 
llurope this question is now well understood, but Europe is far behind this country 
in another form of this subject, education. The greater part, neal'ly the whole, of the " 
paupers of Europe are totally ignorant, and clearly that ignorance was one great 
cause why they could not find employment. When a man has nothing but hil:l arms 
and legs to offer for service, with a mind almost totally blank, there is very little for 
him to do. l-Ie can not enter upon any of the new employments which society is con'-
stantly creating, and the result is that when clear naked labor fails, he fails also_ This 
form of pauperism has not yet very largely affected our country; but it certainly w.ill, 
unless tho laborers of this country shall be educated up to the point at which they 
shall be able to enter, at least as laborers, upon all the new channels of employment. 
It is this question of education, as a p1·evention of pauperism, which concerns us here. 
Society has made and always will make ample provision for all those who are naturally 
disa,"pled. Asylums for every species of infirmity are rising on all sides ; but that sort 
of imbecility which arises from a total want of knowledge, or of discipline of mind, 
has no asylum but the almshouse. And there it reacts upon society in two ways-one 
by imposing upon society the necessity of supporting it, and the other by withdrawing 
so many persons and so much labor ·which might have been available both to subsist, 
ence and the increase of wealth. 
These geueral views of pauperism are obviously true. Let us now see if specific 
facts do not correspond with a.nd prove the general principles. 
1. Let us :first take up the statistics of Europe, as far as we can get them. 
vVe can not bring down the statistics to the present date ; but, as the value of such 
facts depends only upon the proportions between _the paupers, population, and education, 
they can be shown by any recent tables. We will first look at pauperism in Great 
Britain. Its condition in 1859 was thus: 
Estimated population of England and Wales in l 859 ..•••.. _ •• _ ••• _ •..•• -. 
\VL.ole number of paupers ... __ ... ___ .. _-: ... __ . _ .. ___ .. __ . _ ... _ .. : .. --.-
Per cent. of paupers __ ....... _ ...... _ ~ •.......... __ ... ___ . __ ... _ .....• -. 
Of these in union poor-houses ______ .: ..... :·-···-·····-·····--· ... ···-·· 
Of these, outdoor poor __ ...... ___ .. _. ____ ... __ ... ____ .. _ .... -. _ .. _ .. _ .. . 
Of these in hospitals, dispensaries, &c._ .... _ .. ____ .. _-- .. ____ .. _. __ .. _ .. 
In the city of Loudon in 1859. _ . __ .. _. _ •.... __ .. _.- .. -- .. -- .. - . - __ •.••.. 
Population of London _______ .. ___ .... __ .. __ ..... _ .... ---. -- ___ .. _ ... _. _ 
P er cent. of paupers to population ....•... _ ..... _ ..... -- ... _____ .. _ .•... 










E stimated population of England and Wales .. _.- ... --- .. -- _ .. . _ .... _... 21, 320, 000 
Wholenumbcr ofpaupcrs------ ____ -·---· ···--· ·----· ··---·. ·--· ---· .... 9~1 ,546 
P er cent. of paupers to population·----------··-·-··---·-··---··........ 4.1 
In the eight years from 1859 to 1867 there was little variation in the proportion of 
paupers to population. 
Pauperism seems to exist in Great Britain as a permanent disease of society, wllich 
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includes and occupies (including all officers and attendants) just about 5 per cent. of 
tho whole population. 
If we take with the general fact another one, what is the proportion of people edu-
cated in even reading and writing- the commonest of education-we should be able 
to draw some proportion as between Great Britain and other countries. But, in fact, 
the enlightened government of England does not exhibit such statistics, except in 
partial fi·actions. AU that we have are-
I n 18G7 the number of inspected schools was ...••...•..... . ..... !. . . . . . . . . 9, 340 
Nuwber of pupils which could be accommodated. ·- -- ·----- ·· ----- .... ---· 1, 837,307 
The population of the United Kingdom was then nearly 30,000,000. But there were 
also great numbers of church schools, high schools, colleges, universities, &c., so that 
from these statements we can not got an accurate idea of the education of Great Britain; 
but we get enough of facts to see that it is very defective; in fact it can not possibly 
reach more than half the people. 
But the following paragraph from the statistics of the "Edinburgh Almanac" for 
1869 sums up all the facts wo can get there on 1,he subject : "But according to the 
estimate of the assistant commissioners, the 70 schools from which returns were obtained 
supply instruction to more than two-thirds of the middle class of population of the 
country. If this estimate be correct, thoro i£ 1 in every 140 of the population in Scot-
land on the roll of some secondary school; and there is 1 in every 205 of the popula-
tion in public secondary schools. In tho universities and colleges there were 1 in 
1,000." 
But these were all of the secondary and higher class, and do not include the primary 
schools, which ought to haYe the great body of pupils. The repo1·t of 1851, which is 
sufficiently near to determine ratios, gives the following facts: 
Number of pnpils attendiog public schools of all k inds ...........•......•..• 280, 045 
Number attending private school~:! ...... _ . ................ _....... . . . ..• ... . 88,472 
Total ................................................. _...... • . . • •• . . 368, 517 
Proportion to population, 1 to 7.84. 
In round numbers, Scotland, the best educated connt1·y in Eut·ope, has in schooll to 8, 
The State of Ohio has at any one titue as many as 1 to 3i of t he people in course of 
education. 
The proportion of popular education in Ohio to that of Scotland is more than 2 to 1. 
At the same period (1851) there were in Engbnd-
Iu day-schools .............. ___ ............... . _. _ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 2, 144, 37 
Population ........ -.- .......... _ ... ____ . __ ..... __ ...... _ ..... _........ 16, 921, 8 
This gives a ratio to population of 1 in 8. 
It is ·lightly less, but we may suppose the ratio will be fully made out by the higher 
schools. Tho result of these statistics i , that in 1 51 tho number of youth. in the 
schools of Great Britain did not c:s:eccl half of those '" ho ought to have been in school. 
Let us now, while we have these :figures, compare them with ·similar results for Ohio. 
In his report for 1871, the secretary of state of Ohio retnrned 5,600 panpers- that is, 
"indoor" poor in Ohio; sometimes there were in round nnm bers 10,000 "outdoor " 
poor in Cincinnati; and there were in Cleveland, Toledo, and other large town , 
nearly or quite 4,000 "outdoor" poor. The aggregate of these is 20,000 of the same 
class of paupers which are returned in Great Britain. Then we have these general 
results: 
Population of England and Wales in 1851. ••... _...... . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • 17, 9'27, 609 
In school. ___ ... _ ........... .. ........ . _ .......... . ..•.. _ . . ___ . __ .. . . . . 1 in 
Number of paupers . ................. ··---- ...... ----·- ............ ---· 90:2,052 
P er cent. of pan pers .. __ ... ___ ..... _ .............. _ ...•.... _... . . . . . . . . 4. 6 
Population of Ohi'o in 1870 .............. _ ............. ___ •. .. .... .. •••• 2, 665,000 
In ~:>chool ... __ ... ____ .. _ ............ _ .......•....................... _.. 1 in ::!. 5 
Per cent. of paupers._ .. ___ .. _ ... __ .... _ . __ .. __ . _. _ ....... __ . _. _____ ... . i 
With double the proportion of education, the proportion of paupers in Ohio i only 
one- ixtb of that in England and Wales. If, then, all other conditions were th arne 
the conclusion is inevitable that universal education had reduced panperi m to on 
twelfth. But., undoubtedly, this is an exaggerated view of tho snbject, b cau the 
conditions are not the samo. This is a new country, with political in titution · adapt d 
to develop the faculties of, and furni b employment to, the people. Tb rc is bow-
ever an important view in which the condition aro nearer than might b nppo'' 1. 
Ohio has jn ·t_onl'-il!iJ'd of its pbpnlation in cities aud larg towns: and En:rland ~ ' 
little, if any, larger proportions, but it is the condition 0f the large town wb1ch 
creates the great body ofpanpers. Hence tbc iuef],ualit. of condition. i not o gr t 
a. might be suppo. C'cl. After allowing fen· all these inequalitiOJ it i C'viclcnt that tb 
defect of education has had a great deal to do with the pauperism of Eu.gland. 
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Let us now look at France. The returns of 1851 will show the proportion, viz: 
Population of France in 1851. •.•••.........•..•.•.•.... _. ~... • . . . . . . . . . 35, 781, 628 
Average number assisted ................................... :. . . . . . . . . . 982, 516 
Per cent. of paupers ..................... ~ ................ ~ .,. . . .. . .. . . 2. 78 
This was the number aided among the healthy poor, but 'does not include the large 
mass of the sick and infirm poor, which make the full half of all paupers, in the infirm-
aries of the United. States. We must, therefore, add them in. The statistics of these 
were: 
Total number of hospitals and asylums in France in 1852 . ...... ...... ...... 1, ~4 
Number of beds in all.. __ . ~ ..... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 131, 016 
But this number was quadrupled by the discharge of the recovered and the entry of 
others. A greater part of these we have. 
In 1,035 of these institutions there were in 1853 as follows : 
Males .......................••••....................... - . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . • 285, 188 
Females ..• -~....... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 162, 885 
Adults...................... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 404, 447 
Children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42, 926 
Making a proportion for the remaining institutions, we have at least 560,000 of the 
sick and. infirm poor. Adding these to the healthy poor supported, we have-
Total number of paupers ........................................... ~ .• . 1, 542, 516 
Proportion to population .............. ---- .... ---- ..... ---------·...... 1 in 23 
When we come to the ultimate, we find there is very little difference between the 
proportion of pauperism in England and France, but there is an immense difference 
between the proportion of pauperism there and in the United States. In the city of 
Paris the proportions were- _ 
Population of Paris at that time.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 996, 067 
Paupers" indoor" and" outdoor" ....... -----· ...... ------............... 95,169 
Proportion of paupers in Paris............................................ 1 in 11 
Per cent. of paupers in France .......•• --~ ... '............................. 4. 3 
Per cent. of paupers in Paris .................... --........................ 9. 5 
The proportion of pauperism in Paris is nearly double that in France gen~rally, and 
that in the whole of France is double that in the State of Ohio. We may stop here for 
a moment to compare these proportions with those of Massachusetts. Here all condi-
tions, except those of education, are nearly the same. Massachusetts has a civic (that 
is town) population equal to that of France ; and a very large share of foreign 
emigrants. The comparison between France and Massachusetts is therefore quite fair. 
Population of Massachus~o~tts in 1852 .......................... .. . . .. . •.. • 1, 040,000 
Whole number of paupers in the State.................................. :n, 400 
Proportion ofpaupers to population..................................... 1 in 35 
Percentage of paupers .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • 3.5 
Here vve have a direct and fair comparison of the r esults in Europe compared with 
those of the United States, under nearly the same conditions: 
P aupers in France .................•........ u •••••••••••••••• : . • • • • • • • • • .. • 1 in 23 
Paupers in Massachusetts .................................................. 1 in 35 
Per cont. of paupers in France .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . .. . . . 4. 3 
Per cent. of paupers in Massachusetts...................................... 3. 5 
Now, the difference is not so great as many might expect, but all that difference is 
due to education. • 
Return again to Ohio: 
Pr0portion of paupers to population........................................ 1 in 35 
Percentage of paupers.... . . . . • . .. . . . . .. . . • . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . 7 
Ohio is a fair representative State of this country. One-third of its population 
is in largo towns-a proportion not exceeded by more than three or four States in the 
whole country. Three-fourths of all the States have a less proportion of paupers than 
Ohio. But, in order to put the case in the fairest possible attitude for Europe, let us 
combine the proportion of Massachusetts and Ohio together. The result will be this: 
Population of Massachusetts and Ohio in 1852 ................ ~. . . . . . . . . . 3, 030, 000 
Number of paupers..................................................... 50,000 
Proportion of paupers ........................................... ·. . . .. .. 1 in 61 
Per cent. of paupers ..... _ ..............•.......... ·: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 70 
The proportion of paupers in France is more than double, and, as the civic popula-
tion is as· large, and the number of foreign immigrants of the poor classes very great, 
the comparis~n is a fair one; and the differ,enee in the proportion of pauperism is 
un.donbtedly due to education. 
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2. Let us now look at the statistics of the United States, and see if we can ascertain 
whether ignorance has cansed pauperi::m. -
In the table at the end of this report we have given the results which we have obtained 
by hundreds of inquiries addressed to the infirmaries and charitable institutions of the 
country, but which '-v ere not answered in more than one case out of three. There are 
still answers enough to give us a definite view of this subject and establish certain 
proportions which would not be varied materially by more extended observations; 
and here we r emark that full and accurate statistics woulel enable us to establish defi-
J:1itely the principles or social influences by which "pauperism," that is, dependent pov-
erty, is evolved from society. We see arising in our country, in a smaller degree, but 
with equal regularity ~nd certainty, the same kind of pauperism which is one distin-
guishing mark of society in Europe. We are apt to think tbat England and France 
arc the most civilized countries in the world; at least they a.re those from which we 
take our ideas of what is called" civilization." But what do we find in this civilization f 
Wby, that in H:l69, there were in Eugland and France together 2,600,000 paupers ou1; of 
a. population of 65,000,000! Thau is, 1 in 25 of the people is dependent upon public 
support. This is startling. It is enough to make any humane man-more, any -Chris-
tian, and still more, any Chrie;tian statesman-pause and inquire whether this is really 
the necessary result of Christian civilization. But t)lese are the countries to which we 
. have looked for the highest standard of civilization. Here we inquire again, Must our 
country follow this kind of civilization~ Is there no remedy for this tremendous evil1 
At least, is there not a partial remedy, so that we may keep our country from 
8,dvancil'lg further in the sca.lc of pauper civilization' 
Let us now return to the results of our own tables: 
Number of States reporting ........................ ·----- ................. __ 
N urn ber of inst.itutions reporting ............ __ ............................. . 
Number of paupers reported .......... --~- ....................... __ ........ __ 
Number of white males ...................... " ........................ __ ... . 
Number of white females ........................ __ ......... __ .... ___ . ___ ... 
N urn bor of colored males .. _. _ ................... __ ............. _ ...... __ .. .. 
Number of colored females .......................... · ......... __ .. __ ........ _ 
~~~~~~ ~i ~0~~~1:.-b~~~~---_-_-_-_ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_· ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ 
Number w bo can read and write. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ _ . _ ......... . 
Number who can read onl;> ................ ____ ........... __________ ....... . 
Number who can neither 1 ead nor write .................................... . 













Tho proportion of males to females is ...................................... 54 to 46 
The proportion of white to colored is._ ............ __ .......... __ .......... 95 to 5 
The proportion of foreign-born to native .. __ ............ ____ .. _ .......... __ 40 to 60 
The proportion of those who can read only to those who can neither read nor 
write is ...........................•... _. __ ... _ ......... _ ... _ .... _. _ . _ . . 52 to 48 
If we add those who can read only to those who can do neither, which we should do, 
as it is well known that those who can read only are almost absolutely ignorant, wa 
shall have this result: 
Those who have some education to those who have none ................ . 
~~?~::t~0~fa~~s~~~~~~---- -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_ -_-_:::::::::::::::: 
Totally ignorant among panpers ...... __ .. __ ............ ____ ........ __ . 
~~r~~~3~~~~~--~-·:.-~::.-:.-~.-~-·:_·:.-~.-~--~--~--~--~--~-·:_·:_ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ :~:~~~~~~~~~~ 
60 to 40 
39 to 61 
95 to 5 
60 per cent. 
39 per cent. 
5 per cent. 
To compare these proportions with the proportions of these classes in the everal 
States we have these results, derived from the census of the illiterates in the censu of 
1870: 
Adult illiterates in New :England States to their total population ....... 4. 6 per cent. 
In Penn ylvania, :rew Jersey, and New York .... ____ .. __ .............. 4. 9 per cent. 
In Ohio, Indiana, and the Central West .. __ ........ _______ .... __ .... __ 4. 8 per cent. 
This proportion is for tbe whole population, and not for adults only; in the latter 
the proport!on of illit~r~tes would be much greater. We may a ume 4.5 per cent: 
the proportwn of the 1lhterates in the orthern, Middle, and Western States, excludin 
the South, or former slave St~t.es. We have, then: 
Totally ignoran1; among paupers . . __ .. ___ ... ____ .. _ ............. __ .. _. 60 per cent. 
rotally ignorant among the whole people .. _ ......•.. .. .... _ .......... 4. 5 per cent. 
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Let us take a given number of people, say a million of persons, in Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, and Illinois, States not inferior to auy in popular education. The result will 
be (on the average) very nearly this: 
Population ...•.......•................•................ - -· .. -- ...... . 
Paupers ................................... -·························· 
Illiterate people,(total) .............................................. . 
Illiterate paupers .......................... -- .. - .. -- .... -- .. - .. - .. ~--· 
Of total illiterates there are paupers .................... -............. -





13 per cent. 
8 per cent. 
In other words, the proportion of paupers among the illiterates is sixteen times as 
great as among those of common education. The results demonstrate what reason 
should infer from the facts. The want of education is the lack of faculties and talents 
to acquire employments and to work profitably in them; and this is one of the great 
causes of pauperism. Let us now look to the proportioD; of foreign-born to native; 
for this is involved in an inquiry .into the relations of ignorance to pauperism. A 
great many of the foreign-born who come to this country come very ignorant and also 
very poor, so that they are in a condition to recruit the mnks·of pauperism largely, 
unless they are able to g1~t into agricultural employments, which only a small portion 
does. The result is evident in the pauperism of large cities. If the infirmaries, hos-
pitals, and asylums of New York, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, and other cities be examined, 
it will be seen that by far the larger proportion of pa-upers is in the large towns, and 
that the larger part of them is foreign-born. _Taking the proportions above given, let 
us examine their relation to the whole population. 
Per cent. 
In Connecticut the proportion of foreign-born is................................ 21 
In Pennsylvania the proportion of foreign-born is ................ __ .... _........ 15 
In Ohio the proportion of foreign-born is ... _ ................ _. _ .• __ .. , . __ .. _... 14 
In Indiana the proportion of foreign-born is ........ _ ... __ ..... ·. ~- . ___ ... ___ .... 8 
In IllinoitS the proportion of foreign-born is ... _ ..... _ .... _... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 20 
Iu the whole United States the proportion is about 12 per cent., but in the South it 
is much less . In the States from which our tables are taken an ave:pi.ge of 16 per 
cent. is quite enough. We have, then, for a given population, the following results: 
Population .. _ ......•.....•...................•..••....•.... _ ... ; _  ....... ' 1, 000, 000 
Paupers .. _ ...................•...... _ ............................. ___ .. 8, 000 
Foreign-born ....... _ ............ ··-- ........................ --··....... 160,000 
Foreign-born paupers, (39 per cent.,)..................................... 3,1:20 
Of all foreign-born, there are paupers 2 per cent. 
Of the w bole population, there are paupers S per cent. In · other words, the pro-
pgrtion of foreign-born paupers is three times as great as the proportion of natives. 
The proportion of native paupers is as follows : . _ 
Native population, deducting foreign-born, as above .... _ ... _ ... .... _... 840, 000 
Native paupers, as above . _. __ . _ .. _ .... _- ..... __ . _ ...... __ . _ .... ~ _. . . .. 4, 880 
Proportion to whole population ... -........... -- .................. _. . .. • 5 per cent. 
Proportion of foreign to native paupers .................... ··--··....... 4 to 1 
The number of colored paupers is not large, (except in the South,) and there is no 
evidence that they are more inclined to pauperism than the whites. The returns from 
several of the almshouses and infirmaries show that there is a large share of intemper-
ance; but, as we have remarked in relation to crimes, intemperance is often the conse.,_ 
quence as well as the cause of crime and pauperism. It is one of the common sayings 
of intemperate men, as well as their friends, that "He was unfortunate, and then got 
to drinking." \Ve must go farther than we have yet been able to do into the origin of 
cases of p~tuperism before we can safely pronounce how far int-emperance bas caused 
it. We now know that the largest element of character which accompanies pauperism 
is ignorance. The proportions above given are enormous, and should arouse those who 
seek a broad, popular education to greater zeal and energy. 
Although the effect of ignorance in producing crime is very gn~at, yet its effect in 
producing pauperism is greater. If, then, society bas to pay so heavily for keeping a 
part of its people in ignorance, would it not be wise and prudent to educate them 0/ 
The State commissioners of public charities in Illinois report the case so clearly ' 
and strongly that we make the following extracts from their report for 1871: 
"Ninth . The tendency of education to prevent pauperism is more apparent than its 
tendency to prevent crime. Estimating the pauper children at one-tenth of the whole 
number, and leaving them out of calculation, 40 per cent. of the inmates of the alms-
houses could not write, and 25 per cent. could not even read. 
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" Tenth. Pauperism anti crime are so closely allied that the same individuals belong 
to both fraternities. Five per cent. of the county pnupers acknowledge to haYe been 
in jail. The same man is a criminal or pauper, according to circumstances. He steals 
when he can not beg, and' begs when he can not steal/' 
Cicero, in his oration for tho poet, (Archias,) says th;.:tt all arts are kindred. We 
see above that the vices and crimes are kindred also; but whatever they m·e, society 
should rather inquire how they came than what they m·e. Vice, crime, and imbecility, 
when they have once seized upon a human being, are rarely cured. The preventive is 
a far more possible process than the curative; hence society is under the greatest obli-
gations, as well as moved by the strongest interests, to take all possible preventive 
measures. It has two directly within its power. One is positive, by educating the 
people thoroughly. The other is negative, by withdrawing the open temptations to 
intemperance. Every Christian and patriotic motive impels us to p1·event crime and 
pauperism by every humau means. 
The statistics from which we have drawn our conclusions are limited, C()mpared with 
what they may be made; but while more extensive ta.bles might enlarge the details 
they would probably in no way change the result. While t!Je great socii1l facts 
rotnain, the evil, as well a,s the good, which attended them, will also remain. 
Condition of education in almsluntses and inji1·ma?·ies. 
,:. ,:. 
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SUGGESTIONS RESPECTING ART-TRAiNING IN AlUERI· 
CAN COLLEGES. 
BY M, B. ANDERSON, LL. D., PRESIDENT OF THE ROCI-IESTER (l\TEW YORK) UNIVERSITY. 
It is the province of an institution for higher education to furnish a course of 'in-
struction which shall include the elementary principles of all the great department of 
human thought. It should be the aim of such a course to secure the highest culture 
which the pupil is capable of receiving, and also to make him in some degree familiar 
with the mental processes of those men who mark in their epochs the culmination of 
the world's moral and intellectual life. 
Upon the "principles here stated all courses of study designed for liberal education 
have been framed. These courses have varied with the intellectual progress of succes-
sive ages. The culture of each generation is represented in its curriculum of educational 
studies. A nation's ideal is shown in what it attempts to do for the young. The more 
cultivated the people the greater the anxiety manifested to perpetuate the highest 
types of the present in the generations to come. 
ATHENIAN CULTURE. 
The Athenians thought it a shame that the free citizen should be ignorant of any 
one of the forms in which the Greek mind had found expression . Consequently, no 
great genius among them could fail of a :fit :.wdience or due appreciation among the 
average free-born citizens. All the capacity and achievement of the few were made 
available for the cultivation of the many. 
DEFICIENCIES IN MODERN EDUCATION. 
Modern education, especially that of our own country, has strangely neglected some 
of the noblest forms of human thought. Especially is this statement true in respect 
to the :fine arts. With the exception of the study o'f elegant literature, very little con-
nected with these arts enters into our course of education. It must be conceded that 
all literature cast into rhythmical forms, or whose aim it is to address and affect prima-
rily the msthetic capacity, should be put in the same class with the arts of design. The 
end of the poem, the novel, and a large proportion of ess~ys and occasional addresses, 
are designed, in the :first instance, to give pleasure, however much of moral effect may be 
indirectly aimed at. 
A KNOWLEDGE OF THE GREAT WORKS OF LITERATURE INDISFENSABLE. 
By common consent, the highest forms of msthetic literature in three or fonr lan-
guages are considered as indispensable elements in every course of education which 
can. claim to be liberal. The essential principles of literary and art criticism are 
identical. Homer and Shakespeare are artists by the same title as are the world's 
painters, sculptors, and architects. 
LIBERAL CUL:I'URE DEMANDS SIMILAR KNOWLEDGE OF ART, 
The study of literature, having been so universally adopted as a means of culture, is 
itself a concessiori~of the value, and even the neces8ity, of art-education within a cer-
tain narrow range. The value of art-training being conceded in . principle, there can 
be no good reason given for selecting one branch of artistic creation and the exclusion 
of others, equally elevated, from our courses of liberal study. 
Considered as mere know ledge, or as a means of discipline for the mind and character, 
some degree of attention to art would seem to be almost indispensable. With the 
exception of literature, already referred to, and some unsystematic attempts in the 
direction of music, very little has been done in this direction. The young are left in 
substantial ignorance of whole branches of art-expression and are expected to acquire 
a knowledge of them by the accidents of general reading, travel, and intermittent 
observation. Under such conditions, those only who have tbe strongest natural drift in. 
the direction of msthetic pursuits are likely to make auy definite and thorough acqui-
sitions. Those in whom the msthetic senso is least developed and who, consequently, 
most need the elevating and refining influence of art-culture, are likely to obtain little 
or none of it. Persons whose tastes are severo and critical in literature are often utterly 
ignorant of all that pertains to the plastic ~:~.rts. · 
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DEFICIENCY OF ART-CULTURE IN AMERICA. 
The grea majority of educated Americans who travel abroad for improvement are so 
deficient in elementary art-knowledge that the best opportunities are lost upon them. 
As they carry no resthetic concept.!ons abroad with them, they bring little art-knowledge 
ilome. The blank and wearied expression ou the faces of the crowds who, in obedience 
to iashion and the guide-books, drag themselves through the European galleries, is a 
telling index to the average ignorance on art-topics on the part of the traveling pub-
lic. Not seldom do we see a well-filled library, or an elegantly furnished parlor, whose 
art-decorations are strangely out of harmony with the surrouudings. In furnishing 
dwellings, we are a people singularly regardless of expense, but we pay little attention 
to harmony of color or beauty of form. In our monuments to the dead, and our pub-
lic buildings, we spare no expense; but tawdry ornamentation too often takes 
the place of solidity, proportion, and harmony of parts. In those manufactures 
which demand beauty in form and color we are as much behind Europeane as we excel 
t.hem in ingenuity and adaptation of means to ends in mechanical construction. We 
have a body of able artists in the departments, especially, of painting and sculpture. 
In landscape, our place is relatively high. But a serious obstacle to the progress of 
American art is the want of au educated and discriminating body of patrons among 
the educated and wealthy. When tho hard-working artist sees tons of marble and 
acres of canvas, worthless originals and more worthless copies, the work of journeymen 
painters and stone-cutters, purchased abroad by men of wealth, while hl)nest and real 
home-production is neglected, he loses faith in his countrymen, and even in art itself. 
While it may be true that this state of things is passing away, it must be admitted that 
the great need of American artists is a community of critical and intelligent judges, 
who will buy with discrimination, expose charlatanry, and patronize real genius and 
intelligent labor. If we would hold tho same high rank among the nations in the 
elegant arts that we do in practical energy and inveutive capacity, we must take measures 
to meet the deficiency we have alluded to, the reality of which all thoughtful persons 
must admit. The remedy, we submit, must be sought in art-education for the young. 
All experience shows that improvements in education must begin in its highest forms. 
The stream can not rise higher than its fountain. The teachers and leaders of society 
must be first taught. It is not enough that the elements of drawing are taught in our 
public schools. This is well, but it will neve1; create a body of connoisseurs to whom 
the artist can appeal for recognition and. appreciation. Nor will schools for the training 
of artists meet our difficulty. These, also, we need; but the educating force which 
these will bring to bear on the community of critics and patrons of art is remote and 
indirect. We need an art-training for colle~es which shall be given as a constituent 
element of geEeralliberal culture, and. not tor a. merely professional end. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR ART-CULTUHE IN COLLEGES. 
I now beg leave to give some hints upon what is possible and practicable in pro-
moting art-study in liberal educa.tion. Such a course of im~truction must be short, 
for the curriculum is already crowded, and new sciences and literatures are constantly 
demanding recognition. It must be accomplished by meaJ:}S of cheap illustrations and 
appliances. The meager incomes of American colleges in general forbid any large and 
expensive galleries of art 
LAWS OF SOUND. 
The laws of harmony among sounds are taught in every course of physics. Some 
explanation of the aeon tic principles which affect the production of musical sounds 
might naturally and easily be given. Such discussion might be followed by the princi-
pal facts in the history of music leading to an account of its marvelous development 
in modern times, showing it to be the earliest cultivated among the arts, while it ha 
been the latest in reaching maturity. This might be followed by the discussion of the 
laws which underlie musical criticism and composition, together with some character-
istics of the world's great musical composers and performers. It may be said tbat uch 
in. trnction must be superficial and wortllless. We answer that all elementary in truc-
tion must be superficial as compared with the attainments of experts. It is al o trne 
th~t no instruction, howe,'er incomplete, can be called superficial which is founded upon 
uruversallaws. 
LAWS OF COLOR. 
Harmony in color depends npon laws similar to those which regulate the re~ation 
of sound-wav : . The principles of harmony in color are of nece. ity taught With ~he 
lements of optics. The application of these law to the production of plea~t~" 
eftects upon the ye is ~Simple and easy. The commonest mustrations of the mode~ m 
which contiguous colors heighten or diminish the effect of each other would be u ..ffi-
cient to set the student who was not color-blind upon a course of self-educaoon 
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wl1ich, in the end, might make him a critical judge of all the beautiful effects of har-
mony and contrast in colors. "Chevreul on Color," a work which grew out of a serie~ 
of lectures to the decorative artists of Paris, who were engaged in the const,ruction 
of patterns for various kinds of manufactures, is an example of what may be done in 
this direction. 
LAWS OF PERSPECTIVE AND OF ARCHITECTURE. 
Some idea of the laws of perspective and shadow might be given in connection 
with geometry. In the study of statics, examples may be selected from buildings 
which would show the relations between the solidity demanded by phy-sical laws and 
the production of the emotion of the beautiful and sublime in architectural con-
struction. In the study of the different branches of natural history, attention might 
be drawn to the laws of strength, symmetry, and proportion which are every where 
unibed in animals and plants. 
BEAUTY AN EVER-PRESENT ATTRIBUTE OF NATURE. 
In the general analysis of natural objects, a competent teacher will the better secure 
his end if he directs his pupil to the fact that beauty, as well as adjustment of means to 
ends, pervades all the kingdoms of nature. Instruction in literature is of course largely 
resthetic in its character. This will be much more effective when literature is seen to 
be but part of a grand system of resthetic creations. When a student has thus been 
furnished with elementary critical conceptions, and has been made familiar with those 
faculties in his own mind which render him capable of enjoying the beautiful and the 
sublime, he has a ground-work of preparation which enables him readily to profit by 
whatever of instruction in the departments of plastic art h e may be able to obtain. 
All instruction upon these subjects should of course be accompanied by illustra-
tions addressed to the eye. As the expense of collecting a complete representation of 
the progress of art through actual masterpieces is beyond the reach of any treasury 
but that of a nation, we must set aside all hope of seeing such collection in connection 
with an institution of learning. Indeed, such immense galleries would be more likely 
to confuse and burden than to assist a young learner. It is, however, comparatively · 
easy to make a collection of illustrations of art which would answer all the purposes 
which we have in view. 
NECESSARY ART-MODELS, CASTS, AND FLANS. 
First.-There should be provided a series of models in plaster of Paris and cork, of 
celebrated monuments of architecture, which should~ so selected as to illustrate tho 
development of orders, t:Ypes, and styles in themselves and in their relation to n;:ttions 
and periods. To the.'le should be added casts of the details of ornament, such as capi-
tals, -moldings, and sculpture, whether serious or grotesque. Stained-glass windows 
could be represented by chromo-lithographs, as also celebrated interiors, with their 
general decorations in color. In addition to these, models, photo~raphs, and engravings 
of buildings and their ornaments might be made extremely useful. 
Secondly.-For sculpture, a similar collection of casts in plaster of Paris, zinc, or 
parian would serve to illustrate the progress of the art and represent the masterpieces 
of different nations and periods. These casts, as in the case of architecture, might be 
supplemented largely by photographs and engravings. 
Thirdly.-To illustrate ceramic art, r eproductions of ancient vases of Greek, Etrus-
can, and oriental origin cou ld be procured at a slight expense. To these might be 
added photographs and engravings which wonld give the student a tolerably clear 
idea of the gradual development of this branch of art, in which the useful and orna-
mental aro brought in so close a connection. 
FouTthly.-To represent ancient pictorial art, a collection of engravings and chromo-
lithographs of the extant fragments of Greek, Etruscan, and Roman paintings-such, 
for example, as have been found in Etruscan and Roman tombs, in the baths of Titus, 
and at Pompeii-might be made available. To these might be added copies of early 
church mosaics and frescoes, which would illustrate the transition from heathen to 
Christian art. For this pmpose the publications of the Arundel Society would be 
found trustworthy and valuable. 
Fifthly.-For an illustrative art collection, nothing is more valuable th:J,n well-selected 
engravings. Engraving is itself a branch of art, whilo at the same time it represents 
the sister arts. The composition, outline, and distribution of light and shade, the 
general expression of a picture, indeed every thing except color, can be set forth by a 
skillful engraver. Etchings, of which the early painters were so fond, will give us the 
autograph expression of an artist's thought. Where the etcher is also the designer, 
and an artist of reputation, his work will give us a real and trustworthy idea of his 
genius, and will approach a painting in its value for art-instruction. An etching by 
Rembrandt, Salvator Rosa, or Waterloo, brings us face to face with the artist's thought 
I 
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set forth in hi$ own language. An engraver of real power, like Marc Antonio, Raphael 
Morgben, or Frederick l\1tiller, can interpret the spirit of his original with greater suc-
cess tbau the most skillful translator in literature. 'Vithont attempting to obtain 
etchin_gs or engravings which are costly by mere rarity, or indulging in the luxury of 
proof unpressions, a collection can be made, at a moderate outlay, which will serve a 
twofold purpose. They enaule us to stuuy the art of engraving in its completeness 
and the most significant clements of tbe art of painting. Under the skillful manipu-
lation of artists like Kellerhoveu we are, in addition, given admirable ,representations 
of color. When a collection of engravings is arranged by schools, and in a historical 
order, it can be made to illustrate successfully the growth of pultnre and the progress 
of art. Such a collection would naturally be supplemented, in time, by copies in oil 
and original paintings. Every good collection of engravings woulJ furnish by its pres-
ence a strong argument for its enlargement by original paintings. . 
Sixthly.-A collection of wooden models and drawings representing the progress of 
naval architecture, and its present condition, though not so immediately and exclu-
sively bearing on art-culture, wonld be an appropriate pendant to the illustrations of 
architecture, properly so called. The graceful curves t"Lnd free, bold outlines necessary 
to naval construction give scope for resthetic effects which are worthy to be compared 
with the highest results of the sister art. 'l'he value of such models for th.e illustra-
tion of the laws of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics is obvious. · 
Seventhly.-These illustrations might be extended so far as to include the weapons, 
utensils, and ornaments of savage races and prehistoric times, inasmuch as they show 
tendencies to regard beauty of form and finish in construction. In like manner, what-
ever specimens of handicraft combine the elegant with the useful in any remarkable 
d~gree would be serviceaule for the general purpose we have in view. One of the 
surest marks of advancing civilization is the tendency to mold articles, designed for 
purely practical ends, into forms of beauty. 
.ARR.ANGEMENT OF .ART-COLLECTIONS. 
A collection of art-illustrations should be displayeJ in an appropriate room and 
classified into departments formed on scientific principles. So flu as possible, they 
should be so arranged as to show by their relation to en.ch other the progress of artistic 
devclopmenL, and set forth the leading facts in the history of art. They should be M 
carefully arranged as a cabinet of natural history. A well-selected library of books on 
the theory, practice, and history of art should be readily accessible to the pupil. They 
will sustain the same relation to the illustrations that scientific treatises do to cabinets 
of minerals and fossils. 
ART-LECTURES • • 
In connection with these illustrations a course of lectures should be given founded 
upon tho actual presentation to the eye of the object to be explained. Opportunity 
should be given fol! repeated examination of the illustrations iu the teacher's presence, 
and for the free interchange of questions and answers. A short time thus devoted to 
art-study under an intelligent instructor would give a cla s the initial conceptions 
wllich reading, tra.vel, and observation will mature into capacity for intelligent enjoy-
ment and enlighte1led criticism:of art . 
.ADY.ANT.AGE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC OF ELEMENTARY .ART-CULTURE. 
It ~ould aid in the elevation of the public taste by gradually educating a body of 
connoisseurs capaule of purchasing art-objects wisely, and by giving tone and character 
to the judgments of the periodical press. Adequate preparation, so far as art is con-
cerned, would be secured for profitable foreign travel, and the moral advantage would 
be obtained which always arises from increasing the publicca,pacity for c1i tinguishing 
the false from the true. Domestic life would be m:1de more attractive and, at the same 
time, less costly. The tone of dress and furniture would be le s under the control of 
vulgar wealth, and the tact and skill which produce beautiful effects from a li~~'ht 
outlay would come to be properly appreciated. 'l'he pleasures arising from cultivated 
ta ·te would tend to take the precedence of those vulgar amu ements which degrade 
alike the mind and morals of ocicty. 
Tile strongest argument for art-cultun~ is, however, found in the fact that it i the 
natural complement to the study of science and literature, and is ind.i pensable. w the 
completion of a broad, liberal, and justly proportioned education. 
KNOWLEDGE OF ART ESSENTIAL TO A JUST KNOWLEDGE OF ill TORY. 
The growth of art is so closely interwoven with all civilization and intellectual pro"-
re that it is impossible to separate them from each other without makiog all our 
id•as of hnman hi tory di. proportioned, vague, and inadeqnat . The titanic cidliza-
tions of Egypt and Assyri.a are :revealed most distinctly and emphatically in their t. 
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All the productions of the Greek mind bore a definite relation to each other. They 
are each part and parcel of a common intellectual, moral, and physical life. He whose 
knowledge of the Grecian mind is drawn .from literature alone, will fa.il to grasp a 
well-rounded idea of its many-sided and all-em bracing power. The mohiing influence 
of the Greek upon the Roman mind is nowhere so conspicuous as in the art-treasures 
with which the very soil of Rome is filled. The earlier Italian art indigenous to the 
Etruscan and Roman wind is peculiarly indicative of national character. Tlw intro-
duction of Greek art into Rome after the conquest of Sicily and Greece was both cause 
and consequence of the wonderful change in the Roman chamcter in the later dayel of 
the republic. Greek sculpture changed the religion of Rome, as really as Greek phi-
losophy changed its law when the speculations of the Porch and the Academy replaced 
the narrow and oppressive technicalities of the Twelve Taoles. The gods of Homer 
and Hes:tod were naturalized in Rome by the silent power of plastic art. The arch, 
and Hs modification in the dome-the great contribution of the Roman mind to archi-
tecture-furnish an index to the movement of Roman influence over the Christian 
world. This influence determined the distinctive features of Byzantine architecture in 
the East, and the Romanesque in the North and West. The stiff and angular drawing 
of the medireval Greek mosaics, the growth of an age of superstition and decadence, 
repeats itself in the eaa·ly religious painting of Italy and Germany, and shows the con-
stant intercourse between the East and the West. The art-remains of the catacombs 
illustrate the early growth of Christianity, and give indications, by no means unwort.hy 
of attention, of doctrinal belief at the period of catacoml> construction. The rise of 
modern Italian art under Giotto and his pupils marks the commencement of the intel-
lectual and moral changes which led the way to modern civilization. All through the 
~reative period of the Italian mind, literature, science, and art received their impulse 
from similar forces, and each illustrates and completes the conception of the other . 
Even Dante can not be adequately understood without reference to the art of his time, 
nor can Italian art since be understood in the largest sense without the study of Dante. 
"The Last Judgment" seems little else than a p01:·tion of the "Inferno," translated into 
outlines and colors. The semi-heathenism of the Renaissance i~ as clearly portrayed in 
art as in the speculations of the Neo-Platonic scholars who graced the symposia o£the 
Me<licean court. The architecture of the Middle Ages alone is sufficient to extirpate 
the vulgar prejudice which assumes that the European mind lay dormant from the 
downfall of t.he Roman empire till the revival of learning. There is 1no monument of 
human gen.ius more impressive than Strasburg minster, or that vast truncated monnt-
ain of arches, buttresses, and spires which rises from the valley of the lower Rhine 
amid the bustle and traffic of Cologne. The" stone books" sculptured on the cathe-
dral walls of Rheims and Chartres are a more significant type of the nascent social 
order of medireval Europe than any of its monuments of literature. The inner life of the 
Hause towns-those wonderful outgrowths of civic life, at once so concentrated and 
so expansive-is nowhere so clearly expressed as in those monumental town halls, 
whose towers a~1d bells were alike the em blems of municipal sovereignty and the land-
marks, amid feudal barbarism, of civil liberty and commercial life. Illustrations of the 
value of the instruction we advocate crowd upon the attention; but mention has been 
made of sufficient for our purpose. · 
ART-TRADHNG ECONOMICAL AND FEASIBLE. 
The question naturally arises, What will this cost, and how can the result be accom-
plished' We believe (and we speak from some experience) that useful instruction can 
be given with a very small collection of illustrations. One thousand dollars, j ucliciously 
expended, can l>e made to accomplish \alual>le results. Five thousand dollars would 
purchase a fair collection. Ten thousand dollars (a part expended at once and a part 
put at interest) would soon meet all the most pressing needs of an institution. Of 
course such a collection can be profitably enlarged in any direction and to any <legree, 
in proportion to the provision made for it. But public benevolence is not likely to go 
astray in this direction. 
Again, it may be asked, where shall we procure competent tea,chers f We answer 
that wherever an endowment for a collection and a lectureship shall be provided there 
will he no lack of men. If th0re shall be no fund to pay a special lecturer, there 
certainly ought to be found in every college faculty one or more capal>le of gi,Ting the 
Yery elementary in!'ltruction required. If a lecturer, profoundly learned in the subject 
of art, were endowed, the time for an elaborate and detailed course of lectures could 
not and o1:1ght not to be spared. In this, as in every thing else, we ought to aim at the 
practicable and possible, and learn not to despise the day of small things. 
ITOW CERTAIK SCIENCES WERE FIRST TAUGTIT IN AN AMERICAN COLLEGE. 
Benjamin Sill iman began teaching mineralogy and geology with one small box of 
illustrative specimens, which be wa:s hardly competent to classi(y. But it was a 
b eginning out of which great things have grown. It is clear that some degree of art-
cultme if.; de:irable and attainal>le, and that i t may be accomplisbe<l by an outlay for 
illustrations and t.eaching capacity not beyond the reach of any well-organized iusti-
tution of learning. 
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TABLE I.-Stat-istics of the school systems of the States and Territm'ies, showing the enroll-























































States and Territories. -e b.C ;::::1 c:: ~ - 0 0 <ll ;.. 
P< :;:! ..0 m Q) s ... ;.. ... >:1 p a) $ "' 
<ll 
0 ce ..0 
~ ~ ] 
1%) s a; s 
<ll 0 Q) 
p 
~ P=l 8 ~ ~ ~ 
Alabama ............. . 1871 5-21 3137,057 ---------· ---------- 141,312 
Arkansas ....... ...... 1871 5-21 182, 474 93,958 88, 516 107, 908 
California .......... .. . 1872 5-15 142, 409 73,768 68,641 80,983 
Connecticut . .... ...... 187Z 4-16 128, 468 ---------- --------- - 113,528 
Delaware ............. 1870 5-21 47,825 24,152 23,673 19,018 
Florida ............... 1871 4-21 62,1369 ................ . ................. . 14, 000 
~~~J{~a_._ ·_·_·_·_·_·_· .·.· .· : :: : 18il 5-21 '125, 000 ·- ----·--- ---------- :39, 766 1872 6-21 882,693 -------- -· ---------· 662,049 
Indiana ............... 1872 6-21 631, 549 325,959 305, 590 459,451 
Iowa .. ............... . 1872 5-21 474,350 243, 522 230, 828 349, 633 
Kansas ........... . ... 1872 5-21 165, 982 85,095 80,887 lOti, 663 
~~~it~~: . ::: : ~: ~::: :: 1871-2 6-20 416,763 ----- ···- · ---------· 1871 6-21 246,290 125,146 121, 144 91,500 
Mttine ............... . 1872 4-21 226, 751 . ..... .... ...... ---------· 126, 311 
Maryland ............. 1871 5-20 27o, 120 ------·--- -----··-- · 115,683 
Massachusetts .. _ .. . _ . 187Z 5-15 282, 485 .................. .................. 276,602 
~~~~~~~~n: :::::: ~::::: 1872 5-20 405, 02fl .................. ................... 
296,356 
1872 5-21 180,020 92,129 87,891 120,352 
Mississippi (c) ........ 1871 5-2 1 304, 762 . .......... .. ..... ................. 111,686 
Missomi ........ _ ..... 1871 5-21 6'34, 44:3 ............... ................... 330,070 
Ncbl'aska . ............ 1872 5-21 51, 123 ...... .. .......... ................... 28,786 
Nevadn. ............... 1872 G-18 4, 950 2, 529 2, 421 3, 372 
New llampsbire ... _ . . 1872 4-21 77,364 42,606 34,764 7~. 762 
ew J ersey .......... . 1871 5-18 265,958 .................. ................... 169,430 
New York ....... .... . 1871 5-21 1, 502,684 ----- ---- · . ............... 1, 028, ll(j 
North Carolina .. ..... . 1872 6-21 332, 597 167, 354 165,243 105,680 
Ohio .................. 1872 5-21 1, 073,274 547, 051 526, 22:l 708, BOO 
Oregon . ...... . . . ...... 1872 4-20 36,512 18,724 17,788 
Pe-nnsylvania ........ . 1872 6-21 975,75:3 ------·--· ................. 834,313 
Rhode I sland . ........ 1872 5-15 42,000 ................... .......... ....... 27, 720 
South Carolina ... . ... . 1872 6-16 209,376 106,269 103,107 76,322 
Tennessee ............ 1872 6-18 391, 068 ................. . ................... ...... ........... 
Texas .. .............. . 1872 6-18 191, OO!J ................ . .................. 127, 672 
Vermont .. ............ 1872 5-20 84, !)46 ................ ..... ..... ..... . 70,904 
Virginia . . . ........... 1872 5-21 e411, 104 211, 173 199,931 168,000 
W?st Vi;ginia ........ 1871 6-21 IGG, 749 ------- ··· ---------· 76,599 
WJsconsm ..... ....... 1871 4-20 420,948 213,891 207,057 266,014 
Arizona . ............. . 1872 6-21 1, 272 ... ............. ....... . . . ..... ······ ·-· · 
Colorado ............. . 1872 5-21 12, 286 6, 353 5, 833 7, 3!)2 
Dakota ........... .... 1872 5-21 3, 946 2,116 1, 830 1, 973 
District of Columbia .. 1872 o-17 31,671 14, 971 16,700 15, 555 
Idaho ................. 1872 5-21 1, 878 982 8!JG 1, 416 
Montana ............. . .......... .......... ............... ............ ....... . ................. ---------· 
New Mexico .......... ............ . ........ ......... .................. . ............... 
tah . . ... ............. 1871 4-16 28,737 14, 4:H 14, 303 16, !)92 
Washington ......... . 1871 4-21 8, 306 ................. .................. . 3,1320 
Wyoming ...... ....... ........... . ............... . ................ . ................ 
Indin.n Territory ...... . ....... . .................. ................... --·-··;··· g5, 093 
a Actual working school days. 
b Pri>ate schools of all grades. 
c Includes statistics of 52 out of 69 counties in the State. 













107, 666 33,~46 
---------· --------- -
69,645 11,338 
79, 511 34,077 
-----·---- ---·----- · 
---------· -·---·--- -
26,773 12,993 
329, 799 332,250 
286, 301 173,150 
218, 131 131,502 
61,538 45,125 
120, 866 
70, 000 21,500 
97,596 28,715 
56, 435 5~, 248 
205,252 71,350 
18(1, oeo 116,356 
62,046 58,306 
79,937 31,749 
187,024 143, 046 
................. ................. . 
2, 372 1,000 
49,293 23,469 








81, G53 46, 01!) 
··-·· ··· -- ................ . 
96,000 72,000 
51, 336 25,263 
........... . ... . ................. . 
262 
4, 262 3,130 
11,613 3, 942 
---------· ............. ..... 
------·--· . ................ . 
.. ................ ................. 
12,819 4, 173 
---------· ........... ....... 
.. ................. .............. . 
···---··-- .. ----· ----
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ment, attendance, n·umbel', and du1·ation of schools, ~c.; from replies to inqu ; .. iiJS by t'he 
rcau of Educatwn. 
Puulic schools- ~ '0 
Continued. d 0 Number of teacher s in Average sal. p 






~ .2~ 0 
~ ~ ~cO rnw 0...., .Average duration of 
'EO 
,.Q ~~ oo 
~ P<>-
~~ school in months <lJ :::1~ F-< .s P.~ and days . ~ g .s .... Q) ..... ~ os 0 
.... 0 ~~ 
;.; :!l ~ Q) biJ Q) 
,.Q c: ,.Q Q) ,.Q ~ 
~ 4i c: .... s 8 .s a Q) s "@ s 
p :-- :::1 ::I d Q) 0 ~ 
z <tj z z ;?1 "'" 
H ~ Fi 
- -------- ---- -- ----
245, 745 279,391 3, 321 3 months, 8! days .. : 2, 3 18 1 , 152 3, 470 $42 50 $42 50 1 
74, 56() 2, 534 -- -- ----- -- - -- - --·---· 1, 90 1 401 2, 302 2 
61, 4:.26 72, 764 12, 991 1, 378 6 months, 10 dayR .. 8:-10 1, 2;:)2 2, 052 74 58 60 69 3 
11, 947 46,024 8, 754 1, 630 8 mouths, 12t days .. 699 2, 1!)4 2, 893 66 56 32 69 4 
28, 807 402 5 uJOnths, 22 days ... ----- --· --- ·- --- 5 
48, 869 3:.11 4} lUuuths . .. . . ... 331 30 O:J 30 co 6 
385,234 3!)8, 227 26,7713 1, 291 2 montbs, 15 days ... 620 268 888 55 5! 38 37 7 
220, 644 5:12,894 34, 784 11,231 6 mon1hs, 27 da,ys .. 9, 094 11, s:~o 20, 9~4 50 00 39 00 8 
172, 098 345, 248 9,100 5 months, 16 days . .. 7, 430 4, 8 1G 12,246 !J 
124, 717 2:l6, 219 9, 588 8, 56:.1 6 mombs, 14 days ... 5, 888 9, 305 15, 193 3G 04 29 32 10 
59,319 104, 444 3, 419 5.4 mouths. _ ..... _ .. 1, 747 2, 048 3, 795 40 20 31 50 11 
5, 381 · --------- -- --- -· --- ·- - 12 
154, 790 176,290 640 6 months, 10 days ... 865 555 1, 420 65 ue 65 00 I :~ 
100, 440 129, 155 4,171 lOG! d>L,\'S (a) .. ... - .. 1, 800 4, 2LO 6, 000 33 17 14 40 14 
lGO, 437 219, 685 1, 50!J 9 2-11 months 1, 0:!0 1, 249 ~. 269 45 83 45 83 l.:i 
5, 883 77, 233 b13, 687 5,193 8 months, I!R days._. 1, 0:!4 7,-119 8, 443 85 09 32 :19 
l(j 
108, 670 225, 0:26 8, 772 5, 3G5 7~ months .... ..... . 3, 0:.12 8, GIO 11,642 49 25 26 75 17 
59, 6fi8 117, 974 5, 000 ~. 933 6 mont!Js, 18 days ... 1, 656 3, 056 4, 712 37 39 24 57 .18 
193,076 224. 82.5 6, 403 3, 450 5 months, 10 <lays ... 2,'256 399 2, 6.15 58 90 58 90 19 
304, 373 447; 419 29,398 4:\ months . .... .. ... 8, 816 35 00 85 00 20 
22, 337 767 1, 410 74 clays . .... .... .. -- 773 739 1, 512 38 50 33 48 21 
1, 578 2, 578 439 76 8 months, 10 clavs .. _ 29 47 76 !Hi 53 88 73 ~2 
4, li02 28,071 2, 4:12 4 mout.bs, 4:} days._. 585 3, 241 3, 826 37 56 24 33 2:~ 
96. 528 179, 146 30,106 1, 3BO 8 months , 18 days ... 9.12 1, !)79 2, 931 57 34 32 43 24 
474, 5i4 1, 009, 036 135, 433 11, 350 35 WC'Pks, 1 day .... . 6, 481 ~1. 773 28,254 2:> 
2~G, 9 17 4 months----------- 3, 078 1, 054 4,132 25 00 20 00 2G 
364,474 G64, 736 19, 740 14,201 152 clays ............ 9, 718 12, 343 22, 061 42 00 29 00 27 
6.i 9 18 WC'Cks ...... . ---- 50 00 40 00 28 
141, 440 43!'>, 532 8, OU(I 15, B99 6 months . . _ .. - 7, 753 10,615 18,368 41 71 34 60 29 
14,280 19, 824 8, 000 ·727 34 weeks, 2 days .. _. 177 579 756 39 72 39 72 30 
133,034 1, 91!J 6 months--- ---- .... 1, 363 822 2,185 35 00 35 00 31 
·-----·· ----·---------------- · ... ..... ------ -- :32 
63, 337 lO!J, 356 cl2, 000 ---- ----- ------------ · -- - -·- -· 2, 233 ........... ------- :{3 
14,042 2, 50:) 6 months 671 3, 544 4, 215 ·------- ----·-- 34 
24:~ . 104 3 15,104 10, 182 3, 552 5 munthil, 15 days ... 2, 545 1, 2R1 3, 8:26 30 32 28 21 :15 
90, 1:)0 11 5, 413 2, 3:.!3 a months, 25 days _. 1, 955 5 t ;:; 2, 4G8 34 95 32 15 36 
158, 001 17,267 5, 8:.11 7 mcnths .. .. . ··-··- 2, 885 6, 283 9,168 37 
100 6 montbs .. _. 5 3 8 100 00 75 00 :!8 
4, 894 8, 024 1, 200 189 5 lDOlllhs, 14 days ... 92 114 206 69 00 54 00 :lG 
1, 97:3 350 83 ~8 ~~ri~~: :::.:::::: 28 84 112 55 00 32 00 4D 16, 116 20,058 5, 882 4 26 2:37 263 107 50 70 00 41 
462 60 35 5 ruonths, 3 days._ . . 26 34 60 162 50 162 50 J2 
---------- -------- ---- ............... -------- .............. ............. <13 
--------------- -- --- - ------- · . ......... ... -- -----· ..... ...... . '1·1 
11,745 15, 918 2GB 6 mou ths, 27 days ... 197 161 358 ....... 15 
4, 486 222 Less than 6 months . 170 j36 00 j30 00 '16 
·····-· · ··-------· ---·--- · ..... .. .. ·- -------------------- ·--··- -· -- ----- · ·------· ---·--·· 47 
---··-- · --------- · ------- - g164 ·--·------··---------- ----·--· ·------- . -" ( .-- '18 
e Census, 187~. 
j With board. . 
g From Repol't of .Board of Indian Commissioners for 1872. 
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TABLE H.-Statistics of schof)l systems of the States and Tw'1'ito1'ies, showimg the incorne, eJ.:penditure, and permanent school-fund: f1·orn 1·eplies to inquiries 
by the Unitecl States Bureau of Education. 







From taxa- I rn;a,res!e 0~ !Revenue from I Proceeds of I From other 
tion. P y:_::d. n i other funds. sales of lands. sources. 
~ 
~~;~ 1· ·s~2i: oii · o7 -,- · · ·s~: oi~ · 2.~-~- -$334; 952· i3 -~--- $66: o74- o2 ·, ______ . __ . ___ . 
187~ 1,:H7,~1~ 82 7~,6~::. 00 ·· · · ···· : ···:· 72,189 791 $2~2, 151 62 
1872 1,052,;>4<J 87 173,635 37 9,627 23 -------------· 2t:i7,809 1;> 
1871 70, 284 07 
1871 120, 000 00 
1872 6, 192, 942 00 
1872 1, 102, 868 41 
1872 4, 010, 591 32 
1tl72 822, 644 94 
1871-2 766, 950 92 
1871 420, 574 74 
187:2 493, 5:l2 0~ 
1871 1, 061, 386 78 
1872 5, 474, 176 81 
1872 2, 421, 785 42 
1872 6.>1, 459 31 
1871 683, 784 19 
1871 1, 001, 750 00 
59, 146 50 . -- .. -- - ----- . --------- .-- . . --- -- . -- .. --. 
2:2, ooo oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150, ooa oo 
665, 7:28 00 294, 333 00 40, 8f2 00 306, 257 00 
:120,515 45 ·····--·-- ---- 17,'74;2 03 149,710 26 
232, 387 47 ·· · · -·· · ······ ·-------·----- ··-----------· 
39, 818 00 lOi, 763 77 79, 915 39 3, 450 00 
132, 036 50 . - - . - - - . ---- - - - --- -- - - . - ---- 6!-J, 189 38 
----.-- .. ---- - --- -- --------. 24, 387 28 110, 011 68 
18, 778 00 14, 408 00 ----- ---- -.--. 341, 865 00 
58,816 89 .............. .... .. . ....... Jl1,418 42 
87, 356 3!-J 87, 651 93 . -------- .---- 14, 745 37 
18 1, 969 77 ---------·· ··· ······ ·· · ··· ·· 1,044,504 05 
162, 264 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . HlO, 459 65 
. --.--- .. --- -. ---------.--- .. -----.------. 52!-J, 464 29 
685, 824 0'0 . - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - -
1872 ----------.-- .. ------ . ------ . --------.---. ---------- ---. --------.-- - -. 
1872 69,795 00' 7,770 00 -············· ·--------·---- 33,397 68 
187:2 412,295 64 -------------· 12,689 96 ---------·---- 44,54217 
1871 2, 162, 347 18 . ----. - ---- . -. - ----- ---.---. ---.---------- 213, 294 40 
1871 6, 459, 040 61 . ----- - -- . - - - .. - - --- - - - - - - . 31, 585 53 4, 282, 640 23 
1872 176,625 00 ·-- -- - - --·---- .............. 7,06817 :~2,716 67 
1872 6, 428,347 10 248, 194 41 508, 852 55 . ------------- 234, 944 07 
1872 100,472 07 39,452 71 ·· ······· · ···· · ------ -·---- - ------ ------ --
1872 6,97<l,4:.l0 44 -- --- ---- ---- · ··· ·········· · ·------------- 650,000 00 
::~ i~;;:m :~ ::.u~" ·E> / -~ ~~ u :?327·01 
1872 :n5, 42e 1 o 30, ooo oo . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ............. 
1 
?n430 ooo oo 
U!71 3134, 100 5fl ~12, 711 38 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . 25: 258 47 
Total. 
$640,627 83 
625, 053 ' 07 
1, 675, 'i57 21 
1, 503, 617 62 
-----·-----
129, 430 57 
292,000 00 
7, 500, 122 00 
1, 590, 818 15 
4, 242, 978 79 
1, 049, 592 10 
c968, 176 f'O 
554, 973 70 
868, 583 00 
1 231 6;.!2 09 
5: 663: 93Q 50 
3, 648, 259 24 
954, 182 96 
1, 213, 248 48 
I, 687, 573 00 
537, 680 39 
llO, 962 68 
408,527 77 
2, 375, U41 58 
10, 671, 566 37 
. 217, 409 84 
7, 420, 338 13 
1:39, 924 7i:l 
7, 6'22, 4:20 44 
496, 90G 42 
425,000 00 
1, 217, 101 48 
532, 111 2·2 
775,428 10 
632, 069 44 
BXPENDITURE. 
P ermanent. Current. 
Sites and 
;uuildings. 
Libraries andl Salari(}S of 
apparatus. superinten-
dents, &c. 
-- $~~~:- ~~f ~g-,.-- $J~: !g~- z~ ., :i~~; ~66 ~ 66: 
888, 824 06 
561,813 55 
1, 182, 300 ~(3 
2, 845, 262 58 
55,203 00 
~~; i~g ~~ 1· · ss: 7oo- oo · 
13,027 02 . --. -. ---.. --. '---. -~ '_ ~:~-~~.I' -24; i39- 00-
e138, 611 53 
1, 328, 268 22 
b625, 663 28 
,q280, 097 94 
bl91 , 296 10 
862, 030 00 
141,309 91 
16, 468 82 
g597, 400 20 
1, 594, 060 93 
··--------- -
1, 428, 9tl4 91 
--------·---
2, 864, 113 35 
90,216 93 
11, 505 50 
·------------·1 34,219 60 
---- - - -- ---- -- 109, 734 30 
40, 211 01 1 35, 012 10 
2, 491 99 
1
. _ _ ... .. .. _. 
202 56 10, 000 00 
99, 960 00 
10,910 00 
85, 724 99 
~t15l, 560 62 
192,849 78 
. _. __ .. __ .. __ . • 16, 000 00 I 32. 003 62 
- -----.-- .. --. 7, 640 35 
n32, 374 17 n4a, 247 39 





































TABLE H.-Statistics of school systems of the States and Ter1'ito1'ies, showing the income, expenditu1·e, <}·c.-Continued. 















































4, 339, 256 31 
2, 183, 601 32 







1, 648, 228 19 
547, 948 09 
624,233 44 
887,019 00 
195, 894 17 
60,397 44 
..................... 
··----- - -······· 
6, 653, 093 05 
171, coo 00 
4, 219, 563 04 
1;20, 000 oo I 
4, 104, 273 53 
300, 0~0 00 
268, 091 76 
---------------
1,017,147 03 
397, 1ti6 02 
nti:.s, 402 52 
328,342 22 
1, 2'Jl.l, 010 59 
EXPENDITURE--Continued. 
Cunent. 
Fuel, light, &c. Rent. Repairs. 
1, 028, 975 23 '.---- .• - - ... - .. 
Stationery and 1 Miscellaneous. 
school-books. 
$204,094 19 
97, 148 21 
Total. 
$560, (')00 00 
405,748 37 
1, 7'27, 833 59 
1, 496, 980 95 
7, 480, il90 00 
3, 559, 898 85 
4, 045, 408 O:l 
714, 198 02 
941, 304 03 
531, 8:14 25 
849,278 00 
1 214 729 92 
5: 663: 930 50 
3, 019, 925 63 
990,936 08 
7!669, 766 07 
1, 749, 049 00 
534, 095 97 
98, 468 82 
468,527 77 
2, 375, 641 58 





a35, 192 49 
1, 250, 000 00 
2, 048, 375 62 
311, 740 43 
350,000 00 
6, 382, 248 00 
8, 395, 135 07 
3, 191, 483 01 
745,212 34 
1, 3SO, 491 71 
d1, 193, 500 00 
312,975 00 
315, 370 01 
jl, 361,173 Gl 
3, 540, 998 88 
2, 780, 559 35 
1, 950, 000 00 




2, 978, 576 52 
1, 959, aso oo 
i3, 912, 497 eo 
500, 000 00 
. : .J.•;l: ~! !! • ·~~:::; S". 13. [: i i ''527; 66 i :::::: ~ ~·: •::::: ... '> :""5 • •o •• :: ~ 1~~ !!i f! ·~-· ';; ::::: · :: 
· -· · · · 37; iiii5 · si · 1. ___ . ~~·- ~~~. ~~ . 1· · · · 22:571-82 ·1:::::: :::::: : : : : 
3, 794 35 
18, 453 61 
24,499 83 
67,671 44 
35; 509 69 
326,780 21 
1, 222, 221 24 
575, 27'1 82 
923,256 14 
5,77, ']_18 72 
1, 932, 5~9 24 
l5, 38J, 198 00 
1, 546, 069 05 
22!), 300 00 




















TADLE II.-Stntistics of school systems of tlw States ancl Territm·ies, showing the income, exp enditu1·e, g.c.-Continued. 
INCOME. 
~ 
§' Stn.tcs and Territories. I'< 
""' 0 
.E 
From taxa- I Int~rest 0~ \Revenue from\ Proceeds Qf I From other 
tion. pcrt~~d.eu other funds. sales of lands. sources. 
d 
1=1 
Wisconsin.................. .. ......... 1871 l;l1, 530,438 eo $754,943 46 
Arizona................. . . ... ......... 1872 4, 942 14 ..... .......... .............. ... ........... . 907 00 
Colorndo .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. 1872 105, 274 00 90,000 00 
Dakottt............ .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 1872 3l, 543 00 2, 660 00 
Dist1·ictofColnmbia ......... .. ...... 1872 3~::l,24 l 4~ .... ..... ....... .. ...... .. ............. .. . 
Idnho .. .... .. .. .... .... .. .......... . .. 1872 13,179 59 .... .. .. . . .. .. $3,529 51 ............ .. 
3, 398 64 
5, 788 51 
Total. 
$2 305 382 26 









g$305, 19tl 79 
500 00 
95,000 00 
5, 462 00 
190, 613 94 
····-··------· 
Libraries and l Salaries of 
apparatus. superinten-
dents, &c. 
$6, 549 65 
···· '·iii~ 1 iio:gin& 
.. - ........ - .. 5, 300 00 
..... .. .... ... 1, 850 00 
N<>w l\.lcxico ·----· ... _ ................. . .. ....... ........ - .............. - . .............. . ............ ..... ..... . ... .. ..... . .. .. . .. . . ..... ......... . . ... . . . .. .... ......... . 
Montnnn. ..... .. ..... ................. .. . ............. .. . ......... . . - - .. -- .. ............ . ........................... . ...... .. .. . _ ................. _ ... _ ........ 
1 
.. .. ....... . 
~H~~i~~o~~ ~ ~ ~ :~::: :::::::::::::::::: .. -~~~~. ::: :~~·: ~~~: ~~: :::::::::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::: ~~·: ~~~: ~~: :::: ~~·:~-~~: ~~: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Indillll .................................. _ . . .. . .... . .. .. . .. .................. _ .......... .. ... , .... .. .......... .... ... ... ..... _ ..... . ....... . ..... .. ............ . 
Rmi.AnK.-It will bo noticed thn.t a few of tho States do not give the total expenditure for the year. It is probable that the expenditure varied little from tho total 
income for school purposes. 
t~ For the year 1870. Outstanding daiu1s, $750,000. 
b Including rep~rs. 
c School-bonds not included. 
d For the year 1870. 
e Inclndiug repairs and furniture. 
f Not iuclmling St:ttc-fund of $2,233,350. 
g Including r ent. and repairs. 




































TABLE H.-Statistics of school systems of the States ancl Territories, showing the income, e:r1Jcnclilnre, <fc.-Contiuucd. 







teachers. Fuel, light, &c. 
EXPENDITURE-Continued. 
Ourrent. 
Rent. Repairs. Stationery :mdl Miscellaneous. school-books. 
Total. 




Colorado ..... ... ....................... 187~ 68,000 00 $5,000 00 3,000 00 2,000 00 2,000 00 ................ 191,700 00 ............... . 
Dakota . ............................... 1872 16,525 00 3,075 00 260 00 5,46100 2,660 00 ......... .... ... 34,203 00 ............... . 
Distl'ictofColumbia............ ....... Hl72 180,654 00 ................ ............... .............. ................ $103,428 00 479,995 94 $64,385 00 
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872 14, 715 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 395 21 o17, 219 56 ............... . 
;l\Ioutana ........... .......................................................... .. ------.--.---. -------------- -----.---.----- . --.-- ...... -. -- . --.-------- .. - .. --.--- .. -------. 
New Mexico ......................................... ------ .... ----- - .......... ------ ----- --- - ------ ---·---- ---·-- -----· ---- ------ --- --- .... ---------------- ------ ------·--· 
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 78, 561 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
~if~~~~~~~~:_:_~~-:·:::::~::::::~:::: :::~ :: :~~~~: ::::: :~~~:~~~: ~~: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~::: ~: :::::::::::::::: :: :~i~i.: ~6~: ~~: :::::::::::::::: 
i For the year 1871. 
k Including interest on permanent and ot-her funds. 
l Including value of2,763,072 acres school-lands. Estimated value, one dollar per acre. 
7n Estimated. 
n Five counties not included. 
o Not including superintendent's salary. 






















TADU<: III.-:-Sclwol statistics of cities for 1872 j frorn replies to inquiries by the United States Bu1·ean of Eclncation. 
CLASS A.-CONTAINrKG 10,000 INHAlllTANTS OR MOR~. 
PAI!'l' 1.-Names of superintendents, the population, enrolhnent and attendance, and statlstics of primn.ry and grammar schools . 














g ~ ~ • ~ d ~ i; -~ p; .s ~ ~ .s 
o5 ~0 :Sg ~;p ~~ 11;~ ;.2 e: -g ~~ 
tJ;) :a c.c :a .g ~ct-. ~ ~ ~ 0 c .8 g ~- ~ ;g 0.) 
: Q~ ~en e~ 9~ s] .o'Q3 ..:<'0§ ~~ 
~ ~~ ~~ §~ §~ gtll ~~ '0.3Zl '0~ 
a; s ii5 s ~ E5 _.,., ~ ~ M b ~ t ~ ~o t ~ 
- .o,... .oc; .o"' .o"' ~ >< .o_ .<=>c;;;:; .o..cl 
~ ~ o ~ ~ 5~ ~ .-. ~ E ~ ~ 8~~ a~ 
I 
H I H :<q :<q :<q :<q <!j ~- :<q :<q 
- I ____ 
3 
_ ___ ,, __ _ _ ___ 4_____ 1> / 6 __ >r_l_-_s __ --9-~~~~~~4 -1 1 2 
2 
Alabama . . ...... . . 
2 A rlu1usa8 . . . . . . __ . 
3 California . . _ ..... . 
4 . .. . do· ·- --· - --- -·· 
5 . •• . do.- ---·- ... . . . 
u ... . do .... . . . ..... . 
7 Oonuccticut . ..... . 
8 . .. . do ...... . ----- · 
!l . . .. do .· - · -----·--· 
10 Delaware .. . . .... . 
1l Dist. of Columbia 
H .... do··---···---·· 
~~ - ~~~l~g~~::::::::::: 
l'> . . . do .. . . .. · --·--· 
Jti lilinois ... ....... . 
17 . .. . <lo .. .....•.•.. . 
18 . . . . do . ........... . 
19 . . . . do . . . .. .. .... . . 
20 . . . , do . ... .. ..... . . 
:H . ... do 
2::! . • • . do 
23 . ... do . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
24 Indiana . . .. . . .... . 
2:> •• . . uo ··-· ·· .... .. . 
2(i . .. . dt> . .. .... .. ... . 
~7 ••. do . . .... .. . .. . 
:!ti .. tlo ...... . . . _ .. 
~~~ ..•. do ...... . ... . . 
hlobilo . ............... E. R.Dickson ...... . 
L ittl e llock. . . . . . . . . J. R Rightsc-!1 . .................. . 
Oakl and .. ... . . . .... .. F . ~.Campbell -----·····- · ·-···· 
Sacramen to .. .... . .... S.C. Denson . .................... . 
San Francisco.... . . . . J. II. Widber ..................... . 
Stockton . ......... . .. . Geor~ S . Ladd . ...... . .......... . 
IJ artford...... . . . . . . . . C. R J!'isher, acting visitor ....... . 
N .ow llav en .......... Ariel Parish .. . ..... ............. . 
N orwich . . ...... . . . .. . .James Greenwood (c) . .......... · .. 
Wilruiugton . . . . . . . . . . Dav1d \V. Harlan . . . ............. . 
Georgetown ~ .......... .J. Ormond Wilson ............... . 
:ftt:~~~~~~~~--: ::::::: ·B.-M~Yo-;:::: :::···· .. --· ... ··- -·. 
t't~;~~~~ ·:::::::::::: ~ ~ri~Uai-·c;:: .-.:::::::::::::::::: 
Aurora. . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . W. B. PowelL _ ............ _ ...... . 
Bloomington.......... Samuel D. Gaylord ............ __ . . 
g~l~.i~~-~~: ::~~:~: :~ : ~: ~: ~~~~~:·:·:·:·:·:·:~~~~-::::::::::: 
Quiucy . . ..... . ....... T.W.Macf'all.. .................. . 
ltocld'onl . . ... --...... Jarucs ll. Blodgett (d) . .. _ ........ . 
Spring tl <'ld* . .... ..... . .James C. Beuuctt .......... _ .... _. 
E\'ansYille . .. . ... . ... . Alex. hl. Gow .. ............... . .. . 
J!'urt \Vayne ..... .. ... James ll. Stuart ...... . 
Iu<linunpolis . . . . . . . . . . A. C. Shortridge ... __ ... _ ......... . 
La l~ayotte* . . .. ...... .J.T. l'J errill ---··-··--····-··--·· · 
1\t:tulis !Hl ...•.. . . . .• • - Charles E. Emruerick . ... __ ...... . 









































































































































































5 j 5 
7il5! & 6 5~ 5{· 
6 5 














5 .• -..... 40 
6 . .... .. . 40 
7 5i 36 
71. 6 40 
6- 5 . ...... . 
7 5t 40 
-. 6 40 

















































TABLE IlL-School statistics of cities jot· 1872 j front 1·eplies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Eclucation. 
CLASS A.-CONTAINING 10,000 INHABITANTS OR lllORE. 
PART 1.-Names of superintendents, the population, enrollment and attendance, and stati~:~tics of primary and grammar schools. 
Primary schools. Grammar schools. 











































~ 3 0 




3 4 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 19 20 21 122 123 124 125 I 26 28 
--1 l----l--1--l--1-----l----- l-----l- l- 1---l--l----•- -•---
27 
1 Alabama ......... . 
2 Arkansas ........ . 
3 California ....... .. 
4 .... do ...... . ..... . 
5• .... do ............ . 
6 .... do .. .......... . 
7 Connecticut . ..... . 
8 ... do ............ . 
9 . ... dO" . .......... .. 
10 D elaware . ...... .. 
11 Dist. of Columbia. 
12 . ... do ...... . ..... . 
13 Georgia. ........ . .. 
14 .. .. do ............ . 
15 .. .. do ... ........ .. 
16 Tilinois .......... .. 
17 .... do ............ . 
18 .... do . 
19 .... do ...... . ..... . 
20 .... clo .' . ......... .. 
21 · .... clo .• , ... . ..... . 
22 .... do ............ . 
23 .... do ............ . 
24 Indiana ...... . .. .. 
25 .... do ........... .. 
26 . ... do ........... .. 
27 . .. . do ...... .. .... . 
28 .... do ....... . ... .. 
29 .... do ... .. ...... .. 
Mobile . ............... E.R.Diekson..................... 16 8 46 54 
Littlo Rock. .. .. .. . .. . J. R. Rightsell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17 17 
Oakland .............. F.M.CawpbelL.................. 6 1 24 25 
Sacramento ........... S.C. D enson...................... 13 . ... 26 26 
San Francisco .......... r.H. Widber..................... . 35 ........... 295 
Stockton...... .. .. .. .. Georljf S. Lad d.................... 24 2 14 16 
~~~f:!~~:::::::::: : rr~l ~!~i<;h ~~-t~~~~-i~~~~~:::::::: :::::: ""2' "i37: ""i39 
Norwich .. .. .. .. .. . .. . J ames Greenwood (c).............. 37 3 42 45 
Wilmington .. .. .. . .. David ·w. Harlan . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 .. . .. 62 62 
Geor·getownt. ......... J. Ormond Wilson .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 6 .. .. . 6 6 
lit!~~~~~~~-t_-_ :::::::: .:B.":M~1Yo~::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 9g ::::: ~~ ~~ 
t;~7t~~~~-·:::::::::::: t~:la:k~~--·.:::::::::::::::::::: n ~ 2~ 2~ 
.Aurora .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. W. B. PowelL.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 6 1 16 17 
Bl~omington .......... SamuclD.Gaylord ................ 34 ..... 34 34 
g~:~~s~~gh::::::::::: ~:~J~b~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: M ::::: 1~~ 1~~ 
~~~~~~v- :: ~ ~: .':: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: {;_ ~v-~~':<ir;ii : : :: ~ ~: : :. ~:: :: :::::: ~ : :: :: ~~ ~~ 
RockfonL : ........... James H. Blodgett (d)............. 34 . .. . 31 34 
Springfield·· . .. .. .. .. .. James C. Bennett . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . r5 4 36 40 
Evansvilie...... . .. • .. Alex. M . Gow. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 2 54 56 
J!' ort \'V ayne .. . .. .. .. . James H. Smart................... 32 3 35 38 
Indianapolis .. .. .. .. .. A. C. Shortridge................... 66 .. . .. 66 66 
L a Fayette•..... . . .. . . J . T . Mernll ........ __ .. .. .. .. . .. . 25 2 23 25 
Madi son .. .. . . .. . .. . .. Charl es E. Emmerick . . _... . .. . .. . 6 . .. . . 28 28 
N ew All.>any* . . -. . .... George L:rman, secretary board 4J 4 38 42 
of educa.lon. 
1, 2881 1, 736 3, 024 4 8 13 
660 700 1, 360 .. .. 3 1 
596 589 1, 185 3 3 11 
- .. ' 1, 965 1 1 11 
::::::: 1::::::: . ~~·- ~~~- . ~~. --5 .... 2 
........ b10 
3, 203 2, sso 6, os3 8 
687 772 1, 459 9 
....... . ........ 2,8~3 2 
149 164 313 4 
2, 495 2, 547 5, 042 32 
684 787 1, 471 9 
643 595 1, 238 7 
550 670 1, 220 6 
402 458 860 3 










900 923 1, 823 2 1 
. .. . 6, 192 191 Hl 




















































362 481 843 
361 353 714 
....... . ...... 582 
6•1 80 144 
818 874 1. 692 
887 893 1; 780 
396 381 777 
224 216 440 
489 507 996 
240 2!10 530 
.... ; ...... 17,773 























'"8'1'"2'1'"6'1""8'1"'345' 334 679 3 .. .. 9 9 . 146 i 1681 314 
/41 4 37 41 1, o.:;8 1, L9 2, 197 
8 .. .. 8 8 196 203 399 


















TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PAnT 1.-Sclwolstatistios of cities for 1872 j from 1·eplics to inqniries "by tlw United State.s Bn1·ean of Edncation-Contjnucd. ~ 
)-..o 
>-< ~ (f1 s::l :::1 ~ . <l) ~ .s p:, .s ~ ~ .s <l) <l) . 1:-~ >-< ra~ ::l <D rnell 
$~ ~ ~J) 
... ...-: "' <l) rn~ s::l a:i ~ a.) ~.a <l)O '"'""' g ~~ ~~ <l) bJ) ..... :..0 ~~ pO ::lQ <:) ell ~ell ,.t:lQ 
e~ s-g 1~ 
<l),.., Qrn 
e~ ..Cl"Cl ~ ~<:) ~ Name of city. N amo of superintendent. -0 '0 ...,.'0 <,...~'< >:)C11 ..... ~ Stn.to. pr- 0 oo o·'" p~ ;:; w l=l bll '+-< <:)0 ~~ t:j o ro ,<:1 -..'5 ""' 
<l)<l) <D>-< 00 0:.;3 ~ oar ~ :.;3~ <:) ... <l) ~~ ~~ ~1.:8 ~-2 l~.so ... ~ 
1-d 0 ell "' <l)a:J <l) .-< ct:o 0 'S p P.._. Po p<::> p h ~l=l .a~ P..<:l c;: So e .... s~ s<:;) ~$ so"' SQ ~ A bJ) ~ ~.() ..<:lp ~ 0 <l) ::l pl'l ~'0 ~ ... z~tS >:3<11 1-3 p.; H :z< z<l) z <Jj z ...... z ------- ---------------------- 0 . 
1 2 3 4 15 6 ,. 8 9 JO 11 12 13 14 ~ 
------- ------------------- 1-3 
30 'Indiana .. .. ....... T erro Haute .......... William H. Wiley ... ........... .. 16,103 6-121 6, 080 3,198 90 2, 212 6 5t 40 
~ · -·-- --· t:j 31 !own. . ....... --- ... ~g~~lftnft~tfs- :: :::::: Willia;;_; M. Bryant . ...... .. .. .. .. 14, 930 5-2L 5, o:J9 1, 98L 203 65 1, 306 6 6 40 32 .. .. do . ------------ ~-~~c~~~b~l :::::: :::: :::::::::: 10,020 5- 2L 2, 250 1, 600 300 40 1, 169 6 51- 40 0 33 . ... do----- - --- - --- Da.Yeuport* ... ... . . ... 20,l38 5-21 7,120 3, 6fl7 .. .. . .. ... . ......... 2, 429 . .. .... ...... ·····-- · . . ......... 0 3-1 . -- .<lo ------------· Des Moines ........... J. H. Thompson ............... __ . 12, 035 5- 21 2, 534 1, 152 ........ . . .. ...... . . .. 1, 018 7~ 6 38 ~ 35 ... . do ... __ . ... -- -- Dubuque ............. Thomas Hardie, secretary school- 18, 434 5-21 7, 433 2, 685 110 75 2, 117 7t 6 40 ~ board. 
~ 36 ... . do-------·----· Keokuk* .......... __ .. W. W. J amison . ........ __ ........ 12,766 5-21 4, 816 2,169 1, 650 ····---- ........ ... ........... 00. 37 Kansas ... . ....... Lea vcu worth ...... __ . PhiloJ. Williams ......... ........ 17, 873 5-'21 5, 931 3, 728 17 96 1, 8~9 5t . ...... . 40 U2 
~ 38 Kentucky ........ Covington* .. ......... Dr. J. W. Hall .................... 24,505 6-20 7, 700 3, 246 . .... ....... . .... . ...... . 2, 054 . ........... . ............. ............ 0 39 ... . rto ....... ____ .. Louisville • ........... . George H. Tiugley, jr .... __ ..... .. 100, 753 6- 20 39, 168 14, 574 . ........ ... --- ·- -- · 10, 174 -------· .............. ............. ~ 40 . . .. do . ·------- ---· Newport .............. William H. Jones . ........... __ __ . 15, 087 6-20 5, 897 2, 100 ........... 17 1, 490 6 6 42 t::J 41 Lou isiann.. ___ ... .. Now Orleans* ......... J. B. Carter . . __ ..... ________ . ____ . 1!J1, 418 6- 2L 99,893 20, 000 ....... .... . ........... ... 11,616 ---- ---- . ............ ....... .... . ~ 42 Mnine ...... ______ :Bangor ....... ..... __ . C. P. Roberts . .. __ .. __ .. ____ ... __ . 18, 289 4-21 5, 293 3, 3:23 ------- 2, 664 6 6 37 43 .... do __ ...... .. --. Biddeford . . __ . .. __ ._. _ J. D. Emerson .............. ... .. . 10,282 4-21 3, 800 1, 633 280 :;o 6 40 0 44 . . . . <lo .... .... .... . L ewiston ............. Thomas Tash . ... _ .. __ ...... ___ . 13, 600 4- 21 5, 000 2, 303 275 100 2, 000 8 6 40 ~ 45 . ... do------------· Portland ... ........... J. H. Coffin, secretary of school- 31, 413 i4-2L 11, 055 5, 438 236 275 3, 961 ............. 6 40 committee. 
t::J 46 Mnryland . ..... __ . Baltimore ..... __ ...... William R. Creery ................ 267, 354 6-2 L 75, 000 24, 870 450 21, 028 5t 5 42 tj 47 Massachusetts . .. . Boston ... __ ........... John D. Philbrick ................ 250,526 5-15 46, 1H 44, 074 2, 269 j2, 327 36, 454 5 5 42 q 48 ... . do·--------· . .. Cambridge . ........... E. B. Hale.·---- .. .... ·----- .... .. 39,634 5-1 :'> 8, 260 7,1 56 854 267 k6, 300 5 5 40 0 49 ... . do.------------ Chnrlcstown --- ....... Benjamin F. Tweecl ... ----------- 28,323 5-15 6, 810 6, 047 5, 068 ............ . 5 40 p.. 50 .... do ............. Chelsea ... ··'· ... -- ... Tracy P. Chee,er, chairman com- 18, S47 5-15 3, 179 3, 076 173 158 2, 695 8 6 42 1-3 mittee on high school. 
~ 51 ... . do------------- Fall River .. __ ........ William Connell, jr .... __ ........ . 26,766 5-15 6, 894 5, 878 495 105 :l, 819 .s 6 43 ~ 52 .. .. do . ............ llavcrllill* ·----------· B . .A. Sawyer . .................... 13, 092 5-15 2, 166 2, 319 .......... . ·····-- · 2,11 1 ........... 5:3 .... do ............. Lawrence ... __ ...... .. Gilbert E . Hood ---- .. ---- __ ------ 28, 921 5-15 4, 847 4, 575 50 175 3, 0:34 5 40 5·1 .... (10 · ------------ Lowell. .............. . Charles Morrill ...... _ ..... _ . ... . . 40,928 5-1:3 6, 299 6, 78& . ..... ... .. . -- ------ 4, 469 l7 & 8~ l6& 5 42 55 - - - . ao - .. - - -- .. - - - . Lynn . ------------ .... Jacob Batchelder, chairman school- 28,233 5-15 6, 414 4, 349 . .... ....... . .......... 3, 747 6 5! 42 board . 
50 • > .. 11o .. .......... . Newncdforcl ......... lienry]'. HarriNgton . ............ 21, 320 5-15 3, 970 3, 0!)2 286 125 2, 865 7 5 41 
5 .. , 
• • •• tis• . ---- -. ----- - Nowuuryport.. . .. .. .. Isnao P. Noyes, secretary scbool- 1:!, 595 5-15 2, 540 2, 023 ·····-·· 180 1, 568 6 5t 43 b01nd. 







































~ .s 0 
I l--l-- 1--1-- l--l---1---l-1-
z H z ~ 
o5 
~ 





H ~ R H 
J. 2 3 4 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 19 20 21 22 123 I 24 I 25 I 26 27 28 
- I I ~--~----~---- ~-----~---,----•- ,_, ___ , __ , _____ , ___ , __ __ 
30 Indinnr •........... T erre Haute ......... . 
31 Iowa ........... .. Burlington ........... . 
32 .... do Council Blnffs 
33 .. .. do ... ........ .. 
3-! . ... do ........... .. 
Daven port" .......... . 
D e.s :l)loines . ...... ... . 
~5 .... do Dubuque ........... .. 
36 . .. . do ............ . K eoknk* . .......... .. 
37 Kansas .. ........ . L eavenworth ....... .. 
38 Kentucky ...... .. 
39 .... clo ........... .. 
Covington•. 
Louisville* ........... . 
40 .... do ..... ....... . 
41 Lonisiaua ....... .. 
42 Maine .. ........ . 
4:J .... do 
4•1 .... do ........... .. 
45 .. .. do 
Newport ..... ....... .. 
N cw Orleans•· ... ... .. . 
Bangor ....... .. ..... . 
Biddrford ........ · 9- .. 
L ewiston ........... .. 
Portlanu ............ .. 
46 1 Maryland ... .... -- ~ Baltimore ........... __ 
47 M assachusetts . . .. Boston . ............ .. 
:g ::::~~ ::::::~:::::: gh~~~'!1;!;;::: ::::::: 
50 .... do ...... ___ .... Cllelsea, ............. .. 
51 .... clo ............. Fall River .......... .. 
52 .. . . do ............. Havel'l1ill* .......... .. 
53 ... do ............. Lawrence ........... .. 
54 ... . do ............. L owell . ........ .. .... . 
55 .... do ............. Lynn ................ . 
56 .... do ............. New Bedford ....... .. 
57 .... do ............. ·Newburyport ....... .. 
William H . Wiley ................ . 
William 1\.f. Bryant ............... . 
A. ArruRtl'Ong . ................... . 
W. E. Crosby . .... . 
J. H. Thornpsou ............. ... . . . 
Thomas Hardie, secretary school-
board. 
W. \V. Jamison . ................ .. 
Philo J. Williams .............. . .. 
Dr. J. W. Hull. . . ............... .. 
George .II. Ti ugley, j.r ............ . 
William tr. Jones ................ . 
J. B. Carter . ................ . .... . 
C. P. Roberts ............ · ....... .. 
J. D. Em<'rson ............. . ...... . 
Thomns 9..'asll ................... .. 
J. H. Cofliu, secretary of school-
commit.tee. 
~~~1in~ ~;Sb~::l:::::::::::::::: 
























Benjamin F. Tweed ...... ....... - . , .. ---- ' -- · .. 
'l'racv P. Cheever, chai·rman com- 8 
mitteo ou high school. • 
·william Connell, jr ......... ... .. . 
&·iit~~t~Fli~~ci: :::::::::::::::::: 
Charles Morrill . ................. . 
J acob Batcllelder, chairman school-
board. 
Henry F. Harrington . . ......... - .. ·· 




































1, 352 1 1, :n9 
491 49 
~~ ~~ I -- ·~~~· I --· ~~~ 




















5, 985 I 6, 149 
7, 828 6, .371 













































1, 7771h29 817 25 
1, 809 21 
2, o::;7 s· 
2, 316 7 
35 
24 ~~I . ---~~~-~----~~~-~--~~- ~~~-~ ~ 
12 I 18 I ....... I ....... I 576 
21 4 ~- g 
6 30 
1





























2 ..... ... ... ... .. 












207 1 3, 935 i 4, 45218, 387 
4~~ ~~·- ~~~ .. ~·- ~~~. 1g: ~~~ 
66 .............. 2, 826 












































TABLE III.-CLASS A.-:-PART 1.-Schoolstatistics of cities for 1872; f1·om 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the UnUed States Bu1·eau of Education-Continued. O':l 
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212 108 2, 647 
3, 403 






















59 •.•. do ............ . 
60 .... do ........... .. 
61 .... do ............ . 
6:1 :Michigan ........ . 
6J .•. . uo. 
64 .•.. do. 
65 .... do ............ . 
66 Miunesota ....... . 
67 .... do ............ . 
68 Missouri. ........ . 
69 .... do ............ . 
70 .•.. do 
71 .... do ............ . 
72 Nebraska ...... .. . 
















. .. . do ............ . 
New .Jersey ...... . 
.... do ............ . 
.... do ............ . 
.. .. do ............ . 
.... do . 
.... tlo. 
.... uo ............ . 
Now York ....... . 
.... do ............ . 
.•.. do ..........•.. 
.•• clo •.••.••••.••• 
.... llo ...•........ 
board. 
Springfield ........... . 
Taunton ........ ..... . 
\Yorcester .. .... ..... . 
E. A. Hubbard ....... ........... .. 
\V. W. \Yaterman, M.D ......... . 
A. P. Marble .................... .. 
Detroit . . ............ . 
East Saginaw ........ . 
Grand Hapids ........ . 
.Jackson ........... .. . 
Miuneapolis ......... . 
Saint Paul ........... . 
llannibal ........ .... . 
Kansas City ......... . 
Saint .Joseph ......... . 
Saint Louis ... ....... . 
Omaha . . 
Concord ............. . 
5i~8~;~'b~u:::::::::::::::: :::: :: 
A . .r. Daniels ................... .. 
John L. Mitchell, city director ... . 
0. V. Tousley ................... .. 
George M. Gage ...... . 
I. F.Ramilton .................. .. 
.John R. Phillips ................ .. 
Ed. B. Neely .................... .. 
W. T. Harris ..................... . 
A. F. Nightingale ... ............. . 
William M. Chase, secretary school 
board. 
MancYiester .......... . 
Nashua* 
Camden ............. . 
.Joseph G. Edgerly . ............. .. 
.J. W. Allard ..................... . 
William Fowsmith. 
lloboken* ........... .. 
.Jersey City .......... . 
Newark ............. . 
Now Brunswick ..... . 
Paterson .. 
Trouton 
!~~~1~: .. _._._ .. _._._ .. :::::: 
Bin!!llamton ......... . 
Brooklyn . . .......... . 
J3uJli~lo .............. . 
L.1\I.Drcw . .................... .. 
William L. Dickinson 
George B. Sears . ..... . 
Henry .B. Pierce ... .. . 
Samuel C. llosforcl ........... ... . . 
Cornelius Shep!Jeru . . ...... .. ... . . 
.r. 0. Colo ......... .... ...... ... .. 
Boujamiu B. Snow ............... . 
Gl.lorgo 8. :Farnham .............. . 
John W. Bulkley ............... .. 





















































































































































































































State. Name of city. N arne of superintendent. ..... 
0 ... 
~ 
Primary schools. Grammar schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
~ Q) 
~ 
1---~--~--- ------.-----,-----1 ~ ·11----.-----.----
~ ce 










8 c ..., :::s z ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ R ~ CD 0 [:::;, E-1 z 

















58 I Massachnsetts .... l Salem ................ . 
59 _ . - _do .. _____ .. __ __ 
60 _ ... do _--------- - - -
61 -- - . d-o ------ .. --- --
62 1\lii::higan ___ ____ __ 
63 _ .. -do - .. ____ .. __ .. 
64 __ .. do 
65 _._ .do _-- ----------
66 Minuesot.'l. --- .... _ 
ti7 _._.do_--- - -- ____ _ _ 
68 Missouri_ ...... . . _ 
6J .. .. do-------------
70 .... do 
71 _._ .do ___ -·---- - __ . 
72 Nebraska_ ........ 
7:.1 N ew Hampshire .. 
74 .... do 
75 _- - .do- ------------
76 New J ersey- .. __ .. 
77 _ .. . do .. .. __ ....... 
78 __ . . do_ 
79 .... do-------------
80 _ ... do_-----------
81 . ... do_------------
82 ___ .do _ .. __ ... __ .. . 
83 New York ...... .. 
84 __ .. do _ .. __ ... __ ... 
83 _ . .. do_--------·--_ 
86 .. .. do 
87 .... do 
~pringfield ........... . 
Taunton ........ _ .. __ . 
Worcester- ... _.- .... . 
Detroit .. __ ------ ... .. 
East Saginaw ___ .... --
Grand Rapids ... -.. : . : 
.Jackson .. ________ .. __ 
Minneapolis ... ...... -
S:1in t Paul __________ .. 
H annibal _______ .. __ --
Kansas City __ .. ___ ... 
Saint .Joseph._ .. _ .... _ 
Saint Louis _ .. __ . __ .. _ 
Omaha .. .... _ .... __ ._ . 
Concord _. _ . _ .... _ ... _ 
Manchester ________ . __ 
Nashuak --------------
Camden--------------
Hoboken*_ .. _ ......... 
~~c~!~~{~~~:: .-:::::::: 
N ew Brunswick------
Paterson . ..... _ .. _ ... _ 
Trenton .. -- ........ .. 
Albany* __ ...... ___ . __ 
Auburn---------- - --· 
Bing lmmton ---------· 
Brooklyn_ 
Buffalo_ 
---------:.__-l--l-l---l-~1--l--1--,_,_ , __ ,_ 
H enry M. Meek, secretary school-
board. 
10 
E . .A.. IIubbard .. __ ....... ____ ..... 42 
"\V. W. Waterman, M. D........... 29 
.A.. P. Marble ____ ....... __ ......... 91 
Duane Doty ...... ____________ - .. _ 82 
H. S. TarbelL ....... __ .... __ .. .. . . 22 
.A . .J. Dan iels .. __ ...... ____ .... _ ... __ .. __ 1 
.John L . .Mitchell, city director . .. - 7 _ .. __ 
¥.~-i~;~~!i~::::::::::::::::::: ---~~- :::~ 
.John R. Phillips .. __ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ .... 3 
Ed. B. N ecly ____ ..... __ . __ .. .. .. .. 33 1 
W. T. Harris·-------------------- 51 
.A.. F. Nightingale................. 17 


















37 1, 1il 632 


































































Joseph G. Edgerly................ 43 .. . -- 21 21 4fi5 367 832 hl4 
.J. W . .A. !lard ____ ..... __ ........... 17 -... . 22 22 ....... _ .. . .. .. . 809 7 





























89 1, 402 





















1261131 166 207 



















25 320 380 700 L. M . Drew __ . . _. ______ .. _ ... --.-- 3 -.. -- 20 20 511 611 1, 122 3 
William L. Dickinson .. .. .. . .. . .. 16 -, -- . 120 120 ........... __ .. . 6, 000 12 112 
George B. Sears __ ...... __ .. .. .. . .. 21 5 105 110 3, 652 3, 663 7, 315 11 14 







~~ 1--- ~~~-- -- ~~~- 1, ~~~ 
25 294 334 628 
~~ 
1
-i; 327 i; 5i4- ~: ~~~ 
26 
Samuel C. Hosford . .......... __ . .. 10 2 58 60 1, 311 1, 493 2, 80·1 6 
Cornelius Shepherd . _ .... __ .. __ .-- 32 - .. -- 32 32 736 864 1, 600 9 
.J. O.Cole . ... ... ........................ ----- .................... ________________ ... . 
Benjamin B. Snow .... ______ .. __ .. 3 .... _ 5 5 136 113 249 5 
George S. Farnham_ . .. __ ..... _ .. _ 7 -.. - _ ~4 24 449 449 898 6 




9 170 191 361 
22 342 171 5"13 
!) 200 250 450 
34
1
. · 35 -~- -- 73o- ---675- -i; 4o5 



























Namo of city. 
3 
88 I Now York ........ 1 Cohocst ............. .. 
8!JI .... clo ............. 1 Elmimt ....... . ..... .. 
90 .... do ........... .. Lockport ... ........ .. 
!H .... do ........... .. 
92 .... do ........... .. ~~~~; \~~f.~ :: ::::: :: ::: 
93 .... do ........... .. 
94 ... _do ........... .. 
9.3 . ... (10 ............ . 
Ogdensburgh t ...... .'. 
Os\\'ego ..... ........ .. 
Poughkeepsie . .. .... . 
96 .. .. do . .......... .. nochestcr .......... .. 
97 .... do ........... .. Rome .............. .. 
98 .... do ........... .. 
99 .... do ........... .. 
100 .... do ..... · ...... .. 
101 ... do 
Sche11cctady ......... . 
Syracuse ............. . 
Troy . ................ . 
Utica ................ . 
102 Ohio ............. . Akron ............... . 
1!)3 .... do ........... .. Cincinnati .......... .. 
10-l .... do ........... .. U1oveland 
105 .... do ........... .. Columbus. 
lOu .... do .......... . .. Dayton .. ..... -- ..... . 
107 .... do ........ .. .. llami lton ........... . 
1013 .... do ........... .. Portsmouth .. ........ . 
lO!l .... uo .... ....... .. 
110 .... do ........... .. 
lll .... do 
Sandusky . ........... . 
SpriugfiolU .......... . . 
'.rolctlo ... 
ll2 .. do . ........... . Zmwsvillo .......... . . 
11:1 Pe11u1:1ylvauia. . ... . 
114 .... 110 ........... .. 
A llcghcny* .... ... ... . 
Allontown ... ....... .. 
ll :• .. tlo ........... .. J.\lroono.* ............ .. 
ll(i till .......... .. l~l'io ......... ........ . 
11 "1 • tlo ........... . 
li B • tlu ~~:; ::tt~~~~1~:::::: :::: 
Namo of suporintondont .. 
4 
M. IIubbard, president board of 
education. 
H. ll. ltockwell, secretary boaru 
of educa tion. 
Ir~_sJ~~:~~~~~-::::: ::::::::::::: 
Hcury Kiddlo ...... . 
n. B. Lowry . ... . ........ ........ . 
B. C. Douglass .................. . 
Rtchard Brittain, clerk school boarrl 
R. A. Ellis ...... ................ .. 
~-- {i.- Jlo~~~i~~~~~- ::::: : ::::::. : ::: 
Edwanl Smith ................... . 
David Beattie . .................. .. 
Audrew hlchlillun ........... .. .. . 
S::wmel .l!'indlo:t ....... . . ........ .. 
. John IIancock ................... . 
Andre"\\ J. Rickoff .... __ ......... .. 
R. 'iV. Ste>euson ................. . 
Warrcu lligby ................. .. 
Alstou Ellis ..... . 
,T. F . Lukens .... .. .............. .. 
U. T.Cunau . .................... . 
U. H. Evaus ............ · ......... . 
D. F. Do Wolf .................. .. 
AJ....-a T. Wiies ........... . . ...... . 
A. '1'. Donthcll, county snp't ..... • 
H .. K. l3nclnlo ................... .. 
Jolm hlillcr ..................... _ 
II. S. Jones ..................... .. 
D . s. l31tl'LU! •.•••.••••...• . • •. . . . .. 




















11 , 026 
4:3, 03t 
46 465 


















































































































2, 9 18 
10, 1:.!8 
1, 917 















































146 1 244 
247 121 













































































































































































TABU~ IlL-CLASS A.-PA11,.T 1.-Sclwol stat istics of cities for 1872 j from 1·eplies to inr_zuirie8 b!J the United States B~t1·can of Eclucation-Coutinuecl. 
Primary schools. I Grammar schools. 
----
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
State. Name of <i\y. Name of superintendent. ..... ..... 
0 0 ,..; 
" ell ell " <l5 ~ Q) "' Q) ,Q ..0 
~ d E 6 d 3 ..0 ci ~ ell c;S ] s s '« s Cil s § Cil 8 -S Cil 8 ::l ::l c:> 0 c:> 0 c:> 0 "' 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ Fi E-< ~ Fi E-< ~ ~ Fi E-< ~ Fi E-1 
-- ------- --- --- - - --- - -- -----
1 2 3 4 1;) 16 17 18 19 20 2 .L 22 23 24 2;) 26 27 28 
- 00 
88 New York .... . .. . Cohoest .............. . M. Hubbard, president board of ------ ---- - -- --- - ........ . ............ . . .. ... . .. . . . ............ ..... . --- - ....... ---·- --- -- - ·-- ---- ·--- -- ~ education. P> 
89 . ... do ............ . Elmirat ............. . H. 11. Hockwell, secretary board ------ ·--- - ------ ·----- ----·-- · ------- · ·- ------ --- - ---· ---- - ·- -- - -- ---- - --- ---- · ---- - ~ H . of education. 00 
90 . ... do............. Lockport . ............ .Jarues Fe1·guson . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 .. . . . 26 26 578 511 1, 089 1 . .. . 6 6 122 150 272 .-3 
91 .... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . Nowlmrgh............ H. A . .Joucs . ................ ... ... G . .. . . 25 25 . .. . . .. . 1, 087 5 5 9 14 . .. . . . .. .. 375 H 
92 . ... do ........ : ... New York ............ H enryKiddle.. ................... 94 ..... 1, 207 1,207 32,094 30,026 62,420 89 l tl8 811 999 1t;,502 16,707 35,209 0 
P> 93 . .. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ogdcnsbnrgh t ...... ~ . R. B. Lowry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ...... . ... . . . 
t-i 94 .... do .. .... .. .. .. . O:w> ego . .......... .... B. C. Douglass......... . . .. .. . . .. . 11 . .. . 32 32 1, 123 1, 059 2, 182 9 2 38 40 1, 133 1, 055 2, 188 
95 .... uo . .. .. . .. .. .. . Peng:hkecpsie ....... . Richarc1Brittain , clerk school board 11 . .. . . 28 28 . .. . . .. . . . . . 1, 301 2 6 6 . . _... 175 
~ 96 ... . do .. .. .. .. . . .. . Roch ester . .. .. .. .. .. . S. A.. Ellis ............ . _... ..... .. 7 . .. . . 36 36 659 582 1, 241 12 10 96 lOG 3, 379 5, 508 8, 887 P> 97 . .. . do .. .......... . Romo ........ ....... . 0. C. Harrington.................. 5 .. . . 15 15 4:l8 350 . 778 1 1 3 4 312 64 96 t;:j 
9R .... do .. .. .. .. .. . . . Schenectady......... S. B. Howe . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .... .. 1 ~l . .. .. 12 12 333 340 673 10 .. . . 13 13 300 303 603 t-i 
99 .... do . ............ Syracuse ....... ~ --... Euw::ml Smith .................... h28 .. . . . J40 140 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 4, 398 6 5 15 20 . ... .. . 688 t?:l 
100 .... do ............. Troy ................. . David Beattie...... ............... 28 3 93 96 2, 745 2, 9,16 5, 691 6 11 25 36 472 1, 032 1, 504 rn 101 .... do . ........... . Utica . ................ Andrew McMillan........... .... . 14 .. .. . 29 29 1, 1:1:1 1, 0.>9 2, 1!)2 j13 . .. . 21 21 647 609 1, 256 
102 Ohio . ............ . Akron ..... . .......... SamnelFindley.. ................. lG .... . 16 16 446 440 f!86 5 ... . 10 10 198 214 412 
103 . ... do ............. Cincinnati ............ John Hancock'. ................... g'25 51 325 376 8, 522 7, 5:30 16, 032 j4 29 55 8'1 1, 718 1, 524 3, 242 
104 ... . do .. .... . ..... . CIC\'elaud ............ Andrew,T.llicko:ff ................ ol6 9 180 189 4,248 4,083 8,3::31 .... . .... .. .. . .... . . 
105 . .. . do .. .. .. .. .. .. . Columbus. ..... ....... R. W. Stevenson . ................. 71 3 68 71 1, 260 t, 234 2, 4()4 27 4 23 27 640 650 1, 290 
106 ... . do . . .. . . .. .. .. . Dnyton . .............. Wnrren Higby ................... · .... · 7 <¥¥ 54 1, 300 1, 280 2, 580 .. .. 3 25 28 405 431 836 
107 . ... do _............ Hnmilton . . .. .. .. .. . . . Alstou Ellis . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . o4 8 18 26 518 632 1, l 50 . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... - .. · .. · · · 
108 ... . do ... .. ........ Port:;mouth ..... ..... . J ·. F. Lukens...................... 21 . . . . . 21 21 472 412 884 8 2 6 8 182 232 114 
109 . .. . clo ............ . S:tnclnsky . ........... . U.T.Cnnan ............... ....... 1!) 2 22 24 ........ . ... .. . . ........ 2 2 2 4 663 643 tl,306 
110 . .. . do ............. Spriugfieltl. .......... . C. H. Evans... ................... 5 ... . 31 31 922 929 1, 851 .•. 4 2 6 70 SO 150 
lll .. . . do . ............ Tolerl:l. ... ............. D.F.Dc Wolf .................... lt6l 8 55 6J 2,6fiG 2,634 5,300 h17 3 25 28 512 584 1,096 
112 .... do . . .. .. .. .. .. . Zanesville . .. .. .. .. .. . Alva T . 'iVilos. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . 27 . . . . . 27 27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 163 11 11 11 ...... , . . . . . . . 482 
113 P ennsylvania . ... . AlleghPny* ........... A. T. Don1hell, conntysup't.... .. 29 .... 41 41 1,4!)3 1,369 2,8G:l 28 ..... 58 1,066 1,135 2,201 
114 .. -.do - ---- .. ------ Allootown .••• •. ---- .. R. K. Buohdo. _________ . __ • _ ____ _ _ 26 . --.
1 
W 26 1, 085 1, 008 2, 093 23 12 1! 23 610 484 1, "" 
115 .. . do ............. A.ltoona.k ............... Tohu Miller ....................... 19 2 23 25 580 6~5 1,215 4 4 . .... 4 85 74 159 
116 . .. . do . ............ Erie .... ............ H. S . .Jones. ...................... 30 . . . . . 30 30 741 761 1, 502 lG . .. . . 16 229 251 480 0":> 
117 . .. . do ............ . H:urisburg:h .......... D. S. Bums..................... .. 34 10 39 49 829 858 1,687 15 8 11 19 307 262 ??9 t-:) 
118 .... do ............. Norristown ........... .Jose1Jh K. Gatwals, borough sup' t.. 11 .. .. . 11 11 588 605 1, 19<1 8. .. • . 8 8 156 182 3<18 ~ 
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p~ z ..... 
.~ ~ ffi 






















1 I 2 I 3 I 4 1-~ I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 j--;;-1~1~ 
11!) I P ennsylvania ..... 1 Philadelphia .......... 
120 .... do .......... .. . 
121 .... do ........... .. 
122 .. .. do . .......... .. 
123 .... do ......... .. .. 
124 Rbodo Island .... . 
125 .... do ........... .. 
126 .. .. do ......... .. .. 
127 .... do . .......... .. 
128 South Carolina ... . 
129 Tennessee .... ... . 
130 ... do .......... . .. 
131 Toxas .... .. 
132 Vermont ......... . 
g~ -~i-~~r~~i~:::::::::: 
135 .... do ........... .. 
136 .... do ........... .. 
137 ... do ........... .. 
138 West Vir·ginin, ... . 
139 '\Viscousiu ...... .. 
HO .... uo ............ . 
14L .... do ........ ... .. 
Pittsburgh ........... . 
Reading ........ ..... . 
Williamsport ... ..... . 
York ... ............. . 
Kewport . ............ . 
Pro>iUence .... ...... . 
Warwicli .. .......... . 
'\Voousocket ......... . 
Charleston ........... . 
Mompbis* .......... .. 
Nashville ............ . 
San Antonio ......... . 
Burlington* ........ .. 
Alexandria ......... .. 
Norfolk . ............ .. 
P etorsbnrgh ......... . 
POJ't.smouth . ......... . 
Richmond. 
Wheeling . . 
Foud uu Lac ......... . 
Milwaukee .......... . 
Oshkosh ............. . 
H. W. Halliwell, secretary school 
board. 
f~~~:/se~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: 
M. U. Norton ...... . 
W. H. Shelley ..... . 
t~l~~tL~~h 8.~-~:::::::::::::::: 
l1·a 0. Seamans, town sup't ...... . 
Charles .J. White ................ .. 
E. Montague Grimke ............ .. 
f:· ~: ~~dt~\!~ ::::::::::::: :::::: 
Gerha:rt Duv-eneck ............... . 
Rev. A . .J. Willard .............. .. 
Ricbaru L. Carne . ............... . 
W. W. Lamb ..... .. 
Sidney H. Owens (r) ............. .. 
James F. Crocker ................ . 
J. R. Binford ...... . 
F. S. Williams 
A. C. Barry. 
F. C. Law .. 
H. B. Dale ....................... . 
'' ]!'rom last report. 
t Jo't·om tho last r eport of tho State superintendent. 
l Kot inclutling colored schools. 
a H(ltwoou 5 arul15 ycnrR of ago. 
b Fi' (l gmch•d nnd th·o nn~mdod schools. 
c Chnimmu of A(\ lwol board of <'11ntrnl district; R e-v. H. P. Arms, c'liairm:m of 























































































73, 000 5t ....... .. 43 
200 7, 683 7 
200 4, 320 6 
.. __ .... 
1 
.... __ _ 2. 050 5t & 6 
........ ........ 1, 64:3 6 
p88 j135 1, 376 6 
........ ........ 8, 000 6 
2:36 28 1, 184 6 
220 33 1, 013 8,, 
........ ........ ........ 5 
................ 2,509 ....... 
. .. 48 2, 362 5 
24 14 ........ 6 
........ ........ 912 
10 30 546 
......•.. .•... .. 852 
16 1, 136 
. .... .. . . .. . . . . . 736 
350 283 3, 600 
................ 2,590 
. . . . . . . • . •• . . . . . 1, 320 
s3, 431 s451 7, 350 






























school visitors for nine school districts; E. S. Bishop, chairman of board of ·west 
Chel11ea school district; George E. Cranston anu A. lf. Spaluing, (listrict visitors. 
d Also prmcipal of West High school. 
e Estimated. 
j lDtermediate schools. 
() District or graded schools. 


































TABLE III.-CLASS A.-·.PART I.-School statistics of cities jo1· 1872; from 1·epl-ies to i-nquiries by the UnUed SlcttP-s B1wean of Education-Continued. 







I Teachers. Pupils. Tear-hers. Pupils. Name of city. Name of superintendent. "" "-' 0 0 ... 
~ c.) ... <l5 ~ a:> .0 
<l5 ell 3 <l5 ~ ~ ..:> <l5 ~ -; s "2 a ~ s s ~ s 0 ::I ~ 0 a:> 0 I'! ell <ll a:> 
~~- 2 
I 
$liI I I I I 13 ~ ~ ~ p, H ~ p, H z ~ p, ~ p, H ------+------------------------1 1--1--•--•---·---·---•-;--·--·--·---·-~-·--
3 4 15 I 16 I 17' I 18 19 21 122 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 20 27' 28 
------1 j 1--1- 1--l--1--l--]--1-1-1-1-o--o--•--
1'19 I Pennsylvania ..... 1 Philadelphia ......... . 
120 .... do ............ . 
121 . ... do ........... .. 
12-2 . ... do ............ . 
123 .... do ........... .. 
124 Rhode Island .... . 
123 .... do 
126 ... ·do ............ . 
127 ... . do .·· ·'·· ..... . 
128 South Carolina ... . 
129 Tennessee ...... .. 
130 .... do ........... .. 
131 T exas .. . __ ...... . 
132 Vermont ......... . 
133 Virginia ........ .. 
134 .... do ............ . 
135 ... rlo ........... .. 
Pittsburgh 
Reading ............ .. 
Williamsport . ....... . 
York ............... .. 
Newport ............. . 
Provillence .......... . 
Wnrwick ......... . .. . 
Woonsr.cket ........ .. 
Charleston .. . ........ . 
Memphis* .......... .. 
Nasbdlle ........... .. 
San Ant.onio .... . ... .. 
Burlington*_ ......... . 
Alexandria ......... .. 
Norfolk . ............ .. 
H. W. Halliwell, secretary school I h295 , ..... , ........... .. 
board. 
~~~~:/s~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: · · · 94 ·1::::: 
M. U. Norton .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 19 
W. H. Shelley .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. h21 
Augustus D. Small................ 13 
Daniel Leach . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. (It) 
Ira 0. Seamans, town sup't . . . . . . . 8 
Charles J. White .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 14 
E. Montague Grimke.............. 3 













13 Gerhart Duveneek................ ql 
Rev. A . J. Willard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 . . . . . 15 
Richard L . Carne . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 4 12 































3. 6i0 Ill 1, OJ1 2'5 



















































































3 I:::::: :1:::::::1 101 
136 .... do ............ . 
137 .... do ........... .. 
1:38 West Virginia ... . 
~~~~~~~~~:::::::::: 
Richmond ........... . 
Wheeling ............ . 
Sidney H. Owens (r).............. . o7 1 21 
JamesF.Crocker ........... . .. . .. g3 4 9 
J. H. Binford . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 58 4 54 








































700 ,1, 200 
145 296 139 Wisconsin ....... . 
140 .. . do ............ . 
141 .... do.-........... . 
Fond clt< Lac ........ . . 
Milwaukee ..... : . .. .. 
Oshkosh ......... .. . . . · · · · 4i o ·1· · · -436 ·1- · · · s4o ·1- -4 -~ - -2 · 
~-- 8.-E:~::::::::::: :::::::::::: · --~~- . --~ - ... ~~-
H. B. Dale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
4 . ........ .. .. . .. 
i The State enumeration includes all between 4 and 21 years; the city ordinance 
excludes all below :\ years. 
j The number over 15 years of age. 
k .Exclusive of eve~Jing and normal schools. 
l 'For summer and winter schools. 
m Thill enumeration includes all between 5 and 18 years; the school board excluclea 
all below 6 :years. 
n Exclusive of e'l"ening schools. 
12 12 
o Includes grammar schools. 
p The number under 5 :vears. 
q Not graued but. divided illto t.hroe classes. 
175 200 375 
?' Also principal of h1gh school, with salary of $1 ,500. 
s 3,43_1 are between 4 and 7 years; 451 between 15 and 20 year s; and 7,318 between 
7 alild b years. 






























REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Name of city. 
3 









CLASS .A .-CONTAL'IilNG 10,0&0 ~­
PART 2.-Sta.tistics of hig11, evening, normal, 
High schools. Evening schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. ,... Teachers. Pupils. 
0 
6 6 t: ~ 
6 "@ ~ 6 
"8 :e .0 6 c~ ce s "@ 8 8 OJ s E 0 0 
~ 
0 ::l ~ 
0 
?.1 R H ~ H ~ ~ H 
- - - - - - - - -
29 3o 31 32 33 34 35 36 a7 38 39 4o n 42 
---1---------11----------- -----
1 .Ala ... Mobile ... _..... ... ... 3 2 4 6 97 156 253 . ...... . ..... .. .. . . .. .......... . 
2 .Ark .. Little Rock ....... . ... 2 .......... .. 18 32 50 ... .. ....... . ............. ..... . 
3 Cal ... Oakland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 2 26 -52 78 .. . ............... - -- ...... -... . 
4 Cal ... 
5 Cal ... ~:~rF~~:;i~c;:::::::: ~ ---~ 1~ :: :::::: ~g= · ··E :::::::: "35 ~ ::::: :::: ···a7o 
6 Cal ... 
7 Conn. 
8 Conn. 
~tockton ... _......... . . . . 2 . . . . 2 .. . .. ...... . ........ . ...... .. ....... . ...... . 
Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 10 14 . . . . 36G 2 10 407 152 539 
Now Ilaven . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 51 105 156 1 7 1;)0 . • .. 1:-.0 
9 Conn 
10 Del .:: 
Norwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . 
Wilmington......................... . ...... .. .. .. 4 11 13 . . .... .... 275, 
11 D.C .. 
12 D.C .. 
1:3 Ga .... 
14 \Ta .. --







22 Iil.- '. 
23 Ill . --. 
24 Ind ... 
25 Ind . . . 
26 Ind ... 
27 Ind ... 
28 Iod . . . 
29 Ind ... 
30 lou ... 
31 Io,>a .. 
:32 Iowa .. 
Georgetown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ... . 
±i~:~l~~~~:::::::::: : : : ~ : : :4 : : : ~ : : : s : ~~~ Yi : ~~~ : ::: : : : : : : :: : : :: :::::: : ::: :::: J 
Savannah............ 4 5 4 9 130 160 290 . .. ...... .. .. .. . .............. .. 
.Aurora............... 2 2 2 4 27 64 9 1 .......................... ..... } 
BL~~~~~~~~~-::::::::: ~ 1~ ~~ 2~ - ~~~ -~~~ ~~~ :::: : :: ~ :::: :::: :::::: ::: · ::::::1 
Ga,lesburgh........... 1 1 1 2 43 54 97 I 3 3 G 50 38 ~ 
Peor·ia ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 3 4 50 6.J 11 5 1 2 1 3 9-l 10 104 
Qnincy............... 1 3 3 6 54 79 1;33 1 1 ~ 3 57 40 971 
~~~~~~?tg~ ~: ::::::::: ! } ~ i .. ~: -~~: ~1j : : : : : ::: :::: : : :: :::::: :::: :::::: 
' Fort\Va,yne .......... 1 2 3 5 33 57 !10.... .. ................ . .. 
Indianapolis.......... 1 4 4 8 97 1::.5 23:! 8 5 8 210 22 292 
La Fa,yette*....... .. 1 4 1 5 48 53 10.1 4 1 4 173 30 205 
1\Ia(lison.............. 1 1 2 ::J 42 55 97 2 2 2 1.; 25 401 
New Albany * ........ 2 2 3 5 52 97 14!.1 .... . .................... . 
BE~~ fit~~~~~:: :::::: i ~ i ~ :i ~~ 1~L : : :: : : : : : : : : ::: ::::::: ::: -::::: ~ 
3:3 IoW;b .. 
34 Iowa .. 
Davenport*.......... 1 2 2 4 31 5!) 90 1 4 . ... 4 93 14 107 
DeR Moines . . .. . . . . . . 1 2 1 3 45 79 124 .... .... .... .... .. .... ......... -
35 Iowa .. DubuC)ue............. 1 1 3 4 32 55 87 .............................. .. 
36 Iowa .. Keokuk ..... ...... 1 .... .... .... . ... .... ... . ...... ... ... ....... . .. 
37 Kans . Leavenworth......... 1 .... 23 14 39 .............................. . 
38 ICy - .. 
39 K_y ... 
40 Ky ... 
41 La ... . 
Covingtou* ........ .. 1 1 4 50 Gl 111 .............................. .. 
LouiRvillo*........... 2 1l 15 148 217 365 .............................. . 
:rowport .... ... ...... 1 1 1 2 ........ 41 .............................. .. 
NowOrleans* ........ 4 .... ................................................... . 
42 Mo ... 
43 Mo ... 
Baugor ...... ... ..... 1 1 4 5 108 52 152 ................ ... ........... .. 
Bi<hh·ford . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 3 37 38 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. --- .. 
44 .l1e ... Lowi!lton...... . ...... 1 1 3 4 ................................ . .... ----- · 
4.) Me ... 
46 .ltd . -. 
47 Mass .. 
48 Mass .. 
49 .Mass .. 
50 Mas .. 
51 Mass . . 
52 :llass .. 
S3 MaRs .. 
54 Mas .. 
55 Mass .. 
56 Mass .. 
57 .Mass .. 
5 Mass .. 
59 Maas .. 
GO ::.uaas .. 
61 Mass .. 
Portland .. . . . . . . .. . . . 1 4 9 13 Hi4 2;:!9 293 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ---
~~~~~0~~-::::::::::~ : ~ ~~ ~,~ ~~ ~~~ ~3N5~~ i~ ~~ 6~ ~~ 10:!(j' 7~ ~f:; 
Uambrid~o .......... 1 5 G 11 ........ 310 ei S 14 22'::::::1:::: ~~00 
Uhal'lestown.......... 1 3 5 8 ........ 2:1~ 6 3 G 9'...... .... 1-
Cbolsca............... l 2 5 7 51 122 173 2 1 3 4-l 51 !H 
Fall River............ 1 2 2 4 68 2 l :iO 3 4 8 121' 312 l 1ti 4--
Ilav rbill* ..... . ..... 1 2 3 5 3!) 75 114 .................... . 1 ........ . . 
Lawrence............ 1 2 4 6 64 Ill 173 2 .... 17 17: 150 ];){) 
Lowell............... 1 3 5 8 11 3 154 267 2 2fl 29: 207 l:H 33l 
Lynn................. 1 2 3 5 ........ 134 6 e 42 30 32.3 ::li.J C 
N w Bedford......... 1 2 G 81' 104 1:34 2Jt 3 2 !) 11 14 t.J · 
N .wburyport .... . ... 2 3 3 6 !J4 122 2JG .... ... ..... -- --1-- ---- --- -' ----·: 
~alom...... .......... 1 2 4 6 80 69 149 2 1 4 5~ 47 40 •• 
Spriugii~ld........... 1 3 5 8
1 
........ HiO 2 2 5I 7 ..... ... ~~-
TaUllton . . . .. . . . .. . .. 1 2 1 3 52 83 L3:i 2 1 8 9 14!J, 3-: I ? 
Wol'cest r............ 1 4 5 1:10 191 321 4 1 14 15 175 flO 
G2 Mich .. 
63 :Mich .. 
64 Mtt:h .. 
65 Mich .. 
66 .Minn. ~~~~~~~OO:L i I ! ~ r~ ~t. . . -L -1·< -: 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 625 
inqui1·ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
HABITANTS OR MORE-Continued. 
and other schools, and grand total of schools. 
Ungraded and other schools. City normal schools. Grand total. 
Teachers. ~upils . Teachers. Pupils; 
rf. ~ Teachers. Pupils. 
...... ...... g~ 
0 0 ~t H 
~ ~ 




,!:J 3 ?. 3 
,!:J ?. 3 ?. ""'"' ?. '"2 '@ 
p 
~ ~ <ti ~ ~ :g op. ~ ~ oi s '"2 s '21 s s ce a ce s .o s '21 a 0 s 
~ 0 0 
.., 0 :;j 0 0 0 0 0. ~ ~ 
0 0 :;j 
~ ~ H ~ F< H z ~ R ~ ~ F-1 H z-o ~ H ~ ~ H z 
- - -----------·----- - ---------
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 5'7 58 59 60 61 62 63 1 
----------------------------.- -
. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .................. - 23 18 63 81 1860 2467 4327 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 23 778 872 1650 
. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . 10 ::!5 41 844 931 1775 
2 2 6!) 43 112 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a17 6 38 44 . . . . . . . . . . . 2526 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 . . . . . . . . 4BO . . . . . . . . . . . 19526 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 10 19 29 834 925 1759 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. " . 13 . . . . . . . . 125 . . . . . . . . . . . .... -
::: ~ ::: . :::: :::: :::: ......... ---~ :::: :::: ::: : ::: : ........ "46 1~ 1 1~i 1~~ ~6~~ ~i~~ ~i~~ 
.. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 .. .. 2 . .. . 48 48 19 7 sa 95 .... _ .... ·.. 3788 
::: > :/F''' 30':: :~: :1 :16 y t ,~ ;fl'!l ,~~ :!~ ~~ ~~ 
:::: :::: ::: : :::: :::: ::: · ::::: ........ -- -~ ---~ ::: : --~~ --~~ .. ~2 ~t 4~~ 4~t l ·i334 --i:ts7 2~~~i 
• • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . (fl) 5 49 54 . . . . . . . . . . . 2106 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... - 13 4 4-t 48 1229 1132 2361 
.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 42 4 44 48 892 llOd 2000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 5 39 44 . . . . . . . . . . . 1750 
.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 49 9 64 73 2421 2162 4583 
. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 .. .. 3 3 . .. . 10 10 37 5 50 55 1324 1506 2830 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . 1 . .. . 2 2 . .. . 16 16 125 11 114 125 3350 3567 6917 
5 8 14 200 300 600 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 43 15 41 5G 1323 1199 2532 
10 4 15 19 415 ,179 8!)4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. 5 47 52 1317 1445 2762 
·-- ~ --~~ .. :~ --~~ -~~~ -~~~ --~~: :::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: ~~ i~ ~~ ~~1 ::::: :::::: ~~~~ 
:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .. ~~ 1gl ig ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 1~~~ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 .. .. 2 2 .. .. 5 5 54 16 59 75 1266 1162 2428 
. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 2 2 4 . .. . .. .. .. .. 22 4 20 24 .. . .. .. .. .. 1018 
.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 7 57 64 997 1120 2117 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 9 29 38 . . . . . . . . . . . 2169 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 34 2 35. 37 1857 1871 3728 
.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 4 43 47 ...... ...... .. . . . 
.... .... .... .... .... .... .... . .... .... .... . .. . . .. . .... .... 21 42 223 265 ........... 10174 
.... .... .... .... .... ... ..... .... .... .... .. .. .... .... .... 31 3 33 3(i..... ..... . 14f!O 
. .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 67 25 350 375 8373 8769 11616 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 3 70 73 . . . . . . . . . . . 2664 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 35 12' 27 39 522 523 1045 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. 1 .. .. 1 .. . . 10 10 44 3 54 57 .. . .. .. .. .. 2000 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 9 91 100 2494 1819 4313 
....... 2 ..... --3:::: ::::--·eo ---i ---i ·--3 ·--4 ::: : .. 56 "56 ~~5 1~6 ~~g r~gg'i~~i~ i~~~~ ~~~~~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 2 2 . . . . 16 16 35 20 166 1 G . • . • . • • • • • . 690!J 


















































50 . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 14 6 62 68 1419 1651 3070 
.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 62 10 89 99 2232 2045 4277 51 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 47 4 48 52 1038 1073 2111 52 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 58 6 70 76 1640 1694 3334 53 
...... - .. -.. . .. . .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ... . .. 61 13 1021 115 2258 1919 4177. 54 
s 4 10 14 .. .. .. .. 394 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . 104 18 1-121 160 .. .. . .. .. .. 5342 55 
1 2 2 4 30 38 08 1 .. . 5 5 .. .. 12 12 26 g. 84 93 1526 1682 3208 56 
1 1 2 3 33 48 81 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 28 7 45 52 .. .. . . .. . .. 1568 57 
........................................... .. ............ f 19 7 69 76 2017 1248 3265 58 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 10 109 119 . . . . . . . . . . . 3578 59 
1 2 3 26 30 56 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. g60 7 62 6!) 1882 11370 3752· GO 
6 B 14 200 261 5:il .. .. . .. . 6· 106 120 226 133 16 152 168 3412 3094 6506 61 
... . ................................ . ................... 161 6 17:'! 179 4023 4046 8069 02 
. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 31 4 32 34 807 821 1628 63 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 6 51 57 1005 1055 ~060 64 
.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 14 6 34 40.... . .... .. 2000 65 
. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30 4 33 37 887 896 1783 66 
40 E 
626 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE III.-Cuss A.-PART 2.-Sohoolstatistics of cities jm· 18i2; from 
High schools. Evening schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
Name of city. ..... ..... 0 0 State. 
... 
~ a) 
... a) 0 C!) C) 
..c 
~ 




aS r.i ...; s s .s !S s ~ 
::.: s d 
:;:! d <l) 0 ";l C!) 0 ::: '"@ 0 ?. <I) ~ z ~ ~ E-i ;;:1 ~ E-i z ~ ~ E-i ~ ~ H 
---1--~-----1--1--1------·---------




6!) Mo ... 
• 70 Mo ... 
71 Mo ... 
72 Neb .. 
73 N.H .. 
74 N.H .. 
75 N.H .. 
76 N . .J .. 
77 N . .J .. 
78 N . .J .. 
70 N . .J .. 
80 N . .J .. 
81 . N . .J .. 
82 . .J --
83 N.Y .. 
84 N.Y .. 
85 N.Y .. 
86 N.Y .. 
87 N.Y .. 
88 N .Y .. 
8Q N.Y .. 
90 N .Y .. 
91 N .Y .. 
92 N .Y .. 
03 N.Y .. 
9-1 N.Y .. 
95 ·N.Y .. 
96 N .Y .. 
97 N.Y .. 
98 .Y .. 
9\; .Y .. 
100 .Y .. 
101 N .Y .. 
102 Ohio .. 
103 Ohio .. 
104 Ohio .. 
105 Ohio .. 
106 Oll'lo .. 
1,07 Ohio .. 
1'08 Ohio .. 
JC9 Ohw .. 
110 Ohio .. 
111 Cbio .. 
112 Ohio .. 
113 Pa. .. .. 
114 Pa. .. .. 
115 Pa. .. .. 
116 Pa. .. .. 
117 Pa .. .. 
118 Pa .. .. 
119 Pa .. .. 
120 Pa. .. .. 
121 Pa .. . 
12:.. Pa. .. .. 
123 Pa. . . .. 
124 R I. .. 
125 R. L .. 
126 R. L .. 
127 R. L .. 




132 Vt .. .. 
133 Va. .. .. 
Saint Paul .. .. .. .. .. . 3 3 6 43 76 119 1 1 .. .. 1 35 8 43· 
Hannibal. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 . . . . . . . . 29 . _ . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
KansasCity.......... 3 1 4 3131 62 ............................... . 
Saillt.Toscph ......... 3 1 4 58 44 102 ....... . ···- ................... . 
Saint Louis........... 5 11 26 37 422 502 924 17 23 46 69 3426 704 4130 
Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 . . . . 3 34 26 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Concord.. .... .. .. . .. . 1 1 2 3 40 80 120 . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 
M:mchester . . . .. .. . .. 1 1 3 4 65 75 140 2 3 8 11 100 100 200 
ashua*.............. 1 1 2 3 .... . ... 81 2 .... 3 3 ...... .... 150 
Uamtlen .............................................................. . --·- . ............................ ----· · . ... -- - --· ' 
Ho\l>oken* .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 1 2 4 6 80 40 120 
.J ersoy City .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 8 12 30 42 477 216 6931 
Newark.............. 1 5 . 6 11 125 142 267 6 21 9 JO 169 4-12 611
1 
Now Brunswick...... 1 1 2 . :-1 21 37 58 .... ............. ............. . 
Paterson . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 63 93 5 6 15 21 293 240 533 
1~~~;)~:: ::::::: ::::: "ii '"9 ... 5 "i4 :::: :::: '283 ---~ ---~ .... ---~ ----~~ :::· ---- ~~ 
Aubnrn .............. 1 2 3 5 60 86 146 1 2 35 25 60 
Binghamton.......... 1 3 4 7 66 85 151 .... . ...... . .............. .. 
Brookl,yn............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. IJ 26 82 108 4420 1572 6001 
Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 7 13 . . . . . . . . 264 12 15 4;2 57 . . . . . . . . . 23 1 
~!;~~~:i::: ~: ~ ::: ~::: ---~ .. -~ --- ~ .. -~ : : ~~ : : ~6 · f~t : ~:: : : :: : : : : : : :: :::::: : ::: ::::::I 
Newburgh........... 1 2 2 4 ........ 106 1 2 1 3 29 40 78 
New York............ 1 40 .... 40 751 .... 751 28 133 201 334 144926487 20979 
Ogdensburgh"' . ...... . ... .. . . . . .. .. ................... ... ... . .............. . ..... . 
Osweffo .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 1 2 2 4 41 72 113 1 1 1 2 140 10 1.30 
Poug keepsie . . . . . . . . 1 1 7 8 . . . . . . . 19:1 ........ .. . .... ...... - -.-. ---.- · 
Rocl10ster .. . . . . . .. . .. 1 4 4 8 68 123 19G .. .. . . . . .. . -- . . ...... -- .... ----
f~~~~~i~.~~~~:~ .:::::: t ~ ~ J __ ;~ : .~~ i~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: ::::::1 
Troy .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 1 3 2 5 31 76 107 3 3 13 16 300 100 400 
Utica ................ n1 1 9 10 215 244 450 1 1 2 3 93 ()7 160 
A.kron ...... ........ . 1.... 3 3 27 50 77 ... ............. ..... ..... ------ 1 
Cincinnati............ 2 10 11 21 328 366 694 10 31 24 55 1150 231 1410 
Cle\·cla.nd ...... ...... 2 5 G 11 102 149 251 .... 1 1 2 50.... 50 
Columbus............ 7 3 4 7 68 107 175 ...................... --·· ------
Daytc:m............... .... 3 3 6 72 95 167 5 3 2 o 200 10 · 210 
~~;~~~ti;:: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~ ... i i ~ ~~ ~; ~~ :: ~: : ::: :::: : : :: :::::: : : ~: :::::: 
~~~i~~J<i ~:::::::~:: ·--~ ---~ ~ ~ i~ ~~ ~i : ~:: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :: 
Toleuo ............... 2 3 6 9 71 100 171.... 4 10 14 1!?5 62 2-li 
Zanesville ............ 2 1 2 3 16 37 53 .. . ................... --- .... .. 
.Allegheny*........... 8 8 18 26 SG 165 251 6 6 10 16 460 500 960 
.Allentown . . . .. . .. . .. 2 3 2 5 23 37 60 ............ -- ............ ------
Altoona*.... . .. . . .. .. 1 1 . . • . 1 11 15 26 ....... ..... ... ... ....... . ------
Eric .................. 1 2 2 4 24 58 82 2 -2 1 3 75 15 !lO 
IIarrisburgh . . . . . . . .. 2 1 4 5 37 46 83 ................. -- ...... -- ------
orristown........... 2 1 1 2 33 3! 64 ........ . ............. ........ .. 
Philadelphia .. . . . . . .. 2 18 10 28 572 530 1102 . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . dlOO 
~~~~~r;i~~~ ~ -~ -~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- ~ i 111 .:!! . :~ :!! : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ : ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 
~Tcwport ...... . ...... 1 1 2 3 21 48 69 2 3 4 7 4E 40 •• 
Proviuence........... .... 5 7 12 120 221 341 7 20 100 120 15001000 ~.-
\'i'arwick .............................................................. ... . . -----
Woonsocket.......... 1 1 1 2 16 23 39. ... 3 ... . 3 100 100 ~ 
Charleston .......................... . ............. : ....................... ..... .. 
M mpbis* ...... ...... 2 1 1 2 37 47 84 ........... . ---- ...... --·· ..... . 
Nashville ............ 2 2 2 4 67 52 110 ............................... . 
~!$:l~r:~:::::::::: :::~ :::~ :::~ :::~ :::: :~:: ::~~ :::~ :::~ :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: ~:, 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 627 
replies to inqtti1·ies by the United States Bureau of Ed·ucation-Continued. 
Ungraded and other schools. City normal schools. Grand. total. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. ~ .0 Teachers. Pupils. 
~ ~ 0~ 
0 0 ,.q ~ l---;---,---1-----,,-----..,...--- l 
~ $ <ll ss <ll a5 ~~ a5 a5 ~ 
.a aS e11 ~ aS 'd "@ .; aS 'd ] aS 'd ~ o,. aS ce ] aS ~ ~ ,.q 
!'! 'd a ~ o; 8 ~ § ~ 8 ~ ,...; ~ .... . QJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f' ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ H ~b ~ ~ H ~ ~ H ~ 
------------------------------
43 44 45 46 47 4S 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 1 
-----------------.-------.----
47 9 51 60 .. - ... ---- . 3300 67 
7 1 24 25 . - - . . . --- . . 10Jj 68 
11 15 42 57 1171 1148 I 23.9 {)9 
--- .. -- . . -- . . . - .. -- .. -- .. -- ... -- .. -- .. -- .. -- . . - ... -- ... - . 40 5 36 41 745 852 1597 71) 
h73 109 94 213 8412 823316645 2 6 8 . --. 122 122 167 170 74[; 918 24580 22088 46668 71 
30 9 25 34 868 832 1700 72 
25 1 29 30 613 682 i1295 n 
45 10 69 79 1236 1253 j2489 74 
25 2 39 4l . - ..... --. 1405 75 
' 65 72 ] 389 1520 2909 76· 
--- .. --. --- .. -- .. --- . -- .. -- .. --- .. -- .. -- . . -- . .. - .. -- .. -.. 4 47 51 885 985 1870 77 
8 ·--· 8 · ·- · 150 150 25 12 188 200----- ·--·-· 8455 78 
4 1 5 3 126 129 40 49 184 2::!3 5276 5887 11163 79 
32 1 31 ~2 624 708 1332 80 
~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~: : :: : : : ~ : : ::: : ~ ~: : :::: . -ki. .. -2 .. -. -- -3 : ::: : ~ ~: . -6o 23 1 so 87 1946 I!lo4 385o 81 
---- ·--· ---- · ·-· ·--· -------- - ·--· ·--· --·· -·-· ·· -· · --- ·--- 43 8 35 43 1026 1114 2140 82 
---· ·--- - -- - ---· .... ·-·· .••.. ---· ---· ··-· ---- ---· ---· ·--- 22 26 117 143----- ·----- 6179 83 
·-·· ---· --- · ·--- ·-- · ..•. ---·· ··- · ---· ·--- ··-· ·--· .... ·--- 10 5 46 5l 961 899 1860 84 
.. - .. -- . . - . .. - - .. -... -- .. -.- .. -- . - -- .. -- .. -- .. -- . - - . . -- .. - - . 6 39 45 771 810 1581 85 
.. _ .. __ ... - .. - . ..... __ .... _.. . --. - - ... _ ... - .. . . . . - - .. - - . 64 58 10G7 1125 . __ . . ____ . 39060 86 
..•. ··-· ---- -· -· ..... ---· ·---- --·· . ... ---· -------- --·· ---· 60 47 354 401 ..... ------ 13178 87 
. - - .. - . ...... - - . . - - .. - -.. - - . . - - ... - .. - - . . - - .. -- . . - - .. - - . 5 3 22 25 . - - ... . -- - . 1873 88 
6 . - - . . . - . . . - . . - .. . - - . . - - . . 1 . - - . . . . . . - . . . - - . . - . . 26 31 6 50 56 . - - . . . - - - - . 2295 8fl 
. - - . . - ...... .. - .. - -.. -- .. -- ... - .... - .. - - . . - - .. - - .. - - .. - - .. - . . 3 37 40 786 751 1537 90 
•. - . . -- ...... - .... - ... - . . . - .. . --. --- .. -- .. -- . . -- .. -- .. -.. 13 9 36 45 . -- ... --. -. 1646 91 
4.8 15 151 166 5626 5603 11229 2 6 2-2 28 . --. 141ti 1416 262 3E2 23!l2 2774 71465 60539 13200-! 92 
• - ... -- .. ' - .. -- .. . - .. -- . . -- ... - ... -- .. -- ... - ... - . .. - .. --. 9 9 21 36 . -- . . . --.. . 1173 93 
. -- .. -- .. -- ... - .. -- .. -- .. - .... -- .. -- . . - ... -- .. -.. . . . . . . . 23 4 74 78 2609 2196 m480:) 94 
--- .. -- .. - . . ... . .. - .. -- .. -- . .. -- .. -- ... - .. -- .. - ... -- .. -- . 14 2 42 44 . -- ... ----. 1671 95 
. - ... -- . . -- ..... . -- .. . -. -- . .. -- .. - ... -- ... - ...... -- .. --- 20 14 136 150 4106 6218 10324 96 
-- - -- ---·-· · · -···------··--····-··--··-···-··---·--···--· 7 2 23 25 488 48l 969 97 
- - - .. - .. · - · . -- · - -- · - .. - - - - .. . - - - - · - - ... - - . - - . - - . . - - .. - - . 23 2 30 ::!2 G78 698 1376 98 
--- ..... -- . . - . . . - .. ... . . -- . . .. - .. -- . . -- .. - ... - ... -- .. --. 35 10 160 170 ..... . --.-. 5253 [)!) 
8 9 17! 250 2'50 500 41 28 142 170 37[)8 4404 8202 100• 
8 10 18 500 600 1100 :: ~: :::: : ~ ~: : ~:: :::: :::: :::: o37 14 73 87 2639 2653 5292 10 l 
-- - . . -- .. - ........ - .. - - .. - -... - - .. - - .. -- . . - . . - - . . - -- . - - . 22 . - .. 29 29 671 704 1375 J 02. 
---· ........ ---· --·· .... ---·· 5 .... 60 GO 41 103 406 50911727 9731 21458 103 
- - - . - -- - · - - - - - • · · · - · · -- · . - • · · · • - - • -- - - ••.. - - . · - - . - - - - .• - . HJ 15 187 202 4400 4232 8632 104 
. -- .. -- ... -. -- .. - ... -- .. --.. -- . .. - . . -- .. -- .. . - .. - . ~ . -. 105 10 95 105 1968 1991 3950 105 
___ . ___ .. - - .. - .... - .. -- .. __ . . 1 . - - . 2 2 . - - . 19 19 . _ .. 16 77 93 1077 1835 3812 lUG 
---· ---- --- · ---- -- -· - --· · --· · ·--- - -- - ·--· - -- · ---- ---· --- - 5 8 20 28 537 663 12GO 107 
- - - - - - -- · · · - .. · · · - - · · - - · · - - .. - - - · - - - - .. - . - - . - - - · - . - - . . - -- 30 3 28 3 I 678 689 1367 lO.l3 
-- - - . --- - ·- ... -- -- -- . --- .. -.- . --- . --- . -. . - . . -- - . . -- .. -- 22 5 2G 31 6!l4 709 1403 100 
-- - · · - ·- ·- · · · · · · .. · · ·--- -- · · · · -- · ·--- ·- · · ·-- · · · .... -. - - . . -- . 4 36 40 lOll 1056 20Ci7 110 
5 14 19 604 852 1456 ·--- --- - ---· ... : --- ··-· ·-·- d86 19 100 119 3853 4170 8023 111 
---- ·--· . . .. ·--· ............. ·-·· ---· ·--- ·--- ·--- ·--· ·--· 40 1 40 41 ·--·· ·- ---· 1698 112 
-- ........ - . .. - .. - ... --- . -- . . . - -- . -- .. - ... -- .. . - .. -- .. - ... -- .. - .. . -- .. - . .. . - ... --- ... ---.. 113. 
-··· ·--· .... · --· ·-·· ·--· .... . ---· ·-·· ··-· .... ·-· ·--· ·-·· 51 15 3rJ 54 1718 1529 3247 114 
• --- . - - ... -- .. - .. - -... -... - . .. - •. - -- .. -- .. .... - ... - •.. --- 24 'i 23 30 600 800 1400 115-
.--- . . - . ... . ...... .... -- .. - . . --- ....... - ....... - .. - .. ---- 49 5 48 53 1069 1085 2154 116 
. - - .. - ... - ............ -.. - - . . . - - . - - . ... -... - .. - - ... - .. - - . 51 1!J 54 73 1173 1166 2339 117 
--- .. -...... .. -- .. - . . -- .. -- ... -- .. --- .. - . . -- .. -- .. --- . - .. p31 1 . 30 31 1051 1076 2127 118 





____ --- · --- - .. ... ... --- · ..... ---- .... ·--· .... ··- · .. ...... 47 10 37 47 924 1066 2050 122 
2---- -- -- .... ·-- · . ... ·--·· ---· .... -- -· ·--- .... --- · .... 30 8 28 36 ·---- ___ · ___ 1643 123 
- - - . . - .. .. - .. - .. . - ... -- ..... . . - ... - ... - ... - ... -- .. - - . - - - . 32 6 33 39 781 805 15t36 124 
:::: :: :: :::·: :::: :::: :::: ::: :: :::: :~:: :::: :::: :::: ::::::: : ·;26 - 3~ 3~5 3g~ -~~~~ --~~:~ 1ii~~ i~~ 
- . - . . - - .. - .. . - .... - .. -- .... -...... - ... -- . .. - .. . .......... . - - . 7 18 25 628 585 1213 127 
8 3 64 67 .. - ... -.- . . 2103 128 
55 ] 2 44 56 1320 1279 2599 129 
5 8 14 22 2-20 430 650 .... ____ ........ ____ ........ 36 16 68 84 1445 I5G7 30L2 1:Jo 
5 5 13 18 492 385 877 J31 
20 3 19 22 1500 132. 
6 4 hl 16 '"383 ""'328 711 1:13. 


















TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 2.-School statistics of cities jo1· 1872 j from 
Name of city. 
High schools. Evening schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
..... 
1--~--~-1--~--.---1 0 
J ~ I l l ~~ l ~ J ~ l! ~ l ~ 










r:=.~~\":-::-::: /J::a':::• :"' :~ ;;; :: :: ::: :: : :::: : :::: 
~~~~lfii~~::::~:~~: :: :i :::i ' :::~ :::~ :::: :::: :::: ::~.: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: 
Milwaukee ........... · 1 3' 3 6 .......................................... .. 
Oshkosh.............. 1 2
1 
4 6 104 97 201 ............................... . 
* From last report. 
a Total number, including intermediate schools. 
d Including one ungr:otdea school 
e Including 15 uno-radcd schools. 
j There arc parochial and other private schools not under the control of the superintendent. 
g Including 1 mixed school. 
h Including 8 suburban schools. 
ST.A.TIS'l'ICA.L TABLES. 629 
t·~plies to inquiries by the United States Bu1'ea1t of Eclucat-ion-Continued. 
Ungraded and other schools. City :mormal schools. Grand total. 
T eachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. -3..0 'I·eachers. Pupils. 
~ ~ cB 
0 0 .g..:.<: 1---.--,-- l-----;:----.---1 
~ Q) a5 @ Q) 0 _r.c t- <l5 ci ti 
-s ~ 13 ~ 13 -s ~ 13 ~ ~ 3~t~ ~ 3 ~ 1 :S i 'E 
::l "" c;> 0 Ol c;> 0 ::l "" "" 0 "" c;> 0 c "" c;> 0 cO. cD 0 0 
~ ~ F~ E-1 ~ F~ E-1 izi ~ F~ E-1 ~ F~ E-1 z~ ~ F~ E-1 ~ F~ E-1 I z 
------ --r------------ ---- -------------











· · · 2 · · · 2 · · · 4 · · · 6 · i 75 · i25 · · 3oo : :: : : ::: : ::: : ::: : :: : : : : : : : : : · · 33 · · · d
1
· · 27 
i A Saturday school for tAachers . 
.i Albany Free Academy. . 
k Including one arithmetic school. 
l Called an advanced school. 
m [nclucling 1 free aeademy. 
24 438 414 
26 675 647 
13 .... .. .... . 
86 1700 1900 
68 1337 1253 
50 .......... . 
146 .......... . 
33 864 852 
n Including 9 secondary schools. 
o Including 33 consolidated seheols comprising all grades, not including evening schools. 













TABLE III.-School statistics of cities for 1872 j jront1·eplies to inqniries by the United States Bu1·eau of Education-Continued. 
Name of oity. 
CLASS A.-CON4ii.'AlNING 10,000 INJJABI'l'AN'l'S OR MOltE- Continued. 
Balarico on 
hand, &c. 
PART 3.-School .finances. 
INCOME. 
Received from I R eceived from I R eceived from 
State fund. county fund. local fund. 
Received from I Recei'\"ed from 
taxation. other sou•rces. Total. 
- ·---1 1--- ------------------1----------
1 I ~ 3 64 65 66 67 68 70 
- •----1 I I I 1------I~ 
.Ala .... . 
2 .Ark, .. . 
3 Cal ... .. 
4 Cal .... . 
5 Cal ... .. 
6 Cal .... . 
7 Conn .. . 
8 Gonu .. . 
9 Co.nn ... 
10 D el ..... 
11 D. C ----
12 D. C ----
13 Ga .... .. 
14 Ga .... .. 
15 Ga ..... . 
16 Ill . -- -- . 
17 Ill .... .. 
18 Ill .... .. 
1!1 Ill ..... . 
20 Ill. .... . 
21 Ill .... --
2:2 Ill -- -- --23 m ____ __ 
~4 Ind .... . 
25 Jn[\. .. .. 
2G Jnd .... . 
27 lml . .. .. 
2tl Ind ... .. 
29 Iml .. .. 
3'0 Iowa . .. . 
3l luwl\ ... . 
:l:.l low:~---· 
:J;I Iowa~ ... . 
~I luw .. .. 
3:; luw a •.• 
$5,321 00 
5, 779 95 
1, 458 00 
56, 157 73 
2, 464 99 
15, 404 00 
26,473 00 
11, 813 68 
236 50 
10, ~~~ 6~ 
21, 306 llO 
4, 2;.)8 84 
25, 686 47 




5, 326 87 
5, 724 77 
10, 52::1 00 
95,245 02 
6, 532 79 
$20, 000 00 
97 00 
13, 440 00 
13,660 00 
12,614 10 
11 872 00 I " ..... 4. i59. 73. 
, 24:569 70 
6, 152 8·1 
5, 680 :!l 
11,381 18 
4, 836 00 
1, 602 00 
4, 196 05 
2, 678 51 
10, 4!l5 !15 
1,182 50 
f:l, 371 87 
5, 432 1!) 1, 0~9 08 , ...•••..... .. ... 
--······--------- -
440, 497 76 
3, 262 22 
151, 293 29 
145,24:1 00 
18, 6:38 13 
39,945 09 
12, 670 30 
317,002 66 
82,000 00 
------- --.--- . . --. 
35,000 00 




31, 720 11 
27,685 80 
24, 804 66 
14,640 46 
$2,000 00 
2, 000 00 
26,270 00 
----------------
125, 098 76 
1, 959 15 
8, 992 58 
90,848 00 
362 74 
4, 115 95 
849 66 
1, 699 32 
----------------
2, 000 00 














38, 214 43 
165, 121 87 




318, 701 98 
8-2, 000 00 
25,000 00 
50, a76 63 








... -.... i5: ii67. 66 ., :::: :: ::: ~:::::: , ......... 64: 46il. 00 
26,010 83 .... .. ...... .. .. 54,508 10 
14, 342 81 
47,526 09 




lG, ~~15 85 



































36 Kans ... Le:vvoowortiL ........................... 30, 487 81 7, 727 88 ................... .......... . ... .................... .... . 50, 58;) :J!'i 8, 784 :18 106, 58!'i 4~ 
37 Ky ..... Covington * ............................. 3, 7ti:.l SG 15, 322 00 . .......................... . ....... ........... ..... 27, b23 :Jt3 4, 60~ .4L 51, 540 ti5 3R Ky . .... LouisYille * .............................. ....................... 7fl, 007 53 ........................... . 18 L, fl55 52 .................. .. ......... 2, 809 77 263, 763 !il2 39 fl.-.:::: Newport ... ............................. 1, 411 36 13, 561 10 ....................... ..... . 6, 481 00 11,541 42 --···----------- 32,994 88 40 New Orleans* ........................... ............................ ---·----·---- -- - ................ .. ......... . ........................... -----·- -----·-- --- .......................... 376,716 65 41 Mo ...... ~f~&:fo~·a· ::: :::::::::::: :::::: :: :::::::: -- ---- --- ------- 427 00 . ............................ .... ......................... 36,000 00 ............................. 36, 427 00 42 Me ...... 418 22 1, 304 23 ..... ......................... 20 00 14, 500 00 ............................. 16,242 45 43 Mo ...... Lewiston ...... : . .. .. .. ....... .. ......... .............................. 600 00 ................... ... ....... .................... .... ..... 38,857 92 . ......................... 39,457 92 44 Me ...... Portland ................................. ---------------- 90~ 47 ---------------· ·--------- ------ 64, 750 00 --------------- - 65,653 47 45 lid ... .. Baltimore ............................... ---------------- 135, 559 43 ---------------- 53,177 26 315,253 38 126 66 504, 116 73 46 Mass .... Boston .......... .. ...................... ............................ 9, 363 24 ---·------------ --------·------- 1, 204, 500 00 ---------------- 1, 213, 863 24 47 Mass .... Ua.mbridge .............................. ---------------- 2, 216 29 ·--------------- --------------- 247, 790 61. 894 38 250,901 28 48 Mass .... Charlestown ............................. ----------- -- --- 1, 316 62 ---------------- 336 00 126, 825 00 ·-----·--------- 128,477 62 49 Mass .... Chelsea .................................. ............................. 871 45 --- ------ -- ---- - ---------------- 61, 590 31 ---------------- 62, 461 76 DO Mass .... Fall River ............... . ............... ---------·------ 1, 265 90 -- -------------- -- ------------- 53,000 00 ---------------- 54,265 90 51 Mass .... Ha\orbill * .... .. ........................ 7, 606 01 733 15 985 27 ---- -------- -- -- 34,000 00 85 00 42,209 42 52 Mass . .' .. Lawrence . .............................. ---------------- 1, 404 02 1, 151 85 ·--------------- 67,966 86 267 60 70, 790 33 53 Mass . ... Lowell ... ............................... ------·-··------ 1, 823 64 ---------------- ---- -- --------- · 97, 270 10 .......................... . 99,093 74 U1 54 Mass .... Lynn ..................................... ---------------- 1, 686 07 ------·--------- ---------------- 79,998 72 ............................. 81, 684 79 1-3 55 Mass ... . New Bedford ............................ ................................ 855 70 ---------------- 3, 000 00 69,222 25 ---- --- --- ----- - 73, 077 95 ~ 56 Mass .... Newburyport .. ........... ... ............ ---------·------ 590 60 -----· -··------- 900 00 26,000 00 ---------------- 27, 490 60 1-3 57 Mass .... Salem ..... .............................. .............................. 1, !'i63 32 ---------------- 285 50 70, 553 51 1, 271 27 73,673 60 H 58 Mass .... Springfield .............................. ........................... 1, 261 00 ·--------------- ............................ . 88, oco 00 --------------- - 89,261 00 U1 5!) Mass .... Taunton ....... . .... ..................... ........................... 770 83 . ..... .................. . .......................... 37, O:JO 00 !)6 35 37,867 18 1-3 
H 60 Mass .... Worcester ............................... 7, 391 76 1, 894 99 ............................ . ---------·------ 17-t, 150 00 .......... ....... ......... 183,436 75 0 61 Mich .... Dotroit .................................. ---------------- 1:3,200 00 ---------------· ---------------- 1Li, 116 00 44, 000 00 172, ll16 00 ~ 62 Mich . ... ~;~~~:§~~rd:· ~ ~::::: ~::: ~:: ~:::::: :::::: 7, 624 13 1, 480 80 283 82 14(i 65 46,898 06 3, 509 57 59,943 03 ~ 63 Mich .. .. 99,1 14 2, 509 92 -----·---------- ........................... 52, !)!)9 89 25, 425 31 81, 529 26 64 Mich .... Jackson .................. ....... ........ 2, 968 91 950 40 ~93 44 736 50 20,310 63 --------------- · 25,259 88 1-3 65 Mion ... 
~~~!b~f~~~:::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 203 55 b9, 342 93 .... .......................... 101 50 55, 169 16 7, 175 00 n, 992 14 ~ 66 Mo ...... --·····--------- b2, 444 51 ..... .... ..................... . .......................... 27,632 11 20 96 30, 097 58 td 67 Mo ...... 
~~i1~~:&~:::::: ~ ~ ~::::::::: ~:::::: ~:: 6, 379 87 <1, 85d 58 --------·------- ............................... 54,689, 10 28,902 22 9-l, ~29 71 ~ 68 Mo ... . . .......... .. ......... - 3, 200 50 2, 005 01 ............. .... ... .. .. . 34, 959 74 8, 371 7!J 48, 540 04 t:;.j 69 Mo ..... 27, 62L 00 65,296 00 6, 568 oo_ 51,378 00 608, \60 00 -------- -- -----· 75fl, 023 00 rn TO Neb . ... Omn.lta ... .............................. . 5, 610 27 10, 214 07 ...................... , .............................. 54, 449 7:2 83 10 70, 417 16 71 N.H .... CoBcord ...... .......................... 629 r8 ............................ ------------·-·4 . ........................... 17, 030 00 112 85 17, 772 73 72 N.H .... M::Lllchester ............................. 2, 282 75 .......................... ............. ...... ........ . ... ......................... 45, 000 Otl ----- - ----- - ··-- 47,282 75 73 N.H .... N11.shua.* ....... .. ...................... . 6, 011 87 ---------------- ·---------- ----- ............................. 19, 702 50 1, 229 29 26, !J43 6G 74 N. J .... Camden ......................... . .... _ . . 10, 578 64 b30, 8i3 91 ......................... .... . ......... .................... 48, 245 !)7 ---------------- 8!J, 671il 52 75 N.J .... Hoboken* ................. ...... ........ ....... ....... ......... ..... 1, C67 00 . ........................... ............................ 36, 433 09 --------------- - 37,500 00 76 N.J .... Jersey City ................. .......... .. "····· -- ------- · 117,525 73 ... .................. ...... . ............................. 143, 474 '27 ----------·----- 261,000 00 77 N .• r .... Newark .. .............................. 3, 862 21 106, 797 00 .............................. 294 00 45, 100 00 9, 72!) 25 165,782 46 'lfl N.J .... Now Brunswick ................. . . · ...... G7 01 20,513 59 ............... .............. ·--------------- 12, 815 15 40 00 33, 4!J5 75 79 N.J .... Paterson .................... · ............ 2, 855 00 3, 793 45 ·-----'·--------- ·--------------- 55, 406 55 .. .......... . .. 62, 0&5 00 80 N.J .... Trenton ............................... . 692 50 
,~!\i i! <>!iF\ ~~~~~~!,JJ5 -- -dl.ill All! !ll 
3~, 164 54 en N.Y ... 
: !~~b~l~*-: ::::: :::::::~:: ~: ~~::::: ~: ::::: 134,249 42 317, 377 13 82 N.Y ... 300 18 46, 936 Hi 8:'1 
~: ~:::: ~r~~\~~~~::::: ~: ~:: ~::: ~::::::: ~ ~ ~:::: -----~g~: ~~r ~r 62.829 42 84 1, 14!1, 646 09 S5 
377, 9~7 57 0':) 
* From last report. a From local fund and taxation. b :From State and county fund. C).:) 
~ 
TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 3.-School statistics of cities fo1' 1872 j front 1·e_plies to inqui?'ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
INCOlllE. 
~ State . Name of city. .0 a Balance on Receh·eu from Received from Recei\ed from Received from Received from 
Total. -f hand, &c. State fund. county fuud. local fuml. taxatiou. other sources. ~ --
1 2 3 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
86 N.Y .... Col10rst ................................. S2o, 693 86 ----- ----------- $15, 750 00 $12,246 19 $4t', 690 05 -----·---------- ---------------· 87 N.Y .... Elmira+ ................................ 6,412 53 ---------------· -- -------------- 63,083 9:3 37, 9;11 02 107,437 48 88 N.Y .... Lor 1q>ort ............................... _ 1!l, 866 04 ..... '$6: 8i7" so- ---------------· -- --------- ---- 22, 500 00 7, 723 94 52,907 78 8!) N.Y .... Nowbnr::rh .............................. 19,238 16 8, 91 8 42 -· · · s42s: o47- 62 · ·--------------- 37, 840 15 798 4(i 66,795 19 90 N.Y .... Now York .............................. 50,457 98 428, 047 62 $523,713 52 830, O:W 70 200,000 00 2, 460, 2!16 44 
9l N.Y .... g~~~~~b~1-r-~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 9, 539 42 ---------------· ---------------- ---------------- 16, 053 99 5, 727 95 31, 3;?1 36 92 N.Y .... l' 140 1!J 12, 181 78 ---------------- ---------------· 52,764 GO 1, 001 82 67, Ofl8 39 93 N.Y .... Ponghl;eopsio .......................... 4, 726 82 JO, 20!J 54 ·--------------- ··-------------· 41, Gl2 50 16,941 53 7~!, 4!JO 39 I),J N.Y .... Roches tor .. ........................... . 63, 927 31 33, OO!J 00 ·--------------· 528 38 117, OOQ 00 -----··--------· 214, 4G4 69 95 N.Y .... l"tomo ................................... 803 08 4,477 3L ................................ 12, 04L 93 250 10 17,572 32 
H ~L ~i:~;~?:_:::~~~:~~::~~::::: :~:: ::_ ----i::n~ ~ ~!~tii i! :: :_: ::: : :: ::::_: '!Hi! ii 2,177 92 21,235 10 8 f>59 19 l!l1, 852 ( 0 1:200 00 126,239 05 
6Ll 00 78, 74<1 43 
100 Ohio .... Akron.................................. 6,70085 5,61820 ................ 1,38536 31,!!9689 25 409 !.l3 71,201 23 
~gi 81~i~:::: 8i~~~~~f: ~~ ~ ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~gJ~~ ~~ ----- ~~:: ~~~ -:~ · :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: Hi: ~~t ~1 32: lOG 00 7uG, 601 71 G10 47 27:3, 644 68 5, 340 91 162,543 50 
10,1 Oh1o.... Dayton.................................. 43. 194 81 17, 158 40 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 119 16 81, 110 •18 35, 681 84 17<'!, 564 69 
469 17 3:~. 569 07 
3, 974 3:1 45, Oi3G 52 
40 00 41,233 55 
645 68 40, 603 12 
65, 111 o:J 1fl7, t:l43 74 
11 792 77 38, 167 77 
'575 05 67, 797 56 
45,469 07 88,873 09 
16, 816 00 37,102 45 
2,615 03 64,858 85 
·····---- ------- 80, 468 4 [ 
7, 013 88 37, 101 Go 
. -.... -- ---- -- ~ -- . 1, 370, 454 09 
47,077 23 351, 011 41 
· --------------· !17, (j(j2 21 
·--------------· 50, 3PO R4' 
























































R.I. .... d'rovi<lrnco. ... . . ... . . ..... .. .....•...... . ...... ... . . . . . . 20, :JOQ 00 ........ .>. .... .. ...•... .. . . . . . . . 128,100 00 8, 800 00 1S7, 200 00 
TI.1 ... . . \Vnrwkk .. .......................... . ... 1,13342 4,10282 ...•.•.••....... 3,88681 :~4 5GO · ···· ··-·--··-·· 9,41iSG5 
R.I. . .. . WoollRockot..................... .. ...... ................ 4,045 37 ·······-·--·-··· ·-·--···---····· 13,0/3 G2 7!i0 04 17,87:J 0::1 
S. U..... Charleston ............. __ ..... __ ............ _ ........ __ ........ _ ......... ___ ... _ ..... _ .. . _ ...... _ .... _. . 34, 539 GO 3, 263 05 37, 822 05 
~~~~ ~:: ~~~1,~\1\~ *_ :::::: :~::::: ::: ::~ :: :~: :~:::: :::::::::::::::: : ~: ~::: ::::::::: •••••• 28," 46i. 4ii . .. -.- . 27," 868' i6 .. ....... ~~·- ~~~- ~~- .. .. -.. .. ~~~. :~. ~~: ~~~ ~~ 
~~~: ~ ~: : ~~~~-1i;~~~~iz_- :~ ~: ::::::::::: ~::::::: :: · · · · · · · · ·- 569 · 65 · :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: · ··· ·· · · '228. 65 · · ·· · ·· · · io: 862. i9. -- · · · · · i." o48. i7 · · ·· · ·· ··· i2; cias· il5 
Va....... Alexamlria. ___ ......... __ .... _. _........ 39 81 3, 667 44 1, 661 36 6, 000 00 11, 374 81 1, 000 00 23, 74!l 42 
:;::::::: ~g~~~~~\1-igh::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~:~~~ ~t ...... ~~·.:~~-~~- :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 11,~~~ ~g ~~:~~g ~g 
Va...... Portsmouth .. .................................... _.. .... 2, 465 58 6, 395 66 ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, OGO 00 9, 861 24 
Vn. ... ... Uicbmoud............................... 40,419 32 15,496 66 ...•............ 49,885 97 .. ................ 1,500 00 107,30195 
W . Va. . . Whcelillg .................................... _ .. __ ...... 8, :159 58 .......................... _..... 46, 909 98 2, 682 00 57, 951 56 
Wis .... Fom1tht'tuc.. ... ......... ....... ....... 7,614 00 2,08100 2,100 00 .......... .... .. 23,088 00 ......... ... .. . . 34,883 00 
Wis.. . . Milwaukee ................ _ ............ _ 34, !J38 85 9, 846 33 47, 252 <i2 65, 37!l 58 . ..... _. __ .... _. _ ........... _..... 157, 4311 OS 
Wis.. . . Oshkosh................................. 21, 346 00 1, 980 00 14, 000 00 1ti, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 53,246 00 


















T.A.DLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 3.-School'statistics of cities for 1872 j from 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the United States Bu1·eau of Edlccation-Continued. 
,..; 
C) State. .0 s 
~ -
1 2 
Ala. ... . . 
2 Ark .. .. 
3 Cal . ... . 
4 Cal ... .. 
5 Cal ... .. 
6 Cal ... .. 
7 Conn ... 
8 Conn .. . 
9 Conn .. . 
10 Del .... . 
11 D.C .. .. 
12 D.C .. : . 
13 Ga ..... . 
14 Ga .... .. 
15 Ga .... .. 
16 Ill------
17 Ill ..... . 
18 m ..... . 
19 Ill ..... . 
20 Ill---- .. 
21 Dl ...... 
2'.2 lll -- - -- -
2J lll ..... . 
:H Ind ... .. 
25 Ind ... .. 
26 Incl. .. .. 
27 Incl .... . 
2tl Iuu ... .. 
2!l Intl .. --· 
:10 lOWl\ •• •. 
:.ll lOW I\ •••• 
3~ Inw 1~ ... 
:};1 lt>\11\ ·-




Name of city. 
Libraries Salaries of Salaries of Fuel, lights, Rent. Repairs. and school neous ex-
Sites and superintend-and teachers. &c. books. penses. 
lmildings. apparatus. ents. 
Total. 
3 '11 72 '13 '14 ,.~ '16 _,.,. '18 '19 80 
~~~l~el~oak:::::::::: :: .... ~~·.:~~. ~~. :::::::::::: .. .. $2: 64o· iio- ---$i7; i£ oii · .. ... ___ ...... ___ .. _____ ...... _ .. .. .. __ . ::::::: :::~~ :::::::::::: ----$39:277-oo 
Oakland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 949 :10 $350 00 1, 4::!5 00 33, 961 35 $1, 243 09 . . . . . . . . . . . . $983 41 $5, 146 85 $25 00 56, 084 00 
Sacramento .... ---.. . .. 11,460 00 .. . .. .. .. .. . 1, 200 00 36, 150 00 1, 453 00 $264 00 5, 130 00 4, 540 00 5, 006 00 65, '203 00 
San Francisco . . . . . . . . . 37, !!11 21 4, 000 00 7, 000 00 4Vi, 012 40 8, 976 53 11, 498 20 31, 729 39 21, 275 63 137, 858 77 675, 262 13 
Stockton............... 31, 913 18 350 00 900 00 24, 033 76 440 00 .. .. .. .. . .. . 611 19 78 00 8, 34 L 99 66, 670 12 
Hartford . ........ - .. -.. 59, 177 15 908 73 650 00 80, 8U5 02 15, 995 28 . .. . .. . .. .. . 5, 795 76 ... _........ 28, 5~ 69 191, 974 63 
NewHaven............ 119,917 09 1,040 69 3,000 00 105,338 00 4,035 9-! 2,65114 3,563 22 1, 202 33 . ........... 240,748 41 
:Norwich .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 196. 200 00 150 00 100 00 18, 151 613 3, 952 12 80 00 4, 424 76 150 00 . .. . . .. . . .. . 223, 208 86 
Wilmington .. .. .. .. . .. 22, 160 50 a2, 409 20 b34, 57-! 92 .. . .. .. . . . .. . . c7, 177 05 ................... _...... 5, 513 77 2, 034 51 73, 869 95 
w~~lf~J~ro~-:::::::::: ~ . -. i28,' 995.86. :::::: ~::::: ~: ~~g ~~ 10~: ~~~ ~& : ::::: : :::: :: : :::::: :::::: : :::: :: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ~g: ~~~ ~~ e4~;: ~~~ ~g 
Atlanta............... . 51,957 74 ............ 2,000 00 18,246 35 a6,700 77 475 00 1,899 79 736 05 1,987 )l9 / 84,002 !!9 
Augusta*.--.-- ........... _ ..... __ .... --- ... --- ..... _ ........... ___ ........... _____ . . ... _ ... ___ ................................... ___ .. ____ .... _ .......... . 
Savannah........................................ 2,500 oo 42,000 oo 400 oo 450 oo 1,500 oo 600 oo ------------ 47,450 eo 
Aurora. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 14, 752 34 350 00 2, 500 00 18, 771 00 1, 844 32 . .. .. .. . .. .. 924 00 354 00 .. .. .. . . .. .. 39, 495 66 
BlQPmington .. ...... -.. 2, 773 05 34 20 2, 400 00 24, 113 40 5, 231 06 13 00 864 :!7 133 70 14, 308 46 40, 871 24 
Chicago................ 174,886 79 ............ 6,400 00 355,488 07 gl01,072 15 6,157 96 .............. ............ ............ 644,004 97 
G.:llesbnrgh............ ......... . .... ............ 1, 800 00 13,19140 2,238 80 ............ 1,732 34 210 00 1,014 30 20,186 84 
Peoria.................. 11.5,365 83 ............ .............. b31,846 94 ....... ....... ...................... ____ ............ 6,272 33 43,485 10 
Quincy .......... _..... 10, 752 53 .. . .. .. .. .. . 1, 24~ 82 22, 985 00 2, 000 00 275 00 7, 6!l2 81 .... _....... . .. .. .. .. .. . 44, 94tl 16 
:.tocltf01·d ..... ......... 10,638 93 --- · -------- .............. 21,112 60 2,05517 ............ 5,182 46 7tl69 2,47313 41 ,540 98 
Springfi:eld * ........ -...... -................. -.. - .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 29, 830 12 ill, 063 89 210 00 1, 222 68 883 79 ........ _... 43, 210 48 
Evansv1llo .... -- ... --- .. _ ...... _ . . . . . . .. _ . . . . . . . . 2, 500 00 . _. _ ............ __ ....... ..... ...... _.. . . . _ .. _ ..... __ .. ___ ... ___ ... __ .. ____ . _. . ___ ...... . .. . 
l!'ortWa.yno........... 2,000 00 ------------ 2,200 00 25,0GO 00 6,000 00 5,000 00 1,000 00 ............ ............ 4L ,200 00 
La.~n.yette *.. ......... 18,000 00 ............ 1, 800 00 17,525 25 1,422 04 ............ 500 00 60 00 ............ 39,307 29 
Mathson ....... .. - .. - .. 12, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . 13, 750 00 520 00 . .. .. .. .. . .. 275 00 30 00 .. . .. .. . .. . . 26, 575 oo 
NewAll.>any-. ......... 24,000 UO ............ ...... ........ 18,850 00 2,500 00 ............ ..... . ........ ............ ............ 4;) 350 60 
Tor.r!-"1 lla.u to .... -- .. -.. 3;!, 9:>1 91 ... -- .. --... 2, 000 00 28, 154 35 1, ~00 00 100 00 3, 000 ~0 400 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. 68: 106 26 
J~mhup;lon .. ,-.......... ............. . ............ 1,500 00 20,950 00 4,::>46 77 950 00 2,387 60 623 77 . ........... 30,9.18 J4 
Couut·illllufls.......... 3,27900 17;'i00 1, 80000 14,35100 1,289 10 5500 l,<ll8 00 2500 .: .......... 2l,Ofi2JO 
l>IWl' llp~n·L .. ·- ·-- · ·--- • · 12, 307 15 442 20 2, 4U6 65 37, 318 13 2, 261 59 110 00 5, 084 42 341 !J:! • • • . . . • • • . . • jf>O, :382 12 
nt•MMutllCS............ .............. 700 CO 1, 800 00 15,000 00 700 00 ......... ... ........ ...... GOO 00 ............ l ti,800 00 













































































Iowa . .. . 
Kans .. . 
I~~:::: 
La ..... . 
1\Ie .. .. . . 
1\Io .. ----
1\Ie. -----
Me . .... . 
Md -- ---
Mass . .. . 
1\Iass . .. . 
Mass . .. . 
Mass .. . . 
Mass . .. . 
Mass .- --
Mass ... . 
Mass .. . . 
Mass .. . . 
Mass ... . 
Mass ... . 
Mass ... . 
Mass .. . . 
Mass .. . . 
Mass . .. . 
Mich ... . 
Mich ... . 
Mich . .. . 
Mich . . . 
Minn . . . 
Mo .... . . 
Mo ..•... 
Mo .... . 
Mo . .. . . 
Nc;~b ---· 
N.H ... . 
N.H ... . 
N.H . .. . 
N . .J ----
N . .J -- --
N . .J -- . . 
N.J .... 
K eokuk*.............. 11~,000 QO 250 00 1, 800 00 21,096 ~8 1, 053 69 ...... .. .. .. 4,944 08 201 78
1 
. .. ..... .. . 
Loa,enworth -------·-- 4,157 42 ··-- ·- ·--- -- 3,116 85 24,:l29 :JJ l,OGD 05 402 50 58108 • 2,1:38 00 5!,580 66 
Covington *...... . . . . . . 2, 500 00 250 00 1, 800 00 25, 03:3 85 8, 046 97 900 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 00 12, 829 48 
Louisville * ............ 45,753 70 ------ · - · ·-· 4,000 00 164,265 59 .............. ------------ ll,492 12 36,82217 .... .... . . . . 
Newport.... .. ......... 5,806 37 200 00 1, 800 00 16,515 00 818 49 ----- ---- --- 1,317 58 ...................... . 
Now Orleans* . .. .. .. .. -·- ·-· ···- --- -... ....... .. . .... .. ...... . 293,9.27 65 . ..... .. .. ... 30,80315 Z25,004 60 ... ........ . 
Ban~or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 2-t, 944 00 2, 200 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 500 00 200 00 . ... ... .... . 
Bidueforcl. ..... . . . . . . . . 6, 700 00 25 00 500 00 11, 268 00 1, 200 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 149 40 . .. ..... __ .. 
Lewiston.............. 2,696 62 ............ 2,150 00 23,000 00 3,465 71 75 00 2,716 43 . . ...... .... 1,35416 
Portland............... 9, 000 00 800 00 300 00 5:!, 125 00 4, 250 44 200 00 5, 0()6 37 1, 506 63 .. _ .. ___ . _ .. 
Baltimore... .. .. .. .. . .. 30, 935 29 . .. .. . . .. . __ 4, 300 00 37:2, 20-t 75 11, 508 32 15, 040 00 34, 036 12 38, 451 87 19, 428 99 
Boston.... ... . ......... h!l7,800 68 . .•••.... • . . m23,281 66 8o3,658 81 ............................•..... . ................. 32!1,639 18 
Cambridge ............ - 110, 555 21 237 72 3, 000 00 103, 608 53 6, 505 98 555 83 8, 7u0 30 2, 970 50 14, 707 21 
Charlestown . . . . . . . . . . . :33, 631 07 . . . . . . . . . . . . :3, 000 00 91, 882 53 4, 213 00 900 00 7, 300 00 2, 078 78 .. _ ... ..... . 
Chelsea . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45, 038 90 3, 379 85 350 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 915 56 9, 777 45 
FallRiver . ...... .... .. 8!!,15498 ...... ..... . 2,00000 44,41246 2,69600 ... ... .. ... . 3,75727 . ........... 3,45709 
Haverhill *. . ..... . . . . . . 15, 301 22 400 00 500 00 28, 50() iO 1, 500 00 600 00 :3 , 000 00 300 00 _ .......... . 
La~Tence.............. 12, 966 86 93 51 1, 750 00 43, 295 05 8, 598 82 200 00 4, 393 75 607 05 _ .. .. _. _. __ . 
LowelL................ 21, 117 92 ............ 2,000 00 70,15166 .............. 90 00 ... ... . ... ....... .......... ... ....... . 
Lynn .. . .............. . 150,000 00 2,6:34 54 -----·- --- ---- 57,956 42 2,92167 ------·----- 4,375 13 4,41158 -- -·-···----
NewBedford ... . .... . . .............. 3,250 00 2,000 00 51,482 60 2,276 74 :35.0 00 1,970 28 1,358 63 · ·-------·-· 
Newburyport ... ..... ...... . .. . . ........ _. _ . __ . _. ____ . __ . . . .. _ ...... _ . _ .. _ .. _ . ___ .. .. . _ .. _. ____ .. _ . ___ . __ ___________ : ______ __ ... _______ .. _ .. . 
Salem . ... .. .......... .. 12,81140 ........ .. .. 1,250 00 46,534 81 7,966 27 ............ 3,315 75 l, i'95 37 ... •. •...... 
Springfield. .. .... ...... 61,000 00 200 00 3,000 00 'i0,548 00 10,857 00 300 00 4,100 00 --- ·----- -- - ..... •. ..... 
Taunton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 3:2, 813 38 4, 514 20 800 00 2, 500 00 __ .... _ .. _.. _ .. _ .. . __ .. 
·worcester. ... ... ...... 40,1 50 00 2,50000 4,9COOO 95,00998 15,22690 425G9 13,91005 2,1:!1 82 9,39231 
D etroit... .. .. ... .... .. 40,000 00 1,000 00 3,600 00 88,000 00 -----·- ------ · 100 00 4,000 00 5,500 00 30,000 00 .. 
East Saginaw.......... 19, 455 13 895 28 2, 400 00 15, 859 88 6, 288 79 150 00 1, 1:37 15 18!! 15 . . _ ...... __ . 
Grancll{apids.......... 28,400 41 2,203 33 2,250 00 24,483 94 11, 938 09 --·--·------ . · ............. --- ·-- -· - --- 12,213 22 
.Jackson ...... ----- --- --·· - ·------ -- - 25817 ....... .. ..... 17,578 75 1,442 03 ------- --- -- 539 62 -- --··--·--· ........... . 
Miun~polie ---·--·---- 4,560 56 ----·-·----- 2,200 00 24,320 50 3,43813 ............ 438 65 233 61 28,667 49 
Hanmbal_ . ............. 9, 082 90 . ___ . _ . .... _ 625 00 13, 212 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 466 66 1, 177 :J2 296 54 2, 285 12 
K~nsas C1ty - . --....... 15, 573 88 650 00 2, 000 00 35, 085 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 431 00 283 11 797 86 8, 010 81 
Sa~nt.Jose_Ph .... . . . .... .. ........... . ·---·- --- -- - 2,600 00 29,370 00 1, 200 00 600 00 900 25 250 30 ...........• 
Samt Lows . --.-....... 191 , 904 00 26, 381 00 9, 500 flO 420, 529 00 16, 5:32 00 5, 497 00 30, 296 00 10, 553 00 ... _. _ . _ .. _. 
Omaha................. 39,55016 800 00 2,400 00 27,950 00 1,410 90 844 00 1,11!) 97 865 7!! --· - ------- · 
Concord- -· --- -- -----· -- ·-------- · -----·--·----·-.. .. .. . ... .... 13,439 00 1, 225 62 ------------ 1, 066 68 ······------ 2,033 59 
Manchester- ----.--.-.- · 26, 108 54 .. _. _ ..... _. 1, 800 00 33, 831 84 2, 940 84 ... _. _ . .. _. _ 3, 758 41 340 34 . 4, 241 82 
Nashua *-- ---- ---·- ·-· - 30,000 00 ..•......... 1, 200 00 15,50118 ·---·-· ------- · ---- -- ---- -- 5,M7 83 363 66 --- --···· ··· 
Camden ------ - ---- . --- 15, 351 17 . _. _ . _ . ___ . _ 688 00 36, 225 00 1, 773 25 1, 377 83 5, 287 36 8, 272 ~ 9, 046 97 
¥e~~~;C
1
i~:v~~~::::: ::: : :::: :::::::::: : ::::: :: :::~ ~:~~~ gg 1~~;~6~ ~~ :~:::::::::::: ::::::~::::: -- --~~·-:~~-~~- :::::::::::: :::~:::::::: 
Newark -- -- - · ------.-- 87, 451 27 275 00 3, 500 00 121, 9-19 93 l!l, 256 25 630 00 8, 877 93 6, 904 58 
* From last r eport. 
a For now fumituro. g Including r epairs and stationer_y. h Iuelnding libraries and apparatus. b IncluLiing all salaries. 
c Inclutliug ~·epairs . . 
d Including !E3, 170.22 for colored schools. 
e Including $127,183.94 for colo1·ed schools. 
I For six mont·hl:l only. 
i Only $223.10 oftbis sum i s for il1el andli.ghts. 
j Not including $71,862.80 for janitors, furniture, &c. 
k ]'or repairs and furniture. · 
l Including supplies. · 
m Including salaries of truaut-o-fficers and· officers of school committees. 
... 
144, 346 73 
8!1, 21:) 09 
51, 540 65 
262, 334 ·19 
26, 457 44 
376, 7l(i 60 
34, 844 00 
20, 842 40 
:~9 , 457 92 
64,278 44 
515, 905 34 
1, :H4, 380 3:3 
250, 901 28 
143, oo5 :-ss 
62, 46 1 76 
145, 477 80 
50, 101 22 
71, 905 04 
93,359 58 
222, ~'99 34 
62,688 25 
27, 000 00 
73, 673 60 
150, 005 00 
42,627 58 





63, 858 !!4 
27,145 94 
62, 831 82 
3<1 920 55 
720: 332 00 
74 940 82 
17:764 89 
73 821 79 
2fi: 943 66 
78 022 31 
37:500 00 
175, OOiiJ 00 




























































T.A13LE III.-CLASS A.-PART 3.-School statistics of Cities fo1· 1872 j from 1·epUes to inqtti1·les by the United States B~treau of Education-Continued. 
EXPENDITURES. 
State. Name of city. 
Permanent. Current;. 
Sites and Libraries Salaries of Sabries of Fuel, lights, ~~t~~~~~I Miscclla-an<l superintend- Rent. Repairs. noons ex- Total. buililiugs. teachers. &c. apparatus. ents. books. pCI'lSCS. 
2 3 "'1 .,.2 .,.3 .,.4 .,.lj .,.6 .,..,. 78 79 80 
$14,250 00 $500 00 $175 00 $1,329 37 $678 72 $32,734 81 

































































I'a ..... . 
1':1 ..... . 
Pa. ..... . 
Pa. ..... . 
Pa. ..... . 
Pa. ..... . 
Pa ..... . 
Pa ..... . 
Pa ..... . 
Pa ..... . 
R.I. ... . 
R.I. ... . 
R.I. ... . 
R.I .... . 
S.C .... . 
Tenn .. . 
Tenn .. . 
Tex .... . 
Vt ..... . 
Va ..... . 
Va ..... . 
Va ..... . 
Va. ..... . 
Va ..... . 
W.Va .. 
Wis .. . 
Wis ... . 








n Including insurance. 
o Including salaries of clerk of board ana of librarian. 
-p Including stationery. 
q Including salary of clerk of the board. 
1, 500 00 
730 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 300 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 400 00 
1, 775 00 
2, 500 00 
~50 00 
ql, 200 00 
350 00 
950 00 
2, 000 uo 
q2, 080 00 
600 00 
2, 000 00 
600 00 
:l2, 117 50 
11,716 46 
22, 848 46 
41 772 17 
13: 3;:.2 75 
5, flG2 78 
1, 2:l8 65. 
5, 7co 75 
1, 495 97 
p8, 492 07 
1, 031 92 
145 32 
705 75 
1, 115 00 
185 34 
2, 7;25 79 
6, 901 29 
2, 302 60 
10 29 
1 
....... .... . 
84 00 ........... . 
<iSS 17 .. ......... . 
160,204 47 
34,304 00 
25, 123 78 
11,8:38 37 
17, 826 00 
4, 40() 00 
3, 310 61 
763 51 
6, 386 70 
690 00 4, 500 00 ........... . 
450 00 I 7, 200 00 
1 ' 0~~ ~~ ·····i;945.43· 1·· ···579.3o-
7, 015 00 
12,600 00 
13, 013 60 
5,132 69 
41,220 09 
31, 327 70 
18,371 00 
89,768 22 
20, 500 00 
r Including furniture. 
s Including printing. 
t Including rents anll repairs. 
657 30 
2, 075 84 
2, 453 25 
1, 787 59 
1, 200 00 
3, 899 90 1 ........... . 
948 40 2, 150 00 
1, 200 26 ........... . 
53 04 ···---------
274 31 2,193 72 
2, 291 11 1, 277 29 
202 00 ..................... 
1, 650 00 ------------
8718 43 6, 342 38 
2,172 00 ·---------- -
77 00 9, 063 15 
....................... ........................ 
70, 002 62 
34 :345 52 
62: 008 50 
lO:j, 621 38 
34,544 ll 
559,282 97 
71, 354 00 
37, 761 98 
16,371 99 
27,252 99 
9, 223 10 




9, 582 12 
16,715 26 
18, 180 82 
8, 038 69 
102, 362 02 
51,211 38 
92, 56\) 00 






























1 Ala ..... 
2 Ark ... . 
3 Cal .. ... 
4 Cal .... . 
5 Cttl ..... 
6 Cal ..... 
7 Conn ... 
Conn ... 
9 Conn 
10 Del. .... 
11 D.C ... . 
12 D.C .... 
13 Ga ...... 
(> 
14 Ga ...... 
15 Ga .. .... 
16 ill ...... 
17 ill ...... 
18 m ...... 
19 Ill ...... 
20 IlL ..... 
2L ill ...... 
2'2 Ill ...... 
TABLE II I.-School statistics of cities for 1872; front 1·eplies to 
CLASS A.-CONTAINING 10,000 IN· 
PART 4.-Miscellaneous-Teachers' salaries, statistics 
SALAHillS OF TEACHEHS. * 












oi '"@ c; ~ 
~ R 
3 81 82 
:llobile .. .. . . .. . . .. $65 00 $65 00 
Little Rock........ .. . .. . .. 70 00 
to 
100 00 
Oakland .. .. .. .. .. 100 00 50 00 
to 
100 DO 
Sacramento.. ...... .. . . .. . . 50 00 
to 
85 00 
San Francisco..... . . . .. . .. 50 00 
to 
67 50 
Stockton .. . .. . .. .. 75 00 75 00 






'a! s <e ~ 'a! Cll 
~ R ~ R ~ - ---1----------
83 84 85 86 87 
$100 00 $75 00 $75 00 $75 00 $150 00 




70 00 200 00 
85 00 .............. .. 
to 
100 00 
175 00 100 00 70 00 
























163 33 66 66 ........ 58 33 250 00 ...... .. 
to 
50 00 
Norwich ..... .... : . ...... .... . ............ ........ . .. ...... ....... .. ....... ... ... . 






Georgetown ...... ........ 54 16 91 66 83 33 ............... ... ............ .. 
to 
58 33 
Washington.. ............ . 45 83 133 33 88 33 66 66 66 66 .............. .. 
~ ~ to to to 
66 66 1!":>0 00 100 00 83 33 83 33 
.Atlanta .. . • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 37 50 125 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 50 00 150 00 ....... . 
to to 
45 83 66 66 
t~~~~t;h·::::::::: ::::::·:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.l.urora.. .. .... . . .. 41 66 20 83 62 50 62 50 37 50 137 50 
to 
41 66 
Bloomington .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 65 00 
Chicago .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 37 50 
to 
91 66 




66 G6 6G G6 
to to 
1 3 ::S3 183 33 
43 83 40 00 
Peoria.. ........ .......... 29 16 116 66 50 00 
to to 
45 83 58 33 
Quincy.... ........ .. . .. . .. 33 33 50 00 
to 
45 83 
60 00 200 00 












Rockford.. ...... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 100 00 37 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 125 00 
62 50 
23 Ill . . . . . . Sprin~t'll. ........ . .............................. . ....... . ...... . . ..... . 
24 Ind .... 
1 
E\·ansYille .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 41 66 100 00 58 33 41 66 141 00 
to 
83 33 
2.'> I nrl .. .. Fort Wa:rne .. .. .. 63 83 37 50 100 00 50 00 112 50 
26 Ind ..... Indianapolis ...... . .. . .. .. . 33 33 58 33 5 33 33 33 200 00 
to to to to 
50 00 91 66 91 66 50 00 
~ ~~~ :: :: ~~~~:tv:::i :::::: :::::::: ::~~:~~: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::~:::::::: :::::::: :::~:~: 
* Tha salariea given aro for one calendar montn. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 639 
inqui1·ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
HABIT.<\NTS OR l\IORE-Continued. 
of instruction in drawing, music, foreign languages, &c. 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
89 90 91 92 93 94 96 
.Assistants in 
normal schools. 
91 98 1 
----------------------------1------- ---
$75 00 $75 00 -- .. -- ... - - .. -..... - -..... -.-- - ..... -.. -..•.. ... - - .. -... - - ...... - - .. -- ... - 1 
120 00 . - ...... . - - .. - . . . . . . . ..•..... - - . • • . . . . . . . .... - - .. - -.. - . . . . . . - .. - - .. - - ...... - - ... -•. . - 2 
150 00 3 
$90 00 $100 00 .......•. - - ....•.. - ...... - - .•. - ... - 4 









•···•· ........................ ·········- -········- . ........ . - ········· ... . .... - ....... - ........ 10 
,. 
.......... -. ·······- . ······· ...................... ········ ... .. ...... - - ...... - - ....... - ....... . 11 




75 00 .. - .. -.- ....•..•••....•..............• •. .. -...... . . ...... - ...•... - - . . . . . . . . 13 
to 
100 00 











~g ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : ::: :: : ::: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. $2os. 00. : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : $R3 00 17 
to 
100 00 18 










.......•.. ··•·••·•·· .••• • •.••. ··••••·••· ·········- · ······ - ................. 20 
40 00 $30 00 ...................................... -....... - ... - ... - 21 
·••••••••· ··•• ••••• · . ••••••••..•••••••• • · ••·•••••• ......................... 22 




58 33 -........ - ........ . - ...... .............. -......... - ...... - . ...... - . ... -- .. . 24 
to 
66 66 
66 66 -• .. .. . • . . -........ - . • • .. • • • .. -• • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . $1 00 00 
75 00 40 00 30 00 .... ................. ......... 100 00 
to 
50 00 
66 66 25 
58 00 26 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6o · oo' :::::::::: · · · · 4o · oo · -· · · 75 · oo · ····5o· oo · :::::: :::: : ::::::: : ::::::: : :::: :: :: ~~ 
. •• . ···••· .................... ··•······ · .•••.•..•...••...... ·•••••···· ·•••••• · ·••··••· .•.....•. 29 







30 Ind .. --
:n Iowa .... 
32 Iowa .. .. 
33 Iowa ... . 
34 Iowa .... 
35 Iowa .... 
3() Kaus ___ 
37 Ky ---- -
38 Ky ..... 
39 Ky ---- · 
40 La ______ 
41 Me-----
42 Me .. ... 
43 Me ..... 
44 Me ... . . 
45 Md .... . 





51 Mass ___ 
52 Mass-·-
53 Mass---
54 Mass ... 
55 Mass ___ 
56 Mass- --





G2 M.ich _ .. 
TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 4.-Suhool statistics of cities jo1· 1872; from, 
Name of city. 
3 
Terre Haute .. ----
Burlington ........ 
Council Bluffs. ___ _ 
Des Moines. __ -----
Dubuque.--------
Keokuk------
Leavenworth. ___ .. 







Portland .... ---- .. Baltimore ________ _ 
Boston ____________ 
Cambridge .. ------
Charlestown .. ____ 
Chelsea. ___________ 
Fall ltivor ... __ . ___ 
IIaverhill _________ 
Lawrence.--------
Lowell _____ . __ . _ . _ 
Lynn .. - ---- ----- - -
New Bedford ...... 
Newburyport-----
Sa,lem.---------- --
Springfield _. ______ 
Taunton-------·--' 
Worcester ____ ... __ 
Detroit ___ • __ . __ • __ 




























........... $29 Hi $58 33 $41 6o $41 66 
to to to to 
37 50 91 66 50 uo 50 00 
$83 33 33 33 . ~ .. . ..... . .............. ---- ..... . --· -----
............ 45 00 83 33 65 00 55 00 
-------· 30 00 60 00 60 00 60 00 
to to 
75 00 84 00 
-------· 25 00 125 00 ------·· $41 66 41 66 
............. -------- -· -- - --- .... . ...... · ----·- · ......... ... 41 66 -------· 66 66 -------· 58 33 
-------- -------- -- ----- · 
......... .... . . ........... ............. -------- -------· --------
--- ---· · ... .... ..... ... ......... ......... 
............ . 27 77 100 00 35 41 . ............ 30 00 
.............. 23 33 79 16 ····---- ........... 26 66 
............. 30 00 166 66 . ............. .............. 31 66 
to to 
40 00 50 00 
116 66 34 66 138 83 54 16 39 08 
.. ........... . 39 ' 00 125 00 75 00 42 00 40 00 
to to to 
58 00 75 00 54 00 
............. 66 66 266 66 166 66 166 66 66 66 
to to 
200 00 70 16 
41 66 208 33 .............. .............. 41 66 
to to 
58 33 58 33 
.............. 47 91 175 00 150 00 47 91 
to to 
52 18 64 58 
.............. 45 83 183 33 150 00 . ............ . 45 83 
............. 39 58 125 00 . ............ 41 66 
-------· .... .. ... . ............ ........... . . ......... 
... .......... 37 50 133 33 47 91 .. ........... 39 58 
to to to 
43 75 187 50 47 !)1 
............ 33 33 141 66 .. ............. ... .......... 33 33 
to to to 
50 00 166 66 50 00 
.............. 50 00 150 00 66 66 . ......... ... 50 00 
39 58 125 00 ............. -------- 43 75 
to to 
43 75 145 83 
. ............ 29 16 100 00 41 66 29 16 
.......... 41 66 150 00 83 33 41 66 
to 
50 00 
-------- 45 83 166 66 91 66 45 83 to 
54 16 
.. .......... 33 33 83 33 iS 33 33 33 
to 
125 00 
............... 41 66 158 33 47 91 47 91 
to 
100 00 
---·--- - 27 98 100 00 50 00 25 00 
to to to to 
35 41 125 00 75 00 35 41 





C3 2 0 
~ R 
------
8 7 88 
$91 66 
100 00 
125 00 $66 66 
150 00 
15D 00 
··----- - - -- ····· 
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SALAlUES OF TEACHERS. 
.Assistants in 
normal schools. 






• • •O •••••o • ••O•••••o • o•••·•••o 0- •••••••• o••••• --- •• ;,· --000 0 •••o Oo •• ••••• •oo 31 
·--o------ 0 __ 0 ______ ·-------- 0 ---------- ... o ______ ·--o---- ... o .... ·-- O·o--· 32 
33 
50 00 . - - - - - - - - . 0 - - - - - - - - • 0 - •• - • - - - 0 - - - • - - • - - 0 0 - - - - - • - - • • - - 0 - - - 0 0 - • 0 - - - • • - • 0 0 0 - - • 3"4 
• --0 0-00 oo • -- • • o,-- •• --0 oooo •••••••• 0- oo o••••• 0-- •• ·•o o,, ••• o•••••---. 0.- •• -- •• -- •• - 0. 0 000 0 •••• 35 
58 33 0 - - 0 0 - - - - 0 . 0 - - - - - - - • 0 - - 0 0 - •• - - • - - 0 - - 0 - - • • - - 0 - - - - - 0 • 0 0 0 - - - • • - - 0 - - - • - 0 0 0 0 - - . 36 
••• •••o••o oo•o••• ••o • ooooo•••• oOOOOOOOOo oooOo••••o ooOo•••••· o• •oo••••o 0- •••• -. 0- oOooo 00000 o•·· 37 
------ 0-- •• -------- •• -------- 0 0 0---- 0-- •• --------. 0-------- .• ----. 0-- ..... -- ... --.-- ... -- 0 0 0 -- 0 38 
------0--. o••••-.-- .•••••• 0 ooo •••• ----- .•••••• 0--. 0 ••o•••••o o•• ••• 0--0 • --0--- .• --0 0- ••• -- •• 0--. 39 
••• ------. OoOoo 0.-0 . o••• oo- ••• o••• -----. o ••• •• •••..••••• - -- •••• • ----- ••• 0 00-- •• --00--. 0- 00 ••• - . 40 
39 58 . - . 0 ------ • ----.--- •• --------- • - -.------ 0 -- 0----- • • - - 0 -- - . • ------ .• -- 0- 0 - - • 41 
to 
66 66 
--------- . 33 33 . -- 0----- 0 0 -------- •• -----.--. 0--------. --------- .• 0 0. 0.- •• -- 0-- ••• --- 0---. 42 
-- -- - - 0 - - • • -- • -- -- - • 0 -- -- -- -- • • -- -- - - - -- 0 --- - -- - - • 0 -- 0 --- -- • • -- -- - - - - • $50 00 . - -- - -- . 0 -- .. -- - • 43 
91 fi6 49 00 
166 6G 75 00 
to to 
183 33 84 00 
200 00 83 33 
to to 
250 00 150 00 
166 66 66 66 
to to 
203 33 88 33 
JoG 66 58 33 
to to 
183 33 83 33 
, .. i25' 00. 75 00 !'iS 33 
oo•••····· oo•••••• •o o• •·· · •••o ,o••••••••o 0 ••o•••••o 0--- o••o 0 ••••••• 0 000 0 o••· 44 
$33:3 33 
83 33 .· ....... 
45 . 
$66 66 46 
to 
83 33 
66 66 47 
......... . 0 .... -- ... 0 .......... ------- ... ----- ...... ----- •• ------0 .. ---- • • .. 48 
.......... 0----------------------------- ---------- ........... o .... 0--·0---- 4-9 
50 


















54 16 ......... 0 ---------- ---------· .......... ·--------- ........ -------- -------·· 53 
to 
58 33 
Ci6 6() 0 -- - -- .. .. • -- .... -- 0 $125 00 
54 16 .......... , ......... 158 33 
to to 
83 33 275 00 
$41 66 
66 66 
- -- 0 -- • -- -- -- ~~ 0 -- 0 0 -- .. 54 











0------ --- ---------- ---------- ............. ooOoooo .... oooo ----0000 .... o .. OO 58 
125 00 25 00 0 - 0 0 0 - 0- 0 • 0 0 - • 0 - - • -- 0 0- 0. 0 -- 0 0 0 • 0. 59 
to 
8:3 33 
75 00 . 0-- 0 0.- 0 0 • 0-. 0 0 0 - 0 •• - 0 0- 0-. 0. 0 0- 0 0- 0 ° 0 • • 0 0 ° 0 ••• 0 •• 0- 0 0 - - • 0 -- 0 0- 0 •• 0- 0 0 0-- 0 60 
to 
83 33 
41. 66 . -- 0 0.-- 0 0 • 0- 0 0--- 0 0 • - ••• 0 0 - 0 •.• 0 0-- 0- 0 . 0 0 0 - 0 - •• - • • -- 0 0 - - 0 0 -- 0 0. 0 •• --. 0... • 61 
to 
83 33 
66 66 . .. 0 ••• -. 0 0 -- 0 0--- 0 0 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 0 •• ••••• 0 0 °- ..•.. -. 0 •••••• - • 0 •• 0 0- 0 • 0 0 •• 0 ••• 0 &2 
E 









63 Mich ... 
64 Mich ... 
65 Minn ... 
~6 Minn ... 
67 Mo ..... 
6 Mo .... . 
69 Mo ..... 
70 Mo ..... 
71 N'eb .... 
i2 N.H .... 
73 N.H .... 
74 N.ll .... 
75 N. J ...... 
76 N.J 
77 .... J ::: · 
78 N.J .... 
79 N.J .... 
80 N .• T ... . 
8L N.J 
2 N.Y:::: 
83 N.Y .... 
84 N.Y .... 
85 N.Y .... 
86 N.Y .... 
87 N.Y . ... 
8 ~- Y .... 
eD N.Y .... 
TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 4.-Sohool statistics of cities fo1' 18i2; from 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
In primary Principal 
Assistants Principal in 
schools. in grammar 
in grammar high schools. 
Name of city. sclwols. schools. 
~ a) c:5 .=i 
a) C'l Q$ ~ ~ 
ce . a5 e 
~ 8 ~ 8 s ~ Q) Q) co Q) Q) 
~ R ~ R ~ R ~ R 
3 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
Grand Rapids ...... ····· - · · e3o oo $100 00 S66 66 $45 83 $203 33 
to to to 
50 00 133 33 50 00 
Jackson ........... ............ 33 33 100 00 $41 66 33 33 141 66 $50 00 
to 
166 66 
Minneapolis ...... . .......... 37 50 80 00 ---·-·· ........... . 150 00 75 00 
to to 
....... . 1 
50 co 100 00 
Saint Paul. ........ $41 66 108 33 45 83 133 33 
to I 
45 83 I 
Hannibal .......... ............. 33 33 41 66 37 50 125 00 
Kansas Citv ...... . 50 00 50 00 7;1 00 75 00 50 00 150 00 . -- .. -- ·! Saint Joseph ...... 50 00 50 00 100 00 100 00 50 00 50 00 166 66 ··--·-- · 
Saint Louis ....... ··-· ... 








183 3:i 66 66 62 50 2H6 66 
112 50 62 50 62 50 150 00 
Concord .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27 08 50 00 41 66 141 66 
to 
.... .... , 
29 16 
Mlllnchester .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 29 16 125 00 .. .. .. .. 29 16 166 66 ........ , 
to to 
37 50 37 50 
Nashua ......................... ... ...................... .............. .. ... .... .. 
Camden.......... 50 00 29 16 100 00 66 66 41 66 41 66 ............... . 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
41 66 133 33 50 00 47 91 
lloboken ........................................................................ .. 
Jersey City....... ........ 30 00 1.92 50 100 00 30 00 .............. .. 
~ t.o 
100 00 80 00 
Newark........... 83 3:J 25 00 150 00 58 33 83 33 4L 66 183 33 100 00 
t.o ~ ~ ~ ~ t.o ~ ~ 
HJO 00 37 50 166 66 66 66 100 00 50 00 200 00 116 66 
New Brunswick... .. .. . .. . 31 04 . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . 39 81 b208 33 
Paterson .. .. .. .. .. 41 66 31. 25 91 66 50 00 . .. .. .. . 35 41 112 50 
II~~~~~_-_-_-_-.-~·-:::: :::::::. --~~- ~~ .. ~~~ _ ~~- --~~- ~~ - :::::::: :::::.-:: :::::::: :::::::: 
.Auburn .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 29 16 83 33 50 00 29 16 125 00 
to t(j 
37 50 37 50 
Binghamton....... .. . .. . .. 25 00 83 33 41 66 25 00 20 33 
to to to to 
41 66 1'16 66 66 66 4 L 66 
Brooklyn...... .. .. 33 33 33 33 125 00 125 00 50 00 ........ --------
to to to to to 
125 00 125 00 200 00 200 00 75 I{) 
Buffalo .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. .. .. . 33 33 116 66 54 16 33 33 208 33 ..... -- • 
to to to 
66 66 125 00 47 50 
if~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Lockport ................. , 35 00 75 00 .. .. . .. . 37 50 lJO 00 ... · .. .. 
to 
50 00 
(b) The principal of the high school is also city euperiutendent. 
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SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
ci d ci 
d -ce ci d rJ) ~ 
d s ce s ~ s Ill Ill <D 
~ J.':l::l ~ R ;2l R 
---------------
89 90 91 92 93 94 
ci 
ci ~ 








































••oo••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••••"'" ooooo••••••• '""''"'""'"'"'" • ••••••• •••••••I'" 







$250 00 ........ ........ $75 00 
to 
116 66 












$50 00 $40 00 _ .................. - a20 83 ........ a$16 66 a16 66 
"'"50'6()' '"'5Q'()(j ' :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: 
83 33 41 66 
to 
58 33 






















.......... ---·····-- ..................................... ........... ........ .......... ----····- 85 
66 66 54 16 .................... ....... .. . .... ............... ....... ·- ...... ·- ......... 86 
to to 
125 06J 125 00 
87 
::::~~:66:1::::i~:~6- :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ~~ 
to to 
91 66 50 00 . 
(a) This is a Saturday school for teachers. 
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TABLE III.-CLASS .A.-PART 4.-Schoolstatistics of cities fo·r 1872; from 







































































































Pa. ·-· · 
Pa. .... . 
Newburgh...... . . .. .. ... . $29 16 $100 00 . • .. . • .. . .. . .. .. $33 33 $150 00 
to to 
41 66 37 50 
New York........ ........ 50 00 250 00 $166 66 $116 66 72 91 395 83 ...... .. 
Ogdensburgh ........................... ... ................................... .. .. 
Oswego .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. 31 25 125 00 75 00 .. .. .. .. 35 41 150 00 ....... . 
to to 
43 75 45 83 
Poughkeepsie . .. .. . .. . .. .. 27 08 45 83 27 08 125 00 
to to 
35 41 31 25 
Rochestesr . .. • .. .. . . .. . . .. . 37 50 125 00 125 00 50 00 50 00 166 66 $100 00 
to 
Rome ............ .I........ ~~ ~~ 100 00 25 00 25 00 150 00 
to 
40 00 
Schenectady .. .. . . . .. . . • .. 25 00 54 16 33 33 166 66 ...... .. 
syracuse.................. ~r~~ 1os 33 ........ .•••••.. 20 s3 2os 33 ....... . 1 
to to 
58 33 41 66 
Troy .............. $41 66 33 33 116 66 ........ ..•..••. 33 33 150 00 
to to 
45 83 37 50 
Utica ..................... 33 33 . ......................................... .... .. 
Akron............ ........ 29 16 
to 
41 66 
Cincinnati......... 108 33 41 66 
to to 
158 33 66 66 
Cleveland . . . • .. . .. .. . .. . .. 40 00 
to 
60 00 
........ 41 66 ........ 
to 
91 66 
















Columbus... ...... 52 50 
Dayton............ 37 50 
to 




54 16 ~~~ ~~ · ioo oo 
43 83 
Hamilton.......... 54 16 
Portsmouth ............. .. 
~~~fnu;tJl<i:::::::: : ::::::: 
Toledo . . .. . . . .. .. . 52 08 













54 16 66 66 54 16 
60 00 ...... -- .. -- - . . . 150 00 
........................ 112 50 
.. -- .. -- .. --- .. - 50 00 100 00 




Zanesville... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. 33 33 66 66 66 66 .. • .. . .. 41 66 83 33 .... -- --
Allegheny ...................................................................... .. 
Allentown................ 27 50 58 33 37 50 50 00 29 16 .............. .. 
Altoona . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -.... - --- --- ........ --
Erie. .... .................. 29 16 50 00 33 33 79 16 
to 
125 00 
Harris burgh ..... . 50 00 60 00 33 33 83 33 75 








58 33 33 33 ....... ............... .. 
to 
45 83 







119 Pa . .. .. Pittsburgh........ 25 00 
to 
45 3a 
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' 140 00 







































SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
a5 a5 
<1i ~ <1i ~ 
G\1 8 ~ ~ 
>1 
Q;> 
~ R R 
----
91 92 93 94 




















9'r 9s • 
1------
............ .. .. .. ................ 



















45 00 .............................. - $166 66 125 00 83 33 102 
25 00 103 
. .. ........................................................................ 104 
40 00 40 00 ................... - .. .. .. .. .. 100 00 .. . .. . .. 66 66 105 
.. .............................. .......... ................................. 106 
........................................................................... ]07 
........................................................................... 108 
. .. ...... . . ..... .... .... .• . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .. ........ .. .. .• . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . 10fl 
15 00 15 00 ......... . ............................................ . 1JO 
50 00 ......... - .................. -- ........ -- ........ -- ...... -- ........ -....... - 11 1 
......... . ............ .. .. ..... ................... ... ...... . .......... • ...................... . .. 112 
G6 66 37 50 ........................................................................... 11~~ 































123 ~.I. .... 
124 R.I. .... 
125 R.I. .... , 
126 R.I. .... 
127 S.C ..... 
128 Tenn ... 
12!) Tenn ... 
130 Texas .. 
131 Vt ..... . 
13:2 Va ...... 
133 Va ..... . 
134 Va ...... 
135 Va ...... 
1:{fi Va . ..... 
137 W.Va .. 
138 Wis .... 
1:!9 Wis ... 
TABLE III.-CLASS .A.-PART 4.-SchMlstatistics of cities fo1' 1872j from 














$26 66 $26 66 
to to 
30 00 30 00 
40 00 40 00 
.. ....... ... 33 33 












$50 ·oo $50 00 
to to 
83 33 83 33 
50 00 50 00 















$40 00 $40 00 
to to 
44 66 44 66 
... .... ....... ·-------












$125 00 $125 00 
125 00 
150 00 
Providence........ . . . . .• . . 29 16 166 66 . . . . . . . . . .• • . . . . 50 00 183 33 
to to 
47 91 60 41 
Warwick ......... .. .•..• ,. 15 00 50 00 44 00 ---···· ...••.....••.•....••.•.. 
to to to 
30 00 60 00 48 00 
Woonsocket....... ..... ... 33 33 83 33 ........................ 133 33 ....... . 
Charleston................ 33 33 166 66 83 33 83 33 33 33 ........ ····-· .. 
to to to to 
41 66 100 00 100 00 50 00 
Memphis ..................................... . ......... .. ......... ... ........ _ ... . 
Nashville.......... 58 33 41 66 125 00 62 50 54 16 50 00 150 00 75 CO 
San Antonio ............ ..... . . ................... . ............................... . 
Burlington ................................................................ ··· -···· 
Alexandria........ 29 16 29 16 50 00 45 33 ......................... . ... - .. 
Norfolk . ...... ...... ...... . 25 00 83 33 41 66 .. ..... 33 33 ............... . 
Peterspurgh ...... .... ............................................. 125 00 ....... . 
Portsmouth . . . . . . . 67 50 ::lS 33 
Rir.lunond... ... . . . 35 !16 36 00 
Wheeling . . .. . . .. . 41 66 30 00 
to to 
50 00 3Q 08 
Fond duLac...... 41 66 27 77 










45 00 40 50 -------- --------
36 66 ............. .............. 
33 33 125 00 
10 00 208 33 
to 
50 GO 
140 Wis . . . . Oshkosh........... . .. . .. . . 40 00 60 00 40 00 ..... ..... . 35 00 200 00 so on 
1 
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..5 ..5 
..5 ~ ..5 .e 


















---- ---- ----1----1 




















50 00 .......................................................... ·•••·· ........... 126 
. ................... ···•·•···· ····•···•· ........ .. .. ........................................... 127 
















~~ ~~ :::::::::: :: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: $ioo·oo· :::::::: ... 50·oo· gg 
to 
66 66 
50 00 ......... . .............................. ··· ····•·· ......................... 140 
648 
State. 
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TllBLE III.-CLASS A.-PART 4.-School statiEtics of cities jol' 18i2; from 








1 Ala .... . 
2 Ark .. .. 
3 Cal .... . 
4 Cal .... . 
5 Cal .... . 
6 Cal .... . 
7 Conn 
S Conn .. . 
9 Conn .. . 
10 Del. ... . 
11 D.C ... . 
N D.C .. .. 
13 Ga .... .. 
14 Ga .... .. 
·15 Ga ..... . 
16 III ... . .. 
17 Ill ..... . 
18 Ill .... .. 
t9 Ul. .... . 
20 Ill ..... . 
21 Ill ..... . 
2'} Ill .... .. 
2:1 Ill ..... . 
24 Ind .... . 
25 Ind . .. .. 
26 Ind ... .. 
27 Ind .... . 
28 Ind ... .. 
29 Ind .... . 
30 Ind .... . 
31 Iowa.. .. . 
32 Iowa .. . . 
33 Iowa ... . 
34 Iowa ... . 
35 Iowa ... . 
36 Kans . . . 
37 Ky ... .. 
~~ Ky ... .. 
40 fl.-:::: 
41 :Me ... .. 
42 .Me ... .. 
43 Me ... .. 
44 Me ... .. 
45 Md .... . 
46 Mass .. . 
47 Mass .. . 
4 Mass ... 
49 Mass 
50 Mass ... 
51 Mass . .. 
52 Mass .. . 
5.J Mass .. . 
fJ4 Mass .. . 
5!3 M!lSS .. . 
!iG M:u:1s .. . 
57 Mass ... 
58 Mass .. . 
:i!J Mass .. . 
60 Mass .. . 
61 Mich .. . 
G2 Mich .. . 
tiJ- Mi h .. . 
G4 Mic.:h ... 
li5 Minn .. . 
GG Mion .. . 
Iii Mo ... .. 
68 Mo .... . 
3 99 100 10l 102 103 104 
Mobile .............. . ................................. ....... .......... ......... .. . 
Little Rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................... ... ...... .. ....... .... . 
Oakland ..... ..... . 4 · 10 All .................. ..... . 1, 775 Yes. 1, 775 
Sacramento ..................... Grammar and high ..... .. . 50~ Yes. 2, 253 
San Francisco... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .All .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. l!l, 526 Yes. 19, 5-26 
Stockton.......... 9 . .. .. . .. 3d, 2d, and 1st grades....... 826 Yes. 
~~~;rn~~e~:::~::: :::::: ...... 6. ~~[~-~~~~-~~~~~~~-:::::: . .. 7:ioi · i~~ 1,101 
Norwich ............... ........ ...................................... Yes. 913 
\Vilmington .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . Grammar and primary..... . .. .. .. . Yes. 5, 607 
Georgetown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 457 
li~=~~~~~~~:: ::::: ... 23 ...... i2 .. A:il':::: :::::::::::::::::::: .. 2 .. 842. i~:: ~: ~~~ 
ta~~~~t;h~:::::~: :: : ::::: : :::::: : :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 100 ~::: :: :: :: :::: 
Aurora ..... ..................... Grammar and primary..... 1, 856 Yes. 1, 947 
Bloomington . .. .. . . .. .. . 30 All .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Yes. 1, 500 
Chicago ......................... All ...... ...... .... .. .... .. 24, 530 Yes. 24,539 
Galesbnrgh....... .... .. 15 Five...... .... .. . .. . ...... 200 Yes. 200 
Peoria .. . .... .. .. . 10 ...... .. AU ................................ Yes. 2,106 
~~~~~-~r·d:::::::::: .... 2 ....... 3. -~~1.:::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~:::: :::::::::::::: 
~;;~~~~i~}~::~::~:: :::::::::::::: 'A:ii:::::::::::::::::::::::: "4,'533' ·-y~~-- 4,583 
l!'ort Wayne ....... 2;2 ........ .All . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 2, 000 Yes. 2, 000 
Indianapolis .................... Norm'l, intermediate, & pri. ........ Yes. All .. . 
~~Xi~~~~::::·.·.:·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·-y~s: ..... 4o · 
New Albany ................................................................... .. 
Terre IIaute .. : ... .............. Grammar and primary.... . 2, 000 Yes. 3, 1~~ 
Burlin17ton .... .. .. 7 . ..... ......... .............................. Yes. 1, 200 
Councill3lnffs..... 10 11 Grammar and primary..... 732 · ............ .. 
Des Moines .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . All . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1, 0 18 Yes. 1, rn 
Dubuque ............... ........ .................................................. .. 
Keokuk ... ....... ... ....... . ................................ .. ...... .... ........ . 
Leavenworth .................... .A.ll ................ : ............... Yes ........ . 
r~~1~~f~~~:::.-::.-:: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::::: 
N~~PO~lte~;5:::::: :: ::: : : :::::: : -~~1.:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: -~~:. :::::::: 
~rJJ~i~~d~~~:::: :: g ..... ·6· -~~i~~~!: :::::::::::::::::: .. --~~~- .:v:~~- --~·-~-
Lewiston ..... .... ... .... . ....... .All........................ 2, 303 Yes. 2,303 
Portland . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . . . . . High, grammar, & primary . 3, 000 Y s. 
Bll-ltimore......... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Grammar and primary..... 10, 200 Yes. 24, 5i0 
Boston............ 342 . .. . .. .. .A. II . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .... .. 3 , 272 Ye . 35, ~ 
2~r11~~~~~;·:::::: ---~~- :::::::: ~lr~:~-~~-~-~r:.~-~~~~~~: --~·-~~~- ~~~: ~:: 
Chelsea........... 4 . ....... .A.ll . .. .. . ... .. .. .. ......... 3, 070 Yes. 3, OiO 
l!'all River ...................... High :tnd grammar .. .... .. 1, 9-2 Yes. 1, 9'2 
~:,~;~~~! ::::::::: ·-- io· ::: ::: :· ·A:i1·:::::: :::::::::::::::::: .. io34 · ·-y~-.- --3.-ro.i'l 
~:;:~I-~~~:::::: ---i~- ..... j5 · fll :::::::::::::::::::::::: · ~j~2 ~e:: ~;ill 
N wburyport . .. .. 12 .A.Jl .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ye . • 
'a/ m ...... ...... 18 All ........................ 2,647 Y . 2,6-li 
Sprin~rficld .... .. . . 2.) Gram'r, oven'g, & primary . . . . . . . . . Y . 
Taunton .. .. .. . .. . 2 All but high ....... ....... ...... . ; . Y . 3, i~2 
Wore stcr . . . . . . . . 10 Gr:trnroar and secondary. . . 2, 79;, Y s. 3. 1 ~~ 
Detroit..... ....... 15 20 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ye . , 00!1 
East :a,ginaw . .. .. 4 3 . G•:am.~ar and .i ~-tc~mediate. 355 .1:-o. 
Grand Rapids..... 20 15 lligh, gram'r, & in termed.. 600 ........... .. 
Jackson.......... IIigu and grammar ............... Ye . 2. 000 
Miuneapolis. .... .. :15 12 Primary .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . BOO es. I, 600 
aint Pa11l ... .... 36 6 . .... ...... .................. ........ 'o ....... .. 
~~~!~~iiy::::::: ... ia· :::::::: ·xil': ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: : ·-ye~- --~-3i~ -
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------ --- --- High and grammar ............ .. ..... .. . High and grammar ........ . ....... .... . 
. .. .. . . .. .. . H1gh and grammar .. . . .. . .. . . . . . 95 Hi.gh anrl grammar . .. .. .. . . . .. . lil 
No. AU.............................. 370 High and cosmopolitan ... ...... 16!1 
High and grammar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1UO .• ..• .• • ••••••••••. • •••••••••• • ••.•••• •• __ 
No. High, grammar, and primary..... 4, 431 High, grammar, and primary.... 2, 918 
No . ........ .......... . ...... .... .. .... ..... ..... .. ..... ..... ................................. . 
No. .. .. .. High and 2 grammar ........... . 
No. .. .. .. High and 1 speciaL ............. . ~ci~ ~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: ..... 30. 
No ... .... .... ... .......... . ..................... . ................... ..... ........ ... . ........ . 
No .............. .... ... .. ... .. .............................................................. . 
No. _ . . . . . Grammar .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190 . . .........•.....•.... . • . •• •.... •. _ ... . .. . 
No. . ..... High and grammar............. . 100 High........................... . 150 
·if· • ~--:: -~~~:~i ~:~:~ i _iii::_:! i:: • · • .. :11 • ;;;r _ ::: m: _:-_ -!!-!:-::: ~~:: ~ ·: ·: ~ • 
:::::: :::::: · .Aic ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -- --3oo · :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
...... . .... . High ..................... :...... 20 , ...... ................................ . .. . 
-~N~. ~o--.--. :_ :_- :_- ~- :_- :_- • BH~1l~i~h--aa~~n·1·d~ gd~l-6s~rt.mr~l-~c~t~-~-_: _: _:_: _: -_: _: _:_:_: _: :_ :_ :_ :_ -- .. ~Y~. : iiii~:::::: ~ ~: ~:::::::::::: :: :::: ::::: i~ : 
~ ~ 64~ . ......................... -- .. - .. - ....... . 
· :N ~.- · : : : : : : · i~- ;ii :: :::: : : : : :: :::: : : : :: : :: : : : : · -· · 25o · : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ~ : : : : : : : : : ~:: : : : :: : : : : : : : : 
. ~~:-- :::::: -~f~f~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~:::: ~~ ::::: .... ~~f :::::::::::: ::: ;:: ::::::·:::: :::::: :::::::: 
...... . ..... High............................ 35 ................................... .. .... . 
No. . ................... . ................................... . ......... ........... . ... .. .... .. . 
............ High............................ 50 ... ......•.• .•• .•• ...• . •• .. •. •... .......... 
. :N~.' .. ::::: . i~t i~~d~- :::::::::::::::::::::::: .. -. '36- -i~t-W:~ci~::: :::::: :~ ::::::::::::: ------ .. 
No. 411 . --.-.------.--.-------.-- .... . - .. -.- ... -. 
-~~--- :::::: : ~~~~:-:-:-~-~~-:::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: -~~~~_:_:::: :: ~ ~:::: :::_:::: ~::::::: ::::: ~~: 
No ...... ........... ......... ........................ High ............................ ' 80 
~~. :~:: ~i~~·-:-:·: ••:•••.::: :•• ·:•: • :::: : · :,;; ltfr~ ~~~::: ·: :::: :•  .: •  ·:--i.-~ 
No . ...... . .................................... .... .................................... Higl1 ........... .. .......... ......................... ... ....... .. . 
~~: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::: ~n~~: :::.:::::::::::::::::::::. :::::::: 
~o. :: :: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: .Hn·--~f~hl·l·.:_: __ - -_-_: -_--_-_:_:_:_:_:_:·_._:_:_:_:_: :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ -_- -_- :_ -_-_-_.-_-_5o_-_·_ 
Ko . ...... lligh.... ........ . ............... ....... ~ 
.. . . .. . .. .. . Corporate........................ 22 IIigh anu corporate ............ . 
No. . .......................................... lliglt ........................... . 
~o0·. · ---- · · .. ------ .. • ---- .. • ..... ---- .. --- .... - ·-- .. llll;l:~hh ___ -_-_-_-: ·. -.. --.. --. _--__ .. _ -_ -. _ .. _ ·_-_ -. -.. - _- .·.· 
-~ ...... High............................ 11 .. 
No. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . High .. -- ... -- .. - ............... . 
Xo. .. ............... . ........ ...... .......... ...... ....... ... ...... .......... .. . lligh ................................................. . 
~ ~- . --.- -- ... -- .. --- .. --- ... ------. --....... -. ~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
.r:ll·gh __ ·_·_-_-_·_·_-_-_-_· __ -_·_·_·_-_--_-__ ·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_· 50 .. 
~0. ..u..l 420 lligh ............... ........... .. 











































































64 ~o. lligh aml grammar------........ 40 
~o. lligb aud grammar............. . 80 
~ o. 1 ward school .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 400 
:go. .. .. .. 6 district schools ................ . 1, 002 
-nigh -~~d- g~~~~;~:::::: -_ -_ -_ -_::: ·_ 
iii~:~::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::: 






650 FOHEIGN RELATIO~TS. 
them in rcganl to travel in the interior. In exercising the power of anestinl7 for+rn-
ers, which woul<l be given to the Japanese authorities, un<ler the circum tauce. nam d 
in these regulation. , it seems desirable to point out that by ill-usage and nn<lue · •ver-
ity, the undersigned mean such practices as beating the prisoners, binding them with 
cords, or providing them with unwholesome accommodations or bad fooll. The n e of 
force of the kind named must surely be unnecessary in the case of foreiCYners tra' l-
ing singly or in small parties in the interior of Japan. The nmlersigned ~I o con ·ider 
that forcible a,rrest should not be mmecessarily resortcu to. It can only b need <l 
when the foreigner refuses to proceed with the Japanese officers to the neare t treat...-
})Ort, and it mn,y'be presumed that he would seldom aggravate his offense by commit-
ting the additional one of offering resistance to the officers. In conducting a for •icrner 
in custody from the interior to a treaty port, in order that he may be -pro cent <l b -
fore his consul, the Japanese officers should be careful to bring with them such e,-.:__ 
dence as would be necessary to prove tho charge. It is possible that other point.· ma)-
occur to the unllersigncd as woTthy of mention in the course of their negotiation with 
yom excellency ou 1.his subject, but they hope to find that the~T have facilitatetl tho-. 
negotintions by placing a draught of regulations in your excelloncy 1s hands, anti the~­
have now to Tequest your excellency to join ·with them in proceeding with the consill-
era,tion of this <Jue. tion in order that a settlement of it may be prolllptly effected. 
The nndcrHignctl a,yail themscl Yes, &c. · 
[Inclosnre 3 in No. 482.} 
Drc~ft of 1·egulations. 
I. Foreigners may travel for their pleasure or for pnrpo ·cs of trade to all part of the 
interior nntler passports which will be issuc<l upon the demand of their respoctiv min-
isters or con:uls by the J a,panese anthorities. Passports will not be demanded for 
seamen, or for any person who has no ostens ible means of livclihoou, ot· whoha been 
convicted of ~e1ony, or twice convicted of mistlemeanor. 
II. The passport will not be transferable. It will give in fn1l, the name and de-
scription, residence aucl nationality, o{ the person to whom it i1:1 gmut d, and will 
state the time for which it is issued. On the expiration of the tim named in the 
passport it must he rot.urned by the lJOlder, through his minister or consul, to the 
pro-p r Japanese authorities. 
III. Upon a.pplication for a passport, the applicant sl.Jall deposit with hi mini ter 
or consul, secnri~y to the amount of $200, which shall be returned to him t u day · after 
the passport shall have been given up to the Japanese authorities, provitled no claim or 
charge relative to his com1uot while in the illterior Hhall l1ave been laid a~ain t him, 
otherwise the security shall be retained until the said charge or claim shall haYe l.weu 
beard and decided by his con ul. 
IV. If the holder of a passport transfer it to n,nothcr person he shall forfeit the whole 
of his security. If, owing to any culpa1>1e or n,voi(1able cause, l1e fail to returu the 
passport as soon as it has expired, he may forfeit e ither the whole or such portion nf 
his security as may be deemeu by his consul to be an adequate punishment for hi 
neglect. 
V. Any foreigner traveling in the interior beyond the treaty limits without a pas -
port duly obtained, or with a -passport which has expircu, may be an ted by the Jap-
anese a,utborities, and will be liable to a fine not excee<ling •u200, or to impri onmeut 
not exceeding thirty days, on convi<·tion before his consul. 
VI. :Foreigners tntveling in the intt'rior slmll enjoy the same facilitie a Japan ' 
for hiring p rsons, vehicles, or transport of any kind for the caninge of themseln or 
their merchanc1ise, and shall not pay higher tolls than those which ar paid by .Jap-
:mese. 
VII. If a foreigner, while traveling h eyo1H1 trcn.ty Jimits, fail to pay orwi:he to com-
plaiil of any claim for horse or coolie-hire, transport, lodO'ing, or entertainment of any 
kind, th local Japanese officer shall in<]uir into such claim or complaint, an<l ~hall 
tate the amount that be considers dne. The for igner shall thereupon pay tha~ 
amount, ancl if he refu e to do so he may be arre ted by the Japan e authoriti>-.: 
but if th for icrner be dis atisfied with tho amount named by the local officrr he ma,-
pay the arue unc1er prote. t, an<l in that ca e the local officer will be bound t fumi-. 1 
them with a written statement of the claim, ancl the amount the offic r has all·d 
upo1_1 th for icrncr to pay, i11 order that the sa.m may be recon idered by the Japane-. 
for 1gn minister, upon the demand of the diplomn.ti c repre. entatiYe of the for ign r. 
III. Ev ry foreigner traveling in the interior mu t observe all local municipal law 
or regtllation. whieh shall be made known to him, and if he fail to do , or if bP ·om-
mit any ·rime or off' ·ns<', or i~ riotous or clisonlcrly, h may be arre. t . db\~ the Japan-
. e autl10riti . . 
JAPAN. 651 
IX. Any foreigner arrested umler these regulations by the Japanese authorities shall 
be immediately conveyed to the nearest treaty port and handed over to his consul, 
with a charge stating the offense he has committed; but h e must not be subjected to 
ill-usage, or undue severity, either on the occasion of his arrest or while he remains in 
t he hands of the Japanese authorities. 
X. The expenses incurred by the arrest of any foreigner for any of the causes 
above named, or by his conveyance under arrest to a treaty port, will be made good to 
the Japanese government out of the security deposited by the said- foreigner on receiv-
ing his passport, upon conviction of the offense charged. 
In the case of any foreigner arrested in the interior without a passport, the judgment 
of the consul or minister shall include an order for the repayment by the offender of 
all expenses incurred uy the Japanese government. 
No. 403. 
lJf.r. Bingham to Jlfr. Fish. 
UNITED STATES f.JEGA'l'ION, JAPAN, 
No.3.] Yokohama, October 7, 1873. (Received ·Nov. 4.) 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I was this day admitted 
to audience, in his imperial palace, by His Majesty the Tenno of Japan, 
accompanied by Mr. De Long, whose personal kindness toward me I take 
this occasion to acknowledge. Mr. De Long matle a farewell address to 
His Majesty, to which His Majesty responded. After which Mr. De 
Long introduced me to His 1\fajesty whom I addressed, and whore-
sponded in the kindest terms. After I had delivered to him my sealed 
letter of credence, His Majesty received me, I am gratified to say, without 
throne or other symbol of imperial power, thereby recognizing, as I 
trust, the equality of all men before the law. 
* * * * * * * 
Appended hereto are copies of my afldress to HiR Majesty and of his 
reply. 
I am, &c., 
JNO. A BINGHAM. 
(Inclo ure 1 in :.\'o. 3.] 
Mr. B ingham's aclclress to His Imperial ~Majesty. 
Yonr Imperial Majesty has already been advised, through Yonr Majesty's illustrious 
minister of foreign affairs, that I have been appointed and commissioned envoy extra-
ordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America to reside near 
Your MaJesty's government. Obedient to t he instructions of my government, and to 
my own sense of duty as well, it shall be my endeavor by good offices to strengthen, so 
far as I may be able, the ·friendship now happily subsisting between Your Majesty's 
government and my own, and to advance the interests of both. It is a pleasure to me 
to say that I but ouey the instructions of the President who commissioned me when I 
assure Your Majesty that you have the good-will of the President and of the United 
States of America, and their best wishes for the prosperity of Your Majesty and of the 
people of Japan. The people whom I represent are not unmindful of the trust and 
confidence uniformly manife ·ted by Your Majesty's government toward the govern-
ment and citizens of the United tates. Thanking Your Maj styforthe distinguished 
consideration shown me, and sincerely desiring- that this growillg empire of the East / 
may continue to advance with the aclvancing civilization of the n.ge, I have the hortor 
to place in Your Majesty's hamls my letter of creclence, signed by the President and 
authenticated by the great . eal of the United States of America. 
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TABLE III.-CLASS A.-PAnT 4.-School statistics of cities j01· 1872; !ron' 
.D '<.) .s 6 ... ~~ ;;.. P.. .p 
2 fc ..,~ .$ ..c:l .s 
~-a g1 
t;fJ 
~<l) ·a ;::s 
i-~ Q,} ::: :::lt;iJ d -oo _w <V .p ;::s<.:> = ~ p..i'l Q State. Name of city. """"' Ci5~8 Schools in which drawing ~ -~ •a:J ::;::s <hO ~s ....... ........ ~ is taught . 0~ ;::s 
~-01:£ 0 ..... i-< s 
~-o -~ ..; ._.>=l ;... cC<V ...... f.<Q 
<l) ~-g Q)~'fl <e 0 ,t:> ~-~;..I 'S 8 .::> E SA E;..:::s s dO p. 
;::s ;::s = ~ Q ;::s ;::s z z z ~ 02 z H 
1 2 3 99 100 101 102 103 104 
- ---
136 Vn, .. .... Richmond ................................................... .... ....... .. .. ______ __ 
137 W.Va .. Wheeling---·----- ..................................................... .... . ...... . 
gg ;i: :::: i'r~f~~~uk~;~- ~ ~ ~:: ~ -· · · · · -· · · ·... High and grammar .. . . . . .. 300 ¥ ~~-
140 Wis ---- Oshkosh ........... ---25· ::~::::: -G1:~.;;~~~::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::: : Yes ..... .. .. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . Grammar and primary .......... . 621 .......................................... 136 
............ All ............................. . 350 ....... - ••. - .. - - ........... - ... --- .. .. .. .. 137 
~~: ...... ~~¥~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 100 ....... -- •... - .. - . -- •• -- - •.... - . - .. - .... . . 138 3,675 High .................................... 139 
No ....... High ........................... . 41 .......................................... ~40 
Cities of Class .d. from which no inforrnation has been received. 
State. 
Alabama ...................... --.---- .. 
Connecticut ........................... . 
Counecticut ........................ . .. . 
Geor-gia ......... .... .................. . 
Kentucky ............ .... ............. . 
Mississippi. ........................... . 
~ ~~t c':l?Ji~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i:~~~~~~~:~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
T exas ... .............................. . 
Utah Territory ....................... . 
Name ~f city. 
wEi:E!iV :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: :. :::::::::::::.:::: 
Macon .......................................... . 
~~~l~~~~~~h::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Elizabeth ......................... : ............. . 
Wilming-ton ............. .... ....... ~ .......... .. 
Lancaster . ......... . ............................ . 
Scranton ......................... . .............. . 
Galveston ....................................... . 















TA13LE III.-Sohool statistics of cities for 1872; from 1·epliP,s to ·inquiries by the Unilecl States Bureau of Eclucation-Coutinued. 
CLASS B.-CONTAINING OVEtt 5,000 Ai'ID LESS THA.t'i 10,000 JNHABITAXTS. 








Name of city. Name of superintendent. 
<t:l ~ ~ ~ . '"' ~ ~ . -~ b ~ :;::1 Q) ~~ Q) ·~;.., ~ '"' pa.> > C\1 <t:l~ cD ._,. ;g,.g ._,en ~ ~D ,_......; f-"=' ~ ~~ 0) ,.....o Q)c> <1)0 <.> ;..o -~ bl) ~! pO Po:> Pc:: ~~ ~'8 ~~ 0•.-< S!"' ~ r:if2 0 
<:>,..... 
a-~ 
oo P1D ~ 0 
'8~ '8~ '"'oo 
prn ..... ~ '+-<<:10 000 0 OJ<> t=:,_. ~bl) oo 0:_;3 ~ -~,..., ,.<:l 
~o<<J El~ 
<»c:: 
~~ '"'~ '"'~~ ~ '"'"' '-'<» d a:>"' o.- OJv, OJrn ~-o;a '3 "a .0+-< .o-o p<: Po=> C\1 ~ -s~ p. CJl so E'"' s~ !3,..., ~.s ~~~ 0 Q) :;::1 £§ ~"' p :;::iCJl p.; H ~ z .,q z~ ?i 
------- ------
l . I 2 3 4 5 6 .,.. 8 9 10 11 12 
.Alabamn. ..... .... . Selmn. ................. W.C. Ward ...................... . 
2 Ualifornia .. ....... San Joso .............. E . ./1. Clark ... --- ... ____ ........ .. 
3 Conuecticut ... ... :Middl{'town .. ......... lieury E. Sawyer (a) 
4 .... do------------- Stonington Borough .. 11.J.Foster(b) ................... . 
~ ~fi~~J1~a: :::::::::: ~Si~~-~~1~~ ~:: :: ~ ~ ~:: :: ~~T:grr~ri1~~~~~ ~:::: ~~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: :: 
7 .... do ............. Bcllevillo ____ ... ... . .. C. F. Noetliug, school director ... .. 
8 .... do . . . . .. . . . .. . . Decatur . .. . . .. .. . .. . . K .A. Gastmau . 
~~ ::: :~~ ::::::::::::: - ~~3~~~~~:::::::: :::::: ~~!~~~;~:~~i(i~~::: ::::::::~~:::: 
12 .... do ...... . ...... Jacksonville .......... D. IT. llarl'is .... . 
13 .... do ............. Joliet ..... ............ Charles I. Parker-----------------
1-1 .... do------------- Ln.Salle -------------· 1.'.R.Grow ....... .. 
15 ... do ............. Otta,wn, ............... Will Jenkins ..... . 
16 ... . do . ..... . ...... Rock Island .......... J.]'.Everett ..................... . 
17 Indiana. ........... Jefferson\ille ................................ .. 
J 8 .... do . . . .. . . . . .. .. Logansport . .. . .. .. . .. Sheridan Cox ......... . 
1!1 .... do------·------ Richmond ............ James McNeill ...... . 
~~ ::: ::~~ :::::: ~~::~~: ~~~~~n~~~c~ ~: ::::::::: ~~~~~~W.nJo~~~-:: :::: ::~::: :::::: 
22 I own.............. Cedar .Rapids . . .. . . . .. T. II. Sl'nith ...................... . 
~1 ::: :;1g ::::::::::::: ~:A~~;~v~~:~::::::::: ¥~Ekv~~;~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::: 
t; ~·;1li':~~:~:/~: ~*7~{. ::~~::~~~:: ~1~~~::,;~;::::::· :: :·:::: 
ao Mnluu -- ·- • ·------ .Aul>m·n.-.-. -........ . E. S.l>ncknrd, chair'n school board. 
., 
6, 484 5-21 1, 500 600 .......... ............. 600 6 5 
9, 089 6--15 1, t:9L 1, 647 -------- ......... 972 4! & 6 () 
6, 9::3 4-16 1, 5<19 1, 'HI. 144 48 726 5 5 
G, 313 4-1f3 300 300 ... ... ... . -- ------ ····· ·-· . .. ....... . ............ 7, 40L 6-21. 2, 250 958 -------- 50 712 5} - 5 
8, 665 6-21 2, 995 1, 567 -------- · ···---- 1' <173 7 & 7~ () 
8,146 6--21 3, 670 1, 420 -- ------ 80 1. 350 71 6 
7, 161 6-21 2, 40u 2, 075 -------- -------· 1, 4L!J 6 () 
5, 441 6-18 1, 995 1, 250 ............ 27 85:3 7 & 7:1 6 
7, 889 6-21 2, 700 1, 400· ----·-·· so 1,125 7 6 
7, 019 6-21 3,166 ------ ---- -------· ---·---- -------- 7 6 9, 203 6-21 3, 338 1, 629 ...... ---· 75 !!44 7 5:\-
7, 263 5-21. 3,190 1, 880 50 73 1, 880 6 6 
5, 200 6-21. 1, 500 830 -------- .... ~ ...... 750 7t 6 
7. 7::16 6--21 3, 61i9 1, 876 .. ~ ~ -... ......... 1,187 7 6 
7; b'90 6--21. 2, 581 J, 700 ····-··· 50 1, 400 8 6i 7, 254 6-21 3, 000 1, 600 ............. ·--···-- 1, 300 6t () 8, 950 ll-21. 2, 840 1, 545 · --··--· 65 843 6 6 9, 445 6-21 3, 840 1, 9::14 -·------ 50 1, 467 7t () 7, 206 6-21 2, 450 831 ·-·----- -------· 6()9 ---···- · ········ 5, 4~0 6--21 2, 1D4 1, 1:!3 ------·- 200 675 6 5t 5, 940 5-21 ....... __ ____ 1, 040 1!)8 200 673 6 5 6,129 5-21 2,130 1, 882 120 30 1, 258 6 6 5, 014 5-21 1, 635 ()64 ---·-·-· ---·----6, 718 5-21 2, 423 1,150 52 25 937 6 5 5, 214 5-21 2, 037 850 100 10 755 6 6 7, 054 5-21 2, 6:1{) 1,116 90 40 682 7 5} 













































































TABLE III.-School statistics of cities fo1· 1872; front 1·eplies to ·inqu·i1·ies by the United States Bu1'eau of Etlucat'ion-Continued. 
CLASS B.-CONTAINING OVER 5,000 AND LESS THAN 10,000 L.'i'HAlllTANTS. 






Alabama .. . ..... .. 
2 Califomia ........ . 
3 Connecticut ...... . 
4 .... do ... ... .. ... . 
5 Gcor;~ia ......... .. 
6 Illinois 
7 .•.. tlo ............ . 
8 .... do ............ . 
!l .... do .......... .. . 
10 . .. do ........ ____ _ 
11 .... do ............ . 
12 . ... do ............ . 
13 .... do ........... .. 
14 .... do 
15 .... do 
16 .... do .. ..... .... .. 
17 Indiana ....... , ... 
18 .... do ............ . 
19 .... do .......... .. 
20 .... do 
21 .... do ............ . 
22 Iowa ............ .. 
23 .. .. do ... · ........ .. 
24 ... . do ........... .. 
25 .... do .... · ........ . 
2G .... do .. 
27 Kansas 
28 .... do 
29 .... do 
30 Maine .......... .. 
























3 4 1<) I 16 I 17 I. 18 19 20 21 I 221 23 I 24 2<) I 26 27 28 
~:~mJo~€~~::::::~~:::: if:f'Ji:~Ld::~~:::~:~:~::::::::~~: 1~ :::::"'iii- ""iii':::::::::::::::::::::::: "4·1 j 
MicldlctQwn .......... Henry E. Sawyer (a).............. 3 .. . .. 12 12 ....... _ ..... . .. 379 1 
Stonington Borough .. .A..J.Foster (b).................... 6 ..... 4 4 7;3 80 150 2 
Columbus ............. GeorgoM.Dews.................. 4 1 10 11 230 245 475 2 
.Alton ................. E.A.Haigllt...................... 12 .... . 12 12 232 253 485 3 
Belleville . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. F. N oetliug, school director. . . • . ~4 1 23 24 580 525 1, 105 31 3 
Decatur .. .. .. .. .. .. .. E. A. Gastman . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 .... - 15 15 453 447 900 8 2 
Elg;iu ................. C. F. Kimball..................... 12 .. .. . 13 13 331 274 608 2 1 
Freeport.............. Charles ·c. Snyder................. 17 .... - 17 17 507 fiQG 1, 113 ~ 
Galena ................ Samuel Hayes.................... 13 1 12 13 ........ ........ 473 2 
,Tacksonville .......... D. II. llarris .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 7 .. -.. 18 18 300 300 600 4 
Joliet .. - .. -.......... . Charles I. Parker................. 7 .. --. 17 17 680 619 1, 299 2 
La Salle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. R. Grow __ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . 9 9 _ .. _ ... _ ... _ ... _ .. __ .. . . . 1 
Ottawa ............... Will Jenkins............... . ..... 17 ..... 14 11 ....................... 14 
Rockisland ........... J.F.Evcrett...................... ...... ..... c15 15 300 350 650 1 
Jefi'ersomille ............................................. 9 1 8 9 325 275 600 8 
Lo~ansport .. .. .. .. .. . Shcrida.n Cox .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 18 2 16 18 356 270 6:26 2 
Ricnmoncl ............ JamesMcNiill................... 22 ----- 23 23 531 542 1,073 10 
~~~~~~~~>:::::::: ~~!~~-TI}~Jo~es-~::::::::~::~::::: ~ ! i~ i~ :::::::: :::::::::::::::: J 
gi~~~~~~-~i-c~~::::::::: iie~~~s~t~~::~::::::::::::::::::: i~ ::::: i~ i~ : ... 4i2 . .... 5oo· ----912- --~ 
IowaCity* ........... Mrs.'H.S.Lano................... 16 ..... 5 5 1~9 86 215 1 
Muscatine ............ F.M.\Yitler...................... 14 ..... 14 14 ........ ........ 77::! 3 
Ottu~w11 ............. L.M.H<tsti.ngs ..... ............... 6 ----- 6 6 240 ~00 440 4 
.Atchison .. .. .. .. .. . .. R. H. Jackson ............ _........ e10 .. . .. 10 10 463 4:!1 88·1 4 
Lawrence............. W. C. Rotc ____ ................... _ 14 2 14 16 439 411 850 51 2 
Topeka ...... - ...... -- W. H. Bnt.terfieltl ...... ___ ...... __ 6 .. .. . 10 10 ... __ ..... ___________ .. . .. __ 2 






















































































































































~ ~ 6 . ~ 
.., .s p:, .s ~ gj .s g <1l . "'g>o I> ct: 00 :::1 ... ~g OQ;i ~<3 .,~ "' 0 ~5 Q;i ';:I. .... ';:I C!> ~~ •M.!:l ]~ "01:0 l=lo g ~~ 0 1:0 C!>cl ,.oO 
Q ~; .ao .-o ::::::"'"' E~ 
C•M 
~~ Q C.'2 8~ .at) ,.q"'c P:l 
State. Name of city. Name of superintendent. ·R '0 .._,o .._,p §~ 80 ;::; "' ...... <:<$ 'b-S g c..-;:C trj ::l'l) 0 0~ o·M ::1 rn l'l tt o'O Ooo 
~ -i ,.q "0 ~~ Cl)·9 @~ ~ ~ tL ~ 
Jl 
:il ,...o '-'C!> '-'h 
.._.c;S 
ell Q)<ll Q) .-< $<=> C!>p, 1::!/'~ $~;5 ~ 0 0 p 'd .a,... ..o-o -s~ 
cel'l _aUJ s~ P:l so S'"' S'"' @$ S'd ~£~ A 1:0 ;::~l'l ;::IQ) ~=~"' ~ 0 Q) p ;::! I> 1=1 to p.; H ~ zo z"' z <1 z~ z z 
----------9-~ --- 0 
2 3 4 a 6 7 8 11 12 13 14 b;j 
------ --- ~ 
~ :u 1\Iniue . ...... ..... Bath .. ........•....... Samuel F. Dike . . .. ..... . ..... . ... 7, 371 4-21 3, 075 1, 884 3~4 184 1, 67!) 8 6 40 t;::j 
:1:.1 . .. . do .......... · . •. Belfast ......... ... ... Hev. \Voostor Parker, supervisor .. 5, 27d 4-21 1, 7;)5 1, 056 83 58 840 6 6 36 
:13 ... . <lo ............. Calais ................ \V. J. Cortheli ..................... 5, 944 4-21 2, 571 1, 56 1 86 107 1, 31 1 8 6 40 0 
:II . .. . do .......... : .. nocklancl ...... .. ..... .A. L. Tyler . ....................... 7, 074 4-21 2, 432 1, 659 190 132 1, 536 6 6 34 0 
:l.i -~~~l~i~~~: ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~: Adriau ...... . ...... .. ,W. IT. Payne ... ................... 8, 438 5-20 2, 650 ], <195 · · ···- - 1, 121 4~ 4~ 40 
.,. 
......., 
:!() Ann.A.rbor .. . ..... .. . WalterS. Perry ....... .. .... . ... .. 7, 363 5- :.!tl 2, 395 2, 310 153 311 1, 2(i9 7t 5~ 40 ~ :l7 .... do . ........... . Battle Creek ..... ... . . ~-~0sdcf~ifi~l?'. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: 5, 838 5-20 1, 5?1 1, 525 115 87 1, 075 4-5 4-5 40 '""' ·u .... do .... . .. ...... Ba.yCity .......... . ... 7, 064 5- 20 2, 42d 1, 948 164 41 1, 069 6 6 40 [/). 
:I!J .... do . . ........... Flint ...... ....... . . .. Zelotes Truesdel . . ........... . .... 5, 386 5-20 2,191 1, 987 161 145 ....... .... 7t 5~ 40 [/). H 
·10 .. .. do ............. Lnnsing ...... .. ...... E. V. W. Brokaw ..... . ..... .. ..... 5, 241 5-20 1, 65G 1, 042 57 53 972 G 5t 4U 0 
41 . ... do . ............ Muskegon ............ 0. B. Curtis . .. .. .... . . . ...... ..... G, 002 5- 20 1, 933 1, 747 105 150 770 7! (j 40 z 
'1:2 .... tlo . . .. . .. . •.... Pol't lluron ..... ..... . Johu U. Magill . ................... 6,97::! 5-20 2, 415 1, 538 · ······· ......... 87G 7 5 40 trj 
•IJ Miuncsotn. ........ Saint Anthony* ....... E. W. B. llarvey .................. 5, 01:3 5-:!1 1, 800 1, 200 · ·· ·· · · - . ..... . .. 1, 000 ......... ... .. ........ -·· ·· · -· P:l 
41 ... do . .......... .. \ Vinona. ...... . ....... ~iffr~b0c~?~~: ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: 7,192 5-21 2, 4:27 1, 414 66 26 954 7t 6 40 4:> Kobrnskn. ......... Nobraslm City ... . .... • 6, 050 5-21 1, 200 -·······-· . .. ......... ............ .......... 6 5 1-6 40 0 
4ti Now Hampshire .. Do•er* .... ....... .... J. B. Steyens, jr . . . .... .. ......... . 9, 2!14 4-21 1, 937 1, 865 . ........ . ·······- 1, 270 -· ····-· ····---· ······-· "':l 
•17 N<'wJcrsey ... .... lkid::teton ....•. ..... . Robert \V. Elm or, M. D . .......... 6, 833 5-18 2, 243 1, 675 -··· -·- - ..... .. .... 9:!3 6 6 44 
48 •• • • 110 ••••••••••••• Millville .. .... .. . ..... R. hl. Atwater ..... ... . ..... .. ... . 6,101 5-18 2, 050 1, 537 . .......... . ... .. ... 68:) 6 5a 42 trj 
40 ... do ..... ........ Ornngo .. ............. Dr. \ V.li. Stockwell. .............. 9, 348 5-1 8 2, 45<1 1, 205 .. ...... ... ........... -···---· 4~5 4~ 40 tj 
~i() . ... do .... ......... l:'lainiiclu* ... .... ..... . C. IT. Stillman .............. . ...... 5, 0[15 5-18 1, 200 925 . .... . ..... .......... 580 ····-- -- ........... . ·····--- d !"d K<'wYol·k . ...... . lludson .... ... .. ...... g-~~~:1 ~~~!toy.:~~~~~::::::::::::: 8, 615 5-21 3, 421 1, 71G 247 184 985 G . ....•.. 44 0 :,~ Ohio ..... . ........ Uanton ... ............ 8, 660 6-21 3, 071 1, 592 ....... ..... 48 1, 112 5~ 5 40 > !i:l . .. . tlo . ............ Uhillicothe ..... .. ..... J. li. Brenneman . ................. 8, !)20 6-21 4, 024 2, 031 ........... 32 1 1, 746 6 5~ 42 t-3 ;, I . . . <lo ............. CircloYillo ...... ... ... C. S. Sma.rt ........................ 5, 407 6-21 2. 449 1, 593 i52 1, 100 6 5~ 40 '""' !).) .... tlo ....... .... .. l?rcmont ..... .... ..... \V. W. noss ... . ............ .. .. ... 5, 435 6-21 g1, 906 1, 080 ....... ..... 50 . ........... 7~ 6 40 0 
!i(J . •. . !10 .•••••.•••••• Ironton ...... ........ . .A.. M. Van Dylm ..... ... ... ....... 5, 036 6-21 2, 787 1, 67G 213 1, 458 7t (i 38 ~ ~.7 ... . tlo . ............ :Mansflcld * ............ ·----------····-···-·-······ ·· · ··-- - 8, 029 
f•H .••. <lo ....... ..... . ~lo~sillou ............. Eumnncl A. Jones (ct) .............. 5, J fl5 5-21 2, 011 998 ---·- --- 68 713 7t G 41 
~J, : ... \\\\ +; \:: :Z tii:If.~ii.;~; 2/ .. ~F~~:~:!:.:h~,~/H E E 6, 698 5-2 1 1, 1:!4 ... .. 35' 1, 082 5, 967 5-21 3, 200 073 b~ !)00 6 g aG 5, 82-t 5-2L 2, 017 1, 52!) .......... 80;} (j 40 8,107 :\-;.!1 :1,656 l, 7:!4 ........ ] 'l!l:l 6~-7~ (j •10 
5, ti18 5-~1 2,008 880 21 u:w () (j 40 








33 .. .. do ... .. .. ------
34 .... do- ---- -- ..... . 
35 Michigan ....... . 
36 .... do---------·---
37 ..•. do ............ . 
38 .... do ............ . 
39 .. . . do 
40 .... do 
41 .... do ............ . 
42 .... do ...... ... . .. . 
43 Minnesota ... .... . 
44 .... do ..... ....... . 
45 Nebraska ........ . 
16 New Hampshire .. 
47 New Jersey ... . .. . 
48 . ... do ............ . 
49 . ... do. 
,50 ... . do ....... ... .. . 
51 NewYork ....... . 
52 Ohio ............. . 
53 ... . do 
54 . . .. c1o-. 
55 ..... do ............ . 
56 .... do. 
57 ... . do 
58 .... do . . .. . ....... . 
59 .... do .. .......... . 
60 . . . . do . .......... . . 
61 .... do . .. . .. . ..... . 
02 .•.. do . .. . . .. .... . . 
G3 •••• do ... ... . ..... . 




~ ~ ~ 
Primary schools. 








































3 4 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 19 20 21 1221231241251 26 27 28 
Bath .................. SamuelF.Dike .. ................. 10---- - 18 
Belfast.. ........... ... Rev. Wooster Parker, supervisor.. 2 . -... 2 
Cnl.ais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. J. CorthelL........... . ... . . ... 10 . . • . . 10 
Y~~i~~n~~ ~~~:: ::::::: ~.11:-~;;e::: ~ ~:: ~~~ ~~ ::~~: ::::: i~ ::: :: i~ 
.A.nn.A.t·bor ----------- \ValterS.Perry. ..... . ............ 5 ----- 21 
BattleCreek .......... S.Montgomery ................... 19 ..... 19 
~TI:~~~~~:::::::::::::: ¥~~t~;~~:sa~i:::::.-:::::::::::: f~ :: :: : ici 
i:f~s~~~o;;:: :::: :::::: ~--;I·~;~~~~~·~:::::::::::::::::: i~ --- ·- i{ 
Port Hnron .. ........ . John C. Magill ................. ... 13 --·-- 13 
~~~:;~~;i~r:: :::: ji~~~:~;;:::::::::::::::: : ,I :: J 
Bridgeton . . ----- .... _. Robert W. Elmer, M.D........... e1 2 12 
Millville........... ... R. M. Atwater __ . _ ... .. __ . _... . .. . 19 1 18 
Orange .... -- ... ...... Dr. W. H. Stockwell. ______ ._..... . 5 --.. 10 
~~~~t~~~::::::=:::::: £~!i~~~~~:~~::::::::::::::::::: 1~ ::::: J 
Chillicothe ... ......... J.H.Brenneman .................. 38 1 37 
Circleville . . .. . . . . . . . . C. S. Smart ... ___ .. __ ... _. __ . . _._.. 12 2 11 
Fremont .............. W. W. Ross ... _____________ ...... . el4 1 11 
i{~~~ft~ici<::::::::::: -~- ~--~~~-~~~~- :::::::::::::::::: ---~~ - ---~- ---~~ 
Massillon ............. Edmund.A..J'ones(a) - ------------ 5 ..... 7 
Newark"'------------- C . .A..Snow........................ 22 2 20 
Piqua ... .. . . .......... W. Richardson . ... __ ..... .. . ...... . 11 . . . . . 11 
Pomeroy .. ... .. .. _____ W.Watldns ...... .. ........... . .. hl!J 4 14 
Steubenvill,e . .. .... ·. .. Mar t in R. Andrews._ ....... __ .... 19 3 18 



















































































7 211 Ui8 409 
22 539 413 952 
11 --- -- - -- ------ - - -- --- --
18 406 372 778 
21 504 494 I 9!)8 





























































































































































































61 Ohio ........... .. 
63 .... do ........... .. 
u6 Oregon ......... .. 
67 Pennsylvania .... . 
68 .. .. do ..... .. ·-----
69 .... do ............ . 
70 .... do ............ . 
71 .... do. 
72 .... do ............ . 
73 Toxas .......... .. 
74 VirginiB:--:·:-----
75 West Vn·gmm .... 
76 Wisconsin---·-··· 
77 .... do 
78 .... do ............ . 
79 .... do ............ . 
80 .... do . .......... .. 
81 .... do ............ . 
82 .... llo ............ . 
* From last report. 
Name of city. 
3 
Wooster 
Xenia .... . ........... . 
Portland .. . ...... _ ... . 
Carbondale .......... . 
Chester ............. .. 
Cony ..... . 
Lockhaven. 
Meadville ............ . 
Titusville ............ . 
llouston .... . _ -------. 
Lynchburgh ... ·---- .. 
Parkers burgh ........ . 
.Janesville ........... .. 
LQ. Crosso . .......... .. 
Madison ............ .. 
Manitowoc .. .... .. ... . 
Racino ............... . 
Sheboygan. 
Watertown ........ _ .. 
Name of superintendent. 
4 
L. V. Dod!!e ............ - ........ .. 
George S. Ormsby ............... .. 
T. L. Eliot, connty superintendent. 
Matt,hew G. Neary ....... __ ...... . 
A. A. Meader ................... .. 
A. B. Crandall, clist. sup't ... - ..... . 
A.. N. Raub ............ ----- ..... .. 
tti~~~=~::::: :::::-:-• 
S. IT. Peirsol, connty sup't ........ . 
Warren D. Parker. ........ _ ..... . 
M.F. Varney- ---------------·-- .. 
Walter H. Chase ____________ ------
Michael Kirwan·--- . . ------ _____ _. 
D. W. Emerson, county sup't ... __ . 
Godfrey Stnurns. ____ . ____ ... --- .. 
WilliamH.Robr. _____ ------------
a. Also principal of high schooL 
b Prinoipnl of Stonington Classical Inst-itute. 
c Iuoluding 8 ten.chors in intermediate schools. 
rn ~ g Q) 
H 
1=1 ci '1:::l. Q) .- o:> 
0 b.O '"'b.O 
c;j .gc;j 
-0 0 '8 i=!l- 0 ""'o o oo ,.q O,.q ......... 
~ "'"' ~ Q)m 
~ c<l p"" 
p. b.O ~0 
0 Q) p.; H z 
-------
a 6 7 
-- -----
5, 41!J 5-21 2, 839 
G, 377 5-21 2, 300 
8, 293 4-20 2, 85G 
G, :393 G-~1 a, ooo 
9, 485 G-21 2, 000 
6, 809 G-21 1, 355 
G, 9!:!6 6-21 1, BOO 
7,103 G-21 
8, 639 6-21 1, 500 
9, 382 6-18 2, 971 
6, 825 5--21 3, 272 
5, 546 6-21 1, 709 
8, 78!) 4--20 3, 553 
7, 785 4-21 3, 256 
9,176 5-20 3, 963 
5,168 4-20 2, 441 
9, 880 4-20 3, 916 
5, 310 4-20 2, 420 
5, 364 4--20 3, !l33 































~ . ... Q) 
po:> I> 
t/J ~ ~IJ r"Ocj 
~'g ~ -c;j 





~.-;:; ::l z 
------· 
9 10 
























e Including intermediate or secondary schools. 
f Inclucling mixed schools. 





































































































































































65 . .. . do 
2 
66 Oregon . .. ....... . 
61 Pennsylvania .... . 
68 .... do. ·· 
69 .... do 
70 . ... do. 
71 .... do ...... _ ...... . 
72 . ... do ............ . 
73 T exa-s ........... . 
74 Virginia ......... . 
75 W est Virginia ... . 
76 Wisconsin .••..... 
77 .... do ............ . 
78 .... do 
79 . ... do 
80 ... . do 
81 .... do. 
82 .•.. do 
Name of city. 
3 
Wooster 
Xenia ............... . 
Portland ............. . 
Carbondale .......... . 
Chester ...... . ....... . 
Corry .......... --- - . --
Lockhaven ........... . 
Meadville ............ . 
Titusville ............ . 
Houston ............. . 
Lynchburgh ....... .. . 
Parkersburgh ....... . 
.r anesville ............ . 
La Crosse ............ . 
Xadison ............. . 
Manitowoc ........... . 
Racine ............... . 
Sheboygan ........... . 
Watertown .......... . 
Primary schools. I Grammar schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. I Pupils. ..... ..... 
0 0 
Name of superintendent. 
~ 6 cD ~ o.5 d Cl) 0 
.0 Q) Cil ~ 0 Cil ~ 
.0 Q) d 3 Q) Cil 
I 
] s Cil s Cil s s 'ci s c'! 8 p Cl) 0 
~ 
0 p "' 0 Cl) 0 z ~ r;r; 8 ~ 8 z ~ r;r; 8 ~ r;r; 8 
------------------------- ---~-
4 1a 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2;') 26 21' 28 
-------------- -----·--- ---
L.V.Dodge ....................... 11 ..•.. 15 15 313 338 651 1 . ... 3 3 50 63 113 
Georg-oS.Ormsby ................. 16 ..... 16 16 389 393 782 2 .... 2 2 37 41 78 
T. L.Eliot, county superintendent. 12 . . . . . 12 12 ~97 274 571 5 5 4 9 199 170 369 
MatthewG.Neary . ..... .. ........ 8 1 12 13 727 724 1,451 3 2 2 4 61 110 171 
.A . .A. Meader...... ............... 20 ..... 20 20 502 471 973 2 .... 3 3 47 62 109 
.A.. B. Crandall, dist. sup't.......... 4 4 4 105 125 230 13 . . . . 13 13 300 389 689 
A.N.Raub ........................ e18 4 14 18 615 568 1,183 4 4 ..... 4 100 110 210 
Geor~ W. Haskins.............. . 4 .. . .. 4 4 223 229 452 2 .. .. 15 15 344 351 695 
rr. c . .tloslcy .... - .. -- .. ---- - .. --- -- 11 .. -.. 12 12 286 283 569 4 .. .. 4 4 102 96 198 
Henry Cline (j) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... .. ............. ... ............ .. ....................•.•.• 
.Abram F . Biggers ............... -'· 4 1 9 10 211 2-!5 456 4 5 3 8 140 166 306 
S. H. Peirsol, county sup't..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 3 8 300 400 700 
W:-trren D. Parker................ 11 ..... 18 18 451 431 882 2 .... 5 5 88 75 163 
M.F.Varnev...................... 4 ..... 10 10 .................. ...... 4 3 5 8 ................... . 
WalterH.Chase .. ................ 11 ..... 11 11 407 347 754 8 .... 8 8 207 215 422 
Michael Kirwan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 . . . . . 8 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d4 1 4 5 .........•........•. 
D. '\V. Emerson, county lilUp't . . . . . . 17 . . . . . 18 18 503 486 989 e7 4 3 7 221 232 453 
Godfrey Staurns.................. 4 2 8 10 400 440 840 2 1 4 5 115 125 240 
William H. Rohr...... ...... ...... 14 10 4 14 460 425 885 4 2 2 4 126 110 236 
k Between 4 and 7 years of age. h Including 1 grammar school. 
i Including private schools. 
j Inspector public free schools for Harris and Montgomery Counties. 



















REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUC.A'l'l'ON. 
Name of city. 
TABLE III.-School statistics of cities fm· 1872; fi·ont 1·eplies to 
CLASS B.-CONTAINING OVER 5,000 Mm LESS 
PART 2.-Statistics of high, evening, normal, 
High schools. Evening schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
1--~--~--1--~----~---1 ~ 
eli ~ ~ eli a5 <a :g 3 
<l) <a "@ <a ~ a5 c:: .0 eli ci s ~ s ~ ~ s +> Cd s -+" <l) 0 <l) 0 <l) 0 <l) 0 
R E-i ~ R E-i z ~ p, E-i ~ R H 
- -------------------1----1-- - - - - - -- - - --- --- -----
1 2 3 29 30 31 32 33 34 3i> 36 31' 38 39 40 41 42 
-----1---------------·1--1------- -------------------
1 Ala .. . Selma·-----·--·--··.... . ............. ·----- ·----- . .......... . ........ . .. . ------
2 Cal .. . San Jose . . ___ . . . . . . 1 1 . - - . 1 .. _ . . _ . _ . _ .. _ .. _ . . . . . - . . . _ . . - . . . . _ . . . . _ . . - - .. . 
:3 Conn. Middletown........ 1 2 3 5 .... ·----- 149 . ... .......... .. ............. . 
4 Conn. 
5 Ga .... 
6 Til .. . . 
~'cl~:~~~n: _(~-~~~·~: ~ i .. _. 1 6 14 ~~ .. -i :::: ·--i .. -i -25 :::: ----25 
Alton ...... _. . . . . . . 3 1 3 4 39 62 101 . _ . ... .. .. ... - ... _ ........... -
7 Ill.--. Belleville . ......... . 1 2 .... 2 40 35 75 . ... ·-···-···--·--···-··------
8 Ill .... Docatur ........ __ . . 1 1 3 4 58 _ 76 134 . ... . ........... _ ... _ ........ . 
9 Ill .. .. 
10 Ill .... 
11 Ill .... 
Elgin ... ............ 1 1 2 3 22 36 58 ... .. ....... . .. ... . .. ........ . 
Freeport . _ ...... _ . . 1 2 2 4 50 60 110 ............. -- _ ..... _ .. _ .... . 
Galcua . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 3 17 ·12 59 ..... _ . . . ............. _ . _ ... . 
12 Ill .. .. Jacksonville ........ 1 1 2 3 260 285 545 . ............... . .. ...... .... . 
13 Ill .... Joliet------·-----·- .... 1 5 6 106 134 240 ............................. . 
14 Ill .... La Salle ....... .. _ . . 2 1 2 3 . _ . . . .. _ . _ 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... -
15 Til .... Ottawa............. 1 1 1 2 2;1 28 53 ............ --· ........ ------
16 Til .... Rock Islancl........ 1 2 2 15 70 85 .... . ....... .... ... .. ... . ... . _ 
17 Ind ... Jeffersonville...... 1 2 2 4 60 140 200 ............................. . 
Ul Ind --· 
1!) Ind ... 
Logansport......... 1 1 3 4 36 29 05 . .............. ... ..... . ·-----
Riehmond ....... _. . 1 :1 3 25 55 80 . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ___ .. __ ...... -
20 Ind ... Sou h :Uend* .. _ .... _ 1 1 4 50 40 90 1 1 .. - . 1 15 10 25 
21 Ind ... Vincennes.......... 2 1 6 40 60 100 1 1.... 1 20 6 26 
22 Iowa .. 
23 Iowa .. 
24 I owa .. 
25 Iowa .. 
UedarRapids....... 1 1 2 .• • . ••••. ··---- .•.. . ....••. . .• . ··----
Clinton .. .. _ . . . . . . . . . . - . 2 2 30 70 100 
IuwaCity* --- · -·-·· 1 . .. . 1 1 21 35 56 ···5 :::: "ii ""ii 'i54 .i75 ... 3291-
Muscatine._ .. __ . __ . 1 1 1 2 32 68 100 . __ .. __ .. _ ....... __ .. _ ... __ . _. 
26 Iowa . . Ottumwa........... 1 2 2 23 30 55 ..... ...... . ...... .... ...... . 
27 Kans . Atchison ....... . _. . 1 . _.. 1 32 13 45 . _ ... _ ... __ .. .. ... _ .. __ .. ___ .. 
28 Kans . Lawrence........... 1 1 2 3 21 14 35 ............................. . 
29 Kans . Topeka................. 2 .... 2 .... · ----· ...... . ... . ...... . ...... .. ........ . 
30 Me ... .Auburn·-----··----.... 2 1 3 45 65 110 .... . ...... .. ....... . .. . · ·----
31 Me-- · Bath . ... - . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 2 4 57 93 150 . _ . . . __ . . __ . . . . . . __ . . __ . . __ .. . 
32 Mo ... Belfast . -- . .... -. . . . 1 1 1 2 27 38 65 . . _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . __ . . _ ... . 
33 Me ... Calais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 3 24 61 85 ...... _ . . _ .......... ___ ... __ .. 
34 Mo ... Rockland ... .. -..... 1 1 2 3. __ . 97 . .... _ . . ... .......... __ . ..... . 
33 :Mich. .Adrian . -- .. - ---- - -. 1 2 3 5 . . . 95 .. _ .. - - .. - -.. - - .. - -.. - - . . -----
36 Micb .Ann .A1·bor......... 1 3 3 6 1L3 93 206 .. . .... ..... ...... . ...... .. .. . 
37 11ich DattloUreek ....... 2 1 3 4 9u ............................. . 
:38 Mich . BayUity........... 1 1 2 3 28 23 51 ...... . ... .. ......... .. ...... . 
39 Mich Flint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 2 4 7'2 56 128 . . . . . .. . . . . . . - . . . . . . . _ . . . ... - . 
40 Mich. Lansing . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 :.1 17 23 4(l ...... .. .. _ ............. _ ... . 
41 Mich . 
42 Mich 
43 Minn : 
44 Minn . 
~stklTt~~~::::~:::: ~ ~ i ~ 35 46 ~~ :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::~ 
~-vl~~~D-~~~~~-*_:~:: i ---i ~ ~ ··34 ····31 ----7i :::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
45 Neb .. Nebraska City...... 2 1 1 2 21 37 58---· .. .. .. . .. ...... .. .. ------
46 N.H .. Dover * . . -_ . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 3 . _ . . 134 . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .... . 
47 N. J .. 
48 N.J .. 
Bridgeton .. __ .................... _ .. _ ...... _ ..... __ ..... _ ......... . ..... __ . . . ... . 




r.o J .. 
Orange . ............ 1 2 1 3 .......... ......... .. . ....... . ....... . . ------
Plainfield*--------· 1 4 3 7 50 40 90 ...... . ....... ..... . ____ ---- --
51 .r .Y .. Ilouson . _ .... __ ................. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . _. . ......... _ .......... _ . ...... . 
!:2 Ohio .. Uanton ····---- ---- · 1 1 2 3 17 33 50 ...... . ..................... . 
:i3 Ohio .. Chillicothe......... 1 1 2 3 23 3:i 58 . .. ............. ____ ......... . 
M Ohio .. Uirclcville.......... 2 1 1 2 17 ~8 45 ........ . ............... ------
53 OlliO .. 
56 Ohio .. i:o<'~~~-t-::::: :::::: } L . _ ~ ~ 1~ ~~ ~~ : :: : : ::: :: : : :::: : ::: : ::: :::::: 
57 Ohio .. Man field ...................... ____ .... ...•.. · ---- - ........... .. ................ . 
5 hio .. Massillon ....... _ _ _ 1 1 1 2 18 22 40 . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. - .... - .. ---- · 
5!) Ohio .. <'ewark...... ..... .. 2 1 1 2 21 23 44 ...... . ................. ------
GO Ohio .. 
61 hio .. 
G:o: Ohio .. 
Piqua-------------- 1 1 1 2 30 50 80 ............................. . 
Pomeroy ---------- 1 1.... 1 11 13 24 . .. .......................... . 
.'toubcnvill -------- 1 2 2 4 22 46 68 .... .................... ----·· 
G:l Ohio .. Tiffin.... . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 2 2 10 15 25 ..................... - ... ---- · 
6-t hio .. Wooster..... ....... 1 1 2 3 18 43 61 ................... . --- .. : .. . 
6:) bio .. Xe:lia ......... - . . . . 1 2 1 3 41 31 72 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . - .. - . . . - . ---
'(j Oreg .. 
67 Pn .... 
I>ortlnod . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 3 4il 32 80 ........ ...... ........ -. -.. ---
Carbondale .. -...... 1 1 1 2 20 36 56 . _ .. ................. -.... ----
STATISTICAL TABLES. 661 
inqui1'ies by the United Statp,s Bu1·eau of Education-Continued. 
THAN 10,000 L\dABITANTS-Continued. 
and other schools, and grn.nd total of schools. · 
Ungraded and other schools. City normal schools. 
(/2. 
Gmnd total. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. -.-o ol=l Teachers. Pupils. 
..... ..... ~~ 0 0 
~ a) ~ 
... 
~ 15 
rnp., a) $ Q) Q) ~@ p 
ai '"@ Q) "' ~ 
p 







43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 5' 58 59 60 61 62 63 1 
6 17 23 945 046 1, 891 ................................................ . ........ a2~ 
.... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... . ... .... 5 32023 ........... 7273 
1 .... 1 21 22 D 15 
10 2 10 
28 6 25 
24 3 25 
7 66 55 121 .... .. . ...... .. ......... . .•. 16 5 22 
20 2 23 
16 4 14 
9 35 35 70 .. .. .. .. 1, 000 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 21 32 66 
16 1 28 29 657 611 1, 2GB .. . . ....... .. ... .. . ........ . b10 1 28 
9 2 13 
32 4 27 
25 
18 3 18 
21 4 20 
33 1 34 
9 11 26 
12 10 19 
c1 2 7 18 23 16 1 16 
1 29 
16 ... . 19 
18 2 20 
11 3 9 
15 .. .. 15 
































































































........................................... ... .............................. . ............ 29 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 . . . . . .. - . . . . 544 697 
. . . . . .. .. ... - . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 4 30 34 784 895 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ] 7 8 167 218 
3.... 3 47 117 164.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 3 20 23 761 800 
.......................................................... d25 4 2fl 33 ......... .. 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 2 28 30 ..... .. ... . 
. - - . . - - - - - - . . - - . . - - . . - - . . - - - - - - - - . . - - . . - - . . - - . - - - . . - - . . - - . 7 3 30 3~ 666 603 
........... ........... .. ······ . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 25 1 27 28 .... . ..... . 
-.- .. - ..... . . - .. .. - . - ...... - ........... --. -.... -. . . . . . e14 4 24 28 477 592 
.... ...... .. .............................................. 32225 ......... .. 
.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 16 1 23 24 302 580 
4 112 108 220 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. 20 2 19 21 926 821 














.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . /21 . 1 21 22 560 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 2 16 18 352 
668 1, 228 
359 711 
10 4 17 21 ..... . ..... 923 
25 3 22 25 ..... ------ 1, 537 
3 19 22 .....• . .. •..••.........••..•.......•..... . 13 3 37 40 ..... ···--· ------
3 4 1G 20 ::323 257 680 
6 2 18 20 470 506 98 . • 
17 5 18 23 553 500 1, 062 
4 . .. . 4 12 20 32 . ...... ... ................ .. 
41 4 41 45 957 1, 074 2, 031 
22 5 10 24 560 622 1, JDJ 
... .. . . .... . .... . .. . ... . ······ ···- .... ···- ··-- ....... . ... . 17 2 16 18 352 331 683 




























•.. .............. . .............• • .. - .......... - ...............•.... ... ...... . ······ .... .. 57 
.......................................................... g11 
..... .. . . ... . ... .... .. . . .. ... . . ... . .. . .••. .... .. .. . ... . .. . 26 
........... .. ............................... .. . .. .. .. . ... . ' 15 
.. .. •••.. .... .. . . ... . .. . ······ ... . ........... . . ... . .. . ... .. 20 
............ .... ........ . ..... . ...................... . .... 22 
....... .. .. ... . .. .•.... .. .. ........ .................. ..... d16 
••. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .... .. •. .• . . .. . . 13 
•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . 19 
h7 12 27 30 237 302 629 .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 25 





















































































TABLE IlL-CLASS B.-P .ART 2.-·School statistics of cities for 1872 j ft·om 





Name of city. 
""" 
0 









~ R f:-i R f:-i R f:-i f=-1 f:-i ~ 
---1·--------,---1------------------
2 3 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4,0 41 42 
---1---------1------- --------------------
Pa .... Pa __ __ 
Pa ____ 
Pa .... Pa __ __ 









Chester __ .. ___ . . . . . . 1 1 
Corry .. - -.. _ -.. .. .. 1 .... 
Lockhaven ......... 2 1 
Meadville---------- I .... 
















55 ........ ---- ---- ............ .. 
48 .... ---· ............ ---· ------
75 . - - - -- .. .. .. - -- - - .. - .. .. -..... 
92---- .... ---- ---- ........ ------
61- .. 0 - •• - • --- -.-- • - . 0 -. -- -····· 
Houston_ . . __ ....... _ . _ . . __ . ____ . __ .. _ . . . _. ___ ..... _ .... _ .. ___ . __ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ .. _ .. . 
Lynchburgh........ 2 
Parkers burgh . . . . . . 4 
Janesville ...... _ .. _ 1 
La Crosse _____ ..... 1 
Madison ...... ------ 1 
Manitowoc . . ..... _ _ j4 
Racine _ .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 
Sheboygan .. _...... 1 










4 14 25 39---- .... ---- .... ---- ......... . 
5 104 201 305 .... -- .. -- .... -- - .. - .. -- ---- .. 
5 32 73 105 .... ---- .... ---- .... ---- ------
4 ---· ------------ .... ---- - ----------- - --- .... .. 
3 24 48 72 - -.- .. -- - . - - - - - - - .. .. .. -- .. .. 
4 .... ------ - ----- ........ ---- .... ---- ---- ..... . 
3 40 62 102 .... ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------
2 48 GO 98 __ . . _ . . . . .. _ . _ . . _ .. _ .. _ . _ .••.. 
2 30 70 100 1 2 . --- 2 . -.. 75 75 
* From last report. 
a Including 1 coloreii school. 
b Not including corporate schools. 
c A private institution. 
dlnclucling one unclassified school. 
e Including 4 junior schools. 
.ST.ATISTIC:A.L TABLES. . 6o$. 
replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Ed·ucation-Continued. 
\ 
Ungraded and other-schools. City normal schools. Grand total. 
"'. Teachers. Pupils. Tell.chers. Pupil:;. rorg Teachers. Pupils. 
'+-l "'" ~-~ 0 0 
"'""" .. ci a5 ... ci a5 (f)P., c5 a5 8 <I> <I> 
~~ ~ ci ~ ] $ <11 3 
p 
ci <e ~ ~ 




8 8 8 <11 @ 8 -<I> <11 § ~ 8 8 ;::; <I> · 0 ce <l) 0 ;::; 0 <I> ~ o.._. 0 <l) 0 ~ z r;:, H ~ Fi H z ~ Fi E-1 ~ Fi H Zc ~ ~ E-1 ~ Fi E-1 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 a3 54 aa 55 57 58 a9 uo 61 62 63 1 
------------------------------ -------
25 1 24 25 564 573 1, 137 68 
18 . -.. 18 18 654 70 : 1, :355 69 
24 9 15 24 74.5 723 1, 468 iO 
2~ --.. 22 22 593 646 1 239 71 
16 . --. 18 18 413 415 '828 72 
14 5 21 26 ... .. ...... 1, 228 73 
10 10 12 22 365 43{) 801 74 
9 5 24 29 685 1, 024 1, 709, 75 
ig ~ ~~ ~t-~:~ ---~~~ -~·-~~~ ~~ 
20 1 23 24 638 610 1, 248 78 
~~ ~ ~5 ~~ .. 764 ·-- 7so 1, ~~~~ ~5 
J 4 12 16 5.j!J 622 1, 181 81 
2l 15 7 22 616 680 1, 296 82 
f Including 7 secondary schools. 
_g Including irregular department of day school. 
hincluding 2 private schools. 
i Including 4 mtermediate schools. 
j Principal departments. 
~ 





Ala .. . 
















Ind .. . 











Mo .. . 





TABLE JII.-Scltool statistics of cities fo1' 1872 j from replies to inquiries by the Uniled States Bu1'ean of Eclucation-Continued. 
CLASS .B.-CONTA.INlliG OYER 5,000 .AND LESS 'l'llAN 10,000 INIIAnlTANTS-Continued. 
P.\RT 3.-Scbool finances-income and expenditure. 
I NC01IE. 
Nnmo of city. 
Balance on I R ecei•cdfrom I Received from I Reccivedfrom l Receivcdfrom I neceivec1from 
band, &c. State fUlld. county fund. local fund. taxation. other sources. TotaL 
3 64 65 66 67 68 69 7'0 
Selma .......................................... --------- --- ---- $1,966 66 --- --- ---------- $8,500 00 ---------------- $4,500 00 $ l4,966 66 
Sun Josu...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. $G, 407 99 5, 719 39 $8,591 60 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $15, 109 89 6, 7 l6 45 42 545 32 
Midt~l etowu......... ... ........................ 7,119 38 2,463 50 ---------------- 6~9 22 15,884 70 Hi,976 06 4J;072 86 
Stomngton, (uorougb)....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 300 00 300 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4;)0 oo ........ __ .... __ ........ __ .. ____ ........ __ _____ _ 
i~~~T< m\hU!! !H! !! U :till;; ...... U!Hf i;>i2'1 °0 ~:~?1·::;:: H·il ~ ::: ::;:;!! :~ ii:m ~ 
Galcua. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 3, 940 38 2, 366 51 45o 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 764 13 120 29 11 646 81 
~~;:~T~!~!W!~!!Y!!UDiY>: ;;:r:; !:l!l H FlY :: TU<Y ~·§ ~ :::: : 20~:~: ~k1 !! 
Ricnmond .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 870 70 7, 703 37 1, 500 00 l, 500 00 6, 331 21 . ............ __ . 18; 905 2o 
South Bend* .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 200 00 fi, 000 00 3, 000 00 1, 200 00 812 ilO .. __ .... __ ...... 12, 212 00 
Vincennes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 00 4, 800 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 000 00 1, 200 00 .. __ ........ __ __ 15, 000 00 
Cedar Rapids ..........................................•. ... ............. _ . . ___ ... _ .... _ .. . . .. .... _ ....... _ ... _ _ .. _ . _ . . _. ____ __ __ _ . ___ . _____ .. __ .... _ . _ .... _ . __ 
~~~~~·:::~ :::::::: ::::::::: ::: : : :::::::::.:: :::::: :::~~: ~~- ------ ~~~-~~~- ~~- :::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::: ------~~~-~:~. ~:. :::::::::::::::: ····--~~~~~: -~:-
Oltumwo. 
A tcbison .... ....... . 
La.wrenco ............. .......... ... .. ... ..... . . 
Topckn.. 
Auburn. 
Bntb .. ........... . ........... . 
J3olfnst .................. . 
Calais ................. .. . 
llucldnn(l ...................... .. 
Adt·ian ....... . 
.1.\un Abhor 
3, 655 32 
10,551 18 
1, 909 90 
4, 301 99 
1, 816 90 
2,131 50 
b3, 755 52 
3 840 95 
1:500 00 
4, 042 74 
141 co 
3, 000 00 
2, 528 03 
1, 3:30 56 
1,170 72 
_ .. _. _ ...... :::: :::::::::::::::: -· · · · · i4; is7 · 98 · :::::::::::: ::: : · · · · · · i9; 66o-2o-
-.... -- ........ - ........ -- -- -- .. 18, 928 38 240 23 31, 854 29 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20, soo oo· 18, 661 oo 44, 826 42 
.. ........ -- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16, 060 85 .......... -- .. . . 24, 212 79 
.. ...... -- .. -.. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 13, 500 00 ~ 00 15, 025 00 
.. ............ ...... .......... -- 19, 447 59 4, 000 00 27, 926 74 
. .................... ------ .. -- 7, 200 00 . ..... ....... .. . 7, 341 00 
.. .. -- -........ - 130 00 9, 000 00 -.... - -.. -- - -- -- 12, 130 00 
-.. .......... .. - -.............. - 11, 000 00 108 00 14, 054 94 
24, 733 75 28, 667 55 56, 300 41 
22, 670 00 H, 281 09 44, 319 70 












































44 Nob .. 
45 N.IT .. 
46 N.J .. 
47 N.J .. 
48 N.J .. 
49 N.J - -
50 N.Y .. 
51 Ohio .. 
52 Ohio .. 
53 Ohio .. 
54 Ohio .. 
55 Ohio .. 
56 Ohio .. 
57 Ohio .. 
58 Ohio .. 
59 Ohio .. 
60 Ohio .. 
61 Ohio .. 
62 Ohio .. 
63 Ohio .. 
64 Oreg .. 
65 Pa ... . 
66 Pa ... . 
67 Pa . .. . 
68 Pa ... . 
69 Pa ... . 
70 Pa .. . . 
71 V:t .. . . 
72 W.Va 
73 Wis .. 
74 Wis .. 
75 Wis .. 
76 Wis .. 
77 Wis .. 
78 Wis .. 
79 Wis .. 
474 29 861 12 
1, 603 59 3, 417 01 
660 00 964 00 
3,675 28 710 88 
5, 755 55 886 55 
3, 582 00 1, 019 47 
6, 610 84 
2,200 00 
3, 702 49 
233 87 2, 065 75 
405 01 574 38 
63 49 9, 985 08 
7, 597 13 9, 776 44 
2, 352 89 
11,000 00 
526 80 
2, 030 69 4, 502 99 
3, 23() 20 4, 023 60 
31, 3UJ 94 6, 143 79 
21,932 39 3, 706 71 
---------- .. ·------------- .. ·---- 1 4, 039 84 590 00 
1, 797 39 3, 444 60 
4, 088 30 2,691 45 
---·-·· --- -------·-- ··- ------------ ---~-- --------------
4, 256 26 2, 896 60 
3, 813 97 5, 057 98 
1, 485 67 2, 937 20 
12, 170 85 3, !J95 63 
1, 986 09 
3, 645 28 
3, 0~9 22 
~. 613 42 
536 64 
1, 109 79 
530 00 
1, 184 82 
1, 161 12 
606 92 
2, 846 64 
1, 902 00 
1, 499 96 
1, 185 21 
1, 469 13 
843 73 
1, 514 37 
878 28 
1, 414 14 
* From last report. 
b State and county fund. 
e Including local :i'uncl. 
I, 909 25 ..... .......... . 
.. ........................... . ........................... 
. ............................ 1, 964 00 
. ........................... . ... .... .. ............ ....... 
. .......................... 3, 360 00 
1, 926 20 . ............................ 
. .................... - ..... ~ ----------------
.. ........................... ............................ 
. ........ , ................... .............................. 
. ............................ .......................... 
. ............................ . 7, 912 28 
--------·------ - ------·----·---· 
·----- ---------- 8, 000 00 
---------- -- ---- 1, 106 07 
---------------· ------------·--· 
---------------- --------------- · 
23,541 52 5. 000 00 
---------------- to; 899 15 
---------------· --·-------------
------------ ---· ---------------· 
·--- -------- ---· ----------------
31, 376 49 
26, 400 00 
9,140 00 
11, 850 00 
10, 8:l4 !:>O 
18, 000 00 
'7, 000 00 
14, 586 52 
4, 036 44 
18,417 50 
. .. .... ....................... 
7, G26 43 
····-----------· 
15, 1~5 (j(J 
G, 000 00 
15, 146 21 




12, 737 15 
10,078 35 
37,844 52 
14, 838 96 
7, 749 74 
19,206 92 
19,213 00 






---- -- ---------· 
109 75 
















9, 429 26 
17,205 74 
16, i:·14 50 
18,117 06 
24,218 19 
26, 070 09 
40, 973 80 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
130 50 
14,595 04 
1, 2-:.!6 95 
2, 917 61 
15,326-64 
2,204 7:3 
1, 000 00 
1,189 77 
2,500 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 119 33 
2, 490 ao 
569 75 
10, 000 00 - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - -
23, 000 00 843 25 
21, 721 24 131 00 
11, 661 30 21, 144 76 
15, 000 00 650 53 
7, 286 50 156 87 
5,47100 1------.----------
38, 761 33 
:n, 440 60 




9, 200 00 
25,009 60 
7, 989 21 
18, 991 88 
18,095 85 
25, 000 00 
19,320 18 
38,222 90 
1:.!, 542 68 
22,856 91 
72, 174 39 
42, 548 45 
17, 4:38 51 
~1, 424 3-! 
29,711 74 
17,294 43 
46, 716 47 
29, 31 ~' C2 
24,426 11 
22, 236 14 
39, 358 67 
10,996 48 
19, 434 20 
31 G69 54 
20: 52t> 83 
2U, 296 92 





26 8::!8 70 
47: 837 05 
19,661 90 





















TAllLE III.- CLASS B.-PART 3.-Schoolstatistics of cities for 1872 j fron~ 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the United States Btt?·eau of Educat-ion- Continued. O":l 






1 2 I - ---
1 .ti.ln, ___ 
2 Cal ___ 
3 Conn_ 
4 Conn_ 
5 Ga .... 
6 Ill.---
7 DL ... 
8 ru ____ 
9 ru ____ 
10 Ill.---
11 Ill .... 
12 Ill----
13 DL ... 
14 m ____ 
15 m ____ 
16 m ____ 
17 Iml. __ 
18 Iu<l ... 
19 Iud ... 
20 Iud ---
21 Iowa .. 
22 Iowa .. 
23 Iowa. .. 
2•1 Iown .. 
25 Iowa. .. 
26 Kans-
27 Kans _ 
28 Kans _ 
29 hlo ___ 
30 Mo ... 
3l 1\Io ---
















Salarie~ of J Salaries of JFnel, lights, 
superm- teachers. &c. 
ten dents. 










-~~~- ~~J ~~!:_~~~- ~~- ~- -~~:_ ~~~ g~ $30 00 4, 504 94 $289 68 1, 029 76 $759 52 344 91 
$1,400 00 , . $1, 550 00 
2, 12~ 01 38, 879 12 
1, 762 15 36, 972 62 
1, 925 00 
1, 900 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 800 00 
200 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 800 00 
1,100 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 300 00 
1, 900 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 400 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 600 00 
200 00 
5, 975 00 .. . - .•.... - - 72 co 900 00 1, 043 68 661 32 
9, 664 20 
15, 848 49 
13, 190 05 
9, 894 75 
10,517 00 
6, 715 00 
18, 461 20 
12, 400 00 
6, 000 oo 
14, 000 00 
10, 320 50 
8, 311 22 
-- -------- --
6, 000 00 
12,000 00 
12, 500 00 
8, 800 00 
9, 000 00 
ell, 625 33 
7, 234 00 
13,371 00 
10,395 00 
12, 167 00 
15, 000 00 
6, 348 61 
9, 124 00 
8, 816 00 
1 I 96!) 00 
14, ll38 17 
12,227 07 
·-- - ---- ---- 180 00 1, 414 31 ___ __ _ _. _____ 7, 652 41 
854 05 520 00 1, 650 66 177 63 2,109 87 
3, 221 60 --- ---- ---- - 375 60 131 11 --- -------- -
1, 0::!0 20 . .......... . ......... 815 98 ------ ------ 930 00 
1, 606 83 ... .. ...... . ...... 282 50 97 33 2, 452 95 
-2,307 01 ....... . ........... 452 85 ------------ 65 00 
955 09 ------------ 930 66 75 00 ----------- -
579 46 75 00 500 00 123 95 . .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. 
350 00 ..... .. .. .. .......... 200 00 100 00 .. . ....... .. ...... .. .. 
3, 002 00 ...... - .. ~ .. -.--,. 728 00 --- ------ --- ----- -------
2, 340 69 ----· --·---- 1, 403 23 211 05 1, 223 54 
2, 733 07 50 00 2, 176 00 330 00 ---- ·- ------
------------ 180 00 -- --- --- ---- 40 00 ------- ---- -
300 OQ 1, 000 00 ... ............... .... --- -- ------- ............. .. ........ 
300 00 --··- -- ----- 500 00 100 00 --- --- ----- -
900 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2, 638 00 4JO 00 250 00 ___ - - - ____ - - _ . . __ . ___ . __ 
___ - __ - ___ - _ 350 00 300 00 45 Otl ____ ____ ___ _ 
--- - - - - - ---- - ----- ---- -- -- - -- - - ---- - -- - - -- -- - - - - 3, 439 67 
4, o.n 14 20 oo 52 ou ___ . .. _ .... __ ._ .___ . ___ _ 





















2, 667 88 
4, 789 18 
10, 577 00 
20, 8 10 97 
23,682 74 
18, 94D 90 
14,484 73 
18, 483 27 
10, 539 86 
32,748 55 
17,428 41 
7, 750 00 
19, 430 00 
17, 101 01 
50, 900 29 
2,120 00 
8, 300 00 
15, 700 00 
15, 000 00 
14, 068 00 
12,045 00 
22 202 03 
19:623 89 
34, 90:~ 40 
11,895 00 
15,267 00 
25, !l18 88 
7, 788 61 
16, 523 00 
13, ::i!l9 73 
13, 069 00 










































44 Nob __ 
45 N.H .. 
46 N . .J --
47 N . .J --
48 N . .J .. 
49 N . .J --
50 N.Y .. 
51 Ohio __ 
52 Ohio .. 
53 Ohio .. 
54 Ohio __ 
55 Ohio .. 
56 Ohio •. 
57 Ohio .. 
58 Ohio .. 
59 Ohio .. 
60 Ohio .. 
61 Ohio __ 
62 Ohio .. 
63 Ohio .. 
64 Oreg .. 
65 Pa. ... . 
66 Pa. ... . 
67 Pa ... . 
68 Pa. .••. 
69 Pa ... . 
70 Pa ... . 
71 Va ... . 
72 W.Va. 
73 Wis __ 
74 Wis .. 
75 Wis .. 
~~ ~:: 
78 Wis .. 
79 Wis .. 
• 
4, 442 94 
35,503 24 
5, 310 78 
900 (}() 
470 59 
5, 257 11 
1, 850 00 
800 00 
770 00 
9, 700 14 





2, 500 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
1, GOO 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
2, 000 00 
.... _ . ______ 
1 
1. 800 00 
613 76 - - - - - - - - - - - -
··---~~~-~~- ~: ~~~ ~~ 
112 00 1, 500 00 
1, 800 00 
1, 600 00 
1, 700 00 
1, 500 GO 
1, 700 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 800 00 




1, 300 00 
900 00 
2, 000 00 
2, 500 00 
1, 000 00 
13, G02 75 
10,100 00 
9, 500 00 
7, (}-.24 00 
7, 800 00 
13,300 00 
14,800 00 
7, 073 13 
9, 529 08 
8, (i40 00 
lG, 000 00 
7, 880 00 
9, ~GO 00 
13, 483 00 
19,225 00 
7, 890 00 
G, 460 00 
10,454 25 
7, 9:07 25 
6, 770 00 
3,50Q 00 j----·-------1 1,347 22j- -------·-··l 10,562 79 
42<> 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - - - . - 3GO 00 . - - - - - . - - - - -
. __ ~·- ~~~ _ ~~ -1-_____ :~ _ ~~ -1 -. __ . ~~~.~~·I·_· ___ . ~~ _ ~~ ·1· -· s: 5o2- 3o-
765 53 200 00 3, 21G 00 200 00 . ---- .. -----
852 17 33 33 690 lG 200 00 . -- - - .. -- ---




1, 649 47 
419 29 i;~~~ ~~ ~-----i35"47" 
1, 000 00 350 00 600 00 400 GO , . ___ • _ • ____ _ 
650 00 . ---- ... --- - 1, 786 00 -- -- -- . --- --
443 68 ------··---- 614 30 ·---·-------~------------
.--3; o7i- 96- ---- -2si- on- -- --- i5o- i3- -----499-55- _. _ ~·- ~~~ _ ~~ _ 
2, 248 18 - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - 6, 050 00 
4, 055 06 
3, 179 52 
3, 787 62 
2, 088 22 1, 162 78 
1~: ~~ ~ ::: ~.: ~~~: ~~: 1::::: ~~~:~~: :::::::::::: : ::::~~~:~~: . -~;:_ ~~~- ~~-
8, 800 00 1, 129 83 . - ---. ------ 513 08 154 85 . -----------
10, 110 73 . --- -- .. - - - - ---- - . - . - - - . - ----- . -- - . - ------ . -- - - . 2, 6:::2 03 
13, 096 23 ti33 00 141 75 . ---- .. ----- 193 00 . -- .. --.---. 
3, 768 47 655 78 648 70 . ----- . ----- - -----.----- . ----. ----- . 
10, 504 30 412 !)5 . -------.--. 2, 305 00 630 34 2, 945 68 
7,1U5 57 5,186 32 ------------------------------------ 5,508 09 
7,558 00 1,669 93 -----·------ 1,48313 ---- - ------- 7,67816 
8,140 00 2,643 00 -----------· -·---------- 6 00 6,390 64 
11,213 02 1,08109 300 00 1,51311 160 34 ·-----------
11, 108 53 3, OGB 67 1, 460 00 100 00 275 00 .. __ ... _ .... 
11, 000 00 . -.- - - . --- -- ---- - - . --- -- ---- .. --. --- . --- . - . ----- 6, 000 00 
1,500 00 7,330 00 1,900 00 ·----------- 750 00 200 00 ------------
40 oo I 600 oo 15, 365 oo 700 oo 150 oo 575 oo 195 oo . _____ . ____ . 
4~ g~ §:~gg ~~ --~~~-~~~-~~- ·--~·-~~~-~~- :::::::::::: -----~~~-~~- ---~·-~~:-~~- ·--2;574"39' 
·----25o-oo- 1~;~; ~Q 2'~6~ ~~ ~ -----i2o-oo· 1'~~~ ~I ·----jo5-oo· ·----i63-56. 
300 00 8,466 l..J 1,21<> 06 -----------· · ---------·· ·-·--··----· ·---···----· 
* From last report. 
a Salaries of officers of board of education. 
c Including superintendEmt's salary. 
d Including interest on bonds for building purposes. 
31, 512 76 
13,143 00 
11, 300 00 
22,414 33 
19, 746 89 
93, 7d1 53 
HI, 533 66 
11,878 15 
12 592 73 
20: ti65 00 
45,410 00 
10,316 00 
10, 317 98 
22,846 77 
59,344 64 
23, 5u8 96 
13,015 06 




35, 931 00 
20, 490 36 
12, 397 76 
14,232 76 
4u, 692 98 
10, 018 01 
17,298 27 
31, 980 14 
19, 920 91 
28, ~6 57 
32,030 83 
46, 20!1 16 
17,000 00 
11, 740 00 
28,537 46 
21, 001 47 
32,174 72 
19, 664 90 
7, 563 97 































State. Name of city. 
2 3 
TABLE III.-School statistics of cities for 18i2; front replies to 
CLASS B.-CONTAThJNG OVER 5,000 M;D LESS 
PART 4.-Miscellaneous-Teachers' salaries, statistics 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS.* 
I n primary I Principal 






11 · ~ ·1 ~ 1 { 1J 
Fi ~ R ~ ~ ~ · R 
81 -;;--\--;----;;----;----;;---;;---;-
_A_l_n. _____ -__ -I-S-elm._a _______ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ +$-13_5_0_0 $60 00 l$166 66 $80 00 ==== 




ill .. 0 0 0. 
lll 0 0 0 0 0. 
Ill 0- -0 •• 
Ill --0 0 0 0 
lll ·- 0 . 0. 
to to 
250 00 100 00 
San .T ose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GO 00 
to 
75 00 
80 00 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 • $150 00 
to to 
100 00 100 00 
Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 33 .. . . . . ......... . $33 33 208 33 
to 
45 83 
Stonington, (boro') ... ..... . ... ........ .. ........ .......... ... .............. .. ..... . , 
Uolumlms ................. 37 50 58 33 41 66 ........ 37 50 ....... $50 00 
Alton . ............ . ...... . 29 16 35 41 .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. ....... 50 00 
~ to to 
43 75 50 00 83 33 1 
Belleville .......... 60 00 40 00 102 77 .......... ...... 41 66 133 33 . .. .... . 
Decatur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 50 100 QO 58 33 37 50 150 00 
Elgin....... . . .... . . . . . . . . . 33 33 41 66 33 33 100 00 
to 
Freeport . . . . . . . . . . . .. 00 •• • 33 33 
45 83 
50 00 33 33 125 00 







75 00 50 00 ·· -··-- · -------- 100 00 
12 ill ...... .Jacksonville ......... .. .. . 37 50 .. ...... . -·-·---- 91 66 
to 
41 66 
13 ill...... .Joliet .. ..•........... .. .. . 50 00 33 33 50 09 
14 m ...... 
15 ill ...... 
16 Ill . 0 0--0 
17 Intl ... .. 
18 Iud ..... 
19 Ind ... .. 
"20 Iml .. .. 
21 Ind ..... 
22 Iowa .... 
23 Iowa .. . . 
24 Iowa .... 
25 Iowa .... 
2G Iowa .... 
27 Kans ... 
28 Kana ... 
2!) Kans ... 
30 0 00000 
3L Mo ..... 
32 Me ..... 
33 Me . ... . 
34 Me ..... 
35 Mich .... 
LaSalle ...... oo ..... OO .. oo 





50 00 40 00 
50 00 33 33 
to to 
40 00 110 00 
33 33 125 00 58 33 
83 33 58 33 
Ror:k Islancl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00 65 00 60 00 75 00 
.Jeffersonville ....... . ...... 29 16 83 33 50 00 133 33 ....... . 
Logansport ... .. ... 37 50 33 33 45 83 4166 . .. .. , ......................... . 
llicbmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 50 . . . . . . . . 50 00 . . . . . . . . 37 50 . . . . . . . . 75 00 
South Bend ...................................................................... . 
Vincennes..... . ... 40 00 35 00 a75 00 a50 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 00 100 00 
to 
50 00 
CetlarRapids ............. . 40 00 llO 00 ............... . 100 00 
Clinton .................... 33 33 ........ 50 00 . ....... 41 G6 . ....... 50 00 
Iowa City .. ... ..... ...... . . ......... . ............... .........•.. .... .. ..... .... ... 
Muscatine ................. 2.3 00 66 66 33 33 ... .. ... 2916 83 33 ...... .. 
to to to 
33 3::1 41 66 33 33 
Ottumwa.................. 45 00 60 00 45 00 00000000 . .. . oo-· 125 00 
to to 
55 00 55 00 
.. t\.tchison ........ 00 00..... . 5.3 00 00 00 .. 00 55 00 .... 00 00 00 00 .. 00 00..... . 55 00 
LawrC'nce ..... 0000 GO 00 55 00 ...... oo ........ 0 00 ........ 150 00 65 00 
Topeka...... ...... ....... . 5.3 00 I 65 00 55 00 .0000000 55 00 75 00 
Auburn ....... 0000 ........ 32 00 75 00 40 00 oo ......... oo • • 11 ~00 0000 ··G·6··;;; Bath . ........... 00 ....... . .. 00 .... 100 00 50 00 37 50 v w 
Belfast ................ 0000 2.3 00 ~ -------- 3125 22 91 100 00 
calais ...... ...... .... .... . 33 33 75 oo ~r~~ ...... 00 33 33 1oo oo 
llockland ................. . .. oo ..... .......... . ................... 112 50 
.Adrian . .. .. .. .. .. . . . 00.. • • 30 00 ...... 00 33 33 ...... 00 .. .. • .. • 100 00 
* The ~aTaries given are for one calendar month. 
a Salary of tt acber of intermediate school. 
I 
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inqui1·ies by the United States Bureatt of Education-Continued. 
THAN 10,000 INHABITANTS-Continued. 
0f instruction in drawing, music, foreign languages, &c. 
SA~ARIES !)F TEACHERS. 
Assistants in high In evening schools. Ungraded and other 
Principal ir. nor-
schools. schools. mal schools. 





<!S d d 
'@ 
,...~ s d s d s '@ s <::> <D <D <:l 
~ F1 ~ F1 ~ F1 ;;;J F1 
Assistants in 






d s s <:l ::; 
~ F1 ~ 
------------------------ -------------- -
89 99 91 92 94 96 97 98 1 
------------ ---- -------- ---- - ---------f-
~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . - ...... --.. -- ...... -........ - ........... --.. - - ..... ----.. . . ...... -.. .. .. .. .. - ............ --.. - .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. -. . .. .. . . ..... - .. - .. . 
.......................................................................... ---------.- ................................................................... .. .......... . 
$66 66 $37 50 
to 
50 00 
...................................... ---------- .................................................... ------- ----- -----
41 66 .................................................. .. ! ..... ................ . 
10416 . ........ ··· ··----- .......... ·····•••·· · · ; ······· · ··· ······ ..•..... ········ ........ . 
50 00 ............ -· ...... .. ..................... ------ .. . ··- ......... - ... . ....•. 
41 66 .. ................... - •........... --- - - .... ···•· .......•......•..... . .•.... 
to 
62 50 
50 00 ..•.. ..... ... ....... . -- ··•·•·· . -- ......... - ...••.. .. .•.... ····- - .......... . 
to 
54 16 














... ........... .. .................. .. ....... ....... ................... .. .............................................. ---------
..... - . ....... - ~ .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ........... --- .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ...... .. .... .. 






......... ........... . ......................... . ......................................................... ............ ........ . 
... ............................. .... ................ .. .... ....... . .. .................................................... ... ............ 
. ........... .... .. ............ ....... ............... .... .............. ................................................... .. ........ . 
.... .... ... .... .. .............. · ...... .................. .... ................................................. ... .................................... ....... ...... .. 
75 00 ................................................................................................................ 
45 00 .................................................................... .. .... . 
33 33 .. ······•· .... ······ . .. . ......... . .... .... -. ·--- .......... ... .... ....... .. . 
........... .. ........................................................................................................................................... 
37 50 ............ ········· ......... . 
83 33 . .. ... ...... ............... .. ........ ............... ....... . .... ..... ... ................................................................. ..... ........... 
.......... ............. ........ ... ...... ..... ...... ..... .......... ..... . ................................................................................................. 
.... -... -.. .. .. - .. -.. . .. .. .. .. .. . . ............... - ..... ........ -.. - .................. . .. -... -~ ................. - .. -.. . .. ... ---.... .. .... -............... ........ -
75 00 
50 00 






............. ........... ....... ........ .................. .. ..... .. ... ......... ....................... ............ .. ............ ............. 
........................................................................................................................................ 
33 3:3 ................................. .. 






































670 · FOREIGN RELATIONS. 
each power in Ja,pan bore to the aggregate forces of the four, while the United States 
mini8ter to France, Mr. Bigelow, contended that each power should be considered to 
have contributed equally by its moral support to the success of the common can e, 
irrespective of the material force which each brought into the field, and which is 
detailed in the margin-France, 1,225 men; Great Britain, 5,156 men; Netherlands, 
951 men; United States, 258 men-.~nd, therefore, that each power should receive an 
equal share of the indemnity. Her Majesty's government willingly concurred in :Mr. 
Bigelow's proposal in order to mark their estimat.ion of the value of united action 
between all the powers then represented in Japan, and the division of the indemnity 
in equal shares was accordingly agreed to by the four governments. 
It was also at the same time agreed that compensation for certain injuries sustained 
by French subjects and for certain damages done to United States and Netherlands 
ships at the Straits of Simonoseki prior to the joint operations of the four powers 
against Choshieu should be assessed at $140,000 in the case of each of the said three 
powers, and that the total amount of these special compensations, or $!20,000, should 
form a first charge on the Simonoseki indemnity and be pa.id ratably out of each in-
stallment. That is to say, that the indemnity being payable in six installments of 
$500,000 each, one-sixth of the sum due for these special compensations, or $70,000, was 
to be dedncted from each installment as it was received from the Japanese government, 
and was to be divided between France, the Netherlands, and the United 1::\tates, while 
the balance of each installment after the above deduction had been made, or $430,000, 
was to be divided equally between the said three powers and Great Britain. 
Consequently on each of these thr~e occasions when an installment of the said in-
demnity has been paid by the Japanese go,rernmeut to the representatives of the four 
powers in equal proportions of $125,000 each, the British representative, acting in con-
formity with the above arrangement of the four governments, has accepted only 
$107,500 of the sum thus tendered to him-this being a one-fourth share of $430,000-
and has handed the amount paid to him in excess, namely, $17,500, to the representa-
tives of France, the Netherlands, and the United States, in order that it might be 
applied to the payment of their special compensa~ions. 
In the same way, it is now incumbent upon me to accept, on the part of Her Majesty's 
O'Overnment in the case of the division of the present or fourth installment, only 
$107,500, instead of $125,000, which has been delivered to me by the Japanese govern-
ment, and I have to place the difference, or $17,500, at the disposal of the representa-
th·es of France, the Netherlands, and the United States. 
The proportion of this sum which is payable to · yourself, is $5,83~t33, and I should 
feel obliged if you would inform me of your wishes in respect to this money. 
I have, &c., 
No. 27.J 
HARRY S. PARKES. 
No. 425. 
Mr. Fish to Mr. Bingham. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, Februa,ry 27, 1874. 
SIR: I have read your Nos. 45 and 46, concerning the permis ion to 
foreigners to trade and travel in the interior of Japan, with interest and 
general approval. ·. 
It is our desire to see Japan reach a point where the administration 
of justice could be safely confided to its authorities by foreigners. But 
we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that that point bas not yet been at-
tained; and we cannot safely yet surrender any of the rigl..lts of extra-
territoriality which we possess . 
.A. to the extension of the right to travel and trade and ojourn in the 
interior, we do not desire to ask any exceptional privileges for the citizen 
of the United States. We should be quite content to accept uch an ex· 
ten ion, coupled, as to the country outside the present limit , with the 
ordinary subj ction to taxation when domiciled, and to the obligation t 
ob. rve m1_1nicipal laws which obtain among Christian nation with 
tbi . xcept10n, that the foreigners so sojourning or domiciled hould b 
obJect to the exclu ive jurisdiction of their respective consul in all 
JAPAN. 671 
civil and criminal matters; a jurisdiction which we might be prepared 
to surrender if the courts of Japan hereafter, in the judgment of the 
President, should be so organized and conducted as to afford as full and 
complete remedies and protection as the consular courts now do. We 
would not think it wise to make the privilege above referred to obtain-
able by the payment of money, or to have it confer upon the foreigner 
domiciled in Japan any special exemptions from local taxation. On the 
contrary, it would be desirable to have a foreigner so domiciled bear 
the same relations toward the government of the country that he would 
bear toward the government of a Christian country, except his right or 
amenability to trial in consular courts. · 
Your general views on the subject commend themselves to the De-
partment, and make it unnecessary to give detailed instructions. Should 
any definite proposition be made, time will doubtless be afforded you 
for a reference to your government. 
I am, &c., 
HAMIL]ON FISH. 
No. 426. 
Mr. Binghmn to 11fr. Fish. 
No. 65.J UNITED STA~rEs LEGATION, JAPAN, 
Yokohama,, Jlfarch 9~ 1874. (Received April13.) 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose for your consideration a communica-
tion from the minister of foreign affairs in reply to a letter from my 
predecessor of date 15th February, 1873. You will observe that Mr. 
Terashima concedes that th~ Japanese commissioners of customs must 
consult the consuls in relation to regulations which relate only to the 
removal of inconveniences, but claims that neither the seventh article 
of the convention of 1866 with the United States, nor the ele,renth 
article of the trade-regulations of the Austro-Hungariau treaty, requires 
that foreign consuls shall be consulted by the commissioner of customs 
as to " regulations deemed necessary tor the proper management of the 
custom-house business at treaty-ports in Japan." 
, A like letter having been communicated by the minister for foreign 
atl'aifs to the other foreign ministers, a meeting of the foreign represen-
tatives was called to consider it, which I attended. This meeting 
resulted in the preparation of a joint note addressed to the minister for 
foreign affairs, a copy of which is herewith inclosed. This note was 
transmitted to me, by Sir Harry S. Parkes, for my consideration and 
approval. I declined to give it my approval, for the reasons, among 
others-
First. That it assumes that the two treaty-provisions above referred 
to take from Japan the right to make any general customs-regulations 
without the consent and concurrence of the several foreign consuls. 
Second. That the foreign consuls have a right to determine upon all 
means and measu.rex for the correction of any abuses and inconveniences 
that may cause complaint, ''relative not only to the landin g and ship-
ping of goods, but also to the transaction of business at the custom-
house." · 
Thiru. That the joint note condemns the notification of the 6th Novem-
ber la t, issued by the commissioner of customs at Yokohama, which is 
as follows : "That after the lapse of ten days no application for the 
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State. 
1 2 
TABLE Ill.-CLASS B.-PART. 4.-School statistics of cities for 1872 j j1·om 









































72 Pn.. _ _ _ _ _ Titusville . --- .. -- .. __ .. __ . $40 00 . ______ . $80 00 . __ . ___ . $60 00 . ______ .. ------. 
to 
50 00 
73 Texas ... Houston ____ .. ____ . (a) ------- - -------· . . .... .. ... ·------· -------- ---- ---· 
74 Va ... ... Lyncb burgh __ ·•-· $41 66 34 72 $60 41 --···--· $54 16 34 72 $66 66 
75 W.Va .. Parkers burgh .. __ . 35 00 70 00 40 00 40 00 80 00 
76 Wis ... .. Janesville_ . __ . ___ . 28 33 33 33 26 66 125 00 
77 Wis .. ___ La Crosse ____ . ___ . -·-----· 2!J 16 100 00 37 50 33 33 100 00 
to 
33 33 
78 Wis .... Madison_ .. _______ . -------- 34 50 45 00 33 75 125 00 
7!J Wis .. -- Manitowoc_. -- ---. · ···-- -- 25 00 b55 00 b::l5 00 b35 00 120 00 $30 00 
to to 
45 00 60 00 
80 Wis ____ Racine------------ 26 83 81 66 25 00 150 00 
81 Wis .... Sheboygan .... ___ . 50 00 22 !l1 50 00 33 33 2!J 16 116 66 
82 Wis .... Wate1·town. __ . ___ . 20 83 16 66 75 00 ---·---- 33 33 30 00 112 50 
to to 
2!J 16 20 83 
a There are four classes of teachers : Tho first grade are paid '$100 t{) $110 per month ; the secgnd 
grrule, $75 to $90 per month ; tho third grade, $50 to $75 per month; the fourth grade, $35 per month. 
b Salary of teacher of intermediate school. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 673 
1'eplies to inquiries by the United States Bu1·cau of Edu.cation-Continued. 
SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 
Assistants in high I In e en'ng schools. Ungraded and other Principal in nor- Assistants in 
schools. v 1 schools. mal schools. normal schools . 
<35 0 a5 ~ .8 
... 
<l> 
0 ?. ~ 
Cil 0 ~ 0 0:: a5 c: 
. ,.<::) 
?. s a "'@ s ?. s ?. s s <l> c: "" <l> <l> <l> ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ F< ~ ~ ~ 
- - - - - ----------- --
89 90 !H 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 t 
-------------------------------------~ 








40 00 . -- .. ---- .. -- .. ---- .. - ·-------- . -- .. -.--. - -- . . -- _·_ .. -- .. - -. ' .-- .. -- .. -- .... -. 7:> 
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TABLE III.-CLASS B.-PART 4.-Sclwol statistics of cities for 18?2 j from 
<i> 'O .::1 6 ... [~ > P.. .p 
2S'n oo::1 "' ,.<:< .s .......... 0 . =a o£ §~ ~ -~ ~0 p "' . 
c::;:O PoiJ .g :a-~ ::;0 p ;::::; Schools in which drawing P<.,. .;:l ~§ State. Name of city. -+->;... ~~0 ..... ·~ rno woo is taught. f5 
""'""' <.-<""'.,; 0~ 15~ 0 ell 0 ..... ... s ..; ;..P ;..bJJ <:l '"'"' ...... ;..0 <I) ~·~ $.6 ~ C) c;: C) p ,.<:< 0 'S s SP< S~o ~ 0 p p p P.O p. p 
~ Zi ~ :z; ~ ~ 
-----
1 2 3 99 100 101 102 103 104 
1 .Ala ..... Selma----------- -·------ ...... . . -- ------ - -------·-------------------· . ............ . 
2 Cal ..... San J os6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 972 
3 Conn ... 
4 Conn .. 
5 Ga ...... 
Middletown . ...... 12 4 High,grammar,andprimary 222 Yes . 726 
3~~~~!~u:_(~1~1:~·~- :::::: :::::::: "i:>r·i~~~-y ::::::::::::::::::: ---- iiiii" . Ye;: .. ··200· 
6 Ill.----· Alton . ............ ------ .... ... ... ----. ----------- .. --------· .. ------ ---- -· -- ------




11 Dl ...... 
l3ellcvillo ......... . .............. Inall ..... ................. 1,350 Yes. 1,350 
~f~i~~~:::::: :::: : ----~ - :::::::: -~:~i~~~!.::::::.-:::::~:::::: ----~~~- i~:: 1 '~~; 
Freeport ........................ Gmmmarandprimary ..... 1,288 Yes. 1,288 
Galcnu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . ....... __ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . ...... . 
12 m ...... 
13 Ill.-----
14 Dl ...... 
15 m ...... 
.Jacksonville . . __ ................. Grammar and primary..... 800 Yes . 944 
~~~!i~~::::::::::: 1~ ::::: :~: -~~~~~?::::::~~~::::::::::: . -~~-~~~ - . ~~;: : :~': ~~~: 
16 Ill . -- - - . 
17 Iml. . ... 
Hocklslaml. ...... 25 50 All.. ....................... 1,000 Yes . 1,300 
;r cfferson villo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
18 Iud . .. .. 
19 Ind .. .. . ~?~~S:UDJ"~:: :::::: --- 2ii" . --·. "9. ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: ~~:.. l, ~~~ 
20 Ind ..... South Bend.. . . . . . . . ..... . ...... ... .................... _ . ___ . . .. ................ ... . 
2L Ind ... .. Vinccn11es ............ ... ........ In one------·--- ------····· 100 Yes. 400 
22 Iowa .... 
23 Iowa .... 
Ccdarl"{apids . ..... 9 15 .All.. ....................... liUO Yes. 1,040 
Clinton............ 2 ..... ... ................. .....• -- ---- .. ------ No ......... . 
~-1 Iowa . ... 
23 I owa .... 
26 Iowa . ... 
Iowa City ...... . .. ------ ............ --------- ---.------ ...... ------ .. --- --· -- -- ---· 
~~~~~~~::::::::: :::::: :::::::: Y~f~:::::::::::::: :::::::: ----~~~- ¥~~: ····755· 
27 Kaus ... Atchison. __ .... __ . .. ..... ............. ........ ------- __ -----· ....... . ............. . 
:28 Kuus ... 
2D Kuns ... 
30 lie ..... 
3L Mo ..... 
32 Me ..... 
33 Mo ..... 
~~;~~~~~-::::::::: :::::::::::::: -~1_1_._-_-_-_-_-_:::::::::::::::::: --~·-~~~- -~~~: - - ~·-~~~-
.Autmrn --- -------- 20 10 lligh and grammar ................ Yes .. ...... . 
~~[~~~~:::::::::::: i ::::::::-~]A~-~~-~-~~:~~-~~~:::::::::::~:~;~: -:::: :::::::: 
3•1 Mo 
33 Mich ... 
36 Mich ... 
37 Mich ... 
llockland .... ------ . ... . ...... __ . All ............ ...... ------ 400 No .... . .... . 
Adrian ............ 2!l ........ --------------------- -------- ..•..... Yes. 1,1211 
.AnnArbor ........ 175 23 Gmmmftlr.................. 128 Yes. 1, 517 
Battle Creek...... 20 . .. ..... · · ········· ·---- ------ ------- .•...... No .. -------· 
3t:l Mich 
3!) Mich ::: 
40 Mich . .. 
41 hlich ... 
42 Mich ... 
Bay City---------- 7 Senior and high............ 50 No ......... . 
Jflint_ -------------- 15 2 ITighandprimary ......... 260 -----------·-· 
J.Janslllg........... 11 7 Grammanmdprimary..... 700 . .. .......... . 
~OL~lkli~l~~~: :::::: :::::: :::::::: -~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ··---~~- -~~:: :::::::: 
4:3 Minn ... 
44 Minn ... 
45 Neb .... 
4() N.ll .... 
Saint Anthony ......... .. ___ ... .. .. __ ...... ------ ______ .... _ ............... . ...... . 
Winona----------- 5 .••••••. Grammar, secondary, and 1,334 Yes. 954 
primary. 
Nebraska City ....... ...... _____ ..... .. ______ . _________ . ______ .. ------ ____ ...... .. . . 
Dover ... ..................... __ ................ .. ------ .... __ __ ---- -- ...... -------
47 :r . .J ... . 
48 N. ;r . .. ~JAJlt,~SJ.~. ::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::~::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: 
49 N.J .... 
5D N. ;r. -·. 
Oraugc . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 5 In all ....................................... -... -
Plaiutield ............................. -- --- .. .< •••• ------ •••••••••••• •.. ..••• . •• •• -- · 
51 N .Y .... 
52 Ohio .... 
1t~:~i~~~-::::::::::: :::::: :: :::::: ~~1:::::::::::::::::::::: ~gg i~: : 1,~~~ 
53 Ohio ... . Chillicothe-------- G .•• ••... -- ------·-··- - ---·----------- .••••••. :Xo . . ....... . 
54 Ohio ... . 
55 Ohio .... 
Circle·\illo. . . . . . . . . 24 6 Grammar and secondary. . . 303 Y c . I, 5! :! 
Fremout ....... ... 2 .. ..... ... .... ------- ---- -----------· ........ Yes. 653 
56 Ohio .... Ironton............ 1 1 -- -----------------------------------No ........ . . 
57 Ohio .... Man. ficlcl .... . .... ------ ........ ·---- ------------------------ ........ -----· -··· ··· 
58 Ohio .. . . Massillon ..... ... . ..... . . _ . .. __ . Grammar------- ............. ___ .. . Yes . il3 
!19 Obio ... . Tr.wat·k ......................... ··· ····-----------------····· ................... .. . 
GO Ohio .... 
Gl Ohio .... 
62 Ohio ... . 
63 Ohio .... 
64 Ohio .... 
65 Ohio .... 
6!l Oreg .... 
67 Pa .. .... 
il~~;~~-"H/ l ::::l ~~;++HH+ : : :£ J:Or ·m: 
Xccia ... .......... 5 ........ Grammarandprimary . .... 300 Yc· I;;D 
~~~:~~~J~o:::: :::: :::::: :::::::: ·m -b.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::::: ·---·56· §~~-~:::::::: 
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Schools in which German is 
taught. 
Schools in which French is 
taught. 
·.s 
105 106 107' 108 109 110 1 
-N~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::: 
No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . High . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
·yes. 60 . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. • . .. • . . • . ... .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. • . • . . .. . .. . .. . . ..... 
No.. . .. .. . .. High, grammar, and p~·imal'y . .. . 501 ...................................... .. 
No .................................................................... ...................... .. 
No .......................... ....................... ........................... .............. . 
Yes. 1, 288 lligh and grammar .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 160 High ................... ............ .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Higb and grammar . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76 . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
No .......... High.............. .. ... ......... 40 ....... .... .....•..•. ............. .. .... 
No .......... Highandgrammar .............. 50 ...................................... .. 
.............. All ............................................................................. . 
y cs . 10 . --- -- . . .. . -- .... --- . - .. --- -- . ----- .. - .. - - . ---- -- . - - -- .. --- -- -- -- .. ---- . --- .. .. ----
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Grammar and primary.. . . .. .. . .. 200 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ... 
No . ......... High and. German English ...... . 
No .......... In three ....................... .. 
No .......... Inoue ..... : .... ............... .. 
Ko .. ........ German scbool. ................. . 
No .......... High ......................... , __ 





50 ...................... ............ .... .. 
200 .. .......................•..•........... 
No ...... .. .... ............................................................................... .. 
No.. . . .. . . . . lligh ... ..... .... ............ •. . . . . . . .. . . . lligh . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. 30 
. ~~:: :::::::: -~~~~:-:-:-:-: -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:: ::::::::::::: :::::::: fll~k ~::::: :_:_:_:_.:-:-:-:-:-::::::: ::: ~: --- ~~-
Ko .......... lligh...... ...................... 20 High................ ........... 9 
Ko .. ........ llighandgmmmar .............. 60 lligh............. .............. 58 
~~:: :::::::: M:t~~j~;i~~-;;;;d i)~-i~~l~j :::::::: 26g iit~k:::::::::::.·_-_-_·:::: ::::::: : i5 
: ~~:: :::::::: -~~~~_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: -:-:-~~: ::::::::::::: ..... ~~. rrlliili~hhk: __ :_:_~_:_:_:_:_.:_.:_-:_· __ : __ :_: __ : :_· __ : __ : __ : __ : : : __ :_: :_-_: :_· ... ~45~-
............. High............................ 6 ~ 
No.. .. . .. . . . lligh antl grammar ............. . 226 High........................... '20 
.. .. . . .. .. .. . . High and grammar ............ .. 37 ...... ---- ......................... -- .•• 
:::::: :::::::: : ::~ ::::::~:::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ·uigit·~;iig~-a~~a~·:: ::::::::::: :::::: 
Ko .. .. ...... ... ....................... . ...................................................... .. 
~~:: :::::::: fll~k·~~(~~~~~-~~~i~~~~:~:: 2~~ :riii~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_~_:_:_:_:~:::::::~::~::: :::::: 
Ko .. .. .... .. Gern1an school................... 70 ...................................... .. 
Ko .. .. ...... German-English................. 98 ...................................... .. 
No ....... .................................................................................... .. 
: : : : : : · · · · · i3 · · Aii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · · · · · iio · :::::: :::::::::::::: ~ : ::::: ·.:::::: :::::: 
Xo .. ...... .. Primary..... .................... 75 ............................... ....... .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll!gh and grammar . .. . .. . .. . . . . . 130 ............•..•.•.....•.•.•...••....•.. 
Ko .. ........ H1gh and German................ 150 ....... .. ............................. .. 
. ~~:: ::::: ::: &~!!~~~~-~-~~~;~~~~:::::::::::: -----~;- :riii~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:~:::::~::::::::~:: :::::: 






































































REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE III.-CLASS B.-PART 4.-Schoolstatistics of cities jo1· 1872; from 
Name of city. 
~ "'~ -~ 6 > ~. S.·+3 ~ 
.5 ~ rn ~ .$ fn .S 
§ ~ "§ 'S ~r ·~ . P rn • 
'g 8 B =~ Schools iii which drawinrr A~.c ~ §..·§ 
~ :.S rn ° a is taught. = · ~ ·~ '&1 H § 
0 t.O ~ ~ .s 0 ~ s b ~ 
~ p ;... t:.co "'"::l ;:... o 
C) ~ ·s Q.) s ffJ Q C2 0 
.n ..... , • .n· ~ .ns 8 ~ 
-~-~-1-----1---------1-~-p..- -~-~-8-r------------1--~ ~ __Ll 
1 2 3 99 100 101 102 103 1.04 
Chester ............ = ........ High---------------- ------1 6 Yes.~~· Corry _____ ... ____ ._ 30 _ .. ____ . Grammar and intermediate. 700 Yes . 967 
Lockbavcn________ 4 ........ High and grammar--- ----- 285 No .. ----- ---
Meadville ........ . ---·---·---·-- ------- --·------ ·-- --------- - ------------------ ----
68 Pa .... .. 
69 Pa .... .. 
70 Pa. .... .. 
71 Pa ..... . 
72 Pa ..... . Titusville . ___ . _ _ _ _ 4 ______ __ . _. _______________ ... _. __________ . _ _ _ Y es. 828 
73 Texas .. llouston ___________ ...... -------- -----·----·------------------ -- ------ No .. --··----
Lynchburgh ....... ------ ----··-- ..................................... Yes . 801
1 
Parkcrsbn~gll..... 80 ............................................. Yes. 200 
.Janesville .. .. .. .. . 10 .. .. .. .. Primary ...... - .. .. .. .. .. .. 300 Yes. 700 
La C_rosse .. _ ...... 2 ~ Intermediate and primary . ........ Yes . 45 
Mad1son ......................... Jn all...................... 1,248 Yes. 1, 248 
~tit~~;:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::~~:~~:::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::-::~::::::~~ : 
·watertown ...................... In twenty ................. 1,200 Yes. 600 
74 Va. __ __ 
75 W.Va .. 
76 Wis .... . 
77 Wis ... .. 
78 Wis . ... . 
79 Wis ... .. 
80 Wis . .. .. 
81 Wis ... .. 
82 Wis ... .. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 677 
replies to inquiries by the United States Burean of Education-:Continued. 
"' H 
105 106 
Schools in which German is 
taught. 
107 108 





............. . High............................ 10 .•.••.•....• - .•. - .•..•.•.•..•........... 
Yes . 20 ........................................ .. . .• ·: •.•..•••• •• •• ••.••••••••• ---··· - ----· 
l~o .. . ....... ----·- ·· ·· ···--- -·---·-········---- ········ ·--------·-·---·-----------······· ··· ··· 
~~ :: :::::::: ~i?~~ ... -_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_:::: ~::::: :::::::: . --.- ~:- ~~~~------------------------: ::::::::::::: ·--~~-
No ..... ..... High ............................ 30 High..... ... ..... .... .......... 33 
No .. ........ High....................... .. ... 30 .. -------··----- ------- - ---------- .••... 
l>~o . . ..• . .•.. IIigh, gmmmar,andintermediate 103 High........................... 8 
~~:: :::::::: -~~~~~--_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_ ._-_-_·_·_:: :::::::::::: -- -·- ~~- -~~~~-------------·_::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::: 
1 















82 No . . . . . . . . . . In seven teen .................... . 800 . ····----- ··---- •..•••••.••.••••••.•..•. 
Cities of Class B from which no information has been received. 
State. Nn.me of city. 
California ...... . ... ............ . .... ... . 
Florid a. ..................... . ...... . ... . 
Los Angeles . . .. . . . ............................ . 
.T aoksonville .. . ............ . ................... . 
lllinois ............... . ..... .. ... .. .... . Cairo ............................... . .......... . 
Do ................... · ............... . P ekin ....... . .............. . .... . ........ .. ... . . 
Indiana. . .................. .. ........... . Ln. Porto ....................................... . 
t:)!~i:Y~~I. :::: : ·_:::: :: :::::::::::::::::: 
Maino ... . ........ . .................... . 
Maryland .. .. ............. .... ......... . 
Do .. ................................ . 
Frankfort ........ . .......................... ~ .. 
Baton Rouge . ....................... . .... . ..... . 
Aug;11sta .................................. .. ... . 
Cumhcrlaud ... . ............................... . 
Irroderick ................................. -----. 
Michigan ... . .. .... . ................... . 
Do ..... .... ..... ... ... . ... .. ....... . . 
Do .......................... .. .. .... . 
Ne\7ada . ... ...... . ...... . ... . .......... . 
New Hampshire ....................... . 
Now .T crsey ............ . ... .. . ... ...... . 
Do . . .. ...... . ....................... . 
X ow York ............................. . 
Monroe ...................... .. ................ . 
~1~1~~~ : :: ~:: ~:: : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: : ::: :::::::: 
Portsmouth .................................... . 
Burii1~gton .. ....... ~ ........................... . 
Rahway ... ................. . ... __ ............ _ . . 
Watertown ........................ ......... .. . . 
N ort:h Cn.rolina ....... . ... . ........ .. ... . New Berne·• ..................... . ............ . 
Do .......................... . ....... . 
Ohio . .............. . .. . ... . ............ . 
Raleigh• ......... .......... ...... .............. . 
Marietta ... .. .................................. . 
Do .. ..... . .......................... . 
Pennsylvania ..... ........... .......... . 
Youngstown ........... : . ...................... . 
Columbia ................. ------ ............... . 
T e11 nessoe ..................... . ....... . 
Do .. ... .... ......................... . . i~~~~il1~~~ _·_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::::::::::: ~: 
South Carolina .... ................... .. . Columbia* .............................. .. ... . . . 





























'l'AllLB III.-Stlwol statistics of cities for 1872 j jr01n ?'C]Jlies to inquiries by the Unitecl Slates Bw·eau of Ed~bcalion-Coutinued, 
CLASS C.-COXTAINIKG LESS TllA...~ 5,000 1:\'Jh\.lliTANTS. 







21. ~1-~}~l~l~~~ ~:::::::: 
3 Califoruia ..... ... . 
1 l?lorilln. .......... . 
5 .... do ........... .. 
u .... do ........... .. 
7 Illinois ..... .... .. 
8 .... 110 ........... .. 
9 .... <lo ..... .. . ... .. 
10 .... llo ·--- --- ..... . 
11 . ... do.·-----·-----
1:! .... <}o ........... .. 
1:1 .... <lo .... ....... .. 
11 .... tlo -
);\ .... (\(). 
Hi ... 1lo ........... .. 
17 .... !lo ........... .. 
IH .... do . 
J !l .... do ........... .. 
~o .... <lo ........... .. 
~1 .... !lo-
~..! •• •• (\0 ·----- - ·---·· 
:.!:1 .... 110 ........... .. 
~ I Inll i:ma ......... .. 
~:, ... tlo ........... .. 
~li ... 1\o ........... .. 
~7 .. ... t\t) ................... . 
~ti ~ • · ''() " ....... ""'"'" •• I 
fi~~ \ . : :t: ::::::::.:::: 
Jl 1._. ,., .. 
Name of city. Name of suporintenuent. 
3 4 
IIuntsYi1JO........ .... A. W. 1\IcCnllough .... .......... .. 
'l'nscaloosa*...... ..... It S. Cox: ................. .. ..... .. 
MarysYillo. . . . . . . . . . . . F. II. Steolo .... ... ... ...... . ..... . 
l'ensacola. . . . . . . . . . . . . A . .r. Picl,artl, county snpor'dent .. 
Saint Augustine ...... 0 . Bronson .... .... , ... .......... .. 
Talla!Jasseo.. ......... Josephus Anderson, county sup't .. 
~~'!i~~i~u: ::::::::::::: -~~~~~·~-~· -~~-~~~~: ::: .. ·-- --- ·-----
canton .. .... .. --..... A. B. Leaman ...... -
Coutralia. ............ . \Y. D. HalL ..................... .. 
Daudllo .... .......... .T. G." SllC<lll ...... - .. ... - ..... --- .. 
Dixon* ........... -: .... E. C. Smith 
m l'nRo .............. D. C. Smith .......... .. 
Litehliehl* ............ ]~.]!' . Ucll~es ... .................. . 
:J\[acomb .............. l\[attllew Amlrcws .............. .. 
1\ll'tHlola*....... ...... \V. F. JJromtieltl. ................. . 
1\Ionmoulh ............ Almon Ki<lllrr, pres' t school board. 
l\Iorris.... .. . .. . .. .. .. II. TI. C. 1\liller ...... 
~~~~~·~·i':::::: :: ~::::::::: ~?~~'1131ll.ts~o-ci~d~io:::::::::::::: ·. 
~bclhyvillo ...... .... .Trphthuhllo!Jbs(b) .............. .. 
:itCl'ling .......... .... ll.l'. :Frcncll(c) .................. . 
Walsl'lot* .... ......... I.J. T. IIowings, county snper 'dent . 
C'olnmbitt* ..... ....... . A. H. Grnham ..... .......... ... .. . 
( 'oll tH ·r~\'illO... . . . . . . .T. C. Ilom;okccpcr. _ ... . 
f~ntuklill Citr* ........ Jicury IL Boyce ..... .. 
(, o~h!•tt ............ D. D.LnkP .......... .. 
\~:i~~.:~.~~:':'.~.~li::.~~ ~. ::::::: . ~:~·~);·~,l:.~,~~~~~~~:: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::::::::: 








































:l, l :i!l 
a, 011 
1'1 1'1 
~ ~~ "' . 6 ~ ~ ;§~ co 
rB~ c:l Orti 
0 c,..O 'B·s 0 o,g 
] 'd 1'<0 '-< 0 C)lll .., ~ 
,.<:>'+-< ..<:>'0 
<:1 so El~ !::0 0 ~8 .., H ~ 
-----------
6 7' 8 
---------
5-21 1, 800 700 
5-21 1, 000 150 
6-20 ct!J90 59-! 
4-21 1, 250 230 
6-21 493 aoo 
G-21 500 450 
G- 2 1 1, 410 745 
6-21 G50 5::?5 
G- 2 1 1, 630 8!)2 
G-21 --- ·- -- --- 682 
6-21 1, 771 1, 4:1G 
6-21 ---------- ----------
6-18 720 (jJO 
G-'21 1, 158 1, O:l7 
6-21 1, 075 823 
G-::n 1, 4DO 997 
G-21 J , 215 1,148 
G-21 1, 200 806 
G-21 1, 08,1 830 
6-2 1 1, 880 970 
5--21 708 573 
G-21 ----·----- ............. .. .. .. 
6-21 33G 2G1 
G-9.1 570 
G-21 1123 624 
G-~l 905 703 
(j '" 1, O:.JG 870 
G-21 1, 121 503 
H-:! 1 Gl8 
li-21 l , 800 H!Hi 
U-~ 1 I, :127 7f•li 
· ~ d) "' ~ 1'1 • .s f1 ~ C) ..... p., p. 
rti~ <l>C.l 
00 bO 
OQ.i "'.....< "'"' 
<11 C) 
"t:l bO <Do I'< ,-Ql ~~ Q)~ s~ 
::lO ~gg o·"":'4 'QO ::::: ..... ~~ 1'< <11 00 :=~ w ~~ <+-<00 """' '-<w ..,~ 0;., oc.o 00 o:c ~ 
t~ <llc:ll g};§ tl~ H <n !::0 "' "' C.lp., QJ cj ~ p<D ~ .. .0(/1 ..cO ;a 
S"' ~:.0 "'"' a'd s.o:::: .,;.-< ~...., ~~ 0 z~ ~~'0 z <l ---------. ------
9 iO 1.1 12 13 
---------------
40 45 480 G 
-·------ -- ----- - 89 -------- ----·--· 
11 3!) -- ------ 7 6 
20 16 180 5 5 
20 ~3 220 6 4~ 
---- --- - -------- 300 6 ........ 
-------- 25 675 7~ 6 
·---·--· 6 ........ 
128 814 7 51. 
" ------- - ---··-- · 615 6 G 
· ------· 90 788 7~ 6 
---- ---- -------- 73!) --------
-------- 15 2G2 G 5.1. 2 
------- · -------- 60!) -------- -----·--
·------- --- ----- GL2 G 6 
943 --- ----· ..... . ....... 
--- ----- -------- 1, 07'1 71 (j 
- -- ----- 21 400 G 5 
· ------ · 600 G G 
47 tl'10 2~ 
29 G7 469 7! G 
. ... . .... ... 7:i0 7 6 
-- ----- · ............ . ------ -- ............. --------
·---- --· ··-····· 474 -- -----· ···· ·- -· 
··--·--· 1!) 457 7;\- G 
- --- ---· 80 576 5 .. ...... 
------- · 172 576 5~ •1 
10 30 •100 6 6 
. ........ . ..... .... aoo 
....... .. 110 G~O G :i~ 













































































32 .... do.------------ Seymour*---------·-· ·w:. ·x ·-n~ics~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~·~:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2,372 6-21 875 679 ............. ............. 4:10 . ------- . ------. --------3:3 .... do·------------ Shelbydllo . ...... ---. _ 2, 731 6-21 1, 050 777 --···-· · 30 500 G 5~ 36 
:N •••• <10 - --- -- -·---·· Valparaiso .. . . ___ . ___ . W. H . J3anta ------------ _____ .. ___ 2, 765 G-21 94<1 589 ............ 99 602 7t 6 31) 
35 .... do------------- \Vnl.Jash City· ------- · J. J. Mills ........ _ ...... __ ........ 2, 881 {l-21 ..... -7~ 37 
36 Iowa .. ......... : .. Cedar l•'alls .. __ ... ___ . J. K. Sweeney ............... ·--·-- 3, 070 5-21 1, 001 790 25 55 491 6 3() 
37 .. . . do··----------- rrair(icld . ---. - .------. H.N. West--- ---·--·--------·--- - 2, 226 5-~1 806 706 18 22 565 7t 6 36 
38 .. .. do.------------ Fort Dodge ... _ ..... _ . A . W. t:ltnart ...... -----------· ---· 3, 095 5-21 1, 069 750 40 27 511 6 6 40 
3!) .. . . do.----- - ·----· Fort Madison .. .... ... Nelson Johnson . ... --. ______ .. _ .. _ 4, 011 5-21 1, 653 1, (;24 ............. ............... 758 6 --- · ---· 24 
40 .. . . do-· ----·------ In_llo~~;:'dencc * ....... \Yilson Palmer .. ________________ .. 2, 945 5-21 1, 027 625 ------ -- ..... ...... ... 499 .............. ............. .......... 
41 .... do·------------ L:;on::; ····· ·-- -- - · -- · C. C. Snyder. --.------------- ..... 4, 088 5-21 1, 588 950 -------· ------- - 735 ............. ............ . .. ........... 
42 .... do.·----------· Marshalltown ... ...... C!Jarlos Robinson.- -------- · ------ 3, 218 5-21 1,101 890 37 43 552 6 5i- 36 
43 . -- do------------- :Mr·Gregor ........... - Otis E . Haven. ---------- - ----···-· 2, 074 5-21 ............... 403 21 7 300 6 6 40 
44 .. .. do.------·----- Oskaloosa .............. \Yilliam Lytle. ___ .. ----- .. __ ..... 3, 204 5-21 1, 388 1, 078 65 150 ....... ... 7t 6 36 
45 .... do------·--- -- · Waterloo·-----------· C. W . Von Coelln (d)·----.-------- 4, 337 • 5- 21 1, 383 916 145 68 736 7t 6 36 & 40 
. lfi .... do-------·----· \\a,·erly ..... _. __ .. __ . C. 0 . Knepper ....... ------·--·---· 2, 291 5-21 805 49!J 36 17 414 6 ---·---· 40 
47 .... do------------- " ' interset ............ Henry C. Co:s: ·--- .. _ ..... _ -------- 1, 485 5-)H 557 445 80 50 385 G 51 36 
48 Kansas . .......... ~a: der_ Springs *. _____ ~--.f c~~fciJ-aeY: ~:::::::::::::::: 1, 284 5-21 501 209 .......... ......... .. ... 193 ······-- .............. ........... 4!J . .. . do------------- Empona .... . ......... 2,168 5-21 622 593 35 10 4-6 · -······ 36 
50 . .. . do---------- - -- Fort Scott* ........... T. W. McKinney ....... ..... ------ 4,174 5- 21 1, 429 854 ···-···· ·······- 683 --·· ---- -------- ............. 00 
51 .... <lo - ------ ·---- - Ottawa-- ---- ...... _ .. Will,iam Wheeler _________________ 2, 941 5- 21 1, 046 6<11 21 13 466 7t 6 38 1-3 
52 .... <lo. ---------- __ Paola . ... .. .......... . :A. C. Famllam ....... __ .... _ ... __ . 1, 811 5- 21 786 647 -----·-- 538 (J 5! 40 P> 
53 .... do.·----·-----· \Vyandotte· ...... -- .. . 0. C. Palmer .. .. __ . _____ _ . _______ . 2, !J40 5- 21 1,9.17 701 ......... 20 380 (J 6 40 1-3 ~ 5·1 Kent uc1.--y .... ___ . Franldin .............. Gcol'p;e H. Edga': (e) ..... ....... -- 1, 808 6-20 4.00 275 50 250 8 ------- · 40 00 
55 .... do.------------ Maysville . ... ... . .. ... G.W . .Martin, pre..;'t board cclucat'n 4,105 {l-20 1, 480 ()50 ............. ........... 371 6/, 6§ 40 1-3 
5li .... do------------· Owens borough ........ .,v-. :E.- c1~-~1~::::: ::::::::::: ~:::::: 3, 437 7-20 850 600 ----·- -· 15 575 8~ (Ji- 43 ~ 57 .... <lo ------------- Paris·····----------·· 2, G55 6-20 470 ---····-·- . ..... ...... 175 8 (J 40 0 
58 Maino-----------· IIallowoll ...... .. ..... .;)r. G. T. Chase ... _____ ------------ 3, 007 4-21 829 675 12 35 -------- .... ........... ----·--· .. .............. P> 
59 Michigan.----- - .. Big Rapil1s . ____ .. ___ . D. E . Thomas .. --------.-- -- -----.- 1, 237 5-20 525 400 50 25 350 7 6 40 t-1 
GO .. . . do------------- Cold "\Vater ... .... .... David Bemiss . ... __ .----- - ..... --. 4, 38 1 5-20 1, 257 1,109 35 51 775 6 5t 40 1-3 lil . ... do - -- - ------·-· Grautl IIaveu ..... ... . ~-l~~r:&~~::~7o~ :::::::: ::::::::::: 3,147 5-20 1, 211 878 135 37 536 7 6 40 P> li:.! .... do------ ----- ·- Hillstlale. __ ......... .. 3, 518 5-20 1, 050 850 50 50 750 6 5:1- 40 to G3 . ... do·------------ Lapeer .... . _ . _ ...... . F . M. llamilton, :M. A---- __ .------ 1, 772 5-20 784 613 30 36 -------- 51 40 t-1 {l-1 . ... do·------------ hlanistce . _. ___ ..... _. Etlwin Russell .. ___ ------··------· 3, 343 5- 2 1 882 600 27 22 425 7 5 40 M 65 .... do ....... -----· Mars!JalL .... --- -·- .. Henry N. French . .......... ------ 4, 925 5- 20 1, 597 1, 069 ............. ... -------- 736 6 -----· -- 40 00 (j(j .. . . do---- ---- ·---- Niles---·--------- --- · C. B. Thomas .. _ .. _ ............. -. 4, (i30 5- 20 1, 624 987 60 50 685 6 5 40 m - ... <lo- ------ -----· Owosso ______ .. _ . ____ . S. J . Hardin!!', sec. board education. 2, 0(i5 5-20 800 790 12 38 418 G 5~ 40 
GS .... do ....... -----· Pontiac ... _ . _ . . __ .. __ . J oseph C. Jones.· --- ........... - .. 4, 867 6-21 1, 213 1, 251 103 101 67;a 6 51 40 
(;9 . .. . do------·--·--- Saint Clair * ·--------- J. T .. Aulls .... . ....... ------------ 1, 790 5- 20 916 588 ·-·-·-·- ···----- 2fl0 -------- ........... --·-----
70 .... do . .. . --------· ·wyandotte _. _. _. ____ . ~T:UH~~~~Ji1::::: : :::::--::::: ~: ~:: 2, 731 5-20 1, 204 837 34 22 532 7 5:1-
40 
71 hlinnesobt ........ Dn Lnth. ·-·---------- 3, 131 5-21 870 500 20 10 460 5:1- 5 36 
7~ .... <lo ------------- ITa stings ._ . .. __ .. ____ . 
~ ~f1I~~r~
1
: ~:::::::::::::: ~:::: 
3, 458 5-21 1, 091 981 50 40 748 6 6 --------
73 .... do . . ..... ------ Mankato . ..... . _ .. ___ . 3, 482 5-21 1, 618 790 ---- -- -- -------- 617 '6 5~ 32 
74 .... do------ - -----· Owntonna * ... _. _ ... _ . 2, 070 5-21 724 8()6 -------· -------- 500 -------- ............. ----- .... 
75 .... do . ------------ Rod W ing ............ 0. Whitman .... __ ......... ------- 4, 260 !;-21 1, 471 1, 010 70 42 604 6 6 36 
76 ... . do.------ _____ . Rochester ......... __ . C. H. U.obcrts. -----·- . .. : ...... ---. 3, 9531 5-21 1, 025 25 140 716 7 ------ .. 40 
77 Missouri. __ .------ Capo Girardeau ... ___ . James Barkley .. ... ........ -- .. --- 3, 585 5-21 1. 200 470 50 20 408 7~ 6 40 
*From last r eport. d Superintendent of W est Waterloo. J. W. Akers is superintendent of East Water-
a Between 5 aml 15 years of age. loo. The statistics urc for the whole city. 
b Prineip;:.l of /..'1.'aded schools. e President of tho Franklin Female College. OJ c rrincipal of second-wanl school. -=t 
~ 
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I I I I 1---1---1---1--1--1--1--1---•--
78 Missouri._ ..... .. . Chillicothe* ...... . . .. 
79 .... do .. .......... . 
80 .... do . ........... . 
Imlepcn<lcnco ... · ..... . 
.Jc1Jcrson City . .... ... . 
8l ... do .......... .. Louisiann. ........... .. 
8~ .... tlo .. Macon ........... .. . .. 
tl:J .... llo .. 
81 No,·acb . ........ .. 
IVC'slport * .......... . 
Austin .............. .. 
8.i .... tlo ... . ... . .... . llamilton ........... .. 
8G Now .J crsoy ...... . 
87 .... <lo ........... . . 
A1lantio City ........ . 
RnJem* ...... .. .... .. . 
E!8 Ohio ..... .. ..... .. 
89 . ... do .. ...... ... .. 
Gallipolis .. .... . .. ... . 
Lancaster ........... . 
DO .... <lo ...... .. .... . Mount Vt'rnon ...... .. 
91 .... do Urbana .............. . 
92 .... do ....... ..... . Wr:n·en ........ .. ... . . 
93 Texas ............ . Bro>\'1lS';"il!O .......... . 
94 .... <lo . •••• •• • ••••. .J cft'crson * .......... .. 
95 Utah ........... .. 
96 .... tlo ........... .. 
Ephraim City ... . .... . 
Manti k •••• •••••••••• • 
97 .... do .. .. .. ...... . Mount Pleasant ..... . 
98 Yirginin, ........ .. 
99 'Wisconsin . ...... . 
100 .... do ..... ... .... . 
F~·c<l cricks burgh ..... . 
Appleton .. . ......... . 
J~cloit . .... ........... . 
lOt .... do .. ....... .. .. 
102 .... <lo ........... .. ~~~~~~'ta~:::::::::::: 
10:3 .... uo ..... ...... .. Portage* .. . ......... . 
* Fl•om !aRt report. 
W. 0. Fletcher . ..... ...... ....... . 
A . CatTell, A . M .................. . 
E. P. Lamkin .... ................ .. 
~~~-g~~;Sl~~~~~-~ ~ ~:: :: ~:: ::::::: 
Wyat.t Webb, cler~;: board cduoat'n 
.J. 1!'. Roberts, county supcriuiend't 
II. S. llerrick .................... . 
E . S.nccu ...... ... .... .. .... ..... . 
Tbeophil ns Patterson . ........... . 
.J. S. Wilson .......... .. . ... . .... .. 
G. W. Welsh . .. .... .. .......... : .. 
Ricb::~rcl n. Marsh ......... ...... .. 
A. C. Doucl .................... .. . 
.J. C. Barney .......... ....... . ... . 
Edwanl Downey (b) ............ .. 
IV. C. Towers ....... ............ .. 
l~arlan McFarlane ............ .. .. 
William T. Reid .... .. .. ......... . 
L . Larson, clerk school trustees .. . 
.rohu llowisou ...... . . . , . . .. ... . . . 
A . IT. Conkey ....... ·~ .... .... .. 
T . L. Wl'ig-ht ........... .......... . 
Dr. Jl.. II. Ellsworth ............. .. 
.Joseph V. Qur,rlos, jr ............ . 



























a Not inclucling colored ehildron. 
"+ 
5-21 1, 324 
5-21 ], 150 
5-21 1, 350 
5-21 1, 42!) 
5-2 l 1, 119 




5-18 1, '22·1 
6-21 1, 501 
IJ-21 1, 800 
5-21 1' 351 
5- 21 1, 6!J1 






5-20 l, 179 
4-20 1, S!JO 
4-20 1, 492 
4-21 1, 781 
4-20 1, 566 



























50 I 50 




48 I 59 
57 
140 
• 20 I 15 






























































6 ....... •. 44 
6 5 36 
5t 5! 40 
6 5t 40 
.. 6 40 





































TABLE III....:_CL.\88 C.-P.AHT 1.-Sclwol statistivs of cities fo1' 1872 j from 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the Unitecl States Bm·eau of Education-Continued. 
Prima.>:y schools. Grammar schools. 
State. 








I I I 
6 0 
.0 6 'a :4 6 'd ] s ~ a ca 8 :::! C) 0 C) 0 z ~ p, E-1 ~ p, E-1 
----
17118 1~ 16 19 20 21 
Teachers. Pupils. 
Name of ci.ty. Name of superintendent. 
I ' ' I~ 1"1 ' "I C) 0 0 ..0 • C;j ~ • ~ ......;, s..s 8 ~ $ 8..;] 
::3 "' C) 0 ~ C) 0 
-1--1---1---1---1 z ~~~ -~- _R_ ~ 
3 4 22 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 
------------
1 Ahbn.mn ......... . 
2 .... do ..... ...... .. 
3 California ........ . 
4 Florida. 
5 .... do ............ . 
G ..•. do .. .. . .... ... . 
7 lllinois ......... .. 
8 .... do ....... : .... . 
9 .... do ............ . 
10 .... do ... ... ...... . 
11 .... do .......... : .. 
12 .. .. do ............ . 
13 .... do ..... ..... .. . 
14 .... do. 
15 .... do. 
16 .•.. do ....... ..... . 
17 .... do 
18 .... flo . 
19 .... do 
20 .... do 
21 .... do. 
22 .... do ........... .. 
23 ... . do ........... .. 
2-1 Indinna .......... . 
23 .... do ........... .. 
26 ... . do ........... .. 
27 .... do .... .. ..... .. 
28 .... rlo ............ . 
29 .... do ..... ... .... . 
30 .... do . ........... . 
31 .... do···-- ----~-- -
2 2 3 5 110 100 210 
2 1 4 5 35 2!) 64 
2 1 1 2 40 35 75 
2 .... 2 2 24 41 65 
1 .... 1 1 35 32 67 
---- -- -· ·--·· --- -- --- ---- -- ----- ·-----
¥~~;~1~i~~~<~: ~ :::::: 1t: ~6!~~~:~~~-~1~: ~(~ ~ ~ ::::::: ~ ~: .... ~- .. -~- ... -~ ..... ~- . -- .. :~ .1. -- .. ~~ .. -.. -~~~. 
Marysville............ F. H. Steele . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1 5 6 150 123 273 
Pensacola............. 11. J. Pickard, count.y super' dent.. 2 . . . . . 2 2 32 53 85 
Saint .A.ngustine ...... 0. Bronson........................ 2 . . . . . 3 3 60 55 115 
Tallahassee ........... Josephus Anderson, county sup't.. 4 . . . . . 4 4 . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 200 
Am boy . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert .A.. Childs...... . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . 5 5 203 195 400 a4 1- ... I 
Bushnell........................................... .. . .. .. 6 ..... 6 6 ........ . .. . .... 365 1 1 .... 1 
Canton . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . 11. B. Leam:m..................... 12 . . . . . 16 16 374 390 764 2 1 .... I 
Centralia . . .. . .. .. . .. . W. D. Hall........................ 9 1 8 9 180 231 411 3 I 1 I 
Dauvillo .............. J.G.Sbedcl . ........... '§~.......... 18 ..... 18 18 332 325 658 2 1 .... 1 
Dixon* ............... E.C.Swith....... ................ 9 ~ --- -· 9 9 ·226 263 489 41 .... 1 
ElPaso .... ........... D.C.Smith....................... 3 ..... 1 1 80 82 16:2 21 11 
Litchfield* ............ B.F.Hcdgcs . ..................... 9 ..... 9 9 245 250 495 21 .... 1 
Macomb ......... ." .... MatlhewAndrews ................ 4 ..... 4 4~ . --L ................... , - · ~. 
Mendota*............. W. F. Bromfield ........ ... "....... 8 .. . .. 8 8 .. 205 227 432 G · . .. . 
~~~~~~0-~~~:::::::::::: li~rtb~~~fl~~·~l:~~·~-s-~~~~~~-~~~~~- ----8- 1.:::: ····s· ·--·s· :::::::· :::::::.:::::::: ·-i- :::: ---2- ---2· :::::::::::::: :::::: 
Olney- .. -............. D. Edmiston...................... 4 .·.... 4 4 221 200 421 5 . . .. 5 5 172 185 357 
Peru·---------.--..... Gerald B. Stockdale ............... G . • • .. 6 6 242 238 4EO . . . . .. . ............................. . 
Shel~yville . .. .. . . . . .. J ephtbah Hobbs(b)...... . . .. . . . .. c6 1 5 6 . .. .. • • . .. • .. .. 345 c2 .. .. 2 2 .. . . . .. .. . . . .. 88 
Storhng . . .. . .. .. .. . . . H. P. French(d) .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . 6 . .. . . 6 6 .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. 8 2 6 8 ................... . 
Wa.tsok?-*.- ------ . ..... L . T. Hcwings, countysuper'dent.. el .. . .. 2 2 72 70 15l 1 1 2 3 G4 77 H1 
Columbm" ------...... .A.. H. Graham..................... 5 1 7 8 202 227 429 
ConnersYille .......... J. C. Housekeeper ...... '........... 7 .. . .. 7 7 187 105 382 
FranklinCity ......... Hem-yll.Boyce................... 5 1 4 fi 130 150 280 
Goshen .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. D. D. Luke........................ 8 .. . .. 8 B 321 354 675 
Greencastle........... George W. L eo. ................... 2 .. . .. 2 2 99 85 184 
Kendallville........... ... .. .. ........... ... .... ... .. ...... 4 ..... 4 4 94 9l 185 
Lawrenceburgh ....... E. H. Butler..................... . . 9 . . ... 9 9 300 350 650 
Peru ........... ....... George G. 1\Ianning.... . ... . . .. . .. 4 .. . .. 4 4 ... .. . .. .. . . .. .. 290 
·--·1----·-----
20 23 43 1 1 
4 4 100 130 230 
i 1 56 44 100 
2
1 .... 1 
2 2 52 51 103 
2 .... 2 2 28 35 63 
2 .... 2 2 82 89 171 
3 ... . 3 3 .. ..... ------- 171 




















682 FOREIGN RELATIONS. 
[Inclosure 2 in No. 78.] 
M1·. Bingham to M1·. Terashima. 
No. 26.] U~""'TED STATES LEGATION, JAPA...~, 
1o7cei, AjJril23, 1874. 
YouR EXCELLENCY: It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your excel-
lency's dispatch, No. 26, date(!. 22d instant, in reply to my dispatch of the 19th in tant, 
in relation to the proposed expedition by the government of Japan to Formosa. 
Your excellency's government has my thanks for so promptly recognizing the 
rights of t he United States, and ordering that neither the American ship New York 
nor the Amefican citizens named in my dispatch shall proceed with the armed expedi-
tion to Formosa, but shall be detached from that service. 
I beg leave to add that, while it is not the desire of my government to interfere in 
the relations of Japan with other powers, the law of the United States declares that 
the citizens thereof shall not enlist in the military or naval service of any foreign 
power to make war upon, any power with which the United States is at peace. 
I have every assurance that your excellency's government will take care that thi 
provision of American.law shall be respected by all persons in the service of your ex-
cellency's government. · 
I am, &c., 
No. 83.] 
JNO. A. BINGHAM. 
No. 431. 
JJ1.'i'. Bingham to Mr. Fish. 
• UNITED ST.A~L'ES LEGATION, JAPAN, 
Tokei, May 19, 1874. (Received June 23.) 
SIR: At the request of Commander George E . Belknap, commanding 
the United States steamer Tuscarora, now in port at Yokohama, I 
addressed to his excellency, the minister for foreign aff<.tirs, on the 5th 
instant, a note, informing him that Commander Belknap was instruct d 
b,y the lwnora ble the Secretary of the N av.r to examine aud ascertain a 
place on the coast of ,Japan suitable for landing a submarine cable, and 
to that end to obtain permission of this government. 
The minister kindly and promptly granted this request, and o in-
formed me. 'J.lhis day he sent to me a full permit, authorizing Com-
mander Belknap to enter any port in Japan, obtain supplies, make the 
examination, &c., and also assigned to him from the foreign office an 
interpreter. I am also informed by the minister that he has i ued 
orders to the local authorities to extend to Commander Belknap due 
courtesy, and to afford him every facility for his work. 
I am, &c., 
JNO. A. BINGHAM. 
No. 432. 
Mr. Bingha1n to Mr. Fish. 
No. 84.) UNITED S'l'ATES LEGATION, J.A.PA.T 
Tokei, Jlfay 20, 1874. (Heceived June _3.) 
SIR: On the 4th instant I received from Sir Harry S. Parke a di~­
patch in which, referring to his dispatch of the 23d February la ·t 
which I acquainted you, he informs me of the receipt by him of anotb 
in tallment of the Simonoseki indemnity, of which, as he state b tll 
agreement of Paris, he "holds on your [my] account a second um o 
JAPAN. 683 
$5,833.33." I have replied that as at present advised I have no sug-
gestions to make touching the matter of the indemnity of which he 
speaks. . . 
It may be proper to say that Mr. Woogeno, the assistant miniRter of 
foreign affairs, il.as told me verbally (when speaking of the installment 
o.f February last) that no part of it was paid on account of the United 
States. 
Be that as it may, it bas see!lled to me, under your instructions No. 19, 
dated 8th January last, not advisable for me to receive money on this 
account from the English minister in the absence of a,ny demand by 
our government for its payment. Having advised you of a like sum 
tendered. by Sir Harry Parkes in February, I may add that, in the ab-
sence of instructions from the Department to receive it from him, I did 
not feel authorized to do so. 
· I respectfully await your instructions, and beg leave to suggest that 
it seems to me that, until our government is ready to demand and 
receive all the unpaid balance of this indemnity, it would be better not 
to receive small amounts of it, as demanded and received from time to 
time by the English minister. 
I am, &c.~ 
JNO. A. BINGHAM. 
No. 433. 
JYlr. Bingham to Mr. Fish. 
No. 88.J UNI1'ED STATES LEGATION, JAPAN, 
T()lcei, June 3, 1874. (Received July 6.) 
SIR: As will appear by the inclosure, herewith, addressed to me by 
Mr. Dickius, as counsel, A. C. Dunn, a citizen of the United States, bas 
instituted suit for breach of contract against certain Japanese subjects 
in a Japanese tribunal, which suit is still pending. It further appears 
from this letter that the Japanese court having jurisdiction of the· case 
refuses to Mr. Dunn, the plaintiff, process to compel the attendance of 
his witnesses. It would seem that this refusal is iu flagrant disregard 
of article 6 of the treaty of 185$, which provides that the Japanese 
courts shall be open to American citizens for the recovery of their just 
claims against the Japanese. When it is considered that the limits to 
travel to foreigners are defined and restricted under the treaty, this 
refusal of the court to issue and execute process, especially outside of 
the concession to foreigners, might be called a denial of justice. 
Inasmuch as this is a private contest, over which l have no official 
jurisdiction, 1 have thought it best, before taking any action with the 
government, to ask your instructions for the government of my course, 
not only in this, but also in all other like cases that may arise. 
I am, &c., 
JNO. A.. BINGHAM. 
[Inclosure in No. 88.] 
M1·. Dickins to M1'. Bingharn. 
YOKOIIAMA, May 30, 1874. 
Sm: I beO' to apply for your assistance on behalf of a.n American citizen Mr. Dunn 








REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Name of city. 
TABLE III.-School statist·ics of cities for 1872; f1·om 1·eplies to 
CLASS C.-CONTAINING LESS HLI.:i 
PART 2.-Statistics of high, evening, normal, 
High schools. Evenlng schools. 
T eachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
,...; ,...; 
0 0 
... 0 ~ ... d ~ C> C> 
,.:;j 
0 '2 ,...; ~ d ] 
,.:;j 
$ ~ ,...; $ ?. 
,...; s s $ Ci1 8 s ~ .;3 a n ;:::: ~ C> 0 C> 0 ;:::: o:s Q) 0 c:l ~ 0 
~ ~ ~ E-1 ~ ~ E-1 ~ ~ ~ E-1 ~ R E-1 
---1---------1------------------
1 2 3 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
---1---------1--------· ------------
1 Ala .. . 
2 .d..ln. .. . 
3 Cal.. .. 
1 Fla ... . 
5 Fla ... . 
G Fla ... . 
7 Ill .... . 
8 IlL. .. . 
!} Ill.. .. . 
10 Ill.. .. . 
11 Ill ... .. 
12 TIL. .. . 
13 IlL .. .. 
14 TIL .. . 
15 IlL .. .. 
1G TIL .. .. 
17 Ill.. .. . 
18 Ill.. .. 
19 Ill.. .. . 
20 IlL. .. . 
21 Ill .... . 
22 Ill.. ... 
23 TIL. .. . 
24 Ind .. . 
23 Ind ... 
2Q Ind ... 
27 Iud ... 
28 Ind ... 
39 Iud .. . 
30 1nd .. . 
31 Ind ... 
3;2 Ind .. . 
33 Iud .. . 
3·1 Ind .. . 
33 Iud ... 
3G Iowa .. 
37 Iowa .. 
38 Iowa .. 
39 Iowa .. 
40 Iowa .. 
41 Iowa .. 
42 Iowa .. 
43 Io\va .. 
44 Iown. .. 
43 Iowa .. 
46 Iowa .. 
47 Iowa .. 
48 Kan!i .. 
4(.1 Kan~ .. 
50 Kans .. 
51 Kans .. 
52 Kans .. 
5:1 Kuus .. 
54 Ky ... . 
53 Ky ... . 
5G Ky .. . 
57 Ky ... . 
58 Me .. .. 
5!J :Mich .. 
(Jj l :\1ich .. 
G1 Mich .. 
G:1 ~fich .. 
G3 ::mch .. 
1 I }lich .. 
G5 1tlic1J.. 
GG llich .. 
67 Mich .. 
Huntsville . .. .. . . .. .. .. 3 . .. . 3 70 60 130 .......... ~ ................. .. 
Tuscaloosn. *........ 1 1 . .. . 1 15 10 25 ....... . ..................... . 
Marysville . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . 1 10 8 18 1 1 . . . . 1 15 . . . . 15 
P ensacola . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 ·. . . . 1 30 . . . . . . 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Saint Augustine ... : 1 1 l 2 60 55 115 ........................ . .... . 
:I'allahassee .. .. .. .. 1 2 3 5 . .. . . .. .. . 100 ......... ...... . ............. . 
Aml.>oy ....... ...... 1 I 1 2 27 47 74 . ... ..... .................... . 
nnshuell .. .. .. . .. .. 1 1 1 2 . .. . . .. .. . 90 ............ ..... ............ . 
Canton .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 1 2 3 16 47 G3 . .. . . .. . . .. . • .. . .. .. .. ...... . 
Centralia ........... 1 1 1 2 21 ::S2 53 ............................. . 
Danville............ 1 .. . . 3 3 15 32 47 ............................. . 
Dixon* .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 2 1 3 36 4~ 81 ............................. . 
El Paso . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . 1 10 5 15 2 1 . . . . l 19 5 24 
Litcb:fieli* .. .. .. .. . 1 . .. . 1 I 13 21 34 . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .... . 
Macomb............ . . .. 1 1 2 ............................................. . 
Mendota* .......... 2 2 ... . 2 43 74 117. ............................ . 
Monmouth ...................................................................... . 
Mortis . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 2 3 . .... ....................................... .. 
Olney . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 1 2 24 34 58 ............................. . 
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 4 ::lU ::l8 68 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ........... . 
Shcll.>yville ...... .. . b1. ... 1 .... ...... 36 ....... ... .................. .. 
Sterling . .. .... .. .. .. 1 1 2 3 31 40 71 ............................. . 
Watseka• .. .................... ............ .................................... .. 
Columbia*.......... 1 1 . .. . 1 21 24 45 ............... . ............ .. 
Connersville........ 1 .... 1 1 15 17 32 ........................... .. 
Fmuklin City...... 1 1 2 3 24 32 56 .. _. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... . 
Goshen.... . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 3 38 57 95 .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Greencastle .. .. .. .. 1 1 . .. . 1 27 14 41 ........... . ................ .. 
Kendall ville. .. .. .. . 1 1 1 2 29 2:1 52 ............................ .. 
Lawr·enceburgh . . . . ·2 1 1 2 39 36 75 . . . . . .......... . ... ...... .... . 
Peru .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 1 2 3 16 50 66 ............................. . 
~l~~~1~·:: ::::::: } ! :::~ i --~~ ----~: ~i :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: 
6~~~~~a~!~:~~::::: b~ ~ ~ ~ "27 .... 4o .... 76 :::: :::::::: :·::: :::: :: :: :::::: 
]'airfield...... . .. .. . 1 1 . .. . 1 20 27 47 ............................. . 
Fort Dodge......... 1 1 1 2 30 39 G9 ............................. . 
Fort Madison .................................................. --~- ............. . 
I.nucpem~~nce* . .. .. 2 .. .. 4 4 70 84 154 ............................ .. 
Lyous* .. .. .. . .. .. . . 1 .. .. 1 1 10 lG 26 ............................. . 
MartJhalltown ... ... 1 . .. . 1 1 17 27 44 ............. ........... . .... . 
:McGregor .... ... - . . 1 l 1 2 9 22 31 .. . . ... .... . .. ......... ...... . 
Oskaloosa. ........ .. 2 1 3 4 60 70 130 ............................. . 
Waterloo........... 2 3 1 4 26 5:l 79 .. .. . .. . .................... . 
Wavcl'ly .. .. .. . .. .. 1 1 2 36 GO 96 ............................ .. 
"\Vinterset . .. .. .. .. 1 1 1 2 . .. . ........................................ .. 
~~~~~-i~~~~~~-s~:::: :::: '"i '"i '"2 :::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::::. 
Io'ortScott*......... 1 1 .... 1 18 12 30 . ... ................... , .... . 
Ottawa............. 1 1 .... 1 1:i 2l 3G ............................. . 
~~i~~ioit:6::::::::: i ~ ... ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~X :::: ::: : : : ~: : ::: :::: :::: :::::: 
Franklin........... d2 2 2 4 33 37 72 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. ....... 
w~~~~~~~~:~~~:::::: :: :i: ::i: ::: : ::i .:~b :::::~ ::::~~: ::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: 
Hallowell ... - .. . .. . 1 2 . .. . 2 25 35 60 1 1 . .. . 1 25 . .. . j)."j 
13c~TlW:aitdo8r·:·.·.·.·.·_·_· ... 1. ·--,; - --~ .... . .......................................... .. 
"' - 4 ........................... .. ............... . 
















, _ .. _. __ ... --. . · ·.· .. _ . __ .. _ ._ . __ · _._ .. _ ._ . __ .. __ ._ .. __ -'_·: 
E~~~~~I_c_::::::::::: ~ ~ 2~3~~ 2 .... ------~------ ............................. . 
)fani~Jtco ...... . .. .. 1 1 3 ~---
raf:~:~~~~::::::::~ t ~ ~~ g ~~~~ :~~~~~~::::~~~~~~~ :~~)~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~: ~~:::: ~ 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 685 
inquiries by the Drzitecl States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
5,000 INHABI'l'ANT&-Continued. 
and other schools, and gmnd total of schools. 




Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. ~'"0 Teachers. Pupils. 0~ 
""' ""' 
o.~ 
0 0 8~ ::.< c:J ai ::.< ai c:J c:J l!i ... Q:l a> 
~& 
a> 
..::> 0 -ce ] 0 -ce 3 
p 
c:J "@ ~ ~ 
<e 
~ 
<e ] c:J <e ] ..0. s <e 8 <e s 8 d 8 2 .5 . 0 8 d 8 s ::s a> 0 Q) 0 ::s Q) C'.l <::> 0 ~~ 
C'.l Q 0 Q) c ::s z ~ Fi 8 ~ Fi 8 ~ ~ Fi 8 ~ Fi 8 ~ Fi ~ ~ Fi 8 ~ 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 1 
7 60 90 150 ....... .... ........ . . .. .. . .. 
;t 10 1 11 250 175 425 .......................... .. 
7 175 200 375 .......................... .. 
2 15 185 170 355 ........................... . 






















































































































































































































































































































































... .. --. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ..... . 56 












1.... . .. . 108 66 174 
6 10 16 268 257 525 
1 7 8 180 220 400 
2 18 20..... . .. . .. 775 






2 14 16 370 470 840 fi2 
l 9 10 ..... ...... ..... . 6:~ 
1 10 ]1 ..... ...... 42fl 64 
2 17 10.. ... .... .. nn c.-. 
1 14 15 310 375 G 5 G6 
3 9 12. .... ...... 418 67 










































TABLE III.-CLASS C.-PART 2.-Schoolstatistics of cities for 1872; from 
High schools. Evening schools. 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. 
State. NamQ of city. <+-< <+-< 
0 0 
~ <D ~ 
... 
~ ~ 0 .0 
d ?. ~ d 
~ 3 .0 d ~ 3 cD c;; ~ a ?. 8 ~ ~ s ?. s ?. § p cO 0 0 l=l Q.) 0 0 z ~ R 8 ~ R 8 ~ ~ R 8 ~ R 8 
---1---------1--1----------------






































Pontiac .. . . . . .. .. . . 2 3 61 92 l 53 ............................ .. 
Saint Clair*........ 1 2 9 17 26 ............................ .. 
·wyandotte ....... .. 1 2 .. .. .. . .. . 45 ............................ .. 
DtlLuth ........... 1 2 8 12 llO ............................ .. 
llastings........... 1 2 12 22 34 ............................ .. 
Mankato .. .. . . .. .. . 1 l 2 23 27 50 .. . . .. .. .. .................. .. 
Owatonna* . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . 2 15 20 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Reel Wing.......... 1 1 2 11 13 24. ........................... .. 
Rochester .. .. .. . .. . 1 1 1 2 35 21 56 .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .......... .. 
Cape Girardeau ............... . ................................................ .. 
Chillicothe* ........ 1 1 .... 1 16 45 61 ............................ .. 
Independence . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . l 30 20 50 . . . . . . . . . .... ................ . 
JeifersonCity ...... 1 1 .... 1 2 5 7 .... --------------------------
Louisiana .. . .. . . . .. 1 1 1 2 22 38 GO ............................ .. 
Macon..................... 2 2 3 14 17 1 1 .... 1 .... .... 100 
Westport*...... . .. . .. . . 2 .. .. 2 20 38 58 ............................ .. 
Austin ................................................................. ---- ..... . 
ITa milton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
Atlantic City ...... ........................ ..................................... .. 
Salem*............. 1 1 1 2 30 41 7L 1 1 2 3 . ... .... 50 
Gallipolis........... 1.... 2 2 25 43 68 ............................ .. 
Lancaster .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 1 2 18 23 41 ............................ .. 
Mount Vernon..... 1 1 3 4 36 54 DO ............................ .. 
Urbana ............. 1 .... 2 218 34 52 ............................. . 
·warren............ 1.... 3 3 17 29 46 ............................. . 
Brownsville . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . 1 15 . . . . . . 15 1 2 . . . . ;:. 50 . . . . 50 
Jefferson........... 6 4 2 6 130 143 273 ............................ .. 
~~~~i~_ ?_i~!. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ::: . :: ~: : ~ ~: : ::: : : :: : ~:::: :::::: : : ~ . : ::: : ~:: : ~: : : ~ ~: :: : : :::::: 
Mount Pleasant .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 2 2 .. .. 2 36 12 48 
~r;~\~t~~~s:~~~~~~~~: ·--: ---~ --·i ---~ --~~ ----~~ ---~~~ :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: 
Grecnllay. ........ 1 1 l 2 21 34 55 ............................. . 
Kenosha........... 1 2 l 3 47 52 99, ............................. . 
Portage* . . . .. .. .. .. 1 1 1 2 45 53 92 ............................. . 
* From last report 
a Graded or district schools in four buildings. 
b Department of graded school. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 687 
1·eplies to inquiries. by the United States B1weau of Education-Continued. 
Ungraded and other schools. City normal schools. Grand total. 
<11 
Teachers. Pupils. Teachers. Pupils. '0 -d T eacher s. 
~ ~ ~B 
Pupils. 
0 0 c:.;>,:.,: 1-----,---,----1-----,--,----1 
2 c:S I~ ~ c:S ~ ~ 2 a) ~ ~ a) ~ ~ t~ a) ~ a) ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
43 4414;) 46 47 48 -::;:;- 50 51 52 53 5 4 55 56- 57 58 ;'jg 60 ~----;;---;-;----;:--
~~~~-~-~=~~~~~~~~~-2~1~---;~ 1,251--; 
........... - .. -- ... - .. -- .. --- ---- -- -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- 3 ;) 8, 10 121 169 ;)90 69 
•. - . - - - ... - . . -- . . - .... - .. - - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 1 81 9 . - ... . •... - 532 70 
.. -- . ....... ...... -- ...... - ........ -- . ..... -- .. -- .. -- .. -- 8 2 7J 9 259 241 500 71 
.. -- .................. ~~ . --~~ :::: ::: : :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: .. i2 ~ ~~ ! i~ ~~~ 1~~ ~~~ ~~ 
........ ---- . ... .... ... . ... .. ... .... . .. . .... ... . .... .... 10 2 8 ' 10 4-19 417 866 74 
.. - ....... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 1 15
1 
16 302 302 60<1 75 
.. .. ...... -- ...... -- .... --- ....... -- ...... -- . . ... ..... -- . 14 1 141 15 500 525 1, 025 76 
:::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: ::: : ::::: :: ~. :::. :: :: :::: : :: : : : :: :::: 1~ ~ ~ I i~ ~1~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 
15 5 14 19 355 385 740 79 
10 1 g' 10 3'-lD JJ4 653 80 
11 2 101 12 451 485 936 81 
4 2 14
1 
Hi . .. .. .. .. .. 608 tj2 
____ . ... 
1 
.... __________________________ __ _____ ___ _ .. .. ____ 5 2 4. 6 103 98 201 83 
....... . .. -- . -- ..... . ... ... . ' .. -- . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . 3 2 11 3 66 58 124 84 
--~~ - --~ :::~ ---~ :::~ ::i~ :::rii :::::::: :::: :::::::: ::: :· :::: --- ~ ---: "i~ l --i~ --2:; "'2:: - -- ~~: i~ 
........ ,.. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 17 2 16 18 404 459 863 8tl 
: :: : : :: :I: :: : ....... . : : :: : : :: : : ::. : ::: :::: : :: : ::: : : : : : i~ ~ i~ : i~ ~~~ ~~~ ~§~ g6 
I 14 3 13 16 297 335 G32 fl,1 
:::: :: ::1:::: :::: :: :: :::: :::: : :::: :::: :: : : : ::: :: : : . .. . 12 .... 17 17 2G6 253 529 92 
1, 2 60 40 lOU . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . 6 6 5, 11 315 235 550 93 
.. .. . .. .... _ ........ _ .. . . .. .. 1 . .. . 2 2 20 35 55 14 10 5 15 300 383 G23 94 
.... ·--·,---- ........................... .. ........ -- -- ---- ~ ~ ~ I ~ i~~ i~~ ~~~ 5~ 
:::: :: : : ·:::: :::: :::: :::: ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : :: : : :::: 6 5 3' 8 195 145 340 97 
.... ---- .... . ... ---- ... . . .... · --· ... . ...... .... ...... - --· 6 1 5 6 122 65 187 98 
2 2 4 6 -... ............... -- .. -- .. ..... .. ... . .. - 14 5 15 20- .... -- ... 1, 247 99 
1 1 4 5 . .. . ~6 46 .......... -- ....... ' .. -- . .. . 12 3 15 18 290 376 666 102 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: :::: : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~: ::: :: : : : : : : : :: : _ ..~ i l~ i~ ~~~ ~~~ ~M i~~ 
.... .... . ... - .... ... ... . .... . .. -- .. -- .......... -- .. .. .. . . 11 1 10; 11 343 367 71-0 103 
c Including intermediate schools. 
d Gmdes of l~r:mklin :Female College. 
e Saint Clair Union School. 










2 Ala ... 
3 Cal ... 
4 Fla ... 
5 Fla ... 
6 Fla ... 
7 J1l---. 
8 Ill ---. 
!) Til---. 
10 Ill ----
11 111 .... 
12 Ill ---. 
13 Ill---. 
14 Ill ----
15 Ill ---. 
16 Ill ---. 
17 Ill---. 
18 Ill . ---
19 ill .... 
20 Ill ---. 
21 Til---. 
2~ Ill ---. 
23 Ill --- . 
24 Ind ___ 
25 Ind ---
2ti Ind . . . 
27 Ind ... 
28 Iml ... 
29 Ind ___ 
30 Ind ... 
31 Ind ... 
32 Ind ... 
33 Ind ... 
34 Ind - --
~5 Ind ___ 
36 Iowa .. 
37 Iowa .. 
38 Iowa .. 
39 Iowa .. 
40 Iowa .. 
41 Iowa .. 
42 Iowa .. 
43 Iowa .. 
44 Iowa .. 
45 Iowa .. 
46 Iowa .. 
·17 Iowa. .. 
48 Kans. 
4!) ICans. 





ti:i Ky . --
56 Ky. --
:i7 Ky.--
58 hlo ... 
5!.J Mich .. 
60 :Mich .. 
61 Mich .. 
TABLE III.-School statistics of cities j01· 1872; j1·om 1·eplies to 
CLASS C.-CON'fAIXL.'>G LESS 
PART 3.-School finances: 
INCOME. 
c:5 ~ § c:; ~ 
... 
~ 0 K 
Q) 
.0 
~ 0 .s ~ .;; w 0 0 
~ s Sod s s S..n ~ 
,.:::1 ~'8 0~ ~.-d .§§ 
OQ:> Name of city. 
~ <!::.z ..... ~ ~~ 
0 '"g~ '<:!p., --g<E ro:+3 .-ot:l 
0 -~~ 
Q) Q)O 
0 -~ -~ -~ 
1>-"' ....: 
§ Q) '$ 2 a; 0 0 0 0 c:; <1l ~ ~ 
<1l 0 
1='1 ~ ~ ~ E-1 
----------
3 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
-----------------
Huntsville. _ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. ___ . $3, 500 00 . __ ... __ . . __ . ____ . ___ _______ $1, 000 00 $4, 500 00 
Tuscaloosa* _____ . . __ .. __ ... _.. 6, 969 65 . __ .. . _ ... __ .. ___ . . _____ . __ .. __ .. _.. . 6, 969 65 
Marysville._ ..... ___ . $2, 015 77 2, 978 64$3, 766 50 . _ .. ___ .. $5, 154 74 . . . . . . . . . 13, 915 65 
Pensacola. ___ ... ___ ... __ ... __ .. __ . .. __ . 1, 845 00 . __ .. ___ .. _ ... _ _ _ _ _ 600 00 2, 445 00 
Saint Augustine. ___ .. __ .. __ .. 875 00 . __ .. ___ .. __ . _. __ . 1, 680 00 1, 300 00 3, 855 00 
Tallahassee ..... - .•............ _ . ... __ . . ...... . .. . - ................ - -- .. - - -. - - --------
I}:S~~~li::::::::::::: : :: :: : ::: :: ::: : :: : : :: :: : ::: : :::: : : : : :::::::::: ::::: : :: : :::-:::::: 
Canton .. _ ........ _ ... __ ... __ . 1, 183 12 . __ .. ___ . $125 00 13, 812 74 448 81 15, 569 67 
Centralia . __ .. _ .. _. _ .. __ ............ __ . 1, 082 16 . __ ... __ . 6, 745 00 . __ . . ___ . 7, 827 lfi 
Danville.------- ·· ---- 3,080431,72364 37454 6,00000 26,26251------ -- · 37,44112 
Dixon*-------------- - 483 24 1,598 81--------· -------- ·· 18,48010 418 98 21,98113 
El Paso ... ............. - ... __ ................ -- .. -- .... - .. ----- . - - . - --- - - - -
Litchfield* __ . __ .... ... __ ....... __ .. ___ .. _______ . ___ .. __ .. . ___ . _ . __ . .. - . . . - .. ----------
Macomb.------- ----- 1, 87268 73159 .. ---·-----------· 7,67735 1100010,39162 
Menuota* . ____ . _____ . 3, 104 21 1, 392 14 ____ .. __ . . __ .. ___ . 11, 037 5!l . __ . .. _ .. 15, 583 94 
Monmouth.---------· 7,81412 1,520 98 --------- ·--·- ---- 11,96611 102 80 21,404 01 
Morris.-------------· 1,000 00 1,719 48 ......... -----·--- 7,17213--------- 9,89161 
Olney ...... ---------- 3, 68104 b790 76--------- -----·- -· 5, 355 96 410 76 10,239 42 
Peru ..... __ . _ ..... __ .. __ . . . . .. 1, 2!l7 00 . ___ . ___ .. _ .... __ . 15, 000 00 125 00 16, 422 00 
Shelbyvillo ....... __ . 3, 754 06 677 32 . ___ .. __ .. __ . _. __ . 7, 740 00 1, 390 00 13, 561 38 
Stcrliug .............. ---· -- -- · ------------------ ........ . ---------· --------- ---------· 
Watseka*------------ 945 63 . ....... . 333 93 82 68 6,654 28 150 00 8,166 52 
Columbia*----------- 6,977 5!) ......... - -------· ------------------- 8,466 O!J 15,443 68 
Connersville ......... 5,089 50 4,947 51 ......... --------· 2,092 56 27 64 12,157 21 
Fmnldin City. _______ .. _ .. ___ .. ___ . . --· . ______ ... _______ . ______ . ___ . ___ . _ _ __ 8, 000 00 
Goshen . - ..... - -- . . . . 3; 581 18 3, 048 00 . __ .. ___ . 1, 11! 33 4, 303 22 .. . . . . . .. 12, 044 73 
Greencastle .......... 3,813 25 2,949 27------- - ---------- ------·--- 2,434 58 9,19710 
Kendallville ____ .. __ . :-1, 516 75 3, 167 53 . ___ . __ ........ _ ... __ . _. _ _ _ _ 635 00 7, 31!1 2B 
Lawrenceburgll...... 3, 000 00 4, 500 00 __ ... ___ . 3, 500 00 .. ______ .. . . . . . . . .. 11, 000 00 
Peru . ---------------- ......... -- - ----- ---···-- -·- -- ·· ·-- - -------------·--------·----- -
Seymour* ____________ 5,47734 3,61478 2,02783 13280-------------------10,25275 
helbyville ---------- ......... -- ---------------------------------------------------- --
Valparaiso . .......... --------- 2,998 00---- - ---- --------- ---------- ... · ...... 2,998 00 
WnbashCity ........ 57313 2,12262 3,11155 1,00000 .......... 103 80 6,91110 
Cedar JTalls... ...... . 5, 533 91 469 59 . __ . . __ ... _ .... _.. 12,224 59 . . . . . . . . 18, 228 ~~ 
Fairfield ... .......... 16093 93111 . .. .. .... --------- 8,87726 2550 9,9948u 
Fort Dodge .. - ...... . 18, 01\6 72 . _ .. .. __ . 8, 493 48 .... ___ .. 15, 743 G4 ... _ .. _.. 42, 303 4 
Fol't Ma(lison .. -..... 42G 53 2, 115 84 1, 603 25 . _ .. ____ .. _ ...... _. .. .. . .. .. 4, 145 62 
Independence"------- 6,981571,275!14 ......... ----- ---- 14,50851 G0920 23,3752"2 
Lyons* . -...... -..... 2, 531 20 2, 475 28 . _ .. ___ ... _ ... ___ . 13, 336 50 10, 000 00 26, 415 50 
Mftrsballtown. __ . __ ... _ ... ___ . ___ . . __ ... _ ... ___ .. ___ . ___ .. _. __ . __ ... __ . ___ .. 25, 130 55 
McGregor __ . __ ............ __ . . . _ .. . __ . ___ . __ ......... __ ........ - - . - - - .. ---- ----- · --- · 
Oskaloosa .. .......... ------ --- 1,736 90--------- ......... 19,38014 ... . . ___ _ 21,117 04 
Waterloo ........ _ ... c4, 137 78 1, 201 50 . __ .. _ ... . __ .. ___ . 10, 53!) 20 303 43 16, 1 1 91 
Waverly ...... . --- .... __ .. . ... .... . .... 85G 14 ..... ____ 8, 26!) 62. _ ... .... 9,125 76/ 
Winterset .. ..... _ . . . 1, U67 00 76!l 00 . __ .. ___ . __ ... ___ . 3, 550 00 .... _ . . . . 6, 286 00 
Baxter prings~ .... _ ... _ ... _.. 684 00 . __ .. ___ . '. __ ... ___ ... __ ...... - .. -- -.. 6&4 00 
Emporia.------------ 2,802 07 1,12137 8123--------- 8,066 94 38::10 12,109 !!1 
Fort • cott* ________ .. 2, 390 00 2, 850 00 . __ . ____ . 15, !)49 00 . _ .. . ____ . 37, 825 00 5!l, 014 ~0 
Ottawa ... _ ... _ .. ___ . 473 81 1, 600 26 ___ . ___ .. ___ .. ___ . 5, 315 67 27, 000 00 34, 389 ,4 
Paola . -.- .... _. _. _ . _ . 34, 390 23 1, 293 66 ___ .. __ ....... ___ . 6, 950 66 .. _ . .. . .. 42, 634 55 
1~~~~i~t~~-: ~::::: ~ ~: ::: :: : : : : 1, ~~~ ~~ : ::::::: : ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :: : :: :-:::::: 
Maysville ____________ 67822 3,26920---------------·-- 2,845401,37045 ,16321 
P,:ri~~~~~~~~~::::::: ::::::::: -i,-i7o-oo :.:::::::: ::::::::: --2:7oo-oo ::::::::: --3,--7a·oo 
Hallowell ..................... , 1,100 ool--------- ......... 3,500 00 . ........ 4,60000 
Jli.!{ Rapids .. _____ ._.. 500 00 230 oo
1
. _ .... __ . __ ... __ .. 6, 000 00 .. -.---.. 6, 7:.0 00 
Coldwatr ........... 3,73524 1, 82000! 61152 30065 8,27300 3,G965lv,-13006 
Grand IIa ... ·en .... _... 5, 462 67 428 34 __ .. _.... 654 12 14, 777 76 .. - ... -.. 21, 32":! :::!! 
.. From last report. 
(a) Includes ~xpcm1itnre for books and stationery, 
II]) tate and county flmd. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
inqui:rie8 by the United StateB Bureau of Education-Continued. 
TllA~ 5,{){J0 INBABITA..~TS-Continued. 
income and expenditure-Continued. 
EXPEXDITURE. 
Permanent. • Current. 
~ '-=' ~en ""' ~en 0 Ul -~ "'+> Ulcti ..., >:) ..... ;;;, ~ ,::>. Ul-+" 0::~ <!)~ <>.c· 
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~§ .... 0 
.::> OlA 
] ~~ E 
·~ Q) .0 p 
~ E-< z 
--- --- -
79 80 1 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 .... - .. .. $125 00 $4, 375 00 ............................... -. . .. . .. .. .. .. . $4, 500 00 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G, !!69 65 2 
$50 00 GOO 00 11,832 57.......... $300 00$1, 119 50' $145 00 ......... 14,047 07 3 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2, 100 oo $:l5 oo 3oo oo 20 ool' ........ . .. .. .. .. 2, 445 oo ~ 
:::7~~ ::/?~ :;;~ ,, }:i~ z~ :A~ z~ ::7 OQ :: ::: <':" :700 }i~:~ ! 
• .. .. .. .. . 668 97 1, 400 00 8, 071 50 a2, 269 85 .. .. .. 79 &:l . .. . .. .. 2, 797 39 15, 287 59 9 
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . 1, 200 oo 5, 200 oo 402 oo 2t~O oo 321 ool1 15 oo .. .. .. .. . 1, 418 oo 10 
10, 070 00 . .. . .. .. .. 1, 500 00 12, 656 65 2, 971 26 400 00 2, 800 00 38 72 .......... 30, 436 63 11 
::;:~~~:~~ ::~~~~~:~~ : :~~;~~~~~ ::~':~~~:~~ ::::;~~:~~ :::::::::: :::~~:~ ~ :::~~:~~ :~~~~:::.: : ~~·:~~~:~~ ~~ 
............... o .. , 1,500 00 6,170 00 312 00 30J 00 257 00 .. ...... 55910 9,00810 15 
6, 932 43 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 500 00 6, 400 00 751 51 ................. --1-- .... .. 8, 651 51 15, 583 94 16 
416 ou ......... . .... . ..... 11,633 05 4, 226 47. .... . .. .. 362 42 ................ 16, (i37 94 17 
140 06 46 90 1, 500 00 5, 635 00 4!!6 88 3H 90 209 44........ . .. .... .. 8, 373 18 18 
60, 000 00 !:100 00 1, 350 00 4, 140 00 308 00 °......... 40 )251 98 00 665 25 66, 901 50 19 
4, 800 00 156 00 2, 000 00 7, 250 00 f:!OO 00 .. .. .. .. .. 350 00 20 00 . .. .. . .. . 15, 376 00 20 
'i~:o::~-~~ ::::~~~:~~ ::~~~~~:~~ 0 -::~~:-~~ .. ~·-:~~-~~ :::::::::: :::::::: :1: ::::::: :~:~~~:~~ -~~:-~~~-~~ ii 
. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, 2oo oo 3, s58 75 1, 371 oo .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . t.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 6, 429 75 24 
590 40 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 5GO 00 3, 465 00 815 27 .. .. .. .. .. 2, 913 03 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 9, 52:33 70 25 
.. .. .... .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, :'iOO 00 6, 000 00 ...... ...... ............... --1--..... . .. .. .. .. . 7, 500 00 26 
150 00 1, 500 00 3, 345 00 350 00 .. .. . .. .. . I 00 00 40 00 . .. .. .. .. 5, 485 00 27 
· ~5: ooo · oo · · · · 5oo · oo ~: ~~~ ~~ · · 2: 6oo · oo · · · · 4oo · oo ::::: : :: : : · · · · 25-oo!: : : :: ::: ::::::: : ~ · 39; 525 · oo ~~ 
150 00 1' 450 00 5, 230 00 1, 000 00 .. .. .. . .. . 100 00 .. - ....... -.. . .. 7, 930 00 30 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 400 oo 3, 60o oo G ~o oo . . . . . . . . . . t'iOO oo' 15 oo . . . . . . . . . 6, 215 oo 31 
:~~~~~~:~~ .... ~~~-~~ --~~~~~-~ ::~~~~~:~~ ::::~~:~~ :~~~~~:::: :::::::: :/: ::::::: .:::::::: -~~·-~~~-~~ ~! 
.. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 1, 250 01) 5, 100 00 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 533 70 .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 6, 883 70 35 
13, 373 93 .. .. .. . .. . 1, 200 00 3, 779 00 987 67 . .. .. .. . .. 125 oo: 30 00 .. -.... .. 19, 495 60 36 
35, 000 00 500 00 900 00 2, 970 00 691 09 .. . .. . .. .. 108 35 ...... .... ..... _.. 40, 169 44 37 
25, 924 53 .. .. .. .. .. 480 00 4, 987 78 1, 011 3o 278 6::! I, 014 GO . .. .. . .. 1, 706 69 35, 403 58 38 
........................ ........... ............ ........... ........... 1 ........ . ................. 31 
9, 484 98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 865 00 629 54 20 00 538 401 195 85 . . . . . . . . . 16, 733 77 4() 
. . . . . . . . . . 60 00 1, 000 00 4, 350 28 710 73 . . . . . . . . . . 900 961••• •••• • • • • • • • • • • 7, 021 97 41 
: :: :: : :: :: ::: ~:: : : : : · · i." 5oo · oo ·-4; 5oo · 66 :::::: : ::: :::::: : : : : : : : :: : : : :/: : : ::::: : ::::::: : 2~: ~~g gg :; 
~· 517 32. ...... .. . I , 200 00 6, 615 85 512 00 2? ~ 4, 983 38l 200 00 ......... 18, 05~ 5~ 4~ 
u, 184 87 1, 309 70 2, 700 00 6, 280 00 248 63 83 ~;) ......... .... . ... 1, 019 30 17, 82<J 7<J 4<J 
2, 412 54.......... 1, 500 00 4, 250 00 321 30 ...... .. .. 624 74; 17 18 9,125 76 46 
35, 000 00 500 00 1, 000 00 3, 150 00 450 00 .. . .. .. . .. 100 oo,........ . .. .. . .. . 40, 200 00 47 
1, GOO 00 150 00 .. .. . .. .. . 1, 230 00 150 00 75 00 40 00,........ .. . .. .. .. 16, 643 00 48 
. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 4, 780 00 988 05 . . . . . . . . . . 996 62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 764 67 49 
37, 825 00 100 00 1, 200 00 6, 500 00 300 00 300 O:J 500 OOI 50 00 . ........ . 56, 624 00 50 
27, 000 00 . • . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 3, 970 00 256 10 1, 028 00 45 051 78 35 1, 206 50 33, 584 00 51 
59, aDO 00 1!J6 00 1, 250 00 3, 650 00 1, 672 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66, 158 00 52 
25, 000 00 ..... . .. .. 1, 500 00 5, 720 00 200 00 .......... 3, 000 00 .... ' .... ......... 35,420 00 53 
d2B, toO 00 d250 00 ................................... .... . .. - ...... 1..... • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 54 
6:37 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 4, 800 00 250 53 . .. .. . .. .. 283 05 .. . .. . .. 50 00 6, 020 58 55 
... ......... ..... ... ······ .... ······ ···· ···--- . ... ······· .. .. ... ... . . , .•...... . .................. 56 
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... ... . .. 3, 100 00 100 00 .... .. .. .. 175 00,........ .. . .. .. .. 3, 375 00 57 
. .. . .. .. .. 100 00 125 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 300 00 90 00 .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 58 
.... .. .. .. ...... .... 1, 600 00 3, HJO 00 500 00 ..... ~ .... ..... .... .. ... ... .. ... .. .. 5, 2fi0 00 59 
. . .. .. .. .. 150 00 1, 500 00 8, 109 00 ....... :.. .. .. . .. . .. 2, 190 82 .. .. .. .. 6, 534 76 18, 484 58 GO 
e14, !'iC' l 75 .... . .. . .. I, 800 00 5, 102 68 ................... 0 ......... j ................. 21,' 404 43 61 
(c) Income for West Waterloo only. 
(d) In 3 years. 
(e) Includes repairs, fuel, lights, &c. 
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690 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE III.-Cuss C.-PART 2.-Schoolslat·istics of cities for 1872; from 
INCOME. 





---1---------1--- ------------ - --------- -
2 3 64 67 68 69 70 
---1- -------:------ ------ ----1----1----1 
62 Mich . . 
63 Mich .. 
64 Mich .. 
65 Mich .. 
o6 Mich .. 
67 Mich .. 
68 Mich. 
6!1 Mich .. 
70 Mich . . 
71 Minn _ 
Jiillsdale . .... _....... $485 00 $525 00$2, 356 00 __ _____ _ . $!!', 400 00 $2, 008 00$14, 774 00 
Lapeor ............... . 1,48608 34527 55177 $:lDOOO 4,54258 ......... 7,12570 
M::wistee . .. .. . . .. . . . 1, z:m 86 420 48 871 87 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10, 000 oo 1, 228 55 13, 759 76 
Marshall ...... --- .. -- 2, 432 34 766 56 .... _.... 1, 683 93 16, 675 5G 669 46 22,227 85 
:Kiles -------------- -- ____ __ ___ 72192 ... _____ 150 oo 15,125 eo 225 63 16,223 35 
Owosso --- -- - . - -- -. - - 345 79 50.3 86 389 28 156 00 12, 096 05 _ . __ ____ . 13, 492 98, 
Pontiac.............. 6, 450 tll 2, 809 78 _ .. __ . __ . __ . _____ . 18, 423 7!J 5, 425 13 33, 109 51 
Saiut Clail'*------ - --. 438 88 1, 126 39 95 07 74 00 2, 800 00 . 5u R2 4, 591 16 
Wyandotte- --------- 81203 52032 26515 ......... !l,618GO 1176311,333 73 
DnLuth . ............ _________ ------------------ ......... -------------------
72 Minn _ 




77 Mo ___ 
78 Mo ___ 
79 Mo ... 
eo Mo ___ 
81 Mo ___ 
82 Mo . . . 
Hastings............. 174 42 2,510 58 .................. 9,349 63 327 88 12,362 51 
Maulrato. ___________ , 3,694 77 :1,362 6-1------------------ 25,500 00 34 56 32,59197 
~i~t~~~~f:::::::::::: :~·: 3~~:~~ -~·-~~~-~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: -~~~~~~-~~ :~::~~:~~ -~;:_~~~-~~~ 
Capo Gmmleau...... 773 37 910 70 _ .. __ ........ _ ... _ 5, ss:l 27 16 50 7, 583 84 
Chillicothe* .. -. -- ..... _. __ .... 500 00 1, 500 00 .... _ ... _ 5, 000 00 .... _ ... _ 7, 000 00 
Inc1cpcnuence........ . .. .. . .. . 850 00 750 00 . .. .. .. .. 7, 000 00 .. .. .. . .. 8, 600 00 
t~~T~f~~a~~~~:::::::: ·--253-43 ·--76o.38 ::::::::: ::::::::: 1~j~~ ~~ ::::::::: ~~:~~~ 8~
1 
Macon .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 488 40 580 55 85 !lO 9, 300 93 .. .. .. . .. 10, 45.3 78 
fj.l Mo ___ 
84 Ncv __ 
85 Ne'' __ 
86 N.J --
87 N . J .. 
88 Ohio .. 
Westport*. .. .. . .. . .. 515 10 2,43 95 ...... _.. 76 20 4, 190 00 .. .. . .. .. 5, 02.3 95 
Ii~:m~~;:::::::::::.· 2'~~g ~g ~:~~~ ~& ~:~~g ~~ ::::::::· :::::::::: ::::::::: ~:~Jg ~~~ 
Atlantic City .. . .. . .. 147 27 1, 745 14 ... .. __ .... _ .... : . 1, 600 00 527 00 4, 019 41 
Salem*............... 11 00 41::! 86 285 4G .. . .. .. .. 4, 890 90 .. .. .. . .. 5, 566 32 
Gallipolis ............... ..... . .... .. ....... . ............. ·----· ... ... .. . ... .. ... . . ... . 
89 Ohio __ 
DO Ohio __ 
91 Ohio __ 
G2 Ohio __ 
93 Tex . .. 
94 Tex ... 
Lancaster .... ...... :. 4, 168 57 2, 07~ 40 .... , .. .. .. . .. .. .. 13, !l14 fi5 18, 9f'8 75 39, 143 37' 
::Mouut Vernon ....... 4, 15fi 53 2,128 00 136 EO .. _ .. .... 10, 467 85 321 00 17,21 0 1-
Urlmn:t ........ ... ... :v5o 05 j!, 701 10 ........... _ ...... 16,349 10 450 :-20 23,050 45 
_ War-ren ........... ... 7,03716 2,017 4019,130 79 169 30 .. ... ... .. 147 40 28,502 o:; 
Brownsville.......... .. . .. .. .. 5, 000 oo ' .. ' ....... .. . .. .. .. 1, 000 00 5, 000 00 11,000 00 
J cifcr on·• ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . 
95 Utah . . 
96 Utah .. 
!J7 Utah .. 
Ephraim City ................. _ ..................................................... .. 
~~~~; Pi~~~a~t:::::: ::::::::: :::::::: : ::::::::: ::::::::: . _ .. ~~~ _ ~~ . ~·- ~~~ _ ~0 . _ ~·- ~~~- ~~ 
98 Va . .. . 
99 Wis ._ 
100 Wis. _ 
101 Wis._ 
10~ Wis. _ 
Frodcricksburgh .............. 1, 025 73 1, 000 00 ......................... _.. 2, 025 73 
Appleton ............... ....................... ... . .............. · ... .... ............ . 
Jkloit.... .... .. .... .. 886 77 60!l 94 1, 120 32. ........ 14, 800 CO 4, 913 00 22,330 03 
Green Bay. . . . . . . . . . . 7, !l55 01 553 41 1, 1'24 62 .. _ . . . . . . 12, 000 LO 277 20 22, 510 2~ 
Kcuosl1a ......................... ... .. . ___ ..... ......... .. . .............. . 
103 Wis .. Portage*.. ........... .. .. . . . .. 593 19 601 60 .. .. .. .. 5, 500 00 155 00 6, -l!J i~ 
* From last report. 
STATISTICAL 'I'ABLES. 691 
,;eplies to in'quiries 'by tlte United Statr's Bit1;eatt of Ed·ucation-Continued. 
EXPENDITURE. 
Permanent. Cnrrent. 
~ '0 ~rti "'" 2 .-:::. rn ::::1 ::::1 • 0 ;::oo ::::1 
15 
<:!00 oo.., rnrP ,.q 
ca,.l:::: 
8~ :l "'"~ t'g .-og1 oo..:> 0::::~ <l)~ cD "'"' ..,~ 000 •.-<,.q .,... d ai .,_,.::;, ~§ ~ c::l ·~;...., 0+' ho ~o(l h ::<,...!. hc;j ..=> j''"' ]§: ·~-~ ~~ .p ·;; oo o ;.::.. 'i . .... 0 -~ ~ .s a ~[I :::l :::>.. ;.:>~ ..... c-. 
rJ3::>.. 
ce ;::l .., 0 EO 
~ 
0 ~ iii H w. Iii ~ ~ w.rn E-; 
71 '72 73 74 76 77 78 79 so 1 
$5, ~80 00 $350 00 $1, 250 00 $5, 500 00 . -------- . . -- . . ....... .. ..... ........ $1, 686 00$14, 066 00 62 
716 93 100 00 1, 500 00 3, 200 00 $1, 118 15 .. .. .. .. .. $'200 00 $50 00 .. • .. .. .. 6, 885 08 6:.1 
900 00 !li5 00 4, 382 90 442 24 . . . . . . . . . . 2, 349 U2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !l, 250 06 64 
16, 000 00 138 42 1, 600 00 G, 605 00 700 00 . . . . . . . . . . 778 00 155 00 25, 976 42 65 
.. .. .. .. .. 120 00, 1, 800 00 6, 329 15 G, 740 00 .. . .. .. .. . 1, 050 00 100 25 16, 1:19 10 66 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 oo 5, 575 oo 1, 752 94 _ . . . . . . . . . 1, 22'1 u~ 4, ooo oo 12, 652 8B 67 
10, 726 05 350 75 1, BOO 00 6, D!Jfi 00 2, 300 40 .. _....... 1, 5lt J9 400 00 30,085 79 G8 
.. ,), 000 00 200 00 .. . .. .. .. . 2, !l90 00 .. .. .. .. .. $738 47 30:> 15 4, 591 16 69 
2, 000 00 197 40 1, 100 00 2, 750 00 354 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2, 692 33 9, 09:3 73 70 
1, 000 00 .. . . .. .. . !lOO 00 3, 000 GO 450 00 .. .. . .. .. . 300 00 5, 650 00 71 
155 55 1, ~00 00 6, GOO CO 30:0 12 .. .. .. .. .. 1:;9 Gl .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8, 415 31 72 
J7, 805 00 420 00 1, 100 00 4, 4'23 00 4, 44;) 30 4:) 00 2, 400 00 185 00 ...... -.. 30, 824 39 73 • 
1, 200 00 3, 380 00 2:20 00 700 00 ...... - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5, 450 00 74 
1, 055 00 272 49 1, 500 00 7, 071 31 1, 307 17 ...... - .. - 300 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11, 505 98 75 
.................... 1,600 00 7,000 00 .............. . ..... ... ... ...... .... . ......... 8,6CO 00 76 
20, 000 00 . .. . -- .. -. -... . . . . . . 5, 650 00 46 35 454 75 ........... -..... 1, 351 55 27, 502 65 77 
150 00 1, 100 00 4, 28{) 00 225 00 800 00 50 00 .. .. . .. .. -.... .. 6, 605 00 78 
. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 200 oo 6, CiOO oo 350 oo J 50 oo aoo oo .. _ .. .. . .. . .. .. .. s, 600 oo 79 
42, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. 1, 500 00 8, 8G7 50 551 35 ............... _ ................. _ .. 52, 018 85 80 
41 70 1, 800 00 5, 7:.n 30 690 53 108 00 GOB 25 . .. .. _. . . . . . . . . . . 8, 9B5 78 81 
......... - ...... -. .. 1, 000 00 4, 050 00 188 88 80 00 55 80 95 00 4, 722 12 10, 191 80 82 
1, 900 00.......... 680 00 2, 000 00 14;i 00 .. .. .. .. . . 40 00 .......... - ...... 4. 725 00 83 
.. - .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 538 87 3:10 tJ;'j .. ............... - 129 00 4, 998 7:2 84 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 600 00 J, 000 00 300 00 ... .. . .. .. .. . -.. .. .. .......... - .. .. 3, 900 00 85 
1 0, 000 00 200 00 50 00 2, 650 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... _ .. .. _ .. .. . 1, 084 87 13, 984 87 8G 
. -.-...... . . . . . . . . . . 122 40 3, 850 00 225 00 32 00 . -. . . . . . . 325 92 . ... --.-. 4, 55tl 32 87 
... . .... ........... _ 1, eoo oo . _ .... _ .. _. _ ...... ... ..... __ .. _ ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ ... _.. f38 
1K,i0110 .......... 1,:30000 8,fi79G2 2,49GG5 ........ . ................... 59738 32,07-!75 89 
897 5o . ......... 1,ooo oo 7,350 oo J,:>34 G5 . ............. .... ' ................. Jo,-.18215 90 
2, ;;97 94 ... _ ... _.. 1, eoo oo !>, 186 90 2, ~(iO t:o .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 15, 845 G4 91 
8, 294 67 .. .. . .. . .. 1, 800 00 7, 093 00 2, 948 78 .. - .... ..... - .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... -.. 20, ] 36 45 92 
.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•... - 9, 950 00 450 00 500 00 50 00 50 00 . - . -. - . - . 11, 000 00 93 
. ......... ·········· .... ······ . ·-······· ,,,,,, . . - . ··- · - - . ........ - ........ -- .. ··--·-·· ········- · 94 
95 .... 5oo.oo ..... 75-oo :::: :::::: "i,'4oo.oo :::::::::::.:::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: ::::: --i .. o75.oo 96 
97 .. -- silo. 66 :::::::::: ..... 3o- 66 .. i,' ~66-6o . ----94.63 :::::::::: ::::.:::: .. -io. 5i ::: .·::::: --2; i95-i4 ss 
:: ::::::: : :::::::::: ---- ioo · oo .. 7; iioa · oo :::::::: : · :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: ii,· ~e6 · 4 i · i9:294 · 4i ~~~ 
5,00229 .. - ....... 40000 7,50000 G6305 .......... 76500 ........ 3000:? l<J, G3036 l01 
185 00 200 00 6, 075 00 o33 25 .... ... -.. 382 75 40 00 183 69 7, 70 1 C9 102 
387 00 .. .. .. .. .. 200 00 4, 819 00 500 00 75 00 2G2 25 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 6, 243 33 103 








1 .Ala ... 
2 A.la ... 
3 Ual . .. 
4 Fla . .. 
5 Fla ... 
6 Fin ... 
7 Til .... 
8 Ill .... 
!J Ill .... 
10 Ill ... . 
1L Ul ... 
12 Ill- .. . 
13 ill .... 
14 Ill .... 
15 Ill .... 
lG Ill .... 
17 Ill .... 
18 lli .... 
19 lll .... 
20 Ill .... 
2l m .. .. 
22 Ill .... 
23 lll .... 
2-1 In<l . .. 
25 lntl ... 
26 In<l ... 
27 ln<l ... 





TABLE IIT.-Sclwolstatistics of cities for 1872; f1'om ?'eplics to ·inqui?'ies. by the Unite!l Sta.tes Bnreatt of Eclncation-Continucd. 
Cr.ASS C.-CO~I'J:.A.INING LESS TII.A.N 5,000 INUADI'l'ANTS- .Coutinued. 
P AUT 4.-Miscellaneous-Teachers' salaries, statistics of instruction in drawing, music, foreign languages, &c. 
Salaries of teachers."' 
Name of city. In primary schools. 




Principal in high 
schools. 
.Assista.ntR in high 
schools. 
Ungmd<i\ and other 
schools. 
M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. 
3 81 ~2 83 84, 81> 86 S7 88 I 89 90 91 92 
Huntsville ............ $40 00 $40 00 $60 QO $60 00$50 00 .............. $80 00 $60 00$60 00, .............. , ............. . , ........... . 
Tuscaloosa ....................................................................... .................... .. .......... .. 
r.~fi~l;;;,~_; :_: 83:33 g ~ 1°':~ _ _!! g! ·-·: ~ _:: - : :: :i~ !! ~:~ ;; ~ ::::: :~; ;0 • • [ : : 
~E~~l~::::: ::::::::: :::::: 25 i~ ~~ :::::: :::::: !~ ~~ :::::: : ::: : : : : ~~~ :~6 :~~ ~~ :::::: :::::: 5}1 g~ : ::::: : : : :: :: I::: :: :::::: 
Centralia . . . . . . . . . . . . . <13 :13 · 3:1 33 ........... ~ 33 33 . . . . . . 33 33 100 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 33 . ............ . 
Danville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 to 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 00 .............. , ........... . 
Dixon .... ........ . .. . ....... . ......................................................... .. 
El Paso .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 40 00 75 00 75 00 45 00 50 00 
Litchfield ................................................................ . 
Macomb.................... 35 OJ SO 00 45 00 ...... . 50 00 .............. . 
1llendota............... .... .. .. ..... ..... .. .... .. .... . . .. ... .. .. .. .. . ..... . ............................. . ......................... _ ........... .. 
................ , ...... t •• •••• t ••••••••••••• .t •••••• • ·······I· 
~~~J~o:~~~::::::::::·:: :::::: '25'ooto·~r~g ::::::~~~:~~ ai~ ~~ :::::: ---------~f~g ::::::::::~~~:~~ :~6:6~ :::::: :::::::::~~:~3 :::::::~~~~:~~ ~ -----·$4i'66 
Peru .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. b30 5.3 .. .. . . . • .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. b36 90 . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . 62 50 b50 00 ............. . 
Shelbyville .. .. .. .. .. . 30 00 30 00 .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 37 50 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 45 00 ............ .. 
Stcrlin~---------------·----- 4000 10000 ......... ........... 45to50 12500............ 6000 ............. . 




































3:1 Ind ... 
34 Ind .. . 
35 Ind ... 
36 Iowa .. 
37 Iowa .. 
38 Iowa .. 
3!) Iowa .. 
40 Iowa .. 
"41 Iowa .. 
42 Iowa .. 
43 Iowa .. 
44 Iowa .. 
45 Iowa. .. 
4G Iowa .. 
47 Iowa .. 
48 Kans . 
4!) Kans. 




5·1 Ky .. . 
55 Ky ... 
:;Q Ky ... 
57 Ky ... 




6~ Mich . 




6i Mich -1 uwosso ............... ! 26 66 
liS Mich . -
69 Mich . 
70 Mich. 
71 Minn.! VuLuth ......... .. .. . l37 50 
72 Minn . 
73 Minn. 
74 Minn . 
75 Minn. 
76 Minn. 
77 Mo . .. 
78 Mo ... 
7!J Mo . .. 
40 00 33 33 ..•. .. 
37 501. . 28 33 : . • . . . 30 00 
::: :~::::::J ····ii E ;;:;;5E........ 
·35 -4i t~-~r g~ 1 : ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~: ~~~:~~ ~~~~~::~:~~I:~~~~ ; 1:::::::: :~i ~ ~il: ~~; ~;; ~~ ~; ~~ :~~~:~~:~~I;~~~:; 1::::::::: ~~: ~~~::::::::::::: :1::::::-::::: 
50 001 . .... -I 50 001 130 001--- ·--1 65 OOj .• ...•..•.. -··•······· -······•······ ••·•·• 
c Salaries of t eachers in public schools. 
d :For month of 20 days. 





















T.ull.t•: II I.-CLASS C.-rAwr 4 .-School~>latistics of cities for 1872 j ji'OJn ?'cplics to ·inquiries by the United States Bu.1·eau of Ellucation-Coutiuucll. 
Salaries of teacl1ers. 








80 1\Io . .. 
81 1\lo . . . 
82 1\Io .. . 
83 1\lo . .. 
84 NPv .. 
85 1\('V . . 
!'G N .,T 
87 N .• T .. 
T f . I 1,1 primar . scl 1 Principal in grammar .Assistants in grr.m- .Princip:tl in high I .A.ssistn.J.ltS in high I Ungra11cll aml otller l\ amo o CJ ty. · ' .) 100 s. schools. mar schools. scllools . schools. 1:>chools. 
1\L F. 1\f. F. hl. I F. 1\I. F. :M. :F. I 1\f. I ;-
3 181 82 83 84 --;;- 86 8 7 ~ ~ 90 1 91 ~ 
_ . ... .. $5000 .. .......... .............. ...... $50io75 . ... ............................ ...... .... ! ..................... . 
Louis i::tua. . ........... . ~~ 50 37 50 ~37 50 S37 50 .... .. . !37 50 $i5 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . $37 50 $66 GG $4 1 66 
f~~~~\~~c;t~~·~··\·· jli; :: •••••• ••• ::.:: ···~··i~~:i ···:·~ •••••.• ~ · •••••..•..•• ::33:" •••• :: •• •+ •00 7:10 ····~· •••••• •• •33• 331~····. ·~· ~ ••• ···:·· •••••• 
S:l Ohio . . 
8t) Ohio .. 
Oallipolis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 CO ..•.••.. _ _ _ _ 50 00 .. - .. - 40 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 66 . . . . . . 45 00 . ........ . ............... . 
T,aucast\·1"... . ...... . .. . . . . . . 30 83 70 83 31 50 _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 33 . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 ;.o ... ....... . .............. . 
90 Ohio .. Monut V e rnon .. .. .. . . .. . ... 2~1 1(i .. ....... . .. 33 33 ...... .... .. . .. ..... 83 33 ...... ..... . 37 50 . ...... ... .... . ....... .... . 
91 Ohio .. Urb:uw. ............... . . . . . . 30 00 58 !33 50 00 .................................... 83 33 . . . . . . 58 3!3 ... . • .. . .................. 
92 Ollio . . 
9:l 'Tl'X . .. 
!J.J '}.'(' X . .• 
95 Utah. 
!J(j Ut.1h . 
97 Utah . 
~~~r~:b• .•.• ] ••r f •••.•.. :;g: gg ••••••••••••••••••••• ~."I •• $10J •••••.• _,::. ~ • ~ ~;; ~.;: ~ t ~00 ~~~. :5 n 00 •.•..•. :. ~: gg • ~ ••• r to 100 •••.•••••••. 
!)8 Va .... 
99 \Vis .. 
100 Will .. 
101 Wis .. 
10:! \Yia .. 
103 \Yill .. 
~;~~~',~r;~~~~~-~~~1~:::::: -~~-~~ ~ ~~~I 50to~g jg ~~ ~~:::::: ::::: :::::::: : ::::::::: :: ·. :::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ···s3.33t~·i2562 .5otc;6666 
~oloiL .. -.- ........... . ...... , 20 00 to 23 !331 ..... .... .. . 26 66 to 41 66 ...... 21 66 to 33 33 133 3:3 . , ••••...... 62 50 to GG 66 ..•.... : . ... -~- .......... . 
¥g:~~f;!:: :•:•::: • :: :
1
oo 83 to~ ;~1 .: • .. il ~~ ~ ··: ::: :::: : " . _:~ l~ •:::: 3i 5o . il l:1 :::: ~ :: ::: : ~ <:: • 






































TABLE IlL-CLASS C.-PART 2.--Schoolstatistics of cities fol' 1872; f1·om ?'epl·ies to inq1tiries by the Unitecl Skttes Bu1·ea1.t of Education-Continued. 
~ , Stato. 
.0 s 
:::1 z 
rn• 2·~.s rn <.) "' 6 ~~ fD fD ~8 ""' ~ 
•..-< 
~-~ S.,.. ''"'-+" ·p, :a ~~~ "' 5'§ "''" p t:'O :::1 ~.o.J p • p • _g:.S .E~ s Ap s:; AP +-'..<=< AS A§ p,..::l ..... s PtJJ <.) OOtJJ rn t:IJO Schools in which draw· ~·~ .-.fn a~ <+-<P Schools in which Ger- <+-<S Schools in which <+-<P Name of city. I ~-13 "-<::;~<.> o,..... 0~ o..., 0~ ...... ~-~~ ~0 ing- is taught. ...... ~ cilp ;,..og p+-' t)~Q man i_s taught. ~0 Frencll is taugllt. tR J5 g.~ "' "' <.)<,l <> o ;...<.> 'S 8:g~ Pp o""' .0~ ..... -~ p·l'""'l·;n .Op s-s ::;~9 t:.O s -~ ~ Sp roW ~-S ~ S·"' 8P.Q PA "' <.> p Ul P·.-< -~ p ;:::: z z z H z H z z z 
1 2 3 93 94 95 96 I 97 I 98 I 99 100 101 102 103 104 
- · I I 1--1-- 1--1--1 1--/ 1--
1 Aln. ... 
2 Ala ... 
3 Cal .. . 
4 Fla ... 
5 Fla . .. 
ti Fla ... f~~~~~~· < ~ ,: <~ 2 ~:.nF/YU Y :u ;; .97 ~·· L ; ~y~~yy l T :y: < UL~Y \ :~:.:: 
7 lll .... 
8 Ill .... t:~~~li:::::::::::::: ...... ~0 :::::::::: -~~~~.::::::::::::::::·::: ----~~ - ~~:: :::::: -~~:: :::::::: -~~~~::::::::: :~ ~:: :::::: .... . ~ :: ... .. ... ............... . 
!) m ... . Canton............... 4 5 ...... .. ......... . .............. No . . ...... No . ............ -: .................................................... .. 
10 m .... 
11 Ill .... 
12 Ill ... . 
1:-l Ill . ... 
14 Ill .... 
15 Ill .. .. 
lG Ill ... . 
17 lll ... . 
18 lll .... 
1!) Ill ... . 
20 Til ... . 
21 Ill .... 
::!2 Ill . ... 
23 Til .... 
IN Ind .. 
2:) Ind ... 
2G Ind ... 
27 Ind . .. 
28 Ind ... 
29 Ind ... 
30 Ind ... 
3 1 Ind ... 
32 Ind ... 
~~!f::::_: :: : ' 2 ::::: 1 ~·-·~,y : :: ::: ::: :~~: 1:~: :~~:: : ~~l:"Y ·.· :. .~ ~~gh··· . ::. :: ::::: 
Litchfield ........... . . ................ . ............... .... . .. .... .. ..... -.... - . . .. . . ... . . . . .. .... · . . .... .. . ........ . ..... . ..... . 
~~J;r \;:;: ~~::: : •• •• :: j •• : •••••• ' ~~f;, J,~m~\ ••••• ::: ~~ : ;:l•·· ::: • !t ••••• : ;: • ~i~~ ~~~ f~~:~::: ~ ••••• · · ·~~ · ••••• : j::: •• •. •-: • •1•: :: • 
~i~l~~~~:::::::::::::: ... .... ~ ::::::: ~: : ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ·::::: :::.::::·--··--····· 
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TAJ3LE IlL-Cuss C.-PART 4.-Sclwolstat~stics of cities fot· 1872 j fronH·eplies to inquiries by the Unitccl States Bttt·eau of Education-Continued. 
~ I Stato.l 
1 1 2 I 
33 Iud .. . 
:H Iuu .. . 
35 lnu .. . 
36 Iowa .. 
37 Iow~-
38 Iowt~ .. 
39 !own .. 
40 Iow:-a .. . 
41 !own .. . 
42 Iowa .. 
43 [own. .. 
41 Iowa .. 
4!) Iowa .. 
46 Iown. .. 
47 Iowa .. 
48 Kans . 
49 linus . 
50 Knus . 
51 lLws . 
52 Knus . 
5:J Knns . 
5-t Ky .. . 
55 Ky .. . 
56 Ky .. . 
57 Ky .. . 
58 Mo .. . 
5\1 Mich 
GO Mich . 
Gt "i\lich 
G:2 1\lich . 
ti:l :lli<·h 
Iii \li!·h 
li ~• \I il'lt 
Ul I 'Mith 
a>_:. .5·i;.S cc <:) CD ~ rn- a:J a:J -o -CIS 
§<.> s:l:n -~ rJ) -~c.) ~<>" "P.i:: ·p_ ·p_ '"01-< ~~~ g.~ ;j ~·qj i::l Q) i::l. i::l • Be e:; >='<o ~~ >=><s ~=-.§ P..{l ..... i::l §'Bl rl)CJ) "'t:J;O Schools in which uraw- 't -~ ... s .... c Schools in which Ger. ~e Schools iu which ...,s:~ '+-<s:~ ~.;:l <:). d~ o_ s~ 0~ 0~ Namo of city. ~ - ;:: ~ ~,g 6'o ing is taught. ;.....~ ~--<2 ., ..... ~ ~ -~ man is taught. ~0 French is taught. tR .8 ~cD 0 '0 C) CIS oo ~-&3 ,<:> o. ..... ""' ,<:>s:l o"'"' PI> p·~ (/) ,<:>>:l P>=l 
s~ 82::1:l~ E·~ I> Ss:~ .::: El -~= S·~ 
i'l"~ 
i::l P.,Q) <:) i::l ~-~ :::.::<13 i::l i::l 
z z • ~ (/) ~ "' ~ z z H H -- -- --- ----------
1.104 3 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 
------
~J~J.~~y·.: · ~::~ ;:\: ;;:· ;::t·Fo:·:~ 35' ~h f ~L > ~~HH+W< 5 E/=:= :: r =::: 
~~~~1i~1~:~~:::·.:::·: ....... ~!· ......... ~ :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::· -~~~: :::: :: -~~:: :::.:::: 'i~-~ii::::::::::::::::::: ::::: : : ..... ................... . 
h~~!;;;:= -~ = ,{~~~~ -=, :::: : :· ·: : = ,;; ;52 ~' : ~ .• L~:.,LL,:·~~ :::., :: ~ ~:_= ~:::: :::: 
Oskaloosa............. 175
1 
25 Intel'mediate anu pl'im'y 400 Yc:> 500 Yes 25 High and ungradcu..... 60 ... ................ ... .. .. 
~~~i~I·g·:· + : l ::=:=:] fn~P. ~ HH : ~F '56 ~WET f:~~ //// } : :: := =- = :::·: 
Fort Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. __ . ~ .. ___ ... _ .. . __ ... _ ... _. _ 
~~J~~!;f~~gFH U 15 ~%\\ 1. FlF.CFY! ~) :11;; __ ::: ~~. :: S t::r H ! UH :~~t t;~:>HX\ ;); 
Unllrnl"oll ..... . . . .... . 2 .......... Intermediato ...... ·.... .. 40 Yes 150 No . Hi•· ll 
g~£1~;i~:~!~~ :_:_:_:_::::: . -- ... ig .. -...... ~: ~~~~: ~~~ :: : ~~ ~ ~ ~:: :::::: :::::: : ~~:: :::::: :~< : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ii~t-~~~: ~~·~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~: .... ~~ - ~f~k-~~~: ~~-~~~~~· . --- ~~ 
lltlladalo ..... ......... 10 6 llighanuintcrmodiato.. 200 No .. ..... . No.. . Ri~h 12 ......................... . 
~·:::~;lr,~:~f :::::::::::: ... .. .. ~ ::: ::::::~\ g!.i~::~~-~~(~:~;~i~;;i.:: ·--~~~ -~f:l::: ::: -~F :::::::: ~tit~::::::::::::::::::::----~~ -~f~f ::::::::::::: :~~~~~ 
N lh·11 . •• • .. . . . . . 3\ 1 Prinuu-y 53 
N .... · · - .... -..... H 1gh and grn.mmnr.... . 4;> 1l1gh . . . .. . . . . . .. 10 













































7:l Minn . 
'14 l\liun. 
75 · Miuu . 
76 Miun . 
77 M.o ... 
7d Mo ... 
79 Mo ... 
80 Mo ... 
81 :llo ... 
82 hlo ... 
~3 Mo ... 
84 Nev .. 
85 Nov .. 
86 N . .r .. 
87 N . .J .. 
88 Ohio .. 
89 Ohio .. 
9') Ohio. 
91 Ohio .. 
92 Ouio .. 
93 Tex ... 
94 Tex . .. 
95 Utah 
!J(j Utah . 
97 Utah. 
!)8 Va . ... 
!)!) Wis .. 
100 Wis .. 
lOt Wis .. 
102 Wis .. 
103 Wis .. 
r;~~#. ~ • • • • ·• --- ·- -·: • .. : .. :: ~ • ~5:7\nnd T: • •••·r; . :~· • • •:. :t · •: · :: •: · . :::~ ... : ~.;~~~-· ·. :1- ... :1. ::~:- :: • • • • ·: · • • ·~::: :! 
~~~~~t:_:_:_:_:_:_: :::::: ..... _ -~ ::~~ -::: :~ -~~~~~r:~~~:~~~~:~~~j~:: ___ ~~~ -~~~: : ::~~~ -~~:: :::::::: -~~-~;-~~~: ~~-~~~~~~:~~~ ~: ---~~~,--- _________________ 
1 
_____ _ 
~~~~~~~L1:~~l~~ :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: -~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~:: . ~~-~~~ -~~~- -~·- ~~: -~~:: :::::::: rJ~t ::·:::: ::::::::::::: ----~~: ~~~~:-:-:-:-::: ::::::: ::::~~ 
Chillicothe. _. ________ . . - - .. - _ .. -- ... --- . ____ ... _____ . _____ . __ .. __ .... - . . . .. _ . . . . . . . . . ... _ .. __ . ___ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ . ______ . ____ . 
Inclepeudouco ................. ----·-·--- ··--------- - ·-----·--··--· ·----· Yes 600 No .. ---··-· All. ____________________ _ 
.Jefferson City . ___ . __ .. -.-.- ... -- . . ----- . _ ... ___ ... _. _____ . _ ... __ .. _ .......... . __ . . . ....... _. _. _ .. _ . .. __ .. _ ....... . _ .. ____ _ 
Louisiana.............. 6 ..... ... •. Primary·-----·-------- · 400 Yes . 460 Yes . 30 High,inter.,andgram .. 
Macon ... ___ .--- __ . __ . --- .. -- . .. - .. -·- -- Primary ... __ .. ___ . .. __ . 1~9 Yes. 478 Yes. 32. _ .. ___ .. __ ... _ .. _______ ·•·--- _ . .. ____ _ 
\Vostport .. . _ ...... __ . '.-- ... - .. --.--.- .. ·-- __ .... ___ --- _- ... _ ..... ----- . . -·- ..... __ .... ... . __ .. _ ... __ .. .... __ .. __ .. _ .. __ __ -·· 
Austin ... ... ·---·- ..... --·.--·.--·------ Grammar---- -- . --·· . . . 6 -----· ·----- No ... - ... _ .. Gra.mmar. - - ·· .. ·------. 
Hamilton ... ___ .- ---- .. -- .. - . . ---- -- .- ... ____ . ·-- ________ . . __ . .... --.--. ·-- __ ....... ·--- _ . . _ .... _ .. --· ___ . . _ ... --·· _______ .. 
1
. ____ _ 
t~l:~~i_c_ ~i_l·~:: :::::: : :::::::: :::::::::: .?.~~~~~~~~::::::::: :::::: :::::: -~~:: :::: :: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::1::::::::::::::::::::1:::::: 
~I~::r:on•••••·• •••••:·; •·•••••••: -~~~~~~j;4~"y•• •••~! •~~: ••·~--!~. ••••·•~ ·~;r••••••••··••·•-••••• ••••:: ~~~m.·.~~~.,~--··:l 
~~~~~~~-~~~~::::::::: :::::::: :::::;:::: ::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::1::::: 
Mount Pleasant. ___ .... -. -·- ... -- ··--- -- ____ . · ------ --- __ .. _ .. - -· - --- -- --- --. ---- -. 
~~~~72\ •••  :::::::: •• ! • • •!!:,. ~h'h,unh'"~ .:&;~,.,: ; ~;·f • ~~:. ::: ~:1. ~: •1,•:: • ·1: ~;i~:: • :•: • •:.:::: · :: :: · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 50 •. ---·--.---·.-.--.- ·· ·-----





















698 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
Cities of Class C from which no information has been received. 
State. 
.Alabama . ...... . ....... .... .......... . 
.A!nlJama, ...•..... . .................... 
Alabama ......................... .... . 
Geor~ia .... .... . .... ... .. .. .......... . 
Illinois .............................. .. 
Illinois ............................... . 
Illinois ... : . .... ............ .......... . 
Inrliana .......... ... ............ ...... . 
Iowa . ............... . ....... : ......... . 
Iowa ........... . ................. ..... . 
Iowa ............... .... .. . ...... ..... . . 
t;t~itsLi~~~::::::::::::::: :·:::::::::::::: 
~t~~~~~~a: :::: ::: :. ::::::::: : : ::::::::: : 
m~~~~t~~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
New Jersey . ............ ........... ... . 
Korth Carolina, ....................... . 
Korth Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Tennessee ............................ . 
Tennessee ............................ . 
'J'ennessee .... .. ......... . ........ .... . 
Texas ....... ........... ...... ...... .. . 
Utah .. .. ..... .............. ....... .. . . 
~i~~o~k::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
I 
Name of city. 
Eufaula .................................. ... . 
Talladega .... ....................... · .......... . 
Tuscumbia ................................... . 
Athens .................. : .. . ................. . 
.Anna .. .' ............ ..... · ····················· 
Champaign .......................... .. ........ . 
Waukegan ............. . .......... . ........... . 
Crawfordsville ................................ . 
Glenwood ..................................... . 
Maquoketa .......... ..... :., ................ . 
~g~~ac~~~~---·.·.·.·.·.::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: · 
Donalc1sonville . . .. .. .. .. .. ................. .. 
Corunna ....... ............................... . 
Saint Cloud ............. • ............. ._ ....... . 
Columbus . ............................. . ...... . 
Grenada ............................... . ...... . 
Treasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .... ... . 
Harrison .......... .... ........................ . . 
Charlotte .................................... . 
l!'ayetteville .................................. . 
Columl.Jin. ....................... . .......... ... . 
Murfreesborough ...... ....................... . 
Shelbyville . .... . . . ........................... . 
vVaco .................................. . ..... . 
Logan ........................................ . 
Vergennes .................................. .. 
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3 ~ ~ .s m 
0 ~ ~ 
c; a:> 
H 
1 Normal departm't Tallarlegn, College. Talladega, .t.Ja.. _ . . _ --- 1870 N. N. Safl'ord- ------------ ------ ~ ------ ------ 515!' · 14 1. & (). --- --- -----1-- ---- --- .. -- - --- · · ----
2 Pine Dlufi Normallnshtute .... __ .. _ Pine Bluft~ ArL ____ .. 1870 M. IV hlartiu _____ .. __ .. --.-- -- .. - ----- 3.. 40 . __ .. , ... ____________________ .. 




G, .. !Cll l:.l:J 41: .. .. .... ---- 270 40 230 .... ----
4 Com1ccticnt Stato Normal School. ___ Nf'w Britain, Conn. __ . 1850 I. N. Carleton, .d..U . ----. 12, 000
1 
.. ---- ---- -- 5' 51
1 
149 --- -- -- ---- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ----
I • 
~~ 
5 Normal UniYer sity .... -- __ _______ .. Wilmington, Del ______ 1866 J. C. ITa• kn css, _,c\. hl ... _ .. - ... -- ....... -- 10 8 ::! 3~, 1 1 13 5 8 5 8 
6 Normal ~lcp't llow::ml University ... \Vnshingtou, D. C _. __ . 1?67 A. L. Barber, A. M --.--- ---- · ----- ----- fi 6 ::38
1 
8 30 -- · ---- ---- 171 8 9 ---- ---
7 E:nn~clical Lutheran Teachers ' Sem- .Allclison, Til _ .. __ . _____ ltl64 G. C. W. Lindemann .. __ . . --.. ---- - ----. 4 - .
1 
4 . . -. -- .. --. . ... __ .. -.. 150 150 __ .... -. ----llHll-y. 
e So~1thcrn TI!inois Normal University Carbo1Hlale,TII ---- ---· 1869 ______ ------- --- --- ------- ----- ·~ ------ · ----- 4 ·:· -- ---- . ---1---- ------------ ------ --- ____ , ____ , __ __ 
!J Cluca.rro Normal School.--- ... _______ Chicago, Ill __ _______ __ ltl71 E. C. Delano--~ ....... __ ..... - .. -- .. -- - .. - .. 5 ;,1.. G4 i. .. . . .. . 24 . .. .. .. 
10 CookCouJJtyNormulS~lrool. .... .. .. Englewood,Il! ........ 1867D.i:3.Wf'ntworih ............... 1;!,GOO .. .. .. 5 51. U5: 60 6!1 ....... . 85 17 G8~- ---~---· 
11 N ormnl <lepartme.·n t Etireka College . Enreka. , Ill . __________ . 1855 .t.\. M. 1': cston ... ___ . ___ .... __ .. .. .. . .. .. 6 u·l ~5~-- . .. . .. . --.. 6 L 42 1!:J 42 1!J 
12 Northwestern German-English Nor- Galena, IlL------------ 1868 J. vVeruli ---------------- ...... ------ ------ 6 6 62 35 JO ...... ____ 15 11 4--------rual School. · 
13 N~rm_alrlcp't' Northwest~rnC_ol!ege. Na,penille,Ill ............. Rev. A . A.Smith......... ...... ...... ...... . .. 201 14 6 ... ... ! .... ______ ... ,. -- ;-,-- -- ·---
1~ Illm~1s State ~. ro~·~nl Umvers1ty .... Nor~al, Ill ...... ·---·· 125._7 Tiirhn.rr1 Edwards, pres .. . 28,705 . .... . ______ 13,13;-- li?2 . 2~! 52 29----1---- 20~ 9J 10; ---- ---
b Peon a. Cotm t} Nor ma,L School . -- _ _ _ _ Peon a, Ill . __ .... ______ 18h8 s. II. White __ . ___ .. _.. . . . 4, 600 .. ____ -. __ . __ 4 4
1
.. <J7/ ..,o 7 __ .. .. .. 1G 1 L.J ---- ----
16 Ind!ana. State Normal S~hool .. ----.- 'l'e!Te Hante, Ind .. . __ 1867 W. A. Jones, prcsidr>nt __ . 5, 00 .. __ ........ 10 .. .. 96i __ .. __ ........ _ ... . ·. 19 .. -- ---- ---- --- · 
17 Normal department Iow.1. College .... Grmnell, Iowa __________ .. Rev. G. F. Marrouu, D. D .... __ .... __ .. ____ .. 5i.. .. 204 __ .. __ .. __ .. __ ... - .. ------ -- .... - --- ----
18 Nm·mal department Iowa ~nive1·sity Iowa City, Iowa .. ___ ._ 1855 s N. Fellows~ .. __ .. . . _. . _. _ ... ____ ... ___ . 2
1 
~ , -- 16: .. -- __ -- ........ ---- 172 501 122 9 1 
l!J Normaldepartment"Wb.lttwrCollegc Salem, Iowa------·--- ... C.C.Peckett&D.S.Wright . .... .. ___________ 5. 1-- 1051 ______________ .... ---------- .... ---· ----
20 KaJ!sas i::lt.'lto Normal School .... _. Emporia, Kans _ ... _ _ 1865 G. \V. Ross A. M ..... __ 11, 000 ___ .. __ .... !i Gr 1::J9... . _ . . . . . . .. 22 8 14.--- -- -
21 Lcannworth State Normal School Leavenworth, Kans ___ 1870 J. A. Banfield, A. M __ .. _ _ 6, 000 .. ____ ... __ _ G --ti'!.. 56
1
. 35 15 6 .. .. .. .. 25 1 24 ---- 5 
2-2 Ng;m~f~l~~s~rtmentBereaCollege ... Berea, Ky ------------ ___ HenrvR.Cbittenden,A.B --·--- ------ ------ .J.! .. --- -------- .... ---- --·· ------ ---- -·--
23 Normo.lcourseGeorgetownCollege .. Georgetown, Ky -----· .... Rev.N.M.Crawford,D.D., ------ ------ ----- - --1--:-- ------------ --· · ---- ---- ----- ----!---· 
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~~ .., ..... 
~~g 
,q"' ~ 
r-: 0"' I:Q 
~~~ "' p 
8 
-~-
~ cP ;:I 
c; . ~ a) 
.3 c; 8 ~ 8 0 0 o;j "' E-i ~ f.i:'l ~ R 
2-1 LonisvilleTrniuingScbool .......... LonisYille,Ky ......... l87l Hiram Roberts .. ............... ...... D,OOO 6 6 .. 30 30 .... ........ 1 13 . ... 13 ... . 
23 Straight Uuiversit.y Normal dep't ... New Ol'lea,ns, La ..... 1S!i!) S. S . .Ashley ........... _ .................... 4 4.. 14 4 !) J ............................ .. 
2G Eastern State K ormal School..... .. . Castine, Me ....... .... 18Gi G. T. Fletcher .... _....... 5, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 6 1 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 56 24 32 ...... .. 
27 WcsteruMaincNormalSchool ...... l<'armin!:!ton,Me .... ... l 864 C.C.}{ounds .. .... .... ... 6,000 ............ 7 61111 GS 43 ............ 157 49 108 ...... .. 
28 Normal dcp'tMaine Centrallnstitute Pittsfield, Me .. ............ George B. Files, A.B ....... .... ............ 8 .. .. 33 18 10 5 ............................ .. 
2!l Os.fortl Normal Institute ............ South Paris, Me ..... .. 18-19 H. E. Swasey ......................... 1, 0001910 !) 107 48 59 ................................ .. 
3 l Howard Normal ~~chool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baltimore, Md ........ 18G4 ... _ . _ .... .. .. _ ... __ .... _. . 2, 000 . •.. -. . -.. . . 5 . . 5 230 . _ ... _ ........ _ ...... _. _ . . . .... _ . .. .. ... _ . 
31 Maryland Stato Normal School ...... Baltimore, Md ..... _ .. 1863 M.A. Newell ............ _ 9, 500 .... .. .... . 9 7 2 122 5-1 50 18 9 .. .. 141 20 121 1. .. . 
32 City Normal School .... ............. Boston, Mass .............. L. Dunton, (bead master) .................. _ ................................ .... . _ .......... . .. . 
:13 Girls' High and Nor·mal School* . .... Boston, Mass ..... ..... 185~ ............... . ......................... _ ... 24 .. .. 55t . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ......... . 
31 Bri!ll!ewater State Normal School. .. Bridgewater, Moss .... 1840 A. G. Boyden ............. 12,500 ........ _ .. _ 8 8 .. 181 119 55 7 . ... . . .. 1. 167 ........ .... .. .. 
35 S~'l.te Norma I School . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Framingham, Mass .... 18~9 Ann!e E. Johnson ..... _ .. 10, 000 ............ 10 7 3
1
10t 46 49 13 . •... --. 1, 3!_~ . _ ............. . 
36 StnteNormalSchool ................. Snlcm,Mass ... ....... l&J4 DamelB.Hagar,Pb.D .. ............... . ... lO ... 170 64 98 8 ..... 618 .... (178 ...... .. 
37 Wcstfiolll Stato Normal School ...... West.ticl<l, Mass ....... lth9 .......... _ ............... ll, 545 ............ 9 8 1 .. . .. .. .. _.. .. .. .. .. 1, 200 350 850 250 (i50 
:l8 Worcester Normal &Traiuiug Scllool WorcestQr, Mass ...... Hl6E' Rebcoca.Joucs ........... ............ 1, 2:JO 1 1.. 15 15 ... .... .... .... 45 .... 45 ...... .. 
3!! Michigan State Normal School ...... Ypsilanti, Micll ....... 18-47 Prof. Joseph Esta.brook ... 10, 000 ........ _... 9 .. .. 296 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. 300 .............. .. 
40 SoconnSLateNormalSchool. ........ Mankat.o,lvlinu ....... 18GB Julirt.A..Sears .............................. 7 52 204 .... .... .... .... .... 43 .............. .. 
41 '.rbir<l Normal School. .... - .......... ~aiut <.:loud, Minn ..... 1BG!l Ira Moore ....... _........ 6, 000 .... .. .. .. .. 5 5.. 52 34 18 ...... _ .. _.. 35 6 29 1. _ .. 
42 First State Normal School. .......... ·winona, Minn ........ 1864 W. F. Phelps ............. 10. 000 ............ ll 11 .. 132 58 74 .. .. .. .. .. .. 143 34 10!) ...... .. 
4:1 Mississippi State Normal School .... !lolly Springs, Miss ... 18j'O M. E. Hun tor .. _ ..... _.... 5, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 3 .. 79 40 30 9 .................. __ ........ .. 
4<1 Normal <ll•p't Tou~oloo Univor11ity .. Tougaloo, Miss ... ..... l tj7l A. J. Steele ....... _....... 4, 000 . . . • • . . . . . . . 6 (j • • 55 40 15 
1a Normnldopnrtrncnt 1\IcGce Colloge . <.:olicge .Mound, Mo ......... r. B. Mitchell, D. D .. _ ............ _... .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 .. _ ...... • .......... · · ............ .. 
411 Normnl College ]\I i!lSOt1l'i Unh·crsit.y . <.:olnrubia., Mo . ........ 18fi7 D:wicl Rend LL.D....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.. .. 52 37 · .. 8 .. · 7 ................ · .......... · · 
47 Normal ~~rpart_ !'':t Linrolu Institute J~fl'crs~u City, Mo ..... 1870 M. Ilenry SZ:titb .. _ ........................ _ .. .. .. 20 20 ..... _ .. : ::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
:~ ~or th ~l~lljou\' Slalil Nonoal Sdi'Ool. Ku·ksnllo, Mo ....... 1867 J. Balli. win ............ _ .. 5, 000 ............ 1512 3 434 282 115 37.... .. .. 40 37 3 ...... .. 





































51 )TolJrnska Stnte Normal Scbool ..... 
5~ New Rampshiro StateN or mal School 
5:1 l~arullln Preparatory SchooL ....... . 
5·l Now Jrrsov State Normal SchooL .. . 
55 New York'State Normal School . ... . 
56 State Normal School ............... . 
57 State Normal School ...... ...... .. . . 
58 State Normal aml Trainin~ School .. 
59 Fredonia State Normal ana Training 
School. 
60 State Normal and Training School .. 
61 :Normal College of City of Now York 
62 Oswego State Normal and Tntining 
School. 
63 Stato Normru and Training School. . 
64 Normal dep't Cllamborlain Institute . 
65 Northwestern Ohio Normal School .. 
66 Citv Normal Scbool. --- .... ......... . 
67 McNeely Kormall:lchool ............ . 
68 National Normal School. . .. .... .... . 
69 We!ltern Reserve Normal School . .. . 
70 Normal dep't 1\lonnt Union Coll<'ge .. 
71 Preparatory dcp·t Oberlin College .. . 
72 Orwell Normal Institnto ........... . 
73 Northwestern Normal School. ...... . 
74 Ohio Cent.ral Normal School . . .• . .. . . 
75 NormalSchoolWilberforcoUni\ersit\ 
76 Normal dep't Pacific Unh·ersity ... .". 
77 Bloomsbm-gh State NorJ.:Jal ScliooL . . 
78 Northwest<'rn Stato Normal SchooL. 
7!1 Koye;tone State Normal School ... .. . 
80 Normal clcp't Lincoln Uni,et•sity .. . 
81 Ponnsylvanin, State Normal School .. 
82 Millersville Stato Norma l School . . . _ 
83 Sonthwcstern Normal SchooL ... . _ .. 
84 Cumberland VallcyStatoNor'l School 
85 Rhode Island Kormal School ...... _. 
86 Normal class Avery Institute .. .... . 
87 Le Movno Normal SchooL ..... ..... . 
88 Normal class Fisk Universit.v ..... . . 
89 Normal department Central Tennes-
P eru, N cbr ....... .. ... 18G~ T. J. Morgan . .............. ____ . . . . . . . . _ _ 5 5 _. 105 B.'i 15J 5 ___________ .... _ .. __ . . __ -~- __ • 
Plymoutb,N.R ..... .. 1d70 S.H.Peall,A.M ..... .. 13.000 ...... 17,000 7 52 102 96 6 ___ ... 15 3 12 -....... . 
Beverly,N.J ......... 185(i J.F.Street,A.M ------- 1.200 ...... ---- -- 7 G 1 38 22 7 9........ 16 3 13 .. . .... . 
Trenton,N.J . . ........ I855L.M.Johnsou,A.M ..... L5,000 ...... .. ... . 1H2 1192 104 68 20 2 3 495 98 397 ....... . 
Albany, N.Y .......... 1844 Joseph Alden, D.D. ,LL. D. 18. 000 ... .. ....... 1515 . . a488 ... . .•• .. .. ..... _... 1, 836 .. _ . . _________ .. 
Drocl,port,N. Y ....... 186 Prot:F.B. Palmer,A.M .. 25,207 . ................. 196 ...... .... .. ---- .... 47 15 37 ___ _ ... . 
Bufi'alo, N . Y. __ . . . . . 1867 Hom·_y B. Bnckham, A. M 875 . . . . . . . .... 1111
1
.. 84 . - . ... . . ..... .. .. ...... .. . ..... .. .. ... . . 
Cortland, N. Y ....... l8G9 J. H. Hoose, A. M . . .... . 18, 000 .. .. ........ 15 15 . . Hl7 160 29 8 1 5 74 11 63 _. _. 5 
Fredonia,N.Y ........ l 869I J.W.Armstrong,D.D .. . 18,000 . . ...... . . . . 1616 .. 179112 35 32 .. .. 3 57 2 55 ....... . 
GeneReo, N. y ____ . ___ .,18721 \Villiam J. Milne, A . M . . . ,18, 000, ..... . , . ..... ,17,17, .. , 1351 631 451 27
1
.- - -
Now York City, N.Y . . 1870 Thos. llnntcr, A .M., pres ...... . . ...... ..... 28 27 1 . _ .. ..... ____ ... _ .. _ 
Oswego, N. Y ....... . . 1861 E. A . Slleldon, A . M ... .. . 18, 000 . ... . .. .. .. _ l:l12 1 221 .. .. ______ .. _. __ , ___ _ 
101 41 61_ -- -1 ---384 -.. - 384 -.. - -... 
484 43 441 -.-- -- .. 
Potsdam, N.Y .. ...... 1869 M.McVicar,Ph.D.,LL.D. 18, 000 ..... . . . .... 1414 . . 249 .. .. .... -- -- ... . ____ 22 1 21 ...... .. 
!ct~?~£f~-~--~::::::: l~~¥ !~s-.fe~~·~l~;~~~·-~--~: ::: ::: :::::::::::: 1~ ·5 ·5 "2i4 "i59 ""5i ···4 ·: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cineinnati,Ohio ....... 1869 D eliaA.Lathrop .. ... ..... ..... . ... .. ------ 5 5 .. GO---- ... . . ....... ____ .................... .. 
Hopedale, Ohio ... .... . 1tl55 EclwinRogaL ... ... ..... . ......... . .. . . .... G G .. 72 52 14 6 .. . . ... . 49 28 21 ....... . 
Lebanon,Ohio ........ . 1855A.Holbrook ............. .. .......... . .... . . 1515 . . 351256 85 10 . ...... 214163 51 .. . .... . 
Milan, Ohio .. _ ... _ .... 1832 Delia. Palmer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 ... _ ..... .... .. _ ... __ .. _ .. ___ . _____ _ _____ . _. ___ _ 
Mount Union, Ohio .... 1846 Rev.O.N. Hartshom, LL.D .. ..... . . ... ...... 11 8 3 307 234 52 21 18 7 4, 201 __ .. 
Oberlin, Ohio .......... 1833 RT. Cross ............... ----- - --- -· - . ... .. 7 7 .. 150 60 50 40 . .. ... . .. ... ... ... , .... , . .. . , ... . 
Orwell,Ohio .... . ..... . 18G5 H.U.Johnson .. .. . ... .. .. . ... .. -- ---- ..... . 3 3 .. 33 25 5 3.... .... 11 6 5 ....... . 
Republic,Ol1io ........ l870.J.F.Richard --·--- ---- -- --- -- --·-····-···· 7 7 . . 363 343 17 3........ 9 6 3 G 3 
Worthingtm1, Ohio ........ William Mitchell, A .M., ------ ----- - .. .. . . 9 __ 4 156 78 78 . .. .. .. . ___ ...... . ....... . . . .. .. . 
and John Ogd-en, A .M. 
Xenia, Ohio ..... . _ .. .. 1872 D. A. Payne...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 4 28 20 8 .. .. . _ . . _____ .... _ __ . . __ ___ ... _. _. 
Forest Grove, Oreg. __ . 1870 A. J. Anderson......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7 _ _ 5 5 _. _ _ _. _ . ___ . __ _ __ . ___ ___ .. __ . ______ _ _ 
Bloomsburp:h, Po. .... .. 1869 John Hewitt . ........... . 25,00054,000------ 14 9 5 .. . . -- -- ... . .... 3 .... 23 12 11 4 ... . 
Edinborough,Pa .... . . 1861J . .t\.Cooper . .................. ... ........ .. 8 8 .. 123100 2:> . .. . 1. ... 1CO 45 55 ...... . . 
Kutztown, Pa ......... 1866 A . R. Home........ . ... . . 900 ...... . ..... 11 10 1 285 250 30 5 1 . . . . 43 39 4 ___ ... .. 
Lower Oxford, Pa ..... 1867 J.B.Rendall ----------- -- 2,500 ...... ------ 4 4 .. 31 12 9 10 . ... ...... . .. . ___ .... 14 ... . 
Mansfleld,Pa . ........ l862 C.H. Torrili,A.M . ..... . . -- --- - -- --- - ...... 1212 .. 175 25 125 25 2 .... 146 58 88 . ... ----
Millersville, Pa .. .... .. 1859 Edward Brooks.--. -- . . .. 15,000 ..... . . .. ... 23 22 1 495 350 100 45.. . . . .. . 260 168 92 ...... .. 
~~l1~~~!t'u~~h):>~:::: i873 g~r:Ch:P~rJ;!~~~--~ : :: :: :::::: ::: ::: ~ : ::: : tf :: :: - ~~~ :::. :::: :::: :::: ·::: ::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::: 
Providonco,RI. ...... l87 l J.C.Greenough .......... l1,500 ... .. .... .. . 17 512 130 75 55 ........ 8 24 3 21 . ...... . 
Chm·leston,f:i.C .... .. . 18G8 M.A.Warren .... .. : ....................... 3 3 .. 92 37 31 24. ....... 11 7 4. ...... . 
~~iiSli::~:~::::::: t!H t.-lj!~~~~:_:_~~::::::::: ::::~: :::::::::::: 1~1~ :: 1~~ ~! i~ 1!:::: :::: :::::~ :::~:::: ::: :: ::: see College. · 
90 State Normal SchooL .. ...•....... --- Castleton, Vt ........ __ 1869 R. G. Williams . ................. ------ 400 4 4 . . 
91 State Normal SchooL ... .. .. . ... ..... Johnson, Vt . ..... .. . . . 1867 H.S.Perrigo . .... . . •.. ... . 1, 000 .. ... . ------ 8 53 "I ~ 6--- - ---· --- - 26 2 24 - --- ·----92 State Normal School . .... .......... . . Randolph Centre, Vt __ 1867 Edward Conant.......... 1, 000 100 . . . . . . 6 4 2 93 Hampton Normal Institute . . .. . .... Bampton, Va, . . ___ . _ . . U~68 S.C. A rmst.rong ..... ... .... ... ....... ..... . 14 14 .. 
94 RichmonclNormal SchooL. .......... Richmond. Va .. ... ... . 1867 R.M.Manly . .. ....... . .. . -- -- -- ------ ---- 55-- .. 
95 StateNormalSchool ... ....... . ..... Fairmont,W.Va . . ... . IBG7 ,J.G.Blair,LL.D .. ..... .. 3,200 ... ... 30010 8 2 
96 StorerNormalSchool ............ c •. Rarper'sFerry,W.V:t.1868 N.C.Bracl<:ett ... ... ..... --- - - - --- ··· -- ---- 4 4 .. 
97 MarshallCollegef:itateNormalSchool Huntington,W.Va ..•. 18GB J.E.Morrow,A.M ....... 5,500~--··· ...•.. 8 7 1 
60 53 7--- - ---- --- · 105 18 87.--. 
154 138 16 . --- -· -· ---· 148 ;)2 96 1 - .. -
196 130 39 27- ··- ---· 43 30 13 . --- . . . . 
90 29 28 33--- - ---· 34 12 22 -... ·---
sol 40 30 10.-- - ---- 5 1 4---- --- · 102 60 26 16 ... . ..... 8 4 4 .... . ... 





























Wrst Virginia ::>tate ..e-~ormal Scl10oL 
StatoNormal School ............... . 
Stato Normal School ............. .. . 
N onun 1 Sclwnl IIoly Family Seminary 
StatoNormal School _____ · _________ _- _ 
* Changed in 18i2 to_ Girls' lligh School. 
a Total attoudauco for tho year lil71. 
b Stmleuts for 187l-'72. 














Students. Graduates since organi-zation. 
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b27~~~~~~=~~--
1~~ 1~~ ~~ ·:: ::: · :: ----~0 ___ 6 ---~ 1 ::::1:::: 1 ~~ . ~~2 .. ~~ .. ~5 , : : : . .. .. ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: 
................ . -. . 22 8 14 ....... . 
NOT!i.-New York: Touchers' classes, for training in the "science of common-school teachiug." wero maintained during tho year 1871 iu 90 academif's designated for that 
purpose b:y the boaru of rop:euts. Tho attendance of pupils so instructed is 1·eportcd to 1H1YO been 582 males and 959 females; total, I ,541. (From report of St<1te superintendent 
'lf pnulic instrnction for li:!71.) 
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1." ~ ..c1 
'+-< 
~8 0 0 p.. _.., 
"'rt:J '§ ~ .... ~ 0~ s:l s-a <l) Ort:~ ~ "'"' ,.q :;::::; <+-<8 ..::J 0 ,.Q+> oce b.O <il p..<il 0 .... ce.,.. 1'1 ~ ~ c;il~ oa> OOe-=oo gj§: ~f:' ~"0 _.., ~~ ~ -~ ~§~ _.., -~ a>tt rr..O ~'g .,.. ,.q ~ &~ o.Q ..... >:I b.O _.., 8 g.~ j s A~ A.-; fn '0 . 8 0~ c'l~cl "0;! ~1j p 
g;~ 0 _.., o<il os:l o...., ~ ->::~ ,.q~ ,.q•.-< ,.qct! 
b.O ,.qA-e 
gj <l) ~ ~~ ~s:l s:l ;)5 ~§ 8 s ::; <l) <::> __... ., -~ _g c£..<;1 "0;! ~ ,.q~ -.9 ~ <il ~~~ 0 -+->o .a 0 .s rt:J rn"'""' gs ~ Q) ~ QC'.)~ 0 0 0 
~ ~~~~ll},~WN~~~~ ~~~t;~~~~-~~~~~~: 
~ ~ U) z z P-1 ~ <1 ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ------ ---- --1 ....... ................................ ............ ~ -1 I i-1 i i-1--T~llatlega: Ala. __ _____ _ 11 18~0 K. N. Saffor<;l ____ ___ . .. __ _ 
3 California State Normal SchooL-----
4 Connecticut State Nor mal School . . --
5 Normal University------------------
6 Normal tlep't Howard University-.-
E:angelieal Lutheran T eachers' Sem-
lnary. 
8 Soutbem TI!inois Normal University 
9 Cbica:ro Normal School. ______ ______ . 
10 Cook Connt.v Normal SchooL _______ _ 
1l Normal department Eurelca College 
El Northwestern German-English Nor-
mal Scl.Jool. 
1:i Normal dep ' t Northwestern College_ 
14 Tilinois State Kormal University. __ _ 
15 Peoria. County Normal School ______ _ 
1G Indiana. State Normal School ______ _ _ 
17 Normal department Iowa College. __ _ 
18 Normal <l opartmeut Iowa Unh·ersity 
1U Normal department Wllittier College 
20 Kansas State Normal School - ----. --
21 Leavenworth State Normal School 
of Kansas. 
22 Normal dopa.rtment Berea. College. __ 
23 Normal course Georg-etown College._ 
32 -- ---- ----. - 5 Free __ Yes __ _____ Yes_ Yes- ------ ------; 40 2, 000 100 18 $250 Yes _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---- -- ----- - --- - --40---- -- ·----- __ ----- -- -Yes. ___ __ _ Yes.------ Yes. Yes. 1 ...... , "' "'" .. ..... . Yos. "" . y,. y, .......... ·r···· 3 ------------10 200 I"es. ______ Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes . Yes. 
42 5,000 20015 100-150 Yes Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.--- -- - Yes. 
Pmonlufr,Ark .. ...... LS.o M. W.Martm ___________ _ 
SanJos6,CaL .. --- ---1861 W.T.Lucky,D.D ____ ___ _ 
Now Dritain, Conn. ___ 1850 I. N. Carleton, A. 111: -.----
Wilmington, Del .... __ 18GG J_ C. Harkness, A . l\I --- - -
\Yashington, D. C _____ 18G7 A . L . Barber, A.]\_{ __ -.- . . _ 
Addison, Ill. __________ 1864 G. C. ,V. Lindemann. ____ _ 
Ca. ~·bondnle, Ill_ ...•. - - 186!). -- -- ;· --_---- ----- ----- --- - -~ - -- -~-- - - ~- - --- -~--- -- - ~- .
1 
_ ____ __ .
1 
.. ____ ! ____ --~--- __ - ~- ---- - ~- --- -- ~- --- - -~- -----CbiCago,lll . .... .. . .. . l 87J E. C. D elano_____ _________ 2 __ _ ______ ------ __ ---- ---· __ _______ __ _ Yes . ______ ___ ___ _____ _ ----- -
Englewood,JJl ________ l 8G7 D.S.,Ventworth __ _______ 2 40 275 50 4 160-190 Yes. ______ Yes . YeR. ·-----Yes. Yes. 
Em;oka., IlL _________ _ l835 n.M. W eston---- ·------ --- -- 36 2,000 6 __ 100--:250 · --- - - -- - --- Yes. Y es . Yes . Yes. Yes . 
Galena.,Ill _______ __ __ _ l 868 J·.wernli ________________ 3 40 175 30 3 120-1!i0 Yes.- -- · - - Yes . Yes. Yes. --- ----- -- - -
Naperv-ille,IlL ____________ n .ov.A.A..Smith ___ ______ ---- __ ___ _________ ____ ---- ·--- ___ __ _ ----- ___ __ _ 
Normal, IlL ____ ____ ___ 1857 Richarcl Edwards, pres.-- 3 39 3, COO 30 7 100-200 Yes ___ __ __ Yes_ 
Pcorin,]Jl ___ __________ l8J8 S.ll.Wbitc ...... .. . _____ 2 40 225 50 5 80-150 ...•.. ______ Yes. 








____ _ _ ., 
IowaCity,Iowa, _______ l 855 S.N. Fellows ____________ _ 1 38 400 100 9 2QQ __ __ ________ Yes.------ Yes . Yes . Yes~ 
Salem, Iowa, __ _____________ C.C.Peckett&TI.S.\Vright ---- ______ __ _______ ___ ____ ________ _ ____ __ __________ __ -- ---- ------
Emporia,Kaus _______ 1865 G.W.llcss,A. M . ____ ____ 2-4 
Leavenworth, Kans ___ 1870 J. A. Banfield, A . M . -.... 3 
Yes Y ( s. l Yes _ 
3911, 3COj 301- -1- ___ ___ ·I Yes -j- ___ --j Yes -~- -- - - ·1 · --- --~- ----· 40 500------ 1 120 ___________ __ ___________ Yes_ Yes Yes. 










____ __ _ - ~ -- - - -- ~- ---- _, ____ __ 
1 
__ __ -- ~---- - -~-- --- -~-- -- - -



















































T.\BLE lY.-Statistics of normal schools for 1872-9ontinned. 
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rn A 0 0 A z z Poi ~ <11 ~ i:Il ~ H A A - ---- ------ -- ----
LouisYille Training School .......... Louisville, Ky ......... 1871 Hiram Roberts........... 1 42 150 151 n Free .............. Yes ............. Yes ...... . 
Strn.in-ht Uni\·et·sity Normnl clep't ... Now Orleans, La. ...... 1869 S. S. Ashley.... .......... 3 40 1, 000. ... .. . . $9 Yes ...... . Yes. Yes ...... ...... ...... . 
Eastern State Normal School. ....... Castine, Mo ........... 18G7 G. T.l!'letcher............ 2 28 1, 200 50 3 150 Yes ...... Yes . ...... ................. . 
"
7 estet·n Maino Normal School. ..... Farmington, Me ...... . 1864 C. C. Hounds . .... .. .. .. .. 2 38 1, 700 30 2 80-160 Yes ....... Yos ............. ........... . 
Normal clep't Maino Contrallnstitnte Pit.tsfield, Me .............. George B. Files, A. B .............................. _ ............................................ .. 
0:\.·ford Norrul).llnstituto ............ South Paris, Me ....... 1849 H. E. Swasey............. 2 42 500 150 5 50-150 Yes . ...... Yes. Yos ....... Yes ...... . 
Howa1·d Normal SchooL ............. Baltimore, Md ........ 1864 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 40 1, 050 600 . . 15 _ .................. . ... __ .... ...... . .... .. 
Maryland Stnte Normal School. ..... DalLimore, Md ........ 1865 M . .A.. Nowell............. 2 40 1, 100 65.. 4 Yes ...... Yes. Yes. Yes_ Yes. Yes. 
g~~Tst-;!I;:~~~~N-~~~:D:-s~i~~<>i:::::: R~~~~~: ~:~:::~~:::::·_ is5~ .~:~~~-t~-~~~-~~~~~~~~:~~~: :::: :::: ::: ::: :::::: :: :::::::: :::::: ·-y~;: :::::~ :::::: ::: ::: :::::: 
Hritlgowatcr State Normal School. .. BridJ!ewater, :llass .... le40 A. G. Boyden ............. 2-4 38 1, 400 151 4 154-174 Yes_ Yes_ Yes ....... Yes. Yes Yes. 
StatoNorm11lSehool ................ Framinj!ham,Mass .... 1839 ~nuioE.Jobnson ....... . 2 40 1,200 ........ Free .. Yes. Yes. Yes ...... . Yes. Yes ..... .. 
StaloNonnnlSchoot ................ Salom,Mass . .......... IS.34 DanielB.Hagar,Ph.D . .. 2 38 8,000 ........ 156-220 Yes ....... Yes . Yes .. ..... Yes. Yes. 
West.fir.l<l State Normal School . ..... Westfield, Mass ....... 183!l .......................... _ 2-4 40 2, 000 500 .......... _ ....................... _ ............... .. 
Worcester ~ormal & Training School Worcester, Mass ...... 18ti8 Rebecca Joncs . .. .. .. .. .. 1 4l 53 50 2 Free .. Yes ...... . Yes .... ... . ................ . 
Miehi~an Rtat~ Norm~l School. ..... Yps1l:tnti, ~ieh ....... 1847 Pro_f. Joseph Estnbrook... 4 40 2, 000 ........ 140-210 Yes ....... Yes_ Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Secoou Stato Normal SchooL ........ niaukato, Mmn ....... 1868 Julia A. Sears .................................................................................. .. 
Thir<l Normal School. ............... Saint Cloud, Minn .... - 1H69 Irn Moore................ 2 36 . .. .. . . .. .. . . . 150 Yes ... .... Yes_ ..... .............. · ... .. 
Fiyst. St_n.t~ Normn~ SelJOoL .......... Winona, ¥inn .. : .. ... 18~4 \V. F. Phelps............. 3 38 3, 000 150 6 12:) Yes ....... Yes_ ...... Yes. Yes_ Yes_ 
Mtsstsstppt~tato Normal Schoo~ .... Dolly Sprw~_s, M1ss ... LS•O hl.E. Hunte~............. 4 40 500 ...... .. 200 Yes .. ..... Yes. Yes .... ........ . ..... . 
Normal dept Touguloo Um,·er.>tty .. Tougaloo. Mtss ........ 1871 A. J. Steele............... 4 40 1, 500 140 3 110 Yes . ...... Yes. Yes Yes Yes 
Not·mal !lcpartmrt~t Mc~eo yollogo . Uollcgo ~Ionod, Mo .... ... . . r. ;, Mitchell, D. D ......................... ......................................... : ..... : · .... · 
Nox·mal College M18ROUrt UntVOI'Stty. Columbia, Mo ........ . 1867 Daniel Road LL.D....... . ... . .. . . ..... .... .. . · .... · 
Nol·mnl f~OllnrL!n:t LinrolnlnRtitrrto . J~ffers~n City, Mo .... lil70 M. Henry S~ith.......... .... ~0 ...... ..... .. : ...... 3 ·:::::. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Nm:th 1\1~H!IOnrd:>tttto Nonnal School. Kt!·ksvJlle1 M.o ........ 1867 J. Baldwin .... .... .... ... 4 40 1,100- 20015 125-200 Yes . .. : ... Yes. YeR. Yes. Yes. Yes. 














































Nebraska St.ate Normal Scl10ol .. ... . 
New Hampsl1it·o StatoN ormal School 
Fnt·num Preparatory school ........ -
Now J ersey Stato Normal SchooL .. . 
New York State Normal School . ... . 
State ~ ormal School ___ .. . . .. .... .. . 
State Normal School. __ ........ -- .. . 
Stato Normal and Training School . . 
Fredonia StateN ormal and Training 
School. 
State Normal and Training School .. 
X or mal College of Citv of N cw York 
O~wego Stato Normal and Training 
School. 
63 Stato Normal and Training School .. 
64 Normalllep't Chamberlain Institute. 
65 Northwestern Ohio Normal School .. 
66 City Normnl School. ____ _ 
67 McNeely Normal School. ... .... .... . 
68 National Normal School .. __ ........ . 
69 W estern R eserve Normal School . .. . 
70 Normal <lep't Mount Uuion College . . 
71 Preparatory dep't Oberlin College .. . 
72 Orwell Normal Institute .... ....... . 
73 N orthwestorn Nor mal School. .. .... . 
74 Ohio Central Normal SchooL .... .. . . 
P eru ,Nebr . ........... l867 'l'.J.Mor~pn ---- -------- - 1 2-4140 ..... . ____ ____ 75-150 Yes .· ----- Yes. Yes.------ Yes.- ----· 
Plymouth, N.H .... .. . l B?O S.H.PearJ,A.M .. . .. . ... , 2 30 300 50 4 200 Yes . ------ Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Beverly,N.J ......... 18<>6 J.F.Street,A. M ......... 3 40 1,600 10.. 4 Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.------
Trenton , N . J _________ 1855 L.M. Johnson,A.M ...... 2-3 41 500 200 8 154-225 Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes , -----· 
Alban:y,N.Y . ........ 1844 JosephAlden,D.D.,LL.D. 2 40 ...... ·- -- --- __ - -------Yes . ----- - - --·-- Yes. Yes. Yes.---- · -
~~ff.~1ESf:-¥~::::::::: ~~~~ ~~~-~n~ll~~ili;~~A.~:M- ---2--46 .. :~~ :: :: :: :: :::: :::: ·-ye~: :::::: ·-ve~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Cortland,N.Y ... . . .. .. 1869 J.II.Hoose,A.M . .. ...... 2-4 40 6,50~ 80 .. 140-160 Yes.------ Yes.------ Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Fredonia, N . Y .. . ... _. 1869 J . IV. Armst-ron g, D. D .... 2-3 40 \ 2, OCO 25.- 180 Yes- Yes. Y es . ------ Yes. Yes- Yes-
1001 .. I. ..... _ .I Yes .I Yes .I Yes I Yes .I Yes .I Yes . , .. . . . . Geneseo, N.Y. _______ . lltl721 William J. Milne, .A.. M . -- ~ 2-4 
New York City, N. Y _. 18~0 'l'hos. llunter , A.M., pres 3 
Oswego,N. Y ... ______ 18()1 E . .A.Sheldon,A.M ------ 2-4 
401 2,000 
~g 2, ooo\ ___ iool::l ·-- .. i6ol Yes .I ... _ .. I Yes .I. ____ . I Yes .I Yes .I Yes_ 
Potsdam, N . Y . ....... 1869 M.McVicar,Ph.D.,LL.D. 2-4 40 4,000 30 .. Free . Yes.------ Yes.------ Yes. Yes.IYes. 
Randolph, N.Y .... __ ._ 1866 Rov. J. T. Ed'il'ards, A.M . 3 42 . -- ......... -. 150.- .. -. ------ . -- - -- ------ .... -.. --·-- ------
Ada,Ohio ... . ... ...... l871 A.S.Lcbr,A.B........... 4 48 376 1815 150 Yes.·- -- -- Yes . Yes . Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Ciucinnati,Ollio . ..... . 1869 DeliaA.Lathrop ........ . .. . ..... -- --- · ---- -- .. ------ - ------ --- - -· ------ --· --· ---- -· 
Hopedale,Ohio ....... . lSi5 EdwinRegal.... . .... ... . 3 40 1,000 50 5 175-250 Yes ... .... Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes 
L ebanon,Obio . ... ..... l855 A..Holbrook .......... .. .. 3 50 3,000 7735 200 Yes ....... Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Milan,Ohio ...... . .... 1 8:;!~ DeliaPalmer...... . ...... 4 42 ...... -- - ---.. · 150 Yes.------ Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.IYes. 
MonntUnion,Ohio ... le46 Rev.O.N.Hart;;hom,LL.D 3 36 900 10013 130-~00 Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes . Yes. Yes. 
Oberlin,.Dhio .......... 1833 R.T.Cross .............. . 3 36------ ........ 150-300 -- ---- -- ----Yes . Yes.-----------· -- ----
Orwell, <Jhio .... ....... 1865 H . U.Jobnson .. ....... ... 2-3 41 300 25 .. 125-175 Yes . ------ Y es. Yes. Yes . Yes . Yes . 
Republic.Ohio .... .... 1870 J.F.Ricbard .. . .... __ ____ 3 50 1,000 ...... - - 185 Yes.-- ---- Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes . 
Worthington,Ohio .... .. .. William Mitchell, A.M., 2 40 ...... · - ---- -- ........ ----·- ...... ---·-· . .. .... .... . 
and John Ogden, .A.. M. 
75 XormalSoh~olWil_berfor<:eUni_,.ersity Xenia-,Ohio .. ......... 1872 D.A. Payne .. ... ..... . ... 3 42 ~,000 8 4 Fr~e0 .. Yes ....... Yes ....... -- ---· ------IYes. 76 Normalde~· tPamfic:rUmvers1t.y ... . ForestGrove,Qreg ... . 1870 A. .J.Ande_rson....... . ... 3! 39 <>,00~ 30 ~ 17a-~OO -----· -- --· · Y~s - Yes. Yes. Yes . Yes. 
77 Bloomsbur:::.bStateNormalSchool. . Bloomsburg-h,Pa ...... 1869 JohnHew1tt .. ........... 4 42 36a ...... a 210 Yes. Yes . Yes . Yes. Yes . Yes 
78 Nortb'il'esternStateNormalSchooL. Edinboron~,Pa ... ... l 861 J.A.Cooper.............. 2 42 2,125 5010 200 Yes.------ Y es Yes.------ Yes .
1 
..... . 
79 Keystone State Normal School. __ . __ Kutztown, J:'a. __ . _:. _. 1866 .A. R. Horne_ ........... _. 2-4 42 2, 300 100 15 200 Yes . ...... Yes. Yes. Yes. Y es- Yes. 
80 Normnldep:tLincolnUnh·ersity .... ;Lower0xford,Pa . .... 1867 J.B.Rendall . ....... ..... 3 36 3,000 ...... 2 150 Yes -·-·--Yes.--· -- --- ---·------
81 P~nnsrl:·amaStateNormalSehooL . Mansfield,Pa . ........ . 1862 C.H.Terrill,A.M .... . . . . 2 42 800 ...... 25 200 Yes.--- -- · Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.
1 
.. .. . . 
82 Millersville State Normal School. ___ Millersville, Pa. __ . _ ... 1859 Edward Brooks._ . .. .... _ 3 42 4, 000 100 75 210 Yes. Yes. Yes . Yes. Yes. Yes . Yes-
83 Southwestern Normal School. ... .... California,Pa . ... . ... . ____ C.L.Ehrenfeld,A.M .. . .. . ... --- · ·-·--- -----· -- 24 ---- -- ...... ----- - ---- -· ·· --·-- -----.· 
84 Cumberland Valley StateNor'l School Shippensburgh, Pa _. _. 1873 George P. Beard.......... 2 42 ..... _ . . . . . . . . ~10 Yes ... -... Yes. Yes- -. -.- - . --- -. 
85 Rhode I sland Normal Scl;10ol . . .. _. _. Providence, H .. I.._. __ . 1871 J. C. Greenough.......... 2 40 1, 000 100 6 Free __ Yes. Yes_ Yes ....... ---. -. Yes . I Yes · 
86 Normalclass.A.veryinst1tnte . ..... . Charleston,S.C . ...... 186!! M . .A..Warren ............ 3 40 200 12.. 10 Yes . ...... Yes.-- ---- -- ---------· 
87 LeMoyneNor~n1Sc~ool.,- .. ... ... . Memphis,Tenn ... .... 1871 J.H. Barnum ....... . . . .. . ---- 35 ...... . ..... __ 11 Yes. __ ; ___ Yes. Yes . -·-·- - -- ---· 
88 NormalolnssFiskUmvers1ty . ..... . Nasbvi.lle,Tenn ....... l867 A.K.Spence ......... .. . . 4
1 
36 720 .. .. .. __ 115 Yes.----- - Yes. Yes.---- - --- ---- ~-- ----
89 NormaldepartmentCentralTennes- Nashville,Tenn . . ..... 1866 J . Braden ................. 3 36 450 ...... 1 100 Yes.- -- --· Yes. Yes.----- - -- - - - · - - ----
see College. 
90 StateNormalScbool . ............... Castleton,Vt .......... 1861! R.G.Williams -·--· --·- · · 2~ 40 1,000 20 3 140-200 Yes.------ Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
91 State~ormalSc)lool ................ Jobnson,Vt . .. ... . .... l 867H.S.Perrigo . ............ 2, 42 275 4;) __ 140Yes ....... Yes . Yes. Yes. Y es . 
92. State Normal Scuool . :· ... ... -- ..... Randolph Cent-re, Vt .. 1867 Edward Conant. ___ --·-.. . 3, 40 600 12 . . 20 ---_- .. .. . : .. Yes .
1 
Yes- ·---- · Yes -
93 B _ampton Normal Inst1~nte ......... . H~mpton, Va. ___ . .. __ . 1868 s. C. Armstrong._ . ____ _ ._ 3, 36 1, 200 75 10 85 Yes .. ..... Yes. Yes- Yes- Yes · 
9~ RwhmondNormalinst1tnte ........ . Ru~hmond , Va. ... ..... . l 867 R.M.Manly ........ . ..... 3
1 
40 500 45 3 135 Yes.----- - Yes. Yes. Y.;s. Yes . 
9~ .~tateNormalSGhool ................ Fmrmont, W . Va. ...... l86i J . G.Biair, LL.D. .. ...... 3
1 
40 100 30 4 150! Yes. Yes . Yes. Yes. Yes . --- - - · 
!J6 Storer_ ~o~!Oa!Sobool . . .. .. - .. ,.; . .. . Harp~r'sFerry,W.Va. -1868 N . C._Brackett ........... 3; 3'] 1,400 5 .. 50-150._ ..... --· --·Yes. Yes.-- - ·-···- -·---~- -----






















1'ABLE IV.-Statistics of normal schools jo1· 1872-Continued. 














98 1 ~orrorol~la~s:West"Vir):riniaUn!ver!'ity Morpn~own, W.Va .. .. . ;._. n,-e-v.A. M0~rtin, D. D., Pres !Hl West Vtrgtmn. Stato Normal School.. West L11.Jert.y, \\. Va .. 1810 F. H. Cra
0
o, A.M .. ...... . 
101 1 St:-tto Kot·mal School------------ . .. . Osblwsh, Wis: ........ 1871 G. S_ .. Albee ; ----- __ . _____ _ 
101 Stato Normal School . . .............. Plnttonllo, W1s . ...... 1866 Edwm A. Charlton, A.M. 
10:2 KormnlSchool.IIol.vi!'nmilySominary Saint Francis, Wis .... 1871 Joseph Salzmann, D. D .. . 
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Scholastic year begins-
1 Normal departm't Talladega College. Talladega, Ala ........ '1870 N. N. Safford . .. ..................... ............ ...... ................. .. 
2 Pine Bluff 1:\ormal Institute _ ....... Piue Bltill; Ark ........ 1870 M. W. Martin .. . ......... Yes ............. November, :first Monday ... .. 
3 Cnlifornia.StateNormalSchool. ..... SanJose,Cnl. . . ....... 18G1 W.T.Lucky,D.D ........ Yes. Yes. Yes Jnne,thirdWednesuay ..... . 
4 Connecticut State Normal School . ... New Britain, Conn .... 1850 I. N. Carleton, A.M ............. Yes. Yes. August 21. _ .... ... ... .. .... . 
5 Normal Uni'l'ersity .................. Wilmington, Del ...... 1866 J. C. Harkness, A.M ...... Yes. Yes .... ... September, first Monday .. .. 
6 Normal dcp't Howaru University ... ·washington, D.C ..... •1867 A. L. Barber, A.M ........ Yes. Yes ....... September 11 ............... . 
7 Evangelical Lutheran Teachers'Sem- Adilison, ill .......... . 1864 G. C. W. Lindemann ............ Yes. Yes. September 1. ............... . 
inary. . . ~ . . I . 
Time of anniversary. 
March, fourth Thursday. 
January 17. 
May, last Thursday. 
June 10. 
June 30. 
g ~~i~~;~N~~~ss~~~~~!-~~~~~~~~~~ 8~rg~~~ai~· ~1-~~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ }~~i ·-E: c.":De1;~o :::::::::::::: ·Yes: . ::::: :::::: ::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::: 
10 Cook Count;rNol'rual School. . ...... . Englewood, lll ........ 18tl7 D. S. Wentworth ......... Yes Yes. Yes. September, first Monday .... , July. 
11 ~ormal department Eureka_ College . Eureka, lll. ........... 1?55 A.M. Wt;ston .................. Yes ....... September, first Monday .... June. 
12 1'l orthwestern German-Enghsh Nor- Galeua, lll ............ '1tl68 J. Wernli ................ Yes. Yes ...... September, iirst Monday .... June. 
mal School. I I 
13 Normal dep't Northwestem College Naperville, Til ............. Rev. A . A. Smith ............. -............. August .... . ................ June. 
14 IUin<?is State Normal Uni'l'crsity .... Non:J?al, Ill ............ 1857 ~ichard ~dwards, pres ... Yes. Yes ....... September, second Monday --1 June. 
15 Peona County Normal School...... Peona, Ill ............. 1868 ~-H. White .............. Yes. Yes ....... September .................. June. 
16 Indiana State Normal School .. . .. . .. Terre Haute, Ind ..... 1867 IV. A. Jones, president .. _ Yes . Yes . Yes ................... ..... ..... .. 
17 Normal department Iowa College .... Grinnell, Iowa . ....... , .... Rev. G. F. Magoun, D. D ............................. .. ................ . .. 
18 Normal department Iowa University Iowa City, Iowa ....... 1855 S. N. Fellows ..... ...... ........ Yes. Yes. September ................. -~June. 
19 Normal department Whittier College Salem, _Iowa ........... 1 .... C.C.Peckett&D.S.Wright .................. Jul,y.... ... .... . .. .. .. . .... .. . 
20 Kansas State Normal School. .. .... Emporia, Kans ........ 1865 G. W. Ross, A.M ............... Yes. Yes. September, 2c1 Wednesday ... June, thu·d Thursday. 
21 Le:\venworth State Normal School Leavenworth,Kans ... ll870 J.A.Ban:field,A.M .... .. Yes. Yes ....... September,:firstvVednesday. J\me. 
of Kansas. . 
22 Normal department Berea Co11ege ... Berea, Ky ................. Henry R. Chittenden, A.B .............. · .... ...... ....................... . 


























TABLE IV.-Statistios of nor-mal schools for 1872-Continued. 






~8 '<i).S J] 
~- ~ .... as~;:: 
g~ 
oo ~~~ -a~ 
-~ 0 ~..o-o 
l'l -§E ro~ ..0.-o 0 o<ll 
Location. I.~ Principal. en~ -~]' _g~'§ l Scholastic year begins- I Time of anniversary. ~ -"' ~·~ ~ Q)~ §g ·;::; 'l:l''"' ~~a O<D cj s~ wl'l 
~ ... o g2~ c;s QW ,.... 0 O<D "" "' ]5 ~~<D 0 ;... tc~~ 0 <D ~ ca<C ci 0:;= o ~ l'l ;.....~.""" 
1=-l ~ 1=-l < 
24 Louisville Training School. .... _____ . Louisville, Ky .. _ ... _ .. 1871 Hiram Roberts ....... -- .. Yes . Yes. Yes. September, first Monday .... June. 
2:5 Strai:rht University Normal dep't . .. New Orleans, La ...... ltl69 S. S. Ashley--- .. - ........ Yes Yes . ... --- October .... - .. ---- .. -- ...... June. 
26 Eastern State Normal School. .... _ .. Caetino, Me ... .... _- .. 1867 G. T. Fletcher .... .. ...... Yes. Yes . ...... August ..... -- .. _- .. - .... -- . ,Tnnr.. 
2'1 'Vestcrn Maino Normal School ...... Farmington, Me .... _ .. 1864 C. C. Rounds ......... -- .. Yes- Yes. ------ Au,gust 20 . ------ ... --- ... - .. June20. 
28 Normaldep't~ainoCentrallnstitute Pittsfieltl,Mo ... ...... ---- Georgol3.Files,A.B ..... ----- - ...... ------August .. ................... July. 
29 Oxford Normal Institute------ ...... South Paris, Me.------ 1849 H. E. Swasey.---- .. ---- .. Yes- Yes. ------ May 1 . .... ------------- .. - .. April. 
30 Howard Normal School. ............. Baltimore, Md .... ____ 1864 -----------------------·--· Yes. Yes -----· September------ .......... .. 
:.!1 Maryland State Normal School. _____ Baltimore, Md ___ .. - .. 1865 M . .A. Newell .... ....... -- Yes. Yes. Yes- SeptemL>er, first Tuesday.-_. May. 
~~ g~~1/ID"~~,;~~h:N~1r~:ii ·schooi:::: :: N~~~g~: ~~:~::: ::::::: i852 .~: ~~U:~~~·- ~~~~(:~~~~~~: --y~;: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
34 Briel "'Cwater Stu to Normal School . .. Bridgewater, Mass . - - . 18·10 A. G. Boyden ... - - - - ---- .. .. --.. Yes . .. -- .. September, first Tuesday ... . 
35 StatoNormnl School ____________ . _.. Framingham, Mass .... 1839 A unie E . Johnson . - ... - .. ----.. Yes . -..... St>pt.ember. first Thursday ... July, second Thursday. 
::!6 State Normal School ...... __ .. ______ Salem, Mass. _____ ..... 1854 Daniel B. Hagar, Ph.D ___ Yes. Yes . Yes. August 30 .. __ .. __ .. __ .. _____ July, first Tuesday. 
37 Westfield State Normal School-----_ Wcstliehl, Mass_ ... _ .. 1839 ------ ...... ------ .. -- ..... ---- ... - .... ---- .. August 29 .. _ .. ______ ......... July 3. 
::!8 Worcester Normal & Training School Worcester, Mass .. ___ 1868 Rebecca Jones ..... --.--- Yes. Yes .. --- .. August .. _ ... _. _ ... _ . .. . . .. .• Tnne. 
39 Michigan State Normal School ...... Ypsilanti, Mich.------ 1~47 Prof. Joseph Estabrook ... Yes. Yes. Yes. September 16 ...... _. _ ------ Juuo, last Thursuay. 
40 Second State Normal School. .... __ .. Mankato, Minn ... - ___ 1868 Julia A. Sears ........ ---- .. __ .......... - ___ .... __ ... _ .. _. _ .. ___ ... _ ..... _ 
41 ThirtlNormalSchool ..... . ........ .. SaintCloud,Minn .. .. . 1869 Ira:M:oore. ·---------- ----- Yes. Yes.------ August21. .................. 1 
42 FirstStatoNormnlSchool , ........ ·winona, :Ulinn ........ 1864 \V.F.Phelps -------------Yes Yes ....... August, last Monday ....... . May. 
43 Mississippi State Normal School ___ . llolly Springs, Miss . .. ltl70 M. E. llunter .. ___ . _. __ - . ....... ·Yes_ Yes. September 23. __ . . _ ... __ .. _ .. Juri c. 
44 Normnltlop'tTougalooUnh·ersity .. Tong;aloo,.hliss .... .... l871 A .J. St_cele . .............. Yes . Yes ....... Septeruber20 ................ July3. 
45 N(lrmnl <~epartm01_1t Me~ eo 9o11ego . College !Uouud, Mo._ .. . ... J.ll._ .hlttchcll, D. D ..• __ .... __ .... __ .. ______ .. __ .. __ .. __ _ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. _ .. 
40 Normal CollogoM1ssom1 Umvon11ty. Columlna, 1Io ...... --- 1867 Damel Road, LL.D .... , .. ------ ------ ------ ------ ·- .. ·- · -------- · --- · ---~ 
<17 ~ormrrl <}eprrrt!U't Lincoln Instit.ute. Jc:ffors~n City, Mo .. __ . 1 8~0 M. Henr:y- Smith._ .. _____ ... __ . _ ... ___ . _____ September . __ .. __ .. __ .. _. _. _ 
49 !):orth 1ltssour1 Stn.to Normal School. Ku·ksvllle, Mo . - ... _ .. 1867 J. Baldwm ... ____ . _ ...... Yes_ Yes ... ____ September ..... _ .. __ ... __ ... June 25. 
4'1 Normnl S1'11ool ........ -.. - .. _------. Saint Loui.s, .hlo . .. - _ .. 1857 JJouis Soldan . ........ __ .... ____ Yes_ Yes . September . _ ....... _ .. ___ .. 




































5t Nebraska State Normal School ...... Peru, Nebr ........... . Hl67 '.r. J . .Morgan ............. Yes ·i Yes. Yes. September 5 ................ 1 June 20. 
52 Now liampshiro State Normal School Plymouth, N. R ..... .. 1870 S. R. Pead, A.M ... ....... Yes. Yes. Yes. September, 2d Wednesday .. . 
53 Farnum Preparatory School. . ...... . Beverly, N.J .......... 1856 J. F. Street, A.M . .............. Yes ....... September 2 ................ ·1 December 20. 
54 Now Jersey State Normal !::ichool. ... Trenton, N.J ......... 18.'i:l L. M. Johnson,~- M ...... Yes. Yes. Yes. September 2 ........... ... ... Juno, last Thursday. 
55 "\ ew York State Normal School ..... Albany, N.Y .......... 1844 Joseph Alden, D.D.,LL.D. Yeiil. Yes . Yes. September, first Wednesday. 
56 State Normal School ................ Brockport, N.Y ....... 1866 Prof. F. D. Palmer, .A.. M .. ............................................... . 
57 State Normal School ................ Buffalo, N.Y .. ........ 1867 Hom·y B.l3uckbam, A.M. Yes. Yes. Yes. September, first Wednesday., July, first Tuesday. 
58 State Normal and Training School .. Cortland, N.Y . ....... 1869 J. H. Hoose, A.M ......... Yes. Yes. Yes. September, first. Wednesday. 
59 FredoniaSt..<tteNormalandTraining Fredonia,N. Y ..... 1869 J.W . .A.rmstrong,D.D .... Yes. Yes. Yes. September,firstWednerstl:ty . July. 
School. 
60 State Normal and Trainin,~r SchooL. . 
61 Normal College of City of Now York. 
62 Oswego State Normal and Training 
School. 
03 State Normal and Training School. .. 
64 Normal dep't. Chamberlain Institute. 
65 Northwestern Ohio Normal School. .. 
66 City Normal School . .............. .. 
67 McNeely Normal School ............ . 
68 National Normal School. .......... . . 
69 Western RPserve Normal School ... . 
70 Normal tlep't Mount Union College .. 
n Preparatory dep't qherlin College .. . 
72 Orwell Normal Institute ...... ..... .. 
73 Northwestern Normal School ....... . 
74 Ohio Central Normal School. . .. .... . 
75 Normal SchoolWil berforce U nivf'rsity 
76 Kormal dep't Pacific University .. .. . 
n Blooms burgh State Normal School .. 
78 Northwestem State Normal School.. 
79 Keystone State Normal S()hool ..... . 
80 Normal dep't Lincoln University ... . 
81 Pennsylvania State Normal Sch'ool .. 
82 Millersvillo State Normal School ... . 
83 Southwestern Normal School. . .. ... . 
84 Cumberland VnlleyStatcNor'l School 
85 Rhode I sland Normal School ...... . . 
86 Xormal class .A. vcr,r Institute ...... . 
87 Lo Moyne Normal School. ......... .. 
88 Normal class Fisk Unh·ersity ..... .. 
89 Normal departn;~ent Central Tennes-
see College. 
90 State Normal School. .... .. 
91 State Normal School. .............. .. 
92 State Normal !::icbool. ............... . 
93 Hampton Normal Institute .. .... . . . . 
94 Richmond Normal Institute ..... ... . 
95 State Normal School. ............... . 
96 Storer Normal School. . ............. . 
'J7 Marshall College StateN onnal School 
Geneseo, N. ~ ........ 1~721 William J. Milne, A.M .. ·1 Yes Yes Yes I September, :first Wednesday .! June or July. 
New York City, N.Y .. 1870 Thos. Huuter, .A.. M., prtta ................. . September, first Monday ... . . June 28. 
Oswego, N.Y .......... 1801! E . .A.. Sheldon, .A.. M ....... Yes Yes . Yes .
1 
September ................. .. 
Potsdam, N.Y ........ 1869 M. McVicar, Ph. D., LL.D. Yes. Yes Yes-~ September, first Wedn~sday July. 
Randolph, N.Y ....... 1866 Rev. J. T. Edwards, .A.. M .................. August 20....... .. ........ June last Thursday. 
Ada, Ohio ............. 1871 .A.. S. Lehr, .A.. B ........... Yes. Yes ....... June, :fifth Monday ........... June. 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... 1869 Delia .A.. Lathrop... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 
Hopedale, Ohio ....... 1855 Edwin Regal ................... Yes ....... September, first week ....... June, last week. 
Lebanon, Ohio ......... 1855 .A.. Holbrook .................... Yes ....... September 3 ................. August 16. 
Mil:m,Ohio ............ 1832 Delia Palmer ............................... August 19 ................. .. 
Mount Union, Ohio .... 1846 Rev.O.N.Hartshorn,LL.D Yes . Yes ....... September ................... October. 
Oberlin, Ohio .......... 1833 R. T. Cross ................................. September, first Tuesday .... August. 
Orwell, Ohio . .......... 1865 H. U. Johnson .................. Yes ....... August ...................... June 20. 
Republic, Ohio .. ...... 1870 .J. F. Richard ............ Yes. Yes ...... September 3 ................. August 14. 
Worthington, Ohio ....... William MitchAll, A.M., .................. September 3 ... . ........... .. 
andJohnOgtlen, A.M. 
Xenia, Ohio ........... 1872 D . .A.. Pa.vne .............. Yes . Yes . ...... September, first Wednesday. 
Forest Grove, Oreg .... 1870 .A.. J. Anderson ....... .. .. Yes. Yes ....... September, first Wednesday. 
l3loomsburgh, Pa ...... 1869 John Hewitt ............. Yes. Yes. Yes. August, third Monday .... .. 
Edinborough, Pa ...... 1861 ,T. A. Cooper ............. . Yes. Yes- Yes. August, third Tuesday .... .. 
Kutztown, Pa . .. ...... 1866 .A.. R. Horne .............. Yes. Yes. Yes. August 5 .................. .. 
Lower Oxford, Pa ..... 1867 J. B. Rendall ................... Yes ....... September, third Thursday .. 
Mansfield, Pa .......... 1862 C. H Terrill, A.M ........ Yes. Yes. Yes. September, first Wednesday. 
Millersville, Pa ........ 1859 Edward Brooks......... Yes. Yes. Yes. September, second Monday .. 
June, third WedneRday. 
.Tune, first vVednesday. 




June, last Thursday. 
July 18. 
~~l~~~~~~·t~~l;::Pa ::: ~ i873 &e~~:e11~~~~~~~~/~·-~::::: :: :::: ·y:~;: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Providence, R.I. ...... 1871 J. C. Greenough ................ Yes ....... September, first Tnesday . . .. June, last Friday. 
Charleston, S. C ....... 1868 M . .A.. Warren .... -...... ... .... Yes . ...... October 1. ................... .A.prill. 
Memphis, Tenn ....... 1871 J. H. Barnum ....................... , ....... September .................. May. 
Nashville, Tenn ... .... 1867 A. K. Spence ........ . .... Yes. Yes ....... September, first Monday .... May, last Thursday. 
Nashville, Term ....... 1866 J. Braden ................ · ..... .. Yes . ...... September 2 ................. May 24. 
Castleton, Vt .......... 1869 R. G. Williams ............ Yes . Yes. Yes. September, first Thursday ... June last Thursday. 
Johnson, Vt .... ....... 1867 H. S. Penigo· .............. Yes. Yes. Yes. August 28 ......... ......... . 
H.andolphCent.re,Vt .. 1867 EdwardCouant ................. Yes. Yes. August, third Tuesday ...... July. 
Hampton, Va .......... 18fl8 S.C. Armstrong ................ Yes ....... October 1. ................... Jnne. 
Richmond, Va ... ...... 1867 R. M. Manly .............. Yes. Yes ....... October 1. ................... June, last Thursday. 
Fairmont, W.Va..... 1867 J . G. Blair, LL.D .. .. ... .. Yes . Yes. Yes .
1 
September 5 .................. Tune 2G. 
Harper's Ferry, W.Va. '868 N. C.Brackett .................. Yes. . .... September, last Monda ..... June, last Thursday. 









































































Scholastic year begins- Timo of am1ivorsary. 
West Virginia State Normal School.. West Liberty, W.Va .. 1870 F. IT. Crago, A.M ......... Yes . Ye"l Yes. September, fonrth Monday .. June, last week, 
Stnto Normal School. ............... Oshkosb,Wis ......... 1871 G. S. Albee .............. Yes. Yes. Yes .Au~ust, last Tuesday ... .... 1 June, third Wednesd~ty. 
Normnlclas~WestVirgininUniversityl Morgantown, W.Va ...... Rev . .A.. Martin,D.D.,Pres· ... ... .............. ............ ......... .... .. 
State Normal School.. ............... Platteville, Wis ....... 1866 Edwin A. Uharlton, A. M Yes. Yes. Yes ....................... ...... .. 
Normal School IIolyFamilySem.inaryl Saint Franois, Wis .... 1871 Joseph Salzmann, D. D ..................... September, first Wednesday. 





































TABLE "\i .-Statistics of comnwrcial and business colleges for 1872 j f1'01n repl-ies to inqwir·ies by the United States Bu·reau of Eduuatio11. 
g.d.g~] 
d <:> .... ..., Q) 
~ ~ !==! 0 -
~'-< "' <:':l A. 
Number of Number of stu- C) ~ !f) .S ~ ~ § 
. instructors. dents. .;:; >=l ~ "' ~ <:> ~ 
§ I oo 2 2 'il r1 ~:;3 
:;3 ..., ~ ~ Q) >= Cll 00 
Name. I Location. .; ~ PrincipaL ~ ~ ~ 'g~ .<:1.::l 
~ -~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ -; 
~ ~ll I ~ ~ ~ ~'8 ~ ~ 
..... ..... o o,; ~ b ~ ~s ~ 8 0 0 ............. ~~~~ ~ "'Q) oS<':l c; oS C':l Cil 13SSS i3 
~ ~ Cil~~ Cil~~ "'Q ::IP::!::l ::I 
A A ~ Fi - ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~ 
Uenlu's Business College ...... .............. .. San Francisco, Cal. __ . .. .. .. 1864 I E. P . Heald ................. --~ 121 2 114 ! 387 1241411 ! 3118 1 11 I· .. ·1 893 
2 Commf.r.cial class, St. ~gnatius 9o11ege .... ...... .. do .. .. .... ... ... .. 1859 18551 Re';' .J. Bayma, S . .J., pre_sident . . .. . . .. . .. .. .... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. , . .. .. .. ; . 
3 1\.Iooro s Southern Busmess Umvers1ty ..... ... .Atlanta, Ga ................. 1868 B. :U. Mooro, A.M., prcsulent . . 5 .. . . 5 1GO .. . . 160 .. . . .. . .. . .. 138 
4 Business course, Bowdon College ............. Bowdon, Ga ..... ...... 1ri57 1t56 Rev.F.H.:ll.llenderson,pres. 3 ... 3 22 ... 22 .. . . 2 ... . ... 18 
5 Tho Bryant & Stratton Chicago Businces Col· Chicago, Ill. ... ....... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .... 
leg\', 
6 Commercial course, St. Ignatius Colle~e .... _ ..... . do ... . ...... _ . ....• l fliO 
7 Con~mcrcial <lc~artmcut of EurP.ka College._ .. En~cka, IlL... . ....... }f;;;5 
~ Spnngficldllusmess College . .. . .. ...... . . . . . . Sprwgficld, Ill .. .. ......... . 
{I Colle go of Bnsiness of Northwestern Christian Indwuapolis, Ind . . . . . 1850 
Uni>ersity. 
10 Commercial dep'tUniveTsity of Notre Dame .. Near South Bend, Ind. 1842 
11 Bmlington Business College . .. .. _ . . ... .. .. __ . Burlington, Iowa ....... _ .. . 
12 Tbc Bryant & Stratton Iowa State Business Davenport., Iowa . .. .. .. .... . 
College. 









H Commercial course of K entncky Uni>ersity . .. 
15 The Bryant & Stratton Business College . .' .. .. 
16 Soule's Commercial College . . . ... . ........ ... . 
Lexington , Ky . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 1869 
LouisYille, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865 
Now Orleans. La ... _.. 1861 18511 
17 The Bryant, Stratton & Sadler Business College. 
18 Bryant & Stratton Colle go . ........... .. ..... . 
19 Commercial aml telegraphic department, Hills-
dale College. 
Baltimore, M(:l . ...... . ... _. . 1tl64 
Doston, Mass .. . ..... . ... - ....... . 
llillsdale, 1I.ich . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 
Rev. F . Coosmans, S . .J., pres't 
'I-I 
A.M. V\7 eston, president ...... 5 .... 
~·. ~~~~fi~~i>ec.k:: :::::::::::: 2 .... 4 1 
Re>.A.Lemonnier, C. H., pres't 5 
.J. Bonsall ... . . . .... . .. _ .. . .... 5 
Montague & Curtis (a) ..•... . . '1 
L. W . .June 
Horace P. Perrin.............. 5 
.J. W. Warr . ..... ........... .. 3 
Geo.!$e Soule .. ........... _.... 11 
W. u. Sadler, president . . . . . . . 7 
II. E . Hibbard....... .. .. .. . .. 5 
Alexander C. Re<leout......... 4 
!:!0 ' Ht. Pa1tl I uterna.tional Business College .... .. . 211 Commercial department, .!:'ass Christian CoUege 
22 Commercial school of McGee College . . _ .... . . 231 Bryant's Business College ..... . ...... .. .. . .. . 
24. Commercial conrso of Saint Louis University. 
Saint Paul, Minn .. ... -~ -- .... ,18651 W. A . Faddis ............... .. 
Pas3 Christia.n, l\1iss . . 1866 1866 Brother L eonidian . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
CoJlegeMoun<l,Mo ... 1853 .... .. , ... .. .. .. ........................ ~ - - -- ~· --· 
Sa~nt .Jos~ph, Mo ........... 
1 
.. ·; .. ,. T . .J. Bryant, LL.B., pres•<lent .. . ..... . 

















































95, 15 ! . ... , .... , ...... 
27 .... .. .. .... 7 
12 .. ... . . ·-· ·· . . . 






' 7 3 1 .... 1 3, 000 
. ·- .. ::::I::: :I::::!··· '7i 
... 1 .... 1 200 
-~~ :~~~~: 1: ~~: ::: :, .... ~~ 




















T.WLI!l V .-Slatislics of commercial and business colleges-Continued. 
~ 
.8 
Name. Location. ;..: ~ I Principal. 
.8 '§ a 
~ t£ 
Jl I I 
0 
..... ..... 




A A ~ R E-i 
Number of I Number of stu-
instructors. dents. 
Bnsiucss Collogo. 
26 'l'rruton Business Collogo . ... .... _______ ... _ .. Trenton, N. J .. - .... ......... 1865 .A.. J . Rider .... -- ........... _ .. 
1865 George .A.. Gaskell 
~ .g ... ro .Q <l) C'l -5 !l s Q 'i:j $ ... § r:d 0 P<. <l) 
~ f}; .s ~ Sl'l 0 8·3 .s .s .s br, "'"' ~~ <D w rD --'D ~ ~ § ~'~b.C 1'1 ~§ ojrD <l) Q;l ..<:I .E; ro ro "0 D~ 
~ ~ ~ wl'l o.S ... 
~~ ..... ..... ..... ~~ 0 0 0 ... ~ 1i5 li)S tog <l) 
:::> :::> p p pO s s s s s 
D :::1 
~ ~ ~ z z 
- ----
. ... ---- --
.... 95 
a5 
a5 ld I ~ ca ~ .g 
~ ~ E-i 
270 1651 335 
313 10 323 
25 1 Gaskell, Br·.v:mt & Stratton's Now- Hampshire Manch ester, N. R. _ ... 
27 Clark, Bryant & Stratton's Business Collogo . . Brooklyn, N.Y.- ... - .. ---- -- 1--- --- . -..... ---.-- ....... . ---.-- .. -- ... .... .. 
1 
. . . 
28 Commcrrial com·sc. of l3r·ooklyn CollogiatoanLl .... do .. .. -- ............... __ ...... --- - __ _ .. _______ . .. ____ ................ .. ...................... , .. __ , ____ , __ __ , __ __ --
Polytechnic lustitntc. 
29 ComulCreialdepartmcnt,St.Josoph'sCollege .. Buffalo,N.Y ..... . .... ------ 1867 BrotherJustus --------------- 2 ... 2 76 ... 76 30 ........... -----· 
30 Bryant & Stnltton's'Euflalo Business College ..... do ....... _ ... __ .. _ .. ___ ..... ... ....... ......... .. _ ... _ ------·- .. _ .. . . .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. · .. _ ...... .. __ 
--~.1::::[;: 
31 Commcrcial coursoofSt.Jobn'sCollrge ... . .. Fordltam,tLY ........ 1846 1840 JosephShea,S.J .............. ti .... 6 70 .... 70 14 70 ........ ..... . 
32 1 Corumereialdcparlment,St.l!'rancisXavicr NewY'ork City,N.Y. 1861 18-17 H.Hudson,S.J ............... 8 .... 8 !J6 .... !l6 51 45 ----- --------· 
Collq:ro. 
33 Dolhcar'sCommercHtlCollego ..................... do----------------- ...... 1835 ThomasH.Dolbear ........... 4 2 6 250 50 300 .... ___ .. .... .. 10,000 
3~ ~a?kt\rd's ~usiuess College ..... --- .... - ........ .. ~o .. -- ... .. .............. 1858 S. S. Pac!furd_. .. _ .... _ .. __ .. _ .. 10 .... 10 2~~ 7 261 260 261 8 . . .. 2, 500 
3.> lamosDusmessColle~o ...... . ----------·--- ·--· no . . ........... . ..... .. .. 184!l Martm~.Prunc ... ............ 3 2 5 1t;J 40 215 . ............... 15,000 
3G IlorhcsterllusiuessUni•ersity ..... ........... RoChestcr,N.Y ... .......... 1863 L.L.Williams ........... . .... 4 .... 4 184 33 217 .... .. ............... . 
37 Carnell's Tro.v Business College .. _ .... _ .... __ . Troy, N . Y ...... _ .. _.. 11:'71 1858 Jno. R. Carnell .. _.... .. .. . .. .. 4 .. .. 4 125 12 137 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 800 
:31! Utica. Dusiness Collo~o........................ Utica, N. Y ..... - ... -....... 1862 McCreary & Shields (b ) .... _.. 3 1 4 175 25 200 15 15 .. _ .. _.. 1, 000 
3U Commorc;ul department of ' Yake .Forest Col- Fore:st•illo, N. C .. _ .. ... _... .. .. .. Prof. L. R. Mills, A. M . __ ..... _ ............. __ ............. _ ... _ ... ... . ..... _ ... 
4 J I Ct~~ft~·en:ia 1 Rohool of Trinity College ...... _.. Near llighpoint, N. C ..... - .. .. .. Rev. B. Cmven, D. D ., pres't .... - . .. - ... - .... ---- ...... -- .. .... .. ... - ...... 
1 
.. -- .. 41 1 CorumcrcialtlcpartmoutofBaldw.uUniversity. BOI·ea,Ohio ................ 1867 J.ll.l3rown ................... 1 .... 1 ~0 9 3!l .... .............. ... . 
4·~ Comnwrcinl <ll'}Mrtmcnt of St. Xavier College. Cincinnati, Ohio .. ___ . 1842 1832 L. Bushart._ . .. _ .. ___ ... _ .. __ . 4 . __ . 4 69 . . . 69 69 . __ .. __ . .• _ ... __ . . 
'I,J Union :DnRinL'llll Collo~o .......... -- ........ .. - Clevclnnd, Ohio ............. 1852 Felton & Bigt'low (c) .• _ .... _.. G .. .. 6 413 11 424 .... .... ........ ___ .. _ 
<1~ Columh1111_Dnsirw~s Coll~p:o .................. Columl.>us,_Ollio . :·---- ..... 1 1665 E.K.Bryan . ........... ....... 3 1 4 250 30 280 10 ........ 30 
'1.' 1\lu11nt Umtm nnswo~>~ ( ollcgo ......... - ..... Mount Umon, Oh10 ... 18581 1869 0. U. Hartshorn, president .. _.. 8 .... 8 374 88 462 35 15 · 
4li Cornmon·inl<lopartm't,WrllamotteUnh·orsity. Salem,OuJ~ ........... 1853 1870 T.ll.Crawfol'tl. ............... 1 .... 1 26 5 31 ........ :::: ·:: . ..... . 
47 \C'~':'.'.i\\t;,';?,'·' l ch•11flrtnwut of Lol>nnon Vulloyi.A.nnvillo,Pn. ............... 
1 
...... l).li.IIammond,.A..M.,pres't ........................ 14 ............... , .... .. 
500 
157 
1\! Cnn111H~ c.inlc•our·Kc'. Villnnnv11 <'u1lc•~oeo ... . . . . DclawnroCount~·, P~t .. \ ... __ . ____ . Ver·y Rev: P . .A.. Stanton, 0. S . . __ ... _ .. _ ............ . ...... __ . . _ ............... . 




































4!l Bryant, Stratton & Smith Intcmational Bnsi- Mc:-~dville, Pa ............... I 1866 
ness College. 
50 Business department of Lincoln University . . Lower Oxford, Pa... .. 1866 
5t Pierce's Bn!liness College ... . ................. PhJiadelphla, Pa . .......... - ~ 1'365 
52 Crittenden's Philadelpl:iia Commercial College .. .. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 835 1844 
23 Iron City College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsburgh, Pa........ 1855 1854 
54 Commercial course of St. Vincent's College . . . Westmoreland Co., Pa 1870 
A. W . Smith ................. . 4 
.John B. Rendall, .A.B ..... .... 141 .. . - ~ 4 Thomas hl. Pierce, M. A . .. . . . 5 . . . . 5 
.John Groesbeck ... ....... .... 11 .... 11 
.T. C. Smith, A.M .......... _·... 6 . . . . 6 
Rt. Hev. B. Wimmer, 0. S. B., ..... .... .. . 
50 I 30 
25 
102 
350 .. ... 





350 . - .. ' . - . . ' .... ' . .. . '16, 000 
69 
55 Warner's, Br_yant & Stratton Business College. 
56 Commercial dopart.m't, Cumberland University . 
57 Busin(;SS school of 'Vashington and Leo Uni· 
versity. 
president. 
i~b~~(~~~<:I~~/.:: :: :: 1· is7o·i · is7o·i·:B. ·-w: M:~n~~"ai~-. -P~.~~j-~~~i::: :1· · 2·1::: :1· · 2·1· ·· 24·1::: :1· · · 24l i5., 12 
Lexmgton, Va ............ . . .. .... Marcus Ammen, prmmpal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 . . . . 19 
15 40 
58 Commercial College.. ....... ..... . .... .. ...... Richmond, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 Dr . .A. L. Mayer, president . . . . 5 
59 Telegraph school. ............ . .... ... . . ..... .. .. . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 Paynter & McGovern... .... .. 2 
5 
~ 1" ""76"'" .. . 
75 ,_. ··•· .. ·•· .. .• ... ·•·· · · · · 
25 
76 32 60 Old Domi11iou Business Colle~e .. . ...... ... ....... do ....... .... . . . .. 1868 1867 G. Morris Nicol. ... . .......... 2 
Gl llusiuess course of Emory mw Henry College. Near Wytheville, Va ...... . .. . .... Rev. E. E. 'Viloy, D. D., pres't ..... , ... . , .... , .. ... . , .... , . ... .. , .. . . , ... ... ........ ...... . 
6:2 Commercial school, Lawrence Unh·ersity.. .. .. .Appleton, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 0 . P. De Land................. 1 
63 J"anes•ille Commercial College........... .... . .Janesville, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 .A. L. Reed.................... 2 1 I 50 1151 65 , --- -~ --- -~----~----~--- ---2 103 2 L 126 ... .... .... ... . 142 
64 Commercial department of Milton College ... . Milton, Wis .... ....... 1867 1867 W. C. Whitford............... 1 2 I 3 30 3 33 . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . .. __ . 
2 g . -~~~- .. :. 1~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: .. . - ~~ 65 Spencerian Business CollE$e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milwaukee, Wis . . . . . . 1870 1863 Rubert Spencer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 66 Commercial department, .1:1oward University.. Washington, D.C..... 1867 1869 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 2 
67 Spencer's Business College .......... . .. . .......... do . ... . ........... . . ... ...... ...... . .. . . . ..... ................ . .. .. , . . .. ... .. , . .... . 



























~ ...; h 
ell § ~ a) 0 '"0 J5 ~ ..d ~ !::! ~ ~ 0 .s r:: 0 .s ,.d 
0 .;:1 0 rf) 
~ rn,..; ~ 
Q) 
Location. I Principal. ~ ~cl s ,..; N Q)Q) 
~ ~ .s -~ ell <D?> Q) ~ ... r. ..., ~ c;j I:J) .... .... "' .... .c .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 <.l ... ~ · ... ..... ..... Q) C:l Q) 0 0 .c .c s .c $ ~ ~ s s "" !::! 1'1 !::! A A z z <1 z 
lleald's Business College .... ................. San Francisco, Cal .......... 1864 E. P. H eald ....... .. ......... ·I·....... 52 $120 
3 Moore's Southern Business University_. ..... . Atlanta, Ga........... . . . . . . 1868 B. F. Moore, .A.M., president. 3 mos. . . . . . . 60 ... . . . 
2 Commercial class, St. Ignatius College ........ _ .. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1859 1855 R ev . .J. Ba:yma, S . .J., president ... . .................... 
1 
.. .. . . 
4 Bus iness cnurse. Bowdon Collogo . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bo·.v<lon, Ga . ... ... -.-. 1857 1856 R ev. F. H. M. H endersvn, pres . 4 40 54 600 
5 Tll~;!~?nut &. Stratton Ch icago Business Col- ~ Chicago, IE - ....... -..... . ....... . .... . . . .... ... ......... . ... . ............ . .................... . 
6 Commercial com·se. St.lguatius College .. ......... do ...... ... ... ..... 1870 1870 Rev. F. Coosmans, S . .J., pres't. 4 40 60 
7 Commercial <lopnrtmcnt of Eureka College ... Eureka, Ill. .... ...... . 1855 11?69 A.M. W eston, president . ..... 1 36 24 2, 000 
8 Spriugfieloi Bu.sincss 9ollcgc . ......... . .... .-.-. Spr~ngfiold! Ill ........ ... :. . . . . . . . f;· B,ogardus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 mos. 50 50 I 100 
9 College of DusmeR~ of Northwestern Chnstian . Indianapolis, Ind.. .. .. 1850 1870 C. E. Hollenbeck.............. 1 40 40 
University. I 
10 Commercial department of Notre Dam e ....... Near South Bend, Ind. 1842 1844 Rev . ..A. .L ernonnier, C. H., pres't 






12 '.rho Bryant &. Stratton Iowa State Business Davenport, Iowa.... . . . . . . . . 1865 Montague & Curtis (a} .••..••. 
Collcgt'. 
52 
13 Commercial dop::n·tment Iowa Wesleyan Uni- MountPleasant,Towa. 1855 1869 L. W.June .................... , ... . ... .. .... . . 
vcrsity. 
14 Commercial com·so of Kentucky University._ 
15 Tho Bryant & Stratton Busiucss College ..... . 
11i Soul(l's Commercial College . ... .. ........... . 
17 Thr Ut·_yaut,Stralton &SaulerBusinessCollogo. 
18 llr_ynnt & Strattou College ............ .. .... . 
1!l Com more in I and telegraphic department, Ilills-
llalo Colle~e. . 
20 St. Paul hncrnational Bnsiuoss College .. .... . 
21 Cow mc1·cinl t10J11lrtme.u t. Pa~s Christian College. 
2-J Commot"l' inl se11ool of 1.JcGoo College ........ . 
L exington, Ky ...... . . 
1 
..... . 
Louisvillo, Ky. . ........... . 
Now Orleans, La ...... 1861 
Baltimore, hld ............. . 
Bostou, hlas~ .... . .......... . 






Saint Paul, Minn ......... .. _ 1865 
Pass Christian, hliss .. 1866 1866 
Collcgo.Monnd, Mo ... . 1853 ..... . 
Horace P. Perrin . .... . ........ 2 40 
.J. \\T. Warr .......... . . . . . ..... . ........... . 
George Soule .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 2 52 
W . H. Sadler, president... . . . . 1 51 
H. E. Hibbard................. 1 44 
.Ulexander B. Redeout .. , .... . . 8 mos. 41 
W . ..A..Faddis . ............. . . . 











125-250 I 600 
67-k-92?! . . .. . 
100 ..... . 




I ::icholasti'c year begins. 
Third Thursday ..A.ng. 
First Monday Sept. 
Do. 
Do. 




Second Monday Sept. 
..A.ny t ime. 
Any time. 
October 1. 




2;1 llr~-~\lll'K BnKilH'HH Collt•g;o ..............•.. 
21 Cnnmll'rl'inl l ' Uill'l\1.1 ul' ~~- LQuiR UuivtwsiLv .. .. 
\1!\ \ <1:\~::~·1\'; .. ~~·\;~1,\.~~~~tt·ntton'!l Now llltmplihiro 
Saint .Joseph, Mo ................ . 
Suint Lon is, Mo . . . . . . 1832 183:.1 
l>Iancllcster, N. JI . . . . . . . . . . . 18G5 





Jos. G. Zealand, S. J . .......... 4 42 
George .A. Gaskell . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 52 
50-62 . . . • . . First ~onday Sept. 
50-7;> . ...•. .Any t1we. 






































26 Trenton Business College......... . ... . .. . .... Trenton, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865 A. J. Rider.-- ................ -~ 1 I 41 I 751 300 
27 Clark, Br:pnt & Stratton 's Business C~llege . .. Brooklyn, N.Y ...................... : .............................. . ......................... :. 
28 Commercial course of Brooklyn Collegiate and .... do ................................................................ . ......................... . 
Polytechuic Institute. ' 
29 Commrrcinl drpurtment, St. Joseph's College . Bnffalo, N.Y ................ 1867 BrotherJustus ................ . 
30 Bryant & Stratton ·s Buffalo Business College .... do ...... . .................. . ................... . ........ .. ..... 
1 
... . .... , ...... , ......... . 
44 30 
31 Commercial course of St. John's College . ...... Fordham, N.Y . ....... 1846 1840 Joseph Shea, S. J............. . 6 43 350 
32 Commercial department-, St. Francis Xavier New York City, N.Y. 1861 1847 H. Hudson, S. J . . . . . . . . . ... .. . 4 40 60 
College. 
33 Doluear's Commercial College ..................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1835 
~~ ~:?;~~c~sn~~~~~e~o~~g:g~-::::::: :::::::::::: ::: - ~~ :: :~::: ::::: ~: ::: :::::: i~~~ 
36 Rochester Easiness University ................ Rochester, N.Y ....... . .... . 1863 
37 Carnell s Troy Business College .. ............. Troy, N.Y... . ..... . .. 1871 1858 
38 Utica Busiuess College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Utica, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1862 
39 Commei"Oial departm'tof ·wake Forest.College. Forestville, N. C ................. . 
40 Commerc~al school of Triuity Col_le~ . : .... : .. Near Hig~1point, N. C ......... . . . . 
41 CommerCial department of Baldwm umvers1ty Berea, OhiO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 
42 Commercial department of St. Xavier College . Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . 1842 1832 
43 Union Busine!!s College....................... Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . U.52 
44 Columbus Bu~iness College .. .. . .............. Colnmllus, Ohio ...... · . . . . . . 1865 
45 Mount Union Business College ......... . ...... Mount Union, Ohio ... 1858 1869 
46 Commereialdepnrtm't, \VillametteUniversity. Salem, Oreg ... .. ..... . I853 1870 
47 Commercial department of Lebanon Valley Ann-ville, .Pa. ......... . 
Thomas H. Doluear . . . . . . . . . . . 1 52 120-150 
S. S. Packanl.......... . . . . . . . . 2 48 200 II, 000 
Martin S. Paine............... 6 mos. 52 20 
L. L. Williams ....... : . . . . . . . . H 52 40-100 
Jno. R. Carnell........... . .... I t 48 60-95 1 200 
McCreary & Shielcls (c)... . .... 6 inos. 48 IOO ..... . 
Prof. L. R. Mills, A.M .... . ....... . ......................... . 
J.~: ~-r~~~~~~·-~--~·: ~-l~e_s.'~. :: .. · ·· "i · . ·· i4. ···· .. ·25 
L. Bushart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 40 60 
Feltun & ll1gelow (d) . • . . . . . . . 2 52 75 
E. K. Bryan...... . ....... . .. .. 1 42 50 
0. u. B:ntshorn, president . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 u30 I 500 
i: ii: ii~~~!~~1.·x::M.; P"r.-~8·i:: ...... ~ .... ~~ ....... .. ~. :::::: 
College. 
48 Commercial course, Villanova College ........ Delaware County, Pa. -I-.... -I- ..... 1 Very Rev. P. A. Stanton, 0. S. 
A .. president. 
49 Bryant, Stratton & Smith International Bu.si- Meadville, Pa ........... . ... I 1866 
ness College. A.W.Smitb ................. . 2 48 
September 1. 
First Monday Sept. 
FirstiVednesday Sept. 
First Monday Sept. 
Anytime. 
Any time. 
Septeru ber 1. 
September 1. 
November2@. 




Second Monday Sept. 
July 15. 
50 Busiuess department of Lincoln University ... Lowe1· O::s:ford, Pa ..... 1866~---·· · 
51 Pierce's Business College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . 1865 
52 Crittenden's Philadelphia. Commercial College ..... do ................. 1855 1844 
53 Iron City College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsburgh, Pa . . . . . . . 1855 1854 
54 Commercial course of St. Vincent's College . .. Westmoreland Co., Pa. 1870 ..... . 
~ohn B. Re. nd~ll, A.. B ..... ... -~ ::J I 36 I 251 . .... -~ Third Thursday Sept. Thomas M. P1erce, M. A . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 50 100 . . . . . . September 1. 
John Groesbeck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 . . . . . . . . . 277 Ally time. 
J. C. Smith, A.M...... ........ . . . . . . . . 52 50 . . . . . . Any time. 
Rt.. Rev. B. Wimmer, 0. S. B., ...... .... .... · · .. -- .. · · ..... . 
president. · 
55 Warner's Br_vant & Stratton Business College . 
56 Commercialdepartm't,Cumberland University. 
57 Business school of Washington and Lee Uni· 
varsity. 






... .. . . .. ....... ... .. .......... . 
1 





Lobanon, Tenn........ 1870 1870 B. W. McDonald, president.... 5 mos. 40 30 
Lexington, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marcus .A.mmen, principaL .......................... . 




. ..... ... . 
59 Telegraph school . ..... . ...... . ..... ......... ..... do . ............. .. .. ... .. 1871 Paynter & McGovern ................ . ......... .. . ... . 
60 Old Dominion Business Colleg:e ....... . ... . ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 1867 G. Morris Nicol............... 1 34 50 I 450 
61 Business course of Emory and Henry College Near Wytheville Va .............. Rev. E. E. Wiley, D. D., pros' t . .. .... ... .... . 
62 Commercial school, Lawrence University ..... Appleton, Wis .. ' . ........... 1871 0. P. Do Land................. 2 3!) 
63 Janesville Commercial College ..... . ... . ...... Janesville, Wis....... . . . . . . lS!i!i A. L. Reed.................... G mos. 
64 Commercial department of Milton College . .. . Milton, Wis . . . . . . . . . . 1867 18G7 W. C. Whitford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 






66 Commercial department, Howard University .. Washington, D.C ..... I867 I869 ......... .... .... ..... ... ..... .... ..... . 
67 Spencer's Business College . .. . ...... .. .... . ....... do ....................................................................................... ...... . 
First Monday Sept. 
October 1. 
























TADLF. VI.-Statislics of institutions for secondary instnwtion f01' 1872; fl'O'Ilt 1·eplies to inqtti1·ies by the United States Btweau of Ed1tcation. 
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1J La Fa rotto Male lligh School> ... . 
2 Greeno Sprin~s SchooL ...... . .... . 
3 Mont~omcry Malo Iligh School* .. . 
41 Theocloro Hunter's Scbool .. ...... . 
5 Burrell School . .................. .. 
6 Southwood Select School* .. ...... . 
7 Ursuline Convent and Academy of 
Saint John tho Baptist. 
8 Toskcgco Male lligh SchooL .... .. 
!l A.rkansns Collop;o ................. . 
10 BatesYillo Academy* ............ .. 
11 Soulcsbnry Institute* ............ .. 
1:! Washington lli~h School. ... .... .. 
13 Saint Anno's Acarlomy (g) .... .... . 
14 Saint Mary's Academy (g) ........ . 
15 Grnss \allcy lligh School ....... . 
1G. Califomia Military .Academy ..... . 
171 Oaklamlllif!h School.. .......... .. 
11:! Acntlem_y o{ Notre Damo (g) . .... .. 
10 Sc!Jool or illo IIoly Cross (y) ...... . 
20 Vallc,io lligh School ............ . 
21 Ynllcjo Pnhlic ::.<·hool* ........... . 
2-2 Sniut 1\rar_y's .L\Ctulomy ........... . 
2:1 ,)nrvi!l Hnll Colh,ginto School. .... . 
Ill Rncou Al'nllt•my . . . . . ....... , .. 
2:i l>nllhlll'' (JI'II(l'll lliRtri\-1 <1rntlccl 
~t·hou\. 
Tuske~ee, Ala .............. 1857 ......... James F. Park, A. M .. .. .... .. .. .. 2 2.... 90.... UO 20.... 8 .... .. G 
BatesYille, Ark .......... 1872 1872 ........ L J'. Long ................ Pres .. .. 4 2 2 . 58 22 36 ........................ .. 
BatcsYille, .Ark.......... . .. 1849 ........ Re,·. J. B. Long, A. B ..... Pres .. .. 2 1 1 28 12 16 ...... . · ............ . .. ... . 
BatcsYillc, Ark ...... .... 1850 185() ........ Rev. A. R. Bennick ...... M. E. S.. 2 1 1 28 15 13 ........................ .. 
lletbcstla Springs, .Ark ...... 1872 ........ Rev. A . R. Rennick .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. 1 .. .. 1 52 39 13 2 :1 . ............... .. 
lt'ort Smith, Ark ............. 1853 ........ Mother M. 'l'eresn. Farrell R. C..... 8.... .. .. 85 .. .. 85 ........... _ ............ .. 
LittleRock, Ark ........................ Sister M.A. Carton ...... R.C. .... 12 .... .... 100 ... 100 ........................ .. 
Grat>s VaTlcy, Cal. ....... 186!lt 86!l ........ Prot: Irdn~ Henning.... .. .. . .. . .. 5 2 3 125 65 60 20 10 3 1 10 
Oaldand, Cal ............... 18(i5 ........ UaYid .McClure.......... ........ .. 10 10 .... 125 125 10 2ll ................ .. 
O .. kland, Cal............. .. . l86!l ........ J. B. McCilesney......... .. .. . .. .. . 5 4 1 80 20 60 50 30 8 . 1 G 
San l•'rancisco, Cal ........... 1866 .. .. .. .. Sister A.. do la Croiz .. ... R. C . .... .. .. . . .. .. .. 300 . . .. 300 ........................ .. 
SnntaCt·uz, Cal.. ............ 1862 ....... . Sister A. Gibbs .......... R. C..... 6 . ... .... 120 .... 120 ....................... .. 
Vallc,io, Cal. ................ 1870 ........ C. B. Towle.............. .. .. .. .. .. 3 2 1 :JO 9 21... .. ..... _ .... _ ....... .. 
§~~~~t·si:~i:::::::::::: :::· ~~~~ :::::::: ~~~A~:t~~~g~:;_;s -~:~:::: ·: 1~ :::~ :::~ .~~-~~~ :~~0 -~~~ ::·:: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Colchester, Conn ........ 18011801 $36, 000 .F. E. Burnette........... .. . .. .. . .. 1 1.-.. 42 20 22 7 .. -·I n .......... .. 
])unbmy, Conn ....... - ...... 1865 ........ Rev. D. M. Hodge........ .. .. .. .. .. 20 2 18 1, 110 46 646 11 .. .. t .. .. .. 3 
Chambers C. II., Ala .. ..... . l8i0 
Greene Sprin~s. Ala . ...... . l84i 
Montgomery, Ala• .......... . Hl/0
1 
...... .. 
Montgomery, Ala ...... . 1870 1870 ....... . 
Selma, Ala .... ............... 186!l .... ... . 
Talladega, Ala .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1853 ...... .. 
Tuskaloosa, .Ala, ... ......... . 1866 ....... . 
John A. Morri~>, A.. B............... 3 3 .. .. 70 
II. Tutwiler, LL.D...... ..... . . .. . 3 2 1 45 
F. \V. Lewis, A. 13 . ...... . . . . ...... 2 2. . .. 45 
Theodore Hunter........ ...... ... . .. .. .. .. .... 25 
H . W. Carter........ .... .......... 6 .... 6 300 
W. IV. Wilson..................... 1 1 .......... 1 ... 1 .... , .... , .... , ...... , ...... . .... .. Madame M. C. Weed .... R. C.... . 4 .. .. 4 30 
iii:~: :I:: :y:: :I :::: :~1::::::1:::::: 
138 162 .... 1.::: :::::: :::::: ----~~ 




































2G Dul'luuu Acailcm~· ........ .. . .. .. . . Durham, Couu .......... 1838 1842 ....... . 
27 Verner Episcopal School ...... . ... East Windsor Hill, Conn .... 1871 .. . ...•. ~.en~l~a~k~~~~~- ~--~::: P. E .. .. 
28 Saint Margaret of Cortomt (g) ..... East ·winsted, Conn ......... 1868 ....... . 
29 Mr. Hall 's ~Family School. ......... Ellingtou, Conn . ........ . ... 1844 ...... . . 
Mother M. Joseph ....... R C .... . 
~0 Glastonbury Aca.tleruy ............. Glastonbury, Conn ......... . 1870 .. . .... . 
31 Greenwich .Academy ... ..... ...... Greenwich, Conn ........ 18271828 ...... . . 
Edward Ha.ll . . . . . . . . . . . . Cong . .. . 
L.T.Browu ......... . ............ . 
82 Braineru Academy• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lladdam. Conn ....... . ...... 1839 ....... . 
33 Academy of Our Lady of tho Sacred llartford, Conn ... ...... . .... 1870 . .•••... 
F!'Rnk Shepari!, .A.. M . . . . . ........ . 
J . .A. Brainerd .. ........ . Con g ... . 
Sistt~r M. S. ~yron . . . . . . R. C .... . 
lleart. (.g) 
34 llartford l'ublic lligh School. ..... Ha.rtforcl. Conn . . .. . ..... 17981847 30,000 S.M. Capron .......... .. 
35 Rocky Dell Institute ............. . Lime Rock, Conn........ . . 18G4 . . . . . . . J. H . Hmll.Jmt . ......... . 
36 Lee's A.cadewy*... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. M!Hli son, Conn .. .. .. . .. 1825 18;!5 .. .. . .. E. H. Dickinson, .A.M ... ·1 Cong . . . . 
37 Senio;r De.\)artme!lt Central School~~ Midd ~e. ton! Conn .. .. ........ 1840 ...... .. Henr.v E. Sawye_r ................. . 
~8 1\f.YStl_c ~n~ge E1~h S?lwol* ... .... hlystlc ~3I'I.clgo, Conn... . . . .. ; .......... Ge01·go 0. HO}Jkms, A.M . . .. . ..... . 
39 New .ilntam Pubhc H1gh Sclwol .. New Bntam, Conn . . .. . .... 1l:l48 . . . .. ... J. H. Peck .. . ........... . ..... . ... . 
40 Boarrling and Day School for Young New Ha,ven, Conn .......... 183-I . .... ... Misses Edwards ......... P. E .. .. . 
Ladies.* 
41 Grove Hall Young Ladies' School.. 
42 Hill llouso Iligh :::ichool* .. . ..... . . 
43 Ilopldns Grammar School* ...... . . 
44 Bartlett High School ........... . . . 
45 Waramany Academy* .. . . ........ . 
46 Norwich Free .Academy ....... ... . 
47 Rockville Hi~h School .......... . . 
48 Seabury Ins!ltute ............... . 
49 Seymour Hi!!h School* ........... . 
50 Hural Ilomo School* .............. . 
51 Gothic Ilall* .................... .. 
52 Stamfortl Hi!!h School ............ . 
53 Stamford Institute for Boys . ..... . 
54 Connecticut Literary Iustitution .. 
55 Thomaston Academy ............. . 
56 Wethersfield Public lligb School*. 
57 Natchnng Higll & Grammar School* 
Sd Wilton Academy* . ............ ... . 
59 Woodstock Academy .. ........... . 
GO Felton Seminary ................. . 
61 Frederica llig:b School* ..... . .. . .. . 
62 Illidclletown academy . . . . . . . . .. . 
63 :Milford Collegiate and .Academic 
InstitutE'. 
64 Ru?:by .Academy ................ .. 
65 'l'aylor u.ncl Jackson's.Acauemy ... . 
New Ha.von, Conn ......... . 1820 . .. ..... 0 . P. Hubbard. .. ...... . Cong ... . 
New Haven, Conn .......... 1857 . .... .. . 'l'. W. T. Cu rt is .. ......... .. ...... . 
New Ha,ven, Conn ...... . .... . .. . ..... . ... . ...... . .. .. . . . . . ... ... . .... . . . .. . 
New London, Conn .. .. .. 16851685 22,500 E. B. Jennings .... ... .... . ....... . . 
New Preston, Conn ......... 1856 .. ...... G. C. Whittlesey . .. .. .... Con g . .. . 
Norwich, Conn .......... 1854 1854 90,000 William Hutchison .... .. 
Rockville, Conn . . . .. .. .. .. . 1870 . •...... Randall Spaulding . ..... . 
Hay brook, Conn . .. . . . ..... . 1865 ........ Re\. P. L. Shel tard, .A. M . P. E .. .. . 
Seymour, Conn ...... . .. ..... 1tJ(i0 . . . . • • . . Lucy S. J'lierwin .................. . 
Sharon, Conn ................ l&J3 ........ C. II. Sears, A.M., hl. D .. P. E ... . 
Sta111forcl, Conn . . ......... . . 1855 . . . . . . . . :Misses .Aiken & Chase... Pres .. . . 
Stamford, Conn . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .A. P. Beals .. .. .. .. .... .. ..... . .. .. 
Stamford, Conn .. . .. .. . .. . 1850 ........ W. C. Wilcox . .. ...... .. ..... .. .. . 
Snfiield, Couu ........... : . . . 1835 27, 000 J. A . Shores . .. . .. .. .. . .. Bavt . . .. 
Thomaston, Conn ........... J 867 .. .. .. .. J . B. French ... ) .. .... .. . 
W etllersfieltl, Conn ....... . .. 1868 ..... . .. A. E. Nolen ...... .. .... .. 
Willimantic, Conn .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. T. H. Fuller . . .......... . 
Wilton, Conn ................ 1817 .. . ..... Edward Olmstead .... .. . Cong .. .. 
Woodstock, Conn ..... . .. 1801 1§01 16,000 W. E. Davidson... . . . . ....... ... . 
Felton, Del. ...... .. ..... 1867 Itlim ........ W. E . Knox ........ .. .... M. E .. .. 
Frederica, Del. .............. 1871 .. .. .. . . C. W . !::in per . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ... 
Middletown, Del ........ 1824 1827 10,000 H . .A. Wood, .A.. M .. .. .. ...... .. . .. . 
Milford, Del.. . .............. 1871 ........ W. R. Loru .. .... .. .... .... ...... .. 
Wilmington, Del .. . . . ...... . 18:'>7 Milton Jackson .... ..... ..... .. . . .. 
2 1 
6 4 2 
7 ...... .. 
2 2 .. .. 
4 1 3 
5 3 2 



















































tl .. -~ 
2 2 
66 Academy of tho Visitation .. ..... . 
67 Boa.rduJg and Day School for Young 
Wilmington, Del .. ... .. ·1· .. . 11872 
Georgetown, D. C ... ~ . ...... 1790 
Georgetown, D. C . ... . . . .... 1865 
S. W. Murphy, A. M . . . .. . , ........ .. 
Sister~ of the Visitation. R. C ....... . . 
Mrs. Ira Wheeler . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . J . .. . Ladies. 
68 Georgetown Institute for Males .... Georgetown, D. C .. .... . 
69 Georgetown Collegiate Institute for Georgetown, D. C . .... . . 
Young Ladies. 
70 Georgetown Female Seminary . . ... Georgetown, D. C .. : . .. · 1· ... 11868 
71 Select English and French f::icbool Georgetown, D. C . ...... . . . . 1868 
for Young Ladies. 





1871 . . .. . .. . Miss L. Ste\enson .. .. .... .......... .. . 
Miss S. A . Lipscomb .. ···1 .. .. .. .... 1 81 41 4 
Mr s. S.M. McDonal d .... ............ ........ .. 
112~2 G8 65 30 
5 . - -· 
13 11 
' 23:! 105 
90 45 
50 20 




~~110 50 .. .. 
2 .... 2 




~, ...... , .... .. 
.~ ......... .. 
5 2 10 
1801 50 201 Il l 3 32 
3 15 
25 





































21 1 ..... .. 
62 20 2 4 .. .. .. 
~~ ~ .. · 4 · .... 2 .. .. · 1 1 .. .. is 
40 .. . ............... . . 
3 ............. . .... .. 
50 . . ....... . ... . . ... . . 
30 . . . . . . . .. ... ..... . . 
4 6 2 .. .... .... . 
71 48. .. . . 7 ... . .. 
18 4 4 .... ...... .. 
4 
2 
38 . . .... . .. .... .. . . .. . . •. ... 
40 .. ...... .... .. ...... .... .. 
12 ... . . . ... .... .. .. ... .... . . 
41 38 3 3 1 1 
32 2 1 ... .. . ..... . 
20 .. . ....... ....... ... .... . 
42 (j 1 .. . ... 1 .... .. 
39 15 . . . .. . .. . ... . ..... ... . 
651 1gl1~1" '" il~:~~::l "" ' 6 
44
1· ···1• "•1'"'1'"' """1"""1""" 18 ... . . .. . . . .... .. . ....... . .. . ... .. . 100 .. .. r100 .. .. .... ....... ..... . 3 
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721 Acntlcmy of tl•o Visitation . ..... . 
73 no Bentilicu Institute .. ......... . 
4 Colnmbia .t\cnrlcu.y for Young 
I.ntlirs. 
Wasbmgton, D. U .......... - 1866 ........ hl'lle V. Prud'bomme.... . . .... .. .. 5 1 
WaRh!ngton, D. C ....... , .... ,1850, ........ , Mother M. deS. O'Hare .. , R. C ..... 1 18
1 
... . 





Eclectit· Institute . ... ..... ....... Washington, D. C ....... · · · - 1 1 870~ - · • ·· · · · 
7G Emerson Institute ..... ......... .. Washington, D. C . ...... . ... 1852 ....... . 
77 Epi~copnl Institute for Boys ...... Washington, D.C ...................... . 
7tl, Eurrlish null Classical lligh School Washington, D. C .... ...... . 1868 ... . ... . 
791' En~li~:>b, French, and Classical In- '\Vnsbington, D. C .......... -11868 ....... . 
stitutr. 
0 Memorial Unll...... .. .. .. . .. . . .. Washington, D. C . .. .. .. .. . 1869, ...... .. 
81 Monut Ycruou IustilnteforYoung Washington, D.C ........... 1872, ....... . 
Latlil'::J. 
8~ llitlcnhouso Academy.... ....... Washington, D. C ........... 1840 ....... . 
8:! Roslyn St•miuru·y ......... ..... _ .. ·washington, D. C ........... l t!G8 ....... . 
8~ ltny::J' .Academy .................. Wa!lhiu~ton, D.C ........... l SiO ....... . 
85' Snint <.'t>cilin'R .L\.cnllemy .......... Wabllington, D. C ..... . _ .. 1P68 .. . ... . . 
t!ti !:>uiuL MnttlH'w's !nstilulo . ....... Wushju~ton, D.C ...... . 18701870- .... .. 
H1 :::MPct School fot· Young Ladies ... \Vash!ngton, D. U ........... 18G5 ....... . 
f,o Sl'lcut fkhool .................... Wnslungton , D. C ........ --~ 1871- ...... . 
b!J ::it'h•ct Scl1ool fot· Youn_g Lnllios ... \Yushington, D. C ........... 18GB ...... . . 
!ll llunrcl!n~null Dny ~cboolfot·Younj! \Ynsbingtou, D. C ........... 1SG3 ...... . 
Ln•h•·~<. 
Rev. Oliver Cox. .... . ... 
1 
........ .. 
Charles B. Yo_nng ....... . ................. . .. . . 
Rev. F. L. Kmght,D.D ........ ----~-- .. 1 ... . 1 .. .. 
J.W.Hnnt ........................ . .. . 
Mrs. Angelo Jackson ................ .. 
Misses A. E. Evans and 
H. E. Williams. 
Mrs. C. W. Pail·o and .............. , . . . , .. 
hldrue. Schlicker. 
0. C. Wight........................ 1 .... 
hliss B. Ross. 00......... . .. .. . . .. . 7 3 
Chase Roys ..................... _.. 1 1 .. .. 
Sisters oftbe Holy Cross. R. C ....... ...... .. . . 
Brother Tobias_ ......... R. C ... _. 8 8 ... . 
~i~~ 1f~~p~~~~~~: : ~ ~: : : ~ ~ ~::: :: ... 3 : ::: 0 .. 3 
Mrs. G. M.. C«;mdron and ......... . .......... .. 
Miss A. Tolman Sm1th. 
~:~tfi~:~~~ge~8:::: .~:~::::: ::: :1::: : 
!lOI Sdlllol fnl' Yom1~ Lu(lies ........ . Wusl1iugtou, D. C .. ......... 1868 .. .... . 
!h!l, Tho ~I iM!'I~"-· 0!'1hcu·no'H Ronnliug \Vnshington, D. C ........ .. . 1870 ..... . -~ Misses L. L. and I. G. Os-1 .......... I 11 
llllcl l>n, Sc·hclC•I. borne 
;u s!'hnul l'ui· \ Ull,lll: Lnclio!l ........ 0 Washiuglou, D. c . 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 18G9 . ...•.. 0 Miss Lyrlia. I!'letchflr. 0 •• 0 ••••••••• 0 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 
,lt1 \ 
111 11 1 ~ t .acllt·~ lin~ Sc-lwol ...... WaRhin gton, D.C ... .. ...... l l:l6!J ........ hlisscs'\Votberspoon .... / .......... / .... ! ... I .. .. 
140 .... 140 ................... . 
30 0 •• 0 30 0 •• 0 • •• 0 •••••• 0 ••••• 
12 ...... - 0 •• 0 ••• 0 ••••• 0 • •••• • 
50 ........ 0 •• 0 • •• ••••• • 0 ···-. 0 
l:····· ..••.• ·•·····•·• ··]···· 5GI. . . I 561 .... I .... I ...... I .••... I 3 
21..-. -·· ....... ·•· .. 
32 ~2 .... ~ ................ 4 
50.... 50 2.... 1 ... . . . 3 
211 24 .. . . 5 4 .. 00.. 1 .... .. 
84 .... 0000 ........ oooo ........ .... :. 
175 175 .... -... .... . . . . .... 6 
7 ................................ .. 
24 13 11 ... . .... 0 ••••••••••••••••• 
70 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7 .... ........ .................. .. .. 
15 .... 0 •••••••••• 0 •••• •••••••• 0 ••••• 
100 .... 100 ... 0 ••• 0 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••• 





































95 Scho. olfor YouugLadies . ......... ·wash.ingtou,D.C ·· ···· · . . .. 1841 ···· ··· MajameBurr .............. l ........... .. . l ...... l .... . , ... . 
91) Yonup: Ladies' Sominnry............ Washiugton, D. C .............. . 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. . hliss M. J. Harrover. ......... ....... ......... .. 
97 Suint Joseph 's .Acaderuy (g) . .. .. . ,J uckson\ille, Fla ............. 1869 ......... Mother Sidonie ....... . ... R. C..... 8 .. . 
98 Uonvent of hlary Immaculate (g) . Key \Yes.t., Fla ...................... . ..... Mother M. Enphrasia ..... . R C..... 6 . ... 
1 
. .. .. 
99 Sisters of 1 ho Holy Narucs of Jesus K ey \ Vest, Fla ......... ........ 186U . .. .. . .. . .. Mother M. Felicite .. .. .. . .. R. ()..... 8 . .. .. 8 
:mel hlary. 
100 Peabody Institute ....................... Saint .Augustine, Fla ..... 1868 1869 ............ Daniel W aterbury ........ . 
101 .Academy of the Immacnlate Con- .Atlanta, Ga ..... ........... .... .... ... 1866 ..... . .... . Sister Jane Frances .. .... I R. C .. .. . 4 3 1 
ccption. (g) 
102 Saint Mary's .Academy (g) .......... . 
103 Cnrroll Masonic Inst itu te ........ . . 
104 Kearn Manual Labor School. . .. . . 
105 Slade's School for Boys .... ........... . 
106 llillard Institute* ......... . . .... . 
107 Samuel Bailey Male Institute* . . :. 
108 Bradwell Institute"' .................... . 
109 Martin Institute* . ............... . 
110 La Grange lligh School* .. ..... ... .. 
lll Marietta Malo .Academy* . . . ..... . 
112 Mount Zion Select School. . ... ... . 
113 Lowis High School .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. . 
114 llepzihah lligb School * ........ .. 
11:! .Acn!lemy of St. Vincent de Paul (g) 
116 Collinsw·ort!J Institute .... ...... .. 
117 Fletcher Institute* .. ........... . 
llE German Enmgelical Lut heran 
School.* 
.Angusta, Ga ... __ ................ 1 85~ ... .... . --. Sister M. I gnatius ....... -~ R. C .. - .. 
Can ollton, Ga .... .. _ ...... 1871 1871 ...... .... J. M. Rillhardson. _.. . . .. Mas ... .. 
Cave Spring, Ga ...... _ ... 1839 L839 6, 000 P. J. King .. _ .. ... __ .. .... Bapt. ... 
Columbus, Ga .......... __ ... _. 1867 . .. ...... . J. J. Slade._ .... __ __ .. . ........... ... 
~~lM~~G~~-~~~~::::::::: ~~~: ~~~~ ::: ::::: ~~\~~F~~;~t~~:A:::M::: M.E ... ... 
Hines,-me, Ga ..................... 1871 ......... S.D. Bradwell. .. _ .... _ .. 
J efferson, Ga ............ 18571 858 ........ . J. W.Glenn _______ .................... ... 
tl~~~ffa~~:~:::: ::::: : ~ ~~7 ~~~g: ::::::. ~:~: 6!~!.-A.::M: :::::::: :::::::::: 
Mount Zion, Ga ... .. . ........ . 1854 . ..... _ .. . IV. J. Nortllen ................... _ .. ... 
Macon Cit.y, Ga .............. 1868 .......... Mary E. Sands .. _ .. ................ __ __ 
Richmond Factory, G:;~, .. 1861 1861 . .. . . . .. . . Rev. W. L. Kilpatrick . . Bapt .. _. 
Savannah, Ga .......... ....... .. 1845. ..... .. Sister M . .Agnes . . __ .. . _. R C . ... . 
Talbotton, Ga .... ... ........ .... 1837 ...... - ... J . T. McLaughlin, .A.M .. M. E. S .. 
Thomasville, Ga .. ....... 1850 . . - . ....... . Rev. J. F. Nixon . _ ....... . M. E ... . 
.Addison, TIL. ...... __ .. _ ........................ ______ ............ __ ... .......... .... .. 
8 .... .. .. 
8 ... .- ... . 
4 . 3 1 
1 1 .. ... 
2 2 .. .. 
2 2 .. .. 
3 3 .. .. 
4 1 3 
4 2 2 
4 4 .... 
2 2-- ... 
1 1 .... 
8 1 7 
5 1 4 
12 .. - ... -. 
~ 2 ... .. 
2 2 .. ... 
2 2 .. .. 
119 Mercer County Collegiatl3 Insti- I .Aledo, Til ............... 11872118711 .......... 1 James Henderson ...... . , .......... . 
tute. 2 
120 Ursuline .Academy (g) .. .. .. ... _ .. 
121 Jennings's Seminiu:y* .. ___ .. ____ _ 
122 Institnto of the Iminaculate Con-
ception. (g) 
123 Bloomin?jton Female Seminary. __ 
124 Loretto Academy (gl .. . . ___ . _. _ . . 
125 Champaign Female Semiuary* . _. 
126 Graham Seminary .... _ .... _ ... _ . . 
127 Dearborn Seminary* ............ .. 
128 Young Ladie::~ ' Seminary . . . _ .. _ . . 
129 Chicago Academy ._ ....... ... __ . . _ .. 
130 Palmer's .Aeauemy _. __ .. _ . . ... _ .. 
131 English and Ulassical 8chool . _ .. . 
132 Saint Xavier's Academy . ... . . .. . 
133 Benedict Academy ........ ___ ... . 
134 '-'eminary of tbe Sacred H eart (g)_ 
1:15 German Institute .. __ ....... _ .. ... _ .. 
g~ Dan,-!ll~ lligh ~chool .. ___ . _ .. __ .. 
1 hlontJCe~lo Semmary .... __ . .. ___ . 
1:11! Yonug Ladies' Atheneum*._ .... __ . 
139 Ewing Uni,-ersity*. __ .. _ ...... ... . 
140 Lako Forest .Academy* .... __ ... _ .. 
141 Christian Brothers' Academy .. _. 





Aurora , Ill ...... ....... .... ..... .. ..................................................... 12 6 6 
Belleville, TIL ... ___ ............. 1859 ........ . Sister M . Jerome. __ ..... R. C ............ _ ... .. 
l3loomington, Ill . ............. 1856 . :.. .. ... Rev. R. Conover........... Pres ... ... 
Uairo, Ill. __ ...... __ .. __ ... _ .. . 1854 ......... Sister Sopronia .. _ .......... R. C ... ... 
~~~~~·IlL~:::••::: :::: l~O :·••:l•· lliankBrown:.:-::•\!1!! ······•:•• 
Cbica.~o, Ill. _ .................... 1858 . ... .. . .. Rev. M. R. Gauthreaux .. R. C .... .. 
g~~~fff~.~}c::.-:::::::: : :::: i869 :::::::: -j_-G.-si-t~~ici::~~::~::::::: :: :::::::: 
Godfrey, Ill ................... 1837 1836 150, 000 Hartiet N. Haskell . .... ....... - .... . . 
,Jacksonville, Ill. . __ .. __ . . . _ ... _ . . ___ __ . . .... _ ....................................... - .... ---. 
Knoxville, ill .. ________ .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ............... - .... - .............. , ... --
Lake Forest, Ill._ ..... __ ....... ... _ ... _ ...... --- .. ---- ... - .. ------ -- ------ · · · · 
La SaJle, Ill . ... ... .. . . . . ... . ... 1862 ...... _ ... Brother Arthemian....... . R. C ...... 
4 1 3 
12 ......... 
6 2 4 
3 .... 3 
9 1 8 
4 2 2 
3 • 2 1 
4 1 3 
1 ] .... 
8 .... 8 
2 --· - 2 
40 ........ 
3 2 1 
2 --·- 2 
14 .... 14 
15 4 11 
8 .......... 
8 :J 3 
7 7 ··-· 
~~ :::: :~:: :::: :::: :::::1::::1::::: 
100 --.. 100 ... -- -- ..... -- .. 
gi ::: : gf :::: :: :: :::::: ::::::,-----6 
140 70 70 12 12 6 6 4 
120 ..... 120 ... ...... ------ ------ ....... .. 
100 ---- 100---- ....................... ... . 
73 40 33 ..... - - ... --- - . • . . . . . - .. - - .. 
30 30 . . .. 3 ... .. .. -- ... -- .. .. .. - - - -
40 40 .. ·.. 18 3 4 3 -- .•.. 
54 54 .. .. . - . . ---. ·-- - -- -··· .- --- ··-
108 108 ................. .... ------ ..... .. 
60 35 25 . . . . . . . . . . - - - . . . . . . . . .. - - .. 
154 92 G~ ... .. ... .. .. __ .. .. .. __ .... .. .... .. 
115 115 .............. ------ ....... ------
60 60 ........ - . -.- ·-- -.. -...... ··-- ... 
25 25 17 .. .. 4 .... -- 3 
467 176 291 ......................... ------
110 54 56 .. .. .. -- .. - -- - .. - - ....... -
136 ..... 136 ............... ------ ..... . 
60 60 . -.. 20 10 2 --- - -- 3 
42 4~ .• - . .• ...•.... ·--. ·--· •. ···- -· 
14.'2 ........ _ ......... .. .............. ----~-
661 261401 .. --~ - .. -~ --- ... -~-. -- .. '-- ----
320 .... 3~~ ............... ------~------
321 16(1 1;:>;, .......... - -- . . • -- .. ---- --
100 ..... 100 . :: ..... . ····- · ........ ····--
1
1! : ~ ~ . 1 iii~ ~ : : : ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
17<.1 ... - 170 ..... -- ....................... .... 
30 4 26 . . .. . - - - . . . - . - . . - .. . . . . ... - . 
31 31 ....................................... .. 
50 25 25 . - - -- .. .. - - - - .... .... .... -- -- --
16 16 ....... ---- --- ...... ---- .... -- .. 
GO.. . . 60 .. _ ...... . . ---- ... .. - -· --- .. -. 
25.... 25.- .. 
120 120 -- .. 
160 80 80 --. 
]~~ --~: 1~~ ---~ .... \::::: 
173 173 . - ... - .. 
80 ...... -- .. -- --
104 8G 18 ....... . 





























142 McDonough Normal and Scientific 
CollegC'. 
113 Rock Hh·er St>miunry :uul Colleg-
intl' Institute.* 
H-1 Jilount Zion Jilalo aull Female 
Scmiunrv. 
H:l l~owler Institute* ............... . 
146 Grand Prairie Seminary ami Com-
mcrcinl College. 
147 Ou:nl-!:tiustituto* ............... . 
14ti llnrty's .Kormal ..lcadcmy .. .. ... . 
14!l Princeton High School .......... . 
150 Institnte of the Infant Jl'sus (!J} . 
151 Raiut l!'rnncis Solnnus College ... . 
152 ~aiut Nary's Institute ......... .. 
153 S::tviour's College* . .............. . 
15·1 Shelbv,ill<• Graded School ...... . 
155 'l'oilli'St•miuary for Doys ......... . 
156 Frit>ullsllloomiu~,rdalc A<•n<lcmy .. 
1:i7 Om Ln<ly of tho ~n<'n'd llenrt (!JJ 
15e Saint .A11gustinc's School. ....... . 
l!i!~ Haiut I:.ruati ti!I'S Sl'lwol (IJ} . .•••. . 
l~ ~;~,~~~; ~~~~!';.'(~ f:;~\:~~~~'?:: ~ ~ : : :: : ~ :: 
16:.! 8uiut Mtn·y's Actulcmic Iustilute• 
111:1 !->nint ,JotWjlh'fl J\('tlllNny (g) .· .... . 
ltlJ :-;plnlmu\ Al·atlc•mv ... . .. · ....... . 
l!i:i Saint l'aul'11lll~h "!·l<'hool .. .... .. 
T.\BLE VI.-Stalisiics of ·institntions fo1' StC01l(lr.t1'Y i.nstnwtion for 1872-Contmuecl. 
Instructors. 
.p d § 0 d :;3 
0 8 C'l 
Location. :;3 ~ Principal. p 
,_; ~ 0 '§ rc:l 
~ ·s l'l 0 Q) l'l 
d ell Q) 
~ 
!;I) ..... rc:l !:; 0 :g ..... ~ 0 '8 p 0 
:€n ~ 
Q) 0 
~ 8 C) 
A A <1 P:i 
JilaeGmu, Ill. ............ 11864,1865, .. _ ..... , Daniel Branch .... ..... . 
:lionn t J\[onis. Ill ..... .. 1838 1839 . . . . . . . . S. H. Adams, .A.M .... _ .. I M. E ... . 
Mount Zion, Ill ... _ .. _ .. , .... , .... , . .... .. .... ... . 
~~~~.~~~·ril 1.:::::::: ~:::: lis65lis63l. $22; oool "j-: T.-:D-icki~-s-0~; .A:::M:::: I":M:::: ~:: 














4 ~~:.l~~l:tl~ : ~::::: ::: : :: : : : : : i87i I: : : :: :: : 'j ~~i~il' H~·ty; A.: :M:.: : : : : :::::: : : : : 5 
Princeton, ill ........... 18671867 . . .. .. .. H. L. Boltwood ....... _.. .. . . .. . . .. 8 
uiucy, Ill ........... - ... .. . 1867 ........ Sister M. Boniface ...... R . C... . 7 
8uincy, Ill ........... _ ...... 1859 . ....... Brother .A. Milller, 0. S. F R. C..... 91 9
1 
.. .. 
(Juincy,lll. ................. l 8671 ........ Sister M. B. de Notre R.C . .... 15 . .. . 15 
Dame. 
5 
~~~~~J~~~~~:RL::::::: : is69is69 ::~ ::: :: 'i:ii~bbs.·x::M::::~::::: ::::::::: . 11 21 9 
Woodstock, Ill .............. 1870
1 
........ Rev. R. K. Tod<l, .A.l\L .. Pres..... 5 3 2 
I':Joomiugclalc, Ind ... _-. 1858 18-15 5, 000 B. C. llobbs, LL. D ... _ .. Friends. :3 l 2 
Fort \Vny11C, Ind ........ .. .. 18Gli ........ Sisterl\L.Arsino ......... R C..... 10 .. .. 
Fort \Yay no, Ind ... ......... 1846 . . .. . . .. Sister 11. Cecilia ......... It. C. . .. . 7 . _ . . 
I~n Fuyct tc, Incl. ............ 1858 . . . .. . . . Sis I er ~- .Liutoiuctte..... R. C ........... .. 
LaF:l~ottc,lnd ............. 18G7 ........ B.F.Dcsales ............ R.C ..... 5 5 
J>crn, Ind .............. _ . .... I b60 .. .. .. .. G. G. Jilanniug ................. _.. 3 11 2 
St. Jilary's of the Woods, 1846 ld40 ........ 1\lotber .A.nastasie .. _ .... R. C..... 16 . . . . Hi 
lnd. 
~O~lthllC'u<ilnd., ........... 1865 ....... SisterM.Claucline .. ..... R.C ..... 8 ... .. 
SpJcPlau<l, ml. ....... _ ...... 1864 . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 7 
Vnlpami~>o, Ind ......... . .... 181i51 ........ Hov. M. O'Reilly ......... R C..... 4 
Students. 
Q;) P<d 81E ~;a§ ~ +'<:) oo:s p :0~ ~;: 0 C1l;.;> oort::·-
<:) "''" -o ~§E OQ) 0 "'"'"" Ow <ll :j:j §~ ~.9 "'~:0 ~1) ·g ~ w<::> ~~~ 
~a;, <;;>a:> ~ ~-~ 8 ·8.¥ 0~ ~<::>,_; ·~-~ ~ he,)~ ~ ~0 ~~~ 
P·'"',<:l 





11""1'"""1'""'" 30 .. - .. - ........ ·-· ... ····- .. 
65 4:'1 20 .. ... .. .. ·····- . . •· ..... .. . ·- .. 
143 8'1 
173 81 ~~~ - ""61: ::. 
58 28 30 ........ 
1 
.... _ . .. .. _ . .. _ .. . 
~~~ i~~ .1~~ .. i5 ... 5 ..... i . -... i .... i2 
~~~ : ~~0 . ~~~ :: ~~ :: ~~~-::: ~~ :::::: :::: ~~ 
:jj'i! 'ji j :: : : 1 11 / 
306 .... 3U6 ........ ... .. ... ... . 
:~! . ~~~ . :~; . ~ ~8 ; ; ~ ~ . : : ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J; ; ; ; ~; 
2001 .. .. 1 200 ............. ... ... .......... . 




































lGG \ Ya.vclmul Collrginto Institntn ... 
lti7 .Academy of tlw lrnmn.cul1tto Con-
ceptiou. 
168 Denmark Academy- --- - -. _-·.-- . 
169 Dubuque lligh School.-_- .. _____ -
JoPo. 170 Addison Collcghtte Institute . . _ .. 
~ 171 Saint Benedict's College ... . --- --. 
t<.l 172 Jlartford Collcgin.to Iristitute• -- .. 
173 IVetmore Institute* . . -- __ ._ -- -- .. 
174 Saint Ann's Academy ...... ·----· 
175 Saint Mary's College .. ___ ... --- . . 
176 Seminary of the Assumption .. __ . 
177 Nazareth Academy (g) . __ . _- -- . . . 
178 Saint Joseph's College and Sem-
inarv. 
179 Saint Theresa Academy __ _ . _____ . 
180 B otlllehem Academy (!J) _________ . 
181 Green River Academy* . ___ . ____ . 
182 School of the Parish of the Good 
Shepherd." 
183 Mount Olivet School (g) .. ___ -- - --. 
184 Calvary Academy(g) ·---- -·- -----
185 Snint Augustine's Academy (!J)- •. 
186 Loretto Academy (g) ____ ._. _____ . 
187 Academy of the 'Visitation . .. -- .. 
188 Academy of St. Vincent de Paul(g) 
189 ::inint Francis Academy _____ _ . __ . 
190 Saint Charles Academy _____ . ___ . 
191 Saint Benedict's Academy (g) .. __ . 
192 Shelby Graded School . _. _. _ . ____ . 
193 Academy of Saint Catharine of 
Sienna. 
194 Saint Vincent Academy (g) __ . __ _ . 
195 Acadamy of Saint Vincent>< ___ __ . 
196 Convent of tho Presentation (g) . 
197 Saint JI:yacinth's Academy. ___ ._. 
198 Jlobrew Education Society*_ .. __ . 
199 New Orleans Central Boys' High 
School. 
200 Saint Aloysius Academy .. __ .. __ . 
201 Saint .Joseph's School (g) ... ____ _ . 
202 Saint Simeon's Academy (g) _____ . 
20:1 Ursuline Order *- --- -- ------ · - - -- -
204 Somerset A cademy .. ___ -__ _ .. .. _ . . 
~03 ..in burn lligh School.. __ --- _____ _ 
206 Gould's Academy. _____ . ____ --- __ 
204 BluehillAcaden:iy* .... _ .. · -- · --- · 
208 East Maino Conference Seminary . 
20!) Calais Academy and High School 
210 Cherryfield .Academy .... __ .. __ .. __ . 
2 11 Corinna Union Acnuemy*. ___ . __ . 
2 ~21 .Boynton :jligll School. 
W:t\r lanll , Incl.- --- - __ _ .,1855118491 .. _ .... ·i·J: M. Naylor ..... · ··-- -_ ·j Pres ... . . 
Davenport, Iowa. __ .. __ . 18691859 . __ . ___ . S1stcr M.. Alphonse. __ __ . R. C. ___ . 1 ~1._ -~ 2 13 741 401 341 6, .. -. 155 25 130 ·-·· ·--···-·---··----· 
4 •• - •••. Hl 
3 
Denmark, I owa ... ....... 1 843 184:~ 1,500 H.K.Edson .. ~- -------- · Cong.... 5 2 3 3Q8 174 134. ...... . ----- · ·---- -j 7 
Dubuque, Iowa.-- .... -- .. --. 1866 . __ .. - _. W . H. Beach; A. M __ . __ .. __ _ .. __ . . 4 1 3 95 32 63 2 . __ . 2 . ____ . 2 
Irving, Iowa. ____ -. -.- . .. - . . 1862 . -- .. --. Rev. A . Craven .. -_- . - . .. . - .- ---- .. -- . . - . .. -- .. ____ .. - .... .. . - .. . - _ . . _--- . . ____ . 
A tchisou, Kaus .. -- . . _- . 1868 11:!59 . __ .-- . . Rev. G. Christoph, 0. S. B R. C.-._. 8 8 . , - . SO SO . ... . .. .. - _ . . _- _- .. ____ . 
llartford, Kans ... . .... . ..... 1862 · --·- -- · A.D.CI.Jamhers,.A. M ... · ---- -·- -· 4 1 3 80 44 36 . . . ..... ----- · ·----· ·-----
Irving,Kaus ·---- -·-- - -· . ... 1862 ··-··-- · Prof.C. E.1'obbets -----· Pres . . .. . 3 .. . . .. . . 125 50 75 . ....... ·---- · ·----· ------
Osage Mission, Kans . _ - . 1870 l tl71 . __ .. - . . Mother B. Mayden _ _ _ _ _ _ R C. ___ . 8 . __ . 8 80 . __ . 80 . __ . . __ . . ____ .. ___ . . . . . __ • 
SaintMary's,Kans . .... . 1S691865 · -··--- · R ov.P . .J. Ward,S . .J. __ . R.C..... 7 7 .... 140 140 · --· 40 .. .. ---- - · ·--·-· -·---· 
Topeka, K:.1ns . _____ . __ . . . - - 1866 . . .. - - _ Re\ . .r. H . D efouri . _____ . R. C. ___ . 8 8 . __ . 45 45 . __ . ___ .. __ . . __ __ . . ____ . . ___ . _ 
Bardstowu,Ky .......... . ... 1812 .... .... 1\IotherFrances . .. ...... R .C . .. .. 28 .... -- - · 300 .... 300 ...... .. · -- - · · ______ ··----
Bardstown,Ky . ... ...... 1S24 1819 ....... . Rev. M.M.Coghlan .... . R.C . .... 10 10 .... 50 50 .... 10 40 30 30 . .... . 
Concordia, Ky.------_-- ... - . . --. __ -----. Sister M. Agnes . . _ .. __ _ . R. C._ -- . 
Elizabethtown, Ky ....... - .. IR30. --·- __ . Mother B. Bowles. _____ . R. C.- · -· 
Elkton, Ky .... __ . __ . . _ . ... - . 1871 . __ . ___ . .A . .r. Laughlin. __ . ·----· Dis -·- __ . 
Frankfor(1 , Ky _______ ___ .. . . 1667 ·--··--- BrotherFlavian . ....... . R.C . ... . 
Gethsemano, Ky . ___ . _ _ 186S 1866 . __ ... _ . Mother de Chantal . . __ . R. C. _- - . 
Lebanon, Ky _____ -----· . .. . 1816 . __ .. - .. Sister Febronia Cecil. __ . R . C. ---· 
L ebanon,Ky ____________ . . . . 1863 ... . ... . SisterMary.Alice ·--- -· R.C . . .. . 
Loretto, Ky . . __ . _ .. ____ . .. . . 1812 . __ . . . . . Mother E lizabethHayclcn R. C . . - .. 
Maysville, ~Y· · - -··----·18661 865 · - ·-·-· S!sterM.M.St_renzel ... . R.S·---· 
Morganfielu, Ky. __ ... __ .. __ . 1829 . __ .. _ _ S1ster S. FenwiCk . - -- - - . R. C .. --· 
Owcnsborough, K y .... _ .. _. . . . . _ . . _. Sister Theorlora ... _ .. __ . R. C. ___ . 
Paris, K y . . _______ . ___ .. _- . 186R . __ .. __ . Sister M:ar.v Beiehmans _. R. C . . _ . . 
Portland, Ky. ___ __ ·---- .. _ . . 1842. __ . ... Motherl!'elicitas I-V ebb .. R. C . . __ . 
Shelbyville, Ky _. __ .. __ . 1871 1871 12, 000 R. \V. McRery. __ .. .. ___ . . ________ . 
Springfield, Ky.--- ------ 1S40 182-2 . __ .. __ . Mother R egina O'Meara. R. C .. __ . 
Union Connty, Kv ·--- -· ·--- .... ·--·- -- · SisterScholastica ·--- - - · 
Jfairfielcl , La . ___ :_· --_._ 1869 1868 . __ .. _ .. Mother Ma.ry Ryadnth . . 
Marksville, La. __ .. ____ .. _ . . 1855. __ . . __ . Sister A. de .Jesus.·----· 
Monroe, La . . _____ .. _____ . _ . . lS66 . _ ... __ . Sister Seraphina . __ . . __ . 
New Orleans, La--- · ___ . 1867 1866 . .... _ . . A. B. Cllandl er. ----· __ _ . 
New Orleans, La. __ .. __ .. __ . 1867. __ .. __ . Rev . .John P ercival. ____ . 
R.C .... . 
RC .... . 
R.C .... . 
R.C .... . 
R eb .... . 
5.-- . . -- . 
10.-- . . -- . 
2 1 1 
5 2 3 
5. -- · . --· 
!il· ··· ·--
4 -- .. - -. 
10.- ... - -. 
14 . --. 14 
11 -- -· ---· 
8- --- . --. 
5 ·--· 5 
10 . -- . . -- . 
6 2 4 
8. --. 8 
10.-- ... -. 
6. -- · 6 



















10.0 ··:· 100 ·--· ---· ·- - --· -----· -----· 
80 '10 40 . - - .. - -.. ---- . . . --- . . -- -- -135 70 G5 . __ . . _ . . . ____ . . ____ . • ____ _ 
5:.1- - -. 53.--. - --. · --- - · ·-- - .. - -----
45 .- -. 45 .-- .. -- . ·----- ·---- . . --- ·- . 
65 . --. 6.~.-- .. --. ---- - .• ---- .• ·----
80.--. 80. -- .. --. ··- - -· ----- . ·-----
65 -- . G5 .• _ .. --. --- - •. - ---- · ·--- _. 
156 . - - . 156 . -- .. -- .. ---- . . -- - - . . --- -. 1:10 __ _ . 1 :~o . __ . . __ . . ____ . . ____ . _____ _ 
50.--. 50. --· . -- .. ----- . -- --. ·--- --
65 . - .. 65. --· . --. ·--- -- ·-- --. ·-----
241 . -- .. . - . . - - ... - . . -.-- .. ---- .. -----
80.-.. 80 .. - .. -- .. ----. ---- . . ·-----
135 . --. 135 . - - .. - ... ---- - . ----- ------
21 . -- . 21.- -· -- .. ·---- . . ----. ------
48 .--. 48. - . , --- . ----- . ·---- . ·--- --
35.-. . 35. -- . . - . . ·----. ·--- -- ·-----
270 150 120 . - - .. - - . . --- - . ---- . . . -- - .• 
150 150 . - . .. - - . . - - . 12 . -- - - . 9 
NewOrleans,La ........... . 1S69 ........ BrotherStnnislaus _____ R.C . . .. . 5 5 .... 100 100 . .. .. .. . ·--· 12 .... .. ·----· 
~::8~i~!~:; t::::::~: : :::· t~~~ :::::::: ~l~i:~~~8J~~c;:: :::::::: ~:8::::: 1~ :: :::::: 1~~ :::: 1~~ :::.::::::::: : ::::: : :::::: 
NewOrleans, La ........... 1727 .... .... SisterSt.Seraphine .... . R.C ..... 19 1 18 100 .... 100 . ... --- ·· ----··----· ·-- ---
±~t~~~J1~::::::::::~:: ~~~0 i868 ·-- ~·-~~~ ~:~:~~;~~0-~----_-_·_-_-_:::: :::::::::: ~ k i 1~~ --~0 --~5 3~ :::: ·----4 ·----i -----3 
llethelHill,Mo .... ... .. 1836 1836 3,fl00 C.H.Hersey ____________ ·-----·--· 3 1 2 108 42 66 10... . 1 ----- · ------
Bluebill , M e . · -- ___ ·----- 1S03 LSO;J. _ .... ... -·-- - ... - -·. -- ---.- . . --- . . .. --- . - ... -- · ·-- · · -- · ---- · · · · · · ·- · · ·-- · ·-- · ··-- · · ·---- · · -- -- -
Bucksport,Me .. ________ 185U 1851 30,000Rev. G.Forsytb . . ....... M.E .... fi 3 3 216 135 81 6 . . .. 1·--- -··-----
Calais,Mo .. .... .. .... .. 185011851 2, 400.J. H.Richar<ls . .. . ...... . ......... . 2 1 1 67 20 47 .. ; . 12 3 ...... 12 
Cberrytiold , Me ... .... .. l8:291830 . . . ..... F . .A. Campbell . .. ....... ·· ·--- · --· 2 1 1 87 39 48 ... . . . .. -----· ·---·· ------
Corinna,Me ........... . l852 1852 .. .. .... D.H.Sherm an .......... Union ... 6 2 4 155 79 76 . ...... . ·----· --·- ·· --· -- -




























2 1:1 Exeter lligh School .. ........... . 
2 14 liamJ•tleu .Ac:ultmy*. 
:! l :i llart :Ulu Acatlemy. 
~l(j Houlton Academy ...... .. ... .... . 
217 Nichols Latin School. . . .. .... . . . . 
21~ Limerick Academy .............. . 
21!l Limington Acauemy .. .......... . 
2'20 Mattannwcook Academy ....... . 
221 Litchfield Aenllemy . ............ . 
2:?2 l\lonmouth Acaumuy ..... ....... . 
223 Lincoln Academy ..... ....... . 
22·1 North .Anson .Academy . . ... ..... . 
2-~:i Bridgeton Academy ............. . 
~2tl , liarpswell Acn<lomy ............ . . 
~-.!7 ' Patteu Aeaderuy• ............... . 
~:18 ' :llnino Ct'ntrnl Institnto ..... .... . 















































Exeter, :lifo .............. 1838j ltl:J7 $4751 E . D. Pratt ......... ..... .. .. -.... . 
llampden, Mo ........... 1E03 1~~~ . . . . . . . . Rc\·. D. 11. Friboro....... Stato ... . 
llartl:md, Mo ...... .. .. .. .. . 11b.Ai 1, OGO A. II. Eatou ...................... . 
r~~!~~~.~o.·~~::::~~~: ~~~: :::: :::::::: ~aJ~1Jo~~~~:~i:l3: :::: :: -~~~-~:::: 
Limerick, Mo .......... . l SOS l t:OE 2, GOO H. M. Heath ...................... . 
Limiup:ton , hlo .......... 18-18 18:10 3, WO w·. G. Lord . ....... _ ..... . ........ . 
Lincoln, hlo ...... . ...... Id4i l E<J'i 2, 500 J. R ::Uarsh ............. . .... _ .... . 
Litcbtield, Mo ......... . 1845 18-J :'i 1, 500 D. L . Smith: ............ Cong ... . 
Monmouth,Mo .......... 180:J L803 3,000 Ali.JcrtWoodsido ...............•.. 
N O'l'l'cnstlo, Me .......... 1801 18C4 10, :JOO G. M. Thurlow, A. M .. ... ........ . 
North Anson, Mo ........... 1 8~:.! 5, COO J. B. A twood, A.B._ ..........••... 
North Britlgeton, Me . ... 1!'08 180ti 1:.!, ~00 I. D. Choate ..... _ ...........•. _ ... 
North Harpswell; Mo .... 1859 185!J . . . . . . . . '1'. Spooner, jr .......•....... .. ..... 
Patten, ~[c .• •••••••••••. 1847 18<17 .................... _ ..................... .. 
Pittsfield, N e ........ · ... 1866 IEG6 12, 000 G. B. Files .... ........... F. W. B . 
Institute. . 
230 Westbrook SPmiunry ............. Stevt'ns Plains, M e ...... 1831 18JJ 30,000 C. B. Varney ...... ..•... Univ ... . 
South Paris, hlo ......... 1849 ll:H£1 ..... -.. ll. E. Swasey ......•............... 
~:J I 1 homnstou lligh School...... ... . '.rhoma:;tou , Me .. . .......... 1!339 . . . .. . . . E. F. Davis, A.. B ................ . 
~:1:.! Franklin J!'nmily Sl'lwol for Boys '.rops bam, Mo . ....... ....... 18j7 ....... R. 0. Linsley ... ........ .......... . 
~a:l On!, Gron• ~cmiun,·y ........ .... Vnssaii.Joroll gb, Mo .... .. 1852 1857 10,000 R. M. Jones, A.B . ....... Fr ..... . 
~:11 " 'nterdll\' Clnssit·al l nAtitutc .... 'Ya.terdlle, Mo .. ... - .... 1tl41 1842 ........ J . JI. llausou ......... _ .. Bapt ... . 
~:1;, ~m·th Yannonth Atmlt'my ....... YnrmmJth, Mo . -.... .... 1814 1814 2, 500 D. M. Elliot.t ..... . ...... Cong ... . 
2Jli.l Ac1uh~my of th o Yi>~it>\1 ion (g) ... l~altiJUorc, Md . ....• • ... ... . . 1t!37 . -- .•... Moth or M . L. Neale .... .. R. C .. .. . 
~;I? ~<!ll'<' l>nnw ~ustitnt u (g) .•••••... l~alt!moro,N<l .............. 1862 .. ...... MotborMnry . ........... R . C .... . 
-'~" 1 ~a111t .Jnsl'ph 11 l'lt·a<h•my _ .•. , .•.. Bnlhmorc,Mtl. ... . . .. ... . . . . . . . . ...... Bro. Candidian .... ..... . R. C .... . 
~!I~ Jh·nukl•villl• .Ucmh•lllj ~ ..... --- .... .Bt·ookcvillc, Mel. ........ 1814 U:H5 .... ... . R. C. Mnrsbnll n.nd s. H. 
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3 1 2 
4 . . . . 4 
4 4 .... 
2 l 1 
2 1 1 
:l 1 2 
3 1 2 
3 2 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
3 2 t 
2 1 ] 
2 1 1 
8 3 5 
10 7 3 
w 5 5 
2 1 1 
3 2 1 
4 2 2 
5 1 4 
4 1 3 
~2 .... ---· 
21 .. .. · ·-· w 10 
2 2 .... 
3 ......... . 
l25 54 71 7 ............•......... 
341 178 163 ....... .. .......... . ..... . 
70 40 30 . . •..••. .•••• . . - •.•. .•••• • 
73 33 40 ..........•.............•. 
6~ 68 ...................... -· ..... . 
58 33 25 2 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
60 30 :JO 3 . .................... . 
55 28 27 ....... .. .... .. ..........• 
!JO 50 40.... 4 1 ..•• ••••• ••• 
75 . ...... ... .. .. .. ··-··· . ··-·· .•...• 
97 46 51 10 . . . 2 . . . . . . . .... : 
102 55 47 ......................... . 
50 30 ~0 10 2 . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. - • -
40 25 15 .........................• 
69 36 33 .... .. . ... ... . . .•... . . ...• 
225 1:31 94 28 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . ... .. 
207 90 117 15 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
W3 ~ 00 20 . ... 2 1 9 
~ ~ ~ 7 2 1 1 w 
35 35 .. .. w ffi 5 2 4 
~ 45 40 8 . .. . ~ . ---- ·---- · ------
1~ ~ 00 50 .... !l ... ... ~ 
00 00 ~ 2 .. .. ----- - ------ ------100 · --· ~0 ·--· ---· --- ·--- ------ ...... 
.1~ ·-·· 100 ·--· ... ------ ·-----
------
~ 29 ... . ---- --- · ·----- ------ -----· 




































g~~~~!~~}1~.1~J1l:: :::::: i~~~~ i~~~::: ::::: -~~~~~~-_1:~~~~~~~: :::::: :~:ri::::: 
CL'ntn•yiJlo,MLL .... ....... ... . . -------- J . W.Tbompsou,jr .... .. ----------
~~If.~~~t~~t~M ::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::: ~~~f¥~1~~~~~~-:::::::.-.-: ::::::_::: 
Pi_k~sville, Md .. .... . ....... 18721 ........ Miss Fl~rcn~e Waldron. R. C .... . 
~<~~~~~-~~~~·:b1a~:::: :::::: iso3 ieo7:::::::: ¥1riJr~b~~s-:: ::::::: :::: :: :::: 
SaintMary'sCounty,Md. 17721774
1 
........ N . . F. D. Browne . . __ ........ . ___ .. . 
Sln·ewsun.ry, :lid .... -.- ..... - ~ - ........... Thoums B. Long . ...... . .......... . 
Sallll:y t)pring, :lid .. ......... l t3671 .. .... .. Caroliu.c IT. Miller ... .. ........... . 
Upperhlarll.Jorougb,:lld ..... ---- ..... .. .. JamesHarpei:------ ---- - ... ... ... . 
\ Vest Nottingham, MLl ...... -- - ---- --- -- SamudA.Gayle_y .. . ... . 
An<loYer, 1\Iass .. ..... . .. 17~0 17?8 .. -... ... 
1 
F . ~V:- Tilton, A.M....... , 
A ncloYcr. Mass .......... 18-J11855 60, 000 \V1lham G leason Gold- I U nscct n 
· I I smitb,A.M. 
2 . )71 Dnnnner Academy* .. . .......... . Byfield, Mass.----- ...... 178'.21763. -- - .... L. W. Stanton . ____ ..... .. ---- .. .. . 
2.1:::· llowe School* ...... . ............ . Billerica. :!\tass . .. ....... 1852 Hl5 L ........ S. Tucker, A. M ........... .... ... . 
:25!1! Cbanucy lla.ll School* ...... - ----- 13ostou, :llass ....... ___ ...... 1828 . ........ Cushing and Tadcl ............. . __ . 
260 English Jli~h School . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bo!!ton, Mass .......... . ..... 1821
1 
.. .... .. C. M. Cumston .• .................. . 
2Gl BriCigewatc'r Academy . . . . . . . . . . Bridgewater, Mass .... .. 17D9 179!)
1 
:1, 000 C .• Tordan, A.M . ................. . 
:26:.! Hitcllcock Frro llig-h School . . . . Brimticl<l, Mass . .... .... 185~ 1 8~,3 76, 000 E. W. Nor'il'ood .......... . . . ...... . 
263 Camuriflo-oJiio-h School ......... . Camhricl~e, Mass .. ........ . . Hl46 ........ L.R 1\"illi~tou .................. .. 
264 Con<>Teo-~tion :>'r Notre Damr tq) . Cambritlgrport, Mass ........ 1tl69 ........ Sistt•r Saint Hilary ...... R. C ... .. 
~~~ g~;Y,~;~~~~11 ~cC:~o~~ ::::::::::: : 8~~~~~:S,\~~~s: ::::: :: :: :::: ~~~~ :::::::: R!t1~~j~:~~:::::::::::: :: :::::::: 
2G7 Drerfielll Academy and High D corfie l<l ,Mass . ...... .. 1798 ...... ...... V . M.Howard .. . , ............... .. 
School. 
~-1!,1 C:aJu~ritlg~' Ft't~Jal~ .A~~1dcmy .... . 
~L Clnuch ll!ll Ac:HlLlll,) .......... . 
2-13 Saint Timothy's IlalL ........... . 
'2-i '.'l Ceutrovillc Ac:ulem~- ..... . ..... . . 
2-15 Da rliugtou..l.catkmy . ..... . ..... . 
~-IG Fmrmonut Academy ............ . 
2-17 Borromcoin::;titute ......... ..... . 
2-Jt: ~illiup:tou Academy .......... .. . 
~19 Rock\'illo .Academy . ..... ....... . 
250 ' Charlotte llnll* .................. . 
251 Shrewsbury .Academy . . ........ . . 
252 Stanmore School for Girls . . ..... . 
253 rppcr Marlborough Academy ... . 
25·1 \\'('st Nott.iurrlwm Acatlcruy .... . . 
255 Phillips Aca<'i'emy* . ............. . 
25G Pnnchard Free School .......... . . 
2f>8 Partri(lge .Academy ........... _ .. Dnxbury, Mass ........ _. 1829!1843 ........ F. J. Worcester .....•.... 
269 \Yilli ston Seminary .............. East Hampton, Mass .... 1t'41,1841 ........ M.NewsLa,w ----- ------- ~ Cong ... . 
270 L::mreuceAcaclemy .... ... .... ... Falmouth, Mass .... ..... 1835,Jf:33 10,QOO L.Hunt ................. Cong .. .. 
271 La 1nence ... \.cademy.. .. . .. . .. .. . . Grot on, Mass ... _ ...... _. 1793_ 1793 80, 000 H.ev. J. FletuliCr . .. .. . . .. Cong .. .. 
272 ITopkinsAcademy ............... Hadley, Mass . . ....... .. 18161817 30,000 G. H. Wbito ........ . .... Evan .. . 
273 IIanoYer Acatlrmy'" . ....... ______ llanover, Mass ........ _. 186LIIEOG ........ llev. T. D.P. Stone ....... --- ..... . 
~;5 g~~~Ja1~0ll~~h·~:~;~oi -. ·_:::: ·.::::: ii~~~~~~~. Na~~~::::::::: 1~~·4 ~, ~ ~~4 ::::: ::: ~h~b~_r:s~olde~:::::::: :::: ::::: ~ 
~!~ Ipswich ~emalo Sr~1inary . ...... Ipswic_h, ~ass . _____ .. _. 182? 1826 .. .... .. Rev. J. ~- Co':'les ... ... _. Cot?g ... . 
2•• LaucastCI Acadcm.') .............. L:mcastr1, Mass ........ 1848 ... . .. ... ... W. A. K1lbouru . .... ... . Umt ... . 
)J7hl· LciccMc!· Academy* . .. --- ....... Lciccste1·, Mass. ______ __ 1784 '1784 ... __ ... C . .A. \Vetmor e __ . _ .. __ .. . __ . ___ .. _ 
279 Saint Patrick's Fomalo Academy. Lowell , Mass._. __ . ___ ... __ .. 11852 _.. ..... Sister Desiree........... R. C ... . 
280 Marblehead IIigll School* . ....... Marblehrad, Mass ........... 1849 ........ IV. W. Wilkins .. ..... ... Gong ... . 
~~~ m-r~~l1tf~~ - sc1·~~i : ::::::::::::. Mf{~~~~~\r~:s~~:::: :::::: :::: : ~~~: ::::::: ~ .. E~il~~~-s: ::::::::::: :::: ::·:::: 
283 Monson Academy .... .. .......... 1\Ionson, Mass ..... __ .... 18041806 26,000 Rev. C. Hammond, A.M .......... . 
28-J Oakland TlallScbool* ............ ~eedbam, Mass ......... ___ 11866 ........ J. B. Clark----- - ------·· P.E . ... . 
285
1 
:Friends' Academy . .. ......... ... Now B edford, Mass .. __ ._ 18121810. _. _ .... John Tetlow .......... __ ........ .. 
28~ Brown High, ~ud Pn~nam School. · ~ewburyport, Ma~s ..... U33Y:1848 65,000 A. H. Thompson ........... - ..... .. 
28t _ South Berksh1ro Iust1tute. .. . . . . . . 1'i ew Marll.Jorongh, Mass. 1856
1
1858 . . . . . . . . M . 1\1. Tracy . .. . .. . .. .. . . Evan ... . 
~81 Korth Bridgewater High School.. North Bridgewater, Mass . _ .. 1864, . _ .. _. .. E. Par leer, jr .................. ... .. 
'289 , Shoflicld Eigh School* .... . ... .... Sbefi.ield , Mass .•. .. _ . __ ... _ IR70 .. _____ . AuuoE. Fitch._, __ ............... . 
2901 .Bristol Acatlcmy . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Tauu tou, Mass .......... 1792 796) 12, 000 J. ll. Reed, A. B.. . .. .. .. .. ...... .. 
~ ...... .. 
2 ....... . 
3 3 ·--
2 .... ... . 
1 ....... . 
3 ...... .. 
2 1 1 
2 ....... . 
4 .... 4 
4 4.--. 
1 .... .... 
6 2 4 
1 .... . .. . 
2. --·- --. 
7 7 .... 
5 3 2 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
10 7 3 
22 9 13 
4 2 2 
4 3 1 
11 5 6 
6 .... ---· 
1 I ... . 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 . 1 
10 10.--. 
3 1 2 
4 3 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
1.-- 1 
9 4 5 
3 1 2 
5 2 3 
10 . --. 10 
2 1 1 
3 2 1 
2 1 1 
5 3 2 
3 2 1 
4 2 2 
8 3 5 
5 2 3 
3 1 2 
1.... 1 
4 1 3 
15 .. -. 15.-- .. - . ... -- .. ----. - -----
61 30 31 ........ ------ .. .... ·-----
35 35.--.--- .. -- .. ----- ··-- ·- ... ---
100 60 40 . - - . - - ... . - - . . --- -. . -- - --
36 17 1:) ........... . .. ·----- ·-----
166 92 74 .... .. .. ·----- ...... ------
12 12.-- . . -- .. --. ------ ·----- --- - - -
102 52 50 . - . . . - - . . - - - - . . - - - - . - - - - - -
40 40 . --. 15 10 2 . ---.. 3 
65 65.-- .. -- .. --. ···--- ·----- . -----
34 24 10 . - -.. - ... -.- - . . --- - - . ---- -
36 . - - . 36 - - - . - - ~ . . - - - - . . - - - - - 1 
50 50.- ... - ... -- .. ----. ·----- ------
30 30 .. - . . - - . . - - . ~ - - - - - . - . - . . . - . - - -
288 288 . - - . . - - . . - - . - - - - - . . - - - - - . - - - - -
68 28 40 .............. ·----- ------
44 44 ............ ------ ----- - - -----
38 20 18 . - - . . - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - -
223 210 13 . -- .. - .... ---- .. -- ... ----. 
580 5cO .... . ... ... . ...... 7 92 
98 59 39 10 5 .. ---- - -- - .. ------
127 62 65 7 - - - . .. -- .. -- - - - - 9 
3-j3 166 18'i 50.... 8 6 40 
270 - - - . 270 . - . . . - - . . - - - - . . - - - - . - - - - - -
:m g 21 2 . _ .. .. .. .. . : .. .. 7 
fiO 33 27 !l .... 4 ...... 7 
38 14 24 1 ... ------ ...... ------
34 17 17 ........ -- --- - ... ... 5 
240 240 .. .. 36 15 30 8 10 
32 16 16 2. - . . 1 ------ ------
147 92 55 10 12------ 3 4 
42 18 24 4 1 ...... ----- - ..... . 
30 15 15 ........ ·--- -· ........... . 
56 :u 25 · ··- ---· ··---- ·----- ·-----
48 22 26 1 . - - . - - - - - . - - -- - . -- - - - -
60 .. - . 60 . - - .. - - .. ---- - ----- - 10 
50 30 20 5 6 . - - - - . 7 -- - .. -
124 77 47 .............. ------ ----- -
119 .... 119 . ......... , ... ------ ------
35 15 20 . ....... - -- --- ------ ..... . 
84 34 50 10 .. - . 3 .. -- .. 13 
44 20 24 3 3 .. - - - - 1 8 
170 112 58 30 8 7 . --- .. .. -- --
27.- ... --· -··· . .. . ------ ------ ·- ----
72 39 33 24 8 1 -- - - - - 2 
297 Hl7 170 12 4 . . .. .. 3 38 
70 45 25 4 1 . - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - -
107 47 60 3 1 ...... ...... 19 
70.- . . 70. --· .. .. ·- --- - ..... . ----- -
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291 \Vcstminst.or Jiigh School and,Wcstminster,Mass ...... I . ... I-- -- ~--------~G.W. Bailey ... ....... . . 
Academy.* 




2!'13 \Ycsloyan Academy ........... - .. 
29-J 1\arren Academy*_ l' •••. _ . ..•••• _ 
295 lli~bluml1Uilitary .Academy .... _ 
29G \Vorcester .Academy_ ..... ...... . 
~~~ if;~li~~~~s ~~f~(~scg~b~o1.· ~ ~:::: 
299 Saiut]'l:ancisXavier's Convent(g) 
300 Clarkston Union Graded School._ 
30 l Detroit Tii~h SP hooL _ ...... _ .... . 
30:! Com·out of tho Sacred Heart (!J) _ 
:l03 llopo College .. .... _ .. _ .......... _ 
30 J Saint Mary's .Academy (!J) _. _ ••• _. 
305 ConY. of Our Lady of La Saletto (g) 
:.JO(l Saint Croix Valley Seminary .... _ 
301 Calodouiu..Acndemy _ ............ _ 
aos Chn.tfioltl Graded SchooL ........ . 
309 Shn.ttucl;; School ................ . _ 
:.llO St. J~ouifaco's .Academy (e) .. _ •. .. _ 
:111 UllltY. oftl.to Blcssocl Sacrament (g). 
:n~ Academy of Saint Mary_ ........ . 
:11:1 (~ ormun Catholic Somiun.ry .. .... . 
:111 Vnir Ln,wn lm;titnto* ...... .. ... . 
:ur. ~!nt·<m i't!nlu St•hool• .•.. _ ........ . 
:slli S<!lt·ct Sdwul ...•..••....•....... 
:117 ~iHII'I'H ol' 1\Ull'O J>nmo * .•........ 
Wilhraham, Mass . ..... _ 18231824 300,000 E. Cooke, D. D ... _ .... -_ M. E _.. . 15 10 
Woburn, Mass ......... _ 1827 1827 . ...... _ vV. A. Stone_- .......... _ Cong. _. _ 3 1 2 
Worcester, Mass .. ..... ..... 1856 ........ U.B.Metcalf ... ......... ··---····· 10 10 ... . 
\Vorcester, Mass ...... . _ 1834 -... 120, 000 .J.D. Smith .......•..... _ Bapt _ .'.. 6 2 4 
Wreutbn.m,hlass .. ......... . 1867 ........ w·.H.Putuam.. ....... .. . . . ... .. .. 1 1 ... . 
:ta~~~.rkfi~h~i~~::::::: :::: }~~~ :::::::: ~~~~~·ll:J~~~~e~ ~~~~ ~ ·11:c:::~: ... 4 :::: ... 4 
Clmkston, Mich ......... - ... 1860 _ .... _ .. E. A . Whitirnm __ ....... . . ... _ .. ·. _ 5 2 3 
Detroit,Micb . .............. 1847. ....... I.M.Welliugton ....... - ·--······ 7 3 4 
llnucock, Mich. . . . . . . . . . -... 186 1 . . . . . . . . Mother M. Francis .... _ _ R. C ... _ . 3 _ ... _ .• . 
llollantl Ci~y, Mich ...... 18661863 ....... _ Philip Phell?s, ~-D ..... _ Du~ch R. 11 ... _ ... _ 
1UonroEJ, M1ch _ ... - .. _ .. - - .. - 1860 ....... - Mother J\I. Clotilda _ . ... _ R. C _ . . . . 5 _ .. _ ... . 
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.. -... 1860-. - ..... Sister M. de Chantal. ... R. C..... 3 _ .. _ . .. . 
&~f~&~~M:i;;~::::::::: ~~~~ ~~~~ :::::::: -~--~--~~~~-~:::::~::::::: ·::::::::- ~ ---~ ---~ 
Chatflold,hliun - ---····- --------···-···-Levi Wright ............ -········- 5 1 4 
:b'ariba.ult, Minn ........ - 1860 1865- .. - _ .. _ Rev . .J. DObbin .......... P. E._ .. _ 7 6 1 
llast.iugs,hlinn ----····· ........ ... ..... ---------- -··· ······· · ·· ·- R.C.... . G •••.•••. 
llokah, 1\Iinn ...... ..... . - .. - 1868- .. _ .... Sister M. C. Borromeo _. _ R. C . ... _ 5 _ .. _ _ .. _ 
llokah,hlinn ............ --·- ---- ------- ············ ·-·········· ·- R.C..... 5 ....... . 
llokah,~Unn ...... ......... ... .. .... .............................. l~.C..... 8 ____ ___ _ 
.Jackson, ~1inn ......... . 18711867 _ ... _... Miss M.A. Moseley .... _ _ .. _ ... _. . 5 2 3 
Mncon,Miun ........ : . ...... 1871 ....... E.C.Simonds ... . . ..... . ·· --·· ···- 1 1 ... . 
~~~t~~·JU~~:::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·n:a::::: ~ :::: :::: 
791 381 411----l----1 ·-··· ·1···-·•l• ····-
lOl l 761 251 l Ol 12 3 15 
506 338 lli8 50 25 14 4 10 
75 50 25---- ··-- . . .. .. -· ·· ·· --·-·· 
75 75 .•. - - .. - 10 . . . . . . 4 4 
150 lLO 40 25 6 5 _ .......... . 
43 26 17 a 1 ..... _ _ . . . . . . __ ..• 
12- .. - 12 -...... - ... . -- --·· · · ···•·• 
50 -... 50 --- - --- ...... -··· ·· -····· 
205 90 115 6 2 3 1 - . - ..• 
256 70 186 30 15 5 3 25 
100 - .. - 100 - .. . --- .... - . .. ........ .. . 
57 .... ---·-·-- - - ·- ...... ·····- ····-· 
240 ... - 240 ... - - . . . . . .. - - ..........• 
80 ... - 80- .. . - . .. ·····- -····- . .. . . . 
62 30 32 7 . .. - 2 . . . . . . . ....• 
20 ···- -·· -. - -- ... -·· ··- -····- · ····• 
250 .... -· - - - .. - ---- --··-- ---·· · . ... . . 
8:i) 82 -. . . -15 - .. - 2 4 1 
29- .. - - --- .-- - -··· .•••.. · ·•··· ..... . 
3fi- .. - 36-.-- ... - ·····- -- -·. - .....• 
60 . . ·- - .. - - .. - ·-·- ...... ··-··· ..... . 
118 44 74---- .... ------ -····· ··-·· 
95 25 70 - . - - - . - - ... .. - . . . . . . . .... -
50 50- .. - ---- -.- - -···· ....... ----·· 
16 10 6 ... - - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....• 




































318 AcanQmy of tho Sisters of St. 
Joseph. 
319 Christ Church Parish School ..... 
~~i ~:~~m~n6a~~~l~gt~g~s;~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 
322 School of the A.ssnmptio11 ....... . 
323 Mrs. Brown· s School* ........... _ 
324 Norwood Seminary ............. _ . 
325 Saint Joseph's Academy~ ....... . 
326 Saint Paul Female ~emin:try '' ... . 
327 Groveland Seminary' ........... . 
328 Colnmbus Union Academy ...... . 
329 Bethlehem Academy (g) .... ....• . 
330 Pontotoc Male Academy* . _ ..... . 
331 Female Seminary ............... . 
332 High School" ................... . 
333 Saint Vincent's .Academy (g) ..••. _ 
334 Cassville Institute" .... _ ....... __ 
335 Saint Joseph's Academy (g) .. .• __ 
336 Saint Joseph's .Academy* ....... . 
337 Van Rensselaer* ................. . 
338 Woodland SchooL ............... . 
3a9 Female Seminary* .. _ ........... . 
340 Institute of Holy In11ocents * .. .. . 
341 Lincoln Institute .. ... ........ ... . 
342 Christian Female Institute _ ..... . 
343 Liberty High School* ........... . 
344 Summit Institute•· _ .... . ...... _ .. _ 
345 Mn.le and Female Academy* ..... . 
346 Malo and Female Seminary* .... _ 
341 Clinton County Institute .... ... . . 
348 High School* .. _ ...... _. ___ ..... __ 
349 .Acad'y of St .  Frances do Sales (g) . 
350 James'~ Institute . ...... . ...... · .. . 
:-151 .Academy of tho Sacred Heart ... . 
352 Saint Louis High School ... ·- .... . 
353 Saint Patrick's .Academy ........ _ 
354 Shelby Hi?;h School* ...... _ . .... . 
355 Stewartsville Male and :Female 
Seminary. 
356 Atkinson Academy 
357 Bath Academy ............... ... . 
35? Stevens High Sr.hool ............ . 
359 Concord High School ............ . 
360 Contoocook Academy ........... . 
361 Pinkerton Ac:tderuy .. ~ .......... . 
362 Farmington High School ........ . 
363 Penacook Academy ............. . 
364 F~ancestown Acac1emy . ......... . 
365 G1lruanton Academy ... , ........ . 
g~~ tft~l~t:rG~~~d~dS~~o~i::::::: ~ ~: 
Moll(lota, Minn ... ..... . ·i .... ..... .... ............................. R. C..... 2 ....... . 
Red Wing, Minn ........ . ... 1859 ....... . Matilda Rollit ......•.... P. E..... 2.... 2 
Red Wing, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ....... . 
Saint Paul, Jl.1inn ................ . ................................. R. C..... 6 ...... . . 
Saint Paul, Minn........ . . . . ..... .. .................... .. ........ R. C..... 5 ....... . 
Saint Paul, Minn .................................................. P. E..... 6 ....... . 
Saint Paul, Minn ............ 1870 ........ Mrs. W. J. Smith........ . . . . ... . .. 8 3 5 
Saint Paul, Minn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. C. . . . . 7 .••..... 
~~~~o~~~}d~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~b-~:: ~:::: :::: 
Columbus, Miss .... ... . .... 1868 ....... . J. F. Bascom ...... .. ... . .A.M.A. 6 l 5 
Holly Springs, Miss . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sister Adebide .. . .. . .. . R. C.... 10 ....... . 
Pontotoc, Miss . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . Rev. J.D. "\Vest.......... . . . . . . . . .. 4 4 .. .. 
Yazoo, Miss .. .......................... Rev. I. "\V. Kerr................... . 3 1 2 
BoliYfH': Mo ... .............. 1868 . . . . . . . . J: A.. Race .. .... :........ . . . .. . . . .. ::! 1
1 
2 
Capo Girardeau, Mo .......... 1839 ........ S1ster M. Catharme ..... R. C.···· 12 · ·· - ~ - · · · 
Cassville, Mo ................ 1870 ........ .A. S. White. . ........... ... . . . . . . . 2 1 1 
Edin3:, Mo .................. 11865 . . . . . . . . Sister El~O_?'!ra Clark . . . R. C . . . . . 8 ...... .. 
~~3~t~l~g.~M'~::::::::~ :::: , ~~~~ ::::: ::: ~~;~:5-~g~~:f::::::::::: :: :::::~:~ ---~ ---~ ·--~ 
Independence, Mo ....... 18691869 .....•.. .A. E. Higgason ..... . .... Chr..... 5 3 2 
Jefferson City, Mo .......... 11862 ....... . Rev. 0. Btilkley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2 3 
Jefferson City, Mo .......... '1868 ........ Sister Clara............. . . .. . ... . . 3 ....... . 
Jefferson City, Mo ...... 18661866 ........ M. H. Smith.... .... ..... . . . . .. . . .. 4 3 1 
Lexington, Mo .......... 1872 1871 . . . . . . . . W. A. Buckner.......... Chr . . . . . 8 4 4 
Liberty, Mo ... ........... ··· 11868 ....... . G. Hughes............. . . . .. ...... 2 1 1 
Marshfield, Mo ............. 1869 ........ H:.tt.tie L. Noble......... . . . . ... . . . 2 1 1 
New London, Mo ............ 11860 ........ J . H. Laughlin.......... . ......... 4 2 2 
Palmyra, Mo ................ 1853 ........ Rev. M. C. McTihany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 2 5 
Plattsbur~rb, Mo ........ 1856 1867 . . . . . . . . '1'. J. Williamson . . . . . . . . Chr . . . . . 3 2 1 
Pleasant Hope, Mo ...... . .. - ~ 1869.. .... .. . .. . . ..... .. ......... .. . . . . . . . . ... .. 1 1 ... . 
Saint Genevieve, Mo ... ..... 1856 . . . . . . .. Sister M. Leonce ........ R. C..... 4 ....... . 
Saint James, Mo .. • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \V. S. Dalrymple . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 2 
Saint Louis, Mo ......... 18271822 . . • . .. . Mme. E. Tucker .. ....... R. C ... ·. 7 31 4 
Saint Louis, Mo ......... 1t<33 1853 .. . . . . . . H. H. Mor~an . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 13 7 6 
Saint Louis, Mo .. .. . . ... 18551868 .. ...... Brother Nicholas ........ R. C... . . 13 13 ... . 
Shelbyville, Mo ............. 11870 ....... . Rev. J. W . Adkisson..... . . . . . .. . . . 1 1 ... . 
Stewartsville, Mo . . . • . . . . ... 11863 . . . .. . . . Rev. W. 0. H. Perry . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2 1 1 
Atkinson, N. H. . . . . . . .. 178)1786 $6, 000 B. H. Weston ............ ......... . 
Bath, N. H .. . ....... ... ..... 11848 . . . . .. . . N. C. B. Haviland ................ . 
Claremont, N . H ............ 1861:! 50,000 A. J. Swain, A.M ..... . ..... ..... . 
Concord, N.H ..... ..... ..... 1850 ........ J.D. Bartley .. ......... .......... . 
Contoocookville, N.H ... 1856 . ... ........ Rev. C. Rardon .......... N. Ch'ch. 
Derry ,N.H . ............ 1814.1815 20, 000 G. T. Tuttle ............. Cong ... . 
Farmington, N.H ....... 1869'1869 .... . ... E. J. Goodwin .................... . 
Fisherville, N.H ..... ... --··!· ........... E. C. Allen, A.M ................. . 
Francestown, N.H .......... 1800 . . . . . .. G. \>V. Flint.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cong ... . 
Gilmanton, N. H ........ l794179f\ 15,000 R. E . .Avery ............ . ......... . 
Lancaster, N.H ... ...... 18281829 ........ J. Smith .......................... . 










1 . .. . 











45 ..... .. . ................... .... ..• 
64 30 34 ....... . ................. . 
67 . ................................ . 
1, 048 233 815 ......................... . 
375 ................. ... .. ······ ..... . 
47 27 20 .................... ..... . 
90.... 90 . ... .......... ······ ..... . 
65. .. . 65 .............. ······ . .. .. . 
75.... 75 ............. ···•· · ..... . 
73. ... 40 33 ...... .... ........... . 
316 141 175 ......................... . 
120 ... . 120 ... ... . ... ... . . .. ..... ... . 
55 55 ...... . ........ ........... ... . 
150 .... 150 ... .... .... .............. . 
161 ........... .. ... . ............... :. 
125 .... 125 ......... .... ............ . 
23 ........ . .. ...................... . 
60 .... 60 .......... .... . .......... . 
120 ........... .. ......... ······ ..... . 
30 ....... . .•........... ······ ... ..• 
111 55 56 ........ . ...... .......... . 
84 ................................. . 
163 ................ . .•.............•• 
117 56 61 ... ..... ······ ···•· ...... . 
77.... 77 ...... . ....... ····· · 2 
70 ........... . .... ··· ··· .... ....... . 
50 ................................. . 
120 ...... .. ......................... . 
110 ....... : ... ............... ....... . 
75 35 40 ......................... . 
35 ...................... ······ .... .. 
80 . ... 80 .•..... ............ ....... 
3:-i 20 15 6 .......... ... ........ . 
90.... 15.... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 4 
342 161 181 .......... ... ... ........ . . 
2~~ -~~ - :::: --~~ --~~ ----~~~-- --~~ : ::::: 
70 40 30 20 15 1 ...... ... .. . 
73 40 33 4 2 . . . . . . 2 .... .. 
44 14 30 4 2 .. ............... .. 
101 31 70 ......................... . 
130 43 87 6 . . . . 2 . .. .. . 19 
40 20 20 ............. . ........... . 
37 _22 15 9 ... ··· ··· !······ 5 
47 11 3o 3 1 . ..... 
1
...... 8 
67 34 3:3 1 .. . . 2.. . . . . . 9 
35 20 15 .... .... ...... .... ....... . 
44 20 24 41. . . . 31 ........... . 





















T.mLE VI.-Statistics of institnt·ions for secrmdary inst1•twtion for 1872-::-Continued. 
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~ '+-< 't:l ..!:l 
li 
0 0 <f) 
~I I 
~ p .... >= 0 0 D ·rv Q 0 ...., s ~ 0 <:<! 
·~ A <Q P:i 
3681 ::\[nnchl'strrlliglt ~ehool.. ........ Manchrgter, ~-H ... .. ...... 11846 ...... .. W. W. Colbum ........ .. 
:JG!l Kimhnll Uuiou .AetHit,my . ........ :Mcritlt>n. N.ll ..... :·· ... H:!13 11:!13 45,000 ltev. L.A. Anstin, :M.A.. Gong .. .. 
:no ~IcCollom lu~titutl' * ............ 1\Ionnt Vcmon, N. l r .... 1850 1849 ........ D. A. Anderson. __ ....... Couc: . .. . :ml :New Hampton Literary Instiint'n New lltunlllon, N. U .... 1853l65:.l 20,000 A. B. McsctTey ...... _ .. 1<'. W. B. 
3i:! Now lpHwich . .'qlpletonl\Catlcm.vx New Ipswich, N. U ...... li89,1ifli ...... _ E . W. \Vestgate ...... . .. Uoug .... 
:n3j Now J,ondon J,itornry anll Scieu- Now London, N. II ...... lf:l5:1 1853 ..... .. . L . E. Warren ............ Bapt. _ .. 
tilic Tnstituto. 
371 Blaneharcl Aendrmy* ............ Pembroke, N. ll ........ . 1818,1819 ..... . _. \V. M. Larvin .. ___ ....... __ ...... . 
375: Prtorboronl!h High School.. ...... Peterborongb, N. IT ..... 18711671 ........ T. P. hlaryatt, A. B .............. .. 
37ti i I' it t~til'l<l Acn<lemy* ........ __ .. Pittsfield, N. IT .......................... V. La11g ..... ....... _. _ .......... .. 
:l7i Haymond llil!h Sehool. ........... Haymond, K. II ............. 1866 ........ J. B. Clarl'e ..... ........ Gong ... . 
!J7el Snint Paul's 8ehool .............. :::;aiut Pn.nl. N. IT ........ 185518t>6 ........ Rev. II. A. Coit, D. D .... P. E_• .... . 
3i!l Now liamp:<hirl' ('ouf<•renco Scm- Tilton, .N.II ............. 1845 1845 10, 000 lleY. J. B.Robinson, A.M. M. E .. .. 
innry and Fcmal<.• Coll<·ge. 
380 '\\.olfliorongh Christi:m lnstituto Wolfboron.glt, N. IT ...... 18571857 ........ J. W. Simonds ...... .. _ .. Cbr ... .. 
381
1 
South .Jt•rs<'Y ln:<titutc .......... Bridgeton, N.J .......... 1855. 18i0 ........ ILK. Trask ............. Bapt .. .. 
!ll:l:l ~:tint Mnry'sliali ................ Burlinp:tou, N.J ....... .. 18~61837 ........ ReT". E.K. Smith, A . M .. P . E.: .. . 
:.k:l Hminertllnstitnt<• . .............. . Cr::ml>ury, N .J .......... 11365 1865 . ... .... \V. S. McN'::Lir ... ....... . 
31-'·l FrP<•holll lu~tituto .............. . li'rcl'lwll1, N.J.......... . ... 1844 ...... _. HC\·. A. u. Chambers ... . 
:ltl:l · '\Otld~o ln8litnt~ ....... -~ ..... :; . __ liip;l. ttstoWJ~, N. ,J. ....... 1865 ...... ...... H. A. Pratt . ........... --~ Bapt .. .. 
:l8GI UlnssJcul and Ctuumcrrln1 lltgh LawrencoVIllo, N. J ......... 1810 ... .... . S.M. Ham tiL .. .......... Presby .. 
Ht'lwol. · 
!ll-17 Saint Eli~nhrth's .\cntlrmy (g) ... Ma<1ison, N.J ........... .... 1860 .... .... :lfotbor J\1. :X:n...-ier ...... R. C .... . 
!I~~ Saint .Jmll',lh'o~ St'110ol (O) ...... . .. ?II allison, N.J . ........... _ .. 1E62 ....... . :hlotber M. Xavier . .. __ .. R. C ... .. 
:lt-'1 O,h·nwo<:•tl nst it utu ............... ~Iatawau, N.J .......... 1860 H!GO ........ J. II. IInmilton ........ .. 
;mu ~~·::~hn!tw lnatitntn ... .... . ....... · Xl·,..lullli<', N .• r ............. . 18i0. _ ...... TioY. P. D. Okey ........ . 
:::;,'J !l·""'·~~'t" lu~tilul(l ............. ::\P\\tnwu, N .J .......... 1t':'>O 18·18 . . : ..... C. L.'l'eol ........ ..... . 






1Y •• •• • · . ........... Omng<'. X .• r --- ........ ... . H:!46 ........ t:. 0. liPnlsman ....... .. : · , 111' nu. c · n~t•tuy ....... ... . ..... 'l'n·utnn N .• r 178ilit!l {' H (' ·1 ' €' · .1!11 {Ut\\l'lllur · 1 I · t'l . . It • , ; . . ...... .. ' I· ....... . r. •. rllii\ 1101 ----------~-------·--
1"11 •114 ,\ u •'1-:' . •• . Snntn lou, N . Jll,,x . ...... . . . . l tl32 . ...... . Mother M. Magclnlen. .. R. C . ... . 
Instructors. Students. 
~ .se ~~ ~;g~ 
g ~:! ~~ 2~:3 
~ -~ ~ g ~ -o ~L~ 
~~~~~~-a ~8~ 
~ .§ ~y~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-;:: 
-8 oQ ~ a Q;:ll-'. c:.:><l)o 
~ ~ 0 <l) c) '6 0 0 - ~ 
I~ I~ 
~ ~~I ~-a . -~ -~ * 5 ·§ ~ 
be tt·'""' 0 <7.) ' 00 ..... . ,...... ._,"'0 Q.) 
~ I"' -~ .;l '0'~ -~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ Q d ~ . ~ ~ ~ f l=l 8 ~:c. "::i ~~ ~ 







a 1 148 6GI 82 20 12 2! 3 24 
1 2 54 32 22 . . . . . . - - . - . - - . - - - - . - - - . -5 4 140 9l 49 42 10 1:.!1···-·· 13 
5 4 563 322' 24 1 .... ..... ------ ·----- ·-----
2 4 100 451 55 . -- . .. - .. - - .. .. ---- . -- ---
5 5 140 80
1 
60 50 .... G...... 3 
2 1 1 32 14 18 --· ··- ----· ~--- --- ~ ------
] 1 . - - . 59 25 34 . - - . . - - . - - - - . . - - - - - .. - - - -
2 1 1 50 25 23 ......... --- -. .. .. .. .. -.--
1 1 . - .. 58 30 28 2 .. .. . . .. . . .. - . - - - - - - - . 
10 10 .... , 153 153 -- -- .... ·----· ·----· ------
9 4 5 301 146 155 63 
10 
6 ...... . 12 
4 2 2 
8 4 4 
26 8 18 
5 2 3 
112 69 43 21 1 1 1 6 
7i 50 2i 11 7 ... - .. .. .. .. .. .. --
~~~ · · s3 2~~ · · i2 : : : : · · ·--3 :::: :: · ·-- 3o 
7 7-- .. 125 125 .. .. 21 8 4 2 11 
9 5 4 198 136 62 25 .. .. 6 ---- .. 8 
8 8 .. .. !J5 !)5 .. • .. .. . . .. 12 .. --.. 4 
18 ...... .. 84 .... 84 .................... ------
15 ...... .. 80.... 8J . _ . .. .. .. ................ . 
6 2 4 50 ........ ........ ------ ...... ------
3 3 .... 31 3l .... G.... 1 .......... .. 
if 3 1 
5 5 .... 
3 2 ] 





































?!l5 Rnu~erfor<l Collegia to Institu~e t I A.da~s, N. Y .......... .. '11864118641 8, OOOJf. · B. Watkins . .......... 
1 
........ .. 
396 Aclthson .Acauemy and Umon Ac1c1Ison,N. Y . ........ ... .. ....... . . ... . :J.:heo. F. Welch,A.B ... . ---- ~----· 
SchooL t 
3!l7 albany Academy for Boys ...... . 
39::! AlbauyFemalo.Academyt ... .. .. 
399 Christian Brothers' A.cauomy t .. . 
400 .cl.lbion Academy j ! ............. . 
401 Phivps Union Sominaryt ........ . 
402 Alfreu University, Academic De-
partment. t t 
403 Saint Elizabeth's Convent (g) . .. . 
Albany, N.Y ... ... .... . . 1181311813
1 
. .. ----. 
Albany, N.Y ............ . .............. . 
Albany,~- Y .................. .. 
Albion, N. Y ...... .. .. .. 
.A.lbion,N. Y 
Alfred, N. Y. 
M. E. Gates . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. ...... .. 
Miss Louisa Ostrom ... ... ...... . . . 
Brother Hugh . .................. .. 
Oliver Morehouse, A.M .......... . 
Mrs. Caroline P. Achilles ...... . .. . 
















404 Amenia. Seminary .............. .. 
405 .AmesAcademyt ............... . 
406 Amstonlam .A.cmlE>my .... . .. .... . 
407 Black River Conference Semi-
Allegany, N.Y ........ -- ~· ... 118641 ....... -~Mother M. Teresa .. ----- ~ R. C . . . . . 
A.menia,N.Y .......... . 18351834 ...... . . S.F.Frost . .............. Meth .... l10 
.Amcs,N. Y .. ....... ... . ............. .. . A.B. Miller . . .. ... .. .. ..... .. .. ...... . 
.Amsterdam, N. Y ....... 1839 l i:l65 . .. .. .. . C. C. Wetsell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 8 






nary. t t 
:~~ tr:~~-~~±~~~3::;+::::: : : :::: : : : : : ±;~;i1:,·N,·-J::~~:: :::::: :::: ::::::: :::: : ~~~;:J.~~J:~:gbt.;A.B ......... . 
410 Attica Union Scl.10ol tt ........... Attica, N.Y.. .......... . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. Thomas B. Lovell, A. M ........ .. 
411 Au bum Academic liigb Schoolt .. Auburn, N.Y .. ......... 18661866 ........ J. E. Myor, A. M . . ... ........... . . 
412 Augusta .Academy ............... Augusta, N.Y ........... 1833 183'.3 . ...... . H . M. Hawley, secr etary .. ....... .. 
413 Cn yuga Lake Academy........... Aurora, N. Y ..... ..... .. 1801 l7!)8 . .. .. .. . C. Kelsey, A. 1\l. .. ......... . .. ... .. 
414 Baldwinsville Frco .Academy .. .. . J Baldwinsville, N. Y ..... 18fi4 1864 . ... . .. . .A.. E . Lasher . .. .. ........ .. ....... . 
415 Batavia Union School . ........... Batavia, N. Y . ......... . 1862 1862 . .. .. .. . Gardner Fuller ..... ..... P. E .... . 
416 llaverling: Union School t. ........ Bath, N. Y . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . ...... . E. H. Lat.imor , A. M _.... .. ...... . 
411 Genesco Valley Seminary t ... .... Belfast, N.Y... ... .. .... . .. . . .. ... .. R. A . Wa,terbnry, A. B ....... .... .. 
418 Union Academy of Belleville t ... Belle·dlle, N.Y .......... 1826 1826 .... .. .. Tv. W . Grant ..... ... ... . ... , ... .. 
419 Binghamton .A.cademyt .......... Binghamton. N.Y. .... .. . . . . . .. .. . .. George Jackson, A.M . ........... ·. 
4::!0 Brookfield .A.eadomy f ............ BroOkfield, N.Y..... .... . .. . . ....... Julius C. Bn.bcock .... ... -- ...... .. 
421 Academy of Visitation. . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, N. Y . . . .. ..... .. . . 1855 . . . . . . . . i\Iotller M. Liguori . . . . . . R. C . ... . 
422 Brooklyn Collegiate and P oly- Brooklyn, N.Y...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David H. Cochran, Ph. . ........ . 
technic Institute. D., LL. D . 
423 Saint Mary's Academy . ......... . Brooklyn, N.Y ... ....... 1855 1856 ........ SisterM. Cecilia ......... R. C . . .. . 
424 Buffalo Central School . . ...... . . . . Buffalo, N . Y . .......... . 1862 1852 . . . . . . . R. 'I'. Spencer . .................... . 
42:l Saint .Joseph's Academy (g) .... .. Buffnlo, N. Y ............ . .. . 1858 . .. . .. . Sister Mary Agnes...... R. C ... .. 
426 Cambridge Washington Academy. Cambridge, N. Y ........ 1815 . __ . . . . . . . . Amelia Meniam ............... .. 
427 Canandnigua.A.cadPmy t ......... Canandaigua, N.Y ...... 1795 1795 15,000 N. T. Clarke, A.M ................ . 
428 Canton Academy and Union Canton,N.Y ............. _ ............ .JohnS.Miller,.A..B ........... .. .. 
School. t 
429 Catskill Free .Academy. . . . . . . . . . . Catskill, N. Y _ .......... 1867 1867 . . . . . . . . W . P. McLaury ......... 
1
.-- ...... . 
430 Centr~l No': York C1Jnferonce Cazenovia, N.Y ......... 1825 1818 ........ Rev. vV. S. Smythe, A .M. M. E .. .. 
Semmary. + 
431 Champlain Academy ft ... ........ Champlain, N. Y ......... __ . .... ... ..... S. H . F oster, .A. B ........ 
1 
..... .... . 
432 New York Conference Seminary Charlotteville,N.Y ...... l8511851
1 
.... .... Rev.S.Sias ....................... . 
and Collegiate Institute. t 
433 Yates Polytechnic Institute t . . . . Chittenango, N.Y ....... 1853 1853 . • . . . . . H. E. Barrett ...... ..... ..... .. ... . 
434 Cincinnatus Academy tt . . . . . . . . . Cincinnatus, N.Y ... __ .. . .. _ . .. . . .. .. . . Geot·ge .A.. Haven ................ .. 
435 Clarence Classical Union Schoolt ~ Clarence, N. Y ....... _.. . . __ .. __ ..... H. C.~De Groat . . . ...... . ...... ... . 
436 Claverack .Academy ancl lludsou I Claverack, N.Y ......... 1854
1 
L 777 . __ . ... . Rev . .A.. :Flack, .A. M .. .. .......... . 
River Institute. 
437 Clinton Liberal Institute . ........ Clinton, N.Y ............ 183211832 40 000 A . G. L ewis . ............ Univer .. 
438 Clinton Grammar Schoolt . .. .. .. . Ciinton, N. Y .................. .. .... ' .... J. C. Gallup, A.M., M.D . ........ .. 
3 1 2 
2 2 .... 
5 1 4 
4 2 2 
2 1 1 
4 1 3 
4 1 3 
4 2 2 
5 1 4 
12 4 8 
6 5 1 
5 2 3 
1 .... ] 
12. --- ---. 
27 25 2 
9 .... 
1L --6~---~ 
G 1 5 
6 6 .... 






3 1 2 
3 1 2 
2 1 ] 
26 11 15 
14 4 10 
8 1 7 
i~~~- ~~~~- ~~~ ~ -- ~01---~~- .. --~I.-- .. ~ ~ - ... ~~ 
194 l!l4 .... ! 45 20 3 .. ----- 5 
172 
115 
834 . ........... .. . .... . .... .. 
2~~1· i2ol ~~~- · iol· ··51-· ·· ·· 31· · · · · 21· · · · · 2 
131 72 59 20 . --. 3 ------ 8 
164 . --- ---. --- - . --- ------ --- •. - -- •••• 
67 ..... ... - - ------ ······ . ..•...•..•• 
86 ........ - -- - . .. . ................. : 
115 . -- . . -- . --- .. --. -- - --- . ----- ... --. 
109 31 78 20 . - - . 4 - --- - - 9 
35 15 20 8 .. .. a 9 ...... 
57 27 30 5 6 1 -- .. -- -- .. --
176 76 100 10 20 4 3 5 
~~ : ,: > J::c /!: ;;:;;, 
::: . : : : . ~~~ : : : : : : j : :: : : : : : : : : . ----~~ 
315 110 205 10 G 6 3 20 
i~~ "7i 1~~ "'i ::::1-----i ::~::: :::::: 
180 180 --.. 45 15 4 3 --- ... 
~; 3~ J: ·:: J::::;,l : ::;1 32 
,:: ·ioo ··;; ··;o :::j- ····21::::::1 " 
12 5 7 2 11 ................. . 
50 - - -- - .. . - - - - - - --1-- -- -- -- -- -- --- . --
~~~ ·i74 .. iii ·io21 .. io'----i9 :::~::----iii 
200 120 80 10 ... . I 4 _ __ __ _ 7 




















'l'ADLE VI.-Sfatislics of institutions for sccondm·y instruction jvr 1872-Contiuued. 
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1-' _· I . ,....; I ~ I I b.C 't-!3 8 ~ ~ -~ § ~ 8 ~ ~ -1 -- 1 .'< " • • " .s s ~·s ~co·a ~~o c:; s -a aS c:; ~ ·._. "'wQ.-o_s s .... 
I _c·" I~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I @ I ~ ~ E § ·s ~ ~~ ~~! § . -- -- ~ ~ ~ ,51~~ ~ .s ~ s ~"'0 - _ _ ,..., __ ~8"""~ 
439 Ilougbton Seminary ... _- .. _ ...... Clinton, N.Y .. -- ........ 1861 1861 .. .... .. J. C. Gallup . . .. .. .. .. . . . Presby.. 9 2 7 86 .. . . 86 .. . .. ................... . 
440 RurullJiCYh SclJOol. .. .. ........ .. Clinton, N.Y ............ 18151816 ........ .A. P. K elsey, .A. M .. .. .. Presby.. 4 2 2 46 46 .. .. 11 .. .. 3 2 7 
::~ 8:~~~:~~:t~{~~h: :: ::::: g~~;~£.! ;:::~~~:::: :::: :::::::::::: i~~~~~~t~~~it:":~:: :::::::::: ~ ~ ~ i~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::~: :::::: 
::~ ~=~~K;i~:~}~Wfh:::::::::~:: E:r~~:,:r~~:::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: ~~rii~t~i~~~~~::: :::::::::: ... : ... t -- - ~ H~ ::~: :::: :::: :::: :~:::: ::~::: :::::: 
447 Do ~~uyter Institute t-- ........... Do ~~uyter, N.Y . ........ 1846 1846 10, 000 Rev.L.E. Livermore,.A.M Baptist ........... .. ..................................... .. .. 
44e: Aurora .Academy t . .............. Eas~ .Aurora, N.Y ....... 18321833 ........ C. W. Merritt, .A.M..... .... . .. .. . 5 ::l 2 262 132 130 4 .. .. 4 .. .. .. 15 
44D: East llloomfield Seminary t....... East BloomtielU, N.Y .................... E . W.l'lumlee, D. D..... .. .. .. .. .. 4 1 3 92 ................................. . 
450 :Marshall Seminaryt .............. Easton, N.Y ............................ Thomas D. Smedley..... .... .. .... 2.... 2 138 ................................ .. 
4:>1 Rural Seminary t .... ............. East Pembroke, N.Y .. .. 1857 1857 ........ Joseph D. Fisher, .A. B .. Presby.. 3 2 1 64 42 22 3 .. .. 1 ........... . 
4:>2 Starkey Seminary t .. . .. .. . .. .. .. Eddy town, N.Y......... . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 0. F. Ingalsbe, .A. M . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 6 2 4 210 ................................ .. 
45;3 Mnuro Colkl!,iate Institute t ..... Elbridge, N.Y ........... 1839 1839 40, 000 T. K. Wright, .A.M...... .. .. .. .. .. 4 2 2 162 98 64 5 1 3 ........... . 
43·1 Union Free School and Acanemy t Elizabethtown, N.Y ..... 1866 1866 ........ J. W. Chandler.......... .. .. . .. . .. 4 1 3 U!6 100 86 ........................ .. 
l~, i~~ff:~~f.l~~¥~ · •: • :•::• 1[~11~~ F ~: •:::: • : •: )18" •: ~ •:: • • ~~tl1~~;t;~ • •:  • ••:  '! ... ~ ... ! ~~! •,:: • r• •,, : •:: :.:::: • ::::, ::-: · • 
461 Saint ,Joseph's Academy (g) .. .. .. :Flushing, N.Y ........... ... 1860 ... ..... Motbe!' Mary Teresa . ... 1-t. C..... 15 . ... . . .. 95.... 95 ..................... .... . 
41i:! Snint .Tof!t']lb's Academy {.IJ) . ... .. J•'ordbmn, N.Y .. ........ .... 1869 .... .... Madame Boucher . ...... R. C..... 4. ... . ... 21.... 21 ................... . 
46:1 l•'nrt•!lt Yillt• l •' t·co .Acadomy t ... --. ForostYillo, N. Y . .... . .. 1867 1867 ... . ... . L . D. Miller , .A. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 4 20::\ 101 107 18 . . . . 3 ..... . 
41i! l•:un ( 'nYin1£ltm At'llllomy ft ...... 1<'ort Co\iJ1 gton , N.Y .............. ...... W. II. \Vinehost er, A.B . .. .. . .. .. . 1 1 .. .. 87 .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ........ .. 
4li.• l•,tnl ('odng tun llniou Irl'lltl ::kho!ll Vm·L ('oving lon, N.Y .... 1831 . .......... J. W. \Vhito . ...... .... .. .......... ::l 1 2 120 45 75 3 .............. .. 
411il•,mll<:llwnr~lt't!lll•l£iatolnRtitutn: J•'o 1Ll<~dwnrtl,N. Y ...... l8541854 ....... J.E.Kin~D.D.Ph.D ............ 1S 10 5 420 279141 30 15 12 61 17 




































468 Dolnwnro Literary Institute t ... . 
4()!) Ten Broeck Free Ao:ulomy t .. .. . 
470 l<'riemlsbip Academy t t ......... -
471 l~alley Seminary t .............. .. 
472 Genesco Academy .......... ... .. 
473 GeoeYa. Classical and . Union 
Scl1ool. t + 
474 Gilbertsvilio Academy j ........ .. 
475 Glen's F~ii Academy tt ........ . 
476 Gouv<'rneur Wesleyan Seminary t 
477 Greenville Academy t ........... . 
478 Greenwich Union !<'reo SchooL .. . 
4i!l Grotou Academy t t ............ .. 
480 Gloversville Uuion School t .. .... . 
481 llalf Moon .Academy t t ....... .. 
482 Hamburg Union Scnool and 
Academ;r. 
483 Grammar School of Madison Uni· 
>ersitv. 
484 Hartwick Seminary ............. . 
485 Hastings Commercial and Colle-
!,riate Institute. 
486 Ha>erstraw .Mountain Institute .. 
487 llolley Union School and Acad-
emy. tt 
:~~ ~~l~f~1F~~d-o~r~~- sch~~i t:::: · 
490 lludson Academyt t . .......... .. 
491 Huntington Union School t. .... .. 
492 Ithaca Academy q ............. .. 
:~~ :¥."~~~~!~ ~~fo~~~::in;~l c~i--
legiate Institute. t 
49:> Johnstown Union Schoolt ..... .. 
496 Jordan Ac:u1ernyt .............. .. 
4!17 Keeseville Union Free Schoolt ... . 
4!1;:, Kingston Academy .............. . 
49!1 Lansingburgh A.cademytt ....... . 
500 Lawrenceville Acatlem_yt . ....... . 
501 LeRoy .Academic Institute ..... . 
50:! Liberty Normalinstitntett ..... .. 
503 Gen(>see Wesleyan Scminaryt .. . 
50-l Academy nt Little Fall st ........ . 
50:, Lockport Union Schoolt . .. .. .... . 
506 Lowville Academy! ............. . 
507 Lyons Union Scl1ool .. . .......... . 
508 Macedon Academy H ............ . 
509 Franklin Academyt ............. . 
510 1\fario!l Colle~ate Institutet ..... . 
511 Ma:y~1lle Umon Schoolt ......... . 
512 McGrawville Union SchoolH .•... 
Franldin, N. Y .......... 183618.96 .. .. .. .. G. W. Brig-gs, A. M .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 7 
Franklinville, N. Y ...... 1tl62 1867 80, 000 W. M. Benson, A. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Friendship, N. Y ........................ W. H. Pitt, A. M . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
Fulton, N. Y ............ 1857 1850 ........ RoY. James Gilmour,A..M Presby.. 5 
Geneseo, N . Y .....•• : • .. 1827 1829 10, OQO ReY. J. Jones, D. D . . . . . . Pres by. . 4 
Geneva, N.Y ............................ W. H. Vrooman, A.. M .. . .. .. .. .. .. 16 
21 ~  3
2 2 
3 13 
251 164 87 34 6 5 11 9 
31:-l 145 l(jf:l 10.... 5 ..... -
:~ :: :: _: :, :) ::: r ~~ 
Gilberts\ille, N.Y ....... 18411839 2, 500 Abel Wood, A.M ........ Cong. .. . :3 2 1 82 48 34 6 .................... .. 
Glen 'sFalls,N.Y ... .... , ............... A.l3...1.bbott,A.M ............... . 10 4 6 308 ........ .... ... · ................. .. 
Gouverueur, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 M. li. l!'etts, A. B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 . . . . 2 ...........• 
Greenville, N. Y . .. .. .. .. . .. .......... Philetus Pbillips, A.M.. .. . .. .. . .. 1 1 .. .. 79 ................................ .. 
Greenwich, N. Y ........ 1869 1869 ........ C. J. Dought-y ........... Unsect.. 6 1 5 250 120 130 4 2 ................. . 
Groton, N. Y ............................ Mn,rvin M. Baldwin, A. M .. .. . . .. .. 5 2 3 131 ................................. . 
Glovers>ille, N.Y-....................... Henry A.. Pratt-, A.. B.... .. .. .... .. 2 1 1 51. ................................ . 
Half Moon, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Martin L. Ferris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 2 68 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . ..•• • 
Hambmg, N.Y .......... 1864 1870 ........ U. W. Richards.......... .. .. .. .. .. 4 1 3 320 180 140 .. .. .. .. 11-.......... . 
Hamilton, N.Y .. . ....... 18531832 .. ...... J. M. Taylor, A.. M ....... Baptist .. 4 ..... 
Hartwick, N. Y ......... 181618L!l 40,000 Rev. J. Pitcher ......... . Luth . . . 5 
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. .. .. 1869 .. .. .. .. 0. \V. ~tarr............ .. P. E .. .. 2 
Y. 
Ha>erstraw, N. Y . . . .. . . ... 1853 . .. .. . . Lavalette \Vilson . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . 2 
Holley, N.Y ............................ A. bel Stilson............. .......... :
1 
2 Hom~r, N.y ............ 1181!li1E191 ........ 1 G. :g. Manley .... .. ..... -~------- .. -
HoosiCk Falls, N. Y ..................... J. K. Hull, A. B ................. . .. 
Hudson, N. Y . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Rev . .A brahn,m Mattice, ....... .. . 
A.M. 
Charles G. Holyoke, A. B.
1 
........ .. 
Wesley C. Ginn, A. M ........... .. 
Mrs. James A. Fleury- ... R eform'd 
S. G. Love, A . M ................. . 
ff~~J~~§f.oy._:r:r_·_~: ::::::I::: :I::: :I:::::::: 
Jamaica-, N.Y ........... 17921792 ....... . 
James town, N.Y ........ 1863 1865 ...... .. 
f~~~~~;~1f·.~:::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~~~¥1-~~~~:~:,~t.-~::: :::::::::: 
Keeseville, N.Y ............ 1870 ........ E. F. Bullard, A.M ...... . ....... .. 
Kingston, N.Y ... .... .. 17951774 ... ..... UharlcsUnrtis, A.M .. ... Dutch R. 
L:msingbnrgh, N. Y . . . . ...... .. ....... l\lrs. Emma O'DonnelL ........... . 
Lawrenceville, N.Y .... 18611861 .. .. .... Fit-z_iames H;ill .......... P. E .... . 
LeRoy, N. Y ........... 1864 1864 40, 000 E. H. l:nsselL. .................. .. 
Liberty, N. Y........... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. M. B. llall . ................. . .... .. 
Limn,, N.Y .... .... ..... 1833 1832 ........ Rev. H. F. Fisk, A.M .... M. E .. .. 
Little Falls, N.Y ....... 1844 18:3!.1 ..... .- .. W. F. Bridge ......... ..... ...... .. 
Lockport, N. Y ......... 1850 1848 ... _ .... A. B. Eva us, A.M ................ . 
Lowville, N. Y .......... 1808 _.. . 45, 000 G. C. Waterman ................. .. 
Lyons, N. Y ............ 1846 1846 . .. .. .. . E. A.. Kingsley .................. .. 
Macedon Center, N. Y ..... __ .. _ ........ George U. Andrews ............... . 
1\lalone, N.Y ........................... \Y. S. Aumock, A.M ............. .. 
Marion, N. Y ........... 1855 1855 ........ W. T. Mills ....................... . 
~~~:,~~~flie:.N:.Y:::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~1~.WKti~~~t~::::::::: :::::::::: 
2 1 
7 4 






l 1 .... 
3 1 2 
9 1 8 
3 2 1 
5 .. .. 5 
3 1 2 
8 4 4 
4 2 2 
12 6 6 
2 1 1 
8 3 5 




2 1 1 
3 1 2 
2 1 1 
6 1 5 
3 1 2 
471 471 .... 1 451 2 16, ............ . 
701 4~1 281' "'1""1"'"' 1"""1'""' 21 18 3 1 1 ................. . 
~~~--~~·- 8 ...... . .................... .. .. 
204 104 100 2 .. .. 3 _ ..... 
1 
4 
i~~:::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
3~~ : : : ~ : : ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : : 
258 127 131 7.... 1 . .. ... 10 
52 ...................... ······ · ····· 
13::S ................. .... ............ . 
45() 200 250 6 .. .. 1 .......... .. 
61 24 37 20 14 8 6 14 
85 .... ...... ...................... .. 
58 32 26 2 ... 1 ........... . 
300 182 118 12 6 3 l .... .. 
68 ........................... . .... . 
221 105 116 30 10 10 .. .. .. 25 
100 60 40 3 .................... .. 
325 1!18 Hi7 21 6 3 .. . .. . 2 
77 39 38 5 .... ...... ...... 4 
588 229 359 10 .. . . 1 . .. .. . 6 
61 ................................ .. 
100 ................................. . 
157 80 77 .... .... ..... . ...... 1 
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51:! 1\Icch::mic\"illo Acndrmy ... _. : . __ . Mechanicville, N. Y ..... 186111 861
1
.- ... - --
514 l\lcdina !<'reo At•tl(lcmyt. _. _ ... __ . M edina, N. Y ........ . .. 1850 1830 . __ .... . 
515 :i\lcxico.Acaul'myj .... ....... . .. Mc:xico.N. Y ......... . . 18261828 463 
51() \Ynllkill.drn<l. :mil UnionFreo Sc'l Middlclowu, N.Y .-- - .. - 18671.-- - ~- - - ---- · 
517 Mont~romcr_y.Acadcmyt .......... Montgomcry,N. Y .............. --------
5h:! l\louticclloA.cadrmytl ............ 1\Iottticcllo,N. Y ----· - ·· - - - · ........ . .. . 
5l!l MoraYi.tUuwn~clwolandL\cad . t. MornYia,N. Y ---------- ---- ...... . . . .. . 
5::!0 1\lt.hlon-is Fnion ~c'l aml.A.ca.d.tt. Mount 1\Ion-h•, N . Y .. __ .. . - . . .. . ....... . 
5:.!1 Martin lnt>titnte:f ................ Martinsl>nt·gh, N.Y ........ . 
5:2:? 1\Insscnn 1:nion ~choolt . .. .. . . .. . Mnssoun, N. Y .. _ .... _ ..... - ... . , ... . ... 
g~1 ~~;~~~11~~~\~~~\-:.t_ ::::: ~::: :::::: ~~r~~~.~.lf-:: : :::::: ~: :::: ----
5::!5 Newark1.Tuion8c1tOolan<lA.cad.t. Ncwatl>,N. Y ....... . ...... 1 83~ ... .... .. 
5:21l Now l3orlin Aea<l<'myt ..... ____ .. New Bcrl m, N. y ____ ... 1843 lti-1:} 
5:?i :Xcwbur~blus. &.Fam. Sc. for Boys Nowbur~b, N.Y .. -....... . _. ltit;3 
5~ Ncwl>aJtz,\{•nlkm_yt ............ New P:utz,N. Y ......... . .. .. . 
52!1 Acalll'my of thr Yisitntion (!J).... New rtrrcilt, N. Y . . .. . 1869 U304 
530 A<~:Hlrmy of tho lluly Cro!\S ...... New Yorlc,N. Y ...... . ..... Hl5t: 
~·31 Anthon Grammar !::;elwol.. _____ ...... do ....... __ ____ ...... . ... 1834 
53:! Columl>in. G rnmtllnr Scbool ........... do ...... _............ .. . 170J 
53:1 Mnnhatlnn A<•nth•my .. ___ .... _- ...... do .... --- ...... ---- .. ---- 1804
1 
.. -----
~~~·. ~x~~~r~~~\~~~I&~}:~\~~:t~~J~~~~l~~~~: ::: :3~ ::::::::::::::::::: :::: ~~~~ :::::::: 
~.::21 ~-,t\\lir~_ fkminlll',\'------ ---- ... ~-. North Grnm.'illo, N. Y .. 1854 1835
1 
........ 
·•:; ·~utwt!'lt.\t·;ult•nty: .............. Norwkh,N. Y .......... 1862lt!3,l .... ..•. 
















~ id §gj ~] ~ 
g ~ ~ ~ : ~~~ 
- ~ -~E ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
tr .E ci 8 ~ ] ~ ~ ~ .~ 
~ -8~, :;~ ;eg.: ~~'8 
c:; v~O bL_.. .._. __ <:.1 D-,....; ....c= 
-~ .5 ~ ~ ~ ~ § ~ ~~ 8 ~ ~ 
~J) ~-~ 8 .5 ~- -~ :3 -~ ~] ~ 
~ ~ -~ ,-~ ~ rD .;z ~ :§] ~ a: ~ 
~ ~ s ~ $ s ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ w ~ s~ ~ o ca ~ o ~ Q.) t-t ~ 1=1 +J "V ~ .S c o - ~ 
E-1 ~ r:.. E-1 ~ l'ti P-< lil-t fi1 fi1 o 
R cY.B.D. Ames,A.M . .. ------ --- · --7 -~~~~~~~~= == 
l\1. H. Paddock, A . M...... ... ..... a 1 2 100 50 50 12 .. ... -- - --- ---- -- 3 
S.M. Coon ................... .. .... 52 3 120 60 60 4 3 2 ...... 4 
H. Wan-en, A . M . .. · ........... . ... 20 2 18 1,46u 708 758 10 .... 5 .. .... 20 
~J_i[}_Bs~g~~d~~~:-::~·:~::: :::::~: :: : ~ ~ ! 2{~ :: :: :::: :::: :::: ::::: : :::: :: ::: :: : 
IIoscn. Currice..... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 2 1 1 170 .. .... .. .. ...... .... .. .......... __ 
Will!amP.IIeston,A. B _ ..... .. .. 3 1 2 115 ............. .. -------- -- --· - -- --
liem·y P. Mott ..... _ .. .... __ .. - - .. 4 3 1 70 .... .... __ .. .. .. ...... . .. _ .. .. ___ _ 
£:&.·¥i~~~]F·.~- ~:~ :: :: :: ::: :::: : ~ ~ ---4 1~~ :: :: : ::: : ::: : : ::: : : ::: : ::: : : : ::: : : 
A.13.Wiggin,A.hl .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. 'l 1 3 87 47 40 7 1 ..... . ........ ... . 
O.B.Scagnwe ... . .. . . .. ..... .... .. 6 3 3 165 80 85 20 7 2 l 3 
J. M . Sprague, A . TI .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1 4 134 54 tlO 5 3 . ... . _ 2 2 
i1; .  'riJ}~~~~~b~r:.A: n·. -~~-~~- ·. :: : ~ ~ 4~ ~~ ::: : --~5 ---~ : :: : :::::::::::: -----~ 
~~other M . ClotiluaSmit b H.. C.... 12 .. .. 12 ~0 .. .. ~0 .... .... , ........ __ __ . . __ .. 
Histcr M.J3.Tlllgg . .. .... R. C .... 11 1 10 1;J0 .... 1.:>0 .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. 5 
Gcoq ... •·o C. A n thon, A.l\L .. _.. .... . 12 12 .- .. 160 160 .... .. . _ .. .. 
1 
4 2 .. .... 
U.S. Ba.cou and B. H . .. ... .. ... 14 13 1 140 140 .. .. 50 8 10 3 5 
C:m1pbell. 
B. Bertram ........ .... .. R. C . .. .. ,13 13 .. .. 223 223 .. .. Hi 16 5 1 4 
~;~~:~x:~t;t~~~~~b_ :i_- -~~~~:: :_: ~ -- - ~ : : :~ 1 ~~ --:~ : ~~~ : : :~ :::i : ~~~~:1::::: : ...... . 
N~~~ I W.I.V. Dowd, jr. ,A. M .. Pres .... 10 3 7 100 .... 100 . . ... .. .. .... -l _____ _ 
U.L.W:trd .... .. .... .. ........ .. .. () 3 a 269 113 156 6 .... 2 .... . l-----






































540 Cnry Collr~ato Seminnr:vt . ...... Oakfield, N. Y .......... 18451 1845 20, OOUI R ev. J. R. Coe . .. ........ P. E .... . 
5-I I Ogl1enst>urgh Edncat'al lnstit1.1tot. Ogdensburgh, N. Y . ................. . . . U. E. H awkins, A.M . .. . .. .. . ... .. . 
5-!2 Oneil1a Sominary;t . .. ... ... ... . . . Oueidn, N. Y .... . . . ... .. ·.· ..... ..... . ... ne,-.:r.D. Houghton, A. M . .. . ••••.. 
543 Onom1a!.!n .Acadrm.Yt .. ... .. ... . . Onondaga, N.Y ....... . . 18131812 1, 600
1 
0. ' V. Stm·deY:lll t ... . .. . ......... . 
54-1 Oswogo' .IIigh Schoolt ... .. ... ... . Oswe6o, N.Y... .. . . . . . . .. ..... .... .. . . E. J. Hamilton, P h. D . . . . . .. ..... . . 
5-15 Sisters or Saint A11n (.g) ..••• ••••.•.. do ........ ... ....... .. . . ·1 1867 ... . .. . Sister i\I. Eulalie ........ R. C . .. . . 
546 Owego ]]:co .Aeadem.v :t...... . . . Owego, N. Y........ ... . . . ... . . ....... . J . 'l'enney, A.M .. .... .. . ... ... ... . 
5,17 East Geneseo Conference Somin'yl Ovid, N.Y....... .. .. .. . . .. .. . ... . .... . C. W. Winchester, A. M ......... . 
541' Oxforl1 A eadem:,-! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ox ford , N. Y . .. ..... .. .. 17!J4 1i93 11, 500
1 
U. \V. Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . P. E .. . . . 
549 PaJ.·nl:\T::tCln. ssk:-~1 Uuion Schooltt. Pnlm . yra .. N. Y ... .... ... ..... .. .. .. ..... C. M. llutchins, A.M . ....... . . .. . . 
550 Peekskill .Acal1cmyt.... .. ... . .... l'ocks1\ill, N. Y... . . . .. . .............. A lue rt W ells, A. hl . . . . ........ ... . 
551 Penn Yan .Academyt .. ... . ...... . P enn Y•m, N .Y . ... .. .. 1857 1857 . ... .... n. Lewis .. ...... . ... . ... . ....... . . 
552 PoiTy Aeadcmy!L ........... . .. .. Perry, N . Y . . . . ......... .... . .... . . . . .. . 11ev. E. \Vildmau , A . M . .. ........ . 
!'53 EYans Aeatlemy ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . P eteruor ougb, N. Y ..... t85:l . . . . 15, OOO I E. n.. Payson ......... .... ..... .. . . 
534 Phelps Union and Ulassic:?.l School Phelps, N.Y ...... .. .... 1835 185i . .. . . . . . H. C. Kirk, .d.. n .. .. ...... . ....... . 
!:i55 Pike Seminary! ... . .... ..... . .... P1kt>, N .Y .......... . . . . 185C) t'.1i 9, 000 ,V.J>. l\1 organ . .. ...... . . F. W . n.. 
55G PlnLtsumgh Ae<H1omy ... . ....... . Plattsburgh, N. Y ..... . 182~:> 18:29 . .. .... . Oscar A twoocl . ... ............... . 
5~i Pompryil.cndcmyf ...... . ..... . .. Pompoy,N. Y ... ..... . . __ · ·:· . .. . ... . ' V.ll.AYery, .A . n ......... . . . ... . 
5~lt Port Byron Free Sc'l and Acacl'y! Port Byron, N.Y .. . .. . . 18;Jt 18<:>8 . .. ..... D. D. Van Allen, .A.M .. . ..... . ... . 
5:-l9 PortJciTis Dnion Scl.10olt . ..... . Port J e rvis, N.Y .. .... ....... ...... .. .. A .ll. Willmr, A . }.'L .. . • .. .•..•.• •. 
5(i0 Pelham Institut e.. .. ....... .. . .. . Poughkeepsie, N . Y . ........ Ie6G . ...... . Stewart Pt>lham ..... . _ Reform'd 
5(il RivcrYiew Military .Academy . ... .... tlo .... ... ...... .... .. . .. . JEG3 . .. ..... Otis Bisbee . .. . . . ........ . ...... .. . 
562 Fnwldin A cnd. & Union Free Sc'l t Prattsburgh, N. Y ..... . 1824
1 
18:.!4 . ••.••• . .A. J. Osborn ........... . .. ........ . 
563 Pulaski Acadcmyt ........ .. .... . Pulaski, N . Y ..... ..... . 18::4
1
185::1 . ... . . . Sebastian Dnffy, A.M ... .. .. . . . .. . 
564 Chamllerlain I nstitutet.. . .. ..... Hauclolpb, N. Y .. . .. .. . . H::'4ull846 45, 000 R ev. J. T. Edwatds . ..... M oth . .. . 
5u5 Rea Cr<'<'k U nion Seminar:~ !-- -· . . Red Creek, N Y ........ 1839 .. . .... . .•.. A lden A llen ... .. . .... . .. . .... .. .. . 
56G Com-entantlAcademy or Nazareth llocbester, N . Y ... . ... . ---. 1871 .. ...... Sister 1\1. StaniRlans ..... R. C . .. . . 
5Gi Rochester l!,t'llLale A catl t>myt . .. . . . ... do .... ........ ... .. .. . .. .. ... .. .... .. Mrs. Saralt J. Nicllols .. . . ......... . 
5!i8 Rochrstcr Frrl' Academy ... . .. . ..... do .. ..... ........... . 18C2 1858 ...... . . R ev. N . W. Beuedict . .. .. Bapt ... . 
56[: J{ogcrs,·illc Un"u Scm. & Coli. Ins.! llogersYille, N .Y .. ... .. 1851 1850 10, 000 N. R. Hill ................ . . ...... . 
570 
~~~:~-n[;;'lf~~~l~J\:;~il~ol t::::: :::: . i:)~~1~~- ~1~.:i. ·-y:: ~::;:: : :::: :::: :: :: ·:: · Y0I~~7Jo~io~~rl~11.~~ ~ ~: ::::::::: : 
S:;ady.Ilill r.1iun Schcol+t. ....... Sandy llill, N.Y .... .. .................. \Villinml'licLaren, A.M. 
'\ :l!'hmgton A~allcn.J_yt . .... .... . Sa lem, N .Y ... ... .... .... . .. . ...... ... . ,J. 11. McFar.a.nd .. .. ....... ...... . . 
.icaden.nc D ep t 'Cmon Scbool... . Sa r·atoga., N . y .. .. .. . . . 1867 1867 .. ..... L . L . P ackard .... ... . .. . ......... . 
Sanqnmt Acatiei.uyt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sauquoit., N .Y . . . ..... . .. .. ... . .... . .... L. P.l3i sscll , A. B . .... ..... . . . . ... . 
Sclll' llCc~ad:\- Umon Schoult .. . .... S~ ho.m ectad.Y, N.y ...... . .. . ...... ... ... Samn<•l R Howe, A. . M . .. : .. .... . . 
Schohano . 'l.cndemy.t .... .. .. . ... Pebobarie, N . y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... 0 . C. Sil;es, A. B .. ................ . 
Sen eca Falls l !ig. h Schocl . . . . . . . . Seneert F all fl, N. y . ... . .. .. . 1867 ... ... . . F . D. llodgsou, A . M . . .. . ... .. .... . 
Hhcrunrno l~ I~!Oll S~l10ol i .... . ... S!JCrunrno, N.Y ......... . .. .. .. ..... .. .. Louis Dembinski, .A.M ....... .... . 
Holbrook 1U1htary Sclwol . . . . . . . . Smg Sing, N. y .... .. . . .. .. .. ... . ....... D . .11. Holbrook ....... . . . .... .. ... . 
581 Mount Pleasant Academy t . . .. . . . Sing Sing, N.y .. _ .. . . .... . ... . .. ....... W. W. Benjamin ...... .. ........ . . 
58:! Saint John's School . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Sing Sing-, N. Y ............ . 1R6!l ... . . ... R eY. J. B. Gibson .... .... P. E .. .. . 
583 Sl;nuoateles Union School and Skaneateles, N.y . ...... .... 1866 . . ..••.. R ev. W. C. Bowen, M.A . ...... ... . 
Academy. t 
5.o>4 Sodus A cademy t + ..... ......... . 
585 llartford Acatlomy t ..... ........ . 
5cll Griffith Institut e+ -... .. ..... . ... . 
58i Syracuse llig:h School t ..... .... . 
588 Christian Brotllers Academy .... . 
"58!' Troy A call em~- t . .. ........ ...... . 
590 'l'roy Female Semiuary t . ........ . 
~.oclns , N.y ... .. .. ..... .. .... . .... .... .. ElishaCurUss, A.B ..... 
1 
. ........ . 
Sont h H artford , N.Y . .. . . . . . .. . ... .. . . II. , V. Hunt, A. B . . ... .. ...... .. .. . 
Sprillgvillc, N .Y .. ..... . 1846 1844 20, 000 L. L. llogers, A.M .. ..... M . E .. . . 
Syr:1cnse, N.Y .. ......... . ..... . .... .. . . Samnel Thurber .... . .. . ... .. .... . 
lf~f:~:¥::: ::::::::::: :::: ~~~~ :::::::: ~~¥.~s!~frr~~~i~~rf~l :?:~::::: 
71 2 5 3 1 2 
5 2 3 







4 2 2 
5 1 4 
2 1 1 
9 2 7 
6 3 3 
4 2 2 
2 2 .. . . 
6 1 5 
1 1 . ... 
4 2 2 
8 7 1 
7 G 1 
G 2 4 
11 6 5 
3 1 2 
6.. . . 6 
7.... 7 
8 4 4 
7 3 4 
5 I 4 
4 1 3 
11 1 10 
5 1 4 
4 2 2 
3 ] '2 
6 3 3 
4 1 3 
4 1 3 
2 1 1 
4 4 .. .. 
6 .•.. .... 
9 9 .... 
4 2 2 
4 1 3 
1 1 .... 
6 3 3 
10 5 5 
ll 11 ... . 
5 4 1 
21 6 13 
164 951 69 14 1 • . ... . ..... 
149 .......... .. ........... . ... . 
144 . .. . . . ; . . . . . .... . . .. .. ... .. . •······ 
12!.! 60 69 . . ... .. . ... ........ . 
142 .... ............... .. . . 
~~~ :::: : ~~~ :::: :::: :::::: ::::J:::::: 
1::1 1 63 68 3 3 ..... . 
375 .... . ...... . . . ....... . .... . . 
Gi ... ... . . ..... . . . ............ , .....• 
200 109 91 34 . . . . ....... ... . 
150 ..... ... ... . . . . .. .... .. . .. ... .... -
50 2!) 30 . ... ... ... . ... ..... . ..... . 
4~4 216 208 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
250 150 100 12 5 .... . . . .......... . 
51 25 26 1Z 13 2 :1 6 
48 .• •... . ..• . .•. . . ••• •..••• .. .• .••• 
83 36 47 6... . 1 ........... . 
20 ..... .. . ..... .................•. . • 
GO GO .•• . .••.. • ..•.. •• - •••.• - · •• • • • 
94 \14 . • • . 12 . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ; 
300 137 1G::! 8 . . . . 3 . . . . . . . .... . 
14Q 58 82 10 1 3 .... . .. .... . 
290 165 125 20 5 6 . . . . . . 5 
122 70 52 .. . . .. .... . .... .... ..... .• 
so.... 80 .. . . ...........•••.. ···•·• 
G9 .. ..... .. .. . ....... • .... • •. ....... 
194 66 128 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••... 
1:10 60 70 18 7 12 5 11 
105 ..... .. ... . . ............... . .. . .•• 
i~~ :::: :::: :: :: :::: ~ ::::: :::::: :::::: 
206. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. ..... . 
1ti0 8C 100 ... . ... .... .•... ... . - · · • · • 
!)8 . .....• . . .• . .••. .••• • • •••••.. • •••• 
125 ..... ...... . .. ...... ••. ..•... . 
Gi . .. .. .. . ....... . . •. ......... · •· •· • 
150 50 100 . ....................••.•• 
64 .•• ..•• . . .. . .••. .• • • •.. ··- • ••••••• 
61 61 . . . . 10 4 2 2 . ..•.• 
86 ... . ......... . ...•• •....••. . .... .• 
58 58 . . . . 21 .. - . 1 1 ... .. -
149 63 SG 21. . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . - · · • • • 
209 . ... ........ . ... ···•·· ...... ..••• • 
52 .... . . ...... ... . .. .... ·· • ··· ..... . 
247 115 132 16 28 . 120 . . . •. ... ... . 
180 63 115 25 . .. . .... : . . ......... . 
245 245 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . • • • . . 20 
137 ..................•.. . ...... ..• ... 
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Students. 
cD ::,~ 8~ t)~a3 
~ .pQ OC\1 (l)"C § p :ace ... -
0 <11.p ......... ~'d~ -o Q ~rt:l 8gs -l'lp 
a5 
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~- s- f3.£ ~t:i~ bll ~'S ~ ~'leD CI)Q 
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O)bll ""'<D 00) ~ ~·;:: 
-~~ <DC/) ~.9 ~ ... b48 ~.9~ 
~~ ~~~ 
~rt:l<D 88~ .::: -~ l'l h 
]~~ bfr .... oO <D ~.~.s ~ 'T;I·s""' "C:;iS -~ <D CI)O O).pcl) ~~~ C\l ........ 
~~~ 3 p. ~-§~ S'~"b cD 0 ... " I ~ li Ill ~-S = 8..s ·~ E-1 ~ P'l.P'd ~ 3 J ~E-1 ~ R --I I 1-1 1---1-1-
5911 'l'roy lligh School ............... . 
592 Trumnnsburgh A..ondemyt t------
593 ]i:iends' .Acal.lemy t ....... . ... . . 
594 Utica .Academy ........ . .... -- .. . 
595 Vernon .Academy t .. ........... .. 
.596 'Valten .Academy and Union 
1 School. 
~~~~1~~~!:L~ ,~;. ::: . ~~: ~r~~~~~t:~: : ~ ~~ :~:::_ 
Yernon, N.Y ............................ Mary .A. Sullivan . ..... . . . ........ . 
\V alton, N. Y ............ 1854 .. .. $10, 000 Strong Comstock ................ .. 
597 \Varrensbur~h Academy t .... ... . 
598 Warsaw Umon School t .. . ..... .. 
599 Warwick Institute . .. . ....... ... . 
600 \Vntorloo Union School t ... ..... . 
601 Watertown High School t .. ..... . 
'Varrensbur~rh , N.Y ..... 1860 1853
1 
.. .... .. 
Warsaw, N.Y ...... .. ............ .... .. 
Warwick, N.Y .......... 18541852 .. .... .. 
W aterloo, N.Y ... ..................... .. 
W atertown, N. Y.. .. .. .. .. ............ .. 
L. L . Lawrence, .A. B . .. . 
1 
........ .. 
F. C. Selden ...................... . 
N.H. Dumond ......... . ......... .. 
James S. Boughton ...... . ....... .. 
Hamilton Smith, A.M., . ........ . 
LL.B. 
J.L.Mack 6021 Watkins Academy and Union I Watkins, N. Y .......... 11863/1863 ... ...... 
School. 
60:! WMerly Insti tntet: ..... .. --- -- -
604 W ebster Academy t ............. . 
605 'Ycslfiel<l .Acn<leiny 1\Dd Union 
School t 
606 West Ilobron Union Free SchooL W est llebron, N .Y ...... 1855 .......... .. 
607 Westport Union Fr<'e School . .... W estport, N.Y .......... 1866 1866 ... . . .. . 
li08 'Vest Winfiol<l.A cnclnmytt ...... 'Vost Winfiold,N.Y .. ........ . . --------
60!> Alexander Military lnstitute .... White Plains, N.Y ........ .. 1845 . ....... 
GlOI Wltito!ltownSomiuary ... . .... .. . Whitestown, N.Y . ...... l 844 .. . . -- ----- -
61l \Vhitnoy's Point Union School ' Vhitney's Point, N.Y ... 18671fl67 ........ 
nnl1 Acntll'll\\'- t 
G.t2 \Yilson Union ·s.l'l1oo. 1 t ........... Wilson, N.Y .......................... -- ~ F . .A. Greene -- .......... 
1 
.. ------ .. 
Gt :l \VIntiMur Acntlom~ t t ............ \Viudsor, N. Y ......................... Hiram L. Ward, A. M ............ . 
~14 ! ~\~'ll'J'b'"t·th lnMtituto ....... .... ' Volcott, N.Y........... .... .... 15, 000 ...i. M. Rahlwin ....... ............ .. 
1.:> ou u lAunuom.) l .... . . ...... Woodhull, N.Y ......... ........ ... ..... M. M. Bnhlwin, .A.M ............. . 
Waverly, N. Y ---- ------ ~· --- ~- --- ~--- --- --~ Paul Roulet --.---- ------~----------
Webster, N. Y .... .... .... .. . .. . ........ Erash::s F. Marne ................. . 
W estfield, N.Y . .. . ---- .. 18361837 . . -----. J. S. Fos<liok 
J. C. Gro.y .. ............ . 
1 
........ .. 
L. TI. Newell, .A.B ........ -- .. .... . 
A. K. Goodier .. .. .. . .. .. . ........ . 
0 . R. Willis ............. Pres .. .. 
J. S. Gardner, Ph.D .... .. ....... .. 
T. H. R oberts . .. . .. .. . .. Bapt .. .. 
61 4 2 97 31 66 4 10 ---- .. .. ---- 10 
3 2 1 
6 3 3 
86 -- .. ---- ---- .... , .. --- ........... --
118---- ........................ ------
9 6 .3 114 50 64 9 .. .. 2 2 26 




















1 3 60 30 30 4 -- .. 3 .. -- -- -- -- - • 
1 2 90 40 50 2 5 .. -- -- .. -- -- .. - •.• 
3 3 186- ... . --. -- -· . --. ··· · ·- ·----- . .... . 
1 1 41 15 26 -- . . -- .... ---- ---.-- ..... . 
2 8 11!) ---- . ........... ------ ------ .... .. 
2 2 164 ...... -- ...... -- .... -- .. -.-- -- ... . 
8 500/ 250/ 250, .... ' .... 4, •,. • _,I •., •., 
1
1 
1 ~-----~ - ---~----~----~----1------l------l ---- -· 1 3 68 ...................... -
4 9 75 4~ 32 31 .. -- 1 ------ 5 
1 
;1---~ 4 8 
1 4 
78 2~ 49 21 .. -'I" -- --~-- -- --~-- -- --~~~ . -:~ . -~ . --~ . --~ :::::: :::::: ---- -~ 
50 50.... 5 .... 2------ ------
465 318 147 25 10 8 3 41 





~~--'~~~~--~: I- ~~~ I: :: : [-- -~1:::::: 1::::::1:::::: 
4 147 68 79 5 .... ·····- ------ -----· 





































6161.])·fiddl. (I. burg-h '.\ca<l!"m~ t . ........ . 
til7 Watodbrd lJnionSchool ft ...... . 
618 Yntes Ac:ulemd t- ...... _, .. . ... . 
619 BelYider() Ac:ulemy ........ . .. _ .. 
620 Cary llil-!h School * __ . ___ .... ___ .. 
621 East Beml Malo Academy " __ . _ .. 
622 Uieksdlle Acmh' my * . _ .. _ . .. ___ _ 
623 KoruersYillo High :School * __ . ___ _ 
624 Bingham School. ___ ............ _. 
625 Mount illry High School.._. ___ _ . 
626 NowBernoAeademy ·-- ---·- -- -· 
627 Now Gnrdeu Boardi1.1g School. __ . 
628 Wl"ntworth Malo Academy * .... . 
629 Williston Scbool .. .. __ .. ____ ... .. 
630 Yadkinville School.. __ .. __ .. __ . __ 
631 Grand River Academy .. ____ .. __ . 
632 Blooming burgh Academy*. ____ __ 
633
1 
Central College .c\..cademy __ __ __ .. 
634 Cheshire Academy · .. . __ . . . __ ... _ 
635 Chickering Clnssical and Scien-
titic Institute. 
636 CtuTan nnd Kuhn's Boys'Academy* 
637 llughes High Sc1lool ____ .... __ .. 
638 Literary Imltitute of the Sisters 
of NotroDame. 
~K~:;f~~.~-i-::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: 
Yates,N. Y · ·--- - - · -·· ·- ..... .. .. ...... . 
Beh·idcre, N. C ___ .... __ . . __ . 1836 ....... . 
Car.v, N. U. ·--- - - · -·----- ---· .... . -··--· 
East Bend, N. C _ ... __ . . ____ . 1867 .. .. _ ... 
ll:tyesvillo, N. U .. • __ . _ . . __ •. 11:!57 . • ___ •.. 
Kernersville, N.C . ...... 1860 1860 --------
Mobanesvillo, N. C . ... __ 1864 1800 .... _ .. . 
Mount Airy, N. C ....... __ .... .... .... .. 
Irv ing B. Smitl1, A. B . ............ . 
Andrew J . Robb, A.B ... . .. .. .... . 
F. A. Greene, A. B .. -- ... _ .... ____ . 
W.A. S.v=es .......... Friends. 
A. H. Merritt, A.M ........... __ __ . 
Rev. M. Baldwin, A.B ..... . . ·-- ---
J. 0. Hicks ...... -- ·-·--- .. - ·- ·- - .. 
~fJi~sB~~%1~~:::::: _ :::::::::: 
J. W.ReidariclJ. F. Hut- ......... . 
man. 
NewBerno,N.C ........ 1766 ............ George W.Neal. ........ 
1 
........ .. 
New Garden, N.C .. _____ ... . 1837 7, 000 G. N. Hartley, .A.B. _____ Friends. 
Wentworth, N.C .. ..... . ..... ...... ..... J. W. Reid, A. B ........ _ 
-;-.~J:f~~~~~:N.-8.: ::::::: :: : i ~~~ :::::::: ~-1~?~~~~~: :::::: :::::::: :::::: 
Austinburgh,Ohio ...... 1836 ............ J. Tuckerman .................... . 
Bloomingburgh, Ohio .... 1864 1864 ........ A. F . Cate .. ..................... .. 
Central College, Ohio._ .. 1842 1844 10, 000 J. H. Wilson, A. M ... ___ Pros . _ .. 
Cheshire .... ............... . 1859 ....... . .......................... F. W. B . 
Uinoinnati, Ohio .... _ ... _ .... 1855 .. -- .... J. B. Chickering ........ _ ....... --. 
Cincinnati, Ohio ......... .... 1852 5, 000 J. L. Thornton .... __ ............. . 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . __ .. __ -~-- -- ~ 1 856~ -- .... - -~ U. '£.Curran --··- ..... - .,. ····· .. --
Cincinnati, Ohio. _ ... ___ . . _ .. 1840 ..... - . . Sister Louise ._. __ ... ___ . R. U . ..•. 
639 Saint Joseph's German-Engli sh Cincinnati, Ohio ......... ----~1871 -------- BortherArse.no ......... R.C .... . 
Academy. 
640 Cleveland Academy * .... __ .. __ .. Cleveland, Ohio _ .... __ __ .... 1861 ..... -- . Miss L . T. GuHford...... -- .. · .... .. 
641 Ewington Academy* . ............ Ewington, Ohio .. _ ... __ . . . . 1857 ........ G. Chevington .. -- .......... -- .... . 
642 Galli a Academy * .... ...... _. .. .. Galli polis. Ohio ..... __ .. 18111811 .. .. .. .. !!:. A. Cooley ..... -- .. .. .. -----. -- --
643 Goshen Seminary* .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . Goshen, Ohio ...... __ .. __ . __ . 1860 ..... --- G. H. Hill .... -- .. -- ..... -------- .. 
644 1 Hrdcm l:ipring~ ~ca~emy * ·- -- .. HarlemSpt·~ngs, Ohio. __ . . __ . 1867.--- .... R. ~·Howey------·--- - .. -- .---- .. 
6-15 Hudson Ladies ::sam mary ........ Hudson, OhiO .. __ ........ _ ... 1844 ........ Etmly E. M etcalf ... -- ..... --- ... .. 
<l46 Mount Pleasant Academy .. _ .. __ . llingstou, Ohio .. __ .. __ .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. W. P. Eastman ......... ..... -"" .. .. 
647 Kingsville Academy * ... . . _ .. __ .. Kingsville, Ohio .. __ .. __ .. __ . 1836 . . . • . . . . Sardis D. Bently ......... ----. ---. 
~!~ tr;'dfs0o~1ses~;~~~Y·;; ::::: :: ::::::: ~~'l0cli~~~~Obi~ ::::::::::: ::: : i847 :: ~~:: :: {v~v ~w~~1ght- :::::::::: :: :~:::: :: 
650 Mansfield Seminary.- .. - ........ Mansfield, Ohio ______ . _. 1860j1860 ........ Joseph Lindley, A. M ... P. E- .. .. 
651 Central Ohio Conference Seminary Maumee City, Ohio. ___ ._ 1860 11!6 1 ____ • _ .. P. N. Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. E ... . 
652 MDrning- Snn Academy . . . . . . . . . . Momiug Stm, Ohio . _____ 185511852 .. .... -- John Marshall ...... -- ... --: .. ----
6~3 Fr~en<ls' Bo,anlin~ School. . ... .. .. ~ount Ph•as~nt, Ohio . _ .. __ . 1~7 .. __ • __ . Wilson ~all. __ . __ ._. ___ . Fncnds. 
6;:.4 Samt Marys Institute . .... ...... N nzareth, Ohw .......... _ .. . 18:,0 30, 000 l\1. Zehler ....... _ .... __ . R. C .... . 
655 New Hagerstown Academy* ..... New Hagerstown, Ohio .. .. . . 1837 ........ _ ......... .. .. ---- ........ ----.-- ... 
6561. L~ko Erie Female Seminary . . . . . P?-inesv.illo, <?Lio ____ . _ .. 18::6 18.,9 . ____ . _. Miss ~-A. Evans . _____ ...... _. __ _ 
657 Pierpont Acaclemy .. ___ .. _. _ ... _. Pierpont, Olno ... __ . __ ... __ - ~ 1 868 .. .•.. -- J.P. Gill ·- · ·- · - ·--- ·-- - · - -------- · 
658
1 
F::tirfiekl Academy..... .. .. .. .. .. Pleasantville, Ohio .... ___ .. _ 1860 .. ___ • .. T. C. R eade ....................... . 
659 Portsmouth Young Ladies' Sem- Por-tsmouth, Ohio ..... __ 1867 1861 .... _ ... J. T. Daniel, A. M - ..... - -.-- ... --. 
in~ry. 



















4 .. .. 
2 .. .. 
4 2 2 
4 2 2 
1 1 .... 
7 .... 7 
2 1 1 
5 2 3 
4 2 2 
4 2 2 
2 1 1 




!~' ---~ 1~ 
8: 8 ... .. 
6 ...... .. 
2: ..... . .. 
~ ~ ---~ ... : 
4 ...... .. 
4 ...... .. 
1 ...... .. 
4---- .. .. 
4 2 2 
3 ....... 
5 2 :l 
5 2 3 
3 2 1 
4 2 2 
14; 14 .• --2, ... . .... 
1~ 1 ~--~~ 
~ ~ ---5. "i 
s ..... , .... 
:1 t{~ ;20 ::: : · :::: :~:::~ ::::j~ 
91 91 ...... - - ..... --·-· ··-- .. ------
37 37 .. .. 12 ........ -- ---- -- ---- --
313 176 137 • .. -- .... -- -- .••• -- -••• -. 
82 47 35 ........ --·-·· ...... -----· 
30 30 .. .... ............ ------ -----· 
300 167 13:{ .................... ---··· 
45 25 20 . - - . . - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - . -
252 131 121 20 .. .. 2 ...... 8 
74 32 42 ··- .... ------ ........... . 
40 20 20 2 1 .••• -- ... -. - .••••• 
fiO 30 30 . . . . . __ . . • • • . . . . • • . . . ••••• 
201 201 .. .. 35 50 5 3 3 
40 40--- .. - . .. --. ···--- . ··-- ..••• ·-
425 179 246 40 .. • . 3 ~ 30 
220 .. .. 220 ........ -- ••. - ... - . - ...... 
160 160 ........ ---- ·----- . ..... ·-···· 
120 40 80 ........ ---- . - .... -- ...... 
85 45 40 . - - .. - - . - -- - - .. ----. ---.-. 
l~ ~i -:: .:::_.: H·· ~H 
26~ 121 1411···· ---- ---·-· ........... . 
ll.l 68 45 .... -·-- ------ ---··- -····· 
g~ ~61 ~5 1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : 
~ it i~ '"7 '"5 ···--5 ···--i :::::: 
60 30 ::so .................... --·---
270 27~~· .... 30 .•.. 13 ---·-· 43 
24 1 8.-- .. --. ·----. ·----- ••. - -· 
102--- 102 ........ ·-··-- -····· ...... 
41 20 21 - - - . . • - . - •••• - . -- •. - -- .. - -
45 28 17 - -- . . - .. - • • • • . .. -- -- .. -- - -
55 10 45 10 ---- --·-·- -·-··· 2 
























661 1 Ursuline Couvont, Immaculate 
Ueal'l of .:\[ary. 
66:::! Rnudu.'!l•y Uily 'nigh School ..... . 
GG3 f;;rvauunb .dc:u1emy • ..... .. ..... . 
(i(i-11 Starr·8 .. lustit uto . . ............... . 
GG::; Smithville lligh School ........ .. 
!ilili Snlcm .t\(•at1emy •· .............. . 
6tii n-rt•enway Instituto...... . . . . . . 
6ti;::1 Stenl>t•uvilh> l!'omalo Seminary* .. 
(i(i~l Third i:itn•ct Sominal'y ........... . 
670' 'l'allmadgo Acm1rmical Institute* 
!i71 Ursuline Coll\·cnt .............. . 
(ii2 Plains St•miuary * ............... . 
67:JI Wcstlniust.cr Academy .......... . 
lii·l \\Tt•st<'m Rt•set·,·c Seminary .. . .. . 
!ii.:i l'utnnm i:iominury for Young 
Lnllie!'l. 
tl76 Bi~lwp ~eott Grammar SchooL .. . 
671 ~aint 1\lit'hacl's Collcgo ........ . . 
U7t! Umpqua .Aentl<'my * ........... .. . 
li7!l Sniut Xavier's Acatlrmy ({1) .• •• . 
(i~Q Bl':lY('t' ( 'olll'!!: ittto and llln~>icnl 
lnRlitutl·. (f) 
li~l Bl•lh•fouto Academy.* .......... .. 
(;~:.! \\"lllhPr~poon ln8tit.ule (f) ...... . . 
l!"';l l l~on!Mbnq.:h , \ c:ukmy .......... . 
l~l l h .• lll\'lll':lll .\('1\lh•ttl\ ........... . 
li E';, .:ltun'ut , l'lt·n'laut S1•tniuary ..... . . 
li8li (.;h,unb~:tribur~;h At•mlctn~· (f) ... . 
T,\BLE VI.-Statistic.s of inslilufious for secondary instruction f or 18i2-Continued. 
Instructors. / Students. 
~ Eg g~ t;a~ 
. g ~! ~~ . ~ ~:a 
..,:; § g -~ ~ g ~ 0 § g 
ci § :3 a) :e s ~ ..q .s ~ ~~ 
. .s a. . . g ~ ·~ c.i ~ ~ ~ o ctj ~ a 
LocaliOU. I . ~ ~ Prmclpal. ·a :a -~ cl,... ~ ' ~ 8 ...: ~ .-;;:: 
£ -~ '8 g ~ ~ ~ ~v~ ...: ·g ·~ gj 8 -~ ~ 
@ ~ ,: ~ <B ,s ~ ::a C) al -~ § ~ ~ B ~ 
.g s ~ ~ . . ~lJ . a!;.~ ~-g ~ ~~-s s2~ 
6 o s .s ,-4 • ~ ~ • ~ ·5 a ~ : -~ ~ ~ ~ ~! § 
2 2 ~ -~ .E ~ S .;!! ~ S >'-< ""' 2 .;2 5 .;! rn ~ S w b 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~..., 'C ~ .s Clj 8 ~ '" 
---------1----1-1--l-1--1- 1-l-1-l--1--1--
Saint Martin's, Ohio ........ 1845 ........ Sister Julia Chatfield .... R. C .... . 
~~e~;~~~r::8~~1~ ::::::::::::: is5s :::::::: :.· ~:ii:~~ii~-~~~1~·-~-- ~_::: ::: :: :::~: 
Sc,•cn ll.hlo. Ohio ........ .... l tlG L ........ E. Stan- .......... .. ......... .... . 
SmithYillc, Ohio . . ........... l8G5 ........ J. B. Eberly ............. U. B .. .. 
Sonlh Salem, Ohio ........... 1843 .. .. .. .. nev. ll. Gill .. .. .. .. .. .. Pres .. .. 
~r,~~~\~~~~w~('~~~<>: :~~::: ::: : t~~~ :::::::: 1.'ii. ~~kf~~:::::: :::::: -~: ~:::: : 
Sten bcU\·illc, O!Jio ........... 1ilG5 .. .. .. .. Eliza McCracken .......... ...... .. 
TallmatlaC', Ohio .......... .. l820 ........ S. A. Sessions ................... .. 
Tiilin, Ohio ............. . ... u:6-t .... .... Sister Hnint I gnatius ... . R. C ... .. 
Tupper's Plains, Ohio ....... LE60 .... . .. L. C. Crip})en .... ................. . 
W;,todon1, Ohio .......... . .. 1869 3, 000 Robert Morrison .. ... .. . Pres . .. . 
\\rest l•'armh1gton, Ohio. 18:'55 l854 ... ... .. G. \V. DeaLt.y .. ....... . .. M . E . .. . 
Zacesvillo, Ohio .... ... .. 1834 lb'!3 ........ Miss S. S. Chapman .............. .. 
Portlantl, Oreg ............. 1870 6, 500 R. W. Laing-, M.A ....... P. E . .. .. 
Portland, Orog...... ... .... .... 1, 300 Rev. A. G. Glorieux ..... R. C ... .. 
" Tilhnr,Ori'g ... , ........ 185i l85.J . ....... J.G.llerron ............. M . E .. .. 
Jkal tr's Post-Office, Pa ...... 1854 ........ Sister M. MechteJcles .... R. C .... . 
Bon.vm·, Pu. .............................. Rov. n. T. 'l'aylor, D. D .......... .. 
Eelll'fnutc, Pa. ........... 1825 ............ Rev .. J.P. Hughes ....... Pres .. .. 
}i~;~l~b~t~~~i~;:p;: : ::::::: : :::· :::::::::::: -~{-~,~--~::~:~~ ~~~~::::: ::: ::~::::::: 
u::~~~.t:~~~: ::: }:~ :::::::::: :::: ~~~~ :::::::: t.t~I2~~~~~~·-~·-~:::::: : :::::::~: 
'luunuct·:>uurgh, l'a ............. ! .. ...... J. ll. Shumaker, Ph. D ......... ... . 
2: ---J --~ 
10 ... 
1 1 .... 
7 4 :l 
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
15 ....... . 
5 ...... .. 
1 .. .. 
10. .. . 10 
2 ...... .. 
6 5 1 
6 4 2 
8 .. .. 8 
8 6 2 
2 2 .... 
5 2 3 
12 . .. . ... . 
t: .. .... .. 
7 2 5 
4 ........ 
2 1 1 
4 3 1 
3 3 ... . 
h ...... .. 
105 . . . . 105 .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . ... - .. -.... 
117 37 80 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 
385 205 180 .. ................ .... .. .. 
10 10 . ... 4 1 ........... ..... .. 
301 218 83 ........................ .. 
Gl 30 31 ... ..... ...... .. .. .... .. .. 
!) !) . ... ...... .............. .. .. 
195 . .. . 195 ................... · ..... .. 
82 ... 82 ........................ .. 
40 25 15 ......... .... .... .. . .....• 
475 l EO 295 ........................ .. 
42 20 2~ .... .................... .. 
8!) 59 30 10 6 1 .......... .. 
23:1 120 113 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 












~~~::: : _ I .. - ~1- --~~---- - ~1-- .. -~ 1 -- ---~ G7 47 .... -- -· .... .... .... .. .. .. 
. . 6(; . - ... ••.. . •• . .... .. . .•• - : . 
58 127 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..... 
75 30 .... 
125
~ --- ~~----~- - --~ ---- -;1 ...... 1 ..... . 42 1a 4 .... 2 .......... .. 50 12 8 10 3 G 22 
3!) 53 2.... 1 ...... 25 




































6871 Pcnnsyl>nnial\Iilitury Acat1. (f) . . 
6138 Chc~ter Yallcy At:uc1emy ........ . 
68!) Eltlcrsridgo Academy ........... . 
690 Saiut. Benedict's Acatlcmy .. ..... . 
691 Academy or Our Lady of tllo 
Sacred llcnrt. (g) 
692 Lollcr .Ucat1rmy * ............... . Hatborongh, Pa .. ... .. -. 1812'1812 ..... -- -I Rev. M . Heath . _ ..... _ .. 
ti93 Wrst Branch .lloarding anti Iligh Jersey Shore, Pa. _____ .. 185;211852 25,000 Elizal>etll Hall. __ ._ .. __ .1 Pres . _ .. 
Scllool. 
ChcR~l. ', Pa ... ---- ------- ~- --' I' .;. ·!------"I Col. Theo. llyn.tt .. -.---- - ~---- •• ----Dowmugtowu, Pa. ____ ... --. 1At0
1 
.. -- -- .. F . D. Long __ .. _____ ....... --·--- . . 
El~crsri<.lgo, Pa ........... - - . 18~7 .... -. -. Rev. A. Do~aldson, D. D. . ........ . 
El'le,_Pa ........ -----.-- .. -- . 18;)4
1 
.. ----- . M. Scholast1ca, 0. 8. B. __ R. C ... .. 
Harnsburgh,Pa ........ ----1869-------- MotherM. Claro ·------- R.C ... .. 
6!1•1 \Yyomin~ Somi.unr,v . _. __ . . ... __ . Kill~ston, Pa ........ .... . ... 1844 . -.... -. Davir1 Copeland, A.M ... 
1 
.. --- ... .. 
695 Mount Dempsey _\.cntlemy {f) .. . Lnnuisl>urgh, I> a __ .. __ ....... __ . . --- .... Lewis 13. Kerr .. _ ........ . . _ ... _ .. . 
69(i :MeKcesportAca<lemy ami Graded McKeesport., Pa ............. 1868 --.-.--- J'. A. Bower . . ___ ........ Pres ... . 
School.* I 
697 Cuml>orland Yalley Institute (/) Mcch .• nnicsl>nrgh, Pa ...... - .. __ .... ----- A. IT. Ege, A . M .. __ .......... __ - .. 
g~~ r~f~~:n;?s0t1~t~f~nf.f>a~·~--~>_::::::::. ~~~~.~~!~:J~~ -rn:~~~::~~~~ :::::::::::::::: ~~i.:s~n~~~~?~~:::: ::~ : :::::::~:: 
700 'K nzarcth llall ...... ______ ..... _. . N aznrrth, J>a ...... ------ 1863 1785
1 
.. ---- -- Eugene Leibert .... --_.. Morav'n. 
701 Trcemonut.Seminm·y ------ - ----· Nonistown,Pa ... .. --- · ---· 1 844~ -------- J'. W.L.och ----- ---- - --- - --··- · ---· 
702 Academy of the Assumption, .ll. Philadelphia, Pa ...... - .. .... __ . . ---.-. Motller hlnry Xavier ___ . It. C. __ .. 
Y.M.(g) 
703 Academy of tho SistPrs of Mercy Philatlrlpuia, Pa . ___ . _ .. ~867 1861 -- -----. Mother· M . P. Waldron _. R. C .. __ . 
704 Com·rut of tho Society of tbe Philadelpbia,Pa ......... ----1869 ~ -------- hlotherMaryXavier .... RC .... . 
Holy Child J'csus. (g) 
705 Hallo"'cll Sdcct lligh School. .... Philadelphia, Pa ... _ .. __ .... 1862 .. ------ George Eastbum ... ___ .......... .. 
706 Ritlcnhonso Bo:~s' Gram'1· Sclwol. Philm1clphia, Pa ............ 1814 .. ---- -- F. F. Christine, A. M ............ .. 
70i Saint J'oscph'::; Academy " .. ____ .. Philn<lclphiu, P::t .. -- .... . --. 1852 --.----- Sister M . Lignori ...... __ R. C .... . 
70& Washington Institute * _. _. ___ . _. Pbila<lclpl1in, Pa ........ . - .. 18G71-------. Mary E. Clarke . .. .. ___ .. __ .. ____ _ 
70[) Saint J'OS('ph's Academy*.------- PottsYille, Pa ------ .. ---.--. 18;)9 .. --- --. Sister hl . .Monica--- : ---- R. c .... 
~i~ ~l~~~\~~~J~0£~1~l~~;tV"lh:: :~:::: : ~{$~~!~1~1~~e: =p;~::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: ii~~·~rn~~~r_: :::: ::: ::_ :::::::::: 
712 1\.lilnwootl Academy * .... ________ Suade Uap, Pa ... _ ... _ ...... 1849.- ... - .. Jt. S. Kulm ------------ .. Pres. _ .. 
71:3 Rmithpm·t Gratlo{l :::lchool * __ .... . Smith port-, l'a .. _____ ........ 1871 . -- .. --- S. ·w. Smith ................ __ .. __ . 
71~ English an~1 Classicnl Institute (f) Stewartstown, Pa . _. ___ ... _ .. _ _ .... ---. J'. A. Murphy ........ __ ...... ____ _ 
71.> Convent of the Sam·ctl llcart . __ . Toncsuale, Pa . __ . __ . __ .. . - . 1A49
1
. - ... - .. hlnw. S. Boudreau ... - ... R. C ..... 
716 SusqnchanuaCollegiate lnstitute* Towanda, Pa. _______ . __ . 1853 1854 .... . - .. G. W. llyan and E. E. Pres . __ . 
Qniulau. 
717 Uniom·illo Iustituto ......... __ .. Uniom-illc, Pa _______ ... _ . . . _ .. . _ ...... J. \\r.ll:-1TeV ... ___ .. _ ... 
1 
.. _ .. _. ___ 
718 Wells l.Joi·ou ghGnu1c{l School. . . . \Vrl 's l.Jorongl1,P::t ... __ 1825 1825
1 
....... A .C.Wi:Jtcrs,A.M ........... . 
719 Williamsport Dickinson Semi· 1\'llltnrnsport, Pa .... __ 1856,UAa
1 
.... --- R oY. W. L. Spottswood _. M. E. __ . 
DUl'\'. k 
720 \Vyoming Institute·' .--. -- ...... . Wyoming, Pa _. _ ... ____ . lf'481850I. __ .. - . . J'. M. Cra.~foTd, .L1 . B .. __ . Pres. __ . 
z:n -x:ork C{~unt.~- ...lcat~e 111y k .- •.•. -. Y01 k, P::t. _ .. __ . _. ___ . _. 1796117!)2 .... - ... G. W. Unby, A.M .. __ ... 
t22 York llt.!!:h Scbool ·' .. _.. ........ York, Pa ....... ___ ... _ _ __ 1 870 ~ --..... W. IT. Sbcl 'ey ... -- ..... 
72:3 Provitlcn-ce Co:1fcrcuco Seminary• East Greeumcb, R. L __ . ltl04 1804 . _ ... _. HcY.lJ. II. Eln, A. M __ . M. E .. _ 
n4 I.aphum It•stitntc ........ . -.... . Korth Scituate, R.I.__ 1860 1861 10, 000 G. H. Rictwr, A. M .. . _ _ J3::pt _ 
725 N'ow Englaud Y cml.r hleetmg 1' l·ovitlencc, }{.I. ._ ... __ 1819 120, 000 A. K. Smiley ... _._ ..... . Friends. 
I 
Bonrding- ~cbool. I 
726 AcadPmy of tho Sacred Heart (.q} Newport, R. I . _____ .. _. __ 1854 . ______ . Sister M. Camillus . ____ .. R C. ___ . 
727 Saint Bernard's .ficaclemy (.q) . .. - ~ 1\'oousocket, R. r. _______ . __ 1869 _ .... __ Sister Mm.'y J'. Pnrcell .. . R. C .. __ _ 
728 .llcud'y of Our Lady of :MeJCy (g) Charleston, S. C ... _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1829 . _ _ __ _ _ Mother Tcrestt Bnny .... R. C .. _ 
729 Avery Institute ................. Cllmleston, S. C ____ . __ ... __ . I~G8. _ .. __ .. M.A. Warren ..... -- .... A. M.A.. 
111 .... ----1 143 143 ----~----~----~------ , ...... 1 ...... 
,1) }I !! )~ a ;, , ::J::, ii 
31 1 2 55 29 261'" '' 1'"" 1'"'""' 1'""""1"'"'" 
51 31 2: 60 23 35 2 1 1 ---- .. 10 
nl .... ---- I 3001 .. c)-~---~~- .. -~ ---- ~ ------ ~ ------~------1 . - .... -. 41 -6 I;) . _. . ... ... -- .. ----- . -.-.-
2 2---- ______ , ____ ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ ------
~ 1 : :::1:::: 
2 .. -- ----
13 13 -- .. 
7 G 1 
ti 
~ 1 : :::1 7 
8 l 
41 1 a 
5 ---- 51 8 3 5 
6 .... 6 
2---- .. .. 
4---- .. .. 
5 3 2 
2 1 l 
] ---- .... 
17 .. -. 17 
8 4 4 
30 30 _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ . _____ .
1 
.. _ _ __ __ ___ _ 
120 70 50 -- ........ -- .. ---- .. ------
41 26 15 .. -- .. -- -- - - -- -- - - .. .. - -- -
121 ] 21 -- - . -- .. -- .. -- - - -- -- - - .. .. .. - -
121 120 1 10 12 4 f> ----- -
70 .. .. 70 .. .. .. .. .. .... I ... - -- -- - -- - . 
75 _ _ _ _ 75 _______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ .. 
1 
2 
;,~ --~:3 --~0 ---~ ---~ -----~ ----- -~ -----~ 
170 170 . - -- .. -- -- .. -- -- -- -- - - --
350 . - - . :350 . - - . - . . . - - - - - - - - - - . . - . - . -
46 15 ~:H .. - -- -- .. --.. ---- .. --- .. -
3:37 3:37 -- .. -- -- -- - - -- .. - - -- -- - -- -
1:34 134 . - - .. - - .. - - . . --- - . . -- - -- . -- - - -
111 111 -- .... ---- ------ ------ ------
61 32 29 . - - . . - - . - - - - - - . -- - - . . . - - - . 
103 38 65 . -- .. - .. ------ . --- - . . -- . --
30 14 lG ........ ------ ------ ------
. 68 . - . . 68 - - - . . - - . . - - - - - . - - - - - 5 
23:2 113 119 -- .. -- .. ------ ---- -- .. -- --
61 a 9 1 
10 7 
~ 1 4~i j 2~~ ~ 2~r1· --71· --:11-----:31:::: :: 1:::::: 
3 241 172 ti9 -- .... -- ---- -- .. -- -- ------
31 1 2 
2 2 .... 
1 3 1 
9 6 3 
5 2 3 





73 30 43 . - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
125 125 . -- .. - - . - - -.. --- - - ----- - ------
8;) 26 59 . - - . . - - . . -- - - . . - - - - - . - - - - -
22::! 130 9:.! - . - .. - - .. --- - - . --- -- --- - - -
1G4 95 69 15 .. .. 2 . . . . .. 10 
202 130 72 -- .. .. - . -- - - -- -- -- -- .. - - - -
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Carolinn. Female Seminary* ..... . 
i[~·:i~~neS~~~~lt,uJF (~ai~ t--P~c~l~~-
Church. 
Academy of tho Immaculate Con-
ceptiOn. ({}) 
Le hloyno Commercial School . ... 
Beclford Male and lfemnJ.o Semi-
Lexin~ton C. H., S.C ........ 1~9 -- --- ... Rev. M. Berly .... ...... . 
ColumL>ia,S.C .......... ----1858 ..... ... Mme.M.B.Lynch ....... R.C ... .. 
Franklin, Tenn ......... ---. 1870 ........ Rev. R. B. vYolseley ...... P. E ... .. 
Jackson, Tenn .............. 1869 ........ Sis tor Yincencia ........ R. C .... . 
Memphis, Tenn ......... -... 1871 $11, 000 ,T. H. Barnum ........... A.. M.A. 
Shelbyville, Tenn ...... . 1869 1869 . • • . . . . . C. W. Jerome.... . . . . . . . . M. E ... . 
nary. 
736 Austin Young Ladies' School* ... Austin, Tex ............. - ... 1870 ....•••. T. C. Bittle, A.. M ................. . 
737 German-American Young Ladies' Aust.in, Tex ...... ........... 1872 . .. . .. . . Miss N. von Schenck and . ....... .. 
Boarding School. Miss A. N ohl. 
738 Live Oak :Female Seminar~v ...... Brenham, Tex ....•.......... 1853 ..•..... Rev .• r. W. Miller, D. D .. Pres ... . 
739 Com·. of tho Incarnate Word (g). Brownsville, Tox ........ . ... 1856 ...... .. MothPrSt. Anger ........ R. U ... .. 
740 Barnes In~titut~ ............ : ... Galveston, Tex .............. 1870 ........ J. 0. Lyman ............. A. M.A. 
741 Clark SemmaryforYoung Laches. Houston, Tex ... ............ 1871 ........ Horace Clark ................... .. 
742 Ursuline Academy (g) .. .. .. .. . .. Laredo, Tex ................. 1867 . .. .. .. . Mother St. Joseph .. .. .. R. U ... .. 
743 Ursuline Academy (g) ...... -- .... San Antonio, Tax ....... ---. 1854 ........ Mother St. Mary ........ R. C .... . 
744 Convent of tho Incarnate Word .. Yictol'ia, Tex .......... . -.-. 1865 ........ Mother St. Clair ......... R. C ... . 
745 Bane Academy .................. Barre, Yt . .. .. . . . .. .. .. 1849 1852 10, 000 J. S. Spalding ............ Coug .. .. 
746 Goddard Seminary ............... Barre, Vt ............... 1863
1
1870 -------- L.L.Bul'lington ......... Univ .. .. 
747 Barton Academy and Graded Barton, Vt .............. 1854 1870 ....• ... Miss 8. U. Chase........ . ........ . 
School. · 
7481 Be~lows Falls Public SchooL ..... Bellows ~alls, Yt ...... . ..... __ ..... _ .. H. L. Cheeseman .... _____ . _ .. .... . 
749 Smut A.gncs llall ............... Be llows l!alls, Yt ........... 1868 ........ Jane Hapgood .......... P. E ... .. 
750 l3rat1ford .Academy and Union Bmdford,Yt ............ 182011820 3,000 \V.F.Dnnmore ................. .. 
llip:ll Scllool. 
~:il l UriRtol Ac:ulrm:v * .............. Bristol, Yt .............. 1855 ............ M.S. Bates, A. B . ...... __ . _ ...... .. ;,~ Orh'ltllH ('o11nty Gmmmnr School* llrowuington, Vt ..... . _. 18~0. __ ........ J ... _ .......... __ .. _. __ ... J ......... . 
'!l_l: ~~ 1 -- ~~ 45 21 55, .... 
201-- --~-- --~---- --~---- --~ ------20 .. .. .. .. -- -- -- -- -- -- .. -- --
24. --·- --. ·----- ··•··· ------
55,.--.'---.' .. -.--' .. -- .. ' .. ----








.. __ .. 
1 
.... _. 
2 3 130 70 60 20 .. .. 2 -- -- -- .... --
· 4 2 2 
6 .... 6 
4 1 3 
12 ........ 
3 1 2 
4 1 3 
7 ...... .. 
20 ...... . . 
9 ...... .. 
7 4 3 
8 5 a 








zol ... ·I 701- - --~-- -- ~ ---- .. , .. -- --~------vo .. .. 50 .... -- .. ---.-- .. ---- 12 








50---- .... ------ ------ 4 
230 --- ·- -- - ·· ---- ------ ·-----
61 ........ ------ .......... .. 
68 -- -- -- .. .. -- .. .. .. -- .. -- --
200 -- -- -- .. ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
300.--. ---- -----. ------ -- -·-· 
140 ........ ------ ------ ------
87 20 .. .. -- -- .. -- -- -- 5 
44 25 8 4 2 7 
74---- .... ------ ------ ...... 
501 301 ~0, 31. -- -~---- --~---- --~---- -.-24 . - - . 24 - - - . . - - . - - - - - . . - - - - . 2 


















































7531 Vermont Episcopal Institute ... . 
7~4 ~astleton Remiuar! ............. . 
7;,5 Chester Academy ............. . 
756 Derby Academy .. . .. ........... . 
7;>7 Conv. of Our Lady of Vermont (g). 
fP. 756 New Hampton Institute* ....... . 
--1. 759 Lamoille Central Academy * .... . 
f.:!j i'GO Jonesville Academy ..... ~ ...... . 
761 J3lack River Academy .......... . 
762 Lyndon Academy and Graded 
School.* 
Burlington, Vt .......... 18571860 ........ Rev. T. A. Hopkins ...... P. E .... . 
Castleton, Vt ............ 17871787 35,000 R. G. Williams .................. .. 
Chester, Vt ................ . 1814 ........ J. S. Chapman .................... . 
Derby Centre, Vt .. ... .. 1840 183!) ..... . .. G. F. Stackpole .......... Bn.pt ... . 
East "Rutland, Vt ........ . ... 1870 ....... . Mot.her Eulalia .......... R. C .... . 
Fairfax, Vt ................. 1825 .... : . . ·1 Ilev. L. J3. Barker ........ Bapt ' .. . 
f~~~l~~~t~~~::::~::::: i~~~ ~ :::[\: ::~:::: M.1~~if~~~~~-:~::::: :::::::::·: 
Lyndon, Vt ..... ... ..... 18721873 .•••••.. C. C. Bnugman .......... Unsect .. 
763 Burr and Burton Seminary ..... . 
764 :Mcindoe's Falls Academy ...... . 
765 Middlebury Graded School* ..... . 
7t;6 Morgan Academy * ...... . .... : .. 
7G7 People's Academy and Morns· 
ville Grade!l School. 
Manchester, Vt ......... 11829118331 .•.... ·· 1 H. H. Shaw, A.M ........ ICong ···· 
Mcindoe's l!'a1ls, Vt ..... 1!::531853 3, COO Thomas Martin .................. . 
Mid.~lebury, Vt ............. ~ 1 ~G!J ........ A.~· Sanborn .. ................. ~ .. 
M01,an, Vt . . .. ~- ....... 186611067 . ....... Mary A. Manson ................. . 
Morrisville, Vt ......... . 1847 1847 . . . . . • . . I!'. C. Hathaway, A. M ............ . 
768 Northfield Graded and High 
School. 
Northfield, Vt .•••....... 1 ..• 118701 .....••. 1 A. R. Sava.ge ........... .. ......... . 
769 Caledonia County Grammar I Pen.cham, Vt ............ 117951 1797 16, 0001 C. A. Bunker 
School. 
770 Rural Home .................... . 
771 Rutland Grade<l High School ... . 
772 Academy of tile CongTegation of 
Notre Dame. (r;l 
77:1 Lydon Graded School* .......... . 
774 Thetford Academy and Bon.rding 
School. 
775 Green Mountain Seminary ...... . 
776 Westfield Grammar School * .... . 
777 \Vest Randolph Academy ....... . 
778 Abingdon Male Academy (e) .•••. 
779 Academy of the Visit-ation (e) .... 
780 Episcopal High School (e) ••• .•••. 
781 Berryville Graded School. ....... . 
782 Preston and Olin Institut.o (e) .•• . 
783 Montgomery Male Academy * ... . 
784 Yeates' Lower School ........... . 
785 Dam·ille Male Academy (e) .•• •••. 
78G Onkland Institute ............... . 
Z871 Elk C1:cck Acad.emy . ............ . 
188 Holy :Neck Semmary ............ . 
789 Lcesburgh Academy (e) ........ .. 
790 Yeates' Upper School .. ......... . 
491 Saint Mary 's .Academy .......... . 
7!J2 Academy of tLo Visitation .... .. . 
793 Masonic SclJOol (e) ............... . 
794 Saint Patrick's .Female Acn.demy. 
795 Union Academy (e) . ...... .... ... . 
7!J6 Oak Hill Inst.itute (e) .••....•••... 
797 Sn.int Joseph's Academy (g) ..••... 
798 S:tint Mary's A<"n.d!'my " .... ..... . 




...... . .............•.•••. 
1 
......... . 
Rutland, Vt ............. .. .. 1867.. .. . .. Judah Dana ................ . ..... . 
Saint Alb:tns, Vt ....... . .... 1870 ........ Sister St. Francis ........ R. C . ... . 
Saint Johnsbury, Vt ... ·1· ... 118711· ·· ... ··1 W. H. Cow ......... . · ... 
1 
...... ···· 
Thetford, Vt ............ 1819 1820 5, 000 Daviu Turner ........... Cong ... . 
Wn.terbury Centro, Vt .. 1863 1869 ........ C. A. Mooers . ........... Bapt .. . . 
\Vestficld, Vt ............ 18:>7 1858 ........ G. H. Arnold ..... ......... ....... . 
West Randolph, Vt . .... 1847 1848 ........ G. Dutton, M.D .. ............ . ... . 
Abingdon, Va . .. . .. ..................... Tiollert C Carson ........ .. ....... . 
Abingdon, Va ............... 18G7 . ....... Mothe1' M.P. :Fitzgerald. R. C .... . 
Alexandria, Va .............. 1839 ........ L. M. Blackford . ........ Epis ... . 
Berryville, Va . ... ...... . .... 1872 ........ M. W .. Joues ...... . ............... . 
Blacksburgb, Va ............ 1868 ........ ltov. P. H. Whisner ....... .. ...... . 
ClJristiansburgh, Va .... 18531850....... C. Martin, A.M ......... Presby .. 
Churcbland, Va .... . .... 17311731 ........ R.L.Brewer ..................... . 
Danville, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1!::67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Doe Hill, Va ............ 1872 U:m .••.•••. W. K. McGrcer .......... Metb ... . 
Elk Crook, Va ............... 1869 ..•..... F. R. Cornett ............ Meth ... . 
Holy Neck, Va .............. 1856 ........ C. A. Apple ...... . ............... . 
Lceslmrgb, Va .......... 1800 181:3 ........ T. ·williamson.......... . ........ . 
Lordsville, Va ............... 1755 ........ A. P. Gomer ...... . ... ............. • 
Norfolk, Va ............. 1852 L832 300 Sister M . .d.. Thomas .... R. C .... . 
R!cbmond, Va . .......... 1867·
1
1866 25,000 Sisfer M. B. Hitzelbergel' R. C .... . 
R10bmond, Va ........... . ... 1860 ........ A· D. Chcst~rman ................ . 
RIChmond, Va ........... 18G81S69 ..... _ .. S1ster Rosahe ........... R. C ... .. 
Spout SJ)ring, Va........ . . . 1860 ........ C. H. Chilton ..................... . 
\N'a1lesville, Va ........... .. . 11860 ..... ... Rev. J.P. Hyde ................... . 
Steiln.coom, Vlasl1. Ter ....... 186::1 ........ Sister Oliver ........ . ... R. C .... . 
Chal'losron, W.Va . ........ . . 18il ........ Si><tf'r M. V. Sq:.it]ie ...... }\,. C .... . 
6 5 1 
10 3 7 
4 1 3 
4 3 1 
2 .. •. 2 
6 3 :i 
5 2 3 
3 1 ;! 
5 2 3 
4 1 3 
4 3 
1 2 




;] ll- 2 
8 .... 8 
3 11 2 4 2 2 
(j 3 
2 1 
3 1 2 
2 2 .. .. 
10 ....... . 
5 5 .. .. 
3 1 2 
4 4 .. .. 
1 1 .. .. 
2 i 1 
] 1. ... 
5 4 1 
1 1 .. .. 
1 1 ... . 
2 2 ... . 
] ] .. .. 
4 . • • . 4 
10... 10 
1 1 .... 
5 ... . 5 
] 1 .... 
3 1 2 
3 . ..... .. 




















4 3 ] ...... r 12 
54 61 14 3 . . . . . . .. . . .. 4 
i il:-:; :!: :::: 1 !!!> s 
5!)1 52 -··-
40 80 2 2 6 12 
220 275 
30 22 .... .... ····-· -----· --·---
75 100 10 5 1 . 2 7 
1G1 191 6 1 1 . ••... .......... 
68 68 G .... 2 ............. 
121121.- .. I. -.. I .. -·I 11. --- .. I.---.-
1~~ .• ~: 1~~ --~~ ·--~ ··---~ ··---~ ··---~ 
1~~ ~~ ~~ :::: :::· .•••. 5::::::1:::::: 
205 90 115 20 13 1 11 2 
~~ ~~ ~J . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
50 50 .........•.. .. .....•.•• . 
32 .•.. 32 .••.•••............ ......• 
55 55 ................ . ...........• 
100 Gl 39 3 ........ ... .. ... · · · -- • 
60 60 . .. ..••..•..... .. ........••..• 
26 26 . .• ..... ... . ...... ······ ···•·· 
65 35 3(1 10 10 . . . . .. . . .. . . 1 
3~ 32 . ........•• . ...... ······ .....• 
91 63 28 .............. •·•·· .....• 
30 20 10 10 . • . . ] .••....•.... 
::10 ~1 9 5 ..................... . 
25 25 ....... .. .................... . 
4(i 24 22 ........ ··•··· .•.........• 
100 . . . . 100 .•..... .... •.... .. ....••.• 
90. ... !JO. . . . . •• . .• ••.. .•••.. 2 
65 . ... .. .. . .........•.....•.•.. ····•• 
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~ ~ ~ 
800 Morgantown Female Seminary .. . 
801 Saint .Joseph Academy .......... . 
!'02 Entnsvillo Somioar,y .. . ... . ..... . 
803 .Jefferson Liber:.JJ !Estitnte* ..... . 
804 German and English Academy .. . 
805 Milwaukee Academy ............ . 
806
1 
Patch Grove Academy .......... . 
807 Saint Catharine's Academy .... .. 
!>08 ~ivf!r Falls Ins_titnte .. --.- ....... . 
809 Serumary of Samt FranCIS ...... . 
810 Wyoming Iustituto ............. . 
Morgantown, \V. Va ......... 1860 . ....... Mrs . .J. K. Moore .. . ...... . ....... . 
Wheeling, W.Va ............ 1865 ........ MothcrMaryclcCha11tal. R. C .... . 
EYansvillo, Wis ... ...... 1856 1855 4, 000 RoY. G. S. Bradley, A.. M . Bupt ... . 
.Jefferson, \ Vis . ... . .......... 1866 ........ Prof. E. Chase, A.M ........ · .... .. 
Milwaukee, Wis ......... 18311851 6, 000 P. Engelmann and W .......... . 
Schloiff. 
Milwaukee, Wis ............. 1864 . ....... Albert Markham ................. . 
Patch Grove, W is . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . C. R. Now comb . .. .. .. .. . . ....... .. 
~t~!~],~~~w;,;:::::::: :::. {~~i :::::::: ~~]!.~ci~ct.t~L::::::: .~:-~::::: 
St. Francis Stat.ion, Wis .... 1956 ........ Rov .. Jos. Salzmann ..... . R. C ... .. 
L:tramie, Wyo. 'l'er .......... 1870 . . . . . . . . Rev. D . .J. Pierce, A. M . . Bapt ... . 
1~1 :: :~ 
9 3 
15 8 
387 200 187 6 .... 2 ...... 1 ...... 
5 61 .... 67 .... .... ...... ...... 1 
10 159 43 116 ...... ........ ........... . ~~--~: .:: i:: ;; ; ---i: -----: ::::~ 
G 5 1 110 110 . . . . 60 20 G 1 2 
2 1 1 50 ................. .... ........... .. 
6 .... G 65 ... 65 ......................... . 
3 2 1 75 35 40 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . - .. .. 
12 12.... Hlti 196.... . .. . .. .. ..... . 50 ..... . 
4 1 3 ............ . ......................... . 
* From report of the United States Bureau of Edncation for 1871. 
t From report. of the r egents of tho University of tho State of Now York for 1871. Tho number of students is tho total for the year. 
t Touchers' classes for instruction in tho" soionoo of common-school teacl.Jiug ., wore maintained uuring t ho year 187 L in ninety (90) academics designated for that purpose 
by tho hoard of regents of tho univers ity. Tho attemlanoo of pupils so iustrudcd is reported to have been 582 males all\l 939 fomates; total, 1,541. 'l'heue ac:tdemies are imli-
cat.ed thus (t). From r eport of tho Now York :State superiutemleut of public instruction for U:l71. 
e From report of tho State snporintentlont of public instruction. 
f l<'rom r eport of tlle St.ato suporiutendent of comwou suhools. 





































T "\BLE VI.-Statisf.ivs of ·inNti!utions for secondary i11stnwUon jo·r U372-Continued. 
~ 6 ~ 
Graduates- 85 Cltaractcr of course. Stndents in-- ~ .S: 1 Average :muual expenses. 
h ......-i · ~ • 
~ ~3 . ~ g ~~ ~ 
.s ~ .s ~ $ ·s :§ ~ .8 
: ~: g $ . <3 ,g ~~ ~ 
§ ~ s ~J) ~ ~ ~ • ~J) ~ ~ "; cO ~ ·;;; 
l'i il 0 ...,....... ..... ..... .=; ~ "' d 00 ;:l ... - ::I c: "' I 00 • • 
o '-' :.3 t;; 8 "' m S ...; 2" . "' a5 Q) .S o .S ro S oo Cl.l I Scholastic year begms-
•l"""'l ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c:.:> 1""""1 Q) d bJ) .,._;;. ~ .+J ~ p ~ . bf) 
~ ~-~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ . ·a3 2 ~ ~ § E ~ E ~ o ~ ~ § 
.~ "0 § ..:::; ~ .:2 ~ ~ rO .- ~ c.o P § ~ ~ c.o . :0 :0 ~ t;;.. ~ S en 
§· o.i OIJ c-;j .s ~ ~ '+-< il g e .s s s ~ s § ~ ;!; :::1 ..... ~ g :::1 .I bJ) 0 ~ _;:; ::I ., 0 -- :(il 0 j::: o.i p p ....... ...::: -~ _;::: ;s 0 • p ....... ~ 
~ ~ •;j ffi Q) -~ fU ~ tb w ~ cd 0 .b ..a g ~ Q.) Q) d ~ ~ ~ cd ~ 
,a cD ~ ~ ~ r.. ~ .o ~ .. ~ ~ A. ~ ~ ~ ·;n ~ ~ ~ C) ~ -~ r0 ~ ·~ ~ 
§ ~ "Z '-',as§ § , ~ I 1 r H ~ ga '8 ga ~ § .go g ~n ga '8 
z i/3 ;; t-=1 z z F1 0 ~ A ~ J F1 5 ~ ~ ~ z H ~ - F1 G ~ -------------------------- --------------------
1------ ------ ------ 4----
2 ______ ------ ------ ___ 39 E. C. 
3------ ------ . .. . .. 6 ... . E. C. 
4 30 10 ______ 4 3u E. c. 
5 . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . 9 32 E. .. . 
M. , . .. . , ____ , ___ _ 
M. 
M. 
D.····· li ...... ______ ...... . ....... E. C. M. 
45 4:, 131 Yes I Yes . 
231 21 61------1 Y es 
300 . .. . . .. . .. .. .. Yes . 
2, 000 
$150 00 
a::~~ ~~~:::: ~~~: ~o·-- ------- _, __ .... ---- ,-- .. -----. 
$40 00 $50 00 
80 00 80 00 
$50 00 
20 00 
Free .... I Free .. .. I ]'ree .... 
7 ........... · ...... .... 4:J E. C. M./ D. 
8 ............ ---------- .... E. C. M. 
9 ...... . ..... ...... 6 40 E . C. M. 
10 ............ ------ --- .... E . C. J\1.. 
::-I- ~---1 1~~1 381 
V. I. 58 3:4 
g l -~~~:1-~~~-1 1,g~~ 
9 Yes Yes. 
~i~g g~ l : ::::::::: 1·-- ··5o-ool·--- · 3o- ool-- ·- -~o- co 
a;~~ ggl: :: : :: : : : -:::::: : : : : ::::::: : :: I:::::: : :: : 
150 00 36 00 50 00 20 00 11 .. . . .. .. .. .. . .'.. .. 4 . .. E. C. M. ···---·--------
1:2 ...... ...... ...... 4 40 E. C. M. 
13------ ...... , ..... ---- ---- v. ·---- 40 51--- ·1------· ·-----
14 ..... . ............ ---- ---
15 40 5 2 4 401 E. 
16 5 4 4 4 40 E. 
17 15 8 8 3 44 E. 
18 ------ .... -- - .... - -•. - ----
19 ---··· ----- - . ---.- -- . .. ----
20 . .. .. . . .. _ .. .. .. .. 3 40 E. 
21 .••.... . ............. _ ---- E. 
22 .................. 5-7 40 E. 
23 ...... __ .. .. .. __ .. 3 40 E. 
24 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... · 4 • 4:? E. 
25 ............ ------ 12 40 E. 
26 ...... ------ ---- -- ::l .... E . 
- 27 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4-6 40 E. 
<>8 . 
~\J :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: : "46 f.J: 
30 . .. .. . .. .. .. ... • .. .. .. 40 E. 
c. I M.l D., V.l I. I - G~l 63 20 ------ Yes . C. M. D. V. I. 12;:; 42 41 Yes. Yes 
C. M. D. V. I. 80 30 70 ...... Yes 
---- ......... ------
:i:.- I -361 ·22 ------ ------c. M. D. V. 8 c. M . 
c. .M. D . v. I. 
C. M. ----
:::: '41 'j5 :::: l·y;;; ·l i~~ c. v. 
c. .M. D. v. . .. lllO . 21 30 , Yes Yes c. M. D. v. r. 1l (j c. M . D. v. I. 4C 20 51 ____ -. 
c. ft:I_E_: ,y_ I. c. v. I. I. ... I ___ .I .. I Yes I Yes 
150 00 3li 00 50 00 20 OQ 
cllO 00 .. . .. .. .. 25-35 00 45 00 ......... . 
150 --·------- ---------· d130 00 ---·----- · ---·-····· 5oo ...... . .. ______ ... dHJo ·o.o ........ .. ......... . 
350 100 00 2CO 00 10 00 10 00 10 00 
1, 500 a350 00 .. . .... _ . . . ............•...... . ......... 
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Free . . . . Free . . . Free . _ .. 
400 -- - - -- - - - - -.- ..• - - - - d50 00 - -.- - •. - . - ---. -- - - - -
200 . -- -- -- .. . -- .. -- -- -- d;200 00 -- .. - .... - -- -- -- -- .. 
50 ------ .-.-- --- - ------ ---.-.- - -- ---------- -- - .-. - -- . 
500 -.-------- --- -- --- - - -- ------- - -.- .. -.--. ------- .. -
150 . -- .. - . .. --- -- -- -- - d330 00 - :-- -- .. -- -- .. -- ... -
1' 200 . - - - - - - - . 250 00 - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - . -- - . - - .. - -
2;)0 cl89 00 .. .. .. .. .. 18 00 27 00 ........ .. 
150 -- -------- . - ------- . ---------. ------ - --- ---------. 
1, 0~0 ---~452- 661 .. -- ~~~-~0,.--.- ~~- ~~~---.- ~~-~~~----- ~~- ~~ 
3:.>0 cl1.7J 00 . ----- . --- ---------- . -------- ---------. 
200 wl 50 00 . .. .. . . .. . .. ....... _ _ __ .... . . . 
c~OO OG .. .. .. . . .. 30 00 36 CO, ......... 
September 1. 
October. 
October, first Monday. 
October 1. 
October 1. 
September, first Monday. 
September 1. 
September 1. 
September, first Monday. 
September, first Monclu.y . 
September, first J'.'londay. 
September, first Mond<ty. 
Septem!Jer, first Monday. 
September 2. 
September 25. 








Sepctember, first Monday. 
September, first Monday. 
September 11-18. 























TA11LE VI.-Statistics of institutions for sccondar'IJ instruction fm· 1872-Continued. 
Graduates- ~ f' s 1 . 6 c<S ~ Character o course. , tm cuts m-- ~ .;:: 
~ r-1 ,!:l • 
a) 0 aJ -~ ~ ~c;; ~ 
<.> ~ <.> • t1 ·.-< 0 >' ;.... 
-~ ! -~ ~ ~ § ;§ ~ ;§ 
~ . § ~ 8 ~ a5 ~ -~ ~ ~· ~ ~~ .s 
ci s § .a~ .s .s J5 ~ 2 ~ "" ~ t ~ §' ~ 
-~ ~ ~ a s ~ ~ g t:; t:.l) o _... ~ · §lj) :3 3 :3 -g ~ 
~ ~.;s ~ro s=;; ~ ~ e 8 § ·oo .s ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ B « ro 
-~ ~ ~ ...::: ~ -~ P'> ~ .0 .-. ~ ill "" 5 ~ I" loG :;::J ·.p C) I' 
§ c;; ~ c;; 2 d .... .... ~ ~ E .9 e s ~ 8 f;l ~ ~ :::~ "" c.o 2) ~ 0 Q N c 0 ,,..... or-( Q.) ~ ~ D ,a l""'"t or-( o~ ;.8 0 
t5 ""' 'ai 0 ·en Q.) ·a t ~ tiJ ~ rg ce ~ b i ~ = t1) 0 ~ ~ 
.o ~ ~ E g;: ~ .o ~ :=< ~ ~ Ci ~ ~ ;:= ·a; 8 -s ..:: "' .o 
til 
·rc 



















Scholastic year begins.:.... 
e <.) <) <.) ~ r... s p FIJ Ql I I I M OJ) I ~ '8 <ll rn s ., ~ ~ :::~ ...... o ., ., .,., 1 :::~ ""' d c<S ., 












31 . ........... ·----- 4 4~ E. C. M. D. V. I. 70 30 20 Yes . Yes 100 { c~~~g ~~ :~~:~~:::: $~~ g~ J $40 00 $24 O(l September. 
32 ...... -- -·--- -----· 3 . .. E. C. M . ............... . ... ... .. -- ---- ...... ----·--- ---------· $225 00 25 00 32 00 32 CO September, first Monday. 
::13 --- - .. --- ... -- ---- ---- --. . --- ---- ---- . --- ---- ---- - -- . - --- ------ ------ -------- ------- .... --------- -........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Septernbm·, first Montlay. 
34 410 ............ 4 40 E. C. M. D. V. ---· 360 285 99 Yes . Yes 1,500 { ~~~g g~ J ....... -.......... . -----·-···----------May. 
~~ ::~::: :~~ ::: :::::: :::: --~~ ~: 8: ~: :~~: :::: :::: :~:: :::: :::: -~~~: -~~~ - :::::::: ·--~~~~-~~ .... 2oo-oo -----25-66 ..... 33-iio ..... 35-iio ~:~~::E:~·~~.condWcclnesday. 
~g :::::: :::::~ :::::~ ; ::~0 ~: 8: ~: :~:: :::::::::::::::::::: :;~~: :;~~: i~~ :::::::::::::::::::: -:~~~-:::: -:~:-:::: -:~:-:::: ~JJ~~~~~:J~~~ ~~~~~;: 
40 ...... ------ ------ . ....... - ------- ------------ ---· .... ---- .... ------ ·--- -- ----- --- a530 00 ---------· .......... -- -------- ........ .. 
:~ :::::: :::::: :::::: "'4 --~~ ~: 8: ~: -~: - .::. -~·-- :::::::::::: :::~:. :~:~: : 1,~~g ---~~:~-~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~;~~b~~~ 21. 
43 ·····- ·----- ···--- -.-- --- . ---- ---- ---. ---. -.- . --- - ---- . --- .... -- ---- . ----. -------- . --------- ---------- . -- ·---- -- · -- --·-.-- . --------. 
4~ . - ..... -.... .. . -- . 4 - . . E. C. . - - - - -- . .. .. .. . - 60 60 - . .. Y cs Y cs _ 50 ... _.. . . .. .. .. .. .. . Free __ . . Free ... _ Free ... . 
45 -..... -- .. -. -..• - - - .. . - - . E. C. - - - - -. - - - - - . - - .. - . . . - - . - - - . - ..... - ..... - . . . . . . . . _ ........ _ _ . . . . . . . . . 30 00 34 00 ......... . 
4G 2LG 40 30 4 41 E. C. M. - --- V. ---- ---- .... ---- Yes . Yes 3,000 dl2-42 00 .... ....... ............................ . 
47 ......... - . . . . . . . . 4 34 E. C. M. D. V. . .. _ 38 7 _ . . _ .... _ . . . . . . 500 .... __ . , . _ ..... . _ .....••............. _ . ... _ ...... _ 
4tl 100 40 5 3 40 E. C. M. D . V: I. 99 14 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 00 200 00 20 00 20 00 20 00 
4fl ------ ------ ------ .... -- -- - - ---· ·--- ·--- .... ---· ·--- ---· ---· ·- -- -· -----· -------- ---------- -------------------- ---------· ---------· 
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . . . . E. C. M. - - .. - ....... -. . . . . . . . . . . . .... _ . . . . . . _ ..... _ _ a390 00 _ ........................ , .•.. _. __ .... . 
51 . . . . . . . ... _ ... _. . . 4 . . . . •. - - . . . . .. . - - . - - - . - ••• - .••..•• - .•• - . • • • • . _ . • • • . 375 a500 00 _ . ____ ... _ ____ ...... _ ...... __ . _________ _ 
52 ............... -- - 3 41 E. C. ---- D . . --- - .......... - - .. - . .. . .. . . . . . . 200 120 00 240 00 Free .. _. Free . _. _ Free .. .. 
53 150 50 25 5 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 22 12 10 ___ ____ .. _ _ _ 350 a420 00 ................... _ ...... _ .. _ 40 00 
54 ...... ------...... 5 40 E. U. M. D. ---- I. 100 08 30 Yes . Yes 1,000 12 00 120 00 30 00 30 001 30 00 
~i ::~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ ·i;i :~~~ -~~- -~~ - :~( ~~~: :_ ~~: ~~~: :? :~~~ :~~: :~~~~: :~~~~: ::::::~~ :: :::~:::l~~~~~~~J:~~~:~~:~~I:::::~~:~~~:~~~:~~:~~ 
September, second week. 
September 1. 
September, second Tuesday. 
Septcmb01·, first Mouday. 
August 7. 
September 20. 
September, first Monday. 
Septcm ller 10. 
August, last Wednesday. 
August, last '\-Verlnesda.y. 






































~? :::::: :::::: ·---~~ :::: -- ~~ .~:. -~:. -~·- .~: . . :: -~·-· --~~ --~~ - --~ :::: :: :::::: -----~~~ ·- -~~~~-~~ :::::::::: -----~~-~0 ···---~-~~···---~-~~ ~ September 2. 
59 . . . . . . 3 3 4 391 E. C. M . .. .. V. I . 731 38 5 Yes Yes. :300 c140 00 . . . . . . . . . . 19-22 00 25 00 6 00 August 27. 
62. ..... . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . 39 E. C. M . .... V. I . 66 8 6 ...... Y es 200 a240 00 .......... 34 OG 45 00 40 00' September 8. 
63. .. . . . ..... . . .. . . . 5 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 58 20.... .... .. ..... . . ... . . . . 39 00 117 00 34-50 00 40-50 00 40-50 00( SeptemlJer. 
~~ 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~0 E. ~- M. D. V. . . . . 52 15 ~...... . . . . . . 2~0 cHi~ 00 . . . . . . . . . . 36-75 00 . . . . . . . . . . 36 00/ September, first Monday. 
ti;:> . . . . . . 15 . . . . . . 4 39 E. C. M. D. . . . . . . . . 150 47 2;:> . . . . . . . . . . . . 5;:>0 cl9;:> 00 dl57 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SeptemlJer 1. 
06 . ........... . ......•. . .... E. C. M. D. V. I ..........•......... . . . .. . ..•........................ .. ..... . . ... ..... .. ...... .. .. 
67 ....... . .......... . ....... E. C. M . ....... .. ...............................•..........•........................••.•........•.... . 
68 ............ . .. ... ..... ... E ...... ...... ... . .... .... .................................... .. ........................................ . 
69 .. .. .... ............. . . ... E. C ... . . 
70 9 . . . . . . . . . . 9 41 E. C. M. 
71 ... .......... .. ...... .. ... E .... . M. 
72 88 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 44 E. . . . . M. 
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 40 E. . . . . M. 
74 . ... . ..... .... .... .. .. . ... E. M. 
:~ .! ~: I ~: I- ~:~ 1 ::: :I·. ~~I::::: :I::::: :I· .... ~~~ ~: ::~~~~:~~ ~ ::::::::: : I:: :::~~:~~~::::::::: :1::::::::: :I ~:::::~:: :~ -
~: i: i: 1 .. ~~ :::: --~~1 :::::: ·: :::: :::::::: - --~~~~-~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 September 16. 
~~ :::: :: :::: :: :::: ·:: : ::: : :: : ~: 8: ~: I : : ::I: :: :I: :: :I: :: :I : : ::I: :: :I:::::: I:::::: I: ::: : : ::I:::::::::: I:::::: : : : :I: :::::: :: :I:::: : : ::: ·1:::::::::: 
77 ... ... . .......... : ........ E. C. D. •· --· •- ··· •· ··· •·- - ·•·--·•·-··· ·•- ----· 1······ .. ] .. ....... . ] . .. . .. ····•·~---····· 1 ·-·-······1····· · ... . 
~ :> ~·~~ ~~:- -, :40 I ~ I~: Iii i -- ·- ---·----· ·------· --· ----·- --- -----. -------- --- --· ---. -
I. 47 . . . . 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00 . . . . . . . . . . 24 00' SeptemlJer, :first Monday. 
I. . . .. .. . .... ··· ··· ..... .. . ... .. ..................... · ···· ··· ... . ..... ... ······ ... . 
82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 E. C. 
83 15 . . . . .. . . . . . . 4 40 E. C. 
84 .. ... . ...... . ..... ... . 40 E. C. 
85 . .... .. ............. .. ... . E. 
86 12 . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 44 E. 
M.ID. .D. V. 
.M . D. V. 
. . . 32 17 .... Y es . Y es. 75 dlCO 00 . ..................... . .... ... .......... September, second Monday. 
L 50 6 25 . . . . . . Yes . . ... . . . . dlGO 00 ......... .. ... · ..... .. .............. . .... September. · 
I. 24 2 ... . Yes. Yes . 1 d60 00 . .. ....... . ........ . ......... ......... . . September, :first Monday. 
I. ... .. ................... ········ .. ............... .. . ··· ····· ·· · ···· · ···· ..... . ... . 
~~ :::::: :: ::: : :::::: ··io_ ··4o ~: . D. v. I. I 24 J ····~·- - ·~·- ···- ~ ---- .. ~ ·--···· ·~ d40 oo~·-··· · ·--·~ · -········~·- · ······ · ~·-········ 1 September 4. 
fr ··~~ ::· ::_ ;, :;, I 8 g :: i i J ~: :;, ~.~:. ~L ::: :• :• •••: :: ::• :: :::::•:•• :: : ::• 
g II:l D lv I. 150 25 25 ... .... .. ·: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00 . . . . . . . . . . 60 001 September, :first Monday. 
a300 ool .......... l .. . . ..... . l ....... ... l ... . .. .. .. l September 4. 
93 .. .... . ... .. .. ... . .. .. . .. . E ..... M . .. .. V. I . 
94 . .......... .. ........ ..... E .... . M . .... .. .... . 
!! : ~:~ ~: : : .~ •. C • • ~·. ~ • •• ~ •• t : : J :::.: .••• ;~~~ ·~:i·~~ ~~··~ :~: : :~:::: ~~:·:::: ~ ••• : ·~ ~ ~~~~~:.b~~. first Tuesday. 
99 12 2 . . . . . . 4 44 E. C. M. D. V. I. 131 9 40 ......... _. 200 a200 00 ........ . ..... _ ..... ....... ........ · ..... September, first Monday. 
100 .... .... ...... . .. . 11 40E. C . ... . D. V.I. 140 20 ... .... . .. Yes. 500 .... .. . ... . .. ...... Free .... Free ..... .. ....... Octoberl. 
~~1 :::::: :::::::::::: ::: :: ::: :::: :::: ::: : :: :· :::::::: ~ ::: :::: :::::::::: :::::: 1····-i5o ~~~~ ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~~~~:~~~~i: 
10~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 40 E. C. M. . .. . V. I. 73 23 29 .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . f ~~~8 ~~ ~~~ g~ } ............... ............. February, first Thursday. 
m f H ::-: :} I i -~·-: •••• : 7 t} ~" f" :: !!! ::'13P: dill~ iii -ii ii _::.;:-::1 ~~~~ood Monday. 
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00 14 00 
110 . ......................... E. C. 1\L .... --- ................ -- ---- - - -- - - 300------ ---- $150 00 $2' 
H~ ::: ::: :::::: :~:::: :::: --~~ R: -~:. -~:- -::: :::::::: :~~7 :::::::::::::: : ~~~: :~ :~ :~~~ ::~!~~~:~~ ::::~~~:~~ .:: ::~~ ::: :::::::::: :::::::: :: ~~~~~~ii~;.;tMonday. 
n~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~ :::: -~:. -~:. -~- - ........ :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~g~ ·--a2ii4-oo ----~~~-~~ -----~~-~0 -- ---~~ -~0 :::: ::: ::: §:~t:.~G)~,r~~stMonday. 
116 ............ ------ 10 40 E. C. M. D. V. .... !iO 30 .... Yes. Yes . 300 18 00 lOR 00 40 00 40 00 20 00 Aug-ust 5. 
~{~ ::::: : :~:::: :::::: :::. :::: .~: .. ~:. ::: : :::: :::::: :::: ::: :: : :::·: :::::: ::::: : ::: .: :: : ·--~2oo· 00 ----~~~-~0 -----~~-~~ -- --- ~~-~~ :::: :::::: September, first Monday. 
}i~ :::::: :::::: :::::: : ~~4 : ::;~ :~:: :~:: :~- : :::::::: :~:: :::: ::::::::: ::::: : ::::: ---~j~~ ~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ~~~~~~~:~, 1~rstMonday. 
1::!2 . ____ .. ____ .. . .... . _ ... . . . ..... - ....... -- ...... . - . ... .. .. . .... . ... - . . . . . . . 300 dl50 00 . ---.-.-- .. ---- .. -- .. ----.-- . . . --.- . . --. September 1. 
123 . _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .. 5 3~ E. C. hl. D. V. I. . .......... .. ...... _ _ _ _ _ 1, 000 c200 00 . . -....... . 24 00 8 00 16 001 Scptem ber, first Mom1n.y. 
~~i ::: ::: :::~:: :::::: -~.:_4 :::: :::· :::: :::: : ::~ :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 5~~ : ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::September, first Monday. 
126 · --- -- ·----- · ---- - ·--· . - - . -- . -- .. -- · ---· . --. -· -- ··-· --- · ------ ··---· -- ----- · ---- -· ---· ------ · --· -----·---· ------ · --· ------ ·-- -
127 ----- - --- -- . . ----- . -- .. -- . . -- .. - - .. -- . . -- - . --- ---. -- -. ---. ---- ------ · ----- . -- · --- .. .. --- --- .. ---··.-- ........... - .. -. - ------- -- . -----.--. 
128 .. ---· . ---- - · ----. --- . . -- .. --. --- .. -- .. -- .. ·.- . . -- .. -- .. -- .. --. ·----. ---- -· . ---.-- .. -------- .. -----.--. ::: ____ . --· . ----- ·-- . . ------- .. 
129 ·---- · . --- .. · --- ·- . -- .. - . .. -- .. -- . . . - .. -- .. -- .. --· . - - . --. ·--·-. · -- --- -- -·.-- . ------.--. ------.-- .. -----.--. ------.--. · --- -- . --
1:!0 ...................... 40 E. C. M. D. V. I .................. ------ ..... . .. ---- ------ ---------- _---------- -------- - ----------1 September4. 
1:31------ ------ ------ .... ---- ............ ---- ---- ............ ---- ------ ------ ........ -- -------- ---------- --- ------- ---------- ----------
132 ------ -- - --- ------ ................ ---- ........................ ------ ------ -- - ----- -- ----- --- ------- --- ---------- ---------- ----------
13:l . ----- . -- - - .. --- ... - .. . -- .. -- .. -- .. -- .. -- . . -- . . -- .. - - .. -- . . -- . . ----. --- - - . • - ... - -.--- .. - .. --.-.--- . . --. - -- ·- .. ---- .. - - .. --------. 
\~L ·;,; E .... . ! li ·~·. 8 " ~- t t 64 ' : ~:; ):; ~: f;1 : :;;;;: ~ > <.. <+ E .H• +::...! ~;;;,~;:,~"' Mon<lay 
1.:1!! · ·-- - • -. - • • • -- •• - <I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ____ • 500 a:.IOO 00 ••••••.••. - --- -. - -- .. -- - -- • - - • ·---- - - - - · 



































~~~ :::::: ::::J:::::: -~~~ ··4o ·:E:· :::: ·:M: · -n~· ·v-~· ·1:· i5o :::: ··fio :::::: ::::::· ~g~ ~~gg ~~ :::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::1 September, fi_rst:M:onrtay. 
142 7 2 2 3 4U E. C. . .. .. . . V. I. 170 5 .... - --- - · Yes. 70 12 00 120 00 20-25 00 25 00 ·-----·--· Noveml>er, fourt.hMonday. 
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . E. C. M. . ... . ... .. .. . . ... ...... .. ____ . _____ . 500 . . . . . . . . . . 120 00 8-12 00 8-12 00 5 00 August, fomth Monday. 
144 ·----- ..... . ·--- -· 2-4 .. . . .... . ............ .. . ... . . ..... . ..... .. ·- ---· 200 ·-------- · a170 00 ·--- --·--· ·--------· ·--------· 
145 ...... . ..... ·----- 1-3 .... .. .. . ........ . .................. ·----- ----- HiS.. ........ a1!i0 GO·-----·-···-----·-··------···· 
146 !'>6 4 ·----- 5 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 107 23 14 Yes. Yes 600 · -------- ·- ---· --- · 24 00 24 00 10 OOJ September!. 
~~ · ~·~40 •••. 1. ···~·· ••• : ••;;.::· ~:• :: ~;• I · -~~··~: ••; ••:: ·~:: [ •~~:: •••··:f: :;'1l~;f • ••~;~:~ ~ •. ;•.;•:::; ;;;~;f~ ;;;::~g-~~ 
15:3 . -- --. . --- -- . -- - - - 2 . . - . .. - . . . - . . - . . . . - .. - - .. - - . . - - . - - . . . -- - - . . -- - - - 500 . --- -- - - - . . --- -- . - -. . --- -- .. - . . --- -- - - . .. - -- - - - -- . 
September 9. 
September. 
September, first Monday. 
September, :first Monday. 
September, fi.t·st Monuay. 
154 .. .... . ..... ------ 12 38 E. C. l'll. D. V. I. 55fi 15 2 ...... ------ 96 .......... ·-----·--· .... Free to r esidents ...... Septemb er2. 
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 30 5 3 . . . • . . . . . . . . 500 f ~~~~ g~ J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . September, first Tuesday. 
!fi ::~: I :~: :~:~~ : 3 ::: E~ c: :~:: ;:·; v; i 1:5 ~·) :~;~: ?;_ :: ~8~ :~l8:8~ :::: •••••••••••••••••• ~~···::: l~i~~~~fim~~~3~~: 
1GO 8 . .. .. . . ... .. 4 44 E. C. :M: . . ... V. . .. . 180 .40 20 . . .. .. . .. .. . 500 c200 00 . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 40 00 40 00 Septeml>er 2. 
ill ;;:: :::: •• ":! :;' ••.• :;;: :::-:: • :: : •• •• ~:>~"; :::··~~ :~ii;:,, ;::;:.:: :;;::_:; ·~···::: :·······~=~t::g:{tstMon<lsy. 
Hi.:i ...... ...... ..... . 6 . .. . E . C. M. ... . .... ... . . .. . ... . ..... . ...... 300 a1,200 O:i ....................................... September, first Monday. 
1GG 58 .... . . 75 3 40E. C. J'.f. D. V.I. 7415 3Yes. Yes. 500 cl400:J .......... 3000 3400 . ..... _ .... September,fi.rstMonda.v. 
107 20 .. .. .. . .. .. . 8 40 E. C. l\1. D. V. I . 130 8 25 .. .. .. .. .. .. 400 a236 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. September, first Monday. 
1G8 66 .... .. ...... 4 40 E. C. M . D. V. I. 200 70 25 Yes. Yes. 300 c140 00 ......... . 30 00 33 00 15 00 Se}:)tember 1. 
}(i!J .. ... . .. ... . ...................................................................... .. .... ... ------ ... . ------ ............... • ....... .. 
170 7.. .... .... .. 4 40 E. C. M . ........................ Yes. l Yes. 500 .................... Free .... Free .... Free .. .. September, first Monday. 
171 ...... .... .. .... . . 6 4:2 E. C. M • .... V. I ....... ... ... Yes. Yes. 2 a150 00 ................... . .................... June, first Tuesday. 
172 ...... ...... .. . ... .... ... . .... . ....... ... .... ..... . .. . ... .... .......................... .... .................................... . 
173 . ..... ..... ................... .. .. . ................. ... .. . .... .... ........................................................ . ........ . 
m ~·::: ••• :: : :· :~ :: ( 8 ·~:· :: ~. r _1i:} !l.:;::: :::::: ::i!! ~ili'!! :;:;: :: ;;::: :: ::;;; • ::::: : l!l~~~g:lm~~~3~f 
178 ...................... 40 E. C. M ..... V. I. 50 50 30 Yes. Yes. 5,000 a210 00 . ...................................... September, first Monday. 
~i~ :::::; :::::: :::::: :::~ :::: :~:: :~:: :~_: :::: :::: :::: ::::.:::: :::: :::::: :::::: :~:::~~~ :::::::::: :::=:::::: :::::~6:6: :::::~6:66 :::::~6:66 ~~~~~~~~~: ~~f;c1MJ~~diy. 
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Average annua.l expenses. 
00 ;E I Scuolast·ic year begins-<l.> <1i ~p ~ ~ :::; 
>=I :::; t.n c: 8 ~ ... p c; 
~ >=I ..0 -~ ... i1 Q) 8 "' 0 ::l c: 0 
P=l l':'l 5 ~ 
~~~ :::::: ::: ::: :·::::: :::~ 1~ ~: ·0: · M. :~: : \~: : -~.- ~04 : :~7 ::: : :::::: :::::: ---i;:~: --~::::-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~:~~r~~::~~~~~1~;: 
!H H46 Y :::: l• :: i• t• ~· D\ v .•• . :35 ' ., J,, !!> >W :·~gf:: /2QT ::::~:;: q~,!OO :: $!5:00 ~~~.~~!.lLM.,day 
~~ :::: :: :::::: ::: ::: :::: ::: : .~:. :::: -~ ·. ::: : ::: :::::: :: : ::: : ::: : :::::: :::::: ------95 -~~~~~~-~~ ::::::::: . :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: : g~;?e~te~?tMonday. 
~g~ :::::::::::: :~:::: · ~7 :: :: ::: · ::: ::: :: :::: .::: : ::: : ::: · :: :: :::: ::::::::::: : 1,6gg ---~i76-o6 ::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~?;>;:::;~~~·lrstMonday. 
::::::: : -~·-- --~0 __ _ 2 ... ~ i~~: ·:y~~: ...... 75 :::::::::: :::::::::: -----~~-~0 -----~~-~~ -----~~-~~ tc~~~~ber. 
.... V .... lOt 21:3 10 Y es. Yes. 532 cHO 00 cl40 00 .......... 18 00 18 00 Septeml)er. 
.. . __ .. .... __ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 _ ...... __ 350 CO 10 00 7 00 7 00 September. 
D. V. I. 21G 29 6 Yes. Y es. 1, 500 30 00 160 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 August. 
........... 21 ,1~ 3"1 Yes. Yes. 150 dl5 lO .... ... ......... .... _________ ---------- . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. 18 00 108 00 3 50 4 50 5 00 September, third W cunesllay. 
... . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 5 00 50 00 6 00 10 00 10 00 September, first Monday. 
.......... 40 9 .... Yes Yes. 175 .................................. ............... August,lastMonday. 
.... V . .... 115 1(; .... ...... ------ ........ 15 00 90 00 11 00 12 00 12 00 September. · 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 18 00 20 00 20 00 Ma .. v, last Monday. 
1
~: i: [ :::: :: :_ :::: · :ye~ : ·:ye~: -----666 cJi~ ~g :::::::::: --~~~~-~~ -----~~-~~ :::::::::: te~1~~h~~~l~~·~t~~~~;.,y. 
217\ lfl8~-- -- --~-- ----~ 31 40\ E. IU.1 . ... . ......... . ... . .. . ... · ---- - _____ _ -------- aHl4 00 ·- -- -----· ·--- -----· ·--------- - -------- · Augustl9. . c1 




































~~t::::: ::~::: :::::::::: -~~ ~: 8': l:ii_: :~:: :~:: J-:_ :::::::::::: :~~~: -~~: - :::::~~~ :::::::::- :::::::::: ::i~~~6:66 :::::~~:6~ ::~~:~~:6~ ~£~~~~~t~::~. :;oe::::.· 
2;!4.... .. ...... .... .. 6 30 E. C. M. D . ... . I. ---- .... .... ...... ... ... ........ 25 00 100 00 12 00 15 CO 15 00 MondayuearcstSeptembcrl. 
~i~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: . -~~ ~: 8: -::- :~:- :::: -~:_. : :~~: ::::::: :~~~: :~~~: :: :::~~~ :::~~~~~ ~~ :::::::::: ----- }fg~ · ----if~g ::: ::: ~: 66 ~~ei::~:~; !~-~{ ~~~~~1~iay. 
228 15 11 6 2-4 40 E. C. M . .... V. I ............. Yes....... 225 30 00 90 00 20 00 24 00 24 00 August22. 
229 .................. 2-4 42 E. C. M. D. V. I. .... .... .... ...... ...... 500 25 00 125 UO 20 00 25 00 25 00 May. 
230...... ..... . ..... . 3 39 E. C. M. D. I. 91 70 22 Yes. Yes. 1,COO cl50 00 .......... 20 00 25 00 26 00 Augustl9. 
231...... ...... ...... 4 34 E. C; M. D. .... . .. . .. . ... . . Yes. Yes .................................. . ...................... . April!. 
232 . ..... .. ....... ... 4 38E. C ..... D. I. 25 10 .......... Yes. 1,800 a35000 ........................................ September,sec'dWcdnestlay. 
2:33 .......•......... . 3-4 39 E. C. M. D. V. I . ..... . .. .... Yes. Yes. 500 c1;{6 00 .......... 18 00 18 00 18 00 .August, second Tuesda.y. 
234 94 63 63 3-4 40 E. C. M. D. . . . . . . . . 75 100 56 Yes Y es. 50 10 00 150 00 20 00 24 00 24 00 September, first Monday. 
235...... . . .... ...... 3 40 E. C. M . ... ..... I. 57 8 1 Yes. Yes. 350 a200 00 ........................................ September-t 
fii .2~ ::..: +· ·-~ }' { i :~: E vj E j: E : + ::: : l:m d·~;~::: H:L <25:,, H.::. E.E i~mE~!Hm§~~i~~: 
241 ...... ------ .... ... .. . .... E. C. M . .• • . ---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ..•. .. ••.•.. .. ... •.. ..•••.. . •. .••••• .••. d36 0.0 ........ ........ ... . 
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . ... -.. - - .... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ~: 8: ~: :::· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: ---~~~~~ - --~~~~-~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::1 September 15. 
245 ------ .................. -. E. C. M . .... ---- ---. --- . ---. . . • . ..• •. . .... . . .. .... . . .....•.. . . . . . . ...... d~4 00 .•....... ...... ..... 
246 .•.• -- --.- ....•. -- . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . - ---- --- - --- - ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d12 00 . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
247 ............... -... 3 42E. C. M.D. V.I......................... 50 ... . . ............... 1200 2500 2500September,firstMonday. 
248--- --- ............... ..... E. C. M . ... . ............... . . · .. . ..... . .... ........... . ... . .. . . ........ ....... . ...............•....... 
249------------ ...... ____ 42 E. C. M . ................... . ........ ........ - -·------ c130 00 .......... 3~ 00 40 CO 20 00 September!. . 
~g~:::::: :·::::: :::::: -~~~::: : ~: 8: ~: ·::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -----~~~:::::::::: - ---~~~ ~~ -----~~-~~:::::::::: -----~~-~~ Septernber,firstMondity. 
252------ ...... . ......... 39 E. C. M. D ..... I ................... Yes. 400 c225 00 .......... .......... Hi 00 16 001 October!. 
253 ------ ------ .... ..... ..... E. C. M . ........ ........ ... ... .....•..... ... ---- -- ....•................. .... ............. · .....•....... 
254 . -.--- -- .. - .. --- .......... E. C. M. .. ............................................ -....... . .. . . .. .. . d40 00 ... ...... . ......... . 
~~~ . ---92 :::::: :::::: ... ~ :::: ~: 8: ::: : : : : : :::: :: :: : : : : : :: : : : : : :::::: :::::: :::: :: :: :: ~:: :.:::: . : ~::::::: Frce4~- ~~ ..... ~~- ~~ :::::::::: August. 
i~g :::::: ::~::: :::::: ~ :::: -~:- ·8:· .if:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::~6~ :::~~~~:~~ :::::::::: ::::i~6:66 :::::~~:66 1 :~::~~~~6b ~~~~~~er. 260 1,289 ... ........ . 3 42E ..... M, D. V. I. 580 .... 580 Y~l:!- Yes. 1,300 .................... :Free .... Free .... Free .... September. 261 ..... . ------ 75 3-1 401 E. C. M. D ........ . 73 25 20 Yes. Yef>. 600 c200 00 ..•....... 40 00 50 00
1 
......... . ~eptember,firstMonday. 
262 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . 5 41 E. C. M. D. V. I. 35 16 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 .................... Free .. . . Free . . . . :Free ••.. 
~n :::;i ::::: ::::: -~ .;; :: .~:. ~- .~ ••• ~ ••• ~. '~' :~' :: ~:~ ~:: '·:~ ·~o:~ : :::: :::::::: :: ::::::.~:~~ ~~::::~ ~:H~;~:~:if.!t:~~~~~~lay. 
266 ----- · ------ -----· 3 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 27 19 14 . ..... Yes. 200 .................... Freo .... Free ..•. Free .... September, first Monday. 
267------ -----· .. .•.. .... 40 E. C. M. D ......... 37 :1 4 .. .... Y es 400
1 
: ........ .......... . .................. ·-------- September. 
268 400------ 3 3 40 E. C. M. . ... .... 34 15 12 Yes ... .... . .......... ......... 4 00 4 00 4 00 September, first Monday. 
269 ·---- · · ·-- · · ------ 3-4 39 E. C. M. D. V. ---- 90 nol 40 Yes Yes 2, 000 36 00 140 00 20 00 '20 oo: 5 00 August, last Weduesdey. 
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271. ..• . . . •.• . . . . . . . . 3 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 69 58 20 Yes. Yes. ~. 500 cl60 00. ..• . . • • • $9 50 $22 50 6 00 August 21. 
~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ·- -~ - -~~ ~: 8: ':M." -~:. :::: :::: --~~ --~~ :::: .:-: ~~: .::~~: ·····ioo :::::::::: """$2oo"iio ·····24"oo ·····2s"oo :::::::::: August, last week. 
::.!74 .. ... ...... ...... 4 .... . ... .... .... . ... ... . .... .... .. . . .... ..... . ... ... .•...... ......• ... ...... • . •. 6 00 .......•. .......••• . September. 
27;i .... .. ...... ...... .. . . 36 E. C ..... D. . . .. . .. . . ... 13 .... ...... ......... ..... ..................... ................... , ......... April, last week. 
276 300 200 ...... 4-6 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 60 12 40 Yes. Yes . ........ a$240 00 ........................................ Septcmue1,fhstWednesday. 
~~~ :::::: :::::: ::: ::: : --~~ ~-- 8: ~: -~: . :::: -~: . :::: :::: :::. :::::: .::~~: ... 2,"5oo a3ig ~~ .... iii4.oo ..... 27-oo ···· ·42·co .... $42 -oo l~~)J~~~er,firstWeuuesuay. 
2'l9 15 ............ 10 44 E .... hl. D. V. I. 110 .... 70 Yes . Yes GOO a1 81 00
1 
............... . . .. .......... . ......... September,firstMonda.y. 
!!! ::::~~ :::::: :::::i ~ ··:~ ~: 8: ~: ·E: · t· :~~: --~: --~~ --~~ :::::: -¥~~: -----i~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~~Jt~~f:~t~~~~~~day. 
283 ............ 900 3 40 E. C. M ..... V. I. 66104 20 Yes. Yes 1, 800 a27700 ........................ ... ............. August,thirdWeduesduy. 
2tl4 ...... ...... ...... 4 .... ... .... .... .. . .... .... . .. .... .... ...... ...... 500 a400 00' ........................................ September. 
285 12 ti 6 "i 40 E. C. M. D. V ..... 48 24 48 ...... Yes. 500d75-l;JO 00 . ....................................... September,firstMonday. 
2c6 613 ...... .•••. . 5 43 E. C. M. D. V . .. .. :.225 40 50 Yes. Yes. 367 .......... .. .................................... .. 
2b7 60 15 10 4 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. !'JO 10 10 Yes Yes. 500 c225 00 .. . . • ••• .. 30 00 35 00 15 00 September 10. 
2t18 98 40 4 7 40 E. C. M. .... .... .... 53 54 107 Yes. Yes............................. Free to residents ........ September. 
28!) ............ ··•··· ...... ........ ..... ..... .... . ........... .. ...................................................................... .. 
~6~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ~::: --~~ ~: -~:. -~- . -~:. :::::::: --~5 ---~ --~~ -~~~: ?~~: :~:::::: ·---~~~-~0 :::::::::: .. .... 8.00 :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~}.::t~~:firstMonday. 
2U2 400 50 40 .... 38 E. C. M. D. V. I. 101 12 28 Yes. Yes. 1,700 a530 00 ........................................ Septemller,thirdvVeclnesday. 
293 ... . • . .. • . . 400 4 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 2UO 206 100 Yes. Yes. 6, 000 30 00 130 00 33 00 38 00 40 00 August., fourth Woduesuay. 
2!l4 ...... ...... ...... 4 .... E. C. M. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .... .. ... ... ...... . . .. . . ...... 300 00 24 00 32 00 32 00 September. 
295 lOll 10 .•.... 3 3!l E ..... M. D. V. I. 7.5.... 10 Yes. Yes. 1, 000 a430 00
1 
........................................ Septcn1ber. 
2!16 . - ... . ...... 
1
...... 3-4 40 R. C. l\.I. D. . . .. I. 100 50 15 Yes. Yes 400 c129 00 . . .. . • . . . . 27 00 36 00 36 CO August 27. 






































301 218 90 72 7 40 E. C. M. ____ V . .... 226 80' 176 Yes. Yes . 150 ·· ·· ·- ---- ·- -- · ···--- ~ ---··----- .......... ----······ Jan1wry 1. 
~g~ :::: :: ::: ::: :::::: ···4 ·-38 :::::::: :··· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :: :::::: 'i; i2~i4 . 66 ·ai:i.:.;3(;'oo-:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: Septem ber, first Mondny. 
~g~ :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::: :: .:: . ---· :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: i~g ___ d~~~-~~ ::::::: :: : :: : :::::: : ::::: ::::: ::::::: ::: ~~~i~:~~~:N~~f~i~~~~~: 
306 - ----· ·-- --- ------ 4 39 E . C. M. D. V. I . 48 11 3 ·-·--- Yes. 2:>0 c117 00 ·- - --· ... 30 00 36 00 15 00 September 18. 
307 . ... -. -·-· ....... - . _. . 25 E. C. M . .. - . . _ .... ... __ . .. ,_ . __ . --- -- ........• .• .. •... . . ____ . .. ...... --- . -···-- - .. . _ . . ------ . __ . ------
308 . -- - -- . --- -. . --- - . 3 36 E () . M. . ............................. _____ . . . _ . . . . . d28 00 ....... __ . . __ . . ___ . . . __ .. _. _ .. _ .... __ __ . September 1. 
309 .. . . . ....... 26 6 39E. C. M . . .. . V . I. 27 56 24Yes. Yes. 500 a31600 ............ . .. ....... .. --------------· September,thirdThursda,y. 
310 ------ ----·· ...... . ... 40 E ..... M . . .. . V . . ... ___ ........ ------ ---- ... .. . __ _ . ·-- - .. ___ . ------ .... ---···--·· . - - ··· ·- -· . ---·-·---
311 . ----- .. -. - . . - - -- . . - . ... .. .. . . ...... _ ... . .. .... __ .. _ .... _ ... . .. _. . . . . . __ . . . . _ . _ . _ . d200 00 .. _. _ .. _ ... __ . __ .. _ . . _ ... ____ . . . ____ ___ . September 1. 
312 . -.-.. . . -... . ... - ... _ . 46 E. . . . . _ . .. - .... _ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. . _ .. .. __ . . . _. . . . .. . .. ... _. _ . __ . _ .. _. _ . _ . _ ... ___ ... _ .... __ ... _ . . ... __ .. _ . . 
313 ------ ·- -- -- ---- .......... E . . _ .. M . ... .. .. .. -- · .. ...... . ..... . . . . - ----· . ·-··-- · - ---- -·--· ......... . -- - -· · ......... .... ..... .. .. . . 
g~~ :::::. :::::: :::::: .. . ::::: ~: 8: -~-- :: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :: :::· :::::::::::::::::: -- --~~~-~~ -·---~~-~0 ---- -~~-~~ ·----~~-~~~ Septomber,fourt.hM?ndrty. 
3H> ...... ·---·-- · ----- . •.. .. .. E. U .. _ . ... ... --· . .. .. ... . .. . ... ... .... ------ ------ . . ---- - - -- - · ---------· ------- --· ·----- ---· ------·--· 
317 ·----- ------ ·----- ........ E .. ... M. ---· .................... ·-·--· ·---·- ..... ... ·- ----·--· --------- · --------- · --------- · ··-------· 
318 ·----- -- --- · ------ .... 42 E. U . . ... . .. . V . . . .. -- -· .. .. . ... ··-- -· -----· · -·--·-· --------- · ..... ..... ---- -- · . .. : ··----·--· ......... . 
5~g :::::: :::::: :::::: :: :: ~g ~: 8: ~: ::::.:: .. ~:. :::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::·. :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :: ::::: ::::1 A u g-ust19. 
321 . --- - . . ----. . -.- . . . .. . .. _ . E. . ·- _ . M. - -- ... . ... . .. __ .. _. . . __ .. _... . . . _ ........ __ . . . _ .... __ .. _. _ . _ . __ .. ____ .. __ .. .. _ ... _ .... ____ _ .. . 
322. ---·· ...... . ..... . ... 46 E .... . M. D. V . .......... . .. .. .. ..... ------ ·-·--- .. -----··-- . ... . . -- - · --··------ ·----··-- · ------ ... . 
323 . ----- . --. . . . . ---. . • . . E. C. . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . ........... ... ...... _. __ . _. ____ . _ ..... ___ . . . . ... ___ ...... . _. _. _ .. _ . _ .. ___ . __ . 
324 10 5 ..... . 4·-4oE. U. ·:M:. D. V. I . "96 12 20Yes. Yes ........ . c24000.......... 6400.......... 48oo1September10. 
325------ -----· -----· ....... . E . C ... . . ....... . ...... .... .. ... --- --- -----· ------ - · ---- - ---·· ------- - -- ---·----- · --------- · ·-·-·----· 
32G --- --- . .. ................ . E. U ..... ---- ..... ... . ... .. .. ---· ...... ------ ........ ·-- ---- --- ---------- -- ·------· - -------------------
g~~ :::::: :::::::::::: :: :: ··36l 8: :::::::: ·v-:· :::: :: :::::::::::::::: :::::: ..... 26o :::::::::· ::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::· .. :::::::::: October,firstMomlrty. 
329 ·----· · ----- · ·---· . --·. --· . - - .. -· . . . ....... -· · ·-·· . -- .. --· ---· -----· ·-···· ··-·- - ·· . --------· 0 -------· · ------ ---- . -----··-- ------0--. 
~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :~~~ ::~~ .~: .. ~:. :~ -: :::: :~:: - ~:: :::: :::5 ::~~ :::::: :::::: ::~::::: :::~~~~:~~ -~~~~~~-~~ ~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~:-9. 
333 ------ ----- - ------ . -- . -- .. __ .. __ . .. _. -- .... _ .. -- . . ___ . __ .. ___ ...... ·----- 600 d150 00 ....... __ ........... ________ .. ------- __ . September 1. 
~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: : ~ :: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: .. -.- i3o . -·ai2o-00 ::::: ::::. ::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::::: :: :: September, first Monday. 
~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . 3.:.4 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 0 : ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
;n8 ------ ---·-- ·----- ........ E. C. M, --- - V. I. 111 12 4 ---- -- __ ,___ 200 44 00 100 00
1 
34-40 00 40 00 · -----·---
~I: . .::, :.:~ >: J) f c. :- ¥ t I: li; : ,·:: ·::.:: -~> ::-:H >¥~ ~~:;.:~ ·:>:-:: ·--::> -~Ejt~~:t~;:~~:~~~~:~: 
344 . - ----
0
-- --- .. --.. 3-4 .. - . . - - 0 0 -- 0 • -- •• -- 0 .. . .. - - •• -- • • -- 0 • - - 0 0 ----. .. -- • - ------ -- 0 --- • - .. - •• ---.- .. - 0 • ----- -- - 0 0 --- .. - - - • • • ---- .. - 0 
~:~ :::::: :::::: :::::: . ~~: :::: ::: : :: :: :::: ::: : :::: :: :: :::: :: :: ::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
347 ... : .. - ----- ··- --· 7 .... E. C. M. ---· . ... I. 75 2 1 .. ... . ...... 200 c140 00---------- 34 00 50 00 50 00 
g:~ l :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :: :: ::: :,:::: :::: :::::: :::::: --·--ioo ··--a75 "66 :::::: :::: ::::::::: : ::: ::: :: ::1:::::::: :~ , September, first. Mond?oy. 
-350 ...................... 40E. C .... . D. V. I . 26 9 . . . . ·--- --------·-----· · cl6500.......... 3200 4000 2000September,firstMonday. 
3511 15:L ..... ·- ·- - · !J 44, E. ~- M.jD- v. · I. 90 .... ··;·Yes. Y es. 2,000 c\;!50 00 . ........ . ----·---- · 40 00 40 oo
1
Septem ber , 1irst Tuesday. 
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P=l ~ 6 
Scholastic year begins-
~~~.~,~~_:__~l!__e__~~~ 6 ~~~------------
353 .............. . ....... 43 E. C. M.D. V. I. 258 20 198 ...... Yes. 1,124 d4800 ........................................ Septemtlerl. 
354 •. .•.....••..••••. 4-G . .... .....•... . . • ............. .• ...•.....••.•••••.••••....•...•.•......••••.•.••...... •. .••...•.••••••.... 
:1;i5 ...... ...... ...... 6 40 E. C. M . .... V. I . 60 5 5 ...... Yes........ c$ 120 CO.......... $20 00 $40 00 $20 00 :September, first Monday. 
356 ............ 100 .... 40 E. C. M . ............ 47 26 3 ...... Yes. 775........ .. .......... 2000 2500 2500 ~ugust26. 
:157 .......................... E. C. .... .... .... .. .. 44 6 .......... Yes. ........ d32 00 .............. .......................... September, first Tuesllay. 
338 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 4 39 E. C. M. .. .. V. .. .. 60 25 20 .. .. .. Yes . 250 cl40 00 d$21 00 .............. _............... September, first Monday. 
3:\9 175 12 8 7 38 E. C. M. D. V. .... 32 6 92 Yes. Yes. 375 a172 00 ........................................ September, first Momlay. 
3fi0 . . . . . . . ...... ----- . . . . 22 E. C. M. . . . . V. I. . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . c77 00 . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 5 00 5 00 Febrtlary 28. 
3!il 5 000 ...... ...... 3 40 E. C. M . ........ I. 21 10 6 Yes. Yes. 284 d21 00 ............... .............. ........... August 26. 
362 ' 8 ...... ...... 3 40 E . C. .... . ... .... .... 25 22 ......... Yes ....................................... .. ................. .April. 
363 ............ .. ... - 3 40 E. C. M. D. .. .. I. 50 15 12 .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 25 00 150 00 22 00 26 00 26 00 August 28. 
364 .................. 3-4 41 E. C. M. .. .. .. .. I. 25 19 4 .. .. .. .. .. . • 150 lti 00 164 00 20 00 24 00 24 00 August 19. 
365 ...... ...... .. .... 3 36 E. C. M . D. V. I. .. .. !'i 2 Yes. Yes. 500 5 00 40 00 4 00 5 00 5 00 August. 
366 ...................... -~-- E. C ........ . ........ . ... · .... .... ...... ...... ........ .......... .......... 4 25 5 00 ........ .. 
367 30 20 6.... 40 E. C. M. D. V. I . 75 65 45 Y es. Yes. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 20 00 24 00 24 00 September 1. 
368 .......... .... .... 3-4 40 E. C. M .. .. . V . .. .. 20 99 87 Yes. Yes . 200 .......... ........ .. Free toresidents ........... September. 
369 2, 000 950 . ..... 4 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 80 6U .... Yes. Yes. 2, 500 9-25 00 90-110 00 30 00 30 00 9 00 August first Wednesday. 
370 .......... ' . .. .. .. 3-4 .. .. E. C. M. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 600 . .. . .. .. .. 150 00 15 00 21 00 21 00 September, fitst Wednesday. 
371 .................. 2-4 .... E. C. M.D. Y. I. 187 376 .... Yes. Yes. 4,000.................... 2-200 2400 2400 
372 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 3-4 .. .. E. C. M. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500 15 00 140 00 24 00 30 00 30 00 August. 
373 .................. 3-4 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 70 70 70 Yes. Yes. 1, 500 c160 00 ...... . .. . 24-30 00 3fl 00 36 00 Auguo>t 27. 
374 . ..... ... .... .. ... ........ E. C. M. .. .. .... .... ... . .... .... ...... ...... 350 ...... .... 150 00 15 00 18 00 18 00 
m _::~ : ~~~: =~~:: : : :: -~~- =~.·? :: :: :
3
' •• ~ : ~~~~. =·~~~ ::;~;;, ] ~ _::i~ ~~ ~-~l'~r:'·!nc::;;:;, fi~~~::: 
~179 280 250 80 4-5 40 E. C. M. D. Y. I. 176 75 50 Yes. Yes. 1, 183 20 00 120 00 21 00 27 00 2 50 August. 
~~L .. . ~~ .... ~~ .... ~~ .. · 6 ~g l 2: ~: E: ·v-~ · i: ~g 2~ 1L~-~~ : .-~:~~: .... · 25o ~~~g gg :::::::::: aoj6 gg ~~ gg i~ gg ~:~i~:~~~: ~~:~t ~v~3~~rciay. 
:JS~ 514 . ..... ... ... .... 40 E. C. M. D. V. I ............. Yes. Yes......... a450 oo
1 





































383 . •... . ...... ...... 3\ 42\ E. C. M. D. V. I . 101 23 ... . . ..... Yes. 500 a450 oo .. ........ -········· ·········· ·· ········ 
384 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 401 E. C. .hl. D. V. I. 78 47 6 Yes. Yes. 1, 500 a400 oo cl60 00 ... ............. .. .. . ........ . 385 6 25 23 41 40
1
E. C. :M.. D. V . I. 11 3 85 .... Yes. Yes ..... . .. a~~tiOO .• ••.••• . . . • •.• ••••. . .•.•••••• •• •.• • •••• 
::!86 ... ... ..•... 500 4-5 40 K C. ~L D. V. I. 52 43 28 Y es. Yes. 3,000 a450 00 .... ...... .. ...... . . .. .... . .... .... .... . 
3i37 . __ . _ . .. . ... ... .. .. . . . . .... ....... . .. ..... ... ...... - ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5UO d220 00 ... .. ........... . . .. . .................. . 
iig :~::~~ :::::: :::::: ---~ , --:g -~: - -s:· ·M. :~:: :~:: ·r ::ji :::~ :::: :~~~: :~~~: : ::::~~~ ·--~~tfgg -d36~!fgg :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
3!H...... ...... ...... 2< 40 E. C. M . D. V. I. 40 15 5 Yes . Yes. 200 a265 00 dl3:.! 00 .. ...... ..... ...... .......... . 
392 340 95 52 4 40 E. C. M. D. V. I .. .. .. . ...... Yes. Yes. 800 a350 OU --~·-····· .. . ...... . ................... . 
~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ···7 !g ~: .~: . :::: ·:n~- ~: ·i:· -~~~ --~~ :::: -~-~s_: ::::~: ·····566 ---~266-66 :::::::::: .. :~~~~-~~ ··---~~-~~ :::::::::: 
395 69 19 10 2-4 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 95 64 23 Yes . Yes- SOO c200 00 . . . . . . . . . . 27 00 33 00 33 00 
September, first MolHlay. 
Septemuer, first Tuesday. 
Septemi.Jcr, first W edncsday. 
September. 
September 3. 
September, third W ednesday. 
September . 
September, first W ednesday. 
Septern ber !l. 
September, :first Monday. 
N overn ber 1. 
Septemuer l7. 
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12il . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. _. ............. .. ..............•.... 
::!97 ...... . ..... ...... 10 42 E. C. M. D. V. . . .. 34 60 34 Yes. Yes. 500 .....•.... ....... .. . 76-88 00 76-88 CO •• .•.. .. . -I September, second Monday. 
:~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: : ::: ~: 8: ~: :::: : : :: : ::: :::: : ::: : : :: :::::: :::::: : : ::: ~~~ :::::: :: :: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: 
40l ........... .. .. .. ......... E. C. M. .... .... .... ... . .... .... ...... ...... 57'1 ......................... .... ............ ........ . 
l~ •••••. •••••• ••••• 3 ;; i i ·~· ·~·· ·~·· < •.•• •.• • ·~~· ·~~· .::~ • ~~ Oo •••••••• .•••• :• •••••••• ·······=I~~~:~:~~~; ~~~~~~~~g~¥.-
406 . ... . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 39 E. C. M. D. V. I . 85 23 23 Yes Yes. 500 c200 00. .. . . . . . . . 40 00 15 00 15 00 September. 
407 .. .. . ........ •... . . .. ... .. E. C. M .... . .... . ........... -··· ...... . .. ... 503 ................................................ . . 
:~~ : ::::: :::::: :::::: : :: : : :: : ~: 8: ~: : ::: : ::: :::: : ::: :::: : : :: :::::: :::::: ~~~ ::::::: :: : :::::: :::: :::::: : :: : :::::: :::: :::::: :::: 
4n 42 22 18 3 40 E . C .... .. ...... .... . 85 24 .... "¥es. Yes. ::150 .................... 28-5000 28-5000 .... ...... September,:firstMonday. 
4 l2 .. .. .. .... .. ... . .. . . . . 42 E. C. M. D. . .. . . . . . 35 10 10 Yes . Yes. 300 c178 00 ....... .. . 15 00 18 00 21 00 September. 
413 ...•.............. 3-5 4Q E. C. M. D. V.I. 46 5 6 Yes. Yes. 3,000 a30000 ......... . .••..... . ............•.... .... September,secOlldTuesday. 
414 30 10 8 2-3 40 E. (). },.'[. D. V . I. 100 25 41 Yes. Yes. 450 .. ........ ...... .... 21 00 24 00 24 00 September. 
415 .•••.. .•••• . .•.••. .• . . 42 E. C. M. D. V. -........... -·· · ······ Y es . 2, 500 ..... .. ... ...... .•• . 24 00 30 00 30 00 August, last week. 
!i~ ·::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::: · - ~: 8: ~: ·::· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: ~~I:::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::: 
418 20 10 12 3 40
1 
E. C. M. D. V . I. 52 5 5 · · .... Y es. 792 15 00 120 00 18-24 00 27 00 27 001 July 18. 
~~ ::2:8 ::,~ /25 \ :\: 1 :~: t ~: { ;L; :~ :~ :~: ~0> :tO>i :i~<H: :HH! ::~t( •;re/ ~~< ~JiiB!Et~f~g::. 426...... . . . . . . . .. . . . 4 42 E. C. M. D. V . I. . ........... Y es. Yes. 1, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . 2;) 00 28 00 12 00 September 4. 
427. .. . . . . .. . . . 350.... 45 E . C. M. D. V. I. 135 45 36 Yes. Yes- 1, 200 a300 00 ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . ................... Septembel", :first Thurscby. 
428 ..•........ - ..... . · · · · . . . . E. C. M. . ...... ... . - - ... - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · 500 ...... .. ........ - ... .. ........ - .. - .. - ... -.. . - . . .. . 
429 16 16 8 4 44 E. C. M. . . . . . . . . 47 60 22 Yes- Yes. 275 .......... . ......... Free. Free. Free. September, :first Monday. 
430 1, 236 .... .. .••... 3 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 288 113 63 Yes. Yes. 3, 000 c180 00 . .. ... . .. . 21 00 33 00 ::!:3 00 August 1. 
43l . ..... .... ... . ..... · ....... E. C. M ... .. .... -- .. - ... -... - .. · ······ · ··· ·· 2:i3 ...... - ..... .. ..... . 
1 
...... . --- ...... ·.- · ...... - .. . 
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 · 40 E. C. M. D. V. I . 160 10 12 Yes _ Yes . 1, OOS 15 CO 180 00 15 00 30 00 20 00 September 1. 
433 140 50 31 3 42/ E. C. M. D. V. . . . . 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 833 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00 10 00 8 WI July 20. 




















TAnLE VI.-Stat'istics of inst·itutions for secondary inst1·uction for 1872-Continued. 
:... 
I students in-- ~ ...... Graduates- ~ Character of course. a:s C) -~ .., 
"" ~ <lJ OQJ C) '@ A~- :... 
<.) ,O<.l o5 ~ <.) ]E a:s .9 ~.;3 "§ :... ~ C3 s <1J ~"' '0 co ...... d ::l .0:-. ~ :::lCO 0 ~ a.i -~ .<:: p.o:: .s l'l ot:.O <.) 00 co ~eo:>• <'l§; s~ 3~ .a -~ 0 ~ 
t:.O ::l a:sp, "' ~ ~~ 
,.Q a:s 8 ai ~ .... ~a:s Q) ~ 8 e <.) [n ai oo ~rg s 0 >=l Q) ~~ ~ ~~g ~ 
.!ol a:s p 1:1 -~ "a 
Q) g t:.O ::s ~-~ .J;) :... 0 +- ,.Q "" ~:... 
Pa:s '0 N Q) <.l c:$ <.) h :::> ~~ 'Oi:l ..c ~ 8> p p 1--·s I'; Q) l'l ::l t:.O ~~ c;~:P :...,. ..... ~ a:s ~ p s s a:s 0 p ~-S ..... a:s <.) :... <.) p ., .... <.l ~ a:s 0 0 -~ ..c ~ 0 
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435===~~-;~~~~~~~~~=-=-~~~ ======~1 
<.:36 270 180 180 6 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 113 70 12 . Yes. Yes. 1, 2(i5 $56 00 $~00 00 $27 00 $42 00 $12 00· September 9. 
4:.17 . ................. 3 40 K C. M.D. V.I. 150 20 30Yes. Yes. 1,600 c;!OOOO .... ..... . 1!3-2400 2400 32001Septombcr,firstThursllay. 
l!! _:::~~ :::·· ~ :: : ~ ~~ ~· ~- §: w :~-: ~; ::~ _ll ·s: ~:: ~~- m "*g ~g ~~~:: ~ .::•: : ::: ::: :::~: :: ~~=e::·:~_oond Thu"dny. 
4·12 ------ . . .... ---- -- . --- -- -. E. C. M . .•....... ... --- -. .. . .... ... . .. ...... 233 ................................................. . 
4~3 ............ ------ ........ E. C. hl. .... .. .. .... .... ... . .... ...... ...... 180 .............................. ---------- ......... . 
4t14 .. • .. • • .. .. • . .. .. • .. .. .. .. E. C. M. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . ... ·_ .... __ .............. __ .................................. : .. ... __ ....... . 
4'15 ............ ------ ........ E. C. M. .... . .. .... .... .... .... ... ... ...... 1, 431 ................................................ . 
4-16 .................. ... ..... E. C. M ......................... . ..... ------ 145 ................................................ .. 
447 .................. .. ......................................... Yes. Yes. 600---------- ......................... · .............. . 
1148 .............. .... 3--4 40 E. C. M . .... V.I ... .......... Yes. Yes . 649 ................... 19--5000 2400 28--5000I August. 
,149 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . l~. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 J 5 . . . . . . . . • . . .............•.... - ..••.. - .......•..... 
450 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... - . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257 .... _ ............... _ ................... _ ...... __ . 
;~~ :::~~~ ::::~~ ::::~~ - ~~: --:: ~: 8: ~: : ~_: :~~: :i_:: "i:: --4: --i: :;~~: -~:~: 1'~~~ :::::::::: : ::~~66:66 "'is~:~-~~ ----~~-~: -----~:-~~ \ ~:;::b:~l~ 
45-l ...................... 40 E. C. M. D ..... I ........ : .... Yes . Yes. 182 40 CO 140 00 15 00 ~4 UO 24 001 September,firstMonflay. 
455 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5!)4 . . . . . . . . . . . ...................................... . 
-156 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. E. C. M. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1, 550 .................... . ......... ................... . 
457 ...... :.. ... ...... .... 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 42 17 6 Yes . Yes. 5, 000 c150 00 .......... 9 00 2 00 2 001 August 27. 
458 . .... ...... ............... E. C. M. .... .... . ... .... .... .... ...... ...... 2,738 ................................................. . 
4:iD ............ ------ .. ..... E. C. M. .. .. .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 149 ................................................ .. 





































:~~~ - - ·140 ---220 ·-- 2io ~ ~~ ~: 8: 
467 ... . _ ..... . .... .. .... - . . . E. ·C. 
468 . . . . . . _ .. . . . .. .. .. 4 40 E. C. 
469 26 18 5 3 39 E. C. 
:~~ :::::: :::::: ::: ::: ·--:3 ··4& ~: 8: 
472 ...... ...... . .... . 4 41 E. C. 
473 ....... .. ........ . . ... ---- E. C. 
,174 ...... ...... ..... . 3 39 E. C. 
475 ... ... .. .•........ . ....... E. C. 
- -~:- :~J~-: :~-:: -~~~ __ :~--5o -y~;: -~~~: 
1\I. D. V. ____ 180 41 30 Yes. Yes . 
M . D. V. I. 180 140 180 Yes- Yes. 
M. - -- - ----- --· ····· ···-·· · · -···· ..... . 
l\1. D. V. I. 70 10 8 Yes. Yes. 
M. D. V. I. 57 21 12 ..... . Yes. 
M. ------------····-······- .. ... ..... . 
M. D. V. . . . . 50 12 2 Yes. Yes. 
M. - -- -----· ·· ···· ···· -- ·- ------ - ------
40~ _ .. _ _ _ _ Free. Free. Free. Septeml.H' r 18. 
1,o .;o --~i75-oo :::....... :.12 oo 50 oo 12 oo September!. 
150 . --.- - ---- -.--.--- . . -•.•.. -.-- -.... -.--- ...•. --.--
2,081 cl78 00 ... . . .. ... 34 00 41 00 -···--:·-- September. 
400 cl20 00 . ......... 21 · 00 25 00 2;J 00 August~O. 
lD!J ..•... .. ...•••. --.-- .•••. - •.. - .•.•.....•.•••• - ••.. 
810 20 00 130 00 28 00 48 00 48 00 September, first Monday. 
3, 000 c18l 00 ......... : 25 00 30 00 21 00 Scptemuer 2. 
1, 200.--------- -··· .. -- ... ----- .-- . .... .... - ... .... .. --
500 c150-200 00 . . . . • . . . . . 21-24 00 27 00 27 00 A ugust 1. 
355 ................ -- .. ..... ... ..... ..... - ......... -. 
~~~ :::::: :: :::: :::::: :::· :::· ·ii.- ·a·.- -:M.- :::: ::::::: :1: ::: :::: :::: :::::: :::~:: ···--3s.fi :: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :~:: :::::: 1 :::::::::: 
478 ................. . 3 42 E. C. M. ----V.I. 2::>0 8 3Yes. Yes. 300 .......... 16800 1800 GOO 400jAugust31. 
47!1 . ......................... E. C. M. ---- ___ _ ...................... ------ G77 ................................................ .. 
tJ80 __ .. . . . . . . . . . . .' ...... _ . . . . E. C. M. . ........... _ . ..... ....... . . .. -.. . . . 207 .................................... - .. - ......... -
481 _ .... __ . .. .. . ....... . . - .. - E. C. l\1:. . ............... ... - - .. - -.... - . . . . . 123 . ..... .. . - . ......... .. .... - .. - ........ - ... .. . - .. -
482 1 6 ...... 12 40 E. C. M.D . .... .... 320 4 18 ...... Yes. 375.................... 1500 2000 2000 October!. 
483 1,000 1,000 800 3 39 E. C. V . .... 47 47 .......... ------ 6GO 9 CO 117 00 d20 00 .......... -····-- - ·- Septemuer12. 
484 ... .. . ______ ...... 4 40 E. C. M . D. V. I .. .. .... ____ Yes. Yes. 2,000 cl20 00 .......... 9 00 9 00 9 00 Septemuer,seconclMonday. 
485 8 ...... ...... ... . 40 E. C. M . .... .... I . 21 3 2 ...... ...... .... .... a180 00 ........................................ September 13. 
486 . ........... 12 .... 40 E ..... M.D. V.I. 52 .... 2Yes. Yes. 200 c26400.......... 3000 ...... . ............. Septemuer2. 
tJI37 . . . . . . _... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... - . . . . . 538 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ _ 
'188 243 llb ...... 3 42 E. C. M . ............ 2 2 4Yes. Yes. 1,615.................... 1600 3000 2700.Julyl. 
489 .................. . ...... E. C. M. ---- .......................... ----- - 633 ....... ................. -......................... . 
490 ....... .... ....... . ... . ... E. C. M . ....................... ------ ------ 189 ....... . ...... . ........... : .................... _ .. . 
491 _ ..... _ .. ,. _ ..... : . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . ...................... . ...... -..... 67iJ .... .. ....... ............... ....... . ... ....... .. . . 
492 ......................... E. C. M . ........ ---- .... .... .... ...... ...... 541 ................................................. . 
493 ..................... . 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 59 12 5------ ...... -------- .... . . ........................ ---------- ......... . 
494 41 9 7 3-4 42 E. C. M. D. V . I. .,250 27 31 Yes. Yes , 
495 .......................... E. C. M. ---- ................ ---- . ... . ..... . . 
1, 155 .. ~....... . . . . . . . . . . 21 00 24 00 24 001 August 1. 
466.--- .. ---- ...... -- -- .... ------ .... -- ---- ------ . .. . 
4!J6 .. ........ ..... ...... . ---- E. C. M . .. .. .. ...... -------- ---- ........... . 43:{ ...... ....... .-................ ···--··-- · ----------
497 ...... ...... ...... 4 40 E. C. M . .••. V. I. 450 25 8 .......... .. 
!gg -~~~~~ :: :::: :::::: ·--~ --~~ ~: 8: ~: :::: .:.·. :::::::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::::' . 
!100 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 18 00 24 00 24 00 September, first Montlay. 
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 50 8 50 8 50 September, first Momlay. 
430----- .. -- . ... ... ---- . ...... --- ······-- . . --··-----. 
500 ...... ..... ...... 3 42 E. C. M. D. ---- I. 50 5 3 ...... Yes. 
501 ...... ...... ...... .... 40 E. C. M . D. V. I ..... ---- .... ------ ..... . 
502 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ... _ .. _ E. C. M. - .. - -... .... - - - - -- - - - . - - -- -. . . . .... . 
503 200 .. .. .. 400 3 39 E. C. M. 
504 .. . . . . . .. .. . -.... - . . . . 40 E. C. M. 
505 -.... - . . . .. . -.. . .. 4 41 E . C. M. 
506 ...... -.... - -..... 3 39 E. C. M. 
507 . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . 42 E. C. M. 
R: I y: I I I :~I D. V . .... 107 
D. V. I. 6:i 
D. V . .... 588 
301 r·r~ 13 2 Yes. Yes. 61 48 Yes. Y es. 13 1 Yes. Yes. 
30 20 ...... Yes. 
gg~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: ~: 8: M: I::::I: :::I::::I:::J:::I::::I::::::I:::::: 
510----- - --·--- ..... .... . 41 E. C. M. v. I. 1 ... . 1 .... 1. •.. 1 Yes. I Yes. 
5Ll ..... . ....... ......... --- - E. C. M. 
512 .......................... E. C. M. 
51:l ...... ............ ~. 39 E. C. M. ~D-~V-~I-~----I- -,--~---·IYcs.IYcR. 
51~ ............ . ..... 2-? 40 E. C. M. _. _. .. . I. 111 2.1 201 Yes. Y o:;. 
51;) ...... ------ ... ... 3 39 E. C. M. D. · .... I. 99 13 R Yes .. Yes. 
516 .•..•. .•.•.. .•.. .. 4 42 E. C. M . ............. 1251 50 75 Yes. Yes. 
561 c126 00 . .. . .. . .. . 5-7 00 24 00 24 00 August 21. 
g~~ :::~:::::: ·:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :-::::::::: September, first Tuesday. 
1, 37:1 c165 00 dl5 00 .......................... -.-- August, last Thursday. 
700 !J 00 160 00 21-27 CO 10 00 15 oo Scptem uer 3. 
.... .... ..... .... . .......... 24 00 3100 33 00 September!). 
2, 500 15 00 160 00 21-24 00 30 00 • 30 00 Septemuer 1. 
953 _......... .. . . . . . . . . F1·ee.... Free.... Free.... August, last Mouday. 
234 . . . . --.- ........ - . . ...... --- . ... -- - .- ...... -- .. . . 
97i ----- -.- .. --- ... ---- ... -- .. --- .... --.-- ..... ------
3!!1 40 00 120 00 15-21 00 24 00 24 001 August., last Tuesday. 
423 ................. --- ...... ---- ....•......••..•. ---
10!) ---.--.--. --·--- ........ - ----- -·····--- . .. ..... --. 
~~~ c18. 0 00 . .. . . . . . . . 1~ 00 30 00 30 001 ~eptembe~, fir_st ~on day. 
17vl-......... . .. . . . .. . . o1 00 8 00 & 00 Septemuei, first week. 
1,1351 7 50 .... ...... 24 00 30 00 30 00 August, 20 
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TABLE VI.-Statistics of inst-iildions for secondm·y instruction for 1872-Continued. 
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gi~ ::~::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: 
5~1 . ~---- . ----0 .. ---- . . -- ... - . 
522---- - - ------ ·-- --- - --· . --. 











c. M . 
c. M. lJi E H H:: +H E H EE E 
c. M. 10tl ........ -. -- ·------ · · · · · · · · ·- · - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
c. M:. 
5\2-1 ------ --.-- - -----. 7 39 E. c. 
525 70 45 40 4 42 E. c. 
526 . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 3 3U E. c. 
527 ---- -- . -- --- 10 4-6 40 E. c. 






D.l V.l, I. I 75112 . . . I. 145 · 20 
D ..... I. 112 15 
D. V. 1. 25 15 
1, 000 . -----.-- .. ----.--- . . ---- ..... -. --.- ---- . ----.--- . 
5 .. .. .. Y cs. 6:3 a$270 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ................ --~ Septcm ber, first W ednesdn.y. 
2:\ Yes. Yes. 7SJ cl25 00 d$20 00 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. August 26. 
7 ...... ...... 3'1:2 cl50 00 ......... $19 50 $24 00 $:ll 00 Sep tcrnber2. 
5 Yes. .... . 250 a400 00 d75 CO .. .. .... .................... .. Sopternber,secondTuesclay. 
529-- ---- ...... ...... 8.--. 
;;ao .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 10 4Ci 
531 ..................... 4'1 
5J2 ------ . ----- ------ 5--7 40 
533 22 . ----- . ---- - . -- . 40 
534 -- -- -- -- -- -- . -- -- . -- .. 39 
535--- .. -- ·----· --- --- --- .. --. 
536 -.-- -- .. -- . - -- -- -- 4 40 
a:n 180 .. .. .. .. .. . . 4 40 
538 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- . - 3 4:2 
539 15 15 1 3 39 
540------ ...... 5 :.! 4. 
541 ...... ------ ------ ....... . 
542 ···-·· . ............ -- . . --
543 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3 'lO 
544 ------ .................. .. 
D. E1rr v. V. ·rli~6 :::: ::i~ :::::: :;~~: ~~~ ---~~~f~~ :::::~:::: :::::::::: :::::~:::: ::: ::::::: E. C. M.D. 160 50 160 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a:!50 00 .. ....... ............ ..... ...... ... .... . E. C. M. D. 50 50 40 Yes. Yes... ...... d l90 OC ....................................... . . C. J\.I. D. v . I. I 223 41 63 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, ~oo ct2:!5 oo .. .. . . .. .. ........................... . 



















R IV. I I. D ..... I. 
D. V. I. 
D ..... I. 
D. IV. I. 
25 15 40 Yes. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . c650 00 d550 00 .......... ~ -- ................ . 
. - - . -- ... -- .. ----- . ... .. 325 -· - --.- . - . . .... -- - ... . ...•.. -----· --- - ... ... ---. 
69 12 17 . -- . - . . -- - - - . -- .. - - . d132 00 -.-- -- - - - .. --- -- . - - . ----- - - - - . - --- - - . - -
............ Yes. Yes........ 50 00 175 00 30 00......... 30 00 
.... ........ Yes. Yes. 1,04S bl47 00 ..... ..... 25 00 3100 :> L 00 
80 20 4 Yes. Yes. 400 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . 24 00 30 oo 30 0'' 
164 26 . .. . .. .. .. Y eH. e,t:j a300 oo .. .. .. .. .. 24 oo ' 30 oo 15 50 
. - .. . -- . . -- . -- -- -- . -- -- - 3, 0-1 ~ .. -- -- . -- . -- -- -- -- - . . -- -- - -- - . -- -- -- -- - . -- -- -- -- .. 
12Q 
September, first Monday. 
September 9. 
Se1)teruuer 16. 
September, first Monday. 
September 23. 










































546 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E . C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5~;g -..... . -- - -- ·-- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
547 E U. M. .... .... .... .... ... .... ...••. ..... . 200 ..... .... . -·--- ····· ................... . --- ·-- --· 
548::::::::::::::::::···7--42 E: C. M ..... V.I. 28 6 28 ...... Yes. 1,090 . .. ·................ . 2700 3600 3600IAugust14. 
g~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... : : : : ~: 8: ~: : : :: : : :: : : :: : :: : : : : : : :: ~ :::::: ::: : :: 1, gg :::: : : : : : : :::::. : : : : :::: : : : : : : :::::: : ::: :::: : : : : : . 
~f51::::::::::::::::::--·3 42 E. C. M.D. V.I. 128 72 .... Yes. Yes. 500 10-4000 80-12000 2100 2400 2400 August26. 
00 552 . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 . . . . . . . . . . . . -.... - . - ·--- -- .. - .. ---- .. . - ...... . ... . 
t;j 55:l :: :::: :::::: ::: ...... ·. 42 E. C. M. .... .... . ... .... .... .... ..... Yes. 300 cl60 00 .......... 18 CO 24 00 24 00 September, first Monday. 
5:34 87 40 25 3-9 42 E. 0 . M.D ........ 395 29 4 Yes. Yes. 515 . ................... 12-1800 2100 2100 October!-. 
555 . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 39 E. 0. M. . . . . V. I. 200 25 25 Yes. Yes. 340 c138 00 . . . • . • . . . . 20 00 24 00 24 LO August 28. 
g~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~ --~~ ~: 8: ~: :::: .::. :::: --~~ --~~ --~2 :::::: .:~~: !~~ ---~~~~-~~ :::::::::: ··---~~-~~ ··---~~-~~ ·----~~-(~0~ September, first Wednesday. 
551::l 1 1 1 3 40 E . C. M. . . .. . .. . . . . . 52 25 20 Yes. Yes. 1, 000 ...... ; . • . ... . . . . . .. 18 00 24 00 30 00 September 2. 
g~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ~: :~~ i: 8: g: :~:: :~:: : i:: .. g~ .. ~~ .. ~~: i~~-: : i~~: :::: :~~~ ---~~~~ -~~ :::::::::: :::::~~ :~~ :::::~~: ~~ ::::: ~~: ~~ September. 
562 .................. · 3 42 E. C. M. D. V. I. 70 23 5 ...... Yes. 1,300 21 00 126 00 21 00 24 00 24 00 Augustll3. 
563 ............ .. .... 5 39 E. C. M.D. V.I ........... . Yes. Yes. 500 1500 9700 600 3000 30 ,00 August20. 
g~~ :::::::::::: :::::: · ~ --~~ ~: -~:. -~-- .r::. ~: i: --~~ --~~ --~~ -~~~-- ¥::: ..... iiiii ---~~~~-~~ :::::::::: ..... 24-oo ····--6~oii ::::::::: : August 20· 
566 . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . 1 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 80 12 20. ..... ... . .. 300 c200 00 ......... . 20 00 20 90 20 00 September, first Monday. 
567 ............... . .. . ....... E. 0. M. . .. . .... .. .. .... . ... .... ... . .. ...... 200 ............. -....... ······ ···· ·······--· ······· .. . 
568 188 188 ...... 4 40 E. C. M. D. . . .. .. . . ~2 llJ 42 Yes. Yes. 5, 800 .................... Free .... Free .... Free .... September, first Monday. 
569 60 :ll 20 2-3 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 30 10 14 Yes. Yes. 221 c125 00 ...• .. . . .. 21 00 24 00 24 00 September 1. 
570 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. 0. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 940 ........•.....••.... · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.- · 
571 ..................... . .... E. C. M . ....... .. ....................................................... ·········· .•••.•..•. ·· · •• • ···· 
572 .................. ..... .. . E. C. M. .... .... .... .... .••. .... ...... ...•.. 630 ······ ~··· ............................. ·····•···· 
573 .. .......... ... ... . ·.. . . . . E. C. M. .. .. .. .. .... . .. . . ... .... .. .... .. .. .. 510 . .................. . .... · ...•..... · ....... -------··· 
574 .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . 3 · 42 E. C. M. D. V. . .. . 190 5 30 .. • . . . Yes. 1, 050 . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . • • . Free.... Free.... Free ... -I September, first Monday. 
575 . . . . . . . ...... :. . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . ..................... - . ·.--.. . . . . . . 110 .....•.....•••••.... · ----- - -- · ·- ·--- - -- . -· •. - .. - - -
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . -..... . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . : . .• . .... •• •••.•. . ...... .. ...•.•.•.........•..•. 
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . - . . . . . . - . . . ........... - -.. -. . -.. . . 557 ........•........••. - ·- · - · · • •. -.---- .•• - ·--- - . -- - -
578 ...... ...... ...... 6 42 . .' . .... . . · . .......................... Yes. Yes. 800... ..•.... .......•.. Free. . l!'ree. Free. August 28. 
579 .......................... E. C. M . ........................ ·----- ...•.. 652 .. . ................. -········· ·········· ......... . 
580 ...... ...... ...... .... 40 E. C. M. D ..... I. .. .......... Yes. ...... ........ a500 00 ........... ... .......................... September. 
· g~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ... 6 "4ii ~: 8: ~: ·-n:· ·-v:· ·i.· · "58 .. 36 "5i :::::: ·-y~;: 1' iM ---~6iio.oo :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: sel>tember. 
583 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. 3-4 40 E. C. M. D. V. . .. . . . . . 12 13 . . . . .. Yes . 800 d29 00 ................... , .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .... .. August. 
584 . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . E. C. M. .. ..... - ........ -.. - .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 229 .................... ---- • ·---- -- · ·------ ---- .. ----
585 ....•..... .. ......... .. ... E . C. M . ..... . . . -··· ....... .. ... ······ ...... 70 ....... ·............. · ·····-··· ·········· ........ , . 
5tl6 . 94 54 40 3 42 E. C. M. D. V. L 45 25 19 ...... Yes . 320 21 00 100 00 · 8 00 . 10 00 10 OO,August 29. 
587 ...... .... .. ...... 4 40 E C. M. D. V . .... 110 70 30 Yes. Yes. 150 .... ...... .......... Free. Free. Free. September, first Monday. 
588 ...... ...... ...... 8 45 E. C. M . .... V. I. 245 15 13 ...... Yes. .... .. .. d25 00 ........................................ September, first Monday. 
589 .......................... E. C. M. .... ... . .... .... .... .... ..... ...... 146 .................. , ............................. .. 
590 ...... " ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... - .. - . . . . . . 1, 563 ................... .' .... . . - .... - ... -- •. ........... 
591 200 75 50 3 42 E :-- C. M. D. V. .... 97 10 12 Yes. Yes. 598 .......... .......... Free. Free. Free. I September. 
592 .......................... E. C. M. .... .. . . .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 438 ........... ' ..................................... .. 
~g~~~::::: :::::: :::::: :~:~ ::~~ ~: 8: g: :::: -~:: :::: ::~~ ::~~ ::~~ :~~~: :~~~: :~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::~~~~·::: ::~~~·::: ::~~~~-:::1 September, firstMondaJ 
596 .... .. .... .. .... .. 3 42 E. U. M. D. V. I. 60 34 8 Yes. Yes . 540 21 00 168 00 24 00 30 00 30 00 August 21. 






















TABLl~ VI.-Statislics of institut~ons for secondat·y instruction for 1872-Continued. 
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~ I::J) 0 ] p <.> 
c:l 
.0 ~ <.> e in -~ Q) [:J "d 
0 l=l o:s 0 I ~ 6 ~ l:'d ~ z H _, __ , __ , __ ,_,_ ,_ l-l-l- 1-1-l-1-l - l--1--1---l---l---1---I ~ Fl 6 ~ 
5!Jtl ..••.. ---·· · .•.••. . •. . -·- - E. 
5~S 8 . • • . • . . . . • • . 4 44 E. 
600 ...... ------ . ......... . ... E. 
601 .............. .. ...... --- - E. 
602 . . . . . . . . . . . . - ..... _ . . . 41 E. 
603 .......... .. ...•.......... E. 
604 ..•.................. . .... E. 
605 10 1 . . . • . . 3 42 E. 
606 . . . . . . . • • • . . . .••. - . . . . 4:2 E. 
607 . . . . . . 97 7 ... _ 36 E. 
698 .... . ....... .•.•...... . .. . E. 
609 .... .. ... . .. .•.... 4 40 E. 
610 . ......•.......... 3-4 39 E. 
6ll . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 9 40 E. 
612 . ..... . ..... . ..... 3 42 E. 
613 ..... . ..•................ . E. 
614 .... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 E . 
615 . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 E. 
616 ........................ . . E . 
617 .......... • .. . ............. E. 
618 . .•........ -····- ....... . E. 
619 . . . • • . .•• . . . . . . • . . . . . . 40 E. 
620 .......•............. -··- E. 
621 ..............•....• . ..... E. 
622 ...... · . ............•.. . ... E. 
623 . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . .. _ E. 
624 . • ••.. . •. . .. .•.••. •• . 40 E . 
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . 40 E. 
626 . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . 4 40 E. 
C. M. .... .... ... . .... .... ... . ..... . ...... 1,500 .............................. -········- ...... ... . 
C . .... D. V. I. 41 5 .......... Yes . . 671 c$176 00 d$30 00 .............................. jSeptomberl. 
C. M . ... - - .. - ....... . - .. - -.. . .. . . . . ..... 1,100 _ ..........................•.. -....... - .......... . 
-~:- -::-:::::::: :~·:: -~~~ :::::::::::::: :: :::: 
1
·~g~ :::::::::: :~~:~~~~~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::I.August26. 
C. M . ........... . -··- .... .... ..... . ...... 11.3 ................................................. . 
C. M . .... V. I. 34 37 4 Yes _ Yes 1, 209 _......... . . . . . . . . . . $15 00 $21 00 $9 00 August, last Monday. 
C.-·······-··-···-··-······· .... . . Yes. 64 d1800 .... : ... .. . ... .......... ............... Septorul>cr. 
C. ... . . . . . . . . . . ... 163 10 .... Yos _ Yos _ 450 .......... _......... 15 CO 18 00 . ......... September, first Monday. 
C. M . ... . ---- ... . .... .... .... .. .... ...... 55:3 ......... . .............................. -·····-··-
C. M. D. . . . I. 30 20 20 Yes . Yes_ 600 a600 00 _ ............................ - .......... September, third Wednesday. 
C. M:. D. V. I. 75 75 .. -. Yes Yes 2, 000 c200 00 ......... _ 24 00 36 00 40 00 .August 28. 
C. M. D. V. I. 60 GO 60 Yes. Yes . 170 50 00 160 00 18 00 24 00 24 00 August 20. 
C. . . -- -.. - ... - -.. . 1G2 18 ... - Yes_ Yes. 463 40 00 130 CO 24 00 .................... October 1. 
C. M. -·· - . ·... . ... .... .... .... . ..... ..... . 681 ......... .... ................. . ........ ... ...... . 
C. M. - .. - ... - - .............. - Yes_ Yes 444 cl68 00 ..• . ..... _ 21 00 24 00 24 00 .Augnst. 
C. M. D. V. I. . ................. Yes_ 150 10 00 100 00 18 00 21 00 . 21 00 .August. 
C. M. . . . . -.. - - . . . - . . . . . - - . . . . .... _ . . . . . . 943 , ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
C. M·. -·· - .... -·· - ... . .... .. . . ..... . ...... 250 ......... ... .................. . .................. . 
~: ~: n: / U :: ~: ~,: / \/ T~;g ~:,~~d ·lu >~ H :d!!! :: :!!!1 ~~~€r.\?:~::~:: .. ,. 




































627 .... .. . ..... . ... .. 4 40E. C .... . .... . . .. .. . . 68 14 .. . . Yes. Yes. 1,000 c12000.......... 30~0 t~~~ ---· ·io-OO~uly2~. fit k 
~~g:::::: :::: :: :: :::: :::: "35 ~: 8: -~·- ::::\=r:· ·i: · ·2so ·· is: ::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::: ::::::: :: ----~~~-~~-----~~--~ .................... o~~~t~ll. rs wee· 
630 .... . . .. . ............ . 20E. C ............ . .... 30 5 ... . ...... . ........ ..... 1000 7000 , 2000 2500 . ....... .. . January,ftrstMonday. 
6:11 18 .. .... ...... 3 39 E. C. M . . ... V. I. 178 69 15 Yes. Yes. 900 ....•..... .......... 19 50 24 00 12 00 August. 13. 
632 ...................... 40E. C. M ..... . .......... .. .. ......... .. . ..... 200 . ..... .. . . 16000 2400 3000 1600September,firstMonday. 
633 ... ... ...... ...... 3 40 E. C. M . . . .. .... ... . 40 6 6 .. .... Yes. 500 9 00 120 00 7 00 8 00 8 00 .A.ugust20. 
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 39 E . C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. . . . . . . . . c120 00 . . . . . . . . . . 25 00 ;'10 00 35 00 July 1. 
635 150 50 30 6 40 E . C. M. D. V . ... . 170 35 45 Yes. Y es. 500 .......... .......... 100 00 100 00 .......... September. 
636...... .. ... . ... ... 4 ... . E. C . .M. . .• . .. .. .•. . .... .. .. . .. . .. ... ....•. .••..... .•.••. .. . . ......... 65 00 65 00 llO 00 September,thirdMonday. 
637 373 14 12 · 4 41 E. C. M.D. V:. ... . 83 41 171 Y es. Yes ......... ... ...... ...... ..... Free .... Free .... Free ... . ~eptember,firstMonday. 
638 ...... ...... ...... . .. . 44 E ..... M, D. V. I. .. .......... Yes. Yes. 500 ......... ..... .......................... .... ...... September, first Momby. 
639.... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 6 41 E . C. M. D. V. I. 160 .... 140...... . .. . .. 1, 500 c250 00 . ... .. .. .. 48 00.......... 20 00 September, first Tuesday. 
640 .. .......... ... ...... . 40 E. C. M • .... . . . .. ..... . .. ................................. . ..... ........ 54-90 00 .................... June24. 
::~ :::::::::::::::::: -~~~ . ~~ ~: ~: :: :::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·--··~;~ _{__~~~~-~~ }_:::::::: ·----;~-~~ ... :.;~-~~ ·----~;-~~ ~:;:e:ber4. 
~:~ ·---~~ :::::: :::::: :::· :: ~: ~: :: ~::: :::: :::~ :::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: { ~l~g ~ .~. :::::::: :::::::::: :::.:::::: :::::::::: 
645 7 . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 39 E . · C. M. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 150 { a~~~ ~~ } .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. .. . . . ......... 1 J nne 28. 
:;; .::::: ·::::: :::::: _::. ;; ~: ~: =.: •.•• ·~· · ~· •.•• :: .•••..•••••.•••••.... ~:! ~!1 !! l ::;;~:;, ::::;;:~ :::::~;:;; ••:•······ Augn't 
649 ...................... · ··· . .. .. .......... . .... ···· . . .. ·· ·· ........................ { a}5g gg } ...................................... September7. 
650 . ..... ...... ...... 6 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 65 20 20 Yes. Yes. 300 c195 00 d71 00 ................... .. ......... September9. 
651 .. ..... ... ... ....... .. 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 30 28 8 Yes. Yes......... c140 00 ·.... ... ... 2100 24 00 24 00 September5. 
652 375 200 150 3 36 E . C. M . . - . . V. I. 17 5 .. . · .. ·- ·· . -.. .. 500 18 00 108 00 30 00 36 00 20 00 September, first Tuesday. 
65:l . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . 40 E. . .. . .M •. . - . . ..... - .. . - . . . .. . · · · · Yes. Yes. 300 a102 00 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . October 28. 
:~: :::::: :::::: :::::: ·--~ --~~ -~:. :::: -~-- -~: -~:. -~: . -~~~ :::: -~~~ :::::: :::::: ~~~ { ~i~g ge r::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~:~e:~er,firstMonday. 
656 120 ...... ...... 4 39 E. C. M. D. V. I. 102 70 5 Yes. Yes. 1,500 ai65 00 .......... .... .... . .................. . .. September. 
657 ........... ·. ...... . ... 38 E. . ... .... .... .... .... 41 .... .... ..... . ...... . ....... ........ .. .......... 15 00 ........... , ........ August. 
658 . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. 38 E. C. M. . - ... - -.. -.. .. .. -- · · .. · ·-- .. - ... -.. 400 { a:~~ gg } ..................................... . 
659 9 .... .. 9 6 36 E. C. M : D. V. I. 54 40 3 Yes. Yes. .. . . . . . . 72 00 108 00 50 00 66 00 30 00 September. 
660 ..••...•.................. . .......... ... - . .. - .. -- .. - .. · - - · · - · · · · · · · · ------ 2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . J nne 2l. 
661 . ----- . -- - -. :-.-.- - -- .. - .. . .. . .. - ... - .... · . · · · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · - ·- ·- . --.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - - -- .. --.- .. - .. - -- --- -- . . . . . . . . . . . September, first Monday. 
662 .................. 3-4 40 E. C .... . D. V . .... 117 40 .... ...... ...... 500 c2EO 00 .......... 18 00 18 00 18 00 September. 
663 ...... .. ... .. .................... . .......... .... ..... ..... ··-- ...... ------ 750 a130 00 .......... .... ... ... ... ..... ............ Juno21. 
664 .... -- .... .. 8.... 40 Jll. C. . ....... V. I. -- .. -- · · --- · .. ' -- · · ----- . .. . . . .. a250 00 . ... .... ....... ... .. ·;-- ...... ... ....... September, first Monday. 
665 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 44 E. C. M. .. .. V. I. .. ...... ---- -- · .. - Yes. 300 :24 00 88 00 . 21 00 26 00 24 00 A ug:ust. 
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 4 40 E. C. . .... -- .. - -. - -- .. - -. - -- . . · · - - · ·-- · --.- -- 600 15 00 160 00 20-25 00 30 00 . . . . . . . . . . September, first Monday. 
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----- - -- - - --------- - ----------
669 .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ......................................... , .. .. .. .. 4, 000 f a$~~g gg } ................. . .................... I .J nne 21. 
E :::: ::::: ::::: ·: ~ !: ~: : ;,: ": I: :: .::. ::: :::: ::::· ::::~; l :m !! }-:::::: ::::::::. ::::::::: ::::::::: 1 "'P'=b,,.,..M., •• ,. 
673 .. .... .. .... 1 3 39 E. C. M . .... V. I. 57 32 2 ...... Yes. 300 b1 00 $117 00 $24. 00 $30 00 .......... Sept., second Wednesday. 
674 57 18 ...... 3 41 E. C. M . .... V. I. 69 ........ Yes. Yes. · 5!0 .......... .......... ~5 00 .................... June. 
675 146 ...... ...... 6 39 E. C. M. D.. V. I. 85 .... 17 Yes. Yes. 2,000 c160 00 .......... 34.-45 OJ.......... $26 00 September7. 
616 8 7 4 6 !10 E : C. M. D. V. I. 41 35 8 Yes. Yes. 1,200 a:300 00 .......... 50 00 60 00 30 00 Septeruber,firstMonda.y. 
677 .................. 1 44 E. U. M . .... V. I. 53 6 22............ 80 .................................................. A ngust,thirdMontlay. 
678 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 .. .. E. C. M. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500 25 00 150 00 30 00 12 04 12 00 August, fourth Monday. 
679 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . September 1. 
6ilU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d25 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
~~~ :::::::::::: :::::: ... ~ :::: ·:E:· ·c,:· ·:M: :::::::: :::::::: :~: : ::: : :::::: :::::: ------~~ ---~~~~-~0 :::::::::: ----d2'5.oo :::::::::::::::::::: Septeruber,firstWednesday. 
683 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 E. C. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 150 c120 00 .. . .. . .. .. 20-24 00 28 00 .. .. .. . . .. October 28. 
684 .. .......... 9 3-4 44 E. C. M. D. V. I. 62 10 5 Yes. Yes. 1,000 cl::12 OU d30 00 . .............................. August, first Wednesday. 
685 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 43 E. C. M. D. V. I. 89 3 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 c130 00 . . . . . . . . . . 12-BO 00 25-30 00 5 00 Aup;ust 5. 
6e6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d40 00 ................... . 
687 ....... . .................. E. C. M. .... .... .... . ... ... . .... . ..... ...... 1,. ~C. O ..... ........................... .. ... ... ....... . 
6>:l8 .... . . ...... . . .. .. 4 . .. . E. C. M. D. V. I . 22 18 .... Yes. Yes. 300 c260 00 dD5 00 . .... . ...................... . 
68!) 600 350 300 3 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 37 25 7 ...... ...... 900 20 00 120 00 20 00 30 00 10 00 
tU :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: ::: :~: : :6:: ::: :: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::~~~ :·::~~i6:6~~::::::::::1:::~::::::1::::::::::1::::::::: : 
693 .. .. . . 200 100 3 40 E . C. M . D. V . I. 60 5 12 Y es . Yes. 3, 000 c225 00 .. .. . .. .. . 25 00 25 00 40 00 
6!l4 . ................ . ...... .. E . C. M ..... .. .. .... .... ...... . . Yes. Y es . 500 ...... .... . ..... . ... d30 00 ........ .. ....... . .. 
695 ........... . .. ............ :E . C. M . . ... .... ... . . . .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. . ... . ...... . ... .......... d20 oo ....... . ........ .. .. 
Septembe-r 4. 
Septeml.Jer, first Wednesday. 
September, iirst Mou<.lay. 
Sept.em oer 1. 
Septem oer, lil-st Monday. 





































696 . ..... . .. •.. . ..... 9 ____ E. c. M ........ . ........ __ ______ ...•........ __ _____ _ -- - --- - -- - 200 00 35 00 72 00 75 001 September, first week. 
!if ~~~: ::~~ ::~ ~ :~ ;,I ~: g~ :;.: ~:: i: =~ :::: . : :;~: ;~;.: :::;:::: :::: ~~ :: ::::: :: :: ::::· :::::::: ""'"''· laot w"k 
701 .. .. ........ ------ .... 41 E. C. M. D. V. I. 100 25 15 Yes. Yes. 1,000 a258 00 ............................. . .......... Se-ptember::!. 
~~::::Y ::::::::::,:: ::~i ::~~ .~:: :::: :~-: :~~: :~: :~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~~ :::::::::: ::::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~::: ~:~~~~t~~;~~~~~~~3:;: 
7!J5 _ .......... _ ...... __ .. 40 E. C. M. D. .. .. .. .. 47 16 7 ...... Yes. 100 -- ... -.... --........ 130 00 130 00 20 00 September, tirst .Monday. 
706 ................. 3 44E ......... D. V ................. Yes. Yes. 150 .................................................. January!. 
~~~ :~~~~: :::::: :::::: :::: :~:: ~: ·a:· ~: :::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::· -----~~-~~ :~:::::::: :::::::::: ~Futc!~~~:s~;-~!~~~~ay. 
+?g :::::: :::~:: :::::: :::: ::~: ~: ·a:· ·:M: ::~: :~~: :~~: :::::.:: :::: :::::: ::~::: -----~~~ :::::::::: ----~~~~~o .... ci3o.oo :::::::::: :~:::::::: September, tirst .Monday. 
~g :::::: :::::: :::::: ·--3 :::: ~: 8: -~-- :::::::. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: 4'~~~ :::::::::: .... i2o.oo d~b ~~ ..... io.oo ~::::::::: August29. 
713 .......................... E .................................................................... _..... 8 00 ... : ................ September, first week. 
714 . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . E. C. M . . ................ ........ -.... - .... -. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . • .. . . . d30 00 ....... . .... -...... . 
H~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::~ ...:: ~: ·g:· ~: -~~- -:~- -~:- ·· :::: :::::::: :j~~: -~~~: 1·i~~ ~!gg g~ :::::::::: :::::~~:~~ :::::~~:~~ :::::~~:~0 t!i~:~~~~· first Wednesday. 
~ :y :> <: .'~ :'' i I ~- D. v·: ~'·:: 7 ::~ ." :=m: ::.:.: .. :::~ :·7-" .:;:;:n: ;,~;~ ~,~:r: JJ: ~if~~~~~;~:~~::~ay. 
7Z4 45 42 15 2-4 41 E. C." M. D. V. I. ... . ........ Yes . Yes. 500 16 00 125 00 24 00 32 00 32 00 August, last Monday. 
7~5 ... ·... ...... ...... 4 .... E. C. M. D ..................... Yes . Yes. 2,500 a320 00 ...................................... .. 
~~ :::;; < ::::; ::, ::~ ~: ~: ::· ~: :; ~:: :~ :~ ::: :::~:: .:~~=: :::~·:;: ~:::::::: ~::::::: ::::::::i ::::::::, :::::::: ~t~~~~~: i~t ~z:~;: 
~g? :~~:~: :::::: :::::: ... ~ :::: .~: .. ~: . -~-- :::: ::~: :::::::: :::::::: :::~:: :::~:: ..... 2oo :::::::::: ----~~~-~~ ..... ~?.?? ..... ~~-?~ -----~~-~0 ~~~~:~~:~, 1~rst:Monday. 
73:& .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 40 E. C. M. . .. . V. . . .. 45 3 1 ... -.. .. .. .. 100 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 24 00 12 00 1:& 00 September, first week. 
~~~ :::~:: :::::: :::::: ... 4 "35 ·:E: :::: :::: ·-n:· ·v-:· 'i:· '2i4 :::: :::::::::: :::::: ------~~ :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~:~~~~~~~~~rst Monday. 
735 ...... ...... ...... .... 40 E. C. M . D. V. I. .... .... . ... ..... . ...... ........ c300 00 .......... 35 00 52 00 20 00 September. 
!II :.:20 H ~~::~.} ::: !: .~:• .~:. t 5. r :: :;~ :.tb }~:. _·_ t' -.·mt :~om::: •••i::•:::::::H~ •••E~ !~:::!{~:c:::::::~. 
7H ...... ...... ...... 4 40 E. C. M. D. V. I. 68 6 15 ...... ...... 500 ........ c ....... ... 60 00 ..... .. ... 20 00 September, first Monday. 
~:~ ::::::
1
:::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: ·:~:: :::: :::: ::::
1
:::::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
11:::::::::: :::,::::::: :::::~:::: September15. 
74.J
1 
200 . ..... ...... 3 42 E. C ..... D. V. I. 40 38 .... Yes Yes. 600 11-25 00 bl3 00 25 00 ;.n 00 ......... August20. 
74Gi 27 16 10 3-4 •ll E. C. M. D. V. I. 80 '10 20 Y es. Yes . ltiO 20 00 140 00 24 00 6 00 6 00 September, first Wednesday. 





















TABLE VI.-Statistics of institution$ fm· secondary instnwtion fm· 1872-Conti nued. 
• 0 ..... 
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,0 . g; ~ ~ 0"0 I ~ ,0 :::: ..... ;:?1 A ~ "' -~ ·~ ~ -B -B '-' ,0 .,.. .-d -~ ·~ ~ 
~ w .£:l ~ Z ~ J.'l:l ~ ;:?1 A ~ ~ .J.'l:l o ~ fi:l fi:l Z H ~ J.'l:l o ~ 
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748 ...••... .... ·- --- - 3 36 E. C. M . ....... ..... 50 25 .................................................... ... .................. . March:. 
74!! 4 4 .......... 40 E. G. hl. D. V. I. 2 15 H............ 500 $c240 00 .......... $40 00 $20 00 $21) 00 Octobcr2. 
750 .................. 5 43E. C. M. lJ ..... I. 1~i 5 .... Yes. Yes. 1,1UU .................... :woo 2800 280UScpt.crnber2. 
~g~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::: : .~: .. ~:. -~·- :::. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :: :::::: ::~~:~:: ---~275 .00 :::::::::: -----~~-~u -----~~-~0 -----~~-~~ Septernber*5. 
753 500 400 28 3 43 E. G. :M:. D. V. I. 40 38 4 Yes....... 3,115 a410 OU ........................................ September, first I:Vednesday. 
754 . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. 4 40 E. G. M . lJ. V. I. 115 21 19 Yes. Yes. 1, OUU CJUU 00 .... .. .. .. 32-40 00 20 00 20 011 ~cptember, first Th1.1rsuuy. 
~g~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ---~ .. 4o l 8: ~: ·n·.· ·v-~· ·r:· :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: ..... :~~ ---~i2o.oo :::~:::::: i~ ~g ~~ g~ -----~~-~~ ~~~~~~E~~ i: 
757 ................................................................ .................................................................... ticpterrtber, first Monday. 
751:! .................. 2-3. : .. E. C. M. . ... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 3,000 :l!J 00 $117 00
1 
21 00 6 00 ti 00 .A.uguRt, H1ird Thursday. 
~~~ ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :~~~ --~~ ::- -~:- -::- :~~ : :::: :i_:: ·;~~ ~:~~ :::~ :;~~: :;~~: --- - :~~ -~~~~:~-~~ :::::~:::: :::::~i:66 : :~::~i:66 :::::~i:6u i~f~~~~~~.;~J\~~~~~~~;,. 
762 ...... ...... ...... 4 3G E. G. M. D. V. I. 120 10 . ... Yes. Yes. 100 .......... 108 00 18 UO 24 LO 18 O. March 4. 
~~J :::::: :::::: :::::: ~~4 --~6 ~: g: -~· - ·n~· :::: :r: · :::: :::::::::::::::::::: -----~~~ --~i44-oo ----~~~-~~ i~ ~~ i~ ~8 -----~~-~0 ~~J~~~b~~:. first Tuesday. 
~~~ :: :::: :::::: :::::: ·--3 :::: ·:E: · :::: :::: :::: :::: ~: : : :: :: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ·-- · i2o-oo ------2-~o :::::::::: :::::::::: t&~G;;. G. 
767 1,000 300 100 3 33 E. G . .... D. V. I. 125 50 .... Yes . Yes. 500 ....... .'.. .......... 15 00 24 00 ......... ~cptcmbcr, first Wednesday. 
7ti8 ...... ...... ...... .... :J5 E. U. M. D ..... I. 75 24 .... Yes. Yes . 25 cl20 00 .......... 18 ou 24. ou 9 00 August 19. 
7G9 ...................... 4:.1 E. G. M. D .... I. 106 30 6 Yes. Yes . ........ c1~9 00 .......... 12 uu 16 co 8 Oli September, first Tuesday. 
771l ............ .. · .. : . .... 40 E. G. M. D. IT. I. 6 6 3 ...... ...... ........ MOO 00 ........................................ SepteJubur4. 
'171 11 7 3 3-4 39 E. G. M . D. V. I. 56 26 41 Yes ... . .. 1, 500.......... .. .. .. .. .. 21 00 24 00 G lH: September 1. 




































30-36 00 -- ••••.•• - 20 00 
24 00 ... - . . . . . . 20 00 
-~~ ::::~~ ::::~~ ::.:::: :::l-: -::- -~:- -::- :~~: :i:: :;:: -~~:11 --3~ ·so:!- ~~~:-~~~:-:::::~~~:::~~~~:~~:::~:::~~~ .. ~:~~~-~~·::~:~~:~~:::::~~:~~ 805 28 23 16 4. 40 E. C. M. D. V. . ... - .. - - .. - 30 . . . . . . Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00 72 00 20 00 
fi! -E ••~•-- :::::. A l!l I. i: i: m _;_ { ~;:: :,: -" E;. \~~ :.t; ·::~:::; }:E __ :::Ei: ::El: :::E; 
e From report of the State superintendent of public instruction. 
I From report of the State superintendent of common schools. 
September, first Monday. 
September 1. 
September 15. 
October, first Monday. 






September, first Monday. 
September, first Monday. 
August 22. 
September, first Monday. 
September. 
September, first Wednesday. 
September, first Monday. · 
September. 
August 15. 
September, first Monday. 
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List of instittttions fm· secondary instruction from which no infm·mation has been receited. 
CALIFORNIA. 
Sacred Heart College ............ San Francisco. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Episcopal Academy .. ............ Cheshire. 
Suffield Academy ..... . ... . ...... Suffield. 
FLORIDA. 
Boys' High School ...........•... Tallahassee. 
ILLINOIS. 
Dixon fleminar:v .. .. . ..... ....... Dixon. 
Honry F emale Seminary ......... Henry. 
:MICHIGAN. 
Union School ..... ... ............ Ann Arbor. 
Nll:W HAMPSHIRE. 
Dublin High School .. ............ Dublin. 
NEW YOltK. 
Saint .Joseph's School ............ Albany. 
Saint Mary's School for Girls .... Albany. 
Andes Colle~riate Institute ....... Andes. 
.Angclic<t Academy ...........•.. .Angelica. 
Saint. Philomena's School ........ Brooklyn. 
Canajoharie .Academy ........... Canajoharie. 
Chester .Academy ....... ... ...... Chester. 
Chili Seminary .................. Chili. 
Covinl!ton Academy . .. .......... Covington. 
Coxsackie Academy .... . ........ Coxsacl:.ie. 
Sisters of Saint Mary's Select 
School .. ....................... Elmira. 
Ger-rard Institute ................ Florida. 
Farmers' Hall Academy .....••.. Goshen. 
Institute of Mercy . ... .. .. ....... Greenbush. 
Sa iu t .J oscph'R Literar,y Institute . Jackson. 
Kindcr!Jook .A.cadem.v ...... · ...... Kinder hock. 
Free School of Sacred Heart ..... Manhattan ville. 
N ewton Collegiate Institute .... . Newton. 
Spencertown Academy . ..... ..... Spencertown. 
Saint .Joseph's Provincial Semi- . 
nar.v .. . ........ ................ Troy. 
Utica Female Academy .......•.. Utica. 
Walworth .Academy .......•..•.. Walworth. 
OHIO. 
Decamp Institute . .............. Downington. 
Martiusl.Jurgh Seminary ........ :Martinsllllrgh. 
New Plymout.h Academy ....... New Plymouth. 
. Twins burgh InRtitute ... .... .. 'l'wiusl.Jur;!h. 
Snriugfield Female Seminary ... Spriugfir. l<l . 
Williams Centre .Academy .. .... William~ Centre. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Germantown Public School ..... Philadelphia. 
Sisters of the Immaculate Hoart 
of Mary . ...... . .............. Philadelphia. 
Hill Boaruing School.. .......... Pott-stown. 
YERMON'l'. 
.Albany Academy ............... Albany. , . 
..A.lburgh Springs Acauemy ..... .Albur;:;h Sprmgs. 
Bristol Literar,y and Scientific 
Institution ................ ... Bristol. 
West Ch:trlestown .Academy ... Charlestown. 
Coveut.ry .Academy . ............ Covcutry. 
Craftsbury .Academy ........... Craft.;bnry. 
Enos burgh Academy ............ Enosl.Jurgh. 
Essex Classical Institute ....... Essex Centre . 
.Academical Institute .. ......... Franklin. 
Georgia Academy .... .......... Georgia. 
Orleans Liberal Institute ....... Glover. 
Essex CoU11ty Grammar School .Guildhall. 
Hardwick Seminars· ............ Hardwick. 
Hinesbnrgh Academy . ........ Hineshurgh . 
Holland Academy .....•..... ... Hollaud. 
Londonderry .Academy ...... .... Londonderr,y. 
West H.i ver Acadl~my .... ...... .. Londonderry. 
Newbury Seminar,y ............. Newbury. 
Beeman Academy . .......... ... New Haven. 
Northfield Iustitute ............. Northfield. 
Norwich Classical and English 
Boardiu~ School ............... Norwich. 
Riple:v, Vermont, Boys' Home ... Poultuoy. 
Oak Grove Seminary ........... Pownal. 
Royalton Academy ........ .... . Royalton. 
Newton Academy ........ .... . Sbo1·eham. 
Green Mount Perkins Institute S. Wooustock. 
Saint Johnsbury .Academy ...... Saint .Johnsbury. 
Swanton Fal ls .Academy ........ Swauton. 
Ireland and Gray Seminary ..... Townshend. 
Green Mountain Academy ...... Underhill Centre. 
Underbill Institute . ............ Underhill Flats. 
Williston Academy ....... .... .. Willistou. 
Glenwood Ladies' Seminary .... West Brattleboro. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 761 
TABLE VII.-Sttmmat·y of examinatirms for admission to the Un,ited States Military and 
Naval Academies for the year 187~. 
U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY. 
Rejected. 
On what account. 
States and Territories. 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 . . . . . . . . 1 . . 1 .... 
Arkansas................... 1 1 ................... . -- .. 
California . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... ........... . ..... .. . 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Delaware.................... 1.... 1 ....... .. ... 1 .... . . 
Florida .. ....................... .. ............... . ... ------ .. 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4 3
1
. . . . 1 1 3 3 1 .. 
Dlinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 1 . . . . 1 1 1 1 1 .. 
i~E~~HE/:E~ r i fi/ .: j ; ; ! 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
Maryland................... 3 3 ....................... . 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 .................... -.. . 
Michigan.................... 1 1 ......... . . ... ......... . 
Minnesota ................. . ........ ... ................ ---- .. 
Mississippi.. ................ 2 1 1 ....... . 1111 .. 
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 I 1 . . . . . . . . 1 1 .. ... . 
N cbraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
New Hampshire .. . .. ........ . .. ... ................. .... . . . . . 
New .Jersey....... ........ 1 1 .................. . .... . 
New York . .............. : . 14 9 5 .... .... 3 5 3 3 .. 
North Carolina.............. 3 2 1 ~- --- .... ---- 1 1 .. --
g~~~o"~:~:::::::::::::::::::: --~~ ---~ ---~ ·--~ :::: ---~ -~ -~ -~ :-: 
Pennsylvania.... . . . . . . . . . . . 111 8 8.... . . . . 5 8 4 3 .. 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . .. . 
So nth Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . ...................... . 
Tennessee................... 2 1 1 1 ... . ........... . 
Texas....................... 6 1 5 .... .... 2 5 3 2 .. 
Vermont................... . 3 1 2.... 1 2 2 1 1 .. 
~~~~~~~gi~i~::::::::::::::: ~ t i :::: :::: "'"i i "i :: :: 
Wisconsin................... 4 2 2.... .... 2 2 I 1 .. 
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ ............ _ ...... .. . __ 
Colorado ........ ..................... .. ............ ........ . 
Dakota ............ . . . ........... .. ............. . ......... .. . 
District of Columbia .. ........... ....... .. .......... . ...... . 
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Montana .......... ..... . ........................... . ..... : . . 
New Mexiao ...... ...... .... 1 .... 1.... .... 1 1 1 1 .. 
Utah .. . ...... : .................. ____ . ................. _____ _ 
Washington................. 1 . ... 1 ........ . ... 1 ... . . . 
Wyoming................. .. 1 1 ....................... . 
:Foreign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *2 2 ........ . ...... . .. ... .. . 
.At large . .................... 29 20 9 ... . ... . 3 ' 8 6 6 .. 
I. u. s. MILITARY ACADEMY. 
5 4 
3 2 1 
1 1 .... 
4 2 2 
Rejected. 
On what account. 
2---- --- 1 -- 1 1 
1 ---. --- . -- -- -- --
2 .... 
1 1 ........... . 
5 3 2 2---- '·-- . -- --
1 6 1.... .. .. 1-- 1 1.. 
6 3 3 2---- ... -- 1-- 1 
2 2 ............ - -- - .. -- -- --
2 1 1.... .... 1 -- - - 1 1 
2 1 1 1---. - --. -- -- --
7 3 4 ........ Il331 
5 3 2 2 - --
3 2 1 - --- ---- . -- . -- 1 -. --
1 1 .... ---- ........ -- -- .. .. 
1 1 ---· --- --- -- ... . -- --
4 2 2 ------- 1 1 1 1 1 
3 2 1 .... ---- 1-- 1 1 .• 
2 2 .... ---- .... ---- --
18 13 5 --- . --- 4 2 .3 ~ 1 
514 2 .... 21211 
11 8 3 1 ... . 11 .... 1 
17 9 8 4 - - -- 1 1 3 3 3 
2 2---- ... . --- - ..... -- - - --
3 2 1 .... .... 1 1 I 1 1 
7 3 4 .... ---- 4 1 1.. 2 
1 1. · -- .... ... . -- -- -
1 1 ....... . ---- ... . 
3 2 1 ........... . ] -- 1 
1 .... 1 . .......... . -·- 1 .. 
1 1 ---- ---- - ... - -- . 
1 1.---- ... 
1 . ... -- -- . ... -- -
1 ---. - --. 
1 1 . --. _,-- ---. 
t5 3 2 1 ---. 1 . 1 . 
10 9 1 - - - - - - - . 1 . 1 --
*,Japanese students. 
t The fignres under this bead are also included in the States to which they respectively belonrr ana 
to avoid counting them twice arc not included in the total. • "' 
TABLE VIII.-Sfatistics of ·universit-ies, colleges, and. collegiate depm·trnents for 1872, front t·eplies to inqwkics by the United States Bureau of Education. 
N OTt.-For statistics of t_ho professional 8chools or departments connected with any of these institutions, reference is made to the appropriate tables. 
Professors and in- I 1 Preparatol'y department. 
structors. o:l 
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g i~ j . ; ] ~, I I a51 I $1 ·1 $ ~~ ;:s ~ ; ,a ,a .....: c.) ?v ~ d a5 d . ,g 'fi.i .:, .:;: .8 "0 13 13 ~ o;j s o;j s o;j s 
'~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ z 8 ~ ~ ;s ~ ;s ~ 
7 18 191 '10 111112113114115 t 16117118119120121 2 i) 
Southern University .... Greensb orou g h, .. ..... . Methodist Episcopal.. Rev . .A. S . .Andrews, D. D .... 13 ...... .... .. .... 120 .... 
1 
....... . , .... , ... . .... . 
Ala. 
2 Howard College ......... Marion, .Ala ...... 18371837 Baptist .. .............. Col..J. T. Murfee ..... .. ..... 1010.. . . . . . . . . 0... . 1 40 40 .... .. ..... . 
J Saint .Joseph's College... Spring~Ilill, .Ala ... 1832 1829 Roman Catholic . . . . . . Rev . .J. Montillot, S . .J ....... 16 16 0 9 0 0 ... . ............ ..... .. .... . 
4 Talladega College . . . . . . . Talladega .... ..... 1869 1869 A.m. Mis. Association . .A . .A. Safford, prin.... ... . . . 1 1.. 7.... . . . . . . . . 5 90 48 42 6 1
1 
... . 
1: University of Alabama.. Tuscaloosa., .Ala ...... . 1831 None .. .. . . ... .... .... Nathaniel T. Lupton, A.M .. .Llll U 0 0 11.... 0 0 0 0 ... ..... .. ..... . 
6 Cane Hill College ........ Boonsborough,.A..rk 1852 1868 Cumberland Presby'tn Rev. F. R Ea\'le, .A .. M ....... 3 3.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 85 P.5 ............... ·J· .. . 
7 Saint .John's College ..... Little Rock, Ark . ..... 1857 Masonic ....... ..... . . 0. C. Gray, A.. M ............. 4 3 1 . . . . 2.... . . . . 2 102 102 .. .. ... . .. ... ..... . 
8 Missionary College of St. Benicia, Cal ...... 1868 1868 Protestant Episcopal.. Rev. W. P. Tucker, A.. M . • . . 5 4 1 S 2 0 . . . . 4 65 65 . . . . 65 ........... . 
Augustine. 





10 Unh-ersity of California. Oaldand, Cal. ......... 1855 State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prot D. C. Gilman, .A.M ..... 18 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 59 . . . . 149 ............ . .... ..... . . 
ll Saint Ignatius College ... San Francisco, Cal. 185!) 1855 Roman Catholic ....... Rev. Jos. Bayma, S . .J ........ 19 11 S.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 300 300 ............... . 
I::l Saiut Mary's College . .. ..... do ............. 187218li3 . ... do ............ ..... Brother -Justin .............. 12 t! 4 10... . . . . . . . . . 10 200 200.... 72 ..•. 128, ... . 
I:! Uni\'rrsity College ...... . .. . do . ........... . 1863185!) Presbyterian.·· - ······ Rev.-'Ym. Alexander, D. D .. :23 23 .. 3 2. .. . . ... 3 go 
14 Franciscan C0llcge ...... Santa Barbara, Cal. .... 1868 Roman Catholic....... R ev . .Jos . .J. O'Keefr, 0. S.l!' .. 9 6 0 6 2.... . . . . 3, - ~, 
15 Santa Clara College...... Stmta Clara, Cal... 1855 t 8;, 1 Ca,tholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R ev . .A. Yarsi ............... 1 ~ . 6 4 8 8 0 . . . . 3, ~~, 
Ill Universit·.V of the Pn.cific San .Jose, Cal ..... 1852 1852 Methodist Episcopal.. R ev. A.. S. Gibbons, A.. M .... 5 5.. 7 il 17 Pacilic Methodist Coll<:_ge Santa Rosa, Cal. .. 186:! 1861 Mrthodi"t Epis., South A.. L. Fitzg-erald, .A.. M . . . . . . !i 6 0 . . . . 0 
I8 College of Onr Lady of Santa Iuez, Cal .. ..... 1844 Roman Catholic...... . Bt·o. Paschal DoYau, 0. S. F. . 3 2 1 3 21 01 . . . . 1 II 101 
Gnndalupe.* 
l!l Cah!ot·uia College .... .. . 
20 lleHpOl'ifw Coll<'j.!;O ...... . 
21 Tl'iuity Collogo ......... . 
90 
,f(lf 40 
Qf\ 1 80 
Iiol ·56/· 60 10 





































221 Wesleyan University.... Middletown, Conn. 18311831 Methodist .....•...... 
23 Yale Collene · ...... . ..... N ew Haveu, Conn. 17011700 Cong1'egational ...... . 
24 Delaware College ....... . N ewark, Del ...... 18671870 State .... . ........... . 
25 Bowdon College ........ . Bowdon. Ga ....... 1!3571856 None ..... . 
26 University of Georgia.. . Athens, Ga .......... . LBO I State 
.Jos. Cummings, D. D., LL. D 13 7 2[ 2 . . .. 7 . . ................................ .. 
R ev. N"oah Porte1',D.D.,LL.D 57 52 16 5 16 4 .......................... . ....... .. 
Wm. H. Purnell, A. M . . .. . . 5 5 2 2 1 .. . . .. . . 10 93 45 48 ............... . 
Rev. F. H. M. Henderson,A.E 3 3 . . . . . . 1 . ... . ......... .. ....................... . 
R ev. A . .A .- Lipf'comb, D. D., 12.. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . 7.... 55 55 ........ . .. . ....... . 
LL.D. , Chancellor. 
27 Oglethorpe University .. Atlanta, Ga ....... 18351835 Presbyterian ........ . 
Macon, Ga ............ 1838 Baptist .............. . 
Rev. David Wills, D. D ...... 5 5 ................................................. . 
28 Mercer University* .... . 
Oxford, Ga . ....... 1837 1838 Methodist Epis., South 
Abingdon, Ill ..... 1855 1855 Christian . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29 Emory College ......... . 
30 Abingdon College ...... . 
Rev . .A . .J. Battle .. .. . .. . . . .. 5 .......................... , ............. : . ......... . 
Rev. 0. L. Smith, D. D . . . . . . . 6 6 . . 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 50 . . ................. . 
Bloomington, lll .. 1854 1857 Methodist Episcopal.. 31 Illinois Wesleyan Uni-
versity·. 
.J. W. Butler, A. M . . . . . . . . . . 8 .. 0 9 1 o
1
-............................ . ...... . 
Rev. 0. S. Munsell, D. D ..... 10 10 0 10 0 3 . . . . 5 175 135 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
32 Saint Viaturs College* ... BourbonnaisGrove,~----~18661 Roman Catholic ······I Rev. P. Beaudoin ............ 11:11131 .. 1 •••• 1 •••• , •••• , •••• , •••• , •••• , •••• , •••• , •••• , ••• , •• ··•· ••• Ill. 
33 I Blackburn University ... , Carlinville, ill ..... 18381867 Presbyterian ...•...... 
34 Chicago University* ..... Chicago, Ill ........... 1859 Baptist .............. . 
Rev . .J. W. Bailey, D. D ...... 7 7 .. 7. .. . 5.. .. 5 196,144 52 ~ 411 12! 1031 40 
Rev . .J. C. Burroughs, D. D., 13.. .. 3 2.... 52 .... 154 ........ . ....... I ....... . 
35 Saint Ignatius College .. . .... do ............. 18701870 
36 Saint Aloysius College* . East St. Louis, lli ..... 1868 
37 Eureka College.......... Eureka, TIL ........... 1852 
38 Northwestern University Evanston, TIL ..•.. 18511854 
39 Freeport College . . . . . . . . Freeport, Ill ..... ~ 18721872 
40 Lombard University .... Galesburgb, ill ... . 18571857 
41 Knox College* ................. do ............... 1841 
42 Illinois College . . . . . • . . . . .Jacksonville, TIL .. 1835 1830 
43 McKendree College...... Lebanon, Ill .. . ... 1835 1828 
44 Lincoln University...... Lincoln, Ill. ....... 18661866 
45 Monmouth Colleg_e . . . . . . Monmouth, Ill .... 1857 1856 
46 Northwestern Cotlege ... Naperville, Ill ..... 1865 186f 
47 Augl.'lstamt College ...... Paxton. IlL ....... 1865 1860 
48 Saint .Joseph's Ecclesias- Teutopolis, Ill ........ 1862 
tical Collerre. 
49 Shurtleff College . . . .. . . . Upper Alton, Ill .. 18~~ 1835 
'lO Westfield College ........ Westfield, Ill .... . 18Ua 1867 
51 Wheaton College........ Wheaton, Ill ...... 18611855 
52 Salem College"' .......... Bourbon, Ind .......... 1870 
53 Indiana University ...... Bloomington, Ind. 18281823 
54 Wabash College......... Crawfordsville,Ind 1834 1834 
55 Concordia College *.... . . Fort Wayne, Ind. . . ... 1850 
56 Ft.WayneColl., (1871·'2) ........ do ............... 1846 
57 Franldin College ........ Franklin, Ind .. . ...... 1872 
58 Indiana AsburyUniv .... Greencastle, Ind .. 18351835 
59 Hanover College........ . Hanover, Iml ..... 1833 1833 
60 Hat-ts>ille University ... Hartsville, Ind .... 18511851 
61 "Northw'n Christian Univ. Indianapolis, Ind .. 1850 1854 
62 Howard College ........ Kokoma, Ind .......... 1869 
63 Union Christian College . Merom, Ind . ...... 18591858 
64 Moore's Hill College ..... Moore's Hilt Ind. 18541854 
65 University q,fNotreDame Not-re Dame,· Ind .. 18441~4~ 
66 Earlham College ........ Richmond, Ind .... 1859185::1 
LL.D. 
Catholic .............. Rev. F. Coosemans .......... LO 10 0 6 2 0. ... 2 23! 23 ............ 
1 
..... - ·· 
~~~:~a:?.a~~-~1~~~~~~~ -~: !~i:l.J!~r:~~b~~:~:~~~-- ~ :: :: :::: :::::::: 1~g :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: 
Methodist .. . . . . . . . . .. C. H. Fowler, D. D ....... . .. 11 8 0 3 0 1 . . . . 8 306 196 110 100 1 100 25 
Presbyterian..... . .... Rev. W. D. F. Lummis, A. M 5 5 .. 5 . . .. . .. . . . . . 5 GO 30 ::JO . . ............. . 
Universalist ...... : ... Rev. Wm. Livingston, A.M .. 5 4 1 8.... ... . . . .. 6 101 ii2 39 11 9 ....... . 
~-~~~~-~z~t-i~n-~1.::::::: ·n~~,:::r.-:M."si~~-t~~-~.;t,·n:n·: !~ ·6 ·2 ···3 ·--2 ... 4 :::: ···4 ~~~ ·234 :::::::::::::::::::: 
Methqdist _Epi~COJ!al.. Re':. R. ~llyn, D. D . ......... 6 6 0 6 0 0 .. .. 3 12~ 103 231 ........ , ........ 
Cumb d Pxesbytenan. Rev . .J. C. Bowdon, D. D ..... 7 -4 1 6 1 5. .. . 4 81 47 40 20 15 16 12 
United Presbyterian .. Rev.D.A.vVallace,D.D. ,LL.D 9 .. 3.... . .. . . ... .. . . 7 140 fi5 75 . ...... - ~ -- ...... 
Evangelical.Associat.'n Rev. A. A. Smith, A.. M...... 8 5 1 7 1 . . . . . . . . 5 128 88 40 15 . . . . 4 13 
Evan elieal Lutheran. Rev. T. N. Hasselquist . . . . . . 4 4 . . . . . . . . .. 2 . . .. 2 23 23 . . .. 20 ........... . 
Cat1101"ic . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Very Rev. P -:' M. Klosterman, 9 6 .. . . . . 3 ....................................... . 
0. S . .F. 
Baptist .............. . 
Unit'dBreth'n in Christ 
Congregational ......• 
Baptist .............. . 
None ................ . 
Presbyterian ........ . 
Lutheran ............ . 
Methodist Episcopal .. 
Baptist .............. . 
"Methodist Episcopal .. 
Presbyterian . ..... : .. 
United Brethren ..... . 
Christian ........... .. 
None ................ . 
Christian ........... .. 
Methodist Episcopal .. 
·Roman Catholic ..... . 
Friends, (Orthodox) .. 
Rev. A. A. Kendrick, D. D ... 12 12 0 . . . .. . . . 6 . . . . 3 103 71 32 71 32 ...... .. 
Rev. S. B. Allen, A. M .. . . . . . 5 5 0 7 0 0 . . . . . . . . 174 110 64 9 11... . .. . 
R:~~~~:~;!:?D~~~::::: ~t~ -~::~~ ·--~ :::~ :::::::: --~~ ::~~ :::~ :::: :::J::: :::: 
Rev. J.l!'. Tuttle, D. D ....... 8 8.. 8.... .. .. . .. . 5 142 142.... 46 --··1 40 .. .. 
Rev. W. Sihler, Ph. B........ 4 . . ................ . ~ . . . . GO 60 ................... . 
Rev. Le-vi Beers, A. B . . . . . . . 7 . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . 118 . . . . 20 23 6 23 6 ....... . 
William '.r. Stott ............ 3 3.. 4 1 .... .... 4 24 19 5 ........ ' ....... . 
Rev. R. Andrews, D. D ...... U 9.. .... 1 7 196 ..... , ............. ·..... 1 ...... .. 
Rev. G. C. Hickman, D. D . . . 7 .7 .. 2 1 3 . . .. 2 44 44 .. .. 26 ... ~ ~ 18 .. .. 
.J. W. Scribner, A. M . . . .. . . . 7 5 0 9 0 . . . . . .. . 3 110 75 3:i . 15 2 30 10 
W . .F. Black, .A. ::\1. ........... L:':l 15.. .. . . 2 2.... 4 100 60 401 40 30 20 10 
.John 0. Hopkins, A. B., act'g 5.. .. ·4... . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . ............. .. 
Rev. T. Holmes, D. D ....... 4 4.. 7.... . . . . 6 3 147 99 48
1 
13 3 18 7 
Rev. F. A. Hester, D. D..... 5 5 . . 5 . . . . . . . . 46 . . . . 1:30 81i 44 8 1 78 43 
Rev. A. Lemonnier .......... 35 35 . . 26 9 . . .. . .. . 10 155 15.3 . .. . 50 .... 1 25 ...• 
.Jos. Moore, A .. M ............ 6 6 0 71.. .. . . . . . .. . . 4 . 101 61 40 ...... 1 ..... .. 
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67 Saint Meinrad's College . 
68 Burlington University .. . 
69 Griswold Colleg;e ....... . 
70 Norwegian Lut.ner CoiL. 
71 Upper Iowa University .. 
72 Iowa Colle~e ........... . 
73 HumlJoldt \Jollege ...... . 
74 Simpson Centenary Coli. 
75 Iowa State Universit-y .. . 
76 Iowa Wesleyan Univ .. .. 
77 Cornell College ......... . 
78 Central Univ. of Iowa .. . 
79 Whittier College ...... .. 
80 Tabor Colle~e ......... .. 
81 Saint BenediCt's College . 
82 Baker University . ...... . 
83 Hi~hland Univer11ity k ••• 
84 State U ni ,·ersi ty* . . ..... . 
85 'Vashl>urn College* .... .. 
86 :Berea Colleg·e* . .... . .... . 
87 Centro Colluge ......... .. 
88 Cecilian College . . .. . . .. . 
89 Kentucky Military In-
s tit.nte. 
90 Gcor~ctown Collc~e . . .. . 
01 K<.'ntuoky Unil•etsity .. .. 
Rev. J'. Hohie, 0. S. B . . . . . . . . 91 9 -- .... -- ......... : 1 11111 - ·- · · · · · · ·- · ·-- · · ·- · 
L. E. Wortman, A. B., prin .. 5 2 3 5 .... .. . .. ... 1 10 2 8 1 3 1 5 
Rev. E. Lounsbery, A.M.... 7 7 0 1 1 3 .. .. 4 55 55 .. .. 30 .. .. 15 .. .. 
Prof. ~· Larsen. . .. . .. .. . .. .. 6 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. 98 98 .. .. 71 .. .. 27 ... . 
Rodenck Norton, A. M ..... 1010.. .... .... .... 74. ................... -........ .. 
~:;: ~·::¥:±~~~~:.~:~::::: 1~ 1 ~ :: :::: ---~ ---~ --~~ ---~ .~:~ -~~~ .. :~ --~~ --~~ :::: :::: 
Rev. A. Burns, D. D . . . . . . . . . 9 6 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ..... . 
George 'l'hat.cher ... . ... . ... 32 10 9 12 ... .. ................. .... ..... . ... ........ . 
Rev. J'ohn Wheeler, D. D .... 9 9.. 5.... .... .. .. .... 98 62 36 21 6 41 30 
Rev. W. F. King, D. D ....... 13 8 0 5 0 4 56 5 262 167 95 48 25 119 70 
Rev. L. A. Dunri. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4 . . 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1051 57 48 30 20 . .. ... . . 
HenryDorland ............. 5.... .... .... .... . ... 3 85! 45 40 3 2 6 5 
Rev. W.M.Brooks, A.M .... 5 5 0 6 0 0 ........ 161 77 84 2 1 ...... .. 
VeryRev.G. C.I'istoph,O.S.B12 7 ...... 2 ............ 30 30 .................. .. 
Rev. R. L. Harford, D . D. . . . 8 (j 2 . . . . 1 1 21 . . . . .. .... ................. _ .. . 
!!!~~~D~;~. :!,;![ J :~; ii, :~:!!: ::~1 !!~1 ;:~!!u !! /!/ //! 
Saint Meinrad, Ind .... 11860 Catholic ........ : . .. .. 
Burlington, Iowa . 1853 1853 Baptist . ............. . 
Davenport, Iowa .. 1860 1859 Protestant EpiscopaL. 
Decorn.b, Iowa .... 18651861 Lutheran . .......... .. 
Fayette, Iowa ......... f85i3 Met-hodist Episcopal .. 
Grinnell, Iowa . ... 1847 18~ 8 Congregational ...... . 
Humboldt, Iowa ...... 1869 None ............... .. 
Indianola, Iowa ... 1867 1867 Methodist Episcopal .. 
Iowa City, Iowa ... 1857 1860 None ............... .. 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 1855 1855 Methodist Episcopal .. 
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 1857 1857 ...... do ............ .. 
Pella, I own. ....... 1853 1854 Baptist .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Salem, Iowa . ...... 1867 . . .. Friends ............. .. 
Tabor, Iowa ... .... 1866 1866 Congregational .. .... . 
Atchison, Kans _ .. . .. . . . . . Catholic ............. . 
BaldwinCity,Kans 1857 1857 Methodist Episcopal .. 
Highland, Kans ..... . . l859 Presbyterian ........ . 
Lawrence, Kans . .... . 18G.t St.ate ....... ...... ... . 
Topeka, Kans ..... l865 . .. . Congregational ...... . 
Berea, Ky .. . .... . .. ... l ~5H .............. . ........ . 
Danville, Ky . ..... l81!l l819 Presbyterian . ........ . 
Elizabethtown, Ky 1867 l860 Roman Catholic . .. ... . 
Frn.nkfort, Ky ... . 1846 1846 Undenominational ... . 
Georgetown, Ky .. 182!1 . .. Baptist .............. . 






































92\ Beth el College . . ..... . . . . 
!l3 Saint Mary'~! College ... . 
Russellville,Ky . . 1856 1856 Baptist .... . .......... NoahK.Davis,LL.D . ....•. 8 6 0 8 2 3 .... J · ·· · J····J · ···J ···-~ - ---~--- - ~ · ···J···· 
Sa,int Mary' s ~ta· 1837 1821 Roman Catholic ....... l{ev. L. Elena, C. R, LL. D . . 7 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H 14 ....... . ........... . 
941 Eminence College ...... . 
95 Louisiana State Univ .. . 
96 Saint Chades College . .. . 
97 Centenary College . . .... . 
98 College of the Immacu-
t ion,Ky. 






. .. . 
1 






.... , ... . 
Baton Rouge, La .. . .. . 1860 1Jndenomm:tt10nal .... Dav1d F. Boyd ........ . .... . l1 7 0 7 0 0 . . . . 7 47 47 _... 47 .. .. ........• 
Gmnd Coteau, L a . 1852 1837 Roman Catholic . . . . . . . Rev . .J. Boduit, S . .J . .... . ... l 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 15 J 5 .... . .. ... _ .. 
.Jackson, La . . .. .. . 1 ~25 1825 Meth. Episcopal, South Rev. C. G. Andrews, .A.M . .. 4 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 64 _ ... _ ....... . : · 







































Stra,ight University ..... !. ... do . ....•....... 1186911869 Evangelical ........ • .. 
Bowdoin College ........ Brunswick, Maine 17941798 Congregational . ...... . 
Bates College............ Lewiston, Maine .. 1863 1863 Free-will Baptist ..... . 
Colby University ........ vYaterville, Maine 1820 1820 Baptist .............. . 
Suint .John's College ..... Annapolis, Md .... 1784 1789 State . ................ . 
Loyola College . . . . . . . . . . Baltimore, Md . . . 1853 1853 Roman Catholic . ..... . 
Washington College.... . Chestertown, Md . .... 1"182 State ................. . 
1-tock Hill College....... Ellicott City, Md . 186:'i 1857 Roman .Catholic ...... . 
Saint Charles College ........ do ............. 1830 1848 ...... do .............. . 
Mount St.Mary'sCollege* Emmettsburg:h,Md . ... 1t:!03 _ ..... do .............. . 
Frederick Co-llege ....... Frederick, Mel .... 11796 1797 State ................. . 
Mount St. Clement's Coli. Ilchester, Md.... . .. . 1868 Roman Catholic ...... . 
Calvert College* ......... NewWindsor,Mll . .... 185'2 . .. .. . do . . .• .. .......... 
Westem Maryland CoiL. Westminster, Mel. 1868 1868 Methodist' Protesant .. 
Amherst College ....... . Amherst, Mass .. . . 182.3 1821 Congregational .....•. 
Boston College * ........ . 
Harvard College ........ . 
Tufts' Colle~e- ......... . 
Williams' College ....... . 
College of the Holy Crosst 
Adrian Colleget ........ . 
.Albion Colleget ........ . . 
Michigan University . . . . 
Hillsdale College ....... . 
Kalamazoo College ..... . 
Olivet College .......... . 
Boston, Mass .......... 1864 
Cambridge, Mass . 1642 1638 
College Hill, Mass . 1852 1855 
Williamst'n, Mass 17931793 
Worcester, Mass .. 1865 1843 
.Adrian, Mich ..... 1858 1858 
Albion, Mich ......... 1860 
.Ann Arbor, Mich ..... 1841 
Hillsdale, Mich ........... . 
Kalamazoo, Mich .. 18551855 
Olivet, Mich . . . . . 185U 1859 
University of Minnesotl!>. , Minneapolis, Minnl185111868 
Carleton College. . . . . . . . . Northfield, Miun .. 11366 181i6 
Saint .John's College ..... Saint Joseph, Minn 1 85~ 1867 
Roman Catholic ...... . 
None . ......... . ..... . 
Universalist ......... . 
Congregational. .. _ ... . 
Roman Catholic ...... . 
Methorlist ............ . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~1- :: 
Free Baptist ......... . 
Baptist .............. . 
Congregational and 
Presbyterian. 
State ................. . 
Congregational .. ..... . 
Roman Catholic ...... . 
Mississippi College...... Clinton, Miss..... 18511851 Baptist .•............. 
Universi ty of Mississippi Oxford, Miss ...... 1844 184!:' State ............... . . . 
Pass Christian College'". . P a s s Christian, ... . 1865 Roman Catholic ...... . 
Miss. 
Madison College ......... Sharon, Miss ...... 1851 1851 None ....••.......... . 
Tougaloo Univt::rsity .... Tougaloo, Miss . ... 18711870 . ... , ... . .. . .... . ...... . 
Saint Vincent's College .. CapeGirarrleau,Mo 1il,131844 Roman Catholic ...... . 
McGee College .......... College Mound, Mo 18531853 Cumb. Presbyterian .. . 
University of Missouri . . Columbia, Mo ..... 18391840 State ................. . 
*Statistics for 1871. t Catalogue for 1871-72. 
Rev . .J. W. Healey, D. D., 6 5 5 .. ... 1, .••...••. 511 . 261 251 261 23, . ... ' .... 
LL.D . 
.J. L. Chamberlain, LL.D .... 2216 6 4 1 12 ....................... . ........ . ..• 
Rev. A. B. Cheney, D. D . . . . 7 4 1 6 1 . . . . . . . . 4 68 68 0 ............ _ .. . 
Rev . .J. T. Champlin, D. D . . . 7 5 . . . . . . 1 2 ............ . ....... . .............. . 
.James M. Garnett, .A.M . . ... 8 6 2 11 2 0.... . . . . 61 · 61. .. . ........... _ ... . 
~~c: ~e~k!t;~~ef. ~l. ::::::: ~ 1g : ~ : :: : : ::: : ::: : :: : : ::: : ::: : : :: :::: ; : :: : : :: : : : · : : :: 
Rev. Bro. Bettelin ........... 22 14 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 110 110 . . . . 10 . . . . 70 ... . 
Rev. S. Ferte, D. D .......... 12 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1RO • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
re~r..vB~~:~li:~.c~~~~~~:.~~~2g ::::···a:::::::: 1~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :~:: ·. ::: :::: 
M. Holans, rector . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 112 112 ................... . 
A. H. Baker, A . M . . . ........ 8 ............................... . ................... . 
Rev. J. T. Ward, D. D ....... 13 5 8.... . . . . 0.... 4 35 24 11 13 6 11 5 
Rev. W. A. Stearns, D. D., 2114 4 3 . . . . 7 . .. .... ....... · ..................... . 
LL.D. 
Rev. Robert Fulton, S . .J. . ... 9 .....••...•...•..•.. .. . . ......•...•............. .. .. 
C. W. Eliot, LL. D ........... 33 16 7 12 6 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _. . . . . . . .. . 
Rev . .d. . .A. Miner, D. D ...... 13 9 7 17 2 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
P. A. Chaubourne, A. M ..... 1310 0 1 0 5 .................. ... .............. . 
Rev . .J.B.O'Hagan .......... 1210 2 3 3 ....... .. ...... . .................... . 
A. H. Lowrie, .A.M . ......... 6 6.. 3.... . . . . 30... . 71 31 40 31 40 . ...... . 
~e_[;: ~~~~~~lni> ~-- ~: : :: : 1~ i5 d 1~ : ::: : : :: · · 28 : : : : . ~~~ : :: : :::: : : :: ::: : : : : : : ::: 
Rev. D. M. Graham, D. D . . . . 8 8 . . 13 1 8 . . . . 12 74 54 20 26 7 28 13 
Rev. K. Brooks, D. D . . . . . . . . 9 4 . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 121 74 47 23 4 51 43 
.J. H. Hewitt, A. M .......... 13 7 1 5 . . . . 4 . . . . . • . . 1:.!3 65 5ti 35 30 ....... . 
W. W. Folwell, A. M ........ 111 5 0 6 . . . . ..... : .... 196 140 56 58 33 8~ 23 
Rev . .J. W. Strong, D. D...... 6 6 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . 6 91 60 31 27 9 0 0 
Rev . .Alexius Edelbrock, 0. tO 12 0 0 0 . . . . c40 4 31 :11 0 12 0 HI 0 
S.B. 
Rev. W. Hillman, A. M ..... 10 5 0 3 2 0 . . . . 5 134 134 0 75 0 59 0 
~;;-{;afah~~~-~~1~-~:~::::: i~~~ .~ :::::::: :::: ·i75 ·--~ -~~~ ·--~ ·--~ ·--~ ·--~ ·--~ ---~ 
.JohnS. Robinson ........... 2. 2 0 2.... 0 30
1 









H . .J. Steele, principal ....... 10 9 1 12 . . . . 2.... 7 210 120 90 20[ 18 40 29 
Rev . .A. Verrina ............. 9 . . 0 8 . . • . 0.... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll 0 
Rev. J. B. Mitchell, D. D..... 7 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 115 91 21 42; 4
1
1 49 20 
Daniel Read, LL. D .......•. 16 15 5 4 . . . . 16 51 0 0 0 0 oj 0 0 U 
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Grauel River College ... . . 
Ucntral College ..... .... . 
\ V<>stminster College ... . 
LowiR College . ......... . 
Lincoln College ..... ... . . 
Hannibal Uoll ~~e . . . ... . 
\Villiam Jewcu College*. 
Johnson Male and Fe-
Edinbnrgh, Mo .... 1858'1858 ... . ..... . .. . .... . .... . . 
Fayette, 'Mo .. .. .. . 185511871 Meth. Epis. South . . .. . 
Fulton, Mo . . .. .. . - - .. 1852 Presbyterian, 0. S .... . 
Glasgow, Mo ...... 1865 . . . . Methodist Episcopal.. 
G1·eenwoocl, Mo . . . 1870 .... United Presbyterian .. 
Hannibal, Mo ..... 18681868 Metb. Epis. South .... . 
Liberty, Mo ..... ... ... 1848 Baptist ............. .. 
Macon City, Mo ... 1865 . . . . M.ethodh!t Episcopal.. 
male College. 
Saint Pttul 's College..... Palmyra, Mo ...... 184811848 Protestant EpiscopaL. 
Bethel Collop;e• . . . . . .. . . . . ... do .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ... 1!348 . __ .. ....... .... ... . .. . 
SaintJoseph'sCollege ... SaintJoseph, Mo. 1872l!:l07 RomanCatholic . . . ... . 
Saint Louis Univers1tv.. 15aint Loms, Mo.. 1832'1833 .... do .. ..... ......... . 
Wasbi~1gton U_niyersit:r. ..... do ............. 18~~~ ·-;· Undenominat~onaL . . . 
Coll. of ibe Cbnst n Bros .... . do ............. 18;x>,18;>9 Roman Cathohc . ..... . 
Nl'brn~lmCollege ........ Nebr. City, Nebr . . 186811863 Episcopal ........... . 
Dartmouth College. ..... Hanover, N.H .... 1769 1770 Uongregat.ional ...... . 
Rntgers Uollege .. ...... NewBrunsw'.k,N.J 177011771 Reformeu .... . ....... . 
Uollege of Now Jersey.. Princeton, N.J . . .. 1748.1748 Presbyterian ......... . 
SctonHall_Coll~ge~.----- Sot~th Ora~e, N.J 1861,18?6 Un.th?'iic ............. . 
Alfrcu Umvers1L.V .... .. Alired,N. Y ••••• • ••• . 1836 Baptist . ............. . 
St. Bonaventura; College . Allegany, N. Y . ...... 1859 Roman Catholic .. ... . . 
J. E. Vertrees- . . . ......... . 3 3 0 . . . . . . - . 0 . - - . 3 90 40 50 0 0 0 0 
Rev. J.U. Wills, A.M ...... . 5 5 0 0 0 5--.. 3 26 26 0 12 0 14 0 
Rev. A. L.Rice,D.D ..... .. . 6 6 0 6 0 . . . 31 - --. 20 20 0 20 0 0 0 
J. U.Hall, A, M . ... . ....... . 3 2 1 3 1 .... ......... . .... ..... .. ... ..... .. ... . . 
Rev. M. M . Brown, A.M . ... . 
Rev. L. Baier, .A.M ......... ·. 
Rev. T.Rambaut,LL.D.,S. T.D 
2 2 ..... . ................ .... .. ....... ... . ..... ..... . 
5 5 0 0 0 0 -- .. 2 35 19 16 12 . 10 0 0 
7 ... · ... .......... 152 ............................... . 
Rev. E. W. Hall, A.M ...... . 5 3 2 - . - . . - ...... - . -. 2 68 40 28 . - ... -- . . -- ... -. 
~~:~~~:We~~~~~:~·:~:~ gj -~ -~ ---~ ::::::::··so .. . ~--~~--~~--~~·--~---~:::::::: 
BrotberAgatho ............. 10 8 2 3 .... 1.... 3 178 178 0 10! 0 65 0 
Rev. J. G. Zealand, S. J ...... 20 19 1 . . . . 0 0 56 3 90 90 0 3;> 0 0 0 
Rev.W.G.Eliot,D.D . ..... . 41 ,24 0 17 ........ 8 22 320 320 0 .... 0 .... 0 
Rev. Bro.ther. James ... ...... 25,18 0 7 0 0.... 15 450 450 0 300 0 0 0 
Rev. Jno. McNamara, D . D. . 6 6 0 0 1 0.... 6 48 48 0 20 0 28 0 
Rev.A. D. Smith, D. D.,LL. D 33 16 11 4 1 7 . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
W. H. Campbell, D.D. ,LL.D 23J12 0 0 1 4.... 10 175 175.... 62.... 53 ... . 
Rev.Jas.McCosh,D.D. ,LL.D16
1
12 2 18 4 7 ....... ..... ..... .. .. ... . : ... . ..... . 
~~r '--~~~~~~:~~~t_~:-~ ~I 1i :::::::: :~:: :: :~~~: ::~: :~~ : :~~ ~~~~ : :~~ ~ ~~ ~ :: :~ ~ ~~~ Saint Stephen's College .. Aunandalo, N.Y .. 1860 1858 Episcopal . 
Broold:yn Coll~into anu Brooklyn, N.Y .... 18541 1855 None . .... 
,,J?olytocb!'ic,.Lm!tit~te. . . 1 1 1 1 1 !Hoi ... 1.~ .. • .... • .... • .... · .... · ......•. SamtJobnsCollep;o ........ do ................. 1870 RomanCathohc .... .. . l Rev.T.J.Landry,C.M ..... Is................ · 





































160 l Canisius College ....•.... Buffalo, N.Y .......... 1870 Catholic ............ . 
161 Saint.Joseph'sCollege ....... do -------·····- .... 1862 RomanCatholic ...... . 
162 St. Lawrence University. Canton, N.Y ...... 1856 1856 Universalist._ ....... . 
163 ~~milton qoll~ge. . .... _ Clinton, N. Y ..... 1812 1812 Presb:v.terian ..... _ .. . 
164 Samt .John s Co1lege..... Fordham, N.Y .... 1846 1840 Catholic ............. . 
165 Hobart College .. _____ ._. Geneva, N. Y . .... 1822 1824 Protestant Episwpal . 
166 Madison University .. _ .. Hamilton, N. Y ... 18461832 Baptist ............. .. 
167 Cornell University ...... Ithaca, N.Y ...... 18651868 None ............... · .. 
168 Collel!eoftbeCityofN. Y New York, N.Y .. 18471866 .... do .............. .. 
169 Coil. of St. Francis Xavier .... do _ ............ 18611847 Roman Catholic ..... .. 






































Manhattan College .......... do ............. 18631863 
University of City ofN. Y .... do ............. 18311831 
University of Rochester. Rochester, N.Y . ...... 1850 
Union College ..... -. . . . . Sob enectady, N. Y. 1795 1795 
Syracuse University ..... Syracuse, N.Y... 18701871 
Davidson College ... .. ... Davirlson Vill., N.C 18361837 
Rutherford Male and Fe- Excelsior, N.C .... 1870 1870 
male College. 
North Carolina College .. Mt. Pleasant, N.C. 18591859 
Wake Forest College. . . . Wake Forest, N.C. 1835 1833 
Trinity College .......... Trinity, N.C ...... 18521852 
l3u?htcl9olle~e ......... .Akron, Ohi? ...... 1870 1872 
OhiO Umvers1ty .. .. -.... Athens, Ohio ..... _ . _ _ 1804 
Bald win University . . . . . Berea, Ohio . __ . _ '-. 1856 18561 Methodist Episcepal .. 
Saint Xavier College . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio . _ 1842 1832 Catholic .... __ .•.. _ .. _ 
Mou11t Saint Mary's of . ... do . . ......... . ..... 1851 . . .. do ....•. 
the West. 
Capitol University t-.... Columbus, Ohio. __ . -- ..... 
Ohio Wesleyan Univers'y Delaware, Ohio .. _ 18431845 
Kenyon College .. _...... Gambier, Ohio . . . 1824 1826 
Denison University ~ __ . Granville, Ohio. ___ 18321831 
Hiram College .. ____ ... _. Hiram, Ohio __ . _. _ 18G6 1866 
W•·stern Reserve College Hud::~on, Ohio _ .. . . 1826 1827 
Ohio Central College..... Iberia, Ohio ...... _ ---. -- . . 
Marietta College .. ; . . • . . Marietta, Ohio ___ . 1835 1835 
Mount Union College .... Mount Union,Obio 1858 1858 
Franklin College ........ New Athens, Ohio. J8251t:l25 
O~erJ.i? C~llege_ ........ __ Oberlin, O~io ..... _ 1834,1833 
M1am1 Umvers1ty....... Oxford, Ob10 _ ..... 1809 1R24 
Richmond College_ .. _.__ Richmond, Ohio ... 1835,1835 
"One Study" University Scio, Ohio. __ .•. __ . 18661859 
Wi~tenberg qollege. __ . _ _ Si;Jringfie~d, Ohio._ 18451---
Heidelberg College ..... _ Tiffin, OhiO .. __ .. _ 1849 1850 
Urbana University ...... Urbana, Ohio ..... 1850
1
1851 
Otterbein Unh·ersity . . .. Westervi1le, Ohio. 18471847 
Wi~hmg~ by <;:Qllege . . . . . Willoughby, Ohio 1864 . --. 
Umvers1ty of Wooster_, Wooster, Ohio .... 1868?870 
Wilberforce University _ Zenia, Ohio ....... 185611856 Zenia College .•......... . .... do .•.•....... __ 1850,18501 Methodist Episcopal._ 
*Statistics for 1871. 
Rev. W. Becker, S . .J ....... . 10 9 1 . - .... - . -... . . . . . . . . .... -- ......... ... -
Rev. Brother Frank ...... _ .. 14 13 1 10 2 . .. . 231 4 150 150 .. :. 30 .... I 18, .... 
A.G.Gaines,acting ......... 6 4 2 1 3 3 6 ...................... .. 
Rev. S. G. Brown, D.D., LL.D 12 11 1 11 0 8 ............. __ . _.. . __ . . __ ...... _ .. 
Rev . .Jos.Sbea, S . .J .......... 2423 1 0 0 0 .... 6 70 70 .... 22 .... 20 .. .. 
Rev. M.Van Rensselaer, D. D 6 6 3. .. . .. . . 5 ...................... _ ........ . . .. . 
Rev.E.Dodge,D.D.,LL.D . 1211 1 14 3 4 .••. 4 45 45 .... 36 .... 9 .. .. 
A. D. White, LL.D .......... 49 21 H 3 11 _ ... _ .............. ___ .. __ ........ _ 
A.S.Webb,LL .. D .......... 1515 0 36 22 0 .... 36 540 540 .... 132 .... no:::: 
~ev.H.Hudou,S . .J ......... J422 4 3 .... 0 .... 13 357 357
1 
................... . 
] .DA. P. Barnar(!, D. D., LL. 9 8 0 1 2 1 ............ _. __ ...... ______ .. ____ .. 
.,L.H.D. 
Brot.her Paulian ___ . . . . . . _ . 10 9 1 
H.Crosby,D.D.,LL.D.,chan'r 35 as 0 
M. B. Anderson, LL. D .. _... 9 9 0 
Rev.E.N.Potter,D.D ...... 1515 0 
.Alex. Winchell,LL.D.,chan'r 9 8 1 
.J. R. Blake, chairman . . . . . . . 7 7 0 








0 0 --.. 36 680 680 - . . · 420 .. -- 100 ... . 
0 ........ -··· .................... ---- ... . 
0 3 6 --·- ........ ·--- ............... . 
1 12. ... 4.- - .. --· . -· .. -- ..•.......... 
o ........ ---- .. ........................ .. 
0 0 9 .................. .. ........... . 
2 u . • .. 1 18 10 8 10 8 .. -- -- .. 
Rev.L . .A.Bickle,.A.M ...... 4 4 .. 1 ............ 3 81 e1 .. :-. 26 ........... . 
Rev. W. W. Wingate, D. D . . 6 5 0 6 1 0 .....•.. _. _ .. ____ ....... ___ .... . __ . . 
Rev. B. Craven, D. D .. . . . . .. 6 6 0 6 0 0 . .. . 3 13 13 . . .. 13 ........ .. .. 
Rev. S. H. McCallister .. . . . . 8 8 .. 2 • - 2 . . . . 2 101 50 51 20 15 15 12 
W. H. Scott, acting ... _.... 5 4 . . . . . . 1 .... -... 1 28 26 2 .. _ ... _ ..... _. _. 
Rev. W. D. Godman, D. D .... 10 9 1 1 -... 1 97 . . .. 67 34 33 19 8 15 25 
Leopold Bushart ..... __ . __ .. 18 6 . . . . . . 9 . . . . 214 . . . . 34 34 . - ..... . .. _ ..... __ . _ 
Rev. ]' . .J. Pabillch, D. D., b 6 . . 10 . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 25 25 .. .. 25 .......... .. 
LL.D. 
Rev. W. F. Lehmann ........ 5 .. -- .... 3 .... .... .... 21 ....................... . 
Rev. Frederick Merrick ..... ll 7 0 9 2 9 14.... 211 211 . . . . 80 _... 131 __ .. 
Prof. Eli T . Tappan, .A.M ... _ 5 5 0 8 3 4 . . .. 4 16 16 .. .. 16 _ ... . ...... . 
Rev. S. Talbot, D. D. . .. • .. .. 9 7 _o 9 2 1 .. .. 3 100 100 .. __ 60 ........ ___ ; 
B. A. Hinsdale, A.M ... _..... 6 6 .. 9 3 .... -... 8 302 186 116 ............ __ .. 
Rev. Carroll Cntler, .A. M.. .. 7 7 0 7 0 0 • .. . 2 44 44.... 44 ........... . 
E. F. Reid ... . ........ _...... 3 3 .. 3 1 0 . . .. 3 100 63 37 39 4 24 16 
Rev • .J. W . .Andrews, D. D ... 10 7 1 1 1 ....... _ 2 70 70.... 70 .. _ ........ 
Rev. 0. N. Hartshorn, LL.D. 1711 6.... . .. . 3.... 4 181 137 44 68 16 69 28 
.A. F. Ross, LL. D ........ : _.. 7 5 2 6 1 1 94 .......... __ . _ ..... _ ......... .. 
Rev . .J. H. Fairchild, D. D .... 2!:112 3 8 6 14 .... 10 633 406 227 193 3 54 171 
Rev . .A.D. Hepburn ......... 6 6 .. ..• .•.. .... ... . 1 28 ...................... .. 
L. W. Ong, A. :\1 .• _. _ ••••••. _ 7 4 3 4 . -.. . • • . • • • . 2 24 18 6 Es 2 12 4 
.A. D. Lee, .A.M .... _ ......... 13 9 4 ............... _ .......... _. . . . . . . . _ ... ____ .. .. 
Rev.S.Sprecber,D.D ....... 55 ...... 2 5 .... 2 66 66 .... 25 .... 6 ... . 
Rev. G. W. Willard, D. D.... 5 5 .. fi 1 .. .. . .. . .. . . 83 73 10 30 . _ ........ .. 
Rev. F. Sewall, A.M ...... __ . 4 2 -- 4 . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 18 18 _. _. 8 .. _. 10 . __ . 
Rev. H. A. Thompson, A.M. 6 G 0 1 0 6 .... 2 112 75 37 14.... 14 37 
L.T.Kirk .................. 5 5 0 5 0 0 ........ 111 49 62 .............. . 
Rev. Willis Lord, D. D ... _.__ 9 9 ...... -... . . . . . . . . 2 35
1 
30 . 5 . __ .. __ ........ . 
Rt. Rev. D. A. Payne, D. D._. 7 5 2 4 4 0 1 5 94
1 
58 36 6 1 4 5 
William Smith, A. M ....... _ 7 7 -...... -.. .. .. 24 1 26 10 1G. ............. .. 




















TABLE VIII.-Statistics of univers-ities, colleges, and collegiate departmeJtts jm· 1872-Continued. 
Professors and in-
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2081 Antioch College ........ . Yellow Springs, 185218531 Unitarian Cong ... ----1 Rev. G. W. Hosmer, D. D .... 1 61 51 0 























Pacific University ..... .. 
Christian Colle~et ...... . 
Willamet.te Umversity .. 
Muhlenber_g College .... . 
Andalusia vollege * ..... . 
Lebanon Valley College .. 
College of Saint Thomas 
of Villanova. 
Dickinson College ...... . 
Lafayette College ....... . 
Ursin us College ........ . 
Peunsyh' ania College ... . 
Fmnklin a.n<l Marshall 
ForestGrove, Oreg ..... 1859 
~~::,o.o;~g2~~~~ ~ ·_ i853 i85i ~ - :Mei:i:to-di_s_t_ Epi~~~pai:: 
Allentown, Pa .... 1867 1848 Lutheran ... ......... . 
Andalusin, Pa ......... 1861 Protestant EpiscopaL. 
.Annville, Pa ...... 1867/1866 United Brethren ..... . 
Bryn Maur, Pa .... 1848 1846! Roman Catholic ...... . 
Carlisle, Pa ....... - ~1783 1 1783 1 Methodist EpiscopaL. 
Easton, Pa ........ 1826 1831 Presbyterian ......... . 
Freelaud, Pa ...... 1869 1870 l{eformed, (German) .. 
Gettysburgh, Pa .. 1832 1 1 8~~ Lutheran ........... .. Lancaster, Pa ..... 1853118;)3 German Reformed .. . . College. 
Lewisbnrgh University.. Lewis burgh, Pa . . . 184711847 
Saint Francis College* ... Loretto, Pa ............ 1850 
Lincoln Uni vers1ty. . . . . . Lower Oxford, Pa . Hl;-)4 1853 
Allegheny College ....... Meadville, P!t ..... 18171815 
Mercersbur"h College... Mercers burgh, Pa. 18651865 
Baptist ..... ..... ... . . 
Roman Catholic •...... 
Presbytel'ia.n . ........ . 
Methodist ........... . 
Reformed .. . ......... . 
German Reformed ... . 
United Presbyterian .. 
Roman Cathoiic ...... . 
Roman Catholic ...... . 
None ................ . 
Palatinate C'ollege*..... . .Myer><town, ".Pa ....... .. . . 
Westminster Co1lege .... v'V'ilmingtou, Pa ... 1852 1852 
La Snll~ College* .. ...... Philadelphia, Pa ...... 1862 
Saint ;Joseph's College .. .... do ............. 1852 1852 
University of Penusyl· .. .. do ............. 17551749 
vania. · 
Rev. S. H. Marsh, D. D. .. .. .. 5 .. .. 3 .. .. . . .. 96 .. .. 
T. F. Campbell.............. 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 52 .. .. 
T.M.Gatch,A..M ........... 7 7.. .... .... .... .... 5 
Rev.F.A.Mnhlenber~D.D. 6 6 0 .... 1 1.... 2 
Rev. H. T. Wells, LL . .u ..... 11 ...................... .. 
L.H.Hammond,A.M ....... 6 5 0 0 2 0 .... 2 
Very Rev. Thomas Gal berry, 22 10 4 8 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
O.S.A. 
46---. - •• - •.. ---. - .• - - -· · 
79 ':" ... ---- .... ---- .... ----
190 100 90 40 32 60 58 
32 .. ...•• . .•.. --·· .... -··· 
55 .... ---- ............ ----
163 127 36 24.... 44 12 
40 40 .. .. 10 .. .. 10 .... 
Rev. ;J. A. McCauley ....... . 7 7 
Rev. W. C. Cattell, D. D •..... 25
1
161 3 
Re\. ;J. H. A. Born berger . . . . 7 7 .. 
Rev. M. Valentiue, D. D .. ... 10 9 1 







1-- --~- -- -~---- ' --- - ~- -- ·1-- --~-- .. I .. --~- -- -~-- .. 5 ..................................... .. 1 ____ 
1
__ __ 4 33 33 .. .. 12 _ __ _ .. __ __ _ • 
3 56 2 4i 47 ............. .. ... . 
2 0 .. .. 2 4~ 42 ........ -- .. - .. - .. .. 
Rev. ;J. R. Loomis, LL.D..... 6 6 0 . .. .. .. . 2 6 3 71 71.... 34 ... _ 37 __ .. . 
Rev. C. V. Neeson ......... .. 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 .••.... _ .. __ ..•. __ .. _ .•. _______ • 
Re,. ;J. N . R endall, D. D . . . . l!l 6 8 4 . . . . 4 . . . . 4 89 89 .. ; . 34 ... . _ ...... . 
Rev. Geor~_Loomis, D. D ... ~ ~.. .. .. .. .. fl.... .. .. 46 ~2 4 42 1 ...... .. 
Rev. E. G .. tug bee, D. D...... 6 6 . . . • • . 1 . . . . . . . 6 39 ;jt! 1 25 ........... . 
~~;:,_~~~e~-~i~-~~·-~--~:::::: g ·r, ·o ... i :::: :::: -~~~ ---4 "4i "26 "is "26 "is .::::::: 













































































\¥estern University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Lehi~h UnivorRity .... .. 
Swatumore College ..... . 
Washington and Jeffer-
son College. 
Waynesburcrh College .. 
Haverford C'ollege ..... . 
Saint Vincent's Colleget. 
Brown University ...... . 
College of Charleston . . . 
Uni>ersity of South Car· 
olin a. 
Furman Universityt .... . 
Claflin University ... ... . 
Wofford College ........ . 
New barry College ...... . 
EastTennessee Wesleyan 
University. 
King College ........... . 
Greenville and Tuscu-
lum College. 
West Tennt:>ssee College t 
Jonesborough College* .. 
East Tennessee Univer· 
sit.y. 
Cumberland University 
Pittsburgh, Pa .... I18Ull18201 None················-~ GeorgeWoocls,LL.D ..... .. Il4~ 9! 01 51 0
1 
31231 4111511151 .... 1 52, .. .. 
s. Bethlehem, Pa .. J 866 18~6 Pr?testant Episcopal . . Henry Coppee. LL. D · · · · · · · 7 G 1 6 - • • · • • • · 1301 ... ~- · · -~- · · ~-- · -~· · --~- · · · 
Swathmore, Pa ... 1864 1869 Fnell(lS ............... E. H. Magtll, A. M .......... 7 6 1 13... .. .. .. . 20 190 120 70 ...... . 
Washington, Pa .. 1802,1802 l:'resbyterian ........ . Rev. G. P. Hays, D. D ....... 1110 1 .. .. . .. . 1 _... 6 4::1 4:i.... 43 ... . 
63, .... 
Waynesbn_rgh,Pa . 18?01850 C[1!llb'dPresbyterian .. ~ev.A.B.Miller,D.D ...... 9 7 2 9 01 41 681 31 961 561 401 20~----~ 301 4 
\V. Haverforu, Pa . 1833 1l:l33 Fnends ............... S. J. Gummere, A.M ........ 6 2 .................. _ ......................... _ ... _ 
WestrriorelandCo., 1870 184ti Roman Catholic...... . Rt. Rev. B. Wimmer, 0. S. B 26 ................ _... . .. . 36 ... .................... : 
Pa. 
Providence, R.I .. 17641765 Baptist .. ............. Rev. E. G. Robinson, D. D. , 11 9 .. 3 .. . . 
LL.D. 
Charleston, S.C ... 17851?89 None............. .. .. N. R. Middleton ............. 51 5 ...... ---- [·· --[ 501 .... 1 .... 1. ---~- ... 1. ---~----~- ---~- ... Columbia,$. C .... 180111e06 ................ :. .. .. .. R. W. Barnwell, LL. D ...... 12,10 2 1 . .. . 0 70 ............................ _ .. . 
Greenville, S.C.-- ~ --- .
1
















.. .. Orangeburgh, S.C ... · 18~9 Method 1st Ep1scopaL. Rev. A. Webster, D. D .. .. .. 8 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 109 .. .. . . .. . .. . ................. .. 
Spartanbnrgh,S.C. 18~118;.J3 Meth. Episcopal South. Rev. A.M. Shipp, D. D .. . . .. 6 6 0 6 . .. . .. .. .. .. 2 2~ 29 . .. . 29 ........... . 
Walhalla, S.C ..... 18<l8 1858 Lutheran............ Rev. J.P. Smelt-zer, D. D .... 3 3.. 3 ... : . .. . 7 1 7<l 75.. .. 15 .......... .. 
Athens, Tenn ..... 1867 867 Methodist Episcopal.. J. A. Dean, A.M ............ 7 7 0 7 1 0 ................... . .............. .. 
Bristol, Tenn ..... ,1868,1868[ Pre~:~byterian .......... , Rev. J. D. Tadlock . .. ..... . -I 41 41 .. 1" --~-- .. 
Greenville, Tenn .. 1868 1868 ...... .'................. Rev. W. S. Doak, A. M .. .. .. 6 4 2 7 1 ~ ~ --~~ 2 1 85 87 ~~1''2il::::l: :::1::::1:::: 
Jack~on,:1;enn ... -~----~i8651······ · ··:·· ···:·· ······1 Rev. E. L. Patten, A.M ...... ~ .. --~- .. - ~---- ~ ----~1~~1 .... 1 .... , .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .. .. Jone.,boiO h, Tenn..... Method1st Ep1scopal .. H. Presnell, A.M ........... 3.... . ... ... . .... ti<l .............................. .. Knoxville, Tenn .. 18401869 None ................. Rev. T. W. Humes, S. T. D . .. 14 8.. 5 1 8.... 4 132 132.... 48.... 84 .. .. 
Lebanon, Tenn .... 18421842 Cumb'dPresbyterian .. -Rev. B. W . McDonald, D. D., 22 5 2 0 . •.. 21 87 87, .............. ......... . 
Ma~yville. Coll~ge ....... Mar.-':~ille, ~enn . _ 1842 ~~!~ Pres?yterian ... .. .... _ 
Umon Umvers1ty t ..... - Mmfteesbmough, · · · · Bapt1st .... _ ......... . 
LL: D. 
Rev. P.M. Bartlett, D. D . . . . 3 3 . . 6 1,.. .. .. .. 3 86 42 44 15 101 271 34 
Rev. Charles Manly, D. D .. . 5 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 161 .. ~ ........................... .. 
T enn. 
Central Tennessee Col- Nashville, Tenn . _ 1866 1866 Methodist Episcopal._ 
leo-e. 
Uni~ersit.y of Nashville ..... do ............. 17851785 None .... . 
Fisk University ....... . . . ... do------------- 186?, 1867 None ................ . 
University of the South Suwanee, Tenn ... 185e 1868 Protestant Episcopal.. 
Texas Miiitary Institute. A ustiu, Tex . .. ... . -- · · 1868 .. . ........ ............ . 
Sai~t- Jo.seph'.s ,C?llege ... Brownsville\ Tex .. is56 f~~~ Roman Catholic ...... . Umvers1ty of Samt Mary Galveston, Tex.... . ... do .... . ....... . .. . . 
Hend~rson_ Coll~ge * .... _- Henderson, Tex .. . i84b !~~~ ·- ·- · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · 
Baylo1 Umverstt-y ....... Iurlependeuce, Tex~· Bap.tlst .......... .... . 
WacoUniversit.y.: ...... Waco,Tex ....... 18571857 .... do ......... . ..... .. 
University of Vermont .. Burlington, Vt .... 1783 180 1 None ................ . 
Midrll_elmry C?llege : .... Middlebury, Vt ... 179617fl7 Congregational .. .... . 
Norw1ch Ulllvers1ty, Northfield, Vt . .... 18341834 Protest.antEpiscopal.. 
Rev.Jno.Braden,A.M ...... 6 6 ...... ----~---- .... 6 241 114 127 10 ·4, .... , .. .. 
E. Kirby Smith, chan . . . . . . 23
1
20 0 3 0 0 .. . 7 221 221 .................. .. 
A . K . Spence, A . M., act'g . .. 5 5 _0 0 0 0 .. .. 7 33 25 8 25 8 ...... .. 
~~~{·~~~:!::i~~:~~~~:::: ! -::: .::4:::: :::: -~~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Bro. Boniface, C. S. C . . . . . . . . 8 8 .. - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . 4 115 115 . . . . 45 ........... . 
G. H. Gould..... . ..... .. .... . . . . . . 7 . . . . 0 315 . ... _ .......... _ ....... _ ....... . 
Rev. W. C. Crane, D. D . . . . . . 8 5 3 2 1 2 . .. .. . . ............................ . 
Rev. R. C. Burleson, D. D .... 10 7 .. 8 2 1 . . . . 2 ...... .. ........... .. ...... . 
M.H. Buckharu,A.M ....... 14 l:l 5 2 01 1 ... ............................... .. 
~:;:itRo!~~~~:.1n~JP.::::: ~ ~ ~ ---~ ---~ ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::· :::::::: (military.) · 
Randolph'Macon College. 
University of Virginia .. 
Emory and Henry College 




.... , .... , .... 
1 











Charlottesville,Va. 181!! 1824 State .................. C. S. Venable, LL.D ......... 19l15.. 4 01 15 .................................. .. 
Emory, Va ............ 1838 Meth. Episcopal South. Rev. E. W. Wiley, D. D ...... 5 ............ I.... .. .. .. .. 88 ....................... . 
























TABLE VIII.-Statislks oj 'Universities, colleqes, and collegiate ciryJart?ntmts for 1872~Contitib.ed. 
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lp 1 2 3 1 4 i) 6 7 181 9 110 l 11 112 113l14 111l 116 11711.8 119 120 121 
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- !- 1- ~ ---~--------~-,-- ,-,- ,-HampdonSidneyCollego HampdenSidney, 1783 1775 Presbyterian .... . ... .. Rev . .J.M.P.Atkinson,D.D . 55 01 5 0 .. ........ .... ................ : ....... .. 
. v~. I 























.. --~ ____ ~-- __ 
tuto. I 
Richmontl College. ______ Richmond, Va .... . -: . . -:. B. apt.ist -- ------------ · ~-Puryear, A. M ------------ 8 8 0---- ---- ---- ---- ·-- · --.- -~-- -- ~ - -- -~ -- -~ --- - ~ ----~- ---
Roanol\OCollege .... .. .. Salem, Va ...... .. 18;>318;>2 Lutheran ............. hev.D.F.B1ttle, D.D ....... 6 6 0 8 2 0 .... 2 32 32 .... 32 ........ __ __ 
Colh:ge of William and Williams burgh, Va 1693 1693 Episcopal. __ ...... . ~ .. Benj amin S. Ewell ________ . 6 5 0 6 1 0 .. .. 2 35 35 .. .. l o, .......... __ 
1\Iarv. I 
Beth au ..v Col. le~o .. __ .... Bethany . W. Va ..... .. ,1841 Christ-ian .. __________ .. ______ .. __ .. ____________ .. __ . 5 .. ____ .. 1 __ .. 21. __ .
1 
.... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ __ 
West Vfrginia College ... Flemington, W. Va 18681868 FrEe-Will Baptist ..... Eev. W. Colegrove, A.M .. _ 4 1 0 4 2 0 __ .. 4 68 53 15 20 5 __ .. __ __ 
WestVirgiuinUniversity Morgant'wn,W.Val8671867 State .......... . ...... . :Rev. AlexandcrMartin , D.D1310 3 13 1 13 ... 3108 lOR ... 13 .... 9 .. .. 
St. Vincent.'s College* ... Wi.Jeeling, W.Va ..... IU<G5 Roman Catholic .... ___ Rev. A. Lonago .... ________ . 5 ............ __ .. 115........ .. .. .. .. __ ... : .. __ .. 
Lawl'C\nce University.... Appleton, Wis .... 1847184!-'1 Methodist Episcop al.. Rev. G. M. Steele, D. D ... __ . 11
1
5 1 5 .......... _ 5 .... __ .... _ __ .. .... __ .. __ __ 
Beloit College . .. __ . .. __ . Beloit, Wis . __ .. .. 184611847 Congregational... .. .. Rev. A. L . Chapin, D. D . . __ . 7 6 0 7 0 6 . __ . 2 10:1 103 __ .. 76 .. _ . . __ . __ .. 
Ga~esvil_le Ul! iv~rsity:. _ Galc~ville, \Yis ... 18541855 Methodist Episcopal.- ~ Rev. Harrison Gilliland, D . D 4 4 .......... __ ...... __ .. 105 65 40 __ ...... --.-. __ .. 
Umvers•tyofW1scons1n. Ma(lJsou, W1s .. . . . 1848
1
1848 State .... .. ........... R ev . .J.\V.Twombly, D. D ... 27 7 c 10.. .. .... .... 9 153 105 48 70 24 33 22 
MiltouCollege .......... Milton,Wis ....... l 8671867 SeventiJ-DayBaptist .. Rev.vV.C.WIJitford,A.M .. 9 4 .. 3 2 ........ 91GO 79 81 39 34 40 47 
St . .Jolm's College* __ ..... Prairie du Chi en, .... 1865 Roman Catholic ...... _ Brother Benedict .. ____ ..... 15 .. __ .... __ .. __ .. 130 .... __ .. __ .. ____ .... __ ...... __ __ 
Wis. -
Racino College .... __ .... Racine, Wis ...... 1852,.... Episcopal . .. __ .... __ .. Rev. James De Koven, D. D . 7 6 .. _... 1 __ .. __ .. 10 155 155 .. .. . -- . --- .. -- - ----
Ripon Coll ege .. ......... Ripon, Wis .... ___ 185111863 Congregational .... __ . R e v. W. E. Merriman, A. M _ 10 7 0 11 4 ............ 150 90 60 -- · ---- ---- ----
l"io Nono College........ St. l!'rancis Stn.- .. .. 1871 Catholic .. ________ __ .. Rev. J. Salzmanu, D. D .. .. .. 7 5 2 2 2 . -- ......... ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
tlon, \Vis. <> 
10




































290 Georgetown College. .... Georgetown, D. C . 11815117891 Catholic ....... . ..... . 
2!11 National Deaf-Mute Col- Washington, D.C . 18641864 National ............. . 
lege. 
292 Columbian College ......... . do ...... ---- .. - 182111822 
293 Gonzaga Co~ lege ............. do ............. 18.i8 1858 
294 lloward Umvcrs1ty . .... . .. do . ... -... -.... 18671866 
295 Santa F e University*.. . . Santa F e, N. Mex . . ... 1870 
296 University of Deseret * .. Salt La-ke City, 18501850 
Utah. 
297 Uni,versityofWashinrton Seattle, Wash ~er 1E61J .... 
1 
...... . --.-. ""l!J" ........ . 
298 Holy Angels College . . . Vancouver C1ty, .... 1872 Cathohc ........•..... 
Wash Ter. 
Baptist . 
Catholic . ............ . 
CongregationaL ...... . 
PreSbyterian ......... . 
Mormon ..... . ...... .. 
Rev.J'obn Early, S.J' .. ...... . 517 2 19---- 0 56--- · .... ---- ~ ----~-- - -~ - ---~----~---· 
E. M. Gallauclet, Ph.D., LL.D 10 5 2 1 2 . • • . 4 3 24 24 . • • . 24 . •• . . •• . •• •• 
J'.C. W elling,LL.D . . ....... 2422 2 2 1.... ... 7 72 72 .. .. 
1 
. ......... . .. .. 
Rev . .Tames Clark ........... 9 9 ..................... 107 1071 .................. .. 
0. 0. Howard, LL. D ......... 22 16 6 5 1 0 . - - . 5 100 87 1 3
1 
...... -- .. -- -- .. 
Rev. D. F. McFarland . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 .... . ...... . . . . . ... . .. _ ... _ . . __ . 
J'ohnR .. Park,M.D ...... . .. 8 8 .. 13 5.... .... 5 355 168
1
187 .............. .. 







Rev.P.Fr.Hylebos ......... 3 3 .............. 56 ........................... '!" ... 
*Statistics for 1871-72. (c) Faculty includes inst-ructors of Female (c) Chartered in 1813 as Washington College, and in 1871 as Washington and Lee University. 



















TABLE VIII.-Statistics of universities, colleges, and collegiate depa1·tments fm· 1872-Continued. 
NOTE 1.-(a,) cost of tuition per year; (b,) cost of board and tuition. NOTE 2.~For statistics of the professional schools or departments conn~ted with any of these insti-
tutions, reference is made to the appropriate tables. 
Name. 
j 1 
Southern University ... . 
2 Howard College ........ . 
:l Saint Joseph's College .. . 
4 Tallade~a Colle~e ...... . 
5 University of Alabama .. 
6 Cane Hill Colle~e ....... . 
'L Saint .John's College .... . 
8 Missionary College of St. 
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- - - - - - - - -- - -- - -
2 122 23 24 2~ 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
Greensborough, ............. ---1---- 1- .. · I · .. - 1---- 1- .. - ~ ----~- ... , ... , .. .. 
Ala. 
Marion,Ala . . ..... 95 .. ..... ..... ........ . ............... 
1 
... . 
~~~!~~:~:~~:::: -~~: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::& :::6 









9 Saint Vincent's College.. Los An~eles, CaL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -~-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
10 University of California. Oaklana, Cal...... 147 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . 5 4 .... 
11 Saint Ignatius College... San Francisco, Cal. 150 50 . . . . 75 . . . . 15 . . . . 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 42 
12 Saint Mary's College ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 7 . . . . 6 . . . 3 . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 40 
13 University College .......... do ............. 90 ....... ............. ,... .... .... .... .... 3 40 
14 Fr::mcisc_ an College...... Santa Barbara, Cal . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 40 
15 Santa Clara College .. . .. Santa Clara, Cal .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . 0 4 42 
16 University of the 1?acifi.c. San .Jose, Cal...... . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. 4 40 
17 Pacific Methodist College Santa Rosa, Cal... 50 14 17 7 4 1 6 1 0.... 0 4 40 
18 College of Our Lady of Santa Inez, Cal ....... . ... .... ........ 
1
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.... 46 
GuadahTto. 
l!l California ollego . .. .. .. Vacaville, Cal. ... ... ..... _. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 40 
Cost of-




l=l ~ $ 0 
.... s .s <l) .... p. Q) 00 
l=l p. Q) 
0 "0 s 
~ te ~ 0 
H ~ p. 
--- -------
3ii 36 37 
$35 . $10-16 10,000 
alool 10 1, 2oo 
b300 .. ---- .. .. .. 5, 000 









16 2, oco 
10-12 100 
.J nne, last ·wednesday. 
.Juue. 
10-20 . .... ----. .June 24. 
28 ........ .. .June, 1st Thursday. 
a(gold) 250 (gold) 25 1, 000 August 16. 
:Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 .July, 3d Wednesday. 
a50 . .. .. . .. .. .. 5, 200 .June. 
60 20 1, 400 .June. 
50 20 .. -- -- : . .. 
b150 . .. .. . . .. . .. 2, 000 .June, 1st Thursday. 
b350 . .. . . .. .. .. . 10, 000 .June. 
60 20 ......... . 
30 20 500 May 22. 
125 12 500 





































~0 Hespcrian College ..... .. 
21 Trinity Colle~:~e ....... ~ .. 
22 Wesleyan U mversity ... . 
23 Yale College ........... . 
24 Delaware College ...... .. 
25 Bowdon College ........ . 
26 University of Georgia .. . 
27 9_glet-horpo_ Uni~ersity .. 
28 JUercer University ..... . 
29 Emory College ......... . 
30 Abin~don College .... .. . 
31 Illinois "\Vesleyan Univ'y 
32 Saint Viatur's College ... 
Woodland,Cal . . .. 20 . ....... ···· ········ · · · ·····~---·-··· 4 36 25 ..... '35 16-20 ......... . 
Hartford, Conn . . . 88 19 . . . . 27 . . . . 21 . . . . 21 . . . . . . . . 44 4 38 a!JO 16-20 15, 000 
Middletown,Conn. 190 54 4 50 .... 44 .... 38 ....... ..... 4 39 11 10-20 2:J,OOO 
New Ha-ven, Conn. 517 162 . . . . 106 . . . . 131.... 118 . . . . 50 100 4 37 a90 15-30 86, 000 
Newark, Del. ..... 12 3 .... 4 .... 5 ............. ... 30 3-4 40 16-24 14-16 6,000 
Bowdon, Ga . . . . . . . 22 11 . . . . 2 . . . . 4 . . . . 2 . . . . 2 . . . . 4 40 22-32 12 600 
f ~fa~t~,GGa: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~~~ : : : : : ~ ~: : ~ ~ : : ~ ~: : : ~: : : ~ : : ~:: : : :: : ::: :: ~: ! · · 48 b2~~ -· · · · · · i6:25 .... ~~·- ~~~ 
Macon,Ga ........ 82 14 ... . 24 .... 24 .... ·20 ... . ........ 4.... alOO 18 5,000 
Oxford, Ga . . . . . . . . 189 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 42 a75 18-20 3, 000 
Abingdon, ill _.... 76 13 2 6 1 5 2 17 3 . . . . 0 2 37 6-16 15 . ...... . . _ 
Bloomington, Til . . 102 37 8 25 3 18 2 9 0 0 0 4 40 10 12-·18 1, 500 
Bourbonna;sGrove, 150 ................... ... . .... ..•. .... ... ....... .. .... .. .. . ... 
Ill. 
May9. 
Th-lu·sday befot'e July 4. 
June, last Thursday. 
.Tune, Thurs. after jast Mon. 
June, last vVeunescluy. 
July, Monday after 1st Sun. 
August-, 1st ·wednesday. 
July, Wed. after 3d Monday. 
June, 1st Thursday. 
June 1!!. 
September 1. 
33 Blackburn University... Carlinville, IlL.... 79 23 14 11 3 10 8 5 5 4 . . . . 4 38 7 2 50 1, GOO June, 2d Thursday. 
34 ChicagoUniversity ...... Chicago,Ill ....... 75 19 .... 16 .... 16 .... 18 ... . ........ 4 .... b190-255 ...... .... . .. ....... . . 
35 Sa~ntl5nat~usCollege ....... do ....... _. . .... 44 20 .... 15 ........ . ... . . ...... 0 0 4 40 60............ 5,000 September,1stMonday. 
~~ ~~e\! C~ll~~~ ~~~~~~-: ~ l~~!~~; ~f-~1-s~ ~: · 2i6 : : ~: : : : : : : ~ : :: : : : : ~ : : : : : : ~ ~: : ~ : : : : ~: : ~ ~ : · · · 4 : :: : _ ... _. ____ ~~ ::::: : : ~ ~: :: . ___ . __ ~~~ Do. 
38 Northwestern University Evanston, TIL ...•. 146 34 8 . 30 5 33 1 17 _ ... _ ... _... 4 36 10 10-20 22,000 June, last Wednesday. 
:~ ,~¥!~!&:1~~-~-s~~~::::: -~~~~~~~~~~~~~!:::: : :~i: :~~: ::: : ~:~:: ::: ~ i~:: :: : :i~: ::: :::: :::: : __ ;~ ~~ -··· .. 'j(i:~~ :::::~~.:~66 
42 illinoisColleJ?e ..... . .... Jacksonville,Ill .. 25 9 .... 4 .... 6 .... 6 .. .. .. . . 9 4 36 a36 16-18 8,(100 
4J McKendree vollege.. . ... Lebanon, ill . . . . . . 139 33 5 35 8 26 7 20 5 0 5 2 39 13-14 18 8, OGO 
44 LincolnUniversity ...... Lincoln,Ill .. ..... 44 10 4 4 .... 12 3 8 3 .... .... 4 40 8-16 16-18 2,000 
45 Monmouth Colleg-e . . . . . . Monmo~th, Ill . . . . 121 18 16 20 2 28 14 23 10 .... _ .. _ 4 39 a30 14-18 2, 000 
46 Northwestern College ... NaperVIlle, Til ..... 22 2 8 6 .... 4 .... 2 .... . . .. .... 4 39 4-6 12 600 
47 Augustan a College . . . . . . Paxton, Ill .. -.. -.- 10 6 . . . . 4 .. .. ....... . ... .... . _... . . . . 4 40 10 10 7 000 
48 Saint Joseph's Ecclesias- Teutopolis, Til . --. ---- .. -. - --- -... - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 5 40 20 15 ..•... : ... 
June, 4th Thursday. 
June, 1st Thursday. 
June, 2d Thursday. 
June, 3d week, Thursday. 
June, next to lust Thursday. 
June, 2d Wednesday. 
June 24. 
tical Colleo-e. 
49 Shurtleffcoflege.. .. ..... Upper Alton, Til.- 46 23 7 9 . . . . 4 . . . . 2 1 5 9 4 40 12 6-20 4, 2501 June, 2d Thursday. 
50 \Vestfi.eldCollege ........ Westfield, ill ..... 41 16 4 12 3 2 2 2 ........ 0 4 40 a24 13 300 June18. 
51 WheatonCollege ........ Wheaton,Dl ...... 44 5 4 5 14 2 2 9 3 0 8 2 39 a30 8 3,000 June25. 
52 SalemCollege .. ........ .. Bourbon,Incl .......... ---- . ... ... . ... . .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .. .......... 14 ...•...... 
53 Indiana U m versity . . . . . Bloomington, Ind - 211 72 23 44 11 3::1 8 17 3 3 . . .. 4 39 Free. 20 6 000 
54 Wabash Colleo-e _ ........ Crawfordsville,Indl89 32- .. - 25... . 10.... 22 . .. . . . . . 50 4 39 10 12-20 12; 000 
55 ConcordiaColfege ....... FortWayne,Ind .. 88 41 .... 15 .... 19 .. .. 13.-. ...... ............ a24 b60 3,000 
56 Ft.WayneCollege ......... .... do ........... 1410 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 ........ 4 42 12 14 ...... . .. . 
57 Franklin College _ ... _... Franklin, Ind . . . . . 10 3 . . . . 4 . . . . 1 2 .. ..... . _... . . . . 4 40 7 12-15 1, 000 
58 IndianaAsburyUniv .... Greencastle,Ind .. 172 58 10 45 3 2:t 5 24 4 ... . ____ 4 40 .::: .............................. . 
59 Hanover College ... __ ... Hanover, Ind .... - 74 27 -.-- 27 . . . . 6 . . . . 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 38 Free. 13-17 7, 000 
60 Hartsville University .... Hartsville, Ind.... 7 2 3 . ... .... 1..... 1.... .... 0 4 37 6-7 8-13 503 
61 Nort-hw'nChristianUniv. Inclianapolis,Ind .. l:ll 35 15 8 4 6 4 8 1.... .... 4 40 8 20 5 000 
62 Howard College ......... Kokoma,Ind ...... 69 ................ ---- ... . ---- .... .... .... .... . .. . b25-32 .................. ' ... . 
63 UnionChristianCollege. Merom,Ind ....... 9 3 .... 1 1 1 1 1 1 ........ 4 40 6-8 12-14 400 
64 Moore'sHUlCollege ..... Moore'sHill,Ind- 12 4 1 4.... 1.... 2.... .... .... 4 42 5 50-9 12-16 340 
65 UniversityofNotreDame N?treDame,Ind .. 58 20 .. .. 18 . . .. 12... 8
1 
.... 5 2 4 ·40 150 30 12,000 
66 Earlham College. . . .. . . . . HJChmond, Ind,.-.- 66 18 16 6 2 9 3 10 2 0 _... 4 39 a60 12 3 3CO 
67 St. Meinrad's College . . . . Saint Meinrad, Ind 41 11 ... - 8 . . . . 11 . . .. 11 . .. . _ ... _ .. _ 6 42 15 15 4' 000 
68 Burlington University . .. Burlington, Iowa.. 41 .........•...... 1 ... .... ..... -- -.- .... 2 3 40 6-10 16 2:000 
"Elective. 
July 3. 
June, 4th Wednesday. 
September 1. 
June 19. 
June, 3d week. 
June 13. 
June, Thurs. after 2d Tues. 
June 24. 
June 20. 
June, 1st Wednesday. 
.Tune 19. 
June, last Wednesday. 
June 25. 
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Griswold College ....... . 
Norwe~ian Luther Coll .. 
Upper .towa U niversity .. 
Iowa College . .......... . 
Humboldt College ...... . 
Simpson Centenary Coli . 
Iowa State University .. . 
Iowa Wesleyan Univ .. . . 
Cornell College ... ...... . 
Central Unh·. of Iowa ... . 
Whittier College •....... 
TaborColle~e- .... . ..... . 
Saint Beneaict's College. 
Baker Unive1·sity . ...... . 
Highland University . .. . 
State University ....... . 
Washburn College ...... . 
Berea College .. ..... ... . 
Centre College ... ...... . 
Cecilian College ... ..... . 
Kentucky Military In-
stitute. 
90 I Goorget.own College .. . . . 
9 1 KentnckyUnive1·sity ... . 
92 Bethel College .......... . 
-- - - - -
D avenport, Iowa.. I S 4 ... . 7 1 2.... 41_ ... . .. . 0 
Decorah, Iowa .. . . 48 18 . . . . 15 . .. . 8 . .. . 7 .......... .' . 
Fayette,Iowa .... . 38 16 4 11 1 1 2 1 2 1 4 
Grinnell, I owa . .. . 31 10 1 7 . .. . 10 . . .. 2 1 . .. . 8 
Humboldt., Iowa .. .. . ~ ....... ....... ... ...... .. .......... . _. 
Indianola, Iowa . . . 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Iowa City, Iowa ... 131 30 16 34 14 15 2 17 3 . ...... . 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 129 23 15 19 29 12 8 14 9 . . . .... . 
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 20 6 1 2... . 4.... 6 1. .. . . .. . 
Pella,Iowa........ 18 4 3 4 4 2 I.... ........ 17 
Salem, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Tabor, Iowa ... : ... 18 4 . .. . 5 1 2 .. . 4 2 . .. . 0 
Atcbison,Kans . . ................ .. . .......... .... ...... .. .. . 
BaldwinCity,Kans 44 14 9 6 4 4 2 3 2 6 50 
Highland, Kans... 19 . .. . 11 2.... 1 2 2 1 . ...... . 
Lawrence, Kans . . 27 4 8 4 5 4 2 . ...... .. .. ... . . 
Topeka, Kans..... .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 
Berea, Ky......... 18 4 . ... 4 . .. . 6 1 3 .. . .. ... ... . 
Danville, Ky.... .. 57 8 . . . . 20 . .. . 13 . .. . 16 .. . . 1 .. .. 
~~~;~;;~~°Ki-~~ :~~ : :~ :: ~~~ : :::: :::: :::: :::: :::. :::: ::: : :::: 







L exingto11, Ky ... . 173 .... . ... .... .... ... . . ... .... ... . 6 10 
Russellvil1e,Ky ... t75 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 0 0 
4 40 $10 
6 43 Free. 
4 39 6-9 
4 40 7-il 
4 40 6-10 
4 39 10 
5 38 Free. 
4 37 Free. 
4 38 8 50 
4 40 8 
4 45 9 
4 37 8 50 
6 43 .......... .. 
4 40 10 
4 .... 11 
4 .... Free. 
4 .... b30 
4 .... 2-3 
4 42 a 50 
4 40 25 
4 40 a100 
4-5 40 50 
4 40 30 
5 40 30 










P=l p. --- - -
36 37' 38 
$12-16 4, 500 June, last Wednesday. 
7 2, OLO September 1. 
12 2, 000 June 27. 
8 4, 000 July 12. 
16 ······-.-. 
12 June, 2d Wednesday. 
14-20 4, 500 June, last week. 
14-16 2, 500 June 18. 
14 4, 000 June 1!). 
12 2, 000 September 5. 
12 500 August., last Thursday. 
10 3, 000 June 9-11. 
bl50 2, 000 June, last Wednesday. 
15 2, 000 June. 
12-14 . ............... 
16.-- .. -- .. June 4. 
16-20 2, 000 
8-10 ---------- June 26. 
16-20 5, 000 Juue, last Thursday. 
15 --.--- -- .. 
25 --··· ·· · ·· 
18-20 . ..... .. . . ,June, second Thursday. 
8-20 20, 000 -

































!13 I Saint Mary's College . .. . Saint Mary's Sta- 79 45 . . . . 27 .. . . 71. • ~.I •••• I. • .. • I . • • ·I • • '" • 43 a225, ..•... ------
ti?u, Ky. ~ 
8001 .June, last Wednesday. 
941 Eminonc.e Col1 P-ge . .... --
95 Louisiana State U ni v . . - . 
96 Saint Charles College.---
97 Centenary College . .. -.--
!Jtl College of' the Immaeu-
Eunneuce, Ky _ .. _ . .. . ____ _ ........... . ..... . ............ - - . .. - .. . --. . b2;J0- .... -.--.- - -.. . ...... .June 6. 
Baton Rogue, La.. 68 32 . . .. 18 . .. . 11 . .. . 7 ....... - - .. - 4 40 80 20 . . . .. . .. .. October, first Monday. 
Grand Coteau, La. 62 18 .. .. 18 . .. . 16 .. .. 10 .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . 44 50 22 4, 000 August. 
.Jackson, La ______ 19 11... . 2 - -- - 5---- 1 ... . ---- .. . 4 40 60 13-20 2,000 _,Tuly,seconcl Wednesday. 










































late Conception. . 
St-raiuht University ..... .... . do----------- 6 2 4---- ---- ---- ...... .. ---- ---- --- 3 40 3--------- --- ----------
Bow<foin College . . . . . . . . Brunswiek, Maine 136 35 . . . . 38 ... - 27 . . . . 36 . . . . 4 25 4 38 25 12-16 35, 000 
Bates College............ Lewiston, Maine._ 96 39 0 18 0 20 0 19 0 . . . . 13 4 37 36 12 5, 600 
Colby U nh'ersit:v-------- Waterville, Maine 52 ____ -------------------------------- 68 4 39 ' · 10 12 10,000 
Saint ,John's College..... Annapolis, Md.... 64 25 0 16 -.. - 15 . . . . 8.... . . . . 160 4 42 a75 20 3, 000 
Loyola College .. .. .. .. .. Baltimore, Md ................ --- . .. -- -... .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 4 42 75 .. . .. . .. .. .. 20, 000 
Washin~ton College .. -.. Chestertown, Mil.. 31 ........ - .. - .. -- .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 21 5 40 40-60 16 1, 000 
Rock Hill College . .. . . .. Ellicott City, Md.. 46 22 ..... --- 15 . . .. 7 2 .. .. 2 .. .. 4 42 aBO 19 6, 800 
~~}}f~i:~~¥~:~:t~~lt~~~·t: ;. :. \ \ •••• :- 0: :. •• •• -· : 8 --; j ::: :~i!~:: :_ .: _/' }:~! 
\Yesten1 Marylanu Coli.. Westminster, Md 73 8 15 16 ---- 10 15 5 4 .... B 15 4 42 30-60 18 2, 500 
Amherst College . . . . . . . . .Amherst, Mass . . . 268 82 . . . . 60 -... 67 . . . . 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 38 30 14-24 28, 000 
Boston College .......... Boston,Mass .... . . . ... . ....... . ... -·-- . ... ... . ... . .... .... . . . 4... . b60........... . 3,000 
Harvaru College ...... .. . Cambridge, Mass .. mn 177.... 167 -.. - 162 .... 131 . . . . 8 88 4 37 a15~J 18-36 134,000 
Tufts College .. . .. .. . .. College Hill, Mass 62 14 .. .. 17 -- .. 15 .. .. 16 .. .. 3 27 4 38 30 14 12, 000 
Williams College . . . . . . . Williamst'n, Mass 119 44 . . . . 18 -.-- 31 . . . . 26 . . . . . . . 29 4 39 25 12-24 15, \JOO 
College of theRolyCross Worcester, Mass .. . ............... --··............. . . . .... 2 4 42 ............ b295 10,000 
Allrian College.......... .Adrian, Mich _.... 32 12 3 3 2 3 1 8 .... _... . . . . 4 . 40 a20 12 .. ..... _ .. 
.Aiuion College ..... . . ... .Albion, Mich._ .. . . 33 7 5 4 :J 6 1 3 4 1 . . . . 4 . . . . Free. 10 
Michigan University.... Ann Arbor, Mich . 392 100 22 113 8 65 7 76 1 8 .. .. 4 40 a10 10-20 
Hillsda le College.. ..... . Hillsdale, Mich _ .......... -- .. ---- -- - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 37 Variable. 10-15 
KalamazooCollege ...... Kalamazoo,Mich. 30 10 13 4 1 2 ... . . . ..... . .... 100 4 38 6 8-lti 
Olivet College_ .......... Olivet, Mich .. .. .. 50 6 10 5 13 4 4 8 .. .. .. .. 4 4 38 5-7 10-13 
University of Minnesota Minneapolis, :Minn 36 16 5 6 3 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 38 Free. 8-18 
CarletonCollege ......... Nort.hfiel<l,Miun.. 7 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 39 8 11 
Saint.John'sCollege .. . . . Saint.Josepb.Miun 56 . ... 0 . ... 0 .... u .... 0 .... . ... 5 12............ b180 
Mississippi College...... Clinton, Miss .. . .. 25 10 0 8 0 4 0 3 0 . .. 80 4 40 60 16 
University of Mississippi Oxford, Miss .. _... 1~7 . .. . 0 ---- 0 .. .. 0 .. .. 0 0 118 4 36 .. . . . . . . . . .. 15-18 










5, 0 ~0 
900 
.July, second Wednesday. 
.Tune, last Wednesday. 
.July, fourth Thursday. 
.July, last Wednesday. 
.June, last Wednesday. 
.July, second W ednesday. 
.June, last Thursday. 
.July. 
.June, last Tuesday. 
.J nne, thiru Thursi:lay. 
.June, last W edn esday. 
.June, lastWednes<laybutone. 
.July, tlrst ·wednesday. 
.June. 
.June 18. 
.June, last Wednesday. 
.June. 
.June, third Wednesday. 
Thursday nearest .June 20. 
Jun~ 19, 1873. 
.July 1. 
.Ju'lle 27. 
Last week iu June. 
Last Thursday in .June. 
.July. 
Madison College. ___ _ . __ _ 
Tougaloo University ... . 
Saint Vincent's College .. 
Sharon, Miss ...... - . . . - .. - ... - - - - · - - - - . - - - -... . ... . . . 0 
10 
0 













18 540 .July. 
15 ........ .. 
McGee College .. . ...... . 
Universi_ty of Missouri.. 
Grantl R1ver College. __ .. 
Central College . ... . ... . . 
\Yestminster College ... . 
L ewis CollPge __ ........ . 
B~;gG\~~r~::~ : M:~ 'i59 :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : 
College Mound, Mo 31 6 4 2 1 4 6 G 2 
Colnmbia, Mo . .. _ 204 97 7 102 8 48 5 25 21 3114 
~~~~~~~~~~-::: 7~ ___ o ---~ ___ o ___ o -- - ~ ___ o ---~ ---~ g g 
~l~~~~\~t~:::::: --~~ --~ ___ o ... 8 ---~ --~o ___ o ---~ ---~ ---~ 
t Divided into nine sch_ools. 





25 5, 500 .June, last ·wednesday. 
14 520 .June, last Thursday. 
16 7, 000 .June, last ·wednesday. 
10 ........ .. 
10-16 ........ .. 
14-16 2, 5001 , .June 20. 
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Time of commencement. 
Linooln Col:go G"onw:d, Mo I ~2 23 24 20 ~6 21 ~8 29 30 31 32 33 3: a. $!O • 36 $81. _" - I 38 
Hannibal College. . ...... Hmmibal, Mo.. .. . 73 20 22 13 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 40 ~5 161 400 June 8. 
Willinm JowellCollep:o . Libel'ty, ~o. ...... ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . .... .... .... .... .... .. .. .... 4 40 aGO 12-16 4, UOO 
Johnson Male and .Fe- Macon C1ty, Mo . . . .. . .... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 2 40 12-14 ::l-5 .. _ ....... 
mule College. 
~~~Y1~fc~f{~p:~o~l~-~~-:::· ~-a~~s_r_~·-~·~~:~~~~~ :::· :::: -~ :- .::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::· :::: ·--~ --~~ ~ :::::::::::· -----·--~~~~ ' :: :::::::: 
Saint Joseph's College . . Saint Joseph's, Mo . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 4 44 8-20 2:\ 600 
Sailtt Louis Umversity . . t::laint Louts, Mo.. 52 21 0 17 0 11 0 3 0 0 0 2 42 50-60 24 24,000 
WashiogLou Uni\ersity . ... do............ 311 11 0 8 0 8 0 4 0 .... 60 4 40 25-50 .................... .. 
Coll.oftnoChrist'n.I3ro'R ..... do ............. 391 18 0 8 0 6 0 7 0 0 o 4 40 GO 24 10 ooo 
Nebraska College........ Nebr. City, Nobr . . ...... -. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 40 50 28 2:000 
Dartmouth College ...... Hanover, N.H .... 264
1 
72 0 54 0 67 0 71 0 .... 110 4 ::19 35 10-16 46, 000 
Rutgers College ......... N~w.I3runsw'k,N.J ~441 39.... ::!4.... ::!7 .... 34.. .. 0.... 4 40 25 18--30 ........ .. 
College of New Je1·scy .. Pnnceton, N . J ..... -!69, 98.... 90 .. .. 99.... 82.... 7 62 4 38 20-30 12--24 20,000 
SC'tou Hall Colle~e.. ... .. South Orange, N. J 100..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 0 7 44 b400 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8, 000 
Alfred University ...... . .Alfred,~- Y ...... 80'\ 33.... 27.... 15.. .. 5. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. JO 6--12 6, 000 
St. Bonaventlll'a College . Allcgauy, N.Y... .... . ... .... . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . ... . ... . ... 4 52 95 19 ......... . 
Saint Stephen's College . Annandale, N. Y . 53, 12.... 11 . . . . 16 . . . . 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 37 Fr·ec. a225 2, 000 
Brooldyu Collegiate and Bl'ooklyn, N.Y ................ . ... . -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 8 40 30 9 3, 000 
~1.~~~~:~~~~l~~::t .. n"~. ~~~:~~~ : ::::: : :~~ ~ : ::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ---~ "!j a~~~ ---····---~g ----·t"ggg 
~t. . Lawro uco Univort~ily Canton , N.Y.. .. .. . 3·1 7 4 6 3 3 3 5 3 1 11 4 40 15 · 14-lG G, ggg 
llnmiltou Colh>go ... . ... . Clinton, N. Y . .. .. 1611 45 . . . . 39 . .. . 37 . . . . 40·... 11 50 4 38 20 12-16 12, 
December 19. 
September, first Monday. 
.June, second 'Vcdnesda~~. 
·wed. bef.last Thurs. in June. 
June 29. 
.June, last Thursday. 
,July, uext to last Wednesday. 
Jul'.e, last Wednesday. 
Do. 
July, first Wednesday. 
June 19. 
Do. 
.June, cud of. 
Juno 28. 
Juno, last 'Vcdnosclay. 





















































































Saint John's College . . __ Fordham, N. ¥ .. _. 
llolJart College. __ ... ___ . Gouova., N. Y .. _,. 
Ma!li~on Uui versity. ___ . Hamilton, N. Y. __ . 
Cornell University-- ---· Ithaca., N. Y ------
CollogeofthoCityofN. Y. New York, N.Y . . 
Coll.ofSt. FranoisXavier ... . do-·-----------
ColnmbiaCollego .. ......... do------- ------
1\f:mhattan College. __ ....... do _______ . ____ _ 
UniversityofCityofN. Y .... do··-----------
University of Rochester. Rochester, N. Y .. _ 
Union College_ .......... Sollenectacly, N.Y. 
Syracuse University . . . . Syracuse, N. Y ___ _ 
Daviclsou College._ .. __ .. Davidson Village, 
N.C. 






















21 . - .. 
42 ---


























































NortilCarolinaCollege .. Mt.Pleasant,N.C 21 8 .... 6---· 6 .... 1 .... 2 .•.. 
WnkoForestUollege .... WakeForest,N.C. 100 .... .. .. -·-· .... --· · .... ---· ---· 0 ... . 
TrinityCollege ........ . Trinity,N.C ... .. . 107 36 .. . 40---· 2:-L ... 9 ........ o 
Buchtel College . . . . . . . . . Akron, Ohio ...... - .. - ---. - .. - .... ---. -- .. -- .. ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 
OhioUniversitY--- -- ---- Athens,Obio ...... 40 20 1 8 ..•. 5 .... 5 1. .. . 88 
Baldwin University----- Berea, Ohio------· 93 28 16 7 5 9 13 9 6 ·--- .••• 
SaintXavierCollege ---- Cinciilllati,Obio __ 69---- ___ _ --·· ---· -·- - ____ ____ ·--- . . . 
M~b~\v~~\~t Mar.y's of .... do-----· - --···- 61 20 ____ 18 .... 9 ---· 14 _____ __ _ , ___ _ 
CapitolUniversity ______ Columbus,Ohio ... 24 8 .... 2--·- 8 ____ 6 ........... . 
Oltio Wesleya.:?' Univers'y Dela~_at·~, Ol?io ___ 194 57 _ _ _ _ 45.--- 48 _ _ _ _ 44 ___ . _______ _ 
KenyouColle,e ......... Gammer,Olno ____ 51 19 .... 12---- 11 ___ 9 ____ o 56 
DenisonUniversity ..... Granville,Ohio ... 61 2tl .... 14---· 13 ____ 6 .....•.. 43 
HiramCollege ........... Hiram, Ohio- - --- - ---·---·---- ___ _ -·-·---· ........ ---· __ .,-·-· 
IV estern Reserve College Hudson, Ohio ... _ _ 52 14 - -- . 17 --. - 9 ... _ _ 12 ___ . o ___ _ 
Ohio Central College ___ . Iberia, Ohio _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35 7 1 12 -... 12 3 __ . ____ . o o 
Marietta College __ . _ _ _ _ _ Marietta, Ohio ___ . 87 25 . - - . 31 - - - - 22 . _ _ _ 9 ___ . _ . . . 26 
Mount Union College. ___ Mount Union, Ohio 153 71 14 25 3 16 1 22 1 4 0 
Franklin College ........ NewAthens,Ohio --·- ---- --· ------------ .. c. ----___ ____ 0 
O~erli_nCo~lege;--·-·--·- ')b~rlin,Ob_io ..... -; 141 36 5 <-.....39 3 3? 3 24 1 24 ... . 
M1am1Umversity ....... Oxford,Oiuo ...... 78 21. ... 17 - --· 22 . ... 18 .......... . . 
Richmond College.______ Richmond, Ohio. __ .. -- __________ __ ---- --- - -.. _ . ____ . _. ____ . __ _ 
"One Study" .University Scio, Ohio. ____ ___ _ 337 80 40 100 55 29 15 15 3 __ . _ 
WittenbergCollege ...... - Springfield, Ohio.. 7D 32 ___ 16---- 14---- 17 .... ____ "io 
Heidelberg College ...... Tiffin, Ohio ________ 61 14 3 18 5 5 --- · 16 ---· ... . 
Urbana University ...... Urbana, Ohio_____ 5 3 ___ . 2--- ·- --· ---- .••. ---. 
Otterbein University .·._. Westerville, Ohio_ 32 6 1 5 6 2 2 6 4 
Wi~long!IbyCollege --- · Willoughby, Ohio.·--- ________ .... --····:·--·--------~----~ 0 
U~1vers1ty of ~ooster. _ Wooster, Ohio . __ . 134 44 7 27 8 2t 4 14 3 ___ .. __ , 
WilJ:>erforcoUmversity. Xenia,Ohio.: _____ 5-------- 1-----·--- -- - ~ 2 2 ..•. 2 
Xema.College.-----·- - -- Xenia,Ohio ....... 88 27 29 .. .. 11 .... 15 .... 6 ... . 
AntiochCollege ......... Yellow Springs, 16 4 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 ... . 
Ohio. 
4 4:1 b:J50 -- ••••. - - - - -
4 38 a30 18-20 
4 40 10 12 
4 40 15 10-24 
5 35 · -···· ----·· ----·· - -- ---
4 40 30 -- - - - . -- - - - -
4 39 a100 __ _ .... _. _ .. 
4 42 50 25 
4 39 Free. 26 
4 39 20 20-30 
4 39 15 14-20 
4 39 10-20 16-18 














June, last Wednesday. 
Jnne, last Thursday but one. 
June, tbir<l Wednesday. 
June, last Thmsclay. 
Thursday before July 3. 
June 24. 
June, last Wednesday. 
June. 
June, thil'd Thursday. 
Wed~g.day before Jul.y 4. 
June, last Thursday. 
June, last Thursday. 
































40 10 1, 000 May, last Thursday. 
8, 000 June, fourth Thursday. 








1, 000 June, second Thursday. 
16,000 July, last Wednesday. 



























12 11, 000 
16-20 2, 500 
9-16 10,000 
10 500 
10-16 24, 000 
10-14 3, 500 
10-12 - 3, OJO 
14 11, OO:l 
12-14 9, 000 
10-12 - 1:3 ____ _____ _ 
8-10 8, 000 
14 4, 000 
18 5, 000 
14 800 
12 3, 000 
8-20 2, 500 
6-12 3, 000 
17 350 
14 5, 000 
June 25. 
June 26. 
June, last Thursday. 
Do. 
June, thirrl. Tltursday. 
Wednesday before July 3. 
June 19. 
W eclnesday before July 4. 
July 24. 
June. 
August, first Wednesday. 
June, f'econd Thut·sday. 
June 19. 




June, third Thursday. 
June 25. 
June, third \;v"ednesday. 
June 26. 
June 19. 
Pacific University_ ..... . 
Christian College . .. _ ... . 
Willamette University .. 
Forest Grove, Oreg 
Monmouth, Oreg .. 
Salem, Oregon .... 
13, .... , .... ,. - - -~ - - .. , . . - .,- - - -~- - - ., . - - .,. - - - ~- - •. ' - - . -' - - - . 
l~g --26,-- -6 -- . 6 ---2 ---3 : : : : .. 3 -- -2 --- i : : : : --391-- · · ·-- ·-- i51. · · · · · · ·--2o 
a33 alSO 5, OOOj June, first ·wednesday. 




















TABLE VIU.-Statistics ofun-i·vcrsities, colleges, and collegiate c7epm·trnents jo1· 1872-Contiuued. 
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~ 
P< ~ ~ 
0 :;:! Q;) 00 
~ 
Q;) 
U) '"':> U) 0 ; P< h 
'..-< -~--~-~-~---~- '+-< '+-< '+-< '+-< 0 0 0 0 0 
. I . i':' s -s ~ 
~ § e 
P< "-' 00 
>::1 P< Q;) 
:3 'B ~ 
Time of commencement. 
~ I ai I ai I ai ai ~ ~ ;p 1D 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = = ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.0 --·------- - - ---1---
~ I ~ :s 
-Ei I ~ '0 H ~ t> 
! 1 2 22 23 124 2;) 26 2'r 28 29, 30 31 32 33 34 3;) :3 
~1~ Muhlenberg College ..... Allentown, Pa.... 66 15\~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --;;;~ ~ ~ -3 ~ $12-15\
1 
15 3, 000 .June, last Thursday. 
:6 :J>r 
21:1 Andalusia College....... Andnlusia, Pa..... 22.... .. .. 13.... 5.... 4 . __ . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. b300 .... . .. .. . .. 400 Do. 
~1-1 Lebanon Valley College . Annville, Pa . . . . . . 25 4 5 6 2 1 1 5 1 0 0 2 40 a42 1G . _....... . .June, second Thmsday. 
215 Colleg-e of Saint Thomas Bryn Mawr, Pa . . . 40 10 . . . . 10 _.... 15 . . . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . i 39 b250 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 t:;eptember, first week. 



















Dic_kiusonCollcge . ...... Car1isle,Pa .. ..... ~7 21 ... ~0 .. . 17 .... 19 ~ ------------ 4 40 ........... ; · 10-1~ 30,000 .June,lastThu~sday. 
Lafayette College .. .. .. . Easton, Pa........ 2o7 108.. .. 60 .. .. 39.... 50 . .. 2.... 4 39 b 12 ....... _ .. Wednesday before .July 4. 
Ursinns College .. . .. .. .. Freeland, Pa...... 37 19 . . . . 7 . . . . 6 . . .. 5.... .. .. 9 4 40 a40-,18 14 5, 000 .June. last Thursday. 
PennsylvaniaCollege . . . Gettysburgb,Pa .. 74 18 .... 17 .... 23 .... 16 ............ 4 39 15- 20 13 18,300 Do. 
Franklin and Marshall Lancaster,Pa ..... 72 16 .... 15 .... 27 ... . 14 ............ 4 39 13 18 12,000 Do. 
College. 
L ewisburgh University.. Lewis burgh, Pa... 73 26 . . . . 12 . . . . 14 . . . . 21 .. _. 0 . . . . 4 40 36 12 
Saint Francis College.... Loretto, Pa....... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. b200 ___ ......... 5, 0001 .June, last Wednesday. 
Lincoln University...... Lower _Oxford, Pa. 85 31 .. .. 19 .. .. 18.. .. 17 .. .. 4 8 4 36 8 10 3, 000 
Allegheny College....... Meadville, Pa..... 53 17 6 5 2 14 .. .. 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 40 .. .. .. . .. . .. 16 11, 050 
Morcersl>nrgh College.. Mercers burgh, Pa. 49 23 . . . . 7 . . . . 11 1 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 39 25 12 _. _ ... ___ _ 
Palatin~te Colle~e- ...... M_ver~town, Pa.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ct32 at5~ 600 
Westmmster College .... "\VIlmwgton, Pa. . . 85 11 . . . . 19 . . . 34 1 20 . . . . . . . . . . . 4 38 8-9 Hi 3, 000 
.June, third Wednesday. 
.Junt> 26. 
.June 11. 
.June, second Thursday. 
.June 26. 
Do. ~1~~~~is&i~;gC:l~~i~i~~: :~:~~t~l~~~~~:~~:: ::~~ ::i~ :::: ::~~:::: ::~i :::: ::~~ :::::::: ::j~ :::~ .:~b aGO-~gl :::::::::::: 3,000 
vanut. 20, 0001 .June, last Thursday. 
\Vestern University of Pittsburgh, Pa..... 41 8 . . . . 8 . . . . 11 . . . . 14, ... . 
J>ennsvlvani:t. 01 




25 18 2, 7001 .June, last week. 
Free. J 20 













































































Wasl1ing'ton and Je1f6r- Washington, Pa _ _ 100
1
. 38' . _ _ _ 36. __ . 15 ___ . i1 ___ . . _ 
son Co\le.re 
\Vayucsuu(gb College ._ _ 'Va.ynesbmgb , Pa. 112
1 
20 10 18 12 12 14 16 10 . __ .. __ . 4 40 
39 
Ha.,·erford Colle~e . _ _ _ _ _ vV. Ha.verl'onl, P a. 44 11 ---. 13 . --- 12 __ . 8 ____ ... _ 3 4 40 
Sa.in t Vincent's College .. '\Vestmordand co., 145 · - -- ·-- - -··- ____ .... ·-- · .. . . __ __ ---· ··-- · - ·- ___ _ 
Pa. , · 
Br·owuUniversity .... ... Provitlence,R.L .. ',. 2241561 .... 77 .... 41 .... 50~ ----- --· 55 4 38 
Ool!~g~<?f 
7
Cb_arleston,- -_-- Charles~on, S. 0 ___ . -- - .-- .. - ... -·- .... 
1 
.. -- ..... . . _ . _ .. _ .... _ .. 4 40 
Unnersit.} ofSouthCar- Columbta,S.C ........ --- - --·· -- ------ ··-- ---- .... ---- -·- - 32 .... 40 
olin a. 
Furman University ___ .. 
Claflin U ni '' ersity _ . ____ _ 
Wofford College. __ - .- .--
Newberry Colle~_ . -- ·_-­
East T ennessee w eslyan 
Universit.y. 
King College ____ . _ --- ... 
Greenville and Tnscu-
Greenville, S. C - - . 40 
~~~~t1~1Jb~;/g~;.~.8 .1 ·- 921" "321:: ::1· "291:: :: 1- -i:.·l· :: :I· "i41::: :I·- "61' "jl" "41" 4? W alhalla, S. C _ ... _ 13 9 - --- 0 . .. - 2 . _.. 2 __ . ___ •. L<>O 4 42 
Athens, Tenn __ ... 80 20 21 21 6 8 0 4 _... 0 . _.. 4 40 
Bristol, Tenn .. _ ... 
GrAenville, Tenn._ 
36 
12 1;1:::: ~ 1 : ::: ~ 1 : :: : 1ol_. -- ~- - --~- - -l--41' ·4o 2 .... -·-- .•• 
10 
b4~~1 --- -------~~ 
alSO---- .. ---· --
10, 0001 Wednesday befor e July 3. 
1, 5001 September, first week. 
8, 750 July 10. 
6,000 July. 
37. 50 20-32 42,000 June, last Wednesday. 
10 --- .......... -.. - - - -- . 
15-50 16-20 27, 000 June 29. 
a60 15 ......... - June, third Wednesday. 
b125 ..... .- ...... 800 Do. 
30 15 15, 000 June, last Wednesday. 
a45 15 4, 000 June, last 'l'hmsday. 
135-190 10-14 2, 200 May, last Wednesday. 
40 
24-36 
12-15[--· .. .. - .. , June, first Thursday. 
9 5, 000 June, first Wednesday. 
lum College. 
West T ennessee College 
.Tones borough College __ _ 
East T ennessee Univer-
sity. 
Jackson, T enu _ --- ~- --- ~ - --- ~ ----~ · -- -~· ---~---- ~- ---~---~ - ---~- ---~---- ~-- - ~ 401 3J ............ 
1
. -------- -
~n~e;~~I~.·~~~~~:- "62- ·34: ::: -'12:: :: .. ·9 :: :: .. ·7:: :: -.. o ·-·a- .. 4 "4o ...... -i5=-isi" ......... ii --··--i;2ool June 18. 
Cumberland University. 
Maryville College ____ .' .. 
Union University __ ... __ 
Central Tennessee Col· 
L ebanon,Tenn .... l 1031231 .... 1341 ... . 
1 
21~--- - ~251 __ __ 1 _ ___ , ___ _ Mar.vville, '.renn _ _ 30 - . . - - - . . ... - ... - . . _ .... _ .. _ . _. . . .. . M~~f~-~~sllorough, ---· .... --·- ---· ---- --·- ............ .... , ........ . 









14-201 1, 0001 June 3. 
8-10 2, 000 May, l~st Thursday. 
14-Hi ... ...... - J nne 13. 
8-10 4501 May 24. 
lege. 
UniversityofNash.ville . ... do ............. , 37 .... ------- · ···-[--- ........... 1. ___ 0 . . .. 40 12.50 20 10,000 September,firstMouday. 
FiskUniversity . . . ... ....... do ... .......... 12 3 4 3 2 ........................ 4 36 alO 10 720 ·Ma.v, IastThursday. 
Universityof theSout.h. Sewanee,Tenn . ... ----------· -· -·- ·-- --· -- ··---- ·- --- -· --- ------·· 40 a100 21 5,000 July1L. 
TexasMilitarylnstitute Austin, T ex ....... ---- .. .. ............ -------- ..... ••. . .•. ____ 5 40 a75 a;;oo 1,000 June. 
SaintJosepb'sCollege ... Brownsville, Tex . . ···: ........ ------·-··- - ... . - - -- .... - --- ... . __ __ 44 ............ 20 ......... . 
UniversityofSaintMary. Galveston,Tex .... 3<> 19---- 12.... 4 ............ --- - __ __ 6 40 4-6 25 500 June, last Thursday. 
Henderson College ___ . . . H enderson, Tex _ ..... - .... - - - · - · ·- - .. - - - . - .. - - - - . . _ .. . ...... ___ ___ - . _ . a130 _.. ... . . . . . . . ... _ .. __ _ 
Ba_ylorUniversity . ...... Independcnce,Tex.120 ....... . ......... ... .... ... . __ __ 0 0 4 40 60 12.50 2, 700 ·June,secondWeduesday. 
~l~~~i~~'~fB{f~~~~~t~~ ~~~f~i:~~.-v£:::: · ·47 --i2 -- -4 --ii ···21 --i~ ---0 ···7 ---0 ... 0 1gl : ~~ a~g 12-~~ . ... i5:ooo July, second Wednesday. MuldleburyCollege ..... . M1ddlelJur.v, Vt ... 54 20 ~ ---· 12 .... lJ ---- 9 .... 0 7 4 38 15 14-16 12,000 Do. Norwich University, Northfi.eld,Vt ..... 27 12 .... o .... 5 .... 10 ........... . 4 39 :16-84 a210 3,500 June:!!'\. 
(military.) 
Randolph Macon College. 
University of Virginia._ 
Emory and H enry College 
Hampden Sidney College. 
Ashland, Va ---·-· --· - .... - --· .. .. --- · -·- · .... -- ·- . .. . ... -·· -' 4 
Charl_ottesville,Va. 240---- - --- --·: ---- -·-· .... -·-· ---- .... 53 .... 
Emor,y,Va. _______ 92 27 .... 2;}---· 25 ... 15 ............ 4 
H~~~<!._en Sidney, 88 --·· . ... ·--- .... .... .... .... .... 0 .... 4 
Lexington, Va ..... 240---- ... . ... .... ... . .. -··- .... 2 14 Washington and Lee 
University. 
Virginia Military Insti-~----do ----------- · · [ 3001 861···· 1 95~---- ~ 63~-- -- ~ 56~----~ 21 50 







40 , a70-80 
13 ... . -.--- . 
18 37,000 Thursday before July 4. 
13 13,580 June, first Wednesday. 
13-18 7, 000 June. 
15 10,000 June, fourth Thursday. 
15 5, 000 July 4. 
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Colle~e of " T1lliam anti W1lliamsburgh,Va ... .... - .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 1 15 3 38 50 
$10 
14-20 
· 9, 0001 June 18. 
6, 000 July 4. 
Roanol;:e Collt:g~ ........ Sa,~eJ.?, Va ......... 118 .... , .................... ---- ~ ---- 0 ol 4 40 a$50 
M~~ • 
Bethan:v:C?ll_ege ........ Beth~ny, W.Va ... 103 52
1 
... . 24 .... 16 .... 11
1 
........... 4 36 15 Hi-20 ....... :-- j June, thirdThursday. 
' Vest V1rgmm College ... F lemmgton, w·. Va 0 ... ... -. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . 0 0 -t 40 8 10 <J00 July 10. 
West 'Virginia University Morgant'wn,W.Va 71 22.. .. 23.... 12... 14.... 0 22 4 40 5- 8 9-12 3, 000: Juue, third Thursday. 
Saint Vil~cent's College . Wheeling, W.Va ................................ -1- ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. a30 a200 3, 500 
Law~·ence University .... .App~eton,_Wis.... 18 6. -. . 6.... 5... 1,. ... 3 . ... 4 39 7-12 18 6, 500 June, last Thursday. 
Bolmt 9ollege_ ~--:: ... : .. Belmt, _W.ls ... .... . 54 20.... 12.... 10.... 12, .. . . .... *15 4 40 12 9-20 7, 200 July, second Wednesday. 
Galesville Unn-ers1ty .... Galesv1lle, W1s.... 33 15 7 3 1 1 2 4
1
.... .. .. .. .. 4 39 10 12 4, 500
1 
June 26. 
Universit ofWisconsin . Madison,Wis ..... 68 6 16 12 11 8 10 5, .. .. 2100 4 38 6 8 4,GOOJune19. 
MiltonCo1lcge .......... Milton,Wis . ...... 78 2u 23 12 11 G 2 4' ............ 4 3tJ 8-11 10-13.50 1,500 June26. 
SaiutJohn's~College .... Prairie du Chien, .... ------ -- --- .. .. -------- ---- ~-- -- .... -------- ---------------- ..................... . 
Wis. 
R~cine ~oliege .......... I~~cine, W:is.. ... .. 65 15 .... · 17.... 1!'1 .... 18.... .. .. .. .. 4 39 b427 .... ......... 2, 5001 July 9. 
R1ponCollep;e .......... . lhpon,W1s . . ... . . 50 .... . .. .. ...... . · ·· · ·--·---- ~ ---· 0 0 4 39 7-8 10 3000 JunelastWednesday. 
Pio N ono College........ Saint .Francis Sta- .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 42 b160 16 ...... '.... ' 
tion, Wis. 
Northwestern University ''Vatertown, Wis.. ~8 5 .. - 7 . .. 2.... \ .. . .. . .. . ·4 40 10 7. 50 1, 800 June, last Wednesday. 
Georgetown Colloge.... Georgetow n, D. C . <>0 16 --- 10 . . . 131.. . 11 . . . . 0 0 7 44 a60 b325 30, 000 June 27. 
National D eaf-Muto Col- Washington, D. C . l R G .. -- 61.... 3 .. . 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 40 .. . .. .. . .. .. b150 600 July, last W ednesday. 
logo. I Columbian College .......... do............. 40 .... ... ... .... .... ... .... ... .... .... 4 39 a60 18 5,000 June, lnst 'Vcd.nesday. 










































Santa Fo U11ivcrsit.y .... . 
Unive1·sity of Deserot . . . 
UuiversityofWnslJington 
Holy A. llgels College . ... 
• 
Sa,ntaFe,N.Mex -~----~----~----~----~----~----~----~---·~ I I I I I 40-601 a2251 40 lt Lake City, 12 12 .. ...... ....... ..... .... :::: :~~- ···· ···3··4o 10............ 2,20~1 June14. 
seYl~~;wash.:rer.
1 
........... . __ _- ........ ....... ........ : :::: 4 40 ................................. . 
Vancouver C1ty, ................................................ 44 4-5 22 ......... . 
Wash.Ter. 




















TAULE VIII.-Stat'istics of universities, colleges, and collegiate depm·tments for 1872-Coutinued. 
NOTE.-For statistics of tho professional schools or departments connected with any of these ii1stitut.ions, reference is made to th~ appropriate tables. 















. I~ I A I ., p.:j I.Q I . ~ .. A A H' '"'I'«UJ 
~- ~ . ~ -~- j I j ~~!~I!!_/~/ p.:j 
>'l ·It <i! ~ C11 0 .... -~ A ~ Q • o:> .$ ell w H b.C 
~ p.:j ~ Q;> ~ H 
Southern University .... Gree.usborough , ................................. .. .............................. .. 
Ala.. 
lf~~~~~~;iE ~~i~~,. ~~~~~-: L~u :; ::: ;; ~u ;; : ~:H: ~: u .:r~:~:, 
Augustine. 
11 !~f)ilf!Jl: ~{i~i~f~:; ;:;} ::::: :\ ~\ ;\ ii :~ ::; \\ i i ::, :~ ;: \\; ::7·:'r 
17 Pacific Methodist College Santa Rosa, Cal . . . 2 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
18 College of Our Lady of Santa Inez, Cal. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .................. .. 
Guadalu]JO. 














Wesleyan University ... . 
Yalo College . . .......... . 
Delaware College .. ... .. . 
Bowdon Cullep;e . ....... . 
University of Georgia .. . 
Qo-lethorpe University .. 
1\lercer Uni~;ersity . .. .. . 
Emory College ......... . 
A.binl?don College ..... . 
Illinors W esleyan Uni-
versitv. 
~:WE~~~!~~~~~- ·----~~I~l~~~ :::: :::~ ~~~:_ :::: 4~ .. :::::: :::: :::: :: :: ::: : ~~-~ :::: :::: 
20, 000 
~~~~~:·<faa::::::: 4~ · • • . . 9 :::: :::: · · . 2 :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: .· .. 5 :::: :: ~: :: ~: :: ~: :::::::::: 
t~fi~11hF :>; i~~ JE~~ H ::_ +:: T :.:: > < E E •-· EH 
32 I Saint Viatur's College ... 
II i~l~~~~}~f~F ~~~{~~~::~;· :;::; r:·;,; i: :i ':· > :i :::i: ~~: > ;:: :;:i ;: > ·;;:· :~~-··"; 
38 Northwestern University Evanston, Ill.... . 17 ... . . . 5 ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. 1. ... . .. . . .. . .. . None. 
:~ ~~~~1~~1~~~~-~~~·:::: -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::: ::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::::::::::: ::: :::~::: 
:~ ~~¥il~(~J~§~~~tf:-.:::~: fr~:~~~J}~·:~~~:: ~ 1H~ ::: : :::: ~~-: : ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 1~ :::::::::::: · ···4~:~~~ 
45 Monmouth College . . . . . . Monmouth, Ill . . . . 29 21 . .... . .. 1H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 
46 Nort.hwestern College .. . Naperville, ill.... 1 ...... . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... .. . . ... . .. . . . .. 3.... . . . . . .. . 20,000 
!~ t~~~tj!'~~e;~.~~~~~~~i~~-- ~~~~~~~il~~-:iii:::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: ~~-. :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::·:: :::: :::::::::: 
tical College. 
49 Shurtleff College . . . . . . . . Upper .Alton, Ill.. 6 1 H. 3 lH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 500 
~ ~~l~~i~~fE;L: ~~~1~:!k~:- :::} /~~; :: :: ;:: :: ;~ :::::::: ~:: ::• ::' :: -~: ::~: 1 ;;;;~~~~~~ !14 Wabash College . . . . . . . . Crawfordsville,Ind 6 .............. 1H ..... 2H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 000 
g~ . ~~~1~~~?}1:~~~~~~·~~: .;~:~~:~~:~~~~:: :::~~~: :::~~: :::::::: :::: :::: ::~: :~~::: :: :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 45,000 
58 Indiamt .A.sl>ury Univ. .. Greencastle, Ind. . 20 ..... . .... .. . . 2H .... . lH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. _.. . . . . . . . . 27, 1!00 
~~ ~~~t~~~ii~l:}~i~·0e~sit_v· ::: ~:~?s~~fie~1r~d.::: : 1i ..... ~ :::: ... 2 .. . 3 :::: ... ~ : ::::: :::: : :: : :::: · · · 8 :: :: :::: . :: · ~g: g~~ 
61 Northw'n C!Jristiau Univ. Indianapolis, Ind. 4...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.... . . . . . . . . 20,000 
62 Howard College . . . . . . . . Kokoma. Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . . . ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . 
~ ~~~~~~~~it~:, . f~~~~d ::) ;;} ;:;: ::.:;::::: :: :_::.; ::; :: :~: ) :; :..; ::_; .A~;;; 
NO'l'E.-" H" stands f')r Honorary. 























TABLF. VIII.-StaUstics of ttn·ive1·sities, colleges, a11d coUegiate departments for 187~-Continued. 

















11 1 2 39 40 l4l l 42 l 43 l 44 14al 46 l47l48 l 49 l aO i i:il l i:i2 l 531 i:i4 
H ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ ·I ~ I ~ I ~ I~ I~ I ~ I: I I I ~ ~ 
-l- 1- l-1--l-1-l-•- •-•-•-·----
69 Griswold Collep;e . _ ..... . 
70 Norwe~ian Lutner CoiL. 
71 Upper .Lowa University . 
72 Iowa College ...... ..... . 
73 Hum bold College ...... . 
74 Simpson Centenar.r Coll. 
75 Iowa State UniYersity .. . 
7ti Iowa W esleyan Univ ... . 
77 Cornell Uollege . . .. . ... . 
78 Central Univ. of Iowa .. . 
79 Whittier College ...... .. 
80 Tabor Colle17·e ..... . .... . 
81 Saint Benedict's College 
82. Baker University ..... .. 
R~ Highland Universi ty . . . . 
84 State University ....... . 
85 Washburn College .... .. 
86 Ber ea College .. ... ...... . 
87 Centre Uollege ........ .. 
88 Cecilian College ........ . 
89 K entucky Military In-
stitute. 
90 Georgetown College . .. . . 
91 Kentucky University ... . 
92 Bethel College . ....... . .. 
93 Saint Mary's College ... . 
!!4 Eminence College ..... .. 
95 J~ouisiaua State Uuiv ... . 
!'6 S-:tinL Charl es College ... . 
D7 Centoun,ry College .... . . . 
-l- l-l-1-1-l--l-l-l-l-l-l-1-l---l --
E:~;~~li~;?:~ ~ ~ ~ ..... ~ : ~ ~: :::: : ~:: :::: :: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: _ .. ~ :::: :::: :::: · · · $i 1: i3o 
:Fayette, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 100 
Grinnell. Iowa.. .. 4 1 H. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. 1 .. .. . . .. . .. . 4, 250 
Humboldt, Iowa ... ..... .. .. . ......... .... ........ . ........ ... ...... . . ............... · .......... . 
Indianola, Iowa... 7 1 H. .. ............................ 1 H. .. .. 6 .. .. .. .. . .. 20, 000 
Iowa City, Iowa . . 13 2 H. 6 . .. . lH ..... 
1
2H. . ........ . ...... . ..... .. .......... ...... ... . 
Mt.Pleasant,Iowa 12 16 .. .. .... .. .. 3 .... ...... ... 5 .... 7 .................... .. 
~}!;~ri~!-~~~~: ::::::: ::::~~ :::: :::: :::~ :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: ~:~~ :::: :::::::: ----~~:-~~~ 
Just opened. 
Also 1 uegree of M. B. 
Tabor, Iowa .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10, 000 
Atchison, Kans ..................................................................... None. 
BaldwinCity,Kans 1 ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ...... .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .. .. None. 
f!~vh/::~~. ~~~~ :: :::::: : :::::: : : : : : :: : ::: : : :: : : ::: :::::: : :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : :: . ::: : : : : ::: ~:::::: 
Topeka, Kans .............. ................................ .......... .... :........... 31,736 
Berea, lry . .... .. .. 1 ................................ . ... . ............... . ............... . 
Danville, Ky . ... .. 9 11 .. .. . .. . 3H ............................ . ..... . .. . ............. . 
~!~~:~~~~o:K;•-~.): : ~:::: : :::::: : : : : : ::: : :: : : : : : : :: : :::: :: : : : : : ~: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : :: : :::: : ::: ~::: :: 
~~~!!fit~~:\~I::: i:::::: :::: :::: ~~-: ::~~ 1 :::: : ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::~ :::: :::::::: : :::: ~:b~ 
Saint Mary's Sta- ...... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .............. ....... . 
tioo, Kv. 
i~~~~~~~~~~Lt~: ::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~g~f -




































1)81 Co1lrgo of tho Immacu- NewOrloaus, La .......... . ...... . ..... ......... . . 













































StraightUniversity ........... do .... .... . ....... A 0 0 0 0 0 o o o 
13owf1oin Collog-o . . . . . . . . llnmswicl;:, Maiue 24 5H. 12 ........ 3H ..... :2H . . .......... _ .. ........ , _ .. . , . ... , .. . . 10, 125 
~ir~~~~11c~i~~;,.o· : :::: : : 
Colle go of the Holy Cross 
Adr_ian College ... ...... . 
.A.lbwn College .. ... . . .. . 
Michigan University ... . 
Hillsdale College . . ..... . 
Kalama.zoo College .. .. . . 
Olivet Cellege ...... .... . 
University of Minnesota. 
Carleton College . ....... . 
Saint John's College .... . 
Mississippi College ..... . 
University of Mississippi 
Pass Christian College .. 
Madison College ....... . 
College Hill, Mass 10 ;:; 2,. . . . . ...... 2H. . . . . . • 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eo, 000 
fl~~~~~~]il- :n~:<IET>T L~ :: \ :.:•: ::> -:?:"" 
fllJ!ffE ~--~.1 I~,;] ;: ,HI!!,j~~~l!;:: ii ii !. !j :; :: ; 7~·~i 
Miss. 
Sharon, Miss.... . . . . . . . . . . ......... , . . .. , .... , _ ... , .... , ...... , . _ . . , .. __ , __ .. , .. _ . , .... , . . _ . , . __ . , __ ... ___ _ _ 
.Also ono:honornry degree of Doctor of 
Dental Medicine, (D. M.D.) 
Also 5 degrees ofPharmucentical Chem-
ist ancll degree Mining-Engineer. 
The college functions have been tem-
Tou.,-alo :> University .... , Tougal_oo, Mias .. - ., ....... ,. -·-- .,. -- .,. -- ., .. -·j·- .. , .. -., ...... ,.-- ., .. -.,. :: :j: :: :j: :: :j :: ::j::: :j· -N~~e:- .· porurily suspended. 
Saint Vincent.'s College. . CapeG1rardeau,Mo i ·-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -
1
- · · · · · · · · · ·:: · :::: :::: : __ . . .... __ .. __ . _. _ ... ___ .. . _-I .Also!) degrees of Mistress of .Arts, and 
McGee College ...... -.. . College Mound, Mo · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 honorary degree of same. 
University of Missouri.. 
Grancl River College .... . 
Central College ......... . 
Westminster College .. . . 
Lewis College .......... . 
Lincoln College ......... . 
Ha.nnibal College ....... . 
William Jewell College .. 
Columbia, Mo..... 16 ... . ... . ..... . . .. ..... '1 H . . ..................................... . .... . 
i;t:!~~~·:~~~:::: · ··---~ :::::: :::2::: : :::: :::: ·::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: : :::: :::: ~f*~~: 
~~-~~%~~,0~~~;::: ::::::: :::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: ::~::: :::::::: :::::::: ·--~ :::::::: :::::·::::: 
Hannibal, Mo ..... ---- -··...... . ..... . . . ... . . . ....... . ..................... . . ... None. 







































g ~ . ~~ 
• • • I • ~ B ~ -~~ 
~ ~ I ~ A ~ ~ ::i A uj r4 uj ~ ~ ;§ b10 
• ,.q ,.q • H H · . . · . . ., a:> 
<1 P-iil-!AHH ~ l='l~OP=I~I='l~ H 
~ 41 , 42 43 44 45 ~ 47 48 49-;;;; 51 52 53~ 
Remarks. 






























J'obnson ~ale and Fe- Macon City, Mo ... ------ ·• · ----· •·--· •·--··--- •·- -· •·--· •·----- •·-·· •·-· ·• ·--· •···· •·--···-·· •·· --
malo College. 
t~~{{;f~~;~;;rr. i~Ti~~;;~~#• : 5 :: i •: •::: :::. : •::• ·••· .•••. : : ~ j :I Nooo. 
6~li~~\nt~~c;~[.t~it';21n~~s: : : : . ~~ : :::: : : :::: :: ... _ .. ~ . _ ... ~ : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :. ~ : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · .... _ . _ 
NobraskaColl~~o ........ Nobr.Cit.y,Ncbr ... ................... 2H . .... .. ........ ................ ... ····!··-- None. 
Dartmonth Couege . .. -.. IlanoYcr, N. II . ... 6!J !J H.231 .... 1 H. 3 H ..... ·2 H. 2 H.18 . _ . .. _ .. . ___ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $96, !300 
CollegoofNcwJ'ersey .. Princeton,N.J'.... 944H.54 .... 1H.lH ... . 2B.. ...... .... .... .... . .. . ... .... 470,000 
l~utgcrs College......... NcwBnmsw'k.N.J 2 II. 18 2 II.161 H . .... 4 H ..... 1 H .......... . .......... -- .. -- --- . . . 60, 0001 
f~t~~~~2~;~:f fl~i;~;l.;:;.J : :; . 
1
: •••••• :. ·:··: •••• : / •• • •••• •••• •••• ••.• • . •• • .. ;~. 
Polytechnic Institute. 
~ir!~~~~{;;;,y;, ~:!~:::!•i :::•: : ; : ·~ •:·· : •.•• . ] ••. .••• ' l :: , · : 
Hamilton College _. ..... Clinton, N. Y -- · ·- 36 2 II.l5 ---- · · -- 3 II. 10 2 B.. .. ---- -- · · ---- -- - -- -- ~ -- -~ ~ - --
Saint.Tolm'sCoJlego ..... Ford!Jam,N.Y.... 25 6 . ................................. -------------- ... 
~~~!~~b~~1;~s~~~~::::: ~~;1~;!~:::: 1 ~ :~:~:~::::in/:~:::::~ -~-::::::::::::::::::.::::: :: : .... ::: 
Uollgg;ooftl1eCi.tyofN.Y NowYol'l<,N.Y.. 2-J 4.... .... .... .... .... ...... .... 1 16 .. 
Coll.ofSt.FrancisXavier .... do------------- 12 11 .... .. .................... .. ..... . 
Colmullin.Uollogo ............ !\o ------------- 202TI.27 .. . ..... 3H . .... 3IL ........ . .... . 













































17~ Uu~vers~tyofCityofN.Y .... do . . ...... ... .. l 81 21 .... \1H.i3H.I... 12 H .. ..... . 
173 Umvcrs1ty of Rochester Rochester, N.Y . . ............. . 




. . -. 
175 Syra;cnse University . .. . Syra;cnse, N: Y. .. . ~ ........ .. 1 IL .. . 
17ti DavHlsou College .. ...... Dav1dsou V1llage, 1<> 
N.C. 
117 Rutherford Male and Fe- Excelsior, N. C .... 
... . ... .. ,1H ..... ... . .. . 
4
'- ·iol: ::: .. . --·-- · · 
2H.21 .. I .... 11 H. 1. .... , .... 
malo College. 
178 North Carolina College .. Mt. Pleasant, N.C . 
179 Wake Forest College. . . . Wake Forest-, N. C. 
180 Trinity College. ........ . Trinity, N .. C .. ... . 
~, ...... , .... , .... l .... , ... . l"""l"""""l" "" l""l ""l"" l""l""l" "" 
1~ .• -- -7 -.. ~I: : : • t ii: : : : : i ·ir: ::::: : : : : - -. . . . ... -. . . . ... --... -.. 
181 Buchtel College . . . . . . . . . Akron, Oh10 ..... . 
182 Ohio University ......... Athens, Ohio...... 2 
183 Baldwin' University.... . Berea, Ohio . . .. .. . .. .... 
184 Saint Xavier College . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio . . 9 
185 Mount Saint Mary's of .... do ................. .. 
the West. 







li ifriil!~;::t? if~!~~~}:·~ :Jlfll /: 2~ •••• (~ > •••• .: • • . •••• :' : :: 7~0 
191 Western Reserve College Hudson, Ohio . . .. . 18 2 .. ...... 3 H. . . . . .. . . 37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 9 910 
~~; ~~~i~~~~~ir~;~1~~-~:::: ~~~l!tt~~9°~io:~~- 1? :::::: :::::::: i13:"." ::~ i·:Er: :::::: :::· ·::: :: :: ···i .::: :::: :::: ___ 1; 000 
194 Mount Umon vollege .... Mount Umon, Ohw Ll 1 H.S ........ 1 H ....... _. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . _. . . . . ...... . 75, 000 
300 
9, OOLI 
195 Fran~lin College ........ New ~then_s, Ohio ... . . . 4 H . ........ -.. - .... 3 H . .... .. . .. . . -.. . . .. . .. -~- .. . 
~~~ ~~~~in -8~n~~~ity: :::::: 8~r~;.a,·~~~o:::::: f~ · · · · · 4 : :: : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : : _ ·: ::: · : : : : : : : : : :: : · · ·1 . : : . : : : . : : : : 
198 Richmond College....... Richm~md Ohio . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .............. __ . . __ ....... .. 
199 " OnoStudy"University Scio,Ohio......... 3 2H .. ....... 2II. .... 1H 1H.l ... ......... 14~----~ -- --~-- ----- .. . 
~~~ ifj~:f~e~:ff8c~~:::.::.· .· .· ~1flt~~g~\~·.?.~i-~:: ... · .. i2 1~ ... . :::: ~-~: :::: ::: : :: :::: :::::::::::: ... 3:::: :·:: :::· . f~~g 
202 UrbonaUnivmitY- ----- U>·bono,Obio ...... ------ ------ -- ---- --- _________ ---· ______________ _ : _ _ ) 20'000 
203 Otterbein University.... Westerville, Ohio. 6 3.-- . .... - .. - . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . ... ~... .. .. .. . . ....... I 15' 000 
204 Willoughby College . . .. . Willonghby, Ohio. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. ' 
2"05 Uniyersityof Wooster .. Wooster, Ohio.... 8 .............. 2H . ............ .. 
~g~ r;~y~l6~tf:g~~-i~~I~~i~~-: -~erl~a-,_~~~~-: ::::: :::::·: :::::::::::::::::: :::· .. .. 11 .... I .... I .... I . None. 
~08 Antioch College......... Yell~w Springs, 4 3 ........... . .. __ , __ .. 
Ohio. 
209 r:acifi~ University ....... ForestGrove,Or.eg ........ -- ... · · · · - ... · · · · ... -~- ... , ...... , ... ·1 · .. ·1· · · ·1 ·-· ·1· · -- ~-- -- -- ·-
210 Chnst1an Ccllege ........ Monmouth, Oreg .. . ........... ......... ............................. .. . .. ....... . 1 ... . 
211 Willamette University.. Snlem, Oregon .. .. .. .. .. . 1 H.4 ............. _ ..... . 




213 Andalusia College .... ... Andalusia, Pa..... ... . .. . ..... ·.... . .. . .. .. . 
21~ Leb1anonVall~y~ollege. Annvillo,Pa...... 5 .. . . . . . ... . . . ····· ··1 ·· ··1--·--·1···1·-- ·l··· ·l····j·---1 11 ·-- ·1 18,000 21<> Co:leg_e of Samt Thomas Bryn Mawr, Pa.. . 4 4 .... . . .. .. .. . . . .. . ..... . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . None. 
of VIllanova ......... . 
216 Dickinson College ..... . 
217 Lafayette College ....... . 
Carlisle, Pa ..... --j 17j2 H .7, .... , ... -j2H., .... ,1 H.j------j----1·. --j·. --j· . . ·j· .. ·I· .. ·j· .. . I None. 
Easton, Pa........ 1 H.24 2 H ....... . . 5 H ..... 2ff ................................. .. 
* Several thousand. 





















TABLE VIII.-Statistics of universities, colleges, and collegiate depa1·trnents jm· 1872-Continued. 
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1 ~ 39 41 42 43 44 41) 46 41' 48 49 1)0 1)1 1)2 .53 1)4 
Ursin us College ........ . 
Pennsylvania College. · .. . 
Franklin and Marshall 
College. 
liiJ.lm;J!y~ .If~,~~~ ~::::!'tl;•ii ii:~::•lRiiii:: ::: :•: ii •• 7 :• :ii :: iii:'j"" 
UniversityofPennsyl- ... . do ............. 28 18 .... 82H. 91H. 115 ............................ 80,000 
vania. 
Freel~nd, Pa .. .... , ....... , ...... , .... , .. .. , .... , .... , .... , ...... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , $10,000 
r:!%~~~::g~'a~~- ~ ~ ~~ 2 H~~ : ~ :: : : ~ : 4 -:8:·. : ::: : : : : :: ~::: : ::: : ~:: : : :: : ~ : : : :: : : : ~ : : : : : ___ . _ ~~ ~~~~ 
Western University of Pittsburgh, Pa .... 
Pennsylvania. 
61 ...... I .•.. I .... 1  H., ... ...... , ...••• , .... .. ........ ............... .. .. . 16,700 
Lehigh Unh·ersity ..... . 
Swatumore College ..... . 
Washin~ton and Jeffer-
son College. 
Waynoslmro-b College .. . 
Haverford C'olle~e - ..... . 
Saint Vincent's t;ollege .. 

































Swath_more, Pa .... .. ... . .. ... .................. . ... ...... .. ... .... .. .... ... ...... : . . . 20,000 
Washmgton, Pa... 8 .............. 3 H ..... 2 H. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. 6 ..................... . 
-~:~~~}~;~!£.: :::::~~ :~:~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::l .... i9,'25o 
Pa. 
Brown University . ..... . 
College of Chal'leston ... . 
University of South Car-
olina. 
~rovitlenco, R. I. . . 44 2 H ......... 1 H ..... 2 H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Charleston, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .................... : . ................. ...... . . 
Columbia, S. C . . . 3 1 H..... . . . . . . . . 6.... 7 .... .. ......... ... ......... , ......... . 
60,450 
Ji'nrmnu University ..... . 















































































Woftord College . ... .. .. . 
Newberry College ...... . 
East Tennessee Woslyan 
University. 
K.iug College ........... . 
Greenville and Tuscu-
lum College. 
West Tennessee College. 




Maryville College ...... . 
Union University ...... . 
Spartanburgh,S.C. 
Walllalla, S. C ... . 
Athens, T enn .... . 
Bristol, Tenn ..... . 
Greenville, Tenn .. 
l~·;;:·i .:: ::: l:Hr-:: l~· :.::: :: :::: ::·: ::· :::; :--::::: :::.~:~; 























ic:oe;~ii!~.~:U~~: ······5 :::::: :::::::: :::: :::: iE:: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -:N~~e:··· 





























Maryville, Tenn ...........•.•••........ 2H ..... 1 H....... . .. . . . .. . ... . . .. ..... ... . ... 4, 500 
Murfreesborough, ...................................•................................••..••••• 
Tenn .. 
Central Tennessee Col- Nashville. Tenn .. ......• .......... ... .......... ... ........ ............. .. . ........... 
lege. 50 
University of Nashville ..... do ...••............... 1 H. 2 ...............................................•...... None. 
lfisk University ..... ... ..... do -........................................................ .... .... .... .... .... ... None. 
Univer;;ity of the South. Sewanee, Tenn ............................................................................... . 
~~fi~*1~~~ ~~~~;~~~lx!:.Ui···.: !!,l],:H ~: i :< ~: ~:: :::·:: ~~: W ::~~~F: 
University of Vermont .. Burlington, Vt.. .. 2 H. 2 ................ 1 H. 18 ........................... None. 
Middlebury College ..... Middlebury, Vt... 15 4 ... ... . . 1 H ..... l H ............. ...... ........... _ ..... _ ....... . 
Norwich University, Nortbfielcl, Vt. .... 1 3 H ................................... !H. 8 .... .... .... 1,200 
EE~1i~:~¥it~t:;; ~~;r;:~r.::~;·~~ ::::::i ::::• :: :: : : :: ::::: : : :: :::::: :::• :: ::::::::: 
HampdenSiclnAyCollege. Hampden Sidney, 12 1 ........ 2H. .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 9,000 
Va. 
Washi!!gton ancl Lee Lexington, Va ... 
University. 
11 21 .... 1 .... !2H. 1612H ........•....•.... , ..•..................... 90,000 
Virginia Military Insti-
tute. 
Rich monel College ...... . 
Roanoke College ....... . 
College of William ancl 
Mary. 
Bethany College ........ . 
West Virginia. College .. . 
West Virginia University 
St. Vincent's College ... . 
Lawrence University ... . 
Beloit Colleg-e .. ........ . 
Galesville University ... . 
University of \Viscons.i.n. 
.... do .............................. .. .. ....... ..... , ............... ] ...... , . ..................................................................................... . 
Richmond, Va . ... , ...... . 
Salem, Va......... 9 
\Villiamsburgh,Va ....•. . 
10 ... ..... 1 H .... .. ................ ..• .................. 

























~!i~~:~,::::::]:~~:=~ :: :~r: =~~:·~ -~~::~ ::~. ~: •••- ~~~ ::··~::~~: ~~~~ ::~~~~~~~ 
4 pleton, Wis.... 3 3 H. 6 .... lH. 1 H..... . . . . ...... . . . . 4. ... 6 .•.. . ... . . .. 25,000 






































TABLE VIII.-Statistics of ~tnive'rsities, colleges, and collegiate depa1·trmmts for 1872-Continued. 
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r~l~~J-~~~~~~oii~g~:~~:: w:;t~fd fuiscilie~~- · ·· -- -~ -~-~-- :::: :: :: :::: :::: .::: :::::: ::: : :: :: ::::[J:::J:J:::J::::::::: 
Wis. 
~fi~:~~~i~:~~~::: ::: : ~!.~~~~:::~t~-: - ·----~ ~:~:; :::::::: ~~: :::: ~~: :::::: :::::::: ::J:::~I:::J::J::J:::~~~~~~ 
tion, Wis. 
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. . ...... . . 
Gonzaga College ........ . . . .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ...... . 
Howard Uniyersi~y ..... , ... do........... . . 3 . ...... . . .. ... . ...... . 2H. 10.. .. . ... . .. . .... . ... . ... . ... 9, 006j One diploma of Doctor of Pharmacy. 
~~l~~:S~t~~rvn:~!~~i::: ~~utal:k~-~~~.- :: ::~~: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :: :: :::::: :::·. :::: :::: :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::::::::: 
Utah. 






































STATISTICAL TABLES. 791 
List of colleg08 appem·ing ·in the report Dj 1871 frorn which no inforrnation has been 1·eceivecl. 
Name. Location. ~arne. Location. 
La Grange College ........... La Grange, .Ala.... Jefferson College ............ Washington, Mi.r;s. 
McKenzie College ............ Batesville, Ark . . . . Woodland College ............ Inde1Jendence, hlo. 
Petaluma College ....... .. ... Petaluma, CaL . . . . . Saint Charles College . ....... Saint Charles, Mo. 
~nion College . .............. San Francisco, Cal.. Umversity of Nebraska .... Lincoln, Nebr. 
San Raphael College .... . .... San Raphael, CaL. Burlington College ........... Burlington, N.J. 
Sonoma College............. Sonoma, CaL....... Martin Luther College....... Buffalo, N. Y. 
Washington College ......... Washington, Cal ... 
1
·saint Joseph's College ........ Rhinecliff:; N.Y. 
AtlantacUniversity .......... Atlanta, Ga........ University of North Carolina~ Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Christ's College .............. Montpelier, Ga ..... Oli.n Colle;.:;:e ................. . Iredell County, N.C. 
Quincy College ............. . Quincy, Ill.... . . . . . Farmer's College ............. College Hill, Ohio. 
J u).>ilee Co)le~e ............ .. ltobin's Nest, Ill . . . Harlem Springs College...... H a r_l em Springs, 
Samt Patnck s College ....... Ruma, Ill......... . OhiO. 
Dunkard College: ............ Bourbon, Incl....... Saint Louis College .......... · Lmnisvill e, Ohio. 
Brookville College ........... Bro<!lkville, Ind . .. . Muskingum College ...... .... New Concord, Ohio. 
Smithson College ............ -·,Ind . .......... Corvallis College ............. Corvall'is, Oreg-. 
Parson's College .... · ......... Des Moines, Iowa.. Oregon State University ..... Eugene City, Oreg. 
Fairfield College ............. Fairfield, Iown, ..... OreQ.on College ........... .. .. Oregon City. Orog. 
Lane University ............. Lecompton, Kans .. ' Philomath College.. .... .. .. Philomath, Oreg. 
Leland University ........... New Orleans, La... Avery College .............. . Allegheny Cit.y, Pa. 
J efferson College ............ . Saint Michael, La.. Moravian College ............ Bethlehem, Pa. 
Borromeo College . . ....... . .. Pikesville, Mel . ... . . Maimonides College . ...... .. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Saint Philip's Col:lege .. .. .... Detroit, Mich . . . . . . R iawassa College ............ Madisom·ille, Tenn. 
Hope College ................ llolland, Mich . . . . . Franklin College ............. Nashville, Tenn. 
Semple-Broaddus College .... Centre Hill, Miss... Sa.int Mary's College .. . ...... S:m Antonio, Texas. 
Shaw University ............. Holly Springs, Miss. Saint John's College ......... Norfolk, Va. 
Alcorn University ........... Jackson, Miss...... Wayland University ......... Beaver Dam. Wis. 
Oakland College ............. Oakland, Miss . . . . . Carroll College ............... Waukesha, Wis. 
I 
"Suspended. 
The following-narnecl institutions appeaTimg in the Teport of 1871 m·e not knmvn by this office 
to be now in existence. 
Name. Location. Remarks. 
Florence University ............ ( Fl .Al Id t· 1 
Wesleyan University ........... 5 orence, a .......... · ' · en wa · 
Mar:ys-ville College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar_ysville, Cal ........ ~ . . 
Brandywine College . . . . . . . . . . . . Brandywine, Del .. ... .... . 
:Marshall College ................ Henry, Ill .............. .. 
Mendota Colle!);e . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Mendota, Ill ............. . 
Valparaiso College ... ........... Valparaiso, Ind .......... . 
Thompson Uni\· rsity .......... Baldwin, La ............ .. 
Baton Rouge College.. ...... ..... Baton Rouge, La ......... . 
Mount Lebanon College......... Mount Lebanon, La ..... .. 
Jefferson City College ..... -- .. . Jefferson City, Mo ........ . 
Congregational College ......... Fontanelle, Nebr ........ .. 
Genesee College . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Lima, N.Y............ . . . . Consolidated with Syracuse University. 
Presbyterian Synodical College . Lagrange, Tenn .... ...... . 
Lookout Mountain Educational Lookout Mountain, Tenn .. 
Institwte. 
Colorado College...... ......... . Columbus, Texas .......... Suspended . 
.Aranama College . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . Goliad, Texas ........... .. 
MEMORANDA. 
East Alabama Male College .. -. Auburn, Ala.............. Transferred to .A.gricultural and Mechan-
ical College of Alabama. 
Sp!"ing Hill College, (near Mobile) ~pring Hill, Ala........... See Saint Joseph's College. 
Pacific Methodist College. . . . . . . Vacaville, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . See Pacific Methodist. College, Santa 
Rosa, Cal. (IdenticaL) 
Jar-vis Hall Collegiate SchooL . . . Colorado Territory...... . . See Table VI. 
Illi2ois Industrial University... Urbana, TIL .............. .' See Table X, Part I. 
Jloston University............. . Bo:;ton, Mass .... .......... Acade~icaldepartmentnotyetorganized. 
Palmyra College ............ ... . Palmyra, Mo .............. See Samt Pn,ul's College. (Identical.) 
Hampton Normal Institute . . . . . HamptQn, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . See Table X, Part I. 
Hensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . See Table X, Part II. · 
German Wallace College ..... ... Berea, Ohio ............. .. Connected with Br.lclwin Univendty, 
Berea, Ohio. · 
Janesville College............... Janesville, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . See Table V. 
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Whole Number No. non- ~..; Collegiate de-number . resident-. resitlent. partmcnt. :;j>=l 
P< o; - ------
~~ ~ I ~ . ~ ~ 0-~ ~~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~=~~ 
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~)l l]§ ~:g "~ ~ 1 «:) c; Q) ~ -se-~ s ...... s ell <l) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~.s ~q::t g<g ::::~ ~cS ~ ~ z ~ w"'~--:> w ---- -~----
2 IIun ts >illo Female Semiiwry....... Huntsville, Ala .. 1829 1829 . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. Rev. H. R. Smith, A.M ........ do . . . 3 4 2 3 1 1 50 .............. . . 
F loren ce SyiJOdical College . .. . . . . . . Florence, Ala . ... . 1850 1847 $2, 5oo· $1, 500 Prof. J. G. Anderson . . . . . . . . l'res . . 2 4 2 4 __ .. ___ . 31 _ ..... _ .
1 
...... .. 
:3 H untsdlleFcmaloColloge .............. .. do ........... 18521833 ............... Georp:eW.F.Price ........ M.E .. 3 8 3 8 .... . .. . 40 11 21 26 11 
4 1\farion F emale Seminary....... . . .. Marion, Ala ....... 1836 1836 . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . Prof. J. K. Thompson........ .. . .. . .. 2 7 . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 50 20 24 15 8 
5 Judson Female Inst itute . ................ do .. ......... 1833 1835 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. R. H . Rawlings, A . M...... .. Bapt.. 4 8 4 8 .. .. .. .. 25 18 121 20 23 
· 6 Ccn tonar yFcmaloColkgo ......... . Summorfiold,.d.la ......................... A.D. McVoy .................... . ............... . ....................... 
1 
....... . 
7 T u scaloosa Female College ......... Tuscaloosa, Ala ....... 1870 . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . B. F. Larrabee, A. M . . .. . . .. Moth . 3 15 3 15 . ... .. .. 21 .............. .. 
A EastAlauam a. F cm al o College ...... Tusk egee, Ala . ........... . ....................... .............. ....................................... . ............. .. .... . 
9 Tuskegee Female College ................ do ........... 1854 1855 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. R ev. Henry D. Moore .. .. . .. M oth . 2 8 2 8 . . .. .. .. 28 21 15 8 6 
10 Young· L ad ies' Seminary .. . .. ...... B enicia, Cal. .......... 1852 ................ R ev. Charles H. Pope ........ Cong . 3 6 2 6 1. _ __ 28 15 13 4 3 
11 Fcmnlo Collep:o of the P acific . . . . . . Oakland, Cal ........ . .... . ...... ... .. . .. .. _ ..... . . ___ ... -.· ______ ....... _ .................... __ . . ___ .. _ _ . __ . ___ ..... ___ ... _. 
12 Coll ege of 1.11{1 Not.ro Dame .. .. .. . .. Sau .Jose, Cal.. .... 1868 1851. ........... . ... ~! Ster Marie Cornelio ..... __ R. C . . 2 23.... 23 2 __ .. 450 15 7 10 
13 ScLool for Y ou ng Ladies* .......... F arming;ton, Conn ... . . 1848 ................ Miss Sa rah Pol'ter .. __ ...... . .. .. . .. 2 10 ........ . ... __ ...... __ ...... _ ... . .. . 
14 llar tford Semin ary ....... .. .. .. . . .. Hartforo, Conn . .. . 1827 1821 . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . :l'!fiss A.M. Beecher .... ..... . .. .. . .. . .. . 3 . . .. 2 . . .. 1 40 .. .. .. .. . .. 7 
15 Young; L adies' Hi_gh School. ........ New London , Conn 1855 1855 ................ Miss Marian A. Greene..... .. . .. . .. .. .. 3.... 3 .... __ .. 76 . ... ........ __ .. 
16 Congregation d e ~otro Dam e....... Wato1·bury, Conn. -- .. 1869 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. R ev. James Lynch ....... _.. R. C . . .. . . 7 .. .. 7 .. .. .. .. 84 30 22 ....... . 
17 Yon ng: 'l,adies' InstMute ............ Windsor, Conn ..... .. . l 867 ........ . ....... Miss.Julia S. Williams ...... Epis .. 1 4 ... 3 1 1 25 ...... .. ...... .. 
18 ·w esleyan F emale College ......... . ·wilming ton, D el.. 18511839 . ............... R ev John Wilson, A.M ..... M. E.. 5 7 2 6 3 1 60 25 20 15 9 
19 Fnrlow M asonic F emale College . ... Americus, Ga ..... 1856 1857 ........ ~ ....... Rev. D. S. T. Douglas, A.M.. .. . .. . .. 3 5 3 5 __ .. . . .. 38 18 10 23 6 
i~ ~~~~~~~~tF~;:~~:~~1ri~~:~;~~~~~:: ~~:~:~:~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
23 G r iilin F cmnlo Col! ego . . .. . .. .. .. .. Griffin, Ga .. .. .... 1848 1848 ................ A. B. Niles, A.M............ .. . .. . .. 4 4 3 3 1 1 43 ~2 49 24 16 
~~ r~G-\:!~~~;],~ !~ ~~~l~ga : : ::::: :: r:ai~~~~io~(}~:::: 1~~4 ~~~~ :::::::::::: : :: : .~:~:~~~~~~~~:~·-~::::::::: :::::::: ---~ ___ 2 ::::::: : :::: :::.:::::::::::: :::· :::: 
26 Soutllcm Female College .... ..... .. ... _ .. do ... ........ 1848 1843 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. I. F. Cox, A. M __ __ .......... .. . .. .. . 4 4 4 4 .... __ .. 58 35 25 21 12 
27 Lumpk in 111:asonio Female College.. Lumpkin , Gl\ .. . .. . ............. . ........ __ ................................................ __ ...... __ .......... __ .. __ .... .. 
28 \Vesloyan Female Colle go . . . . . . . . . . Macon , Ga . . .. .... 18361839 . . . . . . . . 2, 000 Edward H. Myers, D. D . . . _. Moth . 5 8 4 4 1 4 7 21 26 41 48 
29 Montpelier Inst'o for Y oung L adies. Near M acon, Ga .. .... .. .. .......................... . ......................... .. .................................... .... ----
30 Gcoq~i~tFemal (IColl cgo ...... .. .... Mn dison,Ga . .... . l 8491 E':JO .. ..... .. .. .. ... R ov.G.Y.Bruwne ......... . Bapt .. 1 5 1 5 ... .. . .. 40 9 7 15 6 
31 l\lariet ta Fe malo College .. ... .. .. .. Mnriotta, Ga ...... 18691871 ........ __ . .. _ .. R~v. Wm. A. Rogers, A.M .... _..... 2 2 2 2.. .. .. .. 40 8 2 6 11 









































34 West Point Female College ........ . 
35 ~.'lajor Female College ...... . . - .. - . . 
36 Evanston College for Ladies ....... . 
37 Almira College .......... -- .. -- .. - .. 
38 Illinois Female College ..... --.-----
39 Jacksonville Female Academy .... . 
40 Lake Forest University .. . ........ . 
41 Saint Angela's Acai!.emy ...... -- ---. 
42 Monnt Carroll Seminary ........... . 
43 Quincy Female Scmin31ry .. .. ..... . 
44 I{ockford Female Semmary ........ . 
45 Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies 
46 Logansport Ferna.le College .. ...... . 
47 De .Pauw College.------ - ----.-----. 
48 Episcopal Female Seminary ....... . 
49 College of the Sisters of Bethany .. . 
50 Georo-etown Female Seminary ..... . 
51 Daug'bt.ers' Colle~e .... .. . ·-----·-·· 
52 Lebanon Baptist J! em ale College . _. 
53 Saint Cat berino's Academy ........ . 
54 Hooker Female College .. _____ . ____ . 
55 Lexington Bapt.ist Female College .. 
56 Logan Female College. _____ . __ . ___ . 
51 Baltimore Female College ____ . ____ _ 
58 Burkittsville FemnJe College. ____ .. 
59 :Frederick Female Seminar)· ..... __ . 
60 AbbottFemale Academy.·---------
61 Notre Dame Academy.----- ....... . 
62 Bradford Academy.------------- .. . 
63 Wheaton Female Seminary ........ . 
64 Maplewood Institute . ..... .. .. .. .. . 
65 Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary .. . . . 
66 Oread Collegiate Institute ........ . . 
61 Michigan Female Seminary ....... . 
68 Michigan Female College ....... .. . 
69 Young Ladies' Collegiate Institute 
• antl Seminary. 
'I 'll" 27 18 1 5 "1 26 24 10 30 3:3 40 25 2!J lE 8 6 
West~oint.,Ga ... 18fi918fi7 ............... A.P.Mooty,A.M- --- ---·--· Union. 3 3 2 3 l ... .... l ... l ... l .. l---
Bloomlngton, Ill ....... _ ....... __ ... _ .. __ .. ____ .. _. ____ _ .. _ .. ____ .... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... - ... -- .. - . . . --. 
Evanstou, IlL __ ... 18691871 . . . . . . . . 30, 000 Miss F. E. willard . . . . . . . . . . Meth . '2 10 2 10 . . . . .. . j150 
Greenville, IlL ... ..... 1859 20,000-------- Rev.J".B. Whlte,A.M ---- - - Bapt.. 1 1 1 7 ..•. ____ 46 
Jacksonville,l11 ... 18521847 10,000 ... ..... W.H.Del\1otte,.A.M .... ... M.E .. 3 1 1 7 ~- -- - 7:\ 
...... da --- -------- ............. ... -------- GilbertThayor,A.M ....... ....... 2 9 ........ .. .. ____ 41 
Lake Forest, TIL ...... 1869 40,000 ..... ... E.P. \Veston,A.M .......... Pres.. 3 9 3 9 ... . .... 50 
Morris, TIL. ....... 1868 18;)7 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Sister Frances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. 0 ... __ . 9 . __ . 9 . __ .. __ . 150 
MountUarroll,IlL1852185:3 ............. .. . Mrs.F.A.W.Shimer ....... Bap't. 2 12 2 12 .... .. .... .. 
Quincy, IlL .. ........ . ...... -- - -- . ..... --. ·---- · ------ · ----------- ------ .. ....... __ .. __ .. .... _ ... _ ... __ ..... ___ .. _ ... _ ... _ .. 
Rockford,Ill ...... 1847 184~ - ---- - ---------- MissAnnaP.Sill ........... Union. 2 12 .......... . ..... 66 32 11 12 14 
Hope, Incl. ..... .. ... -. 1866 . . . . . . .. 250 Rev. F. R. Holland ........ _ P. E. 2 6 .2 G . _ ... __ .. _ •. . _ •.• _ •.. __ . . __ . 
Logansport, Ind ... 1870 1R70 .. - ..... 30-50,000 Daniel Rice, D. D __ . _....... Pres.. 2 6 2 5 . __ . 1 24 13 12 6 6 
NewAlbany,Ind.18661845 ........ 2,000 Rev.E.Rowley,D.D ........ M.E .. 2 6 ....... ..... .... 43 15 16 fl 1 
Topeka, Kans ......... 1861 ................ Rev.J".N.Lee,A. M ... ...... P.E. 2 10 ........ ____ .... 11 .... 12 10 2 
Topeka,Kans ..... 18601872 .. . . .... 15,000 Rt.Rev.T.H.Vail,D.D .... P.E .. 5 6 2 5 3 1 75 8 3 6 ... . 
Georgetown, Ky .. 18671868 ............ ___ . J". J". Rucker . ___ . _ ....... __ . Bap't . 2 5 2 1 . _.. 4 30 . __ .. __ . ___ .. __ . 
Harrods burgh, Ky .. --. 1856 . -- ... ... . ... _.. Jolm A. Williams . _____ .. _. Chri'n. 1 4 1 4 ..... _.. 20 . __ ...... __ .. . .. 
~:~f~~~~n~~:v::~ · ~ ~~~ ~~~8 :::: : ::: :::::::: ~~r~; i~~~-i~~~~::_-_-_-_-_-_-_:::: ii: ~·~~ _ --~ ~ ··-~ :: :: :::: :::: 1~~:::: :: :: :::: :::: 
Lexington,Ky ........ 1869 ................ RobertGraham,A.M ...... Ch'n .. 3 6 3 6 ....... . 35 16 19 16 7 
Lexington,Ky .... lt'l681868 ... .. . .. ________ Rev.Ro.Ryland ............ Bap 't 3 4 1 4 2 .. .. 56 17 20 10 ... . 
Russellville,Ky ... 18561856 ............ . · ... Rev.W.H.Lee,D.D ........ ME .. 2 5 1 4 1 1 50 12 20 20 10 
Baltimore, Md . . .. 1849 1848 2,500 per annum. N.C. Brooks, LL.D ... _ .. __ . Metb 6 · 5 1 2 5 3 14 3(l :32 16 13 
Burkittsville,Md.la671866 . ............... Rev.W.C.Wire,A.M . ..... Lutb. 1 4 1 4 ........ 50 18 16 1. ... 
Frederick,Md .... 18401842 20,000 ........ Rev.Th.M.Cann,A.l\'L .... ------- 3 5 3 3 ... 2 20 17 14 15 13 
.Anclo>er, Mass .... l 8~9 Ul29 ............. _.. Miss Philena McKeen _____ . . __ .. __ . 5 9 2 9 3 .. _ .. __ . 18 48 44 8 
Boston Highlands, 1865 1854 . .. ... _ ...... _. . Sister M. A loysins ___ .. _. __ . R C ... __ . 9 __ .. 9 . _ ......................... . 
Mass. · 
Bradford,Mass ... 18041803g175,000 21,COO A.H.J"ohnson .. ..... . .. .... Cong. 6 12 .... 9 6 3 54 62 27 22 12 
Norton, Mass .. --. 1837 1835 · 200, 000 500 Mrs. C. C. Metcalf .. __ ... ____ Cong . 6 12 1 12 5 . __ . 38 39 23 24 8 
Pittsfield, Mass ... 1850 1841 ............. _ _ Rev. C. V. Spear, A. M . ____ . Cong . 6 4 6 4 . __ .. __ . 20 .. _ .. _ .... _ .. _ .. 
SouthHadley,Massl8361837 . ....... 4,000 MissJ"uliaE.Ward ................. 4 25 .... 25 4 . ....... 115 65 35 40 
Worcester,Mass .18501848 ........ -------- HarrisR.Green -- -- - - ------ ·------- 2 9 2 9 .... ____ 12 20 30 28 10 
Kalaruazoo,Mich.18561866 ........ 8-10,000 J"eannetteFisher ........... Pres ...... 8 .... 8 ............ 39 11 10 10 
Lansing, Mich ..... - - . . . . . . .... _ . . . _ ... _ ... ____ . . ___ . _____ __ ________ ____ . ______ .. __ . ___ . . __ .. __ . . ___ . _ ... _ . _ _ _____ . ____ . __ _ 















Saint Mary's Hall .. ______ ·----- ___ _ Faribault, Minn ... - . . 1866.-- ............. Rt. Rev. H. B. Whipple, D. D P. E .. 







10 . - - . 9 1 1 66 12 11 3 . - .. 
Columbus Female Institute. ____ ._. Columbus, Miss . . . 1847 ......... __ .. __ .. __ . Rev. J".l!'. Tarrant, A.M .. _ . .. __ ... _. 
JYieridian Female College . . __ .. ____ . Meridian, MiRs .... 18671865 .... ......... _.. Rev. J". B. Ham berlin, A.M . . Bap't . 
Chickasaw Female College......... Pontotoc, Miss .... 1850 1850 ...... _ ...... __ . P. F. Witherspoon _____ _ .. _. Pres . . 
Sharon Female College ... _ .. __ .. __ . Sharon, Miss ...... 1832 1834 ..... _ ....... _ ·_. Mrs. M.D. Proctoi.·, M.A .. ,. Meth 
Saint Teresa's Academy ...... ____ .. Kansas City, Mo ... --. 1866 . ..... . . .. ... _ . . Sister Mary Di Pazzi. _____ . R. C. 
Liberty Female College ......... __ .. Liberty, Mo ......... - .. ........ __ ...... __ . J". W. Murphy . ____ ... _ .. _.. Bap't. 1 
Lindenwood Female College . . . . . . . . Saint CharleR, Mo 1870 . . . . 25, 000 . ... ___ . J". H. Nixon, D. D .. _____ . _. . Pres . 1 
Mary Institute .......... -------- ... Saint Louis, Mo .... - . .. . ... __ .......... _ . . ________________ .. ------ . . .. .. . _.... . . 1 
Academy of the Visitation...... ... Saint Louis, Mo ... --. 1833 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mother M. A. RusseL ___ .'!':. R. C ... _ .. 
Ursuline Academy ..... ---- ... ___ .... ____ do .. ___ ..... . 18471848 ...... .. .. ... _ .. Very Rev. H. Muehlsiessen . R. U _. 1 
Adams Female Seminary...... . .... East Derry, N. H . 1823 1800 3, 200 .... ___ . Miss E. L. Taylor . __ . __ .. _.. Cong . 1 
Robinson Female Seminary . . . . . . . . Ex<:~ter, N. H ..... . 1866 1869 300, 000 .. . .. _. Eben S. Stearns .. _ ............... _ _ . __ . 
6 2 6 . - - . - - - . 61 11 9 8 7 
8 . - - . - - - . . - -. . - - ' 52 19 17 24 13 
4 1 3.--. 1 ---- . -- .. --. -- -. ----
4 1 1 1 :{ 28 17 17 12 6 
:3 ........ 1 3 17 .. .. 12 12 5 
12--- 12 .... ·--- 30 17 16 10 6 
2 1 2.--. ·---.- .. -- - - --·- ·- .. · ..... 
!'i . ... ---- - --- .••. ·--· --------------- -
16.- . . .... . --' . -- ... - .. - ... - ... - - .. --
25 . - - . .. - ... : . ---. 105 . -- .. - ... - . . .. - . 
20 . - - . . - - . 1 2 60 20 15 12 9 
3 ---. ·-- .. --- ·--. 90.--- . --- -- ·· ---· 
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83 TildonLadies'Seminary .. ..... .... W est Lebanon, 18691
1
1859 . . .... . . . ..... . . HiramOrcutt., A.M .... : ... .... ..... 3 10 1 10 2 ... ..... , ........ . 
N.II. 
8'1 Bordentown Female College . .. ..... Bordentown, N.J. 1853
1
1851 . ............... R ev. J. H. Bralreley, Pb. D... . . . . . . . . 3 5 ... . . ... ... ....... -.... .. ....... 
1 
... . 
8;) D rhtco,·einstitnte ....... ...... .... Trcnton,N.J ......... 1867 ................ Miss R.G.Hunt .... ........ Epis ...... 8 .. .. 4 .... 4 28 .... .. .. . ...... . 
86 A lbany Young Ladies' Institute.... .c\Jb::lll y, N. Y ......... 1841 .... ............ M iss M. M. Skerritt ............ __ .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 50 .. ........ .. .. .. 
87 Saint agnes ~ehool .... __ ................ do .. .. .. . .. . 187J 1870 .... .... $115, 000 l!t. Rev. W. C. Doan e, S. T. D. P. E.. 3 9.... !J 3.... 12 ........ __ .. 
88 Arn.demyofthcSaercdiieart ............ do ... ....... Lft6 1 ..... . . .... ..... .... S. Jones ..... . ............... R.C .. 3 24 ..... ..... . ... . ..... ... .. .. . .... ~ ·-- · 
89 Wells College .............. .... .... Aurora, N. Y ..... 1868-186!.! .. .. . .. . j . Rc\. S. I. Prime, D. D .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 4 10 2 10 2.... 5 10 15 8 7 
!JO Packer Collcgia:to Institute......... Brooklyn, N. Y .... 1 8~6 / 1 845 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~· Crittenden. .... .......... .. .. .. . . 5 33 . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. 153 ........ ....... . 
~~ ~~1&~l~~t~~t,s;~~~~:;;.:::: : ::::: : :~~~~~g~~-:~:::::: ~ ~~~ ~ ~~g&1 : :::::: : :::::::: ~i:~:t~~!~~:~~¥.~i~t~~~:: -~: _?_~: :::j ~ .: :: -- -~ :::::::: ~i ::~7 :: :6:: :5---6 9-l OntarioFemaleSeminary .... . ...... Canan~a igua,N.Y.1825,Ul~5 ... ... .. ... ..... E.Ricbards,A.M . .... .... . . Cong. 5 6 :l G 2 .... 90 30 12 5, ... . 9.3 Elmira Jo'emale College .. ....... . ... Elmira, N . Y .. . ... 1855,1855
1
$100, 000 4, 000 Rev. A. W. Cowles, D. D . ... Pres .. 3 9 3 !J . . . . . . . . 71 . ...... . 





97 In~hum Unh-ersity . .... . .. ........ . Lo Hoy, N. Y .. ... 18!'\7
1
1835 ................ Rev. L. D. Chapin ... .. ...... Pres.. 5 !) 4 7 1 2 74 1G 8 8 10 
!JB Saint Joseph's Academy.......... Lockport, N.Y .... 1866 . . .... ... ........... Sister Emilie ................ R . C .... .. 10 .... 10 .... .. SO 35 12 6 ... . 
99 Academy of tho Sacred Ileart...... Manbnttanvi 11 o, 1851 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. A. Hardey .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. R. C .. 10 20 . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. ................ . 
N.Y. 
100 .J:mo Gr ey Diocesan Seminary . . . .. . Mount Morris,N.Y 1867[1866 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Re>. L. Van Bokkelen, LL. D P. E.. 2 4 1 4 1 . . . . 10 _ .. ........ . 
101 Rntgers l<'emalo College ... ... . .... . New York, N .. Y .. 1867,1867 ................ Geo. W. Samson, D. D... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 6 2 6.... .. .. 76 4 12 13 10 
10:?. Rocldaud Female Institute .. . .. .. . Nyack, N . Y ................ ...... . .. .. ....... .............. ~ ............. .. .. ............ .... .. .............. ............ . . 
103 Uon.,eutofNotreDamedesVictoires Ogdensburgb, N. Y 18611863 .. ... ....... .... Sister Saint. Peter . .. .... ... . R. C.. .. .. 7.... 7 .............. . ..... .. .... .. 
10-l D'You;:-illo Conv011t ................ Plattsburgh. N . Y . .... 18GOi ........ .. .... .. ReY. Mother Mary .......... R. C.. .. .. 5.... 5.... .. .. 60 .... .. ........ .. 
105 Ponghl;:eepsio Collegiate Iustituto .. Ponghkeepsie,N.Y .... 1848 ........ .. .. .. .. Prof. G. W. Cook, 'A. M . ..... . . . .. . . . 3 7 .. .. ........................... . 
lOCi VassrtrCollege .. ................ ... ...... do .... .... ... l8611864 250,000 6,000 Johall.Raymond,LL.D .... Bap't. 8 30 11 29 2 1 142 66 58 41 46 
107 Pougltkeopsic F emalo Academy .... ...... do ............. ..... ................. R~v. D. G. ·wright, A.M . ... ..... __ . 6 11.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 35 .... .......... .. 
108 Aea<lemy of l\Ionnt Saint Vincent.. Yonkers, N . Y ........ 1847 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Mother M. Regina .. .. .. . .. . R C .. 'I 29 .. .. 29 1 ............ .. ........ .. 
109 Da,cuport F!\11.1:1lo College .. .. ..... Lenoir, N.C ....... 18581 858 ......... .. ..... IV. hl.llo1H'y .. __ ............ Mc1h . 3 2 2.... 1 2 30 .. .. .......... .. 
110 \Vcsloyan l!'omalo Collogo ..... ..... :Mnrfrcesborougb, 1852 U!55... .... . . . . . . . . . Paul Whitehead . . . . . . . . . . . . 1'11. E.. 4 3 :-1 3 1 . 12.- . . .... -.. - · · · · 
N.C. I 
l ll Chownn Bnplist 'Fcmnlo Inst.ituto ........ do .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 34, 600 .. . . .. .. Rev. A. ~IcDowell........... Bnpt.. 2 7 .. -- .. -- ---- · ·-- -- 4o .. -- ---- .... · · .·. 























































































Saint Mary's Female College ............. do .................. . .............................................................. ; ............................... - ... . 
Salem Female Academy .... ~ ....... Salem, N. C ....... 1866 1804 . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . Rev. M. E. Grunert.......... Mor .. 2 23 .. . . 17 .. .. 6 ....... . .......... .. 
~:~~~~;~~!~~c~~~~~:~: :::::::: -~~~~~~~i~l-~·-~~-~::::::: is56::: ::::: :::: :::: ·no~: s:·T.-M:ai:ti~:::: :::::::: ·P"r"es:: · · ·2 · · ·5 · · ·2 · · ·2:::: · · ·3:::: . ::: :::::::: :::: 
'Wilson Collerriate Seminary ........ Wilson, N.C ...... 18701867 ................ Wm. and J.D. B. Hooper.... .. .... .. 2 4 2 4 ........ 20-40 15 10 3 ... . 
Cincinnati Y~ung Ladies' Seminary. Cincinnati, Ohio .... .. . 1851 . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. G. M. Maxwell, D. D . .. . .. .. Pres . . . .. . . .. . .. . ..... . ................. . .......... . 
Cincinnati Wesleyan Colle&.e .............. do ........... 18421842.. .... . .. .. .. .. . .. Rev. L. H. Bugbee, D. D ..... Moth . 5 11 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 35 25 26 20 
Mt.AuburnYouni:?.Ladies'J.nstitute ...... do ........... 18561856 ................ Mrs.L.C.Bauman .......... Bapt.. 6 9 3 5 3 4 20 13 9 8 3 
Cleveland Female i5eminary ......... Clevel:md, Ohio ... 18531853 .......... ... --. S. N. Sanford, A . M .......... P. E . . 7 8 3 8 4.. . . 16 31 20 19 4 
OhioFemaleCollege ............ . ... CollegeHill,Ohio.18501848 . ............... A.E. Sloan,.A.M .................... tl 8 3 8 3 .... 27 ............. . .. . 
Cooper Semim1ry.................. . Dayton, Ohio ..... 18451843 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Mrs. B. G. Galloway......... Pres .. 1 7 1 1.... 6 35 30 35 8 3 
Ohio Wesleyan Female College ..... Delaware, Ohio ...... . 1B53... ... .. 6, 000 Rev. P. S. Donelson, D. D .... M. E.. 3 8 3 8 ...... .. ... . .............. .. 
Glendale ]'emale College ........... Glendale, Ohio .... 18541854 ................ L . D. Potter, D. D .... . . .. ... Pres.. 3 11 1 11 2.... 17 21 22 17 12 
Gran•ille Female College........... Granville, Ohio . .. .. . . .. . .. _ ....... .. _ ........... _ ...... : .... .. .. .. _ ...................... . ... .. .................... . . .. .. 
H~llsborough J!'emale College ....... Hillsborough, Ohio 185618~7 ........ . .... . .. J. Mcp. Matthmys, D. D._ .... M. E.. 2 3.... ... . .. .. . .. . .. .. 19 7 9 4 
H1gbll).Ild J.nstttute ....................... do ............... 18<l9.. .. .... . .. .. . .. Rev . ..c,. Grand-Gtrard .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1 7.... . . .. .. .. .. .. 8 14 10 10 5 
Oxford Female College .. .. .. .. . .. .. Oxford, Ohio ..... 1854 .................... Rev. R. D. Morris, D. D...... Pres.. 4 6 4 6 .. .. .. .. 8 36 16 23 13 
~f:~E:~1!~~~~~~~~~~~!.::::::::: ·P~1:tl~~c1:o~cg : ::::::: i~~g :::::::: :::::::: ~l;~f~~;~X.ew.o~~~~i-s :::: ·P::E:: · .. i i~: ::: .. io · .. i: ::::::: -~~6 .. ~7 --~~ --~~ 
Alleliltown Female Seminary ....... Allentown, Pa .... 18671867 .............. .. Rev. W . R. Hofford, A.M ... . Ref'd. 4 4 4 4.... . . .. 5:3 14 10 7 .. .. 
Moravian Semin'y for Young Ladies Bethlehem, Pa .... 1863 1749 .... . ........... Rev. Francis Walle .... _ .... Moe .. 5 26 . _.. 23 5 3 230 . ............. .. 
Blairsville Ladies' Seminary . .. .. .. Blail'sville, Pa ........... . .. ......... .. ... J . Jewett Parks .................. _.. ( 6) ........ . ...... ~ .... .. .......... ... . 
WilsonColl_ege ........ ,- ............ Chambcr:sb'gh,Pa.18~~18?0 20,000 29,500 Rev .. J.F.Kcnnecly,D.D.,V.P. Pres .. 8 6 8 6 ... . .... 5~ 2:2 20 3 . .. . 
Per:nsylyama Female C?llege .. . . .. Coll~geville, Pa ... 18;)3 18;)3 ~0, 000 . .. . .. .. James W. Sunderlaml, LL.D . .. .. .. . . 4 6 l 6 3 . . .. ll;) . ............. .. 
Umverstt.y Female Inst1t:ute . . . . . . . Lew~sl>mgh, Pa ... 18~6 1847 g;)O, 000 ..... _.. Miss H. E. Spratt . . . . . . . . . . . Bapt ... _.. 9 . . . . . . . . . . . 9 50 34 13 15 . , .. 
Brooke Hall Female Semmary...... Media, Pa ......... 18<l6 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Maria L. Eastman....... . .. . Epis .. 3 11 1 9 2 2 ................... . 
Oakland Female Institute . .......... No!-ris-tow:r:, Pa .... .. . 1845 ........... .. .... J. Grier Ralston, D.D., LL.D. Pr·es.. 3 7 1 7 2.... 15 20 16 12 .. .. 
Chesnut Street Female Semmary... Philadelphia, Pa ...... 1850 . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. Miss M. L. Bonney.......... Bapt.. 10 9 .. .. ll 10 3 .................. .. 
Academy of Notre Dame ....... ... ....... do .... _ ...... . ................................ . ............ .. .. . ....................... . _ .. . ....... . ................. _ .. 
Pittsburgh Female Coll~~e. . ....... ~it~s~urgh, Pa .... 18~3 1855 42, 000 . . . . . . . . R ev. I. C. Pershing,'D. D . . . . M. E. . 10 14 8 14 2.... 1::15 ....•.••••.. •• _ .' 
Susquehan~a.Fema1eCouege ....... Sehn·sGrove,Pa .. 18<l~18~0 .......... . ..... WilliamNoetling ... ....... . Luth .. 1 3 1 3 ...... . . 20 2 2 2 .. .. 
Cottage H1ll College for Young York,Pa ......... . 1l:i61>18;)0 ............... , JamesN.Clark,M.D ....... Pres .. 5 7 2 5 3 2 50 7 5 5 5 
Ladies. 
Washington .Female Seminary ..... 
Greenville Baptist Female College .. 
T ennessee Female College . ........ . 
Jonesborough Female College ..... . 
McMinnville Female College . ..... . 
St::tte Female College ............ . . 
Mrs. Haile's Mempnis Female l:lem-
inary. 
vV. E. Ward's Seminary ..... . ..... . 
Washington Female College . ...... . 
Washington, Pa ......................... . 
Greenville, S. C . . . 1854 1854 g15, 000 ...... _. 
Franldin, Tenn ... 1856 1855 ...... . _ ..... _ .. 
Jonesborough, Ten 1866 1866 ... _ ..... _. _. _ .. 
McMinnville, Tenn 18511851 ...... . .... _ ... . 
N earM em phis, Ten 1858 1858 ... : . . . . . . .. _ . . . 
Memphis, TenJ.J. . ...... 1873 ...... .. .. .. .. .. 
Mrs. S. R. Hanna............ .. .. .. .. <IS) 
Prof. C. H. Judson . . .. _..... Bapt.. 4 
Rev. l't. K. Hargrove, .A. M . . Meth . 1 
H . Presnell, A. M .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. 1 
Prof . .A.M. Burney, A. . M .. . .. ... ... . ... . 
Rtw. C. Collius, D. D .. . ...... M. E.. 4 
Mrs. A. D. Haile . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 3 
Nashville, Tenn . .. 18691865 ........ . ..... .. W. E . Ward ............. . ......... .. 
Washington Conn- 1796 1796 . . . . . . . . 5, 000 Rev. \'V. B. Rankin, A . M . . . . Pres .. 
3 
2 
5 .. .. .. .. 40 18 15\ 10 8 
8111 8 . . . . . . . . 50 .. - . . - . "I' ..... .. 3 ........... . ....... . ............. .. 
10 . . . . 5 . .. 5 50 21 12 12 G 
~ ··-~ ... 8 :::: :::: .. :~ --~~ --~9 .. ~: --~~ 
1~1· "2 ~~I:::J::: ~~I.-~~~--~~~ - -~~~- . ~~ ty, Tenn. 
Mary Sharp College ...... .. ........ Winchester, Tenn . 18501850 ............ .. .. Z. C. Graves, LL.D ......... . Bapt.. 4 6 1 4 6. ... . ... 54 261 271 261 13 
~~i~~l~!rf!;~~~~s-~~!~~~~::::::: 8~i¥!*:~¥~!~~: :~:: :::::::::::::::::::: -~~~:-~:-~ .. ~~~~!~::::::::::::: -~~~~: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 
UrsulineAcademy ........... . ........... do ... .. .......... 1847 ................ MotherSaintPierre ..... . .. R.C .. 3 10 1 10 2 .... 60 ........ ~----~· ·· · 
Paino Female Colleg-e . . .. .. . .. . .. .. Goliall, Tex...... . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . Rev. Th. C. Stewart .. .. .. .. Meth ................... .. .... . ....... . ......... .. 
Andrew Female College . ........... Huntsville, Tex ........................... Dr. Samnel D. Saunders .... . Meth .................... . .................... .. .. 












































TABLE IX.-Statistics of institutions fo'r the superim· inst1·uction of females-Continued. 
~ 
Professors and instructors. I Students. b.() 
.p ~~ s:l 
l'l C-l 
~ s:i cD 'd<D Whole Number JNo. non- ell Collegiate de-0 s !'lh 
~ II= 
C-l<D . s number. resident.. resident. a 1:1 partment . 
...; 0 "'~ s ---___ ! ___ §'o:> .-o ~b£ 0 Name. I Location. i.S -~ l'l President or prineipal. l'l ~~ f:j . f:j.; ~ . ~ ~ a <1l b.() I'< cD b.() ..... ~·g .-o .s ~.,..a e~ - ~ * '§ ... 0 "' 0 ~ .P'd ~ a5 a5 a5 ~~ s ~ s: ~~ ~~ ..... ..... l'l !'len 0 0 0 ~ ~<D :~ • <;! • ctl • ctl ,D h ,.<:! t5 0 l'l ....... ·.-< +> "' ~ 0 0•.-< $ . ~ $ s $ s Ss l gsJl.<:~8~'<:E~~ ~ s so ' Ql ~ ~ Q) ~ cD ~-+" ... 5<<D ~..., a:>~ A A .,q .,q ~ f'<i R R R w."'f-:> _w. 
----
Nazareth Convent ..... . 
Waco Female College ........... .. . 
V ermont Methodis~ Seminary and 
Victor~a.,Tex ·----~---- ~ 18671 ........ 1 ... ..... 1 MotberSaintCia.i~·e ... ...... l R.C --~----~12~----~12~----~·--~---·~---·~---·~---·~----
Waco, Tex ........................... .... . Rev. W. G. Connor, D. D ..... Meth ........ .... . .... ....... . ... .. . .. ....... .... . 
Montpelier, Vt.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev . .J. C. W. Coxe, M . .A..... M. E.. 8 4 8 4.... . . . . . . . . 11 20 15 ... . 
Female College. . 
Martha Washington College .... .. .. Abingdon, Va .... 1855118551-··· ............ R. W . .Jones ................. M. E.. 4 6 3 6 1.... 16 15 12 12 4 
Hollins Institute ·;............ .. . . . Botet?urt Sp'gs,Va 1843
1
18~2 g$60, 000 $1, 000 C. L. Cocke, .A.. M . . . . . . . . . • . Bapt.. 4 11 4 11 . . . . . . . . 10 ............... . 
Roanoke F emale College ........... DanVJlle, Va ...... 1860 18:JO ................ Rev . .John L .. Johnson....... .Bapt.. 3 4 3 4.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
~~:Jif1;~~!,1~1~~~~fe~et-~~~:::::: ·F;ir~~~li~:v;::::: :::: i~~6 :::::::: :::::::: ¥:r~{c~·~.i~~~;~e;:::::::::: -~~~~1.: ~ ~ :::: :::: ~ ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 
Southern F emale. College . .......... P et ers burgh, Va .. 18631862 ............... W. T. Davis, .A.M ........... M. E.. 4 3 4 3 ........................... . 
P et ersbnra:h F emale College ............. do .............. -11854 ................ Mrs. F. M. \Vrigllt . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2 3.... 3 2. _.. 30 .... ..... ...... . 
Ricbmond~Fen;tale Institute .. :. . . . . Richmond, Va ..... 18531854 g50, 000 . . . . . . . . C. H. Winston, .A.. M . . • . . . . . Bapt.. 7 8 1 2 6 6 29 13 18 20 . .. . 
Staunton Baptrst Female Instrtuto. Staunton, Va ......... · 11871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .John Hart, M . .A....... ..... . .Bapt.. 5 4 1 3 4 1 18 . _ .... _. _ .... .. . 
Augusta F emale Seminary ............... do ............... 1861 ................ Miss M. J·. Baldwin ......... Pres.. 10 12 1 10 ~ 9 2 200 ...... . 
Virginia Female Institute ................ do . -........ . 1844•1848 1, 080 . . . . . . . . Rev. R. H. Phillips.......... P. E . . !} 9 9 9 . . . . . . . . 34 ..... __ ... .... . . 
Wesleyan ~emale I11s~ituto ............ ... do ........... 185011850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. Willia~ .A.. Harris..... Meth . 6 15 3 15 3 . . . . 25 ............... . 
Stann ton ] em ale Semmaryl . . . . . . . . . ..... do ... -.... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev . .J. L M1ller .......... _ . . Luth _ _ 5 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ...... ____ ... . ... . 
F emale .Academy of tbe Visitation . Parkersb'gh,W.Va1866l864 ................ Sister M.B.McElroy ........ R. C...... 8 .... 8 ........ 30-40 ............... . 
W~eelin~ Female College ......... . Wheeling, W: Va. 18~81 1848 .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Rev. Wm. H._Morton, .A.. M.. . .. . . . . . 4 11 3 n ! 1 . . . 68 40 30 16 14 -w:rsconsm Female C~llege.. ..... ... F~x Lake, WJS_. . .. . 18o5l1863 . . . . . . . . 7, 000 Rev. ,J.P. Harre .... .. _...... Cong . 1 5 1 5 . _. . . . . . 43 10 14 6 ... . 
~\~~()\~~ !=~~~~~~~~~:~:::::~: ~~1;;~;:e:M:':~~a: is52lis4s ::~:::~~ ---2;ooo ·si~~~-:M::E~iis:::::~: :::::: ·ii: c- :: :::: · ·20::: :1· ·26:::: :::: · ·46:::. :::: :: :: :::: 
W1.s. 
* From last r eport. 
f There is, in addition, a, kindergarten training school for teachers, numbering over 50 pupils. 
[J Consisting of buildings and grounds. 
j Books for library and curiosities for cabinet have been received. Value unknown. 












































TABLE IX.-StatisUcs of instit·utions jb1· the superior inst?··uot'ion of females-Continued. 
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TABI .. E IX.-Statistics of institt~t·ions for the sttpe?·io?' insi?"uction of females-Continued. 
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~g I ~~~ ~~ ~;~~ .. ~~~-~~~~-~:~:~·: ~-~-~~ .. ~O~ .. ~~-~~ .. ~~~-~'-~~~~ ~ ·1 ~I~ I~ I~ I~ • ~ l:: l.xl::lcl 40 8 . . . . 119 . . . . 10 I. L. c . . . . . . . . 6 3 4 40 1, 000 X X X X X X X X X X d I X 
41 . .. . . .. . .. .. 4 6 .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3 3 41 200 X .. X X X X X .. X X 


















211 . . . . 288 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 40 2, 000 X X X X X X X I X I X I X \"\ " 
60 . . . . 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 42 300 X X X X X X X X X • • •• • • 
71 .... I GS .... 11 B. A...... .... 2 4 40 ...... X X X X X X X ........ .. 
89 . .. . 74 ]\LE.L.,M.L.A. 9 . .. 4 40 1, 500 X X X X X X X X ...... .. 
73 
101 . . . . 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ...... :. . . X X X X X X X 
£12 .... 11 ..... ....... .. ...... 4 3 37 l, COOx x x x x x x
1 
.. 
llO ..................... .. ..... 1-41-6 40 • 150 X X X X X X X XIXIXI . .. I:· 
100 . . . . 120 M.A ....... -.. 1 2 4 40 3, 000 X X X X X X X X X X •••• 
.................. 3 .................... l 3 20 ..... . xxxxxxx ........ .. 
98 ... . 27 . .. ... .......... ··-· 3 4 40 300 X X X X X xlxi"' .. \ .. IX 105 ·--· 10 A.B .......... 4 4 3 40 ...... X X X X X X X X .... 
J12 ---· 45 :!\1. E. L. ,M. A. 4 4 4 40 200 X .. X X X X X X X X 
112 25 227 A.B., A.M., !) 3 4 40 ...... X X X X X X x x x xlxlx 
M.E.L. 
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$601 ......... , ......... 1 Middle of Sept.·\ Last Wed. June. 





521[ 3d Tues. in Sept.,3u Tues. in Sept . ,1st Wed. in July. 





451 September 9 .... ·I September 11 ... June 26. 
40 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 2d vVeu. in Sept Weu. before 3d 
Thu. of June. 
b. ~gg l · .... -~41 ...... ~~~- ~~~ -'~~~~-i-~ -~~~~: Septembel"iO .... June 10. Do. 
300 60 60 September 18 .. .. September 18 ... June 25. 
200 40 . - ... -- ... .... ... - - - . ... - .. September 1 .... June 28. 
b208 .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . 2<1 Thurs. in Sept. 2d Tbn. in Sept .. 1st Tues. in June. 
160 28 36 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. September 19 ... 
bl80 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . Lst w'k in Sept .. 
180 26 42 September 10... September 10 .. . 
160 32 40 September 9 .... September 11 . . . 
b300 .... . .. .... ................. · ··-- ..... .... . . ... -· .. . 
150 27- 33 39-48 September ;20 .... September 20 .. . 
200 30-40 GO 1l:lt Mon. in Sept. 1st Mon. in Sept. 
250 50 50 September 15 .... September 15 . .. 
140 24 40 June .. .. .. .. .. .. 1st Mon. in Sept 
June 26. 




2d Wed. in June. 
June15. 
June 8. 
'256 ...... 56 ...... 60 :::::::,::::·: :::::: '2(1·M~~~i~ .. S~pt: 2dThu.inJune. 
200 40-50 60 . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 1st Mon. in Sept. 
170 30 40-50 Last Fri. in .Aug. Last Mon. in .Au. May 29. 
250 32-50 60-80 2d Mon. in Sept . 2d Mon. in Sept. 3d Tllll. in June. 
t 70 23 30 . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 1st Tu. in Sept .. Do. 




































<10 1, 200 X X X X X )( X I .. . . X • • .. 2,10 . ... .. 36 .AugUSt 2fi. ·· ···· .AUgUSt2y .•.. ., . ~~ :::: :. ~ : -~~~ :: :: :::: :::::::::::::::: ::: :I :: . 
62 3 . . . . 180 .. . - 278 -. ....... -... - ..... -
40 1,000 x X x x x X xl ... ·. .. . . .. b200 .......................... ... . . ... 1stMon.lli_Sept. 
4 36 1 900 x x x x x x x x x x .. .. 24o 60 60 . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. La:o;t Wed. IU A u. 
4 39 2; 200 x x x x x x x x x x d . . 210 45 45 1st Thurs. in Sept. 1st T hu. in Sept . 63 4 - . . . 136 10 195 . . . . .. -. ... - .. . - - . . . 
64 - . -- - .. - 100 . . . . 300 . ....... . - .. . . - . - . -- 4 40 800 x x x x x x x x x x . . . . bti00~600 . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . September 5 .... 4 39 7, 500 x x x x x x x x x x x . . bl70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Septemb~r . . . . . . 1st Thur. in Sept 65 . . - . - . .. 255 - .. . 1407 -- . -- . . - . --..... . . . . .. 
66 40 1 140 - . . - 150 -..... - . . - ... - . - ... - 1' . 4 40 2, 00. x x x x x x x x x .. .. 56 75 75 2d Vved. in8ept. 2d \Ved: in Sept. 
4 40 500 x x x x x x x .... x . . . . b1GO . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . Septembe r· 5.... September 5 . . .. 67 - . . . . . - . 70 - .. - 32 -.. - ..... - . - . - . . - . . - .. -
68 ... - - .. . .... ---- ... -- --·· . ... · · · · ·· --.- --
69 33 - .. - 116 4 136 -..... - ... -..... .. .. . 3 
70 ... - .. - - 92 . - . - 7 . - .•. . - . . .. .. - . - - .. - 2 
71 ..... .. - 102 . -. - 70 . ............. . - ... - 4 
72 . . . . . . . . 125 . - ... - . . . - ... - ....... - . . - .. - .. -
73 . .. . · -·- ........ 19 ............... . . .. . 2 4 
74 2 1 83 .... 100 M.A.......... 7 3 4 
75 . . . . . . . . 46 . . . . 60 M. E . L., M. A 4 3 4 
76 .... . . -. 79 10 . - . .. - - ...... - ..... - . . . . 2 4 
77 . --- . .. - .. . . -- -- . . .... .•.•...•...•. . . ·-·- .. 4 
78 . . . . . . . . 50 . . . . . . . . M.A._._ .... . _ 1 .. 4 
78~ . - . - . . . . 300 ... - . . . . . ...... - . - · ..... - - .. - - - . 
79 ............. ... ... . ·· · ··· ......... . 





















s .... . 
2 3, ... . 
29 .. . -
2 
50 .. ... 
34 ... .. 






135 -.. - ........... . ... --- .. - '. - ... .. . 
150 . - . . 89 ... - .. ..... .. - .. - .. - 6 
04· -- - -- -- -- -- ------ - - -· - -- ·- ------ -- - ----- -- -----· .. - -- -------------- --- -- - -----· -- ---- -
250 20 · 28- 36 September 12 .. .. September 12 .. . 
350 . . . . . . . 36 September 19 .... September 19 .. . 
190 40 50 Last week Sept _ La;st w'k of Sept., 
180 . - ..... - 40-60 ......... -. . . . . . . . .. . . ....... -.. - .. 
200 40 50 Sept emb er 19 .... September 19 . .. 
150 25- 40 50 .................. 4thMou.iuSept. 
200 40 60 July 2 ...... ..... September 1 .. . . 
150 30 40 .................. 1stMou.inl:3ept. 
225 27 50 .................. September ... .. . 
200 40 50-60 . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 2d Tues. in Sept 
1~ ~~~ : ·,; : : : : : l.x .. x_ ·,; d : : 
40 g~~ ~- _x_ ~ ~- ~- ~- ~- ~ ~- ~- _x_ : : : : 
:c 2, o56 : ·,; : : : ; : 1·,; ·,; ·; : ~ : 
40 ..... _ X • • X • • • • X X X • • • • _ • _ • 
42 500 X X X X X X X • • X X 
40 ...... X ...... .. X X 
40 500 X X X X •• 
4;; ~:gg~ ·,;- ; ; ·,; ·,; .x. : :: : : : -.;1 :: ~~g6 :::::;:: ::::: : :-~ -i ~t \Y~li..'i~s~rt:· i~t\.v~c1:i~-S~p!," 
3!1 600 x x x x x x x -- ··.. .. 156 15 21 September L .. . September 1 ... 
39 X X x :< X x x · · · · ·· .. .. 273 30 30 1stWed.inSept ...... . do-·-·· ··· · 
200 x x x x x x x x x x 200 25 75 September 16.... September 16 ... 
j~ -~ ·- ~~~ -.; ·,; ·,; -.; ·x· ·,; :: :: :: -- · · ---·i4oo ::::: :::::: ::: :: :::: : :~~ ---·.-.:::::: ·3~iT"h~~r8.'i~-s~rt 
4~ _. _ ... x x x x x x ...... _ ... _ ..... _ . . . •. ......•. .... . ___ .•. _. ... . . . . . . Sept.em'ber 4. 
40 300 x x x x x x x . . . . . . . • b300 50 100 3d Wed. in Sept. 3d ·wed. in Sept. 
4o 1'g~~: : : : : : : ~-: : .. .. ~;~~ :::::::::::::::: ::::::.-.-.-.-.·.·:::::: ~~t~~d:I~~~~t 
40 4,000 x x x x x x x x .... x · .......................... September 18 . ... September18 .. . 
40 500 x x x x x x x x x x x 150 12 ·24 September L.... September 1 ... . 
40 250 x x x x x x x x x x 150 175 140 . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 1st Mon. in Sept 
.. 1, 30J x x x x x x x x x x 80 ...... __ .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. September 9 ... . 
40 2, 000 x x x x x x x x x x x .. 240 30 48 September 12. ... September 11 .. . 
40 3,000 X X X X X X X X X X X X b300 ... . .... ... .................... . . 1st·Wed. inSept. 
4Q .. .... X?< X X X X X. ....... .. 194 16-20 24- 40 .... .... .... . ..... i:3eptember18 . .. 
40 1, 500 x x x x x x x x x .. x 200 ·15-24 24-30 September 14. . . September 14 ... 
x x x x x .... .. _ _ 200 16 32-40 Last Mon. in Aug Last Mon. in Aug 
x x x x x x x .. .. . b300 .. ....... . . .. . ..... ....... ...... .. September 1 . ... . 
260 30 40 September 18. :. . September 18 .. . XIX IX 
YIX XIX XIXIXIXI .. IX 
40 225 X X X X X X X 
40 350 X X X X X X 
40 700 X X X X X X X X X I d -. 
400 150 200 2d Wed. in Sept . 2d W ed. in Sept. 
ii25 :::::: :: :::::::: ::::::-.-.-.-.-.-.:::::: -i~t·:M~~:il;·s~i>i : 
130 16 24 September 1..... September 1 .... 
400 . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. M iddle of J nne . 












387 16 149 A. B., A.M . .. 32 2 
133 .... - .. - ..... .... .. -- - .. - .. - -.- 4[ _ • . . . . . . . X X X • • • • X X X X •••••• 
40 8, 200 X X X X X X X X X X I X X 
b400 . .. .. .. . . . .. . • .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. September 18 .. . 
250 45 . ; . . . . . . 1st Mon. in Sept 1st ~fon. in Sept. 220 . . . . 200 B. A ......... _ 11 .. 
100 . -.- ... - ... - . . . - .... -- .. - .. . -.. 
72 2 102 .. --- ... - .. --- . - . . . . 3 
41 3, 000 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
· - - ~ ---· X X X XIX X X X X , X -- - -
40 45(} X X X X X X X X X X d . . 
120 25-50 50-100 . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 1st Mon. in Feb . 
150 k40 k90 4th Mon. in Sept. 4th Mon. in Sept. 
Jnne 2G. 
Juno :~o. 
3d Wed. in June. 
1st \Ved. in Jnly. 
June 25. 










June 25. [June. 
2d or 3d Thur. in 






3d Thurs. June. 
3d W ed. in J nne. 
,June 20. 
June 23. 




L ast Thurs. June 
~d1~V;d. in June. 
Last Thurs. J nne 
June 25. 
2d Wed. in .June. 
1st Mon. in July . 
Last Thurs. June 
Middle of Sept. 
June 25. 
June 24. 
Last Thurs. June 
November2.1. 
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::: 1:::1. ~~~~::: J--2l:::::::::::::::: I: :: :1- · 41·-41--2ol 1. ~~~~;;I·; I;; I;; I ;;j-; I;; I: :1:: I: :1: J J-_.-$i6ol· · · ·- e4ol"- ·--$6ol::::::.------ ·----- September . ... . . 
. ... ..... , 19i:l ... . I .... 1 . ..... . ..... : ... 1 . . .. 1 ... 16- 7140-421 3, 5001 x 1 .. 1 xI X I X I xI X I x X 1 X 1•·1·· b200I ...... --1- ---- .. -1---- .... -- .. - .. -- .. I August 1 ---- .. -I I,ast w'k in May. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 40 300 X X X X X X X X X X X .. 
58 . • . . 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 40 1, QQQ X X X X X X X . . X ... . . . 
150 20-30 50 Last. Mon. iu Sept. Last Mon. in Sep. 
160 36-45 S4 Oct. 1 and Feb. 12. October 1 ...... . 
175 --- .. -- .. - - .. - . --- - .. --. --. -- .. -. 40 5, 000 -- -- . .... - .. . - -- ... - -- .. b300.-- ---- - . -- .. -- .. -- ... -------.----- . --- .... ---- -----
230 80 100 3d W etl. in Sept. . 3d Wed. in Sept. 
300 100 125 2L1 Tues. in Sept.. 2d Tues. in Sept 
300 40 48 September 5... . . September 5 . . . . 
Last Fri. in June. 
Last Th. in June. 
.rune 14. 
June 12. 
2cl Thu. in June. 
J11ne 17. 
201 31230 ---- 400 A. B., 13. s .. --- 9 3 4 38 .. -- -- X X X X X X X -- X X -- X 
36 3 156 . . . . 89 . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 . . . • 3, QQQ X X X X X X X X X . ... 
2 .. .. 92 .. .. 53 .. --~- ............. . :t 2 4 40 1, QQQ X X X X X X X X X .. X 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 212 .A.. J3 .. .. .. .. .. 17 4 4 ::J8 500 X X X X X X X . . X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. September 11 .. .. September 11 .. . June 5. 
12 . - - . 123 7 Z58 . -- - - - . - ... -. - -- - - - . 4 4 40 1, 200 X X X X X X X 
247 10 281 M. M., M. L . .A.., ·18 2 4 38 2, 000 X X X X X x. X 
M. E.L. 
151 21 106 -- -- 126 ---- --- - .. ---- .. -- -- 3 401 2, 3001 X I X I X XIXIXIXIXIX 
200 40 50 ...... do ................ do ....... .. June 20. 
.. • X 140 20 30 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . September 19 .. . June 25 . 
200 40 50-601 ................... I 3d Tues. in Sept.l June 12. 125 
126 
127 ----,- ---'- -4q : : :: -iii-i -:hl_-:M.". "i-i. ·:E: i.', --·7 --2 - -4 --39 --- soo ·; ;; ·; "x- ;; ·; ·; ;; :: ;; d" :: --- -- i 75 ----- -3o - --39:.49 :::::: :: ~:: ~: :::::: . ist M"~~.-~ -s~:Pi: June 12. 












J :l!l I 
47 . . .. 58 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 500 x x x x x x x __ .. __ .. -- b235 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. September 9 .. .. June 13. 
112 .. .. 185 ......... ...... .. ... 2 4 40 1,000 x X x X X x x x x X X .. 250 40 40 ................... lstWed.inSept. 3dWed.inJune. 
164 .. .. 268 ................................... x x x x x x x . . .. .. .. .. b165 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. September 4 .. .. June 20. 
193 __ .. 5 ..... '.......... . .. . .. 5 40 1, 000 x x x x x x __ x .. .. .. 250 36 50 Sertember 1 .. . .. September 1 .... 
----·----·-~i~ :~:: <~ :~-~~ .:~~-:~~ ~ i: -~~ : ~~: < --~! 3·~~~ : ~ ~: -:::: ~ ~ ~[ ~~ -----!~!1: ::·<: ---~~~:: :~~~Li~ij~::~~~~ -~t:lt::~J~~~~ ~:~::: 
12
1
. _ .. 
1 
152 3 15o .f.·n~-1~-~~·-~:\ 8
1 





4 .... J.~!.i .•.. .l~ .••. • .•••••.•••...•. ~ 3 40 1,0~0 X X X X X X X XIX IX 
• • • (J,j 4 11 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,>0 X . . X X X X 
I . - - (j I . - - . ~!1:2 - --- - - ---- - . - - - . . - - . 2 3 40 6, 000 X X X X X 
1301 401 5013d w eek in June ., Last Mon. in A..u ., Last 'l'b. in .Tune. 
145 30 36 Aug. 2~ . . . . . . . . . . August 23 . . . . . . Last Tu. in .Tune. 
b450 . • . • • . . . . . . . • • . . 3d Mon. in Sept. . 3d MOJ1. in Sept . June 20. 
















































































75 •. ...... -- · ·--- - ------ -- ---. 401 1, 0001 X I X I X I X I X I X I X , •• ' • • ' • • ' •• ' • • b600 ?nlOO 
ml25/ .•.•.•............. / Middle of Sept .. I Middle of J unA. 
-- -·-- -·-- -··---- -- ·-- ·--·-- ·-- ·--· --- ·--------·-·-·······---- ·-- ----···· · --:::·1::::1:::: ... i i36 ':bi.E:i;.,M:.L.A. 5 4 4 42 700 ........................ -------- .................. . ....... ... ...... September! .. .. 
6 .... 32 .... 24 ...... ............ .. 3 4 39 600x x x x x x x .......... 150 40 60 August22 ....... August22 ..... . 
15 .... 87 .... 30B.A.,M.A..,M. 5 3 4 40 200x x x x x x x x x x x x 150 45 60 August28 .. ..... L~stWednesday 
E. L. I m August. 
115 .... .... ................ .. .. ... .. . .... 300---- .. -- .. .. ------ .. -- ........ ........ 38 ................... ---- -- -- - --- ------
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4-5 40 ...... x x x x x x x x . . . . . . . . 150 40 50 September 1 . . . . . September 1 ... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 40 }1 200 X X X X X X X • • • • • • • • b220 ......... , ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . ..... dO ........ . 
2 :::: i~g-- · 6 · ioo · :M~ A.:::::::::: .. · 2-- ~ --4 · · 4i .. · 5iio ~ ~ ~ ~- -,; ·; ~ ·; :: :: :: :: ---- · i5o .. · 24.:.4o ~~~- i~t"lt~~: i~-s~i>i:: fs~s1:~~-~;sett 
7 7 207 . . . . 118 M. E. L ., M.A. 16 4 4 40 2, 500 x x x x x x x x x x .. x 200 40-50 60 2d Mon. in Sept.. 2d Mon. in Sept . 
. __ . . . . __ . . . . . . . . . . M. E. L . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . __ . . . . . . . . . . . x x x x x x x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 22 ..... . 
60 10 300 .... 240 M.A.......... 48 4 5 40 5, 000 x x x x x x x x x .... x 280 60 HO September 1 to 5. September 5 .. .. 
. . . . . 105 .. ... _ . . . .... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 40 100 x x . . . . x x x . . . . d . . 100 20 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st Wed. in Sept. 
43 ... . 205 .... 129 A.B.,A.M .... 13 2 4 41 1,500x x x x x x x x x x.... 160 40 60 September! ..... 1stMon.inSept. 
- .. - -·- .... - .... - ..... - .. ~- .. -I- ..... I . .... I. - . I ... . . I •• ---. I. •I·. I . • I" •!•. I" . I .. I ·. 1-. I .. 1- - 1 -- I. ----- .... I.-.---- .. I ... ---.-- I.-- ....... ----- • • - ----. 1---- .- . -- .. -....... --. 
····•··· · •···· •····-·••••••••• •l ····•··-•···•····•······l""i ' •l··l"'l "'l""l ··l··l-·1- .. 1 ··1 - -1··· ·····1-······ ••· · • ····•'"'""'"'"" 
Last of June. 
1st Tues. in June. 
LastWed.inJune 
Last of June. 
June 5 to 15. 
2d Thu. in June. 
.June 12. 
2u Thu. in June. 
June 15. 
3fl Thu. in June. 
June 14. 
· ······· · ·----·---·· · -···-------- -· ------··--· ····· ···•·· ··· ----- - ··· 1··1- - 1- · l" "f" "'"f · ·f ··l- - 1 .. 1-·1--1-------·1·-------··-------··---------·- .. ·-----···-----·-·······--· 
bl60/ ........ 1 .. ••.••• / •••••••••••••••••• -I 1st Mon. in ::5ept.l June 29. 26/ .... I ................ / .... I ... I 21 40 6411 X I X I X I X I X I X I X 1- - I X I X' •• ' •• 
............... ............ ..................... . . ..... . .. ........................ t.-1 .. 1••1" "/"" f·-l ·· f--1 .. :-- 1--1--------1-----··· l·····--·· · ------·-----·--·--··-------------·--· 
. i~gl:: :il·i~~l : :: l :: l~~~~~: :~ ::::: ::~::: l:~l- -~~ - ·:~~-~.-~~~~~I~ 1·:1 ~I~ I~ l'il~1:·1:1::1::1 ~~~ : ::i6~~6 ------ ~g 'ti!·~-~~~~e2~~i~~: -~~~~i~s~~-~~~~t:. 
Thurs. m Sept. 
40 ..... 
112 .. .. 18 .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . 2 40 .. .. .. X X X X X X X 
55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 . . . . . . X X X X X X X X 
36 .... ... . ....... ......... .... ... ... .... ................ .. ........ .. 
30 . ........................................... -- .................... .. 
64 (e) .............................. 40 1,000 X X X X X X X X X .... .. 
100 (e) (i7 ................ · · ·. 3 4 40 · · · · · · X X X X X X X X .••• X • • 
120 . . . . 172 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 5 39 600 X X X X X X X X X X : • • • 
48 . . . . 2................ . . . . . . . . . . 42 ...... X •• X X • • X X X X · X •••. 
183 .. .. 14 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 40 600 X .. X X X X X X .... X X 
145 3 350 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 4 40 2, 000 X X X X X X X X X X X .. 
125 8 200 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 3 4 41 500 X .. X X X X X X X X .. X 
32 .......... ......... ...... - . . ..... . . - ...... . .................. . ..... . 
100.... 10 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 9 40 500 X X X X X X X .. X .. 
21 t~g :::: 1g~ -~--~~~:·.~-~--~: __ ~~ ~ ~ :g ~gg ~ ;; ~ ~ _x_ ~ ~ : ~ ~ I:: I:: 
166 25 50 ........... : ..... .. 4thWed.inSept. 
150 40 50 September 11 . . . . September 11 .. . 
n15 ........ n4 ....... ........... ................. .. 
n20 . . . . . . . . n5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . . 
180 40-50 50 Last W etl. in Sept. Last Wed. iu Sep. 
150 40 · 50 Last Tues. in Sept. Last Tues.in Sep. 
200 3'1-45 60-72 ...... ... .......... October1 ...... . 
210 30 80 September 12 . . . . September 12 .. . 
220 50 80 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. September 15 .. . 
200 36-44 60 Sept.l to 2d Wed. 2d Wed. in 1':\ept. 
205 -45 60 September 20.... September 20 .. . 
n11 . . . . . . . . n5 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. . 
175 12-40 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 1st Mon. in Sept . 
180 24-32 40-48 September 5 . . . . . 1st Tues. in Sept . 
160 26 26 September. . . . . . . 1st Thurs. in Sep. 
Last Tu. in June. 
Do. 
Last Tb. in Jnne. 
June 25. 
June 15. 
2d Wed. in June. 
June 20. 
Last of June.' 
• Tune 14. 
1st week in July. 
· i251::: :l-i3ol:::::::::: ::::::1::: ·1· ·31· · 41. · 421-i." oool; I: :1·x·1-,; 1·;1 ~- I -; I ::1 -,;1: :1;; 1: :1· · · · · 24ol· ·· · · i6ol· · · ·· 3ool· i~f . .' :M~;:;_·i-~ ·s~i>i-.: 1· i~t -:M~~: i~-s~i>i:l July u. 
b Includes tuition. c..Pupils from out of town pay $28 per annum ·; others are admitted free of charge. The school is supported by the city at a cost of about $2,500 per 
annum. d The institution owns a telescope. e Ministers' daughters are received free of charge. h Tuition free and books furnished to all pupils from Exeter. 





















TADLE X.- PAnT I.-Statist·ics of schools of science (mining, engineering, ag?·icultuml, cf"c.:) endowed by the national lancl-gmnt; from ?'e:J_Jlies to inquiTies 
by the Unitecl Stales Bw·ealt of Educat-ion. 
Name. 
.Agricultural and M echanical College of Alabama . _ .. . . _. 
~rkansas Industrial University ... _ . .................... . 
Aglicultural, Mining, and Mechanical Arts College, (Uni-
v ersity of California.) 
Shef!ield Scientific School of Yale College .............. .. 
Agncultural department of Delaware College . .......... . 
Florida ..... _ .... . ...... . . . . . ............ -... . .... . .. . ... . 
Georgia State College of A griculture and Mechanic Arts. 
Tilinois Industrinl Universit.y ........................... . 
Purdue Univer~ity, Agricultural College ........... . .... . 
Iowa StnteAgr10ultural College.--- ...... -- . .... ........ . 
Kansas State A~rricultural College .. _. __ . ............... . 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, (KentuckyUniv'y). 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College of Louisiana . .. .. . . . 
Maine State College of .Agriculture and the Mechanic A.rts. 
Maryland .Agricultural College ....... -----. ____ . .... : .. . 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ... _ .. ... _ ....... . 
Massachusetts agricultural College .. _ ...... __ ........ __ . 
Michigan Stato Agricultural College . ......... .. .... .. . . 
College of Agricultnro and the Mechanic Arts, (Univer-
sity of Minnesota.) 
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, (Univer-
sity of Mississippi.) 
Alcorn U niver sity ............... . ... .. ..... _ .. ........ . 
Agl·it•ult nrn~ n.n<ll\'f<'chnnical College, (Univ'y of Missouri). 
School of l\hnN1 a n<l1'>1otnllnrgy (University of Missouri). 
("~ull!'~O or. Aj.\'rknlt Ill'(', (UniYI:'i·~it y of N<'br:nAlm) --- .. --. 
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~11 ~ R 
Students. 
Regular course . 
Second I Thircl 
year. year. 
a)l 1° 
. ce . ra 
~I~ ~ ~ 
~ R ~ R 
Fourth 
year. 
~ 11 ~ ~ 
j ·-·- ·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-
.Auburn, -Ala ...... 11872118721 Rev. I. T. Tichrnor .. .- ......... . 
:Fayetteville, .Ark ...... 1872 N. P_. Ga tes, A:· M., actmg .. .... · J 5 
Oakland, Cal ... . , . . . . . . . . . Prof. D. C. G1hnan, A. M ... _... 10 
. ~ : 1 1~~ 
95 
N ew Haven, Conn . .... 1846 Rev. Noah Porter, D. D., LL.D .. 13 . --. 14 ... 156 80 .... 48 .... 28 ........ 
1 
... 
~ii.i~;~;L m;;;~ iii;i~~J~tiF:-E _ ;; 5 , t ,~ ;;; ;i 1;: ·~· ;; I 18 :·-
Ames, Iowa ........... 1869 A.S.Welcb,M.A ............... 9 1 2 ... 220 111 17 29 11 31 2 .... .. . 
Manhattan, Kans .. 1863 1863 Rev. Jos. D enison, D. D ....... _ .. 10 2 ...... 197 7 8 5 2 1 2 1 1 
Lexington, Ky ... . 1865 1866 J. K. Patterson, Dean . ... _...... 9 . . . . . . 2 217 . _ ....... __ .. _ ....... __ .. _ .... . 
(*) --- . --- - -------- .. --- - ------ ..... --------- --- .. --. --. --- --- .. -- .. -- . -- -.--- .. --. -- -. -- . . -- -
Orono, Me ............. 1865 R ev. Charles F. Allen, D. D...... 5 2 2 ... n 32 .... 25 .... 6 1 7 .. . 
N ear Hyattsville, .. .. .. .. Rev. Samuel RegQ.ster, D. D .. .. . 7 .. .. 2 ... 147 25 .. .. 14 .. .. 11 .. _ .. _ .... . 
Md. 
Boston , Mass ...... 18611865 .Tohn D. Runkle, Ph. D., LL.D ... 23 .... 11 .... 356 127 .... 89 .... 65 .. .. 53 1 
.Amherst, Mass .... 18631867 William Smith Clark, .A.. M. _. _ .. 20 8 12 114 38 .... 37 .... 18 . _ .. 12 .. . 
Lansing, Mich .... 1855 1857 J. C . .Abbott .. ..... ~-_ .... _...... 7 .... 4 ... 126 53 .... 36 .... 19 .. .. 5 .. . 
Minneapolis, Minn. 18511868 W. W. Folwell, A. M .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 .. .. 4 ; .. 117 .............................. . 
Oxford, Miss. __ ... 11871118721 .Tohn .A. Wacldel, D. D ... . ... . .. . I 12 
Rorlney,Miss . . . - - -~ -- -~·-- - ~--. - -.- ----- . ---- - ---- ........ --- -~----~ - ---~-- -~ -- -~·- --~· .. - ~ · .. -~- .. -~ - -- ·~-- -- ~- --,·~- .. -~· .. Columbia, Mo .... . .... 1866 DanielRced,LL.D ------------- 7 .... 3 .. . (f) .... ---- ---- ---- -- - ---- ·--· ---
i:f~~~l~0ir'~b~:~~~-- ~~~: is7i · 1\ i!c"ud~~.--se~t~1~;I:i:n~~~~ :: :::: :::: :: :: ::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::::: 



































NewHnmpshireCollegeofAgricuUureandtheMechanic Hanover,N.H .... 18661868 Rev.A.D.Smith,D.D.,LL.D ... 10 :-----····· 23 18 .... 12 .... 3 •. ...•.••. , ... 
Arts, (Dartmouth College.) . I 
Scientific School of Rnt.gcrs College ................. . .... N. B.runswick, N.J . .... 1865 Rev. W.R. Campbell , D.D., LL. D 11 . . . . . . . 1 50 12 . .. . 2:l .... 16 .......... . 
Industrial CollPge of Cornell University .................. Hbacn., N. Y ...... 1865 1868 Rev. Au drew D. White, LL.D ... 21 14 14 . . . (t) . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. _ 
..1gyicultt~ral ana Mechanical C~llege, (Univ. N. Carolina). Chapel Hill,~- C .......... S. Poole, (not yet established) ....... 
1 
............................. _ ... . . ...... . 
Olno .Agncultural and Meohamoal College ..... ..... .... Columlms,Oh10 ............................................... 
1 
......................................... . 
Agricult.ural department of Corvall~s College ............ Corvallis, Oreg . . . . 1868 Rev. W. A. Finley, D. D......... 6 ~· -- . ....... 22 .. . . .. . . .. . . ... .. .. . .. . . .. .. 
Agricultural College of Pennsylvama .............. .. .... Agr. CoiL P. 0 ,Pa. 1855 1859 Rev. James Calder, D. D . . . . . . 7 .... 3 ... SO ~8 4 20 1 10 . . . 6 1 
Agrioultura~and S~ientific department of B.rown_Univ'y. Providence,_ R.I.. . . . . . Rev. E. G. Robinson, D.D., LL.D ... .. ... ..... (t) . .. . .. ............. _ .. 
South Carolma AgriCultural College and Mechamcal In- Orangeburgh, S.C ......... Rev. A. Webster, D. D .............. 1 . ......... (1) . .. . . ....... . ........ .. 
stit.ute, (Claffiin University.) I . 
Ten~essee Agricultural C?llege, (East~ennessee Univ'y). Knoxville, Tenn .. .... 1869 Rev. T. W. Humes, S. T. D....... 8 .... 5 1 (t) .... .... . ... ....... .... . _ .. 
Agncnltural and Mechamcal College of Texas .......... Br.van, Tex ........ . - .. .... ... . ................. - ....... ....... ·. · .. · .. · · .. - -- · ·-- · .... · .. · · --·1· ·--I· .. 
University of Vermont and State Agricultural College .. Burlington . Vt .... lt'64 1865 M. H. Bucl;:ham, A .M.......... . 6 .... 2 ... 25 4 2 4 . . . . 9 . . . . 6 . . . 
Hampton Normal aml Agricultural Institute .......... .. Hampton, Va ...... 18701868 GeneralS. C. Armstrong....... 14 .......... 203 73 65 23 15 21 6 
The Virginia, Agrieultural and Mechanical College ...... Blaoksburgh, Va .. 11:1721872 Charles L. C. Minor._........... 4 .. . ............ ...... ... ............ . 
Agricultu_ral Depart~ent_ West V!rgini~ University .. .. Mor~antown_.IV.Va 18671867 Rev. Ale:s:. Martin, D. D . ........ 3 2 13 1 33 10 . . . . 13 . . . . 2 ... I 6 
College of Art-s, (Umvers1ty of W1sconsm) ............. . Mad1son, W1s .... -11866 1867 Rev. J. H. Twombley, D. D...... 10 . . . . 3 . . . 97 40 . . . . 18 . . . . 22 . . . . 17 , .. . 




















TABLE X.-PART I.-Statistics of schools of science-Continued. 
Name 
.Agricultural and Mecha11ical College of .Alabama ..... _ .. 
.Arkansas Industrial University .... : . ___ ....... _ .... ___ .. 
.Agricultuml, Mining, and Mechanical Arts College, (Uni-
versity of California.) 
Slleffiela Scientific School of Yale College .. _ ... . . .. ..... . 
.Agricultural department of Delaware College . _ ... __ . __ . 
Florida .. -- .... . ... --- ........ : .... - . . .. . - . . -·- ... -- .. --. 
Georgia State College of A~riculture and Mechanic Arts. 
Illinois Industrial University .......... .... __ -----------. 
Purdue University (Agricultural College) .. ____ .. __ . ___ . 
Iowa State Agrict~ltural College ..... ......... _ .... ___ .. . 
Kansas State .Agncultnral College ..... _ .... ___ . _____ . __ . 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, (Kentucky Univ'y). 
Agricultural aml Mechanical College of Louisiana ... _ ... 
Maine State Colle<Te of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. 
Maryland Agricnftural College ..................... . . .. . 
llfassachm1etts Institute of Technology ...... _ .... _ .... _ 
Massachuset.ts Agricultural College ..................... . 
Michigan State Agricultural College .................... . 
College of .Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, (Univer-
sity of Miunc!lotn.) 
College of .Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, (Univer-
sity of Mississippi.) 
Alcom UniYL.rsity ··-·-··- ·-- - ----·- -·-··----------·-· ·· 
Agricultural and Mcclumical College, (Univ'y of Missouri). 
School of Mines an<l Metallurgy, (University of Missouri). 
College of .Agricnltm·l', (UI'liversity of Nebraska) ....... . 
Colll:'go of Agriculture, (University of Nevada) ..... __ .. . 
Now llampshiro College of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arb, (Dartmouth College.) 
Scil' ntif!c School of Rutgers College ..................... . 
Jn<luRtnal Collogo of Cornoll UJJivorsit.y .. .............. . 
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~::e~f~-ri"ft!~A~k~~ : ::: :::::: ···92· :::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ·-----~ - ---:-! ...... ~~ 
i~i;~·::::: ;;:,~: :~~19: :::::~: :;~· :;;; 21 iii~·::::::: ::;: ::: ii;ii ~~ :, ;:; II ;:;;~; 
Manhattan, Kans ...... ·----- 170 ···----- . ..... ·------· ----- · ·----- ·----- ·----- ...... 13 4 40 
Lexington, Ky . . . . . . . . . . -,- -- .... - - . . . . . . . . 300 . ............. , . . . . . . ..... _. _. . . . ... ... __ . . . . . 4 4El 
(*) . ---- ... -- - .. ------ . ------ . --.--- .. ---- .. --- ... ----- -----. --.--- -- - .---. ---.--- .. - •. ---. 
Orono, Me ... - - -. . . . . . . . .. --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 . . . . . . _ ... _ _ . _.. . . 5 4 48 
NearHyattsville,Md.. . ..... 97 ........ 60 ·--·---- ------ ------ ------ ..... .. ..... ---··--· ::1 •••••••• 
Boston, Mass.......... 21 ·----- 11 1 ....... . 5 .... .. ·---'· 1 5 57 4 35 
Amherst, Mass........ 9 . . . . . . 2 . .......... _.. . . . . . . 24 ........ ___ .. _ ... _ 51 4 39 
Lansing, Mich. . . . .. . . . 13 . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . _ . . .. _. _. 12 1 . ____ . . . ___ . 68 4 39 
Minneapolis, Minn ........... . ...... -- --- ........... -- .......... . : . . .. --.-- ------ . ----- . . . .. . . . 2 38 
Oxford, Miss ...... .... . ,. -- ... •· --- .. 
4 ······-····-··•·· ---·· · --· · -·· 4 36 
~~;r~;: ::·:---·+: :~\ L E~tL LH·H ::::~::: : . " 






































Obi~ .Agricultural an~l MecJ;lanical qon ege . ............. . 
.Agncultural department. of Corvallis College ... . .. .... . 
.Agriculturn.l College of P ennsylvania ................... . 
.A gricultural and Scientific depn.rtmentofBrown Univ'y .. 
Soufb ·carolina Agricultural College and Mechanical In--
stitute, (Clafllin University.) 
T ennessee .1-gricultural College, (East Tennessee Univ'y). 
A gricultural and Meclw.nical College of Texas . .... ..... . 
University of Vermont and State .A_gr icnltmal College . . . 
Ha.mpton Normal and Agricult ural Institute .. .......... . 
The Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College .... .. . 
Agricultural DeiJa-rtrnent of West Virginia University .. 
College of Arts, (University of Wisconsin) ............. . 
' 
Coluinbus, Ohio ....................... . . .. .... ........ . ...... '........... .. ....... .. ....... -- ........ . ........ . 
~f~:~~tfg~.f~:·:::: :-::::: :::::: :::::::: ·--~~- ::::~:i :::::: :~~~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::~~: :·::: ::~: :~::::~~ 
Orange burgh, S. C ......................... . ............................. ..... ..... .................... __ ..... . 
Knoxville, T enn .......... ..... ............ ...... · ....... ... ...... .. .. . ........... .... .. .... .... 4 40 
~~~~fi~·g}~e:.-vi:::::::: :::::: :::::: ·--·--4- .. . i5 ....... i ..... 2. ····4· :::::: :::::: :~:::: ···--16 ....... 4 ....... 39 
S~f#.~i:~.i< >: ::::: :::::.- :i :~:~~;: ::::: :::;;: :::::: :::::::::::1 ::3 l 'll 
I 




















'l'ABLE X.-PART I.-Stat·istios of sehools of science-Continued. 
Namo. 
Agricultural and 1'\fccbanical College of Alabama ....... . 
Arkansas Industrial Universit,y ...... _ .. .. . : .. . .. . . ..... . 
Agricnltmal, Mining, and Mechanical Arts College, (Uui· 
Tcrsity of Califoruia.) 
Sheffield t'icientific School of Yale Collc~re ............... . 
Agricultural department of Delaware College .......... . 
Florida .......................... .......... ... ....... ... . 
Georgia State Collep:o of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 
Illinois Indnstrial U11iversit.v .......................... . 
"Pnr<luo University, (Agricultural College) .............. . 
Iowa State Agricultural College .. .... _ ..... _ .. .... . . ... . 
Kansas Stato Agricultural College ...................... . 
.Agricultural and Mechanical College, (Kentucky Univ':r). 
.A~n·icnltnml and Mecbrmical College of Louisiana .. .... . 
Maine State Colle go of A«riculture and the Mechanic Arts. 
Maryland .Agricultural College ......... _ ..... _ ......... . 
Massachusetts Inst.itute of 'l'eclmology ................. . 
Massachusetts Agncultural College ..................... . 
Michigan Stato .Agricultural College ...... ..... . . ... .. .. . 
Colle~o of Agriculture and tho Mechanic .Arts, (Univer-
sity of Minnesota.) 
College of Agriculture and i.he Mechanic Arts, (Univer-
sity of Mississippi.) 
.Alcorn Uni\ersit.v .... ........ .. ..... ------ ........... _ .. 
A~;ticultural and MerhanicalCollege, (Univ'yofMissouri) . 
Scuool of Min<'s and Motallnrey, (University of Missouri) 
College of Agricnltm·e, (Uni,rcrsity of Nebraska) ....... . 
Colleg-e of Agricnltnre, (University or Nevada) ...... . .. . 
New llampshiro College of Agriculture and tho Mechanic 
.Arts, (Dartmonth Collrgo.) 
S<'il'nlit\c Sehoul of )'tntgers College ..................... . 
1tHlnst rinl CollO!'l\ of Cornt>ll University ................ . 
Al-!.ricnltt~rnl autll\1C'<•hnnicnl Cullcgo, (ITuiv. N. CnroHua). 
Ohw Agt·tcttltnrnlatHl J\I•C'clt:miral Collt'p:c ........... . .. . 
........ 
$·~-oo 
~ d <PP; ~~i 0 .. o-~ 
] 
0) 
~~~ ~ s PW 
~ ~ ] ~15 0 82~ 
Location. ;§ ~ 
ro -~'8~ .:: ~215 ..., 0) Po::..., 
-~ "' 0 ..... w..., >-<rn 0 0 ~'aS~ .s ~ ~ ~ ca ~ s <l)~~ p.. bl) § ::l ~ -g § 
~ 0 
...,l'll'l 
s ci!P~ .:: ornU p.. ...q ...q A ...q 
----
Auburn, Ala .... ..... . . ~ --. - . $100 ---·-- -- - Dec. 31, 18R8 240,000 
Fayette-rille, .Ark ...... Jan. 31, 1867 150,000 
Oakland, Cal .......... Mar. 13, 1864 150, 000 
New Haven, Conn ..... ------ - 150 --------- Dec. 24, 1862 180, 000 
Newark, Del .......... ·--·--- 60 ··-···--· Fel>. 7, 1867 90, 000 
(*) ------ ---· ----- Jan. 20, 1869 90, 009 
.Athens, Ga .... ........ 
. $756; 000 
Mar. 10, 1866 270, 000 
Champaign, lll ....... _ 9, 000 Free. Fel>. 14, 1863 480,000 
I,a Fayette, Ind ....... Mar. 6, 186:'5 390, 000 
Ames, Iowa ............ 2, 400 Free. Sept. 11, 1862 240, 000 
Manhn,ttn,n, Kans ...... a, oo:_; Free. Feb. 3,1863 90, 000 
Lexington, Ky .... ..... ------ - Free. 165, 000 ,Tan. 27. 18!i3 330,000 
(*) Mar. 5, 1869 210, 000 
Orono, Me_ ............ 1, 500 Free. J34, 300 Mar. 25, 1866 . 210, 000 
Near Hyattsville, Md .. $75 Fe 1>. 17, 186<! 210, 000 
Boston, 1! (ass ........ . . 3, 000 150 200, 000} A pr.18,1863 { 108, 000} Amherst, Mass ....... . 1, 500 54 473,333 252, COJ 
Lansinl!, Mich . ........ 3, 300 Free. Feb. 25, 1863 240, 000 
Minneapolis, Minn .... 6, 000 I•-ree. 119,766 Feb. 14, Ul63 120,000 
Oxford, Miss . ~ ........ ·- -- --- Free.t ~~~~-~~~} Oct. 30, 1866 { 81, 000} Rodney, Miss ....... . .. 126,000 
Columbia, Mo ....... ... $20 ------- J Mar.17,1863 { 247, 500 J Rolla, Mo .... ......... 82,500 
Lincoln, Nebr ......... Feb. 3, 1869 90,000 
(*) July 9,1863 150, 000 
Jianover, N. H .. - . .... 1, 000 30 128, 000 July 9,1863 150,000 
New Brunswick, N.J.. ..... . . 75 100,000 .Apr. 14, 1863 210, 600 
Ithaca, N.Y ...... ..... 35, 000 45 1, 400, OuO Mar. 14, 18R3 990, 000 
Chapel Hill, N.C ............ . ............... Feb. 2'1, 1866 270,000 
Co1umbns, Uhio ............................. Feb. 9,1864 630,000 
6 ~ ... roai 












0 . 0 
...q <!j 
---
240, 000 240,000 
-------- - ·-- ·-----
-------- - ----- -- --
180,000 180,000 
90, uoo 90,000 
270, 000 270,000 
430, 000 455, 000 
390, 000 390,000 
204,:309 · ···----· 
82,216 44,266 
330, 000 330, 000 
210,000 210, 000 
210, 000 210, 000 
210, 000 210,000 
360,000 360,000 
235, 673 27,874 
194, 119 22,394 
210, 000 210, 000 
330, 000 330, 000 
90, 000 
150,000 150, 000 
150, 000 150, 000 
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{ 68, 000 167, 464 
92,444 
128,266 














~ ... b~'O 
·~;§~~rd 
~g 8~ § 
.S -~n]:.- ~ A co ..... ,o o . 
Feb. 26, 1872 
Mar. 27, 1871 
Mar. 31, 1866 
June 24, 1863 
Mar. 14, 1867 
·-- ------ -----
Mar. 30, 1872 
Fel>. 28,1867 
May 6, 1869 
M:1r. 29, 1866 
Feb. 16, 1865 
--------------
··--··--·-----
Feb. 25, 1865 
Mar. 21, 1865 
} Apr. 27, 1863 
Mar. 18, 1863 
Fel>. 18, 1868 
~ May 10, 1871 
JMay 3,1870 
Feb. 15, 1869 
Jnly 7, 1866 
July 7,1866 
Apr. 4,1864 
Apr. 27, 1865 







































.A~ricultUI'al <lcpart-ment of CmTallis College ..... ___ .. _. 
.Ac;t·icnHurnl College of l'o11ns_vlvaui:t . _ ..... . .. _.- ...... . 
Agricnltura.l and ~cientillc department of Brown Univ'y. 
South Curolinfb Agricul tural College and Mechanical In-
Corvallis, Oreg . __ .. __ . : . ___ . - . I ... __ -~- _ .... - . -~ Ofgt. 9, 1862 
Agr. CoiL P. 0 ., Pa ..... 2, 000 Fl'ee . 500, 000 Apr. 1, 1863 
Providence, R.I. __ ___ _ -----·- \·-----·--· · --·- Jan. 27,1863 
Orangebmgh, S.C . ... . ·-·---- ...... -------- - Dec. 10,186i-J 
stitute, (Clnffiin Univen;ity.) · 
Tonnessoo Agr-icul tural College, (East Tenness>:le Univ'y) Knoxville, T enn .. __ .... ___ _ .. $36 . __ ... __ . Feb. 18, 1868 
Agricultural aml Mechanical Colleg-e of Texas .... . -- .--. Bryan, T ex ... -- . . __ -- . . _- ___ .. - ___ .. _ .. . . _ .. Nov. 1, 1866 
University of Vermont an~l State Agric~1ltural College . . - Burlington, Vt. _ ....... _____ . 45 125, 000 Dec. 1, 1862 
liamp~on_~ormal_anclAgncultnrallns!rtnte. -- ---------- H ampton, Va. ------- · --- - --· Free. ---- --- { F b 
5 1864
) 
Tbo V1rgrma Agncultural and Mechamcal College .. _._._ Blacks burgh, Va .. ___ .. .. _. _. $30 ~20, 000 5 e · , { 
Agricultural depart!llent_ of yYest. Vir~6_nia University .. 
1 
Mo1~antown_, W.Va._. 3, 000 30 .. _ . . . _ . . Oet. 3,1863 












90, 000 . _ .... _ . . . __ ... . _. __ . Oct. 27, 1808 
7f30, ooo 780, ooo 4:J9, 186 F eb. 19, 1867 
120,000 120, 000 50, 000 Jan. 27, 1863 
180, 000 180, 000~ 130, 50{) Mar. 12, 1872 
300, oeo 300, 000 271,875 .ran.. 16, 1869 
180, 000 180, 000 156,600 Apr. 17, 1871 
150,000 150, 000 143, 000 Nov. 22, 1864 
300, 000 300, 000 f 95,000 J Mar. 19, 1872 190, 000 
150,000 150,000 90,000 F eb. 7, 1867 
240, 000 153, 400 - 182, 970 F eb. 8,1868 



















TAllLl~ X.;-PAn:r H.-Statistics of schools and of collegiate depa1·trnents of science (mining, engineering, g·c.,) which ltave not ?'ecei11ed the national gmnt of 
















Scientific department of Saint Mary's College .... San Francisco, Cal .. 1863 
2 ~cientific department of Blaekburn University . . . Carlinville, IlL...... 1867 
3 Illinois .A.~ricultural College ........ .. _.......... Irvin(£tJn. Ill . .. _. __ . 1866 
4 Scientific ctepartment of Saint Meinrad's College . Saint .oo.einrad, Incl ....... . 
5 Scientific llepartment of Cornell College .... . ..... Mount Vernon, Iowa 1857 
6 Scientific department of Bowdoin College......... Brunswick, Me...... 1872 
7 La.wrm1ce Scientific School, Harvard University ... Cambridge, Mass .... 18413 
8 Worcester County Free Inst. of Industrial Science Wol'Cester, Mass .. _. 1865 
!) Uni ,-ersity of Michigan .. . .. .. ........... _..... ... .Ann .Arbor, Mich._. 1841 
10 Scientific department of Hillsdale College .. ... .... Hillsdale, Mich ..... 1855 
11 Scientific course of McGee College................ College Mound, Mo . 1853 
12 Scientific departme11t of Washington University . Saint Louis, Mo .... .. .... . 
13 Chandler scientific department of Dartmouth Uoll. Hanover, N.H ...... 1852 
14 Thayer School of Civil Eng. of Dartmouth College ... . ... do .. __ ......... 1870 
15 Stevens Institute of Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hoboken, N. J . . . . . . 1871 
16 Brooklyn Collegia to and Polytechnic Institute . . . . Brooklyn, N.Y ..... . ..... . 
17 School of Mines of Columbia Colleg·e . . .. .. . . . .. .. New York, N . Y .. .. 1864 
18 Departm'tofSciencc,Univ.oftheCityofNewYork ...... do·------------ 1871 
1!1 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute .... .. . . . _ . .. .. __ . Troy, N . Y......... . 1824 
20 Scientific department of DeniRon University ...... Granville, Ohio .. .... 1854 
21 Scientific department of Mount Union College.... Mount Union. Ohio. . 1858 
22 Scientific department of Oberlin College ... _...... Oberlin, Ohio ......... . _ .. . 
~J Scientific department of Otterbein Unh·ersity . _. . Westerville, Ohio . . . 1847 
24 Scientific rlopartmont of Willnruett~ Univ€rsity . . Salem, Orcg.... . ... . 1851 
25 Scientific department of Villanova, College ..... _ .. Bryn Ma.nr, Pa ........ _ .. . 
26 Pardee scientific department of Lafayette College Easton, Pa.......... 1865 
27 Scieutifio departm't of University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Pn. .... 1872 
28 Scientific school of Lehigh University ...... . .. _.. South Bethlehem, Pa 1866 
2!1 Scientific department of Cumberlancl University . Lebanon, Tenn ... _.. 1872 
30 Sciolllilio clepartmont University of Virginia ... _. Charlottesville, Va.., 181£1 
31 Hci,•nt iUc department \Vashington and Lee Univ .. Lexington, Va ......... .. 
:J2 Now 1>1:m·lcot Polytechnic lnsti Lute ......... _ ... _. New Market, Va.... 1870 
Professors and 
instructors. 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 0 <D 
<f) ~ ~ 
President. ~ ~E 
' ~~~~ ~ 
I~~~ El~ o;> o o rn - ~
p:; Z"' ~ ~ 
Brother Justin .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 3 2 5 
Rev J. W. Bailey, D. D .. .. .. 7 .. .. 7 
Rev . .A. C. Hillman . .. . .. .. .. 5 .. . . .. .. , .... 
Rev. Isadore llo bie, 0. S. B. . . 4 . •. . . • .. 
Rev. W. F. K ing, D. D . . . . . . . 8 . . . . 5 
J. L. Chamberlain, LL. D .... 14 4 . 3 
C. W. E liot, LL. D . .. . .. .. .. . 10 3 5 
C. 0. T l10mpson, .A. M . . . . . . . 8 2 
J. B. Angell, LL. D . . . . .. . . . . __ ..... 
Rev. Daniel M. Graham, D. D 8 . . . . 12 
Rev. J. B. Mitchell, D. D . .. . . 3 .......... .. 
l{ev. W.G.Eliot, D.D . ... ... 13 ... . ....... . 
Rev. A.. D. Smith, D. D., LL. D 12 1 5 ... . 
...... do ............... ------ 3 ......... .. . 
Henry Morton, Ph.D . . . . . . . 7 ..... _ ..... . 
D. H. Cochran, Ph. D., LL.D. 3 . __ ....... . . 
F.A.. P.Barnard,S.T.D.,LL. D 8 1 13 10 
Howmcl Crosby, D. D., LL.D. 10 . •.......... 
Hon.JamesForsyth ...... .-. 8 1. 4 ... . 
Rev. S. Talbot, D. D . . . . .. .. . 7 .... __ __ 2 
Rev. 0. N. Hartshorn, LL. D . 8 3 1 .... 
Rev. Jas. H . Fairchild, D. D . 6 2 4 3 
Rev. H . .A. Thompson, .A.M.. 6 ..... __ ... . . 
T. M. Gatch, A.M. .... ...... 5 ... .. ... ... . 
Very Re,-. T. Gal berry, O.S.A. ... . ..... _ ... _ .. 
Rev. \V. C. Cattell, D. D . . . . . 6 .. . . . ... . .. . 
I.P.Lesley,.A..M.,Dean . .- .. 12 .... 4 ... . 
llenry Coppee, LL. D . . . . . . . . _ ........ _ ..•.. 
B. W. MclJouald, D. D., LL. D 5 ....... . ... . 
C. S. Vonablr, LL. D . . . .. .. . . 5 .. .. 3 ... . 
Gen. G. W. C. Leo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. 




































(11) KttHlO>lts in tl1is dopnrtment ombrnco<l in tho statistics of tho nnh' Cl'!iity, f"•>r which soc Table VIIL 
Students. 
Regular course. 
First I Second I Third I Fot~rth 
year. year. year. year . 
'15 '15 ~ 
.-11 "' ~ <l5 ~ "' ~ ~ s ~ s ~ s Q;> Q;> Q;) ~ Q;)
~ f'l;; ~ r;.; · ~ r;.; ~ f'l;; - - - - ---- -
12 -··· 9 -- . . 7 . --. 4 
18 1~ 7 6 6 6 r 21 20 2 2 ---· ........ 13 2 4 10 10 3 7 3 2 5 25 18 10 
2!) 45 26 12 16 11 12 I 17 
16 8 18 1 3 ---- . --
12 ..... . 12 . .... 6 · ·- · 51 .... 14 16 20 
. ~~- :::: 2 1 
30 20 
~ .... H -- -- 5 ........ m ---· w .... 15 ... w 
00 ---- w ---- ~ .. ... ~ 
6 .... 5 ---. 3 .... . 2 
~ " ~ 14 ~ 3 8 6 ~ ~ TI ~ 6 M .... ~ 
3 .... 4 . .... 5 .. .. . 3 . --
TI w w 12 8 w 2 6 
10 .. . . 4 .... 3 ..... 3 ----
.... . ... - -- · --- -
~ w !) 8 





































TABLE X.-PART H.-Statistics of schools a'nd of collegiate depa1·tments of science-Continued. 
Name. I 
!I 'I 
1 Scientific department of Saint Mary's College ........ . 
2 Scientific department of Blackburn University ...... . 
3 Illinois Agricultural College ......................... . 
4 Scientific department of Saint Meinrad's College .. , .. 
5 Scientific department of Cornell College .. . .. _ ....... . 
6 Scientific flepartment of Bowdoin College ............. . 
7 Lawrence SP.ientific School, Harvard universitv ..... . 
8 Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science. 
9 University of Michigan ..... ....... . ................. . 
10 Scientific department of Hill:>dale College 
11 Scientific course of McGee College . ....... ...... ..... . 
12 Scientific department of Washington University .... . 
13 Chandler scientific departm ent of Dartmouth College. 
14 Thayer School of Civil Engi :teering of Dartmouth Coll. 
15 Stevens Institute of Technology ..... . ..... .. ........ . 
16 .Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute ....... . 
17 School of Mines of Columbia College ......... ... ..... . 
18 Depa.rtment of Science, Univ. of the City of New York . 
19 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ... .. .... _ .. , ........ . 
20 Scient.ific department of Denison University_ ........ . 
21 Scientific department of Mount Union College ....... , 
22 Scientific department of Oberlin College ............. . 
23 Scientific department of Otterbein Univ-ersity . ...... . 
24 · Scientific department of \Villametto University .... .. 
25 Scientific department of Villanova Coll<"ge .. . ........ . 
26 Pardee scientific department of Lafayette College ... . 
27 Scientific department of Univer:;>ity of Pennsyl;y-ania. 
28 Scientific school of Lehig·h University . ..... · ........ . 
29 Scientific department of Cumberland University .... .. 
30 Scientific department University of Virginia ....... . 
31 Scientific department Washington and Lee University 
32 New Market Polytechnic Institute ...... 
Students-Cont.~ Degrees conferred at last D ~ /o 
commencement. ro "' .d 0 ell g 1);5 
I 
..:: ..<:l 1-< • Q b.(j§ ;:I c;; 
~ 
6.;:1 z; <:.> ~ ·3 a;> ~~ ~ .,... ~ s ·a ~ § Q) ~ • o.s ..... '"'.; E ~ a;> A· rn ~C';:! ~ I~ Q:>Q;) ce'g 8 ~ ~ I-<''"' ~I~~ F-< 0 Location. 1-<"' c:.>t; 5 ..... ro p.F-< ,.J:: (..) b£ .,..... .a;:~ ~ ~~ 0 ~ ~ ~ Ocll<lJ"-<~ S:'"' ..., Q) ..... ~0 .d ;::~'"C 0 
~~ 
~ ~f/1 ··.s "' ..... ·.-<<:.> ~"""" 0 O<:l 0 0 
~ 
~t ~rg~] 2l 
,..~ "' 0 ~ ,z~ Q;) 
Q;) OJ ..ao p::j .a .a s 
~ 
~ 8...., . s-~ ~ ~ ~ u.i u.i ~ ~ s s ~ 0 ~ ~ .d ~ ~ 0 ;:I s z Z" 0 ,Z p.; d p::j ~ ~ ~ p: z z p.. -<lj -<lj 
San Francisco, Cal.. . . . . . .. . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 40 200 $60 00 
1 
.......... 
Carlinville, Ill .............. . .......... ...... ... · 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 3 38 1, 000 21 00 $200,000 
ti~l?;~~~~~.\~~~~ ::~· ::· ~;~: ::::i: :::: :::: :::: ::i: :::: :::~ :::: ::ii~: :~ i~ ::::~~~: ig ~~ 
Brunswick, Me . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 4 12 .. . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 4 38 . .. . . . . . 75 00 
Cambridge, Mass.... . . . . . . . . . . 6 4 . . . . . . .. 1 . . .. . . . . .. . . 188 3- 4 37 .. . . . . . . 150 00 • 200,000 
Worcester, Ma;ss . .. . 1 . ... .. ...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 36 3 42 1, 000 . . . . .... .. 556,000 
Ann Arbor, M1Ch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 12 8 1 . . . . . . . . . . 4 40 ........................... . 
Hillsdale, Mich .......... a150 .................. 20 .. . . . .. . .. . . 250 4 37 4, 500 6-8 00 b150, 000 
College Mound, Mo . . .. . ...... ...... .. .. ... . . . . . 1 . ... .. . .. . . . 31 4 42 520 50 00 
Saint Louis, Mo..... . .. . ...... 1 . . . . .. . . 2 .. . . . .. 1 ... . 10 4 40 . .. ... . . 100 00 
Hanover, N.H...... ... . .... .. ...... 1 ........ 11 .. . . . .. . . ... 174 4 39 1, lWO 60 00 
.. ... do ......... ·.. .. . . .. 4 .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 2 43 .. . .. .. . 60 00 
Hoboken, N. J . .. .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 4 38 5, 000 75 00 
Brooklyn, N.Y...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 3, 000 30 00 
New York, N.Y... 16 G3 ...... 17 .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . 8 62 3 37 3, 500 200 00 
. .. . .. do . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .... .. 3 . .. . 1 9 11 .. .. .. . . . .. . 41 4 39 .. .. .. .. Free. 
~~~~;,fii~ohi~::~~~: .. 5. :::::: ----~- :::: :::: -~~- .. 2. :::: :::: :::: --~~~- ! :g --~·-~~~- 2~g gg 
Mount Union, Ohio.. . .. . a97 23 . .. . 1 .. . . 2 12 . .. . .. . . 137 4 36 3, 000 30-39 00 
Oberlin, Ohio........ . . .. a26 ...... . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . 513 4 36 .. .. .. .. 9 00 
Westerville, Ohio... . .. . a47 ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 .. .. .. .. . .. . 60 4 40 300 24 00 






cl 15, 000 
60,000 
40, 000 Bryn Maur, Pa. .. .. . .. .. a40 25 . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 5 39 3, 000 250 00 
Easton, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 39 ........................... . 
§~~~~~Et~f~~~;J?~ -~~- :~:::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: --~- :::: :::: :~:: :::::: --~- -~~- :.~·-~~~- ---~~~-~~- :::::::::: 
Lebanon, Tenn ................. .•...... ..... .................. .. .... :. . . 2 40 . . . . . . . . 70 00 ......... . 
Charlottesville, Va.. .. .. .. .... .... .. 2 . .. . 2 2 . . .. 1 .......... ( * ) 36 .... .. .. 100 00 100,000 
Lexington, Va .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . 2 8 6 ... ........ ..... .... · ................ .... ............ .. 
New Market, Ya .... 40 ...... ...... .... .... . .. . .... .... ... . .... ...... 3 39 5, 000 45-65 00 . ........ . 
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Name. ~ ·~ C;l 




.::> 0 0 
s 2 ,., ;:; a: ~ 
~ R R 
1 Theological department of Howard College. Marion, Ala_ .. . _ . .. _ _ ... _ 
2 Pacific Theological Seminary .. . . ......... . Oakland Cal ..... _... l ti72 186D 
3 f:lan Francisco Theological Seminary .. .. . _ San Francisco, CaL .. 1872 1871 
4 Theological Institnte of Connecticut .... __ Hartford, Conn ...... 1834 J834 
5 Be1·keley Divinity SchooL . ___ .. _ .. ........ Middletown, Conn .. _ 1854 18:i0 
6 Theological de]_!lartment of Yale College ... New Haven, Cdlln ... 1745 1822 
7 Theological department Mercer University Macon, Ga ....... .... . _ ... l ti3:~ 
8 Theological department of :Ulackbl!lrn Uni- Carlinville. IlL ...... 1838 1867 
versity. 
9 Chicago 'JJheolog;ical Seminary_ ........ , . . . Chicago, Dl .. . . ..... _ 18:17 1858 
10 Baptist Union Theological Seminary ....... _ ..... do _ ............ 1865 1867 
11 Scandinavian Theological Seminary _ ............ do ... .......... _ ... ___ .. _ 
12 Theological Seminary of the Northwest. _. _ ..... do _ ...... .. .... 1857 1859 
13 Garrett .Bil>lical Institute __ .............. . Evanston, IlL ....... 1855 1856 
14 Biblical department of Eureka College ... _ Eureka, Ill . ..... _ .. _ 1853 1864 
15 Theological Seminary of the Northwest . .. Monmouth, IlL_ .... __ ... _ 1839 
16 .Augustan a Seminary_ ..... _ .. .. ...... _ ... _ Paxton, Ill .. _ .... ... 1865 1860 
17 Theological department of Shurtleff College. U ppcr .Alton, Ill. . . . . 1835 18G3 
ll:l Theological Rchool of Hartsville Uni >ersity. Hartsville, Iud _ ..... _ . .. __ _ . __ 
1·9 Wartburg Seminary_ ... . ....... . . _ ... _ ... _ Casstown, Iowa __ .. _ 1867 1857 
20 TheologicaldepartmentofGriswoldCollege Daveuport, Iowa. .... 1860 1859 
21 Germa(l theological school of the Northwest. Dubuque, Iowa ..... _ 1871 1870 
22 Theological department of Iowa Wesleyan MountPleasant,Iowa, 1855 ..... 
Denomination, 
Raptist .. _________ ... 
Congregational. ____ _ 
Presbyterian. ______ . 
CongregationaL ____ _ 
Protestant EpiscopaL 
CongregationaL .... _ 
Baptist . ... ......... . 
Presbyterian .... _. _. 
CongregationaL .... _ 
~~~i::~;·_·_·_-~-: ::::: 
Presb_yterian _ .. _ ... . 
:i'tfethodist EpiscopaL 
Christian .......... .. 
United Presbyterian. 
Lutheran _ ........ .. 
Baptist ....... . ..... . 
United Brethren .. _ . 
Lutbemn _. ___ ...... 
ProtestantEpisr.opal 
Presbyterian_. _ ..... 
Methodist Episcopal. 
University. 
23 Saint .Joseph'R Seminary and College . .... Bardstown, Ky ...... 1824 1819 Roman Ca.tholic ... .. 
24 Dam·iiJe Theological Seminary 3 __ •• _ • • _. _. Dan dUe, Ky . _ ..... _ 1854 1853 Presbyterian_ ... _ .. . 
25 Theological department of Georgetown Col- Georgetown, Ky _ . ....... _ _ . .. _ Baptist . ...... .. ----· 
lege. 
.... clo .............. . 26 Western Baptist Theological Institute ... ___ _ ... do _............ 1840 
27 ~ible C~llef"e, University of Kentucky ... _ Lexington, Ky ...... 1857 1866 
28 'I heologwa school of Bethel College . .. ... _ Ru~sell ville, Ky._ .. _ 1868 1868 
Christian .......... -
Baptist ... .... ...... . 
29 Thomson's Biblical Institute .. ..... .. . _ .. _ New Orleans, ia. _ ... _ ... . 1865 
30 Theological Seminary . ... ..... .. _ ... _ ... _ Bangor, Me ......... _ 18l<J 1820 
Methodist EpiscopaL 
CongregationaL .... -
31 'I'heolog~cal scho~l of Bates ,Colle~e ·, .. _. . . . Lew~ston, Me_ .. _ ... _ 1863 1870 
32 Theolog1cal Semmary ci Sawt Su1p10e ancl Balt1more, Md ..... . _ 1860 1791 I~~~~;; g;~~t~~~::: 
Saint Mary'R University. 
33 Tbeolo,!!icaldepartment Mount Saint Ma- NearEmmittsburgh, ..... _____ .: .... do ........... .. 
ry's Collefe. Mel. 
33~ Theologica Seminary . ..... ..... .. ... _ . .. _ Woodstock, Md _ ... _ 1867 1868 ...... do ....... -.... -v .A.ndo.-er Theological Seminary_ .. __ .. _ ... _ An clover, Mass_ ..... 1807 1808 Congregational. .... . 
3~67 School of Theology of Boston University .. Boston, MasR . .. _. ___ 1847 t847 Methodist EpiscopaL Divinity school of llar·varcl University ... _ Cambridg6, Mass .... 1836 1816 No tests . ..... -.... --
3A Epi~f'OP!l;l ?:'1?-eological SchooL .... ..... _ .. _ _ .... _do . -.· .... _ ... . . 18~7 1867 ProtestantEpiscopal. 
39 TuftsDmmtyScbooL ...... .............. CollegeH1ll,Mass ... 18:J2 155 Universalist ....... . 
40 ~ewton TlJeological Institution_ .......... Newton Center, Mass 1826 1826 Baptist ......... -----
41 New Church Theological SchooL ..... _ .. .. Walt.ham, Mass_ ........ _ 1866 New .Jerusalem Cb .. 
42 Theological department of .Adrian College. Adrian, Mich . .. _ .. . . ___ . . .... _ ........ -..... -- .... --
43 Theological department of Hillsdale Col- Hillsdale, Mich ...... 1855 1869 Free-Will Bapti. t ... 
lege. 
.44 .A.ugsburg Seminary_ ............ ...... . . _. Minneapolis, Minn .. __ .. _ 
45 Theological department of Saint .John's t:laint .Joseph, Minn .. 1858 
Coll<'ge. 
46 Saint Vincent's Theological f:leminary __ ... 
47 Theolo~iclll school of Westminster College. 
48 Vantleman School of Theology_ . . _ ... _ . .. _ 
49 Concordia Srminar.v __ .. _ .. _ .............. . 
50 Dr·ew 'l'heolo~rical ~eminary _ . . . . . . . __ .. 
51 Theological Seminary of the Reformed 
Church. 
52 G rmau 'l'heological Seminary of Newark . 
53 Theolopc·al Seminars· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
5-1 Au bum Theolo~ical S minary _ .. _ ... _ ... . 
5~ 
1 
Martin Luther (tbeolo~ical) College ... __ .. _ 
56 'anton Theological SchooL ...... _ ..... _ .. _ 
57 De Laney Divinity 'cbool . ..... _ ........ __ 
58 Hamilton TheoFogi.cal Seminary_ ...... _ .. _ 
Cape Girardeau, Mo 
Fulton, J\.fo ...... _ ... 
Liberty, Mo _ .... ... . 
Saint Louis, Mo __ .. . 1853 
Madison , N . .J . _ .... _ 1866 
New Bruuswick, N . .J. _ .... 
Newark, N. .J_ ...... ___ . . 
Priuccton, N . .J_ ..... 1822 
Auburn , N. Y ....... 1820 
Buffalo, , Y .. ___ ... 1869 
Canton, N.Y ........ 1 56 
Geneva, N . Y . ...... _, . _ .. _ 
HaDJilton, N. Y ...... 1819 
1869 Evangelical Lutber'n' 
1867 Roman Cathollc- ... 
1844 ...... do .... _ .. ------ ~ 
. _ ... Presbyterian ... -.. -
1868 Baptist ............. . 
lt!40 Lutheran .. .. -.... .. 
1867 Methodist EpiscopaL 







Presbyterian ... --,· --1 
. ..... do ........... .. 
. ..... do . .......... .. 
Lutheran .......... .. 
Univcrsali t . ...... .. 
Protestru1tEpi copaL 
Baptist . . .... -.... ---
1 For both departments. 2 Includes ten in fourth year ancl six in fifth year. 
3 uspcndcrl for the present. 4 Include;, six in fourth year. 6 In eludes four ill special cour e. 
8 Independent of the Rich le~a.cy. 7lacludes eight t!pecial students. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 811 
1·cplies to inquiries by the United States Burean of Edncation. 
Number of-
wi f ~~ w ~- p; ~ j 
:::: ~ '8 ~ ~ -~ ~ w 1S [; ] ~ 
c; 00 ;... '" • ;;: '0 -~ -~ cD gj H .g 
President or senior professor. § 'S ! '8 5 ..: ~ ~ g § ~ ~] S ~ § 
~ ,_. ;:; w ~ ~ P. ~ ~ • S'r .;:; ~ o c ~ rn 
alA~ 8 ~ ~ro P...B~~:; ~ ~ ~ •M 8 cg 8 ~ ·rn b Q;) • l=l "C rn ~ ,...... '""' ·~ ~ ~ ~ 
. ~ .g ~ E ~ ~ 8 .:= ~ '$ ~ § '::l ~ ·; ~ s ] g $ 
~] ~ ] i ! ~ ] ~ ! e~ ~ ~ ! ~ f ~ ~ ~ ! 
---------------------. -----~-----~----
.JamesT.Murfee .............. 7 614. .. 9 2 3 4 ........ ------- 3140 l , O:iOFree ........ . . 1 
.J.A.Benton ,D.D .. ........... 3 2 1 3 2 5 .. 3 2...... .. 3 .. 340 2,000 Free. 1 $75,000 2 
l{c v.W.A.Scott,D.D.,LL.D. 4--------· 6 2 2 ~-------- 6 .. 3
1
44 7,000 Free ......... 3 
William Thompson, D. D...... 5 5 . . 6 5 2714 5 8 14.. 330 5 3 40 7, 000 Free. .. .. .. .. 4 
.John Williams D.D.,LL.D . .. 9 6 3 7 ... 3.)121112 23 .. 162 .. 338 ...... Free ......... 5 
ii~~~J~t:;_:~;2t~··J.~~: ::::: -~ -~ -~ :: -- ~- -~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ----~~ -~ ::::: :': -~~~: :::: : :::::: :::::::: ~ 
Rev . .JohnW.Bailey,D.D .... 2 2 .. 2 ... 13 7 3 3 111 4 .. 3381,000 Free. 200,000 8 
Saml. C. Bartlett , D. D ., dean .. . 5 4 1 .... . 
R ev.G.W.Northrup,D.D ..... 541 5 .. . 
L . .J. Halse,y, sec'y of faculty ... 4 -!.. 1 
Henry Bannister, D. D ......... 6 4 2 .. 4 
H. '\V. Everest ................. 2 2 -- 2 ... 
Alex. Young, D. D .. LL.D ...... 3 :l .. -- .. . 
T. U. Hasselqnist, D. D ........ 2 2 .. 
A. A. Kendrick, D. D .......... 4 4 . . 4 3 
ltev . J. W. S<Jrilmer, .A.. M ...... 1 -- --
Sigmund Fritschel ... . ......... 4 2 2-- 1 
Rt. Rev. H. W. L ee, D. D ....... 3 3 .. -- 3 
R ev. J . Conzctt .............. . . 2 2 .. 1 ... 
Jolm Wheeler, D. D. ____ ...... .. -- -- -- ... 
R ev. M. M. Coghlan ............ 5 5-- 10--. 
·- -- ----- -------------· --- --- 2 
Hev. N. M. Crawford ........... 1 -- .. .. .. . 
54201222 ........ 
50 24 11 15 15 - -
17 9 3 5 
6416 1632 28 1 
31!22 10 .. 4 5 
20 9 5 6 Hi.. 
1510 5 --
131' . . 3 34 4, 500 Free. .. . .. .. . 9 
67 . . 3 35 15, 000 Free. 80, 000 10 
84 6 330 8, 000 Free. 135,000 
142-- 3 38 3, 000 Free. 424, 000 
25 .. 237 500 Free. 18, 000 
216-- 324 2, 200 Free. 15, 000 
50 .. 1!40 7, 000 ------ 150,000 
6 3 3 -- 5 10 .... .. 336 
·-1--














24 10 9 5 ...... 
6 3 1 2 4 1 
17 4 5 8 ...... --
16 .. -- -- .......... .. 
240 19 5 .. ------ 1 
...... -- -- -- . --- ~- --
.... . .. -- .. ------ .. 
------
24 .. 3140 3, 000 
15.- 3 40 4, 500 
31.. 5 41 600 
.. ... .. 240 ------
45 .. 6 40 5, 000 
200 .. 332 7, 000 
----- -- -- -- ------
---- -· ---·----
Free. 6, 000 
Free. 60, 000 
Free. 5, 000 
$15, ... -- ... 
200.- .. .... 
Free. 177, 391 




R ev.BasilManly,D.D ...... .'. 2 2 .. -- ... 22 ..................... 240 ...... Free. 48,000 26 
R ev. l{~bert ~'filligan.......... 3 3 . . 1 2 104 - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 40 20, 000 Free. . . . . . . . . 27 
NoahK.Dav1s,LL.D . ........ 11.. 1 ... 13 6 4 3 ...... 16 6 .. 3401, 000 Free ......... 28 
R ev. I. S. Leavitt, A . M . .......... - .. -- 5 lG 16 .......... 12 . . . . . . . 3 25 . ... _ . __ .... __ .. __ . 29 
Enoch Pond, D. l) . ............ 8 4 4 5 4 3112 ll 8 10 1 520 .. 3 37 13, 000 Free. 170, 000 30 
0. B. Cheney, D. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . G 6 . . 6 _.. 19 7 8 4 5 . . 8 . . 3 :n 200 Free . ..... _.. 31 
:::YJ:~:;:;,b:~~~: 6 ••••• -~ •• -. ••••• •• 70 442 -~l ·· • : 
Rev . .A.. M. Paresce, S. J . ....... 10 10 . . . . . . . 455 18 14 1' . . . . . . . . 102 . . 4 43 20, ooo 60
1 
.. _. __ .. 34 
Rev. John L. Taylor . ......... . 12 7 5 13 7 57:.! 20 26 :.!2 66 6 1, 650 50 3
1
40 30, 000 Free. 550, 000 a5 
R ev. Wrn. F. Warren, D. D .... . 9 5 4 6 .. . 104 44 40 20 64.. 633 2 3
1
38 4, 000 Free. 6350,000 36 
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D....... 5 4 1 2 5 719 3 4 4 6 1 428 fl 3 3716, 000 50 (8) 37 
E ev. JohnS. Stone, D. D., dean 4 4.. .. 4 8-- . . .. 8.. 11 .. 3 38 (9) Free. 240, 000 38 
Rev . .A. . .A. M.iuer, D. D ........ 6 3 3 5 1 21 7 6 8 4.. 5 .. 4 38 . _ .. __ Ftee. 39 
AlvahHovey,D.D ............ 6 51 6 . .. 76322717 64 .. 650 5 34012,000 Free. 325,000 40 
Rev.ThomasWorcester ....... 4 2 2 2... . ... .. .. .. 3 .... ... .... 20 400 Free. 26,000 41 
:D~~i~i M:-. -G1:~ha~; n: ri::::::: . 4 . 2 -2 -i -103 . -i3 . 4 -3 -6 :::::: -6 . ---4 :: -3 38 -3,' ooo -:F~-~~-- -. i2,' 666 !~ 
R ev. August Weenaas, .A.. M ... 3 .. .. .. 1 . ... -. .. .. .. .. .. . . 23 .. n . . 1, 000 Free. 9, 600 44 
Alexius Edclurock ............. _ ...... __ . 15 ....... .. . _ .• _ ........ . __ .. _. __ . ..... _ .. __ ... 45 
V ery Rev.A.Verrina,C.M ........ __ .......... __ ............... __ __ .................... .. 
Rev. Nathan L.Rice, D.D ... .. 3 ........ . 
46 
6-- -- -· ..••.. -- . .. -- .. -- -.. --· -- ......... ·--.- 47 
T.Ram baut, D.D .............. 4 4 .... . .. 
C. I!'. W. Walther .............. 6 5 1 3 ... 
Bp. R. S. Foster, D. D., LL.D . .. 5 5 __ 8 .. . 
David D. D emarest, secretal'y 4 4 . 4 4 
of faculty . 
.Jon a than F. Stearns, D. D -.... 5 . . . . . . . . . 16 . ................ -- I· . ........ _. 22, 000 52 
R ev. Charles Hodge, D. D...... 6 6 . . . . . . . 114 44 2tl 42 109 4 2, 874 68 3 34 23, 500 Free ... __ . __ . 53 
l{ev. S. hl. Ilopkins, D. D . -.. - .. 5 5 .. 5 5 44 1114 19 37 .. 1, 000 35 3 35 8 000 Free. 210, 915 54 
Rev.J. A.A.Grabau . ......... 3 3 . . 3 ...... . .. .. ...... -- · ---- ~-- ... . 1: 200 . ........ .. ... 55 
R e ,·. EhenezerFiRher,D.D .... 3 3 .... 2 24 7 !:J 8 ....... 66 . . 339 6,000 Free. 48,080 56 
R ev.Jamesnauldne,D.D ..... 11 . . 4 1 ... .. ... 3 .. 22 2 ... . 100 Free. 23,376 57 
Dr. E. Dorlgo, D . D., LL. D., 4 4 . . 4 2 31 19 12 -. 24 . . 610[25 2 40 10, 454 Free. 28, 000 58 
senior professor. 
48 . . .. . . .. ... , .. .. .. . - - 12 36 3 000 Free. 40 000 48 
171 42 56 73 .... -. .. 3 40 5: 00:1 - -- .. - - ... ' .. -. 49 
40 12 19 9 13 . - 35 -- 3 35 tO, 000 . . . . . . 250, 000 50 
21 7 6 8 19 . . 551 -- 3 35 15, 000 Free. 214, 000 51 
s BeRidCfl buildings, $148,000 ca-pital and onc-fonrth of the income of $410 UOO. 
9 Pt·iucipal part. ~f the libmry burnt in tb~ Bostou ~re , 1872. . Jo ~wo p'artially endowed. 
11 Three to fh-e ) ears. 12 l!'1 \' e years m connectwn w1th college course. 
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TABLE XI.-Statistics of schools of theology jo1' 1872; 
Name. Location. 
59 Hartwick Theological Seminary ..... ·..... Hartwick Sem., N.Y. 1816 
6a Seminary of our Lady of Angels ......... Lewistor;, N.Y . ..... 1863 
61 Theolo~ical Seminary ...... ------ ... ..... Newburgh, N.Y ........ . 
62 General Theological Seminary of the Prot- New York City, N.Y. 1821 
estant Episcopal Church. 
63 Union Theolo!rical Seminary .... .......... ..... do .. __ . ... ____ ... _ .. 
64 Rochester Theological Seminary . . . . . . . . . Rochester, N. Y ..... 1850 
65 Saint Joseph's Provincial Seminary . . . . . . Troy, N. Y .............. . 
66 Theological school of Trinity Collegfl. _... Trinity College, N.C. 1852 
67 Theological Seminary of Saint Charles Carthagena, Ohio .... _ ... . 
Borromeo. · 
68 Mount Saint Mary's of the West ... ... ... Cincinnati, Ohio ..... __ .. . 
69
1 
Lane Theological Seminary ..... ................ do _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 1829 
70 Saint Mary's Ecclesiastical Seminary.. . . . Cleveland, Ohio .. ....... . 
71 German Evangelical Lutheran Seminary, Columbus, Ohio .... . .. __ . 
(Capital University.) 
72 Theol~gic~l school of Ohio Wesleyan Uni- Delaware, Ohio ..... . 
vers1t.y. 















74 Theological department of Oberlin College. 
75 Witten berg College ....... . ............. . 
76 Heidelb~rg The~ logical Seminary .. .... . . 
Oberlin, Ohio. . . . . . . . 1834 1833 
Springfield, Ohio . . . . . . . . . 1845 
Tiffin, Ohio ......... . 1839 1851 
77 TheologiCal Semmary ... ................ . 
78 Theological department of Wilberforce 
University. 
Xenia, Ohio ......... _ .... 17!J4 
NeJ1r Xenia, Ohio .... 1863 1863 
79 Theological Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Allegheny City, Pa .. 1856 
80 Western Theologica1 Seminary ... __ .. . ...... __ .do .· .... . ·_. ____ . 1825 1826 
81 Theological Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bethlehem, Pa . . . . . . J 863 1807 
82 Theological Seminary of Ursin us College. Freeland, Pa ........ 1869 1870 
83 Theological Seminary .................. .. Gctt.ysburgh, Pa .. .. 1827 18~6 
84 Tbeological Seminary .................... Lancaster·, Pa....... 1824 1825 
85 Meadville Theological School..... ... . .... Meadville, Pa ....... 1844 1844 
86 Saint Charles Theological Seminary . . . . . Overbrook, near Phil- ..... ... . . 
Donomination. 
Lutheran ............ 





Roman Catholic ..... 
Methodist Episcopal. 
Roman Catholic ..... 
.... . . do-------------
Presbyterian ...... .. 
Roman Catholic ..... 
Lutheran .......... . 
Methodist Episcopal. 
Protestant EpiscopaL 
Congregational. .... . 
Lutl1eran .......... . 





l'resb~terian ....... . 
Morav1an --- ------- -
Reformed ......... .. 
Lutheran ......... ---
Reformed ..... . .... . 
Unitarian .. ........ . 
Roman Catholic .... . 
87 Theological department of Lincoln Uni-
versity. 
adelphia, Pa. 
Oxford, Pa . . . . . . . . . . 1871 1853 Presbyterian ... .. . . . 
88 Divinity School of the Protestant Epis-
copal Church. 
89 Theological Seminary of the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church. 
90 Sn,int Michael's Theological Seminary ... . 
91 Missiouary Institute .......... ... ____ . __ . 
!l2 Crozer Theological Seminary ............ . 
93 Theolorrical Semiuary ....... __ ... ..... __ . 
94 Southern Baptist Theological Seminary ... 
95 Theological department of Cumberland 
University. · 
96 Theolo/!ical department of Central Ten-
nessee College. 
97 Theological department of Baylor Univer-
sity. 
98 New Hampton Theological Institutioli . .. 










Saint John's Theological Seminary. ____ __ 
U?ion Tbeologi_cal Seminary .....•........ 
Rwhmoud Institute .. ____ . . ____ ... __ . .. . . 
Theological Seminarv of the General 
Synod iu orth America. • 
aint Viucent's College.--~-·-- .......... . 
Mission House . .... . __ ... ____ .. _ .. _ . _. __ _ 
'emir1ary of Saint Francis of Sales .. __ . __ 
ashotah House .............. ..... _ .. _ . __ 
Philadelphia, ~a ..... 1862 1862 Protestant Episcopal. 
...... do ............. 1R65 1864 Evangelical Luther'n 
Pittsburgh, Pa ........... 1853 
Selin's Grove, Pa .... 1858 1856 
Upland, Pa ................... . 
Columbia, S C ------ 1832 1829 
Greenville, S.C...... 1858 1858 
Lebanon, Tenn...... 1854 1854 
Roman Catholic ..... 
Evangelical Luther'n 
Baptist ......... .... . 
Presbyterian ....... . 
Baptist ............. . 
Presbyterian ....... . 
Nashvilie, Tenn. __ .. 1866 1869 Methodist EpiscopaL 
Independence, Tex . . 1845 1866 Baptist .... , ...... ---
Fairfax, Vt .......... .......... ...... do ............ . 
Near Alexandria, Va. 1854 1823 Protestant Episcopal. 
Norfolk, Va .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . Roman Catholic . --- -
Hampden Sidney, Va. 1866 182'l Presbyterian .. . -----
Richmond, Va ....... ..... 1 ll8 Baptist .... ------ .. --
Salem, Va ........... _____ 1872 Lutheran .... -------
Wheeling, W.Va .......... : .. 
Hermaun, Wis ...... 1868 1864 
Saint Francis, Wis. 1854 
Summit, Waukesha 1847 1842 
Roman Catholic ..... 
1 Reformed ....... -- -
!{oman Catholic . --- . 
Protestant Episcopal. 
County, Wis. 
108 Theological department of Howard Uni· Washington, D. C . . _ 1867 1871 Uuion. Evang lical --, 
v rsity. 
109 WaylandSeminary . ............................ do------------- _____ 1867 Bapt1 t ......... . .. .. 
1 Includes twenty-two iu fourth year. 2 Tl1e number since 1867. Ori~rinal organization 1 0~ ; the 
number of alumni siuce then is not known. a Includes twenty-ane students in German department. 
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from 1·eplie8 to inquiries by the Bureau of Education-LContinuecl. 
Number of- ~~~~~~~f Number of-
~ -~ ~~ ~ g ~ 
ai ~ ~ "6 .~ ai ~ • ~ a 
~8~ ~ -;@ ~ .,; ~ ~ E ~ 
<a g) 8 ·- .... '1:1 -~ ~ ~ .g 
President or senior professor. 6 ~ P. ~ ~ ..; ~ 3 ~ :g ~ ~ c ,E:; 'S ~ 
: ~ § ~ ~ ~! ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
j § i ~] ~ § 'E !r~ § -~ ~ -~ -~ ~ i § ~ 
£ l ~ j! ~ ~ ] ~ £ §~] ! j ~: ~ ~ ! ~ 
~:;: i~~~r~~~v.":Ri~~:c::M ::: :ci~~~ 16~ :1:~ :::::: ~ ---~7o ~~~ ~:g~~ F$:~2 :::~:::: ~g 
.JamesHarper ........... _____ 4 2 2 4 .. 10 2 53 9 3 220 .. 330 3,450 Free. $3;:J,000 61 
Rev. George F. Seymour, D.D _ _ 7 3 4 . - 2 70 19
1
27 24 51 . . 766 25 3 38 14, 500 Free. 600, 000 62 
Rev. H. B. Smith, D. D., LL. D _. 6 6 3 2 !'i 124 37 45 42 . . . . . . . . 977 25 3 34 30, 000 .Free. 311, 000 63 
~~f;~~~-\~~~br1~Ps: ~::::: ·. ~ ~ :: -~ -~ . ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ .... ~~ . ~ fi~ . ~ . ~ ~~ ~: ~~~ -~~:~~-- . ~~~·- ~~~ ~g 
Rev.B.Craveu,D.D ........... 4 4 .. 4 .. blO 3 2 ....... 1 10 .. 442 300 Free ......... 66 
HenryDrees,D. D.-----------· 3 3 .. 3 .. 4010,1317...... .. 33 .. 338 3,900 Free .... .. ... 67 
F.J.Pabisch,D.D.,C.L.D.,LL.D. 4 ... - .. 45 21 ,1113 ...... . - 45 .. 3 4210, 000 160 . . . .. . . . 68 
Theodore E. Thomas, D. D., 5 . ~.- 4 40 1t3-18 4 38 . . 576 . . 3 34 10, 000 Free. 400, 000 69 
chairman of faculty. . 
Rev.N . .A..Moes .... ...... .. ... 3 3 .. 4 .. .. . ... --.. ........ 23 .. 440 ...... 200 ........ 70 
Rev.W.F.Lehmann .......... 2 .. .. .... 20 ...................... 2~ .. 2,500Free ........ 71 
Rev. Frederick Merrick....... .. . . .. .. 2 ...... -- ........... --... . .. : - .. - ..... - --- .. - .. --- 72 
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcilvaine, D. D., 2 2 -- · - 2 .. .. 2 1 . . 165 . . 3 33 7, 000 Free. 250, OtlO 73 
LL.D. 
R ev. J. H. Fairchild, D. D __ . __ . 6 3 1 . - . 
Rev. S. Sprecher, D. D .. _. . . . . . 1 ..... - .. -
J..H.Good;D.D ....... .. ...... 2 2 .. .. 2 
Rev. S. Wilson, D. D .. _ ... _____ 3 ...... · -
Rt. Rev. D. A.. Payne, D. D ............. .. 
41 2110 10 27 2 272 . . 3 36 11, 000 Free. 60, 000 74 
6 .. !.. .. .. .. .. .. -.... -.. .. .. .. .. . 150 ..... - .. 75 
23 9 10 4 19 9 120 .. 2i 40 3, 000 Free. 25, 000 76 
15 . - . . . . 0 ••• -. - ••• --.. • • • • • • 2, 000 6100 50, 000 77 
8 3 4 1 .. --.. 5 -- -.. - .... 42 .. . .. . .. ... - .. .. .. .. 78 
------------ ------------- ...... 3 .. .... .. 36 ...... ···- .......... -· .... --·- -- ...... --- ..... 79 
M. W .• Jacobus, D. D., LL.D ... 6 4 212 5 
Rt.Rev.Ed.deSchweinitz,S.T.D 3 3-- 1 .. 
J. H. A. Bomberger ..................... --
J . .A. Brown, D. D . .......... _ . . 7 4 3 7 --
Rev. E. V. Gerhart. D. D....... 3 ........ 
Rev.A.A.Livermore .......... 7 4 3 8 .. 
James.A..Corcoran,D. D ... .. .. 9 9 .. 4 .. 
I. N. Rendall, D. D . .......... .. 
D. R. Goodwin, D. D., LL.D ... . 
4 3 
5 .... . 
82 35 26 21 76 1 1, 075 18 3 34,13, 000 :Free. 262, 244 80 
25 .. .. .. 14 .. 215 .. 6 4lt 5, coo 200 45, ooo 81 
8 6 2 .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. 2.\-10/ 5, 000 Free. . . . .. .. . 82 
4610 1125 40.. 547 .. :b6l12, 000 Free. 100,000 83 
27 12 10 5 25 . . 2£<8 . . 3 37 8, 000 Fr'::e. 80, 000 8'4 
22 6 8 8 1 . . 168 _. :~ 40 11, 000 Free. 141, 000 85 
64;2141513 23.. 120 .. 4 42
1
11,000 lfl'ee . ........ 86 
7 6 1 . . 2 -- 16 2 3 321 3, 000 26 8(1, 000 87 
28 13 4 11 10 . . 10!) 3 35 6, 000 Free. . . . . . . . . 88 
Rev. Chas. F. Scba,effer, D. D .. . 4 .. .. 14 2 4 8 14 1 61 .. 3 40 .. .. .. Free. .. . .. .. . 89 
Rev.S.WalL .............. : ... 4 .. 12 .................... 69 .. 440 4,500 200 .. .... .. 90 
H.Ziegler ..................... 3 .. 3 1 14 56 3........ 56 .. 339 2, 500 Free ... .. .... 91 
H.G.Weston,D.D............ 4 .. 4 .. 472712 8 ..... 1 33 .. 336 6,000 ...... 225,000 92 
Rev. George Howe, D. D . ...... 5 . . ii 5 54 18 26 10 4 . . 41316 3 39 118, 608 Free. 180, 190 93 
J' ames P. Boyce, D. D., J;,L. D.. 5 5 .. 5 .. 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 204 .. 73 341 3, 000 Free. .. .. .. .. 94 
Rev. B. W. McDonald, D. D., .. .. .. .. 1 12 6 6 .. .. .. .. 3 .. .. .. .. 2 40 5, 000 Free. 25, 000 95 
LL.D. 
John Braden, A.M ....... ..... 2 1 .... 1716 J ........ 6 ........ 239 450 Free ....... .. 96 
William C. Crane, D. D ........ 5 4 .. .. 12 .... .... .... 12 ........ 81 40 .. .. .. Free. .. .. .. .. 97 
R ev. D. C. Bixby. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
William Sparrow...... .... .... 4 4 . . ... - 48 . .. . .. .... _. 1 . . . . . . . . 3 4110, 600 Free. 220, 000 99 
Rev.M.O'Keefe ... ............ 2 ........ 6 .............................................. too 
R e v . R. L. Dabney, clerk...... . 4 <t... 4 4 56 20 16 23 40 .. 400 14 3 35 7, 500 Free. 200, 000 101 
Rev. Charles H. Corey, A.M... 2 2 .. 2 . - 83 ........... . ............ 34 1, 000 .............. 102 
S. A. Repass ................... 1 1 .. 4.. 6 6.... 6 .......... 340 500 .............. 103 
R e v. Theodore N ormann. . . . . . . 2 ....... . 
H. A . Muehl meier. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 3 .. 1 .. 
Dr. Joseph Salzmann, D. D .... 1212 ...... 
A. D. Cole .. ................... 4 41 .. 5 1 
General 0 . 0. Howard. . . . . . . . . 8 1 7 . _ 1 
Rev. G. M.P. King............. 3
1 
. . 5 .. 
6 , _ . - ·- . -·-.- ·- .. . ..... . - ·- ..... - --- .......•.• . 104 
26 fJ 12 8 . . . . . . . . 20 . . 3 40 1, 600 Free. 550 105 
175 855040 ... ..... 175 3 9843 5,o;;o 161 ........ 106 
42 12 12 18 12 . . 138 . . 3 42 6, 000 - .. - . . 25, 000 107 
27 12 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 37 ... __ . Free ......... 108 
44 18 20 6 .. .... 10 . .. . .. .. 3 36 400 Free ...... _ .. 109 
4 Tb" theological department is not yet organized. 6 To $150. 6 The years counted here are only the 
first and second years of philosophy and the first year of theology. 7 1'o five. 8 To three. 9 To nino. 
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TAnu;; XII.-Statistics of schools of law fo1· 1872; from re-
Kame. Location. 
1 Law school of Yale College ....... ....... ................... New Haven, Conn ...... 1745 1826 
2 ·Law department of University .of Georgia........ . . . . . . . . . . Athens, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867 
3 Law school of University of Chica~o .... _............. . .... Cbicago, Ill............ . . . . . . 1859 
4 Law department of McKendree College .......... __ .... _... J,ebanon, IJ.l . __ .... .. _. 1835 Ul59 
5 Law school of University of Indiana....................... Bloomington, Incl...... 1828 1842 
6 Law school of Northwestern Christian University .... . . ·. ... Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . 1850 18~4 
7 Lawdepart.mentofUniversityofNotreDame ............. NotreDame,Ind ...... 1844 1869 
8 Law department of Iowa State University ................. Iowa City, Iowa . .... ........ 18G5 
9 Law department of Iowa Wesleyan University ............ Mount Pleasant, Iowa ........ 1871 
10 College of law of K entucky University...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lexington, Ky . ....... . 1857 1866 
11 New Orleans Law School .... ... . ...................... .... . New Orleans, La .. .. .. ............ . 
12 School of law of Boston University ......................... Boston, Mass ...... .. . . 1869 1872 
13 Law school of Harvard Universit.Y ......................... Cambridge, Mass ............ 18'17 
14 Law school of University of Mississippi ..... _............. Oxford, Miss .......... ... . ... 1854 
15 Law drepartment of Michigan Universit_y................... Ann Arbor, Mich._.... . . . . . . 1858 
Y6 Law college of the University of State of Missouri ......... \:olumbia, Mo .......... 1839 18i2 
17 Law school of Washington University .. _ . ." ................. i:laint Louis,, Mo ............... 186.7 
18 Law school of University of A lbany ...... ... _ ... _ ....... __ . Albany; N. Y . . . . . . . . . . 1851 1851 
19 Law school of St. Lawrence University (d) ......... . ....... Canton, N.Y........... . . . . . . .. . . . 
20 Law school of Hamilton College (d)........... ... ........... Clinton, N. Y ......... .... .. ... .. . . 
21 Law school of Columbia College . ...... . . ................... New York, N.Y . . ..... 1858 1858 
22 Law department of University of New York .. ... .. ______ ........ do . ..... .. . ....... 1831 1859 
23 Law school of Trinity College ............................. . Near High Point, N.C .. 1852 1868 
22~ L aw school of Cincinnati College ... __ . _...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . 11t!85J96 11 88~36 v Ohio State and Union Lu,w College .. ................... __ ... Cleveland, Ohio........ v 
26 Law department of Wilberforce University ..... . .......... Near Xenia, Ohio...... 1863 1870 
27 Law department of Dickinson College .. ......... _......... Carlisle, Pa ..... . ..... . 
28 Law department of University of P ennsylvania._.......... Philadelphia, Pa .... ,. . 1850 ...... 
2
30
9 Law school of the Western Uuivcrsit.y of Pennsylvania (e) .. Pittsburgh, Pa .............. . 1871 
Ln.w department of Lincoln Universit.y ...... .... .... .. .... West Cbest.er, _Pa ... _. 1854 1870 
31 Law department of South Carolina University ......... _... Columbia, S.C......... . . . . . . 1~66 
32 Law department of Cumber-land University ... _ ....... : .... Lebal'lon, Tenn ........ 1845 1845 
33 Law department of University of Nashville (d) ........... . . Nashville, 1.'enn ........ ..... ...... . 
34 Law department of Baylor Univ.ersity (j) .................. Independence, Tex ..... 1845 1845 
35 Law department of University of Virgiuin. ................. Cha.rlottesville, Va ..... 1819 1824 
36 Law department of ·washington ancl Lee University (g) ... . Lexiugton, Va ......... 1871 1871 
37 Law school of Richmond College..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richmond, Va ......... . .. _.. 1870 
38 Law department of University of Wisconsin .. ........ . .... Madison, Wis ..... .. ... 1868 1868 1 
39 Ln.w sc~ool of Georgetown College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Georg~town, D. C . . . . . . 1815 1870 
40 Columb1an College Law School........ . ............ . ........ Washmgton, D. C ..... _ 1821 1864 
41 Law department of Howard University ..... _ ............ _ ... .... do ......... _ ...... 1867 1869 
42 Law school of National University .... . .......... ... .............. do ............... . 1870 18~ 
(a) Seven lecturers. 
(b) R esident Bachelors of Laws. 
(c) $150 first year; ~llOO second year; $50 thircl yeu,r. 
(d) Suspended. 
(e) Session not commenced. Faculty elected. 
} 
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plies to inquiries by the United ·states Btweau of Education. 
Professors. Students. $Jell g 00 :=: ~0 d 
<l)c'd 0 .;:1 
. 'g ~ g a ,.q .., 
·iJ 
;.< 0 g 00 ci ,_; cd ~ ~ i-l 0 0 ~ <ll 1;\j (/]~ b.£1 ~ - <ll <ll " <1l ,.., C1.) ~QQ.) .s s -~ ]. ~~ 
<ll 
~ ~··~~ 
·;::; ·; ~ ] ,.., ro 00 ::l 
<llOO ~ >=I 13 ;... ~"' 0~ 
Presid·ent or dean. ;...;... 
Ooo 00 0 .... "'0 a:> 
~ 
~ <ll<ll ~§ "'"' ..: 0 ~00 ,_; .... 0 ~ a~~ <ll 
..,,.., 
0 
<ll ~~ ~~ 0 ~ <ll h j;::_s .., ..::; .0 00 ~a:>. ""' "'" ~;,;J 
~..::; 00 
s O <ll 0;... s .s .s .;:l 0 "'"' ::>~o 0 0 0 >:: ~~ .... p.. ::l .... .... ;... ;... .... .... ~ 0 ..: ~ ..,.., ~ <ll <ll <ll (i)AO <ll <ll <ll ...... <ll <llp.. ..::;l'l .0 'S 
..::; .o o"§ .0 .0 .0 .0 C'<l .0 
] 'S ::l s~ .s s a S~ - <ll a s s a i=l a 
0 ~ 
::l 0 ::l ::l ::l Z ...-ro ::l ;:l ::l ::l ~ ::l 
E-1 z E-1 z z z z z z z ~ z 
- - - - - - - -- - ------- -
Prof. Wm. C. Robinson........... 4 4 7 36 23 13 .. . 10 '...... 2 37 2-3, 000 $90 1 
A.A.Lipscomb,D.D ............. k3 ........ 15 .... .... ... ...... ...... .. . ...... 731 ..... 2 
Ron. Henry Booth, LL.D., dean.. 4 .. .. . .. 28 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 2 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 75 3 
RC_yobruerstN.A.ultltyn_. _· _ .. _ ._ -. . _ .· .· _· _· _· _· _ .. _ ._ ._ -. _- _· _· 2 1 1 .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 39 650 21 4 2 2 51 25 26 . . . 10 289 2 25 2, 000 Ftee 5 
W. F. Black...................... 3 3 15 8 7 . . . .. .. .. 40 2 20 25 6 
Rev. A. Lemonier, S. S. C .... _ . . . . !i 3 2 5 5 . _ . . . . . 4 10 2 40 4o;, 300 7 
George Thatcher, president . . . . . . 4 1 3 67 . . . . . . . . . . . 15 138 It 38 2, 000 50 8 
.John Wheeler, D. D.............. 4 . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 15 1 37 45 9 
Ron. M. C . .Johnson .. .. .... .. .. .. 3 3 .... 26 ....................... 2 20 5, 000 60 1'0 
..................................................... . ......................................... 11 
Ron. George S. Hilliard, LL. D . . . 14 13 1 61 61 . . . . . . . 30 . . . . . . 3 31ii 1, 000 50 12 
Charles W. Eliot, LL. D .... . . .. . alO 3 7 112 71 36 b5 62 1, 764 2 37 (e) 13 
John N. Wad del, D. D............ 1 1 10 7 3 . .. .. .. .. 102 2 36 1, 000 50 14 
Ron. T. M. Cooley, dean .. . .. .. . .. 4 1 3 348 .. .. .. .. .. . 61 1, 172 2 24 10 15 
Ron. Philemon Bliss _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 4 29 21 8 . . . 10 .... _. 2 27 1, 0.0@ 40 16 
G.M. Stewart, dean.............. 8 8 2 60 .... . .. . . .. ...... 47 2 24 . ....... { ~~~ 17 
Prof. Isaac Ed wards .. .. .. .. . .. .. 5 95 60 35 ... ...... 1, 223 2 38 1, 500 130 18 
········-········- ·-···· . .••••• ··-· . ... .................. . ................ · · ·-·· ·• •••••• ••• .. }!!) 
. .. .. .................................... ......... .. .. .... ............. .. ...................... 20 
F. A. P. Barnard, D. D., LL.D... . 4 3 1 291 124 167 .. . 124 791 2 32 4, 000 100 21 
Judge H. E. Davies, LL. D . .. .. .. 5 5 21 . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . 217 2 36 2, 000 100 22 
Rev. B.Craven,D.D ............. 1 1 .... 30 22 8 .. ....... 10 2 42 . .. ..... 30 23 
George Hoadley.. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 4 4 . .. . 63 46 17 .. . . ..... 1, 154 2 26 . .. . .. .. .. .. . 24 
John Crowell, tL. D .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 3 . .. . .. ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. 431 2 5, 000 90 25 
Rt. Rev. D. A. Payn~, D. D. .. . .. .. 6 2 4 5 .. ~ . 4 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 42 50 . .. .. 26 
Hon. J. H. Graham, LL. D ... .. ..... _ ..... .. . . ....... • . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . ..• _. . . . . . . . . 50 27 
E . Spencer Miller, A. M _.. .. .. .. k3 . .. . .. .. 62 .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 32 .. .. .. .. 60 28 
Geo. Woods, LL.D., chancellor... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ................... 29 
Ron. Joseph J . Lewis . . .... _ . . . . . 6 5 1 4 4 . ..... _ 4 .... _ _ 2 36 250 50 3@ 
Ron. R. W. Barnwell, LL. D _ ... _. 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .... _..... 2 40 ..... _.. 50 31 
Rev. B.W. McDonald, D.D.,LL.D. 2 2 .... 92 . .. . . .. . . .. .... .. 700 40 2, 000 120 32 
.................................................................................. .... ·· ......... 3~ 
Wm.CareyCrane,D.D . .. : ...... 4 2 2 24 15 9 ... . : .... 38 2 32 3oo 100 34 
Charles S. Venable, LL.D........ 2 2 . .. . 85 .......... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 36 80 35 
Gen. G. W. C. Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . . .. ....... __ . ...... . ....... __ .... .... .. . . _ . . _ ....... _ . . . . 36 
B. Puryear, A.M., dean . .. .. .. .. . 2 2 . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 36 80 37 
Ron. P. L. Spooner, dean _........ 7 7 23 . .. . . .. . . .. 10 . .. . .. 1 38 400 30 38 
Rev. J olm Early, S . .J ....... .. _ .. . 4 4 57 32 25 10 2 35 80 39 
James C. Welling, LL.D........ . 5 3 2 96 50 46 581 2 36 500 80 40 
John M. Langston, A.M......... 3 1 2 67 37 30 2 27 2 ..... _ 400 40 41 
W. B. Wedgewood, LL. D (h)..... 6 3 3 98 35 39 24 30 31 2 36 ............. 42 
{f) Suspended for the present. 
(gl Law department comprehended in the general organization. 
(h) Vice-chancellor. · 
(k) For the year 1871. 
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'· A H 
I. MEDICAL AND SUR(;JCAL. 
1. Regula1·. 
1jMI'dical College of Alabama ..... . Mobile, Ala ... ..... 1Eu0 1860.Wm. H. Anderson, M.D...... 8 
21Toln:nd Medical College .... . : · .. . San Francisco, Cal 18u4 1 8~4 R Bevet!.V Colo, _M. D., dean.. 10 
3
1
MedJCal Colleg~ of the Pamfic, ...... do ......... ... 18;,8HenryG11Jbon;;,Jr. ,M. D.,deau 10 
(University of Pacific.) 
4 MedicaldepartmentofYaleCollege. New Haven, Conn. 17451813
1
C. A. Lindsley, M.D., dean . . 8 
5 Atlanta Medical College . . . . ....... Atlanta, Ga ........ 1854 1855 J. G. Westmoreland, M. D., 9 
dea.n. 
6,Medical Oolleg~ of Georgia .. .. . .. Au gu st11, Ga ...... . 183118;j2 L.A. Dugas,M. D.,LL.D.,dean 8 
71Sa"'_'annah M~chcal College . ... . ... Sa"'_'VTinah, Ga..... 1838 1852 W. punc~n, M.D., dean . .. .. . .. . . 
8
1
Ch1cago Moth cal College, (medical Cbwago, TIL .... •. . .. .. 1859 N. S. Dav1s, A.M., M.D. , dean. 18 
dep't of Northwestern Univ.) 
9 Rush Medical College . .. ............ .... do .. . .. ...... 1843 1843 J . W. Fl·eer, M. D .. .. .. . . . . .. 10 
101'Woman's IIospitalMeclical College ..... .. do ............. . . 1870 W. H. Byford, M.D.......... 16 
11 Indiana. M edical College,_(me~ical Indianapolis, Ind .. . 18691869 W . B. Fletcller, M.D. . ...... . 11 
de~artmcnt of State Umvers1ty.} · 
12 Med1cal dep 't Iowa State Univ .... Iowa City, Iowa ........ 1870 W. F. Peck, M. D.;.t dean·...... 10 
13ICollege of Physicians and Surgeons. Keokuk, Iowa ...... 1849 1849 I. C. Hug-hes, M. J.J . • • • • . . • • • . 9 
14 Louisville ~fcclical College ......... Louisville, Ky ..... 1869 1869 E. S. Gaillard, M.D., dean.... 10 
15 Medical clep't Univ. of Louisville . . . .. .... do . .......... 1837 1837 J. M. Bodine, M . D . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
16 Medical department of University New Orleans, La ... 1835 183~ T. G. Richardson, M.D., dean . 7 
of Louisiana. 
17 Medical School of Maine, (medical Brunswick, Me .... 18201820 C. F. Brackett, M.D., dean. .. 10 
deportment Bowdoin College.) 
18 Mcdionlllep'L Univ. of Mnrylancl.. Baltimore, Md .. . .. . .. . 1807 J. J . Chisolm, M.D., dean ... . 
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81 II I 26 .. .. .. . .. . 3 .. .. .. 2 ::;tl ...... 
7 ~ 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 462 2 1u 200 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 188 . . . . . . 5, 000 
12
1 
... ·I 2.. .. 36 ... .. . .. .. 121 1 17 3, ooo 
18 ........ 101 47 15 39.. .. 353 3 39 ...... 
10 .... 6 .... ...... ... ... ...... 1, 445 .. 20 ...... 
16 .... 5 64 17 22 25 .... 3 2 20 ...... 
11 .... ..... 9() 70 26 . .. . ..... 76 2 22 ...... 
2 8 2 65 .... ... ... ---- 19 2 13 ...... 
6 3 1 105 . ..... 70 35 50 700 3 16 ...... 
10 . ... ...... 354 50100 204 . .. .. . 35[) .. 21 ...... 
9 .... 8 .... ...... -·- . . . ... .. . 2, 129 2 21 4, 000 
7 .... 6 .... ---- ... . ..... 1, 520 1 16 1, 500 
7 .... 70 37 23 10 12 1, 080 3 20 4, 000 
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20 M:cc1ica1 school of llarvanl Univ .. "Boston, Mass .......... 1782 C:tlvin Ellis, M. D.,dcan _. __ _ 
21 New England Female Medical Coll . .. ... do ........... 1B50 1<3413 \V. H. Campbell, M.D. dean. 
22 Urdical dep't, Michigan Unin~rsity. Au11 Arbor, Mich ........ . . Abram Sager, M.D., dcatL ... _ 
23 Dctmit Medical Collego ........... Detroit, Mich ...... 1868 .... E. ·w. Jenks, M. D . ... .... .. . 
~4 l\lc1liral Collego of t_he U~h-ersit-y Columbia, Mo ...... 18391872 ............................. . 
~ - . ( r the ~tate of MlSS?';l'l- 0 • • 
2;) Knnsas C1tyCollege of IllysiCHlllS Km1sas C1ty, Mo .. . 18691869 S. S. Tocld, M.D .............. 1 111 10 
t:rj nn~l Snrg-eons: _ 
27~1~. _. -~ a171blll21 411311161 50~2, 0591313712, 0001 ~ 30 5 1 4 1 25 10 5 10 . - - . 91 3 1  3  5
7 7---- ---· 350------- -·- 14 1,058 2 26 ...... 10 --··--
1~ 1~ : ~:: . - -~ : : :: : ::: :: : ::: : : : : --- ~~ ~i ~ ~~ :::::: -- •• -~ ---- ~~ 







2n[issomi:Meciica1Colloge ........ .. SaintLouis, Mo .... 18~Q1840John S.Moore, M.D. . ....... 9 9 .... 1 ........ .. .... 10 1,200 3 20 ... ::: ..... 5 .... 2ii ----i2ii 26.1\Ir diC:llCollco-oofKansasCity ......... do---------- - ---- --- -----··----·------·---···--·-- ........................ 
1 
. .. . .............. ____ .. . 
28RuintLouisMcdicalC1lllcgo ... .... ...... d.o ..... . .... 18;:>.J1~4. 1J.T.Hodgen,M.D ........... 9 9 .. . . 5193130 63 ...... l,lHi 2 2U 2,000 5 20 10? 
20D:Jrtmolltbhledica1College ........ Hanoyer,N.H .... . ..... li!J7A.D.Smith,D.D.,LL.D .... 10 3 7 3 51 2418 9 101,186 :l 121,100 5 25 77 
30All>aHyMeclicjtlCollcge ........... . Albany, N. Y ...... 1t(~91~39Jas.McNaughtou; M.D ...... 12 8 4 2 92 .. ............ 1,176 3 16 4,586 5 25 100 
3i Long Islnnd College Hosp1taL .. . .. Brooklyn, N. Y ... . 18;:>9 1860 S. G. Armor,M. D., dean. ..... 8 4 4 5.. . . I:l... . . . . . . . 38i :1 36 .... . _ 5 25 14.0 
32 .l\Ic11ical dep't Uni>cr:>it .. v ofBuffnJo. Buffalo, N. Y ...... 1846 18-lo Julius F. Miner, M.D., clean. 15 10 5 1 98 52 32 14 4 638 3 20 500 5 25 75 
33 Bcllevucllospital, Medical College. NewYorkCity,N.Y. 186 11861 A. Flint, jr., M.D .. secretary. 13 13.... 3 407 .. :. . . . . . 130 1, 204 3 37 . . . . . . 5 30 185 
34 Colleg9. of Physicians and Surgeons ....... do ......•.... 1807 1807 Edward D elafield, M.D...... 20 20.... 14 332.. .. . . . . .. 124 ...... 2 23 1, 200 5 30 140 
:35 Free ruedical College for Women ........ clo ........... 1871 1871 Fred. R Marvin, M . D ., clean . 21 . . . . 21 . . . . 42 ............. _. . . . . . . 2 32 . . . . . . :Free .. Free. Free. 
36 Mcclicnl department University of ...... clo ......... . . --- . 184 1 H. Crosl>y, D. D., LL. D., 9 9 .... 17 250 .............. 3, 017 3.. .. ... . . . 5 30 140 
New York. chancellor. 
37 Women 's Medical Colle.ge of the ...... do .......... . 18681868EmilyBln.ckwell, M.D., sec- 12 .... 12 2 26 12 8 6 .••. 
New York Infirmary. r etary of faculty. . 
16 36 ------







of Syracnso Uni>er·sity. · 
39 College of Physicinns and Surgeons Wilmington, N. C .. 1871 1871 J. Francis King, prcf\ident . . . 8 6 2 ....... _ ............... ___ .. 3 21 . ____ . 
40 M;eu~cal C_ol!ef';e of Opio . :. : . ...... Cincinnati, Ohio . ... 18~!J 18;~ James ?raham, l\1. D., dean . . 9 9 . . . . 3 280 ..... -... -I- .. -12, 000131 261 5, 000 
41Cmcmnn.tiCoilegcofMediCmeand ...... clo ......... _ .. 18JI18 D.D.Bramble,M.D.,dcan ... 11 8 3 2 . . ................ 1,100 3 40 .... .. . 
Surgery, _ _ 
42 Miami Medical Colleg-e .................. do .. ......... 18:>218;:>2J. A. Murphy, M.D ....... __ . 
43
1
CieYelnnd Medical Colle_ge .. .... . -- Cleveland, Ohio .... 1843·1843 J.L. Cassels,M. D.,LLD.,clean. 
44,Meclioal dep't Univ. of Wooster .......... do .. __ ...... . 18u811870 G. C. E. Weber, dean .. _ ..... . 
45 Starlin~ Medical Coli. and HospitaL Columbus, Ohio ... . 1848
1
'1847 F . Carter, M.D., dean . _ .. ... . 
46,hlcdicat dep't Willamette Umv ... Salem, Oregon . .... 1853 1866 H. Carpenter, M.D., dean ... . 
47 Meclicaldep't£?fLincolnUni>ersity. Oxford, Pa,- ..... .. wg~ 187~E. C. Rine, M.D., dean . ..... . 
48 .Jefferson McdJCal College ......... Ph1ladclphw., Pa ... 18;.li 1826 B. H . Rand, M. D.,.dean .... __ _ 
49 Medical dept. Univ. ofPa ... ............ do ....... ... . 1749 17~~ R E. ltogcrs, M.D., clean .. _ .. 
50 Woman'sMcclicalCollcge ofPa .... . ..... do ........... 1850 18JU Emeline H. Cleveland, M.D .. 
51 Medical College of the State of Charleston, S. C .... 18:32--.- Geo. E. Trescot., M. D., dean .. 
South Carolina. 
1o 10 .... 1 140 _______ --~---- 398 3 
1~ ' ~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: ::: :::: 1, 2~~ -~ 
11 !J 2 3 . - - . - . . . . . - - . - - . 1' 000 3 
8 8 . -- .. -.. 14 8 6 . -. 2 40 2 
6 .... 6 ... . 6 1 4 1 5 ... .. . 3 
7 7 9 . . . . 401 155140 10. 50 6, 052 3 
20 7 13 ---. 338 149 118 71 -... 9, coo 2 
8 8 . - - . 4 • • - .. - - .. - . -- . - - - . 151 3 
101 10 -·-- ---- 50 ___ .1_ _ _1_ __ ---- ·----· 2 
20 ------




36 3, 000 
37 .. ... . 
20 ------
22 ------
20 -- - ---
52 School of Medicine of University Columbia, S.C ......... 1866 Hon. R. W. Barnwell, LL.D.. 4 4. : . ......... __ .. ...... _____ .. ___ 2 40, ..... . 
of' South Carolina. 
53 Depa.rtment Medicine and Surgery, Nashville, T enn .... 1785 1856 Dr. J. B. Lindsley............ 10 10 . . . . . . . . 240 . _ .. _ ...... _.. 1, 465 2 20 ___ .. . 
















5 25 40 
35 30 . ..... . 
d80 ····-- ..•.•.• 
20 30.------
5 30 110 
s 25 ·Ho 
5 30 140 
5 30 140 
5 30 100 
10 30 
5 15 50 
5 30 50 
54:Medicnl dep't Cumberland Uuiv ... Memphis, Tenn .... 18721872 Alexander Erskine, M. D . . . . 10 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 30 1 000 5 30 60 
55, Galveston Medical_ Coll~e ....... . Galveston, Texas ...... 1864 GreensvillcDowell,M.D.,dean 6.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 ... _ .. . _ ~ __ . 5 25 120 
56,Mcdicalclep'tVermontuniversity.Burlington,Vt ..... 17831817PeterCollicr,M.D.,dean .... 7 2 5 2130 G5 65 .. . 5 504 2 16...... 5 25 70 
57! Medical dep't of Univ. of Virginia Charlottesville,Va. 1819 1819 C. S. Venable, LL.D.......... 4 4.... 2 50... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1 36 . _. __ . 30 15 110 
g~~~~~l~:i ~~~~~g-Ge:.;;{f~~coii~g~: ~~~tl~~~~:t. c :: isi5 is5i .i~h~~~~-:E-li~t.-:M-:n.:d"~~~:::: · ·io · ·io: ::: :::: -· 4i:::: ::: ::: :::: ··- 32ii ·3 · ·22 :::::: -----5 .... 3o- ---i35 
a Includes 5 assistant professors and 5 assistant lecturers. 
c Teu dollars for residents of Mi.chigan; $20 for others. 
b Includes 74 unclassified. 
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o o o 0 -~ 
~ ~ ~ z~ ---------1 I ,_,_,_,_,_,_ ,_ 
()OJMollical clep't Howard Uniorsity ... ,Washington, D. C .. ,1867,1867,G. S. Palmer, M.D., dean ... .. 
61 National :Medical Col loge, medical .. ... . do ...... _ .... 1821 .... John C. Riley, M.D ..•....... 
dep 't of Columbian College. 
2. Eclecf:ic. 
l lllennet.t College of Eclectic Medi-~Chicago, Ill ....... - ~ l869 1 18681Milton Jay, M.D .. clean ... . . 
cino nntl Surgory. 
2 Eclcct.ic Medical Colloge .......... NewYorkCit.y,N.Y. 1865 1865 R. S. Newton, M.D ......... .. 
31£clectic Medical Institute . ..... ... Cincinnati, Ohio ... 1845 1843 .John M. Scudder, M.D ...... . 
4. Homeopathic. 
1 Hahnemann Modical Collec;o ...... Chicago, lll .. .... -- ~ - ... ,18591.A.. E. Small, M.D ...•.....•.. 
2 Ifomeopath~c Mod~cal qollege . . ... Saint Louis, Mo ... _ 18~7 18~9 E. C. Fr~nklin, M. D.,,dean ... 
3 ITomc~pat~lC 1\'[~cbcal Uo~o:;~o ..... New York, N.Y .... 18;J9
1
18;J9 J. ~owhn~, ~-D. , act g dean. 
4 Now York Medical Collo0 o for Wo- ...... do .. .. .. . .. . U363 1863 Mrs. C. S. l..ozrer, M. D ...... 
men. ~Homeopathic Ho~pital College . ... . S l e_velancl, _Ohio ... -11849 1849\N- Schneider, dean .......... . 
6llahnomann Medrcal Collogo ....... I hrlatlelphra, Pa . _ 18<18 1848 Honry N. Guernsey, M. D., 
dean. 
II.-DE}.'TAL. 
1\Bal timore College of Dental Surg'ry Baltimore, Mel .... -~183911 8401F. J. S. Gorgas, M. D---- ---- · 
2 Bo::;ton Dental College ...... ....... Boston, Mass ...... 1867 1867 G. B. Harnman, .A.. M., D. D. 
3 D<:ut nl ~chool of IIarvnr<l U11ivor'y _ .... _ <lo __ .. _ ..... __ ... _ .. . D~-1~n?ri'if~b~~ck dean .... 
4 ?llt!!f\Cnn·t 1)t~ntnl Collo.c;o ..•.•.•.•.. Raint T.oni!>, 1\{o .. _. 1 ~G5 t8G5 II. ,Tmltl, M.D., D.D.S., clean. 
:J Now York Uullt'~O of !>onflfltry .... Now Ym·lc, N . Y . .. H!Ur. 1805 F. Aul>olt, JIL 1>., don.n ..••••• 
71 61 11 31 411 171 141 101 201 14131 21 1 __ ___ _ 
12 12 - - - - - - - - 53 26 27 - - - - - - . 382 2 22 - . - . - . 
101 101. ... I .... I 751 401 351 .. -I 33 751 21 361 5, 000 
71 21 ·--- 1 751 351211191·--·1 147131 181 _____ _ 















i~ ~ -- ioj::: :j· · ·={ j i~~ ~ --3ij· 371 · 4i~- --5 ~ --- iooj· 31· ·221: :::: : ~ ---- soj ~~~--- -- 65 
16 15 1 5 98 -.. - .. - - .. 12 350 3 22 300 5 30 100 
12 1 11 .. - - 32 17 10 5 - .. - 65 3 26 300 5 ---- - - 70 
91 ... -I !)I 21 901 351 25l3ol 1ol 690! 3! 20! 500 
9 9 .... JO 143 15 56 72 25 855 3 18 2,500 
71 71.---:- --~. --~ 
8 8--- -
5 5----
31501301 201 . . I 13 
: --~~ ::::1:::, ___ ~----~------j; 
3 - --. ---- --- --- ---- 43 2 u 35 23 9 a . . . . 591 2 
6821 21 20, .. ----






















































610hio College of Don tal Surgery .. .. 1Cincim1ati, Ohio ... 11844118451J. Taft, D.D.S., dean ...•..... 
7 Pennsylvania College of Don tal Snr- Pbilaclolphia, Pa ... 1856 1856 E. ·wntlman, D.D.S., dean ... 
gory. 
8 Philadclphi:J. Dental College .. ........... do ... _ ... .... 1863 ,1863 J.H.McQuillen, M.D., D.D.S. 
9 Now Orleans D ental College ......• New Orleans, La ... 18671867 JamesS. Knapp, D.D.S., dean 
IJI.-Pll.ARMACEUTICAL. 
1 Chicano College of Pharmacy .. .. .. Chicago, Ill ........ 18!59, ... . George Buck ..... ~ .. .. , ..... . 










"I 457 2 17 ... . -. 
7 .... 222 2 24 -····· 
6 1 G 27 20 5 2 3 34 2 17 . ..... 
41 .. -- 1- .. ·I 331 3ol 3
1





5 30 100 
2 5 36 
35 5 
3 Louisville College of PharmaC~7 •••• Louisville, Ky .... . 18711870 C. L ewis Diehl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 . . . . . . . . 43 25 18 . _ .. __ .. _. _.. 2 20 100 5 101 30 
·wesleyan University. I · 
4 Maryl:mcl Collecrc of Pharmacy .... Baltimore, Md . .. . . 18411840 J. B. Baxley.................. 4 3 1 . . . . 51 ... .. _. . . . 2 107 *2 22 150 4 10 36 & 51 
5 MassacbusettsCJollcgeofPharmacy Boston, Mass.·- -· ................................................................... I ....... .......... ....... . ......... .... _____ . 
~:~fh1i~~~:l:::y~::~:::~: ~~ ;~::~::i:~~~-:: ~~~T~~~~--~---~~-~~~~~~~-~-r-
0
::~:-~~-~~:: ---~ ---~ :::: -- -~ - -~~ --~~ -~~ :: : · - -~ ----~~ -~ - -~~ :::::: ___ 
1
_~~ :::::: ··---~~ 
8 Saint Louis College of Pharmacy .. Saint Louis, Mo .... 18661866 W. H. Crawford, president . . . 3 3 ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . 5 5 30 
9CollegeofPharmacyoftheCityof NewYork,N.Y . .. 1831
1
'1829WilliamHegeman........... 3 3.... 3 133 95 38... 3 98 2 22 4::!6 2 5 30 
. New York. · · 
10Co1lege of pharmacy of BaldwinBerea,Ohio ........ 1864I1864W.D.Godma.n,D.D ... ..... . 4 3 1 ... . 5 5.... . ..... 401 16 ..... . 45 5 50 
University. • · 
11 Cincinnati College of Pharmacy .... Cincinnati, Ohio ... 18501871 EdwardS. Wayne............ 3 
12 Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. Philadelphia, Pa ... 18221821 Dillwyn Parrish .. .. _ .. ___ __ . 3 
13 National College of Pharmacy ..... Washington, D. C .. 1870l1873 W. S. Thompson............. 3 
gj ::::j···ij2g~ ~ l~~~ ~~ ~ -iiJ:::j--·s221 ~~ ~ij · i; 5oo 
2 1 .... 17 ... . .... ··! ···· -----· 2 22 ···-·-


























TADLE XIV.-Statistics of libra?'ies fm· 1872; j1·om 1·epl:ies to inqui1·ies by the United States Bu1·eau of Education. 
( ...... signifies no answer; 0 signiftes no or none.] 
















By whom founded. 
4 
With what educational 
institution connected. 
:) 
Little Rock Mercantile Library..... Little Rock, Ark .... lS67 Citizens of Little Rock.... None ..... . 






>:l ce >:l 
~ ~ ~ 0 >:l 0 s !l s ~ <l1 
-----
6 ,. 8 
4' hlccbn.nics' Iustituto Library ....... San Fmucisco, Cal._ 1855 MechanicsofSanFrancisco None .... . . ... . . . .. .. . 0 0 0 
I Source . 
9 
3 Cn.lifornin. State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Sacramento, Cal .... 1850 Legislature of California.. None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ....... -~ $6, 600 
5 Mcron.ntile Library .............. .. . ...... do .. ........... 1833 MercantileLib.Associat'n None ........................... $5,500 0 
6 Ochl-I~ellows' Library .. .................. do ............. 1854 Odd-Fellows .............. None........... . ..... $2,000 0 0 0 
7 'Voodward's Gardens Library ............. do ............. 1868 R. B. Woodward .......... Woodward's Gardens .......................... J .......... . 








Sacramento citizens ...... . 
·william Douglas ...... .. . . 
William Augustus Wl.lite. 
Various donors .......... . 
Trinity College Library ..... ........ !. ..... do Trustees of (then) Wash-
ington College. 
Watkinson Library of Reference .......... do ............. 1858 David Watkinson ........ . 
15 Bill Library .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ledyard, Conn .... .. 1867 Henry BilL ............. .. 
16 Libmry of Wesleyan University .... Middletown, Conn .. 183 1 Trustees of University .. . 
17 New Britain Institute ....... ....... New Britain, Conn .. 1854 .......................... . 
18 Librar.v of American Oriental Society Ne'v IIaven, Conu .. 1843 Oriental Society .......... . 
19 Otis Library ..................... .. NorwiclJ, Conn ...... 1849 Joseph Otis ............ .. 
20 Silas HrOllSon Library .............. Waterbury, Conn ... 1867 Silas Bronson . ........... . 
2l Wilmington Institute . .............. Wilmington, Del. ... 1787 Inhabitants of borough ... 
22 Grorgia Stn.to Library.............. A.tlan'ta, Ga......... . . . . State of Georgia ......... . 
2!1 All<m l'ublio Library ....... ...... . Alton, Ill ........... lf.l58 Pe01)le of Alton ......... . 
~~~:: :. ::::::::: ::::::,····i;3oo ., ..... 78· ·----·· --
None .. ...... .. .. .. . .. 10,000 1, 000 
Theological Institute 4, 000 300 
of Connection t. 
Trinity College ..... . 27,000 1,620 
None ................. 130,000 8,000 
None................. 1, 442 0 
Wesleyan University. 27,600 2,100 
None................. 0 0 
None................. 0 0 
None . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . 8, 000 700 
None .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 200, 000 13, 000 
None . ................................ .. 






Nono ................. 0 
None. 0 
.... o. --~----o·--
~-1 llelltwillo 8rung:erbund and I~ib. So- Belleville, Ill ........ 1836 A num1:er of Germans ... . 
ciot y'H T,i lwrwy. \ . I I J C) "00 J Stn.te appropriation. 
2:i lllinofH ln<lnHLI'i.n iUnivorliit.yJ.iln•m·y Ch~mpnign. Ill. ..... 1808 T~!'gislat;w~ oflllinois ..... Illiuois Indust'l Umv- .......... ----··:: --~~~- ..... : .. < 



































27 Library of tho Prosl.>yteriau Theo-~------do ............ 1859 H.K.Corning ............. l Prcsb.TbeologicalRcm. 
lorr ica l Scminarv of the Northwest. of tlw N ortlnvcst. 
28 Yot~lgJ\fen'sCbi·istian.Association . . .•.. do ............. 1867 Young .M.en's Christian 
2, 500 200 0 0 
Libr·ary. . · .AssoCJatwn. 
29 Mc1·cantiloLibra.ry ................. , Pe?ria,Ill.. ........ . l855 Cit~zensot:Pe~ria ......... None ................. 20,00G 1,200 0 0 
30 Quincy Library .... . ..... ....... .... Qumcy,IIL ......... l84l C1t1zensof Qnmcy ........ Noue ..... .. .......... 0 0 0 o 
31 \'Vfl.bash College Library............ Crawfordsville, Incl. 1833 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·wabash College ......................................•••..•..•••••••••••• 
. . . l1837 } Trustr-es of Asbury Uni- } I d' A b . ~ 
WLll_Jbtc,omb College and C1rculatmg Greencastle, Ind.. ~ ver. sH_y an~ Governor nv~~~i~y s ury Un1- . 175, 000 17, 500 _ ...... _ ....••.••••...•......•.••• 
1 ra.r_y. 18;)1 James Whitcomb. · 
3:2 
33 Incliaua Sta.to Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indianapolis, Ind .... --- S~ate of Indmna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 State appropriation. 
34 Madison Library .Assoe.iation . . . . . . . Madison, Incl ....... 1854 C1tizens of Madison....... None ...........................................................•......••• 
35 LibraryofNotreDame ..... ... .... . NotreDame,Ind ... . l843 VeryRev.E.Soim . .. .. ... University of Notre 0 ........ ...... :. 
Dame. 
36 The Public Library of Burlington... Burlington, Iowa ... 1B6cl Hon. James ·w. Grimes . . . None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 
37 Iowa State LilJrary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Des Moines, Iowa ... 1839 By Sta.te.................. None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 2, 800 State appropriation. 
38 Jeftcrson Connty LilJrary Associat'n. FairfielLI , Iowa ...... 1853 . .......................... ... _. _____ . _. . ........... 800 80 . .... . __ ... __ ....... .•.... __ . .•••• 
3!1 S ta to Historieal Society of Iowa . . . . Iowa. Cit.y, Iowa .. . . 1857 State Historical Society.. . State University...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 State appropriation. 
•JO Keokuk Library Association ........ Keokuk, Iowa ...... 1863 Library .A,;sociation . . . . . . None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 o 0 ' o 
41 Kansas State Library..... ... ....... Top elm., Kans ....... 1856 Congrc::;s United States . . . None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 200 State appropriation. 
42 KentucltyStatcL).lJrary ............ Frankfort.,Ky ...... 1820 State ...................... None................. 0 0 600 Do. 
43 Louisville Law Library....... . . . . . . Louisville, Ky ...... 1850 Bar of Louisville.......... Louisville Law SchooL 0 0 ..........•••............•..••••.• 
44 LouisvilloLibrary.Association ............ r1o .. . .......... l871 .Associationofcitizens .... None ...... .... . ______ 0 0 0 0 
45 Fisk :Free Library of the New New Orleans, La .... 1847 Alva.rez Fisk ............. New Orleans Meehan- . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Orleans Mechanics' Society. ics' Societv. 
46 NewOrleansY.M.C.A .. .. ............... do ............. l871 Y.M.C.A ........ : ....... None . ..... : .......... 0 0 0 0 
47 Maine State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A ugust.a., Me ...... . 1832 State ......... :. . . . . . . . . . . None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900 State appropriation. 
48 Bangor Library Association-···'··· Bangor, Me ......... 1843 Merchants ................ None................. 0 o 0 o 
49 Bangor Mechanics' Association Li- ...... do ...... ...... . 1828 Mechanic Association..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 8, 000 480 ..•..•.. 
brary. 
50 Bowdoin College Library . . . . . . . . . . . Brunswick, Me ..... 1802 
51 Bucksport, Social Library........... Bucksport, Me ...... 1805 
52 Gardiner Public Library............ Gardiner, Me .. ..... 1843 
State of Massachusetts . ... 
1 
........... . 
.Association of gentlemen . None .... ~ ..... ... ... . 







· · · · 5oo -~- M:;;~i~iP"~i api>~"o"J);i~ti~~;. 
sociation. 
Hallowell, Mo ....... 1846 'Forty citizens ...... ..... . . 
PorUantl, .Me . ...... 1820 Meclw,uics' Association ... . 
~~~~~~~~;: M:~::::: ~~~~ -~~~~ ~i~~~~~~~- ~ ~ ~:::: ~::::: 
.Annapolis, Md ...... 1827 State .................... . 
Baltimore, Mel ...... 1841 Members of bar .... .. .. .. . 
53 Hallowell Social Library . . .... ..... . 
54 Mechanics' Library .... .. ... ....... . 
55 Saco Athcmenm .................... . 
51i Skow began Library .Association ... . 
57 Marylauct State Library ........... · . 
58 The Library Company' of the Balti-
more Bar. 
59 Maryland Institute Library ....•.... I ..•••. do . J. Vansant, W. P. Smith 
ar:d others. 
Clerks .................... . 
Ocld :Fellows ............. . 
Ge_orge Peabod;r ......... . 
Fnencls of the College .... . 
Andover Theological Sem-
inary. 
Citizens of town .......... -
60 I Mercantile Library .Association ........... do ............ _ 1839 
61 Odd :Fellows' Library ................... . . tlo ........ ..... 1840 
6.2 Peabody Institute ........................ do . .... ........ 1857 
63 .Amberst College Libra.r_y. . . . . . . . . . . Amherst, Mass ..... 18:21 
64 Libnuy of Andover Theological Andover, Mass ..... , 1807 
Seminary. 
Beverly Public Library;. . . . . • . . . . . . . Beverly, Mass .... ... 1855 ()5 































~~~~ ::::::::::::::::: ..... 8 ..... 18,~00 ---:· -·/·· ········· · ·~·-··· · ···· .. 
Amherst Colleg:e ... . .. 20, 000 1, 200 ......•. 
Andover TheolOgical ......................... . 
Seminary. 



















TAHLE XIV.-Statislics of libra1·iesfor 187'2; jl'om 1·eplies to i11quil"ies by the United States Bn1'eau of Education-Continued. 
Name. Location. With what educational 
.-d 













1 2 3 4 :> 
6:i! American Academy of Arts ancl Boston, Mass ....... 11780, ...••• 
Sciences. 
66 Bostonl>ublicLibrary .... ---------- ...... do 
67 Boston Yonnghlen'sChristian Union ...... do 
US Congregational Library ........... ........ do 
69 Library of the Boston .A.thenreum ......... do 
70 Library of the Now England His- ..•... do 
toric'al Genealogi.c&.l Society. 
71 LibraryoftheY.M.C . .A. ................ do 
72 Meobanic "'\.pprentices' Library .... ...... . do ............. 1820 William Wood ........... . 
73 RoxburyAthcnroum ..... . ---·-·---- ...... do ............. 18,18 ---------------··----------· 
7-l Social L:tw Libritry ....................... do ............ 1804 Members of Suffolk bar .. . 
75 Stato Libmry __ .......................... ·- do ............. 1826 Legislature .......... __ . __ 
76 Tread well Libra,ry, Massachusetts ...... do ............. 1857 .Tolin W. 'rreadwell, M. D . 
General Hospital. 
77 Merrick Public Librn,ry. .... .. ... . . . Brookfield, Mass .... 1865 Judge Merrick ..........•• 
78 Dana. Library ....... ------------ .... Cambridge, Mass . ... 1850 Eclm. T. Dana .... __ ...... . 
79 llarv::ml University Library .............. do ............. LG:i5 J'obn Harvard and others. 
130 Chn:rlestown Public Library......... Charlestown, Mass .. 1860 City council .............. . 
81 Peabody Library, (branch).......... Dan\ers, Mass ...... 1857 Geoq~e Peabody ......... . 
82 rca body Library ...... -----......... Georgetown, Mass .. 1869 __ .... uo .................. . 
83 Sawyer Freo Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gloucester, Mass .... 1854 Gloucester Lyceum ...... . 
81 Groton Pnblio Library.............. Groton, Mass ....... 1851 Town ........ . 
S;'i Tiarvanl Pnblic Library ............. Harvard, Mass ...... 1808 ....... ____ .............. _ .. 
8U M:orso & Son's Circulating Library.. Haverhill. Mass ... .. 1869 Morse & Sons ... . ..... ... . 
87 Public Library Associa,tion......... Hinsdalo, Mass ..... 1866 Mrs. M.P. Twining .. .... . 
PS Lancaster Town Library............ Lancaster, Mass .... 1862 Lancaster Literary Club .. 
8!l Lawrence Froe Public Library...... Lawrence, Mass ... . 1872 City ancl Franklin Library 
Association. 
90 1\'[i\l(llosox 1\'looltanics' Association.. Lowell, Mass ... .... 1825 Several mechanics ..•..... 






'<;! § ::I 
0 ~ 
13 ~ <lj 
--- -----
6 ,.. 






8 I 9 
$65, 000 1$11, 000 
100, 000 6, 720 1$93, 000 














1, 000 I County appropriation. 
7,~oo State tax~0d approp'n. 
2, 000 I Municipal appropriation. 
0 0 
-·- · ·o ·--- ·-- <i-- · --- · 266 · · i~;;~ ~Pi>~·oi>~i~ti~~: ·-- · 
0 0 100 Do. 
·-- · ·o--- · ·-- <i-- · --- ·-s3 · -c<>~~i;: ~p-p;oi>;:·i~t-i~-~.- -· 
5, 000 300 1, 000 Town a,ppropriation. 







































92 Millbury Town Lihmry •.... -- ··---. Mill_bnry, Mass . . --. 1 8~5 1 s,ociety ~f So_cial Friemls. 'I ~one--···· 
!)3 Natick 'J'own Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NatiCk, ':M_ass ....... 18~7 'I?wn ot N~tiCk .... ... --.. None . --- -_- ......... .. 
!)4 KewBcdforll Free ~ub!ic Library ... New Be_d_ford, Mass. 1 8~3 Crt.y coul!Cll . -.. ......... -- None_-- ---· ......... .. 
!)5 Newburypor·t Pubhc Lrbrary . ...... ~ewbm.vport, Mass. 18~4 ~0~1. Josrall Lrttle ............. . 
!)(j Newton.Athenrenm ... .............. Ncwtou,Mass . ..... 18:.JOI Crtizens .................. 1 None 
!)7 Northampton Fui.Jlic Library ........ Nort!Jampton, Mass . JSGg .. ~ .. . ............................. .. 
98 Nort.hborou~llFreeLibrary .. ... .... Northborougb,hlat>s 186o 'Iown . .. .. ... . ............. None ................ . 
f19 North .Bridgewater Public Library.. North Bril.lgewater, 18671 .. ---. do . ------ .. -.-- ... --. None -.. - .. - . --.--- ... 
. .hlass. 
100 Appleton Library ................... N't~Urookfield,Mass 1859 Ron. William Appleton ... 
1 
.. - .................... . 
101 OxfordFreePublieLibrary ...•. -. •.. Oxford,Mass ........ 18701 Hon. Ira M, Barton and None 
town. . . 
102 Peabody Institute T.,ibrary........ . . Peabody, Mass ..... . 1853 George Peahorly ... . ..... . 
103 Phillip~ F ree Public Library ........ l'~illipston, Mass ... 1 8~2 Jonathan Philhps ................ -.-.. . 
104 Berli:shne Athenreum . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. Prttsfieltl, Mass . .... 18;:,0 .. -- ... - .... -- -.... . ....... None 
0 0 
0 0 
52, 600 3,156 
20,000 1, 200 
1, 900 150 
42, 000 3, 000 
1,125 79 
0 0 
3, 000 230 
0 0 
105,000 6, 000 
5, 000 300 
.......... . ... ·------· 
105 Public Library ...... . ........ ---- .. (~uin cy, Mass ....... 1871 Town ..................... None 
106 Essox Institute ..................... Salem, Mass ........ 1848 Two societies ............. None ..... . 10,300 650 
107 Peabody ·Academy of Sciences ............ tlo ..... ........ 186P George Pea body ............... . 
108 .Arms Librar,y .. ...... . ............. ShelbumoFalls,Mass 1854 Ira Arms .... : ............ None 
109 Cit-y Library Association . . .. .. .. . .. Springfield, Mass .... 1857 Association of gentlemen . None ...... 
110 Jackson Library .................... Stockbridge, Mass .. 18G3 Natban Jackson .......... None 
111 Swampscott Town Library.......... S·wampscot.t, Mass .. 18ti8 ................................. . 
11 2 Goodenow Library................. . ~out.h t>udl.mry, Mass 1862 John Goodenow ... . .. . ... . 
113 Taunton Puolio Library .. .. .. .. . . .. Taunton, Mass ...... 1866 Union of 3 subscription 
librar·ies. 
5, 000 430 
6, 000 300 
1, 200 88 
20, 000 1, 200 
1, 000 70 
114 W altbamPublic Librar:v .... . ...... WaJ.tbam, Mass ..... 1865 Town ................... .. None................. 0 0 
115 Wayland Free Public Library...... Wayland, Ma,;s ..... 184.8 F:·~nois Wayland, D. D .... None ... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 500 30 

























T own a,ppropriaiion. 
Town tax a.[J(i a-pprop 'n. 




















Town tax and approp'n. 
0 
117 Town Library ...................... W estford,Mass ..... 179? T owns people ............. None.................. 0 0 150 
118 Weston Town Libr·ary .............. Weston, Mass ....... 1857 Citi::ens ................... None................. 1,400 84 161 
Town appropriation. 
' Do. 
ll!'l W est Roxbury Free Library........ W est Roxbury, Mass 1R23 Ladies .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. None . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 
120 Williams College Library ............ Williamstown, Mass 1790 Colonel Epbraim Williams Williams College .. . .. 12, 000 850 0 0 
121 W'incbendon Public Library ........ Winchendou, Mass. 1867 Town ..................... None................. 0 0 200 Town appropriation. 
122 Wincbest.erLibrary ................ Winchester,Mass ... 1860 ........................... None................. 0 0 558 Do. 
123 Woburn Town Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . \Voburn, Mass .-.--. 1856 Hon. J. B. Winn ........... None ............ ·..... 500 30 1, 050 Town and Co. approp'n. 
124 FreePublioLibrar,y .......... , ..... Worcester, Mass . ... 1859 City ...................... None................. 43,792 3,308 9,900 MunicipalandCo.appr'n. 
~~~ ~~~:~~~~:~~~·ff~~l;~~i~:~it~-~~;~~- ::::: :~~~ :: ::::::::::: i~~~~ ?2l~c~~~i~lll~;~~ia:t·i~~::: · N~;~6-:: ~: ~ ~ .-:::::::::: 70894 ~95 ::::::: · :::::: _-_-_-_·_·_-:::::: ::: _.:::: 
127 W orcester Co.Hortio'l Soc. Library ........ do ............ 1840 Society ................... None. .... . ........... 0 0 0 0 
128 Albion College Library . ............ Albion City, Mich .. 1843 W esleyan Seminary ...... Albion College.... . ... 0 0 0 0 
129 Univo_rsity of M!chi~a~ Library..... Ann ~rbo;, 1\:fich ... 1 84~ Uni \' ers~tY,· ... : .... -.- ..... University of Michigan 0 . . . . . . . . 5, 000 Municipal appropriation. 
130 D etrort Mochamcs S-.~cret_v...... . . .. Detr01t, Mrch ....... 184~ Mec_hamcs Soorety........ None . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .................. _.. .. .. .. .. . . ....... .. 
131 Pu bhc Li.bra,ry of City of Detroit .......... clo . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. Leg1slatnre . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. Public School System. 0 0 1, 450 Town appropriation. 
n~ E:~l~~~ifb~~~_:r.t~~~~i~1l~~~ ~i-~~~~~ "ir~i~~~~oo)rl:i~h· :.-. i~;~ ¥~~ei~~n~:~~:::::::::::: :: ~~~:: :::::::::::::::: ___ ~~·- ~~~- .. ~~-~~~- :::.:::: :::::: -.-.-.-.-.·_:::: :::::::::: 
134 Young Men 's Library Association ........ do . ............ 18fi8 Citizens of Kalamazoo .. . . None . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . 0 0 .. . . ......... _ . . .. _ .. _ .......... . 
135 Minnesota Historical Society . . . . . . . Saint Paul, Mich .... 1849 Citizens of Minnesota. . .. . N oue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 2, 500 State appropriation. 
136 SaintPaulLibrar.v ........................ clo ............. 1863. ........................... None·---~--·----··· · · 0 0 
137 Mississippi State Lil.Jrary .. ......... Jackson, Miss ...... 1838 Legislature .............. . .... __ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ .......... .. 
13S Saint Charles Catholic Library...... Saint Charles, Mo ... 1859 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 0 
139 L aw Library Association . .. .. .. .. . . Saint Louis, Mo .... 1838 Saint Louis Bar........... None . ______ .. ______ .......... .. 
140 P ublic School Libra ry . . ......... . ........ do ............. 1865 ........ .... : .. .. .......... : Public schools .•.• .. .. 100,000 
..... - --~------- --- ........ --- ..... 
5, 000 State appropriation. 
0 0 
0 0 

















































By whom founded. With what educational "0 






1 2 3 4 5 
Saint Louis Mercantile Library ..... Saint Louis, Mo .... . 1846 Merchants ................ None ...... .......... . 
Saint Louis University Library ........... do .. ........... 18Q9 Saint Louis University ... Saint Louis University 
Nel.Jrasl;:a, State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln City, Neb . .. 1855 United States Government None . 
Ketchum Liln·ary . ..... . ............ BristoJ, N.H ........ 1855 Rev. Silas Ketchum ....... None. 
Charlestown Social Library ......... Charlestown, N.H .. 1810 Citizens .................. None . ... ..... .. .. .. .. 
Concord Public Library..... .... .... Concor<l, N.H ....... 1855 City ...... ........ . .......... .. . 
New llampshire Historical Society's ...... do ............. 1823 Society ............ ..... .. 
Library. · 
State Library ....... .. . ............ ...... . do .. . ... ...... . 
.Tn>enilo and Social Library ........ Dublin , N.H .... ... . 1793 
Town Library .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Exeter, N. H ........ 1853 
Franklin Library .Association ....... Franklin, N.H ...... 1860 
llollis Social Library .... ......... .. . llollis, N.H ....... .. 1799 
Manchester City Library . . . . . . . . . . . Manchester, N.H ... 18541 ....... .......... .. - .. .. .. : .I None . 
Library of Literary Adelphi ....... , New Hampton, N.H. 1827 Messrs. Farnum, Worth 
&Rand. · 
Portsmouth .Athenroum. .... ... .. . . . Portsmouth, N.H .. . 1817 Proprietors .. 
Portsmouth Mercantile Library .As- . .. __ .do . _ .......... 1852 ....•....... 
sociation , 
Manufacturers' aucl Village Library. Somersworth, N.H . . 1855 
Library of Young Men's Christian Bridgeton, N . .r ...... 1859 
Association. 
Drew 'l'hcologica.l Seminary Library. Madison, N . .T .•• ••.. 1867 
New .Jersey llistorica,l Society .... :. 























1, 000 80 
0 0 
5, 000 ~ -----... 
0 0 
7, 000 420 
350 .............. 
.Annual r eceipts from taxation 
or appropriation. 










$200 State appropriation. 
0 0 
0 0 




900 Do . 
300 · i;~~-~ -~ppropriation. 
0 0 
0 0 








Young Men's Christian .Association ~- ..... do ............ -~18681 Young Men's Christian 
Library. Association. 
Fullsington Library ................. Trenton, N . .T ....... ...... ............ ...... ........ 
1 







Dn<lloy Observatory ....... ......... Alb(my, N .Y ....... 1858 Trustees Dudley Observ'y. .. .... ...... ............ 0 0 ..... . .. ·---- - ---------:·t,:·------

















































































Young Men's Christian .Association. ...... do ............. 18!)7 Young Men's Christian 
.Association . 
. . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1833 · Citizens ................ . 
Brooklyn, N.Y ...... 18G3 Society .. .. ... .. . ... .. . .. . 
.... .. <lo .... ......... 182J . .AugustusGraham&others None--- - · ----·-······ 
-~~~~~; ~:::~~:::::: ~~~g -~~~~-~~,~~~~~~r: :::::::: :~: ~~~~:: ::::::::::::::: 
. . ____ do .... _ . ... _. _ . 1 tl65 Mechanics _ ................. __ .... _ ... .... .. _ .. _ .. 
Flushin~, N.Y .... _. 1869 Citizens. ___ ... --- ... .. .... Nonfl. ___ ............ . 
GeneseoVilla_ge;N.Y 184S .Jamrs Wadsworth ........ None ................ . 
Hamilton, N.Y .. _ .. 181!J Baptist Education Society Hamilton Theological 
of State of New York. Seminary. 
Citizens .................. None······ -- ·······-
Citize11S ·····--······--·-· None ................ . 
.American Bible Society... None ... .. ......... .. . 
General Society of Me- ..... . .......... . ..... . 
cbanics and Trac:lel:lmen . 
Young Men's Association ..... ..... . 
Tho Lon~ Islanrl Historical Society. 
Youth's Free Library .............. . 
Grosvenor Libt·ary ..... _ 
Young· Men's Assochttion .......... . 
Mechanics' Institute ..... - ......... . 
Flushing Library Association. ::-.... . 
Wadsworth Library ...... ---- ... __ 
Hamilton Theological Seminary*._ .. 
Hornell Library __ ._ ...... -.. - . . ... -~ Horn ells ville, N.Y .. 11868 
Franldin L. ibmry Association .. ___ . . Hudson, N. ~ .... __ . 1830 
Library of .Amf?l"ican Bible Society._ New York, N. Y . _ .. 1811 
.Apprentices' .Lrbrary .... -. _ .. __ . _ . ... .... do _ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. 1820 
...... do ............. 1840 .Jol.Jn.Jacol>.Astor ...... ./. . None . ... ............ . 
...... do ............. 18:20 Mcrch:mts' clerks ........ None ..... ." .......... . 
...... do .. ... ........ 1851 David T. Valentine·------ None ... .. ...... .... . . 
.Astor Library _ .................... . 


































0 City Library. __ . _ ... . 
Eclectic Library . ___ . ........... _ . . . .... .. do ..... . _ .. _ ... 186(; Rev. Andrew .r. Sutton ........ .. _ .............. _ .. , .... _. ___ ., ........ , ...... . 
...... do ........ ." .... 1734 Governor of tho Province None .. . .. ........ ... . 
::::: :~~::: :::::::::: }~~~. c"itl~~~;- ~: :::::::: :.· :::::: ~~~~n-~~~~~- -~~~i-~~~y 
...... do .... . ....... 1852 ............................. None ................ . 
Oswego, N.Y . ..... . 1855 Gerrit Smith .......... ... . None ... ............ . 
-.---.do ..... .. ....... .. ...... .... ......... ... . .... _. Public schools ....... . 
Rochester, N.Y .... 1829 Sixty members ... . ... . ... . None ............. ... . 
New York Society Library . _ ... _ .. . 
Union Theological Seminary ...... _. 
Washington Heights_. __ .... _ .. __ .. 
Young Men's Chr·istian .Association. 
Oswego City Library .............. . 
Public School Library _. _ .. _ ...... . . 















Public School Central Library------ ...... do.-··-····· ... Public sclwols __ .... _ . , . ......... , ..... __ . 
Rochester Theological Seminary._. -~------do ....... ----- - ~ 18501 NM.Y~i~~Yr~~tER~~~io~~r-~ Theological Seminary. 
Library of University of Rochester . .. -- do . . - ... -- . . - .. 1850 UniYcr·sity of Rochester_. Univer'y of Rochester. 
Union College Library __ .. _ ... _..... Schenectady, N. Y .. 17!}5 Union Colleg-e .... ____ . _.. Union College ... : ... _. 



































Municipal and State ap-
fh~~¥t\h~}fr~~::~~~:~~:c, ~hi~f nti.;. <: }~g :-: ::::::::: :: : : - ~~i~~~;;;~ ~; :~ ~:: -i6, 000 : i, 000 :: ::: ::-:;: :::::::::::::::::::: 
.Akron Li1Jra,·y .Association ..... . _.. Al\ron, Ohio .. -.-.-. 1866 .Akron Library .Associat'n. None . ____ ..... _ ... __ . 0 0 0 • o 
propriation. 
Young Men's Christian .Association. Canton, Ohio.-- . .. -. 1866 Y. M. C . .Association .. _. _. None _. __ ..... _ .. ____ . 0 0 0 o 
Mount Saint Mary's Seminary--··.. Cincinnati, Ohio .. -.. --. Archbishop Purcell __ . _ .. Mt. St. Mary's f::lemin'.Y . __ .... __ . . .... __ . _ ...... . ......... ______ ..........• 
PublicLibrary ............................ do ............. 1867 H<..anlofEducation ....... None---···-··· -··--· · 5,300 380 20,000 Municipal taxation ..•.. 
t~~~:~~JlJ~~~~EJl:l~~\t~:i::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: f~~~ ~r~\~g~~~~~~~(::::::::::: -~al::-~~~~~~~~~~1:~~~:: ::::;: ~~: :::::::: : ::~::: ::~~:::::···o·········--·· 
Circleville Library.,................ Circleville, Ohio ..... 1871 Citizens . ... ... __ . __ .. __ .. None .. ____ ... .. . . • . . . ] 0 .••••••. 
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By whom founded. 
4 












Annual receipts from ta.;_ation 
or appropriation. 




-s-1 , 9 































Western llescr•e Historical Society ...... . do ....... ...... 1867 Clevelantl Library Ass'n ............................................................................. . 
Ohio State Library.................. Columbus, Ohio ..... 1817 Legislature ... .. .. .. .. .. . None . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 0 0 1, 800 State appropriation. 
Sturges Library ................. ... . Delaware, Ohio ..... 1857 ...... .... ............ ...... Obio Wcsle,,-an Univ'y $200,000 $16,000 0 0 
Kenyon College Lit.n·ary . . . . . . . . . . . . Gambi<'r, Ohio ...... 1864 Charles Short... .... ...... Kenyon College... . ... 5, 500 330 0 0 
t~~:~~~! rit1~~sr?;. ~~~~-~~-~~~~- ~:::. ~~~~~1~~~·. gt\~·: ~ ~:: ~~~~ . C'l~~i' L~~~-::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~-~~t~~::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: . -- .. --. 
Marietta College. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. Mariettn., Ohio ...... 1835 . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. Marietta Coaege...... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .......................... .. 
Young :Men':> Librnry............... Norwalk, Ohio ...... 11l66 Citizens . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. None . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 1, 900 190 0 0 
i!~~e~~i~~tt~~~~~~~~~~~~~: :::::::: ~~!-i~~t33~0ohio: ::: ~~~~ ·:Eig:d~iti~~~~: :::::::::::: ~i~~e~b"e~ic~Iieiie: :~ ----~·- ~~~- :::::::: . _. ~- __ . ______ ... . _. -~ ..... __ .. __ . 
Spl'iugfiehl Pnblic Libmry ................ uo ... .............. Meclmnics and merchants. None . ... .. . . . .. .. . .. . 3, 500 . . .. .. .. 1, 500 Municipal appropriation. 
Library.~ssociatien ................ Portland,Oreg ...... l864 Citizens .. ............ ..... None................. 0 0 0 0 
Alleghauy Pnulic School Library... Alleghany, Pa ...... 1850 Col('mel James .Anderson.. Public Schools........ 0 0 0 0 
.Altoona 1\.Icchanics' Library, &c.... Altoo11:1 City, Pa.... . .. . P ennsylvania R. R. Co .. .. None . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 
CityLibrary,Y.M.C.A ............ Eric.,Pa ............ l 867 Y.M.C . .Association ....... None ................. 0 0 0 0 
l!'allsinp;touLibraryCompany ....... l''allsiogton,Pa ..... 1802 Citizens .. ........ ......... None................. 0 0 0 0 
Friends' Library and Rea!ling.r.oom. Germantown, Pa .... 1830 Friends .... _ ... _ .... _ .. _ ..... ............. ... _.... 0 0 0 0 
l'ennsylvanin. College Library . . . . . . Gettysburgh, Pa .... 1832 Pennsylvania College. ... . Pennsylvania College. 3, 500 300 .••..... 
Library of Theological Seminary .... -..... clo ............. 1825 General Synod Evangelical Lutheran Theological ......... ............ ..... , ..... . 
Lutheran Church. Seminary. 
Cassel 's Library . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Hat'leysvi!le, Pa ..... 1835 Abraham H. Cassel . .. .. .. None ............... . 
State Libmry ..... .................. Harris burgh, Pa .... 1816 State ofPennsybania .... _ None ........ ....... .. 
Union L1braryCompany ............ Hatborough,Pa ..... l7:"5 Citizens ................. None ............... . 
L:tw Librar:v .AssociaLion ........... Lan caster, l'a ....... 1854 Members of bar ........... None _ ... · ........... .. 
W~ft~~f~:~tit~f!r~[J ii~~~~;::::: -~~~:~-~i~~~ ~~::::::: ~~~~ : ~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~::::: ~:: ~1~~~;~; ~~1:1~~~~:::: 
J\Icac.l villo ThcologicaiScbool Library ...... do ............. 18441 Fdk.Hinclekoper and others Mead ville Theo. School 
J\forn;vi::m llis~orical Society .. . .. . .. Nazareth, Pa . ....... 1857 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. None _........... . .. . 

























State appropriation . 
0 
























































































Library of tho A cademy of Natural Philadelphia., Pa ... -~1812 Acad'y of Natural Sciences None ................. , ................. . 
~cieuees. 
Apprentices' Library Company ........ ... do ............ . 1821 Citizens .................. None ................. , 40, 000 2, 400 0 
BaptistHistoricalSociety ................ do ............. 1860 Volunteers .............. . None................. 1,500 ........ 0 
BrotherheadLibrm·y ...................... do ............. 1861 ·w.Brot.herhead ........... None................. 10,000 3,000 0 
llistorical Society of P ennsylvania ........ do ............. 1824 Citizens ................ . ·. None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 o o 
LibraryCompauyofPhiladelphia ......... do . ........... . 1731 Benjamin Franklin ....... Nono .................. 0 o o 
MercautiloLibrary ...... .......... ....... do ............. 1821 M erchants ............. · .. . None . ................ 12,810 606 o 
NoyamcnsingLitcraryinstitute .......... do ..... .... .... 1853 Citizens . ...... ............ None................. 300 18 0 
Pcnnsvlvania Historical Society .. . : ...... do ....... .. .. . "': . . . . Society ....... .... ....... . .... .. .... . ................. ... ......... ... _ .. _ .. . 
PennsylvaniallospitaL ............ .... ... do ............. 1763 Peimt>ylvaniaHospital. ... None ............... ·.. 0 0 o 
~~~~~f~ti[~t~~~i~~~t~:::::::: ::::::~~~ ::::::::::::: }~~} -~-L~:~~~j_:~::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~g 3,0~g~ g 
Tlle AthenmnmofPbilaclelphia ........... do ............. 18 14 Stockholders ............. . None........ .. . ... ... 0 0 o 
Carpenters'CompanyofPh.Hadelpbia ...... do ............. 1736 Carpenters' Company of None................. 0 0 0 
- Philtdelphia. 
Young Men'fl Mercan~-ile Library ... Pi~tsburgh, Pa ...... 1847 Young men .... ....... .... None ...... .......... . 
Yonn_&" Men's C. A. L1brary ......... Bnstol, R I . ....... 1f'G3 Y. M. C. A ............... . None ........... -~-- . . . 
East ureenwich Free Library . . . . . . East Greenwich, R.I. 186!) Citizens .................... None ..... _ ... · ........ . 
Foster-Manton Library ............. Foster Centre, R L. 1806 Thoo.Foster &--Manton None ... . ............ . 
Kingston Libr:.ti'Y- ............ . ..... Kingston, R.I ...... 1850 Elisha R. Potter ...... . · ... None ................. . 
Lonsuale Library ................... Lonsdale,R.L ...... 1847 LonstlaleCounty .......... Nu11c ................. . 
People's Library . ... .......... ...... Newport, R I ....... 1870 Christopher To1vnsencl. . .. None ................. . 
Redwood Librar.v Athemeum ............. do ............. 1730 Abraham Redwood ........... . .................. . 
Slatersville Reading-Room &Library North Smitbfield,R.I 1848 J. antl W. Slater .......... None ................. . 
Pawtuclwt Library Association..... Pawtucket, R. L . ... 1852 Debat-ing clnb . . . . . . . . . . .. None ................. . 
Brown :Universit:t Library.......... Providence, R. L... 1868 Brown University ........ Brown University . . .. . 
~E~:~it}!i~!~~~~i~~:~~~: ~~~-: ::::::~~:: ::::::::::: ~~~~ -~~~~~-~~~-e~~ :~~~-: :::::::::: ~g~::::::: :::::::::::: 
ufacturors. 
0 
0 0 0 
212 14 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
45, 000 2. 000 0 
27,000 2, 300 ----·· · -
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
27,000 1, 400 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 500 
0 0 0 
ProvidenceAtllenmum .............. .. .. .. do ............. 1836 Providence Atl1enmum .... None ................. . 26,200 
0 






























Library of the Union for Christian ...... do .. ....... .... 1868 Union for Christian Work. None .. .. : ............ . 
Work. 
0 .............................................................. 
Harris Institute Library............ Woonsocket, R. L ... 1863 
Charleston Library Society . . . . . . . . . Cb~trlcston, S. C ..... 1748 
State Library...................... Columbia, S.C ....... 18l4 
Theological Seminary ...... ............... !lo ............. 1830 
Libmry of University of South Car- ...... do ............ . 1801 
olin a. 
Ron. Edward Harris···---~ None .................. l 60,00014,000 
1 
..... . .. 
1 
....... . 
Aprivateassociation ..... None .............. ~--- ........ ... . ............. ........ ................. . 
State ................................................. ..... ......... _ ....... . ........................ . 
~~~~~a1fl~~~~Lf~ ~~:::::: ij~i~~~~~~;1o~s~b~~~~: --- · ·o · · · · ····o · · · :::::::: :::::::::::: ::~~ :::::::::: 
State Libr:.try ....................... Naslrdlle, Tenn ........ ·1 Le~i_:<>lature. 
Houston Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . Houston, Tex ....... 1872 Y . .M.. C. A .... . 
University and State Agricultural Burlington, Vt ...... 1791 . ...........•...... _ ...•. _ •. 
College. 
None ................................... . 
None ... ............ ... 0 0 





Young Men's Association ................. do .. , ......... . 1864 
Middlebury College................. Micldlebmy, Vt ..... 1800 
Stat.e Library....................... Mont-pelier, Vt ...... 1825 
Peabody Library .......... .......... PostMillsVillagc,Vt 1866 
Saint Jobnshury Atbenmum ........ Saint Johnsbury,Vt 1870 
Alexandria, Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexandria, Va ..... 1794 
Emory and Henry College...... . . . . . Emory, Va ..•....... 1837 
. Agricultural College. 
Yonug Men's Association.! Noue...... .. . . . . ... . .. 0 0 
Colle ·e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middlebury College . . . 0 0 ......... . ............. _ ......•••• 
Legis1ature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 State appropriation . . 
None.................. 2,000 120 0 · 0. 
None.............................. . ..... 0 0 
None.................. 0 0 0 0 

























































Theolo~ical Seminary............... Fairfax County, Va . 1823 
Union Tllcological Seminary........ Hampden, Va ... .. . . 1824 
Potersburgh Library Association . .. P ctcrsburgb, Va .. . . 18.3iJ 
UniYcrsily of Virginia .............. University of Va .... IS:l5 
Young Men's Association ........... .Janesville, Wis ..... 1864 
Seminary of Saint Francis..... .. ... Lake, \Vis ............ .. 
Stato Historical Society........ .... . Madis0n, \Vis . ... ... 1849 
Gcorgeto""DCollego .......... ....... Georgetown, D. C .. . 1789 
Library of Congress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington, D. C ... 1802 
SenatoLibrary ......... .. ... ... ........ .. do . .. .... . ..... 1870 
Pern1.anent fund. Annual receipts from taxation or appropriation. 
By whom founded. 
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7 8 9 
Prot. Epis. Church in Va .. Theological Seminary. . . . . . . . . . . $300 ..• . •••..••••• 
Presbyterians............. Union '.rheo. Seminary. $6, COO 240 ................................ .. 
Citizens ................ ... None . .... .. .......... .................. 0 0 
University of Virginia .... University of Virginia ............................... .. 
~~~1:0~--~0~~~~r~1s~r~~~~;~: ~~~~~~:Y-~is"t: :F~~~~i; __ __ _o_ .. ... ... 0. __ . :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 
Citizens ...... .. ........... None.......... . ....... 0 0 $f>, 300 State appropriation. 
Arch bishop Carroll . . . . . . . Georgetown College .. _ 0 0 0 0 
~~~~[:~~:::::::::::::::::: -~~~~:::~::::::::: :::: : _____ o _____ ---~---- :::::: :: :::::: 
~!N~~~!~i~~l~ffc~~k:~;e~~·~::: :::: ::~~ ::::::::::::~ ~~~~ :~~i:e:\~i~~~~-~~~~~::::::: :~~~~:::::::::::::::::: -----~---- .... 8 .. .. ::::::::::::::--------------------
Patcnt-omcu Library .. ................... do .......... ... 1840 .. ......................... . ..... . ................... . .... ... .... . ............. .... .... .. ............. . 
Btn·cnu of Statistics ............. .. . ...... clo . . ..... . ..... 1866 . .. .. ............................................................ . ........ . .. . .... .. 
~£l\€:;f~n?:~~i~;:£iib;i : u :::::::::::: tm t~,~1:;::::>::::: ~-~~~~~"·;;~~,~-:: ::::::::: :: :: :: ::: .::::: 
13nreanofEdncation ................ ...... do ............ 1870 ............ .......... ..... . ........................ 0 0 











































6 .s ~ 
<1) 
.Annual increase in-'0 P. N umbe:t; of publications taken <1) :;:1 'E:: p., Q) Q s A '@ ~0 :gp:, -.:: .-:;; ~ g.g ~~ § e· American. ]foreign. Purchased. Donated. ·3 0 ~ A~ -~ ·§ 0 >=l..., ?-~ ~~ S.n Q:> ~ell '+-<1-< ~~ 2 ~ 00 2 Aoo Au) ~<(j->=l 0:;3 0 ~ ;--; l=lg ~ ..., ;.. ..... ~-S ;..1=1 Q) Cl) Q) ~ h ,.......-"; "' 
Q) "' '"" • :;:1 r.O :a . :.a . :.a oo •M•H 0£'"' -3 o;Sp ~ 
,!:> 
1 
,!:> oo A ~ A w A w A ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s -~ Cl) [;j P>=l 0 s s Q:> 1=1 "' ::::: 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ p >=l <lj ~ ~ P=l P-i P=l P-i P=l P-i P=l P-i <lj r;r; ~ 0' <lj - ---------- -- - -
1 2 1.0 11 
I I 1---l--l--1--1--l- l--l--1--1--1-1-l- 1-1-l-1-
12 13 14 1a 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 215 26 27 28 
1 J,ittle Rock Mercantile Library..... Little Rock, .Ark .......... . 
2 Oud-Fellows' Library .... , .......... Petaluma City, CaL . ...... . 
3 California State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Sacramento, CaL.... $7, 000 
4 Meclw.nics' Institute Library . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal . . 0 
5 Mercantile Library ....................... do ... _.......... 0 
fi Odd-Fellows' Library ..................... do . .. . .. . .. .. . . 0 
7 "Woodward's Gardens Library ............. do ................... . 
8 Young Men's Christian Association ....... uo .. . .. .. . . . . . . 12, 000 
9 Sacramento Library .Association.... Sacramento, CaL... . 1, 000 
10 Douglas Li_brary . ............... . ... Canaan, Co~m. ------ - -- - .. . 
11 DanburyL1brary ................... Danbury, Conn..... 0 
12 Theological Instit11tc Library . ...... HartforLI, Conn ........... . 
1::! Trinity. College Library ..... .............. do ...... ............ .. 
14 \Vatki nsonLibraryofRefcrence .......... do............. 0 
15 Bill Library . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. L edyard, Conn . . .. .. 0 
16 Library of Wesleyan University .... Middletown, Conn ......... 
17 New Britain Institute... .. ......... N ew Britain, Conn.. 1, 200 
18 Library of American Oriental Society New Hav-en, Conn.. 0 
19 Otis J.ibrary... . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . Norwich, Conn...... 150 
20 Silns Bronson .Libmry . .. .. . . . .. .. .. Waterbury, Conn... 0 
21 \Vilmington Institttte. _ .... _ ..... _.. Wilmington, Del.... 0 
22 Georgia State Library . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .Atlanta, Ga ............... . 
23 .Alton Public Library. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .Alton, Ill _ . .. .. . .. . . 300 
24 Belleville Samgerbund and Lib. So- Belleville, TIL....... 125 
cicty's Librat·y. 
25 Illinois Industrial University Library Champaign, IlL ..... 
1 
..... .. 
26 .Free Libr·ary of Chicago . . . . .. . . . . . . . Chicago, Ill ............... . 
27 Library of tpe Presbyterian Theo- ...... do............. 0 
logical Seminary of the Northwest • 
28 Y. M . C . .Association Library .............. do ........... .. 
29 Mercanti lc Library ............ ..... Peoria,Ill .......... . J 0 
30 Quincy Library ..................... Quincy, Ill.......... 25 
*Fees: 
I: ~g~ ~~ ----. ~~ .. _o __ . :::::: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~: : : ~: :::::: :: ~::: :::::: :::::: .. ~~ .. -~ ~ 1g 1~ - --~ . ~--
3I,ooo 1,ooo 2 1,ooo ...... 5oo . . .. 1,200 ...... 300 ...... 16 ............ 5o ....... . 
20, 000 1, 008 0 1, 200 48 390 0 1, 160 20 -40 28 142 47 95 36 45 8 5 
35, ooo
1
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . _ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, ooo . . . . . . 5oo 200 .............. _ .. _ ... _ .. _ .. . 
21,3001 ............. 2,000 ...... 500 .... ~.500 ...... 150 ...... 23 18 20 50 21 4 20 
i: ~~g .l ::::::: :::::: .. --5o :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :: ~::: ----5o :::::: -i 7o :::: --45 --9o --35 :::: :::: 
5, 683 200 0 225 .. .. .. 177 .. .. 212 ... - .. 190 ... --. 50 6 6 33 17 ..... --. 
J!~J~ <i~o ~:~- :::~ :::d:/' :: :::;: ::::: :::;: <ii ::~ :::~ ::s ::ii ::~ ) ::: 
27, 000 0 0 700 .... -- - 1, 300 .. .. 2, 000 . ----. 100 .. .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l, 752 50 2 140 10i 0 0 0 0 140 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22, COO 3, 600 0 700 75 800 .. .. ·1, 300 0 llOO .. .. .. 24 9 4 3 7 14 5 
ti: Jgg1 1, ~gg 
0 50---~~?---~~~ 1~~ :::: ... ~?? .... ~? .... ~? :~:::: --~~ __ 0 __ --~~ ---~ --~~ ---~ __ 0 __ 
7,0001 ......................................... ------ ..... . ------ .......................... .. 
15, 0001 1, 100 0 663 . ----. 905 .. -. 1, 472 32 96 136 40 24 12 20 19 12 1 
11,0001 200 0 200 ...... ...... .... 400 ...... 50 20 16 6 15 16 19 7 3 
] 5, 000 ... - .. . .. .. -- 360 .. -- .. .. -- .. . -- . 133 .. -- -- 227 .. - • .. . .. . . -- . . -- . . -- . . - . . . -- - .... 
~: g~g~1~ 325 g ····5o · · · · 7o · ·-25o · · 3o ·- · 2oo ·- ·- 4o ~~ · ·--6o -· ·7 --io · o·- · --2 · --9 ---5 -·-i 
';:;;;;::_::_ :~: <50 ;:::·:!1;::: __ ::_ ::: ___ ·::::: _:::-; :.:::: _::: -:~: ·:; -:; -~,-:;,:} 



















TABLE XIV.-Statistics nf libraries for 1872; frorn 1·eplics to ·inquiries by the United States Btweau of Education-Continued. 
,g .S • ~ -R Annual increase in- Number of public::ttions taken. 
p., ~ ~ "5 
;:::: s s . !1 . ' ' ' 
~ • .El p:, C1! t' ~'< t American. Foreign. Ptrrchased. Donated. 'g 'g § 
Name. Location. §] ~ ~ ~ ~ s] -~ -~ ·§ d 
~ ~ ~~ 0~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ .5 ~$ ~,$ . ~ ~~ 
~ 
i § 2 ~ ~ .s $ .s en ~ • :a . ~ . ~ -~ -~ ~~:-~ . ~ ~ i ca~ s s s !3 ~ 8' ~ 8' ~ 8 ~ 8' ~ '§ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "' z <lj ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p:: ~ p:: ~ ~ A ~ ~ & !l 
1 2 1"0T11-I--:i21 :"314 15 16 n · 18
1
19--;o-2122 23 24 25 26 27 2s 
-------------- -------
:1; Wn,~ash College Libr~ry ... _ .-. ___ -.- ., Crawfordsville, Ind ·11, 000 
3;.. Whitcomb College Uu·culatmg L1- Greencastle, Iml ___ . - __ - __ 
brary. 
33 IndianaStn,teLibrary ·--·----·-·--· 
34 M::tdison Library Association . _____ . 
3j Library of Notre Dame .. __ . ___ . ___ . 
36 'J'he Public Library of Burlington._-
37 Iow::t State Lii.J1·ary .. _____ . ___ . -· _ -· 
38 Jefferson County Library Associat'n. 
39 State Historical Society of Iowa . __ . 
40 Keokuk Librnry Association. __ . __ . 
41 Knnsas State Lihra.ry .. __ .. __ -____ _ -. 
42 Kentuuky Sta.to Library 
43 LouisdlloL::tw Library .. _______ ___ _ 
44 Louis,illo Librnry Association. ____ . 
45 Fisk Fn'o Library of t.bo New Or-
Illlli::tnapolis, Ind. __ . ·- --- · 
M.atlison, Ind.·-----·-----
Notre Dmue, Incl. __ . 0 
Bmliugton, Iowa . _. ----- _ 
Des Moine:;, Iowa... 0 
F::tirfiehl, Iowa. ____ . 100 
Iown, City, Iowa. __ . ·-- - -. 
Keokuk, Iowa ___ ._. 800 
Topel;:a., Jeans_______ 0 
l!'rankfort, Ky ------ 0 
Louis\illo, Ky. ____ .. ____ . 
.. __ .. do .... __ . ·-- __ . 100 
















lemls Mechanics' Society. 
46 New Orleans Y.M.U.A.------·----- --··- .. do --- .. ·- - .. ---15,000 1 1,045 
47 Maino .St~to Library.-.-.:._ .. __ ·- __ . Augusta, 1\Io _______ .
1
. _____ 2:3,000 
48 Bangor L1brary AssomatJOn __ . ____ . B::tngor, Me. ___ .. __ . 3, 000 12, 066 
49 B:mgor Mccll::tnics' Association Li- . ____ .uo . __________ . __ ---- _ 3, 500 
br:trv. 
50 Bowdoin College Librar.r. ______ .. __ . Brunswick, Me .. __ .. ----. 
51 Bucksport Social Library ______ . ____ . Bncksport, Me. __ __ - . -----
52 Gnxuincr Public Library. _____ . ____ . GaTdiucr, l'IIo. __ .. _. 0 
53 Uallowrll Social Libmry ___ . _______ . Hallowell, Mo _ _ _ _ _ _ 300 
54 Mechanics' Library._--.·-_ .. ___ ___ . Portland, Me_---· __ . 0 
55 Saco A.thenromu. _. _. _. ___ .-. __ . ___ . Saco, Me. __ .. __ .. __ . 0 
56 Skowhegan Library Association . _.. Skowhegm1, Me .. __ .. ____ _ 
57 Maryland Stato Library ... __ .. ___ .. .Annapolis, Md. ___ . _ 0 
::i8 Tho Libl'ar_y Uolllp:tuy of the Balti- Baltimore, Md ___ . _ .. ____ _ 
moro Hnr. 











••• • • • •• L•••••· •I••'•••I••••••I·•••••I ...... I ............ I ............ I .......... \ ........... \ 20 
450 i . - - - - -~- - -;;,- - ~- - - - - _,. - - - - -~- - - -~- - ~- -~- - - - - -~- - - - - -~-. - - - - _114 200 . __ . _ - ;:,0 20 . - - - - . . . _ . <JO · 20 . ____ . . ____ . 3 
780 0 500 200 1 50 20 350 100 100 80 30 
1, 000 0 1!JS . _ _ _ _ _ 0 . __ . 126 . _ _ _ _ _ 72 . _ _ _ _ _ 16 
1, 000 0 100 50 167 8 600 . ---- . 150 20 5 
-~l~: I <U:; }:;- :,;: t ,.:mru T- T J 
0 
700 I 200 I 100 I o I 300 
200 0 . ---- .. -.--- . ---- .. --. 1, 000 3oo I ____ __I_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . ____ . . __ . 3oo 
·--o--,·-5oo·l--2oo-j i5 
20 ·----- ------ 14 
150 10 
10 I. __ . 10 14 6,.-- _ 
13 24 4 ---
1 2 1 
41 2 18 12 2 
8 2 2 H 6 ~-- .. 
2 1 1 2 1 · - --
2 26 0 0 0 . --··· ·-·~-:~. 5 
-34l i i --23. 2~ I ~ I ; 1 3 1 -- .. -. 
3142 ,125113 0 4 4 6 
4 15 17 14 
2117 2 0 
4 0 
14 I._-:- . I. -.- .. I.---- -1. __ .1-- _-_.I. ___ •. I 100 I 100 I 15 I 10 I 10 






















0 0 0 
5 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
!l~:- 1 ---·'--·· 
5 5 . 4 
5 9 1 





































(iQ I M er cantile Library .Association . . . ........ do .................. . 
61 Odd F ellows' Library ........ . ...... . . . ... do .... . . . ...... 1, 300 
6:.! P eab. otly Insti tute: ·· · ·· .······ .. . ......... do . ............ . .... . 
63 .A mherst College L1brary . . . . . . . . . . . .Amllerst., Mass .......... . 









Beverly Public Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . Beverly, Mass . . . . . . 0 I 5, 800 
.American Academy of .Arts and Boston, Mass ....... . ...... 16,000 
Scien ces. 
66 Boston Public Library . ................... do............. 0 198,000 
5, 000 0 
0 0 
8; 000 *6 
5, 000 -----· 
10, 000 ------
0 0 
2, 000 ......... 
100, 000 50 
·-··· -- - ........... 
.................... .••••..•.. 1, 500 ~00 
350 .......... .......... ...... 350 . ........ 
------ . .......... ..... .. .... ...... . 3, 500 .......... 
344 .......... 456 ---· 500 ------
............ ............ .. .......... ...... .. .......... ............ 
232 0 68 ...... 300 . ........ 
.......... ---·-- .......... ..... . 50 325 
3, 500 10, 000 2, 000 ...... 9, 000 4, 500 
400 . ......... .......... ---· 300 ........... 
300 1, 000 49 42 23 38 4iJ 8 5 
------ .......... 9 ... . :t 6 4 5 .... 
.......... .......... 6<1 208 0 .. ..... ....... ...... 162 
300 ........... 48 29 .. ..... 9 28 25 15 
........... ............ 9 14 . o 2 5 18 1 
17 ------ 12 1 0 1 12 1 0 
200 750 10 50 ....... 3 25 5 400 
5, 000 5, 500 340 100 . ... . . ---· ...... ....... .. .... 
38 .......... 46 9 12 20 19 4 ..•• 67 Boston Young Men 's Christian Union ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 
68 CongregAtional Library . .................. do .................. . 
69 Library of tho Boston .A.themeum ....... . . do .. 





000 1· ... --~ ----. ·1·-- .. -~- ... -·1·-. ·1· ... -- ~-- ... ·1· .. -. ·1· .... ·1· .. ·1·.- ·1·-. ·1·. ·1·-- ·1· •. ·1·- -· 96, 000 20, 000 ..... . ...................... 2, 500 . . . . . . 500 1, 200 65 54 .................•• 
10, 286 34, 554 ...............••....... . .... . .......... 1, 072 7, 000 3 0 0 0 2 1 0 
to1·ical Genealogical Society. 
71 Library of the Y. M. C. A ........ . ....... do .................. . 
72 Mecllanic .Apprentices' Library ........... do .................. . 
4, 600 
5, 000 
8, 500 73 Roxbury Athemeum ........ . .. _ ........... do ........ . ......... . 
74 Social Law Library ........ . ........... .. . do .................. . 11, 900 
33,000 
3, 300 
75 Stftto Library .. . ........ .... .............. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 





























Gen eral Hospital. 
M errick Public Library . ............ Brookfield, Mass.... . . . . . . 3, 400 
Dana Library.... . . . ............... . Cambridge, Mass . . . 0 6, 000 
H arvard University Library .............. do .... . ... . .......... 198, 000 
Charlestown Public Library.. . .. . . . Charlestown, Mass .. 1, 000 14, 700 
P eftbody Library, (branch) . . . . . . . . . . Danvers, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 000 
P eabody Library... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Georgetown, Mass . . . . . . . . 4, 000 
Sawyer Free Library. .. ............ Gloucester, Mass.... . . . . . . 3, 000 
Groton Public Library.............. Groton, Mass ........ ·.... 2, 228 
Harvard Public Library.... .. ..... .. . Harvard, Mass..... . . . . . . 1, 629 
Morse & Son's Circulating Library .. Haverhill, Mass.... . .. .... 1, 500 · 
Public Library Association ......... Hindsdale, Mass.... 0 2, 360 
La11caster Town Library . . . . . . . . . . . Lancaster, Mass . . . . 0 6, 608 
Lawrence Free Public Library .... .. Lawrence, Mass.... . . .. . . 9, 2:.!4 
Middlesex Mech:wics' ..Q. ssociation . . Lowell, Mass........ 0 13, 000 
L.vnn Frco Public Library. .. ....... Lynn, Mass . . . . . . . . . 0 16, OCO 
Millbnry Town Library ............. Millbury, Mass. . . .. 100 1, 787 
Natick Town Lihary .... ..... ... .. . ~aticl,, Mass... . .......... 3, 700 
N ew B euford Freo P ublic Library .. N ew Bodford, "Mass. 0 2G, 000 
Newburyport Public Library ..... . . Newburyport, -:Yiass ....... 13, 6!)8 
Newton .L'>.thenmum .............. . .. N ewton, Mass . ..... 400 3, 26'/ 
Northampton Public Library....... No-rthampton, Mass 0 8, 000 
N orthbor~mgh Free Libr~ry. . . . . . . . . N ol"th borough, Mass 0 . 2, 783 
Nortll Bndgewater Public Library .. N.Bridgew:tter,Mass 0 3, 400 
..6.ppl eton Library ............ .... ... N. Brookfield, Mass .. 0 3, 265 
Oxfortl Free Public Library......... Oxfonl, Mass....... . 0 1, 200 
Peabody Institute Library.......... Peabody, Mass.. . . .. . . . . . . 14, 160 
Phillip~ Free Public Library........ Phillipston, Mass . . . . . . . . . 2, 426 
Berksh1re .Athenmum ..... .. ........ Pittsfield, Mass. . ... . . . . . . 6, 225 
8,ooo ~---~--~--i5<>~--2oo. 1 ::: :::1::::1 i~~ 1::::::1:::~::~·-ioo·, 
7
~ 1::::1 i! 4~ I~~ I 4 
400 ······ 375 125 215 25 " 520 ~,;:; 70 75 21 9 1 11 11 .31 4 
. . . . . 0 1, 000 500 300 70 700 250 150 250 27 12 6 6 18 9 0 
0 ~ 0 25 . . . . •. 25 . . . . 50 . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 10 17 0 5 6 5 11 
350 
500 I 1 I 350 I 650 I" .... "I" .. "I" .... "I" .... "I 451 ...... 1121 31 0 I 5 ! 71 41 ...• 13g:~~g .:.0 .. i.-!~r --2~3- :~~~~: :~::2·~~g _ ----~~- ~~-~~~- ~~-~~~- :~~: :~~: ::~: :~~: "3f ::~: :::~ 
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 . • . . . . 0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 50 
..... 9i -~-. o·- -~-. i oo -~- .. 3ii -~::~~~:I::::~- .. 77-~:::::: ~- .. 23 -~::::::I:::: I:::: I::::\::::~-. 2 -~:~::I:::: 
. ..... .. . . . . .. 500 ..................... . .. .. ... ..... .. ................ .. ..... ..... ... . 
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 . : •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ........ .. ............. . 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 426 . . . . . . 200 . . . . . . 22 2 4 0 11 0 
... -~ .. -1· · ·o· · ·1· ·sao ·1::::: :1· · ·3o ·1:::: 1· · 33o·l:::::: 1· · · i2·1· · · ·3·1· 4~ ·1· · 9 · 1· 12·1· is ·1· i6l. 5l o· · 
2, 200 .................. : . . . ...... 1, 600 . . . . . . 167 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 10 
0 250 . . . . . . 80 . . . . 330 . • . . . . 5 
7, 000 1, 500 . ............... 1, 40<> 0 100 250 24 
200 . . . . . . 30() . . . . 500 . . . . . . 100 ........ . 
50 0 150 . . . . . . 0 0 150 . . . . . . 30 . . . . . . 0 
200 . . . . . . 500 . . . . . . 500 .... 1, 000 . . . . . . 10 20 8 






















1, 200 . . . . . . 50 20 ...................... . ........ . ..... . 
0 0 100 . . . . . . 100 . . . . 200 . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . 0 
. ······· ...................................•................ 23 
..... ... .. .. .. 200 ............. . ................... . ......... . 
· o· ·1· ·o· ·1· o~ -~- ~ l o~ ·I o a 
1 2 
200 t238 


















TAnLE XIV.-Statistics of libm1·ies jo1· 1872; from 1·eplies to inqni1·ies by ilw United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
















105 I Pu hlio Librncy. _._ ..••...•••....•... I Q;uiooy, =""' . . . . . . : .. '_
0 
.. I 
lOti E::;scxiustitnto ..................... Salem,Mass -------- 500 
107 Pc11body Academy of Sciences------ ...... do ............. -------
lOI:l ..I'>. nus Library. ___ ... ______ .. ______ .. ShelburnoFnlls,Mass 0 
IO!l Ci ty Libra~·y .Association _____ : ..... Spri11~fi~ld, Mass ... -------
110 ,Jackson Library. __ ___ ______________ Stocl;:Dndgc, Mass .. -------
111 :;; wnmpscott Town Library ________ .. Swampscott, Mass .... ----. 
112 Gnoclenow Librar:r--------- -- ------- SouthSudbury,Mass 0 
113 Taunton Public I,ibrary __________ .. Taunton, Mass.. .... 0 
114 \'i'nltham l'uulicLHm:try ...... ------ ·waltham, Mass ..... -------
115 '1Vaylam1Frce Public Library ...... Wayland, Mass..... 0 
:iiG '\Ycstficld Athemcuro ............... Wcstfield,Mass..... 0 
117 TownLibrary .. . ...... .......... ... Wcstforc1,Mass .. ... 0 
118 Weston Town I~ibrnry ...... ____ .. __ Wcl'ton, Mass ....... ------. 
1l!l West Roxbury Freo Library ........ '\VrstRoxbnry, Mass------. 
120 Williams College Library ........... \Villiamstown,Mnss ..... .. 
12'1 'iVincl1emlou Pnl1lic Library ______ .. \Yi nchemlon. Mass . 0 
12:} IVinchesterLiurnry ---------------- \Yincbestrr,Mnss... 0 
1~3 Woburn Town Librnry ------------- Wobnru, Mass...... 0 
124 Freo Pn ulic Library . -_---.-.- ... --. Worcester, Mass. __ . 0 
125 Worcester District Mecli;ml Soci{lty _____ .do .. __ .. __ ... _ .. -----. 
Lil.Jrary. 
12G WorccsterCo.Mechanics'Library ........ do·------·-----------· 
127 \Vo~·cester Co. Horticnl tural Society . ____ . clo . ____ . ____ . _ _ 0 
L1l>rary. 
128 .AluionCollogoLibrary ------------- Albion City, Mich... 0 
l2!J U11ivcrsity of :Michigan Library .... Ann Arbor, Micb ... ------. 
130 Detroit Mechanics' Society .......... Detroit, Mich....... 0 
1:ll Public Library of Cit~· of Detroit._ .... __ .. clo .. _ .. __ ...... 0 
1:1:2 l)ctroitYoungl\1on'sSocietyLibrnry ...... do............. 0 
1:1:1 T"ndies' T,tbrnry .Association.- ..... _. Kalamazoo, Mich ... ___ .. _. 
1 :II Ynunj!; ~llm 'R Library Association .. _. __ .. do . _ .... _ .. . __ . 0 
135 . .i\li"mtcsot:~liil~tol'ical :::locioty _____ .. Saint l'anl, Minn.... 0 
s "' "' · ~ ]. Annual increase in- Number of publications taken. 
gs ~ ~ 
s S' . :g . ~ -~ I . E h ~ !':' ~ !':' American. Foreign. Purchased. Donated. .S '8 ~ 
~a p..~ s ~ ~ ·;:: ..... d 
~~ 'E::3 "-<:S 00 "' ai 00 p..oo ~ai >. ~«:! 
~;.q ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ §"a 'a . ;;; ~ rn,_ .. 
Q.) Q.) ..... Q) •r-1 • ;a . :a . ~ . ;a .~ .::1 >=I Q ~ ,_ Q.) d ~ 
~ "S "S ~ p.. ~ p.. ~ p.. .l:1 p.. ~ -~ h ~ ~ t! ~ g 
§ ~ ~ g ~ g ~ g ~ g ~ !3 ~ =@ o;> § g § 
~ ~ ~ P=l P-4 t=q P-4 ~ P-4 P=l P-4 <1 ~ A f$ ~ 0' <1 
ll 12 13 M 15 16 !17 18"" 19 20 I 21_ 22 23 24 21> 26 27 28 
2~:~~~ ~ioo:~~~~~:1:~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: !: ::: :::::: :::::: :~~~~~ :~~~~~ --~~ ::~~ ~ :::~ ::~~ ::~5 :::: :~~~ 
3, 750 0 ------ 2:J5 ...... 0 1---- 225------ 0 ------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32, 000 -- .. -- ------ ---- .. ---- .. -- --.. .. .. 1, 000 ------ 200 ------ 40 10 6 11 18 10 5 
4,~oo o o 111 o o 1 o ______ ______ ______ ______ 6 o o 1 6 1 o 
1, t:OO .. ____ . . .. - - - ____ • . .. - • - - - - - - . - . - - - .. - - . . - - - - - - ... _ _ _ ••• _ • _ . - . __ . . __ .. - - .. 2 . __ . . __ . 
5, coo . ----. . . -. . . . 250 . ----. 50 - -- . 300 ---- - .. --- .. ---- - . 26 0 . - . . . . . . 24 2 . --. 
11,000 ....... 0 EOO 50 300 ..•. 1,100., .... 60 50 30 3 5 12 24 6 .. .. 
<i,247. ...... ------ 527 --- --- ------1---- 527...... 45------ 1!< 5 0 6 9 5 3 
4, 208 1, 860 0 120 45 ------ --.. 80 . 0 401 45 7 2 0 1 5 1 .... 
5, 717 . --- -- ... --.. 1, 200 ------ ----- _,_ - .. 1, 00~ .. -- .. 200 ---- -- 17 3 6 13 14 3 2 
~: ~~~ :::::: : :: :::: .. __ ~~ :::::: :::::: ,: ::: 1Z~ :::::: ---- 2ol:::::: ~ : : :: : : : : · --i : ::: :: :: : :: : 
1g: ~~~ ---- 5~~ . _ -~ _ . ·-- ~~~ :::: ~~ ·- -~ 75 :. :o:: ·--~g~ :: :~:: --- ij~ l :: :6 :: }5 : 3 : ~: : · -o-2 --o- :i jo _ <> _ 
~: ~~~ ---- soo · ··a -· ::::: : :::::: ::::::I:::: ·-- 425 :::::: ·---45!:::::: · --9 : :: : · <> · ~ ~ ~ : : :: 
26,983 0 41,985------ 1,557, .... 3,210------ 332------ 125 53 23 63 61' J4 11 
2,970 550------ 120------ 55,.... 175------ ------ _____ : 7---- .... ---- 3 1 3 
3,181 ------- ------ 150------ 150 .... 300------ ------ ------ 36 5 15 11 13 2 0 
1, 000 100 0 25 . ----. 2~ ---. 44 -----. 6 . ----- 6 6 . -- . 4 7 . --- 1 
·::!!! .. '::~z : ::::: ::::: :::::1 :: :::;;; :::·: :::'~ :::~·· : ~ : :; ::: :: ::: ::: :::: 
21, 800 600 0 1, 150 0 1, 150 0 2, 000 0 300 30 7 0 0 2 4 0 1 
12,000------- ------ ............ ------ '---- 411------ 77 12 64 10 1G 32 21 10 1 

















































































Sn.int Paul Library ........ .... .. ... ...... do . .... ....... ·]· ..... . 
Mississippi State Librnry. . . . . . . . . . . Jackson, Miss .... .. . .... . . . 
Saint Charles Catholic Library . . . . . Saint Charles, Mo. . . . ..... . 
Law Library Association . . . . . . . . . . . Saint Louis, :Mo . . . . 0 
Public School Library .... . . ... ...... . .... do .... . . .. .... .. ..... . 
Saint Louis Mercan tile Libmry..... Saint Louis, Mo..... . 0 
Saint Louis Uni\'Orsi ty Library . ..... -- ... do . . . . . . . .. . . . . 0 
Nebraska State Library-----------· Lincoln City, Neb... 0 
K etchum Library ........ ..... ...... Bristol, N.H ...... -- 0 
Charlestown Social Library........ . Charlestown, N. H . . 0 
Concord Public Library....... ...... Concord, N.H....... 0 
N ew Hampshire Historical Society's ...... do ............ . 
Library. 
State Library.-- --------- ·------- ......... do.------...... 0 
Juvenile and Socin,l Library ........ Dublin, N.H ... ...... ------
T own Library-- ---- .... . ........... Exeter, K. H ... ..... . ..... . 
Franklin Library .Association. . . . . . . Franklin, N.H...... 0 
IIollis Social Librrtry.......... .. ... Hollis, N.H......... 100 
Manchester City Library . . . . . . . . . . . Manchester, N . H ... .. .... . 
Library of Literary .Adelphi... .. ... N ew Hampton, N.H. 100 
Portsmouth Athcnroum .. ... .. . __ .. . Portsmouth, N.H... 0 
Portsmouth Mercantile Library .As- . . _ ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
sociation. 
Manufacturerfl' and Village Library. Somerswortl1, N.H. . 100 
Library of Young Men's Christian B1·idgeton, N.J... . .. 75 
.Association. 
Drew Theological Seminary Library. Madison, N . J ...... . 
New Jersey Historical Society...... Newark, N. J . ...... , 200 
Hert-zog lla!l ~ib\ary.. . .... : .. :. . . New Brunswiak, N.J ...... . 
Young Mens Chnst1an .Asso01a.twn ...... do . ---- .............. . 
Library. 
Fallsington Library . ............... . Trenton, N.J ....... , ...... . 
Dudley Obscn atory ........... ---- .. Albany, N.Y ........ ..... . 
State Library . ............ ...... ·- ......... do . . . . . .. . . . . . . 0 
Young Men 's Christian .A.ssociation ....... do . . . .. . . .. . . . . 50 
Young Men's .Association ..... ... . . . ...... do ...... - .-- .. . 
The Long Island Historical Society. Brooklyn, N.Y ..... . 
Youth's Free Libra-ry ... ------ ............ do ...... . -----. 
Gros>enor Library ...... . ... ------ .. Buffalo, N.Y.------- ~ 0 
Young Men's .Association.---- -- .......... do . --- ... ---- ... ----- -
Mechanics' Institute ........... ... ........ do ....... ...... . -----. 
Flushing Library .Associa.tion. . . . . . . Flushing, N.Y...... 0 
v"Va.dswort.h Library....... ... ...... Geneseo Villa,e;e,N.Y 0 
Hamilton ~hcological Seminary*.... Hamilton,_ N. Y . .... ---. 
Hornell Library ...... _ ... _. _. . .. . . . Homellsnlle, N.Y.. 0 
Franklin Librar.v .Assodation. _... . . Hudson, N. Y .... .. .. -----. 
Library 0f American Bible Society .. New Yo1·k, N.Y---- . .. , ... 
!~F~~e:LV~l~:~-)~~~~~~~-::: :::::::::::: ::::: :~~::: ::::: ::: :: g 
Mercantile Library .Association ............ do ............... -- .-. 
*Identical with library of :Mallison University, 
4J~~ ::~~~~~ ... ; .. --- ~~~ :::~~~ :::::~ :::: :::~~~ :::::: :::~~~ :: :~~~ ::~~ :::~ ·-/ ::~~ --~~ :::}::: 
7,000 0 0 ..... . ·----- -- - - -- ---· 200 0 40 0 6 1 0 2 3 11 0 
31,000 10,000 . .. ... 1,500 950 1.000 50 2,500 -----· 400 1,000 145 44 33 50 91 15' . . •. 
43, 000 3, 000 0 3, 000 . -.- . . 1, 500 . - . . 4, 500 . . . . . . 2, 500 . . . . . . 59 98 225 3G 92 15 .... 
24,000 820 68 265 65 25 12 170 15 120 62 42 10 8 24 28 2 ...• 
5,314 13,000 0 250 700 0 0 100------ 0 0 0 0 ... . 5 : ... ··· ·1----
4, 000 1, 500 25 200 250 100 50 300 300 4 4 28 . - - . 1 13 13 1 . - -. 
1. 434 40 0 25 _____ . 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
G, '.!23 0 0 300 - - - . . . - - . - - - . . . . 300 .•.. - . 30 ... - . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G, 500 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ _ .....• 
11, oo:J 50o o soo 200 100 o 100 . . . . . . 150 100 5 1 1 3 1 1 .. •. 
1, 825 ---- -- · ------ ··---· ·----- --- - · .... ------ ·----- ------· ·----· . -- . . -- .. --- ---- ·--- ....... . 
3, 428 100 0 100 . ---- ..•.• -- . - -. 100 . -.--- . --- ... ----- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1,247 ....... 0 ···--- ···-·- ...... .... 10 -- ·--· 2 -- ---- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1, 57G . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 4 . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 ....... . 
16,176 824. ·-················c··· ·· ··· 125 ...... 175 100 44 23 2 1G 40 fl .••. 
1, 500 70 0 20 . ----. 0 0 20 0 55 . --.- . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11, 391 200 0 50-----· 30 .... 5() ------ 25 ·····- 2 6 7 9 1 5 0 
~: ::: . -~.- ~~~ . --~-- :~: :::::: . ---~~ : : : ~ . --- ~~ :::::: :::: :: :::::: . --~ : : :: : ::: : : : : : : : : . --J : :: 
1, 200 0 0 236 . ---- .. ----. 0 74 . -.--- 1Gl 0 6 0 3 27 12 (). I 0 
:::~:: -~·:: ,ro :::~: :_::;; ?~ ~0 /; :;;o:~ :~:050 ~:0~ ·~ ;; ;:: -~·: ~.: J< 
87, 000 55, 000 tlGO •••••. --- ... -..... . • • . 1, 800 . . . . . . 700 . . . . . . 45 25 5 15 25 18 75 
2, 000 0 0 75 0 0 0 25 0 50 0 22 10 . - - . 14 12 5 1 
13, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . -. 600 .. -... . . . . . . . . -. -- . . . . . . . . 43 2G 18 5 .... 
21,000 20,000------ ------ ...... ------ ·--- ...... -----· --·--- ·---- - ............ ---- ........ ----
9, 000 0 0 .. --.. . • -- ... --- : . . - - . 250 . ----- -----. . ----. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15, 000 100 0 . ---- ..... - . . --- ... - -. 13, 000 - .. --- -•. -- .. : . -.. 63 25 0 21 42 25 ---. 
2o, ooo 1, ooo o . • . • .. . • . . .. .. . .. . . . . . 2, soo o 75 so 34 10 5G 32 2G 8, . __ _ 
4, 300 110 . -. - -- . --- - . . . - . - . - .-- - . . - - . 1, 000 - --- - - 100 15 . - - .. . - . 6 6 2 . - -
3, GOO 0 0 200 .. - - .. . .. - .. . . - . . . . . .. . - - . - - . . . . .. 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
iJ~~ ---~s5o ·--~ -- :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ·i:~~~ :::::: :::~;~ :::~bb --i~ :::~ :::: :::~ ·-i: ::::1:::: 
4, 000 . -- - . - . 0 100 . - •• -- . - :: -. . - - . 100 - --- •• -.---. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2, 500 0 8 . - - - - . . - - - - . - - . - . . . - - . . - - . - . . .. - . - - - - - - . . . - - . - . - . . . - - . . . . . . - - . . - . . - - . - :. 
51, 000 . -.... . 0 1, 500 . ---.. 500 .. .. 2, 000 0 -.--- .. ---.. 32 8 11 13 9 71 0 
142, 000 4, 000 6 1, 200 . ----. ~0(1 . -. . 700 .. -- -- 500 . -.-. . 55 129 2 12 125 45 . ---

























































TABLE XIV.-Statistics of libm1'ies fo1' 1872; from 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the Unitecl Slates Bw·ea~t of Ed·1wation-Continued. 
Name. Loc:.tt-ion. 
6 .s .s "' -+-' Annual increase in- Number of publications taken. "d "' -§' "' .., 
~ 
Q;) Q;) 
0 s ;Q 
~t Purchased.ll'ouated. -6 -6 ~ ca ::l P;. America11. :Foreign. >'....: c::~ S[7 0 0 9 
§$ l>i-o 
c;s~ -~ ·~ '8 0 (\1 g.~ Sl) Q;) 
ci!c;l 
.,..;.. 
.,..,c ~~ !i 2 2 ai ~~ p.~ Q)<(j 1'1 0:3 ~~ ol=l ~ .& 
;>. 
00 -..., ;.,- Q) ~ Q;) co;. l'lg 
~ ~ ci~ >:I 
Q;) ~-1""1 :a ~ :a 0'-' p .c Q) ai ai .c "' ~ 
•1""'1•,-( - ~·1""'1 ~ 0 s ~ .c .!4 P; ,"l P; ,"l P; h .& ~2 s s s s s Q;) Q) as 1:::1 s >' >' >' 0 0 0 0 s ;., -~ 0 p 1'1 <j ~ 0 o:l ~ (\1 ~ c;l 0 c;l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P-1 P-1 P-1 ~ P-1 <j A 01 <j 
~ 1 
-------------
li> 1 16 11" 
-------------- --
10 11 12 13 14 1.8 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
__ I 
City Library ........................ New York, N. Y .. .. 0 
Eclectic Library .......................... do .................. .. 
Now York Society J~ibrary ............... do .. .. .. . .. . .. . 0 
Union Theological Seminary .............. <1o .... ......... ..... . . 
Wnshington Heights ...................... do........... .. 244 
Young Men's Christian Associ:.ttion .. .. ... do . .................. . 
Oswego City Library ............... Oswego, N.Y ............. . 
Public School Library .................... do . ................. .. 
Rochester Athenreum and Meehan- Rochester, N.Y..... 0 
ics' Association. 
8, 000 ··-- -- - 0 200 ·----- 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30, 000 1, 000 ------ 500 200 50 50 500 200 ------ ·----- 10 21 1 14 17 3 .... 
60,000 4, 000 ···--- 1, 000 200 10:3 l fl 1, lOS 18 ~80 218 70 56 18 48 44 14 2 
32,000 2, 500 500 500 -----· 500 ---· 400 100 400 100 24 3fl .... ---· .... - -- · ... 
2, 352 207 ·----- 104 18 0 0 182 0 19 228 20 1 5 13 3 0 0 
5,151 ------- 0 -----· ------ -- ---- ---- 1, 000 -- --- · 276 ------ 230 80 68 120 96 16 10 
6, 000 0 ------ ------ ------ ------ -··· ·----- ......... -·---- ·----- ..... .... . .... ---- ..... ---· --- -
5, coo ----·-- 1, ooo . . . . . . . . . • . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: : :: : · · i6 · · 2o · · ib · · · 9 · · · 5 · o 20,000 ------- ------ ------ ------ ·----- ---· 
Public School Central Library ............ do ................... . 
Rochester Theological Seminary .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Library of University of Rochester .. ..... do .. . . . . . . .. . . . 200 
Union College Library............ . . SclJcnectady, N . Y . . 0 
Cent-ral Library..................... Syracuse, N.Y ............ . 
Y. M. C. A. Library ...................... do .................. .. 
Troy Young l\Ion's Association . . . . . Troy, N.Y ... ....... ..... . . 
University Library ........ : ........ Chapel Eill,N. C ......... .. 
Society Libraries, UniversityofN. C ....... do . .................. . 
Akron Library Association . . . . . . . . . Akron, Ohio . . . . . . . . 0 
Young Men's Christian Association. Canton, Ohio........ 0 
Mount Saint Mary's Seminary . . . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio ..... . .... . 
PublicLibrary ...... . ..................... uo . ..... . ...... 0 
Librar-y of Saint Xavier College .......... do ............... .. 
Library of t-ho Turner Society ............ do ........... :. 0 
Young Men's Mercantile Library ......... do . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 400 
Circleville Library .................. Circleville, Ohio . .......... . 
Clevelnucl Public Library .. ,......... Cleveland, Ohio ........... . 
Western Reserve llistorical Society ....... do . .................. . 
Ohio State Library ......... ........ . Columbus, Ohio. .. . 0 
Stnrges Libr:.tr.v .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Delaware, Ohio ......... .. 
'K_<'nyou College Library . . . . . . . . . . . . G::tmbicr, Ohio . . . . . . 0 
L1urury ol' Doui:;ou University ..... Urnuvill o, Ol.tio .. .. . 1, 000 
5, 900 0 . . . . . . 0 •••• •••••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 ... 'I" . . .. 6 .. .. .. .. 
7, 500 2, 000 40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 .. .. .. 6il 11 3 51 12 11 2 
10, 800 130 0 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . 650 .. .. . . 150 .. .. .. 8 12 0 2 6 6 6 
18,000 5, 000 0 .... .. ...... .... .. .. .. .... . ...... .... .. ...... 22 6 1 3 10 1~ 1 
13, 000 0 0 350 .. .. .. 350 .. .. 701 .. .. 255 .. .. .. 23 2 .. .. ~ 13 5 2 
1, 500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 21 14 12 12 ........ 
20, 500 1, 000 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 450 ".... 50 .. .. .. 20 14 27 25 17 7 1 
7, 000 2, 000 . . . . . . 0 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •••••••••••••• 0 •• • 
12,000 .•..... 0 •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• 0 •• •• •••••• ••• ••••• •••• • 0 •••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 
4, 000 0 0 100 .... .. 50.... 150 .. .. .. 0 0 6 .. . 2 6 6 0 0 
1,546 0 ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... 6 .......... .. 
12, 000 4, 000 12 . . . . . . . • . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50, !Jl5 5, 000 0 ..................... 14, 69:3 1, 499 785 573 133 166 10 ............... . 
16,000 ............................................................................... ... : .. .. 
4, 500 .. . .. .. 0 50 .. .. .. 100 .. .. 1~0 .. .. .. 0 0 6 51 3 3 5 0 0 




















































































L:me Freo Ubrary.............. . . . Hamilton, Ohio ........••.. 
Marietta Collo.u:o.. ................. . Marie tt-a , Ollio ...... . .... . 
Youug Meu 's Library ... ..... . .. .. .. Norwaik, Ohio . ..... 350 
i:;iduey Library A ssociation..... . .. . Sidney, Oh.;o . ............. . 
Excelsiot· Li.brary .. . . ... . ........... Spring !ieltl, Ohio . .. . ...... . 
Springfi old Public Library . ....... ....•... <.lo . ..... . ......... . 
Library A ssociation .. . .. . :. . . . . . . . . Portland, Oreg. . . ... 0 
.Alleghany Public School L1brary . . . .All eghany, P!t . • . . • • 0 
Al toona Mechanics ' Library, &c . . . . .Altoona City, Pa.... 0 
City Libt·ary, Y. M. C. A . . .. . . .. . . . Erie. Pa............. 1, 000 
.B'allsing ton Library Company ..... : l!'al:siugton, Pa..... 0 
Fl'i ends ' Library ancl R eading-Room Germantowu, Pa . .. ....... . 
P ennsylvania CoTI-ego Libmry .. . . . . Gettys burgh, Pa .. .. 50 
Library of Theological Seminary . ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Cassel 's Library, .................... Harleysville, Pa.... 0 
State Library . ...................... Harri.sburgh, Pa.... 0 
Union Library Company ............ Hatbor·ough, Pa.... 0 
Law Library Association . . . . . . . . . . . JJaneaste1·, Pa . ...... 0 
Mechauics' Library ....................... do ....... . ......... . 
Meadville City Library.... . ........ Meadville, Pa....... 300 
Pllilo-Franldin Societ.y Library ........... do...... .. ..... 0 
MeadvilleTlleologicalSchoolLibrary .. ... . d·:> . . ..... ...... 100 
Moravian Historical Society ........ Nazare th, Pa. ...... . 0 
Norristown Library Company . . . . . . Norristown, Pa..... 0 
Libr!l'ry of the Academy of Natural Philadel'phia, Pa ...•........ 
Smences .................. . . . .... . 
Apprentices' Library Company ........... do ............ ... . ... . 
Bapt-ist Historical Society ................ do .. .. .. .. .. .. . 350 
Brotherhead Library . ..................... do ......... .... ..... . . 
Historical Society of Penns:vlvania ........ do ................... . 
Library Company of Philadelphia ......... do............. 0 
MQt·cantile Library ...... .. ............... do . ........ .... .. . . 
MoyamensingLiterary Institute . ........ <lo. .. .... ... ... 0 
Pennsylvania Historical Societ,y . .. . ...... do ................ . 
P ennsylvania HospitaL ................... do .. . . . . . .. .. .. 0 
Southwark Librar·y ....................... do . .. . . .. . .. . . . 0 
We&t Philadelphia Institute .............. do .. .. .. .. .. . .. 0 
Y. M. C. A. Librar.v ...................... do ........... .. 
The .A. tllenreum of Philadelphia. ........... do ................... . 
Carpenters'Companyof'Phila<lelphia ...... do............. 0 
Young· .Men's Mercantile Library ... Pittsburgh, Pa...... 0 
Yonng Men's C. A. Library . . . . . . . . . Bristol, R. [......... 0 
East Greenwich Free Library....... East Greenwich, RI. 550 
Foster-Manton Library............. Foster Centre, R I.. 25 
Kingston Library . .......... . . . . . . . . Kingston, R. I . . . . . . . .. ... 
Lonsdale Library .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. Lonsdale, R.I....... 550 
P eople's Library .................... Newport, R.I....... 0 
Redwood Lil>rary and ..A.themeum .. ·1· ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 
Slatersville Reading-Room & Library North Smithfield,R.I 0 
Pawtucket I~ibrary .Association..... Pawtucket, R I . . . . 0 
Brown University Lil>rary .......... Providence, R.I. .......... . 
2~; ~~~ .. i: 000 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : ~ :: : : : .. ~~~- .. ~ 
a, ooo ooo o 175 20 o o 17.J 20 20 o 48· ... 
17 10 
·/1:~:: 6 30 12 
1, 157 8 0 300 4 .. . . .. 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. ] 0 0 5; 0 
~: ggg : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... ~ ~ : : : : 
5, 3ao aoo o 80(\ :10 200 o 1, ooo o 100 30 92; 16 
4,5oo o ...... 9oJ...... ..... .... 85 ...... 5, ..... 10i 3 
2, 802 . . . . . . . o· 1:;1
1
.. .... .. .. .. .. . 130 21 .. . . . . .. .. .. 12
1
. 2 
4, 710 350 0 300 200..... 96 100 . . .. . 100...... 31 8 
1, 54o o o 10 .. .. . . o o 10 .. . . . ~ .. . .. o 1 o 
3, 3.13 194 0 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 6501...... 141 26 
18, 3001 2, 000 .. . . . . 10 .. .. . . 20 .. .. 100 .. .. . . 50 .. .. . . 40 2 
10, 100 . . . . . . . 20; ........................... . .......... ....... .............. ...... .... . ... . 
0 :J 5 0 
3 8 1 1 ... 
7 6 12 . · ... ..... 
9 69 23 8 .... 
14 16 10 4 .... 
2 8 8 .... ..... 
7 16 13 3 .... 
0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 9 24 3 3 
15 20 5 1 2 
10,000 2,000 1~5 ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 0 0 ........................... . 
4~: ~~~ 10 000 .. "o .. :::: :: : ::: :: ::::: : : : : : :::::: : :: ~:: ::: : :: :::::: ... 4 "o" . o" "o" ... 4 "o" "o. 
3. 700 0 0 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4, 200 ....... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 150 ................................. . 
1, i:<OO .•••••.••...•.••• -. · •• • ·• •••••• · · · · ··••• • ···• •• · ••• • • •••• •• . • • • · • • • · •• . .••..••••••.•••• 
1, 000 0 1 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
12, 000 6, 000 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 0 265 1, 095 8 5 0 3 4 6 0 
1, 000 2, 000 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . ........• . ...•. 
2~: ~~~ ... ~ .. _ ·· ·o · · :::: :: :::::: :::::: : : :: · · · i76 ·.::::: · i; o57 · i; o6o · · 43 · i 45 : ::: : : :: :::: : ::: :::: 
21. 000 .. _. _ __ 0 1. 000 .. .. .. 0 0 1, 000 .. .. .. 50 .......... _ ............... 
1
.... .. .. 
ti, 200 14, OOJ 2, 762 .. .. .. .. .. .. 112 10 112 0 190 1, 000 48 1 0 35 12 1 .... 
~g:ggg -~~~~~~ :~:~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::::: }~~~ :~:~~~ --~~ ::~~ :::: :::~ ::~~ :::~ :::: 
79, 000 5, 000 .......... : ................. 12, ?~O .. .. . . 175 .. . . .. 320 11;) 11~ 170 1041 32 14 
3, 000 0 .. . . .. 2J0 . :. .. . 0 .. .. 2v0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 .. . . ;) ............... . 
800. ..• • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 1 2.... 2 1 ....... . 
1~: ~g3 ... ~... g :::::: :::::: :::: : : : :: : :::::: :::::: :::: :: :·::::: Ml 3i .. 7 ~ 2~ o 6 J3 
1, 086 .. . . . .. 0 238. .. . . .. 0 0 2D2 .. .. .. 36 0 5 0 1 1 4 ........ 
5, 289 62 0 300' 10 0 0 300 10 0 0 50 12 36 70 60 2 0 
1g:~gg ... o ... :::::: .::::: ·::::· :::::: ·::· ... 27o :::::: :::::::::::: i~ l J8 2~ 2~ 2~ J5 ... 5 
12, 200 500 0 900 150 300 0 1, 100 0 100 150 78. 10 22 40 20 6 ... . 
2, 070 .. . . . .. .. .. .. 200 .. .. .. 0 0 17.) .. . . . . 25 .. . .. . 8 .. .. 6 5 8 0 ... . 
1, 800 .. .. .. . 0 60 .. . . .. 0 0 50 .. .. . 10 .. .. .. 7 .. .. 0 3 0 4 ... . 
~: ~~~ .... _ ~~ :::::: .... ~~ :::::: .. _o_. _ : :: : ... _ ~~ : ::: :: ..... ~ . ::: :: __ o __ : : :: __ o ____ o ____ o ___ ~-- . ~- . 
2, 352 8 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 300 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 9 1 3 4 8 0 0 
13, 500 . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 . . . . . . 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 12 12 6 ... . 
19, O!J4 4, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
1, 300 300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . 2 2 3 0 0 
4, 034 0 0 172 .. . . .. 0 .. . . !)8 28 46 .. :. .. 14 .. .. 1 8 4 1 0 

































































1 2 10 
Franklin Lyceum . ....•............. Providence, R.I.... . 0 
State Law tlbmry ....................... do........ . .... 0 
.Association of Mechanics and Man- ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 
ufactrn·ers. 
Providence .A.thonmnm ................... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 
Library of the Union for Christian ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200 
\\'ork 
Harris Institute Library............ Woonsocket, R.I.... 0 
Charleston Library Society ......... Chal'leston, S.C .... : ...... . 
Stnte Library...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Columbia, S. C ............ . 
Theological Seminary ..................... do ............ .. .. . 
Library of University of South Car- ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
olin a. 
State Library ....................... Nashville, Tenn ..... ..... .. 
Houston Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Houston, Tox....... 0 
Unh·ersity and State .Agricultural Rurlington, Vt...... 1, 200 
Collerr-e. 
Young '];fen's .Association .... . ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 
Middlebury College ................. Middlebury, Vt ........... . 
State Library................... .. . . Montpelier, Vt ........... .. 
Peabody Library.................... Post Mills Village, Vt 50 
Saint .Johnsbury Athenrenm . . . . . . . . Saint .Jobusbnry,Vt . .... 
.Alexandria Library ... .............. .Alexandria Va...... 0 
Emoryamlllenr:yCollego .. ......... Emory, Va........... 0 
'J'lloological Seminary ............... I!'airfax County, Va ....... . 
U1lion Theological Seminary .... . ... llarupdon, Vn. ............. . 
Petcrsblll'gh Library Association ... rotersbnrgh, Va..... 25 
Unhorsityof Vir~;iuia ....... ... .... U~1ivcrsityofVa... . 500 
Young J\Ien's .Association .... ... .... .J:wesdlle, Wis ........... . 
Scminat·y of Saint. ]'rancis . . . . . . . . . . Lako, \Vis ... ..... ..... ... . 
State Historical Society....... . . . . . . Madison, Wis . ... ..... . . .. . 
GoorgeLown Coil ego . .. ·'·............ Georgetown, D. C. . . 0 
Lilmn·y of Congress ................ \Vasbiugtou, 1>. C... 0 
.s <1.1 2 ..., .Annual increase in- Number of publications taken . <l) ·§' <1.1 :;:1 <l) g s p. ..0 ..0 ,E. ~~ ~~ American. Foreign. Purchased. Donated. ' ~ 
~~ 
0 0 o:s 
p.o:s O:So:s 'E:: ·c ·§ d ... sz <l) <l) ....... '+-<.0 
~ 
p.. A,; 
o.O o:.:::= ~;:::: al ~ ~ l':l,!S i 
<l)a(l 
~ ~ <1.1 -J-4~ ... l':l r-<l':l <t> <l) "''" t>. t>. --"'; <l) <l>·~ <l>·~ :;:; :a :=l :;:; """" -~-~ ;9 .0 .0 .0 <1.1 p. ~ p. al p. <1.1 p. 'E::'~ .b " :;;; Cj= 8 ~ 8 .-"1 .-"1 ,..b: 
... ::S!:l 
~ ~ 8 8 
<l) <l) : ~ l':l ~ ~ 8 8 8 0 !3 s ·a c:e &! ~ Cj = ~ z ~ p.. CCI p.. ~ p.. ~ f;l;.t A C? ~ 
11 12 13 14 1:i 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 21i 26 27 28 
---------'--------------
8, 000 0 0 500 0 0 0 500 0 0 0 13 3 9 7 6 2 1 
4, 000 0 0 ........ .......... ·----- ...... .......... ------ 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 
G, 600 0 0 .......... ·----· ......... ...... 100 4 23 12 4 6 22 3 .... 
33,237 3, 000 ........... .......... ............ 421 0 8~1 33 74 77 38 46 2 13 40 13 16 
1, 600 ....... 0 250 ...... 63 .... 250 .......... 6:i ...... 25 5 5 5 15 5 .... 
j;~l ~~=L <:; H: ::= :·::: :: H: :::: · --:H. < < :··: :·IEH IE 
18,000 ..................................................................................... .. 
1, 200 200 5 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . 3 25 5 ...... .. 
12, 871 .. .. .. . ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . 190 . .. . .. 6 5 . .. . 1 2 8 ... . 
1, 331 0 0 .. .. .. 0 0 . 0 . .. .. . 0 ......... -.. 24 0 11 9 4 0 0 
12,500 1,500 ...... 140 ...... ...... .... 45 ...... 100 ...... 12 5 .................. .. 
13, 500 1, 500...... 700 200 20 20 200 10 100 50 8.... 4 1 . 5 1. .. . 
2, 000 150 0 0 0 0 0 150 150 50 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8, 3tl3 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ -- ...... -.. 33 19 4 15 26 7 ... . 
4,500 500 .............................................................................. .. 
13, 580 2, 300 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 
10, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
8, 500 2, 000 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. - - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 1 5 0 0 ] 4 0 
3, 400 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 ........... - .. .. .. 7 5 4 4 4 .. .. 
29, 500 6, 500 o 300 100 · so 200 so 184 250 no 3 16 1 3 1 e .. .. 
~iJ!! · ~~: g~r:: ~~~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~I: ~ ~: 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~~ : : ~~ >~ : ~~ ::: i : :: ~ ::: ~ 



















































Senate Librn.ry ............ ............... do ................... . 
Signal-Office Un ited Stat.es Army ... . ..... do .... ............... . 
Department of tho Iut.eriot· ... ........ ..... do ....... .. _... 0 
i?~i~~'to~~o0Lif~·~i·~-~~~~~-~:::: ::::: ::: :~ :~i~:: ::::::::::: ::::::: 
Bnrcan of Statistics . ...................... do ................... . 
~~;~fo~PG~~~~~~{;sL~'ffi'~?::::: :::::: : :: : ::g~:::: ::::::::: ::::::: 
United States N::wa l Obscrv'y Lib'y . ...... do .... . .............. . 
Department of State Library ............. do ...... _ ........... .. 
Bureau of Education ........ .. ....... . .... do............. 0 
Washington Cit-y Library .... ..... ....... . do .. _ ....... _.. 0 
Howard Unh·crsity ....................... do ... .... ............ . 
Library of Wasllillgton Territory... Olympia, Wash ........... . 
2
~:~~~ ::::~~0 ---~25 -~.-~~~ ::::::1:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: '"i~ ---~ .J::i~ :::~ :::::::: 
5, 500 300 ... -.. 300 100 200 50 330 . -.... 150 130 15 47 .................. .. 
22, 000 . .. . .. . 0 1, 000 . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 41 88 0 34 61 18 16 
3, 500 1, 000 0 . . . . .. . ... "\ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 9 17 18 6 . . . . 3 
g:~~~ ·i3~ooo ----i2 ... :~~ :::::: ·---~~ :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 1~~ 1~~ ... 1 ... ~ ::: :: ::::::: 
6,(100 300 ...... 20 1001 50 200 25 ..... . ...... . ..... 5 16. 2 - 6 8 51···· 
1 ~: ~~g · · 5: 5oo -- ·o-- ·--6oo · 2~ ooo ·-- ioo · ioo -- · 5oo · i~ 3oo -- · 2oo -- · soo 3~ 1~ ·--3 · i ~~ .. j:::: · 
1~; ~~~ o 925 ~ · · · 679 · · · 35o1:::::: :::: ••• ~~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: • • • 2 · · 3o · · io · · · 2 






































~ E:il I] ;;. i: ~ . i: .s ;o 
-~ .g § m ·z ~ ~ t> biJ • • "0 .s g . o ~ .-~ rn o ~ ~ ~ .!3 ~ ~ ~ 
'"~ S- o .-.... § ,g ..o :;: "'~ a; .25 ~ 
.::: ~ .:::1 ~ .s . ~ 00 ~ "0 .~ -;; : ; @ ~ ~ 
<ll:;j "''" "'"' ~~ '$ l'l l'l 0 j:l.d :;: "'. 0 
S~J) Src S~L §s ""~ : ~ :g, ~~ . ~ ~.~ :g_~ 
..e $ E § ,.E = ~ ~ ~ ce ~ bl -~ ~ .S .:J .;J:-;:: -~ ,g 
~ ~ o.... o ~ ~ 0 o ~ ro .~ ~ p. ,_, ;5 _.., ~ ~ -~ 
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Conditions on which usc of 
library is granted. 
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Little Rock Merca,ntile Library....... Little Rock, Ark. 











3 Califorma State Lrbrary .... ... .. .... .... .. ... Sacramento, Cal .... 2, 000 :J00 ...................... _ 
~ ~~~~~;~~. ~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~?,::::::: _~~~~~a~~!~~~: ~~1-:: ~·- ~~~ ____ ~~. ~·- ~~~ _ ._ ~. ~: ~~~ 







9 Sub . 250 225 0 $4 00 
9 Sub. 100 100 Yes. 6 00 




10 .. . ... -- ..... .. . ... - ... - ........ -' .. - ............. -- .. ---.- .. --
10 Sub ........... . 1, 200 Yes. 6 00 Membership. 
Sub ............. 1, 700 .......... 12 00 
Yes .I 10 Sul>. 5, 000 3, 500 Yes . 2 00 Membership I. 0.0. F.,and 
71 w oodwaro·, Ga,don• Li .,.,,- -- - --r- --- dn ------------ 'I 
JOO I JO 1""'1'1 oro I R. I y., I o 8 Young Men'!! Christian Association . ........ do .................... 100 .......... ................. 170 c. &R. 0 10 9 SacrnmeiJto Library Association . . .. . Sacrmnent{•, CaL ..... 52 0 52 ..... 158 C. &R. Yes. 10 
10 Douglas Library .................. .... .................. Canaan, Conn ........... 0 ........................... 40 c. 0 0 
pa.,vment of dueR. 
Free. ... .. . .... . . .. .... ... . . . .. .... . .. .... .... Admission to gardens. 
Free. 250 ........ Yes. 6 00 Membership ofY. M. C. A.. 
Sub. .... .... .... . 281 Yes 8 00 Payment of dues. 
Free. .... .... .. ... . .. .... ... ... .... ... ... .. .... . Free to residen1 s of town 
111 DnnburyLibrnry .................................... l Danbury, Conn ... ..... , 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 ~------~C.&R. 
12 Tb.c~logical Instit.nto Libmry............ Hartford, Conn .............................................. C. & R. 
13 Tnmty College Lrbrary ........................ ....... .... do ...................... 4, 000 2, 500 L, 500 10 2, 000 C. & R. 
141 ~atki.nsonLibraryofReference ...... l-----·do · ··· -- - ----·-~-----·~------~------1250 14, 000 I R. 
15 Brll Lrbrary .... .. .... .. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... Ledyard, Conn .... .. .... . 4 ... .. ... . 4 ... ... . .... ... . C. 
16 Library of Wesloyrm Unh·ersity ..... MidtHetown, Conn .. 2, 400 1,100 
17 Now Britain Institute .... .. . ........ N e w Britain, Corn.. 360 0 
18 Lilm:n·.1of American Oriental Society New Ha>en, Conn .. 1, 500* 0 
19 Otis Lil>rary ...................................... N"rwich, Conn......... . 200 0 
20 Silas Bronson Library ......................... Waterbury, Conn.... 203 0 
2l \Vilmingtoniustitute ........................ Wilmingtou,Del.... . 1 0 
1, 200 100 12, ilOO 
360 0 100 
··-- ... ·----
200 0 ........ 


















. on payment of 10 cents. 
g I ~~::: :~~i66: ::~~~: :~~~: :~:~~: :~;~~:f~~~~:c:~;;:a~~::~::~~-
bers of Trinity College, 
and by special vote to 
others. 
0 1 Free. I 6, 000 I 0 I· ...... --1 0 I Good behavior. 
0 Ft·ee. 184 184 Yes . 25 Residence in town, and • 
annual fee of 25 cents. 
0 Sub . 200 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 6 00 .. .. .. ... . ... ... ..... .. ........... .. 
!)~ Sub . 283 33 Yes . 2 00 Payment of $1 per annum. 
0 Free. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. ....... . ................ . ....... .. .......... .. 
1g ~~ge-. ·2:5oo· ---o-- -~~~: :::::: ~r~t~~~~~l~~l~r~~l~·)·. 
10 Sub . 1, 500 571 Yes. 2 & Election and payment of 
4 00 dues. 






































23 1 Alton Public Library -............ . . 
Belleville Srongorbund :wd Lib. So-2-4 
Alton, Til ........... 
1 
.... .. 
Belleville, Ill ..... ... :3, 116 "23idi:ssiT :::li:i3i'i2: !~.1 Y~s .l 1°o I ~~t l ---269. ~00 1 Yes ·I 2 00 445 Yes. 4 80 Membership. Do. 
ciety's Library. 
25 Illinoisludnstrinl University Library 
26 :Free Library of Chicago .... .. ..... . 
27 Library of tho Presbyterian Theo-
logical Seminary of theN orthwcst. 
28 Young Men's Christian Association 
Library. · 
29 Mercantile Library-----------------
30 Quincy Library··;····· ........... . 
31 Wabash College L1brary . .......... . 
32 Whitcomb College Circulating Li-
briJ-ry. 
33 Indiana State Library ... . ......... . 
34 1\Iadison Lil>rar.v Association ...... . 
33 Library of Notre Dame ............ . 
3Ci The Public Lil>rary of Burlington .. . 
37 Iowa State Library ... .. .... .. . . . .. . 
38 J efferson County Library Associat'n. 
3!J State Historical Society of Iowa .... . 
40 Keokuk Lil>rary Association ....... . 
41 Ka-nsas Statn Library ............ .. . 
42 K entucky Stat-e Library .......... .. 
43 Louisville La.w Library . . .......... . 
44 Lonis·ville J~ibrary Association .... .. 
45 Fisk Free Library of the New Or-
_ ~~~~~g~~~~· ~~~;::::: t': ~~~:I::~;~: I::;~~: I: :: r: ~~~ _ 





Peoria, Ill ......... --~ 0 
Quincy, Ill ...... . . . _ 9 
Crawfordsville, Ind ..... . 
Greencastle, Ind ... . 1, 000 
.. _o_ ~ -1-- -~ --~--~--~-- !~~- ! 8: :.l 
300 700 .... ------ c. &R. 
if:Af~o~1~~~~:~~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ··2co· 
Notre Dame, Ind . ... 4, 000 1, 000 2, 000 20 1, 500 
Burlington, Iowa.... 555 1 554 0 248 
Des Moines, Iowa... 40 0 40 . . . . 19Q 
Fairfield, Iowa ............................ ____ __ 
Iowa City, Iowa ......... . 
Keokuk, Iowa...... 40 
Topeka, Kans ... .... 16 
Frankfort, K.v . . . . . . 30 
Louisville, Ky . . . . . . 10 
.. .... do _ .. . .. . .. .. .. 200 



































Free.l 400 ~ ------ ~------~---- --~ Atteudance_at uni>ersity. 
Free. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Good behavior. 
Free.------- ................. . 
10 I Free., ..... --, ...... . ------·------·------
9~~ Sub .
1 
... . ... 
!J Sub. 115 
300 I Yes -14 00 I Membership. 
80 0 3 00 Do. 
".ih·~-~-1:::::::1::::::1::::::1::::::1::::::·_-_-_-_-_-_ 




Freo. 350 . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . _ ....... _ . _ . __ . . . . . _ ... __ _ 
§~~e. ::::::: -- ioi> ~--y~;: li -i~ ~ - ~ - ~;t~~-kb.~iti~~ ~~ ~;i:,~<i~ir;~~.-
Sub .. . .. .. 250 Yes . 3 to 4 .......................... . 








Sub_ ....... 225 ............ Stockholders pay _$3 for 
stock, ancl 5 cents per 
week for book. 
0 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
!J Sub. 147 68 Yes ... ... . Subscription. 
9 Free. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. Gootl behavior. 
0 Free. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . All State officers. 
0 Sub . POO 120 0 10 00 Membership. 
10 Sub . 8, !J20 400 0 4 to 6 Payment of dues. 
0 Free. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . Free to all. 
leans Mechanics' Society. 
46 New Orleans Y. M. C. A. .. .... do.------------ 12 
47 ~! aine St~te Library.: .. : ......... . -~ Augusta, Me ...... .. , 400 
48 Bangor L1lJrary AssoCiatiOn . . . . . . . . Bangor, Mo......... 0 







C.&R.I 0 1101Freo.l ....... l4o01 o 1200 
400 I R. 0 0 Free. 500 0 ......... .. 
C .. &R 0 9 Sub . ....... 532 Yes . 800 
C. & I~. .. . . . . !J Free. 500 .... ..1.... .. .. .... 
Members for circulation. 




50 Bowdoin College Library ..... ..... . 
51 Bucksport Social Library_ ......... .. 
52 Gardiner Pnblic Library ........... . 
53 Hallowell Social Library ..... ...... . 
54 Mcch:mics' Library ............... .. 
55 Saco Athenrenm ...... ............ .. 
Brunswick, Me ..... 3, 550 500 2, 800 100 2, 100 C. & R. 
Bucksport-, Me ...... ------ ---- .. ----.. .. .. .. . . .. C. 
Gardiner, Me------- 0 0 0 0 ...... - C. 
Hallowell, Me------ 0 0 0 0 300 C. &R. 
Portland, Me....... 0 0 ...... 0 ...... C. &R. 
Saco, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . t 1 0 0 0 100 C. & R 
56 Skowhegan Library Association ... . 
57 Maryland State Library ...... .... . . 
58 The Library Company of the Balti-
more Bar. 
Skowhegan,Me ..... 0 0 0 0 ...... C.&R. 
Annapolis, Md...... 100 ...... 0 0 ...... R. 
Baltimore, Md ------ ...... ....... 305 0 0 R. 
5!J Maryland Institute Library ....... --~- ..... do ............ -~ 50 
60 Mercantile Library Association ........... do . .. .. .. .. .. .. 300 
6L Odtl Fellows' Liln·ary ..................... do ............. !-),000 







1. 500 I c. & R. 
1, 200 c. & R. 



















0 Sub ...... .. 










35 ..... 1 00 
200 0 50 
40 Yes. 2 00 
--- · ---- - 2 00 
48 Yes_ 2 00 
1:13 Yes. 3 00 
0 0 
2~0 0 15 00 
!J I Sub -~ 1, 800 ,2, 300 I 0 lato 5 
i~ ~~~e: ~~~-~~~- ~·.:~~- -~~~: ~-t·o-~-
10 Free. 2, 600 0 0 
Meml1ersbip of college. 
Payment of subscription. 
Do. 
No restrictions. 




Mem bcr of Baltimore bar. 
Membership. 
Payment of subscription. 
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63 I .A._mlwrst C?llego Library....... . . . . . Amherst, Muss - .. - - ~ ~· 600 ll, 700 12, 800 llOO 14• 000 I C. & R. 
6-1 L1hrary of Andover ThcologLCal .A.JHlover,Mass . ..... :l,OOO .. .... --···· .... 400 C.&R. 
Seminary. 
'Beverly Public Library . ............ Beverly, Mass...... 0 0 0 0 291 C. & R. 




66 Boston Public Library ...... . . ... .. .. ..... do ............ . 
67 Boston Young Men's Christian Union ..... . do 
68 Congregational Library . ........ . ......... do 
60 Library of the Boston Aibenreum .... ..... do .. 











C. &R.I o 
...... ...... ...... .... 50 C. &H.. Yes. 
............................ R . 0 
j: :~::: :::::: :::::: :: :: :::::: C-~-R. g 
torical Genealogical Society. 
~~ fi£~~~~~~:~~~?i:Jf~~ .. -~~-~-~-~x:·:·::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: :~i~~: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::c. 2:R. 
74 SocialLawLibrary . ...................... do ............. l,OOO 175 825 .... 62 C.&R. 
75 State Library_ ............................ do ............. 1, 000 0 1, 000 0 1, ~00 R. 
76 Treadwell Library, Massachusetts . ..... do .. .. .. • .. . . .. .. .................... 3, 300 R. 
General Hospital. 
77 Menick Pnblic Library ............. Brookfield, Mass ........................ -- ...... C. & R. 
78 Dana Library .......... . ............ Cambridge, Mass . .. 30 7 ...... ... . ...... U. 
79 llarvardUniversityLibrary .... .... ...... do ........................ . ... ...... ....... C.&R. 
80 Charlestown Public Library......... Charlestown, Mass.. 135 70 65 0 400 C. & R. 













0 Free. 340 
0 .. ..... ........ .. ..... .. ..... ...... . 
10 I Free.ll, 100 , .... .. , ... ... , ...... , ................ · ......... . 
0 ............................... . 
10 I Free. I ...... -~ 0 ~-- .. -- ~ 0 lg -~~~--. . ~·- ~~~ - ~·- ~~~ .. --~ ... ~. ~~ 
0 Sub. .. .. . .. 617 Yes. 5 00 
0 ~~reo .............. ...... .... .. 




10 Sub. 500 1,600 0 1 00 ...................... .... . 
10 Free. . . . . . . . 0 . . . • . • 1 00 >Mech'ic apprentices' only. 
0 Sub ........ 200 Yes. '1 00 .. .. ............... . 
0 Sub. .... ... 400 0 10 00 ¥embership. 
0 Free. .. .. .. . 0 . .. .. . 0 GooLl behavior. 
12 Free. 50 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • . Officers of hospital. 
9 Free. 800 ................ .. 
8 Sub. .. .. .. . 300 0 1 00 
0 ...... ...... 0 .......... .. 
9 Free. 3, 000 0 .. .. .. . .... . 
8 :Free. 1, 200 . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 
l'l Free. 850 ................ .. 
Free. . .. . . . . 0 . .. • • . .. .. .. 
Free . ....................... .. 
Good bebftvior. 
Subscription. 
Free for l 'Oference. 
Goorl behavior. 
Good beba.vior. 
Do. E i~~l~~~~:f~~if.t;~ ~::::::::~~~ : §!~i!~~[T~~~~~s~:~-: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: C. tR. 
1-:l Harvartl Public Librat-y ............. Hm·vurd, J\!ass.... .. 0 0 0 .. -- ...... C. & R. 
t6 Morlie & Son's Circulating Library.. Haverhill, hlass .. . .............................. P-& R . 
8 
....... 10 
Free. 80 ... ......... .... . . Good bebaYior. 



































87 Public Library A~sooiation ....... . 
88 Lancaster Town Library ........... . 
8!) Ln,wrenoe Free Public Library ..... . 
90 Middlesex Mechanics' Association .. 
!H Lrnn Free Public Library ......... . 
92 Millbury Town Library ... ..... ---- . 
Hinsdale>, Mass . . . . . 0 .. ... - . . . . . . . . . 200 
Lancaster, Mass ................... - . . . . . . 800 
Lawrence, Mass .... . ........... --- ... . .. --- .. 
Loweli,Mass ........ 427 7 429 0 1,717 
Lynn, Mass. . . . . . . . 250 25 225 .... 1, 200 






c. & R. 
931 Natick.TownLibrary .......... . .... l Natick,Mass. --- - - · ~ 1 1 11 0 I 0 1 300 ~C . &R. 
94 l\'cwBedfonlFreePublicLibrary. NewBeclforu,Mass 100 ------ 75 9 4,000 C.&R. 
95 Newburyport Public Library ........ Newburyport, Mass . ..... . ---- ... --- ...... 2, 000 C. & R. 
96 NcwtonAtllenreum .... ............. Newton,Mass ...... 2 1 1 0 50 C.&R. 
971 NorthamptonPublicLibrary ........ Northampton,Mnss I 200 
98 Northborough Free Liurnry ..... . ... Nortllborough, Mass 0 







300 I c. &R. 
0 50 c. &R. 
































Appleton Library ....... ------ ...... N'thBrookfield,Mass . - - - ... --- ........ .. .. ----- -
Oxford :FrcePublicLibrary ........ Oxford,Mass ........ 0 0 0 0 ----- -
PeabodyinstituteLibrary .......... Peabody,Mass ...... 140 ------ ...... ---- ... . . 
Philhps Free I>uulic Library. __ ..... Phillipston, Ma»s ...... . .. ---- - - ---- ........... . 
Berk~bir!'l Athe:rreum............... Pit_tsfiehl, Mass _... . 86 2 , 82 2 .... . . 
Publlc Library . ..... __ ...... . . .. . .. Qmncy, Mass .... .. .... - .. ------ -..... . . . . . .. . 
Essex Institute ................. . .. Salem, Mass-- - -·---· ~,050 500 1,500 50 3,500 
Peabody Academy of Sciences . . . . . . . .. . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 . -- --- . . . . . . . . . . 500 
.ArmsLibrary ...... . ............... SbelburneFalls,Mass 0 0 0 0 350 
City Library Association......... . .. Springfielu, Mo!tss .. . ... -.. 100 500 25 2, 500 
Jackson Library .. . ................. Stockbridge, Mass ....... . 
Swampscott. Town Library. . . . . . . . . . Swampscott, Mass .. . .. . 
Goodenow Library... .. ......... . .. . South Sudbury, Mass 0 
Taunton Public Liurary............ Tat!nton, Ma~s...... 17 
WaHbamPublicLibrar.v ........... Waltham, Mass..... 0 
WaylauclFreePublicLibrary ...... Wayland, Mass ..... 132 






























0 50 IC.&R. 
Weston Town Library .............. Weston, Mass . ...... 6 
West lloxbury Free Library....... . West Roxbury, Mass 1 
Williams College Liurar.v . .......... Williamstown, Mass 1, 400 
Wincbenclou Puulic Library . . . . . . . . Winchendon, Mass 0 
"Yin chester Library ............ . .. _ Winchester, Mass... 0 
Woburn Town Library ............. Woburn, Mass...... 0 
Free Public Library .... _____ ...... Worcester, Mass .... 1, 287 
Worcester District Medical Society .. __ .. do .. .. . .. .... . . 200 
Library. 
Worcester qo. Mecl~anics' Li~ru;y ........ do.......... . .. 11 
vYorcester Co. Horticultural Somety ...... do . ..... .... . .. 40 
Library. 
Albion College Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albion City, Micb.. 75 









400 I· ... 
1
1. 500 
0 0 500 
o I o 81!'1 10 12, 000 











2. oo.) I c. & R. 
40 I o 1, 000 C. &R 
15 I o I 200 R. 
R. 










































9 Sub. 96 0 1 00 Subscribers. 
Rcsiuence in town. 9 Free.! 259 
9 Free ....... 
9 Sub. 1, 048 
9 Free. 3, 000 
8 Free. 
100 1 Yes .,2 oo ~ - :M:~~b~~~hip~~-s~b~c;ip';{. 
0 ."Ja..... Good behavior. 
...... , ..... . .... ·.. Cit-izenship and good be-
9 Free. 2, 000 . .. .. . .. .. .. 
havior. 
Good behavior. 








0 Free. 5, 000 
9 Free. 200 50 I Yes .I 0 I. Sh;~e-h~i,i~~~- .. by .. ;~igbt, 
others by permission of 
71 Free., ...... -~-- .. --~-- .. --~-- ... -~ R~~~1~!~~si~ town. 
9 Free. 876 0 . ........... Good behav1or. 





~~~::1· --3oo·/·- ·o --~::::::I::::::/· :F,:e~-i~ ·;Il.· ·. · · · · · · ···· · · · · 
Free. 1, 200 .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . Good behaviOr. 
:Free. 550 .. . .. . .. .. .. __ ... . ........................ __ 
9 ··---· ................... ·-· - - - ........ . ................. . 
9 Free. .. .. .. . 0 . . . . .. .. .. .. Good bebavior. 
0 Sub . .... . . . 510 Yes. 3 Payment of dues. 
. .. . . . 15 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . Officers of academy. 
8 Free. . . . . . . . 150 0 8.10 Payment of annual fee of$1. 
9 (') ....... 1, 300 Yes. 1 Free for consultation; fees 
for use outside. 
0 Free. 475 0 . . • • . . 0 Good behavior. 
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J<'i ve cents a woek. 
9 Free. 500 0 .. . . .. .. .. .. Good behavior. 
9 Free. 1, 000 ........ ____ .. • . .. Hesidence. 
9 Free ............. c ...... ...... Do. 
9 Free. 191 0 . . ...... --.. No restrictions. 
9 Sub ....... . 190 Yes. 2 ............ . 
9 Free. 275 0 . . . . . . . . . . . Free to all. 
9 Free ................ ' ......... . .......... .. 
0 J<'ree. 112 . _ . . ......... . .......... __ ...•.. _ ....... _ ... _ •• 
0 Sub . 400 200 0 3 Connection with Gollege. 
9 Free. 650 .• __ .. . .. .. . . . .. .. Goou behavior; 
Free. 400 .. .. .. .. --.. .. . .. . Do. 
9 Free. .. .. .. .. -- .... --.. . . .. . . Resiclm1ce. 
9-,! Free. 5, 185 ........ --.. .. .. . . Good behavior. 
9 Free . .... -- . ·...... .. .. .. . .. . .. Resident physicians. 
91 Sub ·I 350 , ...... 
0 Sub ........ 
Free.l 75 
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D etroit Mechanicd' Soci<'tv . . . . . . . . . D etroit, Mich ....... , 0 
Public Library of City of 'Detroit .. . ...... do . ........... . 1, 759 
D etroi t Yonn l! l\Ion 's Society Lil.n·m·r . . .... do . .... . ..... . 
L adies' L ibrar·y Assol'iation . .. .. .. . Kalamazoo, Mich .. . 
Yonng- JUon 's Library .A1>sociation . . . .. ... tlo .. .... . ..... . 0 
JUinn csot::t ITi~lorical Society... . .... Saint Paul, Minn.... 257 
Sai ut Paul Libmr·y ... ............... . .. . .. do .. ___ ...... __ 10 
Mississippi State Lihrary ......... . Jackson , Miss . ..... . 10 
Sain t Charles Cathoiic Library . .... . Sa int Charles, Mo.. . 132 
Law Li brary .Association . . . . . . . . . . . Saint Louis, Mo .... . . -- .. 
Pnblic School Libr:try . ...... . .... .. ...... do .. .. . . .. . .. .. 800 
Saint L ouis M ercantil e Lihrar_y . .... . ..... <lo ............ . 5, 000 
Saint L ouis U ni\·crsi ty Library .... .. . . .. . do . ............ 5, 590 
N oln·aska State Library............. Lincoln City, Neb.. . 0 
K et chum Li.brar .v..... ............. . l3rist.ol, N.H ... __ ... 102 
Charlestown Social Library........ . CllarlcRtown, N. H . . 0 
Concortl Public Libra ry .. . . ......... Concord, N.H........ 0 
N ew Hampshire Historical Society's . ..... do . ........... . 
Library. 
State Library ...... . ............... .. ..... do . . .. .. . .. .. .. 200 
Juvenil e and Social Library . . . . . . . Dublin, N.H . .......... - .. 
Town L ibrary ...... .. .............. Exet er , N.H .......... .. 
F ranldin LibrnryA.ssociatiou _ .•. .. . Franklin, N.H.... .. 0 
IIolJis Social Library ... ......... .... IIolli~ . N.H .. ..... __ 0 
Man chrster City Library ... .... . .. . Man!' hest er , N . H .... .. 
Llbrm·y of Literary .A.11elphi......... Now lJa mpt.nn , N.H. 33 
.Portsmouth Athen roum . ............ Portsmouth, N. lL.. 100 
380 1, 335 22 l, 600 
- ·····- . .. . ··-·-
1 -- .. -- . . . 200 
0 0 0 900 
83 129 12 100 
0 ...... 0 -----
2 "'8 . . . . 175 
132 
150 650 ... . Ll ,OOO 
1, 000 -... - . - ... 1, 500 
1, 880 3, 684 26 J, 240 
0 0 0 15 
50 40 12 1, coo 
0 0 0 12 
0 0 0 0 


































































Free. 100 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 ••••• - 1- - ••• - ••• • •• • • • • 
.Free. 4, 000 
Snb ........ l, 17G Yes . $2 00 
Sub . ...... . 250 Yes. l 00 
Sub . 100 200 0 2 00 
Free. 3, COO . .. .. . . . .. .. . ••. _ 
Sub. ...... . 493 Yes. 3 00 
Free ....................... . 
Citizenship. 
Membership. 
Payment of dues. 
Do. 
Good behavior. 






Sub . 40 50 . .. .. . 1 00 I Payment of clues. 
Sub . . . . . . . 28li 0 10 00 MemberR of bar. 
Sub ........ 4, 900 0 4 00 Payment of dues. 
Sub ........ 3, 750 Yes. 5 00 Subscription. 
1.1 I Free.l 500 
0 Sub . 36 
9 Free. 752 
036 :; ~;:I: i: ~~:I. ~f~~~~~~~~~l:.- .. -.. -- .... 
...... 1 ............ Res1dence. 
0 Free .................... 
1 
..... . 
0 ]'ree. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 
8 Free. 1, 000 0 . . . . . . . ..... 
8{ Sub. . .. .. . . 41 Yes. 1 00 
0 Sub........ 100 Yes. 50 
9 Free. 900 ...... . ..... . tlf ... 
Payment of fees. 
. . Free. 400 .......... .. 
10 Sub ....... .. ..... . ..... I 7 00 · s-~b~~;;b~;~ ~~;; ;;;1:~;. ; · p~·-o: 



















































































Portsmouth M orcantile Liln·ary As- ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
sociation. 
Manufacturers' and Village Library . Somersworth, N.H.. 0 





0 I 800 I c. & R . 
0 ...... C.&R. 
Drew'.l.'heologicalSeminnr;yLibrary. Madison,N . .r ....... 1,000 400 600 .... 200 C.&R. 
New J ersey Historical Society ...... Newark, :N . .T . •..... 103 11 92 0 120 R. 
HertzogHallLilm:n-y ... .. .......... N ew.Bruuswick,N . .T ..•.. . ...... ...••. . .• . .••... R. 
YoungMen'sCuristiau.Association ....... do ............. 300 ............ -~-- .... .. C.&R. 
Library . 
l•'allsiugton Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trenton, N . .T . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • C. & R. 
Dudley 0\.JselTatul:Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Albany, N. Y . . . . . . . 600 50 550 2 800 R. 
StateLibrary ...... . ... ....... ..... .. ... .. do .......... ... ----------·-................ R. 
Young Men's Christian Association ... .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 0 20 0 50 C. & R. 
YoungMen'sAs:;ociation ..... ..... .. ..... do ... , .......... 100 ... ... ... ... ... . . ..... C. 
TheLongi:;landHistoricalSociety. Brookl_yn, N.Y...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... R. 
Youth'sFrce Lil.Jrary . ... ........... ...... do . ........... . 0 0 0 0 500 C.&R. 
Grosvenor Library.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo, N.Y........ 430 147 281 0 2, 722 R 
~~~~~n¥c~~~sn~~~~~~~~i~~::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::: ::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: : C.~_R. 
Flushing Library Association. .... .. Flushing, N.Y. .. .. . 6 0 6 0 250 C. & R. 
Wadsworth Library ... .... .... . .... Geneseo Village,N.Y . ........... . ..... 0 ... ... C. &R. 
Hamilton Theological Seminary . .... Hamilwn, N.Y..... ..... ... . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . R. 
Hornell Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horn ellsville, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 C. & R. 
Franklin Library Association...... . Hudson, N. Y . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 200 C. 
LibraryofAmericanBibleSociety .. N ewYork,N.Y .... ...... ...... .. . . . . ... . ...... R. 
Apprentices' Library ... ... .. ............. do ............. 100 10 90 0 ...... C.&R. 
.Astor Li_brarr . .......... : .. .- .. . . .. ....... do ............. 4~000 3, 000 30000 2500143000 
~~;c~~~~~~r~~~~~?. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~::::: ::::: :~~ ::::::::::::: 2;)~~~ ·- ·o · · · ··o · · · ii · · ·5oo 
Eclectic Library ..................... -.--.do ............ . 5, 000 100 4, 900 0 700 
NewYorkSocietyLilJrary ...... . .. .. .... . do ............. 10200 1,100 9,000 50 
U nion Theological Seminary . . . . .. . . . ..... do ...... ... .... 20000 10000 4, 000 500 
Washington Heights .... .. ...... ..... . .... do............. 26 8 18 0 8 
Young Men's Christian .Association .. . .. .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271 13 258 . . . . 459 
Oswego City Library ............... Oswego,N.Y ....... 249 141 138 .... 200 
Public School Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Roch ester Atbenreum and Meehan- Rochester, :N.Y..... 120 0 . . . . . . 0 150 
ics' .Association. 
Public School Ceutral Library ............ do............ . 0 0 0 0 600 
Rochester Theological Snminary ... . . ..... do . ........... . 4, 800 1, 000 3, 700 100 100 
Library of University of Rochester ...... do . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. _ 
Union College Librar.v .•............ Schenectady, N.Y ........ 1, 000 800 100 3, 000 
Central Libra ry .............. . . . . . . . Syracuse, N.Y...... 615 0 615 ........ . 
Y. M. C . .A. Library . . ......... . ......... do . .. ...................... . . ........ ... .. . 
Troy Young Men's .Association.. .. . Troy, N.Y...... . ... 100 40 60 1 1 000 
University Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chapel Hill, N.C .••. .••... 1, fJOO 200 .... 2' 000 
Society Libraries, Universit.yofN. C ....... do .....................•............ .' ... __ 
.AkrouLilJraryAssociation ... ... . , . Akron, Ohio........ 5 .......... ........... . 
Young Men's Christian Association Canton, Ohio ............. ... . .. .. _, . . . 






































8 Sub. ..... 
1 
,, I Y•• .
1
• ,, 
9 Sub. 0 7; 389. ~~~ y gs ~ ~~ n~;~~ t~- ~ii: 0 0 0 10 Sub. 
0 ~~e_- ... ~~~-1" "2i2.1"- ·o. T 2· ool M:~~iJ~~:shi:p:·. 0 
Sub.l 350 2 00 I Membership. 
... --- .. .. .. -.. --.. .. ...... -~ .... -.. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .... ---................ -
Freo. . . . . . . . . ............................. . .. ......... . .. . 
Sub. 500 950 Yes. 2 00 Mllmbership. 
Sub . 1, 000 1, 300 0 3 00 Do. 
Sub .. . . ... . 1,100 .. ............................... . : .... . 
0 JiJ:·ee ........ 1, 000 0 2 00 Minors free, adults sub'n. 
9 Free. 23, 301 0 . . . . . . 0 Good behavior. 
9 Sub . ... .... 2, 000 Yes. 3 00 Payment of clu'!s. 
9 Sub. ...... . ..... ...... . ..... Do. 
8~ Sub. 150 171 Yes. 2 00 Do. 
8t .Free. 78J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good behavior. 






















f) Sub. 150 200 Yes. 4 00 Subscription. 
0 ........... .. 
· A:i>v~~;;tic~-s- r~~~-;- · ~ti{e~~: 9 Sub. 7, 000 200 2 00 
subscription • 
0 Free. 28, 000 0 0 Good behavior. 
10 Sub 12,358 10413 Yes . 4 &5 Payment of dues. 
0 Free. 0 0 .................... ........ ............ ... .. . 
9 Sub. .. ........... 1,100 Yes . 6 00 . ........... . .............................. 
0 Sub. 1, 200 1,200 Yes . 15 00 Membership. 
0 Free. 250 ------ ------ ·----- Satisfactory recommend'n. 
10 Sub . 90 121 0 J 00 Payment of dues. 
10 Free. 600 Good behavior. 
9 Free. 5, 000 ·-- --- ------ ...... .... Do. 
...... Free . ·------ Teachers nnd pupils . 
9 Sub. 500 700 Yes 3 00 Payment of due.s. 
0 Free. 3, 500 1-•... -1- ••••. 1 .•.•• • 1 Residence. 
0 Free. 100 0 0 
0 Free. 250 ............................. . . ........ ...... . 
0 Free. 150 0 0 0 Member of college. 
8 Free .............. Yes .. ..... Residence in city. 
Free ................................. . ..................• 
8 Sub . ....... I, 400 Yes. 3 00 Payment of dues. 
0 ······ ···---- . ..... ·····- ·····- ·------·---· ---· 0 --· ••• • • --· 
···o·T ·st~-~~b :1::::: ~ :1:::~: :1 ·-y~; :1·3- oo·~-:M~~i>~-r~i;ip." · · -- ·- · · · · · ·· 
10 Sub. 2;) ............ 3 00 Payment of dues. 
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Conditions on wltic h use of 
































1 2 29 I 30 I 31 I 32 I 33 34 31> 1361 37 38 39 I 40 I 41 42 
l-l--l--l--l-l--l--1--1--l--l--------
P~tblicLi~rar.y . .. -:,..-··.-------------- Ciucinnati,Ohio .......... 300 6,obo .......... C.&R 
L1braryof SamtXavlerCollege ... . ..... . do......................................... R. 
Library of the Turner Society ............ do .......... _ .. 4, 200 .... _. 4, 200 0 1, 200 C. & R. 
YoungMen'sMercautileLibrary _ ......... do------------- .. . ......... ------ .... ...... C.&R. 
Circleville Lii.Jrary....... .. ........ . Circleville, Ohio ... _ ....... . ............. .. .. _ ... C. & R. 
Cleveland Public Library ........... Cleveland, Ohio .................. --- .. .......... C. & R. 
WcsternReservellistoricalSociety . ...... do ............. 24 10 12 0 ..•... R. 
~~~~g~;ai,~b~-~~~~!.·_·:::::::::::::::: £~\~~~~~~·&~~o_::.-:: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: C. !:·R. 
KenyonCollegeLibrary ............ Gambier,Ohio .. .......... 3CO -·---- .••. 300 It. 
Library of Demson University . . . . . Granville, Ohio ............. _ ........... _ ....... C. & R. 
Laue Free Library .................. Hamilton,Oilio ..... 75 ................ 275 R. 
Marietta Colle_ge ........... _ .... ___ . Mariet.ta, Ohio . __ ... 2, 000 1, 000 1, 000 25 1, 400 R. 
Young Men's Library ............... Norwalk, Ohio..... . 0 0 0 0 200 C. & R. 
Sidney Libmry Association ...... __ _ Sidney, Ohio . . .. . ... 0 0 . ... .... . ....... C. & R. 
Excelsior Library................... Springfield, Ohio._.. 150 75 ...... .. _.. 800 C. & R. 
SpringfiehlPublicLibrary ................ do ............. 0 ...... -----· .... 400 C.&R. 
Library Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Portland, Orcg __ .. _ _ 50 3 50 0 550 C. & R. 
Allegheny Pu I.Jlic School Library . _. Allegheny, Pa .. _. _. 2 0 . • . . . . 0 240 C. & R. 
Altoona Mechanics' Lii.Jrary, &c . . . . Altoona City, Pa .. _. 2 0 2 0 269 C. & R 
City - ~ibrary,y.M.C.A ............ Erie,_Pa ........... .. 1 0 0 0 300 C.&R. 
Fallsmgton Library Company .. _... Fallsmgton, Pa . ___ . 0 0 0 0 0 C. & R. 
Friends' Lii.Jra.ry and Reading-Room Germantown, Pa. _.. 240 0 242 0 490 C. & I{. 
Pennsylvania College Library....... Gettys burgh, Pa .. _ ... __ ..... __ .. . _ . .-...... ____ . C. & R. 
LiumryofTheologic:tlSeminary .......... do ............. 7,COO ...... 6,000 .... ...... R. 
Cassel 'sLibrary -------·-----------· Harleysville,Pa . ... . 2,000 ...... 2,000 ... . 400 R. 
State Library . ------· ............... Harrisburp;h, Pa .... 3, 000 ....... __ ........... _. R. 
Uniou :r-ibrary Com_Pn~y ........... Hatboroup;h,Pa..... 0 0 0 0 340 C. 
L ltw L1 brary AssoCiatiOn ..•.. ___ ... Lancaster. Pa ... _... 25 0 25 0 0 R. 
Mochnuios' Librar·y ...... --·- .. : .... ____ .:do __ · _____ ------ 40 ------ ------ . _ __ 170 C. & R. 
Yes .110 I Free .. .... .. . 
·-y~;: .. 9. ·s~~b': :~::::: ··-o-- :::::: :::::: -:M:~~i>~~~b'iP"." ·---·---··---
Yes. 10 Sub ........ 2, 750 Yes. $5 00 Payment of dues. 
··:::: ··-· ':F~-~~-- ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ________ _ 
0 0 Sub . . . . . . . . . ... _ . . . . . . . 5 00 ... ... _ . _ ............. _ .... . 
0 9 Free.-----·. 0 .•.•.. ------ Good behavior. 
0 0 Free. 400 ------ .......•..•. Membership of college. 
..... _ .. Free .... _._ ........ ___ .. ------ Do. 
0 0 Free. 175 ------ ...... ---·-- Connection with Univer'y. 



















·s;b': ~--35o- --35o- ·-y~;· ·3-oo- --·--- ---- -·------ ----------
sub . ----- -· 70 Yes. 4 00 Paymentofdues. 
··- --- ----- -- -----· 0 ·----- ----------·-----------------
Free.·------ ............ ------ ------------············----
Sub. 1,000 350 Yes. 12 00 Paymentofducs. 
§~~e: ··· i2o· ---i~o- ·-y~;: · 3· oo· -~~~i·d-~~~~-i~ ~~~:: .. ___ . __ _ 
Sub. 700 700 Yes. 3 00 Membership. 
Sub. 30 30 Yes. 1 00 Payment of dues. 
Free. 263 .. _ .... __ •.. . . • • . . Free to all. 
Free. 160 . _ ... _ ..•.• _ .. - •. - ................ ---. -- . ---- -
:E'ree. 50 .......... _. _..... Connection with seminary. 
Free........ 0 .•.... 0 Good behavior. 
Free ........ ...... ------------······---------------------· 
Sub.-----·. 130 Yes. 1 50 ........... ----------------
Sub. llO llO 0 5 00 Membership. 


















































































Meadville City Librn.ry............. Meadville, Pa ...•........ -~- ............•.. , ..... . 
Philo-Franklin Society Library ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
Meadv!lle T~eolo_gical Sc~1ool Library ...... do ............................ ..... . ·1· .... . 
Moravian H1stoncal Socwty ........ Nazareth, Pa... . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
N_orristown Librar.v Comp~ny . ... . . Nonistow1!, Pa . .. ........ 
1 
...... .. ........ ·····; 
Library of the Academy of Natural Phtladelplua, Pa . ......................... 22,69::! 
Sciences. · 
Apprentices' Library Company .... . ...... do .................. . 
Baptist Historir.al Society ................ do . . .. .. . . . . . . . 81 11 16 54 0 
l3rotherhea<1 Library . . .................... do ............. 4, 000 50 4, 000 0 200 
flfJ~~~g~ig~lP~~~~~~~~~~~~~: :::::J~ ::::::::::::: ~.:~~~: :::::: :::::: :::: i~;~~ri 
Moyamensmg L1terary Institute ... . ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 · 0 0 0 0 































!) Sub. ........... . 
10 Free. 25 
0 Free. 50 
0 ............ 
0 Sub. 
0 Free. ............ 
9 Sub. 2, 269 
150 





0 1 00 
0 1 00 
Yes. 0 00 
Yes. 4 00 
. ......... ... ....... 
...... 1 2 00 
Pnyment of dues. 
Membership. 
Good b ehavior, 
. r~:V~~~t-~i <i~;e-; .......... . 
M embership, and introduc-
tion by members. 
Free to young persons 
making their own living. 
0 Free ........................................... . ..... . ... . 
9 Sub . ....... 1, 500 ...... 5 00 Payment of dues. 
10 Free ................ , ........ . ................... .. ...... ~ 
0 Sub . . . . . . . . 969 . . . . . . 5 00 To stockholders only. 
10 Sub ........ 11,500 Yes 6 00 ........................... . 
9 Free. 1, 417 0 0 0 Good behavior. 
0 Sub ...... .. ... ............... Membership of society. 
0 Sub . . .. .. . . . .. .. . 0 3 00 Students orpbysi.cians, and 
pay111ent of <lues. 
Southwark Library ....................... do ..... ... ................. . ............... C. & R. 0 10 Sub . 500 150 Yes . 2 00 Payment of dues. 
W est Philadelphia Institute .............. do ........................ - ......... . ...... C. & R . 0 9 Sub. 182 200 0 3 00 Do. 
Y. M. C. A. Library ..... .................. do............. 0 0 0 0 346 C. & R. 0 10 Sub. 1, ::!17 2, 734 Y es. 2 00 MemlJership. 
The.A.themeumofPhiladelphia ........... do ......................................... C.&R 0 10 SuiJ . ....... 320 0 5 00 Do. 
Carpenters' Company of Philadelphia ...... do .. .. .. . . .. . .. 24 0 24 0 ...... C. & R. 0 0 Free. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . Do. 
Young Men's Mercantile Lillrary ... Pittsburgh, Pa...... 12 5 7 .... 809 C. &R. 0 10 Sub ........ l, 210 0 4 00 Do. 
Youn~ Men's C. A. Library ......... J3ristol, R I......... 1 .... -- 1 .......... C. & R. 0 !lt Sub. . .. .. . . 221 0 1 00 Paymeut of dues. 
East u-reenwich Free Lillrarv . . . . . . East Greenwich, R.I .. .. -- .. ----. 10 0 ...••. C. & R 0 9 I•'ree. 500 ........... ·J·..... Frco to all. 
Foster-Manton Library ..... : ....... FosterCeutre,R.I.. 20 ..... -................. C.&R. 0 0 Sub. 800 ..... . Yes. 100 .................. .... .... .. 
Kingston Library.... . .............. Kingston, R. I ........... - ..... - -..... . ......... C. & R. . .......................... . 




Pay;:r.ent of dues. 
Free to all. P eople's Lillrary.. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. N ewport, R.I... .. .. . .. .. . 0 . .. .. . 0 .. .. .. C. & R 0 9 Free. 1, 500 0 
Redwood LiiJrar~ anrl Athemeum . .... ... . do ........................................ C.&. R. 0 9 ... ................ . ............ . ......................... . 
Slatersville Reading-Room & Library North Smithfieltl,R.I . -- ·-- -----. --... . . . . 12 C. & R. 0 9 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Goofl behavior. 
P awtucket Library Association ...... Pawtucket-, R I. .. . 2 0 0 0 ...... C. & R. 0 9 SniJ. 1, 3::!0 260 Yes . 2 00 Payment of dues. 
Brown University Library.......... Providence, R.I. ... . 20,000 ... ·- ................. C. & R. 0 0 Free .. ... .. .......... .... · ..... :Free for students. 
Franklin L:vccuu:i ... .... : ................. do............. 10 0 10 0 500 C. 0 9 Sub........ 850 Yes . 3 00 Membership. 
State Law Librar.v ........... .. ...... ..... do . .. . .. .. . . .. . 51 3 48 0 0 l{. 0 0 J!'ree. . . . . . . . u 0 0 ........................... . 
Association of M echanics and Man- ...... do............. 0 0 0 0 750 C. &R. 0 9 Sub. 800 800 Yes. 2 00 Payment of dues. 
ufr.cturers. 
Providence Athenamm ................... do ......................................... C. &R. 0 
Library of the Union for Christian ...... do . . .. .. .. . .. . . 0 ·.... . 0 0 . ..... ·C. & R 0 
Work. 
Harris Institute Library ............ Woonsocket, R. L... ..... . . ..... . .. ... . .. . 500 C. & R. 
Charleston Lillrary Society .. . .. .. . . Charleston, S. C .... . ...... . ... -. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . C. & R. 





9 I Free ........ . 
Sub . . .... .. 
Free ....... . 
Free ....... . Theolog ical Seminary .. ... ................ do .............. -- .. - .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . R. .. .. .. 
Library of University of South Car- . ..... do ....................... -- . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . C. & R. 0 0 
olin a. 
Free . ...... . 
654 
70 
Yes. l 5 00 Shareholders. 
Good behavior. 
Yes .I· 6 · 00 ·'.-. · · · · ... · · · · · · Membership. 
·-· ---·-------· -------· 
...... , Students. 
g~i~!~~it~u~~a ~~~~;rlg~i~~it{l~~i· ~t~rl~;~~o;,e~t :::::: :::::: . ::::: :::::: :::: :::::: C.~ R. g g -~~~-: ::::::: :::::: ... 0 ... ~~-~~- :::: ::~::~ :::~ ~: :::::::::::: 
State .Library:·--;--···-- ........... Nashville, Tenn................................. R. . ..... ·---~ Free ......... l ...... ~ .. ----~·- ..... 
1 
. .............. . ..... ..... .. 
Colleg-e. 




















































TAnr.E XIV.-Siatistics of libm1·ies for 18i2; from 1·eplies to inqni1·ies by the DnUecl States Btwea·u of E~ucat-ion-Coutinued. 
Location. 
~ -+'> E:d ~ 6 ..... ~ 
<V <V ~ ~ 
<V ..., '<.) "00 a) -~ 0 o<.:> ·c ~ . >=Ia) <'J~ s-:: 0 ..... 
~ ~L ~U} 0 .s ~f) "i~ -~ ai rn.,; SEn rt:Jp s~ "-'I::Jl o:>"' p;: 
s~ sfn s~ .-<<'J pO 
o~ o:se<S E§ 0~ C)li= ":~ ..... - ~ ~1 0 .-< ~; .-o t.-C<S 'S~ 'Sfc ~-~ ~.$ om 0~-:--... 
a~ $~3 1il 1il OJ~ ..::> ..co ..::> ..c 
8 a sa0 a 8 ::s ::3 ::3~ .. ::s ::3 z z z 12< z 
Nnmo. 
-- -- -- - --
1 2 29 30 31 32 33 
---- - - -
Middle~nry College .................. Middlcb!uy, Vt ..... 1, .300 L, 00~ 58~ ... -~ 1, 000 
Stn,te I.1bmry ................. .. .... MontpelleJ', Vt...... 200 2;> 17;> 0 100 
Poabod;vJ.ibmry..... .............. PostMillsVillage,Vt 0 0 0 0 JOO 
Saint .Tohnsbmy A.thenrcum ........ Saint .Tohnsbnry,Vt. 0 .... .. .. . .. . .. .. 900 
Alexandria Lil>rary .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. A.lexaudria, Va ......................... . 
Emory auu lienry College ......... .. Emory, Va.·......... 120 70 40 10 ..... . 
fr~~~~(lli~~~~l~~~i~~s~~-i;.;~;y:::::::: ri'~~~~ile~~v~'tt_~·- "!'.~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: 
PctcrsbnrghLibrnryAssociation .... Potersbur~h, Va .... ___ , __ ............ 0 .. .. 
University of Virginia .............. University of Va .... 7, 300 2, 045 2, 150 21 10,7!)4 
Young Men's .Association ...... -. ... . ,Janesville, \Vis.... . .................. . ... 74 
Seminary of Saint Francis .......... Lake, Wis . ......... 5, 000 2, 000 3, 000 ........ .. 
Stato Historical Society............. Madison, Wis ....... 6, 000 .... ................ . 
GeorgetownCollego ................ Georgetown, D.C ... 20,000 LO,OOO 9,080 20 3,000 
~~~~~~i~~r~~~~-~~~s_s_ :::::: :::: : ~ : : : : _ :~-~~ldi~~~~~~ -~: ~: :: :::: : : :::::: ::: ::: : : : : ::::: ~ 
Signnl-Ofiica United States .Army ... ...... do .. .. .. . .. .. .. 500 0 150 1 1, 600 
D epartment of tho Interior .......... ... ... do .. .. .. .. .. . .. 500 1 449 0 835 
Department of Agriculture ............... do .. .. .. . .. .. .. 500 .......... . 
Pateut-Offico Library ..................... do .. ...... ..... 10,000 10 9, 900 
Bureau of Statistics .......... ............ do . .. . .. . . .. .. . 300 0 300 
11,000 
]!)0 
-l, 000 ~~~~~~G~~n~~~l~sLd}fr~~~ :::: : ::::: ~ : ::::::l~:::::::: :::: : ~~-~~~- :::::: :::::: 
Uuitod States Naval Ouserv'y Lib'y .. ..... <lo ........... . . 4, 000 100 3, 000 j 10 j5, 500 
~~¥::~~~fn~cf~c~~~~~ - ~i-~~~~~: :::::: ::::~ :~~:::::::: :::: : "35o· ........... · -- .. 
Washington City Library .. _ .............. do . . .... : . .. .. . 100 
Howard University . ...................... do . .. .. .. .. .. . 500 











~ ~ ~ .s ;a t> ee ~ ~ <t> "' d bO • ..... 0 ::l ... $ ... '0 ~ .... ..... d .. s Wcl) a5 <V 2: ,.c::l Pi» ... ><: 0. "d bO o:> o:> 
~ -~ ~ rno:> ~ 
~ 
~ :3 c::..:l rn. 0 ~t "' ~ o-"' ...-rn ].§ I Conditions on which use of U} g ,.:l<l:> .S< rn c~ CJ.:.:: ..,ce I» !::IJ ~-~ ..:l 0 ... ce -~ ~ iii ·.:'§ t; ~ l.1 brary is gran ted. "d ..::> l=l 1l 'S.g -~~ rn.-bl) ::s 0 ..... ..::> 
:§ :n 0 g 0 o:> ~ 
I=: ..... ~~ ... ..::> C<S 0 0 ... $~ ~ 'i=: o; '3 0 s 0 ::3 ~ ... <t> s..c en ~ o:> ::: ;::l 0 £ . p ::s ..c ~ u 0.. ::: 0 P:l z z r:J1 ~ 
----- - ------- ----
34 3a 36 37 38 39 40 Lll I 42 
----- - -- --- --
C. & R. 0 0 ......... _. _. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. St-m1cnts and graduates. 
R. 0 10 Free. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . Free to all. 
C. & R. 0 9 Sub 300 300 Yes . ;flO 35 Payment of dues. 
C. & R 0 9 Free. 1, 300 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Good behavior. 
C. 0 9 Sub. 250 250 Yes. 3 00 Payment of dues. 
C. & R. 0 . . .. .. .. .. 2~; 0 . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. Stnuents and faculty. 
C. & H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... .. -· ...... . 
C. & R. 0 0 .. .. .. 65 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Studei.tts an<l faculty. 
C. 0 8 Sub . ...... _ ...... Yes. 6 00 Payment of uues . . 
C. & R. 0 0 Free. 470 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . M om bership of college. 
C. & R 0 10 Sui> . . . . . . . . 175 Yes. 3 00 Payment of dues. 
It. . .......... .. ................. .... ........................ ....... .. 
R. 0 9 Free. 28, 010 0 . .. . .. .. . . .. Good behavior. 
R. Yes. 0 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Permission coiL authorit's. 
R. 0 0 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _ . . • 
~: :::::: :::: :::::: :: :::: · :::::: :::::: :::: :~ ~~~~rns1iO::~~fike. 
C. & n. 0 0 Free. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 0 Employes of Lho Dep't. 
C.&R .............................. -·· ··· -···· · -·· ···- ··················-· 
R. 0 0 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. _ ........... . 
R. 0 0 Free ........ ......... ............ . ............ .... ...... . 
C. & R. o 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
R. 0 0 Free. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. Free to all. 
R. 0 0 Free. 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
R. 0 0 Free. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Permission Sec'y of State. 
R. 0 0 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ............ -.... -. - .. 
C.&R. Yes. 10 Sub ........ 400 Yee. 3 00 Paymentofdues. 
C. & R. 0 0 Free. 150 .................. Member of univer!'ity. 
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I 1 I 2 14:J IL141451461~1 48 149150151! 52 1 531;)4 1 551~1 ;)7' I ;)8 
Little Rock Mercantile Library ____ -I Little Rock, Ark ___ _ 1 l l-4 50 20 1 ...... 1 0 75 I 25 0 
2 Oud-Fellows' Library------- ___ -- ___ Petaluma City, CaL - _- -. 2 2 50 ______ .. __ .. ___ . __ .. _ _ _ _ 1 0 
3 California State Library _- ___ - - . _ _ _ _ Sacramento, CaL. ___ --- - --- . -- -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 
4 Mechanics' Institute Library - _ _ _ _ _ _ San F1·ancisco, Cal _ _ 0 2 2 L, 500 700 2, 000 15 55 30 1 t l 




6 Odd-Fellows' Library ------ - ------ -- . -----do - ___ -- ___ - - _- ---- 2 2-3 l, 250 700 _ _ _ _ _ _ 20 55 25 1 t 1 I 0 
7 '\Voodwonl's GardensLibrary .......... . . do----------------- 0 ---------- ------ ~ ------ ---· ____ ..... n 0 
8 YonngMen'sChristianAssbeiation .... .. . do------------- 0 2 4 ------ 100 ------ .... GO 15 1 0 
9 Sacramento Library Association.--- Racramento, CaL ._ .. 0 1 2 120 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 80 20 1 0 
10 Douglas Library ____ ---------- ------ Canaan, Conn _ ------ 0 4-8 8 ____ __ ______ . _____ _____________ __ _ 
11 Danbur.v Library ___ ---------------- Danbury, Conn -- --- 12 3 2 230 0 0 50 50 
12 Theological Institute Library _----- Hartford, Conn ---- - - -- . G 3 
13 Trinit_yCollegeLibrary .. _____ _____ _ ...... do-------·----- ... . 2 2 
14 \Vatkinson LibraryofReference .......... <1o ------------- 15 0 0 
15 Bill Library ___________ _ ------- ----- Led_yard, Conn . ____ _ 0 1 3 
16 Library of Wesleyan University ___ . Mi<1dletowu, Conn -_ -- -. 2 2 
17 New Britain Institnte ------ ------ New Britain. Conn .. 16 1 2 






15 1. ---- ·j 0 115 ----- - 0 
0 0 50 
50 75 0 
200 
19 Ot-is LibrarY------------·---------- - Norwich,Conn ..... . 0 1 2 
20 Silas Bronson Library______________ Waterbury, Conn _- _ 0 1 2 1, 200 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 
15 85 0 
0 . ~ ... 0 
0 
10 75 0 
--- ---- 0 
---- ..... 
1 
55 20 1 









































Committee on uooks and tiona- Yes. 
tions. 
Trustees----------------------- Yes. Librarian_---- ___________ ___ ____ Yes. 
______ do_ ------ ------------------ Yes. 
--- ------- ------------------·---- - Yes. 
Committee aud librarian._. _____ Yel-l. 
Proprietor _____________________ _ 
General secretary and librarian ~ 
Committee ... -------- - ---- ······1 Yes. 
Librarian--·------------------- Yes. 
Committee---------------_·-- ___ Yes. 
-c'o'~-r~ittee -~~d- iit~~i-i~~:::::::: ·-ye;: 
Librarian_----- ____ -- ___________ Yes . The founder ____________________ Yes. Librarian _____ - _________________ Yes. 
Chairman of committee ________ Yes. 
-- ----·-------- --- ---------------· 
·-------- --··-----··------------- · Yes. 
Library committee. ___ ·---- - ___ . Yes. 
21 Wilmington Institute ___ . ______ __ - ~ Wilmington, DeL- - 15 2 4 500 30J 150 20 
~~ ~r~~'t-~~~fit~l;l~;::r:::::::~:::~~-- ±i!~~~~hfa::::::::: --o-· --2- --2- --4oo- --iloj- :::::: :::· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: -i~~-~~-ii;;~~ i~c1ie8::::::::~~~~: Yes. 
24 Bel_letvl,lleL~abengerbunll and L1b.So- Bellevllle,llL ....... 0 (~) 1 200 -----· -- ---- 30 110 11G I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 \ ______ \Librarian---------·---·--------~ Yes. 
· ----- ...... llo ----·-----·---·---·------ Yes. 
me y s 1 rary. 
25 IllinoisindustriolUniversityLibraryl Champaign, Ill _____ 15 0 
26 F~ee ~ibrur~7 of Chicago _: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Chicago, Ill ____ .. __________ _ 
27 L1brmy of the Presbyterian Tlleo- ______ do-----··---------- ---· 
logical Seminary of the Northwest. 
(a) Volumes of drawings and specifications. 
4, 500 •••••• 14, 500 I• •• •I• • • •I• • • • 
*No limit-. 
___ , 0 t1 0 
t Abridgment. 
Regent and librarian .. ----------·------
Librarian . --- __ ·-- -·--
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;::::l <U 
1D 1D ~ Percentages "2 ~ l'i 
~~ 'S h .o ~ of books Sets of pat. ~ ...... S 
J:::o _, "' ~ 8i borrowed. ents. ·;:; · ~ ~ c.O 
l'l ~ ~::, • • ;;~ s~ '"'o:> ......... 
~;::1 ~.,0 Q a 8.-: .:g g 0~ .ol'l 
~~~~ '; p:; _. ~A1>'2 '0 .... Who purchase books for the ~:~ S<»· 
~ ~ ~ ~ . S5 • g~ ~ ~ -<tl ...... :: library 1 : g ~ 
<P~ <P] ~ a5 S.§ -~ :g ~ 'S e o§. ~.8~ ~~ ~IJgE ~ ~~ -:.2 ro ~ rod 8~ fD tt ~r:::l)..j 
~~ & ~c; ~ ;;:: 'P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g s~ i;§ 
1> 
0 ~ o ce ~ .,;ll ~ l'l -~ 2: :::~ ::~.o 0~ .... ~~ ~ ~ z...., ~ ~ 1-:> l':'l 0 P ~ ~ Z Z;8 .!;J-:1~ 
2 
I I 1-,_,_, __ , __ , __ , __ ,_, _ ,_,_1- 1-1--1 1-
431 4A 145 I 46 I 47 I 48 149 1 ;JO I ;Jl/ ;')2 / 53 / 5 1  I ;Jri I ;')6 1 ;JS 1---------------!---------1-,_,_, __ , __ , __ ,_,_,_,_,_,_,_l--1 1--
28 Youo:.; Men's Christian .Association I CIIicago, Ill ........ . ... .. 
ii7' 
Libr:w.v. 
29 Mercantile Library ........... .... .. 
30 Qninc.r Library .. .... ....... . . ..... . 
31 ·wabash Colle~~ Liln·ary ...... . .... . 
32 \VIIitcomb Couego Circulating Li-
brary. 
33 Indiaua State Library .. ... ... .... . . 
34 Madison Library Association ...... . 
:l5 Library ofNotroDamo . ........... . 
36 'rho Public L ibrary of Burlington .. 
37 Iowa State Lihrar.v . .............. .. 
38 J"cft"crson Cuuoty Library Associat'n. 
2 ............ .. 
Peoria, TIL ........ "I 0 I 21 a Qnincy,Ill .. ... ..... 0 2 2 
Cra\', fonlsvillc. Ind . ........... . 
Grocncastlo, Iud.... . . . . 2 2 




Madison, Ind . . . . . . . 0 2 
Notre Dame, Ind __ _ .... * 
Burlington, Iowa. ... . . . 1 
Des Moines, Iowa. . . . . . . 2 








10 I 70 I 20 
15 66 19 
o r 15 
1 
80 















0 1·- .. 1 ...... , Book committee. 
0 0 HO Directors ....... 
Yes. 






··- ·· -·---- ·---- ------------- - .................................. . .. 
12 1 ...... 1 Librarian ...... 
0 1 ...... \ ...... do ......................... l .... .. 
0 ....................................... Yes. 
0 .. . .. . Chief librarian . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 0 
0 ...... Library committee ............. Yes. 
0 ...... Ex. committee .............. --- Yes. 





17 . ........... . .... , .. ..... , ...... , ...... , ... ... , ...... , ..... , ...... , ..... . 
40 Keokuk Libmry .Association ....... . 
4L Kansas State Library ...... ....... .. 
42 Krntucky State Library .... .... .. .. 
43 Louisville La.w Library ............ . 
44 Louisville Library Association .... . . 
45 Fisk F1·pe Library of tho New 
Keokuk, Iowa, . .. .. . 0 2 
Topeka. Km1s ....... _ .. - 0 
Fnt11kfort, Ky ............ . 
Louisville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . * 
.. .. .. do ... ......... 14 1 
Now Orleans, La... . 0 0 
Orleans JUccl.mnics' Society. 
46 New orleans Y. M. c. A. · ----·- --·- ·r··· - -·do ... ......... . 
47 Maine State Liurary ............ ... . Augusta, Mo .. - .. .. . 
1
.- ·. 
48 Bangor Lihrn.ry Association . . . . . . . . Bangor, Me......... 0 






50 Bowdoin Collrgo Librarv ... ... .. . . . 
51 Bucl,sport Social Librm;y ...... . ... . 
52 Gnrtlincr Public Library .......... .. 
5:1 IInllowoll ~ooinl Librar\• .... ....... . 
5·1 1\fcchnnit·fl' Library ... : ............ . 
55 ~nco .A Lhcnn:um .................. .. 
Brunswick, Me ..... 
1 
.... 
Bucksport. Me . . . . . . _ .. 
Gardiner, Mo. . . . . . . . 0 
Hallowell, Mo. ..... . 0 
Portland, Me . . . . . . . 0 

































.. .. . .... ... ... 0 











. _ . . 
1
100 
t 66 34 




ao ... .......... . 
--~-~--~ r 1, i~g- :::::: :::::: "33" "66" "7' 01 
0 .. .... .... .... . .. . 0 
300 .. . . . . . . .. .. 20 40 20 1 

































Directors ............. .. ........ . .. . . . 
Librarian ........................... . 
President .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 
Committee of five .. . .. .. .. .. . .. Yes. 
Library committee . ............ Yes. 
0 I 0 I 0 1 .................. . 
0 . ......... Librarian ...... .. 




Yes. Committee ...... . 
0 1 . . .. .... . Fa<'u~ty ....................... . 
0 Cowuuttee ...... ....... .. ... ... 
0 0 
















































































Skowhegan Libmry Association . . . . Skowbe~an, Me . .... 0 2 3 100 
Mary1am1 State Library....... . . . . . . Annapolis, Mel...... 16 8 2 ... __ .. _ ... _ ........ _. 









0 , ...... , .••....••..•.....•..•.••..•.••••• Yes. 
0 
Yes. The Library Company of tbe Balti- Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . * * ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . o moro Bar'. 
0 
0 0 
Committee ...... . ....... ....•.. 
Librarian 
Maryland Instit.uteLibrary ............... do ........... .. 0 2 2 1,000 1,000 1,000 40 40 20 1 
:lleroantilo Library Association . . ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 2 1 600 1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . '75 22 1 
~~~\~3~0r~~~ft'~~~a?::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: i~ --~- i :::::: ::::::::::::··a· ·ii. -~5- l 
AmlwrstCollegeLibrary ............ Amberst.,Mass .......... 3 4 216 80 175 0 1-6 5-6 o 







0 . • . . . . .. .. Committee ............... ······1 Yes. 
0 1 300 Librarian . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . 0 
0 0 . . . . . . Directors ........... .. .......... Yes. 
1 .... 1, 000 Provost and librarian ........... Yes. 
0 2 . ... .. Library committee ............. Yes. 
0 
Seminary. . . 
Beverly Pubhc Library............. Beverly, Mass . . . . . . 14 1 3 256 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 62 38 0 0 o 
American Academy of Arts and Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . 6 13 . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . 0 0 100 0 0 o 
Sciences. 
Boston Public Library .................... do . ............ 14 2 2 9, 000 . . . . . . 675 . (55) 45 1 1 1 
Boston YoungMen'sCbristian Union ...... do ...... ..... . . 14 1 2 300 2, 000 . .. . . . 5 70 25 0 o o 
Congregational Library . .. ................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Librm·y of tho Boston Athenreum ..... . ... do........ . . . . 0 4 4 550 . ..... ...... 0 50 50 o o o 
Librarv of the New England His- ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . o o o 
torio'itl Genealogical Society. . 
Library of theY. M. C. A ................ do..... .... .. . 0 1 2 25 ...••. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Mechanic Apprentices' Library ........... do ... . ......... t21 2 2 . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . (6 0) 40 0 
Roxbury Athenroum . ..................... do . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0 3 2 180 . ... . . . . . . . . o 60 40 o 
Social Law Library ................ . ...... do . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0 2 1-7 . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 





















Merrick Public Library. . . . . . . . .. . . . Brookfield, Mass . . . . 14 1 2 167 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o o o o 
~:~~a~:Nr~Gr-e"I:sit.;;iibr~iy:::::::: .?.~~-~r~d~~~-~~~~:::: g ~ ~ - -~~~- :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: --~- g g g 
Charlestown Pnblic Library. . ....... Charlestown, Mass.. 16 1 2 1, 362 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 75 25 o o o o 
Peabody Library, (branch).......... Danvers, Mass . . . . . . 15 1 2 300 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 65 35 0 o .............. . 
~eabocl_y Libra~·y:................... Georgetown, Mass . . 12 1 4 250 . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 34 33 0 0 0 0 I· .... . 
30 
~1~~!~~~1t?t!~~~::::::::::::: ~~~~l:fl~:~~:::: H ~ ~ - --~r :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :~: :::::::::::::::::: 
M0rse & Son's Circulating Library .. Haverhill, Mass.... . . . . . 1 2 100 .. .. . . ...... 10 . . . . . . . . o o o o · ··o 
Public Librar_y .Association . . . . . . . . . Hinsdale, Mass. . . . . 12 1 2 50 6 . . . . . . 50 30 20 0 o 0 0 ..... . 
Lancaster Town Library.. ... . . . . . . . _Lancaster, Mass..... 14 3 3 171 . . . • . . . . . . . . (6 4) 36 0 0 o o 18 
Lawrence Free Public Library...... Lawrence, Mass . . . . 14 3 2 2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-3 
Middlesex Mechanics' Associat-ion.. Lowell, Mass.... . .. . 0 1 2 350 13 .......... :::: : : :: · · i · · ·a· · · ·o· · · ·o· · · · · · · · 
Lyun Free Public Library ......... . Lynn, :Mass .. . ..... . 14 1 2 1, 100 70 HiO 0 67 33 1 0 0 0 
Millbury Town Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . Millbnry, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 75 5 0 0 0 o 
Natick Town Library ...... ........ . Natick, Mass .... ... 14 1 4 ........ .... ...... 40 50 10 0 o o o 
New Bedford Free Public Library .. Now Bedford, Mass 16 1 2 1, 000 . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 o o 
N cwburyport Public Library........ Now bury port, Mass. 16 1 2 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . :13 50 . . . . 1 o o o 
Newton Athemeum .... ... .. .... .... Newton, Mass... .. 0 I 4 85 0 0 33 33 13 0 o o o 
Northampton Pnhlic Library ....... Northampton, Mass. 12 1 2 300 ............ 25 50 25 1 0 o 











Trustees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 
Librarian ...................... Yes. 
Faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Yes. 
Librarian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y cs. 
Library committee ............. Yes. 
Committee. . .................. Yes. 
. ;,·T·J~g~;,~ ~:: ~ ~: ·::::::.: ~:: :::::: "ii~.". 
Committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y os. · 
Library committee . . ......•.... 
Directors .. ... . ........... .. ... . 
Librarian and committee .•..... 
Trustees .. .................... . 
Library committee ........... . 
Superintendent and librarian . . . 
Committee ................ . ... . 
Committee of t-hree ......... .. . 
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Who purchase books for the 
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-
44 l4al 46 
-1--l--l--l--l-1-1-1-l-:--l-l--l-------------
47 1 48 149 I 5o 151.1 aZ 153 1 a4 15a ;)6 a7 















o~o !j .,..o,;, 
;)8 
2 500 (610) 99 I North Bridgewater Public Library .. North Bridgewater, 15 
Mass. 



























126 2 2 
Appleton Library.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . N'th Bt·oo kfield,Mass . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. Librarian ..................... .. 
OxforclFroePublioLil>rary ... ...... O:s:ford,hlass ... ..... 15 1 3 125 0 0 33 25 13 0 0 0 0 ...... Librarycommittec ............. IYes. 
Po~b?clY Institute !-ib~ary .. .. .. .. .. Pe~b?dy, Mass .. .. .. 15 1 2 9~q .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 0 0 .. .. .. 9,ommittee .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . Yes. 
PhJlbp~ Free Public Library....... P~:nlhpston, Mass ... 10 1 4 l1a .. .. .. .. .. .. 33 .... 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 .... :. Iho selectmen ................. Yes. 
Borkshiro Athenreum...... . . . . . . . . . P1ttsfield, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 0 1;:~ . _ ... __ ............. . 
~~~~~01~~~[~{;;:::::~~:::::::::::::: ~Se~~M~:~_::::::: -~~- ~ ; ~·-~~~- ---~~- :::::: :::: :::: :::. ·ii. ·ii- ·o· .. i . ::::::.:~I~~~~~~~::.-.-:::.-~::: .......... . 
Pea bony .Academy of Sciences ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 .. .. . ...... . ..•..... _ ....... _ ..................••... 
A_rre!l~ibrary ...... --:--------·----- Sbe~l>urnol<'alls,Mass ..... 2 3 400 ............ 25 25 50 0 0 0 0 ...... F~vetr:ust~es .................... Yes. 
City Ltl>ra~·y Asso01at10n .. . .. .. .. .. Sprmgfi~lcl, M af's . .. .. .. 2 2 1, 000 .... : ......... ~ . .. .. .. .. 1 0 0 0 140 Ltbranan .. :..................... Yes. 
.Jackson Library .................... Stookbndge, Mass .. 12 1 2 200 7;:~ .. .. .. 2a 50 .. .. 0 0 0 0 ...... Book committee ................. Yes. 
Swampscott Town Library .. .. .. . .. Swampscott, Mass ....... --. . . . . 110 .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 50 25 0 0 0 . . . . .. .. . . Librarian ........................... .. 
GoodonowLibrary ......... ......... SouthSndbnry,Mass 12 2 4 2CO ........................ 0 0 0 0 ...... Committee ...................... Yes. 
TnnntonPnbiicLibrary ............ Ta.nnton,Mass ...... 15 1 2 650 ............ 10 04 .... 1 0 0 0 ...... Trustees ........................ Yes. 
WalthamPublicLil>rury ... ......... Wa!Lbam, :Mass ..... 12 2 3 917 70 ...... 25 60 15 1 0 0 0 ...... Directors ........................ Yes. 
\\aylnndFre3PnblicLibrary .... ~ . Waylnnd,Mass ..... 12 3 4 83 ............ 18 47 31 1 0 0 0 ...... Committee ...................... Yes. 
Wostfirlfl.Athenreum ............... \Vest[iold,Mass ..... 0 2 2 .................. 10 80 10 1 0 0 0 ............ do ......................... Yes. 
Town Library ...................... \Vcstford, Mass ..... 12 1 4 100 100 ...... 33 50 1Q 1 0 0 0 100 Directors ........................ Yes. 
\Veston Town Librnry .............. \Veston,Mass...... .... 1 4 120 ............ 20 40 10 1 0 0 0 ...... Library committee .............. Yes. 
Wostllo:xburyFrooLil>rary ........ WPstRoxl>nry,Mass 1G 1 4 70 0 ................. 0 0 0 0 ...... Librarian ....................... Yes. 
\VillinmsCollego Library .. ......... \Villiamstown,Mass 0 3 2 300 65 350 G 25 75 1 0 0 0 ............ do .......................... Yes. 
WinchondonPublicLibrary ........ Wmchendon,Mass. 12 1 2 164 0 0 25 35 >10 1 0 0 0 ...... Trustees ........................ Yes. 
Winchester Library ........ __ ....... Wiucbestor, Mass .. 14 1 2 200 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Library committee .............. Yes. 
WoburuTownLibrary ............. Woburn,Mass ...... 15 1 2 300 0 0 30 40 20 0 0 0 0 ............ do .......................... Yes. 
FreoPnblioLibrary ................ Worcester,Mass .... 15 1 21,410 *243 ...... (G5) 35 1 0 0 0 175 Librarian ....................... Yes. 
\Vorcostor District Medical Society ...... clo .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. 3 16 ....................... __ . .. .. 0 o o o .. .. .. Finance committee .............. Yes. 
Libt•ary. 

















































































Worcester Co. Horticultural Society .... . . do ... .. ....... . 2 3 f ...... J ...... I. .... . l 0 0 !100 0 0 Committee of t.bree .............. 1 Yes. 
Library. 
Albion Co1le.ge Library .. ........... Albion City, Mich .. , 0 0 . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 0 0 
Universit.y of Michigan Librm:y..... Ann Arbor, Mich.. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . 0 .... 1 
D etroit l'llcchanics ' Society........ . Dotroit, Micl..t....... 0 . . . . 43 . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1 0 I 
Publiu Library of City of Detroit . .. . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:> 1 2 2, 000 120 200 25 40 35 1 0 
D otroitYoung.Men 's Society Library ...... do ............. 15 2 2 600 100 ...... .... . ... .. .. 1 0 
Ladies' Library Association ........ Kalamazoo, Mich... .. . . 1 2 108 ............ 15 65 20 0. 0 
Y?tmg Men'~ Ub~·ary As~uciation ......... do .... --: ...... 16 1 2 50 .............. -. .. .. .. .. 1 0 I 
Mmnesota. H1stoncal SoCiety .. .. .. . Smnt Paul, Mmn.... 0 .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 65 .. .. .. 0 0 100 1 0 
Saint Paul Library ....................... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 1 4 400 200 450 33 50 .. .. 0 0 
Mississippi State Library .......... . Jackson, Miss...... . .... . ... .... ...... ...... ...... .. .. .. .. . ... 1 c 
Saint Charles Catholic Library..... . Saint Charles, Mo.. . 0 1 4 12 ................ 99 . .. . 1 o 
Law Lii.Jrary Association .. .. .. . . .. . l:laint Louis, Mo..... . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 0 o 
PublicSchoolLibrary . . .................. do ............. 0 1 4 1,300 tOO 447 26 52 22 1 0 I 
Saint Louis M erc::wtilo Library. . . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 4 4 2, 200 2, 500 1, 200 . . . . GO 20 1 1 I 
Saint Louis University Library ........... do . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. 1 0 
Nebraska State Library ............. Lincoln City, Neb... .. .. 2 2 0 15 20 . . .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 .I 
K etchum Library . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . Bristol, N. H .. .. .. .. 0 2 2 45 .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 50 25 0 0 1 



















0 0 Concord Public Library............. Concord, N.H........ 0 1 2 800 500 800 25 50 25 0 0 
NewHampshireHistoricalSociety's ..... do ............................................................... 1 .... 1 .... 1 ...... 1 .. -.. -.-.- -- ---- ....... .. ........ , ~w. 
Library. · 
State Library ................... : ......... do ................... .. 
Juvenile and Social Library ........ ·Dublin, N.H........ .. .. 2 
Town Library .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Exeter, N. H .. .. . .. . .. . 2 
Frank lin Library Association. . . . . . . Franklin, N. H.. . . . . 0 1 
Hollis Social Library ................ Hollis, N.H......... . .. . 2 
Manchester City Library .. -... -.... Manchester, N. H . . _. 16 2 
Library of Literary Adelphi ..... . .. · New Hampton, N.H. 0 ... . 
Portsmouth Athemeum ........... -. Portsmouth,. N.H ...... - 2 
Portsmouth Mercantile Librar.v As- ...... clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 2 
sociation. 
Manufacturers' and Villa.~e Library. Somersworth, N.H .. 
Librar.v of Young Men's Christ-ian Bridgeton, N. J .. ... 
Association. 
N ew Jersey Historical Society_ ... _. N~war'k, N. J .......... . 
Dre. w Theolo_gical Seminary Library. Madison, N.J ...... -~-- .. I 4 
H ertzog Hall Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N ow Bmnswick, N.J ... . 




l ...... , Three trustees and librarian .... , ..... . 
.......................... .. ...................... . ............................ . !~~ j:::: :: j:::: :: j· ~5 ·j· 25 ·j· io ·j ~ 
26 ............ 30 39 31 0 ~I ..... , ..... 
0 0 0 . .. .. . Committee .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . Yes. 
0 0 0 0 Librarian ...................... Yes. 






30 20 ........... . ...... 0 0 · 0 0 ...... Committee ....... ,_ ............ Ylls. 
25 . _. . . . . .. , . . 0 25 75 0 0 0 3 7 Book committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 




............. ............. .. . 0 
247 1 ...... 1 25 20 0 
0 
0 
g I: :::: :I. ~i~-~~I:i~~ ~:::::. ·_ ·_ ·_ -_: : :: : : ::::: :I i :~: 
...... , Librarian ...................... I Yes. 
-· · ·'- ·o·l::::: 1· iibr:a;y -c~r~;~itt~~---_-_-_·_-_-_·:::::: Yes. 
~~~~;t~~i!~~~:# ;;~Ji[~y:: :: I ; ; ::::: :0 : ::o: 0 :,0 ~, .~. r r t 1·:::: :r~~;r.::l:,:(;t·;~:: if 
YoungMensAssocmtwn ...... :_. ......... do ............. 0 2 2 l,iiOO ................ 65 .... 1 0 0 0 ...... Library committee ..... .. ....... Yes. 





















































TABLE XIV.-Statistios of lib1·m·ies jot 1872; j1·om 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the United States BuTeau of EducaiiiJn-Continued. 
f:j 'd· (/) ~ ~ ... (/) Percentages 3ets of pat-
'd .s g <l)Cil ~- <l) ... <l) rp ~8 0'0 @ .0. ,:J<l) of books n ~. Q3 o·"' O<l) St» s"g borrowed. i e ts. ~:g ~+> .01'< !::'"' 0<1) 'd ~<6 w·~ ·a ~s A8 8~ <d ~ ... 
~:::; ~~ ~~ ~f 
.0 p., 
6 f:j I ::lO p., P-;~ I> . .!J ~A ,..... <:;> .. <l) o+> ~g ~~ ;;l'd ~ - ~~I Who purchase books for tlie Name. I Location. , -~ 1::: o::l i:=$ ~ ~ . <l) p., • ~<!j 'dO ,.:uo <l) .... <1)00 rg ~ d gs <+-<:.Ei library~ <l) ... -~ ~0 ~+" ~~ ... l'l ;:S· ~ ...... o+> ~"'!:; <+-<Cil Op. -~ OCil 'd -~ 'd ~<6 oS ~.s ~~ w o'"' <:<! ..... ~ ~<l) <l) ~~ ~g~ ... ¢; ...... <l) <l) .... ,:Jf:; ~ :;::l ~...., --~ 'd ..<:l ..ci CilO QJQll '"' .o<l) <ll'"' e,.o;.::; ~ ;=: ~ ~ ~ -~ g s.o -s~ <l) S.o s~ ~ ....... ~0 <l)'+-<..0 I> QlJ <d ~ -~ '~ <l) QlJ ::lo ::lol ~ I>O« 0 ::l·.-< <11 z..., z <j <j ~~CB P~~ :z; z.o - - ----- - -
1 I 2 143 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 IH ,52 a3 54 55 56 I 57 
















"'"'""A ~-~ ~4 
e~.s <j ..... 
58 
Mechanics' Institute................ Bnffalo, N.y........ 0 2 2 400 100 .. - ............... 1 1 f) 0 I f) 
Wad~wo•·th Liln·a~·y ...... _.......... Gr.ne_seo Vi!lag-o,N.Y .. .. 2 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 0 0 0 0 
HaunltonThcologlCalSemwary ..... Ham1lton,N.Y...... .... .... . ..... -----· ----·- .... ____ .... .... . .. .... ............ . ................................ .. 
llorncll Library .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Horncllsville, N.Y.. 0 1 3 300 lCO 150 20 60 20 1 o 0 0 .. .. .. Managers .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. Yes. 
~~~rsnt~~sn_._·_·_~---_-_-_-_·_: :·_-_-_-_::::::If~:: 
il~~;~.~~f1~~~~~~s~~L~!is~~i~ty·.: ~~~s~or~:~:-y·_-_·_: -~-- i .. ~. --~~~- __ _o ___ :::::: :::: :::: :::: .. 0 .. -~- -~-- :::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::: -~:~·-
Apprentices' Library ..................... do .. .. . .. .. .. .. 12 2 2 2, 300 ·...... . .. .. 20 60 20 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. Purchasing committee.......... 0 
.A._storLibrnry ............................ do ............. 16 0 0 tl 800 4,000 0 6 94 1 1 1 .... 5,000 Tmstees ........................ Yes. 
~~~:~~~Vr~~::~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~::::: :::::J~ ::::::::::::: :~:: --~- --~- ~~-~~~- ::~~~: ::~66: :~~: :~~: - ~6: l g :1 ·g-- :~~~:: -~~~~~~~c:o:l~~~~~:::::::::::::::~ -~-e_s_ .. 
Now York Societ._v Library ............... do .. .. .. .. .. . .. 0 2 2 1, 000 600 . . .. . .. . .. 40 .. .. 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. . . Librarian ...................... Yes. 
Union Theological Seminary .............. dG .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 0 478 .. .. .. Librarian aml Faculty ............... . 
\Vashingtou Heights ...................... do .. . .. .. . .. . .. 0 1 4 60 40 .. . .. . 20 74 6 0 0 o 0 3 Committee ...................... Yes. 
Yonng Men's Christian Association . ...... do ........ ..... 16 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 175 .... 25 70 1 0 0 .. .. .. .. . . Library committee .......... _ .. Yes. 
Oswego City Library................ Oswego, N. Y ...... _ 14 1 1 100 90 90 0 50 50 1 0 0 0 .. .. .. Trustees ........................ Yes. 
Pn'blic Scilool Library .................... do .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 600 ........................... . 
Rocbester .A.tben::euru and Meehan- Rochester, N.Y..... 0 1 2 300 100 50 25 20 20 
ics' Association. 0 I ...... I Library committee .............. I Yes. 
PublicScboo!CcntralLihr:try ............ do ............ 10 1 21,500 350 ...... 75 80 20 0 0 0 ............... do ......................... IYes. 
Rochester Theological Seminary .. . . . ..... do .. . .. . .. .. . .. G 2 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 0 . 0 100 0 0 0 50 .. .. .. Professors . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . Yes. 
Library of University of Rochester ... .... clo .. .. . .. .. .. .. 0 2 2 100 150 .. .. .. 0 0 100 1 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. Lib'rary committee .. . .. .. .. .. .. Yes. 
Union Col! ego Library.............. Schenectady, N. Y .. 16 2 2 ;;o 50 100 0 0 100 1 0 0 1 .. .. .. Librarian ......... _ ...... _...... 0 
~~~l!rab~_t.l'i~\;;.;~y-:::::::::::::::: -~~-~~i}~s~~~::': :::::: -~~- --~- --~ - --~~~- :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::: _ _o__ ~-- .. o .. ::: : ---~~- ::::::~~~_:::~~:::-----· ---------- · Yes. 
Troy Yom1g l>ron's Association..... Troy, N.Y.......... 0 1 2 550 .. .. .. .. .. .. 33 42 25 0 0 0 2 .·..... Librarian .... 
~~~~:rt~lf!~~r!~JT~i:~· _;; ~ " ~:::!: ~~~.~ ~ ~ • , · i i ~;; ;; • ;;; · ~ · ;; ~; : ; . ~-- : • ~~ i.i~i,;;,;.;; :: = = = = = = . . . . . . . . 1 ¥:: 
YonngMen'sChristiunAssociation. Cauton,Ohio ............ 1 2 7 11 ...... .................. ................ Officersofassomatwn........... · 






















































































Publio Li.bmry ... . ........................ do . ............ 0 1 2 3,707 2,505 761 30 45 25 1 0 0 .... 1,000 Librarian ... . ...... . ............ Yes. 
Library of Saint Xavier College ....... - .. do .. . ............. .. ................................ . ... . . - ... - ............. - ........ - -.. - ....... : .... - ... - ... -- ... ---.-
LibrnrvoftheTurnerSocietjr ............ do ... . ............. 1 4 300 ...... . ... .. 15 65 20 ............ 0 ...... CommitteoonLibra.ry .......... Yes. 
Young"M:en 'sl\IcrcantileLibrary ......... do ............ . 0 2 2 1,069 ...... 1;600 0 80 20 1 0 0 0 ...... Librarian ...................... . Yes. 
8~~~~~~~k~~li~l'ii>~~r:v::::::::::: 8~~~~~~·8~lg::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: ·:M:;;;a:g~I:~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
IV estern Heservo Historical Society ....... do ............................................................... . ..................................................... . 
Ohio Statr Library .................. Columbus, Ohio ...... -.. 2 2 80 .... .. ...... 0 75 25 1 0 1 9 ...... Librarian....................... 0 
Sturges Library .................... Delaware, Ohio ......... 1 2 50 100 .......... 50 25 0 0 0 .......... Faculty ......................... Yes. 
[~i,~~Ji~{{~~~r~~~!~': :~~ !;r~I,t~::~~~: :: .: : :'00 ·:;;,· -~~~:: ~; ~~ :~ ~:: :~ ~:: \ :::i ":~~~·~~':::::~:~:~:~~:~ ~:::~: :~~~: 
YoungMcn'sLibrary .............. Norwalk,Ohio ...... 0 1 2 1il0 100 ...... 50 26 20 0 0 0 0 0 Librarycommittee .............. Yes. 
Sidney LibraryAssociation ......... SidJ?ey,Ohio .. _. ......... 2 2 50 ........................ 0 0 0 0 ...... Committee ...................... Yes. 
Excelsior Library . .................. Sprmgfi.cld, Oh10 .... .... 2 2 ............................................................ . 
Springfield Public Library ................ do ............. 12 1 1 1,000 600 ...... 0 75 25 0 0 0 
Library Association .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. Portland, Oreg...... 0 2 3 300 300 500 10 20 15 0 0 0 
Allegheny Public School Library . . . Allegheny, Pa . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 600 600 . . . . . . 0 50 50 0 0 0 
Altoona Mechanics' Library, &c . . . . Altoona City, Pa.... 0 2 2 110 60 . . . . ... 0 75 25 1 0 0 
City Library, Y. M. C. A . . . . . . . . . . . . Erie Cit-y, l'a . . . . . . . 0 2 2 300 700 . . . . . . 25 70 5 0 0 0 
Fallsington Librnry Company..... . . Fallsington, Pa . . . . . 0 2 4 10 6 · 0 . . • . 40 . . . 1 0 0 
Friends' Librar.v anc1 Reading-Room. Germantown, P:t.... 12 2 2 110 40 . . . . . . 16 0 84 0 0 0 
P ennsylvania College Library .. .. .. Gettys burgh, Pa . . .. 0 2 2 300 .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 1 0 0 
~WJi~\lf~I::~:77:~~ lt4:~~~~JL .~: :') :;~ ·:~~: :~~~~ - ~~: ·:: :~ ~ ~ ~ 
L aw Library Association ........... Lancaster,Pa ........... 0 0 0 ............ 0 0 100 1 0 0 
Mecha.nics' 'Library ....................... do ............. 0 2 2 220 110 ...... 50 25 25 0 0 0 
Meadville City Library . .. . .. .. . .. .. Meadville, Pa....... 10 1 2 80 . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 0 0 0 










Meadville TheologicalSchoolLibrary ...... do .. . .. .. . .. . . . 0 4 2 100 30 200 0 . . .. 99 0 0 0 
~g~ri~~~~~fb~~~-~J~:~~~Y::::::: ~~:;t~~~~:,~~:::::: :::: .. 2 ... 2. :::::: :::::: :: :::: :::: '6o· ·2o· -~-- .. 0 .... 0 •. __ 0 __ ---~--










Appreutices'LibraryCompany ........... do ...... . ...... 14 1 2 1,000 1,000 .................. 1 0 o 0 0 Committee ...................... Yes. 
Baptist Historical Society ................ do................ 3 4 . ..... . ........... 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 ...... President .................. . .... Yes. 
BrotherheadLibrary ......... ............. do ............. 0 2 2 .................. 20 70 10 0 0 0 0 50 WilliamBrotherhead ........... o 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania ........ do ...................... -- .. -.......... . .............................................. . ..... __ .......... __ .... ___ ... . 
Library Company ofPhiladelp4ia ......... do ............. 0 1 2 ...... .... :. ...... .... .... .... 1 1 0 60 300 Librarian ................. : ..... Yes. 
Mercant.ileLibrary ....................... do ............. 15 4 2 5,500 5,700 .......... 70 .... 0 0 0 .. . . L,500 Committee ...................... Yes. 
MoyamensingLiteraryinstitute .......... do ............. 0 2 2 50 ............ 3::! 33 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ...... do ......................... Yes. 
~:~~~~t;:l:~~~~{f~t~.~~-c_i~~:.:::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::: ~ ! .::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: g g g .. 0 .. :::::: -:M:~~ii~~I-;t-a:ft-:::::::::::::::::::: ·--o·· 
Southw::trkLibrary .. .. .................. :do ............. 0 2 2 ...... 100 .................. 0 0 0 0 ...... . ...................................... . 
W estPhiladelphiainstitute .............. do ............. 12 2 2 284 260 .................. 0 0 0 .......... Library committee ................... . 
Y . M.C.A. Librar.v ....................... do .......... : .. 14 2 2 500 1,500 100 25 25 50 0 0 0 0 10 Committeeofseven ............. Yes. 
b~l?p~\~~~~~~~;~~~1#~lf~:iphia ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: g i ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: ~ ·ci· ·o-- ·o· :::::: -~-~~-d~t~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: i~~: 






















































TABLE X IV .-St8-tistics of libm 1'ies fo1· 1872; f 1·om ?'eplies to inqui1'ies by th e United States BtweatU of Edncat-ion-Cout.inned. 
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58 4 3 14414:5 I 46 I 4 7 I 48 I 4 9 1 iiO I ii.l l 52 1 53 I :54 1 5;1 I :56 2 :57 
I I t-l-1--l--~--l-1-l-l-1-1-1-1--1----~--------
1 
25 65 Young ~en's C . .A. Library . . ....... Bristol, R. I ... .... .. 0 1 2 j 120 I 300 
East u-reenwich Free Library ... . . . . East Greenwich, R.I . 16 2 2 75 
Foster-Manton Lil.Jrary ........ . .... Foster Centre, R. L. 0 2 4 30 66 
10 




... .. . 
1 
... . 
Lonsdale L1l.>rary.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Lonsdale, R. L .. .. .. 15 1 2 54 40 .. .. .. 20 I 60 I 20 
People's Liurary.... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Newport, R. L .. .. .. 15 1 2 580 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
l{echvood Lil>rary and .A.thenreum.. .. .... do.. ..... ...... .. .. 2 2 ..... 
Sla.tcrs>ille n euding-Room & Lill t-ary North Smitbfield,R.I 10 . . . . 4 50 




75 I 50 50 
Franklin Lyceum ...... . ........ .. ........ do .. .. .. .. .. . .. 18 2 2 400 500 .. .. .. 10 80 10 
Bt·own UnhersityLibrary .......... Pro>idenco,R. I .. . ... ... . .. .. .. .. . .. , .... .. 
Sta.to!,a~vLil>ral'y .... _. ........... .... .... do ....... .. .... 0 0 0 0~ ..... . , ..... . , 0 I 0 1100 
Assomat10u ofMechamcs aud Man- .. ... . do .. . .. ... ..... 0 2 2 2o0 300 .. .. .. <! 60 3ij 
nfacturers. 
Providence .Athenroum ......... .. .... .. .. do .. .. .. . .. .... 0 

























Ila.l'l'is Institute Libra.ry .. . .... .. ... Woonsocket, R.I... 1412 
Charleston Lillrary Society. . .. . . . .. Charleston, S. C.. .. . . . . . 3 
State Lillrnrv.... .. . .. .... .. .. .. . . .. . Columbia, S. C ...... . .. . ... . 
Theological Seminary .. -. .... .. .. . ......... do... ... .. ... .. . .. . 3 





1 .... .. 1 ...... 1 ... ·1· .. ·1 · ... 1 ° 2 .... .. ...... .... ...... .... .... 0 .... ........ .. ................ .. .. 1 
4 .. .... ....................... 0 





























Committee ....... . ........ .. .... , Yes. 
...... do..................... . ... 0 
Librarian . ........ . ............. Yes. 
0 . .. . .. Executive commit tee ... ........ Yes. 
0 .. . . .. Trustees . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . Y cs. 
2 .. .. .. Book committee .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Y es. 
0 ...... Librarian........... ...... ...... 0 
0 ...... .. .... do ................. .. ...... Yes. 
5~ 1, 50oo . ?.~~-rg~t~~~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ .. :: ~:: : :: ::::: : : : ... 0 .. 
0 0 Judges ................... : ..... 0 
0 .. .. .. Lillrary committee .............. 0 
5 
0 
350 Committee ..... . 
..... . do ....... . ..... . 




~ I:::::: I· :P·~;~ie~~o~~-::::::::::: :~:::: ::: :·.1 Yes. 
Sta.to Lib~ary _. . . ·:. ·.··· · · ·· ··· ··· •·· Nashville, Tenn .. ... 
1
. · · . , . ... , .. .. , .. .... ,.: .. .. , .. .... , ... . , . ... , .. .. , .... I . .. ·1· .. ·1 · · .. 1 ...... 1. · ............ · .................... 1 .... .. 
Ilouston l ubhc L1b1ary .. .. .. .. . .. . Houston , T ex: ..... .. 14 2 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 , . 0 0 0 .. .. .. Committee...................... Yes. 
nivorsity and State .Agricultural Burlington, Vt...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 1 ....................... .. 
Collogo. 
Y. f!.nngMc.n'R.Association . . ...... . .. l ... : .. do ·· · · ·· ·· · · ·· ·1 0 1112 11!1dlllo\>nry College. ............ .. .. Middlebury, Vt. . ... . . . . 2 2 
Slate L1l>rnry .. .............. « ...... Montprlier, Vt ...... . ... . .... .. 
I'c.abotly Libmry.. .......... . ....... Post Mills Village, Vt 15 . . . . 3 
SmnL .Johnsbury .A.tbenreum ....... . Saint .Jolmslmry,Vt. 14 1 2 
1
~g 1: ::::: 1:: :::: 1"
0
"1 ' :~ ·1·~~·1 °1 . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ;) 10 1 
50 40 .. .. .............. 0 








































































Alexandria Library................. Alexandria, Va..... . . . . 2 2 ..... - ............... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Committee ... ...... ...... ...• _.. Yes. 
Emory and llenry College.... ...... . Eli!ory, Va ............. - 1 2 120 10 50 . : ·:. 20 75 0 0 0 0 0 Librarian ...................... _ 0 
fr~~g~o[!~~~I~~'fc~tsK~i-~~~;Y:::::::: ~~~~~f~~~.0~~~~·-~~: :::: ~ ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: g -~i- ·o- --~- :::::: ·ii~~~~ii:Y:::::::::::~::::::::::::: :::::: 
Petersl.JnrgbLibrary.A.ssociation .... Petersl.Jurgb, Va .... 0 2 H 50 -····- ............. . . .. . 1 0 0 0 Librarian . ...................... Yes. 
UniversityofVirgini:t .............. UniversityofVa ........ 3 2 120 75 75 0 0 95 0 0 0 0 250 Faculty ..... . ................... 0 
You~g Men's A_ssociatio~ . ........ .. Janesvill~, Wis .... - 0 1 2 56 . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . Library committee ... _.......... Yes. 
Semrnnry of Smnt Franms.......... La lee, W1s . ......... -.. - ....... - ...... ... ............ _ ... __ . . . 0 0 0 1 ............................. _ ... .. .......... . 
StateHistoricalSociety ........... . Madison,Wis . .... .. 15 0 ....... ... 250 .... . . 0 0 100 1 1 0 4 200 Committee ....... ... ............ Yes. 
Georgetown College ................ - Georgetown, D. C... 0 - ... -... 8 1 . . . . . . 0 0 100 0 0 0 33 120 ....... . ... _ ....... _ ........... _ ....... . 
Library of Congress ......... -...... Washington, D.C-.. 16 3 2 ..... . ............... _ . . . . . . . . 1 0 0 350 2, 500 Librarian ........ _.............. Yes. 
~r~:.~tJ~b~~'lB'niiea· states. A.~~y::: :::::: ~~ : :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: -<i · -ii · -<i · ~:::: : -c"b.i~i sig~~i offi~e~::::::::::::: 
Departmentoftheiuterior ............... do ................ . 2 2 500 300 0 0 75 25 0 0 0 0 20 Librarian ....................... Yes. 
f~tll~\tfJ[~y;ibly :;;;;;1! ;:;;;;;;;;; ; \ ••~• d ;;: ;:;;~ 
0 0 100 
1• I • I1 ::~~ ·~t~~~j~t~~~;:;:;;;;~ :;;;: :f~~; 
Washington City Library ................. do .. -· ........ - 0 2 2 . . . . . . 150 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . Executive committee . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 
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Cl) d!~ Catalognes. ~g ~~ o;: 
1:/.l:S ""'""' t;., h ..0 
"' 
.s~ .s~ ..0 ..0 ~ -+" 1).$ 0 ""'"' Cl). <1)...-< 0~~cD ~~ 
cl 
:;:;~ ;Ei'~ <l:><!.) OF'< <3 p·a P'"" 
~~ -+"Cl) ~ ~:£ oo.,.. Ot;., Jl;Ei' +> ~~ h§ "'..o ci!o c3o 0 ~c::s g§J ,.oc'l ..c· "' "" ~8 ~s ~ ~ ;Ei' ..OF'< fl):;Z 0 :ii :ii 0 0 ~0 lf.l H 
------------------
61 6~ 63 64 65 66 
------
1 LittleRock MercantiloLibra.ry ..... LittleRock,Ark.... 0 Yes... 0 6 0 ~ ~ ................. . 
"' ..., ....
~ 'H ~ 0 ooo- 0 
bl) "" ~;8 IT< ~ s~ 










"' '-::l -;:; c:! 
~ 'H 
~~ 0 +>d 












0 Yes ..... ----···--·---· 
2 Odd-Fellows' Library ......... _..... Petaluma City, Cal.. 0 0 0 .. . .. .. . 0 0 .. - .................... - .. 
3 CaliforniaStatoLibrar:v ............ Sacramento Cal Yes... 0 Yes ........... Yes........... 0 .......................... Yes . .. .. 
4 Mechanic8' Institute LilJrary ... .... San Franci~co, C~C: Yes... 0 Yes . .. Yes . .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ..................... Yes... 0 
! ~~!!~itl~~¥~ii':.~?f~L : :Jl ::::;;::::- ·r lE : ~f y~C. ~;: ::~: ::> ::::::::::::::: !~:.: .:J:: 
9 Sacramento Library Association .... Sacramento,Cal. .... Yes ........................... Yes... 0 Yes ..................... Yes... 0 
10 Dou.e;las Library .................... Canaan,Conn ....... Yes... 0 0 0 Yes........... 0 .................. 0 0 
11 Dnubur.Y Library ................... Danbury, Conn..... 0 Yes_ .. Yes ... Yes.... 0 Yes... 0 ------------------ Yes... 0 
12 Theological Institute Library ....... Hartfonl, Conn..... 0 ........ Yes ... Yes................... ........ ............ ...... 0 0 
13 Trinit,\· Colle~oLibrary ................... do ............. 0 Yes ... Yes ........... 0 0 0 May 16,1823.' ... 0 0 
14 WntkinsonLibraryofReference .......... clo ............. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 :M:ay,1858 ....... Yes ... Nearly .. 
15 J3illLilJrar;v ........................ Leclvnrd,Conn ...... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 Yes ... 0 .................. 0 0 
16 LibraryofWcsloyau Universit.y .... Mid'dletown,Conn.. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes... 0 Mny,1831,.Tune, Yes ... Nearly .. 
17 New Britain Institute .. _ .. _ ........ 
18 Library of American Oriental Society 
19 Otis Library ...................... .. 
20 Silas Bronson Library ......... _ ... . 
21 Wilmin)!tou Institute ............ .. 
2'2 Georgia. State Library . _ .. _ .. __ ... _. 
23 Alton :r'ublic Library . ............ .. 
24 Belleville Srengerbund and Lib. So-
New Britain, Conn .. 
Now Haven, Conn ... 
Norwich, Conn ..... . 
Waterbury, Conn .. . 
Wilmington, Del. .. . 
Atlanta .. Ga ........ . 
Alton, Ill .......... . 
Belleville, ill .. ..... . 
Yes ... 
0 
Yes .. . 







Yes .. . 
Yes .. . 
Yes .. . 
Yes .. . 












Yes .. . 






0 0 0 1854 ...... _ ... __ _ 0 _ ... do ... 
0 0 0 .................. 0 0 
Yrs ... Yes... 0 1851-'52-'56-'59 .. Yes ... Nearly .. 
Yes... 0 o .................. Yes... 0 
0 Yes ... Yes ..................... Yes... 0 
Yes .. :........ 0 Owned by State . . ................ . 
0 ........ ........ .................. (*) 
Yes... 0 0 ----------- 0 ciety's Library. 
~ m_inois_Inclustr:_al U:niversityLibraryl Cb~mpai~n, Ill ...... l ...... "I"""--~---- .. --~--------~------ .. 1 ______ "I 0 I Owned by State., Yes "I"'"-- ... 
2~ n~~a~~b~frth~f~;~;~~fe~i;~--Tbe-;;.- .?.~~c-~~0' .. ~~-:::: ::::: .... 0 ... '.Yes ::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::: .... 0 ... Yeso ..... 
il 6, 600 13,000 16,000 9, 000 
1 
2 











2 9, 000 





1 logic:tl Seminary of t'boNortbwest. 
28 Y.:M. C. AssociatiOn Library ..... _ .. 






































30 Quincy Library.·----_-----·-------· 
31 Wabash College Library ... _ .... _ ... 
32 Whitcomb ancl Colleg·o Circulating 
~~~~~~~a~~ii~,-i~a:J.~-e-~: : :J.~-e_s_:: :j .~-e-~:: :[.~~-~:: : ~ -~~-~:: :j .. -o __ .. j.-- ~-- --~-~~~~~- ~~: ~~~~-::J.·-- _o_- .. 
Greencastle, Ind ............ Yes................................... 0 .................. 0 
L!brar~. . · . . 
33 Indu1!1n. State Llbrary ... ·------ ---· Imhanapohs, Ind ... Yes... 0 I 0 I Yes.-- ~ -····-·-~- ...... . 
34 M;aclisonLi.br:u·yAssociati.on ...... . Madison,Ind .. .... . Yes ... Yes ... Yes.· .. 'Yes ........... ....... . 
35 L1braryofNotreDame ............. Not:::eDame,Ind .... 0 Yes ... 0 0 Yes ... 0 
36 ThoPublicLibraryofBurlington ... Burlington, Iowa ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 














38 J efferson County Library Associat'n. Fairfield, Iowa . .. ...... .... . ... .... . 
39 State Historical Society of Iowa . . . . Iowa City, Iowa . . . . 0 0 
·····-· ........ . ......... . ............................................. .......... ............ ....... . ............ ..... ........ ......... . 
40 Keokuk Library Association ........ Keokuk, Iowa ...... Yes... 0 
41 KansasStatoLibra.ry ............... 'l'opoka,Rans ....... 0 0 
42 Kentucky State Library... . ........ Frankfort, Ky ...... Ye:;... 0 
43 Louisville Law Library............. Louisville, Ky . . . . . . 0 0 
44 Louisville Library Association ............ do ............. Yes ... Yes .. . 
45 Fisk Free Library of the New New Orleans, La.... 0 Yes .. . 
0 0 0 0 . 0 .................. 0 0 1 
0 Yes ... Yes... 0 0 .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ------------------ 0 Yes ..... 0 
.... .... ........ ........ 0 0 ------------------ 0 0 1 
Yes .. . Yes .. . Yes . .. Yes .. . 0 ............. _ .. .. 0 Yes .. . .. 3 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 July, 1852....... 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 ------------------Yes... 0 1 
Orleans Mechanics' Society. 
·16 New Orleans Y. M. C. A ................... do ............ . 
47 Maine State Library................ Augusta, Me .... - .. 
48 Bangor Library Association... ..... . Bangor, Me ........ . 
40 Bangor Mechanics' Association Li- ...... do .. ....... ... . 
0 I Yes .. -~ 0 I 0 I Yes . --~ 0 I 0 
;:~ ::: -~e-~-~~: ____ g ________ 8 ____ -~-e~::: -~-e~-~:: ---~----
0 























50 Bowdoin College Library............ Brunswick, Me . . . . . Yes .. . 
51 Bucksport Social Libr:u·y........... Bucksport, Me ............ . 
52 Gardiner Public Library............ Gardiner, Me ....... Yes ... 
53 Hallowell Social Library............ Hallowell , Me ... _.. 0 
54 Mechanics' J,ibrary . .. ... ........ .. . Portland, Me ....... Yes .. . 
Yes ... Yes .. . 
Yes ... ...... · .. 
0 ...... .. 
Yes . .. Yes .. . 
0 ...... .. 
Yes ... I Yes---~ 0 
0 ..... 
0 0 
Yes ... I Yes . . . 0 
0 
0 .... .............. 0 
0 ------------------ 0 
Yes..................... 0 







55 Sa co Athenreum .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Saco, Me.... .. .. .. .. Yes .. . 
56 Skowhegan Library Associa.t.ion .' ... Skowhegan, Me ..... Yes .. . 
57 Marylan~d State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Annapolis, Md ...... Yes .. . 
58 Tho Library Company of the Balti- Baltimore, Md ...... ·Yes . .. 
more Bar. 
59 Mar,yland Institute Library .............. do ....... ---- .. 
60 Mercantile Library Association ........... do ........... .. 
~~ g~~b!!~~~~~k~~~a~!.: ::::::::::::~: ::::: :~~: :::::::::::: 
63 A_mberst.Uollege Lil>rary . . _......... Amherst. Mass ..... . 
64 L1brary of Andover Theological Andover, Mass .... . 
Yes .... 
Yes ... 




0 0 jYes ... ,Yes ... 




0 ·-y-~s- ~::1· ·-·o · · ·1 ·-y~·s·:: :·· · · · ·· · · 
Yes ... ..... ........... Yes ... 
Yes .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... IYes ... 
Yes, .. Yes .. . Yes ... Yes ......... .. 
Y cs .. . Yes .. . Yes .. . Yes .. . 0 
Yes ... Yes... 0 0 Yes ... 
Yes ........... . ............. . 
0 1820 .. -- -- .. -- -- - 0 
0 .................. 0 
0 ------------------ 0 









Yes ... .. 











Beverly Public Library .. ........... Beverly, Mass .. .. ··1 Yes ---1 Yes ... , Yes ... , Yes ... , Yes ... , 0 j 0 
Ameriean Academy of Arts and Boston, Mass........ 0 Yes .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. (') Yes ................ .. 
Sciences . 
0 
Yes .... . 
661 Boston Public Library . .. .. .. .. ...... _ ... do .. _ ...... __ .. 
67 Boston Young Men's Uhristian Union ...... do ............ . 
68 C~mgregational Library ................ _ .. do .. .. .. _ ... .. 
69 L~brary of the Boston Athenreum ......... do ............ . 
70 L1bmry of the New England His- ...... do 
_torical Genealogical Society. 







Yes ... Yes ... Yes.- .. 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 
Yes ... Yes . .. Yes ... 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. . 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 
Yes . .. Yes . .. Yes ... 
*City owns. 
Yes ... Yes ... 
Yes ... Yes ... 






Yes ... .. 
0 
0 I Yes ... .. 
Yes ... Yes .. .. 




1 4, 600 
3 3, 500 • 
1 ..... .. . 
3 9, 000 
3 1, 250 
6 8, 000 
2 1, 200 
0 2,100 
350 
': I·."· oo· 1 5, 000 
10 10,019 
1 
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rtJ ;g PC<S 3 <l3 s 
0 :::; :::l 0 
A P=l z E-1 ----- --- --------- -------- -1 2 ;)9 60 61 62 63 64 6;) 66 67 68 69 70 
------ -------- ---
72 Mechanic .Apprentices' Library ..... Boston, Mass-------~ Yes---~--------~--------~----·--~-----·--~-··--··-~ 0 ~--- · ·· --- · · · ······ 73 Ro~bnry Atb_en::oum ........ _ .. _ ... _ ..... _do ...... .. .... __ . __ .... _. __ ... . _ ... _ .... _. _ ... __ .. __ .. __ ... _ .. _ ... _ .... _. _. i ...... . ..... _ 
~~ ~~~~~1£ib~~-b~~?-_:::::::::::::::: :::·::~~::::::::::::: i~~::: Ye~--- i~:::: i~~::: g ::::::::1 g -~:~~:::·:::::::::· 
76 Treadwell Libmry, Massachusetts ...... do-----·------· 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes................... 0 
General IIospital. 
0 Yes ..... 4 ........ 
0 1 $1,000 
0 0 1 1, 500 
0 Yes ..... 2 1, 500 
Yes ........ .. ......... 
77 Merrick Pul>lic Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield, Mass ... _ 
78 Dana Library ................... . __ . Cambridge, Mass . .. . 
7!l llarvar<l UuiversityLibrary ............. . do--------····· 
80 Charlestown Pn blic Library_ .. _..... Charlestown, Mass . _ 
8l Peabody Lil>rary, (branch)... . . . . . . Danvers, Mass _ ... __ 
82 Peabody Libra~·y .................... Gcor~etown, Mass .. 
83 Sawyer Free L1l>rary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gloucester, Mass ... . 
8-t Groton Public Library............. . Groton, Mass ...... . 
85 IIarvanl Public Library......... . ... Harvard, Mass .... . . 
86 Morse & Sou 's Circulating Library.. Haverhill, Mass .... _ 
87 Public Lillrary Association......... Hinsdale, Mass .... . 
88 Lancaster Town Library............ Lancaster, Mass ... _ 
89 Lnw1·ence Free Public Library...... Lawrence, Mass ... . 
90 hlitltllcPex hlechanirR' .Association . . Lowell, Mass ....... _ 
91 Lynn Free Public Library.......... Lynn, Mass . ....... . 
92 Millbury Town Library....... . . . . . . Millbury, Mass .... . 
93 Natirlc ·.rown Library.... ........... Natick, Mass_ ..... _ 
9-t Now Be<lfol'(l Fr<'o Public Library .. Now Bedford, Mass . 
95 Newburyport Public Library ........ Newburyport, Mass . 
96 Newton Athen::emu .. ... ... ......... Newton, Mass ..... . 
97 N ortbampton Po blic Librury........ N ortbarnpton, Mass. 
98 Nort.hborough Froo Library ..... _ ... Northborough, Mass 
!l!l No1-th llridgowater Public Li_brary.. North Bl'idgewater, 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. . Yes ... 0 .................. 0 0 1 
Yes .. - Yes .. . Y cs . .. Y cs .. . 0 0 0 ........... _ . . . . . . 0 0 2 
300 
700 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 1638 ............. . ....... Yes ..... 12 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 0 0 .................. 0 0 2 3,743 
Yes ... 0 Yes ... Yes ... 0 0 0 ................ .. Yes... 0 2 460 
Yes... 0 0 0 ........ -------- 0 .................. Yes... 0 .•.... 450 
i~~ ::: · "ii ·-- Yeg · .. · "(i ·--- g ···o···· ····o--· :::::::::::::::::: ···o·-- ..... o ........ i, · -----~5 
Yes . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . ...... _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 0 _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Yes ... - --·--- - --·····- ....... .. .................. .. .................... . 
Yes... 0 0 0 Yes... 0 0 ................. . 
Yes ... Yes ........... Yes........... 0 0 ................. . 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 .................. .. _ ............ .. 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 
Yes . . . Yes .. . Y cs .. . Yes . . . 0 Yes . . . 0 
Yes - .. Yes . . . Y cs . .. Yes .......... _ . . . .. . . . 0 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes........... 0 
Yes . .. Yes . . . Yes - .. Yes . .. 0 0 0 , ........... .... . . . 
Yes .. . 0 Yes. . . Yes .. . .. . .. . . . 0 Yes . . . 
Yos ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 Yes ... 0 
Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes___ 0 0 0 
Yes .. . 0 Yes .. . Yes . . . 0 0 0 
Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes.. 0 0 0 
·-y-~;::: ·-y-~;::::: 0 83 
0 0 3 1, 625 
0 0 4 . -- ..... 
Yes . .. 0 2 5,000 
0 0 2 1, 718 
0 0 1 200 
0 0 1 200 
0 0 2 3, 000 
Yes_ .. 0 0 1, 000 
t 0 1 125 1 1, 000 
0 0 1 GO 




ApX>lcton LibrnrK.--·-.- .............. N'tbBrook:fiold,Massl 0 
Oxiord Frco Pub JC L1brary......... Oxford, Mass ........ Yes .. . 
Yes .. . 
0 
o I o 
Yes ... Yes ... 
Yes ... 0 0 0 



















































































Pcal>Ocly Institute Library .......... Peabody, Mass . ... .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes . .. Yes . . . 0 
Phillips Free Public Librury....... . Phillipston, hlass ... Yes... 0 0 0 0 0 
Berkshire Athemeum .... ...... ..... Pittsfield, Mass ... . . Yes ... Yes ... Yes . .. Yes... 0 Yes... 0 : i~~6::::::::::: J ~ :~ : :: 0 0 0 0 4 100 
~~~~~c:t;~~[~~'lo::::: ::::::: ::;:::::: ~~~~~M~~~s- ::::::: Y~s- .. ~~~::: ?~~::: -~-e_s_: :· :::::::: :::::::: .... 0. __ . :::::::::::::::::: ,_ .. _ .•. . •.• • .,. _ .. _ 
3 ........ 
0 690 
2 1, 200 
PcaborlyA.cademyofSoiences ...... ...... do............. 0 Yes ........... -----· -· Yes ... Yes .............. . ............. , ....... . 
ArmsLibrary ....................... ShclbmneFalls,Mass 0 Yes . .. 0 0 0 0 0 1861. ............ 0 
Cit.yLibraryAssociation ........... SpringJeld,Mass ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 0 0 .. ... . ............ Yes .. . 
.Jackson Library .................... Stoclrbriuge,Mass .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 ..... .... ... .. ... . Yes .. . 
~~~l~~~~tLt~~r~~i~t:~~~::::: : :::: ~:;u~~~~~?~~r~~sa~~ i:~::: Yeg-·- :::::::·::::::::····a····:::·:::: ····o··· :::::::::::::::::: Ye~ - --
'l'auntonPnblicLibrary ............ Taunton, Mass .. .. .. Yes ... Yes . .. Yes ... Yes........... 0 0 ... ... .. .. ........ 0 
WaltbamPublicLibrnry ....... ... . . Waltham, Mass . .. .. Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes .. . Yes........... 0 .................. 0 
Wayland Free Public Library...... Wa_yland, Mass ..... Yes- .. Yes... 0 0 0 Yes... 0 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Westfield Athenreum ............... West:fielu, Mass ..... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Ye& .. . 0 0 0 ...... ... ..•...... Yes .. . 
~:Sro~i~~~~iit;~r:r:::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~dM~;~s-~::::: ¥~~::: Yeg--- ¥~~::: ¥~~: :: ___ o ____ ···o···· g :::::.:::::::::::: g 
\Vest Roxbury ]!'reo Librnry. ... . . . . West Roxbury, Mass Yes--- 0 Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes.. 0 .. __ ... _. __ _ ...... 0 
WilliamsCollegeLibrary ........... 1-Yilliamatown,Mass Yes ... Yes .. . Yes ... Yes ... 0 0 0 ...... ...... . ... . .. ..... .. 
Winchendon Pablic Library ....... . Winchendon, Mass .. Yes... 0 Yes . .. Yes... 0 0 0 _. _ .. _ .......... . 
Winchester Library . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchester, Mass . . . Yes ... ... ..... Yes . . _. Yes_ .. 0 . . . .. . . . 0 .. .. ............. . 
Woburn Town Libmry ... .......... Woburn, Mass ...... Yes--- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FreePublicLibrary ..... ........... Worcester,Mass .... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 ........ 0 
WorcesterDistrict.MedicalSociety ...... do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes . . . Yes.. . 0 ........ 0 
Library. 
WorcesterCo.Mcchanics'Library ........ do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. . 
Worcester Co. Horticultural Society ...... do .. . .... • ...... Yes . . . 0 0 0 i ~~ : : : 1· . -... -. ii ..... ---' .... -... 
Libra.r·y. · 
Albion College Library ........ .. ... Albion City, Mich... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ............. ..... . 
Unh·ersity of Micbi~an Library .... Ann Arbor, Mich .... ..... -. Yes ... Yes ... Yes... . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 0 · ... .. 
DetroitMeehanic!!'Society . ...... . .. Detroit, Mich ....... Yes ... ----·--- Yes ... Yes . .. Yes ... __ ______ ......................... . 
Public J.ibraryof City of betroit .......... do ............. Yes .. - Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 0 1E46 ........ _ ... _ 
DetroitYoung:Men'S'SocietyLibrary ...... do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. Yes ... 0 0 0 1855 ............ . 
Ladies' Library A.ssociatinn ......... Kalamazoo, Mich ... Yes-.- Yes... 0 Yes _ .. ___ ........ _ .... _ ....... _. _ . ............. . 
Young· Men's Library Association ........ do ........... . - Yes- .. Yes... 0 Yes .. . Yes... 0 0 1857 .. 
Minnesota Historical Society . . ... . . Saint P:tul, Minn .... Yes-.- 0 Yes ... Yes . .. Yes ... Yes... 0 
SaintPaulLibmry ....................... do ............. Yes .. . ........ Yes... 0 0 0 0 
MississippiStatelibrat·y . .......... .Ja.ckson,Miss ... .... Yes ... 0 0 Yes .. . Yes ... Yes ... 0 
Saint Charles Catholic Library . . . . . Saint Charles, Mo... 0 Yes . . . Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 











PnblicSchoolLibrary . .. ................. do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes . .......... Yes ... Yes ... 0 
Sa~ntLo_ u~sMe~·cant~leL~hrary . .......... do ............. Yes . .. Yes ... Yes .. . Yes ... Yes... 0 0 11847 .. .... .... ... 1Yes .. . 
SamtLomsUmvers1tyL1brary .......... . do . .... . . . ..... 0 Yes ... 0 ........ Yes ... 0 Yes ... ···········- ~ ---·· 
Nebraska State Library ... .. ...... . Lincoln City, Neb ... Yes .. - 0 0 0 Yes... 0 0 1869 ... _ ... _ .... _ 
KetchumLibrary . ................... Bristol,N.H ........ 0 Yes ... · Yes ... 0 0 0 0 
Charlestown Somal L1brary...... . . . Chadestown, N. H . . 0 Yes . . . 0 0 0 0 0 
Concord Public Library ........... .. Concord, N.H .. ..... Yes ... Yes ... Yes . .. Yes_.. 0 0 0 
NewHampshireHistoricalSociety's ...... do............. 0 Yes .................................. : o 
Library. 
~!~t;n~~b~~~Ys~~i~i iih;~~Y- ~:: ~:::: j)~bi!<: N~ B:: ~:::::: _. _ ~- ... -~-e_s_ ~:: Yeg · · · Yeg--- ____ 0 ___ . ·-·. ? .... 
Town L1brary ...................... Exeter, N.H ........ Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes_ .. 
0 
0 











































0 0 0 
0 4 3, 000 
0 0 350 
0 2 2, 700 
0 2 2, 000 
0 3 0 
0 0 100 
0 0 1, 200 
0 1 1, GOO 
0 0 750 
0 0 0 
Yes..... 2 3, 417 
0 5 6, 700 
0 5 8, 470 
0 1 ' 0 
0 0 1, 200 
0 2 500 
0 0 5 
0 1 250 




























































TABLE XIV.-Statistics of libm1·ies fol' 1872; f1'0nt 1·epl·ies to inqtti1·ies by the United States Bu1·ea1t of Education-Continued. 
Name. Location. 
1 2 
Franklin Library Association....... Franklin, N.H .... .. 
Hollis Social Library . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . Hollis, N.H ....... .. 
Manchester City Lii.Jrary . . . . . . . . . . . Manchester, N. H .. . 
Library of Literary Adelphi........ New Hampt.on, N. H. 
Portsmouth .Athem:oum . .... . ....... Portsmouth, N.H .. . 








Yes .. . 
Yes .. . 































Yes .. . 
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0 Yes .. ·1 0 
0 0 0 
Yes ................. .. 
Manufacturers' and Village Library . Somersworth, N.H .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 




Drew Theological Seminary Library. Madison, N. J"....... 0 Yes.-. 0 0 I Yes ·--~ 0 
New Jersey Hi~torical ::iociety ...... Newark, N. J"_....... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 
Hertzop: lla¥ LI br_at·y ........ : .. : . . . New BrunswiCk, N.J" 0 T es . . . Yes . . . 0 0 0 
Young Mens ChnstianAssoCiatlOn ...... do ......... .... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 0 
ig d!.p ~ ~~ 
{/)~ ..... ~ 
~e-$~ .B§ OCD 
~i _.,rn ~§ ~Ol Q>ll> ;.Ei'p, 




~8 8:3J rn a> 
~2; ceo 0 ~ A 
6~ 66 67 
0 ------------ ...... 0 
0 ------------·----· 0 
0 ........................ .. 
0 1853............. 0 
Yes . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . Yes ... 































DudleyObservatory ................ Albany,N.Y ....... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes . .. 0 0 0 .................. 1 ""'' 
StateLibrary ........................... :.do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 .......................... Yes ... .. 
YonugMen'sChristian.Association ..... .. do............. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 .................. 0 0 
...:-es. __ 
~~~~M~~~::;~;n·'·Y ;:~ii·~~~Y !:F ;~ : r;: FT ~~c ~T : L :~~u~- .. ::_lll: :_:L y~L 
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275 I ·wadsworth Library ................ GeneseoVilla~o,N.Y e "Yes . .. Yes . .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 .................. Yes ... 
llamiltoo Theological Seminary ..... Hamilton, N.Y ........................................................... --. -··- ............... - .... - -~-- .. ---- --~--- ... ] ...... --
TiornellLibrary .................... Hornellsville,N.Y .. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 Yes ... 0 .................. 0 0 0 ~gg 
FrankliuLibrarvAssoeiation ....... Hudson,N.Y ....... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 .................. 0 0 2 1 
Libra:y<?f A;m~rieanBibloSociety .. NewYork,N.Y .... Yes... o ........ Yes................... o ................ .......... Yes
0
---- ----:; --·4;:;00 Appren~1cos L1bra1'Y--------------- ...... do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 0 Yes ..................... ~es ... Y 
























































































Mercantile Library Association ........... do ............. Yes .. . Yes ... Yes ........... Yes ... Yes .. . 
~~\~c~t~LlJ;a~y::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: Ye~ .. . f~~ :: : i:: ::: i:~: :: Ye~ .. . Ye~ .. . 
New York Society Library ....... . ....... do ............. Yes .. . Yes ... Yes . .. Yes . . . Yes ... Yes .. . 
Union Theological f'emiuary ........ . ..... do..... . ....... 0 Yes ... Yes .. ·. . .. . . .. 0 0 
Washington H eights ............ . . . ...... do ............ Yes ... Yes . .. Yes... . . . . . . . . 0 0 
Young Men's Christian Association ....... do............. 0 Yes . .. Yes ... Yes.. . 0 0 
Oswe"o City Library .............. . Oswego, N.Y ....... Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 
Yes ... 
y+ :;;::·E:;;_ i~: 




















450 Public School Library .............. . ..... uo . . ... · .. . ...... . ..... . ........ . ............... . .............. . 




0 0 •····· ., ....... . ics' Association. Yes ..... 
PublicSchoolCentralJJibrary ............ do ............. Yes ... 0 Yes ... Yes ... .. .............. . ......................... 0 o ~ 
Rochester Tbeoiogical Seminary ... . ...... do - . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Yes . . . Yes . . . Yes . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 1 
2, 500 
900 
150 Library of University-of Rochester . ...... do............. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes... 0 ... . .............. Yes... o 2 
U.Rion College Library ......... .. ... Schenectady, N.Y.. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 .................. Yes... 0 1 250 
~~~a6~_t.r:I,~{;~;~;;::::::::::::: ::: .~!.~~d~s~·-~: ~:::::: Yeg ... Ye~ __ . -~~~ ~ :: --~-e-~: :: . .. ? .... :::::::: .. -~- ... :::::::::::::::::: .. . ? ... .... --~-- -. ·---~- . --~·-~~~ 
Troy Young Men's .Association .... . Troy, N.Y ...... . ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes... 0 . .. .. . . .. . .. .... . . 0 0 2 6, 500 
~~~~~;¥.\t~~~~:.rtr~i;e;~it:Y-~hfc·. -~-~~~ct~ ~-i~1.'.~: ~:: :: ... ~- ..... __ 0_ ...... -~--. _ .. ~- _ ..... ~- ____ •. _0_ .•..•• -~. _.: :::: :: ::::::::::: ::::::: . . __ . ~----· :::::: :::::::: 
.A.kronLibrary.A.ssociation .. . . . .. .. .A.kron,Ohio ....... . Yes . .. 0 Yes . .. Yes ... 0 0 0 .... .... ........ .. Yes ... Yes ..... 0 500 
YoungMen'sCbristian.A.ssociation . Canton,Ohio . ....... 0 Yes.......... . .................................................. o ... •.. ..... 1 ....... . 
Mount Saint Mary's Seminary...... Cincinnati, Ohio..... 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 .. . . . ...... . ........ . ........ ... . . Yes . . . . . :-! .••••••• 
Ir~l1~t~r~~~E~~:~~~-o~i!\;g~~~~~~ :::::J~ ::::::::::::: ·~-::::: -~::::: ·~::::: :~:e:~::: ·~::::: :~:~~::: - - -~--- :::::::::::::::::: ·~::::: .:::::::: ·--~~- --~~~-~~~ 
Youno- Men's Mercantile Library ... ...... do . ............ Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. . Yes... 0 0 ... . .............. Yes... 0 3 3, 635 
Uircle'villeLibrary .................. Circleville, Ohio ... : . 0 Yes . .. 0 0 ....... . ........ ........ .... .. ........... . 0 o ............. . 
Cleveland Public Library........... Cleveland, Ohio..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..........•...................... .. ............... 
WesternReserveHistoricalSociety ....... do . ... ......... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes ........... 0 0 ... . .............. Yes ... Yes .... . 
ObioStateLibrary .................. Columbus,Ohio ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .......................... Yes .... . 
StargesLibrary ........... . ......... Delaware,Obio ... .. Yes . .. Yes .. 0 0 Yes ... 0 0 .................. ....... . o 








100 Library of Denison University.... . Granville, Ohio . . . . . 0 Yes... 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 .... . . .... . ...... . Yes... 0 
if~~Tet~ec~J~~~~~::::::: ::::::::::: ii~ri~1(~:,·o~i~0.::: :: ·y:e·;: :. i::::: ·y:~s- ::: i::: :: :::::::: :::::::: -~-e_s_ ::: :::::::::::::::::: -~-e-~::: .. _. -~-- ...... __ 
1
_ ..... __ 
YoungMen'sLibrary ............... Norwalk,Ohio ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .................. 0 0 1 900 
Sidney Library .Association . . . . . . . . Sidney, Ohio... . ... . 0 Yes . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 0 0 0 100 
ExcelsiorLibrary .................. Springfielcl,Ohio .... 0 Yes ... Yes .. . ... . ............ 0 0 .... .. .... ........ 0 0 ............. . 
SpringfieldPublicLibrary ................ do . . ......... .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes .. . Yes... 0 Yes..................... 0 o 1 
2 
Library .Association ................ Portlaml, Oreg ..... . Yes ... Yes ... Yes . . . Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 1854............. 0 0 1 
AlleghenyPublicScboolLibrary .... .A.llegheny,Pa. ...... Yes... . 0 0 0 Yes.......... . 0 ......... ........ 0 0 0 
Altoona Mechanics' Library, &c.... Altoona City, Pa .... Yes . .. Yes ........ . .. Yes ... Yes . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 0 0 1 
UityLibrary,Y.M.C . .A. .•••.•...••• Erie,Pa ........... .. Yes ... 0 Yes ... Yes ... 0 0 0 1863 ............. 0 0 2 
Fallsington Library Company . . . . . . Fallsdngton, Pa...... 0 Yes . . . 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 
Friends'Librar_yandReading-Room. Germantown, Pa ... Yes ........... Yes... 0 0 0 Yes... . . .. .............. ........ 0 2 
Pcnnsy lvania College Library . . . . . . Gettys burgh, Pa.... 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ... . ............ , .. . 
LibraryofTbeologicalSeminary ... . .... .. do............. 0 Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 0 .......... .. ...... ... . .... o 1 
Cassel's.Library ........... : ........ Harl«:ysville,Pa ..... 0 Yes ... Yes . . . 0 0 0 0 . ................. Yes... 0 0 
~t;~nL:Lrt:~l:Vuo~pa;;;Y:::::::::::: ii!~t~~<>~~ff~·l:.:::: i~:::: ····o· ... ~_e_s_::: i~~::: i~~::: -~~-~::: g :::::::::::::::::: ·-y~;:: : :::::::::: ~ 































































































































































































I I 1--1--1 1 __ , ___ , __ , __ 
Mechanics' Library ................. Lancaster, Pa ....... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 0 ................. . 
Meadville City Library ............. Mea<lYille, Pa....... 0 Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes... 0 0 ................ .. 
ir~~~.l~~u~n.I~:_l~~~~~t?s~~~~fl}J);~~Y :::: ::~g · :::::::::::: i~:::: :::: :::: ·y-~·s·: :: -~-e-~: :: i~:::: ~ ::::::: Ye~ · ... :::: ·: :::::::::::I:::::::: 
Moravian llistorical Society .. .. .. .. Nazareth, Pa........ 0 Yes .. . 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 
Norristown Library Company ...... Norristown, Pa...... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 1861 . . . .. . . .. . . Yes ... 
Libr~ry of the Academy of Natural Philadelphia, Pa .... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 Yes... 0 .................. Yes .. . 
SCiences. 
~~gt\~~Yfi;l~~~~aS~cfe~;~~~~-::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: i~~::: ¥~:::: ·y-·es::: ·y-~·s·::: ·y-'e·s·::: g g :::::::::::::::::: ... o .... 
Brothcrhead Libra1·y ..................... do ............. Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 Yes ... 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania ........ do ....... ........ . ................ . ... . ... .. .. .. ...................... ......... ............... .. 
Library Comr.any of Philac1elphia ........ do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 U:l27 ............. Yes .. . 
Mercantile Library ....................... do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 .................. Yes ... 
Moyamensing Literary Institute ........ .. do .... ......... Yes... 0 . ....... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 1i:l66 ............. Yes ... 
~~~~~~~~!~f~ ~~~~i~~~~~ ~-o_c_i~~~-:::: ::::~:~g: :::::::::::: i~~: :: Yeg .... Ye.s: :: .Y'e's': :: i:~: :: g g :::::::::::::::::: Ye~ ... 
~v~~rrbi~f~l~h·Yi'i~sti·t:t{t"e"::::: ::: ::::::~~: :::::::::::: ~ i~:::: :::::::: -~-e_s_::: . _. ~- ____ .. ~- __ .. _. ~- __ .. ~~~~:::::::: ::::: Yeg---
Y. M. C. A. Library ....................... do ............. Yes... 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 Yes .................... Yes .. . 
Tho .Athenmum of Philadelphia ...... ..... do............. 0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 Yes ..................... Yes .. . 
Carpcuters'CompaJlyofiJhiladelpbia ...... do ... .......... Yes... 0 Yes........................... 0 . ........................ . 
Young Men's Mercantile Library . .. Pittsburgh, Pa ...... Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 0 184':'............ . 0 
YoungMcu'sC.A.Library ......... Bristol, RI. ........ Yes ... Yes . .................. Yes. 0 0 .......... : ....... 0 
East Greonwich Free Library ....... East Greenwich, R.I. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1857 ............. Yes ... 
f!~~~i~afJ~~~p~~?:::::::·::::::: !Pu~ei~~~~:T~-:~:: ·:y~08::: ::::~::: ::::o:::: ::~:d::: ·:y~0~::: .... ~--- .... : .... :::·::::::::::::::: ... : .. 
People'sLibrary .................... Newport,R.I ....... Yes .. 
1 
0 Yes ... Yes ... Yes... 0 0 1870 ............. Yes 
Redwood Librm·y and Atnenmu.IL. ......... do ............. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... Yes... ...... .. .... .... 0 1870 ............. Yes. 
SlatorsvilloRcading-Room&Library NorthSmitbfield,R.I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .................. 0 
rn.wtuckot Libl'll,ry Association ..... Pawtucket, R.I. .... Yes... 0 Yes. Yes... 0 0 0 1852 .... .. ...... 0 
0 ............... .. 































5 1, 269 
1 0 










0 5, 000 
0 600 






2 2, 200 
0 0 











































































~r?w~ _Univor~ity Library .......... . Providence, R. I .. ··1 Yes ... Yes . . - ~ Yes... 0 ........ , Yes .. . 
§[~~~kf~wLtfg~~.v:::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ :: :::::: : :::: Yeos ... i~:::: -~~~::: -~~~:: : g g 





1870 ............ . 














P:ovi<lcnc? Athen~.'lum .. .. .. : .. : . ........ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes... Y es. .. Y es. . . . . . . . . . . Y es 
L1brar.v of tlle Umon for Cht1stmn ..... . do............. 0 Yes .. Yes ... Yes. .. 0 
0 
0 
1870 ... --·-- ·- ---j Y es ... , Y es ..... 2 
1 
' Vorlc · ·· --- ······ -----· 0 0 
FE5 
Harris Institute Libriiry .......... .. Woonsocket, R.I. . .. Y es 
Cbarlcstou Library Society . . . . . . . . . Charleston, S. C . . . . . 0 
State Library .... ................... Colmubia, 8. C ... . .. Yes. 
Theological ~ominary ...... ..... .. ........ do .. .. .. ... .. . . Yes 
Library of University of South Car- . ..... do .... ......... Yes. 
olin a. uoo-








v 11863. --·-···· ·---~ Yes ... l 0 
........ 
1 
....... . .............. -- . .......... . ... . - ----- ... : .. ______ Yes ............ . 
··--·· -- . -- . . - - ............ .. .. . . --·- ..... . -- .... -- · · .... -- - ------ . -··· . .. 0 
Yes .. . Y es . . . -------- 0 0 0 · ··-·· · ··········· .•. . .... 0 
Y es. . . Y es . _ _ . . . . . . . . Y es . . . 0 0 1801 ................ _. . . . Yes . . _ .. 
State Liurary: .. . : ... .............. . Nashville, T01ln ..... 
1 
....... . 
Houston Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Houston, Tex....... 0 
University and State Agricultural Burlington, Vt ...... Yes. 
Colle~o. , . . 
Young Men s Assomatwn ................. do . ... ... ..... . 
Miudlebury College ........ _ .... _ .. _ Middlebury, Vt .... . 
State Library ................. ------ Montpelier, Vt . .... . 
Peabody &,ibrary ..... - . . . _ ... __ ..... Post Mills Village,Vt 
Sa.int Johnsbury Athenreum . ... .. .. Saint Johnsbury,Vt. 
Alexandria Library . .. ... .. . .... _... Alexandria, Va . ... . 
Emory and H enry College . . ......... Emory, Va .... ..... . 
Yes . 
0 




Yes . . -
Theolog-ical Seminary .... ........... F airfltx County, Va. 
Union Theological Seminar.y ........ Hampden, Va. _ .. . . . 0 
P etersburgll Library Association .... P etersburgb, Va . . _. Yes. 
University of Virginia .. ... .. . ...... UniversityofVa.... 0 
Young Men's .Association . .. . . .. .... Janesville, Vvis ..... Yes. 
Seminary of Saint Fr:1ncis.......... Lake, \ViA .... ... _._ 0 
State Historical Society... ......... . Madison, Wis.. ... . . 0 
Georgetown College .. __ ... _..... .. . . Georgetown, D. C . . _ 0 
Libmry?f Congress. _ ..... _ ..... _ ... W ashington, D. C ... Yes . 
Sen aLe L1brar.v. _ . . __ . . . ... _ ....... _ ....... do _ ... . . _ . . .. ... ___ .. 
Signal-Office United States Army .. _ .. .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes. 
Department of the Interior ............. . . do ............ . Yes. 
Department of. Agriculture . .... _ ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
~~~~~~~ts~a~~~~i~~~:: :::::::: ::: :: ::::::~~:: ::::::::::: Yeo"-
~~~~~~~J~~~:~l~sLb'lli~~~: ::: :: : .:::: ::::::~~ :::::: :.:: :::: · y:~~-
United States ;Naval O?serv'y Lib'y ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes . 
D epartmentof StateL1brary ---- -·· .... . . do ................ . 
Bureau of Education ................ . .... . do ......... _... 0 
Washington CityLibrary ... ....... ...... do ···-···· · ··· Yes. 
Howard UniversitY-·· ·· ·····-· ·-··· ·-- ... do------------· 0 
Library of ·washington Territory.·- Olympia, Wash ..... Yes ... 
0 
Yes. __ 
0 Y es. Y es ... Y es . __ 
0 0 0 0 
0 Y es. ·-- ----- 0 
Y es. Y es . Yes. Yes. __ 









0 . .. ........ ...................... 
0 ..................... ........ 
0 . ........................ . .. 
() ------------··----
0 ----------------· · ............. ·--·-·---------- ·· · 
0 Yes .. ... 1 I 300 Yes ___ Yes ..... 0 
0 0 0 300 
··· - · --- 0 0 
·y:~~:: : 
0 3 
0 0 I 50 
·------· ---·-----· 2 
0 0 0 0 - -····- - 0 ·················· 0 0 - -- --- ······ · ·. 
0 0 Y es. Y es ___ 0 0 · ················- ····-- -· 0 0 0 
Ycf'l ___ Y es ... . .............. · ·· · ·-·· 0 1854 ............. - -· ···· · Yes ... _. 2 100 
Yes .. . Y es .. _ Yes... 0 0 0 ·········-··· ···· - ·------- 0 2 75 
i ~~ : :: ¥ ~~: :: : :: :: ::: Y ~s. _. g g : :: : : : : :: : :::::: :: . ~ ~~ : :: g g .. . ~·- ~~~ 
Y cs . . . . _ .. _ . . . . .... _ . . Yes. _ _ . . . . . . . . 0 ... . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 6 350 
-- .. - ... - -·- .... - . . . - . ... -- . .. . .. -· . . .. 0 .......... -------- . ------· . ----- ··-- ........... - --
i ~~: :: i ~~: :: _ ~~~::: ---(j - - - Y ~s - - g :::::: :: : :::: : : ::: : : ::: : :: Ye~- . . . . 0 2 u, {gg 
Y~~ ::: -~~~::: -~~~::: - ~~~::: -~~~::: ____ o ____ :::::::::::::::::: ::::::: : i~:::::: - ~ -~~- --~~~-~~~ 
Yet __ . ;::::::;~~:: : -:::::: ·y:e
0
8::: ___ _ g____ ::::::::::::::::::: :: :::: : :~~~::::: ----~- ---~:-~~~ 
Y cs . . Yes. _ . . .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . ... . ............ .......... __ . . . . . . . 4 1 ..... __ . 
Yes. __ Y es ... Yes .. Yes ... ···---- - 0 ···· ······· · ··--·- - - - ····· Y es _____ 1 ·· ·· ·--· 
¥~:: :: ¥~~::: :::·:::: : f~~::: :::::::: g :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :: Y es0 .. __ _ - ---~- :::::::: 
Yes. Yes. . . . _ .. .. _ . . ... .. _ . . . . . . . . . 0 ....................... _ . . 0 0 
Yes. Y e;s. . . . . . . . . . . 0 . ............ _ .. .. ... . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . 0 .... _., ... .... . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Yes .. _.. 0 
0 Yes Y cs . . _ 0 0 . _ ........... _ .. _ . 0 0 2 
Yes. Yes . . Y es . . . Yes. . . 0 0 . _ ....... _ .... _ . . . . .. . .. _ . 0 1 






















TABLE XIV.-Stai'istics of librm'iesfm· 1872; front ?'epHes to inqttiTies by the United States B~~1·eau of Education-Continued. 
s,; Chief librarian. 
~ Name. Location. 
:::1 
~ 
Name. How chosen. 
1 2 71 72 
2 Odd-l!'ellows' Lil.Jrnry............... Petaluma City, Cal.. Mis~:~ 1?. S. Colly. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Trustees ................... . 
Little Rock Mercantile Library .. .. . , LittlE\ Rock, Ark .... , George S. Groen ................. -~ Directors . 
3 I California State Library .. . .. . .. . . .. Sacramento. Cal..... l~obert 0. Cravens ....... , ... ........... do ................ . ... . 
4 Mechanics' Institute Library . ...... San Francisco, Cal . -~ George C. Hurlbut .. ............. -~- ..... do ................... . 
g ~decl'3T~S~~~ti't~rri: :::::::::::::: ::::: :~~: :::::::::::: ~~:r~~ sl~bc~~:-~e~::::: ::::::::::: :_ ·ni;~~t~;s .. ~ :::::: :::·.::::: ::: 
7 'Voodwanl's Gardens Library ............ do. 
8 Yonng Men's Christian Association . ...... do ............ . 
9 S.'lcramento Library Association... . Sacramento, Cal. ... . 
10 Douglas Library.................... Canaan, Conn . .... .. 
11 Danbury Librnry ................... Danbury, Conn ... .. 
12 Theological Institnte Library....... Hartford, Conn .... . 
13 Trinity College Lil>rary . .................. do ........... .. 
Harry Andrews ........... ......................... . ... .. ... . .. . 
Rev. Henry Cox, D. D . . .. .. .. . .. .. Association .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
M. S ·Cushman .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Directors ................. .. 
Charles Gillette................... Town ..................... .. 
C. H. Sanford . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Trustees .................. .. 
~~~ua~ ~~~~1E:wy-~cb~~ :::::::: ::::: ~a~ ::::::::::::::::::::: 
Remarks. 
Specialties, law, political economy, l1istory, 
and bio~raphy. Two-thirds of books be-
long to tnesc classes. 
Specialty, science. 
F1·om 19th annual report. 
No specialty. Complete in " History of 
the Pacific coast." 
Specialty, science. 
No specialty. 
15 .Bill Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ledyard, Conn ..... . 
141 Watkinson Library of Reference .... , ...... do ....... ..... . 
16 Library of Wesleyan University.... Middletown, Conn .. 
Specialtie!'l, classical lexicography, chemis-
try, Anglican theology, and English con-
troversial pamphlets. 
J'. Hammond Trumbull .......... -~ ...... do .................... -~ No specialty. 
EdmundS icer ... ...................... do ............ . ....... . 
C. T. Winclbester ........................ do . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Specialty, "Stronger in American history 
' than in any other department." 
21 Wilmington Institute ............ .. 
22 Georgia State Library ............. . 
23 Alton Pnblic Lil>rary .. ............ . 
24 BellcYillc Saengerbund and Lib. So-
ciety's Librar·y. 
25 Illinois Industrial University Library Champaign, Ill ..... . 
26 Free Ul.Jr:.try of Chicago . . . . . . . . . . . . Chicago, Ill ... ..... . 
27 Librury of the Presbyterian Theo- ...... do ............ . 
logical Seminary of the Northwest. 
28 Y. M. C. As!IOcialion Library .............. do ........... .. 
29 Mcl'Ctlntile Library ................. Peoria, Ill. ........ .. 
30 Qnincy Librnry .................... Quincy, Til ......... . 
William M. Baker ......................... .. 
D . .B. Wicl;:ersham, (acting) . . . . . . . Directors ...... . 
Charles Elliott .................... Faculty ...... ... . 
Miss H. F. Laughton.............. Committee ..... . 
~~~ i~~s~~-~lfe~::::::::::::::::: . ~i_r_e_~gr_s, ::::::. 
171 New Britain Institute ............. - ~ New Britain, Conn .. l Florence A. Fuller ................ 1 Committee ................. . 
18 Librnrvof' American Oriental Society New Haven, Conn... Prof. ·william D. Whitney . . . . . . . . Society .................... . 
19 Otis Lll>rary ........................ Norwich, Conn ...... H.B . .Buckingham ................ Trustees .................... Nospecialty. 
20 Silas Bronson Library .............. Waterbury, Conn ... Homer F. Bassett ................. .Board of agents ............. I No specialty yet, but will "collect works 
relating to the mechanic arts." 
No specialty. 
Specialty, law. 
Wilmington, DeL .. -~ Augustus F. Wilmans ........... -~ Directors ................. .. 
Atlanta, Ga ......... J'o_bn S. Conley ................................................ .. 
Alton, Ill . .. .. .. .. .. Miss Mary Douglass ......................................... .. 
Belleville, Ill ....... Henry Raab. ...... .............. Annually bymembers ..... .. 
















































































W:tbush College Library ......... . .. Crawfordsville, Ind . J SamuelS. Thompson ... .......••.. , .............•.••. 
Wbitcomll and College Circul ating Groenca:;tle, Iud . ... ,Johu Clark R edpath .............. Faculty ...•....•..... ····•·· 
Library . 
Indiana State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indi:mapolis, Ind ... . 
Madison Lillrary A ssociation. . . . . . . Madison, Inti . . .... . 
Library ofNot.r e Druno . ............ Notre D}tme, Incl. .. . 
The Public Library of Bmlington.. . Bnrlington, Iowa . .. . 
Iowa State Library. . ... .. . . . .. . . . . . D es \ioines, I owa .. . 
.Je:ll'er son County Library ..;\.ssociat'n. Fairfioltl, Iowa ..... . 
State Hist orical Society of Iowa..... Iowa City, Iowa .. . 
K eokuk Library Assoc~ation . .. .... . Keokuk, Iowa ..... . 
Kansas State Library ............... Topeka, Kans ..... . 
Kentucky State Library . . . . . . . . . . . . Frankfort, Ky . ... . . 
Louisville Law Library........ .... . Louisvill<), Ky . ~ .. . . 
Louisville Library Association ............ do ............ . 
Fisk Free Library of the New New 01-leans, La .. . . 
Orleans Mechanics' Society. 
N ew Orleans Y. M. C . .A. ................... do ............ . 
~~~~~:r~~ctr~:t·::::::::::::::::: ~?:~~\g:s c~-r-~t-~r_s ..... ..... . 
David Dickinson...... . . . . . . . . . . . . Governor ...... . 
George B. Crittenden . . . . . . . . . . . . . L egi,;lature ..... . 
J obn Polk . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Directors ...• 
Edwin G.Booth ....... . .............. .. . do ..... . 
Luther Homes . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Society ...... . 
Maino State Libr·ary .............. .. Augusta, Me ....... . 
Bangor Libr:try Association . ........ Bangor. Me ....•.... 
Bangor Mechanics' .A.ssoci:ttion Li- ...... do ............ . 
bral'y. . 
Bowdoin College Library...... . • • . . . Brunswick, Me ..... . 
Bucksport Social Library .......... . 
Gardiner Public Library .... ...... . . 
Bucksport, Me ..... . 
G:trdiner, Me ...... . 
Hallowell Social Library .........•.. Hallowell, Me ...... . 
Mecbanlcs' Library ................ . 
Saco .A.tllen reum . . . . . . . ........... . 
Portland, Me ...... . 
Saco, .Me . . ........ .. 
Skowhegan Library Association ... . 
Mar.dand State Library ........... . 
lJ.'he Library Company of the Balti-
more Bar. 
Skowhegan, Me .... . 
Annapolis, Md . .... . 
Baltimore, Md .. _ ... . 
Maryland Institute Library . . ............. do ... ......... . 
Met·cantile Library Association . .......... do .... .. . ..... . 
~~~\~d~0r~~·tft~~~aHb;a;y:~:::::::: ::::::3~:::: ::::::::: 
Amherst College Library............ Amherst, Mass ..... . 
Library of Andover Theological Andover, Mass .. •... 
Seminary. 
Beverly Public Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . Beverly, Mass ..... . I.J oseph D. Tuck. 
American Academy of Arts and Boston, Mass .....•.. Edmund Quincy 
Sciences. 
Boston Puhlic Library .................... do ...• 
Boston Young Men's Christian Union ...... do 
Congregational Library ...... . ............ do 
Library of the Boston Atbenreum ........ do . 
Library of the New England His- ...... do .• '.•••...•... 
torical Genealogical Society. 
Libmry of theY. M. C. A. ....•••••.•••.•. do 
1\'Iechanic Apprentices' Library ........... do . 
Roxbury .A.thenreum ...................... do 
.Justin Winsor ..... . 
George S. Russell . 
I. P. Langwmt.hy .. 
CharlP,s A. Cutter ..... 
.John Ward Dean 
.J. E. Gray ..•...................... 
Ed . .J.Ryan .. ..... .............. . . 










Specialties, "travels and history." 
Specialties, "history of New England and 






























































Name. How chosen. 
l 2 7.l 72 
Remarks. 







Specialty, "law." 0 
Specialty, rare medical works. "'j 
Specialty, "nn.tural history." 
Specialty, "mechanics." 
"Past.or's library." 
Specialties, history aml scimJco. 
Mos t oft It o b ool's rccoi vo<l nrc turned o,~cr 
t o tl1 0 E"~ox lu stitution. cxco pi ill g' n J'cw 









































































A1·ms L1brary . . ........ . Sltellmrno Fnlls.}\fass Elizn, I. Mn.ynan1.................. Trustees ..•••. 
Cit_\' Uurnry 1.\ ssocin.tion Springtieltl, MasH . . . 'iVilliam l·Uco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Directors .... .... . .... ..... . 
Stockbridge, Mass... Mi;,s J. L. Barnum ... ... _.......... Libi·ary association ........ . 
s;wamrsqqtt, Mass . . Curtis Merritt.... .. ......... .. ... Selectmen ........... . ..... . 
f:lonth bUllb11ry, Mass Jervis E-. Horr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Committee ................. . 
,Tackson Librnry .. , . . ... . ... .. . . ... . 
Swampscott Town Library ......... . 
Gootl enow Librnry .... .. ... . .. ..... . 
Ta.nuton Public Library . . ......... . Taunton, Mass ...... Edwin Manly ...... ... ........ ..... Trustees ................... . 
Waltham Public Lil>rnry ........... . \Valthrnn, Mass ..... A u drew .J. Lathrop .............. . Directors . .............•.... 
Wa;yl~nd Free Public Librn.ry ..... . ·w ayland , 1\hss ...... James S. Draper . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . Library committee ......... . 
\\7 cstfield, Mass..... Sewall Lamberton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Committee ... ..... ... .. .. .. . W estitelr1Atbenreum ... .... ... ! ... . 
Town Lihrary . ........ . ........... . \Vcstfonl, Mass..... '1'. A. Bean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Selectmen ... .......... ... .. . 
W eston Town Library ............. . \Vcston, Mass ....... Jolm Coburn . ....... .......... . ... Library committee ........ . 
West Roxbury, Ma;;s Cornelius Cowing.... ..... .. ..... Directors ' W est Roxbury Free Library ....... . 
Williams College Library .......... . ·williamstown, Mass N.H. Griffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Trustees 
Wiuehemlon Public Library ....... . \:Vincllendon, Mass . . Mrs. Wheeler Poland ......... ........... do ............. ....... . 
\Vinchest er Library ... 
\Voburn Town Library 
"\Vinchester , Mass ............................................ do .................... . 
Free Public Library ...... _ .•....... 
Woburn, Mass ...... Mrs. E. H. WoodbeiTy ............. Library committee ......... . 
\Vorcester, Mass .... SamuelS. Green ............. : .... Directors ..... . 
Worcester District Medical Society ..... . do 
Librar_y. 
Worcester Co. Mechanics' Library .... _ .... do ............ . 
\Vorcestcr Co. Horticultural Society ...... do .......... . . . 
;Library. . · . . 
Albion College Library ............. .Albion City, Mich .. . 
UniYersity of :hlichigau Library.·.· . .Ann Arbor, l\iich .. . 
D etroit Mechanics' Society. . . . . . . . . . Detroit, Mich . .... . . 
Public Library of Cit_,. of Detroit ........ . do ...... _._ ..... . 
Detroit Young Men 's Society Library .. .... do ............ . 
Ladies' Library Association ....... Kalamnzco, Mich .. . 
Young Men's Library Associ::ttion ...... . . <lo .. .. ..... · ... . 
Minnesota Historical Society . . . . . . . Saint Paul, Minn .. . . 
SmntPaulLibrary ................. ...... do ............ . 
Mississippi State Librar.v ........... Jackson, Miss ...... . 
Saint Charles Catholic Library ...... Saint Charles, Mo .. . 
Law Library As~>ociation... ..... ... Saint Louis, Mo .... . 
.P1,1blic School Library .... .. ......... . . ... do ............ . 
Saint Louis Mercantile Library ........... do . . -......... . 
Saint Louis University Library ........... do . . ... ... -.. . . 
Nebraska State Library............. I,incoln City, Neb .. . 
Ketchum Library . . ..... ... . .... ,... Bristol, N.H ....... . 
Charlestown f:locial Library......... Cllarlestown. N. H .. 
Concord Pu bllc Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . Concord, N .H ...... . 
New Hampshire .Historical ::)ociet.y's ...... do ....... ..... . 
LilJrarv. 
State Library . ..... ... .................... do ............ . 
Jnvenilo and Social Library ......... Dublin, N.H ....... . 
Town Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exeter, N. H ....... . 
Franklin Library Association ....... Franldin , N. TI . .... . 
Hollis Social Library .............. Hollif. , N .H ........ . 
)\Xauchc;;tcr Uit.y Library ........... M::tnt;lwstcr, N.ll .. . 
Mrs. F. J. Tbnrston 
Ed. vV. Lincoln ..... 
M. W. Darling, (pro tem) ..... _.... Faculty 
l'i-ev. Andrew T en_ Brook, M. A . . . . Regents .. 
John Farrar ....................................... . . . 
H enrJ'", Chaney ..... _....... ....... Board of Education .. - ..... . 
C. N. Gat! and. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Managers .. 
Ml '<". D. B. Webster ..... ...... .... Association .. _ .. 
w;·w. Peck ............................. do .... . 
J. Fletcher Williams .............. Society ..... . 
:Mary S. Creek .... . . ... _.. . . . . . . . . Directors .................. . 
ii~~~~s~~~h;,· s: "j ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~: ~:: ~:fi~~a~~~~- ~ ~ ::: ~::: ~ ::: ~::: 
En gene C. Fittman ............... , Directors ..... - ............ . 
~ ~~~~!tv~~~~:::::::::::: : : ::::: ~i~~~r~t: : ::::::::: ~ ~::::::: 
b~~~11.·€~~i!~e~_~: ~- -~:: ~ ~: ~ ~::::::: §~~~~~~\;o~i-t::::::::::: ~ ~: 
1-lev ,Silas Ketchum............... Self-appointed ............. . 
Samuel Webber .. ................. Shareholders ............... . 
Frederick S. Crawford............ Trustees ........ .. ...... ... . 
N. Bouton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Society ........ . 
W illia.m H. KimbalL . ......... , .. . Trustees .. _ .. . 
Milton D. Mason ...... . . .. ....... . 
B. Mavin Fernald 
Society .................... . 
Committee .... . . 
Annie Nesmith ..... ............. . Trustees ......... . .... . .. .. . 
Levi Abbott ..................... . Members . . ................ . 
Chm-les H. Marshall .. . ....... -.. . Trustees ... ... ... _ ......... . 
Gradually accumulating books relating- to 
the application of science and the fine 
arts to mecha,nical operations and the 
useful a.rts. 
Specialty, horticulture. 
Specialty, history of Minnesota. 
Specialty, "law." 



























































Library of Literary Adelphi. .. _ .. __ New Hampton, N.H. 
Portsmouth .A. then mum . . . . . . . . . . . . Portsmouth, N.H ... 
Portsmouth Mercantile Library As- _____ .do 
sociat.ion. 
Manufacturers' and Village Library. Somersworth, N.H._ 
Library of Young M en 's Christian Bridgeton, N . .J ..... . 
·.Association. 
Drew Theological Seminary Library. Madison, N . .J _ ..... . 
New .Jersey IJ.i~torical Society ...... Newark, N . .J .... .. _. 
¥~~~~ir~:~ ~1~~!~{~ :A.88~~iaii~~ · . ~ ~~ :~~-s-~~~~: ~ :~ 
Library. 
Fallsington Library ...... ... . ...... . 
Dudley Observatory 
State Library 
Young Men's Association . . ..... .. . ...... do ....... . .... . 
Young Men's Christian .A.ssociation., ...... do 
The Long Island Historical Society. Brooklyn, N.Y .•• , ... 
.Apprentices' Library ..................... do 
Astor Library .... _ ....................... do 
1\Iot·cnntile.Library Association ..• .. ...... do ..•.. .-: ...•.. 
City Library ........ ... ....... .......... :-.do 
Eclectic Library ................... ....... do 
Now York Society Library ............... do 
Chief librarian. 




Specialties, "law and American history 
and authors." 
Specialties, "American local history and 
, family genealogy." 
Specialties, "poly graphical and scientific 
works." 
"Strong in history." 
"Biblical almost entirely"-" have the Bible 
in about 150 languages." 
Specialties, "law and documents r elating 
· -- · · ------ .. -- ..... · ... ......... ... . .. ...... ............... -·--· "\ to municipal government." 













































1931 Library of University of Rochester-~- . .... do ............ -
194 Union College Library ...... ,....... Schenectady, N. Y .. 
Hl5 Central Librm;y.................... . Syracuse, N.Y . .... . 







:203 Pnblic Library ------······-. -~---··· · 1 ·· ··- - do 
204 L!brary of Saint X a vie~· C?llege .......... do 
205 Library of the Turner ::3oCiety ............ do 





















227 Library o{Theological Semin'ary ... -~ - ..... do . ....... .. .. . 
228 Cassel's_ Lib. rary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harl ~ysvill e, Pa ... . 
229 State L1brary ..... .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . Harnsburgu, Pa ... . 
230 Union Library Company....... . ... . Hatborougb, Pa ... . . 
231 Law Library Association........... Lancaster, Pa .. .... . 
Specialties, theological works, histories, &o~ 
SLrong in wor·ks of fiction. 
Specialty, novels, 75 per cent. 
Specialties, juveniles and novels. 
Stron~ in the collection of Dr. Augustus 
Neander, the church historian, 4,049 vols. 
Strong in works on French "Pulpit oratory 
and ascetic books, say 2,500 vols. 
Strong in American and European history, 
travels, and magazine literature. 
This return includee two society libraries 
of 5, 700 volumes each. 
Specialty, German theological works. 






































TAULE XIV.-Statist-ics of librm·ies fo?' 1872; frorn 1·eplies to i?l"(j_!ti?·ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
Chief librarian . 
Name . Location. 
Name. How chosen. 
1 2 71 72 
Mechanics' Library................. Lancaster, Pa ...... . 
Urn(lrillcrCity Library . .......... . . Meadville, Pa .. .... . 
Philo-Franklin Society Library ........... do ............ . 
:McnclYillo Tltcological School Library . ..... do ............ . 
hlorndau llistorioal Society ........ Nazarctb, Pa ....... . 
Norristown Li!Jrary Company ...... Norristown, Pa .... . 
Lihrnry of tbe Academy of Nat ural Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Scicuces. 
.A pprcntices' Library Company ............ llo ............ . 
Bnptist llistorical Societ.y .. ........ .. ..... do . 
Brothorhc:ul Libra-ry ........ __ ........... . do. 
Historieal Society ot'Pcunsyl·nmia ........ do-------·-·---
Liln-:u-y Compm a_y of Pbilac1clphia ........ do ............ . 
MorcuntiloLibrary. ---- - ------- --- .. , ... do---·----·----
1\loyamct•sing Literary Institute ... . ...... do ............ . 
l)cuusyh' anin. Historical Society .... .. .... tlo .. . ......... . 
~~~~t~~~~;~tt1J;.~~f,i_t~:~ ~ ::::::: ~:::: ::::: :~~~ ::::::::::::: 
\\re:<tPbiladclpbiu.lnstitute .............. do ............ . 
Y . .i\l.C . .A.I~ibrary ....................... 110 ••••••••••••. 
Liurary committee ......... . 
Trustees ................... . 
Society ... .... . ...... ...... _ 
Trustees ...... ~ ............ . 
Society ..................... . 
Trustees ................... . 
Academy ........... ..... .. . 
Tho .8 thenroum of PIJiladelpbia ........... do . 
Ctupentor s' Company ofPhilauelphia ...... do ....... .... . . 
Young Men's Mercantile Library ... Pittsburgb, Pa ..... . 
Young hlou's C . .A. Library . . . . . . . . . Bristol, R.I ... _ .. __ . 
Bast Greenwich Free Library....... East Greenwich, ~.I. .Joseph W. Congdon. 
l•'ostor-Mautou Libral'Y... .... ....... l<'oster Centr·e, H. L. Mowry I' . .Arnold .... . . 
KiugstonLibrary ................... Kiugston,R.I ...... ----·····-······-······· 
Lous<lalc Librm·y ........... ·........ Lonsdale, R. L...... Miss Harriet Kilburn. 
l'C01Jlo's Library .... ......... ....... Newport, RI _ ...... ElmaM. Dame ... .. ·"·········· .. . 
]ic<l wood Librar.r aml .Athcnroum ... ...... do . _........... Beujaruin H. Rhoades ............ . 
Slatersdllo Rendiug-Room and Li- North Smithfield,R.l W. H. Sandford 
umry. 
Remarks. 
Strong in works relating to history of Mo-
ravian ChnrciJ and ot!Jer denominations. 
The library is exclusively composed of 
works on natural history. 
[especially the Baptist . 
Specialty, history of Chri stian churches, 
Specialty, imported English novels. 
Specialty, works on 
kiudreu subjects. 
horticulture and 
Clergymen exempt from dues. 
Strongest in architecture. 
l>a,wtncket Librnry Association . . . . Pawtucket, R.I..... Emily F. Pratt ........ ........... . I Directors 
Brown _Uuiversity Library......... . P1·ovitlenee, R. I.... Reuuen A .. Guilcl . ..... _ ...... _... . Corporation .... _ ........... . 
~'~;~\'~l<;~~,J~r~~~~~~\,::: ·_:::::::::::::: :::::: ~~ ::::::::::::: · i~~~~~~ ~-a~!~~fn:::::::: :: :::::::: ~Xe~~~~1p.-co~1~·i: ::::::::::: .
1 















































































Providence Athenreum ... ......•.... • ...... clo 
Library of tlto U11iou for Cbristwn ...... do 
\Vorl;:. · 
Hun-is Iustitnte Librnry ............ "Woonsocket, R.1 .. . 
Uluulcstou Lilmu-y Society . . . . . . . . . Chudestou, S.C .... . 
State LilJrary............ .. . . . . .. . . . Columbia, S. C .... . . 
'l'hcological Semin .. ry ........ ............. <lo ............ . 
Liln·:n-y of Uuivcrsity of South Car- . ..... do ....... . .... . 
J'. D. Hedge ...................... : ... . do ...................... -~ 
\V. ::l'!f. Bailey, jr.............. .. . . . Society ................... . 
Annah Ballou ..................... Tn~st.ces . ... . ............... . 
Artlmr Mugycck.. ................ Soc1oty .. · .. . ............... . 
Adolph l<'iniuger ....... ....... ... . Governor ............ .. .... . 
Rev. Geor!!'C Howo, D. D., LL. D . .. ...... ...................... . . 
C. B1·uco \Valkcr .................. Trustees . ...... . ....... .... . 
olin a. 
Rtato Library .... ...... ............. Nashville, Tenn . ... . 
Dons ton Public Liurary . . . . . . . . . . . . lions ton , Tex .. .... . 
IJn i \·ersity aud State .Agricultural Rw-lington, Vt ..... . t~fu~~~;~~~l~:~l~:::: :::::::::: \' t~Y.~~~:i~(i~~:~~~~~~~~:::::::::: 
Co11Pp:e. . 
Young Men 's .Association ........ ... ...... do ............ . Elihu n. Taft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Association ... . ........... :. 
hli<lll lohnry College ................. Mifldlebury, Vt .... . 
~tato Library .................... . .. Moutpelicr, Vt .... . 
Peabody J,ibrary............... .. . . . . Post Mills Villngc,Vt 
Saiut .Johnsbury Atbemcnm . . . . . . . . Saint .John;;bury, Vt. 
Solou .Albee . .................. .. . . Ccrpon1.tion ................ . 
ji~~-~g~ £~~11·~:::: :::::::::::::::: -~~nd~t~~~: :::::::::::::::::::I Strong in law. 
William \V. Thayer . ......................... ~.................. Library n.nd building owned and supported 
Alexnnrlria Library................. A lexa.llflria, Va ..... ::l'!fi'S. E . .J. Young .........•........ Directors .................. . 
Emory aullliem~y College ........... Emory, Va.......... ELlmun<l Longley ................ ]<'acult.y ...... .' ....... .. .... . 
'J'l.Jcological Smmnary ............... :Fairfax County, Vu. Rev . .Joseph Packard, D. D ........ Trustc'es ........ .. . ... ..... . 
Union 'l'heolo!!'ieal Sfnuinary . . ..... . Hampden, Va ....... R ev. B. M. Smith ... ...... ........ .. ... uo ..................... . 
Petersburgh Library Association .... Petersburgb, Va .... W. L. Baylor ..................... . Directors .................. . 
Univcrsitv of Virginia ......... ... .. University ofV~. .. "William vVertenbaker ....... ..... Boa.n1 of visitors ... ........ . 
Jc~~fa.~~~.'s~~~o~~~~~fs· :~~~:::~:: 'i~t~~v.Wr; ::~~: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: -~-i~-1~~~:~ _0_0_~-~~~~:~~:: :::::::: 
State .lilistorical Society.... ......... Madis011, ·wis ....... Daniel S. Durrie.................. Society ........... . . ...... . 
Georgctowu College.. ............. .. Georgetown, D.C... Rev . .J. S. Sumner, S. J ................... ... .. ... .............. . 
Lil.mu-yof Congress ... ...... ..... . . Washington, p. C ... A. R. Spofford . . ... ... .. .......... . President United States .... . 
i:icnateLibrary ................... ......... do . ... .. ....... GeorgeS. Wagner ................ Secretary of Senute ........ . 
Signal-Office United St:>tt:s Army .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant Henry .Jackson, A. S. 0 ............... . .............. . 
Department of tho In tenor ............... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. C. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seeretary of the Interior ... . 
Department of .Agriculture .. .......... ... do . ... . . . ... . . . .John B. Russell .......... ... ...... Commissioner of .Agricultm·c 
Pateut-Offi.ce Library··~--- ............... do ............. Dr. George U. Schaeffer ........... Comwissioner of Pateuts .. . 
Bureau of Statistics ...... do E. T. Peters. Secretary of Treasury ..... . 
War Depnrtment Librury ................. do 
Surgeon-General's Office ...... ...... ... ... do 
United States Naval Observ'y Lib'y ....... do 
Department of State Library ............. do 
Bnrrau of Education ..................... do 
Superintendent ............ . 
Secretary of State ......... . 
Commissioner of Education. 
\Vasl.Jington City Library ................. do ........ .. .. . 
Howard University ... .... .. .............. do ... · ......... . 
Library of \Vasbington Territory... Olympia, Wash ... . 
Executive committee ...... . 
Trustees ................... . 
Legislature 
uy tbo founder. 
Specialty, old books. 
Specialty, agriculture. 
Speciulty, u technical library of science, es-
pecially as applied to the arts. 
Specialty, statistical and economical publi-
cations, say 1,500 Yolumes. 
Specialty, milit,ary works-one-half. . 
Strong in mechcal works and works on the 
physical sciences connected with medicine. 
Diplomacy. 






















872 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
List of libm1·ies (not private) containing mo1'e than 1,000 volumes. ComJ>iled by the United 
States Bureau of Edu_cati.on. · 
[The* indicates that statist-ics are given from returns for which see Table XIV.] 
No. Library. Posi-office. 
ALABAMA, 
1 Florenco Synodical College................................. Florence ................ . 
2 Southern University ................ .................. ...... Gre.emborough ..... ." .. .. 
3 Greene Springs School...................................... Greene Springs . ........ . 
4 Huntsville Female Seminary................................ Huntsville ............. . 
5 Roward College............................................ Marion ................. . 
6 Judson Female Institute .......................................... do ................ .. 
7 l\Iarion Female Seminary....... . . .. . • . • . .. . . .. • .. . . . . .. .. . . . ..... do ................. . 
8 Saint Joseph's College...................................... Spring Hill ............. . 
9 Tuscaloosa Female College . . . .. . . . . . . . • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Tuscaloosa ............ .. 
10 University of Alabama .......................................... do ................. . 















12* Little Rock Mercantile Library ................. ·-·····-··· Little Rock.............. 1, 800 
CALIFORNIA. 
13 Saint Vincent's College . • • .. • .. .. • ..... • .. .. • • .. ... .. .. ... • .. Los Angeles ........... .. 
14 City Library............................................... Marysville ........... . . . 
15 California Military Academy .....•.•••.....•....•...•••••••. Oakland .••...••........ 
16 Pacific 'rheologic:rt Seminary .... . ................................ do ................ .. 
17 University of California ... ............ ..................... ..... . do ................. . 
18* Odd Fellows' Library....................................... Petaluma City ..••. ; ... .. 
19* Sacramento Library Association . • • . . • • .. . • . .. • .. . .. . .. . .. • . Sacramento ............. . 
20* State Library .............. ...................................... do ................. . 
21 * M~chanics' Institute Library..... • • . . . • . . • • .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. • . San Francisco ......... .. 
22* Mercantile Library ............................................... do ................. . 
23* Odd l!'ellows' Library ............ .................. .............. do ................. . 
24 Saint Ignatius College ...................................... ...... do .. ............... . 
25 Saint Mary's College ............................................. do ................. . 
28 Saint Mary's Library Association ................................. do ................. . 
27 San Francisco Th eological S<:>minary ............................ .. do ................. . 
28* Woodward's Gardens Library . .................................... do ................. . 
29k Young Men's Christian Association ................................ do ................. . 
30 College of Notre Dame ..................................... San Jo~te .............. . 
31 State Normal School ..................................... ........ do ................ .. 
32 Franciscan College ............. ............. ............... Santa Barbam ........ .. 
33 Santa Clara College........................................ Santa Clara ......... .... . 
3-4 Odd Fellows' Library ............................. ·......... Stockton .............. .. 






























Allis's Circulating Library.................................. Birmingham ........... .. 
Bri<:igeport Library......................................... Bridgeport ... .......... .. 
Doug'aR Library. .... .• ........... ... . . ... . . . . .. .• • .. .... .. Canaan ................. . 
Danbury Library . .. . . . . .. • .. . . . . . • • . .. ... . • • • .. .. . . • • . . .. . Danbury .............. .. 
School for Young Ladies ................................... I!'armington ............ .. 
American Asylum for Deaf and Dumb . . .. .. .... .. .. . . . .• .. . Hartford ................ . 
Connecticut Historical Society .................................... do ................ .. 
Hartford Public High School. ..................................... do .......... .... .. .. 
State Library ............................................. . ..... . do ................ .. 
Theological Institute Library . .. • . . . .. . . . . .. .. • . . . . . . • .. .. .. . ..... do ................. . 
Trinity College .................................................. do ................. . 
Watkinson Library of R eference .................................. do ............... .. 
Young Men's Institute ............................................ do ........ .. ....... . 
~:~t!'~;::;~-s~h~~i~:: ~ ~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ld~~ ::::::.:::::::::: 
Young Men's Christian Association ............................ _ .. . do ................. . 
Industrial School for Girls . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . Middletown .••..•........ 
~~!i:~n~n~~~f:!ra;; A~;d~i~ti~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~: ::::::::::::::: ~: 
~::n~!~::~r!:ni!\u~~~i~ty:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ~~~~~: :::::::::::: 
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences ........................ do ................. . 
~~~=~~~~~;_o_~~~-~-a_d_i~~~ ~-c-~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :g~::: ::::::::::::::: 
~oun~ Men's Library Association........................... New London ........... . 
~~w~f~;:;~ ~~~~~~=-::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~J~~ ::.:::::::::::::: 




















































ST.ATISTIC.AL TABLES. 873 
List of libraries (not p1·ivate) containing more than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
No. Library. Post-office. 
CONNECTICUT-Continued. 
64* Silas Bronson Library ...................................... Waterbury .•••••••.••••. 
65 Dowes's Circulating Library ................................ West Killingly ......... .. 









State Library .............................................. Dover ................. . 
Delaware Coll<'ge .......................................... Newark ................ . 
New Castle Library Company .............................. New Castle ............. . 
Smyrna Library Association ................................ Smyrna .••..•••.•••.••.. 
Library of Iris ............................................. Wilmington -•.....•.•.•. 
. ;~~~;;~0!e~::~~~~l~~-e-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~: ::::::::::::::::: 
GEORGIA. 
74 University of Georgia ...................................... Athens-----~------· ·--· · 
75* State Library .............................................. Atlanta ................ .. 
76 Young Men's Libra1·y Association ................................. do ........... ... ... . 
77 Medical College of Georgia ................................. Augu~ta ............... . 
78 Mechanics' and Scientific Association ........................ Columbus ............. .. 
79 Academy for the Blind ...................................... Macon .................. . 
80 Mercer University and Societies ................................... do ................. . 
81 College Temple .............................. , ............. Newman ...•••.••..•••.. 
82 Emory College and Societies ................................ Oxford ................. . 
&3 Savannah Medica) Collego ..•.....•••••••....•...• --~- ..•••. Savannah . ............. . 

















































Evangelical Lutheran Teachers' Seminary .................. Addison . .............. .. 
Pnblic Library ........................ . .................... Alton .• _ .. .. ............ . 
~:~~:g~i~~~~ln~;.;r·::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~:::::::::: .·::::::: 
Srengerbund and Libra:r:y Society ..•••••.•••.•.•.••••••••••. Belleville ...••.....•..•.. 
Bloomington Female Seminary ............................. Bloomington ........... .. 
Illinois Wesleyan University ...................................... do ................ .. 
Blackburn University ...................................... Carlinville ..••......••.•. 
Illinois Industrial University .... . ........................... Champaign ........ . .... . 
Baptist Union Theological Seminary ........................ Chicago ....••..••.•.•••. 
Bennett College of Eclectic Medicine and Surgery ................. do ................ .. 
Chicago College of Pharmacy ..................................... do ................. . 
Free Library of Chicago ... ....................................... do ................. . 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of th;e Northwet!t .............. do ................ .. 
Saint Ignatius College ........................................... do ................ . 
University of Chicago ................... ; ........................ do ................. . 
Hengstenberg Library, (University of Chicago) .................... do ................ .. 
Young Men's ChriRtian Association . ........................... . ... do ................. . 
Eureka College . . • . .. .. .. . .. . ... ... .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. Eureka ................ .. 
Garrett Biblical Institute ................................... Evanston .............. . 
Northwestern Universit-y ......................................... do ................. . 
Northwestern Female College ........................... , ......... do .•..••.....•..•... 
~~~xLh~W~Ie·: :: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~l_e_s\~:.r_g-~:: :·:: ::::::::: 
Lombard University .............................................. do ................. . 
Young Men's Library Association .......... .-........ ...... ........ do .... ........... . .. 
~f~i;~eg~lfee~i~~? ~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~:!~~lie":: .".":::::::::: 
Illinois College.................................... . ........ Jacksonville ............ . 
Illinois Fem~le College ........................................... do . ................ . 
Institution fot· Education of Deaf and Dumb ...................... do ................. . 
Odd Fellows' Library ............................................ do ................. . 
Lake Fore.st University .......... .;.......................... Lake Forest ........... . 
McKendree College ... .... : ................................. Lebanon ...... ... ..... .. 
Lincoln Univer~ity . ....................................... Lincoln ................. . 
Monmouth College ......................................... Monmouth ............ __ . 
Theological Seminary of the Northwest .....•••.•••.•••..••....... do ......•..••..•.... 
Mount Carroll Seminary ...... ,............................. Mount Carroll .......... _ 
State Normal University.. .................................. Normal. ................ _ 
August ana College............................... . ......... Pnxton .... ... ....... __ . . 
i~~t~~:&tb~:~i:;r;~1:8: 6~1i~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: _ ~~~~ii: ::::::::::::::::: 
Jubilee College . .... ........................................ Robin's Nest ............ . 









































































874 REPORT OF THE COMLVIISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
List .oj libraries (not pl"ivate) containing more than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
No. Library. Post office. 
ILLINOIS-Con tinned. 
132 State Library . ............................................. Springfield ............ .. 
133 State Law Library . . ............................................. do . ............... .. 
134 Shurtleff Coll ege. ......................................... . Upper Alton .... · ........ . 
135 Wheaton College. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ·wheaton .............. .. 
136 Brelsford's Circulating Library . ..•••••...••.•••.••........ . Wilmington ..•...••..... 
INDIANA. 
Monroe County Library.................................... Bloomington . .......... .. 
Indiana University . ............... .. .......... ..... ....... .... ... do ................. . 
Wabash College ............................................ Crawfordsville ........ .. 
Evansville Library A~sociation .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. Evansville ............. . 
Concordia College .......................................... Fort Wayne .......... .. 
Fort \Yaynt~ College ... ..................................... . .... . do ................ .. 
Frankliu College . .......................................... Frauklin ............... . 
Whitcomb and College Circulating Library .................. Greencastle ; ........... .. 
Hanover College ·. . .. .................................. ..... Hanover ............... . 
Centre 'I'ownship Library . .................................. Indianapolis ............ . 
Indianapolis Library .... .................................. .... ... do ................ .. 

































Northwestern Christian University ................................ do ................. . 









































Youn g Men',; Christian Association .......................... . .... . do ... ... ........... . 
Madison Library Association................................ Madison . .............. .. 
College Library . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . ]l,foore'n Hill ............ . 
DePauw College . .......................................... New Albany ............ . 
Saint Mary's Academy ...... ............................... Notre Damo ........... .. 
University of Notre Dame ........................................ do ................. . 
Earlham College . . . . . . . • . . .. . . .. • .. .. • . . .. .. • .. .. .. . • .. . .. . Richmond ............. .. 
Saint Meinrad's College ........ ................ _........... Saint Meinrnd ...•..••... 
IOWA, 
Burlington University .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • • ..... .. .. .. . . Earlington .............. . 
Pnblic Library . . ___ .............................................. do ................. . 
Wart.burg Seminary...... . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . • .. . . .. . • .. . . . . Casstown ............... . 
Cedar Falls Library Association............................. Cedar Falls ............. . 
Youn g l\Ien's Association....... ............................ . Clinton ................ .. 
Davenport Library Association . . . . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Davenport .............. : 
Griswold College ... .............................................. do ... .............. . 
Norwegian Lntber College .................................. Decorah . .............. .. 
D es Moines Library Association . . ........................... Des Moines ......•....... 
State Library .................................................... do . ................ . 
Young Men's Library . .............. _._........ ............. . Dubuque ............... . 
J efferson County Library Association . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . Fairfield . ..•. ..•.. ...... . 
Upper Iowa Univers!ty . ......... . .......................... Fayette . .............. .. 
I owa College. .... . . . . .. . • .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. Grinnell ............... .. 
State Historical Society ..• .....••..••...•..•• . .••........•.. Iowa City .. .......•..•.. 
Iowa State University . ........................................... do ................. . 
Keokuk Library Association.... ........... ..... ........... . Keokuk .. ......•. ....... 
Odd Fellows' Library No. :3 • ................................ Keosauqua ..... ....... .. 
Towa Wesleyan Univer~ity .................................. 1\fount Pleasant . ...... .. . 
Cornell College.... .. .. ..................................... Mount Vernon ..... ..... . 
Central University of Iowa . ................................ Pella ................... . 
Tabor College.................................. ............ Tabor .................. . 
KANSAS. 
182 Saint Benedict'E College .................................... Atchinson ............. .. 
is~ ~r~:rN:~;::r~~~-o·t·.· :::::::: :::::~: :::::::.:::::::::::::::: ~~~~~i~-~~t!. :::::::::::: 
185 Library Association . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . Lawrence ......... ..... . 
i ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 1gcl~g~~~l-e-~~ ::::: ::::::::::::: :~::: :::~: ::::: : ~l~~~~it:r;-.~::::: ::::::: : 
188 College of the SisterM of Bethany. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . Topeka ................ .. 
~~~* ~f~~~i~lr~~~~~~ ~-e-~1~~~?_-_-_-:_-_-_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :J~: ::::::::::::::::: 
191 Washburn College ......................................... ... .... do ................. . 
KENTUCKY. 
~~ NazarE'tb AcadPmy ... ...................................... Bard~! own ............. . 
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List of libraries (not p1·ivate) containing nw1·t than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 

















State Library ......•..••.••...•••.......•.•.•.....•• . ...... Frankfort ..•.••..••..••. 
Georgetown College .............••........••...•..•........ Georgetown ..•.......... 
G eorgetown College Societies ..............•...................... do .. .........•...... 
Preoby terian Institute....................................... Greenville .. ........ . ... . 
Daughters' College ...............•...•..•....•.......•..... Harrod~ burgh . ......... . 
Kentucky University . ...••...•....••...••... .••..••...•.... L exington . .......•..... . 
t~~:~;iw: t~~r~~a~-~~-a.~:~:::::~: ::: :~::::: :::::::::::::: ·i~~i~~~il~---: ::::::::::::: 
Loui~ville Library Association ........•....•.....•........•....... do •. •...•...... . .... 
Medical D epartment University of Louisville . .............•....•.. do ..•...•..•...•.... 
Young Men's Christian Association .•...••..•............•.•....... do ................. . 
Odrl Fellows' Library . .••........•••..•.........•..••....... Newp ort ......... • ...•.. 
Beth el College ..... -.- .....•..............•.........•.•...... Russellville .......•...... 
Academy of Saint Catharine of Sienna . ..................... Springfield ....••.•...••. 

















211 Saint Charles College ....................................... Grand Coteau............ 4, 000 
212 Centenary College ......................................... . J ackson................. 2,000 
213 College of Immaculate Conception . . . . .. .. • . . . . .. . . . . . . .. • . . New Orleans. .. . . . . . . . . . . B. 000 
214" l<'isk Free Library of Mechanics' Society . ........ . ................ do . ................. 5, 000 
215 Straight University--Normal Department ... .. .............. ...... do.................. 1, COO 
216 University of Louisiana--Medical D epartment ..................... do ..•.. __ . . ........ . 1, 500 
217 Ursuline Order ...••••...................•...•...•...•...•...•.•.. do.................. l, 000 















































State Library .............................................. Augusta., .............. . 
Bangor Library Association. . . . ............................. Bangor ................. . 
Bangor Mechanics' Association .................................... do ............... . . . 
Theological Seminary ............................................ do ................ .. 
Washburn's Public Library ............... . ................. Belfast .•.•..... . ..•...• . 
Bowdoi n College . ........................ : ................. Brunswick .....••....... 
~~~;·~~~~~es~~i:;e~~~~:r§~~-i~~~y·.·: :·:::: ~:::::::::: ~:::: ~::: . ~t~~~~~~~:~::::::::::::::: 
Saint Croix Library .. ...................................... Calais .. .......... .. .... . 
~~~~~~!e~~~;: ~~~-:!1 S~b~~i:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g:ft~n~l-i~~~-e-~-: ::::::::: 
Town Library ............................................... .. .. do ............ ~ ..•.. 
City Library ............................................... Ellsworth .............. . 
Westem State Normal School. .............................. F armington ..•..•...... . . 
Mechanics' Association ................. . .... . .............. Gardiner ............... . 
Public Library . .................................................. do . ............ .-.. .. 
Hallo>vell Social Library.................................... Hallowell ............... . 
Calliopian Society, Maine W esleyan Seminary . • ............. Kent's Hill. ... . ........ .. 
Bates'~ College . .... ... . ................... .. ............... Lewiston ........ . ...... . 
State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.......... Orono .................. . 
Mechanics' Library .... ......................... . ........... Portland ............... . 
Mercantile Library Association .................................... do .... . ........... .. 
Portland Institute and Public Library ............................. do . ." ............... . 
Richmond Library Association . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . Richmond . .....••..•.•.. 
Saco Athenreum . ........................................... Saco .................. .. 
Skowhegan Library Association ............................ Skowhegan ............. . 
ra~~~:-~i~r~~~i-~~1::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~;!~~·:o~1~!~~: ::::::::: 
Prank li n Family School for Boys.... .. ... ................... Topsham . ••.•••..••..••. 
Colby Un iversity ........................................... Waterville .. ........... .. 
Frost's Library. .. . . .. .. . .. • . • • • .. .. • .. • • . .. .. .. . • • . . • • .. • .. W estbrook ••••.•.••..••. 
MARYLAND. 
~:i:~1J~~:~~e~Jii~g~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~a~:~s-: :::::::::::::: 
Sta<e Library . ................................................... do ................. . 
Academy of the ViHitation .................................. Baltimore . .. .......... .. 
Baltimore Female College . ....................................... do ................. . 
Friends' Elementary and Hi,gh SchooL ............................ do ................. . 
Howard Normal SchooL . . ......................... . . .. ..... .. ..... o ................. . 
Library Company of the Baltimore Bar ........................... . do ................. . 
Loyola Coll~ge . . ..... .......... ... ............................... <lo ...........•• .. •... 
l\faryland Institute Library . ..... .. ..... . ....... .. ................ do ................. . 
Medical and Chirurgical Paculty of Maryland ... . .................. do ............... , __ 
Mercantile Library Association .................................... do ................ _. 
l\otr~ Dame InHtitute ...... . ..... ..... ..... .. .... . ..... .. ........ do . ......•.. .. ...... 
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Peabody Institute ..•.••• . , ................................. Baltimore ............. .. 
State Normal School ............................................. do ................ .. 
Young Men'M Christian Association ............................... .'do ............... . .. 
Saint Timothy's Hall . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . Catonsville .•.•••.•...••. 
Charlotte Hall Library . • • • . • .. • • .. • • . • . • . • • • • • .. • • .. • • .. • .. Charlotte Hall .......... . 
Stonewall Library ................................................ do ................. . 
Washington Library .............................................. do ................. . 
Washington College ........................................ Chestertown ............ . 
College of Saint James ...................................... College of Saint James .. . 
Rock Hill College . . . . . .. . .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • • . • • .. .. • • • .. .. • .. . Ellicott City ............ . 
Saint Charles College ............................................. do ............. ... .. 
Saint Clement's Hall .............................................. do .•..•••..••...•... 
Patapsco Female Institute ........................................ do ................ .. 
Mount Saint Mary's Cotlege ................................. Emmittsburgh .......... . 
Saint Joseph's Academy .......................................... do ................ .. 
Academy of Visitation .. • • . . .. • ... • . • . . . . . •• . • . . .•• . • • •• • • . Frederick ............... . 
Frederick College ................................................ do ................. . 
Frederick Female Seminary ...................... ................ do ................ .. 
Institution for Education of· Deaf and Dumb ......... . ............ do ................. . 
Novitiate of Society of Jesus ...................... ............... do ................ .. 
Mount Saint Clement .................................... ... Ilchester . .............. .. 
Calvert College. ............................................ New Windsor ........... . 
Western Maryland College ..... ............................ Westminster ............ . 
Theological Seminary .... -~-·~·--························ Woodstock ............. . 
l'riASSACHUSETTS. 
Amherst College . .. . • .. • .. • .. . • • • • . . • .. • • • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • .. . Amherst ................ . 
Massachusetts Agricultural College ................................ do ................ . 
!~~~~~;~~:~~o~~~ls~r~i~~;y.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~J~~::.:·.::::::: ::::: 
Public Library. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. • . Arlington .............. .. 
~~:;1!·~t~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~!~~~gf~~-:: ::::::::::: 
Public Library. .. .. . . • • .. .. .. .. • .. . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. . . Beverly ................ . 
Public Library. ..... . . .. . .... .. • .. . . .. • • . . .. . .. .. .. • • • . • • .. Bolton .. ................ . 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences .. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .. .. Boston ................. . 
Boston Athenreum ......................................... .. ..... do ......... ........ . 
Boston College .......................... .................... ..... do ................. . 
Boston Library A~sociation ........................ ............... do ................. . 
BoHton Universit.y-School of Law ................................ do ................. . 
Boston University-School of Theology ............................ do ................ .. 
g~~~~~1g~t~;~~~gi~~~!;~~~?. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~::: ::::::::::::::: 
Dorchester Antiquarian and Historical Society ..................... do ................. . 
English High School. ............................................. do ................. . 
Handel and Haydn Library . .............. • • • .. • .. . .. • .. .. . . . ..... do ................. . 
.Massachusetts Historical Society .................................. do ................. . 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ............................. do ................. . 
Mattapan Literary Association . • • • . . . • • . • . • • • . • . .. . . . . ........... do ................. . 
~=~~~~~:llb~~~~~s: -~~~~~~::::: :·::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~:: :::::::::::::::: 
~!~c~~~~ogb~~r~e_t:.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ : :::::::::::: ::::. 
New England Historic Genealogical Society . ...................... do ................. . 
Public Library . ............................................ . ..... do ................. . 
Roxbury Athenreum .............................................. do ................. . 
Roxbury Mechanics' Institute ............................. ........ do ................ .. 
~~~!:lli~~~~i~~~~:.:: :::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~: ::::::::::::::::: 
Town Library ................................................... do ................. . 
i~~~dwell :z;,ibrar;y, .Massach~se~t;. General Hospital. .•....•.. . .•... do .•...••.••........ 
g Mens Chnst1an Assoctatlon ................................ do ................. . 
Young Aien's CbriHtian Union . .•• , .......................... . ..... do ... .............. . 
!l;f~l~J, .. i/l-;;!;((!(!i!i!i;i(ii!!(!iii l!~~~~j'M··;((i!(i 
1 
~~~t~K U~llege ... ... .... .. . . .. ... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. Coll1•ge Hill, (Meclford) .. . 
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Peabody Library, (branch) ..••• '...... .................... . Danvers ..••.•••••••••••. 
Library Association .•••...•••••.••.••...••.••••••.•••.• ; ••. Deerfield .•••••.•• ••• .••. 
·williston Seminary .••. ,.................................... East Hampton .••. ..••••• 
Public Library...... . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • . . Fall River ..••.•.•••.•••. 
Public Library............................................. Fitcbburgh .••.••••.••• .. 
State Normal School •••• •• • • • .• ••• . •• . . • . . • . . • • • • • • • . .••••. Framingham .••.•••..•••. 
Peabody Library.............................. . • • • • • • • • . • • • Georgetown .••.••••..•• , 
Sawyer Free Lil>rary .••.. . ••..••..••••••••••••.•.••••.••.•. Gloucester ..... . ••••••• •. 
G-reenfield Library Association.............................. Greenfield ••••••••.•••••. 
i.awrence Academy ..•.....•.....••••.•••••.••..••.••••..•. Groton ...••••••..••••••. 
~~~ii~ t:~~:~~: ~ ~:: :::::::::::::::::: ~::::: ~:::: ::::::::::: "ii~;~~~d: ~ ::::::::::::::: 
Morse & Son's Circulating Library.......................... Haverhill .••..••..••..••. 
Public Library As~ociation .. . ..•.•••••••••.•••.•••..••••••. Hinsdale ....••.••..••••. 
State Indu.trial School for Girls . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . Lancaster .••..••..••.•. . 
~~~n_t~b~:~?Li·b;~;y ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·L·~~-r~~~~-:: :: ~ ~:::: ::::: 
Free Public Library .•••.• •••••. ...•••• •••••. ••. .•••.••.•••..•••.. do .••••••......••••. 
~J!t~l~fzt~mttlllt~:~~~jjllfl~u~jj~jll:llj~~lt;~~jlljlll~:j~l:: 
Public Library.................................... . ........ Lunenburgh .••••••..•••. 
Free Public Library ..•..•.•••.•..••••.••••••.•. .•••.• ·•.•••. Lynn .•••••.•••.•••••.•.. 
Young Men's Christian A~sociation...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Middleborough ..•••••••. 
Town Library ..•.••.••• .•..•••.•••.•••. ....•.•••••.•••.• .. Milford .•••••••••••.••••. 
Town Library ..••••••••.•••••.•.•••..•••...•••••••.•.•••.. Millbury ••••••..• .•••••. 
¥~!~~,~~:~;~=-:::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~n- ::::::::::::::::: 
Free Public Library .•••••.••••.•••..•.•••.••.•••.•••••••••. New Bedford .••••••••••• 
Friends' Academy .••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..•..•. do ...•...•••••.••••• 
Public Library .••••••.•••••.••••..•••.••••••.•••• ~......... Newburyport .•.....••••• 
Free Library ...•. •.. ••••••• •••.••.•.••••••••• •••••.•.••• •. Newton •••.•••••••..••• 
Newton Atbenreum .. ." •.•...••••••••.••••••.•••••••••.•••.•. .. .... do .•.. .•.•• .•••.••• . 1 
Newton Theological Institution .•••..••••..•••..••••.••.•••. Newton Centre •••••••••. 
~orth Adams Library Association .••••••••.•••.•• ,.. ••• ••• . North Adams .••.• ••••• •. 
Free Library...... . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . North borough ...•••.•••. 
Public Library .••....•.•.••.••••.•••••••••...•••.. •••.• •••. North Bridgewater .•..••. 
Public Library •••.•.•••.••••••••••.••••..••••.•••••.••.••.. Northampton •.••...•••.. 
Appleton Library •••........••.•••.•••••••••• •••.•.. ••••••. North Brookfield . .••... · .. 
vVheaton Female Seminary .••.••...••• , •••.•••.••••••.••••. Norton ••••..•.••••.••••. 
Frae Public Library .••••..••••••••••.•••••••...•.•••••••••. Oxford .•••.•••••••••.••. 
P eabody Institute • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . Peabody ..••••.•••••••••. 
Free Public Library .••.•••••••••••.•••.•••.•••..••.•••.•••. Phillipst-on .••••..•••..••. 
Berkshire Athenreum ..••••.••••••.•••.•..•••••.•••••••••••. Pittsfield-~---····· •••... 
Maplewood Institute .•••••.•...•••••...•••.••••.•••••.••••.•.•.... do ..•••••••••••••••. 
1\fercant.ile Library ••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••....... do .••••••••.••••.••. 
Public Library............................................. Quincy .••••••••••••..••. 
~~~::iu!~~~~-~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::: ::::::: ~~l~~u?. :::::::::::::::: 
Essex Institute .••.•••...•...••••.••.••••••..•••••••••••••....•••. do ..•••••••••••••••. 
~~:~o~~~~~ds::O~t. ~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~:::::: :::::::::::: 
Arms Library .••.•••.•••..•••...•••.••••.••••••••.•••.•..•. SbelburneFalls .••.•.•••. 
Public Library.................... ... ............. ........ . Sherborn ..• .•••••.••.••. 
Public Library .•••.•••••••..••• ••.•• •••••••.••••••••••.•••. Southborough ••••.•••••• 
South Dedham Library..................................... South Dedham •••••••••. 
Mount H olyoke Female Seminary ••••••.•.•.•.••••••••.•••. South Hadley .•• ." •••.•••. 
g~!~i~~!~:~1i~iii~:tii~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~L~~~~~~~!.::: ~:::::: 
Library and Museum of Natural History .•••.•..•••••••.••........ do .•••••...•••.••••. 
~~t~~~n~~~~~;:.: .".": _- ----~ ::::: ~ ." ~:~.-: ::: ." :." ." ::::::: ~ ~ ." ." :::::: ~~~~!~~~g~-:: ::::::::::: 
~~~KtE~~!~t ~:::::::: ~:::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~~!~-~~-:~-~:::::::::: 
~~~~~~:{~~:~~:-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~mif:1~~~: ::::::::::: 
Westfield Athenreum .•••...•..•.•••.•••••.•.•.•.•.•••••••........ do ..•••••••••••••••. 
Town Library ..•...•.••••.••••• .•.••• ••••••.•••.•••••.•••.. Westford ...•••.••••••••. 
Newton Athenreum ..•...•....•........•...•••.•.••••••••••. West Newton •••••••••••. 
W est Newton English and Classical School. •••••.•.•..•••••....... do .•• ..••.•••.•.••••• 


























































































































List of libraries (not pnvate) containing nw1·e than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
Library. Post-office. 
MASSACHUSETTS-Continued. 
Williams College Societies ..••••..••.•••••.••••...•••••••••. Williamstown ..•........ 
PubLic Library............................................. Winchendon ............ . 
Winchester Library ..•. .• ...• .. ... . . • . .. . . . .... .. . . . . ... . . . Winchester ...........•. . 
•.rown Library.............................................. Woburn ........•........ 
American Antiquarian Society.............................. Worcester ......•.•...... 
College of the Holy Cross ...•...•.......................•........ do ..•....... ..•.... . 
Oread Collegia te lnHtitute ...•..•••.....................••...••... do ................. . 
l!'ree Public Library ........•..•....•......•.........••..••.....•. do ..•..••.•......... 
Highland Military Institute ..............................••....•.. do ..•............... 
Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science ..••......... do .. .............•. . 
\Vorcest.er County Horticultural Society ...•................ ... .•. . do ..•..•..•......... 
Worcester County Mechanics' Library ........................••.. do .....••..•........ 
Worcester District Medical Society .••.•••..•.••....••............. do ..•......•••...... 
MICHIGAN. 
2~~~e~~ B~~::g:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · . ~~~i_a:o: ::::::::::::::::: 
Public School Library .........••..•. ..•....•... ...••.....•....... do ..•...•..••....... 
Albion Library ...........••........•.................•..••. Albion ................. . 
Albion College Library .........•.....•..............••..••....... do .........••...... . 
'I he :Misses Clark's School . .. . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . Ann Arl)or ......... . ... . 
University of Michigan .....•.....•..•.........••.•.•••..••....... do ..•.....•......... 
Mechanics' Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • . • • • . • • . Detroit ..•...........•.. . 
Public Library ..............••..••...........•.••..••••.••....••. do .••......••....... 
Young Men's Society Library ....••..................••.•••....... do ..•....••......... 



































Hillsdale College ..... ....•..•... .• ........ ......•... ....... Hillsdale ............ ... . 
Hill~dale CollegE' Societ-ies .....••.........••........•............. do ... .............. . 
Kalamazoo College....... ............... ...... ............. Kalamazoo .......••..... 
Ladies' Library Association . .••..••.........•.•.•••......•........ do .• . ............•.. 
Young Men"s Library Aswciation .•.•................••..••. ...... qo ........•......... 
State Agricultural College . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Lansing ................ . 
State Library ...... ...............•.. .......•. .....•...... . .•... . do .. ............ ... . 
State Reform School .... .. ............•..........•......••...... . do . .•......••....... 
Ladies' Library Association .....................•..•..•...•. Marehall ...... . ......... . 
City Library.......... .................... .... .. .. ......... l\1onroe ........ ......... . 
Young Ladies' Seminary and Collegiate Institute ............ ...... do ..•............... 
OHvet College . .....................•....................... Olivet ...........•....... 









458 Augsburgh Seminary .••..• ....•..••.••••• •..••........• .... Minneapolis.............. l , 000 
459 University of Minnesota .••..•...••...•...•..••.•.•..••........... do.................. 6, uOO 
460 Carleton IJollege .........•....•..•..•..••.................. Northfield.............. . 1, 100 
461 F;aint .John's College . ....• . .•..... •.. ... ..............•... . . Saint Jos<'ph ..... ... •... l, 500 
462* Minnesota HiBtorical Society... ................ . .... ........ Saint Paul.............. . 5, 200 
4G3* SaintPaul Library .•....•.........•...•.................... .. .... do.................. 5.900 
4G4 State Library ..... ... .. ... • .......•..•.................... ....... do. .. ....... . . . . . 8, OO:l 




















l\IiAsissippi College ..••••..•.•......•.•.•...••..•..•..••..•.. 
State Library ........•...........................•..•....•. 
~~};~~~~~n~~~~~~:si~~-ippi: :::::: ~ ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Chicka~aw Female College .....• ..... ...................... 
Tougaloo University-Normal Department •......•••....... 
1\IISSOURI. 
Clinton .••.•••..••....... 
.Jaekson ................ . 
Natchez ...•...•......... 
Oxford ..•.............. . 
Pontotoc ..•............. 
Tougaloo ••.••.......... . 
Christian University............ ..... ....................... Canton ..•......••....... 
, aint Vincent's College.. .................... . ............. . Cape Girardeau ..•....... 
niver ity of lllissouri.................................. ... . Columbia .............•.. 
'rand River Coll<·ge . •. . . .•. .•. . .. . •• . . . ...... .•... .. ... . .. Edinburgh .•....•....••.. 
Loretto Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Florisante ...... .. •...•. . 
I ~~~;1fL~~!~~~l!~~~~::: :~ ::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~::: ~::::::: · :~-:~~~:: ::::::::::::::: 
I 
~!ount Plea ant Colle-ge . .................................... Huntsville .............. . 
.·~mh ::\li. onri State Normnl School .....................••. Kirk ville .....••........ 
William Jewell College . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Liberty . ................ . 
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MIS SO URI -Con tin ned. 
Saint Charles's Catholic Library • • . . • . . . . . • . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . Saint Charles ........... . 
i~i~f, ~i~~:~~~i~~,~;;L :: ::~~ ::: ~ ~ ~ :~~~:~~ :::~~:: • ~:~·;·it~:~~:::: •: • ~~: • 
Concordia Seminary ........................................ ..... . do ................. . 
L aw Library Association ......................................... do ......•.......... . 
Normal School. .................................................. do .............. . .. . 
Public Schoo l Library ............................................ do .....••..••...•.•. 
Saint Louis Medic-al College ...................................... do .................. · 
Saint Louis Medical Society ...................................... do ........• . ......•. 
Saint L ouis Mercantile Library .................................. . do ................. . 
. Saint Louis University Library ................................... do ................. . 
Saint P atrick's Academy ......................................... do ............ . .... . 
Ursuline Academy ............................................... do .. · .............. . 




















500* State Library ..... -........................................ Lincoln City............. 5, 314 














































Ketchum Library ............................ .............. Bristol ................. . 
Town Library .........................••..•............ . ........ do ........... . ..... . 
~~~-:¥i~~~!F.~~~~~~i~~~ ~~~~~~~~: :: ~:: ~::::::: ~:::::::::: . ~-~~~~:~~~:~:::::::::: ~:: 
Srate Library ................. o ........... o ••••••• o .... o ••• • ••••• do ..........•....... 
Dover Library ................... o......................... Dover ........ 0 ••••••••• 
Juvenile and l:locial Library ......................... o...... Dublin . ................ . 
T own L ibra ry . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Exeter .. 0 •••••• 0 •••••••• 
Franklin Library A ssociation ............................... Franklin ............... . 
Dartmouth College ......................................... Hanover ........... . ... . 
Hollis Social Library .. -...... . . . . . . • . . . . .. . • • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . Hollis .................. . 
Public Library .... ......................................... Lancaster .............. . 
City Library......................... . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .Manchester ............. . 
Kimball Union Academy Library and Societies.............. llleriden ................ . 
Appleton Library . • . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . Mount Vernon . .. . . . .... . 
Literary Adelphi.......................................... New Hampton .......... . 
Literary Institute ................................................ do . .......•..••.... . 
Social F'raternity .......................... . ...................... do ............ . •.... 
Literary and Scientific Institute ............................. New L ondon ........... . 
Portsmouth Athenreum .................... . ................ Portsmouth ............. . 
Mercantile Library Association ................................... . do . .. . ............ .. 
Library Associa tion........................................ Rolling's Ford .......... . 
Saint Paul's SchooL....................... . ... . ............ Saint Paul. ......... . ... . 
Manufacturers' and Village Lib rary . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . Somersworth ..•......... 
Conference Seminary and F emale College ................... Tilton .................. . 
NEW JERSEY. 
F arnum Preparatory School . .. • . . .. • . . • • • • • • • • . .. • .. . . . . . . . Beverly ..... .' .......... . 
Bordentown F emal e College . .. . . . .. . . . .. . • . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . Bordentown ............ . 
Young Men' ~:~ Chri~tian Association ......................... . Bridgeton ............... . 
Freehold Institu te . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . • • • • . . • . .. . . . .. . . • . Freehold .•.............. 
Stevens Insti tute of T echnol ogy . ..................... . ... ·.. Hoboken ............... . 
Classical and Commercia l H igh School . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . L awrenceville ..•........ 
Drew Theological Seminary . . . . . . . . . .. • . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . .. . Madison . ............... . 
Apprentice~:~' Library . ... . ...................... _.......... Morriotown . ........... . 
Newark Library Asoociation .........• ·...................... Newark ............ . .. .. 
New J ersey Historical Society ..................................... do . ................ . 
H ertzog B all Library.... . . . ................................ New Brunswick ........ . 
Youn g Men 's Christian As ·ociation .......................... . .... . do . . ... . ........... . 
College of New J et scy and Societies . ........................ Princeton . .........•..... 
Theological Semina ry ........................................... . do . ..............•.. 
~~W~n~~; C~l~~~;y::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~o~1:~~~~:: :::::::::: 
Young llfen'~ Chrioti an Association ................................ do ................. . 
Pilesgrove L ibrary Association .............................. Woodstown ............. . 













































546 Academy of the Sacred H eart. .............................. Albany.................. 1, 000 
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NEW YORK-Continued. 
Dudley Observatory . • . • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • . Albany ................. . 
State Agricultural Society ..... . .......................... . ....... do ................. . 
State Library ....... . .............................. .. ......... . .. do ................. . 
U nivet·sity of Albany, Law School .............................. .. do ................. . 
Y oung Men's Associa.tion .................. .. ...................... do ................ .. 
Young Men 's Christian Association . ............................... do ................. . 
!~~~a~~!~ei~0~;; .'_'_'_'_'_':: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ±::~i~ ·::::.::::::: :::: : 
Saint Steven 's College .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .... .. .. .. .. .. • • Anand ale ............... . 
Auburn P rison Lib rary . ............ .. ........ .. ............ Auburn ................ . 
Aubu rn Theological Seminary .. .. ,. ............................ .. do ...... · .......... . 
Cayuga L ake Academy . . .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • . • • • . Aurora . ............... .. 
Batavia Union School. . .. . .. .. .. • . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Batavia ................ . 
Binghamton Academy . ........ .. ........................... Binghamton ............ . 
Brookly n Collegiate and Polytechnic In&titute . . • • • • • • • • . . • • . Brooklyn ....•••..•..••.. 
Brooklyn Institute Library ........................................ do ................. . 
L ong I sland H istorical Society . ... .. .............................. do ............. . .. .. 
Medical Society of County of Kings ... .. ......................... .. do ................ .. 
Mercantile Library . . ............................................. do ................ .. 
Packer Collegiate Institute ....... . ................. ~-- ............ do ................. . 
Youn g Men'R Christian Association ............ . .................... do ......... . ....... . 
Y ou th's Free L ibrary ......... .. .................................. do .... . ........... .. 
Buffalo F emale Academy . .......... .. ............... ,...... Buffalo ................. . 
~~Z~1~s~~W;~~a_1_ ~~~~~:~: ::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: ::::: : g~: ::::::::::::::::: 
G rosvenor L ibrary . .................................... .. ........ do ................ .. 
Martin Luther (Theological) College . ......... . .................... do ................ .. 
Mechanics' Institute . . . ......................... . .................. do .. . .............. . 
Medical College . ..... . .................... . ............ .. ........ . do ........... . .... .. 
Saint J oseph'd College .................... .. ........ · .............. do ................. . 
Young Men 's Ass6ciatlon .................... .. .................... do, . ............... .. 
W ashington Academy... . ...... . ................... . . . .. • . . Cambridge ............. .. 
Canaudaigua Academy . .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • .. • .. Canand11igua .......... .. 
Ontario Female Seminary ................... .. ....... .. .......... . do ................ .. 
Canton T heologica l School........................ .. ........ Canton ................ .. 
Saint L awrence University .. ........................ .. .. . ......... do ................ .. 
Central New York Conference Seminary . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . • • . Cazenovia . ..•..• • ..•.... 
New York Conference Seminary and Collegiate Institute ..... Charlotteville ... .. ..... .. 
Claverack College and H udson R iver Institute . . . . .... . ...... Claverack .. •••..•...•.••. 
Clinton ;Liberal Institute ...... .. ...... . ...... . .............. Clinton ............ .. .. .. 
Hamilton College .... . ......................................... . .. do . ........ . ....... . 
State Normal and Training School . ....... . ... .. .......... .. Cortland .............. .. 
D elaware Academy ......... - ~ - ... ·........ .. ............... . Delhi. .. . ............... . 
Starkey Seminary . .. . ................... . .... .. ....... : .... Eddytown . . ............ . 
Elmira F emale College.................. .. .................. Elmira .. . ............. .. 
~:t:~:lg ~~!~~:~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -:.~i~-~~~~:::::::::::::: ::: 
~1::~~: ~~~a~;ag:~~i~ti~~:::::: :::::::::::::: :: :::::::::: ~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::: 
Saint J ohn's College .................................... .. .. F ordham . . . ........... .. 
Fort Edward Collegiate I nstitute .. ... . ......... . ........... . F or t Edward -- -- · - ~ · .. .. 
D elaware Literary I nstitu te ................ . .. .. ............ Frank lin ... .' .......... .. 
Fredonia Academy . .. .. .. . • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. F redonia .......... . ... .. 
State Normal and Training School ..... . .................... .. .. .. do .. ............. .. 
Geneseo Academy...... .. . . .. . • .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . .. • • . • • .. .. Geneseo . ........ .. ..... . 
State Normal and Training School ................................ do . . ....... ........ . 
ile~~~~0c~~s~~~'tl!ni~~ ·s~b.~~i: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · G~~~~~: :::::::::: : : : :: :: 
Hobart College . .. .... . . ... ... ....... .... ............ · - --··· .. ... . do . ..... .. . .. ...... . 
Hamilton Theological Seminary . •••••••••.• __ . : •••••• _ •.. • _. Hamilton . ...•........... 
!~1~i~~a~r?: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ : ~ ~ ~: · sr~;~~~;~;:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ • 
Franklin Library Association . ... .. .... . . . ....... ... ........ . Hudijon .. . . ..... . . ...... . 
Cornell University .... . ..... ........... . ................... . Ithaca .. . .... .. ......... . 
Union 'chool and Collegiate Institute .............. ... ... .. .. Jame~town . ........... .. 
Union Free School. ..... . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. . Keeaeville .. ........... .. 
Academy of the acred H eart . .................... . ......... Kernwood . ............ .. 
Ingham University . ... .. . .. . . .. .. . ........... ..... ....... .. LeRoy .. ....... . .. .. ... . 
Seminary of the Lady of Angels .•• .••• •. . ......•.•.. _... ... L ew iston .•..•••.••• . . • . . 
~~~ve:~fe VX~!~l!; ~~~i-~~? :::::::::::::: :::::;: ::::::::::: t~'!~iil~- : :: : :::::::: : ::: 
Academy of the Sacred Heart.. ................ . ............ Manhattanville .. .... ... . 
Mexico Academy . .. . ........ . . . ... . . . .... .................. Mexico .... ..... .. ..... .. 
Walk ill Arademy and Union F ree SchooL ..... ..... ..... .. .. Middletown .. ...... .. .. .. 
iili~Ii~Zi~r~~;: ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~: ~: ~:::: ~:: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::::: . :~:~~:. ::: ~ ~::::: ~:: ~ 
Nmnb~rof 
volum~g. 
l , 100 
5, 0 0 
87, uoo 
1, 500 
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NEW YORK-Continued. 
American Eclectic Librar·y, (Medical) ....................... New York .............. . 
lf~i~fi:.l~~;i~~~:n<! ~!!!: l::! i; i i ~! [ [ ~ ;.; f;; ~: :! :! [!I! •:!;;!!!!; i i ~ i i! i: 
~~f!~~~ u~i~:a;y.~::: ::::::::::::::::::: ·::: ::::::::: :'::::::: ::::::~~:::::: :::::::::::: 

















::~~:~~=~ ~~~~~:~ ::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~: :::::::::::::: ~:: ~: ~~~ 
~=~!~~\i~~i'ri~;;ll~n~~~~~-~t~~:~~~~i~~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~: ::::::::::::::::: 14~: ~~g 
New York Academy of Medicine, (with College of Physicians ...... do ..... ............ .......... . 
and Surgeons.) 
New York Hou~e of Refuge ....................................... do ................. . 
New York Society Library ........................................ do ...... ....... .... . 
Packard's Busine~a College . ........................... ........ .... do ................ . . 
Rutgers Female College ........................................... do ................. . 
g~[~~r~~o~~~~:~~0rm~~a~~~- Y~t:k::: :::: ::::: ~: ::::::::::: .::: ::~~:::::: :::::::::::: 
Washington Heights .... .. .... . ................................... do .....•. ..••... •.. 
Young Men'!! Chri~tian Association ................................ do ................. . 
Norwich Academy_ . ................... . ................... . Norwich ~ --··· ......... . 
Matthew's Circulating Library ........ ..... ................. Ogdensburgh ........... . 
Ogdensbnrgh Educational Institute ......•............•............ do ......•........••. 
Otiw~>go CityLibrary ........................................ Oswego ..••.. ; ......... . 
Public School Library . . .......................................... do ................. . 
State Normal and Training School. ................................ do ...... . ......... .. 
Ox'_"ord Academy ........................................... Oxford ................. . 
Palmyra Classical Union School ............................. Palmyra ............... .. 
Port Byron Free School and Academy....................... Port Byron ............ .. 
State Normal and Training School. .......................... Potsdam ................ . 
Public School Library ..... •.... ............... ......... .. • . Poughkeepsie ........... . 
Vassar College .................................................... do . ...... .......... . 
Franklin Academy and Union Free School .......•.......... Prattsburgh .. ••......•.. 
Rensselaerville Academy . ............. . .. . .. . • • .. • .. .. • .. • . . Ren~seiaerville .......... . 
House of Refuge for Juvenile Offenders...................... Rochester ............. .. 
Public School Central Library.............. . ..................... do ................. . 
Rochester Athenreum and Mechanics' Association .................. do ................. . 
Rochester Free Academy ... . ...................................... do ................. . 
Rochester 'l'heological Seminary . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . ..... do ..•..........•••.. 
University of Rochester .......................................... do ................. . 
Academic Department Union School......................... Saratoga ............... . 
g~:~~ g~u:~: s~~i~ti~s-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~c-t~~-~::::.: ::::::: 
Union School Library ..... ........ .. ................. . .. .......... do ................. . 
~~~~~~~~~~;~l!J~H:E.:: ~: ~~z ~~~:~~:j::::~:H~;~~~~.mt: L: ~ 
Syracuse University . ... .... .... .. ...... .. ........................ do ...•....•...•..•.. 
Young Men's Chri~tian As~ociation ................................ do ................. . 
~=i~\s~l~se:p~'~l~t;~~i~i~!fs~:;~a~;;_-_-_·_-_-_::::::::::::::: ::::: . :_r_~~ ci~:::::::::::::::::: 
Troy Female Seminary ........................................... do ................. . 
6Tti Lr~~ua~~ ~~~:~ ~~s-~~i~:~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·uti~~~~:::::::::::::::::· 
School District Library ... . .......... ............... . . . .... ....... do ................. . 
Warsaw Union School ........................ .. ..... ....... \Vanaw ..........•.•... 
Waterloo Union School ..................................... Waterloo ............... . 
Watertown High School ... ........... ...... ............... . Watertown ........... .. 
Westfield Academy and Uni"n School....................... . Westfield ..... _ ....... .. . 
Whitestown Seminary . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . Whitestown ....... ~ .... . 
Academy of Mount Saint Vincent, on the Hudijon ............ Yonkers ............... .. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
University of North Carolina .... .. .•.•••••••••.•••••••••• ••. Chapel Hill ••• . •.•••.•••. 
~£~!i~~i:ff~~ff:: ~~:i:~~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::;: ~::: ~:: ~::: ~:: ~ ~:: . ~~~4~~;~~:t: ~::::::: 
56 E 
3,859 
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NORTH CAROLINA-Continued. 
Edgeworth Female Seminary_ .. .•..••..••.............. .. .. . 
North Carolina College . .................................. .. 
Greens borough ...•...... 
l\Iount Plea8ant ......... . 
New Garden Boarding School .............................. . New Garden ........... . 
B::tfjtist Female Seminary ....•........••........••........•• . 
State Libra ry .... .. .......... ............................. . 
Raleigh . ................ . 
.. ... . do .... ............. . 
Salem F emale Academy .................................. .. Salem . ................ .. 
Trinity College .... ........................................ . Trinity ................ .. 
Wilson Collegiate Seminary ............................... .. Wilson ................. . 
OHIO. 
Akron Library Association.................................. Akron ................ .. 
Ohio University ........ __ .................................. Athens .... ..... ........ . 
Grand River Institute ... .................................... Austinburgh . . .......... . 
Baldwin University.. ...................................... . Berea .. .. . ............. . 
Young Men's Christian Association ...... ... __ ............... Canton ................ .. 
Theological Seminary of Saint Charles Borromeo............ Carthagena ...••..•.. _ ..•. 
Cincinnati Horticultural Society ........................... __ Cincinnati .............. . 
Cincinnal i Law Library ..... ...................................... do ................. . 
Eclectic Medical Institute ......... ........ .......... ....... .. ..... do ................. . 
~:~~~~~~L~~ds~~~~f0t~~:;Y~~~i~:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~:::::::::::::::::: 
Lane Theological Seminary ....................................... do ................. . 
Longview Asylum .. _ ................... _ ................ .......... do ................. . 
Medical College of Ohio ......................... ........ ... .. .... do ................. . 
Mendenhall's Circulating Library . ... ...... ........................ do . ............... .. 
Mount Auburn Young Ladies' Institute ............................ do ............ -- .. .. 
~1~~1~~ ~~~~~~~r~·~ _ ~~~i-~~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~:::::::::::::::::: 
Saint Joseph's German-English Academy .......................... do ................. . 
Saint Xavier College . ..... . ...... .. ............................... do ................ .. 
'rheological and Religious Library Association .........•.......•••. do . ... ---- ...... --·-
Turner Society .......................... _...... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .•.. do .......... . ...... . 
Young Ladies' Seminary ........ ........................ .... ..... . do ................. . 
6i~~fe;ftf!tf~b~;:;~~-~~1.~-~~~~~?: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -0-i~·~ied~ile·::: :::::::::::: 
Union School Library .. ........................................... do . ............... .. 
Young Men's Christian Association ................................ do ............... .. 
8lE:t~;i €~~~~~l~~~~~J~~~~ ~-~-~-: -~~-~-~-~-~-~:::::::::::: ~::::: : ~:1;~:eir~:::::::::::::::: 
Cleveland Medical College .... _ .......... _. ___ ..................... do . ................ . 
~~~~::~:~;~~~~~:~r::i~~r~~::: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~::::::::::::: ::::: 
German Evangelical Lutheran Seminary ......... ....• . .. •... ColumbuB ......••.. -----
Institu tion for Education of Deaf and IJumb ....................... do ................ --
Saint Mary's of the Springij ... ....... _ ......... __ .................. do._ .............. .. 
State Board of Agriculture .......... __ ............................ do ................ .. 
State Library .... ................................................. do .. ...... .... - .... . 
~!IF.~\iif~~Tf.i~~t;::.:~;i; :~~ -:~::. :::: >E~ ~ ~ : ~:fi1~::: ::-".ZE 
Kenyon College ............................... __ ........... Gambier ............... .. 
Glendale Female College .••....•.........••...•.......... . .. Glendale .........••..... 
Denison University .................. _ ....... __ ... .. ........ Granville ............... . 
Lane Free Library .... ..................................... Hamilton ........... --- . 
Highland l<'ema!e Institute .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Hillsborough ........ -- .. 
Hiram Oi>llege ................................ .... .. _. _..... Hiram . .............. ---. 
~:e:I~~t¥-~hU:~L~~~~~;~:::::: ::: ~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::: f:~:!~~e::: ::: -:·::::::::: 
National Normal School .......... ______ .......... __ ........... _ .. do ................ .. 
~:~::~~~ g~n:~:-s~~i~ti~s: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~ ~ :::::: -~~~i_eJ~~-----·_-_-_-_:: :::::::: 
~~?a~~J~~~l~~l~~\\~~~-~i:~~~~~:~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: -:~:n~:::~~--:_:_:_:_:_::::::: 
~~~}\t~I~~;~;.i\:::;i\i:::;::;::::::::::);::::~;;: -~\~~.;;;:;;;~:-~~~~ ;~ 
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List of libmries (not pr·ivate) containing more than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
Library. Poot-office. Number of 
volumes. 
OHIO-Continued. 
Excel~ior Library........................................... Springfield . ............ .. 
Public Library . .............................. . ................... do ................ .. 
Wittenberg College ............................................... do ................. . 
Young Men's Chrit•tian AHsociation . ............................... do ................ .. 
Steubenville Female Seminary........................ .. .. .. Steubenville ............ . 
~~:~~1~!::~et~1~~~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -Tiffind~-- ~---------·_-_-_-_-_- :::::: 
H eidelberg Theological Seminary ................................ do ................ .. 
lTnil)n School Library...... .. . .. . .. . . .. .... .. .. .. . . .. . . .... Troy .- .................. . 
Urbana University .............................. , .... . ...... Urbana ................ .. 
Philomathean Literary Society . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. West Farmington . ..... .. 
Willoughby College ........................................ Willoughby ............ .. 
Univerbity of Wooster ...................... . ............... Wooster .............. .. 
~r~~~-r~~-:~ ~~~~~~ft;;::::::----- ·::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~i-~~::::::: ::::::::::: 
Young Men 's Christian A~sociation ................................ do ................ .. 
~~:~~ ~~~~~iry- f~;. · y~~~g·i;~di~~: :::: ~:: ::::::::::::::::: r:~l~~v:i~~l:i~-~~:: ~:: ::::: 
Zanesville Athenreum ...................................... .... ... do ................. . 
OREGON. 
Pacific University . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Forest Grove ........... . 
Bishop Scott Grammar School . . . . •.• . • . . .. . .. .. • . .. . .. .... . Portland ............... .. 
Library Association . ..... .... ..................................... do ................. . 
Saint Helen'H Hall ................................................ do ................ .. 
Willamette University...................................... Salem ............ . .... .. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Agricultural College of Penusylvania........................ Agricultural College ..•... 
Public School Library .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. • . Alleghany City ........ .. 
We~tern Theological Seminary .............................. Alleghany City ......... . 
Muhlenberg College ........................................ Allentown ............. . 
Altoona MechauicR' Library, &c............................. Altoona . ............... . 
Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies........................ Bethlehem ............. .. 
· i~~~1~t~~.~~~;.fs~rr~ -A~~~~i-~ti~;- :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~:::: :::::::: ::::~: 
Kallynean Academy .... ................................... •Boyertow n ............ ~ . 
College _of Saint Thomas of Villanova........................ Bryn Maur ......•...•... 
Dickinson College .......................................... Carlisle . ......•....•...•. 
SoldierH' Orphans' School . . . • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . Ca>sville .............. .. 
Chester Library . . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . . •. . • •• . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... ... Chester ............•..... 
Saint Joseph's Academy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Chestnut Hill. ......... .. 
Pennsylvania :!female Uollege ............................... Collegeville ............ .. 
Doyle~town Library-....................................... Doylestown ........... .. 
Eabton Library Association . ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . • . . . • . .. .. .. Easton ................ .. 
Lafayette College and Societies .... • .................. _ .... _ . _. _. _do_ .........•...... _ 
Academy of the Sacred Heart................... .. . .. . .. . .. . Eden Hall _ ............. . 
NorthwP.~tern State Normal School . .. . . . . • .. .. . • . . . .. . .. . .. . Edinborough ........... . 
Yc.uug Men's Christian Association .. .. .. . . • . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . Erie _ ... · .............. .. 
Fallsington Library Company.............. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fnllsington .•...••....... 
UrsinusCollege ............................................. Freeland ............... . 
~~~~rl~~~~~ise~~~~~;-_·_-_-_._._. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~t-t~J~u_r~-~ :::.·.:: ::::: ~ : 
Cassel's Library ................................. ·............ Harleysville ...• : ..•..... 
~~i~n Li~~-~~ry· c~~p~~;;.·_·_·_·_·_·_-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ·_·_-_-_._._._._ ·.-.-.-.---.::: : ~:~~i~~:::~ ·_·:::::::.:::: : 
West Branch Boarding and High School . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Jersey Sl;J.ore .......... .. 
Union Library of Upper Merion ............. , ................ 1\ingofPrussiaP.O .... .. 
~:~~:~~:~~~~~-~~~~~~ S~ho'~l-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~t~~~~n-::: ::::::::::: : 
Athenreum, Agricultural and Mechanics' Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . Lancaster ...•........ ~ .. 
Franklin and Marshall College .................................. __ do ................ .. 
Lancaster Library .... .. . .......................................... do ................. . 
Law Library Association . ................ .. ....................... do ...... · .......... .. 
Mechanics' Library .................... _ .......................... do ............ -~----
Reformed Theological Seminr.ry __ ........... __ .................... do ......... _ ...... .. 
Young Men's Christian Association ............ ... ................. do ......... , ...... .. 
~=:~s~~~~~Ssn~vo~~:~~:: :: ·:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::: t~;:\~~~~~~---·_·_·_-_-_-_·.·.:: :: 
Lincoln Univer~ity .. .... . ............ . .... . ............... . Lower Oxford .... . ..... . 
Normal School ............................... . ............. Mnnsfield . ............. . 
Alleghany College ... .. ....... ............................. Meadville ............... . 
Alleghany College Philo-Franklin Society ................... .. .... do . ............... .. 
Meadville City I,ibrary ........ _ .................................. do ..•....••...•..... 
Theologi!·al School .. ..................... . ....................... do . ............... .. 
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List of libraries (not private) containing more than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
Library. 
PENNSYLVANIA-Continued. 
Post-officii. Number of volumes. 
Theological Seminary of German Reformed Church ••• _. _.... Mercersburgh.- ••• ••.•.. ; 











Mountville Library ......................................... Mountville ............. .. 
Moravian Historical Society ................................. Nazareth .............. . 
NazarPth Hall .. . ... ........... ..... . · ......... .................... ,do ................ .. 
Westminstet· College ........................................ New Wilmington ...... .. 
Freemount Seminary . .. • .. ... . . • . .. • ... .. .. .. .. . • .. . • . .. • • . Norristown . ............ . 
Norristown Library Company ..................................... do . ............... .. 
Oakland Female In~titute .......... ..... ......................... . do ................. . 
Oakland Pemale Institute Literary Association ..................... do ............ . .... . 
Saint Charles Theological Seminary................... • • • • . . Overbrook, (near Phil a· 
delphia.) 
Academy of Fine Arts ..•. . •••. _.... . • • • • • .. . • • • . • • . . . • .. • • . Philadelphia ............ . 
Academy of Natural Sciences ..................................... do ................ .. 
Apprentices' Libra1·y Company .................................. .. do ............ ..... . 
A thenreum of Phi lade! phi a ........................................ do ................ .. 
!;{t~~~~~g:ft~~:~~t:e:t~ :·: ::::::::: ~: ~::::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~:: :::::::::::::::: 
Carpenters' Company of Philadelphia .............................. do ................ .. 
Chestnut Street Female Seminary ................................. do ................. . 
College of Physician~ of Philadelphia ...... . .......... _ ............ do ........... .... .. 
Dial Library ..................................................... do ................. . 
Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal Church ................ do ................ .. 
Franklin Institute ................................................ do ........... ...... . 
g~:a~~ct~~~:~e~~i_e_~~~·-~:~~-~~·:.:::::::: :::: ~: :::::::::::::::: ~ ::::: ~~::: ::::::::::::::: 
Hahnemann Medical College ...................................... do ................ .. 
Haverford College .... . ........................................... do ................ .. 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania ............................... do ............. ... .. 
House of Refuge ................................................. do ...... ........... . 
Institution for Education of Deaf and Dumb ....................... do ................. . 
La Salle College .................................................. do ................. . 
Law Association . ................................................. do ................ .. 
~ibrary Company of Philadelphia ................................. do ..... ........... .. 
Mechanics' Institute .............................................. do ... .............. . 
Mercantile Library . ............................................... do ................ .. 
Moyamensing Literary Institute ....... _ ........................ _ .. do ..... - .......... .. 
~=~~:~l~:~:: ~~~~f~\t_~~:~1• ~~~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~:::::: :::::::::::: 
~~ii;~dJ~~~~~~?~~~feeg~f- ~~~~~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~:::: :::::::::::::: 
~~~~~:~e~~~!~~~~~?.::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~: ::::::::::::::::: 
University of Pennsylvania ...................................... do ................ .. 
Wagner Free Institute of Science ................ ~ ................. do ................ .. 
West Philadslphia Institute . ...................................... do ................. . 
Woman's Hospital. ............ .. ................................. do .......... .. .... .. 
Young Men's Christian Association ................................ do ................ .. 
~:rn~~i~~~~~~~rt:~~~~~i~t s~~i~~~y·:::::::::: ::::::::::::: . ~i~~~~~~~~ :.·.·:.:::::::::: 
Western University of Pennsylvatlia ........ ...................... do ................. . 
Young Men's Christian Association ................................ do ................ .. 
Young Men's Mercantile Library .................................. do .. .............. .. 
Saint Benedict's Academy .................................. Saint Mary's ........... .. 
Young Men's Chri~tian Association .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • .. Scranton ............... . 
Mi~sionary Institute ......................................... Selino Grove ............ . 
Lehigh University . . • • • .. .. • • • • .. • .. • .. . .. • . .. . . . • • .. .. . . . . South Bethlehem ... .. .... . 
Swarthmore College........................................ Swarthmore ............ . 
Convent of the Sacred Heart.............. . ................. Torre~;dale ............. .. 
~~~z:~ ~~~~!o~i~~i~~::1:;[~i~ti~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~e~·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_:: :: 
Washington and J efferson College . ..... . .................... Washington .••....•..... 
Wayne~burgh College ...................................... Waynesburgh ......... .. 
Saint Vincent's College .. .' ................................ _.. Westmoreland County ... . 
West Town Boarding-School. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. . West Town ............. . 
Wilkesbarre Law and Association Library................... Wilkes barre ........... .. 
Wilkesbarre Atpenreum . ... . ..... . ................................ do . .... . ........... . 
Wyoming Historical and Genealogical Society ..................... do ................ .. 
Dickinson Seminary ........................................ Williamsport ........... . 
RHODE I SLAND. 
Young Men's Christian Association .......................... Bristol ................ .. 
Eai t Greenwich Free Library . .............................. East Greenwich ... . .... .. 
Providence Conference Seminary ............................ . .... . do . ... . ............ . 
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List of libmries (not p1·ivate) containing mm·e than 1,000 volumes-Continued. 
Library. Post-office. 
RHODE ISLAND-Continued. 
Narragansett Library.... . .. . . . • • • . . . • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . Narragansett ...•••...•.. 
Academy of the Sacred Heart ............................... Newport .••......••..•.. 
People's Library ........................................ : ... .•••. do ................ . 
Redwood Library and Athenreum .,..... .............. .... . ..... do ........... : ..••.. 
Slatersville Reading-Room and Library...................... Nertli Smithfield ..••..•.. 
Pawtucket Library AMsociation............................. . Pawtucket ..•...••..••.•. 
Brown University .......................................... Providence .••..••••...•. 
·Educational Library .............................................. do ................. . 
Franklin Lyceum . ................................................ do ................. . 
Mechanics and Manufacturers' Association . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ••... do ................. . 
New England Yearly Meeting Boarding-School. • ••........•.. . .•••. do ................. . 
Perrin's Circulating Library ....................................... do ..•....•••.•...•.. 
Providence Athenreum . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . ..••. do ................. . 
Providence Reform School. ........ : •••..•.•••.••...•....... . ..•.. do ................. . 
Rhode Island Normal School ...................................... do .......••..••..... 
Saint Francis Xavier's Academy ..... ... ... . ...................... do ................. . 
State Law Library ............................. -••...••.•• . .•••.. do ................. . 
Union for Christian Work ......................................... do .••...••.••..••... 
Young Men's Christian Association .....••.•••..••..••..•... . ...... do ................. . 
Slatersville Library................... . • • • . • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . Slatersville ......•....... 
Pawcatuck Library Association............................. Westerly .••...•.••...•.. 
Harris's Institute Library ....•••••••.•••••••..••••••••••... Woonsocket .•••.•••.•.• 
SOUTH. CAROLINA. 
Charlest~n College.......................................... Charleston ..••••••••..••. 
Charleston Library Society ........................................ do ................. . 
Medical Society of South Carolina ................................. do ................. . 
State Library............................................... Columbia .•..•.•••.•..•.. 
Theological Seminary ...........•...•...••...•. ····: . ............ do .•...••..••...••.. 
~~~~~:~~ n~~!~~;h. ~-~r~-~~~~: ~::::::::::: ~::: ~:: ~::::::::::: . (j;~~~ii~::::::::::: :::: 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary .••••..•••.•..•..•..•....... do .••......••....•.. 
W offord College............................................ Spartan burgh C. H ...... _ 
Newberry College .•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••... Walhalla .••..••..••.••.. 
TENNESSEE. 
East Tennes~~ee Wesleyan University........................ Athens ................. . 
Tennessee Female College.................................. Franklin ............... . 
Greenville and Tu.sculum College ..••••••••••.......••..••... Greenville .............. . 
East Tennessee University .................................. Knoxville •••.. _ .••••.•.. 
l'hilomathean Library ................... ... ................ . .... . do .•...... _._ ...... . 
Cumberland University ..................................... Lebanon and Memphis .. . 
r~:~:~;:~:~f!t:~~~~li~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g:frE!:~~-~~-:·:·:·:·::::::: 
Franklin College . ................... .. ............................ do .•• • .•..••• • .•.••. 
UniverMity of Nashville ............ . .............................. do ................. . 
UniverMity of Nashville Societies .••••.••••.•••••••••.•.. ..... .•.•. do .•. . .••.•••..•.•.. 
State Library .•... - - -........................ , ............ . ...... do .•••••.••.•••...•. 
W. E. Ward's Seminary .......................................... do .••..••.•••..•.... 
University of the South ..................................... Sewanee ............... . 
Mary Sharp College ....................................... .. Winchester .••..••••••... 
TEXAS, 
Texas Military Institute..................................... Austin ................ .. 
Galveston Mercantile Library............................... Galveston .............. . 
Houston Lyceum ........................................... Houston . • •...•••..•. _ .. . 
Houston Public Library .......... _ ••..•••.•..•...•..•...••. _ ..... do .••. __ ........... . 
Baylor University.......................................... Independence .•..••..•••. 
Bow.den Literary Society................................... Tyler ........ .... ...... . 
VERMONT. 
Bradford Academy and Union High School .................. Bradford ............... . 
University a~d State A~ricultural College.................... Burlington •••....•. _ .•.. 
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Norwich University......................................... Northfield ............. .. 
Peabody Library .... ....................................... Post Mills Village ...... .. 
Ripley Female College ..................................... Poultney ............... . 
Rutland Graded High School. . • . .. . . .. • .. .. • .. .. • . . . • . . • . .. . Rutland ............... .. 
Public Library ...... . ................................. : .... Saint Johnsbury .... . ... . 
Saint Johnsbury Athenreum ...................................... do ................. . 
Thetford Academy and Boarding School..................... Thetford .••..••.•••..... 
VIRG-INIA. 
Martha Washington College ................................. Abingdon .............. . 
Alexandria Library......................................... Alexandria ............ . 
'l'heological Seminary . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . • . . . •. . .. Near Alexandria . ..•..... 
Randolph Macon College.................................... Boydton .............. .. 
Randolph Macon Washington Society ............................. do ................. . 
Randolph Macon Franklin Society . ..... .. ........................ do ................. . 
Emory and H9ury College . .. .. . . . . . • . .. .. .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Emory ................. . 
Hampton Normal Institute .................................. Ham[Jton .............. .. 
Hampden Sidney College ................................... Hampden .............. .. 
Philant-hropic Literary Society.............. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . Hampden Sidney ....... . 
Union Theological Seminary ............................... HampdE!u ............... . 
Virginia Dialectic Society. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . L exington .............. . 
Virginia Military Institute ......................................... do ................. . 
Wa~hington and Lee Universit.y .... · .-- . ..................... . .... do . ................ . 
Newmarket Polytechnic Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . Newm!lrket . ............ . 
Petersburgh Library Association . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Peters burgh ...•......••. 
Southern J<'emale College ......................................... do .. ............... . 
Richmond College . ......................................... Richmond ............. .. 
Richmond In~titute ............................................... do ................. . 
State Library .................................................... do ................. . 
Roanoke College . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . • . .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . Balem . ................. . 
Institution for Education of D eaf and Dumb and Blind . ...... Staunton ............... . 
Virginia Female Institute ......................................... do . ................ . 
Univer.ity of Virginia ...................................... UniverHit.y of Virginia .. .. 
College of William and Mary . . • .. . . . . . . .. . . • .. . .. . • .. • . . . • . WilliamBburgh ......... .. 
Eastern Lunatic Asylum .......................................... do ................. . 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Storer Normal School. ...................................... Harper'H Ferry ........ .. 
~r~t~l~~~~~·~~F~Fs~Zi~:~i~~:::::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~!~;~~:-:: :::: ~ ::::: 
WISCONSIN, 
Lawrei\ce University ....................................... Appleton .............. .. 
Beloit College . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. • . .. • .. .. .... . . . Beloit .................. . 
Galesville UniverHity ....................................... Galesville .............. . 
Mission House . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . • . • .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . Herrmann .............. . 
Young Men'H Association ................................. -~- Janesville ............. .. 
Seminary of Saint Francis.................................. Lake ................... . 
Madison Institute ........................................... Madison ............... . 
State Agricultural Society .................... .. ............ ...... do ............. . ... . 
~~~~: ~:~~~;;a_I_ ~~~!~~~: ::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~ :: :::: :::::::::::: 
University of Wisconsin ................ .......................... do ................. . 
University of Wi;consin Societies ........................... . ..... do ................. . 
Jones's Library ............................................ Manitowoc ............ .. 
~~~~nM~~~~:~~;iit~tt~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!l~~~k~~-: ::::::::::::: 
Young Men's Association ......................................... do ................ .. 
Oshkosh Normal School. .................................... O~hkosh . ............... . 
State Normal SchooL ....................................... Plattsville ............. .. 
~:~:~: 8~\1e~i~~~? :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~i_n:o:::: :::::::::::::: 
~~%;l~~~:;lS:If~~-L::HHE~==-~::~H E~E~;HE~~:: 
• tate Normal chool. ..... .................................. WhiLewater ........... .. 
DISTRICT OF COLUlUBIA. 
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List of libmries (not private) containing more than 1,000 volurnes-Conti~uecl. 
Library. Post-office. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-Continued. 
Columbian College.--·---------------- .••. -----------· •••.•. Wash!ngton .••.•.•••.••. 
Columbian College Societies .•••.•••..•••. -----.............. --- .. no.----.--- •.. ---- .. 
Library of Congress .............................................. do ... ............. .. 
Senate Library ................................................... do ................ . 
House Library ................................................... do ................. . 
Department of the Interior ........................................ do ................ .. 
~~¥~~-!~r~J~c~tr~·~c-~~:~.r~-::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~~::::::::: ::: :::::: 
Patent Office ... --: ................................................. do ................ .. 
Navy Department . ............................................... do ................. . 
United States Naval Observatory .................................. do ................. . 
Department of State . ............................................. do ................. . 
Treasury Department ............................................ do ................. . 
Coast Survey Office .............................................. do ................ .. 
Bureau of Statistics .................... -- ......................... do ................. . 
War Department .............. - .............. . ................... do ................. . 
Engineers' Department, United States Anriy ....................... do ................. . 
Signal Office, United States Army ......... , ....................... do ................. . 
Surgeon-General's Office, United Statel! Army ..................... do ................. . 
Odd Fellows' Library ........................ ~---· ................ do ................. . 
Washington City~Library ......... -- ............... . .............. do ............ . ... .. 


























1076 Miners ann Mechanics' Institute .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. . . .. . .. CentraL................. 1, 000 
1077 'l'erritorial Library . .. .. .. . .. • .. • .. . . .. . . . .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. Denver.................. 2, 500 
1078 Jarvis Hall Collegiate School................................ Golden City .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1, 200 
UTAH TERRITORY. 
1079 University of Deseret .... ... ............ ..... .. .... .. .... .. Salt Lake City........... 2, 205 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
lOSO* Territorial Library . .. . .. .. .. . • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. Olympia • • .. • .. .. • . .. .. . 5, 000 
A.· 
Musaums. 
TABLE XV.-Statistics of museums; from 1·eplies to inqttiTies by the Un·ited States Bm·eau of Education. 










By what individual, society, 
or corporation owned. 
i::l 






Other sources from which 
funus are uerived. 
Museum of Wesloynn University ................ Weslt>ynn University .... Miudletown, Conn .. 1831 Trustees of Wesleyan Univ None .. From Uni-1·. and donations. 
ir~~~0S~~~f~~~ho ~}iii"!~1~~~1-~~~:: ::::::::::::: · ?~~~cfo0~1.6.~~: :::::::::::: . ~~~J;a_~~~: ~~~~-:: · i864' . ~~~~~o0~1~-~~::: :::--:·.·_:::: $~~iJ~0~. Exhibitions and donations. 
MuscnmoftheModicalScbool. ................ .. ...... do-····--·---------- ...... do ......................... do ............................ ~ 
Metallurgical Collection of the Sheffield :5cientific ...... do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... do . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . Partly from the generalfunds 
School. of Yale College and the 
Mineralogical Collection of the Sheffield Scientific ...... do ........................ do .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . Professor Brush . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. Sheffield Scientific School; 
S~ho~l. J partly by subscriptions. 
Heronrnun of Professor Eaton ......................... do ........................ do . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . Professor Eaton ........... ....... . 
United States Nntioual Museum................. Smithsonian Institution.. Washington, D.C... 1846 United States............. None · .. Appropriations by Congress. 
ArmyMudicalMuseum .......................... S~zeon-General'sOffiee, ...... do ............. 1862 ...... do .................. . None.. Do. 
. war Department. 
Botanical Collection . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . Departm 't of Agriculture ....... do ............ . 11869 ...... do ................... None.. Do. 
Agricult-ural aml Economic ............................ do ........ ~ ............... do . .. .. .. .. . .. . 1864 ...... do ................... None.. Do. 
Museum of tho University of Notre Dame ....... UniversityofNotreDame Notre Dame, Ind .... 1848 Congregation of the Holy None .. From University. 
Cross. 
Griswold College Cabinet........................ Griswold College ........ Davenport, Iowa .... 1861 Griswold College .......... None .. Private benefactions. 
Cabinet of Iowa State University ................ Iowa State University ... Iowa City, Iowa ...................................... None .. Univ. and State legislature; 
Tabor College Cabmet ......... .................. Tabor College . .. .. ....... Tabor, Iowa ......... 1870 Tabor College ............. None .. Donat-ions. 
Collections of Amherst College .................. Amherst College ......... Amherst, Mass ..... 1821 Amherst College .......... None .. Amherst College. 
Private Collections of Professor Shepherd .............. do ........................ do . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. Prof. C. U. Shepherd ...... None .. 
Museum of the Boston Society of Natural History ........ ....... ............. Boston, Mass ........ 1831 Boston Soc. of Nat. History ...... .. . 
Museum of Comparative Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harvard College......... Cambridge, Mass.... 1859 Board of trustees, special . $150, 000 
~~~~~u~bi~;e·t·: :~:: :::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::: ::::: :~~ :::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~:: ::::::::::: :::::: -~~~-~tf~~ ~~~1-e~~~::::: ::::: · -~~·- ~~~ · )l 
Peabody Museum of American Archreology ind ...... do ........•............•.. do ......................... do................... 40,000 
Ethnolog:y. . Harvard Colleo-e. 
Museum of Comparat1ve Anatomy ..................... do ........................ do ........ ... .. ... . .. Harvard College aucl asep- ......... ( " 
arate board of trustees. J 
:~;:-cnolfe~~rg~~~afu~~-!~~~~:~~~:~:::::::::~:~: :::: ::~~ :::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::: ~:~::~ :::::: -~~~d~·~ -~~~~~~ : ::::::: ~: 1~: 6ci~ 
Bcrl\:shiro A.thenroum ........ ............. . ....... -... -...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield, Mass . . . . . 1811 Berkshire .Athenreum..... 6, 000 Town appropriations. 
Peabody Academy of Science.................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Salem, Mass . .. . .. .. Ul68 Peabody A cad. of Science . 140, 000 
\Villiams Colleg;o l\'i:t~seun;t .. _.. -.- ................. Wipiam~ Colleg~ .. _. ..... Williamstown,_ Mass ....... Wi~iam~ Colleg;~ ... _. ..... . None .. 
Museum of Umverstty of Mwh1gan . ............. Um>ers1ty of M10h1gan .. Ann Arbor, Mwh ... 1838 Um>ers1ty of Mwl11gan ... None .. 
Philomatl1ic Club Museum . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . Contoocook, N. H . .. 18il The Philomathic Club . .. . None .. 
l.Iuseum of Dartmouth Colleg_~ . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Dartmouth College . __ ... Hanover, N. H . .. . .. 1840 Dartmouth College..... .. None .. 
Now York Stato Mnscum of .~:~~atural llistory ............................... Albany, N.Y ....... 1843 St.ate ..................... None--
Yns_cnm of Foreign Curiosities and of Natural Madison University...... Hamilton, N. Y . . . . . 1868 Madison University .... --·! None · · 
lltstory. . · 
Williams College. 
University of Michigan. 








































Natnral History Cabinets ....................... -~ Vassar College •......... ·1 Pougblcecpsie, N.Y. 
Anatomical Cabinot.s ................................... do . ................ .. ..... do •............ 
.ArtGallery . . ................................... .. .... do ...... ............... ... do . .... ... ... . 
Waru Museum ........ ..... . ............. ....... . University of Rochester .. Rochester, N.Y .... . 






Historical Society of Pennsylvania •.. ... ........................... . ........ 
Museum of Brown University .. ................ . Brown University ...... . 
Museum of Medical College of State of South Medical College of State 
Carolina. of South Carolina. 
Cutting's Museum ......................................................... . 
Cabinet of Middlebury College ........••..•...... Middlebury College ..... . 
Vermont State Cabinet .................... ; ............... _ .. .. .. . ......... . 
Cabinet of the University of Wisconsin ....•.... University of Wisconsin. 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . 1867 
Delaware,_ Ohio . . . . . 1859 
...... ilo ... .......... 18j!J 
N aza~·etb, Pa . . . . . . . . 1857 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . 1812 
...... do . ............ 1825 
Providence, R.I..... 1871 
Charleston, S. C . . . . . 1832 
I,tmenburgh, Vt . . . . 1852 
Middlebury, Vt .......... . 
Montpelier, Vt...... 1854 
Madison, Wis . . . . . . . 1850 
Vassar College ................... .. 
...... do ......................... .. . 
...... do ..... ........ .............. . 
University of Rochester .. None .. 
College of Physicians and None .. 
Surgeons. 
Western Reserve and N. None .. 
Ohio Historical Society. 
Ohio Wesleyan University None .. 
...... do ................... None .. 
Moravian Historical Soc .. None .. 
.Academy of Natural Sci- ........ . 
ences of Philadelphia. 
Historical Society ofPa ........... . 
Brown University ........ None .. 
Medical College of State None .. 
of South Carolina. 
Hiram .A. Cutting ......... None .. 
Middlebury College ....... None .. 
St.ate of Vermont . ........ None .. 
University of Wisconsin .. None .. 
Donations. 
Do. 
Membership fees and dona-
tions. 
Ohio Wesleyan University . 
Do. 
Donations. 


















































oow E-; <.).,... 
Museum of Wesleyan UniversHy ................ , Variable .... , Variable .. ··/ $2,000 
P eabody Mus~um of_Yalo College ....................... _ ................................. . 
Yale School of tho Fino Arts..................... .. . . .. .. .. . . .. $1, 000 
3, 000 
J'..[useum of tho Medical School ......... . ...... l 
Metallur~ical Collection of the Sheffield Scien-
tific Scuoo1. 1 ...-r •• bl 1 ...-r • bl 
tific School. 
Mineralogical Collection of the Sheffield Scien-j v ana e · · ·- ,. ana e · · · · 
Herbarium of Professor Eaton ................ . 
United Stntcs National Museum................. $15,000 None ... . .. . 15, 000 
~~~i~J~g~~~~~~~~ : :: :: ::::::::::::::::::::: . _. _ .. _ .~·- ~~~ _ ~: ggg · · · · · · · · i; siio-
.Agricultural and Economic . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . 1, 500 1, 500 ............. . 
MuseumoftheUni·;ersityofNotreDame........ ....... .. .. ... · 100 Nothing .... . 
~r~~:~Jt:~i~?~::~:l~'·y: :~: ~ ~:~::~ ?'~':~~~ ~:- :::::::: ;~ :::::::: :: 
PriYate Collections of Professor Shepherd .. ..... .. ..... .. .. _ .. . 
Museum of the Boston Society of Natural History. 18, 000 
Museum of Comparative Zoology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 55, 000 
Herbarium ..................................... l 
if:~t~d~ ~~~~~ oi A;~o;ic~-.A.~:cbre~i~ii ~~a 
Ethnology. 
M usoum of Comparati YO Anatomy ...... ...... ·I 
Warren .A.nntomlCal Museum._ ............... . 
Gray Collection of Engravings . ................ ) 
Berksbiro .A.tbenroum ... ... . .................... . 
Peabody Academy of Science ................... . 6, 000 
Williams College Mnscum . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. 500 
:W:bwg~,~t~fc ~1~;be~~~lo~fm ~~~~-~~::::::: : :::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :: ::: : :: 
Museum of Dartmontb Colle~~ - ...... ... ........ .... .. .. .... .. 200 
Now York Stnte Musor.m of ..)latural History.... 12,500 2, 500 










'al s ·s ~ T<!t.al n~1mber rtJi::ll 







Yes. 500, 000 
Yes. 2,155 
Yes 30,000 
Yes ............ .. 
Yes. 15,000 
Yes. 7, 000 
Yes ......... .. . .. . 
Yes. 3, 000 
Yes. ~ 150 000 
Yes. 5 ' 
Yes .............. . 
Yes . . ............ . 
363,000 
Yes. 6, 000 
Yes . 1, 750,000 
Yes. 17, 500 
Yes 109,589 
Yes . 1, 000 










Mineralogy, geology, paleontology. 
Botany. 
All branches. 
Human anatomy, ancl comparative anatomy of vertebrates. 
Botany. 
A.uimals, (birds, insects, &c.,) relating to agriculture. 
Botany, mineralogy, zoOlogy. . 
Mineralogy, conchology, paleontology. 
Geology ancl zoology. 
Geology, mineralogy, conchology, ornithology, zoology. 
Geology, mineralogy, ancl zoOlogy. 
Zoology, botany, geology, ancl mineralogy. 
Zoology,embryology, comparative anatomy, and paleontology. 
Mineralogy chiefly. 
Geology, paleontology,_ botany, minera.logy, zoology, illus-
tratmg the natural h1stoav of Essex County, Mass. 
Mineralogy, geology, botany, zoology. 
Geology, zoology, botany, mineralogy. 
Entomology and mineralogy. 
Botany, zoology, mineralog.v. 
Zoology, botany, geology, mineralogy, paleontolog-y. 



































Natural History Cabinets . ..... ........ ... . ...... ~ 
Ann,tomical Cabin9ts . ............................. S 2, 500 2, 500 
1
. · · · · · · ...... . 
#!/cf~~~~t~;~ :~ ~ ~:: :~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~:: 200 200 Nothing ... . 
Musoum of the College of Physicians and Surgeons ........... ... ...................... . .... . 
:Musl\um of the \Vestcrn Reserve and Northern .............. None . . . . . . . 400 
Ohio Historical Society. 
~;~~o6~~~1;:u.~ ::::: ~ ~: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: S . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Museum of Moravian B;istorical Soc_iety . .. :·· . . . . ....... . .. . ~ ............................ . 
Academy of Natural ScJences of Ph1ladelph1a.... 6, 600 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 6, 600 
i}~!~~i~a~f~~~~~~0b~i~~~~ft;~~i~::: :::::::::::: -N~~~-: :::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Museum of Medical College of State of South ... ........... . . . ..•.. . .......... . ........ 
Carolina. 
~~~~1!'iC.~~~g~~iiit:~~~~~~~: :::::::::::: ::::::1::::;: :::::::: ........ - --~~~- :::::::::::::: 
Ycs.
1 
l::: .. ~~·- ~~~­
~~:: ··is; ooo · 
Yes.:::::::::::::: 
Zoology, (ornithology especially,) mineralogy, lit llology,l)Qtany . . 
Lithology, phenomenal geology, and paleontology. 
25 ono I ~ Zoology, botany, mineralogy,(paleontology and conchology.) 
' u ( Geology, etlmology, paleontology: 
~~;~~- ;;;;; ~~~~~~~~ Zoology, botany, geology, &c. 
Yes. 







Ethnology, ornithology, conchology, mineralogy. 
Pathology, embryology, (wet and dry pathological specimens, 
plaster casts, &c.) 
Entomology, ornithology, mineralogy. 
Zoology, botany, geology, mineralogy. 
Cabinet of the University of Wisconsin ......... .............. . 
Craniology, ornithology, entomology, mineralogy, illustmting 
nat ural histor·y of Vermont 





















TABLE XV.-Statistics of n~useltms; front 1·eplies to inqui1·ies by the United States Bureau of Education-Continued. 
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Name of curator or superintendent. 
::r.:rnseum of W esleyan Uni,crsity ................ None . 550 None. 
Pon.bod:v Mnsenm of Yale College ........................ 15,000 10, 000 
Yale School of tho Fine Art.s ... ........................................ .. 
Mnsonm of the Medical SchooL ......................................... . 
Metallurgical Collection of tho Sheffield Scientific .. ..................... . 
School. 
Yes.l .. ... ... ~--------~ Yes.l 200 I 2,100 I MSS ...... , G. Brown Goode, B . .A. Yes ................. Ye8. 6, 000 6, 000 Yes ....... Prof. 0. C. Marsh, A.M. 
Yes. 20 3 ...... 200 15,000 Yes ....... Prof . .TohnF.Weir,N.A.,A.M. 
Yos . ................ Yes ........ ............. Yes ..... .. 
Yes. 130 ........ Yes .. ................... Yes ..... .. 
Mineralogical Collection of the Sheffield Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes ... ; ..... 
School. 
4 I Yes. Yes ..•.... I Prof. G . .r. Brush, A. M. 
Herbarium of Profes80r Eaton................... . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . Yes. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . Yes. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Yes ..... .. 
United States National Museum ......................... 50,000 Nonc. No .... ............. Yes .......... . ...... _ .. _ ... ......... Prof. Spencer F. Baird. 
Army Medical Museum .................................. --- .... 14, 868 No .. None. None. ...... 2, 600 87,749 Yes. _ ...... Geo. A. Otis, Asst. Surgeon, U.S. A. 
!~~i~~~~!l~~i:~~~~ioE~o~o~i~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: i:~:: i:~~:: ~~~:: ·y:~~: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~-- ~~~d:~~e~~~~~~~ist. 
Museum of the University of Notre Dame....... 460 400 ........................ ...... Yes. 2, 000 10, 000 Preparing. 1~rof . .Tames C. Carrier. 
Griswold College Cabinet ................................................ No .................. Yes. 200 500 No ........ Prof.D.S.Sheldon,A.M. 
C11.llinetofiowaStateUniversity........................ 250 250 Yes................................. 1,000 No ........ Prof.CharlesA.White. 
TaborCollege Cabinet................................... 100 .. .... .. Yes ......................................... No ........ Prof . .T.E.Todd. 
Co!leotionsof-4-mhorstCollege .......................... *5,000 ........ Yes.~ 160 5 Yes. 15, 000 45, 000 Yes ....... ~Prof.EdwardHitchcock,M.D. PnvateCollectionsofProfessorShepherd ............................... Yes. 5 ~Ben.K.Emerson,Pb.D. 
MuseumoftbeBostonSocietyofNaturalHistory ......................... Yes. 67 ........ Yes . .................... Yes ....... Alphonso Hyatt,Custodian. 
MuseumofComparativeZoology ........................................ Yes. 100 6 Yes ..................... Yes ....... Prot:LouisAgassiz;LL.D.,Direotor. 
ii~~~jc~b~~t·.-_-_._._-_·_~~~::::::::~~:~:::~::~::~~ ::~~:~:~ ::~~:~~: ::~:::~: ::~~: :~~~~::: . ~ ~g:: ~~~~ ::: ::~~~::::: :&~~::~:~:: ~~~~:iS:.~~~k·.~\P.· 
PeabodyMuseumof American Arobreologyand ........ 7,004 .............................. No .. None ............. Yes ....... Prof . .TeffricsWyruan,M.D. 
Ethnology. 
~~~~~~A~~~o~~~f~:s!l~t~-~!.::::::::::::~:: :::::~:: ::::::~: :::::::: ~::: :::~:~:: ! ~~:: ~~: ::: :~:~:~:::: 
~~~ks~f;!c~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::: ::::: ~ ::~ :~ ~::: --~·- ~~~- :: :: :~:: .... 2oo · ·No:~ :::::::: :~: ~ :~:: ~~~: None~oo· ::: ~:::::: 
P0abodyAoadomyofScience ............................ 9,000 ........ Yes . ...... .... ...... Yes .. ......... 172,722 
WillinmsCollogoMuseum ..... .......................... .......... ...... Yes. 50 1 Yes. 500 5,000 
:M.n~oumofUnh·ersityof Michigan .. ............ 1,792 459 4,000 No .................. Yes ........... 37,500 
PhilomathioClubMuseum ...... ................. 4,000 1,000 None. No .......................................... .. 
1.1useumofDnrtmonthCollege.................. 57 (b)506 ........ Yes. 350 12 Yes . 350 ........ . 
Now York S_tnte Museum of Natural History( c) .. None . 3, 750 None . Yes . ...... .. ........ Yes. 10, 000 300,000 
Mn11enm of l~'oroign Curiosities and of Natural ........................ Yes . 12 ........ Yes. 800 10,000 
Distot·y. (d) • 
Yes ...... . 
Yes ...... . 
Yes ...... . 
Yes ..... .. 
Yes ..... .. 
No ...... .. 
No ....... . 
Preparing . 
Yes ..... .. 
Yes ..... .. 
Preparing. 
Prof . .r. B.S. Jackson, M.D. 
George H. Palmer, A. M. 
.T. E. A. Smith. 
F. W. l~utnam, Director. 
Prof. Sanborn Tenney, A.M. 
None. 
Henry A. Fellows. 
Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, Ph. D. 
.Tames Hall. 

































Yes . 100 I} 40 Yes . 50 3 
677 I ........ I ..... -·I y cs :<0 
. . . - - - y cs- 60 1 
3, 000 :N 0- - - • - - - •• - - •••••• -
No .. ---·· ·- -
Yes . 1, 500 
'~No .... .. . 
4,000 No ...... . 
Yes ..... . 
~~~:1 .... ~·-~~~-I· .. ~~~ 0~~- i~~:: ::::: 
Yes. 1, 500 3, 000 No ....... . 
Prof. James Orton, A. :M:. 
Prof. Adelia C. A very, M.D. 
Prof. Henry van Ingen. 
Prof. Henry A. Ward, .A.M . 
Prof. 'i:Yilliam '1'. Plant, M.D. 
Mrs. M. Milford. 
Yes ~ 40 500 I. . . . . . . I Yes. 5 3 ·------··-··; ···-- 10,000 I Preparing I Prof. Edward T. Nelson, A.M., Ph.'D. 
Cabinet of the University of Wisconsin-··------·------ --· ---- -·--• --------
* Compriserl in Nineveh Gallery, :1nrl Gilbert Museum of Indian Relics. 
(b) Including six slabs from Niu~veb. 
(c) The numbers represent only tho specimens at present arranged. 
(d) The collections m botany and ornithology are specially valnable. 
(e) The mnsflum contains pioneer and war relics, coins, autogra.phs, &c. 
(/)A museum of bistorica1 paintings, &c. 
Yes. 120 1 Yes. 500 1,000 No .. ~--- ·--·- 1· ·····-- ! Yes .l 300 I 500 
:: :: I : : I::: ,,~0 ,.o~ 
E. T. Grunewald. 
\V. S. W. Ruschenberger, president. 
James Shrigley. . 
J. W. P. Jenl,s, A .M., director. 
George E. Trescot., M.D., dean. 
Yes. ······1 Hiram A. Cuttin~- · M._D., proprietor. Y cs ...... _ Prof. Hemy M. Seeley, A. M., M.D. 
No._______ Hiram A. Cutting, M.D., Stat;e geol-
ogist. 
No ........ Prof.Rolaudirving. 





















894 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUC~TION. 
TABLE XVI.-Statistics of ed'Ucational benefactions jo1·l812; 
Benefactor. Organization to witich intrusted. 
Name. Hesidence. Name. Location. 
Univm·sities and colleges. 
Ron. Edward Tompkins.... San-Francisco, Cal. University of Califiornia..... .. . Oakland, CaL ..... 
Various.................... .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . University of the Pacific .. .. . .. San Francisco, Cal. 
Miss Harriet Kirby.... . . . . Hartford, Conn . . . Tl"inity College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford, Conn .. . 
General N. M. Waterman ........ do .. . . .. . .. . . . ..... do ..... .............. ............ do . ........ .. 
.Jedediah Huntington ..... . Norwich, Conn .......... do ................ ............... do .. · ....... .. 
Do ........................... do . .. .. .. . .. . Berkeley Divinity School . .. .. .. Middletown, Conn. 
Mrs. S.D. Hubbard ............................ 'Vesleyan University ................. do ......... .. 
Ron. Edwards Pierrepont •. New York, N. Y .. Yale College ..... ......... ... ... New Haven, Conn. 
Wm. Walter Phelps* ...... Englewood, N . .T · ........ do ............ ... . ............... do ......... .. 
H.S.McComb .............. Wilmington, DeL. D~laware qone,ge ............... ~eyrark, DeL ... . 
Samt Ignatius vollege . . . . . . . . . . Chrcago, Ill .. .. . . . 
Thomas Smith............. Ha-rtford, Conn .... Illinois College .................. .Jacksonville, Ill. / 
i:~f.~~:::~r :~ ~ ~: ·: ·: : i::;In;:~':: '": _: : ~~Jbi~ifi~i:::: ::::::::- : ~~~~.~~-:Iil:: ::: 
Northwestern College ........... Naperville, Ill ... . 
Various.................... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . Shmtleff College................ Upper Alton, Ill .. 
.T oh¥~:. :~~l~~~i~::::::::::: : ~;~~~~~ ~: j::::::: . ~~~~F ~~l!~;~~::::::::::::: ::: . ~-~~ll~~-~~1~~~~~~ 
Franklin College .. ... ........... Franklin, Ind .... . 
Robert StockwelL ............... _.............. Indiana Asbury University... . . Greencastle, Ind .. 
.John King................. Madrson, Ind ..... Hauover College ............. . .. Hanover, Ind .... . 
.James Huston............. Connersville, Ind . ...... do . ............................. . do .......... . 
B. M. Vyell ................ Cleveland, Ohio ... Hartsville University ....... . ... Hartsville, Ind .. .. 
...... do ................. . . .. .......... do . . ........ . 
.Jeremiah .Anderson ........ Richmond, Mo . . . . Northwestern Christian Univ .. Indianapolis, Ind .. 
C. W. Show ................ N .Wash'gton, Ohio} 
.T. C. Beasley...... . . . . . . . . . Ripley, Ollio . . . . . . Union Christian College..... ... Merom, Ind ...... . 
R.C.MitcbelL .................. do ...... . ... . 
Various ........................................ Earlham College ............ .... NearRichm'd, Ind 
Congregat.i's of Norwegian 
Evan g. Lutb. Church. 
Aaron Benedict............ Waterbury, Coon . 
Various. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ................. . 
The Norwegian Luth. College ... Decorah, Iowa .... 
. ..... do .. .. ............................ do . ......... . 
Upper Iowa University.... . .... Fayette, Iowa .... . 
Iowa College ... . ............... . Grinnell, Iowa ... . 
Simpsou Centenary College ..... Indianola, Iowa .. . 
Central U11iversity of Iowa. ... . P ella, Iowa .. .. ... . 
Do ......................................... Cornell 0ollege ................. Mt. Vernon, Iowa. 
DO --- ------------------ Boston,Mass ...... Tabor-College . .................. Tabor, Iowa .... .. 
Citizens . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Topeka, Kana. .. .. Washburne College. .. .. .. .. .. .. Topeka, Kans ... .. 
Society for Promotion of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ .. do . .............................. do -......... . 
Collegiate & Theological 
Education at the West. 
Do . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .................. . 
Dr . .J. W. Scott. . . . . . . . . . . . . Lexington, Ky ... . 
Berea College. ................. . Berea, Ky . ....... . 
The Centre College ............. Danville, Ky ..... . 
.James Enlow . ............. Christian Co., Ky . Bethel College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nussellville, Ky . . -
Various ............. ... .................... . ... Bowtloin College ................ :Brunswick, Me .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .. ... . ... do .................. -•... . . . . . . do ....... . . . 
Ron. Francis Thomas ...... United States min- :Frederick College .............. Frederick, Md -- .. 
ister to P eru. 
I saac Rich . ................ Boston, Mass .. .... Boston University .............. Boston, Mass .... .. 
V :uious............ . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Harvard College ...... .. .. .. .. .. Cam bridge, Mass .. 
;~~~;~E,~f:':,;·:· ;;; ; . --- ;; ;t; . ;; . :; ·: :: :;;::. ; . ;; :.;:: 
N at.haniel Thayer ................................. _ . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ......... --
Ron. George Bancroft ............... _ .......... . .. _ . . do . ..... . ................. . ...... do .. -- .... - --
Hollis .IIunnewelL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . do . ... _ ..... __ .. __ ........ . ...... do . . -. - .. . . . -
.Jam a .Arnold ... .. . -- ...... _ ewBedford, Mass ..... . uo ...... . ................. .. ..... do . -- ..... ---
Mrs. 'aroline Gilman ..... .. .. __ ..... __ . _ .. . .. . ...... do ... __ ................... . ...... do ......... --
I 
*Date not given. (a) In lanu. (b) Partly in land. (c) 1,000 volumes and many pamphlets. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 895 
from replies to inquiries by the United States Bureau of Education. 
Benefaction. 
Money. Conditions attached. Remarks. 
Donation or 
-----~-------,------!Other. bequest. 




5, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
• 'Agassiz professorship" . . . . . . . {a) Donation . . . Professorship Oriental languages. 
Endowmen.t fund ........................ . do ... .... . 
_ ~~~~l~_r_s~i~~ :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: _ ~-~a~e_s~_:::: 
.......................... . ................. do ...... . 
................... ....... .................. do ..... .. 
In real estate. · 20,000 00 
1, 000 00 
GOO 00 
700 00 
8, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
250 00 
-~i~~~~it~~~~ ~:::::::: :::::::: :::::: : : ~~~~t~~~:::: 
Instruction in modern languages .. ..... .... do -... -.. Annual donation. 
:~~ ~~iid:~~~~~~~~~::~:: :::::: ::::::: : ~~~~ti~~:: :: 








Endowment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interest to be used to paysalaries. 
...... do ................•............................ 
...... do ........ . ................................... . 
Buildings and endowment. . .... (b) Donation .. . 
Buildings, library, & apparatus ........... .. ........ . 
Indigent students .............. .. .. .. . Bequest . .. . "To aid worthy· young men in 
tight places. " 
45,000 00 
27, coo 00 
13, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
10,000 00 
2 000 GO 
20:000 00 
1, 500 00 
55,000 00 
14, 530 00 
2, 600 00 
1, 100 00 
4, 250 00 




30, 000 00 
1, 736 00 
Endowment fund .............. . ......... . ...... . . .. 
! ..... do------------------- -- --- ......... ... .. ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Donation .. . 
... .................... ................ : _ ... do . .... .. 
Endowment fund .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 'Bequest .. .. 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation .. . 
To endow Greek professorship ....... ..... ...... ... . 
5 $500 for apparatus and $1,000 ~ Donation i for endowment fund. ) ···· · · · · · · 
Endowment fund .. --.-- ................... do ..... .. 
General fund ............................. do ..... .. 
-~~-~i~-~~~-s~~-~~~~~:::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::~~ ::::::: 
~~~~/~~~ts~-~~SJl~~ ::::::: ::::: ::::::: ::: :~~: :::::: 
Endowment fund .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Donat-ion ... 
...... do ................................... do ...... ·. 
............................................ do ...... . 
General fund ........................ . . .. . do ...... . 
27,986 00 ..... . do ........................ . .......... do ..... .. 
Subscriptions partly paid since 
October 15, 1871. 
150 00 For prizes ................................ do . .. .. .. .Annual donation to establish 
three prizes of $50 each. 
8, 000 00 To aid students for tbe ministry ....... _ Bequest ... . 
2,125 00 General fund ....... ..... .............. Donation .. . 
8, 000 00 Scholarships ...... ............. ....... ... . do ...... . 
.............. ........................... ...... (c) ... . do . . ..... To form the nucleus of a ccl-
1, 500, 000 00 
127, 000 00 
1, 500 00 
To found university............ .. .. .. . Beq1-iest .. .. 
To make good losses by the . . . . . . . Douation . . . 
Boston :fire. 
Improvements to Boylston Hall ....... -. ... . do ...... . 
2, 000 00 Scholarship ...... .................... .... . do ...... . 
.. .. -- ·5:il· oo· -Tiles . fo~ ·t-a'bl~s·:: ~ :: ~: : :_::: :~ ~: --~~~ .. ::: :~~-: ::: ~ ~: 
• .. . .. .. . • .. .. .T obn Thornton Kirkland fel- .. .. .. . Donation .. _ 
lowship fund. 
.... .. ........ .... .. ........................... (e) .... do ..... .. 
99, 345 48 To found profe~sorship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bequest ... . 
.............. ................................. (/) Donation ... 
(d) Professional services for 18 months. (e) Books. 
lection on .American history. 
For chemical laboratory in Boyl-ston Hall. 
The second and third install. 
ment:; of a fund of $10,000. 
On me<lheval history. 
Professor of arboriculture, and 
to maintain an arboretum. 
Photograph of Dr. Sam'l Gilman 
and copy of'' Fair Harvard." 
(/) Framed photograph. 
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T A BtE XVI.-Statistics of educational 
Benefactor. Organization to which intrusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
' 
Universities and colleges- Cont't1. 
Anonymous ................................... Harvard College ................ Camblidge, Mnss .. 
Francis H. Appleton ....... ... ................ . ...... do ............................... do .......... . 
Oliver Dean, M.D.......... Franklin, Muss . .. Tufts College................... College Hill, Mass 
J. C. Baldwin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orange, N. J . . . . . . Williams College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Will'rustown, Mass 
Various ..... ........................... . ............. . do .......... ................... .. do .......... . 
~~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~::::: ~:::::::::: . ~~~~d~ ~~~~~~~ : :: ~ ~ ~::: ~:::::::: . ~~~i_od~ ~~~~:::::: 
Tru~~~; F.'i>~~-k; :::: ~:::: : . F~i~:,~~tc~; wi~·::: . ~~~~s~~~~-~~~~e~~::: :: ~~ ~::: ::::: -~~1~~3~1~ ~~~~-: :: 
--Taft . .... ............ . Wauseon, Ohio .... Kalamazoo College .............. Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Var·ious ........................................ Olivet College ................. . Olivet, Mich ..... . 
Society for Promotion of . ......................... do ....................... .. ...... do ......... .. 
Collegiate & Theological 
Education at the West. 
Various ........................................ Carleton College ................ Nortl1iield, Minn .. 
Do . .............................................. do ............................... do ........ .. . 
Dr. J. W. P enniman. ....... Saint Anthony's University of Minnesota........ Saint Anthony's 
Falls, Minn. · Falls, Minn. 
Various ........................................ MissisRippi College ........... .. Clinton, Miss ... . 
Do . ........... .. ...... . ..... .. ............ ....... do . .... ... .... .... ...... . . . ..... do . ......... . 
Citizens* ................. . .................... William J ewell College ......... Liberty, Mo ...... . 
.Aaron Lawrence , ........... .Amherst, N.H ... . Dartmouth College ............. Hanover. N.H .. .. 
Do ........................... do . ......... . ...... do . .............................. do .......... . 
Professor J. S. Woodman ...... ... . ................... do ............................... do ......... .. 
V.e~~~~r:li~1~~~~~~~:::: -~::~~:~.:_:; : : :: ::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::3~ :::~~:: :: :: 
Mrs. Littleton Kirkpatrick NewBrunsw'k,N.J Rutgers Collc~e .. ... ... .... .... NewBrunsw'k,N.J 
John C. Green, H. G. Mar- .................... The College ot New Jersey ..... Princeton, N.J .. . 
quand, Rol>ert Bonner, 
and others. 
Trinity Church and John New York, N.Y .. Saint Stephen's College ......... .Annandale, N.Y .. 
Caswell. 
Charles Sack. .............. Martinsville, N.Y . German Martin Luther College. Buffalo, N.Y ..... . 
Mrs. Lorena Bicknell..... . Stockholm, N. Y . . The Saint. Lawrence University. Canton, N.Y ..... . 
John Craig ................ Rochester, N.Y ......... do ............................... do ... ....... . 
#:1~~ 6i~~:~n:n:s::::~:: ~g,~k~~~~: ~: i ·:: ::::::~~ :: ~::: : :::::::::::::::::: ::: ·:::~~ ::::::::::: 
Samuel F. Pratt............ Buffalo, N.Y. ... .. Hamilton College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clinton, N.Y . .. .. . 
'~;:~~:¥i~t~·~••• -~~{~~~r~··· ••-••m • •:--•: ~••-·- -- ···~:•••:• ··•-:•J~ · • ::::-•• : Ron. Gerrit Smith, LL.D .. Poterborou~h, N. Y ....• . do . ........................ . ..... do .......... . 
Charles C. Kellogg, esq ..... Utica, N. Y ............. do ........ ........................ do ......... .. 
Rev. B. W. Dwight, LL.D .. Chicago, Ill ............. do ............. ........ .. ........ do .......... . 
Heirs of Ed. Conan .. .. . .. Utica, N. Y ............. do . .. _ ........................... do ......... .. 
Dr. D. K. Mandeville .. .. .. Cimton, N. Y ..... .... .. do . ....................... ....... uo .......... . 
Ron .. W .Williams, LL. D .................. . ...... do ............................... do ......... .. 
I;~~~~N~~ewaici~. =n: n: : · :O~~bd,~;;fir~.D·.\7 . :::::~~: :::::: :::~ :::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::: 
llon.\Villiam J . .Bacon,LL.D Utica, . Y ............. do ...... ............. .. ......... do .......... . 
,John n.· wift .............. New York, N.Y .. Hobart College .................. GeneYa, N.Y ... .. 
titi~~ll. :,;; •• ·~i~~~::: ::;:.:iii ••••••••••••••• :;: • ;:•;:. ;:::; i!i •••• ::.:::. 
*Date not given. (a) Library. (b) Portrait. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 897 
benefact·ions for 1872-Continued. 
Benefaction. 
Money. Conditions attached. Remarks. 
Donation or 
-------:-------------1 Other. beqnest. 
Amount. Object. 
$1,000 00 
100 00 ¥~t;~~~f::b~ok~~::::::::::: ~ ::::::: . ~~d~t~~~-::: l<~or use of ~gricultnral depart-
80,000 co 
17, 900 00 
3, 600 00 
50, 000 00 
3, 600 00 
33,000 00 
1, 000 00 
2, 520 00 
38,000 00 
3, 074 00 
7, 750 00 





8, 000 00 
3, !'00 00 
20,000 00 
48,000 00 




2, 000 00 
General fund ... .. .................... Bequest ... . 
In<lic:cnt students . ..................... ... do _ ... .. . 
~~~f~~~~~it8f't;;~1 : ::::::::::::: ::::::: . ~~d~t~~~-::: 
~~~1o~!~~~:i'~~a:::::::::::::: ::::::: : :::~~ ::::::: 
r~~f;~tt ;t~{dc~t~: ::::::::::::: ::::::. -~-e-~~es~-:::: 
Endowment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation ... 
General fund ............................. do ...... . 
Eudowment fund. ..... . ...... ............. do . .. · ... . 
General fund. ......... ... ................. do ...... . 
ment of the Bnssey Institution. 
Given in 1871. 
For theological workA. 
Interest only to be expended. 
Subscriptions. To be paid when 
the sum of $60,000 is securetl .. 
P rofessorship .... .. . ................. . Bequest . . . . To found professorship of homre-
Endowment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation . . . 
opathy. 
To pa:v debts . ................. . ...... . .... do . ... .. . 
To eudow theological departru 't ...... _ .... do ...... . 
Professorship .... ....... . ....... . .... . ·Bequest . . . . To found the "Lawrence pro-
To improve buildings . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ........... . 
For scientific department . ........... _ Bequest . . .. 
For agricultm·al department... . . . . . . . Donation . . . 
...... do .......................... ... ...... do .. .... : 
For me<lical department .................. do .... .. . 
. .. . ........ ... .. .......... .. ... . Bequest .. . . 
Fol' lil>rary, saJaries, scientific Donation .. . 
school, &c. 
General funfl ................. . Donation & 
bPquesc. 
fessorship of intellectual phi -
losophy and political ecouomy." 
To build a memorial chapel. 
Given mostly under !lpecial trust; 
deeds. 
10, ~~~ g~ · Ge;~~~~i -i~~x::: ::::::::::::::. ::::::: g~~~~~n-::: 
50, 000 00 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Bequest . . . . $25,000 for c0llege ; $25,000 for· 
1, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
30, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
10,000 00 
1, 500 00 
1, 200 00 
1, 000 00 
800 00 
. ..... do ....................... . ....... · Donation .. . 
.... .. do ..... .............................. do _ ..... . 
Professorship . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . Beque!lt .. .. 
Improvement of South College . . . . . . . Donation .. . 
Dcpartmeu t of natural history ............ do ....•.. 
For cemetery .......... ... ............ .. .. do ..... .. 
For observatory .... ....... ....... ... ..... do ...... . 
For monument .... .......... .... ..... ..... do ..... .. 
...... do ................................... do ..... .. 
700 00 For prize fund ................. _ .......... do ...... . 
....... ioo.oo· ·c-~;.~~~-;.;ea.~ir~·~a.::::::::::::: --~~~-- :: ::~~ ::::::: 
.............. ................................. (b) .... do ..... .. 
.............. ................................. (c) .... do ..... .. 
.............. ................................. (d) .... <lo ...... . 
.... ....... ... ................................. (e) . .. . do ..... .. 
.......... . ... ............................. .... (b) .... do ..... .. 
2, 000 00 Chaplaincy endowment ................... do ..... .. 
3, 000 00 Endowment fuud .................... ... .. do .. .... . 
1,000 00 ...... do ................................... do ..... .. 
1, 000 00 ...... <lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . do . .. . .. . 
1, 000 00 .. ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . do . ..... . 
1,000 00 ...... clo ..... : ............................. do ...... . 
2, 000 00 . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... do . ..... . 
1, 000 00 .... .. clo . ..... ......... ................... . do ..... .. 
1,000 00 ...... do ............ : ............... . ...... do ..... .. 
1, 000 00 ...... clo ............ ....................... do . ..... . 
(c) Botanical specimens. (d) 200 models. 
57 E 
theological tlepartment . 
Monum'tto Rev. Sam'lKirkland .. 
Granite monument to Presideut 
A. Backus. 
Philolog'llibrary, valued at $600J 
Of late Prof. H. Mandeville, D. Dt 
A valuable collection from China .. 
Illustmt 'g mechanic'! inventions. 
Of Adjntant William K. Baooll; 
for Memorial H.alh 
(e) America:n1 coin&; 
, 
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T ABLE XVI.-Sta listics of educational 
Benefactor. Organization to which il1trusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
Vniversities and colleges-;-Cont'd. 
S. A. Schie:ffelin .. .. ..... . .. Geneva, N.Y ...... HobartCollege .................. Geneva, N.Y ... .. . 
2'.liss Do Laney .. ................. do ................. do ......... . . : ................... do . .. . . ..... . 
Gcuerol SwifL's family ..... ..... do ................. do .................. . ............ do ... .... .. . 
,Tames M . Smith ...... ..... Buffalo, N.Y ............ do . .......... .. .................. do .. .... .... . 
~.%.t~:r~~ P~~t:::::::: ::: ~r~:~~~;~~f:M~~~;.; :::: ::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::: :::::::: 
N.Y. 
"\\.,._G. Fargo .. ............. Buffalo, N.Y .......... . . do ....................... . ..... . . do . . . ...... . . 
Y~rious ..... . ... .. ... .... ...... .. ....... . .. . ... ..... do ..... .. .. .. ............. ....... do . . ........ . 
Jn,mcs B. Colgate .......... New York, N.Y .. Madison University .. ..... ... ... Hamilton, N.Y ... . 
TheJubilee . ...... ... ... ... ............ .. ..... . ... ... do .................... .... .. ..... do ..... .. . .. . 
Ezm Com ell and two others The Cornell University ......... Itbn,ca, N. y_ ..... . 
H. W . Sa!!:e .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Brooklyn, N.Y .. } 
President .A. D. White .. .. . Ithaca, N.Y . .. .... ..... . do .. ........ .. ........ ..... ...... do ....... ... . 
Mr«. _llannah lrolaud ....... New York, N.Y .. University of the City of New New York, N.Y .. 
W1lham Kdley ........ . ) York. 
J. B. Trevor . ............. l d . 't f R h t R h t "T y s s Colo-ate · J -... o . ........... . Un1vers1 yo ,oc es er . ..... . . oc es er, .._,_ .. . 
c"h~rles '-Pratt: : :::: ::::: : 
Howard Potter, esq ........ . ..... do . ........ ( 
lion. C. N. Potter ....... ... . .. .... do ..... . . .. 5 
Various . ..... . .... . ... .......... ...... .... . .. . 
Do .............. . ........... . ... . ......... . 
Mrs. George Messenger .... ...... .... .. .... . . . . 
Union College .... .............. Schenectady, N.Y.
1 Syracuse University ............ S.vracuse, N.Y .. . . 
Wake Forest College . ........... \ Vake Forest, N.C. 
Buchtel College. .... . . . . .. . . .. .. .Akron, Obio . ..... . 
Rev. J. A. Vaughn, D. D ........ .............. .. Kenyon College ................. Gambier, Ohio ····I 
...... do .... ........ ...... ..... ........ do ....... . ... 1 
Various . .... .............. . .... ........... . .... Western Reserve College ....... Hudson, Ohio .. . . . 
::::::~{g :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :: :::: ::~~: ::::::::::1 
Various ..... .............. ..... ................ Ol.Jio Centml College .......... .. Iberia, Ohio ...... . 
Lc\l;is Miller.. ........ . . ... Al~.ron, Ohio ...... Mount Un ion College ..... . ... .. Mount Union,Ohio 
~;~~~~nt~~-::::::: : ::::::: .?.~~~~1~· ~~~~~::::: : :::: : :~g ::: ::: :::: ::~:: : ::::::: :: :: ::: :~~: :::::::::: 
Mis~ llcnLicr . .. ........... New Jersey . ...... Franklin College ............... . N,ew ~the~s,Ohio. 
Vanoas ... ..... ................................ Ol.Jerlin College . .. ........ . ... . . Oucrhn,Oh1o .... . 
D. Hawl Y--- --- ..... .. .... Springfield, Ohio .. Wittenbe1·g College ...... ...... Springfield, Ohio .. 
~~~~~-~ ~~:o:l;~:::::::::: : :: : : ~:~~~
8
:~' :~~~: .: :::::: • ~~t~~~~~-~-~ifiiti: ::::::: :::::: . t~~~:~.~i:i~:::::: 
Otterbeim University ........... Westerville, Ohio. 
Oro~. Con. M. E. Church. .. . Oregon... ... . . . . . WillomcLtc Uni,ersity....... .. . Salem, Oregon ... . 
V:u10us .... . ....................... ..... ....... Muhlenberg College ... ......... .Allentown, Pa .... 
1 . Do .................... ............ ......... Lebanon Valley College ......... .Ann,ille, Pa . ... . . 
Ursin us College ................. Freeland, Pa .... --
~ B: McCreary..... .. ...... Philadelphia, Pa . . Pennsylvania College . . . . . . . . . . . Gettys burgh, Pa .. 
arn~~: :~:::: ~: ::: ~ : ~ ::: ~ : :: :::::::: ~:::::::: : ·r.:i~-~~~ ui;i~c-;sii;:: :::::: ::: ~ :: ·r.:~~-~o o~i·~~a: :P~: 
Allegheny College . .. ........... Meaudlle, Pa .... . 
J~H~gc Chamberlain . ...... . New York .. ............ do . : ............................. do .......... 
1 Clltzens--- ... .. ........... Philadelphia, Pa .. University of Pennsylvania ..... Philadelphia, Pa .. 
~g:::::::: ~ ~ ~: ::: :::::: :::::: ~~ :: ~:: ~: : :: : :::::: ~~ ::: ::: : =:::: :::::: : :::::: :: ~:: ~ ~~ : :::::: :::: 
"\Villiam Shaw ........... } 
. I. Clarke . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . f P'tt b h p 
II. Llo.~ u. ........ ... .... . . ................... Tl10 ?es_tern Umvers1ty o P enn· 1 s urg , a ... · 
V m-ious . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . sy vama. 
a ·~·mcl W11lctts and others. New York, N. y .. Rwartbmore College ... . .. .. . . . . Swarthmore, Pa · · 
Vartons · .... -...... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . HaYcrfoul College . . .. . . .. .. . .. \ VestHa>erford,Pa 
(a) Pl'esident's mansion. (b) Latin classics. (c) Photographs. (d) Land. (e) Hou e. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 
benejactiom for lSi-2-/jonthmed. 
Amount. 
$1, 000 00 
3, coo 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 000 OG 




Other. Donation or 
bequest. 
Endowment fund ______________ --- ---· Donation . . . 
.. ... . uo · ----- ------------ ---- - · ___ ___ .. --.do ...... . 
.. . ... uo ·---- - ------------------ --- ---· . --.do------ -
...... uo -----· ------------ ·----- ------ .. __ .do ...... . 
...... do ...... -------·---·---- .. ·------ .. .. do.---· .. 
...... do------·-····-----··----- ........... do ...... . 
899 . 
Conditions attached. Remarks. 
1~·.~~~ ~g : ::: ::~~ ::::::::::::::.::::·:::::: ::::·:: ::::~~ ::: .: :: 
50, 000 00 Academical hall _______ .... __________ . ___ .do ______ . Bond payable as the bu,ildiug 
f 85, 520 36 12, 850 00 
1 7, 543 39 
l 19, 405 40 
( 250,000 00 
J 30, 000 00 
1 30, ooo oo 
l 2, 500 00 
5, 000 00 
~:hdol:~l~i~~ ;~de~;.{~~;:::::::: ::::::: ::: :~~::: :::: 
Natural history aud apparatus . .. _. _ ... _ .. do ... .. _. 
Improvements, r eal estate, &c ......... ___ .do ..... _. 
To found S:1 q;e Col. for women . . _. . . . . . __ . uo ...... . 
~~fl~~¥.:~~1: ;;;;; : ::: :: <) : j •• : .••• 
· :F~r: ~~{pp~~-t -~f: -~~e -~t~cl~~t·:::: . __ .do . .. _. _. 
100,000 00 Endowment fund ......................... do----~--
50,000 00 For buildings ........................ . .... do·-----· 
*650,000 00 Endowment fund ......................... do ..... . . 
15, 000 00 .. . ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... do ...... . 
progresses. 
Valued at $40,000. 
'Ihe stuuent's preparation for 
the university. 
25,000 00 Professorship ............................. do .... .. . Clmirof mental •and moral phi 
losophy. 
~~~ ~~ -?_~l~~a~ ~~~1:~~~:: :::::::: :·: ::::: ::::::: ~~%~~f;~-::: 
!J, DlO 00 ........... - ... ---- --- ---- -- .--- .... ___ . . - . . do ...... -
.. .......... ------. --·-----·--· . ......... ----- -.. . ............ (b) .... do ....... . 
1,000-00. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ___ (_c! . . ::::~~ ::::::: 
25,000 00 Enuowment fund ..... .... ............ .. :.do .... .. . 
23, 000 00 ...... do ...... -.... . -............ _.. . . . . ... do . .... . . 
25 GOO 00 ... - - . do - -- - - - ----- .. ----. --- - - - . . . . . . . . . : . do . .. ... . 
'300 00 ........................ . ... ----- . . . . . . Bequest .... . 
fl, 000 00 Endowment and buildings ........ _.. . Dollation .. _ 
..... .. ... . -- . ------------ ·---·- ------ ..•...... (d)(e) .••. do ...... . 
------ --··· · -. -----· ·- ---- ------·----- .. ---- --· (d) .... do.---·-· 
4,000 00 Endowment fund .................. ... .... do------· 
20, 000 00 Professorship:; .................... ___ .. ... do ...... _ 
Subscriptions, paid in pn,rt . 
Complete set, worth $300. 
Of classic objects, worth $100. 
Valued at $6.0CO. For endowment . 
Value<lat $3;ooo. Forendowment. 
Subseriptions toward a fund of 
$100,000 to endow three profess-





To pay debts ........... - ... --- . . . . . . Donation . . . Partly in land. 
Professorship ... ......... ---- ..... __ . ... _.do .. ____ . 
g~~:¥-:N~i~~~~~:~:::::.:::~~~: :::::: : ::::~~ ::::::: Strict maintenance of evangeli-
caJ Protestant principles. 
Name to be given to the building. 1,500 00 Gymnasium .............................. . do ..... .. 
1, uoo 00 ............. ..... ............ ... . _ ..... . .. . do . ..... . 
4,000 00 Forcbapel. .................... ------· .... do-·--·--
------ ·- - ..... ·---------- .. ·--- ............... <f) •.• • do-·-----




5, 000 00 } f Donation . _ 
5, 000 00 b . d do 
5, 000 00 New uilumgan generalfund. --·--- -\::do:: : :::: 
1, 700 00 l .. do . .... . 
20,000 UO Generalfund ... ...................... .. ... do·---·--
18,250 CO Endowment fund ........ . ..... ------· ... . do ...... . 
Subscriptions. Payment of part 
of the sum conditioned on rais-
ing $300,000. 
Valued at from $25,000 to$30,000. 
$100,000 from State on condition 
that $150,000 is given by pl'i-. 
vate individuals. 
$10,000 on condition that $100,000 
shall be raised for same pm·-
pose ; $6,700 for general pur-. 
poses. 
(fJ 300 volumes. (g) Books. (h) Stained-glass windows, pictures, &c. (*) Raised in two years_. 
• 
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TABLE XVI.-Statistics of educational 
Benefactor. Organization to wl1ich intrusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
Universities and colleges-Cont'd. 
William Evans ............ Philadelphia, Pa .. Haverford College .............. WestHaverforcl.Pa 
WilliamS. Rogers ......... Boston, Mass ...... Brown Univcr~ity .............. Proviueuce, R. I .. 
Various .............................................. do .............................. do ......... .. 
Joseph C. Hartshorn. .. .. .. Providence, R. I. ........ do ............................... do ......... .. 
Rev. David W eston . . . . . . . . Salem, Mass ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .......... . 
lion. C. S. Bradley ... ................... .............. do .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .... do ...... .... . 
I:tn~-w~~~~~-~i-~~:::::: - B~i~t~l. :&:r::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::: 
E. P. Brown, esq ........... Bo~ton, Mass ............ do ............ ....... ............ do .......... . 
Various .... . .................. _. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. W offoru College ... _ .......... .. S partanburgh 
C. H., S.C. 
Do ........................................ Bayard University ............ .. 
Tex. Bapt.Sta~e Convention ... _............... . Baylor University ... .......... . 
King College ................... . 
Various ........................................ Cumberland Unh·ersity ...... .. 
Tnxas . ...... . ... . . 
Independence, T6x 
Bristol, Tenn .... . 
L ebanon, T enn . .. . 
John C. Baldwin........... Orang-e, N. J ...... Maryville College ............... Maryville, Tenn .. 
N. E. Dodg-e ............... NPI'otwtsbytlol:!!kh,,NP.ay . ( ...... do·· · ···· . ... .. ·· ···· ............ ............ . William Thaw ............. ~ 5 
Rev. John L eay. ........... Lebanon, Tenn... . Central Tennessee College...... Nashville, Tenn .. . 
Freedman's Aid Society, Cincinnati, Ohio ......... do ............................... do ......... .. 
M. E. Chmch; 
Various ....... ................................ Norwich University ............ Northfield, Vt .. .. 
Joseph Cloyd............. Dublin, Va ........ Hampden Sidney College ....... Hampdon Sidney, 
Va. 
R. H. Bayley ............... New Orleans, La .. Washington:wdLee University. Lexington, Va .. .. 
W. W. Corcoran . ......... . Washington, D. C .. ..... do ............................... do ...... . .. .. 
Do ........................... do ................. do ............................... do .! ....... .. 
Various ...................................... • .. Richmond College . . ............. Richmond, Va .. .. 
Rev. A. Bigelow, D. D ... - .. Massachusetts.·.·. Roanoke College .. ___ ........... Salem, Va ........ . 
Samuel Miller..... .. . .. .. . Campbell Co., Va.. University of Vh·ginia.......... Univ. of Virgiuia. 
P.O.,Va. 
Rev. O.Barten,D. D ........ Norfolk, Va . ...... College of William and· Mary ... Williamsburgh,Va 
R ev. R.I. Graves, D. D..... Sharon, Pa ...... .. ...... do ........... _ .......... _ ........ do ......... .. 
--Picard .. ...... ----·· Be~lefontaine, Ohio Bet.hany College------ .......... Beth:10y, W.Va .. . 
~~~~~;~~-~~::: :::: : : :::::: .?.i~_c_i~-~~~~·-~~-i~- :: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::: :: 
L egislature ................ '\Vest Virginia .... West Virginia University ...... Morgantown, 
W.Va. 
r~;r~"~,B~~: : .. ~~!fl?ir~~· ~JL~~;~Li~::::::: ::: L~!L~:. : 
Do ........ ---- .................. ______ .... Beloit College .. .......... _ ...... Beloit,Wis ...... .. 
Proceeds of concert given .................... University of Wisconsin ........ Madison, Wis ... .. 
by Ole Bull. 
Soci tyforpromotionofCol- ........... __ .... _ ... ~~~~d~~~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::: -~i-~~do::~~ _·_ :::.:: 
legiat and Tlleolo!!ical 
Education at the West. 
Nathan ¥att~ews .......... Boston, Mass ...... Jarvis Hall Collegiate School ... Golden, Colorado .. 
}fartha paldmg ........ --. Massachusetts . . . . Howaru University .... _ .... _... Washington, D. C . 
W
enWnetCGoul<l .................... do . ................ do .. ............ ....... . ......... do . ..... .... . 
· · 'orcoran ........... Washington, D.C. Columbian College .................... do ......... .. 
Schools of theology. I 
6irst Pr bytcrian Church. Oakland, Cal . ___ .. San Franci co Theo. Seminary . . San Francisco, pal. 
St.nJ~fn~r~~e~~cLch .. .. .. an Francisco, CaL ...... do .. _ .. _ .......... _ ..... _ .... _ .. . do ......... .. 
ur h ............................. do ............................... do .. ....... .. 
a One thousand insects. b Portrait. c Four thousand books. 
S1'.A 1'ISTIC.AL T .ABLES. 901 
benefactions jo1· 1872--o---Continued. 
-------·------~--~----------------------------~----------------------
Benefaction. 
Money. Conditions attached. Remarks. 
Donation or ----------,------------------------- Other· bequest. 
.Amount. Object . 
$1, 000 00 Donation . . . Ground rent. 
50,000 00 ·:P;~:fe·s·s-~r:;hip: :::::::::::::: :~: ::::::: Bequest ..... To found '·The NeWlJort-Rogers 
5, 450 00 
1, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
20,000 00 
8. 000 00 
14, 000 00 
500 00 
150,000 00 
2, ;100 00 
2, 000 00 
!50 00 
4, 000 00 
1, 200 00 
!l, 000 00 
70,000 00 
20,000 00 
Professorship of Chemistry." 
For expenses of museums .... .. . ... _.. Donation. . . 
For premiums .................... ____ .. -- . do . -.. -.. For excellence in preparatory 
mathematical studies . 
. .. _ . _ . _ ... .. _ .......... _ .. .. .. .. (a) .... do ... -... Insects of Massachusetts. 





~ ... do ....... Of Dr. Blanding. 
.... do . ... -.. Of .John De Wolf, professor of 
chemistry from 1817 to 1 8~4 . 
. ... do.--·--- Of Maj. Wm. Ide Brown, of class 
of 1862. 
Endowment fund ...... ................... do ..... .. 
j~J~;~~~~ f~n~d~r_s_i~:'.:::::::: :: ::::: :::: ~~ ::::::: $5, 000 on condition that $100, 000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . are raised. 
Ball endowment fund ........ -. . . . . . . . Donation . . . Subscriptions. First premium 
Endowment fund ................ ___ .. Bequest .... . 
paid. 
Generalfund .......................... Dona.tion .. . 
Indigent stud<:'.nts, .. - ..... : ............. -.do ... --.. To a,icl students for tl1c ministry 
who do not use tobacco. 
Indigent students and support ... __ ...... oo .. -... . 
of faculty. . 
~~~~~!~~t·f~~~1:::: :::::::::: ::::::: ::: :~~: :::::: 
Professorship ... ................. __ . _. Bequest ... . 
General fund ...... ·--···---- ......... Donation .. . 
In Virginia and West Virginla 
stock 
To be called" Bayley Professor-
ship.'' 
In 6 per cent. bonds of .Alexan-
dria, Va. Principal to be for· 
ever held intact. 
.............. ............ ............. . ...... (c) .... do .. , .. .. 
. .. . ~~·- ~~~. ~~ .. ~~~~~~~ -~~~-:::::::::::::::::: ... (ai .. : :·: :~~ ::::::: One thousand specimens, worth 
$4GO. 
100, 000 00 To establish agricultural school ........ ... do . . . . . . . Deeu dated March 10, 1869. 
25 00 
1, 000 00 
Increase of library . ............ ... -... .. . .. . . .. .. .. . An annuity. 
Scholarship .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. To be called 
Scholarship." 
"The Graves 
7, 000 00 
6, 000 00 
10 coo 00 
17:500 00 
To educate students for the ... __ .. Bequest .... . 
ministry. 
~~~~¥K~f~~k:~l~:~~~:::::::::: ::::::: :~]t~~:-::: To be expended by regents. 
500 00 Normal department ....................... do ..... .. 
100 00 Literary society of university ............. do ...... . 
25, ~~~ ~~ ~~~3=:!~~~~~s: ::::~~:::~ ~ :: ::::::: ::: :~~. :::::: 
10, uoo 00 ...... do ................................... do ....... Subscriptions towa.rd a fund of 
$100,000 . 
.............. ................................. (e) .............. Nowegianbooks. 
3, 000 00 
7,360 oo ·a:~~~~·~ir~~ci:::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::: ·n~~a'ti~~·.-:: 
10,150 00 Building for divinity school. ..................... .. 
• ~~~ ~g ~~:~r~l'Ju~~e~~~~ -~~~~~~:: :::: ::::::: . ~-~~~e~~::::: The interest only to be used. 
250, 000 oa .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. (j) Donation ... 
~: gg~ gg ! : ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: : ::: ~~ ::::::: 
d :Minerals. e:F'ive hundred volumes. fin land. 
902 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABI,E XVI.-Statistics of educational 
Benefactor. Organization to which intrusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
Schools of theology-Cont'd. 
Various .................................... ·.... Baptist Union Theo. Seminary .. Chicago, ill ...... . 
Ron. C. H. McCormick .... Chicago, Ill ....... Theo. Sem. of the ~ortllwest .......... do .......... . 
Various.................... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . Garrett Biblicallnstitute .. . .. . . Evanston, Til . ... . 
William P. Pressly . . . . . . . . Monmouth, Ill . . . . Theo. Sem. of theN orthwest... . Monmouth, Til ... . 
Augustan a College . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paxton, Ill ....... . 
Various ................................... . ... . Western Baptist 'l'heo. Institute. Georgetown, Ky .. 
Simou Page & Son......... Hallowell, Me . .... Bangor Theological Seminary... Bangor, Me .... .. . 
~: ra~~-~~i;~~~ir-s::: ::::::: -~-t: -~~~n_s_~~?: ::-~: : :::::~~: ::::::::::::::::::: : :::: ::::::~~:: ::::::::: 
!?rir;~~~~~~~:~ ::~:: i~~~~;,~};,;~. _:A! :L_L:::::: :: -d~ :-::: 
Mass. 
~~~f€*t·~;:~~:-~: J~~f~;:::: :j~ :~::::::::: :~:~ -:- ~ Ji :::--
.Ansel Field ... ............ ....... do ................. do ............................... do ......... .. 
Ichabod Washburn ...... .. Worcester, Mass ........ do ............................... do ...... .... . 
Various .... ................ . ...... . .... ....... . ...... do . . ................ . ............ do ....... .. .. 
Sa,muel A. Hitchcock . . . . . . Br-imfield, Mass . . . Theological Seminary. . . . . . . . . . . Anuover, M~ss ... . 
Frederic .Jones .. ........... Boston . .Mass .... .. ..... do .... : .............. ... ......... do .......... . 
Wells Southworth ......... NewHav~n, _Conn. ( 
Edw. Southworth .......... \Vest Sprmgfield, 
5 
.... do ............................... do ........ .. 
Mass. , 
...... do ........ ................ .. ..... do ..... ..... . 
.John Smith, and others . . . . Andover, Mass .......... do ............................... do ......... .. 
A . A. Lawrence ............ Boston, Mass ...... Episcopal Theological Scbool ... Cambridge, Mass .. 
B. 1!'. Sturtevant . ........ ... .Jamaica Plain, The Newton Theo. Institution .. Newton Ceutre, 
Mass. Mnss. 
Citizens ...... .... . ....... . Minneapolis,Minn. Augsburg Seminary ............ Minueapnlis,Minu 
Do . ............... ..... ...... do ................. do ............................... do .. . .... . .. . 
Various.................... .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . Theological Sem. of Pres. Church Princeton, N.J .. .. 
Smith Kellogg* ........... LeRoy, N.Y ...... Auburn Tbcological Seminary .. Auburn, N.Y .... . 
W.E.Douge &E.D.Morgan. New York .............. do .............................. . do ......... .. 
Canton Theological School . . . . . . Canton, N. Y ..... -
De Laney Divinity 'chool ...... Geneva, N.Y .... . W. U. Pierrepoint, LL. D . . . Pieuepoint Man-
or, .Y. 
Various ........................................ Hamilton Theological Seminary. Hamilton, N. Y ... 
.James Suydam..... ... ..... New York, N.Y.. Gen. Synod of Reformed Church. New York, N. Y .. 
Do ... .... .................... do ................. do ............................... do ......... . 
Various ....................................... . United Pres. SynodofN. Y ............ do .......... . 
Do .... ..................................... Union Theological Seminary .......... do .......... . 
Do .............. ..................... ...... Rochester Theological Seminary. Rochester, ;s, Y .. . 
.John M. Brucc,jr .......... New York, N. y ....... do ...... _. ........ _. ................. do .. _. --·:----
1 nk_nown .................. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Lane Thcologtcal S miDary..... Cmcmuah, Oh.:.o . . 
Vanous . ....................................... St. :Mary's E<"clesiastical Sem ... Cleveland, Ohio .. 
Theological Seminary of Evan- Gettys burgh, Pa. -
gelical Lutheran Church . 
...... do ....... ··-- ........ .......... .. do ......... .. 
...... do ................... ............ do ......... .. 
...... do ... ....... .. ................... do .......... . 
Rev. J . A. Vaughn, D. D .... Pbiladelpbia, Pa .. Didnity chool of P. E. Church. Philadelphi.'t, Pa .. 
Mrs.A.R.Enston ...... .. .. New York .Y ........ do . ............................. do ......... .. 
"Date not gi•en. 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 9.03 . 
benPfactions for 1872-Continned. 
Benefaction. 
Money. 
Other. Donation or ---------.------------! bequest. 
Amount. Object. 
$20,000 00 Endowmentfund .. -------- · -·· .·-----·· Donation ... 
45, 000 00 .. ____ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. do .. --- .. 
66, 500 00 
450 00 
4, 001 00 
1, 500 00 







1, coo 00 
3, ODO 00 
1, 000 00 
), 000 00 
1,500 00 
12, 000 00 
Builuingfuna __________________ ___ ____ .... do-------
Library----------------- _____ .. _______ .... uo -------
_ ~-u-~~d~t -~~ ~~~~1-e-~~~: :~::: :::::: ::::::: ::: :~~ ::::::: 
General fund .. _ ............ _ ......... .... do - ..... -____ .. 'o .. _ .. _____ ------- _____ ..... ___ . .... do -------
______ do------------------------ _______ ... (lo -------
______ do------------------------ ........... do ...... . 
...... do ...... .................. _______ .... do ..... .. 
_ ..... do ......... , .............. _...... - .. -uo _ .... . 
_ .... _ do .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .... _ ... . do - ..... . 
...... uo ........... ___ . _ .............. _ Bequest .... _ 
~cd~o~~~-ff.l~~ci· ::::::::::: ·:: ::: ~ ::::::· ~:J~ ::::::: 
...... do---·-······--···-···--·· ....... -... do ---- --· 
...... do ...... _ ........... --.. .. _ ...... - .. -do ...... _ 
Library and students ......... _ ...... _ ... do _ .... .. 
General fund .... __ ........ , .. _ _ .. _ __ _ Donation .. . 
Conditions att.acheu. Remarks. 
To complete endowment of chair 
of didactic and polemic theology. 
To r epl::tco buildings destroyed 
in tho Chicago fire. 
Annual don:ttion from rents. To 
be continued as long as the sem-
inary remains in Monmouth. 
Part of a bequest of$20,000; one-
half for library. and one-half 
for indigent students. 
250 00 
50, CGO 00 ProfeHsorship . ...... ..... . ..... _ . ... . _ .... do .. .... _ To increase salary of Hitchcock 
5, OO:.J 00 
5, 000 00 
2, 5('0 00 
1, 2:JO 00 
3:.>, 000 O::J 
1;';, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
75, ouo 00 
Professor of elocution.. .. . .. .. .. .. __ _ _ .. _do __ .. _ .. 
professor, and to increase the 
number of scholarships. 
Lectureship ....... _ ...... ___ ...... _ ...... do .. .. .. . On Congregationalism. 
Scholarships ...... ------------------- .... tlo _____ __ 
Library .... __ ... . .......... __ . . . ... do _ ..... _ 
Dormitor.Y·····- - -- --······---- -·····- . ... do ...... . 
Buildings _ ..... _ ...... _ .. ______ ....... __ .do ____ __ 




.. .. do ..... .. 
. (a) . . .. do ..... .. 
.. .. .. . -- .. do _...... $50,000 for professorship; $7,500 
for scholarship; $1,200 for 
2, 000 00 I Scholarship _..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Bequest __ .. 
40,000 00 Librar,y-building .... _ ......... _ ...... _ Donation_ .. 
25
' ~~~ ~~ -ie~t-\;ooks-: ~::: ~::::::::::::: : :::::: : ~~~~~~i;~ -_ ~: 
library. 
To be called the "Manning 
Scholarship." 




In<ligent students and general ........... do_ .... .. 
fund. 
Bu.ildings .... -- ........................... do .. 7 .. ) For the Theological Sm~1inary of 
~ the Reformed-Church at New 
J 
Brunswick, N. J'. 
~~1~!"!~~~¥-u;;d -_-_·_·_: ~:::::::: ::::::- ::: :~~ :::::. _ To endow Theological Seminary 
at Newburgh, N. Y. 
t350, 000 00 Grneral fund and building!> .... _ .......... do ... .... $100,000 for general fund. 
100,000 CO Euncationofyoungmeni'ortbc ........... do ... .-.. . 
ministry. 
25, COO 00 Librar.v -..... .. .. .. .. .. _ ................ do ...... _ 
4,145 00 ..... . do ... ................ ............ .... do ..... .. 
8, 000 00 General fund ........ _ .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. do _ .... .. 
500 00 ...... do ........ . ....... ... .. __ . ... _ . . _ ... do _ ..... . 
3, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 200 00 
10,000 00 
5, 000 00 
Indigent students ............. _ .... _.. Bequest. _ .. _ 
Lil.Jrary...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . Donation ... 
To furnish rooms .............. . ...... _ ... do ...... . 
~c~o~~;;~~~~---·_·_-_·::::: :~~::: :~ ::::::: ~~~~~f;~:: :: 
t Raised in two years. (a) Seven lots of land. 
' 904 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 
TABLE XVI.-Statistics of educational 
Benefactor. Organization to which intrusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
Schools of theolo,gy-Continued. 
Mrs. M. Burkhalter ........ New York, N.Y .. Theological Seminary of Evan- Philadelphia, Pa .. 
gelical Lutheran Church. 
St. Mark's Evan. Lutheran 
Church. 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ uo _ .... ___ . _ ..... _ ............... do.--·-·-···· 
St .• Tohu's Evan. Lutheran ...... do·---------· ...... do ............................... do ......... . 
Church. 
Various ... -.............................. --- ... The Theological Seminary ...... Columbia, S.C ... . 
John McKowen ...... _____ . Jackson, La ....... :::: ::~~::::: :::::::::: :::~~-.:::: :::: ::~~ ::::::::::: 
Various . . ............... .. . ·----- ....... _ ...... ... _ .. do ...... _ ....... _ ... __ ........ . .. do ........ .. . 
Do . .. - - - . ---.-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Southern Bapt. Theo. Seminary. Greenville, S. C .. . 
Dr. Willoughby .... -· ...... Berkshire, Vt ..... Vermont Episcopal Institute ... Burlington, Vt- .. . 
Rev. J as. Keiser...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theo. Sem. of the Genera<! Synod. Salem, Va ....... -. 
Schools of law. 
Ex-Governor Jas. English.. New Haven, Conn. Law School of Yale Collage..... New Haven; Conn. 
Schools of medicine. 
Board of Trustees of Uni- Louisville, Ky .... Medical Department of Univer- Louisville, Ky .... 
v~rsity of Louisville. sity of Louisville. 
Vanous .. - . . . . . . . . . . .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville College of Pharmacy .. -- - -do - -- .. -- · · ·-
Professor John Bacon . .................... . ... . Medical School of Harvard Col . Boston, Mass .... ·· 
M~cl ber:a~~A~m;~~~gt} . ......................... do _ ......... _ .. -....... - -- - · ·--- · clo · · - -- · · · · · · 
Prof. H. J. B1gelow. 
Dr. Ed. H. Clarlie .... __ .................... ... ....... do ...................... __ ....... do ... ....... . 
Mrs. Eliz. Thompson ....... New York, N.Y .. The New York Free Medical New York, N. Y -· 
College for Women. 
Mrs.HesterPendloton .... . ...... do ................. do ............................... do .... ...... . 
Mrs. M. E. Winchester ... . ... .... do ................. do .................. _ ............ <1o .......... . 
Mrs. c. B. \Vilhour . ............. clo ... . . ............ do .... .................... .. .... . do . ......... . 
:\lrs.Eli ~a PC'IH1lt tou ..... ....... do .... ...... ... .... do ............ .... . .............. do .......... . 
DL E. P. Miller ........ ...... .. .. tlo ........... . ..... do ....... .............. _ ... , ..... tlo ... ..... .. . 
Agricultural and scientific gchools. 
United States Congress . . . . Washington, D. C. .A.gricultural and Meehan. Col . _ .Auburn, .Ala .. ···· 
M. E. Church of Alabama .. .A.lrLbama ......•... . ..... do ............................... do--.---- ... . 
Citizens ................... A::~burn,Ala .. : ......... do ....................... ....... do .. ........ . 
Various.--· .................................... Georgia State Col. ofAgriculturA .Athens, Ga · · -···· 
John Purdue and Tippeca- ...... . ............ Purdue OniversiLy .............. Lafayctte, Ind ... . 
noo County. 
Ron. Almer "coburn ..... ... Skowhegan, Me ... Maine State College of l..gri- Orono, Me·--··-·-
cnltmo and Mechanic Arts. 
~eag1_1! -0slua9t_u_r_e_ o __ f_1'1_1_a_I_·n __ e_._-__ ·_· ._._ Maine ................ _.do .. ...... _ ... .... ......... ...... tlo .......... . ' . -- .. -- . ............ Mas~. Institute of Tcchnolo~y .. Bo ton, Mass ... ---
Jollll B. Baninger ........ . . Schenectady, N.Y. President and fellows of IIarvanl Cambridge, Mass· 
T. C. Clarke and G. R. Bald- Quebec, Canada .. _ L~~~-~fc0e Scientific School .... . ..... -.do . . --- ··- ·· · 
WID. 
Stephen Sali bury- ........ Worcester, Mass .. Worcester County l!'ree Insti't Worcester, Mass .. 
Wm. Knowlton .... .. . .... ptou, Mass ...... . ..... tlo . .... ... .... ... .......... . . .... do:----······ 
lion. ,J. W. IIatTis .......... Boone County, Mo Aglicnltural College .... ........ Colnml.>la, Mo.·-·· 
L<;ff,~~;_turcof 'tate of Mis- Missouri .......... State Unb'ersity ................ . ---·.do · · ·- · ---- ·· 
tat oi'P nnsslvania ...... Pennsylvania ... .. Agricultural College of Penn- .Agr. Col. P. 0., Pa. 
R_yh·ania. 




(b) Library. (c) Chemicals, specimens, books, &c. (d) Chemical apparfl.tus. (e) Land. (f) Plates and 
STATISTICAL TABLES. 905 
benefactions jo·r 1872-Continued. 
Benefaction. 
Other. Donation or - - ----,------ -------1 bequest. 
Money. Conditions attacheu. Remarks. 
A.mount. Object. 
$30, 000 00 Professorship .... -........ -... . . . . . . . Donation .. .. 
5, 500 00 Building-funu ............................. do ...... . 
22,000 00 Professorship .... .... ..................... do . ...... To bo increar;ed to $30,000. 
3, 332 00 
5, 747 00 
443 00 
8, 200 00 
12,080 00 
10, 000 00 
General fund ... .. ........................ do ...... . 
_ .. _. ___ . ... . ........................... Bequest .... . 
~~~~~~~~~~ft -t~~d ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ·_ -. ~ ~ ~ : : : : ::: :: : . ~0d~t~~~ ~ ~ ~: 
General fund ....... - ..................... do ..... .. 
Professorr;bip ..... : .. -......... . .. - .. . Bequest ... .. 
(b) 
10,000 00 Law library ................ -. .. .. . .. Donation .. .. 
1, 000 00 To improve street ...................... · .. do ...... . 
Instruction to be according to 
published books of the late 
Bishop J . B.. Hopkins. 
Worth about $1,200. 
(c) 
(d) 
. . . . <lo . . . . . . . Worth $600. 
.... do ....... 
1, 422 13 Professor's library . ..... --.-- .. - (e) 
(f) 
.... do . . . .. .. To purchase books. 
.. _.do ... __ . . illustrating lectures on Mate ria 
Medica. 
5, 000 00 General fund .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .-... do ...... . 
1, 000 00 ...... do . _ . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . _ . do ...... . 
500 00 ...... do . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . _ .. do ...... . 
500 00 ..... _do ....................... . ... _ . . . . __ . do . _ ... .. 
500 00 ... _ .. do . _ . __ .. _ .. .. .......... - ... __ . . __ . do .. _ .. _ . 
500 00 ....... do ................................... do ...... . 
(g) .... do ....... 
(h) .... do ....... 
(i) . ... do ....... 
3, 000 00 Purchase of apparatus ............... _ .... do .. _ ... . 
75, 000 00 Buildings .......................... _ ...... do .... _ .. 
500 00 Library .................................. . do ..... .. 
18,000 00 Gene nil fund and buildings ....... __ . _ .. _.do .. _ ... . 
Land-grant. Land has l1een sold 
and invested in Alabama State 
bonds. 
FGrmerly known as "East Ala-
bama Male Colle~c." It cost 
before the war $t:l0,000. 
Donated on condition that the 
college shall not be removed 
from .Auburn. 
Subscriptions. 
Conditions arc the name and 
location. 









Chemical department of Law-
rence Scientific School. 
Bequest ..... Not to be used for prizes. 
For engineering instruments . 
To endow professorship of Donation ... 
languages. 
For stone wall ............................ do .. : . .. . 
Prize medal.. ........ . .................... do ...... . 
Agricultural College and School .... ....... do ..... .. 
of Mines. 
Instruction fund ... .' ...................... do ...... . 
For best essay on culture of corn. 
$60,000 for buildiugs ; $5,000 for 
library; $35,000 for general ex-
penses. 
3, 500 00 Current expenses ......................... do ...... . 
specimens. (g) 240,000 aqrcs. (h) College building. (i) 200 acres. *Donated in two years. 
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Benefactor. 
Name. Residence. 
TABLE XV I.-Statistics of ed?Wational 
Organization to which intrusted. 
Namfl. 
.Agricultural and scientific schools-
Continued. 
Location. 
Peabouy Fund ............... ---- -------- ---·-- -- Tho Hampton University a.ncl Hampton, Va .... . 
Agricultural Institute. 
Various: .... ...... .... . .. .... ......... . .... .......... do ............................... do .......... . 
~~~ic~~mu1~~~~~-: :::::::: :: :::: ::::::::::::: _ :::: ::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~: :::::::::: 
:Miss Jane Stuart Woolsey ... ...... . .... ............. do ............................... do ...... . . .. . 
Rev. H. W. Foote's Society Boston, Mass ............ do . .. .. •.............. .... ....... do .......... . 
Mrs. R. G. Shaw ................... ------------- ...... flo.------------ .................. do .......... . 
J. n. c . -.. -... --- -- . --.. -. . . --- -. ---. -.... -. --. . -. --.do .. --- - - . -- : - - . - - - -- --. - -. . --- . . do .. - - .. -.. -. 
Various .............................................. do ... ................... ........ . do .......... . 
Do . ................... . 
Do ....... .... .. ..... . . 
Miss Sophie Smith... . .. .. . Hat:fielc.l, Mass .... 
James L. Stevens* ....... . Columbia, Mo ..... 
Colonel Thomas A. Scott... Philadelphia, Pa .. 
Institutions for the sttperio1· in-
struct-ion of females. 
Florence S:vnodicalCollego ..... . 
"\Vesloyan Female College .. ... . 
Evanston College for Ladies ... . 
Mora-<'ian Seminary for Young 
Ladies. 
Florence, Ala .... . 
Macon, Ga .. ..... . 
Evan&ion, Ill .... . 
Hope,"lnd ....... . 
DePauw College ......... ...... New Albany, Ind . 
Logansport ]'em ale College _.... Logansport, Ind .. 
Colleg-e of the Sisters of Bethany. Topeka, Kans . ---
Bradtord Academy ... :.......... BradJord, Mass .. . 
\Vheaton Female Semmary ..... Norton, Mass ... . . 
Smith College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N orthampt'n, Massi 
Mount Holyoke Female Seru- South Had 1 e y, 
inary. Mass. 
Michigan Female Seminary..... Kalamazoo, Mich . ; 
Ste,eus Female College. ...... .. Missouri ..... ... -- J 
Saint Agnes School ....... ------ Albany, N.Y.---.; 
.. . .. . do ..... ................... . .. .... do .. .. .... . . . 
Elmira Female College . . . . . . . . . Elmira, N.Y ..... . 
Vassar College.................. Poughkeepsie,N.Y 
Ohio ·wesleyan Female College .. Delaware, Ohio .. . 
Wilson College----------------- Chambersburgh, 
Pa. 
William G. Morehead ........... . do ...... . .......... do ....................... . ....... do .......... . 
William Thaw ..... ........ Pittsburgh, Pa ......... -do ............................... do . ...... . . . 
·washington Female College . ... Washington Co., 
Tenn. 
Citizens* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chappell Hill, Tex Chappell II ill Female College . . . Chappell Hill, Tex 
Various .. ................. .. ................... Female College ................. Texas ........... . 
Hollins Institute. . .............. Botetourt Springs, 
. Va. 
Wisconsiu Female College...... Fox Lake, Wis .. . 
Do ......................................... ... _ .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do . . ... ... .. . 
St. Clara Academy.............. Sinsinawa Mound, 
Wis. 
Libraries and normal schools. 
Quincy Tt1fts* ............. ------···--········· Free Library ................... Weymouth, Mass . 
Dr. James Rnsh.-.......... Pbiladelpl1ia, Pa.. Library Comp'y of Philadelphia . Philadelphia, Pa .. 
Citizens*-................. Emporia, Kans .... Normal SchooL ................ . Emporia, Kans ... . 
Academies. 
Mrs. Benedict.- ........... . Cornwall, Conn . . . Connecticut Literary Institut'n . Suffield, Conn.-.--
I arious .. - . - - .. -.- .. -- . --- .. -. - - - . ----. - .... -... -. - -.do .. - - . -.. -.- .... - - - .... -- .. -- ... do . . -- . --.---
tate of :Maino............ . Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . Saint .Alban's Academy......... llartland, Me.----
v E~: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: -.A~~~~0icit<jO"~];;:::::::::::::::: -N~~-i~~--~s~~:i.i6: 
't~~~0~---·:·········· · ···· ····:··············· MaineCcntmlinstitute ....•.... Pitt ficlc.l, Me ..... 
'b 
1
o ~am_ ........... .. Marne ...... .. ... . PresqueileAcademy .......... Pr qnoislo,:Me .. 
a~ cs * Bail y"......... Winthrop, Me.... Oak G-rove Seminary............ Vas.~alborongh, :lfel 
~al~J!?tc1;r1~~,,i~~ :~::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: · Phi1if~s ·.Ac-a:cie~;y:: ::::::::::::: -i~(1o~?eJ:,·if~- - :::: 011 • amu · Vilhston... .. E. Hampton, :M:ass. Williston eminary. ........... . E. llampton, Mass 
*Date not given. 
• 
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benefactions fm· 1872-Continued. 
Benefaction. 
Money. Conditions attached. R emarks. 
Other. Donation or --------.------------! ucqucst. 
Amount. Object. 
$800 00 Current expenses ... .................. Donation .. . 
10, 709 50 ...... do ............ ... ......... . ........ - . do ...... . 
517 00 Support of Butler SchooL. ................ do ..... .. 
21 ,089 49 Endo11mcutfund. .............. .... ....... do ..... .. 
1, 000 00 Scholarship ............................... do . .. . .. . To be called "Tl.tn Theorlore 
Wiutbrop Scbolar~hip. " 
1,000 oo ...... do ................................... do ....... To bo t:allell '·'l'heKiu;{:; Cllapel 
Scholarship." 
250 00 Endowrneut fund ......................... do ...... . 
25 00 .. ~ ... do . .. ....... .. ... . ................... do ...... . 
2, 530 00 Purchase of outfit . ... .................... do ...... . 
1, 501 00 ..••....................•.••...... _. . ... . do . ..... . 
2, 000 00 -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- . -- -- -- -- -- - -- ... d 0 -- -- -- -
30,~~~ s~ - ~~~1~-i~-~~ : ~~~::::::~~:::::::::: ::::::: :: ::~~-::::::: 
2, 000 00 




400, GOO 00 
4, 000 00 
:::::: ~::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: -:::::: -n~~;ii~~;::: 
··------------------ ·· ----------- .......... ---··--· · -----
To found college for women ... . _.. .... Bequest ... . 
..................... . ............ _ .......... do .. ... . . 
8-10, 000 00 - -------- -- '"----- ------ - -- -- -- - ------ - .. -- - -- -------
20, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Douatiou ... 
75, 000 00 -- - - - - -- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.............. -........ -- .. ------ -............. (a) --------...... Worth $40,000. 
4, 000 00 Scholarship ............................. ... ........ . 
6, eoo oo ...... do ...... . ............ _ . . . . . . _ ... _ . . ........ __ . _ 
6, 000 00 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
20, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation . . . To endow a profPssorship bear-
5, 000 00 General fund . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... _ .... do ...... . 
1, 000 00 ... . .. do . . .......... ... ......... .. ........ . do ... ... . 
5, 000 00 - -- -- - - -- - - -- •••• -- . -- -- - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -- --- -- - . - -- . -- -
3, 243 00 
8, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
To rebuild college.............. . . .. .. . Donation ... 
5, 000 00 ..................... · .... ... ........... Bequest ... . 
2, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation . . . 
2, 000 00 - - - - - . - - - . - - .. - - - • - - . - .. - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ing the name of Mrs. Scott. 
10,000 00 Li.brary, lectures, &c ........ .. ........ Bequest ... . 
1, 000, 000 00 F ire-proof bnilding .. .......... . . .. ....... do . . . . . . . Dr. Rush died in 1869. 
10, 000 00 Building-fund.................. . .. .. .. Donation ... 
1, 500 00 Indigent students for the min- . . . . . . . Bequest .... 
is try. 
20, 000 00 Building-fund . ................ . _ .. __ .. Donation .. . 
-- .. -- -- -- -- -- - ------ -- • - ---- . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. (b) .... do .... .. 
1, oun oo . ..................................... .... .. do ..... .. 
.. ------ ..... -- .... . .. . .. .. .. .. . (c) .. .. do .... . .. 
Land sold, aml money used for 
erection of buildings. 
6, 000 00 
100 00 
l, 000 00 
2CO 00 
50,000 00 
2, 000 00 
Building-fund ........................... do ..... .. 
Geneml fund .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .... -... do .. . . . .. An annual State grant. 
Building-fund ........................ . .. .. do ..... .. 
: ;~~~~:i:;~~~::::::::::~::::::: J :::::: :: ·J~: ::::J 
(a) Building-site. (b) One-half township. (c) Township. 
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TADLE XVI.-Statistics of educational 
Benefactor. · Organization to which intrusted. 
Name. Residence. Name. Location. 
.Academies-Continued. 
John P. Bigelow* .... . ..... Boston, Mass ..... Lawrence .Academy .. ....... . .. . Groton, Mass .... . 
James Smith . .............. Pbiladelpbia, Pa .. Leicester .Academy ............. LeicE'stcr, Mass .. 
Various ...... .... ... . ......... ... ............ . ...... do ........................ . ...... do 
John Cummings ........... Woburn , Mass .... Warren Academy .. .... .. ...... Woburn, Mass ... . 
J. D. Hutchinson . . . . . . . . .. . New York, N. Y ........ do ............................... do . ......... . 
iRf~~~~tl;?~~~~~~~~::: : ;~~~~~~:: ~~~~:::: : ~il~i~~o~: ~~~~l~~i::: ~ ~:::::::: : ~i~i~~o~, :;.:~::: 
J cremiah Kingman . . • . . . . Barrington, N.H.. Phillips Exeter Academy....... Exeter, N.H ..... . 
var~r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :.:::::::::: . ~~~-~~~\~~~~~~~~ll~~~:::::::: . ~~~~~~;~~~.~: ~~: 
Do ......................................... New HamptouLiteraryinstitute N~."'H. Hampton, 
Do . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 'Volfboroul!h Christian Instit'e.. Wolfl.Jm·on$b, N. H 
WHliam S. Rogers*....... Boston, Mass .. ... City of Newport ................ Newport, 1c I. ... . 
~J:!;g;~ .. :: :::.: .. • I• ~~g~;v:r:~ ~~·: • r::'lf "~:. '7~"··:: :: • .. :: • .~·'"1t2 ~ •. 
'' Date not given. t Raisflu in two years. 
NOTE.~ While this report is going through the press, four noteworthy gifts for educational purpose 
haYe been announced: 
A gift of $.500,000, by Cornelius Vanderbilt, of New York, to estaulish the "University of tile Metb-
otlist Episcopal Church Sonth." 
Also a gift of ~500,000, by tho same gentleman, to establish a seminary for young ladies at New Dorp, 
Staten Island. 
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benefactions fm· 1872-Contin'ued. 
Benefaction. 
Money. C~mditions attached. Remarks. 
-----.------------I Other. Donation or bequest. 
Amount. 
$10,000 00 
15, ooe oo 
10,000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
500 00 
500 00 
2, 000 00 
50,000 00 
7, 160 00 
14,000 00 
3, 000 00 
t9, 000 00 
Object .. 
. _______ . _ .. ... ....... _ .......... _ .... . _ Bequest ... . 
E .ndowment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation .. . 
...... do ....................... . ... ........ do ...... . 
-~~~1~{~~-~~l-~~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::~~ ::::::: 
..... . do .................... . ......... _ .... do ...... . 
. ..... do .... __ .. . .............. _ . . . .. . . . ... do ...... .. 
Indigent students.............. . . . . . . . Bequest .. .. 
.......................... ............... ... do ..... . . 
Endowment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation .. . 
. ..... tlo ... . ................ . .............. do ... .. . . 
~~hJJ~~~tsi~~d":::::::::::::: : :::::: ::::~~ ::::::: 
4, 000 00 .. .... do _ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... do . ...... i 
Subscribed and paid in part. 
Do. 
100, 000 00 Endowment of high r;chool.... . . . . . . . . Bequest __ .. $10,000 to be used in const.ructing 
a buildiug. 
25, 000 00 General fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Donation . . . Conditional subscriptions. 
···----~r:~-~~- -~~~-a-1~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: --(~)-· ::::~~ ::::·::: 
.............. ...•.. .•..•• .................. . .. (b) .... do ...... . 
(a) Minerals and geolog~cal specimens. (b) 150 volumes of books. 
Mr. John Anderson, of New York, has given the beautiful island of Penikese, in Buzzard's Bay, near 
New Beuford, Massachusetts, to P rofessor L. Agassiz, for the site of a summer school of natural history, 
and the sum of$50,000 towar1l the endowment of the school. 
Mr .. Johns Hopkins, of Baltimore, has announ ~ed his purpose of erecting an asylum for the maintenance 
and education of 300 or 400 colored orphans, and appropriates $2~,000 annually for its support. . 
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TABLE XVII.-Statistics of institutions fo1' the bl-ind for 18i2; 






'"' C;l <!) 
~ 
1 Superintendent. 
Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, nnd Blind . Talladega, .Ala . . (a) / J. H. Johnson, M. D 
') Institution for the Blind ........ _. _ .. __ .. Little Rock, Ark 1839 Otis Patten ....... . 
Institution fort be Deaf, Dumb, andBlincl. Oaklaml, Cal .... 1860 \\7. \Vilkinson .... . 
Academy for the Blind ...... ............ Macon, Ga ...... 1853' W. D. Wlllinms ... . 
Institntion for the Education of the Blind. Jacksom·ille, Ill 1849' J. Rl.wad's, M.D . . . . 
I nstitntion for tlle Education of tlle Bl.ind Indianapolis, Incl 1847 W. H . Churchma,n 
Iowa College fr.r the Blind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vinton, I owa .... 1853 S . .A. Knapp, M . .A . 
8' Institution for the Blind ................. \Vyandotte,Kans 1867 J.D. Parker, M.D. 
D I Institution fot tile Education of the Blind Louis·dlle, Ky . . 1'342 B. B. Huntoon . ... . 
10 Institution and Industrial Home for the :j:JatonRouge,La. 1870 Edw. Cousinard .. . 
I Blind. ll Institution for t he Instruction of the Blind Baltimore, Md ... 1853 F. D. Morrison . .... 
1:.! j Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Boston, Mass .... 1829 S. G. Howe, M. D . . 
.Asylum for the Blind. 
13 Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Flint, Mich . . ... . 1854 E. L. 'Bangs . . ..... . 
14 Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind . Faribault, Minn . 1865 J. L. Noyes, .A.M .. 
1.) In stitution for the Blind ................. Jackson, Miss . . 18,17 M rs. S. B. Merrill .. 
lG Institution for the Education of the Blind Raint Louis, lifo . 11:351 ll. R. Foster ...... . 
17 J\ewYork State Institution for the Blind . . Batavia, N. Y ... 1868 A. D. Lord, M.D . . . 
1!1 -cw York Institution for the Blind ..... . New York, N.Y. 18:ll W. B. Wait ..... . . . 
lU l:.J stitution for the Blintl . ...... .......... Ilaleigh, N.C .... 184G S F. Tomlinson ... . 
20 Institution for the Educn.tion of tbe Blind C0lnmlms, Ohio . 18:n G. L. Smead . .... . . 
21 Institution for the Instruction of the Dliud Philadelphia, Pa 1833 \Villirtm Chapin ... . 
2~ Institution for the Education of the Deaf, Cedar Spring,S.C 1855 N. F. Walker . . ... . 
Dumb, and Blind. 
State ... .... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State .. ..... . 
State ....... . 
State ....... . 
State ...... . 
State ....... . 
Corporation . 
Corponttion . 
State ..... . . . 
State .... .. . . 
State ....... . 
State ..... . . . 
State ... , .. . . 
Corpomtion . 
Stale ...... . . 
State ....... . 
Corporation . 
State .. ..... . 
'23 T ennessee SclJOol for the Blind .. ..... ... . Nashville, Tenn l843 J. M . Stnrtevant ... Corporation. 
.Austin, Texas .. . l856 E. M. Wheelock ... State ... .... . 2-l Institution for the Blind . ... ......... .. . 
2:; Institution for Deaf, Dumb, and Blind . .. . Staunton, Va .... 1839 C. D. McCoy . . .. ... State .. ..... . 
Homney, W.Va . 1870 II. II. Ilollister .... State .. .... . . 2U Institution for Deaf, Dumb, ancl Blind . . . . 
27 Institution for the Education of the Blind JanRsville, Wis .. 1850 T. H. LHtle ........ State .... ... . 
I 
a The department for the blind was aucled to the institution in 1867. 
b Department for the blind alone. 
c Including dea,f and dumb department. 
d State walTants. 
e .A. special appropriation of $75,000 has also been expended during the last two years 
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from 1·eplies to inqniries by the United States Bn1·eau of Educat·ion. 
~ .s ~ ~ § til ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ :§ ~ ·8 ~ J5 
Q '"' ~ ~-:: ~ Q;) ..sl .., 
~ g~ CD § W §< 0 ~ ... ~* ~ §' ?5 ~ ~ '"0 _, @ :E > ~ - __. ~ ~ U1 
:n 2 ~ rc t- ~ ~ ~ ·c;j ~ ~ ro · 
:g. ·$'~ ~..; g rn s,g .-o-~ ~..; .s § ~ 
- Q ~ ~ ;s s 0 ·~ -::: .._j ~ s ~ 
~ ~ !~ : ~ ~ ~ ~~ i ~ ~~ ~ il 
'§ ~ ~ I § ~ ~ l- ~ -s ,: :a ~ 
] § ~ <l ~ e s ~o ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ -s s 2 a C\l ~I) ~ g'l) ~ ~ C\l ~ 1 -+"Q) ~ C\l ~ 
~ ~ !i !i ~ ~ ·~ H £ ~ ~ H z 
$40, 000 00 b$~~. 500 00 b$3, 500 00 b$3, 500 00 b$3, 500 00 b$3, 500 00 ~ ----;1~ -1 ~ ~ ~ 
c250, 000 00 c30, 000 00 c30, 000 00 c30, 000 00 c30, 000 00 c30, 000 00 $1, 000 00 75 37 23 1 1, 350 00 3 
20, 000 00 17, 754 00 17, 754 00 17, 754 00 12, ()25 00 18, 000 00 ... -- ---. 90 40 15 4 $2, 922 00, 2 








8 4 .. ...... 4 
80,000 00 20,000 00100,000 00 20,000 00 20,000 00 20,000 00......... 7 .... ········ 5 
5oo, ooo oo 34, 61?2 110 34, 682 oo 32, 390 oo 27, 562 oo ... ... .... .. __ .... 450 105 25 7 4, oso or G 
250,000 00 ·········· ·········· ·· ·· ·· ···· 24,000 00 24,000 00 ......... 260 100 32 12 1, 800 00 7 
25, 000 00 8, 000 00 . -.-- . . --. 8, 000 00 . ---- ... -. 8, 000 00 . -------. 40 22 9 1 1, 200 00 8 
!)4, 000 00 16, 945 00 12, 563 00 16, 752 00 15, 678 00 16, 000 00 . -------. 304 47 21 8 1, 670 00 9 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 15, COO 00 . . . . . . . . . 20 1 1 1, UOO lO LO 
250, 000 00 25, 000 00 14, 000 00 25, 020 00 14, 000 00 13, coo 00 1, 350 00 129 
::16:.1, 174 00 92, 864 001 43, 030 00 91, 30() 00 40,023 00 30, 000 00 15,030 00 811 
:!75, 000 co 45, 17() 00 44, 978 00 46, 598 00 30, 752 00 . -- - - . - - - . . --- - - . - . 354 
clOD. , OOJ 00 c 15, 000 00
1 
.......... c15, 000 CO .. ........ c15, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . 20 
10, 000 00 8, 00 J 00 6, 000 GO . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .. . dW, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . 150 
125, 000 00 17, OO.i 00, 17, 000 00 16, 500 00 e2J., 000 00 21, 750 00 . . . . . . . . . 235 
27 3. OUO 00 {:19, 000 00 f J9, 000 00 f 3!.1, 000 00 35, 08U 001 39, 000 00 - --- . . . . . 200 
3:38, ()72 00 84, 100 00 ; 51, 577 001 8:3, 73::! ou 52, 233 00 36, 027 00 3, 753 00 1, 032 
50, 000 00 1!43, 393 00 lt42, G20 00 h40, 000 00 40, COO 00 40, 000 00 . . . . . . . . 1:.!2 
45(1, 000 00 30, 000 OO j 30, 000 00 30, 000 00 30, 000 00 30, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . 750 
l'i3, 000 00 70, 705 00 49, 016 00 60, 722 00 48, 037 00, 33, 000 00 7, 839 00 753 
--· ~:~~~ -~~ -~~:~~~-~~ ~ -~~:~~~-~~ -~~:~~~-~~ ··~:~~~-~~ ~~::~~ ~: ::::::::: --~~~ 
25, ooo oo !J, 500 oo o, 5oo oo a, 500 oo . . . . . . . . . . 1 o, ooo oo ............ . 
c1~0 , 000 OO \c43, 133 00 c40, 190 00 c42, 12:3 00 g34, 324 00 h40, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . 103 
1 g:g~~ ~~ "37;9i9-ooj·36;895.iio -37; s9o-oo 1~:~~g g~ :i2~:~~g g~ ·i;o25-oo 1~i 
f For the last four years. 
g For year endecl September 30, 1R72. 
h For last two years. 
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13 2 500 00 11 
69 30 7, 934 00 12 
41 13 
3 1 50 0014 
8 3 1, 000 00 15 
11 2 400 00 Hi 
29 2 400 ooj17 
52 9 3, 592 00118 
6 3 1, 150 00 19 
30 4 1, Jl(j 00 20 
60 24 3, 730 00 21 
2 1 500 00 ::!2 
9 4 2, 640 00 23 
4 ~ !~~ ~~~~~ 8 
4 ~ . ~·-~50_ ~o~~~ 22 
TADLE XVIII.-Statistics of institutions for deaf and durnb fm· 1872 ;from 1'CJ.Jlies to i·nquiries by the United States Burean of Ed·ucation. 
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Alabama Iustitntion for Deaf, Dumb, Tnlladega,Ala ........ 1860 State ... ....... J.H.Johnson,M.D. 
and Blinll. 
7 I Arl~ans~s Denf:Mn~e It~stitute . . . ....... Little Rock, Ark .... .. 1868 ... . tlo ......... E. P . <?arutfl:et·~, M.A .. ........ . 
a Cahforma Institution for D eaf, Dumb, Oaklaud, Cal .......... 1860 .... do ......... Warrmg W1lkmson, M. A .... .. 
and Blind. . 
American As.rlnm for Deaf and Dumb .. IIartford, Conn ... .... . 1817 Directors ...... E. C. Stone, M. A ................ 17 
5 Whipple's IIon1c School for Dcaf-M.ntrs. Now J"od yard, Conn ... 1868 Printte ........ J. and T. C. Whippll.'l...... .... .. 2 
6 Institution for Deafn.ntl Dnmh ... .. . ... . C~>o Sp•·iug, Ga . ...... 1846 State .......... \Vcsley 0. Connor....... ... ..... 5 
























8 Institution for Education of Deaf and In diann. polis, Ind ...... 1844 ... . do .. . . .... . Rev. Thomas Macintire, M.A.. 14 I 3 I 3 I 135 I 119 I 254 
Dumb. 
9 Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ..... . 
10 Institution for tho Deaf and Dumb ..... . Ol::tthe,Kans ... . . ..... 1f'62 .... do ......... L.H .. Jenkins, M.A ............ . 
3 
1 































Council Bluff.~, I owa .. - ~ 18551 ... . do ........ -~Rev. Ben,iamin Talbot, M . A ... . 
Danvillo, Ky . ...... . ... 18~3 ........ ........ ,J. A. Jacobs, jr ................. . 
Baton Rouge, La . . . . . . 1 8v2 State. . . . . . . . . . J. A. Me Whorter, M . A ......... . 
11 Institution for Draf-Mntcs ............ . 
12 Institution for Education of Deaf, Dumb, 54 31 
43 
20 
97 , ...... , .... .. , .. ... 
and Blind. 
13 In~~~~~ou for Education of Deaf and 1 Frederick, Md ........ . j1867j .... do ............. {Charles W. Ely, M. A .......... . 
14 Clarke Institntiou for D eaf-Mutes . ....... . 
15 Boston Day School for Deaf-.l\Intes ..... . 
16 Institution for Deaf, Dumb, and Blind .. 
17 Institution for Deaf, Dumb, and Blind .. 
18 Institution for D cafancl Dumb ........ .. 
1!1 Institution for Deaf noel Dumb .. ....... . 
~0 Saint Bridget's Institution for Deaf and 
Dumb. 
Northampton, Mass .. 1867 Private ...... .. 
Boston, Mass ..... .... . 1860 Municipal .... . 
. Flint, Mich ........... . 1854 State ......... . 
Farilmult, Minn . ...... 1862 .... tlo ........ . 
Jackson, hliss . ........ 1871 'l'rustecs ..... . 
Fulton, Mo ............ 1 851! State ......... . 
Saint Louis, Mo .... ... 18GO R. C. 0. Board . 
Harriet B. Roger s 
Sarah Fuller . .................. . 
E. L. Bangs, M.A. 
J. L. Noyes, M.A ............. .. 
John L. Carter, M.D ........... . 
'William D. Ken, M.A .... .... . . 































21 In.stilution. forD<·afnnclDumb ... ....... .. IOmaha,Nobr .. . ....... l18fi 91State .......... IRH. Kinney, M . .A.. . ••••••••.•••• I2111 ... -~------~--- --- I------
23 InAtit.utiun fo1· Improved Instruction of ...... do ............ ...... . 1867 .... do ......... F. A. Rising, A.M.. . ............ 6 ---~ .... 31 33 64 
22 InstitntionforDrnfn.mlDnmb .......... NewY01·kCity,N.Y .. 1818 Directors ...... I.L.Pcet,LL. D .... .. ....... . ... 30 9 7 323 211
1 
534 














































































2.'i Tn~titnti on for Deaf, Dmnb, nnd Blind .. Rnlri!rh, N.C ......... . 1846 Stn,te ... ....... S. F. Tomlinson, M.A ...... ····· 8 1 , 70 "' I ,, 7K :H lJ:.: 
2G 1nstiLntionforDen.fanc1Dumb . . .. ...... Uolnmbns,Obio .. ..... ltl~7 .... <lo ......... G.O.Ifn.y,M . .A .......•...•.•.... 20 3 9 190 14 L :33G 231 lGG 3!)7 
27 ln!ltitntion for Deaf n.ntl Dumb ......... . Salem, Orog ........... l!:l70 .... do ......... WjJ!iam S. Smith- ...... --- .... - 2 ---- 1 !} 5 14 13 11 24 
~8 [nstitntionforDeafandDumb .. ........ Phila<lolpllia,Pa ....... U!21 Directors .. .... Josbun.Foster ........ ... ....... 14 ---- 3 116 111 227 151 125 27!i 
29 J>it t~bnrg-h Dn,v School .... ......... ..... Pittsburgh, Pa . .. ..... 1869 Municipal. .... A. Woodsides................... 2 1 ··--·- ·--- ·- ·--- -- 23 20 43 
:30 Institnt.ion for Education of Deaf, Dumb, Cedar Spring, S.C . ... . 1849 State ...... . ... N. F. Walker . ................... 3 .... 2 7 8 15 11 11 22 
nntl Blind. 
31 Institution for Dent' and Dumb .......... Kno:s:Yille, Tenn ....... 1845 . . . . do ......... J. H. Ijams, B . .A. .. _ .. . .•........ 7 1 2 65 46 111 ' 63 45 lOS 
32 Institution for Education of Deaf and Austin, 'l'ex ........... 1856 .... do ......... J. Van Nostrand, M.A .......... 3 .... ---· 22 12 34 20 10 30 
Dumb. 
3:3 Institution for Deaf, Dumb, and Blind .. Staunton, Vn. .......... 1839 ... . do . .... .... Charles D. McCoy ............... 7 1 3 47 45 92 47 42 89 
34 Institution for Deaf, Dumb, and Blind .. Romney, \V. Va ....... 1870 .... do ......... H. H. Hollister, M . .A. ..•....•••. 4 1 32 18 50 35 21 56 
:1.'i Institution for Deafn.nd Dumb .......... Delavan , Wis ........ . 1852 .... do ......... George L. Weed,jr., M.A ... . ... 9 1 1 80 57 137 92 72 164 
3G Columbia Institution for Deaf antl Dumb Washington, D. C ..... 1857 National ...... E. M. Gallauclet, Pb. D., LL.D .. 11 3 1 77 14 91 100 16 1!fi 
37 National Deaf-Mute College (b) .......... ...... do ............... 1864 .... do . . ....... ...... do ..•...................... 8 2 48 - - -- - ~ 48 66 ·----- 66 
(a) Not i..nclnding- semi-mutes. 















TA.l3LE XVIII. Statistics of institzttions for deaf a11d dumb fm• 1872-Continued. 
.... 'd <I) 
I:! <I) I> 
Q) I> c:e 1E'. ·;;; ~ 
<C~ ~ ,g 
8§' ~ ~ui 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~..0 ~~ ~ ~ 
~ -~ ~ e ~~I Character of instruction. 
' 8 :3 ~~ ~1.~ 
c:G ,.o.::. ""''-> 
~"" 8 0 Q) ..: I cl)b .s :::i ... ..o Q) h I ! Q) 
'S ~-S ~ "E 
c I> ~ p 
~ ~ E-1 :z. - --- ---
11 41109 2 Ord~narybmnches . ....... :·-- - ~---~ --- -~--- -~ S-~----~----~----~----1 4 
2 111-12 82 . . . . 01~~~e~ry branches and ngncnl- _ .. __ . . _ .... _ ..... ___ ..... _ ... , •n ~ " t n 
3 7-9 103 . . . . Academical and agriculturo... . . . X X ::5. . . .. • U. . ... _. _ 
•J 7-10 1,900 38 A.caclemical. .................. l---1---1 ----1 s.l----1 c. I T. l .... j2,5 
10 Ordinary branches and articu- ~ 
lation. 
6 3 212 3 Ordinary branches........... . :S ............. j .... l 6 
7 6 870 13 Ordinary branches aucl agrioul- .. _ X X S. P. C. . ... _ .. 
turo. 
I 
'-o >'d e,ui Trades taught. ~ 
Q) r;;.. I:! >'d I:! 
~ Q) ~ p ... I:! 0 0 
~ 
;§ § . >'d Eil 
-· .s ~] ] g '8 ~ "" ~ .S;§ ~] : c c
~ 8 toil toil ~ ~ ·~ ~ gs ~ -~ p.-, Q ... c -~ . ;a '0 I.E .s ~ I:! >'d 
-· ~ ] ;;l ... !f" "I"'··;, \l ~ Q ell 8 1: .... ;E ..... '0~ '+-<,.o ..0... ;.8 
~ A ~ 8 ~ 8. ~ .!4 ~ ._.13: ~ ..... ~ ... ~ -~ ~ ~ g Jl Jl Jl 0 
0 0 c l ~ 'T ~ J § j§ § ~ ~ ] ~ 
H p, :z. P,QE-1 zz z ~ 
-~-~--~--,---,-
~0 2 92 $4~. 000 00 
~v ' ~' .,3 I 6o: ooo oo 
. -. 
.I 300 . . . . 130 1250, ooo oo 
.• 1··1 -~~--"- --'- --"r~:OO"." 
00 2 12 35, 000 00 








8 6 893 16 Ordinary branches and acaclem- X ... _ . . . . S. . . . . C. T ..... 2, 320 5 120 480, 000 00 68, 639 00 68,210 00 
ical. 
9 4-5 303 4 Ordinary branches .. .. .. .. .. . .. _... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 250 4 90 179, 000 00 23, 80:> 00 27, 262 00 
10 .... ......•..... .. ..... do ....................................................... _ ................................................ . 
11 ---- -- - ------ ............ ......................... ---- .... ---- .... ·- -- .... ---- ---- ...... ---- ................. 27,271 71 27,271 71 
12 6-10 250 .... AcademicaL................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. P. .. .. .. . . .. .. 350 1 11 225, 000 00 16, 072 00 17,000 00 
13 .. . .. . . 119 1 ...... do .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. S. .. .............. 2, 000 2 12 150, 000 00 25, 000 OU 23, 800 00 
H ::::::: :::~~: :::: :?~(~~~~:~~~~~~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :~~: :::: :~_: :::::::: ::~~~: ::~~ :::~~: :~~:;;~:~~: :~;:;;~:~~: :~~:;~~:~~: 
17 6 100 2 ...... do ............................ X ............ C ......... 500 4 54 100,000 00 20,000 00 20,000 oo 
18 ....... 41 .......... do........................ .... .... . .. . .... .. .. .... .... .... ...... 1 5 25,000 00 10,000 00 .......... . 
1!1 7 420 3 ...... do .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 600 5 48 105,000 oo 34,441 oo 30, 952 oo 
20 . . . . . . . 30 . . . . . ..... do ....... _ .. _ .......... _ ............. : . . .. __ . . . .. . _ .... _ .. ___ ... _ ......... __ .. . _ .. _. _. _ ... _ . __ _ .. ___ .. ___ _ 
21 ..... . 30 .......... do ........................................ P. .... .. .. .... ...... 2 10 17, 500 00 9, 000 00 9, 000 00 
22 ...... . ................ do .............. .............. ....... S ..... C. T ............. .... ........ ....... ...... ........ ...... .. 
\~ __ -_} .: :.r,;: ~; :f:j1~};ttt:T\EL / ·~· ·~· i ·~-· :: •-•• \ ;:~ :l '':i)i:~!! 11:~~ ~ l!:~U! 
Scholastic year begins-
October, :first Monday. 
October, first Wednesday. 
August, last Wednesday. 
September, second Wednesday. 
September 1. 
September, :first Wednesday. 
October, :first Wednesday. 
First Wednesday after Septem-
ber 15. 
September, second Wednesday. 
October, :first Wednesday. 
September, first Wednesday. 
September, third Wednesday. 
September, :first Monday. 
September, second Wednesday. 
Do. 
October, first Tuesday. 
Septero ber J. 
September, second Wed11esday. 
September, fil'st Wednesday. 
Do. 
September 1. 
S<>ptemllct·, first 'W.--dtH'sday. 
Sop1C\Ull.H:•.r, At..•('(nt d ""\\Tf"•lnusdn.y. 




































28 5 1, 4-16 9 ...... do • • . . • . • • • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s. . . . . . . . . T. . ... 5, ooo 2 2 250, ooo oo 59, 347 00 I 51, 561 00 
29 ..•.................... do ................................... .. ....................................................... . 
30 6 ................ do .................................... S. P .. C. .... .... ...... .... 157 ........... 10,000 00 
31 7 . . . . . . . ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 4 7 125, 000 00 26, 457 00 
32 7 82 1 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 57~ 20, 000 00 11, 000 00 
33 6 384 5 ...... do ..........................•. X .... S. P. C. T. B. 1,500 6 40 150,000 oo· 43,1:n 00 
34 . . . • . . . 60 .....•.... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... , . . . . . 1 15 45, 000 00 17, 213 00 
35 5 347 2 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. . ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . 550 2 30 100, 000 00 37, 949 00 
36 6 261 14 Collegiate and agriculture...... X X X . . . . . . . . C. . . . . . . . . 878 8 100 500,000 00 75,850 00 
37 3 105 14 Collegiate ..................... X X X .... .... .... .... .... 600 ......... . 
' ') 'The letter "X" indicates the possession of a laboratory, cabinet, or museum. 
(a) $20,700 of the amOlmt is in State scrip, worth from 50 cents to 80 cents on the dollar. 
(b) Twelve city-lots. · 
September, first Wednesday. 
September, first Monday. 
October, firt~t Wednesday. 
Middle of September. 
September, second Wednesday. 
September, first Wedneo:;day. 
September, second Wednesday. 
September, first Wednesday. 



























TADT~E XJX..-Statistics of penitentim·ies and jails jo1· 1872-ft·om replies to inqui1'ies by the United States Btweatt of Edttcatio'h. 
SEX. NATIV1'1'Y. El>UCATION. 
Namo of instiiut.ion. Staie. Number. White. Colored. 
, · I · I Read and I I Noeduca-Foreign. NatiVe. Wl'ite. R ead only. tion. 









































140 8 43 1 36 156 166 2 24 
700 300 26 24 570 480 806 103 141 
621 98 20 2 330 411 494 96 155 
1, 026 97 103 15 554 687 1, 030 127 84 
16 2 ··•····· ··-·· ·--- 8 10 13 ~ .......... -.. -.. - - 5 
28 4 ..... ... --------- 9 23 12 3 17 
(a) (a) 1, 407 1, 054 1, 628 193 640 
5, 035 834 1, 062 70 1, 732 5, 358 4, 518 1,124 1, 418 
62 7 11 3 13 70 64 ~ Ll 
53 4 3 1 32 29 • 54 . ..................... 7 
48 2 3 .. .. .. ... 32 21 39 12 2 
............. ............ . ......... ..... . .............. . 210 790 534 359 107 
-- ---·--· -------·· 309 ....................... 39 
(b) (b) 196 264 368 ---------- -- 92 
2, 432 836 239 146 2,104 1, 549 1, 218 1, 826 609 
--- ------ -------- -- -·----- ................... 71 32 103 
14 14 12 .................... ... 2 
25 ---- ---- · ....... ....... ......... ....... 25 .. ..... .. ...... 20 5 .......... 
................ -----·--- 53 . ............ .... ...... 53 
26 3 4 22 19 3 1 
16 ................ 5 ... ...... 4 17 18 .. ........ .... ......... 3 
. ........... --------- -------- .............. ---------- ............. 9~ .. ..................... 23 
... ......... ...... ..... .. ... . .... ...... ........... ..... 
::::::::::~::::::::: ~~~ I 21 29 ....... .... . ......... ............ .. .... . ... ............ 63 96 
..... io . ::::::: :: ...... i . ::::::::: . -.... -. 5 . ...... -6 ·1· ··· ..... 9 ·1: :::::::::: :1· ..... .. ·2 
3 ........ . ........ ......... 1 2 
2 .. ....... ....... ......... .......... 2 , ........... ............ ... ....... .. 
17 1 13 ....... - . 2 29 
........ ......... ........ . ........ 434 911 
19 .. . ... - ...•... -.. . • . . . . . . . 13 6 
10 ········· . .... .. . . .... . ... 3 7 
10 ......... 1 ......... 5 6 
20 2 .... .... . ........ 6 16 
~I 2 
7f~ 10~ . - .... . ~~~ 
~ .~ .......... ~. ~ 
12 4 6 
31 1 3 . --...... 8 27 21 1 8 
14 ] 2 ..... - .. . ·1 16 14 ............ 7 
1 ...... ... ........ ......... 1 ...... .. 
1, 083 317 ......... - .... . .. 847 783 
(c) ......... (c) ..... ... . .................. . 
87~ ..... ... 2o9· ....... 3i5 



































40 I Michigan State 11rison .. _ --- - - ___ ·--- __ . __ .•• •..•... ___ _ . flo _ .. - - ----·-
41 Statoprison, 1871 ........... .. . .... .... ......... . .... . Wisconsin ..... . 
42 Stato prison ... - ... - . . - ...... - ... -- ... - ... - ...... --.-. Minnesota .. .. . . 
4:3 8tateprison,l87L .......... -----· .... ----- .... ·----- Iowa .. . ________ . 
4~ Statoprison,1871. .... ........ . .. . .... . ......... . ..... K ansas ---------
4:> State prison, April , 1871 ............ .. ........... ~.... California .... _._ 
!~ ~~;.~~~ct0~e~ii6;i:i;r;,::: : :~~ ~ ~:::: ::::::::: :::~~~: ~~ · M:~~~~~~-ti::::::: 
48 South Carolina penitentia-ry.-- .... -.--.------- .. -- .-. South C:wolina .. 
~6 ~~~n~~H~~:~:; t~ i~3~ ~;;ci ·ii68 ~: ::::::: ::: ~~:::: :::::: . ~~~~u_c_~~: : ::::: 
5 1 Pt~ui.tf'utiar_y,in 1869 .. ----------···----·------------· .... do- ------- --· 
52 l>oni.teu t i.ary, iu 1870 . . _ .. - . . -. - .. - .. ·- - ... . . . .. __ .• .•. . _ .. do . ... ...... . 
5:1 rouitent.iary,in 1871 . . .... __ __ ________________ _______ .. .. do----- -----· 
54 ::ita to p enitent-iary .......................... ___ . •.... Tennessee .. . _ . . 
367 ----- -- . - -- . . . --- --- -· ·--------- .. 119 248 
226 216 3 10 ········- 92 1:34 
87 .......... ............ -------· ---·----- 23 64 
280 279 1 --- -·--- ........... . --·-·--- -· ····----
188 166 ----··--· 22 --------- 39 149 
478 -------- ......... . -------· ----- ---- -·--·----- ---- ----· 
924 736 5 181 2 441 483 
66!) 203 6 408 52 66 603 
220 26 . ............ 182 12 7 213 
236 201 1 33 1 42 194 
902 564 2 294 42 105 797 
659 368 3 264 24 56 603 
ti80 364 2 281 33 13 667 
266 lfiO 2 !)4 10 16 250 
739 242 1 472 24 28 711 
288 27 43 
164 12 :37 
81 ........ .. ........ 6 
135 109 36 
155 -----··----- 33 
246 ------ ------ 232 
716 112 96 
191 84 :~94 
43 35 142 
136 ................ .. ... 92 
359 -- --------- - 441 
216 ----------- · 380 
112 ·----------- 207 
99 ----·· ------ 138 
..................... ------·- ---- ----------
RECAPITULATION. 
SEX. NA'l'IV!TY. EDUCATION. 
States. Number. White. Colored. 
Rea(~ an<ll R eado 1 , INo~duca-wnto. " · n :I· twu. 
I 
1 Foreign. I Native. 
Male. Female. I Male. Female. 
---------------- ----------
Connecticut _____ ___ ____ ___ __ __ __________ , _________ _ ·_____ ___________________ 192 140 8 43 1 36 156 166 2 24 
8, 658 1, 666 2, 480 
2, 714 2, 225 1, 032 
1, 285 199 711 
7, 681 370 4, 5i:J 
1, 156 lUI 1, 794 
N e:wYork(d) andPonnsylvania ..... ... .... .......... ....... ............... 12,832 7,589 1,548 1, 22H 115 4,687 8,143 
~~!i~l~~~~~~~~~~~~: ::~ :::: :~~::: :: ~~ ~:::::: ~ ~:: ~: ~:.::::::::::: :::::::: ::::: 1~: H~ :: :gi ::i :~~ ----- ~~~ - :J~~ :J~~ 
SouthernStates - ----·--- - --------·-----·-- -- ·--------- · ·-·-------·--------- 4,371 2,128 17 2,028 198 333 4,038 
21,660 1 ·4, 581 1-10, 614 
- ------=----------------1----1--
Total. ....... _________________________________________________________ 38,292 14, 987 2,740 j 3,779 462 9,6::39 17, 882 
(a) 2,331 white, 130 colored; sex not given. (b) 440 white, 20 colored; sex not given. (c) 7,791 white, 953 colored ; sex not given. 
(d) The arrests r e]Jorted in the New York metropolitan police district numbered 72,984 p en;ons; of whom 50,399 were white males, 20,02::! white females; 857 colored males, 

























Connecticut State Reform School ..... 
onncctiout Industrial School for Girls. 
I~~C:§t-t~o0~~fu~h~~~o~f:::::::::::: 
51 Iowa State Reform School for Boys .. . 
6 Boys' llouso of Refuge .............. .. 
7 Maine Rtato Reform School 
8 Boston House Tief. for Juvenile Off' drs. 
9 Hou~e of Reformation ................ . 
10 State Industrial School for Girls ..... . 
11 State R eform School ................. . 
12 hliohigau State Reform School. ...... . 
13 New Hampshire State Reform SchooL 
14 State R eform School 
Assistants. Conditions of commitment. 




























s <1) Q a;> 
g.Z ;8~ 





Meriden, Conn ...... 1853 State............ Ed. W. Hatch......... 16 12 4 10-16 Crime, vagrancy, truancy . . . .. .. 152 130 
Middletown, Conn .. 1870 Corporate....... Rev. J. H. Bradford.... 8 2 6 8-15 By court until18 years of age... 37 26 
Chicago, ill ......... 1855 Municipal ...... Robert Tumer ........ 13 8 5 6-16 ...... _...... ...... ...... ..... . . ... 33 ... . 
Snlem,Iowa ......... 1868 State ............ Joseph McCarty ...... 10 5 5 (*) By court, for crime, vagrancy, &c. 52 17 
Eldora, Iowa ............................................................................................................. - ... . 
New Orleans, La .... 1850 Municipal . . . . . . P.M. Williams........ 10 6 4 7-19 Committed by oriminnl court... 147 151 
Cape Elizabeth, Me . 1852 State............ Rev. E. W. Hutchinson 16 8 8 8-16 Committed during minority un- 59 46 
less sooner discharged. 
Boston, Mass ............ Municipal ...... G. C. Underwood ...... 11 9 2 7-16 Larceny, vagrancy, truancy, &c. 21tl 233 
Deer Island, Mass ............................................................................................................ . 
Lancaster, Mass .... 1856 State............ Rev. Marcus Ames .. . 18 .. .. 18 7-17 Poverty, vagrancy, crime, &c.~- -. 24 50 
Westborough, Mass ..................................... • .................... . 
Lansing, Mich ...... 1856 State ............ Charles Johnson ...... 16 10 6 
Manchester, N.H ... 1855 .... do............ Ed. Ingham........... 14 7 7 
James burgh, N.J ... 1867 .... do............ Rev. L. H. Sheldon.... 6 4 2 
iii~i6 · · c~iro~: ;;~i;~~~~-v. ·&-~:::::::::::: · · 9i · ii3 
17 Offenses agains't the laws....... 60 40 
8-16 During minority unless sooner 98 61 
discllar~ed. 
16 During minority unless sooner 681 502 
discharged. . 
151 NewYorkHouseofRefuge ........... 1 NewYork,N.Y .... 11825! Corporate ....... ! I.C.Jones ............ l 54 29 I 25 
Brooklyn, N.Y ...... 1857 Board of alderm'n Charles Demorest .. .. 12 3 9 5-14 Idleness and tn1ancy .... . .. . .. . 155 127 
Rochester, N. Y ..... 1846 State............ Levi S. Fulton........ 32 21 11 8-16 During minority ........... _..... 192 116 
Westl!'arms,N. Y .......................................................................................................... .. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .... 1850 Municipal ...... H. A. Montfort ........ 18 10 8 (t} During minority or will of board. 261 266 
Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . 60 15 
10 Truant Home ........................ . 
17 WesternHouseRefugeforJnv. Off'drs. 
18 Catholic Protectory ................. .. 
19 llousc of Refuge ...... - .............. . 
20 State Reform School for Girls ........ . 
21 State li.oform School . _ ............... . Lancaster, Ohio ................................... ... .................... _ .................................... _ .............. . 
Lewis Centre, Ohio .. 1869 State .......... -. Dr. John Nichols...... 19 5 14 7-16 Crime, vagrancy, poverty, &c... 61 14 
P?iladelphia, Pa .... 1826 Board managers. J. K. McKeever. . . . . . . 22 10 12 . . . . . . During minority ..... _ ........ _. 263 268 
P1ttsburgh, Pa .. _ ............................................................... .... ...... _ ....................... _ ......... .. 
Providence, R.I. .... 1850 Municipal .... .. James M. Talcott..... 15 6 9 18 Conviction of crime or vagrancy. 117 138 
Waterbury, Vt ...... 1865 State............ W. G. Fairbanks...... 15 6 9 16 During minority................ 55 . --. 
Waukesha, Wis . ....................................................................... . 
Georgetown, D. C ...................................................... ..... ........... . 
22 Girls' Industrial llome ............... . 
23 House of Refuge ..................... . 
24 Western llouso of Refuge .......... .. 
25 Pro>idonco Reform School. .......... . 
26 Vermont R eform School 
27 State Reform School 
28 Reform School 

































































Present inmates. (a) Studies taught. 
<lS ~ • oil -I> ..... • b.() ~ b.() 
~ . ~ ~ -~ :~ -~ 
~CH~~-t;,:::: 
~ ~ !3 ~ ~ ~ 
'S 'S ~ § ~ · ~ 
£ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'"0 q;) h '"0 '"0.-d.-o <1l 
. § +-> ~ ~ No. illiter- g5 • @$ g . ~ . 
.-o .-o . ~ ~ ~ ate when ;... .-o 't:: :<;:: ;... .-o ~ .-o 
~ ~ g5 ¢l ~ .S ci fB commit.ted. ~ g5 S .; ~ .S 




>. s 8 8 !:: ~ .s s .s ~ - .8 b£ 8 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 ...: :.:3 ~ • ~ 
!$ 2 00 rn rn.EJ a:;~ "' t;'Jl ~j ~r:l ~~ ~<!) ~q;> biJoi,oiJS 8'§<>.~~ g< 
~ ~ § ] § lS § .; ~ -~ ~ s ~ s ~ $ .s $ .s ;§ ;@ ~ 8 ~ 5iJ B -~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ al ~ ~ t5 ~ p ~ r:l ·,:: 0 <1] 0 <1] ~ Cl) I-< s ·;:: 2 -~ ~ .!:P·:a 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R A /2'i /2'i ~ ~ ~ p:; ~~  :11 <j c!HI:1 A <j ~  
------------------- ----
Connecticut State Reform School . . . . . . 300 300 . . . . 275 25 279 21 35 169 211 189 276 . . . • . . 15 145 40 100 5 35 220 40 150 ·156 l l l l l l .......• 
2 ConnecticutindnstrialSchoolfoi:Gids. 7G .... 76 66 10 72 410 33 23 11 .......... 2G ... . .••. 48 44 2 .............••. l l l l l l .... l .. 
~ ~~~~a§~a~ee~~ilir~~~~o~i:: :::::·.:::::: ~~~ i~~ · ··2 1~~ 1~. ~~~ .. ~~ :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: ~::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::: -i "i "i -i "i .i :: :: :: :: 
5 IowaStateReformSchoolforBoys .................... . ................................. . ................................................................ . 
6 Boys' Honse of Refuge .. - . .. -......... 126 126 . . . . 49 77 116 10 27 99 88 . 63 7!'i 20 31 Hi 36 26 48 15 5 65 66 25 15 l l l l l l l ..... . 
7 Maine State Reform School ........ ---- 134 134 . . . . 131 3 109 25 28 30 73 79 . . . . . . . . . . 25 30 54 109 31 6 96 31 38 103 l l l l l l . . . . l z 
8 Boston Honse Ref. for .T uvenile Off' drs. . 305 270 35 301 4 271 34 10 185 73 37 96 13 196 72 81 107 45 23 72 96 29 95 120 ~ l l l l l . . . . . . . . 
9 House of Reformation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... _ ............... . ...... _ ... _. ___ .. ____ . __ . __ _ ________ . . . . . _____ ____ .......... _ .. _ 
10 StateindnstrialSchoolforGirls ........ 1.21 .... 121 109 12 116 523 24 39 33 20 5 64. ........... 60 9 9 22 56 16 55 l l l . . l l ....... . 
11 State Reform SchooL .............••... _ .................. . .................. . ............................................. . ..... . . . ................... . ... . 
12 MichiganStateReformScbooL ........ 217 217 .•.. 200 17 66 2558106107 71 ...................................... 76 55 20 98! l l .. l l ..... . 
13 NewHampshiroStateReformSc~ool.. 97 85 12 95 2 90 5 .............. (b)...................... t (b) 97 48 ....... . l l l l l l ....... . 
14 State Reform School.. ................. 120 120 .... 114 6 97 1013 57 70 70 .............. 80 40 20 16 64 41 52 27 22 l l l l l l l l ... . 
15 NewYorkHouseofRefuge ........... 764 660104 632 47 69 .61242 271 ..................•.................... 307 210164 233 .. . . ! l l l l l ....... . 
16 Truant Home ......................... . 61c155 .•.. 154 1 141 14 9 91 38 17 ..•. .. . . .. .. . . .... ..•. .... 6 3 95 119 27 96 l l l l l ......... . 
17 WesternHouseRefugefor.Juv.Off'drs. 428 428 .•.. 408 20 ........ 19 100 147 126 ... . .................. 34 ..•....•.... 63 94 35 35Z l l .. l .. l .... l 
lR Catholic Protectory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................................ _ ................... __ ...... _. . . . . . . . . . ... . ........ _ . ...... __ . ___ . 
19 HouseofRefnge ...................... 206162 - 44173 32 6114547 42117 101 ........ . . 130 .... 76 .••. 33 70 32 71103 135l l l l l l l ..... . 
20 State Reform School for Girls.......... 145 . • .. . • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . l l l l l l l .... .. 
21 State Reform SchooL ........................................................................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .......... _ ............ _. ____ . _ . ________ . 
22 Girls'IndustrialHome ................ 143 .... 143103 13141 228 29 72 14.......................... 19 9 65 50 28 69! l l l l l l ... . l 
23 House of Refuge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403 337 66 403 . • . . 73 190 29 127 220 199 . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 24 60 69 110 56 95 l l l l l l l . . . . . . 
24 Western House of Refuge ......................•......... . ........................ _. _ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.•...................... _ . __ . __ .. ______ . 
25 Providence Reform SchooL . . . . . . . . . . . . 211 161 50 189 22 202 9 21 73 64 53 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 69 66 8 24 53 32 .22 47 l l l l l l l ..... _ 
26 VermontReformSchool ............... 118 118 .••. 115 3 83 3511 61 54 54 14 4 90 51 31 9 10 9 14 62 32 25 55 l l l .. l l .......• 
27 State Reform SchooL ...................••...........•..................................................................................................... 
28 Reform School ..... 
•·• -•••••1••••1•••'""11••••1••••1•-••l••••l••••l••l••••l••••l••••l••••l"•l••••l••••l• .. ••l••••l••••l••••••l••••••l••••l••.,.•l••••l•••• l ••l••l'"•l••l••l••l••l•••••l•• 




















TABI,E XX.-Statistics of schools for tlte 1'cfo1"mation of juvenile delinquents fo1' 1872-Continued. 
(a) Trade taught. ~ ~ ~JJ<.:i ~ ~ .~ 
"0 <1> 1-< o(l Q.) bl) ""' 1--.."---t,--;, --;-, -;-, -;-, -;-, --,---;,--;,--;,--;, ---,-1-;--;--;---,---l ~ F-< .s ~ p:; 'S ~ .s ~ 
~ ~ rn ~ .~ ~ • ~ .9 B <D. ~JJ 
• t:i; I :: ~ ] ~ "0 i t> 8 Q) 13 ~ ~ .8 g 
t£ . , bJ) ·~ b£ .., ~ :::: c ""' 0 ~ ~ ~ .., o:! s c;J :;3 
.e ~£ gf ~ t1t biJ :1 ~ · . .e . f,; p., s 3 o 2 ;§ ::l s <s g .s ~ E 
,!<: • ..., ·~ c c C ~ c bJ) .-o bL • o <1> S - C c _.., ,.d , ..... cl.o,.!.d ..... ..... ;g S H El l'"' c~ ~..q o.O pO c c·.... ro §o 0 ~ . I S:;:: I clfi:i~<Obl·~~ ~~bi:.;_;;;f5-;:""" oj o+> ·; : 8 ~ R 
$ gf i) ~ ! § ~ ~ -~ ~ .;:; ~ ~£~ ~ ~ -~ .s s ~ 2 -~ $ ~. ~ a ~I) o:~ ~I) ~ a -~ ""' "i3 l rn ~ .;::; 00 s c ~ <1> ..... <1> 1 ~ o c . c s a p., o p ... c ... o:~ = ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·o 5- e: o .b ~ .s 2 -~ ~ ~ e fJ ro ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ,~ ~  ,::_ ~~~~~~::_~~~!~I~:.~::_~ _z __ __.::__ P. ~ ~ <lj __ E-1 __ _ 
Name. 
onnccticutStntoR(IformSchool .................. z ________ z ___ _____________ l------ 251 1,899 .75 1,400 $14143 $42,43100 $5601 $12,34500 
2 CouucctirutimlustrialSclloolforGirls ............ ------ .. ------------ l --------- -- -- - 2 112 ------ 1,100 (b) 12,000 00 - ----- - --- 500 00 
3 ChicagoJ~oform School-------------·----------------- l ------ l -- l l -- -- -- l -- l -- -- -- ·----- 1,284 .70 575 ----- ------- - - --- ----- --- -- ---- · ------------
4 low a ~tnto Roform School - -.. -- -.- .. --- ... --- ..... -- -- l -- -- -- -- l -- -- -- -- l -- l -- -- -- 20 191 . 75 100 150 00 15 000 00 50 00 5 000 00 
~ 1 ~~~~~~~~i~~~s~~~{:o1t~r~~~
0.0.1.~~~-~~~~-~~::::~~~:::~:~~ -z :: :: :: -i :: :: :: :: :: :: :: -i :: :: -i -i ::---5o-:::::::: ··:io- ----i5o- ----95-oo --i2:-ooo-oo· :::::::::· ---<5oo-oo 
7 1\IniucRtatoReform SchooL. ______________________ ---------- l ------------ l -- l ------ 36 1,321 ·----- 1,600 16017 24 463 88 12 75 3 769 26 
~ ~~~~~~~~on:£~!t1~~~{~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-e-~i_l_~?~e~~~~~: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~:::: :::::::: :::::: ___ _ :~~- ---~~?-~~. -~~:-~~~-??_ ::~~:::::: :::::'::::::~ 
~~ ~t~~~i{~}~:~~'is~~~~~~~~~~~,-~~r~~::::::~:~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: _z_ :: _z_ :::::::::::: --~~~- ----~~~- --~~~- --~·-~~~. ---~~~-~~. --~~·-:~~-~~- -----~-~~. --- - --~~~-~? 
12 :llichil!unStntoRcformSchool. ...... . ............. z .. ______ l ____________ l-- l------------ 1,306 .70 ~.000 15000 35,00000 3000 6,50000 
l:l NowlinmpshimStuteReform SchooL ............. l -------- l ------ ---- l ------------ 50 o94 .75 200 200 oo 18143 77 50 oo 2 536 oo 
14 Stn.l o Roform School.-- ... ---.---- .. --- ... --.-.----. -- -- -- -- -- l - l -- -. -- -- -. -- .. -- -- -. 120 299 . 66 386 _ .. _____ .. c2o: 000 oo _ ... _____ . 1: 823 34 
15 NcwYorkllonsoofRofuge ----------------------------------------------- l - ------- l ·----- 14,275 .75 3,859 12612 106175 91 63 73 48 789 63 
Hi 'l'ru:mtllomo ______________________________________ -- ---- -- ---------- -- ---- -- ------ -- -------- 1,940 .05 -------- 60 19 15:ooo oo _______________ : __ ___ _ 
17 \Yosto:n RousoofRcfugofor.JuvcnileOffenuers . .. ----- - - -- l ------------ l -- l -- -·- -- 300 3,518 .66 1,275 164 51 63,174 95 36 31 d13,946 64 
18 CathohcProtPctory ................................ __ .. _____________________ ___ ____ .. ___ __ _____________ ____ ---- - --- ---------· ----- ------- --------- · ---------- _ 
HI llousP of R f' fu .u:c------ ----- -----.--- .... --.---.-.-- -- -- -. -- -- -- l -- -- -. -- -- l -- l -- .. -. 72 3, 096 . 75 630 150 67 33 449 91 25 11 5 576 18 
~~ ~ ~f~i=~~lg;.'~~~~l~.·g~{_r~~-~i~,~~:::::::::::::::~::::·: :::::::::::: _z_ :::: _z_ :: _z_ :::::::::::: ::~~:: ----~~~- ::~~:: :::::::::::::::::: --~~:_?~?.??_ :::::::::: :::::'::::::: 
22 Girls'Indnstrialllomo __ _____ _______ ______________ . ---------- .. l ---- __ ---- __ l ---- __ __ 20 165 .77 600 174 oo 17,8t0 46 ---------· ------------
23 llousoofRrfugo ____ __________________________ -------- l l ------------ l -- l ---------------- 9,170 .66 2.200 90 92 63 832 79 57 03 21613 90 
~~ ~~~~~~~~:~~:~~7~!·~~~~~~~~::~::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::1:: :: :: :l: :: :: :: :: :: :: :l: :: :: :: :: :: :::~~: --2:~~f --:-~r --i:~gg· :::~~~:~~. ::~~::~~~:~~: ::::~~:~~~ :::~~~~?~:~~ 
~~ I ~~iL~.!'l~h~~l~~~_.~~~:~::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::_ :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::::: ::::::: :::::: _::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: 
(a) Tho lc-Uor "l" in11icn.tes that the trade is taught. (b) Tho State pa.yE~ $3 per week for each inmate. . _ _ 


























































Roman Catholic Orphan .Asylum................ San Francisco, CaL... 1858 1852 
2 New IIavcu Orphau .Asylum ............... .... New llaYeu, Conn... 1833 1833 
3 Chicago :Nursery anll llali:Orpban Asylum.... Chicago, lll........... 1860 18~0 
§ fr~~~~?Fr~~dfe~~~~1~~~:::::::::: :::::::::::: ~:::: :~~: :::: :::::: ::: : - ~~~~- i~g~ 
6 Saint .Alo_\'Sius Orphan Asylum of Saint Boni- Quincy, IlL........... 1853 1865 
face Church. 
7 Orphans' Home....... . ......................... Indianapolis, Ind...... 1849 1850 
8 St. John's Orphan Asylum ..................... Near Covington, Ky .. ... .... 1871 
9 Female Orphan Asylum of Portland. .......... . .Portland, Me .......... 1828 1827 
10 BaltiruoreOrphauAsylum ........ ... ....... .. . Baltimore, Md .. ...... 1801 .. .. . 
11 St. Anthony's Orphan Asylum ........ ____ ..... . .... _do ........ ,-..... 1860 1854 
12 St. Pnul's Church School for Boys . ... ................ do .... ~.......... . .. .. . 1868 
13 St. \inceut.'sMale Orphan .Asylum------------ ...... do .............. . 1840 1840 
14 Roston Asylum aud l~arm School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston, Mass.......... 1814 1832 
15 lloston Femnle .Asyln m ......... ................ ..... _do . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. 1803 1800 
16 IIouse or the Au gel Guardian.·.- ................ ...... do . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. 1851 1850 
17 Protectory of ~Iar.v Immacnlat.e.. .... . . . . . . . . . . Lnwrence, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 
18 Cit_v Orphan .Asylum of Salem..... ............. Salf'ru, Mass .. .. .. . . . . 1871 18G6 
19 D'Evereux Hall Orphan Asylum............... Natchez, Miss ......... 1858 1859 
·20 Girls' Industrial Homo......... .... ....... ..... Saint Louis, Mo....... 1855 1tl54 
21 St. Bridget.'s Half-Orp!Jan Asylum.............. . .... do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1861 
22 St. Joseph 's :ilfale Orphan Asylum.... .. . . . . . . . . Saint Louis, Mo....... 1841 1841 
23 St. Louis Protestant Orphan Asylum .... ... . .. ... .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1841 1il34 
24 St .. Mnr.v 's Female Orpha.n Asylum ................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1841 1843 
25 The Children's Friends' Society of Jersey City.. Jersey Cit.v, N.J...... 1864 1864 
26 Newark Orphan Asylum .Association .. ..... . .. . Newark, N. ,T......... 1847 1847 
27 The Protestant Foster Home Society of the City ... ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849 1848 
of Newark. 
Character of foundat.ion. Superintendent. 
DenominationaL .... ·.. Sister Frances McEnnis ... 
st~t~---_-_-_-:::::::: ::::: :~:: i1:.1:.lfl~ff:~!~:::::: ~-
corporate...... ........ Emily Swann __ .......... . 
Corporate ..... --:::::: .iie~.':F.'.A.'ost~op: :::::::: : 
Corporate ............. Hannah T. H;tcUey (b) ••••. 
DenominationaL .. .. .. . .. __ ........ __ ........... .. 
Corporate............. Miss Julia A. Sibley ..... . 
Corporate ........................................ . 
Corporate ............. Rev. Leopold Petsch ... .. . 
........................ Ralph D. Whittle ........ . 
DenominationaL ...... Brother James ........... . 
Corporate ............. William A. Morse ... .. ... . 
................. ___ ... Mrs. A . E. Bartlett ....... . 
. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . James G. Judge . ...... ... . 
Denominn.tionaL...... Sister M. A. Brennan .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sister Mary ... __ ... _ ... .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brother· Symphorian ..... . 
Mrs. J. S. Thom~on (d) .••. 
Sister M . Stanislaus ..... .. 
Corporate ...... ..... .. 
DenominationaL ..... . 
Corporate. Sister M. Basil ........... . 
...... do .............. . Mrs. H. M. Weed ........ . 
Sister Alo.vsia .......... .. 
Mar.v Lockwood ......... . 
Mrs. S.M. Van Vleck. ... . 
...... do .............. . 
..... . do--------···----
...... do ...... ------- .. 









Roman Cittbolic.. . 29 
I~vangelical....... ct5 
Protestant . . . . . . . . !J 
Protestant........ 10 
Protestant ............ . 
Roman Catholic... 6 
Unsectn.rian ..... . 
Roman Catholic .. . 
Protestant ....... . 
Protestant ... .... . 
Roman Catholic .. . 
Epif!copalian ..... . 
Roman Catholic . . . 
Unsectariau ..... . 
Unitarian ....... . . 
Roman Catholic .. . 
I~ornan Catholic ... 
Unsectarian ... .. . 
Roman Catholic .. . 
Protestant ...... . 
I~oman Catholic .. . 
Roman Catholic .. . 
Protestant ....... . 
l-toman Catholic .. . 
Uusectariau .... . . 
Protestant .... ... . 

























St. Mary's Orphan Asylum . .. .. .. .. ... ..... ... . 
St. Vincent's Male Orpltan As_vluni ... ......... . 
St. Thomas Orphan Asylum ... .. ....... .... ... . 
The Orpl..tnn Asylum Society of City of Brooklyn 
Routh Orange, N.J ... . 11853 
.-\.luany, N. Y . . . . . . . . . 1849 
Batavia, N. Y . . . . . . . . . 1868 
Brooklyn, N. Y . . . . . . . 1835 
1 859~------do ·-------·------
1854 DenominationaL ..... . 
1862 ...... do .... ......... .. 
1832 Corporate ........... .. 
Rev. G. H. Doane......... Roman Catholic .. . 
Brot.her Amphian ............... do ......... .. 
Mary St,anisl::tns McGaw ........ do 




321 Evang:elicnl Lutheran St. John's Orphan Home i Buffalo, N.Y .......... ,186:i 
~3 St. Vincent's Female Orplmu .Asylum .. ... ; . : ..... _ .. .rlo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18~!1 
34 Tho Bnffnlo Gennm1 Orphan Asylum of Samt .. .... do ... ... .... .. .. , 18;:,6 





Denominational .. .... . Rev. Christinu Volz....... Lutheran ........ . 
Sister Rob ertine .......... Roman Catl..tolic . . . 
Denominational . Rev. E. F. C. Schauer ........... do .......... . 





























































.8 'S~ 0;:1 
e ~ ~ 








,.; I Name. Location. ''"':3 .... :3 ICharacteroffoundation. 
p O.l CD 
z . p; _H_I 1---------11------ z 
35 St. Mary's Orpbnu .Asylum ..................... Dunk-irk, N.Y ....... . 
::16 \Vnrtbnrflll Orpbnns' Farm SchooL . ............ Mount Vernon, N.Y .. 
37 St. Patrick's Orpbnu Asylum ...... ------ ____ .. Newburgh, N. Y ------
:18 l<'iyo Points:Missiou ........................... . NewYork,N.Y ..... . 
39 Uonso of Indust~y noel IIome for the Friendless . ...... do .............. . 
40 Leake and Wn.tts Orphan llouse . . .... . ............... do ...... . ....... . 
41 Now York Juvenile .Asylum .......................... do .. .. . .. ... . ... . 
42 Orphans' IIome ancl .Asylum of tho Protestant ..... . do .............. . 
Episcopal Cburcb. 
43 St.Yincentdo Paul .Asylum-------···-········ .... . . do. 
44 Shepherd's Fold of Protestant Episcopal Church ...... do . ............. . 
45 Tho Sheltering .Arms ................................. do .............. . 
41i Tho Protc~tnnt IIali-Orphan .Asylum .... .. ........... no . •............ . 
47 'l.'bo Union IIome and School ............. ...... ...... do . ............. . 
48 St. Patrick's Male Orphau.Asylum ................•.. do··---- - ---··-- · 
49 St. Patr~ck's Female Orphan .Asylum ................ do .. ..... ....... . 
St. Patnok's New Fom.ale Orphan .Asylum ........... do ....... ... .... . 
Cbilurcu's llome ......... ...................... Rochester, N.Y ..... . 
Rochester Orphan .Asylmn ..... ...................... do. 
St. Mary'H Boys' Orphan .Asylum ..... . .............. do. 
St. Patrick's Female Orphan .Asylum and Home ...... do . ............. . 
of Industry. 
Onondagn. County Orphan .Asylum . . . . . . . . . . . . . Syracuse, N.Y ....... . 
St. Vinct'nt do Pn.ul's Asylum and School ............ clo .............. . 
Troy Orphan .As:rlum .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. Troy, N. Y .. . ........ . 
St. Vincent's Malo Orphan .Asylum . . . . . . .. . .. . . Utica, N.Y .......... . 
St. Joseph ::wd St. Peter's .Asylum ........ ... ... Cumminsville, Ohio . . . 
Citizen's IIospital and Orphan .Asylum... . ..... Near Tiffin, Ohio . . _ . . 
St. ,Tosoph Orphan .Asylum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Allegheny County, Pa 
Northern llorne for Friendless Cbildreu and Philadelphia, Pa . ..... 
Soldiers, and Sailors' Orphan Institute. 
St. Joseph's Female Orpl1au.Asylum .......... . ...... do 
St. Viucc,nt's Orphan .Asylum ...... ........... . ...... do . ............. . 
Children's FrieJH1 Society............. . ......... Providence, R.I . ..... . 
~tot~~-~]:{~~~~1:~~-a~~ ~~!.1~-~-::: :~::::: ::::::::: ::::: :~g::::::::: :::::: 
Chnrlcslou Orphan llom~e ... ........... _....... Charleston, S. C . ..... . 












































Corporate ............ . 
Denominational . . .. .. . 
State, county, and city. 
Corporate ..... ...... .. 
..... . do .............. . 
8~~~~;~t~: :::::: :::::: 
Sister :M • .A. Donovan ... . . 
Rev. G. C. Halls ......... . 
Rev. Ed. S. Briady ...... . 
J. N. Shaffer ............ .. 
Mrs. S. C. Wilcox ........ . 
\Villiam H. Guest . ....... . 
Elisha M. Carpenter . .... . 
Jane Inglee. 
Roman Catholic .. . 4 
Lutheran ....... .. 3 
Roman Catholic .. . 6 
Meth'st EpiscopaL 
Evangelical ... .. . . 




U nsectarian ..... . 56 
Prot'nt Episcopal. 10 




1864 State ............. ... . 
1835 Corporate ...... ...... . 
1861 ...... do ......... .... .. 
1830 Denominational. ..... . 
1830 ...... do ............. .. 
1830 . ..... do ..... ... ..... .. 
1854 State and city .. ... . .. . 
1837 ....................... . 
1864 Corporate ............ . 
1841 ...... do 
1841 I County and corporate . 
1833 County and corporate . 
1862 ...... do .............. . 
1833 D enominational. .... .. 
1868 Corporate ............ . 
1853 Stato ................ . 








City ..... . ...... .. ... . 











Helen M. Woods.......... Unsectarian .... .. 15 
Sister Tatiana White, Pres. Roman Catholic .. . 
Eliza Doolittle............ Protestant ..... . . . 
10 
4 
Brother Clementian ....... Roman Catholic .. . 2 
Sister M. S. Gilmeyer ...... ... ... do ......•.... 
R ev. I. L. Bibu .................. do 
21 
2 
Sister Marie Zitta .... . .. ... .... do .......... . 5 
Mrs. E. W. Hutter, Pres . . Unsectarian . . ... . 45 
Sister Mar:r Gonzaga...... Roman Catholic... 7 
Rev. Lowe'kam-p ................ do ............ .. 
Mrs. Cordelia Toner . . . . . . Protest-ant . . . . . . . . 5 
Sister Mary Climacus..... Romn,n C~tholic ... 15 
Miss Abbie Guild .... . .... Unsectanan .... .. 3 
Miss Agnes K. Irving .. . .. . ..... do ... -- :- .. - 27 

















































































70 St . Mary's Orphan .Asylum .•.................. 
71 Wheelinf\ Hospital and Orphan .Asylum ....... _ 
72 St. lEmelianus Orphan .Asylum . ........... . ... . 
73 .Milwaukee Protestant Orphan .Asylum ........ . 
74 National Home for Destitute Women and 
Wheelmg, W.Va ..... 1854 
N orfoll~. Va .......... - ~1852 
Lake, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . 1850 
Milwaukee, Wis . . . . . . 1852 
Washington, D. C . . . . . 1863 
1832~---- .. do ··············-~ Sister M.A.. Tho~nas ...... l ...... do .......... . 
1853 Cornomte. _ ........... Sister Mary Stamslaus ..•.... ... do .......... . 
184.8 Denominational ....... Sister M. Crescentia ............ do .. ..... ... . 
1850 Corporate ............. Miss Maria P. Mason ...... Unsectarian ..... . 
1863 National . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Eliza Heacock . . . . . . . Union 
Children. 
75 National S?ldiers and Sailors' Orphan Home .... , ...... do 
76 St. J" oseph s Male Orphan .Asylum ................... do 
77 St. Vincent's Female Orphan .Asylum ............... . do 
1866,18661 Corporate ............. , Mrs.Scarborough ........ . 
1855 1856 ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S~ster Mary Irene ....... ·I Roman Catholic .. . 
1828 1828 ...•.• do ............... S1sterM. Blanche . .. .... . . ...... do 
e .Average yearly number, 
1~ (----4io 






































9 mos-12 JTS. 
Uudet·16 .. _. 
5 ---------- . . ... 
6 No limitation 
7 
for poor. 
Um1er 14 ... 
8 3 
9 ·-- --·------ --







17 -- --·--·----· -




Other conditions • 
------------------·---------
Po"Vorty. --- ------------- .. 
----------- ------ ·----------
PO\' Orty ---.--.--.- - --- ... 
------ --- --------------- ----
Under 2 yeara, pay $100; 
O\Or, $75 por annum. 
------------- -------------- -
-------------------·---·---· 
------------------- --·· ·---· 
Destitute--------------- - · 
----------------------------
Conformity to church dis-
cipline. 
.................................................. 
Good character and goocl 
health. 
------------------·--------
-- ----------·---- · -·------- · 
-----------------------···-· 




2~ 4 ----.- ·----- ------------.--. 
23 (/) Poverty_ ... _._ ... __ .. _____ 
24 5-12 ............................ .... ....... .... 
2:-i 4-10 PoYorty. ------------ ·-- - .. 
26 2-lO CluoLl health .. ___ .. __ ... __ . 
27 4-9 ..•... do------------------· 
TABLE XXI.-Statist-ics of 01']Jhan asylurns for 1872-Continued. 
el 1 Present inmates. 
Sex. Race. Nativ'y. Parentage. Instruction: No. taught Orpban'ge. 
------
~ ~ ~ 
~ . -~ ~ § ~ 
ci I ~ cJ • ..0 . ci . ci ~ oil oil ~ ~ ~ ~ e. :§ d f':l (l) (l) (l) CLJ (l) b.() 0 ~ f':l H .,..; dj CO 0 't;l 
§ g o5 ~ ;';::; f5 -~ ';;:) .r:: ';;:) .§ ;a ..., ~ 1::: '8 .0 ...:. f':l 
o f<1 ~ 1;3 ,.<:1 -o ~ f5 ~ f5 q ~ ..... -~ ~ "' e Cil g 
;:l P'l ~Fi ~ oZFiZFiP ~ ~~~~O~Fi 
now supported. 
-------------------
Appropriation and contribu- $53,927 41 :ii;60, 174 61 18 322 340 --- ...... ---- ---- ..... . --· 288 228 228 150 18 122 145 I 6 
tions. 
Contribution and town fund. 12,418 G1 11,702 72 76 44 118 2 ---- ---- 64 56 ·-· 107 91 104 90 12 108 
Contributions. ____ . _. __ --_ . . ·-----------
___ __ ____ _. __ 
·-· 106 
...... do-----·-·--------··--· 4, 000 00 10,000 00 50 33 78 5 74 9 12 71 56 17 12 l(i 67 
------------------------- -- --- ------------ ------ ---- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- ... ---- ---- ---· . ... ... -----· ~ - - . ---- ... 
Contributions . .... _. ___ . ___ . 4, 626 28 4, 626 28 14 17 31 ·-· ---- ---- ---· ... ------ ---· 20 10 
8~~~~rbuti~~~:: ::::::::::::: 4 ... 20 15 3, 000 00 3, 000 00 30 10 40 40 ...... 36 20 10 40 ····-------- ------------ 22 22 22 -- -· 8 14 ... 22 22 22 5 18 4 
Permanent fund ancl donn.- 2, 300 00 2, 200 00 ---- 20 20 ... 20 ---· 14 6 ... 15 10 10 
tions. 
Contributions .. ___ ... __ . __ _ . ------------ ------------ 43 49 ------ --· ---- ..... .... ·-· 50 42 
------110- -----· ·-------- .. --. 6, 563 48 6, 380 09 103 94 197 --- 173 24 8 91 ·-· 147 110 100 24 70 127 
...... do.-------------------- 4, 500 00 4, 500 00 27 ..... 27 --· 27 . ..... 27 ---· 27 27 27 27 . . . 4 14 
Endowments, appropriations, 6, 000 00 6, 000 00 78 . ..... 78 --- 69 11 . .... ...... -·· 78 56 50 ·--· ... 41 37 
and subscriptions. 
Endowment and contribu- 12,000 00 12, 000 00 96 ---- 95 1 86 10 86 10 . . . 96 96 96 96 24 54 
tion. 
Endowment . _ .............. ..... ..... ...... .. ------------ ---· 78 78 --- - --· ---· --- · .... . ... 62 50 50 
8~;~~rl~ti~~s:: ::::::::::::: 28,238 51 32,419 28 175 ---· 174 1 100 75 75 100 ... ------ ..... .... 162 8, 000 00 7, 600 00 34 57 91 ... 61 30 91 ... 54 24 24 ··-- 21 43 
8~~~:ffit~tio~~:::::::: :::: :: : · ----·------ 8, 500 00 18 37 55 ... 43 12 1 5'1 45 24 45 . -- 18 10 3312 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 56 .... . 56 --- 55 1 50 6 55 45 45 2 12 40 12 4 
...... do.-----------·---·-_ . . ------------ 5, 500 00 --- · 80 80 76 4 60 20 ------ ---· ---- ---· ... 64 16 
...... do.·-----------_ ..... . . ------------ -------- - -- 115 115 ... --- · ---- --- · ·-- - --· ·- --
Contributions. ___ . . __ .... _ .. 770 00 11,000 00 279 - ·-- 279 --· 186 93 250 250 250 7 200 79 '.-
Elll1owment and contribu- ·----------- . -.. -...... - ~ --. 44 43 87 --· 81 6 58 80 74 74 --- · ·-· 15 72 
. tions. 
Contributions .......... ___ .. 9, 000 00 9, 000 00 1 185 186 -- - 179 6 20 166 166 166 166 --- -13 112 58 
Co11tributions ............. -. 10,649 10 H, 738 21 27 16 27 --- 43 ..... 31 J2 41 2tl 30 -··· 2 10 33 
...... do.------------ -- .. .. . 6, GOO 00 G, 000 00 29 23 52 -- . 40 12 40 12 . . . 35 35 35 ---· .. . 22 30 
Endowment aml cont.ribu- 5, 357 22 5, 3f:>7 22 29 24 53 -- · 27 --·- ---- 18 2 53 28 28 -·- · ... 3 
:{!) 




































2!> 7-14 · ··•·· ·•··•· ••••••••••.•.•. . Cburcb and county . . .. . ... . 
... 870 " I"·"" ,. '" 108 ... 24 84 24 84 ... 87 79 79 .... . .. 22 86 30 2 ........................... . Dona~ns .... . .. . ... . ....... 1, 340 07 3, 049 9G 4 1l 15 . .. 13 2 3 12 . .. 13 10 l:l 5 7 4 11 
31 3-12" •... •. ...••• ••·•···••···•·• · Contributions and appropria- 54, 231 !)6 126, 086 54 l35 80 215 ·-·· ---· ·-- · .... .. . 1!)5 l4:3 143 ·- .-· .. . 20 186 
tiOJlS. 
32 3:..12 .................................................. . A~~~~~~-!~tions and contri- 14, 102 12 12, 595 88 :.14 29 63 56 7 5 5tl 5!) 59 5!) 30 12 47 16 
!l::S 4-13 ........................ .. .......................... Contributions . ... . .......... ·----------- .............. .. .... ..... 11.2 112 . .. !)5 7 5 80 103 75 75 i l~ 24 
78 
3,! UnderH ---- --·----------------·--- - Charity ................. .. .. 1, 524 95 1, 488 58 14 ll 23 24 1 3 2l 1 21 21 2l 8 1(j 
33 2 . ......................................... .. ........ Appropriations and contri- 3, 833 62 3, 332 56 . .... 22 22 19 3 20 2 l!l 19 19 1G . .. (j 1() 
butious. 
3(i 6-10 ··-------------------------- Contriuutions .............. . 5, 970 52 5, !)11 04 27 30 57 54 3 .... 57 57 57 57 57 ·- - 44 13 
37 4 ---------------- ------ ------ . .... _do _ ...... _ ..... - - .. - . .. ·----·------ 17,562 32 l 7 8 8 ..... . ... .. . 1 ---· --- 8 ... 
:Ji:l No limit .... P0verty ................... Contributions and appropri- 19,928 46 17, 841 60 476 564 1, 040 ...... ..... . .. 1, 040 6!)6 G!J6 ·--- .... I 2 
ations. 
3!) ....................... .............................................. Donation£ and appropriations 49,464 64 57, 464 64 37 68 105 --- 84 21 35 70 -- · 60 25 32 ... ... -· · 15 40 
40 3-12 Full orphans .............. Endowment._ ....... --- ..... ..................... ..................... 80 5J 130 . -- 110 20 55 75 -·- 117 5-l 88 ---- ·- · 13C 
41 7-14 ..................................................... City fnud s and contributions 81, 039 24 86, 945 29 445 85 507 23 457 73 :3!)8 132 5:.10 530 5:-lO . ..... 100 23 239 3 
42 3-8 -o;ph;~·ai6 a:na. -g~~c=t·b~aiil; Contributions . ............. _ 14,878 50 14,772 56 67 70 137 -·- 118 19 
2!) l07 1 114 84 93 ---- ·- · 2() 108 U1 
43 4 ...... do ..........•.......... g153, 512 00 g152, 456 00 54 9!) 152 1 101 52 1 152 137 111 137 . --. 32 26 127 ~ 
4-1 2-14 ... ........ ...................... ........... ...... ...... do ..................... 15,000 00 12, 000 00 44 12 56 -·· 50 () H 40 2 31 23 16 . ..... --· 14 21 P> 
45 ..... ...... ............ -:H~ii ~~·l>h";~s ~:nci.~~~ide~i~-
..... . do ....... ··--· · ... . .... 20, 000 00 20, 000 00 70 63 133 -. 121 12 40 !)0 3 116 91 91 ... ... ·-· 4 uo .. ~ 
4() 4-10 Contributions and appropri- 22,000 00 22,000 00 119 77 196 ------- ...... 35 157 ··- 184 150 120 15 181 H 
oftbe city. ntions. UJ. 
47 ....... ........ .......... Fnther must have been a Appropriations and contri- 39,093 67 39, 093 67 151 82 233 ·-- 233 ...... 69 81 83 185 185 185 .... 58 45 140 1 ~ 
soldier or sailor. butions. 
H 
0 
48 4-6 ................................................. Donations and contributions. (i) (i) 513 ··-· . ......... - . - 461 ---· 176 204 93 490 380 400 . .... . --- 217 296 .. P> 
49 4-9 ----- -- ---- ------- -- -------· .... . . do ..... . ....... ........ (i) (i) 320 --·--· .. - 308 12 304 -- - · ·- 200 190 194 ---- --· 120 200 ~ 
50 4-9 ................................................... ...... do···········-········- (i) (i) 469 469 ··- 430 3!) 50 1!08 11 360 300 400 ·-- - -·- 170 273 
51 5-17 ----------- · .......... .................... Taxation ...... ............. ------- --- .... - 6, 000 00 70 11 75 6 66 15 16 G5 --- 65 65 65 25 -- - 12 20 ~ 
52 10 Resident of city an~ county Contributions ..... .... ..... - 6, 732 96 6, 684 08 46 24 64 G 61 50 61 --. --· 14 43 13 > 
53 2-12 .... ........ .......................... ........... ... ...... flo-··········-······-·· .. ...................... ....................... 160 157 3 150 10 10 80 70 130 60 130 ---- ... 70 90 . .. t:d 
54 1!--15 ---------------------------· Contributions and State .... . ...................... ....... ............. ---- 130 130 --- 116 14 3 125 2 125 40 30 --.-22 6 51 3 ~ 
55 2-12 ..................................................... Endowment and appropria- 7, 300 00 7, 000 00 79 32 110 1 48 60 36 52 3 107 79 93 79 3 14 63 .. t;rj 
tion. rn 
56 2 ............................ Contributions._ .... _ ... _ .... 14, 084 69 15, 395 73 ··-· 120 .......... --· 94 26 ---- ---- -·- 103 65 65 ...... 18 ---· ---- ..... 
57 3-10 ..................................................... Ab~W~~!~tion and contri- 13, 958 04 10, 325 89 40 32 72 70 2 51 21 ··- 72 11 72 ---· ··- 13 48 
58 4-14 .................................................... Contributions .•.......•..... 14, ~!95 81 16,239 61 60 60 --- 57 3 19 41 . .. 60 40 40 ---- 15 24 36, .. 5!) 3-12 .. ....................................................... ...... do .................... . 15,000 00 14,186 88 149 126 2i5 263 12 250 225 210 67 ~:~. 'i 60 ...... ........ ............. ................................................. Contributions and endow- .. ...................... ... ....................... 30 
ment. 
61 · Under14 .................................................. Contributions .............. 6, 000 00 6, 000 00 46 34. 80 . .. 75 5 22 58 . .. 60 40 40 40 6 -~~- .~~-1:: 62 6-16 Friendless ................ Contributions and appro- 42,000 00 41, 382 00 220 130 350 -·- 330 20 170 160 20 350 350 350 40 60 
63 4-17 ..................................................... 
priation. 
Contributions ............... .. ..................... .. ........................ 130 130 -·- 130 ...... . ..... --- - -·- 100 65 G5 ...... --- 130 
641 
(h) ...................................................... ...... do··-··-····-····--···- 11,000 00 11,000 00 64 45 109 ·-- 98 11 _ . . .. .. . . _ . . B8 88 88 .. . . _ . _ 49159 I 1 
65 2 .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . Contributions and endow- 12, 257 94 11, 924 47 49 42 91 .. _ 83 8 73 18 .. _ 72 72 72 ...... _ 11 56 
m ent. 
66 3 ........................... _ Contributions............... 14, 000 00 14, 000 00 93 65 158 ___ 135 23 3 155 _.- 135 86 112 _... .. . 58 100 
{f) Males under 11 years; fema_les under 18. . (g) Since January, 1868. (h) Boys under 12 years; girls under 16. ~ 
(~) Income and expemhtmo for the t.bree mstitutions about $100 000. 1:--..!) 
01: 
TABLE XXI.-Statistics of 01-pltan asylums for 1872-Continued. 
Conditions of admission. I I I I Present inmates. 
Sex. Race. Nativ'y. Parentage. I Instruction: No.taughtjOrphan'ge. 
How supported. e · ~ "' · 
.Age. Other conditiona. .E 8 . -~ . ~ §l ~ 
~ a) ;a a) • ..0 • l=l • d ~ tto bb ~ tto ;:: ai -& .s 
$ S ~ ~a> og:ttoa>b.Oo~ l=lS.!3ca§~::d s o ~ $ s ] ~ ~ ·s .!::; ·s .§ ca ~ ~ ~ ·s ~ ..:. § 
~ ~ r>1 ~~ ~ 8~~~~~ ~~~A!~~~ 
67 3 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . • • . . • . . Contributions . . .. . .. .. .. .. . $3, 248 18 $3, 320 40 11 18 ...... 29 29 .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . 28 5 20 . . • . . . • 6 19 
68 3-12 Poverty ................... Endowment and city........ 6, 000 00 28,000 00 146 100 246 ... 246 .... 123 123 . .. 237 237 228 .....•. 58 188 
69 2-12 .. .. • .. . . • . . . .. • . . .. . • . . . . . . Contributions. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 3, 934 77 3, 618 41 30 42 70 2 69 3 42 30 . . . 72 26 50 . . .. 7 8 5215 
70 2 ... ................................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 . . . . 40 40 . . . 38 2 . . . . 18 . . . 34 22 22 . • • . . . . 35 5 .• 
71 2-10 . ................................. do..................... 5,000 00 ' 5,500 00 16 52 67 1 35 33 13 53 2 32 20 20 .... 6 20 17 3 
72 Under 14 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . Contributions and appro- 5, 000 00 5, 000 00 62 . . . . 62 . . . 59 3 .. . . . . . . . . . 42 42 42 . .. . . .. 26 36 
priations. 
73 2-16 ............................ Contributions and appro- ...... ...... 4, 482 48 26 23 47 2 45 4 12 37 . .. 46 46 25 .... 20 5 43 I 1 
priations. 
74 10 mos. to 12 . • .. . .. . . • . • • . • . . • . • • . • • • . . . .A.~~~~~~!~tions and contri- 5, 272 00 8, 527 00 55 44 ...... 99 99 .. . . . .. . • .. . . . . 33 22 25 . . • . . • . 37 48 
75 . . . . . • • .. ••• . . D?li~~~~~ s~!.~~h~ ill~~ Congressional appropriation. 15,000 00 15,000 00 41 37 78 . . . 78 • .. . 78 . • • . . .. 78 78 78 . .. . . . . 40 38 
in the late war. 
~~I <>-1~ l·lir66!~~~-c~~t.a:gi~-~~-di·s:"l"ch~iii:::::::::::::::::::::l···6;iiiiii.iio·i··i2,"iiiio·oo·l 8~ lis4·1 1~g l:::l1~g 13! hio"l"so·li4·1 1g~ I ~g l1~g 1::::1:::1 ~~I~~ 
eases. 
NOTE.-By act of the legislature of Penns~ylvania, the State superintendent of public instruction assumed control of the schools for soldiers' orphans, June 31, 1871. 
Tile number of this cla-ss of orphans admitted into schools and homes since that date was 6,429. 
Tho total cost of the system to May 31, 187~3,467,543.81. 
Number of orphans in school for 1872-4,235. 
Number remaining in schools and homes, May 31, 1872-3,527. 
•Cost of the system for the year ending May 3l, 1872-$475,245.47. 
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TABLE XXII.- Showing improvements in school jtt1·nitu1·e, apparatus, ventilation, tjc., pat-
ented in the United States for the year endecl June 30, 1H72. 
Names Of patentees. Residence. 
Geo. F. P erkins . . . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal .. 
Wiley Watson......... Visalia, Cal . ...... . 
Jas. b. Sruith .. ......... Middletown, Conn .. 
vVm . .A. Slaymaker..... Atlanta, Ga ........ . 
Do ..................... do ........... .. 
Francis R. Goulding . . . Roswell, Ga ........ . 
Joseph Troll. . . . . . . . . . . Bell ville, Ill. ....... . 
Jno. C. Jensen ......... Chicago, lli ....... .. 











Jas. P. Emery. 
.AJpheus B. Manard.... Rockford, Til........ 121291 
Thos . .A. Galt and Geo. Sterling, ill . . . . . . . . . 118773 
S. Tracy. 
John L. Riter .......... Brownsville, Ind .... 125411 
Do ............... _ ..... do . .. .. .. .... .. 119882 
Wesley H. Davis ...... . 
James Russel . ........ . 
James Smith ........ .. 
Jas.F. Bigger and Wm . 
Hartsville, Ind. . . . . . 126448 
Plymouth, Ind . . . . . . 117467 
Richmond; Ind...... 118161 
l:.ushville, Ind . . . . . . 122511 
.A. Pugh. 
Nathan V. Evans ...... Winslow, Ind . . . . . . . 122763 
John J. Orr....... . . • • . . Carrollton, Ky . . . . . . 123578 
WJams .. R.Knci0~het .. · _· _ .. _ .......... _· .· Covington, Ky . . . . . . 119368 ll Paducah, Ky ........ 1'25024 
Benj. F. Smith ......... New Orleans, La .... 117572 
Lyman Pettigrew. _ . . . . Gardiner, Me ...... . 
Edw. M. Greenway, jr.. Baltimore, Md ..... . 
Lewis Kelley .......... Boston, Mass ...... .. 
Reuben White ............... do ........... .. 
~~~/:M~s~!~n~y:::::: ::::::~~ :::::·:::::::: 
Franklin L. Bailey. . . . . _ ..... do ............ . 









John M. Batchelder .... Cambridge,l'lfass ... 127!)49 
Josiah S. Elliott........ Chelsea, Mass ..... ~ 128218 John F. Wood . . . . . . . . . Everett, :Mass .... _ .S 
EdsonP.Clark ........ Holyoke,Mass ...... 48\)9 
John W. Dodge . . . . . . . . Malden, Mass ...... . 
Clladcs W. RusselL ... . Milford, Mass ...... . 
W m. N. Bartholomew . . Newton, Mass ..... . 
William McAdams .......... do ........... .. 
Wru. N. Bartholomew._ Newton Centre,Mass 
Elisha Morgan......... Spring;field, Mass .. . 
Benj; B. Hill . ................ ao ........... .. 
Josiah B . .Anderson .... Wakefield, Mass ... . 
.Alonzo Whitcomb .... _ Worcester, Mass ... . 
.A. P. M. Jeffers .. .. ~ . . . Allegan, Mich ..... . 
.Alrick M . Bodwell..... .Ann .Arbor, Mich .. . 
.Amos W. Price ....... _ Detroit, Mich _ ..... . 
Jas. S. Rankin . . . . . . . . . Minneapolis, Minn .. 
Do .... ................. do ........... .. 
















Wendell P. Hood . . .. . . Winona, Minn...... 121287 
Daniel Shryock._...... Hannibal, .Mo . . . . . . . 119054 
George G. '£homas _ . . . . Saint Louis, Mo. . . . . 116887 
.Ambrose Marriott ..... ... ... do ..... _ ....... 121639 
Jacob McClure ........ Nashua, N.H ....... 116732 
Edw. Weissenborn ..... Hudson City, N.J ... 125359 
Do . . ................... do ............. 125360 
Do . .................... do . .. .. .. .. .. . . 125361 
Do ..................... do ............. 125362 
Samuel E. Harrison.... Je~se_y City, N.J.... 126053 
I sidor Popper.......... Philhpsburph, N.J.. 125077 
Frank G. Johnson .. . .. Brooklyn, N.Y .. _... 128149 
Do .. ................... do . ...... ... . . . 125!J60 
.August Schlag ............... do ............. 119794 
Daniel M. Somers ............ do .. . .. .. .. . . .. 12G339 
Titles of patents. 
Improvement in pendent reading-desks. 
Improvement in school desks and seats. 
Improvement in office time-indicators. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement iu school-desks. 
Improvement in pencil-cases. 
Improvement in tellnrians. 
Improvement in paper-fasteners. 
Improvement in desks for school-teachers, &c. 
Improvement in copy-holders . 
Impr:ovement in joints for school-desks. 
Improvement in school-desk bracketH. 
· Improvement in frames ~·or school desks and 
seats. 
Improvement in pencil-cases .. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in blackboard-rubbers. 
Improvement in composition for covering black-
boards, &c. 
Improvement in post-office letter-stamping ap-
paratus. 
Improvement in slate-frames. 
Improvement in writing-apparatus for the hlind. 
Improvement in refrigerating and ventilating 
apparatus. 
Improvement.in writing-tablets. 
Improvement in ventilators. 
Improvement in veutihttors. 
Improvement in ventilators. 
Improvement in inkstanus. 
Improvement in book-stands. 
Improvement in. band-stamps. 
Improvement in the manufacture of writing-
ink. 
Improvement in rulers. 
5 Improvement in inkstands made from compo-
( sition-st.one. 
Improvement in composition for indelible pen-
cils. 
Improvement in stamping-presses. 
Improvement in compound implements. 
Improvement in slate-fi·ames. 
rmprovement in calendars. 
Improvement in rubber erasers. 
Improvement in inkstands. 
Improvement iu hand-stamps. 
Improvement in envelopes and letter-sheets 
combined. 
Improvement in copying-presses . 
Improvement in panoramic school-apparatus . 
Improvement in school llesks and seats. 
Improvement in arithmetical ~um-letters . 
Improvement in inkstands. 
Improvement in school desks and seats. 
Improvement in devices for supporting and 
comi.ecting school-desks. 
Improvement in scllool desks and sea48. 
Improvement in chart-holders. 
Improvement in chimney-cowls . 
Improvement in ve11tilators. 
Improvement in combined knife and pencil 
sharpeners. 
Improverueut in holders and adjusters for lead-
pencils, &c. 
Improvement in machines for coloring and pol-
ishing lead-pencils, &c. 
Improvement in rnaehines for forming lead 
and other pencils. 
Improvement m machines for varnishing or 
coloring lead-pencils, &c. 
Improvement in paper-files. 
Improvement in compounds for writing-fluid. 
Impro>ement in blackboard erasers. 
Improvement in map and chart racks . 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in pen-holders. 
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TABLE XXII.-Showing impro1'ernents in schooljt£mitu?·e, 9·c.-Continued. 
Names of p:.ttentees. Residence. 
Wm. F. Baade . ..... _- __ Buffalo, N.Y ....... . 
Cll:lmberlayne Phelps .. Cb.,-ton, N. Y -- .. . -. 
Henry L. De Zeug ___ .. Geuer:1, N. Y -.. -.. . 
J <t.Y Densmore ___ . . . . . . Holley, N .. Y - - .. . .. . 
J olm Chm les Sparr __ .. Irondequort, N. Y - --
n ;oomiield Brower . _. New York, N. Y - . . -
Etlm'nu D. Ch:1mberlain _ .. ... do . . - -.... .. -- -
.llu,x ClaYer .................. do-- ---- -------
John Cockburn ..... ......... do---- ---- -----
~;~:Ji.~~~~:::::: :::: ::: :::~~ ::::::::::::: 
Alexander II. Fatzinger ... . . . do -- .. - ....... . 
Aduison C. Fletcher _ .... -... do - . -....... .. -
w~J~~~~ ~~[~~-1~~~: :::: :::: ::1~ ::::::::::::: 
Do .... ...... .. ......... do ............ . 
John ~-0~~~~)!~: :: ::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::: 
Julius Ki1·cher. __ ...... ...... do . .......... .. 
!~~luff t;~~~~c~:::::: :: :::: ~~: :::::: :::::: 
~~:{~f~s~Mu~~i~~~~:::: :::::J~ ::::::::::::: 
Jobn Peard ...... ...... ... .. . do ............ . 
JohuG.Roth ................ do ........... . . 
Walter Shriver __ . __ ... . -.... do - ........... . 
~~~~! ;£~~:;~~~::::: ::: ::: ~~ ::: :::::::::: 
Arthur Von Briesen _ ...... .. do . ... - ....... . 
JobnLongandEugeno Oswego,N. Y .. .... . 
Couvers. 
Toile H. :Muller..... .. . Yonkers, N. Y ..... . 




































Do ..... ....... __ . _ ..... do . .. . . .. . . .. . . 126980 
Do . . _ ............ _ . ___ _ do _ .. .. . . . . .. . . 127633 
Do .. .... .... .. ......... do ....... .. .. .. 122904 
DaYid E. Morgan . . . . . . Cincinnati, Ohio ... _ 
Theodore H. Lee . ......... ... do··-······---· 
l{einhold L:mstrom ... _ ...... do _. ___ . _ ..... . 
Seth C. Catlin .......... Clevelaml, Ohio_. __ _ 
"William l\J. Brooke . . . . EatoJI, Ohio .... _ ... _ 
Junius F . Whiting and ...... do···-- ·· ··· ·--
Elam Fisher. 
Geor~e C. Smit-h . ...... IIamilton, Ohio .... . 
l!'er·dmantl Sochner .... .. ___ .do . __ .... __ ... . 
L evi M. Knisely _.. .... New Philadelphia, 0 . 
John A. Shannon ... ... Perrysbnrgh, Ohio .. 
Marcellus .F. Cowdery__ Sandusky, Obio _ ... . 
Do_ . __ ...... .... ....... do .. _ .. _ .... .. _ 
A. Ogden Huffman .. _. . Spr·ingfield, Ohio. __ _ 
Alex. W. Brinkerhoff.__ U ppm: Sanclusky, 0 _ 
Thomas (jregg... ...... Danville, Pa . _ ... _. _ 
IIenry M.Clay .. ....... Easton , Pa ......... . 
,Jerome W. Wetmore ... Erie, Pa. . _. ___ . ... __ 
Samuel M. Davis and Nonistown, Pa. .... . 
Charles P. Elliott. 
Thomas M. Davis . . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa ... . 
Freeman D'Osso11e ........... do ............ _ 
Charles Mcilvaine ..... .. _ . _.do ... ... ...... . 
Do . ...... ...... _ _ ...... do _ .. _ ........ . 
llerman A. Oesterle .. _ ..... .. do ....... _ .... . 
haacKewtonPierce ...... ... rio · ·---··-···--
llenry J. Asthaltcr .. _ _ _ Pittsburgh. Pa. __ .. . 
E<lw. . Franklin .... _ .Drenham, Tex ..... . 
Law on P. Keech...... Washington, D.C .. . 
Thos. J. \V. Robertson ..... _.do .. __ ........ . 
'harlesW.Seaton . ... .. ..... rlo - · ·····----·· 
Eldridge J. mith and ...... do ... _ ........ . 
Benj. II. Che ver. 
Rlwanlli.Thompson ... ..... do······· · ····-
·william C. Tilden __ ... ...... tlo . ___ ....... . 
L r·wis Cohn ... ... .... .. Montrral. Canadn. .. 



































Titles of patents. 
Improvement in reading and drawing cases. 
Improvement in book-holders. 
Improvement in pencil-sha.rpeners. 
ImproYemont in book-supports. 
Improvement in inkstands. 
Improvement in rulers. 
Improvement in hand-stamps. 
Improvement in spring-locks for ventilating. 
sashes. 
Improvement in pen and pencil cases. 
Improveruent in pen-holtlers. 
Improvement in detachable erasers for pencils. 
Improvement in mucilage-holders. 
Improvement in letter-sheet blanks. 
Improvement in portfolios. 
Improvemen t iu fountain pens. 
Improvement in pen and pencil cases. 
Improvement in pen and pencil cases. 
Improvement in pencil-cases. 
Improvement iu pencil-cases. 
Improvement in inks for printing. 
Improveruent in copying-presses. 
Improvement in methods of cooling and Yenti-
lating rooms. · 
Improvement in tellurhtns. 
Improvement in pen and pencil cases. 
Improvement in paper-files. 
Improvement in inkstands. 
Improvement in chimney-cowls. 
Improvement in copying-presses. 
Improvement in ink-erasers. 
Improvement in marking-pot'?. . 
Improvement in writing-apparatus for the blmd. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in rubber erasers. 
Improvement in attaching rubber erasers to 
lead-pencils. 
Improvement iulead-pencils. 
Improvement in lead-pencils. 
Improvement in Vlllcanized rubber pencil-mark 
erasers. 
Impro>ement in book-supports. 
Improvement in suspension-clips. . 
Improvement in composition steatite-penCils. 
Improvement in ::;ponge-cuns. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in school desks and seats. 
· Improvement in slate-frames. 
Improvement in implements for ruling slates. 
Improvement in fouutain pens. 
Improvement in paper-files. 
Improvement in blackboards. 
Improvement in blackboards. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in inkstands. 
ImproYement in joints for school-desks, &c. 
Improvemeut in slate-frames. 
Impr·ovemont in deslr 'paper-cutters. 
Improvement in pencil-sharpeners. 
Improvement in fountain-pens. 
Improvement in slates. 
Improvement in copying-inks for ruling and 
printing. 
Improvement in printers' ink. 
Improvement in portable book-holders. 
Improvement in school-desks. 
Improvement in paper-files. 
Improvem nt in paper-clips. 
Improvem ent in paper-files. 
Improvement in hand stamps. 
Improvement iu ta.bulatiug devices. 
Improvement in paper-files. 
ImprovemeiJli in paper-files. 
ImpT'ovemcnt in in I< stands. 
Impro>ement in paper-files. 




TABLE XXIII.-Pu.blications, edtwatio?tal, histm·ical, g-c., joT 1871-'72; ji'Orn 1·eplies to inqu-iries by the United States Bu1·eau of Education ancljl'om publisll cts' 
cmnouncenwnts. 
Name of publisher. Place of publication. 
A. S. BD·~~~~~~ -~- ?.~:: ~ ~::::::I.~~~ -~~a~-~i~~~: ~~~:::: 
Name of book. 
Number of 
Size of j Number of !Retail price! copies pub-
book. pages. per copy. lished dur· 
ing 1872. 
Bancroft's Maps of California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona ..... _ . . .. .. . 
Bancroft's Maps of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and British 
Columbia. 
$1 50 
1 50 ............ 
Bancroft'~ New Map of Central California .................................................. .. 
The Science of 1Esthet.ies, by Prof. N . H. Day ... .. ............ . . ...... 12mo.... .. 434 
The Earth a, Great Magnet, by Prof. A.M. Mayer, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Crown 8vo 7G 
Griffit-h's Elocution .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Small4to.. 240 
75 
~ - .... ~ --.. --. 
2 25 ............... 
25 ··--- -·--- --
1 50 ···---·--··· First L essons in L anguage and Drawing...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 16mo .... ·.. 120 
Boise & Freeman's Selections from Greek A uthors................... . 12mo...... 393 
.Jones's Exercises in Greek l'rose Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo...... · 112 
Thompson's First Latin Book ...................... __ ._ ... __ .......... 12mo .. __ .. 223 
Peterson's Norwegian-Danil:;h Grammar and Reader.......... ........ 12mo...... 202 
Getting On in the World, by William Matthews, LL. D . .... . . . . . .. . . 12mo ................ . . 
Township Organization Law ..................................... . .... Royal 8vo. 140 
Home an d School, a Monthly .Journal of Popular Education, Science, . ...................... . 
and Literature. · · 
25 -----------· 
2 50 1, 000 
1 25 . 1, 0!:0 
1 50 1, 000 
1 ~5 1, 500 
2 25 ................... 
1 25 ----------- -
15 
Butler's First Book in Spelling and Reading ....... _ ............................... , ... .. . .... .. 
Butler's American Spellin~-Book ......... .. 
vVobster 's Speller and Definer ........... .. 





Butler's N ew Second School Reader ... _ ........ . 40 
Butler's New Third School Reader ............ . ......... . 55 
Butler's Goodrich First Reader ........ . . . 20 
Butler's Goodrich Second Reader 40 
Butler's Goodrich Third Reader ...... . 55 
Butler's Goodrich .Fourth Reader 
Entler's Goodrich Fifth Reader .......... . 
85 
1 40 
Butler's Goodrich Sixth Reader ............ . 1 85 
~~tl:~:~ ~~~~t1~~ltG'!a~~!~-~~~- ::-:::: :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: :::::: ~ :::::::::: ~ ~::: :1::::::::::::1::::: _: ::::: 20 85 
Bonnell's First L essons in English Composition .. ...•. 
_Bonnell's Manual of Prose .. _ .. _ .......... _ ... 
Towne's Primary Arithmetic ........ . . .... _ ...... . . 





Towne's Intermediate Arithmetic 55 
Towne's Practical Arithmetic .. .... _ ... _ . ... _. _ 
Towne's Key to Practical Arithmetic ...... ___ ... . 
Towne's .Algebra ........... . 
Towne's Key to .Algebra ... .. _ ..... _. 
Butler's Common School Speaker .... .. 
Kavanaugh's Original Dramas, &c ........ , ............... . 




1 25, .. . ......... 
1 00 ............ 
90 ------------





















TAuu~ XXIII.-Publications, educational, historical, cS·c., jo1· 1871-'72-Cout.inuecl. 
Namo of publisher. Place of publication. 
JobnO.Morton &Co ...... . . Louisville,Ky ....... . 
Do ... .. .. .......... .. . . . ..... clo ....... . .. .. .. . 
])o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . do .............. . 
Do ............ ... ............ do . .. . 
Do . .......................... do . ......... .. . . . 
Do ....... ....... .... .. . . ..... do .............. . 
Do .... .. . .................... do . ........ . .... . 
Do ................. . ......... do .............. . 
Do ..... . .. .. .............. . . . do . .... .. .. . .... . 
Do ........ .. ................. do . ............. . 
Do .......................... . do . ............. . 
Do .............. ...... . ...... do ........... ... . 
Johu Murphy & Co .......... Baltimoro,Md ...... .. 
Do ..... .... .................. do .. 
Do . ... ........ .............. . do .. 
Do .....•..................... do ..... .. ....... . 
Do .... .. ..................... do .. ....... .. ... . 
Do ...... . ................... . llo .............. . 
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... do .............. . 
Do .. . .. ....... ............... do .............. . 
Do .... .. .. ... ..... .. ......... do .............. . 
Do ... ... ..... ......... ....... do ......... .. ... . 
Do . .... ..... ... ... .... . . ... . . do .............. . 
Turnbull Brothers ...... ........... do 
W. F. Draper .. ... .. . ....... . Andover, Mass ...... . 
N ath:wiel S. Dearborn . . . . . . . Boston, Mass ..... .... . 
Do ... . ... ............. ....... do .... .... ... ... . 
PatrickDouahuo .................. do ... ..... ..... .. 
Ester & Lauriat ................... do . ... . . ........ . 
Do ... . ........ .. ...... ... .. .. do . .. .. . . .... . .. . 
Quinn J~~~~-~~s- :::: :: ::::: ::: :::::: ~~ :::::: : ·: :::: ::: 
Do ....... ...... .............. do. 
Do ..................... . .... do. 
Do ........................... do ... . 
Do ....... 
Loo & Shopn1·d . 
Do ...... . 
Do ...... . -~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Name of book. 
NlJmber of 
Size of j Number of jRetail pricej copies pub-
book. pages. per copy. lished dur-
ing 1872. 
~:~~~j~~;i}j -~:~~~~ .. v: "i. ~ni;;: ~ "~;~~~: ·;:~: ~ :~ .. : •1• • ••••• : •• ·1:: :: •::::::: 
~~~ i~~~r~~~1~~~1~3~;~~1: ;~~l~~~i::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ·. 1: __ .. __ . ___ . 
The Teacber's Class-Book, adapted to primary depart~ents ....... .... .. ...... ... . 
Tho Teacher's Class-Book, adapted to grammar and h1gh schools .................. , ........... . 
It~~~~~ll~~ ~i~~:~g:l!~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: . 
The •.reacbcr's Daily Register ............................................ ...... . ............ .. 
Kerney's First Class-Book of History................................. 18mo.. .... 396 
~:~~:r~ g~hl:bi~~1~r~{h!i:~i~·:_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~:::: :: ~~~ 
Kerney's Murr::t,y's Grammar .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . 18mo...... 144 
E1i:~~~~~;~c:k.::.:.:: .·: • ::·:: · :::: •::  .: ::· ::: · ::·: · !!Er ::::: Ui 
Onderdonk's History of Maryla.nd .................................... 18mo... ... 360 
Kerney's Catechism of Scientific History ........................ ... .. 18mo...... 344 
\Veltenball's Greek Grammar.. ... .. .. ................................ 12mo...... 114 
History of Annapolis and of the United State!! Naval Academy, by 0. 12mo ..... . 
M. Taylor. · 
A Guide to the Writing of H ebrew, by Prof. W. H. Vibbert, M. A .... . 
American Text-Book of Letters, by N. S. Dearborn .................. .. 
Book of Scrolls, Monograms, Crests, &c., by N . S. Dearborn . ........ . . . 
Public School Education, by Rev. Michael Muller, C. S. S. It .......... . 
Spectrum Analysis Explained, by Schellen, l{oscoe, and others . . . ... . . 
H alf-Hour Recreations in Popular Science, Part V, by J'. D. Dana, 
Schcllen , and others. · 
Hudson's Family Shakspeare. 2 vols ..... .............. .. 
Hudson's Life, Art, and Characters of Shakspe::tre. 2 vols . .. . ....................... ..... .. . 
Allen & Greenough's Latin Grammnr. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. 12mo.. .. .. 256 
E leme11ts of Drawing, by J'. S. Woodma,n.......... .. .... .. ... .. . .. .. .. Crown 8vo .......... .. 
































Each 2 50 

















ITalf-Hout· Recreations in Popnlar Scio11ce, by Prof. R. Vircbow . . . . . . . Crown 8vo -- -. - -- .. --. ~~, ·-- · · ·- · · · · · 
li'onrth Music Reader, by J'. ll. Sb:u-l::tucl .. ..... -- . .. -- .... -.... --- .. - ..... ---- ---- - ---------- --~---- ·---- -- -~-- ------ --- · 




































Do ... ... .. ............ . l ...... llo --- --·---·-·--· 
::::::::::::::::::::: ::L:::::: ------ ---------
~; ;;;;;; ·;::; ---;-;:;;I ::; : ·~ --~;:;;;::;;-:; 
Do ..... . .......... do ...... -······ --
B~:::· ::: :::::::::::::: :!::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: 
~~::::::: :::::: ~::.:: ::1::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: 
Sohoo;~~~;;~~n:,::~-... 1:.:~: ;~ ---~-:~·:·_·::: 
Anim~ anu Vogct::tl>le Parasites of the Human Skin and IIair, lly B. J.ll6mo ...... ,_ ......... -. 
J ctlnes, A.M., M.D. 
Small-Pox: the P1·ed isposing Conditions and their Prevention, by Dr. l6mo .... _ ... 
Carl Bott. 
1 00 
25 ·- ---- ------ -
Creator ::tnd Creation, or the Knowledge of the Reason of God in His 8vo ------ 3 00 
Works, by Prof. L. P. Hicl.:ok, D. D .. LL.D. 
Strange Dwellings: a Description of the Hauitation of .Animals, by I 12mo ..... _ 
Rev. J. A. Ward, M.A. 
3 00 
Youatt on the Horse ................................................. . 
Principles of Political Economy, uy John Stuart Mill ................ . 
Latin Scb?ol Series, by Francis Gardner, A.M. Gtty• and A. H. Buck .. 
Goethe, L1fe and Works, by G. H. Calvert------ ....... .... ...... --- .. . 
The Young Folks' History of England, by Asa C. Knox: .............. . 
Pony on Trusts and Trustees ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. ....... . 
Tho Rise of the Republic of the United States, by Richard Frothingham . 
~k:~~:n°~~trtfa~~n°~n~s~fv~~-\i -_-_-_ ·_ ·_: -_:::::::::::: -_::::::::::::::::: 
Langdell's Selection of Cases on the Law of Sales of P ersonal Property. 
HH.liarll on Mortgages. 2 vols . _ . .............. . 
Aristotle, by George Grote. 2 Yols. 
Grote's History of Greece. 10 vols .. _ ............................... . 
Ecce Crelum, by Rev. E. F. :Burr, D. D ..... . 
American Drawing Series . ... ........ _ .. ...... _ ................ ---- ......................... _,_ ...... -----
The Odyssey of Homer, translated by William Cullen Bryant. Vol. 2. Imp. Bvo .. . 
The Life of Henry Dnnster, by Jeremiah Chaplin .... . .. --- ..... --- ... lfimo ... ... . . .. ....... . 
The lEneid of Virgil, translated by C. P. Cranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Royal Bvo . ........... . 
A Dictionary of American Biography, by F. S. Dmke. _____ ........... Bvo . _. _.. 1, 019 
Old La.ndmarks and Historic Personages of Boston, by S. A. Drake . . . 12mo . . .. ............. . 
Yesterdays with Authors, by James T. Fields ______ . ____ ........ ___ --- 12rno .......... , ...... . 
Woods and By-Ways of New England, lJy Wilson Flagg ...... -----... Bvo -----· .. --- ------ -
Industrial Drawings for Beginners._ ... _ .... _ ... __ ._. ___ .............. 16mo ... _ ....... ... ... . 
Orienta.] Religions and their Relations to Uni versa! Religion, by Samuel Bvo ................. . 
Johnson. 
Mountaineering_ in the Sierra Nevadas, by Clarence King, United Large 12mo .. 
States Geologist. 
The Dickens Dictionary, by G. A. Pierce and William A. Wheeler ... . 
Art Education, :::lcholastic and Industrial, by Walter Smith . ......... . 
The Drawing-Book of Standard Reprouuctions and Original Designs, 
1 
........... . 
for Public Schools. 
Drawing Classes and Schools of Art in America, by Walter Smith. 4 Folio . .... 
parts. 
Tl..te Child's Practical Geometry, by Walter Smit-h .................... . 
Domesticated Trout, How to Breed anu Grow Them, by Livingston 
Stone, .A.M. 
History of Spanish Literature, by George Ticknor. 3 vols .. --------- -~ Bvo------
The History of Ancient Art., by J. J. Winckelmann. Translated by Bvo ..... . 
G. H. Lodge, A.M. 
A Rnssian Journey, l1y Edna Dean Proctor ....... ------ .............. Small4to .. 
1
. 
Hints on Household Tasto in Furn1ture, Upholstery, a11tl other Details, Large Bvo . 
by C. L. East.Jake. 
Ploetz's Easy French Mctlwd ............. -- ......... . 
Alvcrngnat's Class-Look of l!'rencl..t Pronunciation 
12mo ..... . 



















TABLE XXIII.-Publications, educational, histo1'ica7, cfc.,for 1871-'72-Continued. 
Name of publisher. Place of publication. 
B~:::::::::::::::::::::l::::::~g. 
Name of book. 
Number of 
Size of IN urn ber of I Retail pricel copies pub-
book. pages. percopy. lished dur-
ing 1872. 
Tschokke, der Zerbrochene Krug .. ................................... 12mo...... 24 $0 25 
Tschokke, das Wirtshaus zu Cransac ................................. 12ruo ...... 43 30 
Elementary Geometry, by Bradbnry .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 12mo. ... .. . 1~0 1 00 
E lementary Trigonometry, by Bradbury .......... .. .. ... . . ..... . .... . 12mo...... 132 1 00 
Elementary Geometry and Trigonometry, by Bradbury ............... 12mo...... 250 1 50 
Elements of German Grammar, by E. C. F. Krauss................... 12mo. .. . .. 140 1 10 
First Book in German, by E. C. F. Krauss ............................. 12mo.... .. 160 1 10 
Key to Bradbury's Geometry and Tri"'onometry, by W. F. Bradb.ury .. 12mo...... 80 1 00 
Ancient History of Universalism, by H. Ballou, D. D .................. 12mo .. .... 313 1 50 
.An Account of the Battle of Bunker Hill, by Davis Pulsifer, .A.M .... 16mo . ..... 75 50 
The .Art of L ettering and Sign-Painter's Manual, by Lyfford & Boyce. 9 by 15 . .. ............ 3 50 
Colburn's .Arithmetic. Warren Colburn.............................. 16mo. ... .. 176 40 
~~~d~;!lfo~~-E¥81{:~~ ~-i~~~-~~~-l~e_ ••. ~~~~~_r_ ~~~-~-~~: :::::::::::: :::::: ~g~g:::::: ~~~ ....... ~. ~~ . 
Historical View of the .American Revolution, by George W. Greene.. Grown 8vo 460 
Introduction into German Grammar, by D. H. Luecken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8vo . . . . . . 109 
~~~kgf:g~:~ ~;gJg;;_ :::::::::::::::::: ::·. ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g~~:::::: ~~g 
Krusis's Drawing-books, 20 numbers.................................. ...... .. .. .. 4 to 16 
Atkinson's Ganot's Natural Philosophy ........... .................... 12mo.. .... 522 
Yonge's Three Centuries of English Literature ....................... 12mo. ... . . 649 
Nicholson's Study of Biology .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 12mo...... 163 
Balfour Stewart's Science :Pi·imer of Physics.......................... 12mo. .. . . . 132 
Roscoe's Science Primer of Chemistry .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 12mo...... 103 
.Appleton's Hand .Atlas of Modern Geography .............. . ......... Folio . .. . . 














.Astronomy and Geology Compared, by Lord Ormatbwaite ...... ·-----~------ ...... 1 ............ 1 .......... .. 
A Treatise on Diseases of the Bones, by Thomas M. Markoe, M. D . ... 8vo . . . . . . 416 4 00 
Clinical Lectures on the Diseases of ·women, by Sir .James Y. Simp· 8vo ...... 789 3 00 
son, M.D. 
Coffee : its History, Cultivation, and Uses, by Ricbird Hewitt, jr ............... .. 
Radiant Heat, by .J. Tyndall, LL. D., F. R. S .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8vo .... .. 
Dr. Pereira's Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics ..................... . 
ElementaryTreatiseonNaturalPbilosophy, byA . P.Descbaud, 4parts 8vo ------~-----·------
Forms of \ Vater, by J_ohn Tyndall, LL.D., F. R. S .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12mo ................. . 
Grammar of the English Language, by IV. D. Wrage, A.M............ 12mo ... .............. . 
Hand-Book of Ubem10al. T echnology, by Prof. R. Wagner, Ph. D .. .... . 8vo .. . . . . 761 
How the World was Peopled, by R ev. Ed. Fontaine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo...... 311 
More Criticisms on Darwin and Atlministrative Nihilism, by T. H. 12mo ..... . 
lluxley, LL.D. 
Outlines of Astronomy, by Sir J. J. W . Herschel, Bart ........... . .• -- ~vo - ---- · 

















































Do ... ...... . ................. do. 
Do . .......................... do. 
Do .................... . ....•. do. 
Do . ... .. ..................... do 
Do . .......................... do 
Do ............................ do. 
Do ........................... do 
Do ..... . 
Do ...•.. 
Do ...................... . .... do 
Do ........................... do .. 
Do ........................... do .............. . 
Do ................... . ....... do 
Do ............. . ............. do. 
Clark ~0M~y~~;ci:::::::::::J:::::~~ 
Pmc~icn.l_;Ho~~eshoeing, _by G .. Fleming.''!!'· R. _G. S.... .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 12~0- ..... 
1 
........... . 
Prehistollc 'I1mes, by S1r .fohn LulJlJouk, Bart........................ tlv o ...... 640 
Principals of Geology, by Sir .John J~yell, M . .A., F.R.S. 2 volumes . . Svo ................. . 
Spectrum .Analysis, by Dr. H. Scbellen . .......... . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8vo . . . . . . 455 
Text-Books of Science, by C. L. Bloxam ....... ~ ................................... . .......... . 
The .American .Annual Cyclopredia for 1871 ........................ . .... . ......... . 
The ancient Stone Implements, Weapons, and Ornaments of Great Svo ..... . 
Brita~, by .John_ E:~ns, 1<'. R. ~- . 
The Begmmngs of L1ie, by H . C. Bastian, M.D., F. R. S. 2 volumes .. 
The Elements of Mechanism, by T. M. Goodere, M . .A 
The Insect World, by Louis Figuier .. • ...... . ........ . ............... . 
The Leaders of Public Opiniou in Ireland: fiwift, :Flood, Grattan, 
O'Connell, by IV. E. H. Lecky, .A. M ........ ... .. . .................. . 
The Physiology of Man, by .Austin Flint, jr., M.D. Volnme 4 _, .... . 














H. Cowles, D. D. _ 
The Vegetable World, by Louis Fignier -·· · ·· ······ · ··· ·· ············ ·········· · -~---········-~ 3 50 
Three Centuries of Modern History, by C. D. Yonge .......... . ....... 16mo.. . ... .... .. .. . .. . . 1 50 
Town Geology, by tho ~ev. Charles Kin~sley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. ; ... . 
Work and Wages Pract-ICally Illustratea, by Thomas Brassey, M. P . . Svo .. . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . 3 00 
The Expression of t-ho Emotions in Man and the Lower .Animals, by 12mo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50 
Charles Darwin, M . .d.. , F.R.S. 
Rome, by Francis Vvey.. .. . . ..... . ...... ...... . .... .. .... .. ...... .. . . 4to .. .... . 
Sacred Geography anc1 .Ant-iquities, by Rev. E. P. Barrows, D. D . . . . . . 12mo ..... . 
Tho Vatican Council, by Rev. L. W. Bacon .... . ....................... 12mo ..... . 
D'.Aubigm:i's History of the Reformation, Volume 1. , ...... . .......... 12mo ..... . 
.J. Monteitll's Comprehensive Geography.............................. A tl:ls 4to .. 
.t.1:&~w-~~=~~(~~fa~st ~~w~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · ~~~~:::::: 













f§lf!J~~~1~~~;~;:~~~ i j. :j_ j. :-- j j j :~ -~· .. :· .. ~\ jjj: _: ]ff, ~.t" :::::::::::: ........... . 






National Scho~l Currency. (Reward Cards in t-he form of money) ........ . ..... . .......... .. ............ . 
Independent S1xth Reader, by .J. M. Watson . . . . ..... . .. . . ............ 12mo. .. . . . 45!1 1 50 
Elementary 1.'aonlar System of Instruet-ion in French, by H. R. .Angels . Bvo . . . . . . 135 3 50 
Key to Normal English Grammar, by S. W. Clark ..... . ........... . .. 12mo...... . ..... ...... 1 00 
McCosh's Logic ...................... , . ... . ........................... 12mo. .. . . . · 232 1 50 
Wars of the Huguenots, by Rev. Dr. Hanna ........... . ............... 't6mo . ..... . .. ... ...... 1 25 
Life of Dr. Henderson, Medical Missionary to China.................. ... . . . ...... .... .. ...... 75 
Outlines of Theology, oy .A.. A. Hodge, D. b. .......................... 8vo . . . . . . 500 2 00 
On the Parables, by Rev. Dr. Drummond.............................. Svo . .. . . . 400 1 75 
Young Ladies' Biographical Libmry, 5 volumes....................... 16mo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
The Men and Women of tho English Reformat-ion, from Wolsey to Crown 8vo. . .. .. . ...... 4 00 
the death of Cranmer, by S. H. Burke. 
Form by's School Songs ................ . ...... . ...................... . .... . ....... 
1 
........... . 































Name of publisher. 
TABLE XXIII.-Publications, educational, hisf01·ical, tj·c., jo1· 1871-'72-Continued. 
Place of publication. Name of book. Size of Number of Retail price copie<~ pub-
I I /
Nu mber of 
book. pages. , per copy. lishetl dui·-
ing 1872. 
The United States Reader, by John J. Anderson .... -... . .... ----.-- .. 
Thomson's New Mental Arithmetic, by James B. Thomson .. __ ...... . 
TbOJ.ndon's New Rudiments of Arithmetic, by James B. Thomson .... . 
Thomsou 's New Practical .Arithmetic, by James B. Thomson .. ---- ... . 
A Compara.tive Historv of Religions, by Jas. C. Mofl:at, D. D.------. __ . 
The Theology of tho New-4restament, by J. J. V:tn Osterzee, D. D .... . 
12mo .... --
1 timo------
16mo .... .. 
12mo .... .. 
12mo ..... . 
12mo .. ----







Fables and .Prophecies of the Mit!Llle .Ages, by Dr. Dollinger ......... . 
Lectures ou the R(;'uniou of the Clmrches, by Dr. Dollinger ... _ ... .. J12mo ...... , ....... .. __ . 
Daniel Boone and tile Early Settlements of"'Kentucky, by J. S.C. 12mo ..... . 
Abbott. 
Coral n,nd Coral Islands, by Prof. Jas. D. Dana 
~~;eg~~:{·l~~ ifl~1 ~~~-1.~~~~is·::::::::::::::: :: :::~:: :::::::::::::: :: ~ .~~~~:::: :: ·· · · · · · · -- ·- · 
Sciences of Nature Versus Science of Man, by Pres. Porter. __ ._ ....... _ ... ______ ., .. ______ .. __ 
Mines, Mills, and Furnaces of tile Pacific States ancl Tenitol'ies, by 8vo . ____ . 457 
R. "\V. Raymond. 
Drawin~s f~r Cllildren; 150 :prawing Copies, with Directions ........ . 
Hudson s H1story of Journalism.- . . ---- ..... --------- .... -- ...... -.--
Science for the Young. b,v Jn,cob Abbott, 4 volumes. 
6~~t~;.~a~h~de~£.~s~r!:~1G~·~~~~~-- ·_ -_ ~ ~:::::: _______________________ _ 
Nonlho1f's California .. __ ... __ .... _. __ . ... _ .. ____ .... __ ... _ ..... ______ _ 
The Revision of tbe English Version of the New Testament ..... ___ __ 
The School unci tbe .Army in Germany and France, by Brevet Major-
General W. B. Hazen, U. S. A. 
Swint.<Jn's English Grammn,r ------. _ ....•. ---- .. ____ ... __ . ·--- _. _ .. ___ 12mo ... __ _ 
~~~s1~f~~J~f1l~~~~~) -~~a.' :fu~ii~~t. ·by- M:~~ty-~ r~i;~; A.: M::.-:M:: :o:, · 6;~~~;9~;, 
LL.D. 
The I ancl of Desolation, by Isaac I. Hays, M.D .......... ______ .... _.. 1 2mo .. _ .. _ 
Life ancl Times of Henry Lor<! Brougham, by himself, vol. 3 .. _ .. _ .. _. 12mo ... _ .. 
The Life and Times of the Rev. John ·wesley, A.M., by Rov. Luke Crown 8vo ... 
Tyerman, 3 volumes. 
Julius Cresar. Edited by W. J. Rolfe .... . . _. __ . _ .. ____ ........ _ ...... 
.Annual Record of Science and Industry for 1871. Edited l1y Spencer· F. 
Baird. 
A Smaller Ancient History of tho East, by Philip Smith. B. A. ••..•• __ 
Biographia LiterarirL, by Samuel T. Coleridge, 2 volumes -----.- .... - .. 
Legends of tile Patriarchs and Prophets ------,----- ------------------
Notes on England, by Tuine __ ..... _ .. _--------- ........ ------ .. ------
On Intcllii!CJJee, by '.rain e. __ - .. - ...... -------------------------------· 
~ul3~~~c~~~od·~m~'o~Yof¥i~~lo~sv:£l~'o~~:u~o · ·- ·- ·-- · · · ·-- · · · · · · · · · ·- · · 
16mo...... 316 
8YO .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -
8vo .. .. .. 380 
8vo ____ .. 400 
8>0 ---- -- 560 Svo ... --. . -- --- -- . ---
12lDO .. --.- 502 
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3116 
.Italy, by Taino, Translated by John Durand, 2 volumes . , .......... . 
Ideal in Art, by Tn.ine. Trn.nslated by John Durn.nd ...... .......... . 
Art in the Netherlands, by Taine. Translated by John Durand .... .. . 
Art in Greece, by Taine. Translated by John Durand ............... . 
Outlines of History, by E. A. Freeman.............. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 
Baine's English Grammar ........................................... .. 
Joseph Mazzini: His Life, Writings, and Political Principles, by Wil-
liam L. Gn.rrison • 
Svo ..... . 
l<lmo .... .. 
16mo .... .. 
lflmo ..... . 
16mo ..... . 
lFmo ...... , ........... . 
Crown8vo. 
366 
.d.utumnal Cata,rrb, l1y Prof. Morrill Wyman, M.D.................... Svo . ... . . 173 
Studies in .foetr_y: and Philosophy, by J. U. Shairp.. ... .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. 16mo...... 340 
A New Sones of Small .Alj?h~tbets_; Engraved_ O? Steel, b_y A. McLees ......................... . 
An Elementary Manual of Uhem1stry, by William R. Nichols ......... 12mo...... 360 
An Elementru·y Grammar of the Greek Language, by Sa,muel H. Tay- 12mo...... 400 
lor, LL.D . 
.A.rs Ora to ria: Selections from Cicero and Quintilian on Oratory, by Small Svo ... ......... . 
Prof. M. Kellogg. 
A Practical Course with the German, by Prof. W. H. Woodbury ...... 12mo .... .. 
A General Index to the Contents of Fourteen Treatises on Nat ural Svo .... .. 
Philosophy, for the use of Students, Teachers, and Artisans, by a 
Massacl1usetts Teacher. 




kms, Rev. A. Taylor, and Prof. U. W. Landers. 
Oratorical Class-Book .................................. -- ...... . ...... 12mo ...... l 474 
Sunday School Geography, by Rev. George A. Starkwea,ther . . . . . . . . . . Small4to . ...... ...... . 
l!'oltcr's New Pract-ical Arithmetic, by Soline H. Peabody . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo...... 380 
A New Commentary on Gcuesis, by Right Rev. E. H. Browne, D. D . .. Svo ................ .. 
The Womlers of Sculpture. From the French of Louis Vinrdot ............................ .. 
The English in Ireland during the 18th Century, Vol. 1, by J . .A.. Svo ..... . 
Fronde. 
Four Phases of Mor:1ls, by John Stuart Blackie, F.R.S. E .. · .......... 12mo .... .. 
Darwinian ism in Morals and other Essays, by Miss F. E. Cob be .............................. . 
Oriental and Linguistic Studies, by Prof. ·william Dwight ·whitney... 12mo. ... .. 416 
Life Wanderings and Labors in Eastern Africa, by Rev. Charles New ................................... .. 
The l?t-ructure of th<;~ Old Testame?t, by Rev. Stanley Leathes, M.A ....................... . ... ..... ...... 
1 
........... . 
Wonclers ?f Vegetatwn, by F. Marwn.... ... ........... .... .. .. . . .. . .. 12mo...... . .. .. .. .. .. . 1 50 .... , ...... . 
Systematic Theology, by Charles Hodge, D. D., LL. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Svo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
Lange's Joshua, Judges., and H.uth........................ ...... ...... 8vo. ..... ............ 5 00 
Blank-Books for Book-keeping ........................................ 17 by 8... . 66 2 30 
The Best Reading, a classified bibliol!mphy for easy ·reference........ 12mo. ..... 255 1 25 
Instinct in Animals and Men, by P . .A. Chadbourne, A.M., M.D ...... 12mo... ... 303 il. 75 
Stray Leaves from the Book of Nature, by M. Schele de Vere......... 12mo...... 320 1 50 
The Animal Creation, a popular introduction to Zoology, by Tho.:~a,s ~ Crown Svo· 456 3 75 
R Jones, F. R. A. 
Treasures of the Earth, or Mines, Minerals, and Metals, by Willinm Large 12mo 
Jones, F. S . .A.. 
The Great Problem, by John R. Leifohild, A . M ..................... , .. 12mo .... .. 
Social E~onomy, by E. Thorold Roger·s .. . ...... .. __ .... ............... 12mo ..... . 
A Manual of Pottery and Porcelain, by J. H. Treadwell................ Sov ..... . 






Life and Travels of Dr. Livingston .... _ ................................. . ........ . 
The Olden Ti~o in New York, by Bi~lwp K~p. ·: ...................... Royal Svo .j- .......... . 
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G. P. Putnam & Sons . . . . . . . . Now York, N. Y ..... . 
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History of Philosophy, by .Albert Schwegler ...... .... . ............ .. . 
Romance of Ancient History, by Professor SciJclo t1o Vere ....... . ... . 
Higher Ministry of Nature, vicweu in the Light of hlouern Science, 
12mo .. ... . 
12mo .. · · · · 




by J. R. L eifciJild. 
Romance of History, (ItaJy,) by .A.. McFarlane........................ 12mo. ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . 2 50 ..... ...... . 
± ~~~~~~~~k 0o\ ~~~~·~;~~~: ::: :::·. :·. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~:~:::::: ::::::::::: ·. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Student's Atlas of Physical Geography............................... Impcr'lSYo ....... , . . .. 2 00 ........... . 
Tho Library Atlas .... ... ......... ......... ...... .................... Imper'lSvo .... .. ...... 4 00 . . .. . ...... . 
Mercantile Map of the Worlr1 on Mercator's Projection............... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 10 CO .••.••...••• 
Commentary on the Book of Kings, by C.l<'. Keil.... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 8vo . . . . . . 522 3 CO 
Commentary on the Holy Bible, by Chris. \Voodworth, LL. D., G Royal Svo 
volumes. 
Greek T estament, by Chris. Woodworth, LL.D., 2 volumes ........... Royal Svo ........... . 
British Son,!r Birus, How to R ear Them, by Thomas Nash ............. 16mo...... 96 
The Natural History of tho Year, by B. B. Woodward ................ 12mo ................. . 
Tho Orbs Around Us, by R. A. Proctor, B. A .......................... Crown Svo 347 
Antique Gems auJ Rings, by C. W. Kiug, 2 \Olumes ................... Royal Svo ........... . 
Prehistoric Phases, by H. M. Wcstrop . .. ....... ... .. ...... ... . . . ...... 8vo . . . . .. 266 
Tho Natural History of Birds, by T. Rymer Jones ................... ... .................... .. 
The Animal Creation, by T.It.ymcr Jones . ........................... .. ... ....... ............ . 
The Forces of Nature, by Amedee Guillemin, translated by Mrs. N. Royal Svo. 718 
Lockyer. 
Our Work in Palestine . .................. .... ................. ... ..... 12mo.... .. 320 
History of Sculpture from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time, by Imper'l8vo 421 and 490 
Dr. \V. Lubke, 2 volumes. 
History of Great Eastern Monarchies, volume 4, by Professor Goo. Svo ..... . . 500 
nawliuson. 
Century, by J. Tulloch, D. D., 2 volumes. 
Rational Theology ancl Christian Philosophy, in England, in the 17th 8vo ...... 1466 and 500 
Historical Illustt·ations, by Paul Delarocbe ........................... Small4to . . · ··-·· ..... . 
Ruskin's Collected Works, volume 4 ....... .••.. .... . . .... .. . . . . ... . .. 8Yo . .. ... 240 
Meridiana, At1Ycntnres of Three Englishmen anu Three Russians in 12mo .. - .. . 
South Africa, by Jules Vernes. 
Essays on Astronomy, by R. .A.. Proctor, B . .A. 
Scconcl German Reader, by William Granert ......... . 
Vi01·tcs, Dutsches Lcsebucb, by \Villi am Gran crt ..... . 
'l'lle Basic Outline of U11iversology, by L. P . .A.nch-ows ...... ......... . 
Treatise on Acoustics in Connection with Ventilation, by Alex. 
Svo ..... . 
12mo ..... . 
Hmo ..... . 
8 YO .••••• 
12mo ..... . 
Saoltzor, architect. 
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William Wood & Co ........ .. . . ... do 
'l'~ct~~tok f_r-tl~f~rTI£. How Acquired :md How Produced, by C. 4to ..... . . 
1 
. .......... . 
Abbott's Bibliography, by Ezra Proctor. . . ............. _. .. . ........ . 8vo . . . . . . 240 
Manu~l ot Elementary~roje<?tive J?rawin~~ by_ Professor S._E. Warren. 12mo ... ...... ........ . 
Downmg s Eneyclop::edm of Frmts, or 1! rmts and Frmt Trees of 8vo ................. . 
.America, part 1. 
A Supplement to the Dictionary of Chemistry and the .Allied Branches 8vo ... . . . 
of Otber Sciences, by H enry Watts, ll . .A., F . R.S. 
On Fooc1, bv H. W .. Letheby, M.D., M.A ....... ;.......... . ........... 12mo . .... . 
L essons in Physical Diagnosis, by A. L. Loomis, M. D .. .. .. .. ... .'.... Svo .. -· . . 
Bartholomew's Drawing Cards, Primary Series No. 3 ......... . .................. . 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, Revised Edition No.1 ........................... . 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, Revised Edition No.2 .........•....... 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, Revised Edition No. :l .••..•.•......•..•.......... 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, R evised Edition No.4 ...... . .. .. ..... . 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, Revised Edition No.5 ....... .. ....... . 
Bartholomew's Drawing Books, Revised Edition No.6 . ......... ... .. .......... . . 
Payson, Dunton,_ & Scribnel''s Manual of Penmanship . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 12mo ..... . 
Bascom's Rhetorw .................. . ........ .... ........ .. .. .. ....... 12mo ..... . 
Champlin's Iutellectual Philosopby ........... .. .. .... . . ..... . ...... ~. 12mo ..... . 
Element8 of the German Lan~mge, by Theo. Soden .............. .... 12mo ..... . 
Burn's Eng·lish. Grammar, by l:'rofessor E . .A. Burns ................... 12mo . .. .. . 
History of Lexmgton, K entucky, by George vV. Ranak . ........... .. .. 8vo ..... . 
History of Wayne County, Indiana, by A . W. Young................. Svo . .... . 
A Practical Treatise on the Law of Horses, including Barga.in, Sale, 8vo ..... ·. 
&c. 
P atent Case::;, volume 4, by S. S. Fisher . ........................ . ..... . 
The Law and Practice ofTnjunet.ions, by William Joyce, 2 volumes .. . 
A School History of the United States, by W. H. Venable ........... . 
A Manual of .Ancient History, by M. E. Thalheimer ... . ............. . 
Elements of f'hysiology and Hygiene, by R. T. Brown ................ . 
A T est Spellmg Book, by W. D. 'Henkle .................. . ........... . 
Manua·l of Social Science, being a Condensation of the •• Principles of 
Social Science" of H. C. Carey, LL.D. , by Kate McKean. · 
Manual of Political Economy, by E. P. Smith ................... ---.- -~12mo ·- · ·- · 
The Sclwol of Chemical Manures, from the French of M. George Ville, 12mo . .... . 
by .A . .A. F esquet. 
The Unity of L aw as exhibited in the Relations of Ph,vf'ir.lll . Socivl , 8vo ... . . . 
Mental, and Moral Science, by H . C. Carey. 
8vo ..... . 
8vo ..... . 
12mo ..... . 
Svo ..... . 
12mo •..... 
12mo . .... . 




























Art of T eaching School, by J. R. Sypher ......... .. .................. . 12mo.. .... 317 
.American Popular Speaker, by J . R Sypher .... . ..................... . 
Young .American Speaker, by J. R. Sypher ........................... . 
School History of Pennsylvania, by J. R. Sypher . ... .... . 
School History of Now J ersey, by J. R. Sypbel' . . ...... . ............. . 
The New .American Pronouncing Speller . ............. . ..... . ........ . 
The EtyUJological R eader, by Epes Sargent and Amasa May ......... . 
Oxford's Junior Speaker ... . . ............... . ........... · ........ ... . 
12mo.. .... 384 
12mo. . .... 170 
12mo. ..... 364 
1.2mo ...... .. ..... . . . . . 
12mo...... 133 
12mo... .. . 480 
12mo.... .. 216 
N ew .American First Re-<!er, by Epes Sargent and .Amasa May ..... . 
New American Second Reader, by Epes Sargent and Amasa May . .. . 
New .American Third Reader, by Epes Sargent and .Amasa May . ... . 
N ew American Fourth Reader, by Epes Sargent and .Amasa M::i.y ... . 
1.2mo...... 48 
12mo. .. .. . 72 
12mo...... 15u 1· 
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P!ace of publication. Name of book. 
I I
Nurn ber of 
Size of I Numberof Retail1wice ~;opicspub­
book. pages. per copy. lishecl clm:-
iug 1872. 
New American Fifth Reader, by Epcs Sargent and Amasa 1\Iay...... Hmo..... 312 
Tho American Elocutionist, by ,T. .A.. Lyons..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12mo. . . . . . 432 
Physical and Moral Aspects of Geology, by W .. J. Bar boo.............. 12mo...... 40 
Christian Morals, by J::uncs Challen................................... 18mo...... HlO 
Christian Evidences, by James Challon . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . 18mo ................ .. 
Patriarchal Chain of tho :Bible, by D . .i\1. Granclfiolcl ................. .... .................... .. 
Moral Science for Schools and Families, by P.R. Leatherman......... 12mo...... 372 
Popular Treatise on Comets, by J. C. \Vatson......................... 12mo. . .... 375 
J,abberton's Outlines of History...................................... 8vo .. . .. .. 238 
Lab barton's Questions t<> History 
Lab]1er~on ',s H~s~orical_.A.tla~ .... . 
Trantwrne s C1vll Enp:rneermg ......................... .. 
Coleman's Historical Text Book .... . 
White's Elements of Astronomy._._._ ............ . 
Pictorial Pocket Dictionary .. _ ........................ . 
Lincoln's Botany for Beginners .. 
~~i~:~:: ~Y~!~~\~p~i~~;.~~~a.~~:::: :~ ~:::: ~::~ :~:~:: :::::::::::::::: 
Crooks & Scbems' Latin-English Lexicon ............................ . 
Brooks's lEneid of Virgil. ........................................ .. _. 
Tho Immigrant Builder; or Practical Hints for Handy Men, by C. P. 
Dwyer, Architect. 
Au Ecclesiastical History, from the 13th to the 19th Century, by Rev. · 
C. M. Butler, D. D. 
The Four Books of the Metamorphoses of Pub. Ovidius Naso, intended 
for female schools, by N. C. Urooks, LL. D. 
English Literature consiclereu as the Interpreter of English History, 
by H. Coppee, LL.D. 
A Manual of American ::::,itera.tnre, by Jobn S. Hart, LL.D ..... . ..... . 
Oswald's Etymological Dictionary ......... .•....... .............. ... _ 
Perrot's \Vilbelm's Musical Manual ..................... . 
Alsop's Treatise on Surveying ...... _ .......... . 
Crittenden's High School '.Book-keeping ................. . 
Lyml's Class-Book of Etymology ................................... .. 
~~~U0s~t;~·is;~i~~l/n~~:.l~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::: 
Lippincott's Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography and Mythology ... 
A1·is tophuucs, by R ev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A ...... - . . ..... --- ·.-----
Pl"imary Analytica~ Arithmetic, by S. P. Sanford, A.M ... - .. . --··-·-·· 
Nystrom's Mcchnmca, uy J. W. Nystrom ................... · .... · .. ·--
8vo. ______ 248 
8vo ----- .. 56 
12mo ...... 650 
Hvo .••.... 330 
8vo ....... 272 
32mo ...... 244 
18mo . ..... 216 
8vo ....... 114 
12mo ...... 261 
8vo ....... !182 
12mo ...... 366 
Crown 8Yo 146 
8vo ..... .. 641 
12mo ................. . 
8vo .................. . 
8vo .... ... .. ....... .. . 
8vo . .••.. ..••..••..• •. 
12mo ................. . 
12mo..... 74 
12mo...... 144 
Imp. Svo ............ .. 
Small12mo ........... . 
16mo .... .. 
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r:r;h e Scien,co of ~enlth, by Amasa Walker, LL.D .. ..............•.... 
Cbaml.Jors s Heachngs in :English Literatm·e .......... . 
Cicero, by Rev. W. Lucas Collins, A. M .... . ........ .... : 
Interest 'rable, MePhcotor .. .. .... ... ......... : . ..................... . 
Jnvennl, by Edward Walford, M.A .... . ................. ------ ... .. .. . 
The History of the Consolidation of the Ci,ty of Philadelphia, by Eli 
K. Price . 
12mo ..... . 
12mo . ................. . 
16mo .... .. 
8vo ...... . 
Small12mo 
12mo ..... . 
J ~g 1:~~~:: ::~~~~ 
·- · · · · · i. oo·l: ::::::::::: 
.A. Companion to the Old Testament, by Rev. J. H. Blunt ................ ........ .. . 
Treatment of the Horse, by Charles Wharton....... . ................. 12mo ...... . 
United States Pbarmacopreia ......................................... 12mo ................. . 
Lubke's History of Sculpture, 2 volumes.............................. Imp. 8vo ....... . ..... . 
'.fhe New Eschatology, by J. G. Broughton Pegg . ..................... 16mo...... . . . . . . .. . . . . 75 
Homer and Socrates, Lamartine. Translated by Mrs. E. "\V. Smith.... 12mo ..................... ... ..... . 
i!~~;r~~~~rd~~g~~1~-~~-:~~ ~:- ~ ~~~~~ :::~~~ ~ ~:~~~: ~ ~:~ ~~: ~::: ::::: ~~!~ ~~~~: :::::::::: ·: -.--- - - -~- ~~-1:::::::::::: 
Cutter's First Book on .A.nalythl .Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 90 . .......... . 
The Voice in Singing, from tho Gern1an of Emma Seiler..... . . . . . . . . . 12mo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 
a~~t!~gM:go~~Bn~~~'\~~ ~ta:~~~r~~:-::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~:::::: :: :::::::::: ..... ··i ·5o ...... ____ .. 
Plmy, by Rc'' · .Alfred Church,~- M., and Rev. W. J. Brodnbb, .A.. M... Small 12mo . . . . . . . .. • . . 1 00 ........... . 
Ge;ometrical .Analysis, by Benjamin Hallowell . ....... ... .. : . . . .. . . . . . . 8vo . .... _. ....................... - ~-- . ........ . 
.Administrator's .Account Book, by R. K. Kuhn........................ 16mo...... . . . .. . . .. . .. 40 . 
Errors of Speecl1, by L. P. Meredith, M.D., D.D.S ..................... 16mo..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 ........... . 
Common School .Arithmetic on the .Analytic System, by S. P. Sanford, 
.A.M. 
Seven Decade~ of the Union, by Hon. R. A. Wise ..........•.......... 8vo ....... 
1 
........... . 
Chambers's M1sccll::my, \'olume 19 ....... ............ . ............................. . 
Bouvier 's Law Dictionary, 2 volumes... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Svo ...... . 
Science and Revelation , 'by Rev. Joseph H. Wyte, D. D ................ 12mo .... .. 
The Labor Question, by vVilliam Brown.............................. 16mo .... .. 
Life of ~rittenden, by f'>frs. Chapm::m <;;olema~-....................... Royal 8vo .
1 
........... . 
Students Hebrew LexiCon, by BenJamm Davies, LL. D., .Ph. D....... . 8vo ............. . .... . 
Treatment of Spinal Curvature, by Benjamin Lee, M.D............... Wmo ..... . 
~~~~~~~~~ais;'ed~~hbo;.g: i:;i li:: i(:K~y~~: ~::::: :::::::::::::::::.::::: l~:~:::::: 1:::::::::::: 
Thermic Fever, or Sunstroke, by H. C. \Vood,jr., M.D ................ Himo ..... . 
Oral Surgery, by James E. Garretson, M.D ............... - ........ ---- 8vo - · · · · · ·1· ·- · · · · · · · · ·1· · · · · · · · ·-· · 
.A. Journey to Egypt and the Holy Land, in 1869-1870, by H. M. Har- Crown 8vo . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75 
man,D.D. 
Hobb's Architecture, by Isaac H. Hobb & Son: ....................... . 
Modern Medicine, by J. M . Da Costa, M.D .... ........... ..... ....... . 
Lectures on the Nature of Spirit; and of Man aR a Spiritual Being, 
by Chauncey Giles. 
Lectures on the Incarnation, Atonement, and Mediation of the Lord 112mo ..... . 
J esus Christ, by Chauncey Giles. 
History of Medicine from the Earliest ·.A.ges to the 19th Century, by Small 8vo. 
R. Dunglison, M.D. 
Che1~i~try, Inorgan~c a"!lc! Orga?ic, by C. _L. Bloxam ................ . . -~8vo .... . . . 






















TABLE XXIII.-Pnblica.tions, educational, historical, g·c., fm·1871-'72-Continued. 
Nnmo of publisher. Place of publication. 
Lindsay&. Blakiston . ........ Philadelphia, Pa .. .. . . 
Do .... ............ ........... do 
Do ........ . .................. do .............. . 
T. E. Zoll ............ .. ........... . do .... ...•. . ..... 
A.ll. English&. Co . .. .. .. . .. Pittsburgh , Pa ........ 
Do . .. ... .. ................... do 
Name of book. 
Number of 
Size of j Number of IR13tollil pricel copies pub-
book. pages. per copy. ~ished <lur-
Tilustrations of tho In:fl.uenco of t.ho Mind upon t he Body, by D. S. 
Tuko,M. D. 
Dental Pathology, by Professor Wed. Tl'anslated by ,V, E. Boardman, 
M.D., and Professor Hitchcock. 
Bioplasm ; an Introduction to Medicine and Physiology for Students, 
Bvo -- -~ 
... I 
8vo ....... 482 
12mo . ..... 345 
by L. S. Beale, hl. D. 
1
. 
Zoll 's.Hand Atlas oftb.e World, by J. Bartholomew. Parts 17, 18 ..... 4to ....... . 
1 
.......... .. . 
Amerwan Fourth Reader, by Ln01us Osgood.......................... 12mo...... 224 
.American Fifth ,]leader, by Lucius Osgood............................ l~mo.... . . 384 
wg 1872. 
$5 50 
4 50 ... .......... 
3 00 •····· ....... 
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TABLE A.-Derived from the ce11sus of 18i0, showing for each State and Te~Titory the area 










~ &~~f~-~ri~_-_-_::: ~ 
4 Connecticut ... . 
5 Delaware------ . 
6 Florida---------
7 Georgia ........ . 
8 Illinois . __ .. _ .. . 
9 Indiana ........ . 
10 Iowa ......... __ . 
11 Kansas ... . .... . 
12 Kentucky ..... . 
13 Louisiana ...... . 
14 Maine ... .... __ . 
15 Maryland._ .... . 
16 Massachusetts .. 
17 Michigan ...... . 
18 Minnesota .... .. 
19 Mississippi .... . 
20 Missouri. ...... . 
21 . N ebraslm ...... . 
2~ Nevada ... . .. . 
23 New Hampshire. 
2~ New Jersey .... . 
2o New York . ... .. 
26 North Car-olina .. 
27 Ohio ........... . 
28 Oregon ........ . 
29 P ennsyh ·o.nia .. _ 
30 Rhode I!!land ... 
31 South Carolina .. 
3:2 Tennessee ..... . 
3:{ Texas .......... . 
34 Vermont ..... .. . 
35 Virginia ....... . 
36 West Virgiuia .. 












































1, 184, 109 
2, 539, 891 
1, 680, 637 
1, 194,020 
364,399 





1, 184, 059 
439, 706 
827 922 













































































































































































































Total ... .. ... . 1, 98~467 38, 11~~ 641 ~=~ 16, ~1, 709 16, 340,903 2, 946, 659 2, 526,_:! 
Territories. 
1 .Alaska ....... .. 
2 ..A.rizonn, ....... . 
3 Colorado ....... . 
4 Dakota .. . . .... . 
5 Dist. Columbia .. 
G Idaho ......... . . 
57i, 390 
113, 916 ------ 9; 658 · -- --o: os- ------2: 9o5- --- .... -944· 3, 9 2 --·--i; 827 
104, 500 39, 864 0. 38 19, 910 13, 355 4, !HO 1, &9 
150, 932 14, 181 0. 09 5. 562 3, 804 3, 316 1, 499 
64 131, 700 2, 057. 81 54, 159 61, 287 8, 033 8, 2-21 
86, 294 14, 999 0. 17 5, 054 2, 060 7, 130 755 
7 Indian ......... . 
8 Montana . ...... . 
9 New Mexico ... . 
10 Utah ......... . 
11 ·washington ... . 
12 Wyoming ...... . 
1~~: ~~~ -----2o: 595· ----o: i4 · ·-- ·--9,· 562 · ------:i; o54 · --- .. 1: 2o9 · -------77o-
121, 201 91, !:!74 0. 76 43, 505 42, 749 3, 630 1, 990 
84, 476 86, 786 1. O:i 28, 994 27, 090 15, 127 15, 575 
69, 9!)4 23, 955 0. 34 11, 004 7, 927 3 9 6 1, 0 
97, 883 9, 118 0. 09 4, 258 1, 347 2: 961 552 
Total .. .... .. 1, 619, 417 4-12, 730 0. 27 184, 91.:_ ---w3.Gl71--60,284 --;3,9i6 
Grattd total .. 3, 603, 864 38, 558, 371 10. 70 16, 4tj6, 622 16, 504, 520 1 3, 006, 943 2, 560, , -
STATISTICAL TABLES. 943 
in square miles, the number, nativity, race, and sex of the popu.lation, and the m~mbe1· of in-
squm·e ntile. 
RACE. 
White. Colored. Mulattoes. Chinese. Indians. 
0 0 0 0 0 
.s <J ~ ~ 0 'a 0 ~ 0 <J s s ~ s <J s <J s ~ Q) "' Q) Cl) "' Cl) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;21 ~ ~ ~ 
--------------
255,023 266,361 213,987 219, 711 19, 690 22, 122 38 60 
186, 445 175, 670 55, 436 ~4. 395 6, 244 6, 094 98 38 51 
2\l7, 648 201,776 1, 628 1, 084 886 fi74 45,429 3, 881 3, 888 3, 333 
260,518 267, 031 3, 422 3, 570 1, 211 1, 465 2 118 117 
51,148 51,073 10, :!84 10, 186 1, 096 1, 128 .......... ......... ..... 
48, 953 47, 104 40, 151 40, 187 5, 443 5, 908 .............. . .. -.. -- .. 1 1 
311, 171 327, 755 247, 336 254,478 20, 429 22,899 1 18 22 
1, 301,:183 1, .209, 513 11,240 10, 17D 3, (i94 3, 6,19 1 ......... .. ... 1D 13 
845,307 81 0, 530 9,122 8,126 3, 463 3, 549 . ......... .. ............. 102 138 
622, 786 565, 421 2, 502 2, 167 597 496 3 ..... . ... ... 29 19 
ID3, 200 153, 177 6, 719 6, 580 1, 847 1, 962 ............. ....... ....... 458 456 
557, 3::!6 541, 366 87, 736 8D, 763 20,569 24, 142 1 44 64 
183, 031 179, 034 152,298 155,312 26,486 30, 114 70 280 289 
311,942 312,867 573 44t 311 281 1 276 223 
299, 858 305, G39 74, 144 77, 319 10, gzg 12, 949 1 2 2 
696, 925 746, 231 4, 698 4, 988 2, 004 2, 257 96 56 95 
609, 046 558,236 a, 481 2, 953 2, 715 2, 700 2 2, 505 2, 421 
234, 531 203, 726 318 196 120 125 331 359 
195,283 187, 613 195, 350 203, 448 22,372 23,031 16 400 409 
838,290 764,856 49, 879 50,5:13 8,149 9, 510 2 27 48 
69,942 52, 175 425 313 26 25 ..... .... ... ...... ........ 32 55 
29,284 9, 675 1()9 !).1 40 27 2, 847 305 9 14 
155, 315 162,382 249 187 65 79 11 12 
434, 588 440, 819 13, 340 13, 765 1, 724 1, 829 13 2 7 9 
2, 137,896 2, 192,314 22, 430 24,068 2, 653 2, !)30 29 224 215 
32::0, 705 352,765 174, 194 180, 015 11!,224 1!), 217 581 660 
1, 305, 402 1, 296, 544 23, 166 22,208 8, 927 8,!H2 1 57 43 
49, 558 37,371 16(/ 90 50 37 3, 232 98 122 196 
1, 727, 392 1, 729, 217 24, 914 27, 527 6,163 6, 690 11 3 10 15 
102, 328 109,891 1, 829 1, 991 532 628 67 87 
140,740 148, 927 18!), 4:l6 1!18, 549 13, 668 14, lfi1 57 67 
466, 505 469, 614 142,619 149, 410 14, ISO 16, 122 ... .... .. ... . ·------ 42 28 
297,055 267, 645 112,622 113, 03G 13, G57 14, 160 17 207 172 
165, 207 164,406 382 295 124 123 8 6 
348, 720 363, 369 214,758 225,835 33,470 38, 778 4 . ~ -. .. - - . 106 123 
213,871 210, 162 6, 880 6, 760 2, 092 2, 248 ............. ....... .... . 1 
543, 139 508,212 , 904 693 285 231 ............ ..... .. .... 558 648 ------------------------------ - ·--
1:3, 812, 661 16,390,467 2, 098, 920 2, 160, 749 274, 185 301,252 51, 878 4, 301 10, 7~n 10, 491 ---- ;;::======= ======= ======= ==== ======== --- ----
···--·6;834- ·-----2;747- .. .......................................... .................. .................... .............. .............. ........... ............. 20 6 20 13 18 
24,465 14,756 181 91 104 80 6 64 116 
R, 255 4, 632 36 35 9 14 578 622 
42, 980 45, :!98 15, 827 19,545 3, 370 4, 662 3 12 3 
7, 973 2, 645 42 18 .................. .................. 4,148 126 21 26 
· -· · -i 4: 76o · -· • • · · s: 54 6 · ...................................... ................ .................. .......... .. . ............. ..... . ... .. 102 35 30 16 1, 826 123 53 104 
46,553 43, 840 88 28 28 28 .... .. . .... ............. 466 843 
43, 541 42, 503 44 41 19 14 429 16 88 91 
14,143 8, 052 44 12 89 62 232 2 482 837 
6, 923 1, !:!03 76 20 62 25 138 !) 20 46 ------
- "· '" -w.m~--3-. m --4-,901 ---------2lfi, 427 169, 822 G, 802 273 1, 797 2,!i06 
= ======= 
2, u5~ 380 2, 180, 580 277, 896 306, 153 ======= 17, 029, 088 16, 560, 289 58, 680 4, 574 12,534 13,197 
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i:;tates and Territories. 
Alabama ............ 
Arkansas ........... 
California ......... . 
Connecticut ......... 
Delaware ........... 
Florida . . ........... _ 
~li<;;o1~a- : : : : : : : : : : : : : 













New Hampshire . .... 
New J ersey ......... 
N ew York .......... 




Rhode Island ........ 
South Carolina ...... 
Tennessee .......... . 
Texas ............... 
Vermont ... . ........ 
Virginia . ............ 






District of Columbia. 
Idaho ..... . ......... 
Montana ............ 





Grand total. ....... 
NOTE.-The columns in this table marked** were computed 
Nativity. Special nativity. 
a5 
~ ... "=' s .8 I=< p s c;: fi1 .& c a5 rn Qri <!j~ ...::lO ..0 .. ~ 
"=' 
~ <!.) 




~ Q el"~ ·s~ :;3 '<3 § 'i:l ... a) 0 ... 0 ~ ;::l Q ~ 
<l) 
p Fi ri1 ~ rn ~ 
--- ----------------
987,030 9, 962 183 1, 080 3, 893 458 594 2, 482 
47!), 445 5, 026 342 550 1, 428 156 2:n 1, 563 
350,-116 200,831 10,660 19,216 54, 421 4, 949 8, 06B 29, 7UI 
423, 815 113, 639 10, 8Gl 13,289 70,630 3, 238 821 1~, 443 
115,879 9,136 112 1, 464 5, 907 229 127 1, 142 
182, 781 4, 967 174 405 737 144 126 597 
1, 172,982 11,127 247 1, 149 5, 093 420 31~ 2, 761 
2, 024, 69:3 51:), 198 32,550 57, 017 120,162 15,737 10,911 203, 758 
1, 539, 163 141,474 4, 765 10,501 2 ~ . 698 2, 507 (J, 363 78, 060 
989,328 204, 692 17, 907 18, 627 40, 124 5, 248 3, 130 66,162 
316,007 48,392 5, 324 7,182 10, 940 1, 531 1, 274 12,775 
1, 257,613 63,398 1, 082 4, 520 21,642 1, 019 2, 057 30, 318 
ti65, 08i:! 61, 827 714 2, 925 17, 068 814 12,341 18,933 
578, 034 48, 881 26,788 3, 929 15, 745 998 137 508 
697, 482 83,412 644 5, 849 23, 630 2, 432 649 47,045 
1, 104,032 353,319 70,055 34, 675 216, 120 9, 003 1, 629 13,072 
916, 049 268, 010 89, 590 35, 1)09 42, 013 8, 5~2 3,121 64, 143 
279, 009 160,697 16, GOB G, 614 21, 746 2,194 1, 743 41, 364 
816, 731 11, 19\ 375 1. 113 3, 359 434 630 2, 960 
1, 499,028 222, 2G7 8, 448 15, 838 54, 983 3, 283 6, 293 113, GIS 
92,245 30,748 2, G35 3, 823 4, 999 792 340 10,954 
23, 690 18, 801 2, 365 2, 850 5, 035 630 411 2,181 
288, 689 2!J, Gil 12, 955 2, 706 12, 190 892 60 436 
717, 153 188, 9<13 2, 474 27,4 18 86, 7tl4 5, 710 3,130 54, 001 
3, 244,406 1, 138, 353 79, 042 117, 928 528, 806 27,282 22,302 3Hi, 902 
1, 068, 332 3, 029 171 500 6G7 420 54 904 
2, 292, 7G7 372, 493 12,988 49,500 82,674 7, 819 12, 781 182,897 
79,323 11, GOO 1, 187 1, 410 1, 967 394 308 1, 875 
2, 076,642 545,309 10,022 97, 2U8 235, 798 16, 846 8, 695 160, 146 
161,957 55,396 10,242 9, 347 31, 534 1, 948 167 1, 201 
697,532 8, Oi4 77 63\:! 3, 262 310 143 2, 754 
1, 23!.!, 204 19, 316 587 2, 399 8, 048 555 562 4, 539 
756, 168 62, 411 597 2, 092 4, 031 621 2, 232 23,985 
283, :!96 47, 155 28, 54<1 2, 511 14, 080 1, 240 93 370 
1, 211, 409 13, 754 327 2, 057 5, 191 705 369 4, 050 
424,923 17, 091 207 2,132 6, 832 746 223 6, 232 
690, 171 3G4, 499 25,666 34,742 48,479 6, 590 2, 704 162,314 --,----------------32, 642, 612 5, 473, 029 487, 605 600, 8!)7 1, 838,726 J3G, 84G 115, 140 1, G7~l, 146 
===-====== 
3, 849 5, 809 142 137 495 54 6D 379 
:13,265 6, 599 753 ·1, 523 1, 685 188 209 1, 456 
9, 366 4, 815 906 251 s8s· 77 57 563 
115,446 16, 254 290 1, 451 8, 218 352 233 4, 920 
7,114 7, 825 334 875 986 114 144 599 
12,616 7, 9i9 1,172 889 1, 635 208 193 1, 232 
86,254 5, 620 125 129 543 36 124 582 
56, 084 30,702 687 17, 856 502 2, 391 63 358 
18,931 5, 024 1, 121 835 1, 047 30f) 113 645 
5, 605 3, 513 329 614 1,102 260 57 652 
--;!8, 530 /94.' 200 --------------5, 859 24,560 17,101 3, 989 1, 262 11,3 7 
==== 
32, 991, 14~ ,~. 567, 229 493, 464 625,457 1, 855, 827 140, 835 116,.402 I, G90, 533 
13 R I T 
J s H 
0 
WEALTH· 








' 7$0:1250 ' ' 












STATISTICAL TABLES. 945 
nativity, pa.1·entage, and total wealth of the population and the average 'Wealth pm· capita. 





ci>'C ~'C 'C ~ ·~· 
-+J en ~ ..... ~ ..c:l ~ • ~~~ ,:; bJJ. l'=l ~ l'=l <P ~~to Gil. "$ ~ eQS <P <P. ~ ...~ ... l'=l ~ 
. - cd 
J'i -m 
.,:; 




.......,.M ~ 'O<il.p ..... ~ ~r:l ~<S ... 
:gs~ ~~A ~ 8 . 
<P 
..q 0 0 • P=l 0 ~ 
~ q1 0 . . 0 P=l . .. 8 -<lj ·• .. -------
152 206 1 913 . .975.148 . 4, 863 16, 981 $201, 855, 841 $202 46 
64 209· 98 379 473,854 2, 857 7, 760 156, 394, 691 322 82 
1, 270 2,98P .. 48, 8~9 29, 706 236,740 27,784 295,723 638, 767, 017 1, 140 15 
279 511 - 2 1, 565 · 333, 804 10,965 192,685 774, 631, 524 1, 441 29 
12 17 . --~-- .. . ,., . 126 104,654 3, 073 17,288 97, 180,833 777 35 
22 87 1 2, 674 178,453 1, 836 7, 459 44, 163,655 235 23 
99 • 91 1 5 950 1, 160,295 5,314 18,500 268, 180, 543 226 46 
9, 869 45;570 8 ·19, 616 1, 553, 856 95,212 890,823 2, 121, 680, 579 835 :w 
·620 2, 618 '6 . 7,,336 1, 339,6::16 56,937 284,064 1, 268, 180, 543 875 46 
9, 591 ·31, 179 8 12;716 775,653 55,168 360, 971 717, 644, 750 601 12 
591 6, 045 - ~ ........ - - - ~ 2, 730 '277, 188 13, 746 173, 465 188, 892, 014 518 36 
~3. · 181 8 2, 278 1, 178, 291 15,921 126, 799 604, 318, 522 457 46 
487 725 79 7, 741 59.4, 904 18, 525 113, 486 323, 125, 666' 444 51 
11 251 4 510 . 535,264 17, 793 73,858 348, 155, 671 555 34 
1, 101 225 6 1, '834 599,532 21, 490 159,872 643, 74B, 976 824 37 
379 1, 955 127 6, 304 83 1, 140 35, ~59 . 590,352 2, 132, 148, 741 1, 463 03 
2,118 •. 5, 276 5 17, 5H3 695,9.00 71,823 416, 336 719, 208, 118 607 40 
5, 022 58,837 6 6, ,473 · 154, 190 19., 827 265, 689 228, 909, 590 520 59 
104 1, 241 .. Hi 959 . 809, 166 3, 789 14,967 209, 197, 345 252 67 
5, 609 3, 264 4 10, 927 1, 256,170 48,216 416, 909 1, 284, 922, 897 745 87 
2,142 3, 9.87 2 . 1, 074 ·72, 976 5, 365 44, G52 69, 277, 483 563 26 
167 505 3,146 1, 508 17,374. 1, !.170 23, 147 31, 134,012 732 71 
16 108 •' 5 243 273,708 3, 772 40,820 252, 624, 112 793 67 
1, 042 '1, 154 41 7, 1'89 555,780 29,071 321,245 940, 976, 064 1, 038 48 
6, 708 8,198 186 30,999 2,-157, 132 182, 515 2, 043,112 6, 500, 841, 264 1, 483 27 
19 51 4 239 1, 064, 897 2,136 4, 328 260, 757, 244 243 38 
5, 362 600 12 17, 860 1, 815,445 118,470 731,345 2, 235, 430, 300 838 72 
97 368 3, 327 667 70, 218 4, 549 16, 156 51,558,932 567 00 
2, 260 • :2,942 33 11,269 2, 370,583 159,357 9!!1, 851 3, 808, 340, 112 1, 081 31 
43 152 ............... 76:2 122,263- 5,107 89,983 296, 965, 646 1, 366 00 
17 111 6 762 689,157 2, 867 13, 582 208, 146,989 294 94 
236 474 4 1, 912 1, 222,194 5, 746 30, 5f:l0 498, 237, 724 396 60 
2, 575 926 20 25, 332 711, 252 10, 894 96, 433 159, 052, 542 194 00 
2 138 1 176 246, 936 11, 461 72,154 235, 349, 553 7U 99 
99 70 4 882 1, 194,369 7,160 23,634 409, 588, 133 334 31 
65 27 .................. 627 395,810 9, 414 36, 790 190, 651, 491 4:n 32 
15,293 48,057 --------- · 2, 654 336,838 47,073 ~~,759 702, 307, 329 665 90 
--------· ----------- --------
73,836 231, 137 56, 047 253, 649 27,380,770 1, 137,925 9, 594,558 29, 822, 535, 140 782 42 
-----------====== == -== ================= ---
32 33 21 4, 447 2, 892 266 6, 500 3, 440, 791 356 26 
68 297 7 413 29,157 320 9, 347 20,243, 303 507 80 
327 1, 674 ---------· 72 6, 862 715 6, 604 5, 599, 752 394 87 
8 L 56 4 649 97,594 4, 923 29, 183 126, 873, 618 963 35 
31 240 4,268 294 5, 694 299 9, 006 6, 552, 681 436 87 
70 324 1, 9~3 312 10, 349 884 9, 362 15, 184, 522 318 16 
16 26 --------- · 4, 039 83, 197 1, 326 7, 351 31,349, 793 341 22 
8 7, 360 446 1, 031 27,762 7, 217 51,807 16, 159,995 186 20 
23 347 266 318 15, 573 1, 815 6, 567 13,562, 164 566 10 
42 191 143 123 4,118 440 4, 560 7, 016, 748 769 54 
-----------u.-7281~3, 198 ----------------698 10,548 7, 068 19,245 140,287 245, 983, 367 555 60 
==~= === =--= -----· 
74,534 241, 685 63, 115 265, 377 27, 666, 356 1, 157,170 9, 734,845 3o, 068, 5i8, 507 779 i9 
I 
60 E 
TADLE c.-PAnT !.-From the United States Census of 1870, show-ing fo1' each State and Tffrritory the nnrnber and sex of the whittJ minor population at 
various ages. 
Under 4. 4. Under 5. 5 to 9. 
State. 
Male. I Female. ~~Fema~e. Total. Male. Female. Total. Total. Total. · Male. 
--------
1 Alabnmrt . ...... . 6~. 139 31,974 30,165 15, 110 7, 811 7, 299 77, 249 39, 785 37, 464 66, 16H 33,836 
0 Arknusns ....... 4tl, 7.35 25, 6~0 24, 115 10,957 5, 682 5, 275 60, 712 31,322 29, 390 44,915 2:.1, o::13 
3 t:aliforuin ... .. .. 53,4:H 26,878 26, 546 13,318 6, 7til 6, 557 66,742 33,639 33, 103 60, 189 30,5:10 
4 Cooucctiout ..... 46,3:30 23,515 2~. 815 11,285 5, 6:i9 5, 626 57, 615 29, 174 28, 441 52, 13J 26, 0f:j8 
5 Delaware ....... 10, 807 5, 508 5, 2!l9 2, 642 1, 315 1, 327 13,449 6, 823 6, 62() 12, 756 6, 411 
6 Florida ......... 11, 831 6, 066 5, 765 3,160 1, 634 1, 526 14,991 7, 700 7, 291 12, 695 6, 633 
7 Georgia ......... 77,805 40,182 37, 623 18,725 9, 707 9, 018 96, 530 49, 889 46, 641 79, 678 40,793 
8 lllinois ......... 312, 534 158, 316 154,218 73,9:\2 37, 6G6 36,346 386, 486 195,9:22 190,564 336, 435 170, 191 
9 ludiaua ........ 202,261 102,849 99, 412 47, 438 23, 985 23,453 249, 699 12fi, 834 122, 865 226, 346 115, 004 
0 Iowa ..... ...... 153,082 77,300 75,782 36, 698 18, 906 17,792 189, 780 !):), 206 93, 574 164, 729 83, 831 
1 Kansas---· ..... 45, 894 23,272 22,622 10, 574 5, 440 5,134 56, 468 ~8. 712 27, 756 44, 642 22,773 
2 K entucky ... .. .. 138,653 70, 950 67, 703 33, 699 17,189 16,510 172, 352 88, 139 84,213 152,687 77,750 
3 Louisiaua. ....... 42, G40 21, 552 21,088 10,382 5,251 5,131 53,022 26,803 26,219 45, 010 23,069 4 Maine .... ...... 5~. 007 27,394 26,618 13,489 6, 803 6, 686 67, 496 34, 197 33,299 65, 185 33,002 
5 1\Iarylnnil . ..... . 66,250 33, 426 32, R24 16, 802 8, 552 8,2:>0 8:3,052 41,978 41, 074 74,714 37, 982 6 hlnssacllusetts . . 126,203 63,456 62, 747 2!-J, 257 14, 85H 14, 399 155,460 78, 314 77, 146 13!3, 706 69, 328 7 1\Iiclli~an ....... 130, 834 66,371 64, 463 31,076 15, 927 15, 149 161, 910 82,298 79,612 143,849 72,732 8 MinnPsota. ...... 56,858 28,600 28,258 13,960 7, 04li 6, 914 70, SIS 35, 646 35, 172 63, 021 32,047 !) Mississippi .... . 47,809 24, 60!) 2.:!,200 11,765 6,103 5, 61i2 5!1, 574 30,712 28,862 47, 190 24,274 
~0 Missouri. . ...... 208,299 106, 657 101, 642 50,079 25,658 24,421 258,378 132, 315 126, 063 222,593 114, 193 :1 Nebraska ....... 15, 769 8, 12'2 7, 647 3, 643 1, 861 1, 782 19,412 9, 98'3 9, 429 15, 143 7, 768 :2 Nent<!a ........ 2, 624 1, 316 1,308 644 305 339 3,268 1, 621 1, 647 2, 516 1, 303 3 New llnmpshire . 23,685 11,988 11,697 5, 937 3, 021 2, 916 29,622 15, 009 14,613 28,171 14,247 
'4 New .JC'rsey ..... 93,40 1 47, 186 46,215 22,468 11,444 11, 024 115, 869 58, 630 57, ~39 102, 566 51,793 :5 New York ...... 413,530 208, 617 204,913 101, 809 51, :>43 50,266 515,339 260, 160 255,179 478, 673 239, 754 :6 N ortll Carolina .. 78,596 40,422 38, 174 19,211 9, 933 9, 278 97,807 50, 355 47, 452 83, 531 42,563 :7 Ohio .......... .. 294, 834 149, 771 145, Oti3 71,706 36,392 35,314 366, 540 186, 163 1&0, 377 328, 912 166,507 ~8 Oregon ... ....... 10, 991 5, :"31 5, 460 2, 744 1, 409 1, 335 13,735 6, 940 6, 795 12,348 6, 251 i9 i~il1~~~"i;~~~-::: 390,425 197,287 193,138 9-l, 311 47,511 46, 800 484, 736 244, 798 239,938 425,529 214,444 10 18, 50~ 9, 33::! 9,169 4,312 2,133 2,179 22,814 11, 466 11, 348 19,926 10,021 11 SIJnth <...:n.rolioa .. 32,934 16, 739 16, 195 8,224 4, 252 3, 972 41, 158 20, 991 20, 167 34, 715 17, 647 12 Tennessee ....... 118,567 60,939 57,628 28,753 14,773 1:3, 9!30 147, 320 75,712 71,608 123, 409 62, 9b7 13 Texas ... ....... . 71, 091 36, 402 34, 689 18,017 9,325 8, 692 89, 108 45,727 43, 381 74, 482 38,279 II Ycrmont ........ 29.922 15,251 14,671 7, 329 3, 666 3, 663 37,251 18, !J17 18, 334 34, 369 17, 471 J;) Yiq~iuia ..... .. . 81,652 41, 70!-J 39, 9~3 19,30-1 9, 939 9, 365 100,956 51,648 49, 308 83,701 42, 750 3li \Vl•iiL Viq?;iuia .. 56, 191 28,961 27,230 13, 732 6, 972 6, 760 69, 923 35,933 33, 990 58, 591 30, 103 37 \Viscousio ....... 125,301 63, 567 61, 734 31, 347 15,971 15,376 156, fi48 79,538 77,l10 ' 145,522 73,362 
Total of States . 3, 755, 430 ~ 1, 847, rn 907, 859 462343 445 516 4 663 289 2 369 99912 29S 290 41os 742 2 080 730 
==--=:.=====.=:~' '=~=' -!' '= .' '===' '=' '= 
Female. Total. 
32,332 143, 417 
21, 882 105, 627 
29,659 126, 931 
26, 042 109, 745 
6, 345 26,205 
6, 062 27, 686 
38,885 176,208 
166,244 722,921 
111, 342 476,045 
80, 898 354, 509 
21, 869 101, 110 
74, 937 325,039 
21,941 98,032 
32, 183 132, 681 
36, 732 157, 766 
69,378 294, 166 
71,117 305, 759 
39, 974 133, 839 
22, 916 106, 7t:i4 
JOf:j, 400 -48D, 971 
7, 375 34, 555 
1, 213 5, 784 
13,924 57,793 
50,773 218,435 
238, 919 994, 012 
40,968 181,338 
162,405 695, 452 
6, 097 26,083 
211, 085 910,265 
9, 905 42, 740 
17, 068 75, 873 
60,442 270 729 
36,203 163:590 
16, 898 71, 620 
40, ~)51 1E'4, 657 
28, 488 128, 514 
72,160 302, 170 















































































































.Arizona ......... 594 320 274 152 78 74 746 398 348 665 3:17 328 1, 411 735 
Coloral1o -------- 4, 501 2, 265 2, 236 919 479 440 5, 420 2, 744 2, 676 3, 982 2, 091 1, 891 9, 402 4, 835 
Dakota .... ---- .. 1, 480 765 715 330 176 154 1, 810 941 869 1, 311 668 643 3, 121 1, 609 
Dist. of Columbia 9, 709 4, 863 4, 846 2, 357 1, 207 1,150 12, 066 6, 070 5, 996 9, 592 4, 754 4, 838 21,658 10, 824 
Idaho----------. 843 442 401 219 96 123 1, 062 538 524 717 361 356 1, 779 899 
1 
Montana ....... 1, 206 599 607 235 132 103 1, 441 731 710 940 501 439 2, 381 1, 2:J2 
New Mexico---- 10, 546 5, 224 5, 322 2, 664 1, 332 1,332 13,210 6, 556 6, 654 11,·959 6, 050 5, 909 25, 169 12, 606 
Utah------------ 13, 349 6, 840 6, 50B 3, 317 1, 694 1, 6:J3 16,666 8, 5:J4 8,132 13, 550 6, 833 6, 717 30,216 15,367 
Wasbin~ton ..... 2, 722 1, 400 1, 322 730 364 366 3, 452 1, 764 1, 688 2, 870 1, 458 1, 412 6, 322 3, 222 
Wyoming.------ 523 286 237 107 54 53 630 340 290 387 203 184 1, 017 543 
-------------------------------------------
Total of Territo-
ries .......... 45,473 23,004 22, 469 11,030 5, 612 5, 418 56, 503 28, 616 27,887 45,973 23,256 22,717 102, 476 51,872 
---------------
Grand to~-.1 Uni-
ted States ..... 3; 800, 903 1, 930,660 1, 870,243 918, 889 467,955 450, 934 4, 719,792 2, 398,615 2, 321,177 4, 151, 715 2,10:1,986 2, 047,729 8, 871,507 4, 502,601 
TABLE C.-PART I.-F1·orn the United States Oens~bs oj1870-Continued. 
10 to 14. Under 15. 15 to 17. Unu~r 18. 
State. 
Total. Ma.le. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. 
I 
Male. 
1 .Alabama .•........... 76,361 38,857 37,504 219,778 112,478 107, 300 39,258 19,296 19,962 259, 031l 131,774 
2 Arkansas ............ 52,514 27, 186 25,328 158, 141 R1, 541 76,600 28,436 14,296 14,140 186, 577 95, 837 
3 California .......... _. 49,523 25, 334 24,189 176,454 . 89, 503 86; 951 21,074 10,582 10,492 197, 528 100,085 
4 Connecticut ........ · .. 54, 133 27,630 26,503 163, 878 82,892 80,986 30,350 14,953 15, 397 194,228 97,845 
5 Delaware ............. 12,954 6, 554 6, 400 3!J, 159 19, 788 19,:171 6, 683 3, 411 3,2n 45, R42 23, 199 
6 Florida ............... 13,493 . 6, 941 6, 552 41.179 21,274 19,905 6, 718 3, 411 3, 307 47,897 24, 685 
7 i1fi~ro~'t- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::: ~ ~ ~ 91,489 46,522 44,967 267, 697 137,204 130, 493 47,192 23,030 24, 162 314, 889 16 !, 234 8 318,948 162,668 156,280 1, 041,869 528,781 51:~. 088 155,422 77,723 77,699 1, 197, 291 606,504 
9 Indiana . ............. 220, 4il0 112, 216 108,204 696, 465 354,054 342, 411 112, 641 56,266 56, 375 809, 106 410, 3:20 
10 Iowa .. ............... 154, 436 79, 169 75,267 508, 945 259, 206 249,739 73,919 37,711 36,208 582, 864 296, 917 
11 Kansas ............ ... 39,404 20,347 19,057 140,514 71, 832 68,682 18, 886 9,' 749 9,137 159, 400 81, 581 
12 Kentucky ............ 147,302 75, 306 71,996 472, 341 241, U15 231, 146 75,779 37, G81 38, 0[18 548,120 278, 876 
1::! Louisiana .. _ ......... 48,276 24,126 24,150 146,308 73,998 72,310 24,932 11, 841 13, 091 171, 240 85,839 
14 :Maine ................ 69,874 35,753 34,121 202,555 102,952 99, 603 39, 972 20,162 19, 810 242,527 123, 114 
15 MarYland . . .......... 73,904 37,415 36,489 231,670 117, 375 114,295 39,616 19,398 20,218 271,286 136, 773 
16 MaRsachusetts .. _ .... 147, 149 73, 675 73,474 441, 315 221, 317 219, 998 82,810 40,148 42,662 524,125 261, 465 
17 Michigan ........... _. 138, 428 70,608 67,820 444, 187 225,638 218, 549 70, 866 35,739 35, 127 515, 053 261,377 
18 Minnesota .......... _. 55,018 28,212 26,8-16 188, 8:'i7 95,905 92,952 24,236 12, 193 12, 04:! 213, 093 108,098 
19 Mio~sissippi. .......... 53, 646 27,709 25,937 160,410 82,695 77,715 28, 439 14,265 14, 174 188, 849 96, 960 
20 Missouri ............. 210, 479 107, 865 102, 614 691, 450 354, 3i3 337,077 102, 476 51, 146 51, 330 793, 926 405, 519 
21 Nebraska ............ 13, 049 6, 774 6, 275 47,604 24,525 23,079 6,110 3, 1.42 2, 968 53,714 27, IJ67 
22 Nevnd<t ............... 1, 850 910 940 7, 634 3, 834 3, 800 817 428 389 8, 451 4, 262 


































TABLE C.-PAR'l' I.-Front the United States Census of 1870-Continned. 
10 to 14. Under 15. 15 to 17. 
State. 
Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 
24 Now J ersey .......... 100, 344 50, 619 49, 725 318,779 161, 042 157,737 51, 316 25,296 26,020 25 New York .. .......... 478, 639 240, 909 237, 730 1, 472, 651 740, 82::1 731, 821:! 261,050 126,890 134, 160 26 North Carolina ....... 92,349 46,984 45,365 273,687 139, 902 133, 785 47, 757 23,866 23, 891 27 Ohio .................. 326, 746 165,227 161, 519 1, 022,198 517, 897 504,301 170,870 83, 936 86,934 28 Oregon .............. . 11,352 5,813 5, 539 37,435 19,004 18, 431 5,358 2, 719 2, 639 29 Pennsylvania ......... 415, 580 209, 747 205,833 1,325, 845 668,989 65fi, 856 217,670 107, 713 109, 957 30 Rl10de Island ......... 22,114 11,162 10,952 64, 854 32,649 32,205 12,58 l 6, 075 6, 506 31 South Cru·olina .. _. _ .. 39,223 20,125 19,098 115,096 58, 7fi3 56, 333 20,226 9,962 1'0, 264 32 Tennessee ............ 128,075 65,918 62,157 398,804 204,597 194,207 66,298 32,836 33, 462 33 Texas ................ 81,552 42, 114 39, 438 245,142 126, 120 119,022 40, 069 19,970 20, 099 34 i?~~~~~rat. ::::: : :::: :: : 34,854 17,836 17,018 106,474 54,224 52,250 20, 385 10,245 10,1-lO 35 93, 060 41,652 45,408 277, 717 142,050 135, ()67 48,826 24, 159 24,667 36 W~st Vi!•ginia ... __ ... 57,432 29,403 28, 029 185,946 95, 439 90,507 28,999 14, 409 14, 590 37 WlSConsm.-- ...... -- . 139, 610 71, 009 68,601 441, 780 223,909 217, 871 67,948 33, 830 34, 118 ------------------------------------Total of States ... _. 4, P95, 388 2, 082,833 2, 012, 555 12, 864,419 6, 533, 562 6, 330,857 2, l.14, 625 1, 047, 692 1, 066,933 ======= == == ======= -======= ============= ==-..::::::=:======= ======= -============ 
1 A..rizona .............. 607 3',{0 267 2, 018 1, 075 943 333 148 185 2 Colorado .... ... ...... 3,304 1, 670 1, 634 12,706 . 6, 505 6, 201 1, 51;) 777 738 3 Dakota ............. . . 1,138 588 550 4,259 2,197 2, 062 492 263 229 4 District of Columbia . 9,529 4, 651 4,878 31, 187 15, 475 15, 712 4, 960 2, 301 2, 659 5 Idaho .. .............. 567 ;:!81 286 2, 346 1,180 1, 166 253 112 141 6 Montana ............. 745 392 353 3,126 1, 624 1, 502 342 198 144 7 NcwMe:ticQ ... ... ... 11,096 5, 488 5, 608 36,265 18, 094 18, 171 5, 591 2, 590 3, 001 8 Utnh ···-···-··-- ··--· 11, 567 5,846 5, 721 41,783 21,213 20, 570 5,157 2,577 2,580 9 Washington ....... _ .. 2,253 1, 196 1, 057 8,575 4, 418 4,157 968 489 479 lO Wyoming ............ 267 140 127 1,284 683 601 152 77 75 ------------------·---------------',l:otal of Territories. 41, 073 20, 592 20, 481 143, 549 72,464 71,085 19,763 9,532 10,231 ======= ====== ======= ========= =========== ======== ======= -===--===== Grand total U"nited 




1, 733, 701 867,713 
321,444 163, 7G8 
1, 193, 068 601, 833 
42, 793 21, 723 
1, 543, 515 776,702 
77,435 38,724 
135, 322 68,725 
465, 102 237,433 
285, 211 146, 090 
126,859 64, 469 
326,543 166,209 
214, 945 109, 848 
509,728 257,739 
--------
14,979,044 7, 581,254 
~~ ===-===-===== 
2, 351 1, 223 
14,221 7, 282 
4, 751 2,460 
36, 147 17,776 
2,599 1, 292 
3,468 1,822 
41, 856 20,684 
46,940 23,790 
9,543 4, 907 
1, 436 760 





































































TABLE C.-PART l.-F1·om the United States Census of 1870-Continued. 
18 to 19. Under 20. 20. Under 21. 
States. 
Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. I Male. Female. 
1 Alabama.............. 25, 149 12, 095 13, 054 284, 185 143, 869 140, 316 1:3, 302 5, 680 7, 622 297, 487 14~, 549 
2 Arkansas............. 17,263 8, 700 8, 563 203, 840 104,537 99, 303 9, 714 4, 713 · 5, 001 213, 554 109, 250 
3 California . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 902 6, 702 6, 200 210, 430 106, 787 103, 643 7, 764 4, 038 a, 726 218, 194 110, 825 
~ Connecticut............ 19, 963 9, 761 10,202 214, 191 107, 606 106, 585 10, 702 5, 253 5, 539 224, 983 112, 859 
5 Delaware. ~. .......... 4, 203 2, 10J 2, 102 50, 045 25, 300 24, 745 2, 180 1, 037 1, 143 •· 52, 225 26, :337 
6 Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 401 2, 137 2, 264 52, 298 26, 822 25, 476 2, 534 1, 066 1, 468 54, 832 27, 888 
7 Georgia...... . . . . . . . . . 29, 800 14, 440 15, 360 344, 689 174, 674 170, 015 15, 703 6, 832 8, 871 360, 392 181, 506 
8 Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102, 536 5.1, 597 50, 939 1, 299, 827 658, 101 641, 726 54, 049 25, 915 28, 134 1, 353, 876 684, 016 
9 Indiana............... 72, 179 35, tl55 36, 324 881, 285 446, 175 435, 110 34, 882 17, 051 17, 831 916, Hi7 463, 226 
10 Iowa.. ................ 48, 092 24, 664 23, 428 630, 956 321, 581 309, 375 24, 294 12, 026 12, 268 655, 250 333, 607 
11 Kansas............... 12,817 6, 611 6, 206 172,217 88,192 84,025 6, 926 3, 519 3, 407 179,143 91,711 
12 Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 396 23, 003 23, 393 594, 516 301, 879 292, 637 22, 529 10, 309 12, 220 617, ·045 312, 188 
13 Louisiana............. 15, 003 6, 860 8, 143 186, 243 92, 699 93, 544 7, 829 3, 266 4, 563 194, 072 95, 965 
14 Maine .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 26, 536 13, 352 13, 184 269, 063 136, 466 132, 597 13, 006 6, 282 6, 724 282, 069 142, 748 
15 Maryland............. 25, 435 12,090 13,345 296,721 148,863 147, 858 12, 603 5, 373 7, 230 :':09, 324 154, 2:i6 
16 Massachusetts........ 57, 826 27, 525 30, 301 581, 951 288, 990 292, 961 31, 710 13, 888 17, 822 613, 661 302, 878 
17 Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 636 23, 5R3 23, 053 561, 689 284, 960 276, 729 24, 607 12, 368 12, 329 586, 386 297, 328 
18 Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 158 7, 760 7, 398 228, 251 115, 858 112, 393 8, 531 4, 329 4, 202 236, 782 120, 187 
19 Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 085 8, 896 9, 189 206, 934 105, 856 101, 078 9, 918 4, 643 5, 275 216, 852 110, 499 
20 Missouri.............. 64, 780 32, 326 32, 454 858, 706 437, 845 420, 861 33, 973 16, 121 17, 852 892, 679 453, 966 
21 Nebraska............. 4, 216 2, 218 1, 998 57, 930 29, 885 28,045 2, 506 1, 273 1, 233 60, 436 31, 158 
22 Nevada ...... _......... 704 430 274 9, 155 4, 692 4, 463 519 3:16 193 9, 674 5, 018 
23 New Hampshire...... 12,839 6, 342 6, 497 121,080 61,351 59, 729 6, 787 3, 124 3, 663 127, 867 64,475 
21 New .Jersey........... 33,960 16,129 17, 831 404,055 202,467 201,588 17,972 8,137 9, 835 422,027 210, 60•1 
~5 New York . . . .. . . . . . . 167,502 79,524 871 978 1, 901,203 947,237 953, 966 103, 877 44, 655 59,222 2, 005,080 991, 892 
2~ N o!-'th Carolina . . . . . . . 30, 684 15, 123 15, 561 352, 128 178, 891 173, 237 16, 341 7, 279 9, 062 36il, 4fi9 186, 170 
~8 OJ;-io ... --- . .... ------- 110, 612 53, 055 57, 557 1, 30~, 680 654, 888 648, 792 55, 123 25, 26~ 29, 862 1, 358, 803 68?, 149 01egon ........ · .. ·... 2, 947 1, 469 1 478 4;:, 740 23 192 22 548 l 478 72;:, 753 47 218 23 917 
29 Pennsylvania......... 143,561 69, 117 74; 444 1, 687; 076 845; 819 ~41; 257 71; 424 32, 783 38,641 1, 758; 500 878; 602 
30 Rhode Islan_d . . . . . . . . . 8, 727 4, 158 4, 569 86, 162 42, 882 43, 280 4, 840 2, 134 2, 706 91, 002 45, 016 
~1 ~outh Carolina........ 13, 247 6, 425 6, 822 148, 569 75, 150 73, 419 7, 292 3, 043 4, 249 155, 861 78, 193 
~~ rennessee . .. .. . .. .. . . 41, 1?1 20, 258 20, 1393 506, 253 · 257, 691 248, 562 21, 316 9, 75S ' 11, 358 527, 569 267, 449 
34 Texas .. ·- ... ... ·.·.... 24, 5,i8 12, OtlO 12, 458 3G9, 749 158, 170 151, 579 13, 601 6, 495 7, 106 323, 350 164, 665 . Vermont.............. 13,202 6, 716 6, 486 140 061 71 185 68 876 6 966 3 498 3 468 147 027 74 683 
35 Virgmi~ .. _.-_.......... 30,267 14,423 15,844 356:810 180;632 176;178 14;963 6;588 8;375 371;77:l 187;220 
36 West VJrgJ.ma........ 17, 758 8, 726 9, 032 232, 703 118,574 114, 129 8, 499 3, 952 4, 547 241, 202 122,526 
37 Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . 42, 214 21, 098 21, 116 551, 942 278, 837 273, 105 20, 8tl8 10, 040 10, 848 572, 830 288, 877 
Total of States ...... 1, 363, :l89 ~7, 349 -695,940 16, 342,333 8, 24tl, 603 . 8, 09:~. 730 ~1, 328 ----;32, 780 -mi8, 548 17, 063, 6!il. 8, 581, 383 























































TABLE C.-PART I.-Fro·m the United States Census of 1870-Continued. 
18 to 10 . Under 20. 20. Under 21. 
T<'rritories. 
... 
Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 
1 Arizona. .... ...... .... 232 139 93 2, 583 1, 362 1, 221 325 161 164 2, 908 1, 523 1, 385 
2 Uolomdo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 269 678 59 1 15, 490 7, 963 7, 530 794 418 376 16, 284 8, 378 7, 906 
3 Dakota. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373 200 173 5, 124 2, 660 2, 464 212 99 113 5, 336 2, 759 2, 577 
4 Dh;triot of Columbia.. 3, 333 1, 422 1, 911 39, 480 19, 198 20, 282 1, 109 604 1, 105 41, 18[} 19, 802 21, 387 
5 Idaho . .......... .. .... 180 90 90 2, 779 1, 382 1, 397 158 87 71 2, 937 1, 469 1, 468 
6 Montan:t. ... . . ........ 290 173 117 3, 758 1, 995 1, 763 289 214 75 4, 047 2, 209 1, 838 
7 Now Mexico.......... 4, 073 1, 920 2,153 45, 9~9 22, 604 23, 325 2, 202 772 1, 430 48, 13t ~3. 376 24, 7;'?5 
8 Utah . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . ~. 887 1, 400 . 1, 487 49, 827 25, 190 24, 637 1, 457 696 761 51,284 25, 886 25, ::!98 
9 '\'asbit;gton . . . .. . .. . . 513 28~ 228 10, 05~ 5, 192 4, 8~4 315 178 1371 10, 371 5, 37£ 5, 001 
10 Wyommg....... ...... 209 13;) 74 1, 64;) 895 7;)0 177 120 57 1, 822 1, OL ;) 807 
Totnl of Territories. --13, 359 -~6, 4~2 ---~-.-ill,@-- .. 88~ 43B ~88, 233 - -7,638 --3, 349 -~- --4, 289 1-------:w-!, 309 --91, 787 j-92, 522 
Grand total United 


































TABLE C.-PART H.-Prom the United States Census of 1870, showing jo1· eac1t State and Territory the number and sex of the colm·ed mino1· population at 
vm'imts ages. 
Under 4. 4. Under 5. 
States. 
Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. 
------------------
1 Alabama . ......... 63, o46 31, 8tl0 31, 166 16, 155 8,268 7, 887 79,201 4.0, 148 
2 Arkansas ......... 17,1:!0 8, 616 8, 514 4,3ll 2,193 2,118 21,441 10,809 
3 California ......... 307 144 163 81 49 32 388 Hl3 
4 Connecticut ...... 814 387 427 176 86 90 990 473 
5 Delaware ......... 2, 629 1, 291 1,338 635 :~27 308 3, 264 1, 618 
6 Florida .......... . 11, 873 !'i, 841 6, 032 3, 628 1, 914 1, 714 15, 501 7, 755 
7 Georgia . .......... 73,852 37, 037 36, 815 19,023 . 9, 670 9,353 92,875 46,707 
8 illinois ............ 3, 524 1, 789 1, 735 788 396 392 4,3U 2,185 
9 Indiana .. ........ . 2, 998 1,471 1, 527 586 303 283 3,584 1, 774 
10 Iowa .. . . ......... . 747 408 339 168 84 84 915 492 
11 Kansas ........... 2, 310 1,156 1,154 532 261 271 2, 842 1, 417 
12 Kentucky ... . .... 27, 9:7 13, 991 13,986 6, 642 3, 276 3, 366 34,619 17,267 
13 Louisiana .... ..... 46,021 22,891 23,130 11,464 5, 802 5, 662 57, 485 28, 693 
14 l\Iaine ............ 112 57 55 32 . 14 18 144 71 
15 Maryland ......... 20,389 9, 991 10, 398 5, 026 2, 496 2,530 25, 415 12, 487 
16 Massachusetts .... 1, 174 597 577 246 122 124 1, 420 719 
17 
~~~e~~~::::: ~:: 1, 251 !)21 630 290 131 159 1, 541 752 18 7l 32 39 19 8 11 90 40 
19 Mississippi ....... 62,080 31, 321 30, 759 15, 555 7, 818 7, 737 77,635 39, 139 
20 Missouri. ......... 14,233 7, 278 6,955 3, 7'14 1, 889 1, 855 17, 977 9, 167 
21 Nebraska ..... .. . 63 34 29 16 11 5 79 45 
22 Nevada .... .. ..... 16 !l 11 7" 1 6 23 6 
2:3 New Hampshire .. 36 15 21 7 4 3 43 19 
24 New Jersey ....... 3, 010 1, 486 1,"524 743 348 395 3, 753 1, 834 
25 New York ........ 4,161 2, 036 2,125 984 521 463 5,145 2, 557 
26 North Carolina .... 52, 166 ~6, 032 26, 134 13, 152 6, 669 6, 483 65, 31 t:l 32, 701 
27 Ohio .............. 7,158 3, 657 _3, 501 1, 707 847 860 8, 865 4, J04 
28 Oregon . ... ....... 36 17 19 8 5 3 44 2:2 
29 Pennsyl,ania ..... 6,199 3, 00'2 3,197 1, 402 716 686 7, 601 3, 718 
30 Rbodc Island .... . :-!92 215 177 73 34 39 465 24!> 
:n South Carolina . .. 54,145 27,239 26,906 14,004 7,124 6, 880 68, 149 34, 363 
32 Tennessee .... .... 42,734 21,260 21 , 474 10,536 5, 230 5, 306 5;3, 270 26,490 
33 T exas •............ 3ti, 263 18, 050 18,213 9, 225 4, 670 4, 535 45,488 ' 22, 7;ZO 
34 Vermont ........ ,. 87 41 46 23 14 9 110 55 
35 Virginia ... ....... 66, 170 33, 055 33, 115 16,313 8,146 8,167 82,483 41,201 
3ti West Virginia .... 2, 282 1, 163 1, 119 517 251 266 2, 799 1, 414 
37 Wisconsin ........ 234 116 118 46 24 22 280 140 
----------------- --------
5 to 9. 
Female. Total. Male. 
------------
39, 053 67, 547 33, 974 
10, 632 15~ 645 7,896 
193 383 201 
517 766 :-!87 
1, 646 2, 960 1, 502 
7, 746 13, 412 6~ 787 
46, 168 79, 091 40,017 
2,127 3, 044 1, 518 
1, 8l0 3, 017 1, 527 
423 625 317 
1, 425 2,137 1, 038 
17,352 31,180 15, 740 
28,792 44, 876 22,372 
73 115 54 
12,928 22,274 11,243 
701 1, 075 522 
789 1, 579 797 
50 62 33 
38, 496 62, 152 31, 037 
8, 810 16, 766 8, 487 
34 65 29 
17 18 11 
24 34 11 
1, 919 3;217 1, 504 
2, 588 4, 556 2, 205 
32,617 54,775 27, 418 
4, 361 7, 548 '3, 774 
22 . 33 19 
3, 883 6, 271 3, 020 
216 364 181 
33,1'86 57,792 29,395 
26, 780 43, 637 22, 014 
22,768 38,345 19,431 
55 67 29 
41, 282 67, 90tl 33,975 
1, 385 2, 277 1, 159 







































































































































































Total of States .. 627,690 314,222 313, 468 157,864 79,722 78,142 785,554 393, 944 391, 610 655,854 329,822 326,032 I, 441, 408 723,766 2 ':.n 
====== ==.~=·-======= ===== ------- ========= ======= ===:=z=::=: =========:: ===~ =:::.=::=::=.=.. ====:=====. ~ 
TABLE C.-PART H.-Prom the United States Census of 1870-Continued. 
Under 4. 4. Under 5. 5 to 9. Under 10. 
Tenitorics. 
Total. Male. Female. Total. I Male. !Female. Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. I Total. Male. Female. 
I 1---l---l---l---l--l--l---l---l---l---'---•---·---·---·---
Arizona .... ·----· 
2 Colorado ..... __ __ . 
3 Dakota .. ........ . 
4 Di~>l. of Columbia. 
5 Itlnho ..... ..... .. . 
6 Montana ..... .... . 
7 Now Mexico·-----
8 Utah .. . ... . .. .. . . . 
9 Washington----· -
10 Wyoming .. ...... . 






























































































































ries .... ..... -- ~ 4, 860 I 2,360 I 2,500 I 1,0071 5081 499 1 5,8671 2,8681 2,9991 3,977 1 1,9731 2,0041 9,844 1 4, 841 I 5,003 
Gu~ttedt s~~~s'. 632, 550 316, 5:· 315, 968 158, 87~ 80,230 78, 641 791, 421 I 396, 812 394, 609 6$9, 831 3-~1, 795 328, 036 1, 451, 252 1 n8, 60--; 722, 645 
States. 
Total. 
1 A lnbama ...... --- -- .. 63,388 
2 Arkansas ..... - ------ 15,762 
3 California --- _ ... ___ .. 385 
4 Couuccticut .......... 945 
5 Dolnwaro . ............ 2, 918 
G l~loritht .... .. __ ....... 12,010 
7 Goor~ia ........... _ .. 74,493 
8 Illinois . . .. ........... 3, 187 
9 lndinua ...... - ....... 3, 006 
10 Iowa· · ---------·--- · · 614 
11 Knnsns .. __ ........ --. 2, 237 
12 K entucky ............ 31,975 
TABLE C.-PART II.-Prorn the United States Census of1870-Continued. 
10 to 14. Under 15. 15 to 17. 
Malo. Female. Total. Male. F emale. Total. Male. Female. 
32,496 30,892 210, 136 10~. 618 103, 518 30,221 14,804 15, 417 
8,166 7, 596 52,848 26,871 25,£177 8,193 4, 056 4,137 
196 189 1,156 590 566 180 87 93 
460 485 2, 701 1, 320 1, 381 575 257 318 
1, 501 1, 417 9,142 4, 621 4, 521 1, 536 806 730 
6, 352 5, 658 40, 953 20,894 20, 059 5, 538 2, 749 2, 789 
38, 159 36,334 246,459 124, 883 121, 57ti 35,562 17, 500 18, 062 
1, 583 1, 604 10,543 5, 286 5, 257 1, 722 860 862 
1, 528 1, 478 9, 607 4, 829 • 4, 778 1, 649 775 874 
296 318 2,154 1,105 1, 049 353 192 161 
1, 088 1,149 7, 216 3, 543 3, 673 1,120 515 G05 




































































13 Louisiana ............ 4~. ~29 21,408 20,921 144,690 72,473 
14 Maine ... ............. 160 97 63 419 222 
15 hla.r_yland ........ .... 22,574 11, 494 11, 080 70,263 35,224 
16 Massachusetts ....... 1, 201 580 621 3, 696 1, 821 
17 Michigan .. .......... I, 485 728 757 4, 605 2, 277 
1tl hlinuosota. ............ 66 31 35 218 104 
19 Mi;;sissippi ........... 59,099 30, 200 28,899 Hl8,tl86 100, 376 
20 Missouri ............ . 17, 133 8, 655 8, 478 51,876 26,309 
21 Nebraska ............. 81 37 44 225 111 
22 Nevada .. ............. 15 9 6 56 26 
23 New Hampshire ...... 57 34 23 134 64 
24 New Jersey .......... 3, 458 1, 779 1, 679 10, 428 5, 207 
25 New York ............ 4, 984 2, 430 2, 554 14, 685 7,192 
26 North Carolina ....... 54, 489 28,162 26, ;{27 174,582 88,281 
27 Ohio .................. 7, 638 3, 919 3, 719 24,051 12, 197 
28 Oregon ... ....... ..... 34 18 16 111 59 
29 Pennsylvania. ........ 6, 960 3, 345 3, 615 20,832 10, 083 
30 Rhode Island ......... 433 217 216 1, 262 647 
31 South Carolina ....... 55,324 28,346 26,978 181,265 92, 104 
32 Tennessee ............ 45,688 2:~, 184 22, 50i! 142, 595 71, G88 
33 Texas ................ 34,239 17,593 16,646 118,072 59,744 
34 Vermont ......... .... 92 52 40 269 136 
35 Virginia ..... ......... 69,352 35,314 34,038 219, 743 110, 490 
36 \Vest Virginia ........ 2, 389 1, 217 1,172 7, 465 3, 790 
37 Wisconsin ... ........ 208 109 99 699 357 
---
Total of States ...... 640, 408 327,057 313, 351 2, 081, 81() 1, 050,823 
======== ===:=-===::::::= =========== ============ ====== 
1 Arizona ........ · ...... ····-------- ------··---· ------------ 2 1 2 Colorado . ...... ..... . 28 12 16 100 49 
3 Dakota ............... 4 2 2 20 7 
4 District of Columbia .. 4,804 2, 230 2, 574 14,391 6, 945 
5 Idaho ....... .. : ...... 1 1 .•.••••.••.. 6 3 
6 Montana ... ......... 6 3 3 31 14 
7 New Mexico .... ..... . 10 6 4 35 21 
8 Utah ................. 11 6 5 44 20 
9 Washington .......... 34 20 14 100 50 
10 Wyoming ............ 5 2 3 18 13 
4, 903 
------------Total of Territories. 2, 282 2, 621 14, 747 7,123 
======= Grand total United ~= ===..:=:::===: :.======::: -----== 
States ............ 645,311 329,339 315,972 2, 096,563 1, 057, 946 
72,217 20, 493 9, 614 10, 879 105, 183 
197 129 70 59 548 
35,039 11,371 5, 400 5, 971 81, 634 
1, 875 782 317 465 4, 478 
2, 328 768 365 403 5, 373 
114 39 27 12 257 
98,510 28,308 13,847 14,461 227,194 
25,567 8, 3~tl 3, 960 4, 368 60,204 
114 47 16 31 272 
30 5 2 3 61 
70 46 24 22 180 
5, 221 1, 952 963 989 12, 380 
7, 493 2, 972 1, 412 1, 560 17, 657 
86, 301 26, 581 13,220 13, 361 201, 163 
11, 854 4, 222 2, 083 2,139 28,273 
52 12 7 ;; 123 
10,749 4, 020 1, 858 2,162 24,852 
615 309 155 154 1, 571 
89,161 26,598 13,016 13,582 207, 863 
70,907 22,462 10,987 11,475 165,057 
58,328 16, 054 7, 737 8, 317 134, 126 
133 62 33 29 331 
109,253 33, 894 16,221 17,673 253,637 
3, 675 1,155 588 567 8, 620 
342 142 73 69 841 
---------
-160, 647f2. 394, 781 1, 030,993 312,965 152,318 
==========- ========== ============ ============ =========== 
1 ............ . .................... ...................... 2 
51 22 7 15 122 
13 6 3 3 26 
7, 446 2, 804 1, 092 1, 712 17, 195 
3 ..••.••••. .. ................. ···-·------- 6 17 4 3 1 35 
14 6 1 5 41 
24 6 3 3 50 
50 12 7 5 112 
5 11 8 3 29 ------------
7, 624 2, 871 1, 124 1, 747 17,618 
=========== .=:-:=-==:== ===:::=:::=:::= ==--==== ====== 







































































































1 .A.la.bama ...... ·----- --
2 .A.rkansas.---------··· 3 California .. __________ _ 
4 Connecticut.-.-----.--
5 Dohtwnro.--------- ·- -
~ gf:~R~a:::::::::~:: :: : 
!l lnui.mn. . ------ ·- -- __ .. 
10 Iown..--------------·- · 
11 Kan!:'l!lS ··------- ----- -
12 Kentucky------·--··· 
13 Louisiana. _____ -. __ ._. 
14 Maino------·-·---- - ·· 
15 Mar.'! land . ___ --- ._ - ... 
16 hlassaclmsctts __ - _- __ . 
17 M!cbigan ____________ _ 
18 hlmnesota ·-- - --· --·-· 
19 Mississippi._.--- ___ . 
20 Missou rL _____ . ______ . 
21 Nebraska. ___________ _ 
22 Nc,·al1n.. ____ -- ·----- __ 
23 New IInmpsbiro . __ . __ 
~~ ~~;~~~sl~J:::::::: : ~:: 
26 North Carolina _. ___ . _ 
27 Ohio .. . ________ _ .. _. _. 
2d Oregon . ______ ....... . 
29 Prnl.1sylvnnia .. .. .... . 
30 Rhotlo Islnnll .. .. __ .. . 
31 SouthCnrolina ...... . . 
32 Tt•Hl10Sseo .. .... ..... . 
3:l 'l'cxa~ ... ..... _. _. _. _ .. 
3·1 Yt•rmout ............. . 
3;> Yirginia ............. . 
36 West \irgiuia ....... . 
37 Wisconsin·-----· ·· · .. 
TABLE c.-PART H.-From the United States Census of 1870-Contiuued. 
18 to 19. Under 20. 20. Under 21. 
Total. Male. Female. Total. Male. F emale. '.rotal. Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. 
] 9 490 9 442 10 048 259 847 130, 864 128, 983 13, 233 4, 990 8, 243 273, 080 135, 854 137, 226 s: 205 2: 521 2: 684 66: 246 33, 448 32, 798 3, 655 1, 443 2, 212 69, 901 34, f391 35, 0~0 
112 48 64 1, 448 725 723 98 58 40 1, 546 783 7o3 
474 222 252 3, 750 1, 799 1, 951 297 133 164 4, 047 ], 932 2, 115 
1, 031 544 487 11, 709 5, 971 5, 738 604 285 319 12, 313 G, 256 6, 057 
3, 945 1, 921 2, 024 50, 436 25, 5!i4 24, 872 2, 857 1, 187 1, 670 53, 293 26, 751 26, 542 
2-2, 700 11, 277 11, 423 304, 721 153, 660 151, 061 15, 248 6, 143 9, 105 319, 969 159, 803 160, 1()6 
1, 294 67!) 615 13, 55!l 6, 825 6, 634 871 413 458 14, 430 7, 238 7, 192 
1, 120 568 552 12, 376 . 6, 172 6, 204 ()33 300 333 13, 009 6, 4 72 6, 537 
305 17() 129 2, 812 1, 473 1, 339 180 83 97 2, 992 1, 556 1, 436 
690 339 351 9, 026 4, 397 4, 629 428 184 244 9, 454 4, 581 4, 873 
9, 738 4, 855 4, 883 123, 077 61, 858 61, 219 5, 434 2, 125 3, 309 ] 28, 511 63, 983 64, 528 
13, 769 6, 423 7, 346 178, 952 88, 510 !)0, 442 !.1, 252 3, 361 5, 891 188, 204 91, 871 96, 333 
106 65 41 654 357 297 50 30 20 704 387 317 
~m ~~ ~m ~~ ~m ~~ ~m ~m ~~ ~m ~~ ~~ 
679 30-l 375 5, 157 2, 442 2, 715 460 187 273 5, G17 2, 629 2, 988 
530 260 270 5, 903 2, 902 3, 001 337 159 178 6, 240 . 3, 061 . 3,179 
57 38 19 314 169 145 35 22 13 349 191 158 
18, 203 8, 758 9, 445 245, 397 122, 981 122, 41() 12, 462 4, !;15 7, 647 257, 859 127, 796 130, 063 
5, 448 2, 632 2, 816 65, 652 32, 901 32, 751 2, 966 1, 245 1, 721 68, 618 34, 146 34, 472 
47 24 23 319 151 168 23 10 13 342 161 181 
9 5 4 70 33 37 4 3 1 74 36 38 
50 35 15 230 123 107 21 15 6 251 138 113 
1, 378 672 70() 13, 758 6, 842 6, 916 77!) 352 427 14, 537 7, 194 7, 343 
2, 300 1, 104 1, 196 19, 957 9, 708 10, 249 1, 736 785 951 21, 693 10, 493 11, 200 
17, 687 8, 697 8, 990 218, 850 110, 198 10::;, 652 10,891 4, 201 6, 690 229,741 114,399 115, 342 
3, 0;)3 1, 444 1, 609 31, 326 15, 724 15, 602 1, 548 747 801 32, 874 16, 471 16, 403 
12 8 4 135 74 61 4 2 2 139 76 63 
3, 092 1, 339 1, 75:1 27, 944 13, 280 14, 664 1, 716 725 991 29, 660 14, 005 15, 655 
217 99 118 1, 788 901 887 1'28 56 72 1, 916 957 959 
17,229 8, 20-l 9, 02:1 225,092 113,324 111,768 12,538 4, 305 8, 233 237, ()30 117,629 120,001 
13, 756 6, 568 7, 188 178, 813 89, 243 89, 57J 9, 100 3, 426 5, 674 187, 9 13 92, 669 95, 244 
9, 830 4, 654 5, 176 143, 956 72, 135 71, 821 6, 634 2, 568 4, 066 150, 590 74, 703 75, 887 
74 36 38 405 205 200 38 23 15 443 228 ~15 
20, 728 9, 517 11, 211 274, 365 136, 228 138, 137 12, 151 4, 309 7, 842 286, 51() 140, 537 145, 979 
826 417 409 9, 446 4, 7!l5 4, 651 467 205 262 9, 913 5, 000 4, 913 
112 77 35 953 507 446 66 40 26 1, 019 547 472 







































1 Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 Colorado.............. 3:3 20 13 155 76 79 17 12 ··········5· 172 88 84 
3 Dakota .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 4 33 13 20 9 4 5 42 17 25 
4 District of Columbia.. 1, 911 705 1, 206 19,106 8, 742 10, 364 1, 112 312 800 20,218 9 054 11 164 
5 Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 1 8 4 4 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 10 ' 4 ' 6 
6 Montana...... . . . . . . .. 5 3 2 40 20 20 6 4 2 46 24 22 
7 NewMcxico.......... 7 4 3 48 26 22 ? 5 2 55 3l 24 
8 Utah .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 5 3 2 55 26 29 3 1 2 58 27 31 
9 Washington .. .. . . . . .. 6 5 1 ll8 62 56 4 4 ... . . . . .. . .. 122 66 56 
10 Wyoming............. 10 6 4 39 27 12 13 10 3 52 37 15 
Total of Territories . -1,986 \- 750_ -~,236 1~04 - 8,997 10,607 -1,174- 353 - 82l ~0,778_ -9,350 -11,428 
Grand total United I 




















T.\DLl~ D.-.Ftom tho United States Census of 1870, showing fo1' eaoh State and Territory the numbm· of the population te~~ years old and over unable to 1·ead, ~ 
Ol and the number, pa1·entage, moe, age, and sex of those ten yem·s old and over unable to wrtte. 
0':> 
Cannot 
Cannot write-persons ten years of age and upward. read. 
rn 





~>-.I> States. l':lo ~ 
0 a;.'d 0 
21 and over. p;j 
# +>>=l q 10 to 15. 15 to 21. j/ 
rn<:~ 
ell >=l t-3 >=lcD b.O '. Ob.() 
~ ~ ':;) <n(lj ~ 
0 ~~ 0 (lj 0 Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female. 
~ 
E-i izi ~ 
8 ·-----·--···"··-----··----' 349,771 383,012 382,142 870 13,214 11, 016 9, 642 9, 757 17,429 31,001 P:l 111,799 133,339 133,043 296 7, 985 6, 814 6, 703 7, 213 13,610 21,770 ~ 24,877 31,716 9, 520 22,196 }092 849 1,179 839 12,362 9, 837 19, 680 29, 616 5, 678 23,938 ,339 1,191 1, 266 1, 444 8, 990 13,683 c 19,356 23,100 20,631 2, 469 1, 045 8::!3 718 652 3, 466 4, 566 0 66, 238 71,803 71,235 568 2, 691 2, 392 2,146 2,199 3, 876 5, 600 ;s: 418,553 468, 593 467,503 1, 090 19, 843 16,654 1:~. 101 12,911 21,899 40,531 ;s: 86,368 133, 584 90,595 42,989 6, 562 5,303 7, 208 6, 893 40,801 56,857 ~ 76, 634 127, 124 113,185 13, 939 5, 582 4, 779 7, 325 7, 093 36, 331 57,651 rn. 24,115 45,671 24, 979 20, 69\l a, 401 2, 457 2, 044 1, 636 14, 782· 19,825 rn. 
~ 16, 369 24,550 20,449 4,101 1, 4!!1 1, 099 1, 311 908 5, 994 (l, 175 0 249, 567 332, 176 324,945 7, 231 31,752 26,014 18,724 18,036 43,826 62,725 z 257, 184 276,158 268,773 7,385 7,130 6, 395 4, 710 4, 926 12,048 15,540 t_:.j 13,486 19,052 7, 986 11,066 1, 782 1, 368 1, 247 1,186 6, 516 6, 775 p;j 114,100 135,499 126,907 8, 592 4, 274 3, 65::1 • 3, 022 3, 077 13,344 19,422 74, 935 97,742 7, 912 89,830 2, 215 2,144 3, 013 4,394 30,920 52,890 0 34,613 53, 127 .22, 547 30, i80 4, 728 3, 294 2, 973 2,125 17,543 17,986 ~ 12, 747 24,413 5, 558 18,855 2,122 1, 680 1, 014 975 8, 041 10, 109 291, 718 313, 310 312,483 827 8,174 6, 555 5, 447 4, 749 9, 357 13,746 tr:l 146, 771 222,411. 20li, 827 15,584 27,509 21,864 14, 755 12,731 34,780 50,124 t! 2, 365 4, 861 3, 552 1, 309 1,167 809 317 212 956 1, 169 " q 727 872 98 774 8 15 20 10 474 126 a 7, 618 9, 9:26 1, 992 7, 934 456 377 712 700 3, 361 4, 225 ~ 37,037 54, 687 29,7:26 24,961 2, 987 2, 546 2,113 2, 309 14,515 21,916 t-3 163,501 239,271 70,702 168,569 10,772 9,127 8,138 10,435 73,208 116,744 ~ 339,789 397,690 397, 573 117 20,240 18, 407 15, 384 16,527 33,111 62,7::18 0 92,720 173,172 134, 102 39, 070 15,064 11,372 8, 568 7, 491 41, 439 68,449 ~ 2, 609 4, 427 3, 003 1, 424 572 388 161 109 1, 085 1, 096 131,728 222,356 .126, 803 95,553 5, 735 4, 953 8, 504 9, 655 61, 350 116,261 15, 416 21,921 4, 444 -17, 477 1, 289 1,195 1, 090 1, 383 5, 922 10,152 265,892 290,379 289,726 "653 7, 2!:J9 6, 375 5, 411 5, 691 12,490 17,901 290,549 364,697 362, 955 1, 742 20,887 17,991 15,962 17, 349 37,713 68,825 189,423 221,703 203,334 18,369 11,171 8, 748 7,144 6, 482 17, 505 19,845 15,185 17,706 3, 902 13,804 1, 035 815 1, 317 1,105 6, 867 6, 445 
351 Virginia. ...••.••••••.•••••.•••.. 
36 West Virginia ....••. 































4, 438, 206_1 5, 552, 488_1 4, 791, 935 · 1=--=760, ~-1_287, 0921 __ 238, 416 .I 202, 0~1 201,9451 726,3751 1, 120,261 
1 .Arizona .......••..•.. : . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 690 2, 753 262 2, 491 1771 122 242 254 1, 167 767 
2 Colorado • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 6, 297 6, 823 6, 568 255 483 487 498 717 2, 305 2, 074 
3 Dakota............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 249 1, 563 758 805 56 58 44 47 403 306 
4 District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 22, 845 28, 719 26, 501 2, 218 366 293 150 311 1, 214 2, 542 
5 Idaho . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 293 3, 388 138 3, 250 17 19 9 19 315 107 
6 Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 667 918 394 524 69 36 2~ 29 399 81 
7 New Mexico...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 836 52, 220 49, an 2, 909 4, 530 4, 893 3, 956 5, 734 14, 892 17, 135 
9 Washington....................... • • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 018 1, 307 804 503 71 58 44 34 •137 179 
8 Utah._......................................... 2, 515 7, 363 \ 3, 334 4, 029 1, 539 1, 289 523 429 1,137 2,180 
10 Wyoming . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 468 602 266 336 22 19 14 14 326 86 
Tot&! .............•....................... -89,878 105, 656 I 88, 336 17, 320 I 7, 330 -· -7,274 -5,509 -7,588-22,595 ---;;, 457 



















TABLE D.-Fmrn the United States Census of 1870-Continued_. 
Cannot write-persons ten years of age and upward. 
Colored. Chinese.* Indian. 
States. 10 to 15. 15 to 21. 21 ancl over. 10 to 15. 15 to 21. I 21 ancl over. I 10 to 15. 15 to 21. 21andover. 




I I o5 I I o5 I I a.) I I o5 I I 
0 
I I 
0 2 ~ (ij aS ~ ci c; ci ~ cO ~ ci '"; Q "; <15 ~ ci ~ s 'i 13 <11 8 <11 8 ~ 8 cti 13 <11 s cti s <11 8 <11 s 
z - -~-__£__~_.__£__~ _ __£_~_£_~_£_~_5_~_5_~ ~ ~ ~ 



































351 Virginia ....... ---·--·-----·---~ 29,723 27,710 26,161 31,047 97,908 109,687 ------~------ ______ ...... 1 ·----- 51 10 9 1 11 37 46 
36 W~stVi:ginia............ .. ... 861 804 84~ 860 3,186 3,44; .. .... ------ ----·· ______ ·----· ______ -----· ...... ------ ~ -·--·· -----· ------
37 \ VlSCOnSIIL .• - .•. . -.- ...• --. . . . 12 7 2;) 16 185 ll;J . ...... ---- . .. •.. - ....... _ •.....• _.. 24 11 18 20 59 104 
Total. _____ . __ .. __ _ .. ____ . 242, 093 226, 3:.!6 2Js, 871 """211, 212 _85•1, 422 . 93s, 436 JA413"" 532 "163 2, 693 395 538"\ 451 "565 682 2, 159 2, 625 
-====== -========= ======== ======.= ======== =-==== =-= ====== ====== ======= ======·===== ======= ==== ========= ...::::=: ==:::::=::. :..==:= 
1 Arizona .---- . . --------·------· ............ .... .. ....... .............. .. ................ 1 .......... .......... ............ ----- · 5 ------ 1 2 2 4 4 5 
2 Colorado .. - ...... _. - _ ...... _ .. 4 4 13 14 63 48 ----- - ------ 9 11 18 23 7 45 
3 Dakota ... _--.--.- . . .. - .. --- --- 1 1 3 8 6 12 ......... .. ·--- -- ---- -- ·-- --- ------ ------ '64 73 58 70 147 2G6 
4 District of Columbia . _. __ . . -- . !)72 1,160 1,117 2, 238 7, 599 10, 757 ------ ........... ......... ------ . .. . ..... -- ---- ------ ..... .. . .. ------ ------ .. .. ........ ------
5 I<labo ··----- ----·· ---··-· ··-·· 1 ·------. -. 1 1 4 9 26 .......... 295 15 2, 471 65 1 2 1 6 4 
6 Montana . __ ___ ---- -- .... _ . ... . 2 2 2 13 34 15 4 ·----- 12 ------ 103 10 1 3 5 9 13 47 
7 Xew Mexico.······------ ...... ·, 5 4 7 11 58 24 ------ --- --- -- ---· .......... ....... .... ------ 140 14.6 110 187 81 307 
8 Utah . ......................... 2 1 1 8 10 6 . --- - - 54 2 149 4 5 2 6 11 2 3 
9 ;;~;:fi~~::::::::::::::::::: 2 2 4 2 
15 9 ------ ------ . ........ .......... . .......... ------ 8 7 14 !)0 70 261 
10 ] --------- · 3 ................. . 33 12 ------ ------ 15 1 18 ----- - ------ 3 2 5 6 22 
Total.--------------------~ 990 I 1, 1741 1,150 I 2,2881 7,8211 10, 896 1 36 J· -···· J 37611812,746 1 791 229 1 247 1 217 1 400 I 3361 900 
Grand totaL-- -_ ... --- : --- - 243, 083 227, 510 23~, 021 273, 500 862, 243 946, 332 180 I= 13 1=908 18l5, 439 474 767 69S 78Z 1, o82 2, 495 3, 525 
*It would appear that some assistant marshals committed the fault of returning as illiterate the Chinese who could not write English, alth(mgb they were able to read and 





















TABLE E.-Prom the United States Oenstts of 1870, showing fm: e~ch State and Ter~·ito?'Y the popula~ion and mtmber of illiterates at vm·ious ages, and the P_C'r- (!:> O":l centage of tlhteracy to populatwn of cm·respondtmg age. 0 
[NOTE.-The columns in this table marked *** were computed and inserted by the United States Bureau of Education.] 
Per cent. of illiterates, ~ 
Illiterates, 10 and over. 10 and over, to total Poeulation, 10-21. 
~ 
Total population, 10 and over. population of same ~ 
0 
state. age. ~ 
~ 
Total. Male. I Female. I Total. Male. I Female. I Total./ Male. /Female., Total. ~~~Female. 0 
~ 
8 
1 Alabama . ........ .. ................. . 706,802 340,984 365, 818 383,0121 181, 332 201, fi80 54.19 53.18 55. 13 280,428 137, 669 142, 759 ~ 2 Arkansas ............................ 341, 737 175, 194 166, 543 133, 339 63, 206 70,13:3 39.02 36.08 42. 11 140,787 71, 111 69, 676 t?;j 
3 California ............................ 430, 444 283, 740 146,704 31, 716 18,' 443 13, 273 7. 37 G. 50 9. 05 103, 071 56,055 47,016 
4 Connecticut ..... : .................... 425, 896 209, 120 216, 776 29, 616 12,383 17,233 6. 95 5. 92 7. 95 117,583 58,705 58,878 0 
5 Delaware ............................ 92,586 46,274 46, 312 23, 100 10, 973 12,127 24.95 23.71 26.19 32, 101) 16, 239 15, 870 0 
6 Florida . . ............................ 131, 119 6;\, 673 65, 446 71 , 803 34, 671 37~ 132 54.76 52.79 56.74 51, 497 25, 764 25,7::13 ~ 7 GP.orgia .............................. 835, 929 401,547 434,382 468, 593 220, OGO 248,533 56.06 54.80 57.22 332,107 163, 907 168,290 ~ 8 Illinois ........ , , ..................... 1, 809, 606 946, 717 862, 889 133, 584 59, 500 74, 084 7. 38 6. 29 8. 59 638, o:n 321, 444 316,593 H 
9 Indiana .................. . ........... 1, 197, 936 612, 832 585, 104 127, 124 53,359 73, 71l5 10.61 8. 71 12.61 446, 605 224, 590 222,015 UJ. 
10 Iowa .................................. 837,959 445, 064 392, tl95 45, G71 20,965 24, 706 5. 45 4. 71 6. 29 302,210 154,329 14'1, 881 UJ. H 11 Kansas .............................. 258,051 148, 152 109, 8[)9 24,550 12, 505 12, 045 9. 51 8. 44 10.96 82,726 42, 472 40,254 0 12 t:~i~;r: ::::: .·:::::: ::::::::::::::: 930, 136 466, 762 463, 374 332, 176 157,251 174, 925 35.71 33.69 37.62 354,753 177,286 177,467 z 13 526,392 261, 170 265,222 276,158 133, 586 142,572 52.46 51.15 53.75 182, 062 86,983 95,079 t?;j 
14 Maine ............................... 493, 847 245, 704 248,143 19, 052 9, 646 9, 406 3. 86 3. 93 3. 79 149, 956 75, 881 74,075 ~ 15 Maryland ............................ 575, 439 281,294 294, 145 135, 499 61 ,983 73, 516 23.55 22.03 24. 91) 197,363 96, 549 100,814 
16 Massachusetts .................... . .. 1, 1()0, 666 554, 886 605, 780 97,742 37, 085 60,657 8. 42 6. 68 10. 01 . 322, 731 156,713 166, 018 0 17 ~i~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::: 873,763 460, 408 413,355 53, 127 27,389 25,738 6. 08 5. 95 6. 22 285, 009 144,464 140,545 ~ 18 305, 568 1G7, 456 138, 112 2'!. 413 11, 412 13, OU1 7. 99 6. 81 9. 41 103,337 52,717 50,620 
19 ~~:~~~r-~~ _. _. _.::: ~:::::::::::::::::: : 581,206 288,185 2113, 021 313, :no 151,265 162,045 53.91 52.49 55.30 228,306 113,210 115,096 t?;j 20 1, 205, 568 632,179 573,389 222,411 105, 775 116,636 18.45 16.73 20.34 445, 614 223,963 221,651 t:1 21 Nebraska ................... .' .•...... 88,265 52,588 35, 677 4, 861 2, 574 2, 287 5. 51 4. 89 6. 41 26, 105 13,506 12, 5!19 q 
22 Nevada .............................. 36, 655 29, 4SO 7, 225 872 702 170 2. 38 3. 39 2. 34 4, 411 2, 489 1, 922 0 
23 
~:: ~~:?~:~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~: ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~: :: ~ ~: 260,426 126.353 134, 073 9, 926 4, 5tll 5, 345 3. 81 3. 63 3. 99 70,225 35,331 34,924 ~ 24 680, 687 335, 819 344, 868 54,687 23,411 31, 276 8. 03 6. 97 !). 07 211,173 103,956 107,217 8 25 3, 378,959 1, 658, 504 1, 720, 455 239,271 97,044 142,227 7. 08 5. 85 8. 27 1, 023, 161 497,763 525, 398 H 
26 North Carolina ...................... 769,629 365,528 404,101 397, G!JO 180, ~42 217,348 51.67 49.34 5:l. 79 297, 181 147, 715 149, 466 0 
27 Ohio ......... ......... ............ . _. 1, 953,374 976, 588 976, 786 173, 172 75,257 97,9 15 8. 86 7. 'i1 10.03 G79, 840 335,686 344,154 ~ 
28 Oregon ....................... ... .... 64, 685 39, 861 24,824 4, 427 2, 687 1, 740 6. 84 6. 74 7. 01 21,745 11, 244 10, !'\01 
29 ~~~~!Yi:ta~i~ :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: 2, 597,809 1, 292,518 1, 305,291 222,356 82,469 139, 887 8. 56 6. 38 10.72 864,036 42G, 635 437,401 30 173,751 l:l2, 824 90,927 21, 921 8, G87 13,234 12.62 10.49 14.55 49,385 24,072 25,313 
31 South Carolina ....................... 503,763 241,492 262,271 290,379 137,266 1.33, 113 57.64 56.84 58.34 191, 704 93,440 98,264 
32 Tennessee ........................... 890,872 436,154 454,718 364,697 163, 215 201,482 40.94 37.42 44.31 347,877 172,954 174, 923 
S3 •.rexas . ............................... 57t, 075 297, 356 273, 719 221, 703 110,562 111,141 38.82 37.18 40.60 226, u17 113,262 113,355 
34 Vermont ............................. 258,751 129,248 129,503 17,706 9, 286 8, 420 6. 84 7.18 6. 50 75,674 38, 440 37,234 




Compilrd. from 9th Cens11s . 
S 
E s s 1 
p 0 5 
. I 
0 ~ s 
11 ~2·20 1/ 
I/ 2f:J/J /j 
Lf0:59 1/ 
GO andover 

















;f~J!ifi~-i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : 
890,056 427,455 
308, •124 15-l, 234 
751,704 391,603 
--------
Total of States .................. 27, 89f.J, 5:35 14, 070,896 
:.:...::..::::::.== == 
.Arizona .............................. 8, 237 6,148 
Uolorado ............................. ' 30, 349 19,931 
Da.kota .............................. 10,640 7, 047 
District of Uolumbia ................ 100,453 46, ()52 
Idaho ................................ 13, 189 11,270 
Montana ............................. 18,170 15, 517 
New Mexico ..... . ................... 66,464 34,415 
Utah .............................. _ .. 56,515 28,729 
~ ;~llj;]~~~~-::: ~ ~:::: ~::::: ~::::::::: 17, 334 
11, ()11 
8, 059 6, 650 
---------
Total of Territories............. 329, 410 187, 970 




















13, 970, 079 
445, 8!l3 211,330 234,563 50.10 49.44 50.77 
81,490 3U, 581 44,906 2(). 42 23.72 29.12 
55, 441 25,767 29,674 7. 38 6. 58 B. 24 
---------------------
_5, 552, 4<38 2, 554, 553 2, !)97, 935 19.90 18.15 21.61 
==== ---
2, 753 1, 59!) 1,154 3~. 42 26.01 55.24 
6, 823 3, 400 3, 423 22.48 17.06 -32.86 
1, 563 782 781 14.69 11.10 21.74 
28,719 11,418 17,301 28.59 24.47 32.16 
3, 3<38 3,148 240 25.69 27.93 12.51 
918 673 245 5. 05 4.34 9. 2:3 
52,220 23,779 ~8, 441 78.57 69.10 88.74 
7, 363 3, 431 3, 932 13.0:3 11.94 14.15 
1, 307 665 642 7. 54 5. 73 11.22 
602 440 162 7. 47 6. 62 11.50 
-------------------
105, 656 49,3::35 !'i6, 321 32.07 26.25 39. 8\! 
----
5, 658,144 2, 603,888 3, 054,256 20.04 18.26 21.87 




9, 597, B90 4, 770,118 
-==-====-----
1, 512 795 
7, 061 3, 633 
2, 571 1, 32:3 
30, 168 13,323 
1, 563 947 
1,836 1, 087 
2:3,679 11,082 
21,303 10,686 











































'l'AULB E.-From the Uniteci States Census of i B70-Continucei. (.'.) 
OJ 
t,:) -·-- . I 
Per cent. of illiterates, 
JUale adults. 
I 
Female adults. illiterates, 10-21. 10-21, to population of I 
I 
same age. 
~ Blnlo. . 
trj 
I Female. I Total. I Male. I Female. I Total No. I Illitorn,tes.l Per cent. I Total No. I Illiterates. I Per cent. 1-0 :rota!. I Malo. 0 
~ 
H 
*" * * * * * * * * * * ~-
1 Alnbama ... ............................. 145, 189 72,870 72, 319 51.97 52.93 50.66 203, 315 108,462 53.35 223,059 129, 361 57.99 0 
" .ArloUISHS ...•.•.••••..•.•••.•.•.•....... 51, 577 25,911 25, 666 36: 63 36.44 36.84 104,083 37, 295 35.83 96, 867 44, 467 43.91 hj 
3 California . .............................. 5, 353 3,182 2,171 5.19 5. 68 4. 62 227,685 15, 261 6. 70 99, 688 11, 102 11. 14 
H 4 Connecticut ............................. 5. 590 2, 759 2, 83 1 4. 75 4. 69 4. 81 150, 415 9, 624 6. 40 157, 898 14,402 9.12 
5 Dolnwaro .............................. . 7, 098 3, 742 3, 356 22.11 2:3.04 21.15 30, 035 7, 231 24. o·s 30, 442 8, 771 28.81 p:: 
6 l!~loritla ................................. 27,464 13, 984 l:l, 480 53.33 54.28 52.38 39, 909 20,687 51. 84 39,713 23,652 59.56 t:r.l 
7 Gcor§:r ia ............ . .................... 193,240 97, 603 93, 6:{5 58.17 59.55 56.83 237, 640 122,455 51.53 266,092 152,898 57.46 
8 Illinois ................................. 27,865 14, 725 13, 140 4. 37 4. 58 4.15 625,273 44,775 7.16 546,296 60,944 11. 16 0 
!) ln!liana. ................................. 26,702 13, 816 12,886 5. 98 6.15 5. 80 388,242 39,543 10.09 363,089 60, 879 16.77 0 
t;;;; 10 Iowa. .................................... 9, 754 5, 548 4, 206 3. 23 3. 59 2. 84 290,735 15,417 5. 30 245,014 20, 500 8. 37 ~ 11 Kansas ... ... .... ........ . .............. G, 461 3, 611 2, 850 7. 81 8. 50 7. 08 105, 680 8, 894 8. 42 69,645 9,195 13.20 ~ 12 t;~i~~~T·:.·: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 144,435 75, 530 68, 905 40.71 42.60 38.83 289, 476 81,721 28". 23 . 2i'l5, 907 106. 020 37.08 H 13 92,253 44,766 47, 487 50. C7 51.47 49.94 174, 187 88, 820 50.99 170, 148 95; os5 55.89 l/2 l/2 14 "lr:tino ......................... . ........ 5, 633 3, 061 2, 572 3. 76 4. 03 3. 47 169, 823 6, 585 3. 88 174, OtiS 6, 834 3. 01 H j;) Maryland ............................... 43,024 21,514 21, 510 21.80 22. 28 21.34 184, 745 40, 469 21. 91 193, 331 52,006 26. DO 0 16 Mussaclmsetts .......................... 12,036 5, :~39 6, 717 3. 74 3. 41 4. 05 398, 173 31,746 7. 97 439,762 53, 940 12.27 z 17 ~{~~~~~~a::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 14, 365 8, 314 6, 051 5. 04 5. 76 4. 31 315, 944 19.075 6. 04 272,810 19, 687 7. 22 t:J 18 5, 929 ::!, 217 2, 712 5. 74 ti. 10 5. 36 114,739 8:195 7.14 871,492 10,289 1. 18 ~ HI ~:::~~:.r.~~:::::: _·:::::::::::::::::::::: 121,829 GO, 981 60,848 53.36 53.87 52.87 174, 975 90,284 51. 60 177,925 101, 197 56.88 20 98,903 52,987 45,916 22.19 23.66 20.71 408,216 52,788 12.93 351,738 70,720 20.11 0 21 Nebraska ... ............................ 2, 579 1, 522 1, 057 9. 88 11.27 8. 39 30,082 1, 052 2:69 23,078 1, 230 5. 33 hj ~2 Novad!l ................................. 81 52 29 1. 84 2. 09 1. 51 26, 941 650 2. 41 5, 303 141 2. 66 23 Now IInmpshiro ........................ 2, 270 1,182 1, 088 3. 23 3. 35 3.12 91,0:22 3, 399 3. 73 99,149 4, 257 4. 29 t:J 21 ~~~ ~0~~~: ::::: :~:::::::: : ·:::~~: :::::: 11, 863 6, 014 5, 849 5. 62 5. 79 5. 46 231, 863 17,397 7. 50 ~37, 651 25,427 ]0. 70 tJ ~5 40,444 19, 884 20,560 3. 95 3. 99 3. 91 1, 116, 741 77,160 6. 91 1, 195, 057 1~1. 667 10.18 d :.!H North Carolina ......................... / 156,640 78,426 78,214 52.71 53.09 52.33 217, 813 101, 916 46.79 254,635 139, 134 54 64 0 :!i Ohio . ................................... 47r663 26,283 21, 380 7. 01 7. 83 6. 21 640,902 48,974 7. 64 632,632 76,535 12.10 f> 
~ 1 1:~~:;~i~~~(f: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 334 802 532 6.13 7.13 5. 07 28, 617 1, 885 6. 59 14,323. 1, 208 8. 43 H 31, 513 15,359 16, 15<1 3. 65 3. 60 3. 69 865,883 67,110 7. 75 867, 890 123,733 14.26 H 0 5, 119 2, 469 2, 650 10.37 10.26 10.47 58,752 6, 218 10.58 65, fi14 10, 584 16.13 
~ :ll ~onth Carolina .......................... 111,202 53,935 57,267 58.01 57.72 58.28 148,052 83,331 56.28 164,007 95,846 58.44 :.1:2 'l'cnncsseo ...................... : . . ..... 138,959 69, 558 69,401 39.94 40.22 89.68 263,200 93, 657 as. 58 279,795 1:i2, 081 . 47. 21 :l:.l To:-ms ...... .. ...... .......... .. ... . ..... 89, 404 45, 743 43,661 39.45 40.39 38.52 184,094 6~. 819 35.21 160,364 67,480 42.08 
j~ I ~rr~i~1t~~~~;~ :::::: : :: : : : ::: : : ·: : : : : : : : : 4, 307 2, 372 1, 935 5. 69 6.17 5. 20 90, 808 6, 914 7. 61 92,269 6, 4.85 7. O:l 170,217 85,7:38 84,479 52.65 54.19 51.17 269,242 125,592 46.65 ' 297, 512 150,084 50. 4:) 35,136 18,217 16,919 2!-l. 90 30.04 28.87 95,317 18,367 19.27 95,581 27,987 20.28 
----1-------1---l--l-___ 1 ____ ~5, 159 1 I --,-----1----·-----·----·---
14, 671 7, 886 6, 785 5. 40 5. 78 5. 02 17,881 7. Ol 225,028 22,889 10.17 37 I Wisconsin- -----------
Total of States .. ................. .! 1,908,1221 968,904 I 939,218 I 19.87 I 20.31 19. 45 I 9, 300, 778 I 1, 585, 649 11. 05 I 9, ooo, 867 I 2, 058, 717 22.87 
~ I &~?~~~ili> :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~: ~: : : : : : : : : : 804 422 382 53. 19 53.08 53.28 5, 353 1, 177 21.98 l, 372 772 56.27 2, 281 1, 025 1, 256 32.30 28.21 36.64 16,298 2, 375 14.57 6, 990 2, l67 31.00 
Dakato ........................... ..... . 483 226 257 18.78 17.00 20.59 5, 724 556 9. 71 2, 345 524 22.:30 
District of Columbia .................... G, 607 2, 605 4, 002 21.90 19. 55 23.76 ?3, 329 8, 813 26.44 36,956 13,299 35. !)8 
5 I1lnho ... ... ---- ------------------------- 407 352 55 26.04 37.17 8. 93 10, 323 2, 796 27.15 1, 303 185 14.1\J 
ll 1\lou tan a ... _ ....... _ ... _ ... _ ............ 216 124 92 11.77 11.41 12.28 14, 430 549 3. 80 1, 904 153 8. 04 
7 New Mexico . _. __ . . _ .............. _ .. _ .. 19, 7Z3 8, 748 10,975 83.29 78.94 87.12 23,333 15, O::ll 64.42 19,452 17,466 89.79 
8 Utah ...... ------------------·----------- 3, 870 2,135 1, 735 18.16 19.98 16.34 18, 043 1, 296 7. 20 17,169 2,197 12.79 
!l ~ ~~:i~~~~- ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::: : ~::::: 336 143 193 7. 54 6.14 0. 06 9, 2B3 522 5. 62 ::!, 502 449 12.50 JO !)9 57 42 10.96 10.49 11. b6 6,107 ::!83 6. 27 1, 049 120 11.44 
------------------- ·---------------
- .--37, 332 ~-4o. 52 Total of T errliol'ics ........ _...... ::!4, 826 15, 837 18, 989 36. 64 34. 62 313. 51 142, 223 33, 4!18 23.55 92,132 


















T "\Hr.r: F.- Pu:1· I.-Frnm tlte United Slates Census of 1870, showing for each State and Tm"'·itm·y the nurnbm· of universities, of colleges, of academics, a.11cl 
of schools of law, the ?Wmlm· and sex of ·instructors and pupils, and the incorne from vw··ious souTces. 
1); o n:.-l~ad1 nui ,·rrsity lllls h<'CU trcatcfl ns a group of classical and professional or technical schools. Its statistics have been twice inserted: once in parts distributed among 
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.A.labnmn.. ·-·------ -- -- · -- ---- ...... -- ...... ------ ·--·-- -------- ----·--· ---------- ---------- ............ ... 8 • 42 21 496 530 $31,500 ---------- en, ~00 2 Arlmusas .... ------ .... -------------- ------ --- --- ------ -------· -------- ---------- ---------- ---------· 3 8 2 125 110 7, 700 3 Caliioru ia _ ............... _ ........... 2 15 3 185 65 $57,600 $112,376 $5,000 J.7 108 48 2, 032 1, 014 58,200 $113, 876 423, 810 
4 C.:onm'clicut. ---- - ... - .. ------.---.--. 1 64 ------ 756 -------- 62,554 8,100 64,407 3 46 ---· 765 ·---·-·· 70, 421 ---------· G4, 222 5 Dela wnro . _ ... .. --- ----- - . - - - - - .. --- . ------ ·----- ·----· ---- ·--· ·------- --------- · ---------- --------- - 2 7 8 17 120 ---------- ·--------- 18, 350 (j l~lorid:t .. ___ .... --: .. -----.----- . .. --. ·----- -------- -- ---- ----7 GC'orp:ia --------- --------·----------· 3 t8 379 1(), coo 15, 600 28 77 56 973 1 620 36,350 75 112, 441 
8 Illinois.---- - .-- --- ---- --- - ------·---- (j 53 3 1,129 148 45,623 27,508 26 190 33 3, 930 I 727 109, 210 25,000 136,855 
9 Intllnnn. ---- .. ---- -- ... --- .... ----- ... 6 66 7 1, 428 239 32,800 17,700 17,050 16 115 28 2, 431 671 •18 520 17, 700 96, 030 
10 Iowa .. ...... -·-· · --------·---··----· 1 3::! 3 225 178 20,000 10, 000 21 109 30 1, 685 1, 376 54: 000 10,000 37,950 
ll J\:nnsns . ...... - .. -- . . --.--- .. --.------ 2 12 1 124 168 713 11, 670 7, 533 5 24 3 260 229 2, 604 11,670 47,457 
12 t;.~\~;~~~: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::::::::::::::::::: 2 33 1, 092 30, 000 10, 000 25, GOO 42 119 104 3, 395 2, 469 180, 831 3, 999 246,607 1:1 2 42 7 834 326 29,500 78,000 2, 950 8 84 16 1, 139 428 31,750 82,300 36,144 H 1\lninr .... ·---- .. ---·- __ ... ___ . __ _ .•. . 1 7 68 10,726 3, 639 4 26 1 295 1 23,226 24,000 11,639 
15 ~Inr_yluml ... . -- --------- ~----- ------- 2 1!J 230 16, 000 19 121 2 1, 782 372 6, 800 20,200 233,427 lG Mas!lnt'lmsotts . .. - ...... -- -. - - . ------ 1 76 1,107 160, 624 94, 520 6 137 1, 290 231, 065 177, 061 17 ).lichigan __ .......................... 1 33 ------ 1, 040 32 37,000 15, 000 23,000 9 66 22 1,122 582 55,442 6, 464 36,999 18 1\Iinncsota ..... -- .. --.--- .. -----.----. 2 14 . 4 261 148 16,000 24,000 4 27 4 . 376 148 ---------- 16, 000 36, 600 1!l ~t::~~~:.r~)~: ~::::: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~:::::::::::: 1 10 ------ 200 ------- · 11,500 20, 000 8, 000 18 3~ 32 500 792 11,500 22,700 46, 500 ~0 2 40 17 769 200 17,646 7, 003 81,40,1 37 179 82 3, 483 2, 584 39,946 8,120 275, 78!) 21 Ncbrnslut. .. ___ ... _______ .. ___ .. _. _. __ ·----- ------ ------ -------- -------- 1 4 1 26 ---- ---- ................... ---------· 8, 000 2~ N cYad:t . _ ... _ .. __ . _ .. __ .... __ ... ____ . ......... ------ -----· . . .... .... . -------- ------ ---- --------- - ---------- ·--·---· ·--·---· ---------· -----·---· !!:J Ncwiiamptlhiro ............................ ______ ------ ________________ .................... --------- · 1 29 289 -- -----· 9, 000 .............. . 20,000 211 New.J(•t·soy ....... ................... ------------------ ---·---- -------- --------- · -------------------- 4 58 553 94 12,000 83,159 1' I 'S,. y ~· ..... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 93 " 1. ,, 312 "'· ,, 1. 401 ,,, • ,,. 24 335 77 4, 492 1, 034 582,279 133, 805 677,475 
~~ TI!~l~~~~~~·~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: i 5~ ----~- 1'~:~ ----~~r ---~~:~~~- ::::~·:~~~~ 3!:~1~ ~2 60 31 694 832 · 5, 820 3, 000 85, 470 33 238 30 4, 596 1, 587 144, fi74 155,4.80 6 16 10 420 :319 14,900 170 10, 580 




































30 Rhode Islaml. .......••• . ..........••. 1 11 203 ............ 30,000 .................... 15,150 1 11 ---· 203 - ... ---- 30, 000 . . -- -- - -. - . 15,150 
:u South Carolina ....................••. 2 9 2 145 75 5, 000 ---- -----· 8, 000 9 40 18 480 275 16, 000 4, 500 34, :~oo 
3:2 Tennessee ........•..........•.....••. 8 52 10 1, 311 255 24,360 2, 500 53,400 51 140 86 3, 082 2, 497 63,540 4,110 221,300 
:1:~ 'l'oxas .....•.•............•........... 1 6 ------ 129 ............... 
. 400 - --.. - - . --~ 4, 400 b4 16 2 319 105 400 ---------· 14, 100 
:H Vermont ..••.•..............•.•..•.•. 1 15 ·----- 115 -------- 1, 200 8,164 8, 500 3 19 ---- 155 -------· 8, 550 3, 203 9, 498 
35 YiJ.·I!:iDia. .•..••...............•••••.... 1 27 ·----- 475 .............. 7, 800 13,000 68,000 c14 93 20 1, 535 562 25,626 17,250 160, 453 
36 West Virginia ....................... 1 11 170 -------· 6, 000 22,800 1, 200 . 6 31 18 599 691 13,500 22,800 22,000 
37 "Wisconsin ........................... 3 27 10 532 293 4, 200 18, 134 33,763 12 62 37 1, 439 948 30, 603 13,823 116,874 
78 953 109 16, 564 2, 843 873, 939 396, 348 1, 062, 935 500 2, 918 922 48, 575 24, 017 2, 255, 167 582, 265 4, 166, 143 
= ===== = ==== == ======= =-========== === ======= ====== ~ ==== ========= ======== ==---====-==== -======== 
.Arizona. ..................•...................•......... - ---- ... - . .. . ... ---·------ ---·--- ... ------ - --- --- - -- ------ ---- --- -- · ·· ··· · -- - - ······ ---- -·····- --· --- - ---- - -
~I E~~f,f~:
0
oi~c:~l~{~~~i~~:::~~~:::~::::::: ~:::~~ :::~~: ::::~: ::i,:6i~: :::::~6: :::~6;6~6: :::::::::: ::~~i;~i6: ~:::~: :::~~: ::~· :::.~~~: :::::~~: :::~6;666: :::::::::-: ::::~~.:~66 
Idal.Jo .......................... ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ··· ---- --- · ·--- --- ··· ·- - --- ···· · --- -- ···· ---- - · ------ · --- ···· ---- · --- - .1 • • ---- - -- ••· ·----- • ••• - - ---- •••• 
Montana. .. ............................................................ . .... . .................... . ....... . ............................................. · ........... . 
NrwJUoxico.......................... ...... ...... ...... ........ ........ .......... .......... .......... 1 4 ..... 251 ........ .......... .......... 4, ·500 
1~ I ~~i~r~~o:~~~~~:::::::::::::~:::::::: ::::~: -~~~~: ::::~: :::::~~: :::::~~: ::::::~~~: :::::::::: ::::~~~~~: ::::~: ::::~: ::~: ::::~~~: : ::::~~: ::::::~~~: :::~:::::: :::::~~:~~~ 
4 83 1, 094 149 20,8001----------1 lQD,OlO 7 55 I 7 I 1,117 135 20, BOO , .....• . .. 82, 000 
Grand total United States ....... 1 82 11,036 I 116 I 17, 658 I 2, 992 I 894,739 I 396,348 11,162,945 I 507 12,973 1929 I 49, 692 I 24,152 12,275,967 I 582,265 I 4, ~us, 143 
a Including the Ponnsyl-mnia Military College. . 
bOno classical college ancl one meclicaJ college in Galveston County, and one commercial college in .Anderson County, reported without teachers, pupils, or income. 
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31·--· 2 .••. 
4 ----
23 •· ------··---------···----- ---· 
17 ~--------~------·--·1---------· 59 3 -- . - . - - - . 
51 ---·---· ·----- .... ---------· 






-- · · 2 T---6 ·1:::: 1----· 76 ·1: ::::::: 1·--$i; o49 ·1· ·---$356 -~-----2:845 
4 . --- 18 -------. ---------- . ---- .. --. 180 
2 
3 ,. -- . 
4 
321.-- .. -- -~----.---- .,. ---.----. 
120 ........ (c) ....... .. 




.................................... t .... . ................................................................... . 
~ \:::: 25 1 .. _ ... _ . 1 . ______ ... 1 
2, ooo 
30 1 ................... . 
1, 250 
3, 000 
------·-- ----· --- --···--·- --·•- ---·-- ··· --------- ·----------·----- -----·------··-----··--··---·----·--------·---------··---------··----------36 50 59 1, 367 1, 529 35,346 ---------· [,3, 031 ... -- ........ -- ... - .. - .. ---·· --. -----· ..... --- ... - .. ·-----.- .. 

































341 Vermont . ...•. ~---············· ··--- ·~ 
41 I 741 100 I 2. 029! l:E! 1--i:i~ I :::::~~~I 77• 277 I"-----~--.---~-- -l--. ---l-- ... l ..... . -·l--------l---------35 Y irginill. ........ ...................... 88 14~ 65 2, 201 1~~:~~~ ----~- ----~- :::: ----~~~- :::::::: ::::':::::: ----~~~~~- -----~·-~:~ 36 WcstVirginia ........................ 8 1-2 125 
37 \Yisconsiu ............................ 5 18 205 246 2, 000 .......... 21, 200 1 6 --.. 13 ........... --.. . .. 524 730 
Total of States . ................ . 1, 510 2, 596 3, 52~ 59, 702 69, 116 :206, 885 211, 589 4, 744, 694 24 71 1_... 1, 455 6 11, 127 8, 957 93, 164 
====== = == ====== :=::::=:===== ====-===== ======= ========= = ===== == ===== = ====== ========= ~= 
1 Arizona ............................... ... . .................... . ................. . ---------- . .. .. ........ ......... .... ............. .. . ·--~-----·---------- ......... . 
; g~\~~f~~-~: :::~~::::::::: : :::::::::::: ·- ---~- :::::: ---~~- :: :::::: ·---~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ----~~~~- :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::~::::: :::::::::: 
~ pJ~tl~c_t_ ~~- ?_o_l~~-~i~ :::::: : ::::::: ::: . ___ ~. :::::: ___ ~~ _ : : :: : :: : . ___ ~~~ :::::: : : : ~ : ~::::: ::: . _. ~~·- ~~~. ____ ~ ____ _ : _ : :: : . __ . ~~:. : ::::::: :::: :: : : :: :::: :: : ::: ____ ~~·- ~~~ 
~ ~ia1~~~~~:::~~::~::::::::~~:::::~:: ·---~ - :::::: ---~~- :::::~~: --- - ~~~- :::::::::: :::::-:-:::: ·--~~:~~~- :::::: ::::·:: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
1~ ~;~:Zfi0-~:::::::::::::::·:::::~:::: ----~- ----~- ----~- ..... :~. -- ---~: . ::::::::: ::::::: ::: : ·---~·-~~~- :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ::: : :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Total of Territories ........... ··]-81-:_1_6~~-~~-~~~~.:.=.:.:_~~.:.=.:.:_~~~-. _21-· _71.:..:.:.:_1_2 121.:..:.:.:_.:..:_:_:_1~.:..:.:.:_\~.:..:.:.:_~~· 000 
Grand total United States ....... 1, 518 2,'598 3, 592. ~ 741 69,' 663 206, 885 ~ 580 4;SoO,i32j~ ~ = 1, 667 -6 -ll, 127 ~--8~ 957 --wB, 164 



















'l'.u:r.•· 1'.-P \HT II.-Jt'rmn the United Slates Census of 1870, showing for each State and TmTitoTy the nttmber of schools of rnedicine, of theology, of science 
wul agJ·icmllurc, and of commercial schools, the mtmber a1.zd sex of inst?'lWtO?'S and pupils, and the income.JTo?n othm· sources. 
PROFESSIONAL. 
Schools of medicine. Schools o'f theology. 
States. Teache~s.l Pupils. I Income. Teachers. Pupils. Income. 
~ '2~ ~e ~ '2 a3 ~e 
·1 I I I I 1 ~ =~ ~-s . 1 ~ :] ~-r; · ~ $ ci Q.) .::: -~ <12 'g . ~ $ $ Q.) ,g 0 w '§ d ps .,; ~ .,; c;,: as 'Ei;:a ~ c:> § ~ .,; ~ .,; ~ s s ~:a ~o o ....... s ....... s 0 ~ ~:;3 I=' ....... 13 ...... s ~..... ~:;3 ::s <'! <:) ~ Q.) .}-< <ll ::s :5J.......... p ~ Q.) <ll Q.) 8 ~ ~ ~ .......... 
Z ~ f't1 ~ f't1 1'<1 HA 0 Z ~ f't1 ~ f't1 f:<1 HA 0 
Alabnmn. .... ....... ...... . . ... ................ ... 1 7 .... 30 .......... ... . $10,000 .......... J 2 .... 21 .......................... $1,800 
2 A rknl1sns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . ..... . ................................... .. ..... _ ....... _ ... ... ............ .... ... . . 
:1 <'nliforuin. ..... : ................ ... . .. .... .. .. .. .. 1 15 .. .. 140 ............. . .......... $110,000 2 16 .. .. 248 .......................... 125, 000 
4 Connecticut.................... ............ ...... 1 8 . .. . 33 ...... $1,179 ....... ... .... .. ... 2 9 .. .. 78 ........ $25,000 .. .. .... 1, 000 
5 Drlawnro..................... .. .. .. . .. ....... ::: .. .. ........................ ... ................................................................ _ ................. . 
ti Florida. .............. ....... ........ ... . ..... . ... .. . ......... ...... ..... .................... . ............................................................... . . ..... . 
J lt1~~L:: ~~ :;:~:::::~: :::~:~: :: :~ : ~: i 1! • •:• :11 :::~: ~;. ':' ~·~~:::~ :u~ -r ·:r ~: ---,:: - ~: •:: :::'1: :: :: : -,~~)::: 
11 1\:ansas ................ -.......... - ...... - . .... - . . - ... .. . .. . ... --. -..... --- · .. - - .. -- · . ----- - -- · ---- · · · . - · -- · ·-- ·--- · · · · · · - · · · · - - - ·- - ·- · · · -· ·- · - · - · · · · · · · -- · - -- · · - · · 
~5 i~~~it:i~~L:::::~::: :::~ ~:::~::~: : ::.:::::::::::::: ~ i~ :::: 6~: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :~:g~g i 1~ :::: 2~~ :::::::: --~~:~~~~- -~~·-~::. ;:~~6 
11 '\!nine .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 2 14 .. .. 124 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 150 9, 600 1 4 .. .. 33 . .. .. • .. 8, 000 ........... .. .. . 
13 1\larylnnd ........................................ 2 20 .... 185 ...... ........ .......... 8,300 4 24 .... 177 ............... .. .... ..... 12,000 
lli MnRI';acbusetts .......... -.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2 23 2 300 23 (b) .. . .. .. . .. b3, 5G1 6 42 .. .. 232 .. . .. . .. b55, 800 .. . .. . .. b2, 540 
17 Alichignn.... ...... ....... ... ...... ............ ... 1 6 .. .. 300 18 10,976 4, 453 6, 823 1 1 .. .. 25 ..... . . . 1, 000 .. . .. . .. 1, 000 
U ~i~~~R~~ :::-:-:--_:-::-:-::~::: ::~~::: :~: :::~: :~ :: ~ ~ :; :: ;; :: : ;;; :::::: :: :: •  •::: :::::- ::: ~; ~;: :5: ::: ;; : •:: ::::: ~: ::::: •: ·::~~; ~~- ::: :·::, ::: ::: 
!!~ Xevadn. ................... ...... ........... ...... ........ . ...... ...... ... ........................................... . .................................... .. ...... .. 
~:: ~~;}~~~-~:?;.8~~~~:::::::::::::::~:::::::: :::::::::: --~- ---~~- :::: -----~~- :::::::::::::: :::~:::::: ----~·- ~~~- .... 4. --·25· :::: ----247· .. . .. 5o· ---37;ooo· :::::::: --36,"265 
~:i NowYork ........................................ 10 102 3 . 1,408 46 ........ 20.000 172,474 10 36 .... 441 ........ 62 158 ........ 86,306 
~ 8f!i~~c~~~~~:::::·:-:- ::::::::::::::::::::::: if --,r :: - 'ii ::; : :;>:: :: : :: :: :: ;;:~o :::;; ::32 : ::: 344 ::: •:: :·:•~soo :: ::: : : ::: 














































· · i·1··· i5·1:: ::1· · · · · 4o ·1 :::::: 1· io,· ooo·l::::::::: :1· · · · j: ooo·1· · · · 3" ~-- · i3·1::: :1· · · · iii4 ·1: :::::::~·-·iii; 5ii6 ·1::::::: :1· ·4o: 9ii9 




50 I 588, 900 I 1, 477 I 469, 489 
: ~i~ifl·~;~L~Li~~:_:~~:- ::::~ :~::::: ::~ ::;~ :~:: ::::~;~ ::::;: :~:::~~ :~::::::: :::;;~~ :::::: :::::r: t::::::::[:::: [::::::r:::::r:::::: 
5 Idaho ................................ ················ •····· · ··· ····· ··· ······ ····· ··· ······ · · · · ········ ·· ······ · 
6 Montana ...................................... ........................ ... .... ... ...........••...... ........ .... ..... ............ ....... ........... ..... ... ......... 
7 NewMexico .................................................... . .................... ~ ...•........................••................................................. 
8 Utah .................................... ..... ..... .................................. · ........... ··········-··············· .................................. ··· ·· ··· 
1g ~~~~tri~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :~:: :::.:::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::::~ :::::::: :::!:::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Total of Territories .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 I 32 .... =212 5. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. 13, 500 . ...... : .. ... ....... ~ ..................... . .......... ." .... . 
Grnndtotal UnitedStates ................... l~~ -9 --;-609 ~- 44,672 . 42,870 693,126 ~ 357 ·~~~-~ 588,900 ~~~.489 
a Income included in that of m1iversities. 
b The income of tbe several professional scb'lols of tho university, except the dental, is included in that of colleges. 





















TADLE F.-PART H.-Prom the United States Cer~s118 of 1870-Continued. 
TECHNICAL. 
Schools of science and agriculture. Commercial schools. 
Teachers. I Pu~~ Income. 
~ 1la5 rn-~ Q).p al't;l 
~~ 't:l >=I 
il l I 
<ti 
I 
.as~ >=~.E ~;g . Q) 
:3~ <ti <ti ~ ss «l,o ... <3 § 
~ al s 0 ~::l ~-~~ ;a ~ Q) ~ 8p. ~ 0 
States. 
Teachers. I Pupils. I Income. 
~ -g a2 tE .g C::'t;l e l::lJ 
. I I §~ >=I.e 5 ~ . ~ ~ $ (l} .So rnt:S • fi5 
~ <ti al <ti al s s "d::l ... <3 § ,0 
§ I al I § I ~ ~ ~ ~ .g ~ -~ ~ ~ 
l2i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8p., 0 l2i 
l--------------------l-l--1-l---l--l---l----·---- ·--·--·-·---·---·----·---·---
.A.labnma ...... . 
?~~Et;,;,::: :: :::::::: :: :: ::: : :: ::::::: :; ::~; :: :: ;;; :::::: :;;,;;; ::~;;; :::i~;;; ::::•: ::i• ::: :::;;; ::::::: ::::::::_: :: ::: $":'"' 
Delaware ... ... ..................... .............. .. ............ -------- ...... --------------- -- - ........... ..... . ..... ............ ................ .......... ....... . 
lqoridl\ ....... ...... . _ .............................. __ ........ _ _ .. _ ... _ ......... _ ... __ ........ __ . .... ... _ ...... _ ... ___ .. _ ... _ .. ___ ... _ .. __ ... _ ..... _ ..... _ . . _____ .. 
~ifi~~J1~"L--_-_-_-_-_·_~---_-_-_-_·_-.-.-.-.-_-_-_-.-:: :::::::::::::::::: --2- ---is- --4- -- --27ii · ·-- 34· ·25;29o- ---so; i54- .... 1; 328 · ~ 1~ --~. !~8 _ .._ -~~. :::::::::: :::::::: 2~: ~gg 
Indiana.................................................... ................................... . .......... 7 15 ... 782 33 ... • ............... 24,831 
Iowa............................................. 1 8 3 142 49 2, 800 34,541 270 5 12 2 252 63 .......... ........ 9,200 
Kansas . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1 6 2 · 98 75 15. 000 .. .. .. .. . . 6, 000 1 1 .. .. 15 18 . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . 627 
Kcntnoh:y .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 10 _... 300 . .. .. . 11; 659 3, 886 2, 720 8 16 .. .. 580 7 $3, 575 $1, 192 13, 234 
i!oa%s~~~~_-_-_-_~----~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.-::::::::::::::·.-:::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::· :::::::::: :::::::::: ~ 3~ :::: g~~ .... ii4- ... 2o:ooo· :::::::: ~~:~~g 
15 Maryland .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 1 6 .. .. 98 .. .. .. 6, 000 5, 907 18, 370 3 14 .. .. 733 .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 21, 240 
16 Massachusetts .............................. •.... 1 12 .. .. 119 . .. . .. 9, 536 50, 000 30, 767 7 25 2 768 118 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 39, 058 
17 Michigan ......................................... 1 8 .... 114 9 2,779 25,000 5,446 6 13 2 259 55 .................. 11,660 
ii ~!~¥f'_:;;_:_: ___ :_:;_: __ : __ :: ___ :_:_:::~ ~::~ ~:: :::::: -:: :::: : :: ::: ::::: ~: : ::::::: : ::: :: ::1--- ~ -,: ::: -,: :: ;;; ::::::::: ::: ::: -.::-:: 
22 Nov-ncla ... ............ :: ......................................................................................................................................... .. 
23 Now llnmpshire .................................. 1 26 .... 77 ...... 13,0(}0 5,000 3,065 1 2 .... 23 7 .......... ........ 2,675 * ~~;th~Z,!'ii,;~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1 :::: ~: ::: ::::: ~7 :::::: :: ::: :::: ~: ~~·: ::: ~: 5~~ -; .~ _.,: i --6, :~ -- ,.: :::::::: ::::::: ·~: ~~ 
i ~~!~ii~~;~--~-~-:~-:-:-:-;-;-;:~:~::::::::::::::·::·:::· X·:·:~ :: --:- ~ ~::: ~: ~: :::~;:g~ ::·;; ;;;- ·1 ~ J :: ;!! :: ii ·::: :::~: :.;~~::~ ~: H! 




































31 SouthCarolina. .. .. . ....... ...... ............... . . ... ,
1 
......... ... ... ... --- --- ... .. ... ------------------------------ - --------------------- --·- -- ---- -------- ·-------










140 1, 573 1 211 1 93,177 1 199,122 99, 988 1 131 1 444 1 22 1 17, 188 1 1, 572 23, 575 1 1, 192 1 768, 406 
1091 .......... 1 ........ 1 14,310 
1 ·-··- 10 10 ·--------- _,_- --- .. - 500 
Total of T orrftories . .....•........•••........ ,- . . . , .. --- -,- -.-,-----.-- ,----.- '-------- •---------- ·------ ---- 3 3 284 119 1 .......... 1 . • ...... 1 14,810 
Grancl total Unitell States .. _ ... . . .. .. ...... -I 16 I 140 
4 





















'1'. \lll.l ~ F.-P \In' lli.-From the United Slates Census of 1870, showing fo?' each &tate and Tel''l'it01·y the . numbel' of schools of. m·t and music, of asylums jo1· 
1/w bli ncl, for the deaf ancl dumb, and for idiots, the number and sex of instntctors and pupils, and the income front various sources. 
TECHNICAL. 
• Art and music. Asylums for the blind. 
States. 
Teachers. Pupils. Income. Teachers. I Pupils. Income. 
rg u3 t.S 
0::"0 0 
~ .... !:J) 
R,B 23.::1 
:3.~ :rg ~ 
~;g 15]:3 
8~ o ·r-i·~ 
~ "0, 00~ ~· ~UJ ~..., 0 o;l"' 0 
I I I 
I .. I]~ R~ EJ~ '8..; 1-< o .... ~ ~ OR 0 aS .s Q UJ"' o:i 0 ,c o5 <3 aS o;j sa -;=l ~~g ,c aS aS ~ ss £ s <>l,c a ~ s "@ ~ s 0 ~~ .c~:;;: '2 ca 0 CD ~ ~ ::I CD .... ~ R ~ ~A o·r-4·..-t :zc ~ ~ ~ R R -----·-
.A.lal.JanH~ ..••••.••....•••••....•..•..•• -- •·• ••· .• •.. . ·•••·· ·•••·· -- ··-- · · · · •· · · · · · •••·· · ••· · ••· · -- ··•·•·· ·••• ·· ·•••· · ·••• ·• ··· · · · ·•·• · · · ••· • •• · · •• · · ·· · · · · · • ···•· · · 
~ Arkansas.............................. ........ 2 1 2 5 15 .. :... ........ $1,000 1 2 2 10 20 .... .... $11,000 ........ .. 
:1 CnliJomia . ...................... ........ ...... 8 17 7 215 72 ...... ........ 51,810 1 2 1 19 17 ........................... . 
4 Conuccticut ............................................................................................ ... ...................................................... .. 
!i Uclawnro .................... ...... .. ................ ....... ..................................................................................................... . 
(i Flol'illa ....................... ................................... .. ............................................................................................... . 
~ B1~~~;;1;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :: : :: ::: : :::: : : :: :: : :::::: ~ ~ ~ --- --25- 2g~ :::::: : ~::: ::: 1i: ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ : ::::::: ~k gg~ 
!l Iullinua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 5 34 218 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 8, 720 1 3 4 43 57 . . • . . . . . 32, 500 
10 JU\I':t.......................................... 2 3 3 12 141 ...... . ....... 4,550 1 5 5 46 54 ........ 45,946 
11 1\:ausns .•.••••.••.•...• : . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . 1 . . . . . . 3 8 12 . . . . . . . . 7, 403 
1:! Kentucky ................... •................. . 27 15 26 133 1, 079 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 58, 360 1 4 6 32 32 .. . .. . .. 13, 037 $616 
1:1 Louisiana. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 2 1 1 10 39 .. . . .. .. . .. • .. 1, 650 1 2 . .. . .. 17 6 .. .. .. .. 15, 000 ........ .. 
1·1 Maino .... .................................. _... 4 4 3 70 192 - ~---- ........ 3,600 ......................................................... . 
13 .l\lnrylan<l .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 6 20 5 624 ~30 .. .. .. $3, 000 7, 141 1 2 2 2L 24 .. . .. . .. 12, 000 1, 500 
'Jli Massachusetti'!................................. 2 27 2 147 613 .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 46, 500 1 4 8 83 64 .. .. .. .. 30, 000 13, 977 
~~ ~:~;\\i~~~~;:~~:~::::::::::::::::~:::~::::::::::: ---~~- ---~~- --~~~- -----~~- --~·-~:~. :~~:~: :::::::: -- -~~~-~~~: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :~:::::: ::~:::: ::: ::: :: ::~:~ 
tl ~~\f]~;;:hi<.Yl~~~~ [:: \< \:[yy ;;;r ;:} } ;: i; }r [Y Y< ;: nzg :::::.:~:I::):/::<: Y< f:~:: :: ,,,oo 
~ -,I~"" )ork ._.. ................................. •1 58 ------ 1,085 1,844 ...... ........ 99,285 2 9 16 117 10!) $2,192 74,800 2,118 
~ ~fgi~~r~:;:~::::::::: _:_: :_:_::::: ::. :: :::::: :::. :::~: :: : : ;~ : i~~ :::: ::: ::· :: ;~~~ ::::: :::;~: :::i: ::::: : ::: :; 0;0 :::~:: ::: i; ~; 



































30 Rhodo I sland ... ......... . 
31 South Carolina------ .... ............. - --- --- -· 
32 '.rcunesseo ....................... ............. . 
33 Texas ................... . 
34 Yermont -------------
:i5 Virginia . .. .... ------. 
:J(j l':~st Vi~ginia ..... .. . 
.37 \Y lSCOnSUL •.•••••••.. 
38 District of Columbia 
39 Utah .. . ...... . 
TotaL ..... 
. 
-----.,. ----.,. ---- .,. - . --- .,. ------ .,. ---- .,. ------ .,. --------. ,. ---- -~----; -~-.- - - - ~-- --- -~--- -- -~------- -~--- .-- - - -_ --~- -_ -_ -_ -_ -_- -_ -_ -_ 
------ ·--- - - ---- -- -------· --- -- --- ------ -------- ---------- 1 2 - ---- - 8 6 - - - · ------------ - -
11 10 22 55 536 -- --- - --- - ---- 36, 660 1 1 3 15 23 . --.---- 10, 300 1, 509 
1 1 1 10 11 -------- 5,750----------
900 
,_ --- i-1---- 2·1· -- -4·1· ··26· 1· ··24·1::::::: :1·--is: ooo_l_- · · ·i: 634 
60 40 . ·--- --·- ------. BOO , ____ __ , ______ , __ ____ , __ ____ , ______ ,_ -- . • - --'·---------~---· -- - ---
!Oo-1 202 ! 238 \2,743 \7, 755\~\3, ooo \4os, 331 \---;ll\C56\------sl\7lo\693\9, 192 \4oo, 779 \-33, 154 




3 California, ................................ . 
4 
4 Connecticut . 



















~ '<:::1. 1'<00 
0 «j'O 
'<:::1 I'< l::l...; 
-~~ <Di::l <D ss ~;.::l 









~ o ..... OO'i:;l 
~.§ g ! ..Q~:C 0 .......... 
Asylums for idiots. 



































341. - - - . - - - - "I $12, 005 
~; : : : : : : : : : : b~g: ~~~ I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I · • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • 
118 $20, 508 - - - . - - - - - -10 166 $48,343 15 20 ·------ $3,000 $6,000 
6 F lorida .................................... ______ ..... ___________ . _ .. __ ... ___ . ........... . _ .. _. _. _ .. _. ____ . _. ________ ... ________ • ___ __ .. ___ . __ . ______ .. __ 
1 
_________ _ 
7 Georgia - ........ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 1 22 20 . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000 2, 350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
8 I llinois ...... ................•............. 1 8 7 137 122 .......... 61,164 9,230 1 ...... 4 35 25 . ..... 20,000 1,430 
9 Indiana...... ............................. 1 8 5 143 129 .......... "60"000 ................ . ..... .. ...... .... ------ ------ ---------- ----------
10 Iowa . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . 1 5 1 56 35 . . . . . . .. .. 15, 390 614 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _ • . . . . . _ . • . .. . .. . . ........ . 
11 Kansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 30 21 . . . . . . . . . . 13, 580 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........................•.... .. ........... 
12 K entucky................................. 1 3 3 43 37 1,500 17, 200 400 1 .. .... 3 36 37 -- - --- 15,000 1,200 
------ ·-~-- i - ~ - --- 4·1·- -- 2·1·----55·r----25l:::: :::: J- ·2i:oool:: :::::::1::::::1::::::1:::::1:::::1::::::1::::::1:::::::::1::::::::: 
u =~~~:::: :::::·····--------·---------- 1 3 1 26 17 - ---·--- - - 16,800 201 ------ -- - --- ------ ------ ·----- ------ ·----- ---- . --·------






















'I'ABLE F.-PART III.-F1·orn the United Stales Census of 1870-Continued. 













·TECHNICAL • . 




















"' "' . 
~ 
;;;1 























~ z I I 
11!] 
C;l a3 c: ~s s Oil s 6 
"' ~ Q) H ~ Fi R 
Hi Massach usotls _ ....... ________________ .. __ 2 .. __ __ 8 40 32 $3, 903 $10, 51:3 $6, 085 1 . .. .. . 4 51 39 .... __ $1ti, 500 $4, 129 



















N onnla .... . _. _ ..... _____ . ____ ______ ____ ______ __ ____ ____ ____ . __________ . ___ ______ ___ __ ________________ __________ ___ _________ . __________________ __ ________________ _ 
~~~~~~!~~~i~-~-~_:_:::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: : ::: ~: :::i~: :::j~: ::::~~~: ::::~~~: :::::::::: : : :~~:66~: :::i~.:i6~: :~~:i: :::::: ::::~: :::~~: :::~i: :::::: :::~~.:~66: :::::::::: 
Nm-th Carolina____________________________ a1 7 6 99 81 180 39,219 2, 000 .. ____ .. _______ • __ .. ____ .. _____________________________ _ 
Ohio ... . ........ ------------ ------------ -- 1 11 4 151 115 ---------- 67,171 ____ ...... 1 1 5 80 65 ______ 42,295 ________ __ 
Oregon _ .... _. _ .. __ . _ . ____ __ ... _ ..... _ ... _ _ _ _. __________ . ____ ______ __ _ .. ______ ___ . .. ___ _. . ___ . ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. . _ ... ____ . _. ___ . __ . . _ _ _. _ .. _ _ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___ ____ _ 
Prtmsylvnnia .... , ________ ---------- ______ 2 10 3 128 107 25,000 1,000 20,250 1 ______ 6 108 75 ______ 29,344 19,156 
lUtotlo Island_._ ..................... _ .............................. - -- -.---- . -.---.- - - . -.------ - ----- .- .. - -. . -.- -.-.-- -- -.- .... -.- -.---- . . . . . . --.-.-.-- -- ... --- . . 
So nth Carolina _______ . __ .. __ .. ____________ • 1 1 2 4 9 _________ . b8, 000 __ __ ____ ... _______ __ ____________________________________ . __ .. ____ • 
~~~~~0~~;~:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·---~- · -- -~- ----~- -----~~- ·----~~- :::::::::: ---~~:-~~~ - :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~ :::::::::: 
~t~;;f~·~~~.uL~ -: ::::::: ::_ :: ::I ::J :j -j j / .. .:: j~jii :):::;: :E: :;;: ::; :E .:L .;:_:_ :EH HiE 
Tolul.---- .. -.-- .... - ...... ..... ... . --~~~1411--~- l-.-=::-l-_-=-::-l---l---l---l--l--1---,--,--,--,--- - ·-----
31,915 91 I 1, 98lol I 1, tiM 51, 091 1 708, 023 1 113, 151 7 2 26 I 374 I 312 1 ...... 1 151,139 






































'l'~\llLB F.-PART IV.-1i1rom the United States Census of 1870, showing for each State and Territo1·y the number of schools of dentist1·y, of mining, of other 
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~?h~~if.~_:_:_._-_·:.·_·:::.· :::·::. -··- --·-- -· ....... , ...... , .. · .... , ...... , ........ , ..... ---~------~----- ---~---- ...... , ...... 1 .... --,------ ------ ------ .. ------ ....... - ...... --- ... w~stVi~giDia ........... : .. :~~:::~:::::::::::: :::::: ::~::: :::::::::::::: :::::·-- ------------------------ 1 2 ------1 25, ...... 1 $2,600 I $2,000 I $4,000 
WlSCODSlll ............. -----------------·----- ............................... ::: :::::: ·::::::: ·::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::.:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 




3 Dakota . .... -----· .... __ 
4 District of Colnmbin.. ------- ....... 
5 Idnbo .... ____ ... ___ .... __ . ___ . ___ _ 
6 Montnnn. ....................... . 
7 Now Mexico 
8 Utah-------
9 Washington·-----10 Wyoming 
TotaL ..... 
Grand totaL ....... 
= 31 22J-----I-170 1--------1-----.:.1--------1 $23,6oo_l 31 30 1------11141------1 2,600 1 2~000 1 43,290 
• • • '"' "' • I • • • "' • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • "'_..:::. • • I • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • I • .. • • • • I • • • • • • • · I • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • .... • .. • • • 
• • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I• • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • .. • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • •'" • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • • • • I • • • ~ • • I • .... . ....... I ............ : .... . 1 • .. .,. .... .,. .. .,. .,. .. 
-31 22l ...... l=i7o I ....... J ..... j--------1 23,6oo-l 3] 30 1------l _u4J _____ J 2,6oo J 2,ooo J-43,290 





































TADLE F.-PART IV.-Frorn the United States Census of 1870-Continued. 
OTnER TF.CHNICAL. OTIIER P!UVATE SCHOOLS. 
Teachers. Pupils. I Income. o;, 
I I 
---t:..:> 
States. ~ .-c. :n::, t:cj .:;rn Q;l""' 0 C::] et..ll 'g.p g<S :;j"' 
'""' d ~ 
Q;l;:l g;g . Q;l Q;l 
~~ ,.0 Q$ cti Q$ CIS sS ~'0 .~ 8 «l 8 -~ 
8 0 1>1o r;l 
~ 
Q;l Q;l ~ ~A ~-S~ z R R R 0 






Q;l d d Q;l 
,.0 
Q$ ~ d cti s8 8 
~ 8 'O:l 8 0 0 Q;l Q;l 
~ ~ ~ R ~ ;:., 
--- ---
.Alabama ........................ --.-- .. -- .......... - ------ · .. -- · .... -- ------ · · ------- · --------
2 Arkansas ................. ............... ........... . . --.- .. -........ . ..................... __ . 
3 California................................. 2 9 ..... - 183 .......•.............. $49, 500 
4 Connecticut .... ................. ............. ........... ... .... ...................... ...... .. 
5 D elaware ................................................................................... .. 
ti Florida ................................................... -----· ............................. . 
7 Georgia ................... .. .. .... __ .......... ____ ........ ___ _ ......... __ .. __ .............. __ . 
8 Illinois .......................... _ .......................................... _ .......... _ ...... . 
9 Indiana . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . 1 :J • .. . .. 61 18 $1, 100 . .. . . . .. 620 
10 Iowa ....•.......................... _ .............. _ .... _ .... ....... _ .. . _ ... _ ........... _ ... _ .. 
11 Kansas ...................................................................................... . 
12 Kentucky................... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 5 . .. . . . 161 . . . • .. 6, 256 $2, Oi35 1, 460 
13 Louisiana ...... ..... ...... . .............. _ ...... .... .. ____ .. __ ... ____ ... _. _ ............ __ . ___ . 
14 Maine .............................................. _, ____ ................................... . 
15 Maryland ................................................................................... .. 
16 Mnssaclmsetts . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. 3 39 .. .. .. 334 .... _. a26, 761 3, 152 a~6, 590 
17 hliclligan .................................................................................... . 
~g ~l~~i~~?~~i_-_-_ ·_·_-_-_·_·_-_-_·_-_·:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: 
20 Mi~souri ......................... _ .................. ____ ............... _ ... _ ........... _ ..... . 
21 K eoraska ................................................................................ · ... .. 
22 Ke,·ada .......................... ... .. ...... ..... .................... ............ ............ . 
23 Now llampsbire ......................... .... . ............................................... . 
~ ~~~:~~~{~~:::~:::~~:~::::::::::::~:~~: -~~- ·.::~~: :::::: ::~~~: ::::~: ::~.:~~~: ~::::::: :~~~:~~~: 
27 Ohio . __ .. _:. _. ___ . _ ... __ ... _ .. __ . __ .. ___ . _ .. _ .. __ .... _. __ . __ __ _ .. _____ . __ . __ _ .. __ . __ . ____ .. __ 
28 Oregon ..... _ ... _ ..... _ .. ____ ..... _. _ .. __ . _ .... __ . _. _ . __ . _ .. _. __ ... _. _ ..... ___ ..... __ .... _ .. __ 
29 PPnns~·h·ania -- .... -...... . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 8 39 1 980 123 5, 000 ..... _. . 35, 700 
30 Rbmlo islantl .................................................. . ...................... : ...... . 
3l SontllCaroliua ..... ...................... .................... ........................ . ...... .. 
3:1 Tennessee . _ ... _ ... _ ...... _ ... __ . _. _ ... _ ... __ .. __ .. .. ____ .. _ .. _ ... _. _____ ....... _ .... . .... __ .. 
33 Texas .................. . .............. ... _ . . . ...... .......... __ .............................. . 
100 77 72 2, 034 2,351 ............. 
197 144 10il 3, 581 3, 447 ·-·$5oo· 167 98 205 2, 305 3, 324 
271 145 318 4, 548 4, 283 16, 470 
38 8 51 919 962 -------· 
141 6() 116 1, 796 2,162 650 
1, 471 1, 070 f132 22,319 2~, C23 19,132 
705 1, 266 2,122 39,255 39,142 30, 195 
152 92 Hl3 4, 539 5, 525 ·------· 
103 66 77 1, 936 3, 342 . .......... . 
11 4 9 291 380 
234 143 209 5, 226 6,131 2,130 
366 625 378 14,805 14,232 350 
98 36 1C6 1, 3!11 2, 789 1, 500 
220 295 420 8,157 9, 438 2, 890 
482 269 620 7, 9<11 11,309 .. .......... . 
148 74 192 2, 638 3, 681 1, 500 
46 22 55 1, 430 1, 635 2, 000 
1, 543 1, 018 632 22, 25!} 19, 731 
648 364 585 Hi, 465 20,739 1, 000 
9 7 7 188 218 ·------· 
15 4 24 214 303 
38 22 43 1, 040 885 300 
3'19 403 364 26,629 21, 495 -------· 
1, 068 1, 154 1, 986 45, 747 53, 361) 9, 549 
592 412 420 7, 726 8, cos 360 
327 372 456 17, 873 14, 1:~6 
z.3 11 43 220 SOG 6, 000 
532 397 806 19, 749 25,175 63, 783 
69 36 98 1, 771 2, 377 450 
136 88 95 2, 389 2, 378 . ............ 
634 471 2!JO 12,191 11, fiOl 3 7CO 





























-- - ------· 
299, 5::!7 
14, U48 
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TABLE F.-PART IV.-:-FI'07lt the Unitecl sifltes CenstaJ of 1870-Continued. 
OTUER 'l'ECJ:V'<ICAL. 
----
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~g~ c: ........ 
1---1---1---1---1---·---·---·---
31 1 V'Orl!IOllt .•... ••. . .••• .. ••...•.•.•••••• --- ·1 ···· ...... ------ ~ -- -- ....... ... ...... 1 ............. J .. 208 81. • 253 3,171 3,479 ........ $11,427 $67,006 
36 WestYirginia ............ . ....... . ....... 1 1 ...... 16 ................ ...... 500 57 30 48 8!J7 !J2i .................. 1H,844 
:35 Vir!!illitt . . ... ............................ 
1
1 2 ...... 50 ...... $5,200 $2,000 ~4,000 1,786 1,117 1,029 22,180 22,278 $430 1,723 545,225 
37 
Wise;:::::::::::~~::::::::::::::~~:::::_ -~~ ... ~~~- .... ~ - , ~.-~~~- .. ~~~ . ~~.- ~~~- ~ -- ~.-~~~- ~~~.- ~~~. 13, 5:~ lJ, o~~ ~ }8, 2:~- 33:: ::~ :35:: ~:~ i~~.- ~~~. 56::::: 12, 6::: ::~ 
=-=====: ====:==-1:.=1======= =====.====== =-===:.:::=:::= ======== ===-===== ~ ======== =====.===::::: ========= =========== =:::::J.:::::::::::=:::::: ,=-==::=-===:: 
T erritories. 
l 'I.A.rizona ..................... ........... . .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 1 ........ 7 l72 60 ........ .......... 6,000 
2 Colomrlo ................... ............... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ Hl 8 12 203 193 350 6, 740 
~ R{~i~~~~ -~~:_'?_~i-t~~~b~~::::::~~::::::::::::~: ::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::: 8! 6~ 15~ 3,1~~ 3,3~~ :::::::::::::::::: 15~:~~~ 
:iUontnna .. ..... ... ... .................... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ ........ ........ 8 1 10 52 99 ........ .......... 7,045 
J I ~f-;1~~: ;:-_: :: ~:~ _::~~ ~ ~:: : : : _ · ::- . : : : · - : :: : : ,~ ,ii ~~ ·· :g "· !l! . : : : :):~: ,:!: ~~ 
~::~.-~~~::::::::::::::::::: :: : ~; ·;;il u; :;:;;il<:; ;;,;;; i u;,~~;i,;;; 14,:: 11,~~~ 13, ::: ,~::::1,::::: ~~;;; -,:,:: 12,:~~ 
a The income of thfl several professional sclJOols of the uni vorsi t-y, exfept the dental, is included in tllat of colleges. 




































TABLE F.-PART V.-From the Unitecl States Census of 1$70, showing for each Slate and Territo1·y the nuntbe1· of 1101'mal and of ·other public schools, and 
the number of schools o/ all classes, the sex and 1u~mber of instructors ancl pt~pils, the income from va1·ious sot~rces, the nwmber of churches, the nwmbm· 
of sittings, and the t•d'Lue of ell m·ch pro]Jerty. · 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. OTHER PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
'l'eachers. Pupils. Income. Teachers. Pupils. Income. .. 
~ rg~ "'b ~ "gcn 
a.ib 
States. <D.p <D-+=> 




§oE ::<..,. :=<-+=> 1-< o·.-< 1-< q)~ ~;g . Q3 Q3 o:>l=l oo'd • a5 Q3 o;> 
~s 
q) o;> ·~ Q 
,!:) 
0 --; Q3 'd ~:z ... ..e ~ ,!:) Q3 ~ Q3 ~ ss ~~ li>~ § § 'a 8 ~ 8 0 ~ p ~-~~ 8 'a ~ ~ ~ 0 ~'§ .Z-~~ o;> o;> '"' i:l '"' ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~A 0 z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E-;A 0 
-------------------------- --------
1 Alabama .................... 14 13 12 2eo 228 (a) ·$3,'o6i. . ~ ..... - .. 2, 798 2,160 823 33, 130 33, 645 $8,'000 $447, 156 
$174,470 
2 .Arkansas .................... 1 1 2 36 26 $7,000 1,U3 1,457 506 37, 067 34,916 300 526,820 15,280 
3 California ......... .......... b1 ........... . -------- 1, 341 767 1,116 39,772 35, 755 357 1, 519,348 108, Oft8 
4 Connecticut .................. 1 2 2 41 39 ~. 500 '$4,' 000. 1,634 
450 1, 903 45,515 42, 854· 409 1, 209,289 209, 648 
5 Delaware .................... 1 1 6 ........ 100 325 106 275 7,694 9, 041 120, 429 3, 300 
6 Flol'illa ...................... 2 5 4 260 215 2, 000 5, 500 1, 000 224 164 92 4, 414 5, 243 2, 000 56,052 9, 837 
7 Georgia ...... ....... . ........ 4 4 12 3:::4 323 -------- 6,867 1, 000 242 176 135 5, 366 5, 127 7,128 52, 426 108, 423 
8 Illinois ..................... 4 11 6 489 316 (a) ............. -------· 11,0-16 8, 780 11, 300 342, 95G 333, 8ii2 ................ 5, 858,249 1, 952, 016 
9 Indiana ...................... 1 3 3 49 54 (a) ............... -----·-- 8, 870 6, 399 4, 6:37 228, 140 217, il33 2, 002,052 61, 547 
10 Iowa .. ....................... 1 2 13 13 (a) ~ .. -.......... 7, 321 3, 381 5, 483 100,295 105, 602 3,100 3, 241,752 500 
11 Kansas .. .. . ................. _ 1 2 3 78 83 ............ 10, 000 1, 662 827 1, 032 29, 554 28,315 --------- G35, 532 15, 103 
12 f~~!~~;~: :::::: : : ::::::::::: 1 1 3 110 100 (a) .............. ............ 4,726 3,_467 1, 880 111, 692 106,338 24, 885 604,905 520, 661 13 1 5 4 75- 51 (a) 177 117 333 12, 020 13, 68G ................. 445, 683 28, 024 
14 Maine .......... -............. 15 11 14 306 453- ................ 10,854 970 4, 550 2, 250 4, 350 73,087 78, !JHI 4, 116 799, 087 28, 408 
15 Maryland ... _ ............... _ 3 4 11 70 195 ............... 9, 800 780 1, 4?)4 929 1, 206 42, 8~7 40, 104 4, 507 1, 029, 335 101, 635 
16 Massachusetts .............. _ 5 9 38 61 990 (a) -------- ................ 5,155 744 5, 349 121, 511 119,583 27,315 3, 069,085 111, 426 
17 ~t~~~~~a:::::::: : :::::::: ~:: . 3 10 3 301 287 (a) .............. 5, 411 2, 786 6,178 123,683 130, 557 . --...... . .... ~ 2, 019, 622 144,867 18 3 5 15 185. 364 -------- 18,000 2, 421 914 1, 824 52,986 49, 873 ................. 870, 476 6, 728 
19 ~i~~~~~:r~.i-::::: ::::::::::::: (c) -------- ----20 5 14 15 206 352 3, 300 7, 629 7,175 5, 991 4,400 2, 933 163,376 15(3, 379 2, 000 3, 000,137 72,492 
21 K ebraska _ .. _ ......... _ . _ . _ .. 781 436 377 9, 227 7, 825 ---------· 181, 4:~5 725 
22 Ne,at1a ...... = ........... · ............................. . ........ ............ ......... ·-·· ··- 38 9 47 1, 065 791 81,273 
23 Nowllampshire .................... , .......................... .•.... - . - ·····-· 2, 464 510 2, 600 30,275 29, 133 1, 643 391, 991 . 9, 676 
24 New,Tersey.................. 1 4 4 29 250 10,000 ........ 1,530 952 2, 056 39, 734 40,092 ------·--· 1, 482, 608 (i!J, 91i5 
25 New York................... 11 37 77 1,251 3,014 1il0 1!r2, 308 10, 70G 11, 667 5,6n 17, 942 301, 122 413,794 12, Y42 8, 193, 0~2 502, 866 
26 NorthCarolina ..... , .... ____ 5 4 5 137 HJO GOO 1, 251 1, 720 1, 430 1, 121 388 21,142 20, 443 ··-------· 172, 946 28,614 
27 Ohio ............... ~.. ...... . 2 12 9 3:~3 190 (a) ...... -- ........ d11,4~6 9, 2J4 12,428 388, G89 348, 481 10, 000 8, 495, 145 23, 000 
28 @regon .. . .. _ .. _ ...... ___ ..... _ ... _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . ... _ _ . .. __ . _ . _ . . . . __ 
~~ 4i0 i6i, s6i I"·!!! 429 274 15, 531 14, 291 3, 000 134, 648 1, 739 29 PennRylYania _............... 19 66 42 2, 3-!8 1, 919 7,232 9, 778 391, G05 349, 8G2 10,000 7, 031, 701 56, 974 30 Rhode I sland . ... __ ... .... . ___ ··-- _ .............. ·-- ....... __ .. 165 610 12,736 14,514\ 1, 085 348,656 5, 841 
31 South CaroHna ............ _.. 1 3 10 ...... _ _ 500 8,000 ....... 580 426 342 13, 682 17, 180 262,423 9, 300 




















T un.l!: F.- P_\.RT V.-PJ·om. the Uniled States ·census of 1870, slwwi11g fo1' each State and TerrU01"j/the nurnbe1· of n01·mal schools-Continued. 
NOR~1AL SCHOOLS. - OTHER PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
T eachers. I Pupils. Income. Teachers. Pupils. Income. 
Stntcs. I ~ 
'dctl wo;j ~ -coo w6 







0 ·.-< o·'"' 
~ oJ 
oo'd oJ ~ 
oo :'g 1'1 
.0 (il 
Cll 
Cij ~ fU.§ g .0 c;l :p;=l 
~ 
oJ 0$ oJ ss 8 ~ <!5 ss 
co.O 
C3 s "a ~ 0 ~'§ .t:1;:<~ ::l s 'Oil s 0 !>11'l ~'g:3 :z; ~ Cll ~ R ~ E-1P< ..,;;..1"""1•1"'1 :z; ~ Cll ~ <ll ~ 
tilP. o-.-;·..-4 
R 0 R R E-1 
I l-~l--1--1---1---1---l---l---l---l---l---l----l----l----l 1 
~ I ~~~~-~o~t :::::::::::::::::::: : ~·---3 -~-- ·- ~-~--- i~ - ~--- ·i42 -~--- · 326 -~-si; ii6 - ~: :::::: :l·s4: 796 -~ - ~2: 827-~ - -i; i. 63-~--3: 43?·~·-- 25,-73o -~- --25: 869 · ~-- ·- · $i9o -~- · · $.so~.-oo~-~- -- -~6: 5~4 
:l,l \ 1rg tntn ·-- -- - ·· -----·---·--· 4 3 13 109 186 1,0o0 $3,400 13,600 118 40 llo 4,166 4,239 ·---·----· 5-,02a .- 8, 695 
:l ti \Yl'stYirg inia. . . . --- ----··· ·· 2 4 7 225 230 ·---·-·· 5,800 ·-·--·- - · 2,369 1,99.3 683 53,362 47,676 1,800 56~,524 22,687 
:l7 \Yisconsin ·----··---····--·· - 3 (b) ·-·-·- · -····-- ___ .. ___ ·-- · ·--· ---· ·--· ······- 4,856 2,383 5,286 172,950 164,058 350 1,962,741 246,293 
--l--l--l--l---l---l---1--1--1---1----1---'--·- '---1----·----
Totnl . _ .. __ . _ .... ___ ._ .I 120 I 245 I 337 I 7, 533 I 11, 059 I 15, 306 1300, 980 1231, 108 1124, 836 I 73, 676 1108, 279 13, 099, 646 IB, 085, 185 I 125, 927 I 57, 961, 395 I 4. 785, 294 
= 1=1= 1= 1==1= 1==1==1==1=1=1=1==1=1==1== 
Territories. 
Arizona.·-----.··-·---- ·- · ... · ··- -· -----· --·--· . - . . . -- .. --·· -- . . --·· ·- ..... ·-·· . -- ··--. ----·· .. · -- - ·- .. -----· - - ·---- - -- · . -·---- -- .. --·-·-.- .. -- ---· ·----- -- - ---.- .. 
"I f)~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::.::::::::::: : :::::::: ::: · :::::::: :: ::::: : 1~: ~~ ~~ 2,~~~ 1,~~~ :::::::::: 7~:g~~ 2,ggg 
l>istrictofColumbia. . .. _______ ·-···· ···--· -·-·-· ···--·-· ··-· ··· · ·--··--· ------·· ·-· ··- -· 2l6 15 203 5,510 5,672 3, 000 431,929 5,000 
! ~~~~f~e~~i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: . __ .. :l .. __ __ ~~. :::: : ~~: . ____ . ~!! ... _. J~~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :::: : :~:: ;~~: :::: Y ~~~ 
1g ~~~-~;~~1~0-~-----~·:::::::::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: :::·:·::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: 15! 7g 8~ 2,i~~ 2,3~5 ::: ::::::: . 3g: ~~~ ·----~·-~~~ 







-603\ 253\ 408 \ 12,873\ 11, 764 I 3,000 I 593,132 I 14,23t 
Grand total. - ..... --- .. I 120 245 337 1 7, 533 11, 059 15, 306 300, 980 231, 108 124, 939 73, 92g 108, 687 ~' 112, 519 3, 096, 949"" 129,227 58, 554, 527 4, 799,-5~5 
a Tncomo included in that of "other public schools." b Statistics inclnded in " other public schools. " 
c '£he publi c school law of Mississippi was passod in .June, 1870. The public funds given to the private schools would seem to be on account of the tuition of indigent 
"Pupils unu('r tho provisions of the law relative to the Chickasaw school fund. 
(I (nchull's 1 Sta te reform school witll10 male teachers, 150 male pupils, and $25,000 income from public funds. 




































































TABLE F.-PART V .-Frorn the United States Census of 1870, showing fO'r each State and Territo1·y the nwmbm· of norrnal schools, g. c. -Con tinned. 
--
.ALL CLASSES. CHUIWHES • 
-
Teachers. Pupils. Income. 
States. ~ §~ gf~ 
.,; 
.. <::>..., ~ 0 f..<bl) ~ 'g.;.:: ~ ::::>1 t> ~ ~0 0''"' ce .,; .,; d <J3 <ll§ o"-' :] g "' "' .,.., <::> ·;:; "' bl) f.< ,.0 d ~ d ~ ss ~~ <::> >1 "' s s s ~~ ~.s~ "' ~ :c P< ~ ce 0 bl) IS 0 0 "' "' ~ cllO ... ~ f.< z ~ ~ ~ ~ 8~'=>< 0 0 P=1 P; 
A labama .. ................. - 2, 969 2, 372 992 37,223 38, 643 $39, 500 $471,161 $465,690 2, 095 1, 958 510, 810 $2, 414,515 
Arlmnsas ........ .. .......... 1, 978 1, 653 644 41, 9:19 39,587 7, 300 555, 331 119, 331 1, 371 1,141 264,225 854, 975 
Califorui a .. ....... __ ......... 1, 548 1, 054 1, 390 45,217 40,290 59,057 1, 669,464 1, ~L7, 787 643 532 195, 558 7, 404,235 
Connecticut .................. 1, 917 695 2, 231 51,307 47,314 140,887 1, 227, 8tl9 487,503 1!26 902 338, 735 13, 42tl, 109 
Delawar o ........... ... ..... . 375 147 363 9, 093 10,482 ·····------- 120,429 92,283 267 252 87, 899 1, 823,950 
]florida ............... . ...... 377 254 228 6, 788 7, 882 6, 750 73,642 74, 177 420 390 78,920 426,520 
gfi~11Jl;a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :::::: :::::: 1, 880 1, 517 915 32,775 33,375 66,560 114,626 1, 072, 113 2, 873 2, 698 801, 148 3, 561,955 11, 835 10, 411 13, 645 389, 955 377, 820 252,569 6, 027, 510 3, 689,930 4, 298 3, 459 1, ~01, 403 22,664,283 
Indiana ...................... 9, 073 6, 678 4, 974 237, 664 226, 813 50,620 2, 126,502 322,389 3, 698 3,106 1, 008, 380 11, H42, 227 
Iowa . ..................... . .. 7, 496 3, 656 5, 663 105, 665 111,989 63, 150 3, 347, 629 159,314 ~. 763 1, 446 431, 709 5, 7:}0, 352 
Kan~as .............. . . . ..... 1, 689 872• 1, 083 30, 493 29,389 19,604 678, 185 89,437 530 301 102, 135 1, 722, 700 
t~~{~l~~~-::::::::: ~::::::::: 5,149 3, 972 2, 374 125, 734 119, 405 393, 015 674,992 1, 470, 422 2, !169 2, 696 878, 039 9, 824,465 592 926 976 29,854 30, 317 34,625 564,988 600,071 638 599 213,955 4, 048,525 
Maine ....................... 4. 723 2, 430 4, 556 77,992 84, 644 98,626 841,524 166, 053 1, 328 1,104 376,738 5, 200,853 
Maryland ........ . ........... f, 779 1, 498 1, 789' 55,800 51, 584 21,697 1, 134,347 842, 171 1, 420 1, 389 499,770 12,038,650 
Massachusetts ............... 5, 726 1, 428 6,133 134, 777 134,560 383, 146 3, 183, 794 1, 250, 999 1, 848 1, 764 882, 317 24, 488,285 
~~~ie~~a::::::: ~:::::::::::: 5, 595 2, 999 6, 560 12tl, 949 137, 678 81,775 2, 097,122 371,121 2, 239 1, 415 456,226 9, 133, 816 2, 479 979 1, 907 55, 166 52, 100 2, 000 903, 101 106, 668 877 582 158,266 2, 401,750 
~~~~~~~:.r~i- ~ ~:::::::::::::::: l , 564 1, 054 674 22,793 20, 658 11,500 Hi7, 414 601, 425 1, 829 1 800 485,398 2, 360,800 6, 750 5,157 3, 871 186, 641 18.1, 696 57, 567 3, 067,449 1, 215, 789 3, 229 2~082 691,520 9, 709, 358 
N el>raska .. .................. 796 450 390 9, 492 8,122 .................... 186, 435 21, 125 181 108 32,210 386, 000 
Nevada _ ..... ___ ...........•. 53 13 71 1, 279 1, 094 ................... Jl4, 273 26,220 32 19 8, 000 212,000 
N ew Hampshire ............. 2, 542 653 2, 702 33,123 31,554 59,289 396; 991 118, 618 633 624 210,090 3, 303,780 
~ :: ·~~~k~- :::::::::::::::::: 1, 893 1, 455 2, 434 67, 751 {i2, 049 49,000 1, 499, 550 1, 433, 700 1, 402 1, 384 573, 303 18,347, 150 13, 020 8, 035 20,883 373,276 488,746 674,732 9, 151, 023 6, 111, 028 5, 627 5, 474 2, 282,876 66, 073, 755 
North C:uolina .............. 2,161 1, 739 953 32, 6.64 32,294 9,160 232,104 394, 628 2, 683 2, 497 7}8, 310 2, 487,877 
Ohio . ........................ 11, 952 10,266 13,323 419,591 371 , 204 222,074 8, 634,815 1, 387, 7;)5 6, 488 6, 284 2, Of35, 58fi 2~, 554,725 
Oregon ............ . ........ : 637 484 342 16, 753 15, 840 24,500 135, 778 87, 744 220 135 39, 425 471, 100 
P ennsylvania .... . ........... 14, 872 8, 507 11,015 ' 428, 023 383,840 5:39,496 7, 187, 700 1, 900,923 5, 984 5, 668 2, 332,288 52, 758, 384 
Rhode I sland ................ 561 237 714 15, 491 .J7, 105 31,535 '348, 656 184, 821 295 283 125, 183 4, 1L7, 200 
South Carolina . . . .. _ ......... 750 620 483 17,397 20,852 51, 506 282, 973 243, 474 1, 457 ~. 308 491, 425 3, 276, 98~ 
T ennessee .... . . . ... . .... .. . . 2, 794 2, 440 1, 147 65, 979 59, 852 79, 100 629,461 942, 131 3, 1eo ·2, 842 878, 52! 4, 697, fi75 
T exas _ ..... . _. _ ... _ . ....... _ 548 600 lOfi 12,244 10,83.2 760 15,230 398, 890 843 647 lflf), 100- 1, 035, 430 



















TABLl~ F .-PART V .-FI'om the United S tates Census of 1870, show·ing jot each State and T(;1'ritm·y the numbc1' of no1''inal schools, g'·c.-Continued. 
ALL CLASSES. CHURCHES. 
T eacher s. Pupils. Income. 
~ rg oo tE ~ 
.g...; Cj ] ~ ~ _g • 
'"' 0 • § >:< §.... g.... ~ rD ui t> 
~ ' ~ ' -! S ~ 1j :] .J ·s 8 ~D [j 
s ~ s ~ s ~ ~ 3 ~ g.3 ~ ~ :a §' 
~ ::;1 ~ )1 ~ ~ ~ ,P< 0 "'.,.. 8 ~I ~ t: 
States. 
35~-V-ir-g-iu_i_n.-.-• . -.-. -.. -.-.-. -. -.. -.-.-. ---.. -l---2-, 0-2-4-l--1-,-4-52-1 - -1-,2-1-5 30,878 29, 141 $47,586 $120,148 $987, 851 I 2, 582 2, 405 765,127 $5,277,368 
36 WosL Vit•ginia .... 00 00 ••• 00.. 2, 445 2, 070 768 55, 238 49, 711 15, 300 508, 124 84, 637 1, 529 1, 918 297,315 1, 835, 720 
37 Wiscouslu 00 _ .. 00 oo· _ 00 _.... . 4, 943 2, 5 11 5, 444 176, 541 167, 473 32, 953 2, 0~7, 876 539, 481 1, 864 .. 1, 466 423,015 4, 890,781 
Total .. 00 ... 00 00 .. 00 00 _ 140, 569 92,640 ll 26, 792 3, 592, s4o 3, 559, 553 3, 639, 985 61, 102, 206 29, 447, 975 1---:n.-860 -w. 5~2 21, 395, 542 349, 619,780 
=== ==== ==== ============ ======~ ========== === =====::::::::==::= ~~ -======::=:::::::::=: ===========·============= 
Territories. 
1 . 00 00 00 00. 7 72 60 . .. 00 .... 00 •• 00 ........ - 6, 000 4 4 2, 400 24, 000 
1•12 89 99 2, 755 2, 278 . . 0.- 0 • ••• 0 . 73, 375 14, 540 55 47 17, 495 207, 230 
35 23 29 694 561 00 .. . 00 .. 0 00 8, 364 920 17 10 2, 800 16, 300 
313 183 390 10, 142 9, 3f11 23, 000 476, 929 311, 313 ] 11 112 63,655 3, 393, 100 
25 23 10 602 006 0 00000 oooo•· 16, 178 3, 760 15 H 2,1 50 18, 200 
54 34 31 1, o:n 718 00 .. .. 00.... 30, 434 10. 736 15 11 3, 850 99, 300 
44 38 34 1, 014 784 .. 0- -. ...... 1, 200 28, (i86 158 152 81, 560 322, 621 
267 207 201 9, R44 11 ,223 ..... 0000 .. . 4, 151 141i, 296 165 164 86, llO 674,600 
170 8:i 112 2, 816 2, 683 800 30, 326 17,176 47 36 6, 000 62,450 
!J 7 8 \ 190 115 .. 0 ..... -.. 2, 876 5, 500 12 12 3, 500 46,000 
Al'izona ...... . 
2 Colorn<lo ..... o •• 0 0 ••••••••• • 
3 Dakota ........ .. ..... oo.o .. . 
4 District of Columbia.' . .... 0 •• 
5 ldnho oooooooOooOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
6 Montnnn, . 00 ........... 00 .... . 
7 New Mexico .. _ 0 •• 
8 Utah ... o .......... oo .. oooo·· 
] ~ ~~,~~~~f~~~-::: ~ ~ ~ ~::::: ::::: 
Total .. .... . .. ... . ...... ~--1 , 06(1 - 6s9j--921 --29, 156 --'.!8, 329 --23, 800 ~3, 833 ---;44, 927 ~--599 -~560 ~9, 520 --;,863, 800 
== ~ ==-:==::=::=:=-== ~= =========-== ~======= =====·===== :::::=::::=:======::.· =========== ========== ========== =:::::::=::::::====== 
* Grnntl total. .... . .. 0... 141, 629 93, 329 I 127, 713 3, 621, 9}16 . 3, 587, 942 3, 663, 785 61, 746, 039 29, 992, 9D2 I 72, 459 63, 082 I 21, 665, 062 354, 483, 581 
*To tl1e statistics of t he schools include!'! in t he t able add for t he Military Academy of the United. States at \Vest Point, t eachers, 40 ; pupils, 22J; income from public 





































TABLE G.-Prom tlle United States Census of 1870, slwwing for each State and Ten'itm·y the number of librm·ies and the 1utmbe1' of 1'0lurnes. 
LlliRARIRS OTHER THAN PRIVATE. 
All classes. I I Unitod Stat,., 
Total. State and ter-1 Town, city, &c. I Court and law. 1 School, eollege, &c. ritorial. 




ai ~ ai ~ ~ ~ ui ~ .,; !i ai ,_; ...; a:> a:> a:> s $ a:> a:> a:> a:> a:> a:> s 'S s .:::> 8 ,<::> s ,<::> a ,<::> s ,<::> s .:::> ~ 8 ¢ s ~ s E. 8 ~ s ~ 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ '0 ~ '0 ~ :::: 0 · P 0 p ~ p '0 p z 1>- 1>- z 1>- z 1>- z 1>- z z 1>- z 1>-
---- - ---- -
1 Alabama ............... 1, 430 576,882 298 86,577 ...... ................... .. ..... ------·--- 1 3,000 4 800 33 7, 785 12 23,300 r/2 
2 .Arkansas .............. 1, 181 135, 564 293 54,332 ---· . .... ............. ·--- .................. 1 12,500 6 250 29 5, 747 -------· ..................... 8 
3 California .............. 1, 617 474,299 744 159, li25 ---- ---------- ---- ................. 1 2, 000 13 18,278 46 .5, 339 288 29,113 ?-
4 Connecticut ............ 63 285, 937 63 285,937 ..... . ---------- ...... ---------- 1 12,000 ............ ................. .... ............. ................ . 5 142,000 ~ 
5 Delawaro . .......... .... 473 183, 423 252 92,275 ---- .................. ---- ................... 1 4, 000 . ............ ... .................. ............. ....... .......... ............. .. ..................... d5 
(i Florida ................. 253 112, 928 75 25,374 ...... ...... .. .......... . .... ....... ........... 1 7, 000 .. .... ......... ....... .. .............. 5 4,182 . ............. ....................... 8 
7 Geor~a ............... _ 1, 735 467,232 545 162,851 ---· ................... ....... ................... 1 16,000 4 3. 730 63 8, 610 15 ~1, 100 H 0 8 Illinois_ ................ 13,570 3, 323,914 3, 705 924, 545 1 10,000 53 35; 010 135 23,832 1,122 140,759 > 9 Indiana ................ 5, 301 1, 125, 553 2, 333 627,894 ....... ................... ....... -- -------- 1 17,870 52 39,029 92 10,308 1, 006 3~'3. 391 t"' 10 Iowa_, ................. 0 3, 540 673, 600 1,153 377,851 ....... .................. ........ ................... 1 11,000 23 22,808 11 944 15 18,747 
11 Kansas ................. 574 218, 676 190 92,425 . ..... . .................. ........ .................... . ..... ................... 4 4, 100 3 2, 050 3 6, 506 8 12 K entucky ............. _ 5, 546 1, 909,230 1,172 318, 985 ...... ................... ....... .................. . 2 9, 200 10 13, 4:!6 218 61,590 18 20,675 >-13 Louisiana .............. 2, 332 847,406 480 263,266 ....... .................. .. ....... .. ................ . 2 64,000 1 10,000 61 31,583 34 37,050 t:d 14 Maine .................. 3, 334 984,510 1, 462 533,547 ........ .................... ...... ................... 1 20,000 58 14,649 19 9, 748 25 63,425 ~ 15 Maryland .............. 3, 35<1 1, 713, 483 1, 316 570,945 ....... .................. . ....... ... ............... . 2 31,462 1 41, 500 20 14,662 72 98, 470 trj 
16 Massaehusetts .......... 3,169 3, OL7, 813 1, 544 2, 010,609 ........ .................... ...... ................... .. 1 30,000 95 475,853 18 27,708 20 253,127 00 
17 Michigan_ .............. 26,763 2, 174,744 3,002 578,631 ........ .. .................. ...... .... ........ ...... 1 31,265 423 124,207 49 10,359 246 37,734 
18 Minnesota ........ .. .... 1, 412 360, 810 587 160, 790 1 10,000 15 9, 981 1 500 1 4,000 
19 ~~~~~~:r.~i- ~:::::::::::: 2, 788 488, 482 537 
0 
88,376 ....... .................. ........ ............... ... 1 7, 000 2 1, 000 3 121 1 5, 000 
20 5, 645 1, 065, 638 1, 742 498,996 ........ .................... . ..... .................. 1 12,000 11 8, 097 125 35,104 50 44,825 
21 Nebraska ............... 390 147,040 171 51,915 .. ~· .. 0 .................. . ......... .................... .. ...... ................... 1 200 1 600 ............... ...... ..................... 
22 Nevada ................ 314 158, 040 28 41,940 ..... . .......... ........ ....... ........ ..... ...... 1 20,000 . ............ ........................ 1 250 ............... ......................... 
23 New Hampshire ........ 1, 526 704,269 670 324,393 ....... ................... . --·· ................. 1 10,500 32 44,744 7 627 21 30,800 24 New .Jersey ............ 2, 413 895,291 1, 636 535,679 ..... ................... ...... ..................... 1 17,205 2 20,000 . ............ .. .... -~ -.... .... . ............... ...................... 
25 New York ... ........... 20,929 6, 310,352 13,771 3, 524,869 ..... ................. ........ ................... 2 66, 019 130 173,236 26 77,535 9, 879 1, 165, 158 
26 N ortb Carolina .... : . .. _ 1, 746 541,915 656 202, 651 ..... .. ................... ........ ................... 3 16,303 3 2, 316 24 4,119 14 77,050 
27 Ohio .................... 17, 790 3, 687,363 6, 025 1, 334,36:3 1 34,200 3 61, 060 1 5, 000 1, llfl 426,013 
28 Oregon ................. 2, 361 334,959 166 61, ;)32 __ .;"! ................. ...... ............... . 1 3, 578 1 1, 161 1 180 4 4, 400 
29 P ennsylvania . ......... . 14,849 6, 377,845 4, 966 3, 049,247 ....... 1 30,000 39 28,586 29 24,051 115 267,223 
30 Rhode Island ........... 759 693,387 334 309,696 1 1, 500 10 15, 198 5 2, 1'-t7 12 97,500 :n Sout.h Carolina ......... l, 663 546,244 741 149,2-24 ...... ................. .. ....... ................... 1 2, 700 ................. ........................ 3 6, 324 4 20, BOO 
32 Tennessee ... .......... _ 3, 505 802, 112 773 204, 713 ...... .................... ...... ................ ... 1 19,000 4 1, 337 3 1, 500 10 68,950 \ <:.0 
33 Te:s:as .................. 455 87,111 135 25, 01fl ....... ........ ........... ..... .................. 1 2, 000 ............ ....................... 1 1, 000 1 1, 200 00 34 Vermont···-··········· 1, 792 72"1, 263 736 321,727 . - .......................... 1 14,158 82 52,368 4 3, 023 58 38,735 C,),j 
TABI,E G.-From the United States Census of 1870-Continued. 
LlliRARIES OTHE!t THAN PlUVATE • 
..6..11 o1assos. United States. 
State and ter-
1 \ I ritorial. 
CongressionaL Depart.mental. • 






















Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 
Q) Q) Q) 
Q) 
8 .0 ~ 8 8 .0 s .=> s 8 c 8 c c s .g 8 c .5 '0 c '0 '0 '0 c ~ '0 0 I> ili :>- I> I> z I> I> I> 
351 Virl{inia ... .. .... ....... l 4,171 1 1,107. ,313 1,409 386,020 ____ --- --- - -- -~ --- - .......... 2 22,700 1 753 12 2,117 4 1 50,000 
36 \YrstVi rgiuin. .......... 1,7:!8 372,745 638 152, 183 ....... ... ........ ---------- 1 3,095 4 5,!J05 6 1,269 3 7,400 
37 Wiscousiu _ ..... _ .. .... _ 2, 883 905, 811 1, 3:32 :ne, 680 _. __ ___ ...... .... .. . . .. _. __ . 4 61, 400 9 4, 838 8 1, 010 194 50, 492 
Total of States ....... 163, 353 1~9,214' 53, 68:J 19, 367, 681 ~ ~~r~~~ ~~ 45 ~ 855 l,o;)() 1, 234, 370 1, 063 390,-930 14,370 \ 3, 594,973 
-=j • =========== = ==========\=.==== = ========= ~=== -=====-====== =======::::::; ========== ==== ========== 
Torritorics. 
Arizona ............... . 
2 Colorado . ... ... . ....... . 
a Dakota .. .... . .... . .... . 
4 District of Columbia. ... . 
5 lllnllo ..... . 
6 Montana. ... ........... . 
7 Now Mexico ..... . ..... . 
8 U tnh .... .............. . 
!.l \Yashin~tou 
10 Wyoming ... ..... .... . . 
(l 2, 000 1 1, 000 ~ - .. -- -------· ·-- · -- ------- · 1 l , 000 
175 39,344 30 11,385 --- - ---------· -- -· --- -- ---- - 1 2, 600 
l!l fJ , 72G 5 2, 788 · --- ·-----·--· .. . . --------- · 1 2, 238 
696 793,702 127 409, 936 1 190, 000 14 115, 185 ---- ---------· 
43 10, 6:.!5 11 2, 860 .. . . .... .......... ---- .................. ··-
141 19, 790 13 5,100 ---- ................ ---· ................. 1 400 
ll!S 3G, 425 33 !), 620 . ..... . ---- -----· ..... ----- ---- · 1 4, 000 
13:3 39, 177 74 31, 493 · ·-· -·-------- · --- · ------·--- 1 3, 519 
102 33,362 30 13,552 ..... --------- · ....... -----·-·-- 1 5,400 
31 2, 603 1l 1,103 .... · - -···- -- . . - . . ··· - ·---- . 1 103 
2, 000 2 150 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 32, 348 ...... - ............ . 
. ····· ... -.. 1 150 ... -- .. .. ... ---- -- .• 
1, 600 . .. . ....... - .. -- ..... . ........ . .. -.- . . 
······-----· 2 210 2 1,200 
850 1 2, 000 ...... - . . ....... -. - -
610 ........ · -- ··· -··· 1 400 
Total of Territories.. 1, 462 989, 724 335 88, l:l37 1 190, 000 14 I 115, l Si 8 19, 060 5 3, OGO 10 34, 852 5 3, 600 --~--~--~--~-~--I-·--I-I--I--I--1--I--I--1--














































































..A.labnma ............... ~39 43,517 
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 29, 412 
California .......... _ . . . 268 63, 940 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _. __ .. . ........... . 
Delan-nre ... __ ........ 223 55, 851 
Florida. ..... ....... __ ... 54 10, 500 
Georgia .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 369 63, 114 
Illinois . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . 2, 080 438, 5ti7 
Indiana .......... __ .... 1, 075 204, G92 
Iowa .............. __ .. . 999 278, 251 
Kansas ............ __ ... 141 33, 440 
Kentucky .... __ ...... _. 717 160, 377 
J,ouisiana .. _ ......... _ 173 40, 225 
Maino ..... ....... __ .... 1, 079 277, 742 
Marylanrl .... ---------- 881 215,763 
Massacbusotts. _ .... _.. . 1, 0-12 539, 609 
Michigan . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 1, 731 239, 471 
Minnesota.............. 4fi4 85, 710 
Mississippi ... _ .. _...... 508 69, 825 
Missoun ... __ .... .. .. .. 1, 283 188, 493 
Nebraska. ___ .... __ .... 133 39, 175 
Nevada ........ .... -.... 16 5,950 
New Hampshire ... . . _.. 538 16-l, 570 
New Jersey............ 1, 619 423, 22t 
NcwYork.............. 3,103 994,627 
North Cnrolina _. ___ . __ . 500 74, 160 
Ohio ........ __ . .. . .. .. 4, 896 796, 6.50 
Oregon . ...... .... __ .... 12!l 33, 547 
Pennsyh·ania ..... .... _. 3, 916 1, 696,640 
Rhode Island .......... _ 248 116, 441 
South Carolina .. .... _. . 647 93, 200 
Tennessee.............. 67J 91, 345 
Texas.................. 13 1 19,:ns 
Vermont ... __ .......... 544 182,840 
'r"\BI,E G.-From tlw Unitecl States Censns of 1870-Continued. 
LIBRARIES OTHER THAt'; PRlV ATE. 
Historical, liter- Charitable and Benevolent and 
ary, ana scion- pem:tl insti- secret associa- I Circulating. 






~ a5 ;.; 
I 
a5 ;.; rD 
0) 0) 0) 0) s <l) 0) ,D s ,D !: ,D ,D s s .e s l:j s ::s s l:j p 0 Cl ~ ::s ~ ::s ~ z p.. z p.. z p.. ~ p.. 
;.; a5 
0) s 'S ~ ::s z p.. 
---
9 2,175 
37 4, 930 
96 18, 180 
·-----------
23 9, 400 
13 1, 970 
82 16, 002 
228 47, 5:{3 
87 24, 35() 
~~ . 25,584 39, 785 
207 53, 707 
183 60,008 
140 39,910 
310 90, 989 
164 85, 956 
436 81, 891 
80 26, 798 
15 3, 000 
243 96,845 
33 10, 940 
2 600 
38 7, 4:25 
: : : ::: ::I:::::: : :: : :::::: :: ~ ~::: ~ ~: : : : :: : i: :::::: : ~66: .. -- .. -~i ...... ~~:- !~~-
14,000 ------ --- ---·-- -------- -----·----- 56 117,937 
- - - . - - - - - . - . - . - - - . . -- - - . . - . - -.. - - . . . - .. - - . . - - - - - ... - - 5 23, 024 
------.- ------ ---- ------ .. ---- . --- - -- ... -- . . -------.- 2 1, 722 
~ 2, 000 -----. -------... 1 400 8 11, 895 
7 153, 4!.12 ---- -- --- ---- . . . .. -- -- . - .. ---- - --- 79 75, 352 
..•. - • - - . -- - .•.. - . ---- . - - -- - - ..• - . - - .. - - .. - -- •. - - . - - - 20 8, 248 
........ ......... . ...... .......... 1 . 150 18 20,367 
. - - . - - . - . - - - - - . - - . - - ••• - .. - - - - . - - . . • - .. - - - . - - - - - - - - . - 4 6, 550 
2, 500 5, 300 '--- ··-- ·•·----- ·- - .-
• •••••• •I ••••••••• •L •••••• I •••••••••• I•• •••••• \••• •••••••• l ••••••• • •• l •••••• • ••••· 
3 
11 I 186, 800 1, coo 63, 000 
7, 000 · · --·-·· ·-· -··. ·· - 200 
1,182 ,. - -·.-- _, .• .. - ... - .. 
4 I 18, 510 I-.-- .. ,------ . -.. '.-- .. --- '.- .-.- .- ---
26 20, 400 
136 100,273 
30 78, 099 
1t6 347, 556 
116 53, 704 
23 10, GOl 
7 2, 4:30 
28 112, 450 
3 1, GOO 
8 15, 140 
29 47,217 ............ , ____________ , __ __ ____ , ____ _ _____ , ______ , _____ ,. ____ , ________ , __________ _ 
486 253, 163 -- .. -- -- ---- - -- -- - 1 5, 000 -- -- -- - . ---- -- - -- --
109 2(j, 951 ------- ---------- .. ---- -------- .. -------- ---- .. ----
- . - . - - - - - - - - . - - 1 3, 000 . - - - - - . - - . - - - - - . - - .. - - - . - - - - . - - - - -
~2 10, 420 -------- ---- --- --- .. ---- ------- -.. 3 1, 006 
732 420, 559 18 202, 600 . --- - . - --- -- .• - . 30 49, 435 
26 11, 1GO .............. .. ........ ---------- ........ -----------
84 25, 1 00 . - - .. - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - .• - - . - - . . - - - - - .. - - . 
. -.- .. -~~- ---- . ~~·- ~~~. : :::: :: : ::::: ~ : : :: :::::: :::: :: : ::: : ::::::: ' . -- --- . -- --
11 8, 517 - -- .. -- ... - -~ ------ 3 "1,408 •.-:: ...... , ......... .. 
14 75,250 
"144 790, 131 
3 1, 752 
5 8, 500 
8 -7, 150 
86 330, 153 
z,~ 65, 75J 
2 1, 100 
17 7, 253 




















































I, 590, 245 
584, 140 
450,96:3 
1, 142, 538 
1, OG7, 204 





























































































s ..0 s 
1':1 8 p 
0 p 0 
1>- z 1>-
~~ ~;~;~1~-~;-~;~;;:::::::::: 1,~~~ ~ ~~:~~~ 2~~ r~: ~ci~ :::·:::: :·::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::: 1~ 5i:~~~ i:~~~ ~~~:~~~ 
-- -~--~-
37 1 Wii:iCOIISill .---- ---- ---- -I 1, O<JS """· '"' 70 12. '" .. ..... . .................................. I.......... 39 38, 867 1 1, 551 521, 131 
TotnlofStntcs .... ... --:33,-355 s.~s3, 15\J--.-,,433 1, 624,765 -4G 589,90~ ~-9f13,s!lo --4:!f114~581 --1-,m 2,4!J5.49B I ~u73 25,571,503 
--~=--- - -====== -.========-- ===== ========.=== ~~-======:-.:=:::::::=. =====-=-==========- .=..::::::==:==== --====:==== -===========.====-===== 
Territories. 
~I t;l~~~~fo·_-_-:.-.-:::::::::: ----·--2~- - ---·-5:6~5 - --------2 --------i5a· :::::::::::::::::-.1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : --------i --------f:oo- 14~ 2~:g~g 
Dakotn. .. _ .. .. _ ..... _... 4 5;i0 ...... - ................................... -.-- ...... ........ ....... -....... .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. 14 6, 938 
DistrictofColumbia.... 95 39,853 6 2.850 -------------- -------- ------------------- ------- ---- 7 29,700 569 383,71lu 
I<lnho ...... ------------ 5 1,010 1 500 ------------------ ______ ----------------------------- 4 1,200 3:l 7,7n5 
7 Nowhloxico............ 3 7UO 2-! 3,230 . ....... ........ . ...... .......... ........ ........... 1 2• 0 83 2!1,805 
6111Ioulann. .. .... ....... .. G 900 3 !JOO 1 100 ...... --------- - -------- ........... 1 1,200 128 14,6!JO 
8 Utah................... 61 8,8!l4 ......... ... ................. . ..................... , .. . ........ . .......... 8 16,230 59 7,684 
)~ ~~~~~lf~~l~~~:: :::: :~: : ~~ t~~g ........ : . ...... ~·-~~~- :::::::: :::::::::· :::::: :::::::~~- :::::::: ::::::::::: --------~- ........ ~~~- ~g 1i: ~6g 
'rotalofTerriLorics.. 2::!3 --G2, 994 --43--10, 150 -1--100~=~~ = ==r:·~--:-~~-:-= --23--40, u::o ~--~-. 127 ~--500, 917 
Grnnlltotal. ..... .... 33, 5so \ 8, 346, ~53 4, 478 1, u34, 915 =--- 47 . 590, 002 = 9\-l::l, 890 13 1 114~58;- \ 1, 241 2, 536, 1'i8 i 108, BOO I 2G, 072,420 




































TABLE H.-PART I.-Front the United States Census of 1870, showi11g for each State and Territory . the number and ci?·cztlation of pm·ioclicals of all classes, 
and the nztmbe1· ancl ci1·culation of technical and p1·ofessional periocl·icals. 
States. 
1 .Alabama ..... . 
2 Arkansas .•••. 
3 California .. ........ . 
4 Connecticut . ... . .................. .. . 
5 Delaware. 
6 Florida 
7 Georgia, ...... 
H Illinois . 
!) Indiana ...... . 
10 Iowa. ..... .... . 
11 Kansas . .•...••.. 
12 K entuck--y ........................... . 
13 Louisiana ... .. . ..................... . 
14 Maine .............. . ............... . 
15 Marvland . .......................... . 
Hi Massachusetts ...................... . 
17 Michigan ........................... . 
18 Minnesota ... ....................... . 
19 Mississippi. •............. 
20 Missomi ........ . 
21 Nebraska .••••••..••........•••.•.•.. 
22 Nevada. ............................. . 
23 New Hampshire . • •. . .....•........•. 
24 New Jersey ......... .... ............ . 
~g ~~~;c~~oii·~~::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
27 Ohio ................ . 
28 Oregon . ...... . ..... . 
~>9 Pennsylvani:t 
30 Rhode lslaud .... . 








































"'"' Q).,.. ·g. 
0 
9, 198,980 
1, 824, 860 
47, 47<!, 756 
17,454,740 
1, 607, 840 
649 220 
15, 539: 7~4 
113,140,492 
26, 964", 984 
16, 403,380 
9, 518, 176 
18,270, 160 
13,755, ti90 
9, 867, 61;0 
33, 497, 778 






2 572 000 
7: ~237: 588 
18,625,7~0 
471, 741,744 
6, 6S4, 950 
98, 54!!, 814 
3, 657,300 
241, 170, 540 
9, 781, 500 




























31 600 u: 300 
17::!, 919 
205,500 










































































































.~ cl .~ cl 
~ ~ ~ ·~ ~ :3 
,g $ ..s ~ ~ ..s s s g s s g 
:::: p 1-1 :::: :::: 1-1 
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6 67, 000 . ---- .......... -- . 
7 46, 800 . --- ............. . 
2~ 1163 2,92~:~~~ :::::: -~~ .. ~~~·.~~0 
8 47 228, 750 2 2 7, 900 
. . 5 9, 000 ................. . 
11 73 846, 750 3 8 31, 200 
6 13, 6:i0 .......... . ..... . 





















3::! Tounrs~co . .... . 
:l:l Tox:ts ...... . 
:H Yermout ................... ......... . 
35 Yirl!inin ............ . ..... ...... .. .. . 
:1(; Wr:>t Yirginia.. 
37 \nscousiu ......................... .. 
Total. 
Territories. 

















"' '"' ·~ 
C) 
18, 300, SH 
4, 214, EOO 
4, 055, 300 
13, 319, 578 



























































o:> · ell 

































10 27, 900 
1 I 12. 000 
3 3 20 0 






















--·---·--·----·--·----1--1--1----l------ ~--- :--l---l-- 1-- l--~-
5, 780 I 1, 491,748,036 I 20, 69D, 553 I 557 1 2, 564, 732 I 103 1 111 I 4, 239 1 10, 511,536 96 I 612 I 5, 634, 593 13 I 49 I :m, 670 
- =l==i=i==i=i=l==l==·l=l=l=-=1=.1=1== 
..t\ r izoun.... .... ......... ...... ... ..... 1 14,500 280 .... .. ......... .... ...... ...... 1 280 .................................. ...... .. 
~ Colormlo.................. ........ . .. 14 1, 190, 600 12, 750 4 2, 200 .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 9, 550 .. .. .. 1 1, 000 ................. . 
a l>nkot;t .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 83, 904 1, 652 ...................... .. ..... : 3 1, G52 .. .... ... ....... . ..................... . .. . 
4 District of Columbia................. 22 10, C92, 800 81,400 <I 24,000 1 .... .. 12 41 , !lOO .... .. 6 13,500 ................. . 
5 Idaho................................ 6 200,200 2, 750 ...... ............ 1 1 4 1, 900 .. .. ..................................... . 
(i .Montana.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 2, 860, 600 HI, 580 3 6, 980 1 . . . . . . 6 12, 200 . .... . ...... . .... . ...... ... ........... .. . . 
7 New 1\le:xico .. .... .. . .. ...... .. . .. . .. 5 137,350 1, 525 1 225 .... .. .... .. 4 1, 300 .......................... _ ............... . 
8 Utah............................... .. 10 1, 57t<, 400 14,250 3 2, 700 .... .. 3 3 8, 400 .... .. 1 250 ..... . ......... .. 
!l Washington .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 14 396, 500 6, 785 1 1GO 1 .. .. .. 10 4, 525 .. .. .. 2 1, 500 ................. . 
10 \\-yomiug ............ ·...... ........ .. 6 24~, ROO 1, 950 2 550 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 1, 400 .... .. ................................... . 
TotaL ....... ................. .. =-91 _ 16,860,21<1 142,922 1~ _:G,815 4 -~ --5~= 83, 107 J ...... 10 . 16,250 .... ~ ~_:_:_:_ .... _ .. .. 




































TABLE H.-PART I.-Prom the Unitccl States Cens1ts of 1870-Continued. • 
'fECHNICAL AND rROFESSIONAL. 















































































~ Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6, 000 50;) . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 500 ............. _. · .. _ .... __ . __ ... _. 
3 Califomia ................. , . .. .. .. .. 7 624, 800 14, 900 1 1, 000 1 4, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .4 8, 400 .......... _..... 1 1, 500 
6 B~r.~~~~~~~1~-~~~:~~~~~~~::~::~ :::: :::: ----~- ----~~~·-~~~- -----~·-~~~- :::::::::::::: ----~- ·------~·-~ ~ ~- :::::::::::::::: ----~- ------~~~~~- ----~- ----~·-~~~- :::::::::::::::: 
6 Florida ............................. _ ...... ........ _ .... _ ....... _ .. _ .... _ .. . _ . _. _. __ . _ . ____ ..... __ ..... __ ..... _. __ ... __ ........ _ .. _ . . ____ . ___ ..... _ . .. _ .. 
7 Georgia........ ... ....... . ...... .. ... 2 15,.o()OO 850 ...... ........ ...... ...... ...... 1 400 1 450 ................... .. 
H Illinois.......... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 16 1, 330, 700 68, :150 1 250 2 13, 000 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 11 44, 600 . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. 2 10, 500 
9 Imliaua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 121, 200 9, 800 . . . . . . . ........ :. . . . . .. ..... __ . . 1 300 6 !!, 500 . . . . . . . .. _ . . . . . . . ..• _ . _ .... _ . . . . 
10 Iown,............................. ... . 3 14,500 1, 850 ...... ...... .. ...... ............ ...... .......... 1 800 1 350 1 700 
11 Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 30, 000 2, 500 . _. __ ................ __ ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2, 500 ........ _ .......... _ .... _ ..... _ .. 
1~ Kcntncky... ..... ....... . ....... .. ... 2 75,600 6,300 .............. ------ ............ ...... .......... 2 6,300 ............................... . 
13 Louisinna .... _ ................ _. _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ ...... _ ....... _ ..... . __ . . . . . _ .. o __ .• •••••• _ ••••••••• _ ••• _ _ _ _ __ ••••• __ • _ •• _ • • ••••••• _ _ _ _ ••••• _ •• _. _ •• _ ••••••• _ •• __ ••• __ • 
i~ ~~~;?a~x.·.·.·.·_-_·_·:::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~!: :~~ ~:~~~ :::::: :::::.::: :::::· :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~ i:~~~ :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
16 :Massachusetts ............ --.... . .. .. 13 836, 000 38,.500 .. .. . . . . .. . . .. 3 9, 000 1 2 500 7 25, 0~0 ______ .. __ .... __ 2 2, 000 
if ~la~?s::: ; ; E > ;.. J .::~m )!!! :/ : / :": :/,300 :::, ·::: 700 .J :::~~ ::. : :..50° : :::::::: 
22 1\ o,au..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ ..... _ . _ . _. _ .. _ . _ .. __ . _ _ _ _ ..... _ . . .. __ . . .. _ . _ . _.. . . . . __ . _ . _. __ .... _ .. ___ . . . _ .. _ . ___ . . . . . . . . . _ ... _ .. _. . . . . . . . .. _ ... _ .. 
23 Kow llumpshire . ................................................................................................................................................. . 
2-t :Xow.Jersey ......................... 1 36,000 3.000 ...... ........ ...... ............ ...... .......... 1 3,000 ...................... ________ __ 
25 N'owYmk -: -----······--·······--·- 56 6,996,400 289;580 1 2,000 11 73,100 5 19,200 33 166,660 ...... .......... 6 28,620 
26 North Carohna .. _ ...... _ . . ..... _.... . .. _. . . .. ___ . _ .. _ _ ..... _______ . __ .. _ . _ .. .. _ .... _ ....... ________ . _ . _ ... _______ .. ___ . __ ... _ . _ .. _ _ . _ ... _ _. _________ . . . . . __ . __ ... _ . 
27 Ol1io ............ ...... .......... .. . .. 22 1,707,000 ll i:',OOO ...... ........ 3 2,400 2 17,000 16 97,100 1 1,500 ............... . 
28 Oregon - ---: - . - - .. - - - . - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . 3 24, 000 2, 000 .. _... . .......... _ . . . .•.. _ ... __ _ . . . . . . . ....... _ . 3 2, 000 . . . . . . . _ .......... _ .. : . _ .. __ . __ . 
29 PennRylvm:na ----.----.-- ..... --..... 37 2, 510, 300 109, 500 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 14 35, 350 , .. _ .. __ ........ 16 44, BOO 3 8, 550 4 20, 800 






















TAllLl~ H.-PAin' I.-Frorn the Untlecl States Census of 1870-Continnecl. 
TECHNICAL A~D PlWFESSIONAT,. 










0 ~ 0 
0 
c:lO ~ :.3 ~ ...: :g ~ :.3 Q 
~ .~ 
c:s 0:: 0 c:l 




















-----1 I 1---1--1 1--1---1--1 1---•-- •---
3~ Trnn!'sseo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 1 18, 000 1, 500 1, 500 
:IJ Trxas .............................................. ..... . 
~:~ ~::~~;i\~i~t_::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ..... 2 . ...... 4~:4oo· l :1.100 j· ····· j····- -··j· ····· j··········-· j· ·--·· j··········j 2 
5~ ~t;~~~~r&~'~j-~::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: : :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::1:::::: ::~: :1::::1:::::::::1::::: :~::::::: ::: 
3, 700 ,_ ·····•······. ···•······ •······ .... 
2 
Totnl.. .............. ........... ... ,_202 , 15,~10;4oo ,_ 727~53oJ 3., 3,_250 j 38 , -14~\ n \ 46,_400 \ 127 \ ~?~uo_\ 7 \ 13,050 _\_ ru \ ~,12o 
Territories. 
Arizona ..... .. ....... .............. -- ······ ······ ······ ········ ·· 
Colorntlo .. .. . ......................................... . .......... . 
~~r~~}~\-~r·c~i~~~l>i~::::::::::::::::: ..... 5. ···-664:ooo· ..... i7;oao · :::::: :::::::: ····2· ..... ii;5oo· :::::: ::::::: ::: ..... 3. -----·5;5oo· :::::: :::::::::· :::::: :::::::::: 
Idaho .......... .. ....... ....... .. .... ... ................................ -....... -··--· ---- -- --···· ······ ······ · ·· · ···· ·· --···· ······ ······ ······ · ·· · ··· · ·· ······ ··-· 
Alont:nHt ... ............................ _ ................ _ ............. _ .... .. . ...... _ .............. _ ....... _ ....... _ ..... __ . _. __ ..... _ ........... _ ... _ ............. . 
N!'" Mexico ..................................... ---··· ............. ... . -....... -····· ............ ·· ·-·· ·········· ······ -- ·-- · ······ ··-··· ----······ ··-··· ·········· 
Utah . ......................................... ...... .................................... ......... .............. ---·-· -----····-·· ......... ....... .... :-. --·-······ 
1~ I ~~~~~~?tfi~~'.:::::::::::::~::::::::::: :::::. :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::~~: :::::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :·::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 







































TA13LE H -PART II.-F1·om the United Blates Census of 1870, showing .for each State and Territory the number and circulation of lJeriodical~-illustrated, 

















































































u z 8'"a :z; 
I 1-1 l-1---l-1---1-1--1 1---•-•---·-·- -
Q z 









Arkansas----- - - ---- --------· ................ ----------- .. --- ------ .. - . , --------. , .... , .. . .... -- .•.... •...... --
California ...... . ......... . ..... ... ·"·----- G 2,084,000 47,000 <! 
10 
1l 
Connecticut ............ .... ..... .. .... . . . 4 278, 800 5,!JOO ::S 
Delaware ...... ...... -------------------- 2 78,000 1,500 2 
Fl01-ida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5!l, 800 1, 150 3 
gft~~~(t- -_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::: -_ ~: :::: :::: :: 5~ 8, ~~~: ~~~ 336: ~~~ 3~ 
Indiana..... ...... . .. .. .. . ................ 16 fl5t>, GOO 27, :150 10 







' ~~~ I: : : :I:::::::: 
1 I 300 
4 43,500 
1 200 
8~: H~ I' ~r-.----.--.'----'.-.----. 
15, 650 5 





Kansas .... . ... .. .... ... .. ... ... ..... ... .. .. . ... ........... .... - ....... . 
1:::! Kciltnrk.v-- ------------- - ------------ ---- 1 187, 200 3,600 1 3,COO 
U Louisiana . ....................... . . ..... . . 3 29,400 950 2 450 1 5CO 
14 Mniue .................................... 10 1,41 :~,880 47,290 5 20,9.:0 4 25, 6~0 1 700 
15 Maryland .. .. .. ......... . ......... ...... . . 7 311 , 520 10,760 3 2,260 3 7, 500 1 1,000 
16 Mnssachusetts.. . ...... ...... .. .......... . 54 24, :"SSG, 0~0 700, 270 31 403, 020 17 291, 500 G 5, 250 
17 M ichigan .. ....... . ...... . ....... ..... ... . 17 547,~92 12, 14G 14 9, 746 2 1,400 1 1,000 
][l Minnesota . . .............. . .... . ....... ... 3 10-1, 000 2,000 3 2,000 ..•. ------ - -- - ........... . 
~~ ~~::~:~~t~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 5~~:~~~ 1~:~~~ ··3· --- io;7~- --~ - _, __ ~~~~~- ::: : ::::::: : 
21 Nebraska-- ---- .................... .. ... . 5 "64,80tl 1,400 4 1,200 1 200 ... .. ...... . 
~:2 Nevada ................................. . 2 62,400 1,200 2 1,2::0 ........... . ............. . 
23 N ew Hampsltire ... .............. . ........ 9 3S9,000 20,750 ;, 3,750 4 17,000 .....•...... 
24 New J ersey-----------------------------· 10 401,6CO 9,200 7 4,300 '..! 4,.500 1 400 
~~ Ne,~Yor~--.-------------------·---- ...... 10~ 72,4~8, 1.80 2,047,8115 4G 1,194,~15 48 811,150 9 42,300 
2b No1tlt Ca10lina ·------ ---- - -- ---- - - -- -· -- - 3 39,2'\JO 1,(00 1 J00 2 1, 100 ........... . 
27 Ohio------------ -- ----- --- -- ·-· ···- ···· ·· 38 10,841, 120 132,9GO 2-G 46,210 9 53,650 3 33, 100 
2i3 Oregon ... . .... _.. ....... .. ....... . . ..... . 2 104, 001 2, 000 ~ 2, 000 .. . __ ........... _ ... . _ 
2!! Penns_y1n:tuia .. ... . ... .... . ..... .. ... ..... 82 34,070,860 935,519 5-1 4,18, 135 22 458, 400 6 128,984 
30 lU10de Island - ... ... .. ... .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . G 49G, 800 9, COO 5 9, 450 1 450 ... .. __ .... . 
:H SoutllCarolina ........................... 4 197,200 5,100 2 1,600 1 3, 000 1 500 
32 Tennessee------------------·--------- : ... 2 28,400 700 1 500 1 200 . ... . ....•. . 


































9, 068, 980 
1, BOO, 860 
::~:-~ , 849, 556 
15, 151 , 1340 
1, 503, 840 
542, li20 
13, r108, 100 
83, 191,420 
24, 481, 784 
15, 85!), !)20 
9, 430,576 
16,225,200 
12, 872, 2!)0 
G, 75D, 400 
31,858, 514 
87, 28:J, 7G2 
Hi, 943, ::!86 
9, 03::.!, 856 
4, 073, 136 
42, 9~t6, 822 
3, 298,700 




6, 11(), 050 
72, 711, 094 
3, 125, 500 
167, 781, 380 
8, 653, 100 
8, 308, GOO 
15, ::!61, 844 
3, 973, 600 
88, 665 9 
27 830 3 
239:253 28 
114, 725 16 
17, 300 1 
8, 4J5 - --
100, 425 15 
738, 420. 3:1 
25(), 342 20 
'..!OJ, 460 22 
90, 503 12 
142,650 6 
76,715 . 6 
76,200 7 
190, G18 8 
4no, 872 21 
17!), G28 16 




10, 100 5 
63, G69 7 
151,000 19 
2, 26S, 532 86 
51, 745 8 
796, 857 25 
28,600 4 
955, 746 51 
49,850 6 
61,700 5 
118, 002 13 








1 2, 000 
2 
30,800 5 
157, 050 10 
42, 3:: 0 3 
19, 820 3 
17,570 4 
31, !JOO 4 
32, 395 1 
10, 700 1 
82,921 1 
231, G25 1 
27,485 3 
14, 800 5 
2, 300 G 
86, 55:) 5 
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TABLE H.-PART II.-From. the Unitetl Sta.te8 Census of 1870-Continued. 
ILLUSTRATED, LITERARY, AND MISCELLANEOUS. POLITICAL. 
States. 
Total. I Weekly. Monthly. Other. Total. 
Da,ily. J Tri-weekly. 
g-d >i ~ >i ~ ~rd ~ >i l"i 
Jl 
§g 0 0 0 :3 ~"' 0 0 0 :g .... ~ ,_; ~ ~ ,_; ~ ::l ~ ~ ~ ,_; ~ Q) Q) c;$ c;! Q) c<!oo <P c; 
"'"' '3 p '3 r ,.:::> '3 p @ 'S 
(f)OO ,.:::> ";:; p -;:; Q)'~ Q) ' .... ::l 
·~ ;>., Q s C) a Q a ..... p, Q s Q s Q 
8~ ... ::l ... ::l -~ ::s ::l 
P..~ 
-~ ;::l -~ ::s ... c:3 c:3 c:3 C .-< c:3 z z Q z z 0~ Q z 0 z 
--------------- - ---- - ---
:11 1 Yormont __________________________________ 3 180,4001 12,700 2 700 1 12, 000 ... . ______ _ 40 3,464, 100 I 50, 700 3 3,100 .... --- - ----
:!3 Vit·giui:t ........................... ....... 9 320,232 5,7~3 3 2,8'i0 1 1,000 5 1,93:~ 86 11,610,946 89,207 16 24,09!) 7 4,l:l00 
:!ti \Yl'Ht Yirginin ............... __ .. __ . .. __ .. 8 191,200 4, 200 6 3, 400 1 400 1 400 48 3, 722, 800 44, 732 4 5, 192 2 550 
:ll \Viscousiu .................. ------------- ~--30,600 ____:_550 ~~~~---2-,550 ~~.:_~~378,~, 294,550 ~--40,25tl _ 2 ___ 3,200 
Total States ........................... 490 159, 48~, 508 14, 41-l, ~ 2~ 2, 327 :_ 803 158 ~27, ~~ ~.!-~~~ 4, 26~ ~9, 378, 728 8, 674, 053 537 2, 405, 698 ~ 142, 255 
---------------------------------------------
1 .Arizona .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1 14, 560 280 1 280 .... ........... __ .............. . 
2 Colorado...... . .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 3 119, 60U 2, 300 3 2, 300 . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 10 
3 Dakota. .................................................................. .... ........... ......... __ . .. .. . .. . 3 
4 District ofColnml>ia .................... ...... .. .... ______ ·--------- .... __________ . ... ---------- .... _______ _ 14 
5 Idallo . __ ....... __ .. __ . __ .. __ .. __ ... __ . __ .. __ .... ____ ... __ . .. .. . .. .. . . __ . __ .. .. __ .. . ............. . __ .. __ .. __ . 6 
l.i hloutu.na .................................. 1 • 52,000 1,000 1 1,000 ... . ---------- ____ -------- 9 
7 N ~;~w Mexico ... ............... .. __ ..... __ . 1 1 o, 400 200 1 200 . __ ... .. .. __ .. ..... __ .. .. . 4 
8 Utall ------------------------------------ 2 289,800 2, :oo 1 1,400 ____ --- - --- --- 1 700 7 
1~ \~~~~~i~~-~~ ~ :~ ~::~:~~::: :~:::::::::: ~~: ~ gt;~6~ 1 '~6g ~ 1 '~6~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
~ ... -- - . --- - - - --- · --······ 
1, 059, 000 9, 450 4 2, 200 
85,904 1, (i52 ·-·· ···· ···--- o w •• ·-- ··- ·· 
9., 332, 800 56, 400 3 24,000 1 2, 000 
200, 200 2. 750 ·-- - ··· ·---- - · 1 250 
2, 808, GOO 18: 580 3 6, 980 1 400 
. 12fi, 0:50 1, 325 1 225 ·--· ·-···---
1, 285, 600 11, 900 2 2, 000 ··-· ---·----
299,200 3, 760 1 . 160 1 600 
·212, 100 1, 350 2 550 · --· ·--· ---· .I ---- - ---- --
Total Territories------------ ------- --- ~ ~ ----;:i1, 900 -7, 525Jl21:-G, 825~=~· =~-1 ~-700~65~ 410, 354 1 107,167 1 Hi I 36,115 ! 4 1 3, 250 




















































1 Alabama.... .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • . . . . 2 2, 870 
2 Arkansas ................................ ____ ·---------
3 California ............................... __ 2 1, 500 
4 Connecticut .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 1 800 
5 Delaware ...... . ................. .. __ ... __ 3 3, 660 
6 Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 300 
7 Georgia ................................... 9 5,100 
8 Tilinois .................................. _ 4 2, 950 
9 Indiana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 350 
10 Iowa...... . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1 1, 000 
11 Kansas .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . ____ .... _ 
H ~~~~~~:::: ::~~::::: :::::::: :~::: :-:::::: --~ - -- --~:_ ~~~ 
15 Maryland................................. 1 600 
16 Massachusetts .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 37, 3i34 
~~ ~~~~~~;~~~~~~::~~:::::::~::~:::::::::~: :::: :: :::::::· 
19 Mississippi .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3 2, 400 
20 Missouri. ....... ____ ...... __ ...... __ .. ___ . . __ . 
21 Nebraska .................. __ ..... __ ...... __ .. 
22 Nevada ................................. __ 2 950 
~ ~ :: ~1!rs~~~:::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: : i~: ::: i~; §~~: 
26 North Carolina ..................... __ .. .. 5 5, 750 
~~ g~~~~~;_·_-_-_-_-_-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-_-_-_-_-_:: :::: :.·: ::: ~: .. ~. -- .. ~·- ~~~ 
~ ~::~~~~~~~-~:-::::::::::::::::::::::: --~- ---~~;-~~~­




.... ~ <D 
,0 ~ s <) 





33 76, 195 
10 12, 100 
15 7, 375 
64 60,925 
291 534, 350 
215 211, 192 
189 180, 010 
77 71,093 









25 21, 100 
3 1, 650 
30 57,569 
86 113,370 





10 . 25, 400 
35 36,500 
57 so, 072 











21 6, 000 
2 2, 000 












----,-- ----- ·1 3 .... -------- 6 




-- -· --- .... 2 
---- . ...... .. ... 2 
90 
6 
3 2, 600 40 
...... ..... . .... 2 
64 
---· ------- - 2 
..... . ........... . 7 
12 
..... ........... 5 





"'"' <D '"' 'P.& 
8ce 
130,000 I G, 000 
3, 968, 400 
594,200 
24,000 















































29, 600 1 
3, 900 1 
22,700 
12,000 3 
21, 552 5 
283,450 13 
10, !150 4 





2, 095, 120 33 
8, 625 5 
255,600 26 
4, 000 2 
1, 284,800 30 
2, :~oo 1 
8,100 5 
102,450 6 
4, 200 5 



































~ .... :s <D ct! 
~ ,0 ~ 
<) s <) 
f-< ::l .!:; 





... ____ . 
22
' ~~~ --i-- --i; 35o 
2,0.00 ---- --·-----
,:~ ;g: I' "I'- ;;; '"'l i4l' iOi, '"l' i l" i, 000 6, 000 1 8, 000 7 15, 600 .. .. -- ... -- -
1, 300 2 2, 600 .. -- ....... -- - • 
21, 200 ' .- .. '-- .. ---- .. 1, 500 ... __ , __ .-----
12, 000 . - - . - -- .•• -. -- . - •. - - - . ---- -- - - - - - - - - - -. -
20, ::!52 
~ --. . ... ............. 1 1, 200 ....... ........... 
161,750 2 14,000 14 105,250 2 2,450 
5, 500 ....... .................. 3 5, 450 . ...... .......... .. . 
2, 900 . ..... ............. ..... 1 1, 000 --- - ............. 
950 ---- .. ................. ...... .. ................. ---- ............ . 
44,200 2 15,000 6 10,500 --·· --------
13,000 1 __ . ~~~ ~~~ _ · -2 ·1· ·- ii; ooo · : : : : : : ::: : :: 
360,120 5 154,200 44 1, 506,000 8 74, 800 
7, 375 1 1, 250 ...... --------- - ·--- --------
184,450 5 47,450 8 23,300 1 400 
4, 000 ...... ............ . ..... ·-- ·-- - -·- ---- --------
232,350 9 812, 100 22 237,950 3 2, 400 
2,100 ...... ---------· 1 200 --- - . ......... 
5, 900 ...... ---------- 1 1, 000 1 1, 200 
36, 150 1 15,000 4 49, 500 1 1, 800 
4, 200 ---- ................ . ..... .. ................. . ..... 




















'T.A.BLE H.-PART H.-Prom the United States Censtts of 1870-Coutiuued. -



































l=l"' ... ca~ "' .0 rnrn 
~ 
Q;)•.-< 
·-""' 8~ lZi 
d d d 
0 0 0 
~ ... ~ .; ~ "' o3 "' o3 -a .0 'd .0 g Q s Q s .::: ~ .;::: ::l .;::: 0 0 lZi 0 
Monthly. Other. 
d g 0 
~ ~ .; ~ "' "' .0 :3 .0 -a s Q s Q 
::l .;::: p .;::: 
lZi 0 ~ 0 
----------------1 1---1--1---l-1--1-1 I 1-1---1---------- - ---
351 Virginia------
36 W<'st Virginia 
37 Wisconsiu ------
4 I 5, 500 




54, 038l 1 I 770 I 9 
38, 990 . - - 0 - - - 0 •• - • 3 
2~3. 850 - - - . . - - 0 - - - 0 6 
1, 090,800 
98,400 
465, 620 'g~ l'll6·~1 15, 635 2 6, aDO : I 
2, 350 2 16,000 ---· --·----· 
2, 700 2 2, 800 ---- --------
1, 500 3 7, 635 ·-- 0 0 - ···- -· 
Total States ...... ------· ----------···1961 196,864 I3,487 I5,B;J2,366I14 I 16,870 l4071125,959,496 l4,764,358l208l1,385,335l40 11,171,250 I141I2,122,373I1BI 85,400 
=1==1=1=~--=1==1=1==1==1=1==1=1==1=1·=1=1= 
~ ii~i\~~~~";;::~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::----6- ·--·7:25<>- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::~:::: :::1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 Dn kota ................ .. . ....... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1, 632 ......... _ . . . . . . . .. __ ... . _ _ _ ...... . __ . . .... __ . ___ _ . . . __ ...... _____ . __ . .. _ . _____ . . __ . . __ . ___ . 
4 DistricLofColnmbia . ........... ·-----·--· :... .......... 10 30,400 .... .... ........ ·-----·----- ......... . . ................. ·····----- .... ·····----- ..... ... ... . 
5 Idaho . ............ ..... ................... 1 600 41 1,900 ...... ...... ---· ·-----·----- ------· --· .......... .. ...... ·--·-----· .................. : ...... . 
ll :arontnna ..................... ... .............. ·--------· 5 11,200 ...... .... ...... ------·--·-· ------·-·· .................. ·····----- ......................... . 
7 Ncw1\[cxico ............ ·-----·-----·----- .... . . . . .... . . 3 1,100 ................ ·· ---------- . .. ....... ____ ·····----- ....................................... . 
8 Utnh --· -- · ··----------------------------- 3 2,900 2 7,000 ............ ---· ·-----·---·- ·-----·--· .... ---··----· .... ---·--- --- ......................... . 
1~ ~:~:~~r~i~~~: ~::::: ~ ~::::::::::::::: :::::: : ::: :::::: : ::: ~ 3, g~g : : : : : : :::::: : : : : : ~ ~::: :::::: :::::: : :: : ::: : : ::::::::: : : : : :::: :::::: : :: : : : :::::: :: : : : : : :::: ::-
::::~ :~::::::,~-~:.~;::: • __ -:: •- ;=t==-=l~l;::~r ,: I"·~: -I":-~~::.-95:.::: 1 .. -76:.-,~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
NOTE.-J3esides those classifications, there ll-re reported in the Ninth Census, under the following-named heads, periodicals and newspapers: 
i:I!~~!~f~:i~!~i~-i~~f~~~~~:: ~ ~::::::::::::: -::::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ::: ~~ 
Commercial and financiaL __ ... ; ____ . ___ . ___ .... _______ .... __ ........ ___ ... 142 
~;;r~~~ t~-~~-t~~~~:~: :::::::::: ~~~~:::: ~~::~:: :::::::::::::: ~~::::: ::::: ~ 2g 
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8 ~ . __::___ _~--:> __ __ H_._ ~ _1"'1 ___ 1"'1 ____ ~'-<_I 
1 .Ahtbama .. . .. . . . 7 11 22 1 3 821 114 5 62 61 758 2 . . . . 21 . .... ! 2 1, 418 2 2, 004 1 88 
2 .Arkansat. .. .... . ...... 8 14 ...... ...... 397 39 .... . . 31 39 413 ...... .. . . 18 3 ...... 1,026 ...... 994 ...... 17 
3 California........ 10 95 90 13 20 569 189 30 158 209 1, 115 10 64 357 9 5 1, 257 4 1, 953 . . . . . . 249 
4 Connecticut .. . . . . . . . . . 52 110 13 . 23 9u8 158 35 142 73 391 16 1 84 3 62 680 3 2, 711 9 267 
5 Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 24 7 7 10 84 .. __ .. . . . . 6 2 2 170 1 361 1 15 
6 ]'lorida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 2 . . . . . . 197 20 1 15 12 149 . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . .. . . . . 248 . . . . .. 250 ............. . 
7 Georgia. ...... . . . 4 15 17 2 2 053 167 1 65 76 851 1 . . .. 33 3 3 1, 537 1 2, 119 . . . . .. 102 
8 Dlinois . . . . . . . . . . 13 193 137 37 20 3, 192 520 48 320 431 2, 683 6 . . . . 351 15 128 4, 861 15 8, 869 6 826 
9 Indiana .. .. ...... 14 40 87 14 3 1,787 342 7 166 209 1,685 1 . ... 93 1 16 ·.3,613 1 5,018 4 338 
10 Iowa................... 39 72 5 .. .. . . 1, 596 225 4 175 202 1,456 3 .... 60 4 10 1,865 4 6, 012 3 287 
11 Kansas . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . 20 13 3 . . . . . . 538 72 4 110 72 682 1 .... , 18 1 3 906 . . • .. . 1, 406 ... __ . 72 
12 K entucky....... 14 39 48 6 8 1,080 190 9 107 96 1,552 1 .... 110 2 23 2,414 9 2,961 3 173 
13 Louisi:.tna.. ...... . 5 55 23 1 3 404 99 2 63 112 663 . . . . . . . .. . 157 . . . . . . 10 93fJ 5 1, 470 .... _ _ 97 
14 Maine . . . . . .. . . .. 1 13 49 9 2 890 139 10 79 43 558 4 . . .. 41 2 13 818 . • . . . . 4, 183 2 223 
15 Maryland .... . ... 5 37 44 4 19 938 179 17 81 96 772 5 .. .. 164 5 31 1, 257 2 2, 013 ...... 172 
16 Mass<tchusetts . . . 2!1 194 217 78 67 2, 040 485 138 317 279 1, 270 63 1 506 29 94 2, 047 23 7, 220 2 847 
17 Michigan ........ 6 36 56 5 20 1,430 259 14 110 133 1,167 4 .. .. 130 9 31 2,034 5 4,708 1 349 
18 Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 14 1 . . . . . . 620 43 12 81 77 449 1 . . . . 31 9 16 402 3 1, 754 2 88 
19 Mississippi .. . . .. 1 12 20 2 . . . . . . 749 113 ... __ . 34 47 632 .. .. .. .. .. 13 2 .. . .. . 1, 511 2 1, 496 . . . .. . 28 
20 Missouri. .. ..... . 12 132 118 7 42 1, 739 271 29 259 262 3, 452 6 . . . . 324 8 13 3, 560 9 4, 117 4 298 
21 Nebraska.............. 13 9 2 1 183 14 ...... 57 28 204 ...... .... 53 1 ...... 247 ...... 316 ...... 14 
22 N evacla .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . 6 7 . .. .. . 2 35 9 2 15 15 166 1 66 45 1 .. .. .. 110 . . .. .. 56 . .. .. . 5 . 
23 New Hampshire . 1 7 22 6 .. .. .. 664 77 10 36 45 349 2 .. .. 32 2 . 11 565 .. . .. . 1, 987 .. . • .. 123 
24 NewJersey ...... 71 12-2 113 11 42 1, 236 216 61 223 232 888 3 1 126 31 39 1,208· 7 2,698 2 313 
25 New York. .... .. 74 470 !?56 130 2ll 5, 678 1, 346 154 656 931 5, 913 36 2 2, 242 50 112 6, 810 85 18,557 18 1, 993 
26 North Carolina.. 2 8 14 1 ...... 861 95 ...... 27 50 574 ...... .... !5 2 1 1,143 ...... 1, 798 ...... 39 
27 Ohio .. .. .. .. .. . .. 19 113 193 21 29 3, 572 601 41 263 377 2, 563 6 1 2R3 9 85 4, 638 26 12, 084 8 811 
28 Oregon .. .. .. .. .. 2 2 7 3 .. .. .. 162 29 3 24 15 194 1 2 28 .. .. .. .. .. .. 206 .. .. .. 396 .. .. .. 14 
29 P ennsylvania .. .. fi1 101 346 37 54 3, 841 924 162 530 423 3, 253 19 3 431 36 5 4, 843 15 11,200 25 775 
30 Rhode Island . . . . 12 29 16 8 12 250 55 45 49 22 163 11 . . . . 99 3 22 260 4 861 3 101 
31 f::loutb Carolina... 4 8 20 2 2 553 59 3 20 30 387 ...... .. .. 15 1 1 789 1 1, 074 .... .. 36 
32 Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 31 5 . . . . . . 1, 256 133 2 31 84 1, 126 . . . . . . . . . . 63 5 8 2, 220 . . . . . . 2, 250 14 77 
33 T exas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 32 1 . . . . . . · 831 102 9 40 67 1, 027 . . . . . . . . . . 56 3 . . . . . . 1, 906 5 1, 621 . . . . . . 79 
34 Vermont .... .... 1 7 20 7 1 591 88 2 20 41 72 1 .... 16 1 3 569 ...... 1, 895 ...... 109 
35 Virginia .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 8 24 3 3 .1, 013 198 5 84 98 . 1, 075 2 .. .. 58 2 3 2, 126 1 2, 521 .. .. .. 105 
36 West Virginia .. ...... 5 7 ...... ...... 466 27 ...... 81 36 400 ...... .. .. 10 2 3 612 ...... 866 ...... 39 
37 Wisconsin....... 8 41 43 4 8 1, 189 142 6 62 115 785 3 1 123 12 17 915 9 4, 164 .. . .. . 269 
Stat~s --.-- ..... 376"" 1, 984- 2, 913 ~ 597 43;" 439 7, 763 ----s:7814, 600 5,.148 39;"921-209 1421' 6,244 268'" 772 61," 730 242 125, 963- ---w8----;),' 438 
Tern tones -. . . 10 33 35 14 11 435 76 56 103 138 815 4 22 275 19 3 653 8 859 ..... _ 53 
Grand totaL ... -386 2,0172,948 458 608 -43,~~ 7,839 934' 4,703 . 5,286-40~736; 213 164
1 




















'J'AHI.t<; K.-F/'01/t ill nitcd States Census of 1870, showing for each State and Ter1'it01'Y the nuntbe1' of population, the nttmbm· of pattpm·s, and the nun~bm· 
of criminals. 
POPULATION. PAUPERISM. CltiME. 
~~ ,...;- ~ R · · t J e 1 1870 § ~ o Number of persons in prison ii5..., ~ ;_;; ecmvmg suppor un , · <.) ~~ June 1, 1870. 
~~ ~ ~~ 
States. ~rg~ §.p Native. ~-c ~ Native. 
Total. White. ColoFed. Native. Foreign. ~~] § ~ . ~,§-~ • 
,._.] ~ • ~ • • Q3 .g ~ ,._.1l-g . . a) .g ~ 
~ 8 ~ ~ ~ 3 '3 ] ] -~ ~ :s 'g 3 3 ~ .s '§ 
~ P< >"; ..; 8 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ .. 0) ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 
1-----------1------------ ------------------------ ----------------
1 Alab:nua . ---------- . .. --.... 996, 992 521, 384 475, 510 987, 030 9, 962 890 $81, 459 687 681 354 327 6 1, 26? 593 585 14fl 436 
2 .Arkausns .. -...... .... . .. . .. 484, 471 362, 115 122, 169 479, 445 5, 026 626 74, 917 5:38 490 288 202 48 34;! 362 322 137 185 4 
3 Cnlit(lrnio, . -- .. . - - ..... -- .. - . 56!t, 247 499, 424 4, 272 350, 416 209, 831 2, 317 273, 147 991 354 331 3 637 1, 107 1, 574 668 662 6 90 
4 Counocticut .. -- .. - .... -.--.. 537, 4.i4 527, 549 9, 668 423, 815 113, 639 1, 728 189, 918 1, 705 1, 237 1, 12~{ 114 468 450 430 278 215 63 15 
5 Delaware .................... 123,015 102,221 22794 115, 879 9,136 556 41,266 45:J '103 22:J 180 50 145 66 57 13 44 
6 Florida .. . ................... 187,748 96,057 91:689 182,781 4,967 147 9,830 147 142 80 62 5 335 179 176 20 156 
7 Gt>or~ia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 11:!4, 109 638, 926 545, 142 I, I72, 982 11, 127 2, 181 159, 793 I, 816 1, 777 I, 270 507 39 I, 775 737 723 126 597 1 
8 Illil!?il:l ...................... 2, 539, 8~~ 2, 5!!· 096 2o, 1~2 2, 0~4, 6~3 515, I98 6, 0~4 556, 06I 2, 3~~ I, 254 I, 21~ ~ 41 1, 10? ~·55; 1, 795 1, 3!~ 1, 229 143 42 
9 ln(h.mo, . --.- -- ........ -..... 1, 680, 63' I , 6;:,;.>, 837 24, 560 1, 539, I63 I41, 474 4, 6;.>7 403, 521 3, 6:>- 2, 790 2, 583 207 862 , 37 907 7;:,:> fi91 64 15 
lO low a .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 194, 02? 1, I8~, ~07 5, 762 ?~9, 328 204, 6. 92 1, 543 175, 17~ 853 542 48~ ~ 56 3l1 615 3?7 287 273 14 lJ 
l1 Kansas ...................... 364,399 346,377 17,108 3·6,007 48,392 361 46,47'-l 3361 190 10;:, 85 146 151 329
1 
262 202 60 6 
l:2 Kontt~cky .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 3~1, on 1, 098, 692 2'22, 210 1, 257, 613 63, 398 2, 059 160, 717 1, 784i 1, 667 963i 704 117 603 1, 067i 968 525 448 9 
l:l Lot~i!!t:J.na .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ~;6. 915 ~~;], 065 364,210 665, 088 61, 827 59? 53, 300 . 5~71 409 279, 1?0 98f 1, 5?9 8451 818 4~0 358 2 
l4 hlamo....................... 6:.6, 915 6:.-l, 809 1, 606 518, 034 48, 881 4, 619 367, 000 3, 6,U 3, 188 3, 1491 39 443 431 371•! 261 2:>5 6 11 
l ~ :1\Ia~ylnud....... .. .. . .. .. . .. 7~0. 8~ -l 60?, 49~ 175, 3H~ 6!)7, 48~ • ~3, ~12 1, 8?7 163, 584 1, 612j 1, ~47 !8~ ~ 56? ~65 . 86~ 1, 035
1 
967 304 663 6 
lti )l~~s~;husetts .............. 1 ,4:>7,3~1 1,4~~, 15~ 13,94t 1,104, 03:. 3;:,3, 319 8,036 1,121,60~ 5,7771 5,3~? 5,~23 l 73 38t i 1,5?3 2,52~ 1
1,291 1,~52 13? 1,23 
l7 :lr~lbt,.,au .... ................ 1,1t<4,0..J9 1,1 6t,28~ 11, 849 916,049 268, 010 3,151 269,682 2,042; 8:>3 168 851,189
1 
835 1,09;:, 679 617 62 41 
l8 1\IIIIU<'Sotn .. -- .............. - 439, 706 4:38, 25i 759 279, 009 160, 697 G84 G6, 161 3921 126 1201 6 2661 214 129 ?a 65 8 5 
l9 hl~ssissippi. ................ 827,92~ 382,896 444,201 816,731 1l,Ull 921 96,707 809 793 4131 380 16! 47l 449j 421 128 293 2 
!0 1\}tSSOIIt'l .... ............. .. 1,721.,2!)5 1,60:3, 146 118,071 1,499, 028 222,267 2,424 191,171 1, 854 1,415 1,0901 325 4391 1,503 1,623, 1,217 893 324 40 
!1 ~ebrnsk;1...... ............ .. 122,993 122,117 789 92,245 30,748 93 11, 161 92 54 54...... 381 53 691 44 35 9 ~ 
!2 }.; ovatln .... ------- .. -- .. .. ~ .. 42, 4!ll 38, 939 337 . 2:1 690 18 801 196 2:J 702 54\ 29 27 2 25! 132 99, 40 37 3 5 
?:J ~ow Hampshire,.. ........... 318, 300 317, 697 580 288: 689 29; Gll 2, 636 235: 126 2, 129· 1, 754 1, 739
1 
15 3751 182 267! 201 199 2 6 
?! ~ow.Jyrsey ................. 90G,O!JG 87;3.407 30,6:18 717,153 188,943 3,356 283, 341 2,390 1,669 1,368 301 721 j 1,040 1,079i 640 483 157 43 
!,~ :N,ow 1' ~rk .. _ .. ----- .......... 4, 382,759 4, :l30, 210 52. , 081 3, 244,406 1, 138,353 26, 152 2, 661,38514, 100 5, 953 5, 289 664 8, 1471 5, 473 4, 704l 2, 658 2, 323 335 2, 04 
2~ }o;orth < arohna .. ------- .. - .. 1, 071,:361 Gi8, 470 391, 6.10 1, 068, 3:!2 3, 029 1, 706 136, 470 1, 652 1, 647 1, 119 528 5 1, 311 468; 462 132 330 
;
1 0~1~ ·- --- · ·-- - · -- ·- -- · · ---- · 2, Gll5, :.!6~ 2, ll01, 946 63, 213 2, 292, 767 372, 493 6, 383 566, 280 3, 674 2, 860 2, 659 201 814\ 2, 560 1, 405! 1, 018 892 126 3E 
;~ Ot c ,.,on -- .. : ---- -- .. -...... -- 90, 923 86, 929 346 79, 323 11, 600 1:13 24, 800 81 62 62 .... __ 19• 80 1041 67 55 12 ~ 
~ll Ponnsyh·ama.--------------. 3, 52~, !'151 3, 456, 609 65, 294 2, 97o, 642 545, 309 15, 872 1, 256, 024 8, 796 4, 822 4, 3541 468 3, 974! 3, 327 3, 23111 2, 532 2, 088 444 6£ 
~0 Hbodo ~slan.<l . ----- ·------- - - 21 t , 353 21~, 219 4, 980 161, 957 55, 396 1, 046 97, 702 634 442 407 35 19211 209 180 125 113 12 " n Sf.ulh ,Unrohnn.-- ------ .. --.. 705, ~06 2~9, 667 415, 814 697, 532 8, 074 2, 343 224, 805 2, 071 1, 994 888 1, 106 77 1, 399 7321 714 130 584 1 



























































331 Tox~ .........•....... .. .... , 816,570 564, 700 253,475 756, 168 62,411 204 21,219 202 177 73 104 25 260 732 602 237 365 13\) 34 Vermont ___ _________________ 330,5:>1 329,613 (124 283,396 47,155 2, 008 178, 628 1, 785 1, 262 1, 231 31 523 1:19 193 145 143 2 48 33 Virginia..... .. .. ............ 1, 225, 1G3 712, 089 512, !:l41 1, 211,409 13, 754 3, 890 303,081 3, 280 3, 254 1, 942 1, 312 26 1, 090 1, 244 1, 232 331 901 12 36 West Virgiuia .... . ________ .. 442,014 424,033 17,980 424,923 17,091 1,102 80,628 994 948 839 109 46 15;) Hll 175 138 37 16 37 Wisconsin ............... _... 1, 054, 670 1, 051, 351 2,113 690,171 364, 499 1, 553 151, 181 1,126 390 374 16 736 837 418 215 192 23 203 ------------------------------------------Total .... .. ....... . . .... 138, 115, 641133, 203, 1281 4, 835, 106132, 642, 6121 5, 473, 0291 115, 491110, 856, 842176, 341153, 651 144, 3531 9, 298 1 ~2, 690136, 162132, 606123, 952115, 9861 7, 9661 8, 654 
=l~=l==l==l==l==l=l=l=l=l=l=l=l=---==1=1=1=1= 
Arizona. 
2 Colorado . ..... .. .... - .... - - -
3 Dakota ........ . ... . .... -----
4 District of Columbia ....... . 
5 Idaho ..... . 
6 Montana .. .. .... . 
7 New Mexico . . . 
8 Utah ................ - .... --. 









































5, 809 - ------. ---------- ------ ------ -- ---- ------ ------
6, 599 73 11, 422 19 8 8 --- . - - 11 
4, 815-------. ---- ---- -- ---- - - ----- - ----- - - - --- - - -- - - -
16, 254 303 26, 364 279 234 135 99 45 
7, 885 41 7, 247 4 3 a _..... 1 
7, 979 104 17, 065 23 8 8 ------ 15 
5, 620-------- ---- -- ---- --- - - - -- --- - ------ ----- . -- ----
30, 702 56 6, 206 51 20 19 1 31 
5, 024 34 5, 283 20 15 13 2 5 
3, 513.--.---. -. - - ------ ------ ------ -- -- -- -----· -- - ---
29 11 - ----- ------ ------ 11 
32 19 16 11 5 3 
2 a 1 1 ...... 2 
121 143 117 38 79 26 
26 28 18 17 l 10 
24 16 14 13 1 2 
95 24 21 18 3 3 
27 19 19 19 - - - - . - - .• - - • 
20 19 8 7 . 1 11 
24 13 7 7 - - - - - - 6 ---·----·---·---·- -- -- l--l---1--•-- ·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--
Total. ________ ___ . ___ ._ .I 44~, 7301 386, 249
1 
44, 9031 348, 5301 94, 2001 6111 73, 5871 3961 28811861 10211081 4001 2951 22111311 901 74 
G'=• total... . ........ .Ia~ 558, an 33, ,.., 377 4, 600, ooo 32, 991, 142 5, 567, "" . 116, 102
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In Colorado, :lil9. 
In Connecticut. 33. 
Iu Maine, 143. 
In nhode Island, 308. 
(See also sehool attendance.) 
Academies: Courses of study in, xxxvii. 
College students fitted by, xxxviii. 
In Maine, 142. · 
In New Hampshire, 221. 
In Oregon, 285. 
In Vermont, 336. 
In District of Columbia, 399. 
In New York. 250. 
In Wisconsin, 358. 
Summary of statistics of, xxxvii. 
(See also secondary instruction.) 
Academy, Naval. (See Naval Academy.) 
Academy, Military. (See Military Academy.) 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia Muse-




Normal school, 542. 
Madagascar: 
State of education, 543. 
Sierra Leone : 
State of education, 543. 
Senegaml.Jia: 
State of education, 543. 
Agassiz, Professor, museum of, lvii. 
Opinion of, on superior instruction, xliii. 
Agricultural colleges : 
In California, 17. 
In Florida, 60. 
In Louisia.na, 134. 
In Maino, 145. 
I n M~rylan.d, 152. 
In MISSOUri, 209. 
In Nebraska, 2 14. 
In Ohio, 278. 
In Pennsylvania, 293. 
In Vermont, 337. 




Financial statement, 3. 
New school-code, 4. 
Teachers' institutes, 4. 
State teachers' association, 4, 6. 
University of, 4. 
Normal department, 4. 
School of Agriculture and Mechanics, 4. 
School attendance, 5. 
Number of schools, 5. 
Pupils in different branches, 5. 
Teachers, number of, 5. 
Teachers, pay of, 5. 
Peabody fund, 5. 
Peabody fund, in Greensborough, Selma, and 
Montgomery, 6. 
Medical College of, 6. 
Medical lectures in, why free, 7. 
Talladega College, 7. 
Insane Hospital, 7. 
Spring Hill College, 7. 
Howard College 8. 
Marion Female Seminary, 8. 
Tuscaloosa Female College, 8. 
Florence Synodical Fema1e College, 8. 
A labama-Continued. 
Death of Dr. Mitchell, 8. 
Facts from United States census, 8. 
List of school officials, 9. 
Algiers. (See Africa.) 
Alsace-Lorraine. (See Germany.) 
American Seaman's :Fri end Society, libraries of, 
lyi. 
A nderson, Dr. M. B., lectures by, xlvii. 
Article by, on art-training, 603- G07. 
Anhalt. (See Germany.) 
Argentine Republic. (See South America.) 
Arizona: 
Letter from Governor Safford, 365. 
Facts from United States census, 365,366. 
Arkansas : 
Letter of Superintendent Smith, 11. 
Peabody fund, 11. 
Little Hock schools, 11. 
Saint Jolm's College, 12. 
Deaf-mute Institution, 12. 
Blind Institute, 12. 
Industrial University, 12. 
Facts from United States census, 12. 
List of superintendents, 13. 
Art-training: 
In American colleges, 603- 607. 
Athenian culture, c03. 
· Deficiency in modern education, 603. 
Knowledge of literature, 603. 
Necessary to culture, 603. 
Deficiency of art-culture, 604. 
Art-culture in colleges, 604. 
Laws of sound, 604. 
Laws of color, 604. 
Perspective and architecture, 605. 
Beaut,y an attri bute o'f' nature, 605. 
Art models, casts, and plans, 605. 
Arrangement of collections, 606. 
Art-lectm·es, 606. 
Ad vantftgo to the public, 606. 
Art and history, 606. 
Art-training economical and feasible, 607. 
How seienco wn,s first taught, 607. 
Remarks on, by Commissioner Eaton, lxxxiii. 
Asia: 
India: 
State of educn,tion in, 538. 
Japan: 
Educational divisions of, 539. 
School-admiuistration, 539. 
Classes of schools, 539. 
Elementary schools, 539. 
Secondary schools, 540. 
Superior schools, 540. 
Normal schools, 540. 
Teachers, 540. 
Scholars and examinations, 540. 
General expenses, 541. 
Atldnson, Rev. George H ., D. D., xxii. 
Attendance. (See school attendance.) 
Australasia, 560. 
Sandwich Islands, 560. 
In pcctor-gP.neral, 568. 






Studies and school-books, 569. 
Labainaluna Seminary, 569. 
Oahu College, 570. 
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A. ustralasia-Con tin ued. 
Other government schools, 570. 
Female seminaries, 570. · 
Other institutions, 570. 
Concluding- remarks, 571. 
Statistics, 571. 
St~tement of M. De Varigny, 560. 
.Au~tnau Monarchy, 4:19. 
Empire of .Austria, 439. 
Report of Stremayr, minister of public in-
struction, 439. 
Effect of t-he new school-law, 439. 
Jirecek, miuister of public iustruction, 440. 
Mr. Stremayr a.gain minister of public in-
struction, 440. 
Statistics, 440. 
Jesuit gymuasia, 441. 
Reform of the real-schools, 441. 
.Agricultural schools for adults, 441. 
Teachers' salaries, 441. 
'l'eachers' societies, 441. 
Public distinctions conferred on teachers, 441. 
Meeting of the liberal German party at Saint 
Polten, 441. · 
Want of teachers, 442. 
Religious exercises in schools, 442. 
Educatwn in Vienna, 44:2. 
Lower .Austria, 443. 
Bohemia, 443. 




, Tyrol, 444. 
SalzlJnrgh, 444. 
Gallicia, 444. 
Kirigdom of Hungary: 
Report of Eot,·os, late minister of public in-
struction, 444. 
Action of Dr. Pauler, the new minister of 
public in>:lt-rnction, 445. 
EllucatioJJ of teachers, 445. 
Education of adults, 445. . · 
Recent euucational statistics antl facts, 445. 
Teacllers' confereuce, 446. 
Educatioual intelligence in newspapers, 446. 
Educational museum, 446. 
Edncatio11 in tlto city of Pesth, 446. 
Transylnwia, 446. 
Croatia, 446. 
Military frontier, 447. 
Baden. (See Germany.) 
Bancroft. lion. George, gift to Ran·ard College 
l>y, lix:. 
Bavaria. (Sec Germany.) 
Bearu, Professor George P., on school-system, 
xxxii. 
Belgium: 
Gene1·al remarks, 447. 
Parliam()ntary discussions, 447. 
Position of teachers, 447. 
Bel:..>ian teachPr 'society, 447. 
Flemish lauguage, 447. 
Luxemburg teacher:>' society, 448. 
.Appointment and dismissal of teachers in 
Luxembnrg, 448. 
Official roport on primary school'!, 448. 
Rumruar.v of public and private ~;choo!s, 418. 
Communal r-;chools, 418. 
P.rimary school>:~ or a higher grade for girls, 
44 . 
Pri,·ate suhsidizen schools. 448. 
Pl'ivate ~chools under inspection, and entirely 
fx·ee prt vato ~;cbools, 4l!J. 
Cour. e of iustrnction in primary schools, 449. 
Infant !lchool., 440. 
Sehool. for adults, 4J!J. 
Charitable wnrksllop:; and trade- chools, 44!J. 
, clwoJ,.; under the department of justice 44!J. 
• t ti,tir~ of illitc·racy, 44!l. ' 
~cnc·ral. tatistic~ of primary schools, 450. 
• onn:tl11chool , 4:>0. 
Br,nl·f•tdior~ . table of (;(}ncational, B!H-90!). 
l~•luc·atronnl, ~eneralremarks on, lix. 
ummary of stati ·tic or, !xi. 
In tanc••. nf, lx. 
~~r;.: • , : ·ubc,r, iut.el:Yiew with, lxx. 
Blmd <L~yh1m : 
In A.rkau as, 12. 
Blind .Asylums- Continued. 
In Colorado, 26. 
In Illinois, 102. 
In Indiana, 113. 
In Kausas; 123. 
In Kentucky, 127. 
In Maryland, 152 . 
I n l\I1ssissippi, Hl9. 
In Missouri, 209. 
In New Yurlr, 245. 
In North Caroliua, 266. 
In Ohio, 27!:!. 
In Pellllsyl va.nia, 297. 
In South Carolina, 315. 
In Virginia, ;j45. 
In Wisconsin, 359. 
Blind, education of the, 433. 
H istory of cuucation for the, 4:n. 
Conveutiou of snperinteudeuts of the, 435 • 
Statistics of asylums for, 910. 
Remarks on etlucatio11 of the, lxxiii. 
Institutions fur the. lxii. 
Bostou U11iversity, loss by fire, lxxvi. 
Brace, J. P., obituary of, 45. 
Brace, C. L., book of, nuticPd, lxiv, (note.) 
Brazil. (See South .America.) 
Breckinridge, Rev. R. J ., obituary of, 130. 
Bremen. (Bee Germany.) 
Broel-Plater, Couut de, letter from, lxviii. 
Brooks, Rev. C., obituary of, 180. 
Brunswick. (Bee Germany.) 
Burean of Education: 
.Act founding, quoted, i. 
f::itead_y progress of, i. 
Growth of library of, lxvi. 
Number of uocurne ts distributed by, lxvii. 
Correspondence of, lxvii. 
\V?rk of, i!l conuection with Vienna Exposi. 
twn, lx:xn·. 
(See, also, Commissioner of Euucation.) 
Business Colleges : 
Statistics of. 711- 715. 
Summary of stat.istics of, xxxiii. 
Rewark~; on, xxxiii. 
Califomia: 
Finaneial statement, 14. 
Attendance, 14. 
'l'caehers, 14. 
School-districts and ~;chools, 14. 
P1·op:n· ~;s of education, 14. 
.Amended school law, 14. 
California Teacher, 15, 
Teachers' institutes, 15. 
Compulsory cducatwn, 15. 
:Salaries too low, 15, 
Education o.f tLe Chinese, 15. 
Cbineso cllaractor, 15. 
hlis.;ion work among Chinese, 16. 
Indhn sd10ol~, 16. 
Education of United States soldiCi.'s, 16. 
University of, l7. 
Preparatory classes, 17. 
Military discipliue, 17. 
Lectures, special courses, 17. 
Liter-ary and art donations, 17 . 
Agricultnral College, 17. 
Inaugural atldl·e:;l:l of Pre:;ident Gilman, 18. 
State Normal :Sc:hool, 2:J. 
Private educational iu.;titutions, 23. 
Caliibruia Military .Academy, 23. 
Mills'H Seminm·y, 23. 
Uuivrrsity College, 23. 
Pacific Mcthodi~;t Coli gr, 24. 
UnivrrRity of tho Pacific, 24. 
·washington Colll-gc, :24. 
California Coll .. gc, ~-!. 
St. Josl'ph's .l.c·mh·u1y, 24. 
licsperinn Colll'gP, 2-!. 
, acramrnto , 'cminary, 24. 
Oakland Seminary, 24. 
Napa Ladies' . •·minary, 2-t • 
St. Jllar_y's ('ollc·~"· 21. 
Collc·gc· of St. A cqn. tine, 24. 
Sant:t lara ColkgP, 24. 
St. Vincc•nt'H Col kg(•, 2:>. 
St. Cathariur•'t; .\.eallemy, 25. 
Sacn·rl lleart ConYl'nt, 25. 
. ·t. Ignatiu11 ('olll'g-1', 25. 
St. Mary of the Pacific, 25. 
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California-Continued. 
San Frandsco Theological Seminary, 25. 
Pacific Theologwal Seminary, 25. 
Medical colleges, 25. 
Charitable institutions, 25. 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb and Blind, 26. 
Mechanics' Institute, 26. 
Public libraries, 26. 
Sau Francisco : 
Expenditures and building fund, 27. 
Consolidation of primary schools, 27. 
Course of study, 27. 
Condition of schools, 27. 
Text-books, 27. 
Examinations of teachers, 27. 
Need of reform, 28. 
Life diplomas, ~8. 
Evening Nor mal School, 28. 
Increased pny of teachers: 28. 
Evening schools, 28. 
Cosmopolitan schools, 29. 
Drawing, :29. 
co.educaLion of the sexes, 29 •. 
Oakland: 
Growth of public schools, 29. 
San Jose : 
Public schools, 29. 
Death of Hon. Edward Tompkins, 29. 
Facts from United States census, 30. 
List of superintendents, 31. 
Canada. (See North America.) 
Census statistics of 1870: 
Tables of, 1 or the United States, 942-997. 
Of· Alabama, 8. 
Of Arkuusas, 12. 
Of Arizona, 365. 
Of California, 30. 
Of Colomuo, 3!i9. 
Of Connecticut, 49. 
Of Dakota, ::171. 
Of Delaware, 56. 
Of District of Columbia, 397. 
Of Florida, 61. 
Of Geor~ia, 69. 
Of IllinOIS, 104. 
Of Inc.liana, 113. 
Of Iowa, ll7. 
Of Kau<;as. 123. 
Uf Kentuck.v, 130. 
Of Louisiana, 136. 
Of Maine, 147. 
Of Maryland, 154. 
Of ~laiisachusetts, 182. 
Of Miclugau, U57. 
Of Miuncsota, 192. 
Of Mississippi, 200. 
Of Missouri, 211. 
Of Mont:.wa, :575. 
Of Nebraska, 214. 
Of Nevada, 216. 
Of New llamp<Jhire, 222. 
Of New Jerse,y, 229. 
Of New Mexico, 376. 
Of :New York, 257. 
Of NorLh Carolina, 267. 
Of Ohio, 28l. 
Of Oregon, 286. 
Of Pennsylvania, 300. 
Of Rhouo Island, 310. 
Of SouLh Carolina, 316. 
Of Tennessee, 325. 
Of Texas, :3:33. 
Of UtalJ, 370. 
Of v l'l'lliOllt, 337. 
Of Virginia, 347. 
Of \Va!ihiugton Territory, 381. 
Of West Vil'ginia, 354. 
Of \Viscon~;in. 362. 
Of \Vyoruing TeiTitory, 383. 
Centennial Expo~;ition : 
Preparations for, lxxv. 
Churches: 
t;ta.t istic!i of, 070. 
Circular>~ of Information: 
Dcmantl for, J. -vi. 
.1: umbl'l' of i8sued, lxvi. 
Resolution of Sational Teachers' Association 
in regarc.l to, lxvi. 
Cities : 
Remarks on education in, xxii. 
Number of, xxiii. 
.Aggregate population of, xxiii. 
School atteudanee of, xxiii. 
School-age of, xxiii. 
Statistical summary of, xxiii- xxvi. 
Statistics of school-systems of, 614-!i!JS. 
City normal sclJoo.s, xxxiii. 
Go-educ::ttion of the sexes, xlix. 
Coleman, A. L., obituary of, :346. 
Colleges: 
In Alabama, 4. 
In C.:aliforuht, 17, 23. 
In Connecticut, 40. 
In District of Columbia, 390. 
In Georgia, 65. 
In Illinois, 100. 
In Indiana, 111. 
In Iowa, 116. 
In Kausas, 121. 
In Keritucky,127. In Louis ian a, 135. 
In Maiuc, !H. 
In M::tryland. 152. 
In MassachuscttR, 172. 
In Michigan, 185. 
In Minnesota, HlO. 
Iu Miflsissippi, 199. 
In Missouri, 2l0. 
In New Hampshire, 220. 
In New Jersey, 227. 
In New York, 248. 
In North Carolina, 265. 
In Ohio, 278. 
In Oregon, 284. 
In Pennsylvania, 294. 
In South Carolina, 315. 
In Tennessee, 323. 
In Vermont, 337. 
In Virginia, 342. 
In Wisconsin, 359. 
Colorado: 
Report of W. C. Lothrop, superinteudent pub-
lic instruction, 367. 
Financial sta,terueut, 367. 
.Attendance, ::IG7. 
Teachers ::tnd tcacherR' pay, 367. 
School·distt·icts allll schools, 367. 
Sclwol-bouses, 367-368. 
Condition of school system, 367. 
Seboollaws, 367. 
Politics in schools, 368. 
County superintendence, 368. 
Teachers, 3Gtl. 
~l'eachers' institutes, 368. 
Text-books, 368. 
Graued schools, 368. 
Teachers' libraries, 369. 
School-govcrument, 36!). 
Truancy anu tardiness, 369. 
Comlmlsory etluqation, 3!i9. 
Facts from UnHed States census, 369. 
Sebool-oflicials, :370. 
Colo ret! schools: 
In Delaware, 55. 
In District of Columbia, 387. 
In Georgia, 6!l. 
In Indiana, 1JO. 
In .Missouri, 207. 
In Tennessee, 3:23. 
Colton, ltov. II. M., obituarv of, 44. 
Commissioner of Euucation; report of: 
Suujects of ua.tioual iuqniry, i-iii. 
Educ::ttional stati~ties, iii-v. 
Lessons from the Ninth Census, v-xii. 
li'act.s from the statistical tables, xii-lxvi. 
School-population, xiii, xiv. 
School-expenc.litmes, xi v-xvi. 
Remftrks on pnl.>lic-sellool systems, xvi-xxi. 
Ec.lucal,ion in cities, xxii-xxvi. 
Normal schools, xxvii-xxxiii. 
Bnsiness colleges, xxx1ii. 
Secondary instruction, xxxiv-xxxviii. 
Admissiou to college, xxxvlii-xxxix . 
Superior instruction, xx...'l:ix-xlvi. 
Culture anu its uses, xhi-xlviii. 
]'eruale colleges, xlviii, xlix. 
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Commissioner of Education, report of- Cont'd. 
SchooLs of science, xlix-li. 
Theological schools, li, Iii. 
Law-scnools, lii. . 
Medical schools, &c., Iii. 




Education of the blind, lxii, lxiii. 
Education of deaf-mutes, lxiii. 
Youth without home-care, lxiv. 
Reform-schools, lxiv. 
Orphan-asylums, Jxv. 
Patents for school-furniture, &c., lxv. 
Publications, lxv, lxvi. 
Libr ary of the office, lxvi. 
Circulars of informqtion, lxvi. 
Distribution of documents, lxvii. 
Office-correspondence, lxvii- lxix. 
Incidents related, lxix, lxx. 
Euucation in China, lxx-lxxiii. 
Unpubli~hed work of 1he Office, lxx,iii. 
The Office force and rooms, lxxiii, lxxiv. 
The Vienna Exposition, lxxiv. 
The Ceutennial Exposition in 1876, lxxv. 
The great fires, lxxvi. 
The health of the school-population, lxxvii-
lxxxi. 
Public sanitary measures necessary, lxxviii. 
Parks as sanitariums, lxxviii, lxxix. 
The poor ehil<lren in New York, lxxix, lxxx. 
Maternal ignorance and infantile mortality, 
l:s:xxi. 
Veterinary instruction, lxxxi-lxxxiii. 
Art-traiuin~, lxxxiii. 
The supervision of education, ln..'A·i:v-lxxxvi. 
l~ecommeudations, &c., lxxxvii, lxxxviii. 
Compulsor-y education: 
In Califomia, 15. 
In Colorado, 36!). 
In Connecticut, 34. 
In K ausas, 119. 
In .Massachusetts, 169. 
In .Missouri, 206. 
In North Carolina, 263. 
In Texas, 332. 
In Washington Territory, 381. 
Iu \Viscousin, 358. 
Condition of education in the different States: 
. R emarks on, xvi- xxi. 
Congress, education of membex·s of, viii. 
Connecticut : 
School-fund, 32. 
Financial statement, 32. 
Attem1anco, 32, 33. 
Number of teachers, 32. 
Pa:v of teachers, 32. 
Sclwol-llistricts and schools, 32. 
School-houses, 33, 34. 
Sif:,'DS of pro&rress, 33. 
Length of school year, 33. 
Truancy and absenteeism, 33. 
Compulsory education, 34. 
Vaccination, 34. 
Teachers' in titutes, 34. 
State teach rs' association, 35. 
tatistics favor free schools, 36. 
Revision of school laws, 36. 
·'Com moo-school platform,'' 36. 
Education nn<l inventiou, 36. 
~ormal school, 36. 
Indu tl'ial school for girls, 36. 
tate reform school, 37. 
oldicrs' orphan hom , 37. 
• chool for imbeciles, 37. 
Deaf aurl dumb asylum, 37. 
bc·llicld 'citntific 'chool, 37. 
Colle~o stU!len ts in , 37. 
~Tew Raven: 
• c~hool ac<·ommodations, 37. 
npen·i ion, 3 . 
Drawin" :.Ill 
Ev uintschool, 38. 
R~Jfo~:~l\ <l &chool, 38. 
oodition of chools, 38. 
crman, 38. 
Evening- boola, 38. 
Connecticut-Continued. 
Meriden: 





Atteuuance and progress, 39. 
Vocal music and drawing, 3!>. 
New London: 
Attenda-uce. 40. 
Oral instruction, 40. 
Colle~es: 
Ya.e College, 40-43. 
Wesleyan University, 43. 
Trin:ty College, 43. 
Berkley Divinity School, 44. 
F itch's Home for sol<liers' orphans, 44. 
Whipple llome School for deaf~mutes, 44. 
Obituar_y notes: 
Rev. H. M. Colton, 44. 
Mr. John P. Brace, 45. 
Professor James Iladley, 45-48. 
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Valuation of school-property, 108. 
Means of increasing school-revenue, 108. 








Branches of study, 110. 
Colored schools, 110. 
Shelbyville-condition of schools, 110. 
Elkhart-school-progress, 110. 
Institutions: 
State Normal School, 111. 
Indiana University, 111. 
Wabash College, 111. 
Hanover College, 111. 
University of Notre Dame, 112. 
Northwestern Christian University, 112. 
Howard Colle;;e, 112. 
DePauw College, 112. 
Earlham College, l 12. 
Union Christian College, 112. 
Indianapolis Female Institute, 112. 
Blind Institute, 113. 
Convent ion of instructors of blind, 113. 
Facts from United States census, 113, 114. 
School-officials, 114, 115. 
Indians, condition of education among, 405-418. 
Enumeration of IndianA, 405. 
New York Indians, 407. 
Indians in States and not on reservations, 407. 
Michigan [ndiaos, 408. 
Indians in Wisconsin, 408. 
In Minnesota, 409. 
East of Mississippi, 409. 
In Nebraska, Kansas, and Indian Territory, 
409. 
Nebraska Indians, 410. 
Kansas Indians, 410. 
Indian T erritory, 411. 
Condition of tribes in, 412. 
Cherokee alphabet, 413. 
Other tribes in, 415. 
Indians in Dakota, MontamL, and Idaho, 415. 






Indians in New Mexico and Arizona, 416. 
Arizona Indians, 417. 
Pacific Coast Indians, 417. 
Conclusion, 418. 
Industrial schools: 
In Arkansas, 12. 
In Concecticut, 36. 
In District of Columbia, 397. 
In Louisiana, 134. 
In Missouri, 207. 
In North Carolina, 263. 
In Wisconsin, 361. 
Institutes. (See Conventions.) 
Instruction in academies, &c., xxxvi. 
Iowa: 
$tate University, 116. 
Central University of, 116. 
Upper Iowa University, 116. 
Wesleyan Universit.Y of, 116. 
Griswold College, 116. 
Iowa College, 116. 
Cornell College, 116. 
Tabor College, 117. 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb, 117. 
Reform School, 117. 
Facts from United States census, 117, 118. 
Ireland. (See Great Britain.) 
Italy: 
Report of the late minister of public instruc-
tion, C. Correnti, 496. 
Italy-Continued. 
'.rhe ministry of public instruction, 496. 
School-finances, 497. 
Provincial administration, 497. 
Special features, 497. 
Festival days commemorative of famous 
Italians, 4\.17. 
Societies for tlle study of Italian history, 497. 
Statistics, 497. 
Superior instruction, 498. 
Royal fnstitute for Superior Practical Studies, 
499. 
Academy of Science and Literature, 499. 
School for Engineers at Turin, 499. 
School for Engineers at Naples, 499. 
Superior technical schools, 499. 
Superior normal schools, 500. 
Schools of veterlnu,ry surgery, 500. 
Secondary schools, 5oo. 
Royal secondary schools, 500. 
Comparison of t echnical schools, 501. 
Primary schools, 502. 
Libraries, 502. 
Academies and schools of the fine arts and 
music, 502. 
Museums, 502. 
Academies of science, literature, &c., 502. 
Archives, 502. 
Courses of study, 502. 
Closing of convents, 503. 
Re-opening of the Roman University, 503. 
Lyceum and gymnasium at llome, 503. 
Separation of church and state, 503. 
First Protestant chu•·ch in Rome, f,03. 
Abolishing religious instruction in .A.lessan-
dria, 503. 
Prevailing ignorance, 503. 
Statistics of illiteracy, 504. 
The kindergarten in Italy, 504. 
Infant asylum in Home, 504. 
Festival of the Plebiscite, 504. 
Japan. (See .A..sia.) 
Japanese legation, visit of, lxx. 
Jarvis, Edward, M.D., quoted on education and 
health, lxxxi. 
ArtiCle by, on common labor and common 
schools, 572--585. 
Jay, Ron. John, lxxiv. 
Kansas: 
Report of State superintendent, 119. 
School-prosperity, 119. 
Summary of statistics, 119. 
Classificatwn of district-schools, 119. 
Text-books not ur.iform, 119. 
Compulsory education, 119. 
Township system of districting, 120. 
P ermanent school-fuml, 120. 
State teachers' association, 120. 
Educational journal, 120. 
A.tchison: 
Public-school improvements, 120. 
Lawrence : 
Condition of schools, 120. 
Examinations for gradation, 120. 




State normal schools, 121. 
University of, 121. 
~l'icultural College, 122. 
w a;;bburn College, 122. 
Highland University, 122. 
Saint Benedict's College, 122. 
College of the Sisters of Bethany, 122. 
Blind Asylum, 123. 
Academy of Science, 123. 
Death of W. E. Ruble, 12:1. 
Fa0ts from United States census, 123. 
Kentucky: 
Report of State Superintendent Ron. H . .A.. M. 
Henderson, 125. 
Gei!eral condition of schools, 125. 
School-revenue, 125. 
Suspension of payment, 125. 
Pa.vment of teachers, 125. 
Dist1·ict t.axation, 125. 
The rate amendment, 125. 
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Kent ucky- Continue d. 
Trustees, 126. 
Teachers' institutes, 126. 
State '.reachers' Association, 126. 
School-houses, 126. 
Normal schools, 126. 
Education of colored people, 126. 
National education bill, 126. 
Changes in the school-law, 127. 
Owensborough: 
Public schools, 127. 
Institutions: 
Institution for the Blind, 127. 
Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 127. 
Institute for Feeble-Minded, 127. 
Kentucky Universtty, 128. 
University of Louisville, 128. 
Louisville Medical College, 128. 
Mil itary Institute, 128. 
Bethel College, 128. · 
Eminence Co1lcge, 128. 
Hocker Femal e College, 128. 
Cecilian College, 128. 
St. Mary's College, 129. 
State Teachers' As~ociation, 129. 
Teachers' institutes, 129. 
Dr. Breckinl'i<lge, obituary of, 130. 
Facts from Umted States census, 130. 
Ketchum, Rev. S., letter of, lvi. 
Kinderga1-ten : 
In Germany, 475. 
In Italy, 504. 
In Michigan, 185. 
Discussion on, 423. 
Notes on, lxxxvi. 
Kirkland, J. T., tribute to, lx. 
Laisun, Chan, lxx, lxxi. 
Laveleye, E . de, letter from, lxix. 
Law-schools, table of, 814, 815. 
Summary of statistics of, Iii. 
Distribution hy States, Iii. 
Law, Professor James, lxxxiii. 
Lee, Charles .d.., obituary ot, 255. 
Leggett, General M.D., aid by, lxv. 
Libraries: 
Table of, 820-887. 
SumlLary of, liii-lv. 
Classes of, reported, lvi. 
Of secondary institutions, xxxvi. 
In California, 26. 
In District of Columbia, 393. 
In Missouri, 206. 
In New Jersey, 226. 
In Ohio, 275. 
Statistics of, for 1870, from census, 983. 
Lord, F. A., M. D., obituary of, 103. 
Lieber, Francis, obituary of, 254. 
Louisiana: 




Number of pupils, 132 . 
.Average daily attendance, 132. 
Number of teachers, 1:32. 
Average pay of teachers, 132. 
New school-law, 13J. 
Teachers' institute!:!, 133. 
State Teacher!:!' Association, 133. 
State University 1:3:3. 
.Agricultural all(i industrial schools, 134. 
Peabo(ly fund, 134. 
P~~~~ar condition of certain rural districts, 
Mixed schools, 134. 
New Orleans: 
Board of 'llucation, 135. 
School-buildings, 135. 
Model cbools, 135. 
Normal cbool and CoUege, 135. 
State Univ rsity, 1:15. 
Polytechnic and Indu trial Institute, 136. 
Saint Chari Collt-ge, t:l6. 
New rlean D ntal Coll<'ge, 136. 
~ev. Chari~'>!.'. Doll, obituary of, 136. 
:Facts from nit d tate cemms, 136. 
Lyons, C. J. , articlu b}, on education in fiawaiian 
Islands, 567-571. 
Madagascar. (See .Africa.) 
Mahon, D. H ., obi tuary of, 255. 
Maine: 
Report of Warren Johnson, State superin-
tendent of instruction, 138. 
Fina,ncial statement, 138. 
.Attendance, 138. 
Districts and school-houses, 138. 
Teachers and teachers' pay, 138. 
Modification in school-law, 1::19. 
School-revenue, 139. 
School census and attendance, 139. 
Len~th of school-terms, 139. 
Gnwed schools, 140. 
Text-books, 140. 
Drawing in school, 140. 
Teachers, 140. 
Teachers' institutes, 140. 
State Teachers' .Association, 141. 






Free high-schools, 142. 
.Academies, 142. 
Madawaska schools, 142. 
Portland: 
Condition of schools, 142. 
Methods of primary teaching, 143. 
School-accommodations, 143. 
Supervision, 143. 
Popularity of public schools, 143. 
Branches of study, drawing, wri ting, singing, 
143. 
Truancy, 143. 
The High School, 143. 
Normal-class training, 143. 
Institutions : 
State normal schools at Farmington and 
Castine, 14-1. 
Colby Uuiversity, 144. 
College of Agriculture and Mechanics, 145. 
Bates College, 145. 
Theological Seminary, 145. 
Waterville Classical Institute, 145. 
State Reform School, 145. 
Educational Association, 146. 
Obituary of Hev. '1'. C. Upham, 146. 
Facts from United States census, 147. 
Mansfield, Edwa1·d D., article by, on crime and 
ignorance, 586-595. 
On pauperism and ignorance, 596-602. 
Facts ftom United f:-itates census, 147. 
Maryland : 
Report of M. A.. Newell, president board 
school-commissioners, 149. 
School-fund, 149. 
Financial statement, 149. 
Decrease of expeusPs, 149. 
School-statistics, 149. 
Number of pupils in different branches, 150. 
School-law, 150. 
Teachers' institutes, 150. 
Colored schools, 150. 
Baltimore: 
Condition of schools, 150. 
School-accommodations, 151. 
S<:hool-commis~ioners, 151 . 
Compulsory dncation, 151. 
Physical educatiou, 151. 
Drawing and music, 151. 
Female high-schools, 151. 
Colored schools, 151. 
Superintendent of instruction, 151. 
City College, 151. 
Institutions: 
Howard ormal School, 152. 
State Normal cbool, 152. 
Deaf and Dumb Institution, 152. 
Blind In. titution, 152. 
Manual-Labor cbool, 152. 
House of Refuge, 152. 
Collcg a, 152. 
.Agricultural College, 152. 
Rock llill Colle"e, 15:1. 
Saint Joseph's Academy, 153. 
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Maryland-Continued. 
'western Maryland College, 153. 
Baltimore Female College, 153. 
Brookville Academy, 153. 
Frederick .Female College, 153. 
Schools of medicine, 153. 
College of Pharmacy, 153. 
College of Dental Surgery, 153. 
Baltimore Orphan Asylum, 154. 
Facts from United States census, 154. 
School-offidals , 155. 
Martin, W. A . P., D. D., account of Chinese Uni-
versity by, lxxii. 
Mason, Lowell, obituary of, 228. 
Massachusetts: 
School-fund, 156. 
Income for 1871, 156. 
Financial statement, 156. 
Attendance, 157. 
Teachers and teachers' pay, 157. 
Schools and. school-houses, 157. 
Massachusetts, census of 1765 alluded to, i. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, loss 
by fire, lxxvi. 
School-fund , 157. 
T eachers' institutes, 158. 
Supervision of scho()l1', 158. _ 
Women as members of school-committees, 159. 
Special agents, 159. 
School-age, 159. 
Common-school studies, 159. 
High-schools, 160. 
The half-day ~ystem, 160. 
Normal schools, 160. 
Training of teachers, 161. 
Teaching of drawing, 161. 
Special normal drawing-classes, 162. 
Technical education, lti3. 
Boston: 
School accommodations and expenditures, 163. 
Attendance, 163. 
Classification, 164, 165. 
Normal ~chool, 165. 
T eachers, 166. 
Dr·. Leigh's method, 166. 
Ratio of school-expenses, 166. 
Woburn: 
School-buildings, 166. 
Conditio11 of schools, 166. 





Schools at Indian Orchard, 167. 
Industrial Drawing-School, 167. 
Frec-hall<l drawing, 167. 
'Vorcester: 
School-accommodations, 167. 
Grading &chools, 168. 
Truant-school, 168. 
Manufacturers and employers, 168. 
Compulsory education, 169. 
Evening-schools, 1G9. 
Freo evening-school for drawing, 169. 
Drawing in the schools, 169. 
T eachers' drawing-cia s, 169. 
Normal and training school, 170. 
High School, 170. 
Taunton: 
Condition of schools, 170. 
Drawing, 170. · 






Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial 
Science, 171, 172. 
Harvard University, 172-174. 
Smith College, 174. 
Amherst College, 174. 
Williams College, 175. 
.Andover Tb ological Seminary, 175. 
Newton 'l'bPological In!!titution, 175. 
School of Theology in Boston University, 175. 




Worcester Aeademy, 175. 
Lawrence Academy, 175. 
Highland Military Academy, 175. 
Monson Academy, 176. 
"Williston Seminary, 176. -
College of the Holy Cross, 176. 
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary, 176. 
Maplewood Institute, 176. 
Oread Institute, 176. 
Essex Institute, 176. 
Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 176. 
School for Imbeciles, 177. 
Nautical School, 177. 
State Teachers' Association, 177-179. 
High and Clas::;ical School Teachers' Associa-
tion, 179. 
O_bituary notes: 
Rev. Charles Brooks, 180. 
William Seaver, 181. 
Albert Hopkins, 181. 
Calvin Cutter, 182. 
Sylvanus Thayer, 182. 
Facts from United States census, 182, 183. 
Maupin, S., obituary of, 345. 
McClintock, Ron. W., obituary of, 280. 
Medical, dental, and pharmaceutical schools: 
Summary of statistics of, .lii. 
Medical schools : 
Tables of, 816- 819. 
Medical examinat.ions: 
Law of New York regarding, liii. 
Mexico. (See North America.) 
Michigan: 
Report of Ron. 0. Hosford, superintendent of 
public instruction, 184. 
School-fund, 184. 
Attendance, 184. 
Branches of stud.v, 184. 
Teachers and their salaries, 184. 
School-laws, 186. 
Teachers' institutes and associations, 185. 
County superintelllleuts, 185. 
The kindergarten, 185. 
· State University, 185. 
Agricultural College, 185. 
Albion College, 186. 
Kalamazoo College, 186. 
Hillsdale College, Hl6. 
Adt•ian College, 186. 
Olivet College, 186. 
State Normal School, 186. 
State Reform School, 186. 
State Teachers' A1:>sociation, 186. 
County Superintendents' Association, 186. 
Obituary: 
A. J. Curtis, 187. 
Henry W. Thompson, 187. 
Facts from United ~tates census, 187. 
School-officials, 188. 
Military Academy, examinations, 761. 
Mining schools. (See ~cience, Schools of.) 
Minnesota : 
Report of Ron. H. B. Wilson, superintendent 
public instruction, 189. 
School-fund, 189. 
Attendance, 189. 
T eachers and salaiies, 190. 
School-laws, 190. 
~reachers' institutes, 190. 
State Teachers' Association, 190. 
County superintendents, 190. 
Convention of, HlO. 
Private schools, 190. 
Carlton College, 190. 
Red Win~ Institute, 191. 
College ot Saint John, 191 
Normal schools, 191. 
State Universit.y, 191. 
Benevolent iust1tutions, 191. 
Professor William 0. His key, obituary of, 191. 
Superintendents' Association, 19:.1. 
Facts from United States census, 192 • 
School-officials, 193, 194. 
Mississippi : 
Report of Ron. H. R. Pease, State superin-
tendent of public :Wstruction, 195. 
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Mississippi-Continued. 
School-fund, 195 . 
Financial statement, l95. 
Population and attendance, 195. 
Teachers and teachers' pay, 195. 
Schools, number of, 195. 
Schoolhouses and sites, 196. 
School furniture and apparatus, 196. 




Supervision defective, 197. 
Teachers, want of, t97. 
T eachers' institutes, 197. 
High-schools, 197. . 
Text-books, uniformity of, 197. 
Scholastic year, 198. 
Public senttment, 198. 
Peabody fund, 198. 
StateN ormal Sehool, 198. 
Tougaloo University, 199. 
D eaf and Dumb Institution, 199. 
Blind Institute, 199. 
Central Female Institute, 199. 
Peabody public school, 199. 
Lawrence Business College, 199. 
Pass Christian College, 199. 
College of, 200. 
University of, 200. 






Mitchell, Rev. W. H., D. D., obituary of, 8. 
Montana: 
Facts from United States census, 375. 
Moore, .J. G., obituary of, 299. 
Mori, .J. A., letter from, lxix. 
Muftoz, .J. M., letter from, lxviii. 
Murray, Dr. David, lxx, (note.) 
Museums: 
Table of, 888- 893. 
Remarks on statistics of, lvii. 
Letter of Professor Wn.rd on, !viii. 
Summary of table of, lv1ii. 
Music in common schools : 
In Connecticut, 39. 
In Delaware, 55. 
In Missouri, 206. 
In Ohio, 273, 275. 
Naval Academy examinations, 761. 
Nebraska: 
State University and A._griCllltuml College, 214. 
CoUege and Grammar School, 214. 
Facts from United States census, 214. 
School-officials, 215. 
Netherlands : 
Secular schools, 504. 
Educational societies, 505. 
Industrial schools for the indigent, 505. 
.Jewish Orphan Asylum, 505. 
School1·eport for 1(j69-' 70, 505. 
Superior instr·uction, 505. 
Report of Ron . .Jvhn Monteith, State super-
intenuent of public instruction, 203. 
Universities, 506. 
.Athenooums, 506. 
Gymnasia and Latin schools, 5015. 
Expenses for superior instruction, 506. School-fund, 203. 
Financial statement, 203 . 
.Attendance, 203. 
Teachers anu teachers' pay, 233.. 
Sehools and dcllool-houscs, 203. 
The common schools,. 203. 







State certificates, 205. 
Teachers' institutes, 205. 
District conventions, 206. 
Compulsory education, 206. 
Methods of teaching, 206. 
Vocal music, 206. 
Bible in schools, 206. 
Public·schoollibralies, 206. 
Iligh and graded schools, 206. 
Colored scllools, 207. 
Industrial and reform schools, 207. 
Saint Louis: 
Condition of schools, 207. 
Warrensburgh : 
Normal Scllool, 207. 
Louisiana: 
School attend:mce, 207. 
Kansas City: 
Condition of public schools, 207. 
Music and drawing, 207. 
Teachers' institutes, 208. 
Saint .JoQeph: 
Cost of sehools, 208. 
Tuition-fees to be abolished, 20a 
Drawing and musie, 208. 
Institutions: 
·ormal ~cbools, 20 . 
Lincoln Institute, ~08. 
Deaf and Durub ln:ititute, 20a 
Blind In titution, 209. 
Univ r its of, 20!l. 
chool of .Ainiculture, 209. 
hool of Mines. 1!0!>. 
Co- ·duca.tion of the sexes, 209. 
Wasbiu~on uh.-cr:ity, 210. 
Saint Loui nivc!"l'lity, 210. 
'aiut Vincent' College, 210. 
:McGe 'oil ·g , 210. 
Dental Collc .. e, 2l0. 
Faeta from U111ted Statea cerums, 211. 
Secondary instruction, 506. 
Agricultural schools, 507. 
The polytcchuic schools, 507. 
Schools of navigation, 508. 
Institution for Deaf-Mntes and Blind, 508. 
Institutions for the preparation of civil officers 
for Dutch India, 508. 
Miscellaneous secondary schools, 508. 
School for Nurses, 508. 
School of Veterinary Surgery, 508. 
Income and expenditure of secondary instruc-
tion, 508. 
Primary instruction, 509. 
Number of schools, 5G9. 
Number of t eacherR, 509. 
Number of scholars, 510. 
Evening-schools, 510. 
Comparative stati~tics, 511. 
Number of children that were instructed cost-
free, 5t2. 
Schools for adults, 512. 
Normal schools, 512. 
Teachers' societtes, 512. 
Income and expenditure of primary instruc-
tion, 512. 




Statistics of illiteracy, 514. 
Nevada: 
Colored children in public schools, 216. 
Facts from United States census, 216. 
School-oilicials, 217. 
School-statistlCS of, xviii, (note.) 
New Ilampsbit·e : . 
Report of lion . .J. W. Simonds, State supenn-
tendent of public instruction, 218. 
School-fund, 218. 
.Attendance, 218. 
1.' achers and tear hers' pay, 218. 
School-districts and scbooltl, 218. 
School-property, 2L . 
Grad d school , 2til. 
Common district-schools, 218. 
Town-supervi!;iou, 219. 
Prudt>utial c~ommitte , 219. 
Town scllool-corumittees, 219. 
County- upervision, ~1!>. 
Town and district y tf'ms contrasted, 219. 
Teachers' institutes, 220. 
Public schools in Dover, 220. 
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New Hampshire-Co;tinued. 
State Nor mal School, 220. 
Dartmouth College, 220. 
Phillips Exeter Academy, 221. 
Atkinson Academy, 221. 
Kimball Union Academy, 221. 
Francistown Academy, 221. 
Tilden Ladies' Seminary, 221. 
Littleton Graded School, 222. 
State Teachers' .Assooiation, 222. 
Facts from United States census, 222. 
School-officials, 223. 
New Jersey : 
Report of E. A. Apgar, State superintendent, 
224. 
School-fund, 224. 
Financial statement, 224. 
School-statistics, 224. 
Percentage of aLtendance, 224. 
Teachers an·d salaries, 225. 
Teachers' certificates, 225. 
School-districts and school-ho.uses, 225. 
Summary of statistics, 226. 
School-term, 226. 
Cost of education, 226. 
School-law, 226. 
Public-school libraries, 226. 
Newark: . 
Attllndance, 226. 




College of New Jersey, 227. 
Rut~ers Colleg~>, 227. 
Institute of Te0hnology, 228. 
Drew Theological Sl'minary, 228. 
Seton Hall College, 228. 
State Reform School, 228. 
Lowell Mason, obituary of, 228. 
Facts from United States census, 229. 
School-officials, 230. 
New Mexico: 
Facts from United States census, 376. 
Newspapers and periodicals: 
Statistics of, from census, 987. 
New York: 
Report of Ron. Abram B. Weaver, 231. 
School-fund, 23L. 
Financial statement, 231. 
School-districts, 231. 
School-buildingA, 232. · 
Value of school-property, 23~. 
Expenses, 232. 
Number of pupils, 232. 
Attendance, 2~~-
Length of school-year, 233. 
Classification of pupils, 233. 
Teachers an(l salaries, 233. 
Statistics of normal schools, 233. 
School-law, 233. 
Teachers' institutes, 233. 
Educational associations, 234. 
Normal scl10ols, 234. 
Indian schools, 234. 
Object-lessons, 234. 
Quaker mis8ion , 234. 
lndian citizenship, 235. 
Congressional legislation, 235. 
Albany: 
Condition of schools, 235. 




Teachers and salaries, 236. 
Absenc and tardiness, 236. 
Rochester: 
Attendance, 236. 
Drawing :mu German, 236. 
Syracuse : 
Attendance. 237. 










.Attendance of pupils, 238. 
Attendance of teachers, 238. 
Salaries of teachers, 238. 
Study of German, 238. 
Drawing, 238. 
The colored school, 238. 
Assessments of pupils, 239. 
New York Citv: 
.Attendance of pupils, 239. 
Comparative number taught, 239. 
Regularity of attendance, 239. 
Accommodations afforded by the schools, 239. 
Examinations, 240. 
Management of schools, 240. 
Comparative progress of different grades, 240. 
Colored schools, 240. 
Discipline, 240. 









Licensing of teachers, 242. 
Absence of teacher-s, 243. 
Need of school-libraries, 243. 
Evening-schools, 243. 
L ectures, 243. 
Institutions : 
Museum of Natural History, 243. 
State nor~al _ schools, (at Albany, Buffalo, and 
Fredoma,) ~44. 
Thomas .Asylum for Orphan and Destitute 
Indian Chilclre11, 244. 
Deaf and Dumb Institution, 244. 
Epidemic fever in school, 245. 
Imlustrial instruction, 245. 
I11stitution for Improved Instruction of Deaf. 
Mutes, 245. 
Blind Institution, 245. 
Union Tl~~ologic~l Semina:ry, 245. 
.Auburn 1 heowgwal Seminary, 245. 
Union Home ior Soldiers· and Sailors' Or· 
phans, 246. 
Home for the Friendless, 246. 
Wartbnrgh Orphans' Farm-School, 246. 
Juv~nile Asylum, New York City, 246. 
Half-Orphan Asylum, 246. 
Five Points Mission, 246. 
House ofll.efug-e, New York City, 246. 
Western Honse of Refuge, 247. 
Bellevue Hospita-l Medical College, 247. 
Edectic Medical Colleo-e, 247. · 
Homreopat!Jic Meclicaf College, 247. 
College of Pharmacy, New York City, 247. 
M~ti.cal Department, University of Buffalo, 
College of Dentistry, 247. 
Report of the r egents of the University of 
tbe State of New York, 247. 
Preliminary proii.ciency. 248. 
College of the Cit.y of New York, 248. 
Union College, 248. 
Inauguration of President Potter, 248. 
Cornell University, 248. 
ITo hart. College, 249. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 249. 
Brookl,yn Collegiate and Polytechnic Insti-
tute, 249. 
Syr·acuse University, 249. 
University of Rochester, 249. 
Va sar College, 249. 
Elmira l•'eruale College, 250. 
Manhattan College, 250. 
Saint Joseph's College, 2:10. 
Saint Stephen's College, 250. 
College of i:)aiut Fr·aDcis Xavier, 250. 
Claverack College, 250. 
Packard's Business College 250. 
Ingham University, 250. ' 
Monroe Collegiate Institute, 250. 
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Packer CollP-giate Institute, 250. 
Hungerford Collegiate Institute, 250. 
Fort Edward Collegiate Institute, 251. 
.Jamestown Uollegiate Institute, 251. 
LeRoy Academic Institute, 251. 
Rockland Feruale Institute, 251. 
Buffalo Female Academy, 251. 
Mechanicoville Academy, 251. 
Ithaca Academy, 251. 
Cortland Academy, 251. 
Hartwick Sewinary, 251. 
Long Island Historical Society, 251. 
Univerflity Uonvocation, 251, 252. 
State Teachers' Association, 253. 
ObituaJ.·y notes: 
Dr. Francis Lieber, 254. 
Dr. Chat,les A. Lee, 255. 
Professor DelllllS H Mahan, 255. 
Dr. George W. Eaton, 255. 
Facts from United States census, 257. 
State school-ofticers, 258-260. 
Normal schools, statistics of, 699-710. 
Need of raiswg standard of, xxxi. 
Example of SLate aid to, xxxi. 
Per cap1ta appropriation for, x:x:x. 
Opposition to, xx.x. . 
Summary of statistics of, xxvi-xxix. 
Training given by, demand for, xxx. 
Inadequacy of, xxx. 
In cities, xxxiii. 
In Algiers, 542. 
In Connecticut, 36. 
In Iilinois, 89. 
In Indiana, 111. 
In Kansfls, 1~1. 
In Kentucky, 126. 
In Louisiana, la5. 
· In Maine, 144. 
In Maryland, 152. 
In MaiSsaclmt-etts, 160. 
In Michigan, 1tlti. 
In Minnesota, 191. 
In Mis 'Olll'i, 208. 
In New HampHbire, 220. 
In New York, 2J3, 234,244. 
In Ohio, 272. 
In PennS.} lvania, 291. 
In Rhode l,;laud, 308. 
In South Carolina, 314. 
In T ennessee, a23. 
In Utah, 37tl. 
In Vermo11t, a35. 
In \Vest Virp;iuia, 352,353. 
In Wisconsin, 359. 
St3,listics of, fl'om census, 979. 
North America: 
Dominion of Canada, 544. 
The new school-law of New Brunswick, 544. 
Mexico, 545. 
Primary ed ucation, 545. 
Secondury Nlncatiou, 545. 
Scientific ~;ucieties, librai·ies, &c., 546. 
North Caroliun: 
Report of lion. Alexander Mciver, 261. 
Etlucational fuu<ls, 2()1. 
Financial statement, 2{)1. 
Atteudanc•·. ;Wl. 
School buil•liul{s and teachers, 261. 
Tbe t;('hool l:l) Htem, 262. 
Law relatill:.!: to school-funds, 262. 
Dcfectsl>f the pr sent law, 263. 
Compnl·m·y !•uueation, 2G3. 
Indut~trial <·<lncation, :.l83. 
T(•acbcrs' insti lutcs, 263. 
Educational ,Journal. 264. 
Educational beucfa<·tionR, 264. 
.Edut,ation iu Congre!>s, :265. 
, 'tati. tical tablt·M, 265. 
Peabody fu111l, 2(j5. 
'nin·r,..if\· of, ;.lfi5. 
David. on ·co II·;; , 266. 
Tl'init\· 'oll.,~n. :166. 
.. "orth · 'aroliua Collt•ge, 266. 
'Valw l'or •Ht Colll'tre, 266. 
llin)!ham •·bm,l, 2G6. 
'\-" ,leynu Fo·male Uollege, 266, 
l'.alei~h Jo'cumle Seminary, 266. 
North Carolina-Continued. 
Salem Female d..cademy, 266. 
Wilson Colleo-iate Seminary, 266. 
Institute for Deaf and Dumb and Blind, 266. 
Facts t'rom United States census, 267. 
School ofticials, 2G8. 
Norway. (See Sweden.) 
Obituary notices of foreign educators, deceased 
during the year 1871-'72, !'l61. 
Obituary uotices of educator·s in United States. 
(See under" Nawes of individuals.") 
Occupations, professional, &c., 995. 
Ohio: 
l'teport of Hon. T. W. Harvey, State commis-
sioner of common schools, 269. 
School-fund, :!69. 
Financial statement, 269. 
School-population, 2ti9. 
Att&ndance, 269. 
Private an<l class schools, 270. 
Teachers' and teachers' pay, 270. 
School-property, 270. 
Average rate of local school-tax, 270. 
Decrease of taxes, 270. 
Net cost of education, 271. 
School-lands, 271. 
Codificatiou of school-laws, 271. 
The towusbip-sy:stem, 27.1. 
Supervision, 271. 
Examiners, 271. 
Teachers' certificates, 272. 
Teachers' institutes, 27~. 
Schools for colored children, 272. 
Normal schools, 272. 
Cincinnati : 
German in the public schools, 273. 
Drawing as a compulsory branch, 273. 
Music, 27a. 
Language-lessons, 274. 
Night-schools, 274. · 
University, 274. 
Public lil.JI-ary, 275. 
Columbus: 
Condition of schools, 275. 
Women principals, 275. 
Branchl:'s of stmly, (music, drawing, Ger-
man,) 275. 
Normal class, 275. 
History of public-school system, 275. 
Toledo: 
Organization, 275. 
Early teaclwn;, 276. 
Present coudi1 ion, 276. 
Evening-schools, 276. 
Influence of manufactories, 276. 
Writing, 276. 
Drawiug in schools, 276. 
Time J't•quired to teach it, 276. 
Utility of the study, 277. 
Method~ of teacbiug, 277. 
Institnt ion~:;, notict>s of: 
State RPform School for Girls, 278. 
Toledo Uuiven-ity of Art>~ aud Trades, 278. 
A!!ricultural and Mechanical College, 278. 
K~nyon Collc·ge all(l Theological Seminary, 
278. 
Antioch Uollep:e, 279. 
Ba l<lwin 'Uui>ursity, 279. 
·wesleyan ' uivt>r tty, :.!79. 
Cincitmati Wef-ih·yan College, 279. 
Ohio Fc·male College, 279. 
Medical collep:l:'>!. :.li9. 
Bliml InHtimtirm , 2i9. 
Reform Sc· hool, ~r-0. 
House of l{!'i'nge, :l 0. 
Historical ~ociety, 2 0. 
llon. Samuel (~alloway, obituary of, 280. 
Hon. 'Van•·n :li1'CI111tock, obituary of, 280 . 
State Teac-IH•r:s' A•~ociution, 21"0. 
Snperinti'IHI•·nt~· as!lociation, 2 1. 
l''acts from Unitr·•l ~taLes ceusus, 281. 
chool-oflidal , 2~::2. 
Oregon: 
, chool·stati~tics, '2fl3. 
Coudition of sdwnl-fnnd, 283. 
Distribution ofintereHt on the common-ecbool 
fnull. 2 3. 




Common-school fund, 283 . 
Stnte superintendent, 284. 
Albany Collegiate College, 284. 
Pacific Uninrsity, 284. 
State Uni vcrsity, 284. . 
Christian College, 284. 
Portland Acaucmy aud Female Seminary, 285. 
McMinnville -'l.cademy, 285. 
Saint Helen's Hall, 285. . 
:eishop Scott Grammar-School, 285. 
Deaf-Mute School, 285. 
State penitentiary, 285. 
Facts from United States census, 286. 
School-officials, 287. 
Orphan a;;ylums, statistics of, 921- 926. 
Statistical summary of, lxv. 
Packard, S. S., xxxiii. 
Partridge, Ilou . .J. I-t., letter of, lxix. 
Patents for school-furniture, lxv, 927. 
Paupensm, statistic, of, from census, 996. 
Relation of, and education. (See Educntion 
and. ) 
Pay of teachers, table showing, in each State, xvi. 
In Alabama, 5. 
In Colorado, 367. 
In ]'lorida, 58. 
I11 Indiana, 108. 
Iu Louisiana. 132. 
In Maine, 138. 
In Massaclmsetts, 157. 
In Michigan, 184. 
In Minnesota, 190. 
In Mississippi, 195. 
In Missouri, 203. 
In New .Jprsey, 225. 
In New York, 233. 
In Ohio, 270. 
In Rhode Island, 304. 
ln South Carolina, 312. 
In Virginia, 339. 
In Wisconsin, 357. 
Peabody fund: 
In Alabama, 5. 
In Arkansas, 11. 
In Florida, 60. 
In Georgia, 64. 
In Louisiana, 134. 
In Mississippi, 198. 
In North Carolina, 265. 
In South Carolina, 314. 
In Tennessee, 319. 
In 'l'eJM.ts, 332. 
In Virginin, 340. 
In \:Vest Virginia, 351. 
Remarks on, xviii. 
Periodicals on education : 
In California, 15. 
In Kansas, 120. 
In Rhode Ishtnd, 305. 
Pennsylvania: 
Report of lion . .J.P. Wickersham, State super-
intendc·ut common schools, 28tl. 
No school-fnntl, 288. 
Finaucial statement, 288. 
Comparative statement, 288. 
Educational progress, 28!:1. 
Genernl stat-istics, 280. 
Expenditure for the Corn-Planter Indians, 289. 
Teaclu:•rs' institutes, 289. 
Teclmical education, 280. 
Building scbool-housos, 290. 
Length of school-term, 290. 
Need of educational reform, 200. 
Orphan Achool8, 200. 
Ifinarteial at atement, 291. 
Normal Hchools, 291. 
Philadelphia: 
Ccntrallligh-Sr.hool, 201. 
Tho Normal School, 291. 
Public JJight-schools, 291. 
Night-School for .Artisans, 2ll2. 
Reading: 
Public S!'hools, 292. 
Female principals, 292. 
Ili~)H;Chool, 292. 
Normalscbool, 292. 
P ennsylvania- Continued. 
Allegheny: 
Condition of schools, 292. 
Evening-schools, 292. 
School for Mutes, 293. 
Institutions, notices of: 
Universit.v of Pennsylvania, 293. 
Memorial-windows, 293. · 
·Cost of mliversity-equipments, 293. 
Agricultural College, 293. 
Western University of Pennsylv:tnia, 294. 
Washington and .Jeff~rson College, 294. 
Dickinson College, .294. 
Pennsylvania Colle!re, '294. 
Saint Vincent's College, 294. 
Mercersburgh College, 294. 
Muhlenburg College, 294. 
Villanova College, 204. 
Ursiuus College, 295. 
Military Academy, 295. 
Lutheran Missionary Institute, 295. 
Nazareth Hnll, 295. 
Pittsburgh Female College, 295. 
University l!'ema.le Inst.itute, 2!!5. 
Cottage Hill College, 295. 
School of Desigu for Women, 295. 
Academy of Natnral Sciences, 295. 
Moravian Seminary for Yo1;1.ng Ladies, 296. 
Allentown .Female College, 296. 
Hollida.vshurg·h Scmin::try, ~96. 
Brooke Hall Female Seminary, 296. 
Wilson Colle.ge, 2!J6. 
Swarthmore Collrge, 291l. 
Westminster Collocrc, 297. 
Lebanon Valle.v College, 297. 
Lutheran Theological 1:ieminary, 297. 
Gtttysburgh Theological Seminary, 207. 
.Jefferson Medical College, 297. 
College of Dental Surgery, 297. 
Philadelphia Dental College, 297. 
Deaf and DumlJ Institution, 297. 
Blinu Institution, 207. 
House of Refuge, 298. 
Obituary notes ; 
.John Smith H.ichards, 208. 
William .J. Jiamilton, 20S. 
William Henry Iluuter, 299. 
.John G. Moore, 29!!. 
Samuel Henry Dickson, 299. 
.Ann Pre~?ton, :299. 
.John F . Frazer, 300. 
State Teachers' Association, 300. 
Facts fr·om United State census, 300-301. 
School-officials, 302. 
City or borough snperintendents, 303. 
Pharmacy. (Sec Medical schools.) 
Phelps, Professor, st.atement by, xxxi, xx:xii. 
Pierce, .J. D., olisel'vatious by, on norm:tl gradu-
ates, xxxii. 
Population classified according to nativit~, color, 
and race, 996. 
Portugal: 
Statistics, 514. 
Preston, Ann, obituary of, 299. 
Professional schools: 
In California, 23. 
In District of Columbia, 390. 
In New .Jersey, 228. 
In New York, 247. 
In Ohio, 278, 27!J. 
In Pennsylvania, 297. 
In South Cal'ulina, 316. 
(See also u11tler law, medical, theological, &c.) 
Prussia (See Gllrruany.) 
Publicaions, educational, table of, 9~9-940. 
Public parks as sanitarinms, lxxviii. 
Railroads, educational a itlliy, xxii. 
Raymond, Mr., donation ll.v, xxvi, (note.) 
Recommcndatious of Commissioner, lxxxvii 
Reform-sci.Jools, table of, 019. 
Summary of statistics of, lxiv. 
In Connecticut, 37. 
In District of Columbia, 397. 
In Illinois, 103. 
In Iowa, 117. 
In Michigan, 186. 
In Missouri, 207. 
In New .Jersey, 22a 
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Reform Schools-Continued. 
In Ohio, 278, 280. 
In Rhode Island, 309. 
In Vermont, 337. 
Rhode Island: . 
R eport of Ron. T. W. Bicknell, 304. 
School-fund, 304. 
Expenditures, 304. 
.Appopriations for 1871-'72, 304. 
.Attendance of pupils, 304. 
T eachers and teachers' pay, 304. 
Number of schools, 305. 
Educational progress, 305. 
School-law, 305. 
T eachers' inst.itutes, 305. 
Teachers' associu.tions, 305. 
The Rhode Island Schoolmaster, 305. 
Educationa l Union, 306. 
Evening-schools, 306. 
Drawing in public schools, 306. 





Branches of study, 307. 
Trnancy, 307. 
Evening-schools, 307. 
N ewport : 
Public schools, 308. 
Truancy, 308. 
Evening higlHchool, 308. 
High-school endowment, 308. 
Institntions, notices of: 
State Normal School, 308. 
Brown University, 308. 
Scholarships, 308. 
Providence Reform School, 309. 
Scholfield s Commercial College, 309. 
.Albert .A. Gammell, obituary of, 309. 
Rev. T. A. Crane, obituary of, 309. 
Institute of Instrnction, 309. 
Facts from United States census, 310. 
Richards, J. S., obituary of, 298. 
Ruble, W. E., obituary notice of, 123. 
Russia: 
Re-organization of secondary and other sehools, 
515. 
Private educational enterprises, 515. 
Russianizing tbe Baltic provinces, 515. 
Ukase of the Emperor 1·egarding instruction 
in German, 515. 
Educational Museum, 515. 
Reading-rooms, 515. 
General interest taken in education, 516. 
Edncation in Poland, 516. 
F emale Gymnasium in Moscow, 516. 
Want of teachers for the secondary and 
superior schools, 516. 
T echnical r·cal-schools, 517. 
Re-organization of tbe district-schools, 517. 
Endeavors of the p:overnmen t to mise the 
general standard of education, 517. 
Compulsory education among the Cossacks, 
517. 
Finland: 
History and government, 518. 
School laws and government, 518. 
Primary schools, 51 . 
Secondary cbools, 518. 
Normal schools, 518. 
R al-school . 518. 
The Polytechnicum, 518. 
Lyceums, 519. 
University, 51!). 
Oth r public institutions, 519. 
Duration of scbool·year, 510. 
Safford, Governor A. P. K., letter of, xx, (note.) 
:mrl~ich I:>lands. ( ee .Australasia; also, lla· 
wauan I~lancls.) 
Saxony. (. e Gf'rmany.) 
choo1-age, remarks on, xxvi. 
School-attendance: 
In Alabama, 5. 
In California, 14. 
In Coloradn, :J67. 
In CounPcticut, 32. 
In Florida, 58. 
School attendance-Continued. 
In Illinois, 73. 
In Indiana, 108. 
In Louisiana, 132. 
In Maine, 138. 
In Massachul:letts, 157. 
In Michigan, 184. 
In Minnesota, 189. 
In Mississippi, 195 . 
In Missouri, ~03 . 
In New Hampshire, 218. 
In New Jersey, 224. 
In New York, 232. 
In North Carolina, 261. 
In Ollio, 269. 
In Rhode Island, 304. 
In South Carolina, 312. 
In Virginia, 339. 
In West Virginia, 350. 
In Wisconsin, 356. 
(See also absenteeism.) 
School-finances, table of, by States, 610. 
School-fund: 
In Alabama, 3. 
In Connecticut, 32. 
In Delaware, 51. 
In Florida, 59. 
In illinois, 73. 
In Indiana, 107. 
In KanRv"l, 120. 
In Ltmisiana. 132. 
In Mnr.vland, 149. 
In Massachusetts, 156. 
In Michigan, 184. 
In Minnesota, 189. 
In Mississippi, 195. 
In Missouri, 203. 
In New llampshire, 218. 
In New Jersey, 224. 
In Now York, 23 1. 
In :North Carolina, 261. 
In Obio, 269. 
In Oregon, 283. 
In Rbotle Island, 304. 
In South Carolina, 313. 
In Texa1l. 327, 328. 
In Utah, 377. 
In West Virginia, 350, 
In Wil:lconsin, 356. 
School-furniture, patented, 927, lxv. 
School-law: 
Of Alabama, 4. 
Of California, 14. 
Of Colorado, 367. 
Of Connecticut, 36. 
Of Delaware, 51. 
Of :Floriua, 59. 
Of Georgia, u3. 
Of Illinois, 78, 95, 96. 
Of Kentucky, 127. 
Of Louisiana, 133. 
Of Maryland, 150. 
Of Michigan, 185. 
Of :Mississippi, 196. 
Of Missouri, 204. 
Of ew Jersey, 22u. 
Of New York,233. 
Of North Carolina, 263. 
Of Ohio, 271. 
Of Rhode Island, 305. 
Of Tennessee, 319. 
Of Texas. 328. 
Of Virginia, 342. 
Of West Virginia, 352. 
School-officers : 
Of Alabama, 9. 
Of' A1·kansn , 13. 
Of Colorado, 370. 
Of Connecticut, 50. 
Of Un.kota, 372. 
Of Florida, 62. 
Of Georgia, 71. 
Of Indiana, 114. 
Of Maryland, 155. 
Of Michigan, 188. 
Of Mione ota, 103. 
Of Missi sippi, 201. 
Of Missouri, 212. 
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School-otficers -Continued. 
Of Nebraska, 215. 
Of Nevada, 217. 
Of New Hampshire, 223. 
Of New Jersey, 230. 
Of New York, 258. 
Of North Carolina, 268. 
Of Ohio, 282. 
Of Oregon, 287. 
Of Pennsylvania, 302. 
Of South Carolina, 317. 
Of Texas, 334. 
Of Utah, 380. 
Of Virginia, 348. 
Of West Virginia, 355. 
Of Wisconsin, 363. 
School-statistics by States, 608. 
Sc:hool-,;ystems of States, remarks on, xvii, xviii. 
In North Carolina, 262. 
In Ollio, 271. 
In Texas, 328. 
In Vermont, 3::16. 
In Wisconsin,.358. 
Schwarz-Senborn, Baron de,lxxiv. 
Science, schools of : 
Statistics of, 802-809. 
Remarks on, xlix. 
Bummary of statistics of, xlix, l. 
Scientific instruction : 
In Connecticut., :n. 
In Delaware, 55. 
In Louisiana, 136. 
In Massachusetts, 163, 175. 
Scotland. (See Great Britain.') 
Scott, .r. W., donation by, xxvi, (note.) 
Seaver, W., obituary of, 181. 
Secondar_y instruction, statistics of, 716-760. 
Remarks on, xxxiv-xxxviii. 
Summary of statistics of, xxxiv. 
Senegambia. (See A.f'rica.) 
Shanks, Ron . .r. P. C., aiu by, xxi, (note.) 
Sierra Leone. (See Africa.) 
Smith, .r. E. L., letter from, lxvili. 
South America: 
Argentine Republic, 547. 
. · llistor,y of euucation in the Argentine Repub-
lic, 547. · 
Law for the dist-ribution of public funds, 548. 
Normal _school, 549. 
Work of the past year 1871, 549. 
Education in the provinces: 
Buenos Ayres, 549. 
Entre Rios, 550. 
Santa 1!'6, 55V. 
Corriontes, 530. 
Cordoba, 530. 
San Luis, 550. 
Santiago, 550. 
Mendoza, 5:>0. 




Salta and Jujuy, 531. 
Statistics, 551. 
Brazil: 
Superior instruction, 551. 
Recondnry instruction, 532. 
Primary instruction, 552. 
Expenditure for public instruction, 552. 
'.fho Business College, 552. 
Institution for the Blind, 552. 
Institution for Deaf-Mutes, 552. 
Scientific, literary, and artistic esto.blish-
ruent, 552. 
Tho Imperial Academy of Medicine, 5,'52. 
~istorica_l at;~d Geograp~c:d Institute, 552. 
Ihe_pullli_c hbt:ary of R10 de Janeiro, 553. 
Vanous hbranes, 533. 
Dramatic Conservatory and National Thea-
tor, 553. 
.Academy of Fino Arts, !i53. 
Gonse•·vatory of Music, 553. 
I~p~rio.l Lyceuf!l of Arts and Industry, 553. 
c~nt~ltltlCal table oi pdmars schools., 553.' 
~ctull:l state_ of ~ducation in Chill, 554. 
oupenor~ RClcntLfic, and profest~ional instruc-
tion, 5.J4. 
South America-Continued. 
Primary and popular education, 555. 
Ecuador: 
General,rogress of education, 557. 
School o fine arts, 557. 




Irregularity of attendance, 559. 
School-hour~:~, 559. 
Standards of merit, 559. 
Statistics, 559. 
South Carolina: 




Teachers and teachers' pay, 312. 
School-districts aud schools, 312. 
School-houses, 312. 
Condition of school-system, 313. 
School-funds, 313. 
Poll-tax, 313. 
Annual reports of county school-commission· 
ers, 313. 
Uniform system of school-records, 314. 
Distribution of text-books, 314. 
Tea<Jbers' institutes, 314. 
State normal schools, 314. 
Peabody fund, 314. 
Edu.cational Institute, 314. 
State Orphan Asylum, 314. 
Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institute, 315. 
University of, 315. 
· '\"\:offord College, 315. 
Newberry Colle~e, 315. 
Greenville Bapt1st Female College, 315. 
Claflin University, 315. 
Fnrman University, 316. 
Southern Baptist Theological Semioary, 316. 
Facts from United States census., 316. 
School-officials, 317. 
Spi1in: 
State of education, 520. 
Noble seu:timent expressed by the King, 520 . 
Statistics: 
The record of national progress, i. 
Changes in character (l)f, ii. 
Of intelligence in United States census, ii 
Importance of educational, iii, iv. 
From Ninth Census, v-xii. 
· For 1872 considered, xii-lxvii. 
Date of, xii. 
Method of tabulating, xii. 
School age and attenuance in different States 
compared, xiii. 
Receipts and expenditures, remarks on table 
of, xiv; xv. 
Superior instruction: 
Summary of statistics of, xxxix-xli. 
Condition of, xlii. 
Couditions of improvement in, xlfi. 
Opinion of Professor Agassiz ou, xliii. 
Superior instruction of females: 
Summary of statistic8 of, xlviii. 
Number of institutions for, in each State :rl viii. 
Denomino.t.ions of, in each State, xlviii' 
Supervision of education, lxxxiv.-lxxxvi. 
Cost of, lxxxiv. 
Necessary qualifications for, lxxxvi. 
Swede_n aud Norway: 
M1gmtory schools, 520. 
Teachers and teachers' seminaries, 520. 
Salaries and finances, 520. 
Stati tics, 520. 




A,gricultura1 school at Mnri, 521. 
Teachers' conference, 522. 
A teacbers' jubilee, 522. 
Appenz.ell: 
Statistics, 522. 
Gener·al toaclters' conference, 523. 
B:1sle: 





Teachers' pensions, 523. 
School-hygiene, 523. 
Basle, country: 
Draught of a new school-law, 523. 
Cantonal Teachers' Union, 5:.!4. 
School-expenditure, 524. 
Illiteracy of conscripts, 524. 
Berne: 
General statistics, 524. 
Illiteracy of conscripts, 524. 
Teachers' Union, 524. 
School-expenditure, 524. 
Election of teachers, 524. 
The Victoria Institution, 524. 
Fribourg: · 
Normal School at Rautenir, 525. 
Genev:!.: 
Proposed revision of the public-school law, 52.3. 
Glaris: 
Schoo-1-exP,enditure, 525. 
Teachers' pension-fand, 525. 
Grisons: 
School-expenditure, 525. 
Secondary instruction, 525. 
Lucerne: 
Statistics, 526. 
The n~w school-law, 526. 
N eufcb.atel : 
Teachers' salaries, 526. 
Schaffhausen : 
Courses of instruction for teachers, 526. 
Schwyz: 
Gratuitous instruction, 526. 
Statistics, 527. 
Soleure: 
Expenditure for education, 527. 
Statistics qf illiteracy, 527. 
Private educational establishment, 527. 
St. Gall: 
City of St. Gall, 527. 
Teachers' salaries, 527. 
Tessin: 
Statisticil, 527. 
Teachert~' seminary, 528. 
Thurgovia: 
New school-law, 528. 
Unterwald: 
Death of an eminent friend of edneation, 528. 
Uri: 
The cantonal school of .A.ltorf, 528. 
Valais. (No report.) 
Vaud: 





Statistics of illiteracy, 530. 
Object-lissons, 530. 
Pestalo:~~zi societies, 538. 
Female students at the university, 530. 
The Federal Polytechnic School, 530. 
General remarks, 530. 
Scholastic year, 530. 
Conditions of admission, 530. 
Fees, 531. 
Different schools, 531. 
tatistics, 532. 
Fedeml action with regard to the .Jesuits, 532. 
Compulsory education, 532. 
Tanaka, .Mr. F., visit of, lxx. 
Teachers' associations. ( o Conventions.) 
Teachers' in titutes: 
In Alabama, 4. 
In California 15. 
In Colorado, 36 . 
In Connecticut, 34. 
In Geor~Pa, 68. 
In Tilin01s, 7:t, 89. 
In Indiana, 110. 
In Kentucky, 12G, 129. 
In Loni iana, 133. 
In Maine, 140. 
In ryland, 150. 
In achn tts, 1JS. 
In igan, 1 5. 
Teachers' institutes-Conthmed. 
In Minnesota, 190. 
In Mississippi, 197. 
In Missouri, 205, 208. 
In New Hampshire, 220. 
In New York, 233. 
In North Carolina, 263. 
In Ohio, 272. 
In Pennsylvania, 289. 
In Rhode Island, 305. 
In South Carolina, 314. 
In Vermont, 335, 
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